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As usual the close of the year has brought us into close com-
munication with our subscribers, and we have takeu note of all

the complaints, suggestions and compliments that have reached

us, and hope that the makers of them will be satisfied with
such action as we may be able to take. The compliments are
such as any reasonably well-conducted journal receives at this

time of year, and the suggestions are of more or less practical
value, while the complaints to a certain extent recoil on the

makers. Until we became case-hardened through familiarity
witli the assertion, we used to be uot a little chagrined at the

bluntness with which even the most personally friendly of our
subscribers told us that " we do not care for the reading-mat-
ter," "we never bind it up at the end of the year," "all we
care for are the illustrations ;

"
but at last we have come to

understand that the journal consists of two distinct features,
for one of which the less valuable the text, the editors are

solely responsible; while for the other and more valuable,
the illustrations, they are responsible in only a secondary de-

gree. Therefore all complaints directed against this feature
should be borne in part at least by those who are primarily re-

sponsible for their occasion the contributing architects. If

the illustrations we publish are not satisfactory to a given sub-

scriber, it rests with him to offer us such as he would like to

have appear in our pages ; he has our cordial invitation to do so.

FOR the sake of the point we wish to make we will grant that

the illustrations are all or the most important part of what our
subscribers wish to secure in return for their subscription

money, and that the complaints of the shortcomings of the jour-
nal iu this respect are justifiable ; and after looking over the
illustrations we have published during the past year, we are

obliged to confess that as an exposition of current American
architecture it is wofully incomplete, the elements of dignity
and lofty architectural achievement being minus quantities to

an unwarrantable extent. The cause of this deficiency is not
that dignity is not attained in this country, nor is it that our
architects have less frequent occasion to practise their highest
efforts than European architects : the opportunities and pos-
sibilities that the public and private wealth open to the profes-
sion are certainly as great here as elsewhere, and by hearsay
and ocular evidence we know that there are men who are

worthily acquitting themselves of the tasks imposed on them.
But from our inability to obtain illustrations of these works we
are unwillingly obliged to convey to our readers in all parts of

the world the idea that our architects are mainly engaged in

designing country-houses pretty enough, and vastly superior
to the average of the work we laid before our readers in the

early d.-iys of the journal but that our cities, with their costly

dwellings, hotels, stores, apartment-houses and public buildings,

Topsy-like,
"
growed." In short, the best work of a large

number of the best men is, in spite of every effort and we

profess to have made constant effort to secure them inac-

cessible to us. We do uot doubt that our own illustrated pages
are contrasted to our disfavor with those of the London jour-

nals. But consider how different are the circumstances. Big as

it is, London and its multitude of architects are far more within

the reach of editorial influence and persuasiveness ; the men
and their work are better known and more easily knowable ;

the meetings and the exhibitions of the Royal Academy, the

Institute and the Association bring the editors into frequent

personal contact with practising architects, and give them oppor-
tunities to see for themselves what the profession about them is

engaged upon, and offer chances such as we have not to make
selection for their illustrations. How is it possible for us in

Boston to know what is doing in the offices of St. Louis, Chicago,

Philadelphia, Baltimore, or even in New York? If any one

delays his offering in the expectation that we can make a per-
sonal bodily visit of entreaty, he little knows the time-consum-

ing nature of an editor's occupations.

To speak now of more specific things. We trust that our

readers have found of interest and value the initial-cuts we
have published during the past year, and if they have, that they
will be willing to contribute a little more freely material of the

necessary character. We do not ask for more than pencil trac-

ings of note-book sketches, of bits of original design of suitable

character, or of any interesting subject that may be encoun-

tered in turning over the leaves of architectural books or

periodicals. For offerings of such material we shall be very

grateful. In the early years of this journal, when our processes
of reproduction had not reached their full development, and
when our own drawing-room was a non-existent thing, we were

forced to accept for publication only line-drawings in pen-and-
ink of great preciseness of execution. Since that time our

processes have been vastly improved, and we have succeeded iu

securing very satisfactory results from clear pencil-drawings,
and once or twice from washed drawings in monochrome. Our
facilities for re-drawing colored drawings or those whose artistic

execution is inferior to their architectural merits, have also

grown, and architects ueed no longer hesitate to offer drawings
for publication because of failings in these particulars. If accept-
able in other respects we shall be glad to publish them in

time. Moreover, we have now, or soon shall have, in opera-
tion a new reproductive process, which will enable us to repro-
duce in monochrome, more or less satisfactorily according to

the actinic effect of the colors used on the original, washed

drawings as they leave their authors' hands, and also to publish
views from nature ; and we should be pleased to receive from

architects ordinary photographic negatives, of suitable size, of

buildings erected from their designs, or of picturesque subjects
and buildings of historic interest, although it is probable that

we' should find some negatives not suited to the process for

various technical reasons difficult of specification.

A VERY serious discovery is said to have been made in re-

spect to the recent explosions of steam-pipes in the streets of

New York. According to the account which we find in the

World, complaint was made a few days ago at the office of the

American Steam-Heating and Power Company that steam had

been shut off by some person unknown from certain buildings in

Exchange Place at about eight o'clock the previous evening.
The next day the complaint was repeated, and a man was de-

puted by the Company to watch the building. On the follow-

ing evening the steam was again cut off, but as investigation
failed to show any tampering with the local valves, the watch-

man hurried back to the main office, where he found the engi-
neer wondering at the high pressure shown on the steam-gauge ;

and guided by this indication the man-hole just in front of the

boiler-house was opened, and the large valve was found to be

screwed down tight, shutting off the steam from alxmt ten

miles of street mains. The strength of the valves being less

than that of the main supply-pipe behind it there would lie

some danger that the accumulated pressure might, unless the

engineer at the central boiler were on his guard, burst through
it, filling the pipes beyond with steam at a pressure of seventy

pounds to the square inch, and with a certain explosive force,

due to the suddenness of the movement, which they might not

be able to resist, and under some circumstances a great deal of

damage might be done. As it is hardly likely that such a

valve would be closed except with malicious intent, informa-

tion was given to the police in order that a thorough watch

might be kept. According to the officers of the company,
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there is reason to believe that the explosions at the corner
of John and Nassau Streets, and at the junction of Liberty
and Williams Streets, were caused by intentional tampering
with the pipes. In the former cafe, the valve which gave
way was found to have been loosened with a wrench, after the

engineer in charge left it, just enough to give an opportunity
for the steam to do the rest, and as the valve which failed in

the same manner in Liberty Street was easily accessible from
a mau-hole, a similar operation may have been carried out

there. Suspicion is said to attach to a former employe of the

company, who is likely, if such charges are proved against
him, to repent his cowardly mischievousness.

OWING to defects in the roof over the Assembly Chamber
in the State Capitol at Albany serious infiltrations of water
have taken place in the stone-work of the walls and vaulting,
and the face of the wall forming the tympanum under one of

the great arches, on which is painted one of Hunt's famous pic-

tures, has begun to scale off in large patches. This is too

common an experience with sandstone masonry which has

been soaked with water from the top to be particularly wor-

th}' of comment, except for the fact that the exfoliation car-

ries away with it the precious painting, in patches from a few
inches to a foot in diameter. To prevent the total destruction

of the picture, men have been employed night and day in dry-

ing the stone with hot irons, and Mr. John G. Carter, who was
Mr. Hunt's assistant at the time when the paintings were exe-

cuted, has been sent for to retouch and repair the places
where the original work is hopelessly spoiled.

A DETERMINED attempt has been made in New York to pre-
vent the obstruction of sidewalks by poles for the conveyance
of electric wires. A few days ago some men from the United
States Illuminating Company began to set poles along the south

side of Fortieth Street, between Fifth and Sixth Avenues, and
in the course of their operations placed one in the vaults under
the sidewalk which belong to the Hotel Eoyal, at the corner of

Sixth Avenue. The proprietor of the hotel, Mr. Meares, very
naturally objecting to such an intrusion, sent a porter to cut the

pole down. The foreman of the party from the Illuminating

Company caused the porter's arrest, but Mr. Meares answer-

ing for his appearance to be tried for malicious mischief, he
was released, and Mr. Meares then obtained a temporary in-

junction forbidding the erection of any poles in front of his

premises. Meanwhile, Dr. Wylie, who lives on Fortieth Street,
near by, finding that a pole was to be set up in front of his

house, endeavored to restrain the workmen, but was driven off

by one of them, who threatened to "
lay him out

"
with an iron

crowbar. He then invoked the aid of the law, and had the

belligerent workman arrested, and word having been sent to the

Police Commissioners, an order was issued putting a stop to all

further operations. The next morning a number of the resi-

dents on Fortieth Street met to take concerted action in ascer-

taining and defending their rights in regard to the matter. It

was found that the Illuminating Company had acted under au-

thorization from the Commissioner, of Public Works, but that

the authorization had been revoked as soon as the objections of

the abuttors were known ; but it appeared also that Fortieth

Street, bordering as it does upon the south side of the Reservoir

Park, was subject to the jurisdiction in such matters, not of the

Commissioner of Public Works, but of the Park Commission-

ers, and these, being appealed to, issued a summary order to the

Captain of the Park Police to arrest any one who should at-

tempt to place poles in the street.

To fortify themselves still further, several 'of the property
owners then obtained special injunctions restraining the Illum-

inating Company from erecting poles or stringing wires in the

street, and accompanied by orders citing the company to appear
and show cause why the injunction should not be made perma-
nent. The reputation of the residents on West Fortieth Street

for insisting upon their rights is already pretty good, and

strengthened as they are by such an array of arguments they
are hardly likely to be molested again. Meanwhile, the Illum-

inating Company must find another way of carrying its wires

to their intended destination, or some person or persons must go
without the electric light which they wish for. Of course, it is

very desirable that all electric wires should be carried under-

ground, but it is hardly less desirable that some way should be
found for allowing them to be carried temporarily above the

surface, until a better mode is invented. At present, the unre

fleeting prejudices of a few persons, who refuse to allow wires

to be placed either in front of or above their houses, may, and in

some cases does, deprive their neighbors of the use of the tele-

phone exchange systems, quite as much to their disadvantage
as to that of the telephone company, and wi'hout any real bene-

fit to anybody, and although electric-light wires can be carried

beneath the surface where telephone lines cannot, the practica-

bility of burying wires conveying a current of high intensity is by
no means settled.

ANOTHER chimney accident is reported from England, a shaft

at Bradford having fallen upon a building full of operatives,

completely demolishing it, and killing and wounding about

ninety persons, nearly all of whom were women and children.

As the boiler flues of eight mills were connected with the shaft,
its destruction puts a stop to their operations, and about three

thousand persons are thus thrown out of employment. The
cause of the catastrophe appears not to be known. In the last

serious case of the kind, the failure of the masonry, which
seemed to have been executed with the greatest care, was, we
believe, finally attributed to the swelling of the Portland ce-

ment in which the bricks were laid, but this theory never
seemed to explain the circumstances satisfactorily, and it is at

least to be hoped that a new light may be thrown upon the

subject by the investigation which is certain to be made into the

present disaster, which may enable engineers and builders to

avoid the possibility of similar ones in future.

COLONEL THOMAS L. CASEY, the engineer in charge of

the construction of the Washington Monument, has submitted
to Congress his annual report, which shows that great progress
has been made during the year, ninety feet of masonry having
been added to the shaft, which is now three hundred and forty
feet above the base. If provision can be made for procuring
stone as rapidly in the future as during the past season, Colo-

nel Casey believes that the shaft can be entirely completed be-

fore the close of the season of 1884, and possibly early in the

summer of that year. Although one hundred and seventy-one
feet yet remain to be added before the obelisk attains its full

height, the construction of the upper portion is very much

lighter than the rest, and it is estimated that ninety-two one-

hundredths of the total weight has already been placed upon
the foundation. The cost of completion, exclusive of the

terracing or other ornamentation around the base, will be about
two hundred and fifty thousand dollars, and there can be no
doubt that the necessary appropriation will be readily made,
if for nothing else, at least for the sake of securing to the

present Government the honor of having finished the highest
structure in the world.

THE picture of Raphael called the Madonna dei Candelabri,
which has been lent for a short time to the Metropolitan Mu-
seum in New York, is to be exhibited with all the precautions
which so valuable an object demands. A fire-proof room has

been built expressly for it, and the wall on which it is to hang
has been fitted with the rolling iron shutters used for protect-

ing the windows of stores, so that at night the shutters can be

drawn and the painting securely screened from mischievous

hands. An effort is likely to be made to secure subscriptions
for purchasing the picture, and it is much to be hoped that, if

made, it will be successful. There is no lack of money in New-
York for such purposes, but it must be confessed that the quali-
ties of Raphael's pictures are not such as to appeal much to the

taste of ordinary visitors to the Museum. Of course this does

not prove that the taste of the average citizen of New York is

bad, but such pictures as he has been accustomed to see and
admire the Schreyers, Bouguereus, Jacquets, and Gcromes,
to say nothing of "

impressions
" and "

harmonies," leave

the mind quite unprepared to find much pleasure in the sweet

peace of the best Italian painting. If we ventured to make

any suggestion on such a subject, it would be that the trustees

of the Museum should beg the loan of Mr. Aspinwall's pic-

tures to hang by the side of their Raphael. With these, and

perhaps some of the Jarves pictures from New Haven, a room

might be filled with paintings, the influence of which upon
the minds of visitors would be very different from that pro-
duced by the collections generally seen among us, and we im-

agine that few persons who cared at all for pictures and were
familiar only with New York galleries, would leave such a

room without feeling that their ideas had undergone a change.
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WK
an? now ready to put

the drawings into defi-

nite slip PC.

lie'jinning with the prosce-
nium-arch, whose form we
wish first to determine, we

-'consider what requirements
of width and height it is ucc-

-
essary to conform to, and re-

flect that as the hall will often

be used for balls, fairs and
other entertainments which
will fill it to its utmost capac-
ity, it is desirable to make the

proscenium opening as wide
as possible, in order that the

stage may not be too much
separated on such occasions

from the auditorium. Allow-

ing only a small projection on
the inside of the tower wall,

with an abutting wall on the

other side of the arch of the

same width, we shall have an

opening of 44 feet in width, which is ample for our purpose. The

height, however, is restricted by the consideration that the height of

ordinary theatrical scenery is limited, and it is desirable to avoid the

necessity for wide "
sky borders "

to fill the space between the top of

the scenes and the soffit of the arch; while it is also of importance in

checking the spread of fire from the upper portion of the stage to the

auditorium not to make the proscenium opening unnecessarily high.
A glance issuflicientto.show us that the arch, loaded as it is most heav-

ily at the crown, must have considerable rise, unless it is made of seg-
niental form, which would involve a thrust beyond the power of the

limited abutments to support with safety. We will for the first trial

give the arch an elliptical shape, making the rise 14J feet, with 44

feet span, and taking the depth of the arch-stones at 3 feet. Laying
out the arch and the wall above it in elevation at a large scale we have

the elements necessary for determining approximately its stability.

A diagram of one-half the arch is sufficient, as it is symmetrically

shaped and loaded, so that the line of pressure will be the same on
each side of the centre.

This line will show us the direction of all the forces which act upon
the arch and iis abutments, and if it fulfils two essential conditions

the arch and its abutments will be stable; if not they will be danger-

ously weak or fail altogether.
These requirements are :

1. The curve of pressures in the arch must lie wholly within the

middle third of the voussoirs.

2. The line of pressure prolonged through the abutment must
strike well within the base of the abutment.

The reasons for these will be readily seen. If the line of pres-
sure passes through the central line of the voussoirs, the crushing
strain due to it will be equally distributed over the surface of each

joint, but any deviation from a central position gives an inequality
in the distribution of the strain which increases very rapidly with

the variation of the pressure-curve from the central line. So long
as the curve remains within the middle third of the depth of the

voussoirs, the strain upon each joint is one of compression only, al-

though it may be unequally distributed; but when it reaches the limit of

the middle third, the crushing strain at the nearest edge of the joint
is twice as great as when equally distributed, while that on the more
remote edge is reduced to zero; and beyond this, while the compres-
sion of the nearer edge is increased to a hazardous extent, the strain

on the other edge passes into one of tension, which, if there should

be any opportunity for movement, will open the joints and bend and
dislocate the arch until it falls. This is a fatal defect, and the bound-

aries of the middle third of the voussoir, beyond which the pressure
line cannot pass without producing a tensile strain either at the ex-

trados or intrados, must bo strictly regarded.
The second requirement, that the resultant of all the forces acting

upon the abutment must strike within its base, is obviously a neces-

sary one, for otherwise the effect of the combined pressures wonld be

to overturn the abutment, as often occurs with arches carelessly de-

signed. If the abutment were a solid and unyielding mas?, it would
be stable if the pressure curve fell anywhere within the base, even
at the extreme edge; but in practice the resistance is always given

by masonry of some kind made up of small blocks, united by mortar

or cement which maybe compressed in a greater or less degree; and
the effect of a pressure applied too near the edge of such a mass is

to crush or distort it, and finally to disintegrate it, so that the usual

rule is to require that the pressure curve in an abutment of stone

or brick work, standing on a horizontal base, shall strike the base at

a point not nearer to the outside face of the abutment than half the dis-

tance between this outside face and the point where a vertical line

passing through the centre of gravity of the abutment would inter-

sect the base.

To determine the line of pressure for our arch we will take the

following method, which is sufficiently accurate, and is applicable to

arches of any form, and loaded in any manner.

Figure 178 shows one-half

wall above it in elevation, to

viding the arch and its load

lines. The slices may be of

trouble in computa-
to make them each

possible from the cen-
ut an-li is not a imilti-

of tin; last slice but
of 2 feet,
last slice,
tone h the

and the outer

extrados of

of the arch and the
scale. We begin by di-

into slices by vertical

any width, but it sa\c<

lion for a large arch
2 feet wide as far as

tre line. If the span
pie of 2 feet, the widili

one will be a fraction

The inner edj'e of the

marked -V. must jn t

springing of the arch,

edge must touch the
the first \oussoir. In

the present case, tho
bed of the first voussoir

\fl Fig 178.

being horizontal, and
the depth 3 feel, the

3 feet.

cal line in which lies

these slices, anil from
the centre of gravity
If the slices are taken

may without nppreci-
vertical drawn inid-

the slice, and we have
in that position. The
to be obtained, and as

width of the slice X will also be
We have now to find the verti-

the centre of gravity of each of

that the vertical drawn through
of the entire half-arch and its load,

small enough, the centre of gravity
able error be assumed to lie in a

way between the lines bounding
only to draw the short lines shown
relative weight of each slice is next
in a wall of homogeneous masonry this will be proportional to tho

areas of the slices, w need only calculate these, leaving the thickness

of the wall and the weight per cubic foot as constant factors, to be

supplied in case we wish to determine iinv actual pressure from the

relative ones which the diagram will give.

Measuring with the scale the length of the two vertical sides of

each slice, dividing their sum by two and multiplying by the width,
will give their areas in square feet, which we mark as shown.
We have next, for the sake of simplifying our work, to make two

assumptions, which experience shows to be justified, although they
have no theoretical foundation. One of these is that the pressure
curve passes through a given point at the crown of the arch; and
the other, that it also passes through a given point at the springing.
If these two points are fixed, the rest of tho corresponding curve is

easily found, and for ordinary purposes we can safely suppose them
to be so by the adhesion of the mortar and general inertia of the

masonry. For a semi-circular or semi-elliptical arch, which natu-

rally tends to rise at the haunches and descend at the crown, it is

usual to make these points coincide with the outer limit of tho middle
third of the voussoir at the crown ami springing, ax at (" and i' in

the figure. For pointed and segmeutal arches, which tinder ordi-

nary circumstances tend to rise at the crown and descend l the

haunches, the points fixed should coincide with the inner limit of thu

middle third of these voussoirs. If, however, a pointed or segmcn-
tal arch is most heavily loaded over the crown, so that its natural

disposition to rise at that place is counteracted, the fixed point may
be at the outer third, either at the crown alone, or both at crown and

springing, as may seem best suited to the circumstances.

In the case of our elliptical arch, the points C and S being the

ones assumed to be fixed, we will prolong the centre line of the

arch and load indefinitely downward, and then space off nj n it in

succession the weights of the slices of tho arch and its load, or

rather, of the areas which stand as the ab' reviated form of tlniM!

weights. Any scale may be taken, as these dimensions have nothin r

to do with those of the arch itself. At the scale we adopt, 92. tie

number representing the area of the first slice, will extend from C to

1 ; 87J, the second slice, from 1 to 2; and so on, 11-12 representing
the last slice.

Next, take a point O, at any distance to the left of the line CM 2,

and opposite its middle point; draw O C, O 1, 02, anil so on. to O
12; the simplest way of doing this being to draw C O and 12 O ..t

45 with the vertical, which will give O at their intersect int.

Draw now, from the intersection of C O with the centre line > f

the first slice, another short line, P Q, parallel to O 1, until it inter-

sects the centre line of the seconil slice; then from this point, parai-
Icl with O 2, to the centre of the third slice, and so on, the last line,
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..Y Y, biting parallel to 11. From Y draw a line downward paral-
lel to O 12, until it intersects C at G. A vertical drawn through
(J will pass through the centre of gravity of the arch and its load.

If the half-arch and its load were in a single piece, supported at

S, they would be acted upon by three forces, namely :

A horizontal pressure, proceeding from the key of the arch, and

caused bv the push of the other half-arch
;
the force of gravitation,

acting vertically on the line of the centre of gravity; and the reac-

tion of the abutment, which serves to oppose the other forces and

maintain the whole in equilibrium. These three forces must meet at

a common point, since otherwise they would not balance each other;

and as the horizontal and vertical forces are lixed in direction, this

point must be at their intersection, or at F. We have already as-

sumed that the line of pressure in the abutment, which is the same
as the line of reaction against the pressure, shall pass through S ;

hence, as F is already found, F S must show the direction of the

thrust at i$. We have yet to find the amount of the pressure ; but

we know that, like every other oblique force, it can be decomposed
into a vertical and a horizontal pressure, which will be represented

by the adjacent sides of a rectangle of which the original force

forms the diagonal ; and as the vertical component is obviously equiv-
alent to the sum of the weights of the small slices of the arch and

its load, which furnish the only vertical pressures, and are already
laid out from C to 12, we have simply to take F T, equal to C 12,

and draw the horizontal T J, intersecting the prolongation of F S
at ./. Then J F, at the scale to which the other pressures are

drawn, shows the amount and direction of the oblique reaction act-

ing through S, and applied at .F, and F T and 7" /show the amount
of the vertical weight and horizontal thrust by which it is balanced

at that point.
The arch and its load not being, however, a solid mass, but com-

posed of small parts, mutually wedged against and supporting each

other, the actual direction of the pressures is not the broken line

JC F .S, hut a curve, or rather a curved series of short straight lines,

coinciding with C F S only at the extremities C and S, and varying
in direction with the gradually accumulating weight of the succes-

sive slices of the arch and its load from the centre. To facilitate

the d -awing of the diagram, we prolong F C horizontally, and draw
12 H' parallel to J F. As C 12 is equal to F T, C W" is equal to

J T, and. like it, represents the horizontal thrust at the key of the

arch, while 12 IK represents the oblique pressure at the springing .S.

The pressures at successive points in the arch will then be repre-
sented, both in direction and amount, by lines intermediate between
these two, and if we draw to W lines from the points 1, 2, 3, and so

on, which correspond to the weights on the central lines of the slices

of the arch and its load, we shall have the successive directions of

the curve of pressures at its intersection with those lines. Nothing
then remains but to draw C L horizontally, L M parallel to 1 W,
At N parallel to 2 W and so on to S, where the line will coincide

with that
previously

found.

Hy referring to the diagram, it will be seen tli.it the compressive
strain upon the arch-stones grows continually greater from the crown
to the springing, the horizontal component remaining always the

same, while the vertical component increases.

Having found the line of pressures, it remains to see whether it'is

contained in the middle third of the voussoirs. A glance shows us

that, this is not the case, and the arch is impracticable.
If it were built it would bend outward at It, and sink at the crown ;

the inner edge of the voussoirs would crush at the points where they
are crossed by the pressure curve, and the whole would fall.

There is nothing for it but to design a new arch, and as the curve
of pressures varies with every form of arch, a new curve must be
constructed for each. After trying an ellipse of greater rise, and
then a circle, all in vain, we are led to the pointed arch, as being the

only one adapted for a large span, with the maximum load on the

crown, and by laying out such a curve, as sbown in Figure 1 79, we suc-

ceed in passing the curve entirely through the middle third of the

voussoirs, taking these at 3 feet long.
We have now three more points to determine : 1. Whether the

abutment is sufficient to resist the thrust of the arch safely. 2.

Whether the pressure upon any arch-stone will be so great as to risk

crushing it ; and 3. Whether the inclination at which the pressure is

applied upon any voussoir, or any course of masonry in the abutment,
is so great that the superincumbent mass will be in danger of sliding
on it, instead of simply pressing against it. As we have seen, the di-

rection of the thrust of the arch at its springing is shown by the line

FS, and if the arch and its load were required to be held in equilib-
rium by an inclined column, for instance, the line J S would show
the position of the axis of the column. We have here, however, to

reMst the thrust, not a rigid support, but a mass of considerable

weight, which will add a vertical pressure due to this weight, to the

inclined thrust, modifying its direction as well as its amount, and we
must find the modified direction of the pressure before we can deter-

mine whether it will fall upon the base of the abutment so far within

its outer face as we have found to be required for perfect safety.

Srictly, the modified line of thrust through the abutment would
be a curve, since the vertical component accumulates as we follow
the pressure line away from the springing of the arch

;
but for our

present purpose we need only ascertain the point ami direction of

its application
a.t the base of the abutment. To do this, it is sulli-

cieut, instead of dividing the abutment into successive portions and cal-

culati ng the modification in the thrust due to the weight of the arch, to

regard the whole abutment as a single mass whose weight will give
the vertical component which we need to fix the final direction of

the thrust. Neglecting the slice of the abutment between its inner
face and a vertical line dropped from the extrados of the arch at the

of this does not affect the

portion will have a tra-

procced to find the posi-

by drawing the two di-

and finding the middle
and setting off at A on the

the distance from the
the trapezoid equal to the
the upper corner of the

point of intersection of

als; then connecting B
dividing B A into three

equal parts, the first

point of division V, show-

ing the position of the

centre of gravity, is required.
From Fwe now drop a vertical line

intersecting the pressure-line jS' J at

If; this will give the point of appli-
cation of the vertical component of

the new pressure line. To deter-

mine the amount of this component,
we measure the area of the abut- Fie- 179.

ment trapezoid as has already been done with the slices of the arch
and its load, and obtain 507 as the result. We lay this off from 12
to 13, on the same vertical line that measures the vertical pressures
of the slices of the arch and its load, and at the same scale, and then
draw 13 W, which gives the direction and amount of the total com-
bined pressures of the arch, load, and abutment. Transferring the

direction of the final pressure so as to intersect K, the actual point of

application, we find that it will strike the base of the abutment at 11,

which is nearer the vertical dropped from the centre of gravity of the

abutment than half the distance between this vertical and the exte-

rior face of the abutment, and the abutment may therefore be relied

upon as stable under the given pressure.
We must now test the second point of safety in our arch, and as-

certain whether the pressure at any given joint is greater than the
stone can be relied upon to resist. The greatest pressure, as we see at

once from the diagram, is at the springing line. Scaling the line 1 2 W,
which represents this pressure, we find it to measure 1140, at the

scale of this part of the diagram. This, howler, being expressed
in terms of superficial feet, must be multiplied, to find the pressure
which it represents, by the number of pounds which a portion of

the wall one superficial foot in area will weigh. The wall is 16

inches thick, and at 112 pounds per cubic foot the weight required
will be 149 pounds. The total stress at the springing will be there-

fore 149 X 1140= 22350 pounds. The area of the joint is 36 X 16
= 576 square inches, and the pressure will therefore average
22350 -f- 5 76= 38.8 pounds, which is far within the limit of safety.
The determination of the third point, whether the direction of

the pressure at any joint is such as to cause sliding, can be only ap-

proximately made, since the adhesion of the mortar, the roughness
of the stone, and many other elements, will enter into the aotunl re-

sult, but we may safely assume that no pressure will cause sliding
of the stone voussoirs which is not applied at a greater angle than

32 with a normal to the direction of the joint. Our pressure curve

shows that the angles of application of the stress are all well within

this limit, and we need feel no uneasiness in regard to the voussoirs.

With respect to the joints of the abutment, however, we may feel

some anxiety, as the direction of the pressure for the courses nearest,

to the springing of the arch forms an angle of somewhat more thai'

30 with the vertical
;
but the adhesion of the mortar to brickwork

is far greater than to stone, and the true angle of safety is corre-

spondingly increased, so that if we take the precaution of delaying
the removal of the centering on which the arch is built until the

mortar in the abutment i* well set, we need have no apprehension
as to the result.
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BUILDERS' SCAFFOLDING. VII.

TAGING is a species of scaffolding;
in fact in some parts of tlie United
Stales tlie words are used as inter-

changeable terms, but tlie former more

particularly applies to a st;iL'o, platform,
or Hoor, which is erected at once to

its specific altitude. Thus a stag-

ing is an elevated, temporary, floored

space for operating a derrick, or for

temporary tramways in connection

therewith, or for the purpose of

erecting large roof or bridge trusses

or girders, or for the purpose of ac-

commodating the ceremonials con-
nected with laying corner-stones, or
for the inauguration of monumental
structures, etc. Although staging
is a more general accompaniment of

works of civil engineering, as in the
erection of breakwaters, piers, via-

ducts, etc., nevertheless, in connec-
tion with architectural building it is also an accompaniment of im-

portance in certain structural erections, such as the erection of city
or suburban ornamental bridges, or roof-trusses of buildings o"f

large span in their permanent place. It either extends over the
entire area to be roofed or bridged, or is of suflicicnt width for

working accommodation immediately under the position of each
truss or girder, if these are far apart ;

or else it is constructed
under the position of thejirst truss, and is of sufficient extent to serve
the purpose of putting together the parts of all the trusses, one after

another, after which they are slid along on the wall-plates to their

respective positions by means of planks and rollers, or upon double-
roller trucks. The last truss in permanent numerical order would
thus have to be the first truss constructed and moved to its position,
and the others would follow in reverse numerical succession back to
the first, which would be the final truss erected. If there is no com-
pensatory advantage in thus erecting a partial stage at one end of
the building in preference to the middle of it, the latter position
would only require the completed trusses to be moved the least dis-
tance towards either end after being put together. Movable staging
is occasionally resorted to where a comparatively long and narrow
building is to be roofed; it is furnished with wheels, flanged or other-
wise specially adapted to work over a light railway track, or rails of
hard-wood which are laid on the floor or joists along the entire length
of the building.

For large skating-rinks, exhibition-buildings, railway-depots, swim-
ming-baths, anil such like special cases in which arch trusses and
specially adapted forms are sometimes erected, very complete and
special staging must be provided.

In building upon a beach or shore unusual and special conditions
have to be encountered, and in each case the extent and nature of
the exposures to the elements must be thoroughly investigated, and
ample acquaintance with all the variety of maximum mechanical effects
and conditions fully comprehended and appreciated, particularly in

regard to the best means of obtaining permanent foundations and
substructures, which shall safely withstand the fury of the elements
in their greatest intensity.
When solid rock would seem necessary, but is seldom readily at-

tainable in the precise position desired", it becomes necessary to
resort to masonry piers, piles or trestle-work, or like devices in
order to obtain the necessary foundation upon which to erect the
superstructure, and notwithstanding that many of such buildings are
only for summer use, permanence is essential and economy desirable;
and hence, instead of resorting to masonry substructures which
would necessitate the sinking of expensive caissons and costly stone
or cement-concrete construction, iron screw-piles or cylinders are
driven into tin; beach. Sometimes a landing-pier for vessels forms a
prolongation of the staging with all needful approaches from the land.
Attached to the heads of the sunk piles are iron columns in suitable

Fig 31.
Fig 25.

lengths for being readily handled by such constructive appliancesas are to be employed. These columns reach to a uniform level
above tide-water, and are all latticed together with a system of
tension-bracing in five cubic or normal planes, each intermediate
column beta tied and braced in eight alternate or opposite direc-
tions, in each horizontal plane, repeated at convenient intervals in

height. Four directions are alternate in lateral planes, four more in
transverse

plane*, and e.ight mure in the diagonal planes of the cubic
bay. These being the only directions in which a square system of

planting the columns, i. e., in lateral and transverse directions squaro
to each other, admits of, and as it affords eight different horizontal
directions of braced resistance for each intermediate column of a
skeleton structure, it sullices for our purpose of illustration to confine
our observations to this system. When the piles, prolonged by verti-
cal columns or standards, are brought to a uniform level at the proper
height and braced as indicated, a frame of girders and transoms of
iron or timber to carry the floor-joists is laid upon them, the floor
system being further secured against side-strains by lateral bracing.
Ihus far the permanent structure above alluded to will coincide
in general principles of arrangement with similar temporary struc-
tures for short-lived purposes under similar conditions of exposure,
the methods and manner of construction, and the kind and quality
of materials employed being regulated in each instance bv the per-
manent or temporary character of the proposed structure.

'

The reg-
ulation of any simple geometrical arrangement of plan of piles or
columns of the permanent structure must depend upon the general
requirements of the structure. There will occasionally also be an
auxiliary system of direct supports necessary for incidental features
which cannot be brought directly over the individual columns of any
general system, and hence, special care is necessarv to provide at the
outset in the staging for the admission of such incidental columns
and their bracings, without any interference with anv parts of the stag-
ing. The same care, of course, will be required when devising the
staging to avoid its .interference with the general system of columns
and bracings, as a large building (which, in such circumstances would
probably be of wood, or of wood and iron in combination) mounted
upon legs above storm-water reach exposes so extensive a surface
to the force of high winds, that not onlv great breadlii of base and
secure interbracing of the columns, but 'also ground anchoring mayhave to be resorted to, to prevent lifting, oscillation, or ovt-rlui mug.ihe method of anchoring will depend on the nature of the facilitien
available.

In order to erect such a permanent structure as here indicated, a
temporary staging becomes necessary. In the hurry of the moment
we neglected to prepare a special illustration when the collection of

engravings for this series was being executed ; we shall therefore use
Figure 21, which shows a temporary staging formed of heavy lim-
bers, which is of a type that has been erected over deep wa'ler to

carry a tramway used to deposit materials for the construction of
a breakwater; but it may be noted that for our purpose the trussing
of the girders would probably be omitted, and the character of the
structure generally would be less complete in its appointments, and
more flimsy in some respects, although, perhaps, a show of more exten-
sive bracing, reaching to the bottom, might have been attempted to
take the place of the anchoring below referred to, as it will be observed
that the columns in the figure are only braced at the top with (en.'ion-
rods fixed to the transom at mid-span, but in this case i-h..re an-

chorage had been resorted to to resist hide-strains. It also sh,.w*
the transverse timbers or girders stiffened with queen-post trussing,
evidently not to carry the tramways, as they are supported directly
by the standards, but apparently to resist the deflecting strain wkii-li
the downward action of the raking rod-bracing (which is intended
to preserve from distortion the angular relation of the vertical
with the horizontal timbers) would produce, when the structure was
acted on by wind strains, and as this bracing only acts as a tie

having no corresponding sectional area to enable it lo resist com-
pressive strain, therefore, it cannot act as a strut. There is no stiffen-

ing or trussing needed against an upward thrust which would In- oc-
casioned by the action of a strut, but which in any event would have
been counteracted by the adjacent tie-brace, so lo'ng as its resistance
held good.

Economy in bracing may be effected, when the standards arc of
timbers, by only bracing the middle third, fourth, or other appro-
priate fraction of the height, with one or more panels in height, as
may best correspond with the intervals between the standards.

It may be noted that in setting screw-piles or other standards in
such circumstances pontoons are specially useful in securing exact-
ness of position of the piles, when these must be set in water,
especially when the pontoon is constructed with four legs and guide-
piles, which reach down to the bottom, and on which it partially
rests, it being also partly supported by the water. Sometimes when
foundations are difficult of access, it is more economical to have the
standards disposed in clusters of a convenient number and arrange-
ment at intervals, each cluster forming an independent pier, tresilc
or bent, which is independently braced. They are all connected to-

gether across the top by girders or trusses, and a flooring system,
and when very high are further secured longitudinally by horizontal
rails at intermediate heights and diagonal bracing.

Figure 22 shows a form of staging in transverse view, in order the
better to exhibit in elevation the flying wind-braces, to which we
have before incidentally alluded. It purports to be a specimen of
staging used in the erection of large structures where considerable
breadth has to be covered and large weights sustained temporarily
at high elevations, such as wide truss-bridges, viaducts, etc., while
putting the parts together in their proper position on the abutments
and piers, until they are joined, bolted, and riveted together in a
complete self-sustaining structure. In such a case the staging is com-
monly called false works. It consists as in the framed scaffolding of
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square timbers, standards footed on fills, all brought up to a level,

across the tops of which horizontal transverse timbers are laid, fas-

tened with dog-irons. These horizontal timbers extend 8 to 1 2 feet or

more beyond the outside standards (depending on the height of the

standards between cross-transoms), its extremity being supported by
a standard. Raking braces foot down upon the sills, and wedge up
close under the transverse timber, there being one bay of cross diag-
onal bracing between the sill and transverse timbers, laid across the

standards and bolted to each, where in contact with them. This as-

semblage of timbers as shown is repeated in each of the three stories

above, with the exception that the diagonal bracing is only alternate

instead of being cross in each story, also that the outer extremity of

the transverse timbers is supported by a raking strut, instead of a ver-

tical standard, and it buts against cleats bolted to the standards.

Sometimes the strut is in two pieces, one of the pair being on each
side of the brace, and all bolted together at the intersection. Some-
times the strut and brace instead of thus intersecting about mid-

length, meet and abut against each other at mid-distance on the

standard. This becomes necessary when the cross-transoms are a

great height apart, making the bracing angle too sharp to be effectual

with a convenient projection of transverse timber, for even if a suffi-

cient projection is attainable, heavy timbers would be necessary for

the bracing and strutting. When the brace and strut meet centrally
in the height of the standard, between transoms, there is a counter-

bracing added to oppose the strain induced by the foot of the brace,
as described in the framed scaffold.

It will be well to observe the distinctive objects for which such

bracing and strutting may be employed : thus, (1) to resist wind or
lateral strains, encountered by the structure, and also by the super-
structure of whatever nature or extent; and (2) bracing, of a similar

form, intended to stiffen the standards against bending under a su-

perincumbent load. The precise mechanical effects differ, as likewise
do the scientific methods of investigating the strains produced under
each condition also differ. This part of our subject will be taken up
later.

The flying wind-brace, we may assume, is intended to reinforce,
in a sense, the panel or bay bracing, which here *trves to connect to-

gether the two outside sets of Hying wind-braces, from story to story,
and at the same time prevents lateral bodily movement of the entire

structure as if in one compact mass, and to stiffen the outside tier

of standards against the strong leverage of elevated side or wind
strains by means of shorter timbers, and consequently is of smaller

scantling and less horizontal spread (sufficient horizontal spread be-

ing in many cases inadmissible for litaL-rrBcbtag braces) than if

either of the upper stories were braced directly up from the ground.
The (lying wind-brace, as in the above figure, it will be observed, is

equivalent in form to the original cross-bracing, minus the outside
standard. Cross-bracing of this kind was described in connection
with the Scotch Gabbert scaffolding. When the force is acting side-

ways in any particular direction on the outside tier of standards
alone, as that of the wind on an independent superstructure, as from
the right towards the left side, the bracing and struts are in com-

pression on the left side, so long as the standards and transoms re-

main normally perpendicular to each other; but so soon as distortion
is induced, and the angular relation of the vertical and horizontal
members begins to decrease on the one side and consequently to in-

crease on the alternate side, the strut will be in tension under the
above action, and the reverse conditions would take place on the

right side, the transverse timbers and the bay alternate bracing con-

veying the strains from the wind-brace on the one side to the other.
The alternate braces should be of sufficient scantling to resist com-

pression as well as tension-strains between fixed points.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.
"
8EACROFT," THE HOUSE OK GEORGE 8. SCOTT, ESQ., SEABRIGHT,
N. J. MESSRS. PRICE* FREEMAN, ARCHITECTS, NEW YORK, N. Y.

OEACROFT" is built of heavy framing with the walls lined" \ and felted, and made to resist the stormy exigencies of aW very exposed position. The site is upon a high knoll com-

manding the ocean and a stretch of coast from Sandy Hook
to below Long Branch. The house is finished internally "in but-

ternut, the first floor is paneled, ceiled, and timbered in the same,
with the rafters and beams moulded and carved.

CORRECTION.
IN our last issue the name of the architect of the design for an

apartment-house was printed Edward when it should have been Ed-
gar C. Curtis.

STEEI, BARS FOR BELLS. In some places in Europe steel bars are
used in preference to bells, supplanting them sometimes altogether in
church steeples, and producing very pure, distinct and melodious
sounds. An English writer even advocates their general use on the
ground that while in point of sonorousness they are equal to the common
bell, in certain other respects they are to be preferred to it. Their
weight will be light in comparison with the ponderous objects they are
to replace; they will not burthen the steeple so much, and, consequently,
will give more scope for architectural design ; their winding and hang-
ing up will not be so difficult, dangerous, and expensive; they are not
liable to crack, as is the case with bells, and are, therefore adapted for
use in any climate; they can also be operated by a simple mechanical
contrivance. They are also much cheaper than bells.

STRAIGHTENING A CHIMNEY.

WE
find an interesting account of

straightening a chimney, 330
feet high, in the Wochenschriftul

the Society of German Engineers,
from which we take the following par-
ticulars. The chimney in question,
erected in 1880-81 for the blende-

roasting furnace of the Liebehoffnung
zinc-works at Antonienbiitte, Silesia,
for carrying off sulphurous gases,
soon after its completion began to

curve in consequence of strong and
continuous gales from the south-east.
The work of straightening it was at

once confided to two experienced
chimney builders, Herren II. Uoli-
mann and F. Ebeling, of Bernburg.

It should be premised that the chimney was begun in July, 1880, the

base, 53 feet high and 24 feet square, being finished before tlie getting-
in of the winter, when operations had to be suspended. The work
was resumed in the following spring, and actively pushed forward,
so that by end of September, 1881, the chimney was completed, lis

principal dimensions are :

JleigLt.
Base. 24ft. square ft. 53
Uclagoiml purtioli "10

,7

{ Diameter at top
{%>^ ,. j ^

Total height above ground ft. 330

The base is of ordinary Dutch brick laid in lime mortar; the round
shaft, 267 feet high, of stone and lime-mortar, to which was added
cement in the upper portion of the chimney, from 40 fiet below the
summit. The thickness of the walls of the round shaft, constructed
in thirteen steps each about 20 feet high, is at the lower portion 6

feet 6 inches, at the top 1 foot 3 indies.

The completed chimney was first used in October, 1881. Soon af-

ter it began to show a strong curvature towards the northwest, begin-

ning at the foot of the round shaft and running up towards the top
in the form approaching a parabola. The curvature was ascribed, as

stated, to the continuous southeast gales prevailing at the time, to

which the brickwork, which was not yet sufficiently set, hail to give.
As the foundation of the chimney went down to the solid rock, its cur-
vature could not be attributed to the giving wa\ of the foundation.

Subsequent measurements proved, moreover, that the square base hail

not moved out of the perpendicular, but had remained undisturbed.
It was determined by measurements that the summit of the chimney
had gradually bent over nearly 10 feet towards the northwest, so that
a plumb-line suspended from the centre of the periphery of the in-

clined chimney-top was hanging outside the base of the chimney.
The two builders named above undertook to remedy this dangerous
state of matters, and began work on July 1 of this year. Tne chim-

ney was first mounted by means of their special scaffolding to a

height of 139 feet, where the first cutting was to be made. At this

portion, the outer diameter of the chimney is 16 feet, the inner 6 feet

6 inches; the thickness of the wall was consequently 4 feet 9 inches.

The weight of the portion of the chimney-shaft above this first cutting,
of a height of 191 feet, is about 670 tons. Calculations and measure-
ments with zinc-gauges had shown that a perpendicular from the calcu-
lated centre of gravity of the portion of the chimney above the cutting
to a height of 191 feet upon the section plane intersected the latter

about 3.29 inches, inside the periphery of the width in the clear ot 6

feet 6 inches diameter, at a distance of about 5 feet from the outer

edge of the brickwork.
For safety's sake, and because the mortar had not sufficiently set,

owing to the chimney being taken in use directly after completion,
six strong wrought-iron rings, with spring locks, were placed round i he

chimney above and below the cutting. The latter was begun while
the roasting furnace was continued at full work, and had proceeded
so far by July 21 that the projection of the centre of gravity upon
the section had been undercut to the extent of Scinches. On one side,

however, a piece of the brickwork had remained, and could not be
cut away by the saw, because the latter began already to get too much
jammed in the cutting. This piece of brickwork prevented the up-
per part of the chimney going back, as it hindered the intended turn-

ing at the end of the cutting. The consequence was that, the other
side of the chimney being undercut, the upper part turned back in a

slanting direction towards the south-east by only about G^ inches and
a crack running perpendicularly upwards began to show itself in the
brickwork at the height of the centre of gravity. In this little sat-

isfactory state the chimney was on July 21
; decisive action became

necessary, and it was resolved to at once blow out the furnace. The
next day the chimney was mounted from the inside as far as the cut-

ting, and the piece of brickwork left as above mentioned so success-

fully removed that on the same day, in the evening, the undercut

part of the chimney turned back the thickness of the cutting. But
as this was not sufficient, a second cutting was made at a height of

184 feet, and a third at a height of 223 feet, the whole work of straight-

ening the chimney being completed by August 1. Although it was
found impossible to make the chimney perfectly perpendicular, be-
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cause llio Ill-lid bewail lon-cr than it was possibl.-, witli dm- regard to

safety, to make (In: lir.-t cutting, thu result of the operations was con-
sidered satisfactory. The stability of the chimney liad been ensured,
and its outward appearance almost restored to tin- nunuul.

LEGAL
Tf

F

t*/fy

NOTES AM) CASES.
EW more cur ions cases, "says a Paris cor-

respondent of the .V/. James's (j'azelte,
' have ever been brought before a court

of justice than that which was tried at Bor-
deaux the other day, the plaintiff's being
the heirs of the well-known claret-grower,
M. Larrieu, and the defendant a painter of

some repute named Roybet. The plain-
tiffs asked that M. Roybet might be corn-

filed eiiher ID pay them 400 or to paint
for them a picture of equivalent value;

their contention being that lie had re-

ceived from the late M. Larrieu a

hogshead of Haut-Iirion upon condi-
tion that lit: should do him a picture;
but that he had drunk the claret and
not painted ihe picture. They also
asked that M. Roybet should be or-

dered to give up to them a musket
and some javelins which the late M.
M. Rovbet's answer to this was that

C6 .

(Xffo/ntr fa/ory
Lm-ieii ha I lent'bim to sketch.

..., _ ..... _.
M. Larrieu bad sent him the wrne as a present, and that no kind of

promise was ever made about bis painting a picture in return for it;
sind iliai as to the pieces of arms, they were at the disposal of M.
I,:irrieu's heirs whenever they liked to send for them. The Court
took M. Rovbet's. view of the matter and nonsuited the plaintiffs,who have nevertheless obtained an excellent advertisement for their
claret."

Customs. "
Professional Productions." Copies of Works of Art.

An action to recover the excess of legal duties, exacted upon the
i'.np.irtation of a number of nieces of statuary (Viti M. Fulton,
collector) was brought in the United States Circuit Court for thu
Eisiern District of Pennsylvania. By the Revised Statutes, 2504,
Schedule M, Professional productions of a statuary or sculptor"
ire dutiable at ten per cent ad valorem. On the trial it was con-
. led that ihe importations were original works, except two statues

boys which had been executed from antique model.-
; the former

nrefure were without doubt liable for the low duty only. But as
> i he. copies, it was contended I hat only the artist who conceived the

ideal of the corporealized image is entitled to the benefit of the duty,
and therefore that the statuary or sculptor who has modelled the
work which he and others have finished alone is within the category
of the section. Judge McKennan in deciding in favor of the im-
porter, said :

" The statute clearly embraces all the artistic work of a statuary
or sculptor who pursues the employment of his class as a profession.We cannot construe its words otherwise without wrenching them
from their u'enenilly accepted signification. The statues of the bovs
copied from antique models were the product of the labor and sk'ill
of professional sculptors, and hence were their 'professional produc-
tion*' within the purview of the law, and are subject to the low rate
of duty." JV. If. Evening Post.

Landlord and Tenant. Defective Roof.
The Albany Law Journal narrates a Minnesota decision which

may be cautionary to tenants of apartments, offices and French flats.

'I'.'ji- ovjjcr of a building in Minneapolis let the various stories of it

to different persons. As may be supposed, neither tenant hired the
roof, and nothing was said in the brief, somewhat informal agreements
made. alMjiit the duty of keeping the roof in repair. In "course of
lime the roof grew leaky; no one repaired it; a rain-storm occurred
and water percolated through the walls and floors, and drenched
and ruined the stock of goods of the tenant on the ground-floor, a
dealer in lire-arms and ammunition. He sued the owner of the
building for damages, but the court held that the owner and general
landlord is not bound even where the building is let in portion, to
m ike repairs unless he has agreed to do so or the structure is be-
coininii a nuisance. No doubt this is the rule when a tenant hires a
whole building, but we think that in this city, the popular under-
standing is that tenants of an office, an "apartment," or a flat are
entitled to look to the landlord to keep roof, ball, stairs, and the like
in reasonable repair. Must they always stipulate for this in so many
words? The Minnesota rule is surely very inconvenient, for if the
landlord need not repair the roof, the several tenants must each have
mi implied right to do so, and after any heavy storms ten or a dozen
of dwellers under a leaky roof may gather upon it squabbling as to how
it shall be repaired. If such be the law, tenants should understand
it. N. Y. Times.

Replevin. Antique Cabinet.

The widow of General Meade has a suit in replevin in Philadel-

phia against Charles Gunold, a cabinet-maker, and the Pennsylvania
Museum and School of Industrial Art, for the possession of an an-

tique cabinet uow on exhibition in Memorial Hall. It appears that

the cabinet wag brought to America in the early part of the present

century by Richard Meade, at that time minister to .Spain, and the

father of the late general. It was of the kind placed In-side the al-

tar in Ihe early days of the church to hold the sacred vessels used in

communion service. The piece was elaborately carved, containing
tinted columns, Ionic capitals, foliated scrolls, Cupids, caned sea-

horses and dolphins, besides statnctHs, typical of Faith, Hope and

Charity, and scriptural texts inlaid in rare woods. From the elder

Meade it descended to his son, and in the course of lime became con-

siilcrablv scratched and defaced. In 18CO Mrs. Meade sent it to a
caliinel-niaker named William II. Quass, whose shop was on Monroe

Street, for the purpose of having it repaired. At the same time thu

civil war broke out, and in the worry and anxiety of the next few

succeeding years the cabinet was overlooked and forgotten, ami re-

mained unnoticed in the little Monroe-Street shop. Finally, in the

spring of the present vear Quass died, and his executors held a pull-
lie sale of his effects. The cabinet caught the experienced c^eof
Mr. (iunoltl, who purchased it, and then spent much time and labor

in restoring it toils former beauty. Having succeeded in bis en-

deavor, he deposited it in the Memorial Hall, in charge of the mu-

seum, where it has since remained. Recently it attracted the atten-

tion of the general's son, and inquiry developing the fuels stated

above, Mrs. Meade instituted a suit for its recovery. Philadelphia
Record.

DR. DRESSER IX JAPAN.

I
T mijlit have been supposed
that the long succession of

travellersin Japan, headed,
as far as graphic power
and picturesque freshness

go, by Miss Bird, would
have exhausted the inter-

est excited in this magical

country, and would have
left little for Dr. Dresser
to tell us. This, however,
is not the case. Within
the limits of what is most
characteristic and per-
sonal in his book ("Japan :

Its Architecture, Art, and
Art Manufactures,") ho
has been preceded by no

writer, and bis remarks
demand the closest atten-

tion from students of the

history of art. Dr. Dres-
ser went to Japan equip-
ped with the practical ex-

perience of an architect,
and entrusted with a mis-

sion which gave him unri-

valled opportunities of

observation. The Com-
missioner who represented
the Japanese Government
at the Vienna Interna-

tional Exhibition of 1873 was instructed to study most carefullv ihe
art industries of the West, and to take home to' Japan a collection
of European manufactured objects which were destined to be ex-
hibited in a museum to be built at Tokio, on the model of our South
Kensington Museum. Unfortunately, the ship which was bringing
this collection of objects home foundered on (he voyage to Japan,
and therefore Sir Philip C.Owen suggested to Dr.

'

Dresser, who
was anxious to see all that was to be seen of Japanete antiquity,
that he should appeal to our principal manufacturers, and arrive in

Japan with a second collection as a present to the Government of
the Mikado. This he did, and arrived in Yokohama with a gift
in bis hands which opened to him every door in the country, and which
secured to him the unique distinction of a personal interview with the
Mikado himself. He was treated as the guest of the nation, and
among his explorations he was able to enter with theknowlcdgr and
experience of an architect to help his observations, some of the
most magnificent sacred buildings in the world, to which foreigners
had never before obtained access. He spent four months in the

country, during which be travelled about 2,000 miles, and he brought
back with him a vast number of photographs and drawings of build-

ings and parts of buildings. Accordingly, although every part of
his book is valuable, the architectural chapters of it, and especially
the illustrations they contain, are inestimable. Japanese architecture
is scarcely understood at all in Europe as yet, and unfortunately, its

ancient masterpieces receive at present so little respect from the

Japanese Government itself with its mania for modernization of
the national life, that they are rapidly falling into fatal decay.

Dr. Dresser's first expedition was made to the magnificent cluster
of temples and shrines at Shiba, a suburb of Tokio. Here he bad
less than his usual good fortune, yet more than that of any previous
visitor, for though lie was unable to carry away any drawings or

photographs of these superb buildings, wilb one exception, vet l:e

was admitted, to certain parts of the Tombs of thu Siidguns which
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none but great Japanese officials have entered before. Tlie one il-

lustration which he is able to give of the architecture at Sliiba
^rep-

resents the water-tank in the court-yard of the great temple. This

building consists of <i very heavy and richly-decorated roof in the

ordinary Japanese style, resting on monolith columns, on the top of

which festoons in colors and gold are painted. Dr. Dresser's gen-
eral impression of Shiba may be quoted ;

"
Buildings so rich in

color, so beautiful in detail, so striking in symbolism, I have never

before seen or even dreamed of. Had a Gibbons been employed on

the wood-carvings, had the colorist of the Alhanrbra done his utmost

lo add to forms which in themselves are almost perfect anew charm

through the addition of pigments, and were the whole of such de-

tails subordinated to fitting places in a vast architectural edifice by
the architect of the Parthenon, no more worthy effect could be pro-
duced than that of the buildings on which my eyes now rested. We
walked through the court-yard inspecting the long rows of stone lan-

terns, and viewing the exteriors of the various buildings on which

we lind birds, flowers, water, and clouds carved with a ten-

derness and boldness scarcely to )>e surpassed, and so colored that

each object retains its individual beauty, while the various parts
combine to produce an effect almost perfect."
One of Dr. Dresser's most curious and interesting expeditions was

to Koya-Zan, a vast mountain at the top of which, nestling in a lit-

tle depression, there lies a sacred city, full of antique shrines and

temples. Four hundred and forty of these holy buildings still exist

in a place which formerly contained a thousand. They lie clus-

tered together in the snow, under the shadow of enormous conifers,

which meet above them like the nave of some huge cathedral. The

strange confusion and obscurity of this mysterious city, into the

more arcane parts of -which even Dr. Dresser was not permitted to

enter, its rarefied atmosphere on the edge of the frost-limit, its

throng of priests, its great sanctity and antiquity, the beauty of its

prospects from so narrow a point of extreme altitude, combine to

make Koya-Zan one of the most fascinating places in the world.

The thirty-three temples of Kioto presented no such extraordinary
difficulties to the explorer, and among the most charming illustrations

of Dr. Dresser's book, and those over which we are tempted to linger

longest, are the full and elaborate cuts from photographs of theNishi-

hong-wan-ji Temple at Kioto. This building is surrounded, as in

all such cases, by ti low wall, broken here and there by roofed gate-

ways of the most sumptuous magnificence. The most celebrated

carpenter-builder that has ever lived in Japan worked on the archi-

tecture of Kioto, and his umbrella is hoarded among the antiquities
of the place as an almost sacred relic.

It was the high priest of Xishi-hong-wan-ji who was selected by
the reforming Japanese Government of 1868 to proceed to London
and to report on the influence of the Christian religion on public
morals in Knglaud. It was the intention of the Japanese Govern-
ment that if the report were favorable, Christianity should be intro-

duced throughout the country. But after the high priest, a most

enlightened and spiritually-minded man, of very liberal views had

spent eighteen months in London, he reported to his Government that

Christianity was far more powerless than either Shinto or Buddhism
in preventing crime, and particularly drunkenness, and it was there-

fore resolved to make no change in the public religion of Japan.
The result of this mission might be made the subject of much salu-

tary reflection by those who are anxious at all costs to foist our faith

and manners on the gentle races of the East. Dr. Dresser has some

extremely severe remarks on the rude and uncivilized behavior of

too many of the English and Americans who visit Japan for com-

jnercial reasons: and it is more instructive than agreeable to learn

that though the Japanese respect our energies and our industrial

enterprise they are far from enjoying our customs or desiring to im-

itate our religion. It is enough to make us shudder for our race to

read that Dr. Dresser found in one temple the name of some Brit-

ish or American traveller scribbled in blue paint across the sacred

forehead of Buddha.
The chief object which Dr. Dresser had in view in coming' into

personal relations with the high Japanese officials was to induce

them to preserve intact their great artistic industries, and to per-
suade them that it was by a conservative spirit of taste alone that

they could hope to retain the interest of the West. It is plain that

such a plea is by no means out of place. The love of tawdry and

ugly European manufactures has spread to a most alarming extent

among this people, which so lately enjoyed a complete immunity
from bad taste. Dr. Dresser's visit to the Mikado was a grievous ex-

ample of this diseased love of what is European. The passages of

the Emperor's temporary palace were covered with bad Brussels car-

pets ;
the wall-slides were covered with a cheap French wall-paper,

and the throne was an ordinary European arm-chair. Dr. Dresser,
in his reply to the Mikado's address, adroitly suggested that we in

England follow the Japanese artists at a respectful distance, and

that we cannot permit them to suppose that our tapestries and fur-

niture are worthy of the notice of a race gifted with so much gen-
ius for beautiful invention. On the whole Dr. Dresser's book is

consoling. If it shows us that at Yedo and Yokohama there is a

tendency to affect English modes of dress and ornament, it proves
to us that the charming manufactures native to Japan still proceed
on the old lines in the great provincial factories, and that a spirit of

antiquarianism is springing up even among the officials, and is in-

ducing them to preserve their beautiful arts from European cor-

ruption./'^/ Mall GaZellf.

THE USE AND ABUSE OF SCREWS IX WOOD-WORK-

<7fRCIIIMEDES is credited with the in-

vention of the screw, but whether
the famous geometrician's labors ex-

tended much farther than the enun-

ciation of the scientific principles
and the mechanical power of the

screw, it is difficult to say. If he
made a screw, he certainly must
have tried its effect, and was prob-
a% wt satisfiej with its Perfw-n*-
ance ' for in the whole ran e of me-

chanical appliances in the coustruc-

five arts there is not a more nsef.il

article than the screw. Archimedes
is further reported to have said,

"Give me a prop, a position, and a

lever strong enough, and I will

move the world," and, no doubt, if

these conditions could be granted
to him, he, as well as others after

him, could lift the earth, or aught

upon the earth, by a combination of the tremendous lifting anil driv-

ing powers exercised by a series of screws, apart from the lever.

Screws are various, and of various sizes, forms, and materials, but

the same principle runs through them all, whether they be manufac-

tured for use in metal or wood-work, or for exerting a lifting, driving,
or pressing power separately. Our object here is not to treat of

screw-cutting, but rather screw-driving in wood-work, and to throw

out some useful hints to the building constituency, and particularly
workmen. The use and abuse of screws is a matter of importance
to architects, builders, and their clients, for it is according to the way
screws may be applied in several building and kindred operations
that good or bad workmanship will be evidenced.

Screws are more extensively used than formerly in putting together
various kinds of wood framing, and even in cabinet and chair work
screws are pressed into service in places where their use would not

have been tolerated by manufacturers in the earlier portion of the

present century. Although their existence is generally concealed in

furniture and fancy work, they are often present, nevertheless, and

too often they are used as a substitute for dowels, dovetails, and ten-

ons, in the manufacture of cheap work. It is an instructive and re-

markable fact that our building workmen of a century or two back,

in many operations in carpentry and joinery, discarded, as far as was

possible, the use of nails or screws, depending more on carefully-

jointed work, put together by means of mortise, tenon, dovetail, hard-

wood dowel, or oaken pin. Their work might have taken a longer
time to execute than that done by our present race of joiners and wood-

workers, but it was infinitely more lasting, and kept together so long
as the timber or wood continued sound. The nearly universal rem-

edy now for every broken article on the part of the jobbing joiner
and cabinet-maker is to repair it with the aid of a nail or a screw.

Glue is even often dispensed with, or used where it will exercise little

sustaining power, and colored putty is not only made to cover the beads

of sunken nails and screws on the face of a piece of work, but used

also to hide bad joints and workmanship. Some years ago the

writer examined an old oaken staircase and hand-rail in a college,

which work was executed more than two centuries since, and in the

construction of which not a nail nor a screw was used. From time to

time, over long years, some slight repairs were made, but the work-

men during their operations were never able to discover that a nail

had been used in the original construction. There were mortises and

tenons, grooves and tonguing. wooden pins or dowel-work, but no iron

fastening of any kind. The writer also examined more thanpne old

roof in which the use of iron spikes, nails, and other iron fastenings

was dispensed with, and the joining of the timber was effected without

their aid. In the hinging of doors and other frame-work it is neces-

sary to use screws, but, unfortunately, many workmen if not watched

or cautioned, will not do the screwing properly or in a workmanlike

manner. In deal, pine, and other soft woods a brad-awl is sufficient

to make an opening for the screw, which opening, of course, should

be less than the thickness of the body, and short of the length of the

screws used. It will be found, however, that most workmen, not

content with tapping the screw a fourth of an inch or so to give it a

hold before applying the screw-driver, will actually drive the screw

into the wood two-thirds of its length with the hammer. This the

workmen will do to save themselves trouble. If there be two hinges

upon a door, and if each hinge has eight screw-holes, four in each

plate, the chances are that the workman will drive half of the

screws nearly home in the door-style and frame with his hammer
rather than take the trouble of driving them gradually home with

the screw-driver. Hence, if the door be a massive or heavy one, the

weight of it will tend to the hinges loosening, and after a time will

follow a train of other ills, the ""dragging" and "
rubbing" of doors,

and their makeshift cure by what is known as "easing" them. If re-

monstrated with for driving a screw nearly home with the hammer,
the workman may probably say (as some workmen certainly think)

that a few turns of the screw in the wood are sufficient. This is an

erroneous and mischievous idea. A screw that is nearly driven its

whole length with a hammer cannot make a regular and correspond-

ing thread or spiral in the wood, and therefore its binding and main-
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laining power in keeping the hinge in its place is all but gone. Work-
men should be made to drive every screw lioine gradually with the

screu-dnMT, and not onlv an odd one. In hard-wood operations as

well as in soft woods, particularly in hinge-work, screws should be

properly driven, and the aperture or opening made for the passage
of the screw should be much less than the thickness of the screw to

be driven. The screw will bite a sullicicut passage for itself. In
hard wood, however, it is necessary to give a little more freedom of

rut rv to the screw than in soft wood, and a gimlet is needed for mak-

ing the suitable opening instead of the brad-awl.

A dilliciilly is often experienced by persons who wish to withdraw
a screw, by finding that (hough it will turn round under the applica-
tion of the screw-driver, yet it will not unscrew out. In this case a

well-grounded suspicion may be entertained that the screw in ques-
tion was driven, or nearly driven, home originally by the hammer, in-

stead of gradually by the screw-driver, and that no regular thread

corresponding with the screw exists in the wood. Under such cir-

cumstances it becomes necessary often to wrench off the hinge or hinges
by force, at the risk of their breaking, and this often happens. When
hinges have lain undisturbed for long year* on old doors or other

framings, perhaps for a quarter of a century or double that time, it

becomes difficult to extract the screws, although they may have been

originally properly driven. This arise!) from the screws rusting in

the wood and sometimes from other causes. Workmen themselves
often fail to withdraw a screw, and are forced to break the hinge to

enable them to get under the head of the screw, and wrench it out.

They often split, and break too, fancy and delicate wood-work articles

in their efforts to take off hinges, locks, mountings, and other

finishings, despite that simple methods exist for extracting screws
that have rusted in the wood. One of the most simple and readiest

methods for loosening a rusted screw is to apply heat to the head of

the screw. A small bar or rod of iron, flat at the end, if reddened
in the fire and applied for a couple or three minutes to the head of

the rusted screw will, as soon as it heats the screw, render its with-
drawal as easy by the screw-driver as if it was only a recently-in-
serted screw. As there is a kitchen poker in every house, that instru-

ment, if heated at its extremity, and applied for a few minutes to
the head of the screw or screws, will do the required work of loosen-

ing, and an ordinary screw-driver will do the rest without causing
the least damage, trouble, or vexation of spirit. In all work above
the common kind, where it is necessary to use screws, and particularly
in hinge-work and mountings, fancy fastenings and appliances affixed
to joinery or furniture work, we would advise the oiling of screws or
the dipping their points in grease before driving them. This will

render them more easy to drive and also to withdraw, and it will un-

doubtedly retard for a longer time the action of rusting.
As matters obtain now in carpentry, joinery, furniture, and other

wood workmanship, with regard to screws, although they cannot be

dispensed with, yet it would be advisable in sundry classes of wood-
work to minimize their use, and in other cases to do without them al-

together. They can seldom be used with advantage to*the displace-
ment of mortise and tenon or good dovetail or dowel work. The
growing practice of putting together wood-work with screws bespeaks
a decadence of skilled labor, and of nails and screws there are far
too many pressed into service in our workshops and dwellings. While
admitting the usefulness of the screw in various ways, we have here
endeavored briefly to show its abuse in wood-work, and at the same
time to afford some hints for better methods of procedure in buildin"
nd kindred workmanship. The Builder.

YELLOW-PINE FOR PAVING PURPOSES.
R. II. P. ATKINS of

Brook haven, Miss.,
writes as follows to the

Northwestern Lumberman.
In a recent letter I hinted

at the advantages our long-
leaf yellow-pine possessed
over other woods for some
purposes, such as car-sills,

bridge-timbers, wafer-tanks,
etc. ; I also ventured an opin-
ion as to its superiority for

street pavement. Since my
letter I have seen it stated
that in Galveston, Texas,

...^Ij.
where the long-leaf yellow-
pine has been used for pav-
ing purposes, that it has, so

far, proved to be far superior to any other wood. Some of the pav-
ing pieces that had been treated with creosote and put down seven

years ago were taken up and examined, and found to be perfectly
sound after seven years' hard usage, and that the blocks so examined
had only worn off about one-eighth of an inch in the seven years.
Does this not look like a very lasting and durable wood for hard
usa<je?

On my tram-road, where I am using this yellow-pine for rails, on
which I am running an engine of between three and four tons weight,
I find the rails last unexpectedly long. I saw them out 5 by 5 inches,
and 24 feet long ; and for my use I do not select the best of the tim-
ber for these rails, but usually take what we term here second qual-

,.

ity <jf timber. 1 find that these last from 12 to IS months, where I

am passim: over them nearly every hour in the (Jay, with engine, ten-

der ami from two tO thrH log cars; .-(i you call ha\e some idea of

what the test is on these rails. 1 take no precaution lo lexel up the

trackway, but put down the rails on tin; surface of the ground over
which I desire to pass, regardless of the indentations. I bridge somo

places, where a deep gulch or small branch passes along across my
route, if I wanted the tram-road to remain Ion;; in one particular

place I would take greater pains, and care in pulling it down; but I

am frequently changing and putting down as I cut off the timber,
and I do not doubt that if 1 were more careful in selecting the better

class of limber for rails that it would last much longer.
For fence posts yellow-pine is as lasting as any timber if it is sea-

soned before setting it in the ground. I know of one piece of

fencing that was put up about ten years ago; the posts were well

seasoned before they were set, and the party gave the ends that were
to go in the ground a good coating of coal-tar, and the posts are per-

fectly sound lo-day. How much longer t hey will last would be hard to

determine, as they are to all appearance as sound as they were tha

day they were put up. For post and fencing purposes the heart alone
should be used.

Another great advantage that this resinous long-leaf pine has over
older woods- is that in decomposition there is no poisonous or infec-

tious exhalations from it, but, to the reverse, the vapors fiom it are
of a disinfecting character and perfectly harmless, which I think
would make it more desirable for pavements in cities that have low
and moist surfaces. The great mortality attending the prevalence of

yellow fever in Memphis, Tenn., in 1878 and 1879, 1 see has been at-

tributed to poisoned atmosphere that, emanated from the decomposi-
tion of the wooden pavement of that city. The pavement was put
down from the timber of the swamp adjacent to Memphis.

HODS : THEIR CONSTRUCTION AND USE.
'ODS are of two kinds. One form of
hod is devised for carrying bricks,
and the other for the transportation
of mortar. While differing some-
what in purpose and balance, the two

species of hod are yet so closely al-

lied as to be utterly indistinguishable
when apart. Indeed, it is a matter
of grave interest to men that during
the whirl of centuries, when every
other inanimate thing has, through
the indomitable perseverance of in-

vention, been forced through a pro-
cess of evolution that has rolbed it

of almost every semblance of its pris-
tine nature, the hod remains to-day
in structure, substance, and design
exactly as the hod originally was.
At present hods are cheap. Eighty-
four cents will purchase one. The
craze for all that is aesthetic, early

English, Japanese, Etruscan, or an-

tique has passed by the hod unchallenged. The early Irish hod still

reigns supreme.
The dimensions of a mortar-hod are as follows: Length of bowl,

22| inches ; mean depth of bowl, 9.} inches; greatest width of bowl,

9| inches; height of back piece, 12jj inches; width of pieces forming
lateral sections of bowl, 11 J inches. The dimensions of a brick-hod,
it will be seen, are different. They are as follows : Length of bowl,
23 J inches; mean depth of bowl, 8 inches ; greatest width of bowl,

8$ inches; height of back piece, 10^ inches; width of pieces forming
lateral sections of bowl, 8J inches. It is generally conceded that the.

mortar-hod is built larger than the brick-hod so as to make the weight
when both are loaded as nearly equal as possible.
The shank

^>r
handle is 4 feet 2J inches for each species of hod,

and the shoulder rest is always 9 inches long, 3 inches wide, and 1^
inches thick. This shoulder 'rest is attached to the inverted ridge-

pole of the hod, and prevents the edge from cutting into the shoul-

der of the proprietor.

Touching the materials used in hod building, it may be said that

the earliest ideas still obtain. Iron hods have been tried, but aban-

doned, because they were liable to rust and become cracked when

dropped six or seven stories by proprietors, who invariably and in-

stantly relinquish all ideas and implements of labor at the stroke of

12 and of G. The verdict of ages is that the bowl of the hod shall

be of yellow-pine, and the shank a hickory pole with the bark on.

In constructing a hod, it is found necessary to use thirty-three nails

for the brick species, and twenty-nine nails and four screws for the

kind intended for mortar. The screws are used in the latter instance

to fasten the two arms of the shank to the bowl, because screws do
not leave holes, as do nails when they become loosened. Small holes

allow mortar to escape, and are therefore open to objections. In

making the bowl of a hod, eightpenny nails are used ; fourpenny
nails answer best for the shoulder rest, and shingle nails for securing
a narrow strip of sheet-iron that runs over the top of the back piece
of the bowl for the purpose of imparting additional strength. All

of the nails arc machine made, with the exception of those used in

fastening the shank to the bowl, which are hand made and highly
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malleable. Tlie mortar-hod, besides having four screws, is lined at

the seams with white lead. It has heen considered somewhat super-
ior to the briek-hod. The weight of hods one hour after completion
is ascertained to be exactly as follows : Briek-hod, 9 pounds C ounces

;

mortar-hod, 10 pounds 3 ounces. Fifteen bricks are carried in the

common hod.

There is a widespread impression that the shank of a hod is

steamed after being split into the V-shape necessary to accommo-
date the bowl. This is erroneous. The shank, after being slit for

a distance of 7$ inches, is violently forced asunder by pressure
against the wedge-like base of the bowl, and is secured while in that

position.

Very many hods are owned privately, and many thousands more
are owned In' a large company up-town, which makes hods and
rents them to builders along with its patent hod elevators. The in-

troduction of hod elevators, oddly enough, met with no opposition
from individual proprietors of hods, but, on the contrary, was

warmly welcomed by them. The elevators do the work of many
men, but as building has increased in a satisfactory ratio, there has

always been enough work for men who decided to adopt the hod as

a means of Advancement or sustenance. Indeed, so well have the

individual hod proprietors in question adapted themselves to the ex-

isting state of things, that they absolutely refuse to climb higher
than the second story now, and builders must, perforce, employ the

elevators for stories of a loftier pitch.
At no time in the annals of the city has the hod industry been at

a higher tide of prosperity. Thus the outlook for the hod is as

bright as its history has been unvarying. New York Sun.

MONTHLY ClIUONICLE.
DECEMBER 4. Opening of the New Law Courts, London, by the

Queen.
December 5. Panic in the Court-House at Brussels, Belgium, caused

by a false alarm of fire.

December Q. Burning of Stanford Court, Worcestershire, England.
Burning of the Royal Alhambra Theatre, London, Eng.
An unfinished building belonging to the Boston, Hoosac Tunnel &

Western It It at Mechaniesville, N. Y , is blown down. One man killed.

December!. Large conflagration in London. Loss 10,000,000.

Destruction by fire of the Court-House of Conecuh County at Ev-

ergreen, Ala. All the county records totally destroyed.
December 8. Inundation of Paris by the rising of the Seine.

D'-ci-mber 9. A thief raises an alarm of fire in the Ode'on Theatre,
Barcelona, Spain, and cause* a serious panic. One person killed, eigh-
teen injured.
December 10. Fire destroys the jail at Delta, Miss. The prisoners

are released, some making good their freedom.
December 11. Large incendiary conflagration at Kingston, Jamaica.

At least twelve lives lost. Loss about 12,500,000; 400 stores destroyed.
December 12. Burning of the Enterprise Cotton Mills, Manayunk,

Pa. One hundred operatives escape by the hoisting rope ;
sixteen per-

sons injured.
The new stone chapel of Drury College, Springfield, Mo., is burned.

Loss 840,000.
Part of the Spanish War office is burned to the ground. Twenty

persons injured. The library and part of the archives are destroyed.
December 13. Fall of a bridge across Great Dry Canyon, Tex.

Eight men killed.

Hotel at the Union Stock-yard, St. Louis, Mo., is burned.
December 14. Fire at Hampton Court Palace, near London. Part of

the picture gallery and some paintings destroyed.
The Canada Pacific Hotel and the Johnston House at Winnipeg,

Man., are burned. Loss 860,000.
December 16. The Pavilion Hotel at New Brighton, Staten Island,

N. Y
,
is burned by an incendiary fire. It was unoccupied at the time.

The old State-house at Lansing, Mich., built in 1847 and lately occu-

pied as a factory, is burned.
D'.cembrr 17. Explosion in a cartridge factory at Mt. Valerien, near

Paris. Thirty women seriously injured.

Explosion of a powder-mill at Mountain View, N. J. Three men killed.

December 18. Serious explosion of the pipes of the American Steam-

Heating Company at the corner of Nassau and John Streets, New York.
December 19. A fairly heavy earthquake shock is felt at Concord,

Dover, Salm >n Falls, and neighboring towns, N. II.

Df-cember 20. The Copeland Hotel at Pembroke, Out., is burned, the

guests escaping with difficulty. Loss 100,000.
December 21. The Sisters of Mercy Hospital, Big Rapids, Mich., is

burned. All of its sixty-three patients are saved.

December 23. Panic in a church at Mt. Vernon, N. Y., caused by the

burning of Christinas decorations. A few children injured.
December 28 5,000 damages awarded the sculptor Belt in his libel

suit against Lawes
Bernard Afinger, a German sculptor of repute, dies at Berlin, aged

sixty-nine.
A factory chimney at Bradford, England, falls and crushes a fac-

tory building. Thirty-six persons killed, fifty injured; mostly women
and children.

December 31. Slight earthquake shock felt at Halifax, N. S.

THE $3,000-HOUSE COMPETITION.
TORONTO, December 29, 1882.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT :

Dear Sirs, Will you kindly inform me whether the competition
advertised in American Architect for a $3000-d welling is open to Can-
adian architects or only to those in the United States.

Yours truly, GEO. 11. HARPER.

[THESE competitions are open to everybody. [Eos. AMERICAN ARCHI-

TECT.]

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.

WE will remind intending competitors that the drawings submitted

for the 3,000-house competition, must be received at this ofiice on or

before Saturday next, January 13.

ANECDOTE OF W. M. HUNT. Your stories of Hunt remind me of

another, hardly less amusing, and, like yours, illustrating his SI-MM; of

the dignity of his art, and his peculiarly undignified way of showing it.

During the last winter of his lite he one day called upon an anist to

look upon a portrait which had been returned with some expren<ion of

dissatisfaction from the subject and owner, and to give his i'lii-ml, the

artist, the benefit of his judgment in the matter of changing mid so im-

proving the picture that it should "pass muster
"
as a creditable wurk

of art, even if it did not quite suit the taste of the patron. 'I lie chief

defect complained of was the complexion, which was thought to he sal-

low; and it was true that in the process of giving the flesh a warm

glow the artist had given an impression of local yellow in the flesh lints,

so strongly marked that the complexion was yellow. When Mr limit

entered the studio, he looked at the portrait as it stood upon ilie iasi.1,

and said: "They think it is too yellow, do they? They always thii.k it

is too something except good. Your yellows are all right wiih your
reds and the general tone of the picture, and that is well i-nongh. 1 ook
at that bit of sky in your landscape (poiming to another picture).
Isn't that good fur sky to your trees und foreground 1 But it Un'tmuch
like that," looking up at the light which poured through the window;
"and who said it was? The fact is, people don't know anything about

art, and the more they know about other things, the less they Know
about that. But they 'know what they like,' and they don't mean to

pay till they get it. They rank portrait-painters with tailors no fit,

no pay. We ought to make a stand against the unreasonable demands
of the public, and let the patron share our risk. Of course we nil do

the best we can, and we should be paid for our work just as we jiuy our

doctors and lawyers, whether they bring us through or not. 1 would

have an order for a portrait mean the best thing that I can do with a

reasonable effort, and that should fulfil my obligation and entitle me to

be paid. Of course I like to have people satisfied when 1 urn, but I am
the one to be pleased I know something about my wurk, aiid tliey

don't, and when I am willing to let a picture go, that ought to stand for

something, whether they are satisfied or not. But then there i nnoil.er.

way. You know we should all paint better portraits if we didn't care

a d n for our sitters. Suppose now when a patron calls to order a por-

trait, I should say,
'

1 will not take your commission in the usual form,
but 1 will hire you to sit and pay you one dollar an hour, and if you like

the picture when I call it done, you can have it for a stated price, tinil

if you don't like it you needn't take it; and there will be no favor either

way.' With a sitter on such terms 1 think I could turn out something

pretty good. I know I should have a good time. I'd manipulate him

just as the barber does his victim, and if he dared to open his head

about art or anything improving, I'd stop his yop with a paint-brush.

I'd just have my way till I got through, and then he could have his

take it or leave it." From a Letter to the Boston Transcript.

AN ASPHALT MORTAR. The Centralblatt der Banverwallunij describes

a patented composition made at a factory in Stargard, Pomerania,
which has for some years past been used with perfect success on the

Berlin-Stettin railway for wall copings, water-tables and similar pur-

poses requiring a waterproof coating. The material is composed of

coal-tar, to which are added clay, asphalt, resin, litharge and sand.

It is, in short, a kind of artificial asphalt, with the distinction that it is

applied cold like ordinary cement rendering. The tenacity of the ma-

terial when properly laid, and its freedom from liability to damage by
the weather, are proved 'by reference to an example in the coping of

a retaining-wall which has been exposed for four years to the drainage
of a slope 33 feet high. This coping is still perfectly sound and has not

required any repair since it was laid down. Other works have proved

equally satisfactory. In applying this mortar.as it is termed, the space
to be covered is first thoroughly dried, and after being well cleaned is

primed with hot roofing varnish, the basis of which is also tar. The
mortar is then-laid on cold, to the thickness of about three-eighths of

an inch, with either wood or steel trowels, and is properly smoothed

over. If the area covered is large, another coating .of varnish is ap-

plied and rough sand strewn over the whole. The waterproof surface

thus made is perfectly impregnable to rain or frost, and practically in-

destructible. The cost of the material laid is estimated at not more

than 5d. per square foot, and it is stated that this price can be reduced

by at least \d. for large quantities put down by experienced work-

men.

THE SUBTERRANEAN QUARRIES OF PARIS. Frequent instances of

subsidence of the surface soil having occurred in several quarters of

Paris, the municipal authorities are bestirring themselves with a view

to consolidating the sub-soil of the capital. A plan of the great sub-

terranean quarries that extend under the Bois de Vincennes and the

neighboring districts has been prepared, and the necessary work to

be undertaken has been settled. The first portion, which consisted of

strengthening the quarries under various public thoroughfares in the

13th, 14th, 15th, and 16th arrondissements, over a total length of

2,000 yards, is already finished. In many places it was found absoluie-

Iv necessary to construct piers. and fill in the spaces between them

with ballast, etc. No less than 0,280 cubic metres of masonry and 10,-

700 metres of earth and sand were used, while the cost of this com-

paratively small section amounted to about 10.000/. It is expected
that the complete execution of the work will necessitate an expendi-

ture of many millions of francs. The Architect.

FILTERING SEWAGE AT LIEGE. In Liege a company has been formed

to purify sewage by filtering it through slag made in the manufacture

of mild steel. It is said that the slag can afterwards be made avail-

able as manure.
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BUILDING INTELLIGENCE,
(KtporUd tar The Amtrlc.ii ArcMMct nd Bulldlnj N.wfc)

[Although a large portion of the buildinij intelligent*

it proriili-tl by their regular correspondents, the editors

greatly tleiire to receive voluntary information, esj>e

nallyfrom the mailer and outlying toumi.]

BUILDING PATENTS.

tear F. Davis, Topeka,

[ Printed specification! of any patent! here mentioned

together mth full detail illustration*, may be obtained

of the Commissioner of Patent!, at Washington, for
tventy-Jive cents.]

269.177. LKAD TRAP OR CESSPOOL. Alexander
Chapman, Montreal, Quebec. Canada.

L'liii.lHii. FIRE-ESCAPE. Lewis Coller, Flint, Mich
2(i!l,lil7-20B. ATTllMATlr FlIIK-KXTINUl 1SH I'll.

Frederick Grinnell, Providence, R. I.

L'l.ii,'.
1

!!). I'l. AsiKiii.so CoMi'OUM). Mark W. Mnrs
den. Pittsburgh, Pa.

2(19,223. Ot-TLKT FOR TANKS OF STEAM-HKATISO
APPAKATUR. Eugene F. Osborne, St. Paul, Minn.

269.224. STKAM-PiriNO FOR BUILDI.NOS. Eugene
F. Osborne, St. Paul, Minn.

269,'.'2. SYSTEM POK K.XTiNorisinxo FIRE AUTO
MATirAi.LV. Henry S. Parmelee, New Haven, Conn,
and Frederick Grinnell. Providence, R. I.

2ii,227. Ai'TiisiATic FiRK-K.\TiNui8HEn. Henry
S. Pannelee, New Haven, Conn.
29,234. PU-E-WKKSCH. Edwin A. Bobbins, Bos-

ton, Si ass.

2t>9.236. VENTILATING DKVICK. Sumner Shaw
Boston, Mass.

jiKU'Ki. I'OKTAHI.K WATER-CLOSET. George E
Waring, Jr., Newport, K. I.

L'i;:i,2(ig, FittE-Ksi'Ai-K. Os
Kalis.

269.272. SHINOLE SAWING MACHINE. Aaron Em-
erick, Johi.sburg. Pa.

269.273. KLECIIIK; FlRE-ALABM AND EXTINGCISH-
KII. Clarence A. Evans, Upland, Pa.
2C9.280. CONCRETE AKCH FUR SIDEWALKS AND

OVER AREAS. George Goodman, San Francisco,
Cal.

269,292. ILLUMINATING BASEMENTS. Peter H.
Jackson, San Francisco, Cal.

26D.297. METALLIC ROOKING. Harrison E. Kozer,
Waynesburgh, Pa.

21111,3:10. MANTEL AND STOVE COMBINED. William
Si'limii /.. Waterbury, Conn.

26!i.3i>3. VKNEKR MACHINE. William H. Wil-
liams, Long Island City, N. Y.

269.372. WINDOW GUAKD. Jonathan Badger, New
Tork, N. Y.

HKi.377. FIRE-ESCAPE. Vital Bossier, New York,
K. Y.

26!),406. AUGER. Porter A. Gladwln. Boston. Mass.
26!i,409. OIL-STONE HOLDER. Frank H. Gowell,

Boston, Mass.
269,411. SPRING-HINGE. Henry C. Hart and James

W. Cross, Detroit, Mich.
219,421. LiirKi.sa-LATCH. Joshua B. Hutson,

Richmond, Va.
269,451. STONE-CUTTING MACHINE. Marvin S.

Otis. Rochester, N. Y.
209,4^2. WINDOW-SCREEN. Isaac E. Palmer, Mid-

dletown, Conn.
269,482. WRF.NCH. Loyd H. Swan, Oxford, Ind.
269,508. DOOR-HANGER. Frank Birmingham, Hor-

nellsvllle, N. Y.
269,816. KNOB-ATTACHMENT. Jacob G. Fox, Bay

City. Mich.
2-9,531. FAUCET. James McGlnley. Chicago, 111.

269,536. PORTAKLE MANTEL FOK FIREPLACES.
Charles L. Page. Chicago, 111.

209.561. FIHK-BAUK. Nicholas B. Thweatt, Hick-
ory Plains, Ark.

269.562. ADJUSTABLE STOP-HINGK.. Thomas H.
Costello, and Arthur H. Hall, Chicago, 111.

269,578. SPEAKING-TUBE. Joseph Ireland, Cleve-
land. O.

iO'J,59l. PAINT-OIL. John Manning, New York,
N. Y.

269,593. ELECTRIC SAFETY APPARATUS FOR THEA-
TRES AND OTHER Kuii.DiNGS. Charles A. Mayr-
hofer, Vienna, Austria-Hungary.

Jii'i.nnl. DRAWING-BOARD. Annie H. Sinclair,
Philadelphia, Pa.

269,648. DEVICE FOR WASHING A COMBINED URI-
NAL AND PRIVY-COVEB. Sigmund Edinger, New
York, N. Y.

269,886. LATHE. Jacques Laurent, Philadelphia,
Pa.

269,687. FAUCET. Henry B. Leach, Boston, Mass.
29,690. BIIILER AND FURNACE. James H. Mcln-

tosh, Paterson, N. J.

2611,703. CntTAiN-FiXTURB. William H. Pauld-
ing, Heekskill, N. Y.

i. Visv:. - Henry F. Bead, Brooklyn, N. Y.
269,7!5. FntK-EscAPtt. Charles Roberts, Mont-

gomery City, Mo.
269,719. DRAFTING-INSTRUMENT. Henry C. Root,

San Francisco, Cal.

269,728. CKOSSCUT-SAW. George F. Simonds,
Filchburg, Mass.

21.9.740. WINDOW-PANE. Theophilus Tanner,
OsHRe, Neb.

269,744. KKY-FASTENER. Edward K. Tolman,
Worcester, Mass.

2i'.9,772. MANTEL AND FRONT. Frederick Wool-
fenden and Herbert L. O'Brien, Detroit, Mich.

26n,775. SAFETY APPLIANCE FUR LIFTS, ELEVA-
TOIIS. AND DUMB-WAITERS. Arnont Cannon, Jr.,
Pounhkeepsie, N. Y.

269,776. KKAKK FOR ELEVATORS OR Dt'MB-WAi-
TKIIS. George W. Cannon, Pougbkeepsie, N. Y,
. 269,778. LEAK-PENCIL. George H. Dougherty,
Jersey. City, N. .1.

2011,7K1. Scii.DKui.NG-TooL. MaximilianF. Haber,
Baltimore, Md.

2611.75. M IXUFACTI'RE OF PAPER-BOARD. Silas
H. Hamilton, Lawrence, Kan.

269,786. APPARATUS FOR si M FAI TI-KIM: Itru D
INI; U.iuiii FIIII.M 1'AphR. Silas 11. Hamilton, Iji

leiii''-, Kan.
'.'1.11,7911. I^irK-SritlKE. Robert Lee, Cincinnati

Ohio.
W,(nS, Dniiii CHECK AMI HOLDER. George A

McArlhur, Chicago, 111.

-17. M INI >AI TIKK OF PAPER-BOARD.
Silas II. Hamilton, liuslinell. HI.

2MI.SIS. .MAM'FAi MKK "K DooKS FROM PAPER.
Silas II. Hamilton, llushncll, 111.

10.264. (Krissue.) TRANSOM-LIFTER. John F
Wollemsak, Chicago, 111.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

Baltimore.
HOUSES. Eight three-st'y and attic dwells., IS' 6" :

79', on Preston St
,

lieiu.-en Maryland Ave. an<

CbmrlM St., lor Knucli I'rntt; Geo. J. Zimmerman
builder; \V. II. Marriott, architect.

BUILDING PHIMITS. Slue* our last report tlire

permits have been granted, which are afl follows:
C. Me no-, two-si y brick addition to No. utt liran

by St., n . between Oaiml ami Kxeter St.-.

C. Oelrich, t\vn si' y briuk stable, In rear of No. 15
Eden St., w s, between ll.uik St. and Eastern Ave.

C. Kppli-r. one-st'y brick addition, 16' x 3.", hi rea
of No. I

1

,-.; Conway St., u
,
butweeu Howard and

Sharp Sts.
Boston.

HI-II.IMNG PRRMITS. llrick. Lime Si., No. 14
Ward 9, for Daniel Gregory, three-st'y flat stable
20' x U4, S. it. licnuett, bviUM.
Deacon St., So. 322, reir. Ward 11. for R. D. Evans

one-st'y flat stable, 26' W x 32' 6''; Woudbury
Leighton, builders.

Gloucester St., Not. 48-"6, Ward ll, for Vinal &
Dodge and George Wbeatland, Jr., 5 two-st'y man
sard dwells., IK!' 3'' x 42': Vinal & Dodge, builders.

Alarlborouyh at., No. 181. Ward 11, for Samuel T
Ami's, three-st'y mansard dwell., 24' x 02'.

Marlborouglt til,, So. 336, Ward 11, for Samuel T
Ames, two-st'y mansard dwell., 23' x 42'; Sauiuel T
Ames, builder.

Wood. Keat First St., Sos. 4TS-4SO, Ward 14

for A. M. Stetson St Co., ore st'y flat lumber-abed
52' x 53'; one-st'y flat storage, 15' x 25*, and 39 'x 30'

Holbrook & Harlow, builders.
Unnamed 1*1 , from Fremont Court, Ward 24, foi

Byron A. Atkinson, one-nt'y mansard stable. 23

X26'; Fremaii Hopkins, builder.
Jllake fit., i.ear Boston St., Ward 15, for Mrs. An

nle Kryer, one st'y pitch stable, 17' x 20'; Alexander
M. Fryer, builder.
Downer Ave., near Dellolf St., Ward 24, for Mrs

E. L. Burdett, two-st'y pitch dwell., 27' 6'' x 30'

Kdw. McKechnie, builder.
Paris St., So. 115, Ward 2, for Frank W. McCaus

land, one-st'y pitch carriage-house, 3li' x 50'.

Seaman I'l., near Dudley St., Ward 20, for Lean
der B. Abbott, four-st'y flat dwell., 36' x 37'j L. B
Abbott, builder.

Brooklyn.
BUILDING PRISM ITS. Park Ave., s s, 2t5' e of Nos-
trand Ave., 7 two-st'y frame tenements, grave
roofs; cost, each, about $2,5011; owner aud builder
Julius C. llommel, 01 Cook St.; architect, F. F
Thomas.
South Fifth St., So. 323, n s, 80'e Ninth Ave., four

st'y brown'stone front flat, tin roof; cost, $7,000: own-
er aud builder, George Lehriau, 231 South Fifth
Ave.; architect, T. Knglehardt.

Clifton PI., ss, 260' w Nostrand Av.; 3 two-st'y
with tbree-st'y rear brownstone front dwells., tin

roofs; cost, each, (4,500; owner and builder, A.
Miller, 3i3 Dwatur St.; architect, T. Miller.
Serim XI., w s, between Sackett ajid Degraw Sts.,

one-st'y brick engine-house, slate roof; cost, $8,000;

owners, The Fulton Municipal Gas Company, 342
Fulton St.; architect, J. F. Harrison; builder, It.

Deeves.
Bushicirk Ave.. e s, between Vanderveer and Hull

Sts., two-st'y frame hotel; cost, sii.imn; owner, Joseph
Boyer; architect, J. Platte; builders, C. Brown and
N. McCormack.
Monlitth St., So. 32, tbree-st'y frame double tene-

ment, tin roof; cost. $4.000; owner, Henry Strebeng,
30 Montelth St.; builder, II. Kempf.
India St., So. 156, three-st'y frame double ten.

ment, tin roof; cost, $3,500; owners, Clarkson, War-
ren & Co., 1577 Atlantic Ave.; architect; SV. Wright;
builder, O. W. Philips.
Dean St., s s, 200'e Washington Ave., 2 three-st'y

frame tenements, tin roofs; cost, each, 94,000; own-
er, Thomas Mouahan, on premises; builder, 1. D.

Keynolds,
Oakland Are., n e cor. Ash St., one-st'y frame

storage-shed, gravel roof; cost, 94,001); owner, Church
&Co., 112 Milton St.

Macon fit., n s, about 250' w Reid Ave., 6 two st'y
brick dwells., stone fronts, tin or gravel roofs; cost,

each, $4,500; owner, Henry A. 1-os'er, Lexington
Ave., n w cor. One Hundred aud Third St., New
York; architect, J. E. Styles.
MwtMoi Are., So. 788, twast'y frame tenement,

tin roof; cost, $4,500; owner, Sarah Goodwin, ou
premises; architect, F. Webber; builder, B. Goodwin.

Chicago.
BUILDING PERMITS. C. Warrington Earle. three-st'y
and basement brick dwell.,W x 70', 535 Washington
Boulevard; cost, 314,IKM.

(). M. Brady. 2 two-st'y brick dwells., 47' x 60',
Erie St. anil Western Ave.; cost, $10,0 10.

Wm. Schwerin, one-st'y brick cottage, 20' x 50',
977 Twenty first St.; cost, $1,500.
Albert Crane, 5 one-st'y cottages, 20' x 30 each,

Daxhiel St.. near Twenty ninth St.; cost. $'2,000.
Howard & Crowhurst. 2 one-st'y brick cottages,

20' x 42', i;in and IM7 Thirty-second St.; cost. $.1,iiOn.

M. .1 Simwertek. threo-st'y and biseinent brick
store and flats, 23' x 67', 617 N. Clark St.; cost, *9,-
000.
A. Pelke, one-st'y brick cottage, 20' x 50', 231 W.

Thirteenth St.; cost, $1,000.

J. V. Farwell, four-st'y ami basement brick fac-

tory, 5o' x loo', nil to 118 Illinois St.; cost, $ai.noO.
F. D. KeynoMn. :t iliw-m'y and cellar brick

dwells., 60' x 68', 3731 to 3733 Vinceiines Ave.; cost,
$10,000.

K. s. Warren, two-st'y brick dwell., 26' x 65', 168

Aberdeen St.; cost, *,im.
.I'.lin AniliT.-oii. two-st'y and basement brick

dwell., 405 Taylor St.: cost, $4,000.
<;. Sh:ule, one-st'y brick Btore, 20' x 32', 4c9 I-nrra-

bee St.; c..st, 7u.i.

Sciphin Wixtrom. three-st'y and cellar brick flats,

23' X 611'. lia, S.'liill.-r St.; cost. W.OOO.
F. A.Williams, two-st'y and basement brick dwell.,

22' x 40', 133 Lincoln Ave.; cost, $5,o<>o.
i: stiifel, two-st'y brick dwell., 21' x 32', 28 Sam-

uel St.; cost, $2,000.
Turner & Bond, 5 one-st'y brick cottages, 20' x 30'

each, Duller St., near Twenty-ninth St.: cost, $4.000.
.lames Schwartgendate, twost'y and basement

brick addition to dwell., 24' x . o', l<i Clyboura Ave.;
cost, M, ii. in.

Miss K. S. Merriman. throe-st'y and cellar brick
llati. ^:i' x "!', 1U South lioyne Ave.; cost, *;,ouo.

Agnes Irons. 6 two-st'y briuk dwells., 21' x 40'

each, Latlin and Monroe Sts.; cost, $l5,o0.
Win. Heiinig, ihree-st'y and basement brick ware-

house, 24' x 66 , 113 North Ave.; oust, $3,500.

Cincinnati.
in 1 1. HIM: PERMITS. Clara L. lietts, two-st'y frame
dwell.. Spring Grove Ave.; cost, $2, IKK).

M. M. Klesman & Son, four-sl'y brick dwell., 11
Fulton Ave.; cost, $5,ooo.
A. K. Smith, three-st'y brick dwell., No. 87 Rich-

mond St.: cost, $5,01111.

K. Si'hilling, 3 four-st'y dwells., cor. of Oak and
Buckeye Sts.; cost. $13,000.
Louis Fay, two-sl'y brick dwell., No. 603 Elm St.;

eest, S2.50H.

Mary Wehman, two-st'y frame dwell., Holfner
St., near Apple St.; cost, 2,100.
Win. Hierter, three-sfy brick dwell..McMillan St.,

between May and Spring Sts.; cost, $7,000.
Three permits for repairs; cost, *3.000.
Total permits to date, 060; total cost to date,

$1,962,300.

Detroit.
lirir.ntM! PERMITS. The following permits have
been granted since our last report:
A. Beabon, frame house, Stimson PL; cost, $4,000.

' H. Stringer, 3 frame houses, No. 199 Baker St.;
cost. 84,501).

Dewey & Abell, brick dwell., No. 574 Third Ave.;
cost, $;<,2ini.

E. B. Taber, frame house, No. 985 Oratlot Ave.;
cost, $3,600.
W. A. Edwards, brick dwell., No 31 PeterboroSt.;

cost. $4,500.
Kirckner & Co., brick addition to house, Howard

St.; cost, 3,000.
A. Beaton, double frame house, Third Ave.; cost,

4.500.
M. A. Edwards, 2 brick houses, No. 33 and 85 1'e-

terboro St. ; cost, $9,000.
E. Mayhew & Sou, frame home, Brainard St.;

cost, (3.000.
J. 1). Suuidash, brick store, Michigan Ave.; cost,

$5,000.
A. E. French, brick dwell., No. 847 Jefferson Ave.,

cost, $15,000.
A. Chapoton, brick dwell., No. 561Woodward Ave.;

COSt, SI ,.,'IM.

A. Chapoton, double brick dwell., East Larnsd
St.; cost, $5,00 >.

Hargraves Manufacturing Co., additions to fac-

tory, Eighteenth St.; cost, *3,600.
A. C. Varney, brick house, East Montcalm St.;

cost, $3,700.
A. C. Varney, brick warehouse, Columbia St.;

cost, $8,00 1.

<lohu Boeberitz, brick house, Gratlot Ave.; cost,

$3,000.
.John Boeberitz, brick school-house, Chene St.;

cost, S3.000.
J. B. Wilson, brick building, West Fort St.; cost,

$5,000.

New York.
TirKATRKS. The "Alcazar," formerly the "Metro-
politan Casino," Is to be again altered, this time Into
a theatre: Mr. Henry J. Imilley will be thu architect.
Mr. Mclvee Hankiil is to have a theatre, to seat

nineteen hundred persons, built on the land recent-

ly leased by him on tbe cor. of Third Ave. and Thlr-

ty-flrst St.; It will cost over $150,000.
AKRtAOB KK.I'IISI IOKIKS. Two carrlage-reposito-
ries, each 50 x 90', flve-st'y, of Philadelphia face-
brick with Ohio-stone finish, are to lie built from de-

signs of Mr. Jos. M. Dunn: one for Mr. Wm. H.
Gray, on Seventh Ave., between Fifty-third and
Fifty-fourth Sts., to cost $3'.',000; and thu other ou
Forty-seventh St., between Eighth and Ninth Aves.,
for Mr .In". R. Thurber. for occupancy by Messrs.
Brewster & Co., to cost ?33,00 >.

lorsKR. A handsome residence, 50' x W, with ex-
tensions, to be built of lie.lford stone, richly carved
and in the French Gothic style, is to be built on Fif-

ty-seventh St., between Fifth and Sixth Aves., for
Mr. J. K'>- li-''lulil, at a cost of almnt $230,000, from
designs of Messrs. Youngs & Campbell.

BIHLUIMI PERMITS. West Forty-ilrit St., Sot. 311
and 313. slx-st'y brick store, tin roof; cost, $25.000;
owner, Eliza J. ITiys, 1327 Second Ave.; architect,
T. (J. Smith.
Srrenth Aft., W 8, BO' 2" n Fifty-third St., flve-St'y

brick carriage-repository, tin roof; cost, $32.000;
owner, Win. H Gray, 25S West Fourth St.; archi-
tect, -los. M. Dunn; mason, .lolin Demarest.

Kii/Hty-iixth A
1

/., n s. 150 e Ave. A, flve-jt'y brick
trnmnnnt. tin mof: cost. $18.o'iO; owner, John H.
Sunk. 174 East Kighty-sevenlh St.; architect, John
C. Burne.

Sfi-ftit/i-.iixth St., , 115' w Second Ave.. 2 flve-st'y
brick lenemeiits. tin roofs; C"8t, each, *lt>,5'l<l; (i\vn-

er, .l.ihn .1. McDonald, 1.121 Park Ave.; architect,
John Itrinilr.

Ti-ith Ace., w s, 50' n One Hundnd anil Fifty-
eighth St., three-st'y brick store aua dwell., tin
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roof; cost, $0,000; owner, Win. Deppermann, Tenth
Ave., between One Hundred and Fifty-eighth and
One Hundred and 1< ifty-niuth Sts.; architect, Julius
Boekell.

Jlowery No. 123, flve-st'y brick store, tin roof; cost,
23,000; owner, Pait' estate; lessee, Mary Anderson,

Newark, N. .).; architect, Jas. S. Wightman; builder,
D. C. Weeks & Son.

West Thirteenth fit., No. 20, one-st'y brick hoiler-

liouse, gravel roof; cost, $2,600; owner, Kniile

Beneville, 414 East One Hundred and Sixteenth St.;
architect, Paul F. Schoene.
One Hundred and Forty-ninth St., n 8, 155' e of

Bobbins Ave., three-st'y frame dwell., tin roof;
cost, $2,500; owner, Chr. Cassens, Westchester Ave.,
near Brook Ave.; architect, Wm, Mclntyre; builder,
James McAllister.

Mattition Ave., nwcor. of Fifty-ninth St., nlne-st'y
brick flat, tin roof; cost, $200,000; owner, Thos. Kil-

patriek, 611 East Fifty-eighth St.; architects, Charles
W. Eomeyn & Co.

Sixty-second St., s 8, 200' w of Are. A, one-st'y
brick workshop, tin roof; cost, $3,000; owner, T. J.

Sheridan, 2'26 East Eightieth St.; builders, 1'atrick

Sheehy and owner.
Old Slip, four-st'y brick building for Police De-

partment. tin roof; cost, $100,000; owner. City of
New York.
Madison Ave., w s, 150' s of One Hundred and

Seventy-fourth St., two-st'y and attic frame dwell.,
shingle roof; cost. $5,000; owner and builder, li. S.

Guernsey, Tremont.
Baxter St., w s, 54' s of Walker St., 2 three-et'y

brick dwells., tin roofs; cost, $5,000 and $6,0i)0;

owner, John Hooper; lessee, Jacob Cohen, cor.
Walker and Baxter Sts.; architect, John Brandt.

West Twenty-third St.,No, 525, two-st'ybrick work-
shop, gravel roof; cost, $4,000; owner and carpenter,
George Collins, on premises; mason, not selected.

Forty-seventh St., n s, LOO' w of Eighth Ave., flve-

.st'y brick factory, tin roof; cost, $35,000; owner,
John B. Thurber, 140 West Twelfth St.; architect,
Jos. M. Dunn: builders, 1.. N. Crow, and McGuire
& Sloan.

ALTERATIONS. East Fourteenth St., No. 44, put in

elevator; cost, 86,500; owners, Wheeler & Wilson
Manufacturing Co.; builders. Monk & Brauwer.
Clinton J'lace, No. 124, new front and internal al-

terations; cost, $2,000; owner, Mrs. Josephine Hy-
slop; lessee, H. B. Wiggin; architect, George Cook;
builders, Cook & Berryman.
Sixty-fourth St., s s, 244' w of Ave. B, move build-

Ing to front of lot and repairs; cost, $2,500; owner,
John 1). Crimmins, 40 East Sixty-eighth St.

East Twenty-third St., No. 18, is to be altered into
a store, at a cost oi about $10,000, from designs of
Messrs. I). J. Jardine.

A ITERATIONS. West Third St., No. 1, raise attic to
full story, new store-front; cost, 83,000; owner, Ed.
P. Dickie, 47 West One Hundred and Twenty-sixth
St.; architect, rims. E. Hadden.

Philadelphia.
HOUSES. At Thirty-fourth St. and Powelton Ave,.
T. J. Lewis and George Bnrnham, Jr., are about to
build 2 three-st'y dwells., 15 rooms each, at a cost of

$12.500 each.
THE YEAR'S WORK. The number of building permits
c issued during 1882 was 3,185, an increase over 1881 of
504 permits.

BUILDING PERMITS. CJtestnnt Ave., s s, e of Main
St., three-st'y dwell., 22' x 73'; Tourison Bros., con-
tractors.

Venango St., 20' w of Third St., two-st'y dwell.,
18' x 40'; Aug. Searle, owner.
Delaware Ave., cor. Almond St., mill and filter

house, 106' x 291'; Havemeyer & Co., owners.
Gray's Ferry Koad, bet. Twenty-ninth and Thir-

tieth Sts., one-st'y boiler house, BO' x 76'; Henry
Bower, owner.
McKean St,, f s, IS' w of Eighth St., two-st'y

dwell., 15' x 42'; C. Petzolb, owner.
Mildred St.,svr cor. McLean St., 2 two-st'y dwells.,

17' x 42'; J. C. D. Smilh, contractor.

St. Louis.

BUILDING PERMITS. Twenty-three permits have
been issued since our last report, of which six are
for unimportant frame houses. Of the rest those
worth $2,500 and over are as follows:

Wyoming St., bet. Missouri and Illinois Aves.,
two-st'y brick dwell; cost, $2,700; Adam Rosuer,
owner; T. Knittel, builder.
Main St., bet. Loughborough and Quincy Sts.,

two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $2,600; H. Haas owner;
J. S. Parks, builder.
Chestnut St., bet. Garrison and Cardinal Aves., 8

three-st'y stone front dwells ; cost, $5,000; D. M.
Houser, owner; C. E. Illsley, architect; J. H. Dun-
lap, builder.

Poplar St., bet. Twentieth and Twenty-first Sts.,

on*-st'y brick warehouse; cost, $5,000; Union Depot
Shipping and Storage Co., owners; S. W. E. Bent,
builder.

St. Ange Ave., bet. Park Ave. and Hickory St..

two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $3,550; Horn, owner;
J. A. Stanton, builder.

Bids and Contracts.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND. The City-Hall Commission-
ers have received bids for contracts for the erection
of the new city-hall and market-house, the plans for

which include a large hall capable of accommodating
seven thousand persons. There were six bidders,
namely: Peter Ronther, $175,000; Shover & Cuush-
am, $184,751; Youngdans & Shumaker, $178,480; J.

Buchanan, $215,000; J. L. Fatout, $165,000; M. K.
Fatnut, $149.460. The lowest bid will be reported to
the City Council for its action. A bond of $50,000
is offered that the building can be put up for the
amount named in conformity with the plans and
specifications.

General Notes.

RAPIDS, MICH. Edwin F. Uhle has com-
menced building a house on Fountain St.; cost, $18,-
000.

William Thum is building a three-st'y brick block
on West Bridge St., 21' x loo'; cost. Sx.ono.

Mr. MeLane has commenced building a block of

two stores, each 20' x 80', two stories, cor. Wealthy
Ave. and Division St.; cost, $>,000.
The Cornell Manufacturing Co. is building a large

factory for the manufacture of wind-mills, on Berk-
ley Ave.
The Folding Chair and Table Co. is building a

four-st'y factory, corner of Zonia St. and Wealthy
Ave.

J. F. Ferris is building a wooden house on Madi-
son Ave.; cost, $3,500; Kobison & Barnaby, archi-
tects.
Fred Maynard is building a cottage on Bostwick

St.; cost. #3,000; Robison & Barnaby, architects.
J. W. Converse has commenced the erection of a

three-st'y brick block on Front St.: cost, S8.000.
The city of Grand Kapitis is soliciting plans for a

fourteen-room school building, to cost from $20,000
to $25,000.
George Davidson is preparing to build a brick

house; cost, $3,500: D. S. Hopkins, architect.
Mr. Nelson W. Northrop is having plans prepared

for a wooden house on Union St.; cost, $2,500; D. S.

Hopkins, architect.

DOWAGIAO, MICH. C. W. Defendorf is having plans
prepared for a house to cost $4,500; D. S. Hopkins,
architect, Grand Kapids, Mich.

FLATBl'SH, N. Y. Robert S. Walker, 117 Broadway,
is having plans prepared for a dwelling to be built
at Flatbush, near Prospect Park; cost, $4,500; D. S.

Hopkins, architect, Grand Kapids, Mich.
BABYLON, N. Y. Ten cottages are to be built on the

Argyle Hotel grounds at a cost of from $3,5*10 to

$4,000 each, for Austin Corbiu and others, from de-

signs of Messrs. Price & Freeman of New York.
SEAHHIGHT, N. J. A frame casino, to cost about

$20,000, is to be erected from designs of Messrs.
Price & Freeman, of New York.

HARTFORI>, CONN. A car-house, office and stables
for the Hartford & Wetherstfeld Horse Railroad Co.,
is now building on Vernon St. It Is of brick, meas-
uring 144' x 154', and will cost (.'8,000; Mr. H. B.
Philbrick is the contractor; Mr. JohuC.Meadis the
architect.

PoyuoNNOCK, CONN. The town-hall is now building
from the plans of Mr. John C. Mead, architect, of
Hartford. The building is Renaissance in style, of

brick, 46' x 82'; cost, $15,000; Messrs. Cotter & Lav-

erty, of Poquonnock, are the contractors.
GLEN COVE, N. Y. A house and stable to cost about

818,000 will be built on Long Island Sound between
Glen Cove and Sands Point, for Mr. Ixmis Hammers-
ley from designs of Messrs. Price & Freeman,

LARCHMONT, N. Y. A $20,000 stone and tile resi-

dence is to be built for Mr. C. D. Shepard from de-

signs of Messrs. Price & Freeman, of New York.
HOBOKEN, N. J. Some important improvements are

being designed by Mr. H. Edwards Ficken, of New
York.
The Duke house is to be remodelled, and several

stores with apartments above are to be ejected.
BELLAMY MILLS, N. H. W. P.Hayes & Son are

building a large dry goods house, 40' x 100', for their
extensive business.

MANCHESTER, N. H. .
The Amoskeag corporation

are making arragements for building a boiler-house
on the west side of the river, 50' x 275'; a chimney
250 feet high, the steam to be conducted across the
river, in two cast-iron pipes. It is the intention of

the company to build an engine-house between mills
Nos 4 and 5.

SUNAPEE, N. H. The town has voted to exempt
from taxes any new buildings and business, or busi-

ness put into buildings now unoccupied, to the
amount of $5,000 or more for ten years.

KINGSESBINO, WEST PHILADELPHIA, PA. On
Springfield and Chester Avenues there will be built

a number of dwellings at a cost of $8,000 to $7,000
each; Thomas Hobb, owner.

MEDIA, PA. Wm. H. Miller is about to build a three-

st'y dwelling, to be of brick and stone, to cost about
$25,000.

XENIA, O. School house; cost, $48,000; W. R. Brown,
architect, Cincinnati, O.

LOCKLAUD, O. School-house; cost, $18,000; W. R.

Brown, architect, Cincinnati, O.

DAYTON.O. Odd Fellows Hall; cost, $7,000; W. R.

Brown, architect, Cincinnati, O.

EASTON, PENN. The Slate Exchange of Lehigh and

Northampton Counties yesterday reduced the prices
of ribbon slate 2.1 cents a square to wholesale dealers,
but not to roofers. This is to be the scale of prices
for the next six months. Prices for other slate re-

main unchanged.
FALL RIVER. MASS. It appears that there is some
opposition to the re-building of the Flint mill by a
number of the stockholders.

THOMPSONVILLE, CONN. The Methodists have de-

cided not to build a new church at once, but to so-

licit subscriptions, and when a sufficient sum is paid
in the new building will be started.

SUMMIT, N. J. A frame residence with open English
timber work is to be built for Mr. W. H. De Forest
from designs of Messrs, l-amb & Rich, of New York.

SAUGERTIKS, N. Y. A handsome brick, stone and
wood house, to cost about $30,000, is to be built for

Mr. Wm. R. Sheffield from designs of Mr. A. H.

Thorp, of New York.
YONKERS, N. Y. Mr. F. O. Neill is to have additions
made to his house, to cost $10,000, from designs of

Mr. Jos. M. Dunn, of Now York.
HOBOKEN, N. J. A Jewish synagogue is to be built

at an early date; the site has not yet been selected.

COMPETITION.

A $3,000-HOUSE.
The subject of the next competition is one which is

of the widest possible interest a cheap dwelling;

and we trust that more than the usual number of de-

signs will be submitted in competition.

PROGRAM ME.
The house is intended for a clerk who has a salary

of only $l,f 00, but whose social position is unexcep-

tionable, and he consequently hopes to be able to

build for the $3,000, which economy lias placed at his

PROPOSALS.

>mmand, a house in harmony with the tastes and

habits formed during bachelorhood. He is now mar-

ried, and has two children who must be provided for

n the planning, as also the maid-of-all-work.

The material of the building, size, number, and dis-

tribution of the rooms are left to the competitors to

determine, who are to be guided solely by the cost,

which must approximate $3,000.

Required: Plans of each floor, a perspective

sketch, and an elevation of one of the sides not show n

in the sketch, also all necessary details to a larger

scale, and at least one sketch of some feature of inte-

rior arrangement.

Also, a skeleton specification of thebriefest possible

dimensions, enough merely to give a clue to the char-

acter and quality of the work. Also a bill of quanti-

tities giving the actual number of yards of excavation,

perch of stone-work, MM of brick, laths and shingles

feet of lumber, window-sashes, doors, nails, hardware

fittings, special fixtures, labor, etc., giving the pres-

ent market price for the locality on each item, and

reckoning-ID the proper amounts for waste and al-

lowances of all kinds, including the builder's profit

and the architect's commission. Those who can se-

:ure actual estimates from reliable builders are urged

to do so.

The specification and bill of quantities are to be

submitted on paper of the size of legal cap, and the

drawings upon two sheets, each measuring 14" X 22"

within the framing line.

All drawing* must be received at the office of the

American Architect, on or before Saturday, January
13, 18X3.

For each of the three design? of highest merit a

prize of seventy-five dollars will be paid.

PROPOSALS.

COURT-HOUSE. [At Charlotte, Mich.]
In consequence of the destruction of the plans for

Eaton County Court-House, by the burring of the

architect's office in Hall Block, Toledo, O., the date of

the letting of the contracts is postponed to January
24 13. D. W. GIBBS & CO.,

Architects.

[At Waltham, Mass.]
OFFICE OF COLLECTOR OF CUSTOMS, (

BOSTON, MASS. I

Sealed proposals will be received at this office until

12 M.. on the 12th day of January, 1883, for erect-

ing at the quarantine station at Waltliatn. Mass., two

large, two medium and two small-sized shetls, includ-

ing fencing for lots, in ascordance with the drawings
and speciHcation.
Copies of the specification and any additional infor-

mation may be obtained on application at this office,

where the drawings can be seen.
R. WORTHINGTON,

Collector of Customs .

HOT-WATER
HEATING-APPARATUS.

[At Charleston, W. Va.]
OFFICF. OF SUPEKVISISG ARCHITECT, i

TREASURY DKPAKTMEXT,
WASHINGTON, D. C., December 30, 1882. )

Sealed proposals will be received at this office until

12 M., on the 23d day of January, 1883, for fur-

nishing and fixing in place complete, in the court-

house and post-office building at Charleston, w.
Va.. a low-temperature hot-water heating-apparatus,
in accordance with drawings and specification, copies

of which and any additional information may be ha.l

on application at this office or the office of the Super-
intendent. JAS. G. HIM.,

36g. Supervising Architect.

WIKE,
SPIKES, NAILS, IRON, ETC.

[At St. Louis, Mo.]
UNITED STATES KNGINKKR OFFICE, )

404 Market St., ST. Louis, Mo.,
December 15, 18*2.)

Sealed proposals in duplicate will be received at this

office until 12 o'clock, M., on January 15, 1883,
for furnishing and delivering at the U. S. Engineer
Depot, foot of Arsenal St., in St. Louis, Mo., the fol-

lowing supplies for use in improving the Mississippi

River below St. l.ouis, about
30 000 pounds best manilla bolt rope; 20,noo pounds

sisal rope; 411,000 pounds annealed iron wire; 28,000

pounds spikes; 46,000 pounds round iron: 7.W.I pounds
sisal. yarn; 2,000 pounds oakum; 3,5lK) pounds nails.

For blank forms for proposals and all necessary in-

formation, apply to

367 O. H. ERNST, Major of Engineers.

[At Chicago, .11.]

U S ENGINEER OFFICE, 2R HONORK BIHLDISG, I

CHICAGO, ILL., December 5, lw_>. (

Sealed proposals, in triplicate, will be received at

this office until 1 o'clock. P. M., Wednesday,
January 1O, 1883, for furnishing pine and hem .>c-k

timber for breakwater construction at Chicago. 111.

The total amount required will be ab< ut two and

one-quarter million feet, B. M , to be delivered be-

tween the opening of spring navigation, or earlier,

and September 1. 1883.

Parties who are not able to furnish the entire lot

may submit propositions for a portion only, but lor not

less than two cribs.

For specifications, blanks for proposals, and all in-

formation apply to this
offi;-e.H ^ RENYArlM ,.

3-0 Major ut Engineers.

(Proposals continued vnpnyc ix.)
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f
HE tower of the great Norman Cathedral of Peterborough,
iu England, has recently shown such serious indications of

decay us to make its demolition necessary. The tower is not

very lofty, being but one hundred and fifty feet high above the

pavement, but is one of the oldest portions of the building,
and is naturally more exposed to deteriorating influences than
the lower part. Most of our readers know something of the

appearance of the Cathedral, with its splendid triple-gabled west
front, and the round arches, with billet ornament, which charac-
terize the interior. As a specimen of the English ecclesiastical

architecture of the twelfth and early thirteenth centuries, such
as it became in the hands of the great monastic orders, Peter-

borough is quite unrivalled ; and although it is much to be re-

gretted that anything of the original building should be lost,
there is still enough left to exhibit the full grandeur of the

style.

O^OME criticisms have been made upon the plans for the new
Ij building of the Pension Bureau, to be erected on Judiciary

Square in Washington, and the Commissioner of Pensions
himself is said not to approve of them. Independent of the
rather silly assertion made by some of the newspapers that
the building will be "nothing but a pile of brick and mortar,"
just as if it needed to be anything more to combine all the ex-
cellences of the art of architecture, there is at least an appear-
ance of reason in the opinion attributed to Mr. Dudley, that
the arrangement of offices will be inconvenient. General
Meigs's plan, which lies before us, contemplates, as our readers
will remember, an immense hall, one hundred and sixteen by
three hundred and sixteen feet, surrounded by a peristyle of

seventy-six iron columns, supporting several stories of galleries,
which give access to the various offices arranged around. Be-
sides these small columns, the hall is crossed by two rows of

larger ones, which carry a lantern fight above. The motive
of this arrangement was, as we understand, a desire on General
Meigs's part to secure a spacious room which could be used
for the various receptions and other assemblages which occur
so often in Washington, and have been hitherto so wretchedly
accommodated. Even the Capitol contains nothing but the
small rotunda and a few scattered rooms to hold the con-
course of people which fills it on state occasions, and the hall of
the new Pension Office will be not only by far the best situated
and most appropriate place in the city for such purposes, but
will, by its vast dimensions and skilfully varied plan, form a
most imposing and magnificent apartment. Whether it is worth
while to sacrifice for this purpose any real convenience in the
administration of the Pension Bureau is perhaps a doubtful
question, but considering the value of the central hall for the

purposes to which it will be appropriated, we connot see that

any material advantage in the planning of the other rooms is

neglected.

TlfWO deaths of persons of note in the architectural world areX announced, one being that of Miss Rhoda Garrett, whose
name is well known in this country. Miss Garrett was a

woman of singular force and courage, as well as talent. Find-
ing herself, on her arrival at the age of discretion, dependent
upon her father, a poor country clergyman with a large family,she determined to do something to lighten his burden, and
took the unusual step of entering an architect's office as a stu-

dent, and afterwards as assistant. Having acquired the knowl-

edge she needed, she went into business on her own account as ;i

house decorator, taking into partnership her cousin, Miss Agnes
Garrett. Notwithstanding the delicate health of one of the part-

ners, the members of the new firm soon gained the respect and
admiration of a large circle of clients and friends, among whom
must be counted also the readers of the excellent little book
on decoration prepared by the two cousins, and widely circu-

lated on both sides of the Atlantic. The other death which re-

quires notice is that of M. G. Bourgerel, who died recently at

Nantes, France, at an advanced age. Although as departmental
architect of Loire-Inferieure his professional employment was

mainly confined to a poor and remote province, he had made
for himself a European reputation by his beautiful sketches of

ancient architecture, and his restorations of many of the more
famous monuments. His book, the Frayments d1

Architecture

Antique, is well known in this country, and is perhaps the best

work of the kind. This gained for him the high honor of an
election as Corresponding Member of the Institute of France,
and later, the gold medal of the Societe Centrale was awarded
to him in recognition of the superior beauty of his executed

designs.

O'OME remarks are made in a late number of the Builder in

LJ relation to the burning of theAlhambraTheatre,which should
J do much to comfort the American firemen who have felt ag-

grieved at the criticism of their methods indulged in by Cap-
tain Shaw. Speaking of the efforts of the fire-brigade, not to

save the theatre, but to protect adjoining buildings, the account

says that " this is evidently regarded as the best line of tactics

to employ ; and no wonder, considering the utter futility of the

means at hand for doing anything to keep down the main con-

flagration."
" To see the masses of flame within the theatre,

and the jets of spray playing on them (for the column of

water from the
t
hose is broken into mere spray in its pas-

sage through the air) suggested a contrast almost ludicrous.

One might as well think of putting out Pandemonium with a

garden squirt."
"
Surely," the Builder continues,

"
it is time

that some effort were [made to place at our command a more
effective weapon against fire than the fire-engine of the day
furnishes." In the case of a large fire an immense amount of

noise is made, the air filled with smoke, and the gutters with

water, "but all the result 'is the pumping of a few showers of

broken spray into the burning building, the effect of which upon
the fire is absolutely nil." It is rather surprising to find an ob-

servant English journal repeating the very criticisms which are

made by American experts upon the London system of fire ex-

tinction which Captain Shaw thinks so perfect, and the rem-

edy which the Builder proposes, that of devising
" means for

throwing water in heavier and more solid streams," has long
been successfully applied in this country.

/^ONSIDERABLEcomment among builders and architects has

\J been called out by the recent fires in ancient mansions in Eng-
land, and one of the former Mr. Thomas Potter, has pub-

lished iu the Guilder a very interesting paper in regard to them.
In Mr. Potter's opinion many of the conflagrations in old houses

are due to the presence of wood-bricks and bond-timbers in the

masonry adjacent to flues. The latter, as is well known, were,
once much used, not only in England but in this country, while
the former are often found to have been inserted in the front of

chimney-breasts, perhaps disused at the time, for securing mir-

rors or wood finishings, and being afterwards forgotten, or plas-
tered over, form a source of serious danger. In the case of timber

near flues, the risk increases with the lapse of time, as the wood
not only becomes more combustible by continued drying, but

the mortar in the joints of the brickwork is slowly dissolved bv
the acid vapors in the smoke, and brushed away in the process
of sweeping, leaving at last open passages for sparks to pass

through. Another common cause of the burning of houses

more than a hundred and fifty years old is found in the kindling
of the wooden beams which were anciently used to support the

front of chimney-breasts. As originally built, these beams were
set about five feet from the floor, and were thus comparatively
safe from over-heating, but many of the fireplaces in which they
occur have been refitted for modern grates by building up the

ancient opening with brickwork around the grates, leaving the

wooden lintel undisturbed, to gather soot which may at any time

take fire from a spark and kindle the timber.
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MEDICAL commission, which was appointed not long ago
in Germany to study certain questions relating to the con-
struction of school buildings, has made an interesting report,

which must certainly be regarded as marking a step in advance
in that branch of science. In the matter of ventilation we find
that the members of the commission agree with all the other
experts who have investigated the subject, in increasing the

quantity of fresh air which is to be regarded as essentfal to
health. It is but a very short time since a thousand feet of
air per hour for each pupil was regarded as an extremely
liberal theoretical allowance for healthy children, and in prac-
tice, in this country, at least, a room in which a hundred and
fifty or two hundred feet per hour is actually supplied to each
person is regarded as admirably ventilated. Now, however,
those who have long submitted to be accused of foolish extrava-
gance in insisting that this is an inadequate allowance may
cite the authority of the German doctors, who set two thou-
sand one hundred and twenty cubic feet per hour for each pu-
pil as the minimum quantity of fresh air to be supplied. In
the best arranged ventilating shafts, of metal, fitted with gas-
flames, stoves or other artificial means for promoting the

draught, the upward current will occasionally reach a velocity
of a thousand feet per minute in cold weather, although the
average is rarely more than five hundred feet, and generallymuch less; so that a room containing sixty pupils should have
an outlet shaft of four square feet or more in sectional area
to be even capable of such ventilation as is pronounced es-
sential.

IN
regard to lighting, the new commission totally denies and

rejects the famous theory of unilateral illumination, fol-

lowing in this respect the French authorities, who began to
call it in question a year or so ago. In the language of the
report, it

'unpractically impossible, even with lofty and narrow
rooms, to obtain sufficient light by this method. In cases
where openings can only be made in one wall, the report re-

quires that the width of the piers between the windows shall
not exceed three-fourths of that of the windows themselves
and that the width of the room shall not be more than five feet
greater than the height of the windows, which would restrict
it in such cases to about eighteen feet as a maximum. Lightingfrom two sides being then required under all ordinary cTrcum-
stances, it is advised that the windows should be in the oppo-
site walls, on the right and left of the pupils as seated. Li^ht
from the rear is admissible, but is not recommended, and win-
dows facing the pupils are prohibited. Walls of neighboring
buildings painted white and reflecting the sunshine into the"
school-room are very injurious, and the owners should be per-
suaded or obliged to paint them of a dark color. The inside face
of the walls of the school-room itself is to be painted pale blue or
bluish white, and the ceiling pure white. Artificial liaht
should be used without hesitation on dark and short davs" it
is more dangerous to work by insufficient daylight than by o-as-

lig it. Argand burners are preferable as giving a steadier lht,and ground-glass globes are objectionable on account of "the
large proportion of light which they absorb.

milE subject represented on the frieze is the combat of the

J. Titans and the Gods. The giants are shown under a variety
of monstrous forms, some as sea-horses, some as human-

headed serpents, and some as winged men, many of them with
countenances distorted with rage and pain, and contrasting with
the calm serenity which the Greeks always impressed upon
their representations of the immortal deities. Among the more
remarkable figures is one of a young Titan falling in agony at
the foot of Athena, and encircled by the coils of a serpent,
which is said to be absolutely identical in pose, gesture, and
even in minute details, with one of the younger figures in the
group of the Laocoon. The only difference is in the move-
ment of the right arm, which was missing in the Laocoon groupwhen discovered, and was restored by Moutorsoli as we now
see it, stretched upward, with the hand open and the fingers
stretched out : in the Pergamon bas-relief, this arm is bent and
drawn up close to the body, the hand :ilmost touching the head.We know that the masterpieces of Grecian art were copiedand re-copied by the sculptors of later days, and it is by no
means improbable that the artist of the Laocoon, which is a
work of comparatively recent date, may have at least derived
a part of his inspiration from the ancient temple sculpture.I he general style of the work is said to resemble that of the
so-called Victory of Samothrace, now in the Louvre, and the
well-known figure leading a bull, from the temple of the Wino--
less Victory at Athens. A single fragment, that of the head
of a young girl, found near the temple, is said to recall the
type of the Venus of Milo, which, as our readers will remem-
ber, so good an authority as Mr. Stillman conjectures to be no
other than the veritable statue of the Victory herself, made
vyingless

m order that she might never be able to desert the
Athenians.

OMP, details are given in the Builder of the discoveries made
by Herr Humann at Pergamon, which prove to have been
extremely interesting and valuable. So many portions of the

ruined temple of Zeus have been recovered that the whole can be
restored with certainty, and, by a happy inspiration, the specialmuseum built at Berlin for the display of the remains has been
so constructed as to reproduce the original temple, the marble
fragments being inserted in their proper places. The arrange,meut of the interior, as

positively determined by the explorersdiffers from that of any other known temple? Apparently
Pergamon possessed a school of sculptors of which she wa
deservedly proud and to afford the best possible facilities for oW
serving the works with which the building was adorned
intenor of the cella, which seems to have "been quiteTclslble to the public, was furnished with a sort of gallery reached
by a sta.rcase behind the altar, by means of which U,e upperporuons could be reached and closely examined. The decora-tion of the interior wall-surface of the cella consisted n a row
f Ionic columns, or colonnettes, alternating with sculptured pan-

els, and supportmg a cornice, with an extremely rich sculp uredfrieze three hundred feet long, the fragments of whicl for n themost important acquisition made by the expedition,b n

TT NEW building now in process of construction in New York
1 1 has a cellar which will alone cost, below the first-floor beams,

about four hundred and thirty thousand dollars. Before
commencing the building, the rock upon the lot was in some
places twenty-five feet higher than the grade of the neighboring
streets, and all this mass had to be cleared away before the ex-
cavation proper could begin. The average depth of the cellar
below the curbstone grade is eleven feet, so that in many places
thirty-six feet of rock was removed. The building itself covers
eighty-one thousand square feet of land, and the excavation
was carried out under the sidewalks all around to the curb a
distance of about fifteen feet. The cost of the excavation
alone is estimated at one hundred and thirteen thousand dol-
lars, and the foundation walls, concrete, drainage-works, and so
on will be about three times as much more.

0BSERVATIONS
made in South Australia seem to indicate

that the influence of forests in increasing the total amount of
rainfall on a large given area may not be so decided as has

sometimes been supposed, but there is no doubt that the charac-
ter of the deposition of water in wooded regions is much more
gentle, and therefore

fertilizing, than in denuded countries, where
long droughts alternate with short but violent rains. In a limited
territory the good effect of

tree-planting is much more obvious,as the wooded area attracts to itself in frequent showers the
moisture which would otherwise fall only in excessive rains,r might pass altogether beyond, to be deposited upon some
mountain ridge affording the conditions necessary for condensa-
tion. In Egypt, for instance, which has from time immemorial
been ranked as a rainless region, showers are now frequent,and the measured average rainfall on the Delta has increased
iromsix to forty inches. This great change, which has brought
the Egyptian climate from that of a desert to a degree of moist-
ure equal to the average of England, can be accounted for
only as the result of the planting of some twenty million trees
by the three last viceroys of the country. In the United States,a considerable amount of prairie land in Southern Indiana and
Illinois has, thanks to the improved watchfulness and care of
its civilized owners, been

successfully converted into forest, and
the natural adaptation of the soil for this purpose is shown bythe tact that in a single square mile of wood seventy-five species

trees, or almost as many as are found throughout the whole
continent of Europe, were observed to be growing These
seventy-five species included nearly all the varieties ol valuable
timber trees known, and specimens of fifty-one of them were
found which were estimated to be at least one hundred feer
in height.
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it has been none the less valu-

able for the uses of archaeological study. Among the buildings of

which are promised a fuller account is a stoa, an open portico nearly

four hundred feet long, notched in under the brow of the acropolis,

below the temple, and opening on a terrace which looked south-

ward over the harbor and across tin* open strait to the island of

Lesbos. About it are numbers of reservoirs and cisterns, to which

the rather arid climate of Assos gave special value, and varied

groups of ruined buildings, both ancient and rnediieval. West of

the stoa are the broad ruins, not yet fully examined, of what the ex-

plorers have tentatively called a gymnasium. Within it are to be

seen the traces of a large building assumed to be a basilica, with an

apse turned eastward, and showing interesting fragments of a pave-

ment iu colored mosaic with a rich border. Under the stoa, so

placed that the lounger on the terrace could look down the ranges
of sloping seats into the orchestra, is the theatre described by Hunt

ami Prokesch von Osten, its stage and orchestra apparently still

visible, and the lower semicircles of seats, with the podium about

the orchestra, displayed by a trial excavation. Scattered over the

slopes are ruins of a variety of structures, porticos, possible temples,

a domed Byzantine church, now used as a mosque (ingeniously de-

scribed by an early French examiner as "a monument
belonging^

to

the great" ages of Greece"), an agora, the remains of another By-
zantine church, and at the bottom the little artificial harbor where

the huge blocks of the ancient mole can still be seen under water,

enclosing the inferior wall which the Turks have built within it. It

would seem from the map which accompanies the report that the

southern slope had been occupied by the public buildings of Assos,
while the town of residences lay on the north of the acropolis, where

the Turkish village of Behratn makes it impossible to see what is be-

neath the surface.

Hound the whole run the ancient walls, still in wonderful preserva-

tion, Mr. Clarke says, in spite of Turkish depredations since Texier's

time, and easy to follow throughout almost the whole of their

two miles of circuit. It is one of the purposes of the expedition to

make a thorough examination of these walls, which are said to

rival the famous walls of Syracuse as examples of ancient fortifica-

tion. They are, according to Texier's report and Mr. Clarke's,

built in squared coursed blocks of the reddish trachyte of the coun-

try, laid close, without mortar or cramps, into two walls which en-

close an open gallery between them, as at Tyryns and elsewhere,

making in all a structure some ten feet thick. They have occasional

loop-holes, and large towers at the gates. The openings are fitted

with jambs carrying double lintels, over which are relieving arches

both round and pointed, yet not laid in voussoirs, but simply cut out

from the horizontal courses, in the primitive Greek fashion. In

some places, as Mr. Clarke notes, an older Pelasgian or Cyclopean
wall is b.iilt over with the later coursed work.

But the most interesting architecture, next to the temple, de-

scribed in this report, is that of the Street of Tombs, or rather ne-

cropolis, since it consists of more than a single street. It lies outside

the walls, according to the Greek and Roman habit, on the western

slope of the hill, and before the chief entrance of the city. Here is

the only level part of the main road which leads up to the acropolis.
Beside and abovo it, laid out in terraces which rise till they reach
the bordering wall on the height, is the cemetery. Here were found
a great number of tombs and sarcophagi. Most of them had been
attacked and rifled with an energetic zeal which had broken the

heavy stone covers of the sarcophagi, or dashed in their sides,
whore they were hollow, or spent itself in bruises where they were

solid; but a few still contained vases and other small objects of

funeral service, and even human bones. Mr. Bacon's sketch of a
restored section of these terraces is an enticing picture. Arranged
along the edges of the terraces are tombs in great variety of form,
smaller sarcophagi of a single block, larger ones built up, and some

richly carved, vaulted receiving-tombs with niches and benches, one
of which is shown in detail in the report. The large carved sar-

cophagus of which the report gives a view in its present condition

(p. 1 27) and a restoration (Plate 31) is one of the most gracefully-de-

Papers of the Archaeological Institute of America. Classical Series. I. Re-
port on the Investigations at AMOS, HM. By Joseph Thacher Clarke. With an
Appendix eooMnlng Inscrip'ions from Assos ami I-esbos. and papers by \v. c.
l,awton anrt .1. S. Dlller. I'rintrd at the cost of the Harvard Art Clnb and the
Harvard Philological Society. Boston: A. Williams & Co. London: X. Triibner
& Co., 16)K.

tmiilis that h:i\e vet been discovered. Since the publication
o the report the grouu.l about, it has been dug a\va\ . and It HOW

appears that the sarcophagus with its .surrounding stone brnrh was

raised i. n a broad platform above, the terrace, with a lii^h rippus or

pedestal iu the form of an altar projecting from the face ef it. '1 1m

whole group, according to the drawings of it sent home, made au

architectural composition of extreme dignity and elegance. The

ry was laid out with an eye to its picturesque fitness for a

public promenade, and two cxedras, one semicircular in plan, and

the other making three sides of a rectangle, were found at the heads

of two Mights of sleps leading up to one of the terraces.

Another interesting monument and of es|M.-cial importance, be-

cause no other like it is known to exist is the ruined bridge over

the Satnioeis a mile or so north of the principal gate. The aversion

of the classical Greeks to the arch or their preference for this

lintel seems to have extended even to their bridges, which iM-iii^-

mostly built of wood have naturally perished. But here are the re-

mains of a stone bridge which Mr. Clarke unhesitatingly, and no doubt

rightly, assigns to the classical period. The Satnioeis, like most riv-

ers in dry countries, is a very much broader stream in winter than

in summer, and across the winter bed of the river, which appears to

have been carefully paved, the bridge was carried on seventeen

stone piers, while the summer bed, where it makes a span of

about forty-five feet, is Hanked on one side by a heavier pier and on

the other by a solid abutment. The piers are rhombic in plan,
about twelve feet long and a yard wide, their longer diagonal being
of course with the current. They are admirably constructed in

courses joggled on each other horizontally, so that neither current

nor ice-flow could slide one course upon another. The bridge, following
the road, was somewhat skewed, and the piers, with their longer axes

parallel to the current, were set en echelon, the roadway therefore

crossing them obliquely. The piers were about their own length

apart from centre to centre; the roadway, ten feet broad, was a pl.it-

form of four stone beams two feet and a half wide and fourteen in-

ches deep, with an average bearing of nearly twelve feet. Holes are

visible for the swallow-tailed wooden dowels which held them to-

gether in the customary manner of Greek stone-cutting, and show
that each beam was dowelled to those beside it, the outside ones to

those they abutted against end to end, and all to the piers on which they
rested. One can only guess that the wide span over the permanent
stream was crossed by s. timber bridge. Somewhat lower down the

river are the arches of a Koiuan bridge, from which the stream has

wandered away till it is out of sight.

We must speak briefly of the merits of the report as a document.

The Archaeological Institute is fortunate in having the aid of Mr.

Clarke's energy and trained intelligence, and of Mr. Bacon's artistic

capability. We have never seen better work in its kind than the

drawings which illustrate the report. They have a convincing air

of truthfulness, as well as a very attractive simplicity of treatment and

artistic handling. Mr. Clarke's account of the work is vigorous
and graphic. The whole story of the explorations has the mark of

intelligent management, conscientious work, and acute and previso

observation. The result has been obtained at a very small cost,

less than nine thousand dollars thus far for the whole expedition,

which, compared with the outlay, for instance, of eighty thousand

dollars by the British Museum for the excavations at Ephesus, seems

singularly little. We are told that the second summer's work has

exhausted the purse of the Institute ; while there is still some work
of importance to be done, especially the thorough examination of

the walls and fortifications of Assos, for which this is probably the

only opportunity ; for the Turks, needlessly exasperated perhaps,
but not unnaturally, at the way in which their territory elsewhere is

being despoiled of relics which they themselves have not learned to

value, declare that they will grant no more permits for excavation

to any one. Mr. Clarke estimates that the rest of the work can be

done for another twenty-five hundred dollars. It is to be earnestly

hoped that the friends of research will help the Institute, which has

given all the money it could to the work, to raise what is necessary to

fitly complete it.
2

The getting-up of this report is excellent. The drawings are

more than fairly-well reproduced, though the plates of sculptures

might do more justice to the originals if the reproductions had been

somewhat smaller in scale. The simple, convenient and rather ele-

gant form in which this paper is printed leads one to hope that

when the "monumental volume" is issued, which Mr. Clarke prom-
ises as the final outcome of the expedition, the same taste and judg-
ment will strike the right mean between the useful and the magnifi-

cent. The monumental volumes which gratify the amour propre of

their producers and catch the applause of dilittnnti, bestowing in-

discriminate splendor of execution alike on bare plans or delicate

ornament, are apt to be the despair of the serious student and the

professional man, being too big to handle and too costly to buy.
We heartily commend the report to those of our readers who find

it within reach. To persons who do not otherwise follow the prog-
ress of archaeological research, it may give a good understanding of

how such work is done, and of its character, perhaps a ne-w inter-

est in the subject, if not quite the enthusiasm of a discoverer.

It is natural, indeed, that the explorer's parental instinct should

invest his foundlings with special charms, and perhaps ordinary
readers will hardly keep pace with Mr. Clarke's exegesis of the

>It l pleasant to eo it pnbliclr announced, since the above was written, that

the uuuewary money lias bc*-u r;iied, and thai lliu exploration will go on.
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sculpture figured in Plate 17, a lion attacking a boar. "The legs

and tail of the boar," says Mr. Clarke, "are characterized with

great truth. Though seized by the lion, the animal has not lifted

his head from rooting, the attack in the rear not seeming to cause

him much disturbance. The hind legs are set to withstand the bur-

rowing push of the snout ;
the tail hangs limply on the broak Hank

as if in indication of hoggish enjoyment." "The sculptor," he

adds, "has displayed a certain sense of humor which makes up for

the ungraceful carving," and some sense of humor is a prophylac-
tic which is not without its value, either in art or criticism.

The reader will bear with the writer's repugnance to the usual

English terminology of his profession, and almost hydrophobia shun-

ning of terms of Latin origin, with the use of pteroma for peristyle,

of crepidoma for stereobate, epistyle for architrave, andean forgive

the shock of reading trunnels for guttse. But if he is sensitive in

the subject of good manners he will be more seriously disturbed at

Mr. Clarke's treatment of Texier. We have no doubt Mr. Clarke

is right in charging that Texier's examination was superficial, his con-

clusions hasty, and his report full of errors ;
that like most restorers,

_.,,_- report quotes,
The greatest paradox in Texier's restoration, the sculptured archi-

trave, Mr. Clark has confirmed, against his own expectation. But he

accuses him in so many words, of "unparalleled effrontery
"

for put-

ting in, "scaled to the millimetre," a bed-mould under the corona.

ThTs bed-mould, we believe, is nowhere found in Greek Doric, and

for this reason it is not necessary to assume nor easy to believe that

Texier put it into his restoration without having seen something which

persuaded him that it did exist. Again says Mr. Clarke, Texier's as-

sertion " that the thickness of the reliefs was uniformly equal to one-

half the lower diameter of the peripteral shafts must be regarded as

delil)eratelv false." He could hardly have offered a grosser affront.

Yet if the reader will take the trouble to measure Mr. Clarke's re-

stored section of the entablature he will see that the upper bed of the

sculptured block not the soffit, which is rebated to receive the mid-

dle lintel has nearly (Texier does not say "uniformly," and
the lower diameters are"by Mr. Clarke's account irregular) the width

of the lower diameter, sufficiently so to justify the general remark
which provokes Mr. Clarke, and the argument drawn from it, that

the blocks really were part of the architrave. It is our impres-
sion that M. Texier has already gone where this attack in the rear

will not cause Mm much disturbance ;
but it is a pity that any one

whose intelligence and acquirement has a real claim on our respect
should pursue him with the language of contemporary politics. It is

a pity to import into the first prominent publication of the Institute,

which is in most respects a model report, the personal rancor that

gives unsavory notoriety to German savants.

AMERICAN ARCHITECTURE IN ITS CONSTRUCTIVE
AND SANITARY ASPECTS.1

T the ordinary

meeting of the

Royal Insti-

tute of British Ar-

chitects, held on

Monday evening,
December 18, Mr.
Ewan Christian,

Vice-President, in

the chair, Mr. A.
J. Gale, the hold-

er of the Godwin

Bursary for 1882,

(the first year of

its award) de-
scribed what he
had seen during
his tour in the
United States. He
observed that at

the invitation of

the Council he ven-

tured to bring be-

fore the Institute

some account of

his tour as holder
of the Godwin Bursary for 1882, the first year of its existence,

although he was obliged to admit his inability to do justice to the

subject on account of its extent and varied nature. The tour cov-

ered a great deal of ground, and that he had been enabled to see so

much as he had seen was due to the great kindness of many Ameri-
can architects. The tour occupied exactly three months, of which
ten we;ks were spent in America five weeks in New York, and
the remainder of the time at Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington,
Chicago, Detroit and other cities. In New York at the time of his

visit there were many vast building schemes in hand. Prominent

among the matters to which he turned his attention was the work
being done by the New York City Board of Health with the view of

' From the Builder.

improving the tenement-houses with regard to drainage and other

sanitary arrangements. He had, however, dealt somewhat fully

with these matters in the report which he had previously presented
to the Council. Vast buildings let off as oflices formed one of the

sights of New York. Such blocks were continually being erected,

and the most recent one generally managed to outshine its predeces-
sors in some particular or other. Foremost amongst the works of

this kind at the time of his visit was that known as the Mills Build-

ing (from the name of its owner, Mr. D. O. Mills), having frontages
to Wall Street, Broad Street, and Exchange Place. This building,
of which Mr. George B. Post is architect, was nine stories high
above the ground level, with a cellar or basement story below. The
basement, ground, first and second floors contained strong-rooms for

the deposit of books, securities and other valuables. All the floors

were intended for suites of offices, divisible by means of partitions
into holdings of any required size. The lighting throughout he con-

sidered good and sufficient, though, judging from the plans, some of

the rooms only had "borrowed light." The large entrance-hall was
two stories in height, and it contained elevators or lifts constantly

conveying passengers up and down, although the building was only

partially completed and opened at the time of his visit. The en-

trance-hall, which contained a well-hole for lighting the basement,
had a glass roof. The offices derived their light partly from the

street frontages and partly from the lighting space or area over the

roof of the entrance-hall. The height of the cellar or basement

story was 9 feet, that of the ground floor 13 feet 8 inches, that of the

first floor 17 feet 8 inches; the height of the stories gradually dimin-

ishing from the second to the ninth story, which was 10 feet in

height. The walls were of brick, with red-brick facings and stone

and terra-cotta dressings. The general design consisted of a simple
combination of vertical and horizontal lines, very effective and suit-

able for the purpose, the treatment of the detail generally being
classic. The roof was Hat, constructed of rolled-iron joists (illed in

with terra-cotta bricks in the form of voussoirs, and covered with

cement. Roofs of this construction had been used upon almost all

recent buildings of large size. The main stairs were entirely of cast-

iron, with the exception of the treads, which were of slate
;
iron-work

taking the place of wood in the construction of newels, strings,

risers, balusters, etc. The internal partitions between the offices

were built of hollow terra-cotta bricks, corrugated externally to receive

the plastering. To preserve the handsome hard-wood dados from

decay through damp from the washing of the floors, marble plinths
were provided. He understood that the drawings for this building
were prepared, and the building completed ready for occupation,
within twelve months from the time that the architects received their

instructions, an illustration of the great rapidity of performance
which was characteristic of American building operations. The

heating of the building was effected by steam, on the direct radia-

tion system, and the coils of steam-pipes standing in the rooms
formed by no means inelegant features. The system of steam-heat-

ing by direct radiation seemed to find more favor amongst American
architects than steam-heating by indirect radiation, or heating by
hot water or hot air. With regard to the apartment-houses of New
York, Mr. Gale said he had entered somewhat fully into details in

the report which he had presented to the Council. Many of these

blocks of buildings in flats were eight or nine stories high, and those

for the middle classes were constructed in the most elaborate man-
ner and provided with all the conveniences that modern construction

could command. The construction of the tenement-houses or flats

for the lower classes was under the supervision of the New York

City Board of Health, who were empowered, under an act passed in

1867, and amended in 1879 and 1880, to regulate the construction

and sanitary arrangements of these dwellings, and the results which
had been obtained under this administration were very satisfactory.
Plans of all proposed tenement-houses had to be submitted for the

approval of the Board, and careful attention to the observance of the

Board's requirements with regard to construction and materials was
enforced by a staff of inspectors. The'higher class of houses in flats,

known as apartmentrhouses, were subject to corresponding restric-

tions. These buildings were provided with handsome entrance-halls,

and elevators continually running up and down. The best arrange-
ment of plan for these buildings was obtained by grouping round a

compact central hall, not too large in fact hardly more than a

large lobby four or five dwellings or suites of apartments. The
servants' rooms were kept quite apart. An entrance-court, formed
in the basement and easily entered by tradesmen's carts, gave access

to the servants' elevators. This court, which was well lighted and

ventilated, was for the most part covered with a substantial roof, the

top of which formed the court-yard or carriage-entrance for the resi-

dents. The floors were mostly of fire-proof construction, consisting
of iron joists filled in between with hollow arching-blocks, the iron-

work being protected above and below, and joists being laid on the

top surface of these fire-proof divisions. Most of these buildings

were constructed externally of brick, with stone dressings. The
roofs were Hat and of fire-proof construction, and the heating was
effected by steam on the direct-radiation system. Fireplaces were,
however, provided as well. The wood-finishings were generally

good. Some of these blocks of apartment-houses were built by asso-

ciations of intending occupiers, who were thus able to provide them-
selves with exactly what they wanted, and at the same time were
able to choose their neighbors. The plumbing and house-drainage
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arrangements of New York were also under the control of tlie City
Board of Health. I'lid-r their Plumbing Law, dating from 1*M.
all plumbers had to register their names and addresses, and had to

siihmit sketches and details of all works proposed to be executed by
them. Tlie chief point in wliieh the regulation* differed from the

most advanced English views at the pre-ent time was in regard to

the material to lie used for soil-pipes, which in New York were re-

quired to he of iron, which must be properly jointed and coated in-

side, and out with coal-tar pilch applied hot, except where enamelled
surfaces existed. Tlie other rules insisted upon hv the Board did

not differ much from those observed in the U-st English practice,
but there was a thoroughness about the inspection, and an amount of

attendance to minor details, which were far in advance of the super-
vision of an average English local Hoard. Every precaution in the

way of ventilation and the prevention of siphonage was rigidly in-

sisted upon. Tlie Durham House-Drainage Company, of Chicago,
contend that as it is worth while to convey coal-gas in wrought-iron
mains with screw-joints, in order to prevent, leakage, fo it is worth
while to prevent the escape of sewer-gas by the same means. This

company uses wronght-iron pipes with screw-joints for soil-pipes,
which are strong enough of themselves to carry the entire weight of

the closet-apparatus, without any support from tht>. building. By
this means, it is urged, all danger of leakages owing to settlements

is completely avoided. For the horizontal or drain pipes this com-

{iany

uses cast-iron, socket-jointed pipes, the joints being made with
ead. These iron drain-pipes could be, and often were, suspended
from the under-side of the ground-floor of a building, and were pro-
vided with movable caps, to allow of inspection or cleansing if neces-

sary. This system of house sanitation had been adopted in a town
built by Mr. Pullman, of sleeping-car fame, for bis work-people. In

Chicago and Boston, as well as in New York, great attention had
been paid of late years to the ventilation of public buildings. The
Fifth-Avenue Presbyterian Church, New York, better known as Dr.
John Hall's Church, was one of the most successfully ventilated

buildings in the world. It was erected from designs by Mr. Carl

Pfeiffer, and was pronounced by Captain Douglas Gallon to be the

best ventilated church he had seen. 1 The Madison-Square Theatre

(of which Messrs. Kimball & Wisedell were the architects) was also

very effectually ventilated on tlie same principles. The most impor-
tant work now in progress in Philadelphia was the immense block of

public buildings to contain the various municipal offices. The build-

ings occupy a nearly square site, the two frontages from north to

south measuring 486 feet 6 inches, and the two frontages from east

to west measuring 470 feet, the area of the site being 4 J acres in ex-
tent. The offices are grouped round a huge quadrangle. The large
tower in the north front was 90 feet square at tlie base, and it was pro-

posed to carry it up to a total height of 535 feet, it being surmounted

by a statue of William Penn,36 feet in height. The following were
some of the other dimensions : height above pavement-line to centre
of clock-face in tower, 861 feet; diameter of clock-face, 20 feet;

height of upper balcony, 296 feet; total number of rooms, 520; total

amount of floor area, 14 acres; height of each centre pavilion, 210
feet 10 inches; height, of corner towers, 161 feet; height of base-
ment story, 18 feet 3J inches; height of principal story, 83 feet 6

inches; height of second story, 25 feet 7 inches; height of third

story, centre pavilions, 26 feet 6 inches; ditto, wings, 24 feet

8 inches; ditto curtains, 20 feet 5 inches; height of attic of centre

pavilion, 15 feet
; height of attic of corner towers, 13 feet 6 inches;

height of figures on centre dormers, 17 feet 6 inches; height of fig-
ures on corner dormers, 12 feet 10 inches. Tlie substructure was of
fine white granite, the superstructure being of white marble. The
tower was to be built of squared, dimension stones, weighing from
two to five tons each. It had not been attempted to make the build-

ing fire-proof in the sense of protecting all the constructional iron-

work. The building was being erected from the designs of Mr. John
McArthur, architect, under whose superintendence the sculpture and
carved work in general were executed after models prepared on the

spot. Mr. McArthur's designs were selected in competition in Sep-
tember, 1869, and the building was commenced early in the following
year. The total amount spent upon the building up to 1879 was
85,000,000, ami the estimated total outlay was $10,000,000." The
new Post-Office at Philadelphia was next described in some detail by
Mr. Gale. It is being erected under the superintendence of Mr.
James G. Hill, Supervising Architect to the Government. The
drawings for this and similar buildings were made in Washington,
where architectural matters formed a branch of the Treasury De-
partment. Mr. Hill's last annual report showed many court-houses,

post-oflices, custom-houses, and the like, in course of erection, each
under the care of a competent official architect. The essayist then

proceeded to say a few words as to the Johns Hopkins Hospital,
Baltimore, which he said was one of the most interesting buildings
of its kind in the world. This building was the result of a study and
examination of all the chief hospitals in Europe, by Dr. Billings, of
the United States National Board of Health, who was selected for
that purpose under the will of the founder, the late Mr. Johns Hop-
kins. The architects were Messrs. Cabot & Chandler, of Boston,
and Mr. Niern-de, of Baltimore, the last-named gentleman being the

consulting architect. Mr. Gale, in conclusion, noticed the methods

1 See /JwiVrfer. vol. xxxlv (187\ pp. 193. 195, for view and plans of this church.
together xvith description <>f warming and ventilating arr:ui::rmrnis.

- A ilnublc-page view of thi.-t IniiMiuK anil some ailditioual particulars will be
found in iho tiuUiler, volume for 1S7U, pp. 712, 716.

of Constructing iron-fronted buildings, and doi-ribcd the- precautions
which were being taken in Chicago, Boston, and other lar^e cities

against the recurrence of siicli disastrous tires as those cities had ex-

perienced of laic years. Several methods of lire-proof construction
were described, 'nicludin<_' the one which i.s being applied by a com-

pany under tin' management of Mr. Wight, fonnerlv an architect.

The Chairman, in inviting discussion, said he thought Mr. (laic had
shown that lie was a very proper holder of the Godwin Bursary,
and he had given them a large mass of information which it was not

easy to digest all at once. When Mr. Gale, was describing the im-
mense public buildings of Philadelphia, anil the enormous scale

upon which everything was being carried out in them, lie (thu
Chairman) felt very much like one of the inhabitants of Lillimit.
lie was reminded of what Professor Cockerell was very fond of

dwelling upon, the description of the stones which were used in

the building of Solomon's Temple,
"
great stones," lanjc stones,"

cnstlv stones." The new public buildings in Philadelphia resem-
bled Solomon's Temple in another particular, viz., in the fact that

every stone anil every part was prepared ready for fixing before

coming on the site. There was a great deal to be learned from Un-

doings of American architects, as detailed by Mr. Gale, and from

personal observation tluring a visit to America he (the Chairman)
could fully confirm a great deal that had been said by the essayist.

Mr. John Slater said it seemed to him that America was the

country, par excellence, where suggestions were to be picked up bv
architects. To put the matter colloquially, it was the great place
for "tips," anil there could be no better place for an architect to
visit than the States, after studying on the Continent of Euro|>e the
artistic and archaeological sides of his profession. The Americans
were, in fact, so ingenious that their ingenuity was catching, and it

appeared to be impossible for any one to visit the Stales without

deriving much instruction. As a proof of this assertion, lie men-
tioned that some time ago he was superintending some work where
the builder's foreman was a man who had visited Chicago, and s|ient
some time there in working at his trade, that of a carpenter and
joiner. A very excellent foreman he was. Like Ulysses, he was
rich in resource, and altogether he was a very different sort of man
to the average builder's foreman. It appeared to him (the speaker)
that builders and builders' foremen were the most conservative men
that it was possible to come across. They seemed, almost without

exception, to think that what was good enough for their fathers
was good enough for them. As a rule, they hail very little idea of
scientific principles of

building construction. The consequence of
this state of things was that if an architect wanted to do anything
out of the ordinary way it was very difficult to get it done properly.
It resulted from this, again, that architects were, in a measure, in

danger of confining their work too much in one groove. For these
reasons he looked with great delight upon the institution of the Bur-

sary which Mr. Godwin had been good enough to endow, for by its

means they would be enabled to get a practical knowledge of a great
many of the constructive and other details of the architecture of
other nations, and should be taught the wholesome lesson that every-
thing English was not necessarily the best. It was onlv with re-

gard to what might be called the constructional part of an archi-
tect's profession that he made these remarks, for he thought that (he

attempts which had been made of late years to evolve what had
been called a " Victorian

"
style had not been very promising. The

chief (mints observable in American architectural practice were the
means that were taken for economizing labor and for utilizing waste

products. Of course, those results were largely due to the fact

that in a new country, where labor was scarce and therefore costly,
it was necessary to devise labor-saving machines. To take the use
of the telephone as an instance, he believed that in America there
was hardly a town of 6,000 or 7,000 inhabitants that was without its

telephone-exchange, and the amount of time and labor saved by that
one appliance alone was prodigious. With regard also to electric-

lighting, the practical adaptation of that means of illumination was
very much more largely developed in America than in this country.
Then again with regard to thu utilization of waste products, great
strides were being made in the United States. He was reading only
last week in an American scientific paper how a large manufactur-

ing firm had hit upon a means of condensing the smoke from their

furnaces, with the result that from a million cubic feet of smoke
they had been able to extract 4,000 Ibs.of acetate of lead, 70 gallons
of alcohol, and some other useful products, the gain achieved repre-
senting not only the value of the products so saved, but includina, of

course, the preservation of a purer atmosphere. These were only a
few of the ways in which the Americans were turning their ingenuity
to account. He should have been very glad if, among the other sub-

jects which Mr. Gale had been able to study, some mention had
been made of the educational buildings of the States, to which great
attention had been paid. A few months ago he (Mr. Slater) re-

ceived from the Educational Bureau at Washington a treatise on
rural school architecture, showing the best means of planning, build-

ing, ventilating and warming such schools, on which, as a rule, only
a very limited outlay was possible. In the treatise the scientific

laws of ventilation were precisely laid down and illustrated, and al-

together the little book was one of the most useful of its kind that

could be conceived. If in this country our own Education De-

partment would issue such manuals great good would be done, if

only in preventing School Boards from laying down such absurd
conditions as were sometimes imposed by them upon architects
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whom they invited to send in competitive designs for schools. The
treatise to which he referred was issued in 1880, and it was stated

in the preface that it was hoped to issue further publications dealing
with thu construction of high-schools, academies, and colleges, in

short, with buildings for what we called secondary education. lie

begged to move a vote of thanks to Mr. Gale for his paper, and he

thought that the Institute might be congratulated upon the first re-

sults of the Godwin Bursary.
Mr. II. McLachlan said that as an unsuccessful competitor for the

Bursary last year, he had much pleasure in seconding the vote of

thanks to Mr. Gale, who had evidently made good use of his time
and opportunities. It appeared that in America there was great

variety of materials; for, besides stone, brick and wood, iron was
also used for the fronts of buildings. It would be interesting to

know a little more as to the manner in which buildings of iron and
wood were protected against injury resulting from the extreme cli-

matic changes experienced in North America. IIow was it possi-
ble to warm the buildings which were constructed on what had been

spoken of as the " iron shell
" method ? If he understood that mode

of construction, the front of the buildings consisted for a large part
of its surface of a mere skin of iron, which would afford little or no

protection against extreme external cold or heat. It was well
known that the old abbays of Britain, where the walls were very
thick, were warmer in winter and cooler in summer than buildings
whose walls were of the thickness now commonly used. With re-

gard to the methods of lire-proof construction which had been de-

scribed, it appeared to him that there was danger in covering up
the structural iron-work in the manner described, inasmuch as iron

was, as everybody knew, liable to decay by rust, and it was, there-
fore, advisable to be able to get to the iron-work to inspect it occa-

sionally, so as to judge of its condition. But by the means of

covering up which had been described such inspection would be
impossible. Mr. Gale was to be congratulated on having got to-

gether so many drawings explanatory of what was bein done in
America.
Mr. W. Woodward expressed the hope that, as the paper was one

of great interest and practical value, the council would publish an
adequate number of the illustrations to accompany it in the " Trans-
actions."

Mr. Andrew T. Taylor said that as he had just returned from a
visit to the United States and Canada he should have much pleasure
in supporting the vote of thanks. He could heartily endorse what
had been stated by Mr. Gale as to the activity and enero-y which
prevailed in America with regard to architectural and building mat-
ters. Great progress was being made by the architects on theother
side of the Atlantic. A few years ago it was the habit of all archi-
tects in this country to say that no good thing architectural could
come out of America, and the works of American architects were
as a rule, looked upon with contempt. But that feelin" was fast dy-
ing out, tor within the last three or four years the strides that had
been made by American architects on the artistic side of their work
were something wonderful, especially in regard to private residences.
Within the period named there had been built in Boston, New York
and elsewhere, houses which, from an artistic point of view, it would
be difficult to surpass, even in London. The Americans spent lar^esums of money on the interior finishings of their houses. They fre-
quently spent 60,0002. or 70,0002. on the interior of one house. The
ttings and joinery were generally of hard and costly woods, and the

buffet was very often a part of the construction of the house. Two ofthe most noticeable and costly houses which had lately been erectedwere hose of Wh.ttier, a broker, and Mr. Vanderbilt. A visit to themansion of Mr. Vanderbilt, he was bound to say was somewhat daz-
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building! were designed at head-quarters in Washington. lie agreed
with Mr. Gale that many of the large apartment-houses of New
York exhibited great ingenuity of planning! and he was able to cor-

roborate all that had been said as to the use of the telephone and other

labor-saving Appliances.
Mr. Gordon Smith, architect to the Local Government Board, said,

with reference to the way in which things were managed in New
York and other cities witli regard to plumbing and drainage, that he

thought it just possible that if all regulations for such works in Lon-
don were administered by one central authority, such as the Board
of Works, we might be able to do better than we now did. But he
should like to know from Mr. Gale whether the Boards of Health of
New Yrork and other cities were harassed by the operations, just be-

yond the confines of the areas under their administration, of such a

being as our own "jerry" builder?
The chairman, in putting the motion, said that, having had (head-

vantage of travelling in America, though only for a short time, he
was very much impressed by the "

go-aheadedness" of the Americans.
If a man in the States brought out a good invention connected with

building or anything else, it was straightway adopted all over the

country until something better was produced, when that, in its turn,
was taken up. The Americans did not wait, as we in England did,
for things to be perfected before they used them. The telephone,
for instance, had been in common use in Detroit for two or three

years, and householders who needed the services of butcher, baker,
or doctor could, by making their desire known to the officials at the

telephone-exchange, be " switched on
"

to the wires connected with

shop or surgery, and so could give their orders or ask for advice
without leaving their houses. Take, again, the electric light, which
had been in general use in Detroit, for years, although the Eng-
lish were still waiting for it to arrive at 'perfection before adopt-
ing it. With regard to the subject of ventilation, as carried out at
Dr. Hall's church, he (the chairman) could fully confirm what had
been said by Mr. Gale. The only quarrel he had with the church
was that it was too luxurious, for every person was provided with an
easy chair. Not only in regard to ventilation, but in the matter of

acoustics, Dr. Hall's church appeared to be perfect. It was built for
a congregation of 2,000, but in a building of th6 same size we in Eng-
land would pack at least 3,000 people into it. As to iron for the
fronts of buildings, he was sorry to hear that his nephew (who was
his pupil twenty-eight years ago) had become such a heretic as to

adopt iron fronts. He had not done so when he (the chairman) vis-
ited Detroit. Long ago, in New York, the enormous store belong-
ing to A. T. Stewart & Co., was entirely built of iron, and it was the
most horrible and bald-looking building that could be conceived.
With regard to comfort in dwelling-houses, in the coldest weather
the indoor temperature was equably maintained at from 65 to 70.
The walls of the houses were so constructed that the occupants did
not suffer from changes of temperature, as we did in this part of the
world.

The vote of thanks having been agreed to unanimously, Mr. Gale,
in reply, said he was unable to say whether there were jerry build-
ers round about New York. If there were, he did not seek out
their works as objects of study. As to iron buildings, it should be
remembered that there were two methods of using it, one of which
was seen in Stewart's store, where the entire front was of iron treated
in imitation of stone, having columns of Classical character and el-

liptical arches, the whole design being as unsuitable as it could
bo for iron

; but in New York and other cities a better method of

treating an iron-fronted building had sprung up, and he might plead
for Mr. Gordon Lloyd to Mr. Christian and others that Mr". Lloyd's
iron-fronted buildings were not attempts to reproduce architectural
features in an unsuitable material, but they consisted in a combination
of vertical and horizontal lines, with ornament which was suitable to
cast-iron. With regard to the heating of buildings, it was effected
in various ways, as by direct and indirect radiation from steam-pipes,
by hot air, and by hot water. As to the heating of the iron-shell
buildings to which Mr. McLachlan had referred, there was no diffi-

culty whatever, for between the external skin of iron and the internal
walls air-spaces existed, forming, in reality, a kind of hollow wall.
Buildings, of course, suffered from great extremes of temperature,but so far as he could judge, the joints were so well lapped and
checked in various places that they effectually resisted changes of
temperature. With regard to the fire-proof encasement of iron col-
umns and girders, the enclosing materials hermetically sealed up the
iron-work, it being believed that where the air could enter fire could
also make its way. Hence the iron-work in buildings so fire-proofedwas not likely to suffer from rust. He was not concerned to defend
the detail of the Post-Office at Philadelphia, but it ought in fairness
o be said that other Government buildings erected under the super-
intendence of Mr. J. G. Hill displayed an amount of artistic taste
considerably in advance of some of the buildings put forward as speci-mens of Government architecture. In conclusion, Mr. Gale said he
agreed with a former speaker in commending the ingenuity of planshown in the New York apartment-houses, which were well worthyof study in this country.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.
SKETCHES AT ASSOS. BY MR. F. H. BACON, ARCHITECT.

COTTAGES AT NEWTON CENTRE, MASS., FOR H. P. CLARK, ESQ.3SRS. LAMB & RICH, ARCHITECTS, NEW YORK, N. Y.
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BUILDING IN CINCINNATI IN 1882.

I IK year of 1882
rmls from an
architect u r a 1

stand-p o i n l about
the same; as several

of its predecessors;
that is, in a quiet, or-

derly ami respecta-
ble manner, without

any particular rea-

son for a disturb-

ance of mind or

body on account of

great good accom-

plished or of any
unusual backsets.
When we s u r v e y
the y e a r's record,

however, it is with

feelings of congratu-
lation that while

business has not

been extraordinarily

good yet it has not

been extraordinarily bad : it might have been better, it might have
been worse.

We. have no means of knowing from any correct records kept by
the city authorities tho inmilicr and cost of buildings erected here,
but the records kept form a basis of comparison, and so turning to

them we find the following comparative statement for the past four

years :

Xear. No. of Penults. Cost.

1882 660 $1,952,300
1881 569 1,832,600
1880 636 1,521,700
1879 773 1,730,000

However, we are not left in the dark entirely as to the amount ex-

pended here in building, for we know that there were consumed about

sixty-one million of brick last year, and that the cost per thousand
laid in the wall would average $10, which would make the total cost

of brickwork $010,000; and we know that the brickwork will aver-

age one-fourth the total cost of a building, so that this will give us in

round numbers $2,500,000 expended in buildings during the year

just ended, and this amount will not fall far short of the correct

amount.
The past year will be remembered beyond all others, perhaps,

for the number and large size of factories and warehouses erected.

Probably more of this class of buildings were started or finished

than in any previous year.
The new Art Museum, of which Mr. McLaughlin is the archi-

tect, is the only building of any great magnitude begun during the

year. The foundations of this building have been contracted for

and are being rapidly laid. The contracts for the superstructure
will be awarded in the early spring.
The Government building still pursues the "even tenor of its

way
" toward a future completion. It has required about eight years

in being born and reared to youth, and the supposition is that it

will take eight years more before it will be full-grown and be of

any particular use. At present the stone-work is finished, the roof
is about half on, and the brick arches between the I-beams for the
floors have been turned, but nothing in the way of inside finish has

yet been attempted unless, perhaps, some iron door-frames that are

put in place might be construed as inside finish.

Generally, the houses erected during the past year have been well

designed and built, partaking principally of the Queen Anne style,
of a modified form withal, as the extreme craze has not yet reached
us. Pressed brick are being more generally used than ever before,
and there is a marked improvement in the design and construction
of houses of recent date over those of say, ten years ago, even by
the same architect. Let us hope that the improvement thus made is

as nothing compared to that which is to follow.

There can be no doubt but that the American Architect has done
more than any other one cause to create, nurture and spread abroad
this correct architectural feeling and taste, and this paper, together
with the American Institute of Architects, is responsible for the

better-desigmd and better-constructed buildings that we seo. around
us so plentifully now, where they were so scarce a few years ago.
At least this is the feeling in anil about Cincinnati. C.

WORLD'S FAIR AT CALCUTTA. Arrangements for holding an inter-
national exhibition at Calcutta in 1883 have been concluded.

A NEW FORM op INSURANCE. According to a Continental journal,
an insurance company has been established in Paris under the title of
"Le Bailment." This body undertakes in consideration of annual pre-miums the maintenance in good constructive and decorative condition
of all kinds of buildings. It is stated that the principle of the associa-
tion is to assure to householders a provision against being prevented by
temporary want of funds from having to exercise economy which may
afterwards lead to increased expense. The project is not very clear.

FOKT ANCIKNT.
UK fourth of the

complimentary tn

course of lectures

the siibsi-rii..

the exploration-bud of ihe Peabody
Mn-eiim, niven bv Professor Putnam at

the Mil-rum in Cambridge) is reported
in tin: I'.oston 'J'riniycri/il.

The li-ctuie

was a consideration of some of the earth-

works in Ohio, Tcnne-see and Illinois,

and particularly of

the largest, which is

known as Fort An-
cirnt. Professor Put-

nam said:

Throughout the
Ohio Vail e y and

the tributaries.

such as the Great and
Little Miami Uivn>,
the Mtiskiii'_'uni and
Scioto Rivers are
n u in erou s earth-

works, most of which
seem to have been for-

tifications, for the only general account of which I would refer you to

" The Ancient Monuments of the Mississippi Valley," by Squicr and

Davis, published in 1848 as the first of the Smithsonian contribu-

tions to knowledge, in which will be found descriptions with plans
of many of the earthworks of the Ohio Valley.

This diagram of a group of earthworks near Lebanon, Tenn., will

serve to illustrate the general character of many similar places. An
embankment encloses an irregular oval of about eleven acres in area.

When the embankment was thrown up, it was probably near the

banks of the stream called Spring Creek, but since its erection the

creek has removed from its original bed about three hundred feet,

cutting its wav through a shelving limestone ledge, and is now bor-

dered by a bluff of considerable height. This change in the bed of

the stream furnishes a clew to the antiquity of the earthwork. The
low embankment is surrounded by a ditch three or four feet deep,
formed by removing the earth to raise the wall. There are three

openings in the embankment, as if bridges might have been thrown
over tho ditch at these points. In the enclosure is a Hat-topped
mound two or three feet high, which exploration proved not to be a

burial-mound, but probably the site of some structure. Near this

large mound was a small one, only four or five feet high, containing

sixty stone graves enclosing skeletons and objects buried with them.

The little circles within the enclosure on the plan represent the

sites of houses, like the earth circles described in the former lec-

ture. Beneath the hard-clay tloor, from one to two feet, the graves
of children were found. It will thus he seen that this enclosure was
a fortified village of about a hundred houses, protected by the ditch

and embankment, perhaps also by palisades surmounting the em-
bankment. Outside the enclosure are several mounds, which- may
have served as signal-stations.

At Newark, O., the earthworks covered an area of two miles

square, and included, besides mounds, from fifteen to twenty miles

of embankment, forming circles, squares, and other shapes, some of

them enclosing froin thirty to sixty acres, while parallel walls ex-

tended for about two miles. Of these embankments the highest is

from fifteen to twenty feet high, and has a base sixty feet wide.

These works do not seem to be of a defensive character, and al-

though they may have formed a village site, they are generally
believed to have been associated with the religious rites of the an-

cient people who erected them. A group at Portsmouth in some

respects like that at Newark, probably served a similar purpose.
It also had about twenty miles of embankment arranged as shown
in this plan. A point of interest in the Portsmouth works is that

they extend on both sides of the river, with parallel walls leading
down to the river on either side, indicating the former presence of a

bridge or easy crossing place. Unfortunately, only portions of the

Newark and Portsmouth works are still preserved.
On the site of the city of Marietta, O., there were formerly two

groups of square embankments enclosing a number of mounds,
both flat-topped and conical. Outside the earthwork were several

conical mounds, and the whole group has every appearance of hav-

ing been the site of a fortified town. Many other groups similar to

these occur in Ohio. Occasionally with the earthworks, walls of

stone are found, as at one place on the Ohio river where an earth

embankment is broken by a deep ravine across which a wall of

stones seventy-five feet high was thrown, BO uniting the inter-

rupted earth wall.

A diagram of the great mound at Cakokia, III., opposite St.

Louis, was next shown, in order to illustrate works of another char-

acter. This mound is to-day the largest in the United States, not-

withstanding it has long been cultivated, and is much worn by re-

peated ploughings. It is ninety-seven feet high, and at different

heights lias se\cral platforms or level places, each of considerable
area. This mound was probably a village site, its steep sides serv-

ing for defence. When we consider that this mound covers an area
of nearly twelve acres, and remember that all the earth composing
it was brought a peck at a time in skins or baskets, we can form
some idea of the labor expended in its construction.
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Fort Ancient, Ohio, which is the special subject of my talk to-

day, has given its nauio t;> the nearest railway station, some thirty-

five miles northward from Cincinnati. It is built upon a hill run-

ning like a peninsula out from the plateau into the lowlands border-

ing the Little Miami river. This irregular-shaped hill was well

chosen for a place of defence, for it is nearly isolated by streams

tributary to the Little Miami. The top of the hill is 230 feet above

the high-water mark of the river, which it completely commands.
At the nearest point to the river the slope is terraced. The em-
bankment is formed of earth, not thrown up from a ditch, as there

is no ditch here, but from excavations, now pond-holes, here and
there inside the fort. Where the embankment has been carried over

gullies, a foundation of stones was made. The length of the em-
bankment was nearly five miles. In height it varies at different

points, ranging from fourteen to twenty feet, with a base often sixty
feet wide. The frequent changes in the direction of the embank-
ment as it follows the outline of the hill give an additional means of

defence against an attacking force. The two larger ends of the fort

are connected by a narrow neck of land along both sides of which
the embankment runs, while across it is carried an embankment as

if to hold one end in case the other end of the fort should be taken.

Just outside the main gateway or opening at the northeastern por-

tion, are two mounds, from which parallel walls run out for 1350

feet to enclose a third mound at the end. Unfortunately, the par-
allel walls are in cultivated ground, and are now nearly obliterated,
but they can still be traced.

This place was first remarked in 1806, and was carefully surveyed
by Professor Locke about 1840, of whose excellent plan this diagram
is an enlarged copy with a few additional points of interest introduced.

Insidethe earthwork there is no doubt much of interest which would
well repay careful exploration. At one end of the fort, enclosing
about forty acres, is a very old burial-place, whether of the people
who built the work or of comparatively recent Indian tribes I do not

know. At the other end of the fort, after many years of cultivation,
the plough has recently struck a number of large flat stones evidently

forming a pavement. On walking about the walls, which enclose an
areaof about one hundred acres, you find yourself in what is termed
the primeval forest, and as it takes a long time for a second growth
to be replaced bv the primitive type of forest, with its several varie-

ties of trees, we realize to some extent the antiquity of this remarka-
ble fortification.

In the tray upon the table are a few fragments of pottery found
near the ancient stone graves within the fort. Some are cord-marked
and others are incised. Besides the bits of pottery, I picked up a

fragment of cannel coal which had been cut and smoothed, as well

as several Hint chips and two rude arrow-points. These may repre-
sent the work of the people buried in the fort, or they may be of

more recent origin. To determine the relative antiquity of the fort,
of the people buried in it, and of the surface finds, demands most care-

ful and conscientious work.
The preliminary steps have been taken to secure this most exten-

sive of ancient American works for a public park, subject to neces-

sary restrictions in order to preserve it for all time to come. It has
stood the wear and tear of centuries, but it will not long withstand
the encroachments of the American farmer. Inside the embankment
the trees have all been removed and little ditches have been cut for

draining, while on the crest of the embankment a rail fence has been
built to exclude the cattle. As a result, the cattle have made a deep
gully beside the fence, which is fast causing the embankment to wash
away. It is a sad sight to see this remarkable place going to destruc-

tion, and we owe it to those who are to come after us to save this mon-
ument of antiquity. Unless something is done at once for its pres-
ervation, it will soon suffer the fate of the ancient works at Ports-
mouth and Marietta, of which but slight traces remain.

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.
December 20, 1882.

IIE Society met at 8 P.M., Vice-President
Wm. II. Paine in the chair, John Bogart,
Secretary. Mr. Wm. P. Shinn, M. Am.

Soc. C. E., read a paper on the " Increased

Efficiency of Railways for the Transportation
of Freight."

The first portion of this paper
gave from carefully gathered sta-

tistics a valuable amount of infor-
mation in regard to the actual in-

crease of traffic on American rail-

ways. In 18CO the tonnatre-mile-

age of the New York Central
and Hudson River Railroad, the
Erie Railway and the Pennsylva-
nia Railroad was about equal, and
amounted in the aggregate to a lit-

tle over three-fourths of that of the
New York State Canals, and in

1870, each of these railroads aver-

aged about the tonnage of the ca-

nals,and in 1 880 they averaged each

nearly double that of the canals.
The aggregate tonnage-mileage of the other railroads was, in

1881, 1-217 per cent more than 1860. Statistics were also given

showing the increase of population, of railroad mileage, of the pro-
duction and export of grain and other leading exports. The means

by which the rapid increase of freight transportation had been devel-

oped was considered under two general heads, namely, improvements
in the physical conditions of the railroads, and improvements in the

administration. The improvements in the physical condition were
treated on under these heads :

1. Improved track or " permanent way," including bridge structure.

2. Additional sidings, and second, third and fourth tracks.

3. Increased capacity and strict classification of locomotives.

4. Increased capacity of freight cars.

5. Additions to terminal facilities.

The improvements in the administration were referred to under
the following heads :

6. Improved methods of signalling.
7. Running locomotives " first in, first out," and running freight

trains at higher rates of speed.
8. Consolidation of connecting lines under one management by

purchase, lease, amalgamation, or otherwise.
9. Running freight cars through from point of production to

tide-water without trans-shipment.
10. Issuing through bills of lading (or freight contracts) from
Western points of shipment to Atlantic and European ports.

The general introduction of steel rails was stated to be the very
corner-stone of increased efficiency. The improvements in all the
directions referred to were treated of and described at considerable

length.
The second portion of the paper presented the views of the wri-

ter as to the means whereby still greater efficiency could be most

economically obtained. The constant demand is for more transpor-
tation facilities for more cars. In the opinion of the writer, what
is needed is not so much more cars as more movement of cars.

Freight blockades will be prevented, not by having more tracks to

stand cars upon, but by having fewer standing cars. It was shown
that upon one railway there had been a decrease in the miles run

by the cars of 21 per cent between 1868 and 1881, and that the
Union Line cars between 1879 and 1882 were increased 49 per
cent in number, while the mileage run by them decreased 16 per
cent in the same period. The remedies suggested by Mr. Sliinn

were, more main tracks, more locomotives, more trains, the improve-
ment of the making up of trains at the points where cars are
loaded. The detention of cars at stations and private sidings, and
the absence of cars on foreign railroads were considered as among
the greatest causes of loss, and the writer suggests that the remedy
will be to charge a per diem charge for cars when on foreign roads,
and that this charge should be based upcn the average economic
value of the cars in use to their owners.

DECORATION OF ST. PAUL'S CATHEDRAL.'
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submit the
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decoration of the

dome the only part it was at present proposed to complete
to the public judgment before undertaking anything final. With
such great interests at stake it was plainly most important that the
public, who were to be the ultimate judges, should be kept well in-
formed by the friendly discussions and enlightened criticisms of
those most competent to form a correct opinion about the decora-
tion of a church. In other words, duly qualified public opinion was
that of a body of men of educated taste. Taste the author defined
as the faculty of being able to discern beauty in nature and art a
definition which he defended and illustrated at sufficient length.
In matters of architectural art where could the most competent
judges be found if not amongst the members of their own Institute
men versed in niceties of style and modes of construction, gifted
with an eye for form and color, who, by daily practice, by study, by
travel, were the likeliest to have become men of cultivated taste?
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Before that body, therefore, the author proceeded to lay the facts

connected with the rise and progress of the movement. He did so

with a view to showing that the steps taken hitherto had not been

wisely taken and were likely to lead to results unsatisfactory to the

world of art. Thu audience having been reminded that the decora-

tions of St. Paul's are in the hands of a Sub-Committee, the author,

whilst acknowledging the courtesy ho had received from its indi-

vidual members, felt bound to criticise their collective decision, in

meeting with a polite nun /musiinum a request laid before them by
himself to consider another design to that adopted from Mr. Ste-

phens as the basis of their own. Committees on art matters, as

those present knew from sad experience, often, nay usually, arrived

at decisions inimical to art and artists, and were sometimes guilty of

injustice, chiefly because no member could be made individually re-

sponsible. Wren, himself, was much thwarted and persecuted by
the Commissioners for the completion of our national Basilica. In

an extant letter he pathetically complains that the painting of the

cupola was taken out of his hands. Mr. Pullan referred to Sir

Christopher's successive ideas as to the proper mode of decorating
the dome, and spoke of Sir James Thornhill's paintings in the Ca-

thedral, Greenwich Hospital and other buildings. He deemed it

fortunate that Sir Joshua Keynolds's suggested realization in 1773 of

Wren's desire by Members of the lloyal Academy, six of whom vol-

unteered their gratuitous services, fell to the ground. Otherwise,
we should have had a medley of style and coloring which would
have gone far to destroy the effect of the architecture. There would
have been seen Sir Joshua's gentlemanly saints and West's namln-

pamby scriptural subjects ranged side by side with Barry's bold

martvrs, Angelica Kaullmann's delicate virgins, and, later on,
I'lisc'li's grim demons. In 1853 Mr. Parris was employed to restore

Thornhill's pictures. In 1858 Dean Mihnan, writing to the Bishop
of London, urged that the adornment of St. Paul's should be carried

out in a rich and harmonious style. An appeal was at once made
to the wealthy citizens of London, and in a short time 24,000 was
raised. By 1871 the subscription had reached 40,000. Thanks-

giving Day for the recovery of the Prince of Wales sent up the

fund to 56,000. With such large resources at their disposal, the

Committee were on tho look-out for a suitable design, and Mr.

Burges, who had been appointed architect to the Cathedral in 1873,
was instructed to prepare one, which was to be subject to Mr. Pen-
rose's criticism. When it appeared, in the form of a model, at the

Exhibition of the Koyal Academy in 1874, it unchained the winds
of controversy between High Church, Low Church, and No Church,
and the battle of the styles was renewed. Mr. 1'enrose exhibited a
rival design. Some of the contributors threatened to withdraw their

subscriptions unless Sir Christopher's intentions though nobody
knew what these were were carried out. The minority of the
Committee vigorously protested, in June, 1874, against thu majority's
decision. All these influences told against the Cathedral architect,
and in November of the same year the Dean and Chapter resolved
to rescind tho agreements made with Mr. Penrose and Mr. Burges.
Jn Mr. I'ullan's judgment there were many good points in the de-

signs of both, and but for the violence of party spirit the work
might have gone on. After the rejection of these designs there was
a truce until 1876, when Mr. Oldfield published his very able letter

to the Dean, in which he revived the whole
subject.

Of this pam-
phlet, and of its bearings on the problem of the decoration of St.

Paul's, Mr. I'ullan gave some account. He was, however, greatly
scandalized by Mr. Oldfield's last recommendation to his colleagues
on the Sub-Committee, which they had adopted. By it they were

urged to dispense with an architect, and so to save money, whilst at

the same time eliminating a frequent cause of divisions amongst
their subscribers. Having repudiated architects, continued Mr.
I'ullan, they sought for a design from oilier sources, and at last un-
earthed a model on which Stevens, a sculptor lately deceased, had
left some rough indications of his notion about the decoration of the
dome of St. Paul's. The discovery of this model at that critical

juncture was most opportune for them. It was a tower of defence
for them against their foes. And they further strengthened their

position by forming an alliance with the two greatest English
painters of our day, Sir Frederick Leighton and Mr Poynter. With
both of these eminent men they made a formal agreement, stipulat-

ing that Slevens's design should be taken as a basis; that a full-

sized colored cartoon should be placed in situ, one portion of which
was to follow literally or with some modification Stevens's design,
the other portion being of a more conventional or architectural
form ; but in any case Stevens's arrangement to be worked out'and
the frame to be filled with pictures, the subjects of which to be taken
from those suggested by Mr. Oldfield in a second letter to the Dean

namely, scenes from the Apocalypse. The Dean and Chapter
sanctioned the experiment, reserving to themselves full power of

discussing tho matter, and also of rejecting the cartoons if they
should be unsatisfactory. Now what, asked Mr. Pullan, was
Stevens's model? A half-dome on which were sketched roughly
Titans, Telamones, angels and sipiatting figures arranged to form

something like ribs, with circular medallions on a plain gold ground
to receive the cartoons. The design was without any architectural

character, the dream of a man who had Michael Angelo on the brain,
and who was thought a man of the greatest genius, because he had
executed a monument, full of line details, to be placed in a position
where they could never be properly seen. This was the Welling-
ton monument a canopied tomb adorned with groups of figures, so

plaerd that little beyond the, soles of their feet could Ix; visible to

the spectator. This tomb was to have been crowned with an eipies-
Irian statue of the great ea|.t;iin whom it eoinnieinoraleil, placid in

such a lofty position that his nodding plumes would almost have

swept the ceiling of the Consistory Court. This figure, howc\ ei,

the artist was compelled by public opinion to omit. The result was
the leaving out of the crown of the design, which was ihii- made to

finish in a plain table top. Neither in the Wellington monument
nor in the model for the dome did we lero'^ni/e that perception of

the fitness of things which was wont to char.ictci i/e the man of the

highest genius. Sir F. LrttightOD and Mr. 1'ovnter, ML 1'nllan con-

tended, ought never to have been pledged to adapt their piciuu~ to

.Stevens's crude frame-work, which, with whatever propo-icl inodili-

cations, would alw.iv s M main unworthy of the productions of their

pencils. The prescribed selection from the A|<t:alypse ot the lig-

ures to fill the upper and lower circles was no less severch aiid

sarcastically criticised. It was objected that a more mystical sub-

ject, one less fitted tor popular instruction or less likely to in-pii e

devotion, could not have been chosen than that whose study had
been said either to lind or leave a man mail. In less it had been

meant to divert people's minds at sermon lime, to occupy their

thoughts with paradox instead of orthodoxy, one was at a loss to

conceive how Air. Oldlield came to pitch upon such a subject. Mr.
I'ullan spoke next of the genesis of the rival design, jointly prepared
by himself and his brother architect and friend, the late Mr. Heath
Wilson, of Florence. It was welded together in the fierce heat of

their indignation on finding, when the. Sub-Commitlee's report
reai bed them in Italy in the summer of 1878, the architectural pro-
fession altogether ignored. The fundamental principles which

guided the two friends in the product ion of their design 1 were then

expounded and illustrated at large by the survivor, who afterwards
read a description of it from the able pen of his late colleague. Ac-

cording to Mr. Heath Wilson, the Court of Heaven, as described in

that grand triumphal hymn, the " To Dcum," commended itself to

the judgment of the two friends, as offering subjects individually

graphic, appropriate and impressive, and which, when united, might
be brought effectually within the strict conditions of decorative art.

They aimed at an embodiment of prayer, praise and thanksgiving
as expressed in the "TeDoum." i'hey prepared a drawing one-

sixth of the full size of an eighth part of the dome, proposing to

divide the entire circle into eight eipial parts, by means of rihn,

richly decorated and of large proportions. These would spring
from eight thrones, each filled by a seated prophet, a figure, which,
if erect, would be eighteen feet in height. These would form noble

themes for a great artist's powers of design, admitting of exalted
idealism and thoughtful action, combined with religious sentiment
and fervor. The angels erect over the thrones, with extended

wings and liands pointing heavenward, typified the union of the

prophets with the spiritual world. Considered in a decorative

sense only, these angels placed like statues round the dome resembled
each other, yet with some variety of action, whilst their brilliant

garments and wings contrasted with the rich, dark tones of thu

ribs. These dividing ribs bent inwards towards a common centre ;

they had foliated capitals at their summits, supporting an arcade,
over which, surrounding the aperture of the dome, was an entabla-

ture, adorned in the frieze, pendentives and arches beneath, with

winged cherubs, seraphs, and appropriate decorations of the usual

forms and colors. The section of the visible portion of the outer

dome could not be shown, but brilliant gold grounds were contem-

plated, to contrast with the azure beneath, embellished with heads

of angelic beings, and in the summit of the lantern, as apex of the

design, was to be the Lamb, us usually represented in Christian

iconography. The spaces between the ribs were occupied in the

lower portions of the curve of the dome with an architectural com-

position in two zones, consisting of a podium or basement with a

corridor above, intended to recall in a measure the general design
of Sir James Thornhill, which may have been approved by Sir

Christopher Wren. This structure, with a baldacchino in each cen-

tral space, was meant as background to the figures thronging this

portion of the cupola. An Apostle was enthroned under each

baldacchino: "The glorious company of the Apostles praise Thee."

The martyrs were grouped on each side and in front of the base-

ment: " The noble army of Martyrs praise Thee." The architect-

ural forms, the ascending aerial perspective of which had been

graduated with much care, were relieved against the pure azure of

the whole upper curvature of the dome, on which de|tended, in con-

siderable measure, the beauty of this part of the design. As thu

azure ascended it grew paler, till it melted into pure white. On the

surface of this azure were ranged angels, excelling in brightness as

they rose rank above rank, illustrating the verse of the hymn "To
Thee all Angels cry aloud." Recalling an arrangement in the Ca-

thedral of Orvieto, it occurred to tho designers, in this also follow-

ing still more ancient examples, to place, the virgin martyrs apart.
They were placed under the corridor, but it was not to he under-

stood that these figures were arranged in an arbitrary and final

order. The design was a first composition, in which the authors

had been more impressed with the im]>ortance of demonstrating the

great leading principles of monumental ami decorative art than in

fixing any precise garland of verses from the h\mn itself in this

first essay. They had introduced Angels and other heavenly powers,

i Mr. rullnn il>ibiteda largo paiuting of Uiii design by the late Mr. iiealh
Wilson ami bimeelf.
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Apostles, Prophets and Martyrs as appropriate and as eminently

suitable for decorative treatment, but they were conscious that

other noble themes presented themselves, especially in the verse,

" The Holy Church throughout all the world doth
acknowledge

1 bee.

This subject, but for press of time, would have received their ear-

nest attention and study ; for when one considered the vast exten

of the British Empire, and the number and variety of races under

its sway, one grew sensible of the fitness of recalling, in our chief

national temple, the great national duty of gathering
in these peo-

ples; the verse quoted offered a magnificent subject for illustration,

and for introducing members of various races
^of

mankind I

" numbered with Thy saints in glory everlasting."

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.

DESTRUCTION OP THE GATE OF ST. GEORGES, AT NANCY. France

sorely needs a Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings.

Scarcely is the demolition of the beautiful Saracenic Cathedral 01 1 eri-

gueux complete when we are informed that M. Duvaux, tlie new Min

isterof Instruction and Fine-Arts, has authorized the destruction of the

old gate of St. Georges, at Nancy. This gate is almost intact. It was

built in 1608, by Charles III, Duke of Lorraine, and is almost the only

portion of Nancy, as he left it, which remains. The Commission des

Monuments Historiques, which does not possess quite the weight or

prestige which we could desire for it, has appealed against the act, and

a strong movement is being made to induce the Government to recon-

sider the matter. Four years ago the demolition of this monument was

delayed by the representations of the inhabitants, and Victor Hugo at

that time wrote a letter pointing out that the Porte Saint-Georges was

one of the most charming buildings of the Renaissance, and demanding
its preservation. This letter is now being printed and circulated by a

committee of the townspeople of Nancy, and will probably figure prom-

inently in the interpellation of which MM. Clovis, Hugues, and Antonin

Proust have given notice to the Chamber. Pall Mall Gazette.

How THE PICTURES IN THE LOUVRE ARE CLEANED. A corres-

pondent of the Philadelphia Evening Bulletin has taken the pains to find

out how the galleries and the pictures in the Louvre are kept clean. On

Mondays the palace is closed ;
it is then that the weekly cleaning takes

place. The first thing done is to cover the floor with damp sawdust to

the depth of an inch or so. Oak sawdust is used for the boards and

elm dust for the marbles. This is allowed to remain sometime and

is then removed, and with it goes every particle of dust or dirt which

may have adhered to the floor. Then the men buckle on to their feet

large stiff brushes, and, armed with a stout stick, to one end of which

is fastened a great piece of prepared beeswax, they first rub the floor

with wax, then skate over it with their brushes, and finally give it the

finishing polish with a great woollen cloth made expressly for this pur-

pose. The same cloth is passed daily over the floor before the opening
of the museum, which is all that is required until the following Monday.
In this way no dust arises, and the pictures need rarely to be cleaned.

When this becomes necessary, which happens about once in four or five

years, the museum is closed for several days. No one is allowed to touch

a picture unless the "conservateur du musee
" be present. The pictures

are taken down, and it is the "conservateur" himself who places a thick

sheet of clean wadding over the painting, pressing it down gently in

such a way that every particle of dust adheres to the wadding. After

this is done a thin coat of oil or some mixture which replaces it is rub-

bed on, and the picture is not again touched until the next general house-

cleaning.

ARMENIAN ANTIQUARIAN DISCOVERIES. The Allgemeine Zeitung an-

nounces that a discovery, the importance of which can hardly be over-

rated, has been made lately by a Bavarian archaeologist, Hcrr Scster,
at the point where the Euphrates bursts through the Taurus range.
Here, in a wild, romantic district, lying between Madatieth and Sanisat,
he found a line of megalithic monuments, averaging between 16 metres
and 18 metres in height, and bearing inscriptions. They are in a re-

markable state of preservation, and Herr Sester has no doubt that they
formed part of some great national sanctuary, dating back some 3,000

years or more. There was formerly at this place a necropolis of the old

Commagene kings, so that it seems reasonable to attribute these colossal

monuments to this ancient people, the hereditary foes of the Assyrians.
Very little is known about them. The classical writers allude to them

only in casual passages, and the arrow-headed inscriptions, although
mentioning them very often, have hitherto yielded scanty information.
Herr Sester purposes visiting the place next year, accompanied by Dr.

Puchstein.a pupil of the Berlin Archaeological Institute. Meantime, it

is conjectured that they will be found to belong to the class of remains
which Professor Sayce has designated

" Chettite monuments," all that
has come down to us from the once powerful race of the Chetta or
Chatti.

How THE LOUVRE GAINS A COLLECTION. Prince Filangeri, of Na-
ples, has just experienced the rapacity of Italian tax-gatherers, and is

greatly displeased. The, London Globe relates that he "had offered
his splendid museum of antiquities and works of art to Naples as a
free gift. The offer was, of course, accepted, and the municipal
authorities addressed to their benefactor a most gracious letter of
thanks. But the Commissioners of Inland Revenue addressed to the
Prince a demand which altered his views. This was nothing less than
a request for 300,000 lire on account of the tax upon alienation in re-

spect of his gallery." Prince Filangeri on receiving the notice at once
went to the Minister of Finance in Rome and said :

"
I am resolved

that on no consideration, cost me what it may, shall the town of Na-
ples have a bronze or a statuette put of my collection. I am offered
three rooms at the Louvre in Paris, and to them I shall transfer my
galleries. But on the doors of the collection, when there displayed,
will be found a placard to this effect :

' This museum was intended for
the town of Naples ; the rapacity of the Italian Treasury forced the
owner to send it to a foreign country.'

"

MANUFACTURING ALUMINA. An invention which it is believed will

effect important changes in the metal trade, not only in this country
but throughout the world, has recently been patented in Great Britain

and most foreign countries, and is now being sold as an article of com-

merce. The invention consists of a new method of manufacturing
alumina by which nine-tenths of the present cost are saved, while it can

be made in immense quantities in the course of a few days instead of

requiring nine months to produce it, as was formerly the case. The
inventor is Mr. Webster of Hollywood, near Birmingham, who has been

engaged in experiments since 1851, and only succeeded in perfecting
his process about twelve months ago, after having expended nearly

30,000 in the experiments. Prior to this invention, alumina was made

only in France, the attempt to introduce the manufacture into England

having failed after the promoters had lost upwards of a million of

money. The extent and value of the discovery may be gathered from

the fact that a French syndicate have offered no less than nearly half a

million for the patent rights in France alone, and companies in the United

States have offered 1,000,000 for the right of manufacture in America,
while the Belgians and Germans are also negotiating for the purchase
for their respective countries. The ordinary method of making alum-

ina is by precipitation, and the cost is no less than 1,000 a ton, whereas

by Mr. Webster's process the cost is reduced to less than 100 a ton.

When converted into aluminum and alloyed with copper, tin and other

alloys, it produces a bronze metal which is considered to be superior to

anything in use for ship fittings, steam-ship propellers, and also for the

manufacture of artillery. Although it has only just been placed in the

market, the bronze is in extensive demand by ship-builders, and the British

Government are in treaty for a supply of the metal to the Royal Gun
Factory at Woolwich. A scientific analysis shows that the aluminum
bronze has a resisting power of forty-two tons per inch as compared
with twenty-eight for gun-metal and thirty for Bessemer steel. At the

same time it is exceedingly ductile and tenacious, and when used for

ships, will bend rather than break from the force of a collision. The
metal is supplied in ingots, rolled into sheets or drawn into wire. In its

different forms it may be used for all purposes for which electro-plat-

ing is now employed, also for pen-making, nail-making, bell-founding,
and even for jewelry. Rings of the aluminum bronze set with precious
stones are in vast demand for the United States, and spoons, knives

and forks, dish-covers, railway-carriage door-handles and other articles

made from the metal are in extensive inquiry in this ^country. Bir-

mingham Correspondent London News.

FURNACE SLAG AND BAUXITE FOR CEMENT. We learn from Staid

und Eisen that Herr Roth, mining engineer, of Wetzlar, uses bauxite in

the manufacture of cement from blast-furnace cinder. Bauxite con-

sists principally of alumina hydrates, besides small quantities of ses-

quioxide of manganese, titanic acid, lime, magnesia, alkali, etc., but its

chemical composition varies according to the localities where it is de-

posited. Its name is derived from the place where it was first discov-

ered, Les Baux, in France
;

it also occurs in the Charente. In Italy it is

found in Calabria ; in Ireland, near Belfast ;
in the Austrian Empire, in

Krain, Styria, and Lower Austria. In Germany bauxite occurs on the
southern slope of the Westerwald, near Miihlbach and Hadamar, also

at the Vogelsberg, in Upper Hesse, and at Klein-Steinheim,near Hanau.
If 100 parts of furnace cinder, which crumbles by itself, are mixed with
85 parts of limestone or chalk (containing 98 per cent of carbonate of

lime and 2 per cent of silicic acid), and 15 parts of bauxite (containing
48.5 per cent of alumina, 13.52 per cent of sesquioxide of iron, and 9.40

per cent of silicic acid, the composition of the bauxite found near

Giessen), and burned, the product yielded supposing that half of the

sulphur escapes from the slag as sulphurated hydrogen is 158.06

parts of cement of the following composition: Lime, 01.9 per cent;
silicic acid, 24.1 per cent

; alumina, 10.6 per cent; sesquioxide of iron,
1.3 per cent; protoxides of iron and manganese, 0.8 per cent; magne-
sia, 1 per cent ; sulphur, 0.3 percent. The cinder used was obtained in

the production of foundry pig in a coke blast-furnace. If the cinder
to be employed is of a different composition, the fluxing materials
must be varied. Herr Roth demonstrates the economical advantages
to be derived from the erection of special cement mills near blast-fur-

naces. Van Nostrand's Engineering Magazine.

VENEERING. Veneering, says the London Furniture Gazette, seems
to have originated contemporaneously with the art of cabinet-making.
The superimposing thin layers of choice wood upon articles made of
common timber was in use among the Egyptians some 1,500 years B. c.

Recent advances made in veneering furniture and cabinet-work are said
to be noteworthy. One process of making veneers, invented by a Ger-

man, is detailed at length as to its results. The method is said to be
secret. The production is said to be practically a "

paper veneer."
Several varieties of choice woods of considerable thickness are "in-
laid

"
to form a pattern. Thin layers of these produce fine effects, and

may be used for a large variety of purposes, extending to dadoes,
friezes, table-tops, wall-coverings and the like. The opportunity for
skill and ingenuity to produce rich effects in the combination and blend-

ing of the different woods, together with the patterns formed, is readily
perceived to be large.

SYSTEMATIC STATION BUILDING ON THE C. P. RAILROAD. When
the building superintendent of the Canadian Pacific commenced the
work of erecting stations on July 1, the track-layers were over 100 miles
in advance of him, but at the close of the year the last station will be
built at the end of the track. During the season he has constructed
twelve stations, twelve section-houses, eleven permanent water-tanks
and sixteen temporary ones. .He has had a force of 250 men in his em-
ploy, and his pay-roll has amounted to 10,000 per month. His plan of

operations has been similar to that employed in track-laying. One gang
of men would be detailed to erect the frame of a station-house, and then
sent on to the next point, while their places would be filled by the next
carpenters, roofing in the building, putting in the floors, etc., who would
in turn be superseded by the joiners and plasterers This course was
followed throughout the season, four or five buildings being in process
of construction at the same time, thus avoiding delay.
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BUILDING INTELLIGENCE,
{Reported (or The American Architect and Building New*.)
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BUILDING PATENTS.
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Lionel II. Muyiiemann, San Francisco Cal

i;r,!P,>r,!i. NAIL. .John II. lluglien, Athens, On.
LVI.SUI. IIKAI, A N.MMIATUH. Joseph lieialn

Cleveland, ().

-KI.K;;. KI.ECTHIO Bi iifit.An-ALARM. Charle
Teni|il .Jackson, New York, N. Y.

26!l,gf*3. IllilN AND I Ll.rMIXATIXO STA1BB. Pete
II. JaoluOD, San Francisco, Cal.

2ISI.N7:f. llKATl.NC-Fl It.NACK. Henrv W. Michae
Denver, Col.
MtJMi so, KET-WIIKX,.|I.- Henry Wheeler,Cham

bersville, .M.I.

26,021. dsTEitx FOB WATEH-CLOSETS. - John
Demarest, New York, N. V.

269,930. ArTfiMATH- Kntr-KxTIXGUISHEIl Al
phonsoS. Harris. I 'hoisea, Ma<.

L'i;:i.:ti;.-,. I'XLH MATK FIUE-KXTINOUISHEH. Wil
ham Sellers, Philadelphia, 1'a.

269,!Ki7-!w. UEXOI PI.AXE. - Jacob Siegley, Ne

29,!>83. HoiiSE-CooLiNO DEVICE. Andrew Zer
ban. New York, N. Y.

269.986. SPKINO-HINGE. - James II. Alexander
Philadelphia, I'a.

York''
F.I.KVATOB. - Walter M. Bailey, New

270,008'. LADDEII. Charles Bridges, San Fernan
do, Cal.

270.010. FlBK-EXTINOr ISIIEB ALARM APPARATUS
Albert M. Burritt, Waterbury, Conn.
270.011. l-'iKK-KxnxGUisiiKB. AlbertM.Burrltt

Waterbury, Conn.
27fl,"27.

"

Wlxlmw-SHUTTKtt OPEXER. John J
Donahoe and Peter .1. Finn, New Orleans la.

270,034. MKicnuv-SKAi.-tli.is-T TRAP FOB BATH
Tuns, ETC. Abraham Edwards, Aslmry I'ark, N J
and Samuel J. Van Stavoren, Philadelphia, Pa

270.03R. EAVES-TBOUOH HAXGEH. Henry J. Er
win, Marysvllle, O.

270,044. DOOB-CHECK. F. William Fieder. Chi
cago, 111.

2711,017. IRON SHUTTER. Newman A. FOBS, Gold
Kun, Mont.
270 053 STEAM-IUTWATOH. - Patrick Gormly and

Lewis Bridge, Philadelphia Pa

Nmv'Yo
i

rk "x" Y
**" F* UCET - ~ Francis Hickman

270,072. B~IT-STOCK. William A. Ives, New Haven
Conn.

270,080. WATEB-CLOSET. John Kelly, Chicago

270,097. HYDRAULIC CEMENT. John Murphy
Columbus, O.

w
2

!

1

J
11

'i>Ji
B
H

I

'i ";""
WAS"-STASDS. ETC. -Charles

F. Pike, Philadelphia, Pa.
270,11L'. SEAI.IXU DEVICE FOB THE OPKHATI.XO

MECHANISM OF WATER-CLOSKTS. -Charles F. Pike
Philadelphia Pa.

270,113. WATEB-CLOSET. Charles F. Pike, Phlla
delphia. Pa.
270,118. APPARATUS FOR CLEANJXO CISTERXS.W. M. Prather, Kansas City, Mo.
270,127. HKATING-FUBNACE.- David W. Kobb

Amherst, Nova Scotia, Can.
270 132. ILLUMINATING-TILING FOB VAULTS, ETCC Hansen Ross, Chicago, III.

270,151. PLABT1C COMPOtmD FOK ROOFING. Chas
Taylor. Montreal, Quebec, Can.

T, Philadel

SUMMARY
Or^THE WEEK.

llaltlmore.
CHBBCH.-Mr. George A. Frederick, architect, hassubmitted drawings for an alteration in the towerand spire of the German Evangelical Church on Cali-ton Ave., near Broadway; cost, JS.OOO.HOUSE. - Mr. Chas. L. Carson architect, has prepared
drawings for a three-sfy and mansard residence -V
I 1 /,'

"
*;
U
{
aW ''' for ilr - Frank 0' -Messrs". Frank& Adler, of this city; cost, $:!5 000WM KE

r,'i"

'

f

W-.Co?'e,

r Ll*ht "< Balderston Sis., forMr. Albert Gottscha!k,L37'x 117', brick, with brown-stone and terra-cotta finish; cost, 850,000; Geo AFrederick architect.
BuiLDiNu PKIIMI TH. _ Since our last report ten per-nuts have been granted, of which the following arethe more important:

Wm. Brown, two st'y brick building, w s Parrish
Alley, between Winchester and Tennant Sts

Jos. BOMuberger, three-st'y brick building withwo-n y brick |,ack building, e s Central A*, be-tween Hoffmen and Oliver Sts.

v-,,,.
*

,; ; .iiK^, w a i/riiiu-iiiii AVC.
iVk l -M

hert8 aml I'rs Sts.; and 7 three-sfynek buildings, with two sfy brick back buildings,

Roberts St., belwecn Druid Hill Ave. and Kttii

Benj. It. Sehneidor.-three-sfy brick building, t
I base St.. w of Valley St.

. .-'I three-sl'y' brick buildings, wlib lwo-st
brick hack bilildiiigs.es IVnn-yh .0,1.1 \vc bet we-
Mosher and Me \|,-, ben sn.. ,,nd :i twoVfy brlc
btrfldlngsln their rear, on ws l;,,,ii,|m MleyWm. n. Wehn, 8 three-sfy brick building" wit
two-st'y bark buildings, n * Fayplle St.. betvv.-,
.Mount and Fulton Sts.. and :i three si'y bin- 1, l.uil

ll^s, w s Mount St., between I-a\ .-1 1.- and l..-.\in^l.

.lohn W. Cibbs. 2 threo-sfy brick building!, wit
two.st'y brick back buildings, w s Carey st bt
i ween Pratt and Lombard Sis.

'"-. -Mr. L. -Meyer i making an alteratio
and addition to bis store. ..ii Hanover si. near Prat

t, Sl.ooo; Mr. Uriel, builder; tj..,,. A. Fred
rick, archite-ct.

( MM it ACT. The contract for plumbing-work on th
sub treasury extensi I ibis i-ny ba Itei-n awarde
to Uallont lugersoll, at their bid of $li>,095.34.

lirooklyn.
BUILDING PERMITS. A'/o.vr/ St., s s, 425'eSumne
Ave., 2 three-sfy frame tenement*, tin rooi- , -,,-

each, $4,000; owner, Chas. Maurrr, Find St., I. nil,
ers, i!,-o. stratiband J. Kueger.

//.../.) .s/., n s, 100' e Bedford Ave., 2 three sf
brownstoue front dwells., tin roofs; cost tcl

owner, Fr.-dk. I lo.-tt; architect, K F. Gaylor
Atlantic Afe

. s s, 236' e Kockaway Ave.. 4 two-si'
frame tenements, gravel roofs; cost, each abon
$J.5HO; owner and builder, Chas. J. Holmmer- arch
teyt, F. F. Thomas.

Central l,... \,,. 78, IV t e Melrose St., three
st y frame double tenement, tin roof; cost $4 ooo
owner, Join, Schnappauf 2l:C Meserole St.; arch
tect O. Hillenbrand: t.uil.lcr. I). K render.

l'l"l 400, n Greenpoint Avp..and aboiu 1.W w New
ton Creek, one st'y brick building, gravel roof; cost
$.'!.K50; owner, Central Refining Co., Greeupoint
architect, U. II. Budlong; builders, J. Roouey am

l-'nurth Ave., B e cor. Seventh St., 3 thrce-sfy brlc
tenements, gravel roofs; owners, L. J. praetncr t

Co.; architect, L. J. Praether; builders, II. Sohiro& Co.

Lafayette Ave., t. s, 1011' w Lewis Ave., 16 two-and
a-half-st y frame dwells., tin roofs; cost each
?:!,.

r
> ii; owner P. F. O'Brien, 162 Hewes St.

Bufdam St., n s, 100'e Broad way, 2 two-sfy fram
tenement., tin roofs; cost, each, $2,800; owner am
builder, lr. Herr, 778 Broadway; architect W Cle
mett.

1'lnt. 500' n Greenpoint Ave.. and about 250' w o
New-town Creek, one-sfy brick boiler-house grave
roof; cost, $C.'AWj owner. Central Itetlning Co.
Greenppint: architect, G. H. Budlong; builders Jas
liooney and Thos. Davis.

Ttrentieth HI., s s, 276' e Third Ave., 2 three-sfyframe tenements felt rooting; cost each Sfiimi
owner, Wm. II. o. Greene. 230 Twentieth st -arch I

tect, Win. Wirth; builders, A. McGrath &' J. R
Orecne.
Third Are., n e cor. Fortieth St., three-sfy fram<

store and tenement, tin roof; cost, $3,500; owner
Michael Ilanrehan. Fifth Ave., cor. Twentieth St
architect and builder, Francis Ryan.

llojtney St., s s, 100' w Wythe Ave., two-st'y brick
V" ;,'-'" ,

roof
>
lron cor"ice; cost, $6,000; ownerWin. W emit, on premises; architect, E. F. Gaylor-

builder. Thomas Gibbons.
La t'ayette Ave., n a, cor. Sumner Ave., 9 two-sf vframe dwells tin roofs; cost each, about $3500owner Chas. t. De Bevolse, 104 De Bevoise Ave
Kent .Ire s w cor. Lexington Ave., three-st'ybrowiistone front store and tenement, tin roof;' cost

Si ,000; owner, architect and builder, Jas. A. Th'omp

ALTKHATIoX8.-Samd Sr., w f, 125' s Broadwavthree sfy brick extension, tin roof; cost $ 500 ;

owner, Henry Meyers, on premises; builders, J.'MC^
Cjuaid and Jenkins & Gillies.

Chicago.
BUILDING IN 1882. -The building In the past year In
this city was never exceeded, except in 1872 tlm
year succeeding the great flre. Even then' heamount of building was only twice as .great as in th
past year, and the amount of ground covered bystructures was less than twice as great. Five thou-sand six hundred and thirty building permits havebeen Issued; the frontage of the new structures ineal

i

measure, is fourteen miles; the total cost of

l'SL 0n
nP,.

ermlt
f'

",SO,000; total, probab y
130,000,000, 3he suburban towns show an equal
growth and building prosperity. The character ofthe edifices is generally improved. - Cincinnati

itii.i.iNo PERMITS. - Willard F. Myrlck, B two-sfyand basement brick dwells., 21' x 44' each Tweiitv
ninth St. cor. Cottage Grove Ave.:".*!

*

tis OM
' *'

John tanrttzen, 2 two-sfy brick dwells 21' x 50'
each, 3633 and 3635 Dearborn St.; wit" Wo&o.

'

Wm. E. Hale, alterations on building s'w corState and Washington Sts.; cost, $25.000.
A. b. Lehman, two-sfy and attic brick dwll ii>

i 56', 96 Vernon Park Pf!; cost, $3 ooo
'

Thos. Jones, three-sfy brick dwell., 22' x 44' 3"4West Jackson St.; cost. $5.000.
'

Barbara Titus. 4 three-sfy brick stores and

$!<&
6 ' x I0

'' 123 * la Tuir'>-''"st ! collt

Oep. Harding, two stories additional, 30' x 180' 170Madison St.; cost, $10,000.
'

N
' B'-own B twfrsfy brick dwells.. 40' x 120',

M'Vl,riek
tl

ch^ch^
)

C6'-

I

8-3r
Pal Ch " r

.

Ch
> One-

-e"^ u?
1

/'!,

1

,

1

'^ ^TC? 1
'

3
' Mltl "nie,nt brick

ri
'

,'
41 ' ""' w "I'-r St.; cost. J12 OIK)

K- v'",'i>
'Cl'*"' three t-y l>rick dwe

1., ->v x 40'
6. Kiist Pearson .St.; cost, $7 000

'

dwe'lf" II'?*% f"'";-sfy and basement brick
dwell., It) x 40, 49 Peck Court; cost, *10,000.

Norman Itri'l^". twosfy and b:i~.-n..-Mt t.ii.k
duel!.. :"-" x i::", ...Vi Wei .la.-k~i.ii -

lolm .1. Sliiillerly. two st'y bri.-k dwell.. r x l.i'

71i;i>h

Too!. -n \ M .: -v. j thr.est-.v l.ri.-k Htre and
dwells., 4' x Hf, 9610 and 3612 State Hi ,-ost SIS -

000.

Chlelnliiiti.

II., i SKS. _ .Mr. K. And, rn.in. architect, has prepared
plans for a frame dwell., t b.j built at ilariuell,

fim-iniiutl, for Mr. John Hornbroiik; i-o-i

.Mr. !:. Anderson is building a brii-k h.-u-c for Mr.
' li.i-. Miller, County Treasurer, at Cumminnville-

Hi n. l. IN., pi KMII*. John H. Kin]. -m,, 1 two-st'y
bi i.-l> dwells., s w cor. of Hand and < lark Sts.; cost,

J. A. Kiihlm.-tn, ^ two-sfy brick dwells., Carr St.,
n.-;ir .li-tr.-rson St.; cost, $6,000.
Two permits for repairs; cost, $2,000.

New York.
I'M M-KL. A picturesque frame chapel, In the Gothic

slyle, Is to be erected by the Jesuit l-'ath-rs, on
Blackwell's Island, from designs of Mr. Jos. M.
Dunn.

NEW Brii.Dix.i COMPANY. The certiti.-ate of Incor-
poration of " the Bowllllg-Qreetl Building i panv
of the City of New York" has been tiled III HIP.

dimity Clcik's olliee. Th object of the i oanv
hose .-ajiital st.~-k is llxed at *:,UOO,(ki .

is staled to
be to erect buildings in this city. Th n,
-He William Crenelle, John O. Stevens, and Louis S.

SvxAco.ii K. The Jewish Congregation Shaareh
Beroohoh has just purchased a lot t,,r a new syna-
gogue.
..MI: v. rs. The Neuchatel Asphalt Co. have con-
tracts for laying with their Val cle Tran-ra Itock As-
phalt: roofs <.f No. K Pine St.: of N... .(il i-inal St.;
of apartment-home Ho. '-' Madison AM-.: ..i Coluni-
bla College Dhservatory; floor and sidewalk of build-
Ing of Manhattan Storage St Warehouse Co K,, r -

tieth St., cor. l^xlngtwn Ave.; the roof and all the
floors of the building of the Lincoln Safe Deposit
Co., Madison Ave. and Forty-second St.; and tbo
platforms of stations at New York and Brooklyn
ends of the East River Bridge.

>FFiCK-Bitii.i>ix<i. Mr. W. P. Anderson is drawing
plans for a largo office-building, to be erected for
Mr. Twombley, on Beaver St.

RESIDENCE. -For Mr. Adolph Krebs a fine residence
is to be built, of brick and stone, on Fifth Ave 2.V
s of Eightieth St. It will have a frontage oi
and be four sfy, with basement; Messrs. D & J Jar-
dine are the architects.

Brn.Dixo PKBJIITS. Kant Sixty-fourth St .\<>s
ail. 323 and 325, three-st'y brick storage-buildingand stable, gravel roof; cost, $5,000; owner, Geo.
Mulligan. 33 F.ast Thirty-second St.

J'tte Slip, w s, between Cherry and Walter Sts
seven and part eight sfy brick flourmill; cost, $75'!
IKHi; owner, Geo. B. Hecker, 278 Madison Ave.; archi-
tects. Win. Field & Son.
Eiahty-uoond St

,
s s, 375 e Second Ave.. flve-sfy

brick tenement, tin roof; cost, $16,500; owner Lottie
Jeebald, 1344 Lexington Ave.; architect, John
Brandt.
Canal St., junction of Walker St., seven-sfy

brick factory, tin roof; cost, $45,000; owners, Oxley
Giddings & Knos, 28 Monroe Place, Brooklyn- archi-
tects, Win. Field & Son.
Hroadicay, t e cor. Prince St., 2 sin-sfy brick

stores, concrete and tin roofs; cost, each #1511 oKI-

tecrTbos
m
s,'enu

r
' ^ "'"' TwentJ- i"' 1 st'i >"'

Itoieery, .Vo. 951, three-sfy brick store and dwell
tin roof; cost, $2o,(KK); owner. John Jacob Astor -'1
Wesl Twenty-sixth St.; architect. Thos. Stem-
builders; Jas. Webb & Son and J. Downey

One. Hundred and Elermtk St., n s, lily 11'' w of
St. Nicholas Ave., 6 three-sfy brick dwells., tin
roofs; cost, each $8,500; owner, Kdward .1 Kill* 31
Fifth Ave.; architects, D. & J. Jardine; builders
John P. Schweikert and Grislier & Faiisei

Ilroome St., A'o. 328, four-st'y brick 'tenementand store, tin roof; cost, $12,000; owner, Mary L
Patten, 113 Kasl Fifty-seventh St.; architect vV,,,'O ran 1 .

l-'tfhj.tliird St., s s, 103' w of Lexington A ve., 4 fl ve-
st y brick tenements, tin roofs; cost, each $15 ooo-

ch
w
S;J

A:'B.V;gd^
011

' m Eaat **->*:;:
Pike S.t. Ao. 76, flve-sfy brick tenement, tin roof-

cost, $12,000; owners, Theodore H. Calam et al ar-
chitect, Jas. S. Wrightman.
Pike St., X,a. 78 and 80, 2 flve sfy brick tenements,
i roofs; cost, each $16,000; owners and architect)

I'ikr St., No. 82, n w cor. Cherry St., five sfy brick
tenement, tin roof; cost, $21,000; owners and archi-
tect, same as last.

I.TEKATIIIXS. Murray St., A'o. 77, repair damage
by fire; cost J3..00: owners. Thos. Adams & Suns27 Waverly PL; builder, Henry Wallace

Ilrnrutti-a,,, g w cor. Forty flrnt St., to Seventh.
Ave., Internal alterations; cost, 915,000: owners the
Metropolitan Concert Co.; lessee. Sylvester M
Hickey: architect, H. J. Dudley'rand St.. \n . us.-), repair damage by flre; cost,
$7,500; owner, estate of R. Cochran. A'. W Hard-
man, agent, 416 Uroome St ; builder, John Ix-slie

ltir,H,,/mi St.. A,,. 43, roof raise.!, also a one and
three sty brick extension; cost, $2,noo; owner Chas
* orschner. 39 Rlvington St. ; architect, Fred Jenth.

/.:!.-.! /-.mrternlh St. A'<. 116 and 118, repair dam-
age by flre: cost, $6.4-'0; owner, Win C Si-hermer
h..rn 68 Wall St.; architect, D. Linau; builders, BenBlack ledge and L. N. Williams.

I'hlliMlelphla.
ITILDINO PEBMITS. l/der St., w s, n of Xorrls St.
2 two-sfy dwells., 14' x 2'; Michaef Smith, owner,
v jST*" S7 ' > n w c"r - Adams St., one sfy Mission
building, an' x >'; s. Yardley, owner.
Tenth St., ,V<>. 968, addition to brick building, 15'x 31'; N. S. Bowers, owner.
Terrace St., e s, n of Shur's Ijine, 2 two-sfy

dwells.; 14'x46'; DavM Harper owner
Cumberland St., a w cor. Mill St., two-sfy addl-
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tion to factory, 30' x 32'; D. S. McKuabb, contrac-
tor.
Main St., e of Slmr's Lane, rebuilding factory, 52'

x 150'; S. S. Keely, contractor.
,s'mi/A Tin iitn-t-ii/litli M., ,Vo.. 1113 an<IHl5, 2 two-

t'y dwells., 14' x 21', Geo. Mowbray, owner.

Sojtliia Xt., w s, sof Kdward St., 2 rebuilding foun-

dries, 17' x 80' and 20' x 100';. T. Shoemaker, con-
tractor.

Urna.il St., s w cor. Catharine St., t\vo-st'y stable,
17' x :u'; Chas. O'Neill, contractor.
Kiintman tit., n of I'erkiomen St., two-st'y dwell.,

and one st'y stable, 10' x 20' and 11' x 05'; James
McCartney, contractor.

Thirteenth St., e s, s of Cherry St., third, fourth
and fifth st'y addition to brick building, 21' x 40';

Jno. Alumieli, owner.
Spruee St., A'o. 3909, two-st'y addition to brick

building, and interior alterations, 10' x 20'; E. .L.

Hall, owner, Woodbury, N. J.

ADDITIONS. Addition and alteration to residence of

W. S. Blight, Pine St., above Broad St.; Hazlehursl
'& Huckel, architects.

Addition and alteration to residence of Mrs. H. J.

Biddle, Walnut St., w of Sixteenth, St.; Huzlehurst
& Huckel, architects.

St. Louis.

BUILDING IN 1882. Investigation shows that during
the year 1882 prosperity in business circles in St.

J.ouis has been the rule. There has been a slight
decline in business during the past three mouths,
but on the whole the volume of trade has greatly
increased over that of last year. The year has been
remarkable on account of the number, variety and
costliness of the new buildings which have been
erected. The total estimated value of all the im-

provements of this character which were projected
is $5,385.012.50, or nearlv $1,000,000 in excess of last

year. During the yea*" there have been issued 2,G31
building permits, of uhlch only 715 were for frame
structures. The five n.ost important buildings com-
pleted during the year were the new Belcher Sugar
Hennery, the Olympic Theatre, the new College of

tlie Chr'istian Brothers, the Gay Building, and the

Leighton Building, which together cost upward of

Sl,iK) i,OIO. The Bolcher Sugar Refinery is thirteen
stories above the basement, and nearly 8,000,000 mil-
lions of bricks were used in its construction. jV.

Y. Commmiai Advertiser.
BUILDING PEKMITS. Six permits have been issued
since our last report, of which two are for unimpor-
tant frame houses. Of the rest those worth .',500

and over are as follows:
Trustees of U. M. E. Church, two-st'y brick

church; cost, $7,000; A. Beinke, architect; sub-let.
A. J. Cramer, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $2,500;

A. J. Cramer, architect and builder.

Syracuse, N. ~S.

HOUSES. A stone house for Mr. H. G. White is in

process of erection. Foundations and enclosing, $32,-
000: architect, H. Miller, of Ithaca.
Mr. L. D. Denmson is building a frame house on

James St.; A. Russell, architect.
A. F. Lewis is building a two-st'y and attic frame

house; architect, J. L. Silsbee; builder, C. Wiehorn,
Jr.
Rev. C. N. Sims, Chancellor of Syracuse Univer-

sity, is building a two-st'y frame house; cost about
$l,50ii; builder, C. Wiehorn. Jr.; architect, E. M.
liuell.

Dr. G. D. Whedon is building new offices; cost
about $1,1100; builders, G. Scbattle & John Schati'er;
architect, E. M. Buell.

FACTORY* Mr. Christian Cook is building a factory
on W. Onondaga St., brick and stone; cost, about
$lo,o;iO; C. & L. Merrick, builders; A. L. Merrick,
architect.

GOVKKNMEXT BUILDING. The Commission appointed
to select a site for the new Post-Office and Govern-
ment Office Building, to bo erected here, have re-

ported in favor of St. Paul P. E. Church property,
situated near the centre of the city and well fitted
for the purpose. The lot is 100' x 132'; $70,000 is

asked for the property.
\VAKEHCH:SK. Sperry, Neal & Hyde will build a

five-st'y brick and stone block for a wholesale dry
goods house; Mr. A. L. Merrick is the architect.
The numerous buildings just completed and now

in course of erection show that this enterprising lit-

tle city is growing fast. The prospects for the
spring are full of promise for builders and archi-
tects.

Bids and Contracts.

BUFFALO, N. Y. The contract for iron stairs for the
Fitch Institute (as per advertisement in Amrricnn
Architect) was let on the 29th to Poulson & Kger for
84,100; plumbing to J. D. Smith, of Buffalo, lor $2,-
000; J. G. Cutler, of Rochester, architect.

YOKKTOW.V, VA. - The following bids tor the erec-
tion of the Yorktown Monument have been re-
ceived:
No. 1, Daniel C. Hutchinson, No. 137 Chambers

St.. .New York, and Washington, Mass., $74, ('(Hi.

No. 2, Mount Waldo Granite Company Works
John T. Roe, Frankfort. Me., $74, -"0(1.

No. 3. Weston t.rauile Company, Virginia, H
Snowdon Andrews, President. 74 UK7.87.
N". 4. Bodwell Granite Co., Rocklaud, Me., R. H.

Lowrey, President, $00,436.
No. 5. llallowell Granite Co., Hallowell Me

$58.500.
No. C. Davis Tilson, Rockland, Me., $60,000.
No. 7. Brown, McAllister & Co., New York

$115,0'X).
No. 8. Hallowell Granite Co., J. R. Bodwell Pres

idem, Hallowell. Me.. $59,487 if built of Hallowell
granite; $59,939. if built of Westerly granite, and 85
extra for each letter of the inscriptions if they art
to be raised.
No. 9. K. C. Sargent, of the Concord Granite Co.

Concord. N. H., $99,000. The latter bid was not on
the regular blanks prepared for the purpose, ant
was declared informal.
The bid will be presented to the Secretary of War

and on his judgment the award will be made.

General Notes.

ALTOONA, PA. A 05000 opera-house is to be built
for Mr. J. Schenck. Work will be commenced soon
and it is to bo completed by the fall.

BALTIMORE Co., Mu. Suburban residence, for Mr.
J. D. Mallory, frame, 50' x 80', with stable and car-

riage-house that cost $4, 5(10; total cost, 832.000; John
C. Cross, of Waverly, Baltimore Co., builder; Geo.
A. Frederick, Baltimore, architect.

JAI.KDOMA, N. Y. Plans are being prepared for a
stone church, by Oscar Knebel, architect.

JAHI.ISLK, PA. Presbyterian Chapel, 40' x 75'; to
be built of local stone; Hazlehurst & Huckel, archi-

tects, Philadelphia, Pa. A public reading-room is

included in above building.
;C>SSIIUHOCKEN, PA. Plans for the Tradesman's
National Bank have been prepared by ilazlehurst &
Huckel, architects, Philadelphia, Pa.

>KNVKH, Cor.. Mr. W. J. Fay is to build two brick
houses on Kansas Ave.; cost, S."5,000.

DETIIOIT, MICH. The returns of the Fire Marshal
for 1882 show that the value of the new buildings
authorized during the year amounts to u,o.~>7,(i>;4;

repairs, $383,017. This is an increase of 1,000,000
over 1881.

FALL RIVER, MASS. The mayor's late address
recommends the issue of bonds for the erection of a

high-school building, and then the creation of a
sinking-fund of 85,00) or 810,000 a year to pay for it.

Extensive repairs are also needed by the city-hall.

GLOUCESTER, N. J. It is announced that Whitney
Brothers, glass manufacturers at Glassboro, have
purchased 150 acres of land on Big Lumber Creek,
near Gloucester, and contemplate moving their
works to that place in the event of Congress taking
favorable action on the taritf.

JOVANSTOWN, Mu. Mrs. M. C. Brown is building
an addition to her residence, to cost $1,400; G. Blake,
builder; J. A. & \V. T. Wilson architects.

IAIIKISBUKO, PA. The Philadelphia Asphalt Block
Company was chartered at the State Department,
January 6. The capital is 8100,000, and William B.
Mann is President.

JOHET, ILL. The cost of the new elevator-building
of the Joliet Elevator Co. will be 8225,000.
VKKNK, N. H. The Pargetized Can Company of
Charlestown prfipose to build a factory at Keene.

KNUXVILLE, TENN. The East Tennessee Valley
Zinc Company, organized a short time ago with a
capital of $30ii,QOO, has just let contracts for the
erection of the furnaces and buildings In this city.
E MARS, lo. Warren & Sauiniis are to build an
opera-house; cost, $30,000.

MIUDLEBOKO, MASS. There is talk of erecting a
paper and pulp mill on the Muttock privilege, so-
called.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. Col. Wood contemplates the
enlargement of his opera-house in the spring, by
building "it out to the street front and adding an-
other story, which will give it a seating capacity of

2,100.

MILWAUKEE, Wis. The Chicago, Milwaukee and
St. Paul R. R. Co. is to build at the corner of Sec-
ond and Fowler Sts., a freight-house; cost, $5C,000.

MOUNT CLEMENS, MICH. N. J. Gibbs is preparing
plans for a frame residence, to cost about $3,900, to
be built by Geo. W. Fletcher.

NEWARK, N. J. A new opera-house is to be built on
the property running through from Bank to Acad-
emy St., near Broad St.

ORANGE, N. J. For Mr. J. C. Ogden, Jr., a resi-

dence, to cost about $15,000, is to be built from de-

signs of Mr. H. R. Marshall, of New York.
PUOVIDENCI:, R. I. There was about $1,090,310 laid
out on new buildings at Providence in 1882. Paw-
tucket expended over $500,000, of which $340,000 was
for business purposes.
Over 8190,000 of the Catholic cathedral fund has

been spent since the work was taken under contract.
The work to be done in 1*83 calls for $50,295.

RAVEXSWOOO, ILL. All Saints' Episcopal Society is

to build a brick and stone church, at a cost of $7 ,"00.

READING, PA. The city is to build a brick fire-en-

gine-house, cost, $7,000, from plans by W. A. Frink.
Si-RiNO LAKE, N. J. R. N. Carson, of Philadelphia,

will build a cottage, to be frame and tile; to cost
about $7,000; also carriage-house and stable to cost
about $1,200; Hazlehurst&lluckel, architects, Phila-
delphia, Pa.

ST. PA UL, MINN. A 815,000 house is to be built for
Mr. C. P. Noyes; designs are now being prepared by
Mr. H. R. Marshall, of New York.

TOLEDO, O. The Union Elevator Co. is to spend
822:5,000 on anew elevator-building.

WASHINGTON, D. C. Supervising Architect J. G.
Hill has completed the plans for the proposed tire-

proof Record Building, to be erected in this city,
which will be submitted to Congress by Secretary
Folger. If the present plans are adopted, the build-
ing will have a length almost equal to that of the
Capitol. It will be five stories on each end, with a
six-st'y centre, surmounted by a high cupola.

WESTFIELD, MASS. Contractors are now making
estimates for a three-st'y brick building, 85' x 125',
for the Palmer Wire Company, which will be erecteil
at an early day.

PILES
AND STONE.

[At St. Louis, Mo.]
U. S. ENOINKKK OFFICE, 404 MARKET ST., )

ST. Louis, Mo., December 15, 1882. I

Sealed proposals, in 'duplicate, will be received at

this office until 13 o'clock, M., oil January 15,
1883, for furnishing and delivering 10,000 cottonwool
jiles ami 25,000 cubic yards rip-rap, for improvement
of the Mississippi River below St. Louis.
For blank forms for proposals and all necessary in-

formation apply to O. H. ERNST,
308 Major of Engineers.

DIKE. [At New Haven Harbor, Conn.]
U. S. ENGINKKII OFFICE, t

NEW LONDON, CONN., Dec. 23, ISM.', t

Sealed proposals, in triplicate, will be received at
this office until 11 o'clock A. M. on the 23d ilay
>f January, 1883, for constructing a dike in New
laven Haruor, Conn., to be built partly of rip-rap

stone, partly of piles and stone.

Specifications and blank forms for proposals and
for guaranty will be sent on application to this office.

J. W. BAIM.iAV,
370 Major of Engineers.

WATER-MAINS,
ETC.

[At Wakefleld, Mass.]
WAKFFIELD, MASS., January 10,1883.

Sealed proposals for furnishing water-pipes, water-

;ates and tire-hydrants, and for laying and yetting the
lame will be received by the Quannapowitt Water
Jompainy, of AVakefield, Mass., until uoon of
Wednesday, January 24, 1883.
Specifications and blanks will be furnished to bid-

ders only on application to the engineer.
The right to reject any or all proposals is reserved.

CYRUS WAKEFIKLI), President,
369 PERCY M. BLAKE, Engineer.

PROPOSALS.

LOCK.[On the Great Kaiiawha River, W. Va.
U. S. ENGINEER OFFICE, )

CHARLESTON, KANAWHA Co., TV. VA.,
December, 10. 1882. )

Proposals for building lock No. 2, of the Great Ka
nawha River, will be received until nuon of Janu
ary 31, 1883, and opened immediately thereafter
Blank forms and specifications can be had upon ap

plication at this office. E. H. RUFFNER,
370 Captain of Kngiheers.

COURT-HOUSE. [At Charlotte, Mich.
In consequence of the destruction of the plans for

Eaton County Court-House, by the burning of the
architect's office in Hall Block, Toledo, O., the date of
the letting of the contracts is postponed to Januarv
24

. 1883- D. W. U1BBS & CO.,
'

Architects.

PROPOSALS.

HOT-WATER.
HEATING-APPARATUS.

[At Charleston, W. Va.]
OFFICE OF SUPERVISING ARCHITECT, i

- TREASURY DEPARTMENT,
WASHINGTON, I). C., December 30, 1882. )

Sealed proposals will be received at this office until
13 M., on the 23d day of January, 1883, for fur-

nishing and fixing io place complete, in the court-
house and post-office building at Charleston, W.
Va., a low-temperature hot-water heating-apparatus,
in accordance with drawings and specification, copies
of which and any additional information may b! had
on application at this ofllce or the office of the Super-
intendent. JAS. G. HILL,
368 Supervising Architect.

FIRE-ENGINE
IIODSE.

[At Providence, R. I.]

OFFICE OF THR RUPT. OF PI;ULIC BUILDINGS, 1

CITY HALL, PROVIDENCE, Dec. 2s, 1882. |

Sealed proposals, addressed to the undersigned, for

the construction of abuilding, to be erected upon the
lot owned by the city, fronting on North Main and Mill

Streets, to be used as a fire station and ward room, will

be received at the office of the Superintendent of Pub-
lic Buildings, City Hall, until i)S M., Friday, Jan-
uary 19th, 1883.
Plans and specifications may be seen and information

obtained at the office of Win. R. Walker & Sou, archi-

tects, No 27 Custom House Street.
The right will be reserved to reject any or all bids

for the work. JAMES McNALLY,
369 Chairman Committee on City Property.

SCHOOL-HOUSE. [At Home City, O.I
Sealed proposals will be received by the Board or

Education of the Delhi Station School District No. 6,

until Monday. February 5, 12 o'clock, M., lor the
materials and labor required for building an eight-
room school-house in Home City, Hamilton County,
O.. according to plans and specifications on file at the
office of S. Hannaford, architect, Room 18, Palace Ho-
tel Building, Cincinnati, and at the office of Dr. John
Campbell, Home City.
Bids must be on blank forms, to be obtained at

either office.

Each bid must contain the name of every person in-

terested therein, accompanied by a sufficient guaranty
by some disinterested person in a penalty equal to the
amount of the bid, that if the bid is accepted the con-
tract will be entered into, and the performance of it

properly secured.
All bids must be addressed to R. H. Gibson, Clerk of

the Board, at Delhi, O., or 174 Elm St., Cincinnati, O.
The right is reserved to reject anv or all bids.

Bv order of the Board of Education.

37'o R. H. GIBSON, Clerk.

TOWN-HALL. [At Madisouville, O.]

Sealed proposals will be received by the clerk of tbe
village of Madisonvllle, Hamilton County, O., until
13 o'clock at noon of January 2O, 1883, for the

furnishing of materials and doing the necessary work
in the erection of a town-hall in the said village of

Madisonville, according to plans and specification?
furnished by Samuel Hannaford, architect, and which
for the convenience of bidders will be on tile until

January 6, 1883, at the Council Chamber in Madison-
vine, and after 'that until noon of January 20, 1*83, t

the office of Samuel Hannaford, architect, Room 1?,
fourth floor, Palace Hotel Building, Cincinnati.
Bids must be made for the work separately, to wit :

Mason's work, including excavations and grading;
carpenter's work; plumbing and gas-fitting; painting
and glazing; roofing, including galvanized-iron and tin

\vock; iron-work and cut^stone work.
The bids may be for either work or material, or for

both; if for both, each must be separately stated, with
the price.
The county reserves the right of rejecting any or all

of the bids.
Kach bid to be accompanied by two sureties. Bid-

ders to use the printed forms in the hands of clerk, as
no other will be received. 368

By order of Council. J. ED. JULIEX, Clerk.
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0UR
competition of designs for a three-thousand-dollar house,

which closed last Saturday, proves to have been a remarka-

bly successful one, and a very large number of drawings,
with the accompanying specifications, bills of quantities and es-

timates, in due order, have been received. Among so many, it

is only fair to presume that a considerable portion will possess
features of interest to our readers, and we shall reserve a much
larger space in our issues of the next few weeks for the publi-
cation of the best designs and specifications than we have hith-

erto ventured to devote to these competitions, trusting that the

general importance of the subject, as well as the unusual merit
of many of the drawings, will serve to excuse any temporary
monotony in the character of our illustrations. The award of
the prizes will be made in due time by the jury already an-

nounced, but we shall not wait for that before selecting for pub-
lication such designs as may seem to us suitable.

IN
providing with such liberal hand for the pleasure of those

who take an interest in the subject of small houses, we wish
to remind our readers, in fairness to the authors of the plans

presented in our illustrations, that the interest which they ex-
cite ought not to go so far as to lead any one to appropriate
any to his own uses without due recognition of the rights of
those to whose skill they owe their attraction. For the greater
benefit of the young men who compete for our prizes, as well
as of the larger number who study with eagerness the work of
their more energetic fellows, we required in the present com-

petition a very complete set of drawings and documents, with
the idea of directing the attention of the less experienced con-
testants particularly to these necessary, though unattractive
details of practice, and we should be very sorry if the conse-

quent completeness of the designs should tempt any one to bor-
row them for execution without asking leave. If,"as we imag-
ine will be the case in more than one instance, persons desiring
to build should find among the plans some which just fulfil

their wishes, we can, upon request, put them at once in com-
munication with the authors, and predict that any correspond-
ence so opened will prove a source of mutual satisfaction and
profit.

IIE sculptor, Clark Mills, who has enjoyed a reputation
second in its way to none among the profession in America,
died recently in Washington, where most of his later life

'has been spent. The history of his career is a singular one, and
although hardly that of a great artist, at least gives a high
idea of his courage and ambition. He was born in the interior
of New York State in 1815, and losing both his parents while

very young was taken in charge by relatives and apprenticed
to a mill-wright. He soon forsook this trade for that of a plas-
terer, which he practised for several years, mostly at the South,
first in New Orleans, and then in Charleston. Like many
workmen who have risen to distinction in other professions, he
devoted his leisure time to unassisted study of sculpture, mod-
elling for himself such things as he fancied. Such study is apt
to engender an inordinate vanity in the student, too ignorant

to understand tin; superiority of the work of better-trained men,
and Mills seems to have had something of it, for without

other preparation than his own aimless essays, he undertook

to execute a bust of John C. Calhoun in marble. His first at-

tempt only excited laughter, but, more determined and perse-

vering than most men, he made another, which was considered

sufficiently good to be purchased for the city of Charleston,
tin- sculptor being also rewarded with a medal for his success.

After this he found steady employment in modelling portraits
of local celebrities, and gaining many friends, a subscription
was raised to send him to Europe for study. On his way to

embark, he spent a few days in Washington, visiting the mu-
seums and public buildings, and while there was asked to make
a design for an equestrian statue of General Jackson, which it

was proposed to erect in Lafayette Square. Mills had never

seen an equestrian statue, but, like a true American, convinced

that he could make one if he only tried, he abandoned his voy-

age, and returning to Charleston set himself at work upon his

model, which was submitted at the appointed time, and im-

mediately adopted and carried into execution. The statue as

erected is familiar to every school-boy from the pictures of it

which adorn his geographies and histories, and although it has

a certain grotesque air, the whole figure, weighing fifteen tons,

being balanced on the hind feet of the horse by an ingenious

disposition of the forelegs and tail, is by no means the worst

statue in Washington. Soon after this he was commissioned
to carry out a design for a still more important work, the eques-
trian statue of Washington, in the so-called Washington Circle,
far out on Pennsylvania Avenue. This, while an animated
and interesting design, is much more refined than the Jackson

figure, and forms one of the most agreeable objects in a city
not renowned for its artistic triumphs. Mills's last important
work was the execution, from Crawford's model, of the great
statue of Liberty on the top of the Capitol. How much of the

design is Crawford's, and how much Mills's, it might not be

easy to say, but as completed, the figure meets with very con-

siderable success the requirements of its trying position.

PARTICULARS
of the burning of the Newhall House at

Milwaukee, in which nearly a hundred persons lost their

lives, serve only to confirm the popular impression as to the

unfitness of the building for the uses to which it was put.
With even the greatest anxiety to avoid unjust condemnation
of a construction which miiy have been no worse than many
others, the simple fact remains, that a hotel six stories high,
which is completely destroyed in forty-five minutes from the

first breaking out of the fire, never can have been fit for occupancy
as a public-house. We know that scores of seaside and coun-

try hotels are in a condition even worse, if possible, but these

are beyond the pale of building-laws, and persons who choose
to stay in them know that they do so at the risk of their lives.

City public-houses, on the contrary, are assumed to be subject to

some sort of supervision, and it is quite time that this belief

should be justified.

TITHE coroner's jury which investigated the Calender-Street

\j fire iii Providence, at which several persons lost their lives,

has concluded its long and faithful inquiry, completing its

labors by a few wise recommendations for legislative and mu-

nicipal action, which we trust will becomplied with before their

occasion is forgotten. One of the first of these advises that the

use of naphtha stoves should be totally prohibited, and that

stringent regulations should be enforced iu regard to the stor-

age and use of the light hydrocarbons. Another, the best of all,

points out the necessity for placing the inspection of buildings
in the hands of some person unencumbered with other duties,

and absolutely free to enforce to the letter the provisions of the

law in regard to building and the maintenance of fire-escapes.
It is much to be hoped that the warning will be heard, and that

the city and State may be provided henceforth, not only with

judicious and explicit laws, which are easily obtained, but with

what no city htis yet secured, a thorough and efficient mode of

executing them.

<7J CORRESPONDENT of the Chicago Tribune makes a

jj^ suggestion which is worth considering, although the prin-

ciples which it involves are far from being such as should

govern the construction of new buildings. Observing, as every
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one has, that the elevator-shafts in manufacturing or mercan-

tile buildings serve in conflagrations to carry the fire rapidly

through the building, he asks why the natural tendency of the

smoke and heated air to seek the elevator-shaft might not be

utilized by extending the shaft as a lire-proof chimney through
the roof, with a glass skylight over it, or some other device

which will open automatically in case of fire, thus creating a

powerful exhaust current which will retain the flames in the

shaft instead of allowing them to burst out at every story, as

they do where there is no vent at the top. Such an arrange-
ment as this would have the further advantage of establishing
a definite course for a fire originating anywhere in the building,

which would enable the firemen to follow and extinguish it

with far greater certainty than in buildings where the opening
of a window or some other trifling circumstance may draw the

course of a conflagration, hidden by its own smoke, in various

directions about the different stories. Of course, the best way
of all would be to have the elevator-shaft securely closed, so

that fire could not reach it from any room, still less ascend

through it to rooms above, and if such construction were joined
to simple and solid floors and ceilings it would be possible to

retain an incipient fire within the story in which it originated

long enough to admit of extinguishing it there ; but it will be

years before such planning becomes general, and any palliative

for the present bad habits of construction is to be welcomed.

'7T NOVEL scheme is proposed by some persons in New York,

f\ who have formed a company for the purpose of construct-
'

ing an underground roadway under the City Hall Park,
from the west side of Broadway, near Murray Street, to the

east side of Park Kow, near the passage-way leading to the

Brooklyn bridge. No vehicles are to pass through this subter-

ranean avenue, but it is to be used entirely for the convenience

of foot-passengers who may desire to cross the Park without

running the gauntlet among the carriages and omnibuses of

Broadway, and the street-cars of Park Row. The use of it is

to be given to the public free of charge, but the company proposes
to reimburse itself by constructing and renting stores on each
side of the passage, lighted by means of a roof of iron and

glass. The whole cost of construction is estimated at five hun-
dred thousand dollars. There may be some question whether
such an arcade will not interfere with the tunnel railways, one
of which is laid out through Broadway and the other through
Park Row, but it is probable that the latter are far enough be-

low the surface to pass altogether beneath the arcade.

'/J BILL is now before Congress providing for the erection of

fj[_ monuments upon the battle-fields of the Revolution, which
authorizes an appropriation from the Treasury of five

thousand dollars towards the cost of a monument on any of these

battle-fields, provided the people of the locality shall have al-

ready contributed five thousand dollars for the same purpose.
If the bill is passed, there can be no doubt that its provisions
will be taken advantage of to provide suitable memorials upon
nearly every one of these historic spots, and it is much to be
desired that they may be as artistic in form as they will be hon-
orable in their associations. Within a year or two there have
been signs that in such matters this country is about to emanci-

pate itself from the conventional models, and no better oppor-
tunity could be found than an extensive national movement of

this kind for the development of a truly interesting form of art.

\I7I1E ordinance for the registration of plumbers in Boston

J_ was passed by the City Government some weeks ago, but

inadvertently repealed soon after in connection with
another matter, so that the various items of the bill have come
again under discussion, but will undoubtedly be reenacted
about in their present shape. It is a little singular, considering
the common complaint of the carelessness of architects in re-

gard to such details, that from the first the architects of the

city have interested themselves in the proposed regulations,
and a committee of them has acted with the committee chosen

by the plumbers in revising the text of the bill for submission
to the City Government. The rules, although less detailed
than those adopted in New York, are stringent as far as they
go, and if well enforced will do much to restore the reputation
of a city which is known as containing some of the worst, as
well as the best plumbing-work in the country. It is impor-
tant in drawing up such laws not to depart much from the

accepted practice of the best workmen, and the authors both

of the New York and Boston codes have wisely kept this fact

in mind ; but we cannot help hoping that in the next city

which adopts a plumbing law the use of double-thick soil-pipe

will be made obligatory under all circumstances. In view of

the results obtained by Colonel Waring and Mr. Gerhard, with

the hydrostatic test, which show that it is next to impossible to

make a tight caulked joint in single-thick pipe, the necessity
for employing pipe strong enough to resist the strain of proper

caulking without splitting the hubs is too obvious to require

comment; but even architects, and still more plumbers, shrink

from the greatly increased expense of double-thick piping, and
until some community shall show nerve enough to make its use

imperative, such house-owners as are not under the care of

pretty resolute architects or other professional advisers will

content themselves with work which cannot possibly be

durable.

TTTHE stockholders of the Keely Motor Company have now a

JL prospect of seeing their money used for something besides

the fast horses which their principal is s.aid to have pur-
chased with the funds in his hands. What has become of the

original machine we do not know, but the locomotive which was
to be built on the same principle is in the course of rapid construc-

tion. According to the Commercial Advertiser, all the larger

castings have already been delivered. The heaviest of these is

the bed-plate, which measures twelve by six feet, and weighs
forty-four hundred pounds. Next to the bed-plate are the two

"pulley-blocks," which weigh three thousand pounds each; and
the third heavy piece is the shaft, which is of steel, nine inches in

diameter, and over ten feet in length. Just how a locomotive
with a shaft ten feet long and two three-thousand-pound pulley-
blocks is intended to work we confess ourselves unable to com-

prehend, but the account goes on to say that " as there is no

cylinder or connecting-rods set at different angles there will be
no rocking such as exists on the present locomotive;" and fur-

ther, that " this engine has no dead centres, no exhaust, no heat,
no cinders, and as claimed by Mr. Keely, no expense for run-

ning." The last extraordinary and important circumstance
seems to be explained by the assertion that " the movement is

rotary." As soon as the locomotive is completed, it is to be
tried upon the Pennsylvania Railroad.

PHILADELPHIA
seems to have carried away the palm,

even from Jersey City, in the matter of foul drinking-
water, to judge from the description of some recent occur-

rences. For several weeks a taste more than ordinarily nau-
seous has been detected in the Schuylkill water as supplied to
the houses, and various theories have been advanced to ac-

count for it, but none seemed just to suit the circumstances,
and .the citizens generally contented themselves with filtering
out the insoluble components of the mixture, and drinking the
rest. After a time, however, according to a correspondent of
the Public Ledger, a boy of an investigating turn of mind
seems to have taken it into his head to venture out on the ice
which covered the river, for the purpose of making some ex-

periments. The correspondent writes that this youth
" was

seen to cut a hole in the ice with his pen-knife, and then to
cover the hole with his finger for a short time. He then

lighted a match, and removing his finger applied the match to
the opening in the ice, when a bright flame about a foot high
shot up and continued to burn for some time." On receipt of
this communication a reporter was sent from the Public Ledger
office to repeat the experiment, but proved unable to obtaiu
similar results. However, he found two boys who said that
the evening before they had seen a young man on the ice, bor-

ing holes and "producing any quantity of bright flames a foot

high," and was forced to conclude that the water had lost a part
of its spirituous quality before his visit. Not being able to set
it on fire, he contented himself with tasting it and found it

"offensive," and "strongly impregnated with coal-oil," ac-

counting for this by the assertion that the water-company was
drawing its supply from certain remote reservoirs, which re-
ceived also the "refuse of coal-oil refineries." On the whole,
the water of the Passaic, with its compound flavor of petro-
leum, carbolic acid, sewage and arsenic, must perhaps be
acknowledged to possess still the higher bouquet, but for real

strength the combustible Schuylkill water surpasses any which
we ever knew to be used as a public supply.
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KERWAN.

N the centre of the Regency of Tunis,

thirty-six miles from the sea, on a

vast rolling plain, lies Kerwan, a city
that has played an important part in the

"_ historv ol the civilized world, but since

its glorious epoch has gradually fallen

into decay and become almost forgot-
ten. It was founded in the ,\ear A. II.

50 [A. D. 672], by Caliph Okba ibn

Nafi, who conquered the country and
built the city as a military stronghold.

By degrees it grew powerful, and sent

out armies that conquered Spain, which
it held for live and one-half centuries ;

conquered Malta, Sicily and Southern

Italy; then it gradually declined, lost

one by one its conquered provinces, had
several dynasties of caliphs, who held

the country till A. H. 817 [A. l>. 1439],
when by internal dissensions it had

grown so weak tha"it iell an easv prey to the Bey of TUnis.

Kervvan is generally known as the Holy City of Africa by the

Moslems, which title it has probably had only since the restoration

of the Grand Mosque, A. H. 402 [A. D. 1024]. The universal tradi-

tion that Kerwan has been a holy city from its foundation is en-

tirely without proof. Jewish and Greek tombs have diligently been

searched for by scientists to prove the contrary, but without success,
and it has long been the centre of religious fanaticism and bigotry in

North Africa. Before the French occupation it was inhabited by
Mohammedans only. Pilgrimages were made hither by the Faithful,
while Jews were not permitted to approach nearer than two miles

from the city walls. The few foreigners that ever visited Kerwan
entered the city under the special permission and protection of the

Bey or prime minister. The mosques and sanctuaries being relig-

iously closed to them, their stay was limited to a few days nly. At

present, however, since the entrance of the French, the doors have
been thrown open to the light of the civilized world, showing some
of the finest specimens of Moorish architecture existing. One of

the principal features of Kerwan is the vast quantity of marble col-

umns the city contains, which must amount to several thousands and
are to be seen everywhere : to support the roofs of all structures of

any size ; on the corners of houses, to keep the brick from being
knocked off; in courts; in olive-mills, to crush olives; no house is

complete without them. They are to be seen to the greatest advan-

tage in the Grand Mosque, which contains six hundred and eleven,

which are the finest and largest of them all. The vicinity abounded
in Roman ruins, of which scarcely a vestige remains. There are a

great number of mosques in the city, of which only a few are worthy
of inspection; the majority are simply prayer-rooms, having a door

opening directly on the street
;
some have a small vestibule for ablu-

tion before entering the mosque. The prayer-rooms generally have
arched ceilings supported by columns. These small mosques arc

usually open only at the prayers at and after sunset; few have mina-
rets. The Grand Mosque is the principal monument of the city.
It is situated in the north-west corner, on the highest point of

ground in the city, and from the minaret a clear, uninterrupted view

may be had in all directions. The enclosure of the mosque is a vast

quadrangle, which may be divided into two parts, the prayer-room
and court; this is surrounded by a high wall, which, with its massive

buttresses, has somewhat the appearance of the walls of a city or
fort from the exterior. There are eight doors for entrance, three on
the north side, four on the south, and one on the cast end. Midway
in the wall of the west end is the solid and imposing minaret. The

prayer-room occupies a little over a third of the entire space enclosed.

The interior measures one hundred and twenty-live feet by two hun-
dred and fifty-six feet long. It has a slightly inclined Hat roof, sup-

ported by one hundred and ninety-four columns. The prayer-room,
to facilitate description, may be divided into a central nave, with a
dome at each end and eight aisles on each side; the nave being
larger than the aisles, having larger columns, and not being crossed by
arches. The columns of the aisles are set at regular distances from
each other and support horse-shoe arches crossing at right angles.
The columns of the nave are double; in the centre triple; and at each

end, to support the domes, five are clumped together on each side.

Above the columns is a row of arches on each side, above which is

cut ornament in plaster, and the ceiling chandelier-pieces are of the
same. The prayer-chamber is separated from the court by seven-
teen sets of doors. Those at the ends of the aisles are double, made
of painted wood, each of an original design : those at the end of the
nave are quadruple, larger than those of the aisles, and are beauti-

'

fully carved with delicate arabesques. The small door on the east

eml is the private entrance of the Bash Mufti, or high priest. It

first opens on a small court, thence through a small passage having
on each side a pair of fine old sculptured and perforated wooden
doors, opening on a library and a closet for manuscripts. At the
end of the passage is a small door, opening on the prayer-room, en-
cased by three pieces of Roman frieze, with heavy ornament cut in

bold relief; this opens on a small private prayer-room and is sepa-
rated from the large prayer-room on three side- l>v a sculptured and

perforated partition of wood about ten feet high, around the top of

which runs an inscription in ornamental Kufic, containing quota-
tions from the Koran, exquisitely chi.-elled. The perforated part of

the paiiitiou is a lattice-work of turned \MMM| set close together; the

whole of it is divided into panels, for the most part carved. At the

e.i-i end oi tin- nave, under the dome, is the niche of the Mihrch, the

surface of which is covered with perforated filigree work, very

gaudily painted. Above the niche the. wall is covered alternately
with tiles and painted work in squares. The tiles are old Khodian,
and take a reflection of gold with the light, and are each of a differ-

ent design. The dome is ornamented with plaster stucco at the

base, partially painted green and red, and a number of Ostrich rggs
and Mecca stones are suspended from it by small chains. At ilie

left of the niche is a large slab of white marble, with an ornament
cut in and painted red and yellow. In one corner is a round in-crip-
tion jn Kiilir. -i^nifv iii'j "There is no God but God, and Moham-
med is Ills prophet." To the right of the niche is the mimhar or

pulpit, consisting of a Ilight of twelve step- running up to a square
top: the sides and balustrade -are divided into small panels of

carved olive, each of a different design of great richness and beauty.
In the nave ant four chandeliers, and in the centre of each alternate

aisle is a smaller one. These chandeliers are of bronze, of very
simple construction, and made to support myriads of small oil-lamps.

They are small, round-boitomed glasses, half-filled with olive-oil and
water, and have a wick floating on the surface, and give a fine, mel-

low light. The columns are of all varieties of marble, cipollino pre-

dominating. There are two fine large ones of porphyry under the

dome at the east end of the nave. Some are of vcrde-antiquc, and
there are also columns of gray, rose, and black granite. Tne capi-
tals are of great variety, mostly of Itouian origin ;

some are Bvzan-
tinc, Norman, and square ones with the cross of Malta that has been
almost obliterated by the chisel. Capitals having ornaments of

birds' heads and animals have in all cases been religiously mutilated,

leaving only pieces of wings, feet and bodies to indicate what they
were originally. There are seldom two capitals of the same kind,
and it is rare to find a capital that belongs to the column it stands

on, being often too large or too small. In many cases the top of the

capitals are covered with three or four inch boards, on which to

build the masonry, and the massive walls of the building keep the

structure from falling. The lloor is entirely covered with straw

matting; also the side walls and the columns to the height of four

feet. The frequent whitewashing has in many cases so heavily
covered the capitals and pieces of ornament that it has almost
obliterated all traces of sculpture; often the columns are half cov-
ered with whitewash. In the dome at the east end are a few small

stained-glass windows; also three at each end of the prayer-room.
When the mosque is closed, the little light entering gives a mystic
religious feeling; but the doors are thrown open during prayer
hours.

The court is a large enclosure, larger at the cast than at the west

end, almost surrounded by a roofed arcade broken only in the

west corners by a store-room and a room for ablutions, and in the
centre by the minaret. The court contains 2C4 columns and has
two galleries running around three sides, but only one at the west
end. Facing the court the columns are double, but in the galleries

they are simple. The eastern facade on the court is the finest piece
of architecture the building contains, and is of range masonry and

cipollino columns. The columns diminish in size toward the mina-

ret, and some of them are broken. There are Kufic and Arab in

scriptions cut on some of the columns, mostly quotations from the

Koran.
The minaret has a heavy base thirty feet square, tapering to

double that height, built of stone. On this stands a hollow cube

having around it a space of three feet, outside of which is a crenel-

lated parapet four feet high. This cube has an arch on each side

in which are set four columns each. At one corner outside is a
small closet to contain the white and red Hags. On this cube stands
another of precisely the same description having the same space
and parapet around and similar arches. On this is a small dome
surmounted by the crescent. On the parapet the Inman stands and
calls the Faithful to prayer at regular hours. The door ef the min-
aret is encased by three pieces of frieze from Roman ruins, and
to the left of it are two blocks of marble with Roman inscrip-
tions thereon partially obliterated. A Ilight of 120 steps leads

up to the top, up a square winding staircase with six steps at

each turn, lit by a few windows and loop-holes. The court is

paved in part with irregular pieces of marble, and the rest with

regular paving stones, the whole sloping toward the centre where
is placed a large piece of ornamented marble pierced by two
holes; to the right and left toward the prayer-room are two other
holes : these holes are to conduct the water to a series of under-

ground cisterns which contain the water of winter rains for use
in summer. The mouths of the cisterns are made of the bases of

large columns through which a large hole is pierced : these are

deeply grooved on the inside by the friction of the cords used in

drawing water. The mouths arc six in number. There is another
cistern outside the west wall to contain the surplus water; there is

also a well in the north-west corner which serves the room for ab-'

lutions. Near the centre of the court is a sun-dial with numerous

points to tell the hour at any season. It stands horizontally on a
cube of masonry four feet square, and is composed of four iron

points in a plate of marble : there are also two others above the ar-

cades of the cast and uorth side-. The pavement of the north and
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south galleries is raised two feet above the rest. The entrances ol

tin; court are nil of the same construction. A horse-shoe arch opens
on a square vestibule roofed with a small dome, ami from this vesti-

bule a large bolted wooden door opens into the court. The one en-

tering the prayer-room from the south is of the same construction, but

larger, having an outer lattice-work gate and inner double doors; this

is the usual entrance to the mosque and the floor is covered with straw

matting. The northern entrance to the prayer-room is the largest
and finest of the entrances. It consists of a square vestibule with

arches opening on three sides, containing very delicate arabesques
in stuceo, which are the worse for repeated whitewashing; under
each arch are four marble columns. From this vestibule large double
doors enter the prayer-room, above which is a slab of marble set in

the wall, containing an inscription. This vestibule has a fluted dome
and crenellated parapet, under which are arches cut in bas-relief in the

stone. To the left of this entrance is a small zouia or sanctuary of a holy
woman, built against the wall of thu mosque. It consists of a small

room with small dome, a door, and a window with wooden grating.
It contains numerous Mecca stones which are hung from the ceilin^

by chains. These stones are conical in shape, two inches long by one
in diameter at the base, covered with wax on which ornamental
straw-work is stuck

;
a small leather thong is attached to the small

end, and they are generally hung in clumps of five or six. The
richness of the mosque consists principally in its columns, which

probably represent the best part of the spoils from the Human ruins

of the Regency. The best part of the Arab work on it is the wood-

work, which is original and well executed. The mosque inside an
out is whitewashed, with exception of the base of the minaret and
the faade facing it. CHARLES X. HARRIS.
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THE $3,000-IIOUSE COMPETITION I. .

SKELETON SPECIFICATION.

EXCAVATE
for cellar and

trenches, and deposit material
where directed on the lot.

All grading to be done by the
owner. Trenches to be sunk one
foot below cellar bottom.

Cellar to finish 7' 0" high to

under side of floor joists, and cel-

lar bottom to be graded with sand
and laid in cement.

Foundations : F o u n d a t i on
walls to be of good local stone 20"

thick, laid in mortar.
Cellar to have bulk-head en-

trance and chestnut posts for sup-
r 7 / |M-Till')l

ports, resting on flat stones.

(fti/my I fjfflferN Make foundations for chimneys
/ feMJtlllV of good flat stones.

Cellar wall to be pointed.

Drain-Pipes: Provide and lay
6" drain-pipes from cellar wall,.,<_ 30' in length.

City Water : Provide and lay pipes for city water 30 feet in length.
. Brickwork: Bricks for jambs to be good common bricks from
some of the kilns near Boston. Bricks to be hard-burned, but need
not be selected as to color. Outside walls to be 8" thick, built of
old hard-burned "bench" brick with round boulders built in occa-
sionally, all laid in ^ cement mortar.

Chimneys: Build and top out chimneys with common roti"h
brick. All joints to be filled and thoroughly plastered outside and
in.

Build into the bottom of each chimney a cast-iron door.
Provide and build into chimneys 8 sheet-iron thimbles where

directed.

Fireplaces: Build two fireplaces with pressed-brick sides,
hearths, and back; tile facings to cost $10 for each fireplace.

Clothes-Boiler : Provide and set in brick a copper boiler in
laundry.

Lathing and Plaster : All walls, ceilings and partitions in first
and second stories and servant's room in attic to be lathed with <*ood
spruce laths and covered with mortar and finished with a skiui
coat.

Outside walls to have plaster carried down to floor.
All plaster to be of best materials and rendered true, hard and

smooth.
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Studding for outside to be set 16" on centres. Posts, 4"x 8"-
studding, 2"x4"; plate, 4"x 4".

Floors: All Moors to be bridged between bearings, and to have
ming floor of I' spruce, and all floors except Kitchen and Dinin-reom to be laid with J" spruce floor boards of narrow widths.

Veranda floors to be (aid with southern hard-pine 4" wide, 1^"
thick, with space between each board.

Exterior Enclosing: All walls not of brick to be boarded with

spruce boards planed to a thickness, and covered, as shown, with
best cedar shingles, part to be cut in patterns as indicated.

All outside finish to be as pur details of good seasoned pine, free
from sap.

Building to be covered with sheathing-papcr between boarding
and shingles. Mitre borders around all hearths, registers and other

openings.
Provide and fix hard-pine thresholds to all doors.

Balcony floor to have pine slats, laid over tin.

Hoof: Hoof to have 2" x U" rafters, 16" on centres, and
boarded with J" spruce boards planed to a thickness and covered
with best quality sawed cedar shingles, laid 4" to the weather.
Build guttei-s in roofs and connect them by 2^-" galvanized-iron con-
ductors with drain-pipe in cellar.

Tinning and Fias/iing: Balcony floor to be covered -with tin.

Valleys to be laid close and to have pieces of zinc laid with each
course of shingles.

Chimneys where joining roof to be properly flashed with lead and
zinc.

Partitions, Furring, etc. : Partitions to be made of 2" x 4" stud-

ding set 16" on centres and well braced. Studs of openings to be
double. Truss over all openings.

Outside brick walls to be furred with 2" x 3" studding 12" on
centres. All ceilings to be furred with 1" x 2" strips, 1G" on cen-
tres.

Doors: Doors to have plank frames of pine. Outer doors to be
of white-pine 1 J" thick as per details. Hardware to cost $6.00 for
each door.

All inside doors to be as per details of pine 1J" thick. Hardware
of the value of $1.50 for each door.

Windows: Windows to be double sliding-sash 1 J" thick, in box
frames, as per details, hung with best weights and cord. Hard-pine
pulley-stiles, parting-beads and stops. Stops 10 ba put on with brass
screws.

Glass to be of 1st quality German of sizes figured on drawings.
Allow $25.00 for colored glass for windows on stair-landing.
Cellar windows to have 14" sash, in plank frames.
Inside Finish : All inside finish to be of white-pinc'as per details,

that for Hall, Dining-room and Parlor to be suitable to finish in the
wood, the remainder to be as good as 2d quality Michigan.

Hall and Dining-room to have chair-rail as per detail.

Hall, Dining-room and Parlor to have wood cornice and picture-
moulding as per details.

Kitchen to be sheathed up three feet with pine sheathing of nar-
row widths with moulded cap at top.

All small doors to be fitted up with cupboard catches and all draw-
ers to have proper pulls.

Pantry and china-closet to be fitted up with wide shelves and 4
narrow ones in each, also a set of three drawers in each.

Build coal-bins in cellar with 2" x 3" studding and j" spruce
boards, all to be planed.

Build wooden mantels in two rooms to cost $20.00 each, and plain
shelves in bedrooms to cost $3.00 each.

Stairs : Build stairs as shown with spruce plank stringers, treads

1^", risers i". and f" finish stringer, all of pine ; rail, newel-posts and
balusters all of cherry as per details.

Stairs to attic and cellar to have $ treads and risers of pine and
plain guard-rail of pine.

Build bulkhead steps of chestnut-plank, and steps to entrances of

pine.
Painter's Work : All outside wood finish to have three good coats

of best lead and oil, of such tints as directed.
All inside pine finish except Hall, Dining-room, and Parlor to have

one coat of shellac and two coats of paint. Hooms not painted to
liavc two coats of shellac and one coat of varnish.
Hard-wood of stairs to be well filled with stuffing and oil, and two

coats of shellac well rubbed down in oil.

All tin to have two good coats of metallic paint.
All roofs to have two coats of red paint.
Gas-Fitting: Dj all gas-piping to conform to the regulations of

;he local gas-company. Fixtures to be put in by the owner. Fix gong-
jell on front door.

Plumbing: Provide and fit up in Bath-room a 14-oz. planished
copper bath-tub with all proper fittings, nickel-plated.

Fit up a 14" Wedgwood bowl, and one of Hjlver's water-closets,
ill with proper fittings, etc. ; 4" soil-pipe running to drain outside of
cellar wall and carried up through roof with ventilator at top, and all
to be properly trapped.
Wash-bowl to have marble top and back.
Fit up in kitchen a 36" iron sink with compression-bibs for hot and

cold water. Sink to be sheathed up underneath, and fitted with cleat
doors.

Waste-pipe to sink to be trapped.
Provide and fit up in kitchen a 40-gallon copper boiler with all

oper connections.
Provide copper wash-boiler for mason to set in laundry with soap-

,one slab, and cast-iron door and frame, wilh compression-bibs for
stone

lot and cold water.
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ESTIMATKS OK QU.VXriTIBJ AXl) 1'Ull US Bl'LISll IX TIIK Si III I:I:S Olf BoSTO.N.

1UO aiiuaro yunls cement
il..r ...............

1'ii'iibi-y s. estivation.

ji|i.'ivli of Slune i"i-

1'imi.lalioli ..........

11 PIT.-U ..l >iuiii' lor im-

.SO tsn.no

.25 47.50

2.ai lli.50

2.50 35.56
5.00:) bricks (or outside

walls. laid .......... 1N.OO 90.00

600 brinks for j.iiiib*. .-i<-..-' UU U.W
i,i,ii bl loka l-.r <-biiiin,'y>t.. .2:1.00 62.00

400 fitL-e-liricks lor tire-

............... 30.00 12.00

8..TO ft. rmiijli lumber ...... 17.<K) 141. 1U

::,"..... I. out. 1. 1.- b..:u-dillg... 17.00 61 DO

2,oo feet (Low-lining of
spruce. . ." ............ 17.00 47.00

1,100 ft. aprnee floor board*. 2f.OO 42.50
4.~)0 ft. bnnl-iiiiie floor

boards .............. 40.00 18.00

650 square >anls latbiug
sjldplwter...........25 162.50

19iiixido doors iiuil one
,lou!,l,..ioor ......... 2.50 K.SO

2 outside il'X.r* ......... 4.00 9.00
2 cellar doors ........... 1.50 3.00

ol iviiidoH frames, sash,
etc.................. 4.00 136.00

B M. tnlugto* ........... i..j 13G.OO
Outside tluUb mould-

in);', etc.............. no.oo

Stairs ................. 130.00

aj II. I'itJ'' s'.if:i:liiii|{ t'

kllclien ami ..iii.nlry 51(1.W
Fitting* lor [Kiniiy ui.d

cbiliu-elosct . .

Finings lor otber
cloeels 15.00

Hardware lor door*
and windows 60.00
Vu.s
r. limbing
I'aintiug IJO.OU

Tbreo mantels 20.00

Four shelves 3.00 12.00

Inside flnisli, casings,
base, etc 200.00

Colored glass 2J.OO

Gas-piping and fix-

lures 50.00

Tiles and brasses for
Ibreo fireplaces 40.00

Setting wasb-boiler... *.iu>

Coal-blus 10.00
30 ft. drain-pipe 30 il.OO

150 ft. galvanized iron
conductors uud pipe. .20 30.no

Citrpeuters' labor GUO.VO
Allowuucea for waste,
etc 150.00

Bui Idera' profit 10% 275.00
Arcbitects commis-

sion 200.00

Total 3,W3.i!o

Furnace put in by owner.
These prices wero obtained from a reliable builder of Boston.

Submitted by
"
Danfors."
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THE ARCHITECT'S GHOST.
ill [HE cause ce'lebre which

^' A has occupied one of

the courts of law for

so many weeks past, and
which has aroused almost
still more interest in the

world of artists and. con-

noisseurs, can scarcely
have failed to awaken
here and there behind the

scenes of the architectural

profession a peculiar kind
of uneasy feeling, if no
more. Is there or is there

not such a functionary as

the Architect's "Ghost?"
The account which has

been given of the manners
and customs of the Sculp-
tor's Ghost is not only
amusing, but dramatic.

You ring the door-bell. A
hatchway opens in the

studio floor. A listening
ear is strained. You send

in your card. A silent shadow glides downwards through the floor.

It disappears, and the flap closes over its head. You are admitted.

You find the great artist absorbed in his great work, his spirit in the

empyrean. You have to pull him by the sleeve before his thoughts
return to the level of the earth and of you. But he is glad to see

you, nevertheless, and glad to think that you are gladdened by the

inspection of his great work. After a few happy moments you take

your leave, and the silence of ineffable repose settles like a pall upon
the chamber of imagery. The trap is raised again. The ghost re-

ascends. The task which you have interrupted is resumed. Roman

augurs winked to each other across the altars of the gods; but there

is iio winking here. When Socrates and his demon walked alone

together, and worked out the secrets of wisdom, this was at least

more akin to the transcendental brotherhood of the studio. The
fashionable sculptor and the provider of "artistic assistance" work
out in secret the mysteries of English statuary, and why should the

world be any the wiser?

Whether there may be a great deal of truth in this, or none at all,

we do not at present care to inquire; the case is one of those which
in a " commercial country

"
may be left to the judgment of commer-

cial men. That is to say, when a product of even the highest art is,

as a work of sculpture must always be, to the purchaser an article of

trade, value, it is useless for purists to pretend to shut their eyes to

the fact that an occasional producer, if in any way conscious of his

own deficiencies and who is without them may easily persuade
himself to supplement his own art by that of some artist "to the

trade." The question, then, which we now proposu for considera-

tion is how far anything of this kind prevails in the practice of archi-

tectural design, and to what good end or ill.

Now we need not boggle at the admission that certain classes of

architectural practitioners in a large way of business (this is the

appropriate phrase, however vulnar some may think it) have done
their designing wholly by other hands. Neither need we hesitate to

declare that we do not wholly approve of this. The architect's

ghost, in the eye of many a true critic, exists only to be denounced ;

like Artemus Ward's Indian, he is
"
pison wherever found." And

we are glad lo tUink that thin view of the case is coming to be more

cordially accepted amongst architects every day. In oilier words,
the principle is being more and inon; widely and firmly acci

|

ti !

that the professed architect, who dne> hi* designing by another Land,
not because he has no lime at command, but because he has n.i

ability, is scarcely a true man.
Then- are "

lirius," for example, who "do" architecture as

they "do" rent-collecting, valuations for probate, survcis of dilapi-
dations, compensation claims, sales by auction, and (the connecting
link) the laying out of land for building. '1 lie customers <! siicli ex-

tremely commercial "houses" are not, however, deceived in archi-

tectural matters, as the wicked say the fashionable sculptor is

capable of deceiving line ladies and gentlemen. 'J he fact in gcn-

erally pretty plainly stated that " we keep a gentleman who attends
to our architectural department," and so the matter ends. 'Iheie

are builders also who "keep their architect," but neither in this eas.-

is he a ghost so much as a sort of substantial artisan earrving oil

three or four sovereigns loose in his waisteoai-pc.el.el e\er\ Saturday
at noon, and holding ollice subject to a week's notice on either Mile.

The real architect's ghost is ijiiite another kind of man. Moreover,
there are two classes of architects' ghosts, the indoor and the out-

door.

Now when an architectural practitioner is falling into the sere

ami yellow leaf, and is no longer physically able to work all night,
or even after dinner, at the drawing-board, or when, although in

middle life, he is so much occupied with the business of administra-
tion that he perhaps cannot sit down to the drawing-board at all,

no man of common-sense would grudge him the help which is to be
obtained at the hands of an assistant of hih class, who understands
his manner, can interpret his hasty sketches, and has learned to

identify himself with his spirit. To such a lieutenant the ablest

master may be permitted to hand his memoranda and dimensions,
and his rough idea, as it is called, of how to treat the subject; and

although the subordinate may not 'be able to do all that the master

might, yet it may bo felt that necessity has no law in such circum-

stances, and that it would be but an affectation to speak of the de-

sign as the work not of the one but of the other. Cases can even be

imagined in which not a single line of the roughest of rough sketches
has been done with the master's own pencil, and yet the product
shall be his own as honestly as if he had worked out every part of

it. The test is simply this: whether he could have done it as well

for himself had circumstances permitted, and the probability is that
he could have done it better, and a great deal better. Indeed in

architectural work this state of things may be recognized more read-

ily than in almost any other kind of artistic work whatever; lor

the drawing is not in fact the design. Moreover, the design, if it be

truly architectural that is to say, constructionally rather than only

superficially artistic has in a great measure to work out itself

rather than to be worked out, growing like the tree, from germ to

sapling, from sapling to branch, and from branch lo flower, by a nat-

ural gradation and development, in which, just as it alone works,
the first inspiration contains within it the essence of all.

But the architect who employs the aid of a ghost is, as we have

already hinted, the very respectable, tradesnianlike gentleman who
cannot do the design himself because he never knew how, and
whose time is fully occupied by choice in what is called "getting the

business." He is a sort of agent or traveller for architectural work,
and so far, indeed, he is the right man in the right place ;

for all the
fault we find in him is that he does not confine his pretensions within
this very useful limit of fact, but considers it necessary to profess to

do that also which he knows is beyond his power.
The ghost in such a case is, as we have observed, of one of two

classes. Either a high-class assistant lies perdu in the ollice, in a

position which is certainly humiliating, or a designer
" lo the trade

"

is employed, whose manner is strictly his "own, and whose work in

many instances can be as clearly read by those who are behind the

scenes as if they had seen him do it. Now both of these modes of

proceeding, we are glad to acknowledge, are falling more and more
into desuetude every day, and therefore, far from experiencing any
desire to exaggerate the evil, we will now take leave to offer what

may almost be an excuse for a practice which need no longer
awaken the apprehension of those who wish well to the art.

For after all, as everybody knows, what the English public want
from an architect is primarily the skilful ami financially successful

administration of their building business in one way aftflr-anotbw,
and only very secondarily indeed the introduction of the delicate

finesse of artistic design. The profession of architects, conse-

quently, as constituted by those external influences which are neces-

sarily the strongest, is held to consist of little else than expert build-

ing agents. In nine cases out of ten, therefore, the clients do not
care a button what means are adopted lo put the polish im the plan, as

they may be supposed to say; and as for being fastidious on the

point of personal authenticity and individuality, the idea cannot begot
into their heads at all

;
as even the late Mr. Street came to know to

his cost, when a churchwarden roundly told him one day that lie un-
derstood a certain restoration was to be done, not for the sake of tlie

architect's individuality, but for something much more intelligible.

We are not by any means afraid, therefore, of the archil'

ghost. We can never cease to sympathize with that most estimable
class of our highly educated rounder men who are obliged to remain
in the position of assistants year after year w ht/n they have long been

perfectly qualified to do business for themselves, and we do not liesi-

tattj to plead their cause when they ask for more direct recognition
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than they receive; but their case is one of the inevitable grievances
of all business, and cannot well be helped. Nor ilo we fail to see the

important use occasionally of the "architect to the trade," and cer-

tainly we cannot help respecting his abilities. As time wears on

matters will, we hope, get better in many ways besides these, and the

wise will wait.

A word more to those who are both wise and young. To get into

good practice as an architect is, if the truth may be told so plainly,

not so much a matter of skill in art as of aptitude for, as the bagmen
sav,

'

securing orders." It is easy enough to do the work
;
the diffi-

culty is, how to get it to do. Look this fairly in the face, and many
things are explained and many offenders exonerated. We must

take the world as we find it. The Architect.

WATER CLOSETS. III.

FLIGER,
1 in his work on

this subject, informs us that

the remains of three privies
were found in the ruins of Ac-
teon's house, Pompeii.
One was situated against the

wall on the allev, another under
the steps, and the third was in

the kitchen. The first was the

only one that received light from
the outside. Remains of privies

(latrines) are still found in Lucre-

tius's house, placed in a narrow
closet.

A drawing by Piranesi repre-
sents a water-closet (sterquiliniuni)
from the same town. There are

three compartments placed in a

large chamber, one of which has

a seat; the other seems intended for use after the manner of Orien-

tals (by squatting), while the third was evidently used as a urinal.

The water is ad-

mitted by a pipe
which runs through
the wall : thence it

flows in front of the
'

"5-M
rThrf

XI

Jl;

/

seats through a gut-
ter, falling into the

urinal from a higher
level, where it turns

and runs under the

closet seats, carrying
away faecal and other

excrementitious mat-
ter. This was prob-

ably a cleanly ar-

rangement, when we
take into considera-

tion the fact that the W.ter-Clos.t in Pompeii.
Romans cleaned off

. Seat for sitting on. 6. Place for crouching,
all sediment or other Uriual. d. Water-pipe, e. Stream running in urinal,

particles which adhered to the surface with a sponge or mop fixed
on the end of a stick.2 In the work entitled " Le Case et i Monu-
menti

"
are mentioned remains of privies which were found in the

house of Marco Lucretio. In
these rooms remains or indications
of tiling were found, and obscene

figures pointedly drawn. Cochin
and Belicard, in " Les Antiquite's d'

Herculaneum," mention and illus-

trate several seats with holes
which were found in the palace of

Section. Scrapis (1750), Puozzoli. Public

Plan.

Privy from Palace of Serapis
Puozzoli.

latrines among the Romans had
no seats, they being in the habit
of crouching, after the manner of
Orientals. In private houses
marble seats were usually used;
but in some cases the choice of

arrangements was given them,
both kinds, with and without seats

being placed in the same room.
In Constantino's time (300 A. D.) j

and probably at an earlier date, seats in the shape of chairs^with
ts and arms and elaborately carved legs and feet, were used for

ines Urinoirs et

this purpose. A fine example was in the Louvre some years ago,
which is supposed to have dated back to Constantino's reign.

GLENN BRO\VK.

[Inscription fmmd on a irall in a privy in Fompcii.]

Quaeras censco, si leges labonis

Isi^ri Toruicis etrium poetain
Qui earbone rudi jmtriquo erita
Scribit carmiua. quae legunt cacanteg.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.,
DESIGN FOR A S3.000-HOUSK, SUBMITTED IN COMPETITION BY

"
Danfors."

OWING to the number of designs submitted and the consequent
great labor of the jury in comparing them and examining the speci-
fications and estimates, it will probably be some weeks before we are
enabled to announce the result of this interesting competition.
Meanwhile we shall continue the publication of the most worthy de-

signs, such action on our part being wholly independent of the jury
and in no way prejudicing their conclusions, so that the award and
criticism, when they do come, will be more readily appreciated by
our readers. As the number of designs offered is greater than

usual, the number we shall publish will be correspondingly larger.

THE GRAND MOSQUE AT KKRWAN, TUNIS, AFRICA, SKETCHED
BY MR. C. X. HARRIS.

For description, see the article on Kerwan elsewhere in this

paper.

SUNDRY WORKING-DRAWINGS.1 III.

T NOW propose to lead you right
across England to the opposite

coast of Wales, where it has fallen

to my lot to carry out some of the
most important works that have

been entrusted to me. My first

introduction to that neighbor-
hood was in the year 18G3,

during which I received a com-
mission from Mr. Thomas
Savin, of Oswcstry, to whom
the principality of Wales owes
a great part of its railway ac-

commodation. That gentleman
asked mo to make a survey at

Towvn, in North Wales, where
he contemplated laving out for
, ., ,. /, . ,

J , \p .

building all the land lying be-
tween two of the stations of his coast line. AVhen that was finished
he desired me to proceed to Aberystwith by a morning train, so as
to be able to advise him in the evening of the same day as to some
additions he proposed should be made to the building in that town
known as Castle House, in order to convert it into an hotel. This
was, as I found it, a large and complicated collection of buildings,
of which the nucleus was a triangular structure with an octagonal
tower at each corner. This central portion had been built by Nash,
to whom London owes Regent Street. Having taken a rapid sur-

vey, I made a sketch design for a wing to be built southward of the
above-named structure, along a narrow strip of land lying between
the road and the cliff. This wae intended to contain a large saloon,
to serve as a dining-room, about one hundred feet long, having eight
bay-windows overlooking the sea, and at the farther end of this was
another octagonal tower. Mr. Savin approved this design at once,
and desired me to lay out the foundations of it on the following

morning, ordering some thirty men to be on the spot to receive my
orders. This I accordingly did, after which I proceeded to town to

complete and send down the requisite drawings. In order to pro-
vide as many bedrooms over this saloon as possible, without interfer-

ing with its area by any supports except those afforded by its exter-
nal walls, I projected the outer face of the first floor to the front of
the bay-windows by means of arches spanning from one bay to

another, and constructed the partitions with queen-truss framing,
which permitted of openings in the middle of the transverse ones
for a central corridor. The longitudinal ones again rested upon
these latter, and were framed likewise with openings for doorways
in the middle of each of the rooms so divided off. These trussed

partitions provided also ihe strength requisite for a flat roof over
the whole, proposed to be covered with asphalte upon concrete, and
to serve as a belvedere, whence any number of visitors congregated
on it might enjoy the extensive coast and sea views obtainableTirom
it.

This flat was approached by three circular staircases within tur-

rets, from the saloon and bedroom floor and waiters' rooms. Since
the conversion of the building into a college this space has been en-
closed, and provides a large recreation apartment for its students.

My employer, acting as his own builder, decided to my regret to
execute this wing in brickwork, to be covered with cement." Thia
being the case, I designed the upper portion in timber-framed con-
struction, with brick panels to be cemented and ornamented with in-
cised work and colored so as to produce effect.

During the progress of this southern wing I one day received a

'Paper read at the meeting of tbe Architectural Association, November 24,eJ. I5 J. P. SeddoiiI5y J. P. Seddoii.
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summons bv tch-ram from Mr. Savin to go <l<.wn to consult with

him in the evening about, the oowtrnetion of another Wing north-

ward uf Mr. Xasii's Imildin-. I was again allowed Me, II,IM> tor the

preparation uf workin-drawinu'-s l" was Instructed I.,

proceed
tlien and then to own out my approved sketch, soOmen being; told

oil to execute tlu.- work, tlu- whole of wh.nu 1 had to keep well em-

ployed. This time, however, 1 was permitted to Have my own way

u to material, ami 1 eotMequenily
sclect.-d Hail, (tone f,.r the drcss-

iii"s, relieved \>\ bhiu Pennant stone from llanain, near Briftol, for

the columni, and a local cinnamon-colored stone from a quarry be-

lon-iii" to Mr. Savin for the. wall-work. Tin) principal entrance

wai arranged in the mure of the building at the back, where, there

not being space sufficient for any porch of an ordinary rectangular

form, 1 dengned the triangular one, wliicli was erected, and gave

every facility required. Adjoining the entrance lobby on one side

was the principal
staircase within the tower, the plan of which is

trefoil-shaped, next the street. On the side is a special staircase to

what was intended as the billiard-room and its appurtenances. The

billiard-room is of an oval form, and capable of holding three ta-

bles with bays on either side for spectators. Underneath this apart-

ment, on the "round floor, is one which was intended as the bar, and

whence the approaches to nearly all parts of the building could be

commanded. The intermediate floor was required to be of great

strength, so as to obviate all danger of vibration to the billiard-

tables ;
to accomplish this purpose, being indisposed to use girders, I

designed a special system of flooring, in which although the span is

twenty-five feet, no piece of timber deeper than nine inches was

used. The joists,
nine by three, were strengthened by struts under-

neat h, disposed in such a manner as to carry n cradling for board-

and these showed the precise amount lliat llie thrust of Hie dceaxcd

roofs had pu-lied (he walls outward. This in fact, was found to he

noj less than thirteen inches in a height of nineteen feet. The con-

sci|'ienec was that Mr. l'cnro-e intimated to me that it was obvious

that the condition of the fabric was as daii'jrroiis as 1 had reported
it to be, and that the work proposed was necessary.

1 shall not weary you with any minute description of the -late in

which I found the church, ami my working-drawings which are to

be reduced as illustrations to this paper in the Journal of The Archi-

tect, will show what 1 have done to it. It will Millice to say that the

walls foreeil out, as above described, and with perished mortar, were

on the point of falling; the roofs had Keen much lowered, or else la-

ter debused ones had been substituted for the original : the ceiling

came down below the points of the crux arches, and a huge limber

cage was hung from the tower half-wav down these arches to serve

asa ringing stage, and the furniture of the church was rotten with

the damp-winch the roofs had failed to exclude.

The special characteristics of this church are extreme simplicity
in combination with the grandeur that results from largeness of

scale, each arm and the tower being forty feet wide externally. The

only place where any richness of architectural detail had been in-

dulged in, was in the southern doorway, where the jambs were in

three orders, shafted with rudely-carved capitals, and the arch was

richly moulded, the details being of the characteristic Early English
work of the district. All the original windows had been simple narrow

lancets. These were rather curiously grouped in the west end of the

nave and end of the south transept as triplets, one light, smaller

than the others, being raised much higher. Those of the eastern

in" ceilings, with moulded ribs, which were, in fact, shallow vault-

ings in wood-work, and possessed of very great bearing power. This

same method of flooring I afterwards used for several of the other

largo rooms in this building, as well as in a mansion at Aberrnaide,

near Aberystwith.
For the large saloon, about eighty feet long, intended as a draw-

ing-room, and a smaller adjoining one iu this north wing, I adopted

trefoiled shapes for the plans of the bays next the sea, and utilized

an irregular piece of ground on one side of the former for a series

of vaulted recesses, separated from the room by a stone arcade with

marble columns, and at the end of the room is a segmental apse

with a range of traeeried circular windows in stone, to be filled

with ornamental glass.

At the mansion of Abermaide, which I built shortly after this col-

lege, I adopted generally the same character of detail, and in par-

ticular I may call attention to the entrance porch, the lintels of

which, of considerable span, are of Doulling stone carried on col-

umns, the shafts of which are of polished Shap granite.

Very recently, I was requested by the directors of the North and

South Wales Bank to erect for them a bank at Birkenhead, in which

I was specially requested to use the same general style and charac-

ter of detail as that I had employed on this college and at Aberyst-

with, and it was carried out accordingly.

Somewhat similar also, but with round instead of pointed arches,

is the addition that I made about the same period to the mansion of

Barrells Park, near Ilenley-in-Arden, in Warwickshire, the seat of

Mr. T. II. G. Newton. This erection consists of a winter-garden

conservatory ; filling up a court between two wings of the mansion.

Its enclosing screen-walls are built of Camden freestone, which has

a deep yellow tint, and the supporting columns of the roofing, which

is of timber and glass, and divided into square compartments, have

shafts of Devonshire marbles, with richly-carved capitals. The
whole of the flooring is of alternate dark bluish-gray and white mar-

ble squares within the moulded stone margins of the several flower-

beds.

Before, however, leaving
the neighborhood of Aberystwith, I may

mention some particulars in connection with the restoration of the

noble cruciform church of Llanbadern, which originally was a ca-

thedral, and is situated about a mile from that town. This has been

a work which has extended over a very considerable portion of my
professional career. It has been carried out in successive portions,

as the collection of the necessary funds has permitted. It com-

menced with the restoration of the nave and the rebuilding of the

porch in the year 1868. The tower and transepts were restored in

1878, and the work to the chancel is now in progress.
The first portion was begun before the establishment of the Soci-

ety for the Protection of Ancient Buildings, which at the second

stage in the proceeding, though they did not honor me with any no-

tice of their intention, sent a protest to the committee against the

further prosecution of the work. Other antiquaries, however, of

equal zeal and ability and greater courtesy, had at the very com-

mencement interested themselves on behalf of the venerable fabric,

in particular the Rev. Mr. Petit, to whom Llanbadern Chnrch had

always been dear, and who has given one of his characteristic

sketches of it in his work entitled " Petit's Church Architecture."

That gentleman, anxious to learn what was proposed to be done

to the structure, asked Air. F. Penrose, the architect, to confer with

me on the subject on his behalf. Uei-o'jni/ing at once the propriety
of the feeling which had dictated this step and the courteous man-
ner in which it was conducted, I addressed myself to furnish sudi-

cient accurate particulars to enable a fair judgment to be formed.

I directed measurements to be taken at distances of ten feet apart
thu whole length of the church, from lines plumbed from the base,

end had been superseded, with an advantageous effect of concen-

trated light in that part, by a large Perpendicular window, with a

smaller one of the same style on either side of the chancel. These,
which are still dilapidated the former having its mullions and tra-

cery of wood, and the latter being blocked up with masonry I

propose to restore and reglaze. The original levels, or in some

cases slopes, of the floors were sought for, and when ascertained

were replaced. The floor of the nave was to slope upwards very

considerably from the western end to the tower.

In the new roofs which I had to design, I adopted that character

which my previous experience of Great Yarmouth had convinced

me to be the best for such a span thirty-two feet; that is, with

principals and cradlings for the ceilings. The ceilings I have varied,

increasing them in richness eastwards; and in that under the tower

floor I have adopted wooden vaulting to support and make rigid the

beams that existed before. In the same manner in the chancel, its

ceiling is made to serve the same purpose for its old but rude oak

roof, which it proved possible to retain. In my designs for the floor-

ing or paving and furniture, which were all necessarily renewed, I

have introduced an increasing amount of richness of detail east-

ward, with the view of enhancing by contrast the effect of the ex-

treme simplicity of the architectural features of the stone structures

of the church, which I have not ventured to alter in any way. I may
call attention to the working-drawings of the pavement under the

tower as being composed of the mosaic of Mr. Hush's manufacture,

in combination with tiles executed by Mr. Godwin of Lugward-
iue from special designs of my own, representing subjects from the

Apocalypse. In the chancel of Holmer Church near Hereford, and

in some other places, I have also used this same series of tiles, but

without mosaic.

The remaining drawings that I propose to lay before you on this

occasion belong to works which are now in course of progress, or on

the point of being commenced. Mr. Hugh Uoumieii Gough is as-

sociated with me in regard to that of the important church of St.

Paul's at Hammersmith, for which we are joint architects. In order

to obtain the lofty proportions particularly desired by my colleague

and the committee, it was necessary it should be dignified but sim-

ple and devoid of ornate detail, as the funds at our command were

strictly limited. Such being the case, we have given great study to

the question of the material, ami have reason to think that we have

been somewhat exceptionally fortunate in that respect. The stone

for the exterior wall masonry is of red Mansfield, laid in horizontal

courses, with the face-work hammer-dressed. This is being supplied
from Mr. Robert Lindley's well-known quarries, at a price which com-

petes favorably with that of the far colder and less pleasant-looking

Kentish ragstone with which Londoners are, in our opinion, unfor-

tunately too familiar. -Then the stone for the facing of the walls in-

ternally is brown Ancaster, of a rich warm color, but beautifully

varied. This is, we think, the first time that this has been used in

the metropolis, although in mediaeval times it was extensively used

in the churches of Lincolnshire; and indeed the quarries, which

also belong to Mr. Lindley, were worked by the Romans. As re-

gards the stone-work for the dressings, we have been less fortunate ;

we had hoped to have had all the dressings executed in red Mans-

field, but owing to the great cost of working, we have been com-

pelled to content ourselves with Box ground stone for the exterior,

and Corsham Down for the interior, the blue bed of which has been

selected by us generally for the aisles, in order that they may har-

monize with the marble of which I am about to speak. The whole

ilumns and responds, with their bases and capitals, are of

narble, known on the Continent as "
Belgian granite," and

monize 1

of the coli

Belgian ma ,
.-

much used in old Flemish churches as well as in those of parts of

France. The quarries from which we are obtaining this material

are situated at Soijnies, near Brussels, and am so extensive as to be
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practically inexhaustible. This marble can be obtained in blocks of

almost any size, and the isolaled column:- in this church are of single

stones, two feet two inches in diameter, and about ten feet long. Its

appearance is very similar to our Purbeck marble; though for rich-

ness and beauty of color, in our opinion, this Belgian marble is su-

perior. It has also the advantage of being exceedingly cheap, ow-

ing to the comparatively low rate of wages paid in Belgium. This
is being used for the first time in England for this work. Mr.

Goiigh, who has visited the quarries, will, I am sure, be happy to

give you any information regarding this excellent malt-rial, with

which, I may add, it is the intention to line the inside walls of the

church up to the string-course below the sills of the aisle windows.
The whole of this marble that I have mentioned, with the exception
of the capitals and bases of the columns, will be polished.

Before passing on to the next set of designs, I would call atten-

tion to the construction of the roof as being novel in ecclesiastical

architecture, and different from any of those I have previously de-

scribed. Iron for structural purposes has been hitherto rather the

friend of the engineer than of the architect; indeed, to the latter,

and I must own to nivself, it has been almost held as an enemy. We
should not have used it from choice in this instance, but the neces-

sity for economy and the desirability of avoiding all lateral thrust

upon the lofty clerestory walls and any visible ties which would have
to cross under the vaulted ceiling, led us to its adoption. Mr.

Cough's engineering knowledge acquired many years ago whilst in

the Government service, has, I think, well solved the difficulties of

the problem, though in a different manner to that in which I have

attempted to do so. Each of the latticed wrought-iron principals is,

in fact, a girder, exerting no outward thrust whatever, except, of

course, what may be due to wind-pressure, which is felt in every
roof, no matter what its construction may be. In this respect, the

report of Mr. Bidder, the engineer, so entirely confirms Mr. Cough's
opinion as to disarm further criticism, since aesthetic considerations

are, in this instance, outside the question. No portion of the iron-
work of the roof will be left visible, as there will be a ceiling with

groining ribs below it, which it is intended to treat with colored
decorations.

In the work of building the new church of St. Andrew at Red-
ruth, in the county of Cornwall, I am associated as joint architect
with Mr. James Hicks of that town. I call your attention to the

drawings of this structure as it .has some special features, and The
Architect journal has undertaken to reproduce the whole of them in
an unusually complete manner, as illustrations to accompany this lec-

ture in its pages. The plan is that of a very wide nave with ex-

ceedingly narrow aisles, intended to serve as mere passages, beyond
the north and south transepts and the chancel and chancel aisles.
The east end of the nave is polygonal below and rectangular above.
The site is on the slope of a steep hill, and thus space is obtained
underneath the western portion of the church, and this is utilized for

vestry accommodation and Sunday-school rooms. The approach
from the basement story to the church is arranged so that the choir

may file upwards by two staircases around the font, and then uniting,
pass in procession down the central passage of the nave to the chan-
cel. The district of Redruth possesses many striking varieties of

building-stone, most of which we propose to make use of in the fol-

lowing manner :

In the first place, granite will be used for all the quoins of the
main angles of the building and for the buttresses. The chief ele-
ment of expense in its use is that of the labor of dressing it, and not
of the material itself, for the hills surrounding the town are chiefly
composed of granite of the finest quality, samples of which may be
seen in the balustrading of the Thames" Embankment. The cost of

working mouldings, undercutting, or tracery, however, render it in-
admissible for such purposes. Box ground Bath stone from the
quarries of the Messrs. Pictor has been chosen from among the west-

country oolites in consequence of its excellent weather quality, for
the finer dressings of the outside, and Corsham Down for those of
the inside of the church. But, Bath stone will be used as sparingly
as possible, and only for the finest of the dressings. The secondary
quoins and bands shown on the drawings, are of a local stone of a
deep brown color, which, when 'ised alone for huge masses of wall-
ing has a very sombre effect, but it forms an excellent borderin" to
enclose panels of brighter and more cheerfully-colored stones, such
as white and red granite spauls, spar, Alvan, and other waste stones
obtainable there at almost nominal cost.

The above stones, which are of light gray color, will be used for

structure interesting anil picturesque. The buildings cont-ist of one-
storied resiliences which we call there bungalows, and blocks of two-
storied stabling attached to them. A series of these designs has
been carried all round the latter upon a groundwork of black cement,
but those on the main buildings are upon red, the figures in both in-

stances being left in the natural color of the cement, tracked here
and there with yellow. I had hoped to have had some photographs
of the building to show you the general effect, and have not had time
to make any special drawing instead.

In conclusion, I have only to apologize for the very desultory na-
ture of these notes, and for the anachronism of the designs exhib-

ited. Of this latter I am painfully conscious, and know that in all

probability they will appear very like the last dying speech and con-
fession of a dodo in these days of eclecticism, lacking all that pi-

quancy which a concession to the fashionable mixture of styles
would have given them. It is, however, too late for me to learn any
other language of art than that I have learnt

;
I must be content, there-

fore, if from any of the fossils that I have unearthed, you have been
able to gleau either instruction or amusement.

FIRES AT AMERICAN HOTELS.

TTFHE frightful catastrophe at

J|" Milwaukee, involving the
loss of so many lives and

the destruction of a hotel well

known to travellers in the West
before the Plankinton was built,

may make of interest some
notes on the subject of recent
fires at American hotels. On
the 30th of March, 1867, the
old Lindeli House was burned
at St. Louis. It was one of the

largest hotels in the world, ami
its burning involved a loss of

$1,600,000, but of the 400

guests in the hotel at the time
not one was injured, the fire

being strongly contrasted in

this respect with that at the

Spottiswoode House at Rich-

mond, Va., not long before,
where several lives were lost.

,

plain arches. We hope thus to show in solid and picturesque con-
struction the adaptability of the several varieties of the peculiar
building stones of the immediate neighborhood, and I am assured
by Mr. Hicks that this residt will be obtained at less cost than if anyone particular kind of stone had been selected for use throughout,
for while all those mentioned can be easily obtained in moderate
quantities, no one sort can be had in suilicient amount without
special (marrying.

I have now exhausted the list of what I had proposed to show
you, with the exception of some drawings by Mr. George Frampton
architectural sculptor, of some incised cement work that he has re-
cently executed for me in panels for wooden construction at Bireh-
ington-on-Sea, in the Isle of Thanet. Mr. Frampton is prepared to
explain to you himself the method of their execution. They are
I think, very sujm-estivs of what may be done to make that class of

if\""\-~~ ' p N^ "\ * ....

In 1868 the Ocean House at Newport was consumed on the 31st of

October, and the Sherman House at Syracuse on the 30th of No-
vember. In the great fire at Chicago, October 8, 1871, all the great
hotels were destroyed, including the Sherman, Tremont, Briggs,
Mattison, Metropolitan, Massasoit, Richmond, Adams, Palmer, the.

newly completed Grand Pacific in fact, very little in the way of hotels
was left except the Michigan Avenue on the south side and the Eagle
on the west. On the llth of December, 1872, the Fifth Avenue in
this city narrowly escaped destruction, ten servant-girls being unhap-
pily suffocated in the dormitories. In 1874 the Grand Hotel at Sara-

toga was burned on the 1st of October. In 1875 there were reported
nearly a dozen fires at hotels, the most important buildings destroyed
being Congress Hall at Saratoga, burned in September, and the Gib-
son House at Charlestown, W. Va., destroyed on the 4th of that month.
On the llth of April, 1877, the Southern Hotel at St. Louis was
burned, with a loss of from $750,000 to $1,000,000. Fifteen persons
perished in the flames, local rumor having at first set down the mini her
at 200. This was the most destructive conflagration of the sort in the
West since the burning, during the war, of the Pacific Hotel at St.

Louis, when thirty persons perished in a conflagration kindled by
thieves who desired to plunder the house in the confusion or else to con-
ceal a murder. The burning of the Southern provoked a close inquiry
into the condition of the hotels of New York not, it must be said,
with very satisfactory results. On the 23d of January, 1881, the
dining-room of the Metropolitan Hotel in this city was'burned, the
hotel and Niblo's Theatre narrowly escaping destruction. There had
been a similar disaster in June, 1879. On the 16th of February Dr.
Ray V. Pierce's Palace Hotel at Buffalo was destroyed, with a loss
of $500.000, and on the 27th of July, Coney Island, "which has thus
far been very lucky in the matter of fires, received a scare in the
burning of

^the Pierrepont House, with which wasconsumed the New
'arrv HouseYork and Brighton depot. On the llth of August the Pa

at Beach Haven, Pa., was burned, the 300 guest's escaping from their
beds with difficulty. Last month New York just missed two serious
disasters, the fire in the Sturtevant House on the llth beiii" di:cnv-
ered Justin time, and the blaze at the New York Hotel four day? la-
ter being promptly mastered by the firemen. In the adjoining Do-
minion there have only been two really great fires at hotels durin"
the last quarter of a century one at Toronto about 1859, when ihe
Russin House was destroyed, and one at Montreal a few years a '<>,
when several persons were suffocated in the St. James, the fire hav-
ing cut off escape by the stairways. As to the safety of'the av-
erage summer-resort hotel, it will only be necessary to cite the fact
that an expert sent to Saratoga by the New York Board of Under-
writers last year to inspect the heating and cooking apparatus of the
hotels there reported that only four were safe. New York World.
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Mit. J. M. CLARK'S PROPOSED MKnilC SVSTK.M.
NIL ,

p

:l I'inc St., NMV Y..IIK. .!:inu:iry *, 1,<S3.

To THF. EDITORS OF TIII-; AMI-.IMCAX Am -un r:<-r :

Dear .SVr., The enclosed correspondence explains itself. The

subject of Mr. Clark'l |i:i|>er is OIK; that is now eliciting much care-

ful thought from .-cicnlilie men, and I ha\e no doubt hut lliat ihe

readers of \our admirably conducted journal will In' pleased to

have the met lie system proposed by Mr. Clark thus succinctly

brought to their attention. Very truly yours, etc.,

O. P. IlATFIELD.

NEW YORK, December 29, 1882.

Jin. JACOB M. CI.ARK:

Dear Sir, Please inform me if your
" Metric System

"
has been

published, and if not, whether you would have any objection to my
offering it to the American Architect for publication.

Very respectfully yours, etc., O. P. HATFIKLD.

119 Liberty St., NEW YORK, December 33, 1882.

MR. O. P. HATFIKLD :

Dear .Sir, An outline of the system, currents calamo, was in-

cluded in my letter to the Committee of the American Society Civil

Engineers on Standard Time, last May. The Chairman of the

Committee, Mr. Fleming, printed the letter, with all the corre-

spondence they had, in a communication to the President of tbc

American Association for the Advancement of Science, at the Mon-
treal Conference, last summer. Whether it appears in the published
reports of that body I do not know.

I afterwards noticed that the mile agreed with the Turkish mile,
and was enabled to trace the connection, through the Mosaic cubit,
with ancient Oriental systems. J accordingly arranged the system
in tabular form, with some marginal notes as you have it ami
distributed hectograph copies of it among thinkers, as I had oppor-
tunity, and among others to Mr. Lai inter, President of the Interna-
tional Institute for Preserving and Perfecting Weights and Meas-
ures. It may appear in some of their publications, or those of the
Ohio Auxiliary Branch, or it may not.

The polar axis, as a metric, base, was pointedly advocated by
Collet, wheB the present, French system was being devised; and
either the semi-axis, or the mean radius of the Earth, was probably
the foundation of Ezckicl's system. The idea of connecting the
inch with it did not occur, to me until 1 read Dr. Seiss's work,

" A
Miracle in Stone." All the attempted arrangements I have seen
have been affected in some way by unnecessary factors, and more or
less crude notions of itinerary.
The effort on my part has been towards adjusting things more or

less familiar, iu the interest of ultimate maximum propriety and
utility, and in accordance with human experience; and to include
the best attainable division of the circle.

I am much obliged for your kind note : and it would certainly
gratify me very much, if, under the above explanation, the Ameri-
can Architect, or any other scientific journal, shall be willing to aid
iu presenting the subject to the consideration of thoughtful men.

I have the honor to be truly yours, JACOB M. CLARK.
METIEIC SYSTEM PROPOSED BY MB. JACOB M. CLARK.

( Arranged from correspondence with, the Committee on Standard Time. )

Ailjuxtmt ill : increase the I :n;:lis,i inch, aud ul.su the Arabian guage or nuz <

25 English inches) each by its 1-10 10 part.

For the Arts: Inch decimally subdivided.

Denomination.
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we m:iy :<t any moment discontinue some feature or department of the jour-
nal which the majority of oursubscrihers find peculiarly acceptable. In the

past we have occasionally endeavored to ascertain our whereabouts in the fog
of uncertainty by addressing to those subscribers who notified us of their

desire to discontinue their subscription, a circular letter, courteously wolded,

beguile to be informed (if the reason for such di-cnntinunnce. not, as may be

imagined, with any intention of urging a reconsideration of the order or im-

puisiiiii!' the justice of the reasons which led to the order being given, but

simply and solely to secure from the discontented subscriber some hint which
would lead to our making such alterations ami Improvements in the journal
as should result to the greater satisfaction of the remaining subscribers: and
should we ever have recourse to the same expedient, we trust that our real

motive may be remembered. Mr. Illsley's qualified approval of our habit of

reprinting extracts from foreign journals leads us to say that we hold it an
editor's chief duty that his journal shall contain the best material procura-

ble, and that originality, as such, is far from being the first essential, and we
would much prefer to edit a journal wholly eclectic but of indisputable value,
than one which sacrificed the permanent value of his publication to the

shibboleth of originality. \Ve have pursued our course in this respect with

the less misgiving from the knowledge that a comparatively small percent-

age of our own subscribers see the extracted articles in their original publi-
cations. EDS. AMERICAN ARCHITECT.]

IMITATION MARBLES.
PITTSBUKOH, PA., January 5, 1883.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT :

Gentlemen, I would like to know the name of a firm which can
furnish and work imitations of antique marbles for columns, etc.,

such as "rosso antico,"
" verde antico," "giallo antico,"and" terraz-

zos
"
or mosaic floors, and also "stucco lustro." The workmen used to

be Italians and Frenchmen, as far as I know.

Very respectfully,

C. LEO STAUB.

[TRY Guelton Marble Co., 508 West Twenty-Fourth Street, New York, or

George W. Seaman, 3'J Dey Street, New York. EDS. AMERICAN AKCHI-
TECT.]

UNUSED DRAWINGS.
To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT :

Dear Sim, Can you conveniently refer to an opinion already given
by yourselves, or now give one for reference to a client, of the pro-

priety of charging separately for a lirst set of general plans and

specifications, and procuring hids on same, which were subsequently
abandoned as too ex pensive, although made tinder special directions of

building committee without limitation of price, a second set havin"

subsequently been made and executed, and settled for by a division
of bill presented for services. Please also name customary propor-
tion to total service. By doing this, you will much oblige

Yours truly,
JAMKS FRERET.

[IT is usual to charge for extra drawings and specifications, but in case of
the subsequent execution of the work from new drawings at a reduced scale
of expense, the study spent on the first set would be in great part available
for the second, and a. charge of regular commission for each set as if they
were for separate buildings might not be quite equitable. The best way, we
think, would be to ask a fair price for the time expended upon the unused
set of drawings. EDS. AHEKICAN ARCHITECT.]

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.

TlIE StJBTERRANEAN CABLE FROM PARIS TO MARSEILLES. The
laying down of the telegraphic wire which is to put Marseilles in direct
communication with the capital is being rapidly pushed forward. Two
hundred and fifty workmen are at present employed on the right bank
of the Hhone, following the high-roads as far as possible. The cable, is
enclosed in a east-iron pipe, laid at a depth of 6 feet inches under-
ground, the joints of the pipes being covered with India-rubber wash-
ers and leaden rings. About every 550 yards the cable passes through
a covered chamber of cast-iron fitted with a man-hole, by means of
which it can be inspected. About every 110 yards the pipes are con-
nected by cast-iron boxes, which also enable the wires to be inspected
and repaired. The expense of the whole work is estimated at forty
million franes, or 1,600,000. When this line (which may be said to
traverse the length of France) shall be completed, it is intended to
connect it with the Transatlantic and Mediterranean cables. Engin-
eerinj.

MONT SAINT-MICHEL THREATENED. Every one will sympathize
with the effort* winch were made a day or two ago in the French Cham-
ber to save Mont Saint-Michel from ruin. It appears that the buildingshave been in imminent danger for the last vear or so, owing to a dike
which has been constructed to connect the Island with the" mainlandA protest was made in the Chamber a year ago against this piece of "

sci-
entific barbarism " on the part of the engineers, and the Minister of
* me- Arts was instructed to confer with the Minister of Public Works
on the subject. Nothing, however, has come of these negotiationswhich have been further complicated by the intervention of the Minis-
ter of Marine, who has put in a claim to be the official most concerned
Meanwhile the sea, "whose interference is always in order" has made
some serums breaches, and unless the dike is promptly destroyed the
architects of the Fine-Arts Department and the engineers of the Pub-
lic-Works Department will soon have the congenial task on hand of
restoring the present buddings. A new commission, on which no en-

gineers are to sit, is to be at once appointed ; but should it report in favor
of .destroying the dike not only the Minister of Marine but the Minis-
ter of War is to be first consulted, so that the prospects of savin" Mont
baim-Michcl do not seem to be very hopeful. Pall Mall Gazette

INDICTMENT AGAINST A CITY. At the September (1881) term of the

Superior Court the City of Portland, Me ,
was indicted for allowing sewer

deposits to accumulate in a dock, creating a nuisance. The defend-
ant demurred, contending that the municipal corporation could not be
indicted for a nuisance of that nature. The opinion of the full bench,
just received, sustains the indictment.

ROMAN CATHOLIC CATHEDRAL FOR LONDON. London's new Roman
Catholic cathedral, to cost 1,250,000, is probably to be begun in the

spring.

TINTERN ABBEY THREATENED. " The shade of Wordsworth," writes
an indignant correspondent,

"
will surely arise and protest against the

rumored proposal of the Midland Railway to construct a new line close
to the ruins of Tintern Abbey. Is

' the still, sad music 'of humanity
which now vibrates in the memory amid such scenes of undisturbed re-

pose lo be exchanged for the shrill scream of the railway whistle'!
Are those 'steep woods and lofty cliffs, and that green pastoral land-

scape," which were endeared to Wordsworth both for themselves and
for his sister's sake, to be polluted by cuttings and sidings, and are the

worshippers of nature, to whom the ruins have been invested with a new
charm by the lines of the poet, to be banished from the spot ? To jus-
tify the destruction of the privacy of the winding Wye at Tintern, the

strongest proofs of the necessity of the new line of railway must be re-

quired, and there can be little doubt that the wants of the district are

fully met by the existing accommodation." Pall Mall Gazette.

HISTORIC LONDON FIRES. Alluding to the recent conflagration in
London a contemporary calls to mind the fact that London has suffered
more than any city, save Rome and Alexandria, by fire. So early
as 786 the rude city of the Anglo-Saxons was completely obliterated.
In 982 the rebuilt city was almost destroyed. In 1080, under the Nor-
mans, when some pretence to architecture had been evinced by the con-

quering race, every church and house from the east gate to" the west
was burned down. In 1212 it was almost completely destroyed again.
In 1605 a fire began in an obscure wooden house in Pudding Lane, and
continuing for three days, traversed the very same district outlined in
the dispatches. Buildings on 430 acres, subdivided into 400 streets, were
left an undistinguishable mass of ruins. The loss included St. Paul's
Church, the Guild Hall, the Royal Exchange, the Custom House, twenty
hospitals, eighty-six parish churches and six chapels, fifty-two balls of

roya^l
guilds, together with many stately edifices, including bridges over

the Thames, Newgate and other prisons. Only six persons, however,
were killed, and the loss in cash was set down at 51,000.000. The city
recovered with difficulty from this dreadful calamity, but the lesson
seems to have been unheeded, for the<:rowded buildings went up on
the same sites and the city has several'times since 1000 suffered enor-
mous losses notably in 1794, when 030 houses were burnt in one con-

flagration, and again in 1834 and 1861, when the Parliament Houses and
docks were destroyed. Tenaciously conservative in this respect as in
all others, the English refuse to be governed by experience or take les-
sons from their neighbors. For it is remarkable that Paris and other
Continental cities, though frequently in peril, have never, even when set
on fire, suffered to the same extent as the British capital. Fireman's
Journal.

AN INCOMBUSTIBLE HOUSE. According to the Reading (Pa.) Eaqle,
Mr. George L. Huston of Parkesburg, Pa., contemplates the erection of
a private mansion which will be built entirely of iron, except the foun-
dations, which are to be of solid rock. The floor of the hall, vestibule
and library will be laid with polished cast-iron tiles, and by using dif-
ferent qualities of iron it is thought that a very pleasing effect will be
produced. All the other floors of the house will be of stout iron plates
firmly bolted to the iron joists. The outside walls and inside partitions
all through the structure will be composed of two courses of iron plates
firmly bolted together, so as to be air-tight. These hollow iron walls
and partitions will be used instead of chimneys and for conveying heat
to different parts of the house, and for ventilation. The hot smoke and
gases from the furnaces passing through the sides of the rooms in this
way will, it is claimed, be almost sufficient to keep the house comfort-
able in the coldest weather. All the doors and window-sashes will also be
of iron, but will be constructed in such a light way and so nicely bal-
anced upon hinges and weights as to open and shut as easily as those'made
of wood. All the inside walls and partitions will be handsomely painted
and frescoed, so as to present the appearance of an ordinary bouse fin-
ished in plaster. Outside, the style of architecture will be light and
graceful, and it will be painted and ornamented so as to look as if it
was built of wood. The roof will be of strong boiler-plate, and on the
top, at the convergence of the four gables, will be a handsome observa-
tory supported at the corners by four Ionic pillars of iron. Inside, the
ornaments will be of the same material. In the parlor will be a mantel
of polished steel, handsomely ornamented. There will be a similar one
in the dining-room, upon which will be engraved hunting scenes. In the
library will be a massive mantel so constructed that it will look as if it
was made of pig iron fused together. Quite a curiosity in this room
will be a cabinet for the exhibition of specimens of iron. This will be con-
structed entirely of strongly magnetized iron, so that all the specimens
will adhere to the back of it, held in place solely bv magnetic attrac-
tion. In order to guard against the bulging which would take place in
such a solid iron structure on account of the contraction and expansion
caused by the heat and cold, there will be breaks in the iron at intervals
which will be filled with rubber, so that when expansion takes placethere will be room for it without producing any change in the contour
ol the framework. As much as possible of the furniture will also be

t iron so that if it takes fire in any part nothing can burn but the car-
pets and the few articles of wood that nmvbe wiihin reach of the flames
1 he house will be an architectural and scientific curiositv. Mr. Huston
admits that it may cost twice or three times as much as an ordinary

iiisc, but claims that with a little attention it will last for centuries
without repairs, and will never cost a cent for insurance.
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BUILDING INTELLIGENCE,
(Reported for The Anurleu Architect Mid BilitdlliK Newt.)

[Although a large portion of the building intelligent*

it jjrnridrd by their regular correipottdenti, the eaitort

greatly detire to receive voluntary information, apt-
e smaller and outlying toumt.}

BUILDING PATENTS.

[Printer! specification* of any patents here mentioned.

toai-llier trith full detail illustrations, may be obtained

efthe Comnfsiioner of J'atentl, at Washington, for

twenty-Jive eenlt.}

270,199. DOOR-KNOB ALARM. Alonzo T. Boone,
Chicago, 111.

MI "no. Ar<;icii AND GIMLET. William W. Brigg,

Washington, D. C.
27".2ll. WATER-CLOSET SHUT-OFF. John Far-

thing, Chicago, III.

270.229. SASH-HOLDEB. George W. Lewln, Fall

River, Mass.

270,2X1. APPABATUS FOB SITKUIIKATIXO STEAM
AMI HEATINU AlB. Solomon N. Carvalho, New
York, N. Y.

270295. LIFE-SAVING APPARATUS FOR PRIVY-
VAULTS. John Fleck. Louisville, Ky.

270.297. SHIXIILING-MA.CHINK. Alexander Fraser,
Detroit, Mich.

270.309. WKKET. M. La Rue Harrison, Washing-
ton. D. U., and Franklin Underbill, -Stamford. Conn.

270 310. SHUTTER-WORKER. John W. Harrison,

Wheeling, W. Va.
270332. FiRK-KxTINGUisHER APPARATUS. Wil-

liam K. Phut, Philadelphia, Pa.
2711 .":.;. <'\MX<I FOR WATER-CLOSETS. Charles

F. Pike, Philadelphia, Pa.

270.334. ("IK ion WATER-CLOSETS. Charles F.

Pike, Philadelphia, Pa.

270.335. WATKB-CLOSET. Charles F. Pike, Phila-

delphia, Pa.
"7o :'.'!7. CONSTRUCTION OF GLAZKD ROOFS. John

E. Kundle and Frank B. Remile, Westminster, Eng-
land, and David H. Wilson, Hyeres, Var, France, ex-

ecutors of Wm. K. Rendle, deceased.

270,340. DEVICE FOB OPENING AND CLOSING SKY-
LIGHTS. Jeffrey II. Rose, Brooklyn, N. Y.

270,317. SASH-FASTENER. Elbrldge J. Steele, New
Britain, Conn.

270,356. COMBINED WRENCH AND PINCHERS.
Samuel L. Wlllmer, Anderson, Cal.

270,359. DRYING HOUSE OR KILN. William A.

Allen, Jersey City, N. J.

270,368. DOOR-SPHI.NO. Warren S. Barlow, Pater-

son. N. J.
27o,:i79. LIGHTNING-ROD. John H. Brandon, Chi

cago, 111.

270,419. SAW-HANDLE. Benjamin Goulton, Kaco,
Wangaroa, New Zealand.

270,428. AiursTAHLB WINDOW-CORNICE. Wm.
C. Hamnett, Toledo, O.

270,436. Kourixn COMPOUND. Horace H. Hutch-
ins, Maquoketa, Iowa.

270.450. Si LICATED PAINT. Michael Mathes, Jer-

sey City, N. J.

270.451. FIRE-ESCAPF,. Wm. McCaughey, Green-

ville, o.

270,4(19. WINDOW-SCREEN. Richard J. Parrett

Portland, Ind.

270,473. STENCH-TRAP. Herman Pietsch, Flat"

bush, N. Y.

270,476. SKWER AND DRAIN TILE. George J. M
Porter, Princeton, 111.

So.5.'!2. SAWING AND CHANNELING MACHINE.
Daniel W. Williams, Springvllle Cal.

270.542. SASH-FASTENER. Howard B. Frost, New
Britain, Com-.

270,554. Ex FANDINO ROSE-BIT. Theodore G. Pel

ton, Lyons, Iowa.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

Baltimore.

DWELLING. Mr. Chas. L. Carson, architect, is pre
paring drawings for a residence Tor Dr. H. 1'. (,

Wilson, on 1'ark Ave. It Is to be of brick aud stone
16' x 80', and to cost 110,000.

LI .i " Mori VK-WORKS. The locomotive-works o
Messrs. T. II . Paul & Sons, at the s e cor. of Well
and Bird Sts., are Hearing completion. T\vo build

Ings are already under roof. One of the buildings
65x 15V, running parallel with Wells St,, will be
used for the erection of locomotives. The second
building, 40' x 140', will be fitted up for the manu
facture of the various parts going to make up a loco
motive. A foundry-building will be erected as soon
In the coming spring as possible.

BUILDING I' Kit MI rs. Since our last report nine per
mils have been granted, of which the following ar
the more important:
Buck & Jackson, 5 two-st'y brick buildings, w

Camel Alley, between Preston and Biddle Sts.; als

11 two-st'y brick buildings, w s Mason Alley, be
tween Linden Ave. and Bollon St.

John Weitzell. 4 two-st'y brick buildings, e
Madeira Alley, 57' s of MeKiderry St.

Louis Wese, 3 two-st'y brick buildings, w s Fre-
mont St., 40' s of Winchester St.

S. T. Richardson, I! two-st'y brick buildings,
Vincent Alley, between Lornian and Presstman Sts

Thompson & Stone. 9 two-st'y brick buildings, e
Castle St.. between MeKiderry ami Monumem sis.

Ida V. [{utter, two-st'y briqk building, s s Alille

St., between P.oml St. and Hroadway.
i.e... W llarver, three-st'y brick building, wit

two-st'y brick back building, u e cor. Oliver St. aud
Central Ave.

Boston.
BniLniNO PF.RMITS. llrick. Marginal St., rear,

nearly opposite l.ams.'ii St.. \\ard2, lor l:.>s|..n\

All.ruiy Itailroad, one-st'y pitch engine bouse, 20' X

George St
,
Xo. 32, rear, Ward 20. for Tb as

F. Scanlon, one-st'y Mat dry-house and manufactory,
25' x 32': Kdward Lynch, builder.

Georyr St. \ . '-. rear Ward 20. for Thomas F.

Scanlon, one-st'y flat dry-li'-n--- ami manufactory,
25' % :i2', with ell, 16' x 4o'; Kdward Lynch, builder.

lllil llnrl-or I'oiut, near llarlior \ ieiv St., Ward
21, for eily of Boston, oue-st'y pilch pumping-stalion,
134' x :':;:;' '.'".

II <,,,'!. tirm-e St., rear, near Washington St., Ward
23, for Ixmls Weber, one-st'y pitch storage, l(i' x !';
John string, biul.l. r.

Hirer 1'ini' St., cor. 11 tintoon St.. Ward 24. for Na-
than Hunt, two-st'y pitch dwell., 20' x 40'; F.M. Sev-
erance, builder.

Itii-tr I 'n ii- si.. Ward 24, for Nathan Hunt, two-st'y
pitch dwell., 20' X 40'; K. M. Severance, builder.

ll'ii irixtd St., near Wales St., Ward 24, for Samuel
P. Falkner, owner and builder, two-st'y pitch dwell.,
20' and 24' 6" x 30'.

Maj-irell St., near Milton Ave., for Battista Grazi-

ana, two-st'y pitch dwell., 20' aud 24' x 18'; ell, 13' x

irnntnon St., near Butler St., for Joseph H. Whit-
ney, one-st'y pitch dwell.
/ St., rear, near East Ninth St., Ward 14, for

Michael Shady, one st'y pitch boat-storage, 20' x 40';

Henry Borden, builder.
Unnamed St., near Qulncy St., Ward 24, for Ada

C. Kice. one-st'y flat building for mechanical pur-
poses, 20' X 30'; Thomas Rice, builder.
Mi/ton Are., near Evans St.. Ward 24, for Ham-

mond H. Haskell, 2 two-st'y pitch dwells., l.v and
26' x 34'; el Is, two-st'y, 16' x 18'; Stluson & Cleveland,
builders.

Terrace Are., near Ashley Ave., Orient Heights,
for John C. Barrett, two-st'y hip dwell., 26' x 34';
Judab Bacon, builder.

/,' iii-iit Hq., A'o. 5, Ward 21, for Geo. L. Thayer,
one-st'y mansard dwell., 19' and 23' x 28' and 39': mu-
st

'

y mansard dwell., 19' aud 23' x 39' and 44'; ells, 14'

x!7'.

Brooklyn.
SCHOOL-HOUSE. Clarence S. Luce, of Newport,
has been awarded the prize of $260 in the late

school-house competition.
BUILDING PERMITS. Seventeenth St., n s, 200' e of
Fifth Ave., 5 three-st'y frame tenemeuta, tin roofs

cost, each $2,500; owner. E. F. Hermans, 256 Prospeci
Ave.; architect and builder, Geo. Hermans; mason
not selected.

Suytttim fit., ns, 160' e of Broadway, two-st'y frame
tenement, tin roof; cost, $3,000; owner. J. Freltag
214 South Third St.; architect and builder, Pete
Johnson.

Gates Ave., n s, 270' e of Classon Ave., 3 three-st'y
brick dwells., tin roofs; cost, each $lc.OOO; owne
and builder, D. H. Fowler, 14 Verona Place; archi

tect, A. Hill; mason, W. Raul.
McKniau Place, n s. 265' w of Schenectady Ave.

16 two-st'y frame dwells., gravel roofs; cost, eacl

about $1,500; owner, J. McKesson; architect am
builder, W. J. Wilson.

Statin St.. Xoi. 262 and 27.4, s 8, 175' and 325' w o

Waterbury St., 2 two-st'y frame tenements, tin roofs

cost $5.000; owner, Chas. R. Baker, 244 Washlngto
Ave.: architect, T. Engelhardt; builders. J. Rauth
and C. Wilbur.

Chicago.
HOUSES. J. O. Smith will build a house In Winnet
ka, a suburb of Chicago, on the lake shore, on th

seaside plan, with large verandas; Messrs. Edbrook
& Burnhain furnish the plans; cost, $10,000.

George P. Dunham is to build a fine residence a
Evanslon. another suburb of Chicago, from design

by the same architects, which will cost $10,00).
John C. Cummings will build a residence on Dear

born Ave.. to cost $10,000, from designs by the sam
architects.

Henry Neuviler has taken out permit for two-st'

and basement residence, 22' x 65', of pressed brlc

and stone finish, at 557 Larrabee St.; cost, $5,500; J
W. Ackerman is the architect.

Ai'Ain MKNT-lliu'fiK. F. Welsh is to build thre

flats, on the corner of Dearborn and Thirtieth Sts

22' x 65' each, of Indiana pressed brick and st< >n

trimmings, to be two-st'y and cellar, and will cos

$15,000; trom plans by J. W. Ackermann.
Ci.rn-llousE. The Chicago Jockey Club, it is said

will build a $500,000 club-house.
BriMUNii PERMITS. J. S. Clark, three-st'y an
basement brick dwell., 26' x 80', 356 Ohio St.; cos

$15,000.
Henry Neuviler, two-st'y brick dwell., 22' x M

657 Larrabee St.: cost. $5,500.
Andrew Scott, flve-st'y and basement brick store an

dwell., 24' x 90', No. 86 Fourth Ave.; cost, $22.oOf

E. S. Blood, ..ne-sty brick store, 20' x 42', ::io

Archer Ave.; cost, $1,400.
Ed. Homer, one-st'y cottage, 22' xSO', 2919 Arche

Ave.; cost. $2,500.
M Mercer, three-st'y brick store and flats, 23' x 75

329 Polk St.: cost, $6,o<ifl.

Arnold Bros., two-si'y brick flats,|50' x 66', Irvln

PL. near Adams St.; cost, $9,000.

Mary Fahey, one-st'y brick cottage, 20' x 60', 64

West Ohio St.; cost, $1,200.
Mrs. Day, two-st'y brick dwell., 25' x 60', 363

Ellis Ave.; cost, $6,000.
Wm. Pound, three-st'y brick dwell., 20' x

3835 Johnson PL; cost, S3.000.
( ). M. Wells & Co., one-st'y brick cottage, 20' x 4"

on Tallman St., near Milwaukee Ave.; cost, $1.200.

John Bednorz, three-st'y and basement brie

stores and flats. 49' x Kill', 88 Kisk St.; cost. $10.000.

C. E. Robinson, three st'y brick store and dwell
30' x40', 561 and 563 South Clark St.: cost, $6.000.

P. A. Cashinan, two-sfv brick dwell., 20' X 50

1222 West Harrison St.; cost, $2,500.

Cincinnati.

HorsF-H. Brick residence for Mr. A. Ennekln
Woodburn Ave., Walimt Hills; cost, $6,300; Geo. T
Rapp, architect.

Double limestone dwell., cor. of Grand Ave. and
Nassau St.; cost, $14,000.
\M> Hi n.MM.. It Is rumored that the Kmery

- will erect an rlght-st'y building ..n the site

of St. Paul's church, recently purchased by them,
to be used as a bank on the tint HO..I ami . .Mu <

ah..ve. The lot is u.' liont on Fourth St. and low

deep; the building to be of the liest character

throughout; Mr. Samuel ll:tnnaford, architect.
I>I>ITIO\. .Mr. A. K. Muih Is lobuild an addition
to bis bakery on Central Ave.. from plans prep ire. I

by Mr. K. Anderson, architect. The building is

four-st'y, 37' x 47', and will cost $10,000.
I..KI s. James S. Armstrong has lot contracts for

the hnilding of two stores on Third SI., near Klin,
from plans prepared by Mr. Henry Iti-vls, archi-

tect, I'.'J' x luu', live st'y, freestone front; cost,

$45.000.
1.1 n Hoi si . Mr. (ieo. W. Rapp. architect, has

pi. I
aie, I plansfor a club-house for the Walnut Hills

Club, to be built of frame, on s w cor. of Moonmau
Ave. and Clay Sts.; cost, $7,000.

New York.
ASINO. Though the Casino Is open, the work Is not

yet completed on the building, and Messrs. Klmball
& Wisedell are still at work on plans of the Interior.

JANK. The Citizens' Savings Bank Is to have an im-

portant addition, 25' x t*5'; the entrance Is to be re-

in, lclle.l; the improvements will cost <HO,000; Mr.
F. C. Withers is the architect.

Ii ILIUM; PERMITS. Xanau St., e s, from Cedar
St. to Liberty St., nlnest'y brick and stone offlce-

bulldlng, lire-proof roof: cost, $1,000.' 00; owner,
Mutual Life Insurance Co., 144 Broadway; archi-

tect.! has. W. Clinton: mason, Joseph Thompson.
One. Hundred and /,/// ../ ,-th si., s a, 125' e Wills

Ave , two-st'y frame tenement, tin roof: cost, $3,000;

owner, Elizabeth Muller, (iwione Hundred and For-

ty-sixth St.; architect and builder, Louis Falk.

Thirty-eighth St., s s, 75' e Sixth Ave.. flve-st'y
brick store, tin roof: cost. $15.000; owner, Gustas If.

Sallt, 13X2 Broadwav. architect, V. B. Ferdou; build-

er. Jas. P. Nlblo.
'

Third Ave. n e cor. One Hundred and Fourth St.,

flve-st'y brick flat and store, tin roof; cost. $18,000;
owner and builder, Thos. Fealey, n e cor. Third Ave.
and One Hundred aud Sixteenth St.; architect,
Barth Walter.

Third Ave., es. 20' n One Hundred and Fourth St.,
3 flve-st'y brick Haw and stores tin roofs; cost, each,
$15.000; owner, builder and architect, same as last.

One llundredand Fourth St., n s, 72' eThlrd Ave.,

four-st'y
brick tenement, tin roof; cost, $13,000;

owner, builder and architects, same as last.

Second Ave., s w cor. one Hundred and Fourth St.,
4 four-st'y brownstone front tenements and stores,
tin roofs; cost, each $12,500; owner, Ellen Murray.
316 East One Hundred and Sixteenth St.; architect,
Andrew Spence.
One Hundred and Sixth fJt., s, 73' w of Second

Ave., four-st'y brownstone front tenement, tin roof;

cost, $13,500; owner ami architect, same as last.

One Hundred and Fourth St.. n B. 260' e of Ninth

Ave., three-st'y brownstone front dwell., tin roof;

cost, $18,500; owner, Charles D. Thompson, 21 West
Eleventh St.; architect, Geo. M. lluss; builder, J.

Coar.
St. \ichnlan Ave., n w cor. One Hundred and Fifty-

fourth St., 11 three-st'y brick dwells., mansard slate

roofs; cost, each, $!>,(K>0; owner, John Kelly, 34 East

Sixty-ninth St.; architect, Jas. Stroud.
Fi'rlii-lirsl .s7.,ss. from Broadway to Seventh Ave.,

twoit'y brick stable, tin roof; cost, $35.00flxlesee,
C. Alfred Skrine, 363 West Forty-second St.; archi-

tect, H. J. Dudley.
/'i fly-ninth St., n s, 30' e of Ninth Ave., flve-st'y

brick tenement and store, tin roof; cost, $ls,iiOO;

owner, Mary J. Odell, 4 West Thirty-third St.; ar-

chitect, Jiro. Sexton; builder, E H. Miller.

^V>urrr<>nM.'<V.,sB T l>'0'eofTnlrteenth Ave., three-

st'y brick factory, gravel roof: cost, $14.000; owner,
Electric Candle Co.. Fourteenth St., cor. Thirteenth
Ave.; builders, O. E. Perrlne and J. G. McMurray.

Twenly-lhird St.. t B, 180' w of Seventh Ave.,
twelve-sfy brick flat, brick roof; cost, $300,000;
owners, 'I IH.IH.-IS C. Van Brunt, et. al.; architects,
Hubert Pin-son & Co., lit East Twentieth St.

F.anl Tmiy-fowrth St., A'o. 331, flve-st'y brick

tenement, tin roof; cost, $18,000; owner, Chas. Wat-
kins, 302 East Forty-first St.

ALTERATIONS. Woottrr St., A'o. 104, ralsesttlc, new
flat roof and one-st'y brick extension etc.; cost,
$6.250: owner, Geo. Uuerkrrt, 116 Canal St.; archi-

tect. F. Klemt; builders, Wagner & PfellTer.

Park lltnc. AV. 13 find 15, raise one-st'y; cost,

$10.000; owner, John II. Cheever, 89 Fifth Ave.;
architect, Geo. K. Harding.

Fulton, iralerand I'rarlSti.. United Slates Hotel,
interior and exterior alterations; cost, $10,000;
owner, Daniel C. Illodgett. 43 West Eighteenth St,;

architect, .': m -s .M Mngregor; mason, Win. Haw.
.MarM St

,
.Vo. 52, raise attic to full story, uew

flat roof; also, a three-and-one-balf-st'y brick exten-

sion; cost, $4,000; owner. Henry Schmuetsh, 85 South
St.,; architect, Cbas. Schmelser.

Philadelphia.
BUILDING PERMITS. Past-hall St.. n s. near Sixtieth

St.. ..iiH-st'y mill, 60' x 60'; J. J. Hunter, owner.

It'i/iiluntog Are., n 8. bet. Fifty-fourth and Fifty-
flfth Sts., two-st'y slaughter-house and stable, 16' x
40': Chas. Christine, owner.

Mniii SI., w s. bet. Mt. Pleasant and Carpenter
Sts-.. three-st'y brick building, 19' x 20'; Tourison
Bros , contractors.
South Fifth St., ffo. 260, three-st'y factory and

two-st'y foundry, 30' x 60' and 30' x 32'; Yeaton &
Harris, owners.

llailrti St.. w cor. Oxford St., two-st'y dwell., 19'

x 36'; Christian Siebel, owner.
Jatper St., n wcor.. deaf-field St., rebuilding dye-

house, 16' x 32'; Dickson Bros..lcontractors.

Twenty-sixth St.. w s, n of Pine St., two-st'y sta-

ble, 35' x 70'; Thompson & Bro., contractors.

St. I OIII-.

BUILDING PERMITS. Thirteen permits have been
issued since our last report, of which seven are for

unimportant frame houses. Of the rest, those worth

$2,500 and over arc as follows:
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Mrs. Heath, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, 82,600;

C. H. Burcb, contractor.

Nagel & .Johnston, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost,

56,300; contract sub-let.

H. Seisnal, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, ?5,000; I.

Stnck, contractor.
Culver Bros., one-st'y foundry; cost, $10,000; W.

C. Slicer, architect; contract sub-let.

Bids and Contracts.

DANVILLE, VA. The following is a synopsis of bids

received for glass for the court house, etc., at Dan-

Ed'ward A. Boyd & Sons, $59".92; John Gibson,

$755; Joseph Thomas & Son, $845; William Glenny
& Co. $725; Ilolbrook Bros., S932.55. The bid of Ed-

ward A. Boyd & Sons, the lowest, has been accepted.

PAIHTCAH, KY. The following is a synopsis of bids

received at this office under advertisement dated

December 4. 1682, for plastering for the courtrhouse

and post-office at Paducah, Ky.
Joseph Eastman, *2,4BO; Smith & Crimp, 82,595;

Hed"es & Vint, 3,727.80; James Hughes, $4,032;

D. W. Lloyd, $4,200; Mike J. Ford, $4,700. The
lowest bid has been accepted.

TOPKKA, KAN. The following is a synopsis of bids

for slating the roofs of the court house and post-

office building at Topeka, Kan. (advertisement of

December 15, 1882): Knisely Bros. & Miller, $2,800;

W W Selby (informal), $2,8110; Edward Williams,

82,860; George B. Clarke, $4,100. The bid of Kuisely
Bros. & Miller has been accepted.

General Notes.

ALBANY N. T. There was paid from the Treasury
for the construction, etc., of the new capitol during
the fiscal year ending September 30, 1882, as follows;

Advances to commissioners $1,210,OOO.OU

For expenses and maintenance 66,156.2.->

Interest on award for lands 600.00

Total *l,266,75i.!i6

BEDFORD N Y Mr. James F. Button is building a

large ice-house, bowling-alley building, and other

out-buildings from the designs of H. Edwards Fick-

en, of New York.

WINONA, MINN. Below is a recapitulation of sev-

eral columns of matter in one of our daily papers, re-

lating to the building improvements, etc., finished

in this city during the past year:

Pumping-works and extension of water-mains, $60,000

Ferry-road M,JM
Churches 38,200

Schools and grounds ' ,000

Business blocks and improvements 35,000

Elevators and warehouses 26,000

Manufactories 1M,8"0
Residences 200,000

Gas works and mains, estimated 3,000

Miscellaneous Improvements 20,000

Total $595,000

SWAMPSCOTT, MASS. The Ocean House, at Swamp-
scott which was burned last fall, is to be rebuilt in

the Queen Anne style, by Messrs. Hatch & Fernald,

of 1-ynn. The building will be flve-st'y, 70' x 200';

its estimated cost is $75,000.

WASHBURN ME. A Baptist church is building here.

WINNIPEG, MANITOBA, B. N. A. A large brick

church and parsonage has just been completed
here for the First Congregational Church, at a cost

of about $40,000; J. Greenfield, architect.

PROPOSALS.

BRIDGE
MASONRY.

[At la Passe, Can.]
Tenders will be received up to the 8th of Febru-

ary next, for the putting in the foundations and

building the masonry for a bridge over the Ottawa

River at La Passe; also, for the iron superstructure of

same, erected complete to receive the track.

Plans and specifications may be seen on and after

the 16th January next, at the contractor's office. No. 7

Place d'Armes Hill, Montreal.

370

C. N. ARMSTRONG,
Contractor.

HEMLOCK.
PLANK.

[At Montreal, Can.]
HAKBOR COMMISSIONERS' OFFICE, 1

MONTREAL, January 15, 1883. (

The Harbor Commissioners of Montreal invite ten-

ders for the supply of about 450,000 feet board meas-

ure hemlock plank for 1883, according to specifications

to be obtained at the office of Mr. John Kennedy,
Chief Engineer.
Tenders addressed to the undersigned will be re-

ceived until Tuesday, the 23d inst ., at 12 o'clock,

n<
i'he' Commissioners do not bind themselves to ac-

cept the lowest or any tender. ^
369 Secretary.

POST-OFFICE
FITTINGS.

[At Belleville, Ont.
DEPARTMENT OF PUBUC WORKS, I

OTTAWA, January 9, 1883. (

Sealed tenders, addressed to the undersigned, am
endorsed "Tender for Fittings," will be received a

this office until Tuesday, the 6th day of Febru-

ary next, for the new fittings required in the post-

office, Belleville, Out.
Plans and 'specifications can be seen and all neces

sary information obtained at the custom-house, Belle

ville and at the Department of Public Works, Otta

wa on and after Tuesday, the 16th day of January.
Tenders must be made on the printed forms sup

plied.
Each tender must be accompanied by an acceptei

bank check, made payable to the order of the Hon
the Minister of Public Works, equal to five per cent o

the amount of the tender, which will be forfeited i

the party decline to enter into a contract when called

on to do so, or if he fail to complete the work con

traded for. If the tender be not accepted, the check

will be returned.
The Department will not be bound to accept the

lowest or any tender.
FVxrioBy order, ^. * *..!>. is,

370 Secretary.

PROPOSALS.

COURT-HOUSE. [At Charlotte, Mich.]
In consequence of the destruction of the plans for

'.;itmi County Court-House. by the burning of the
architect's office in Hall Block, Toledo, O., the date of

lie letting of the contracts is postponed to January
24, 1883. D. W. GIBBS & CO.,

Architects.

LOCK.[On the Great Kanawha River, W. Va.]
U. S. ENGINEER OFFICE,

CHARLESTON, KANAWHA Co., W. VA.,
December, 10, 1882.

Proposals for building lock No. 2, of the Great Ka-
nawha Kiver, will be received until noon of Janu-
ary 31, 1883, and opened immediately thereafter.

Blank forms and specifications can be hail upon ap-
plication at this office. E. H. RUFFNER,
370 Captain of Engineers.

DIKE. [At New Haven Harbor, Conn.]
U. S. ENGINEER OFFICE, I

NEW LONDON, CONN., Dec. 23, 1882. (

Sealed proposals, in triplicate, will be received at

his office until 11 o'clock A. M. on the 23d day
>f January, 1883, for constructing a dike in New
iaven Harbor, Conn., to be built partly of rip-rap

tone, partly of piles and stone.

Specifications and blank forms for proposals and
or guaranty will be sent on application to this office.

J. W. BARLOW,
370 Major of Engineers.

WATER-MAINS,
ETC.

[At Wakefleld, Mass.]
WAKEFIELD, MASS., January 10, 1883.

Sealed proposals for furnishing water-pipes, water-

gates and fire-hydrants, and for laying and setting the
ame will be received by the Quannapowitt Water
Company, of Wakeneld, Mass., until uoon of
Wednesday, January 24, 1883.
Specifications and blanks will be furnished to bid-

lers only on application to the engineer.
The right to reject any or all proposals is reserved.

CYRUS WAKEFIELD, President,
369 PERCY M. BLAKE, Engineer.

IRON
CHAINS.

[Near Pittsburgh, Pa.]
U. S. ENGINEER OFFICE, 82 WEST THIRD ST., )

CINCINNATI, O., Jannary 8, 1883. (

Sealed proposals, in duplicate, will be received at
his office until 12 o'clock, noon, on Friday, the
.6th day of February, 1883, for furnishing and de-

ivering at Davis Island Dam, on the Ohio River, five

miles below Pittsburgh, Pa., about twenty-five thous-
and pounds of half-inch iron chains of the best quality.
Specifications and all necessary information may be
obtained on application to the undersigned or to Capt.
F. A. Mahan, Corps of Engineers, P. O. Box 70, Pitts-

burgh, Pa. WM. E. MERRILL,
371 Major of Engineers.

FIRE-ENGINE
HOUSE.

[At Providence, R. I.]
OFFICE OF THE SUPT. OF PUBLIC BUILDINGS, )

CITY HALL, PROVIDENCE, Dec. 28, 1882. (

Sealed proposals, addressed to the undersigned, for
,he construction of a building, to be erected upon the
ot owned by the city, fronting on North Main and Mill

Streets, to be used as a fire station and ward room, will
)e received at the office of the Superintendent of Pub-
ic Buildings, City Hall, until 12 M., Friday.Jan-
uary 19th, 1883.
Plans and specifications may be seen and information

obtained at the office of Win. R. Walker & Son, archi-

tects, No 27 Custom House Street.
The right will be reserved to reject any or all bids

for the work. JAMES McNALLY,
369 Chairman Committee on City Property.

T^URNITURE.
[At New York, N. Y., and Danville, Va.]

OFFICE OF THE SECRKTARY,
TREASURY DEPARTMENT,

WASHINGTON, D. C., January 12, 1883. j

Sealed proposals will be received at this office until
1 o'clock, p. M., of Saturday, February 3, 1883,
for manufacturing, delivering, and placing in position,
in complete working order, certain furniture for the
United States Barge Office at New York, N. Y., and
United States Court-House and Post-Cfflce at Danville,
Va.
Upon application to this office detailed information

will be furnished to furniture manufacturers desiring
to submit proposals.
The Department reserves the right to reject any or

all bids, or parts of any bid, and to waive defects.
WM. F. FOLGER,

370 Secretary.

LUMBER. [At Boston, Mags
CITY HALL, January 15, 1883.

Sealed proposals will be received at the office of the
Clerk of Committees, City Hall, Boston, until Mon-
day, January 29, 1883, at 12 o'clock, noon, for
furnishing all the sawed spruce lumber required for
the ordinary repairs of the bridges in Boston, which
are in charge of the committee on bridges for th
current year. The lumber furnished to be of the
qualities known at Nos. 1 and 2, Boston Survey; to be
of such dimensions and delivered at such bridges in
such quantities and at such times as may be required
or directed by the committee, or its duly authorized
agent or agents.

Bids must state the price per 1,000 feet, delivered a;

required, and bonds will be required for the faithfu
performance of the contract.
Any further information can be obtained at thi

office of the City Engineer, City Hall.
The right to reject any and all bids is hereby re-

served, and the acceptance of any is subject to the ap-
proval of the Board of Aldermen.
Proposals must be marked "Proposals for Lumber

and addressed to WILLIAM WOOLLEYK Chairman Committee on Bridges.

COURT-HOUSE. [At Caledonia, Minn.]
Sealed proposals will be received by the building

committee of the County Commissioners of Houston

County, Minnesota, until March 21, 1883, at the
office of the Auditor, in Caledonia, for the construc-
tion of a stone court-house for said county, according
to plans and specifications of same now on tile at the
Auditor's office, and at the office of the architects,
C. G. Maybury & Son, Winona, Minn., who will give
any further information desired.

No bids will be received except for the whole build-

ing complete as specified.
The successful bidder will be required to give bonds

in the sum of $5,000.
The right to reject any and all bids is reserved.

By order of Building Committee.
372 E. K. BOVERUD, County Auditor.

PROPOSALS.

SCHOOL-HOUSE.

Sealed proposals will be received by the Board oL

Education of the Delhi Station School District No. 6,

[At Home City, O.l

until Monday. February 5, 13 o'clock, M., for the
materials and labor required for building an eight-
room school-house in Home City, Hamilton County,
O., according to plans and specifications on file at the
office of S. liannaford, architect, Room 18, Palace Ho-
;el Building, Cincinnati, and at the office of Dr. John
Campbell, Home City.
Bids must be on blank forms, to be obtained at

either office.

Each bid must contain the name of every person in-

terested therein, accompanied by a sufficient guaranty
by some disinterested person in a penalty equal to the
amount of the bid, that if the bid is accepted the con-
tract will be entered into, and the performance of it

properly secured.
All bids must be addressed to R. H. Gibson, Clerk of

the Board, at Delhi, O., or 174 Elm St., Cincinnati, O.
The right is reserved to reject any or all bids.

By order of the Board of Education.
570 R. H. GIBSON, Clerk.

T ABOR AND MATERIAL.
I 1 [At Memphis, Tenn.

OFFICE OF SUPERVISING ARCHITECT, j

TREASURY DEPARTMENT,
WASHINOTON, D. C., January 15, 1883.

.

Sealed proposals will be received at this office until
12 M., on the 15th day of February, 1883, for all

the labor and material required in the erection of

marine hospital on lots A, B, and C, bounded by
Walker, Armstrong and Coffee Sts., in Memphis,
Tenn., in accordance with drawings and specification,

copies of which and any additional information may
be had on application at this office or the office of

the superintendent. JAS. G. HILL,
369 Supervising Architect.

TTARDWARE.
[At St. l.i.ni-.. Mo,]

OFFICE OF SUPERVISING ARCHITECT, i

TREASURY DEPARTMENT,
WASHINGTON, D. C., January 11. 1883. )

Jealed proposals will be received at this office until
12 M.. on the 3d day of February, 1883, for fur-

nishing and delivering at the Treasury Building,
Washington, D. C., all the hardware required for the
custom-house and post-office at St. Louis, Mo., in ac-

cordance with specification and schedule, copies of

which and any additional information may be had on
application at this office or the office of the superin-
tendent. JAS. G. HILL,
370 Supervising Architect.

WATER-WORKS. [At nurango, Col.]
DURANGO, COL., December 28, 1888.

Sealed proposals for constructing water-works at

this town will be received until 13 M., February 1,
1883. Proposals will be for two systems of water-

works; gravity and turbine wheel with reservoir.

Specifications and details at office of City Engineer,
Durango, Col.
The right to reject any and all bids is reserved by

the town of Durango.
By order of the Board of Trustees.
371 F. W. BARNES, Clerk.

IRON
BRIDGE.

[At Nashua, N. H.]
CITY CLERK'S OFFICE, NASHUA, X. H.

The committee on highways and bridges of the city
of Nashua invite proposals for a new ir n bridge
across the Nashua River, on Canal St. The span ifl

about 152'; a contemplated roadway of 22', with side-

walks on both sides of the structure.
Committee reserve right to reject all bids. Pro-

posals will be received until February 1, 1883, and
shou d be addressed to
370 A. M. NORTON, Mayor.

r\ RANITE.
\JT [Delaware Harbor.]

U. S. ENGINEER OFFICE, 1125 GIRAUD ST., 1

PHILADELPHIA, PA., January 11, 1883. |

Sealed proposals, in triplicate, will be received at
this office until 12 o'clock, noon, of Saturday,
January 27. 1883, and opened immediately there-

after, for 8,0(0 tons of granite, to be used in the con-
struction of the Delaware Breakwater Harbor.
For blank forms, specifications, etc., apply to this

office. G. WEITZKL,
369 Lt.-Col. of Engineers, U. S. A.

\T7ATER-AVORKS.
VV [At Danville, 111.]

Proposals will be received at the office of the Water-
Works Company, at Danville, HI., until 12 o'clock,
noon, Tuesday, January 23, 1883, for the machin-
ery boilers, buildings, stack, stand-pipe, pipe-laying,
hydrants, valves, etc., in whole or in part, for the
construction of the Danville Water-Works.
Plans and specifications can be found at the office of

the Company, or will be mailed on application.
K9 K. P. CORBYN, Engineer.
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1IF1IE general alarm excited by the burning of the Newhall

JL House in Milwaukee, followed a few days later by a fatal

fire in the Planters' Hotel in St. Louis, seems to have

suggested to the New York Inspector of Buildings the pro-

priety of ordering a new and strict examination of the hotels

in that city, with a view to the rigid enforcement of the laws

in regard to fire-escapes. One of the first structures examined
was the Grand Central Hotel on Broadway, an old building,
remodelled and enlarged some ten or twelve years ago. The
house seems to have been favored for some time with the par-
ticular attention of the Fire Department, and about a year
ago the Bureau of Buildings ordered extra stairways to be
built at each end of the Broadway portion, the parlor windows
to be cut down to the floor, and a balcony constructed outside

of them, all of which was done, rather reluctantly, by the

owner, who supposed that nothing more would be required of

him.' Unfortunately, the new inspection showed the advisa-

bility of further changes, and a fresh order was sent, expressed
in the concise language of an official who means to be obeyed,
and directing the owner forthwith to place some fifteen new
iron balconies in specified positions on the Mercer-Street front

of the building, with iron ladders, all in accordance with a

printed specification accompanying th.e order ; and in addition

to this, to connect the new balconies with the halls by clearing

away twenty-one intervening rooms, now used as bedrooms by
the guests of the hotel. This fresh demand proved too much
for the patience of the owner, who expressed his opinion con-

cerning it to a Tribune reporter in vigorous language, but it is

more than probable that the directions will be complied with,
as Mr. Inspector Esterbrook possesses the virtue of deter
munition in a remarkable degree, and public opinion has been

sufficiently roused by the recent occurrences to sustain him in

his well-meant efforts. There can be no question that, as be-

tween the hotel owner, who thinks that "
if buildings get on

fire, the people must look out for themselves," and Mr. Ester-

brook, who conceives it to be his duty to exert his pbwer to

the- utmost to protect people who cannot or do not use such
caution as they might from the consequences of their inatten-

tion, the latter should have the warm support of the com-

munity. To those who live in places where the building laws,
if any exist, are administered in such a way as to " make
things pleasant all around," the uncompromising energy ol

Mr. Esterbrook's administration seems particularly admirable,
and the commotion which his movements excite among prop-
erty owners and holders of vested interests is the best possible
evidence of the excellent work which he is accomplishing in

behalf of the community which he serves so well.

JITIIE New York World gives some sketches in relation to

J/ fires in theatres, suggested by the sad occurrence at Berdit

scheff, in Russian Poland, where three hundred persons
lost their lives by the burning of a circus-building. In one

inndrod and three years, from 1777 to 1880, two hundred and

ifty-two theatres wen' hunted, with a loss of four thousand

,hree hundred and seventy lives, and serious injury to ihne
housand throe hundred and ninety-nine, persons in addition.

since 1880 sucli catastrophes have become still more frcijucnt

and fatal than before, nearly eight hundred persons having
>een burned or suffocated in theatres within the last twenty-
two months. Whether the future will witness a diminution in

the number of these sad events it is hard to say, but notwith-

standing the prolonged discussion of the subject, and the praise-

worthy efforts which have been made to diminish the risk of

ires in such buildings, it is very doubtful whether any material

amelioration has been made in this respect in the construction

of theatres. From the accounts which wo find of new building**

of the kind it would seem that architects too often forget that

the real agent of death in these conflagrations is not fire, but

smoke, which if once allowed to gain access to the auditorium,

usually suffocates all the persons in it long before the flames

reach them. It has been said that the average length of time

which elapses from the moment when the drop-curtain is pene-
trated by the fire until all life is extinct in the auditorium is

five minutes, the longest period observed being eight minutes

and the shortest three minutes ; and remembering this we fear

it must still be said that there is no existing theatre where a

run for the nearest door at the instant that fire is discovered on
the stage does not present the best, if not the only chance of

safety. The construction of large ventilators over the stage,
which has been proposed, but not yet very effectively carried

out, is a step in the right direction, and this will, we hope, be

supplemented before long by the total abolition of the central

lustre in the auditorium, with the necessary ventilator over it,

and the substitution of electric lights, or of some other contriv-

ance which will permit the movement of air-currents from the

auditorium toward and through the stage, and not,as is now
the rule, from the stage into the auditorium. In addition to

this the curtains, including both the drop-scene and green cur-

tain, and all the scenery, should be of some absolutely fire-

proof material, which will soon be discovered when a demand
for it is felt, and to protect the wood-work of the stretchers

and machinery, which cannot perhaps be dispensed with, auto-

matic sprinklers, now coming into use for the purpose, should

be scattered abundantly over the stage. In a theatre fulfilling
these requisites, together with those of incombustible construc-

tion now generally recognized, an audience could sit through the

evening in comfort and security, but the expectation of safety
from anything short of this is likely to prove delusive.

TITHE telegraph brings the news of the death of the distin-

A guished French artist Paul Gustavo Dore. Dore was born
in Strasbourg in 1832, and had been constantly before the

public since 1848, when he was employed, although still a mere

boy, to draw for the Journal pour rire. His earliest essays
were remarkable for an imaginative force which might have

placed him among the greatest of painters if circumstances had

permitted its exercise in a different field ; but such as they were,
his little caricatures possessed a high degree of interest. It has

been said of him that he was the only draughtsman who could give
a comic expression to the front of a house, and the saying well

indicates the power with which he made the most insignificant
details subservient to his idea. A few years afterwards he had
the misfortune to be employed to illustrate Balzac's Contes

Drolatiques, and although this was in one sense his most suc-

cessful work, the atmosphere of fantastic and unfeeling extrava-

gance in which it kept him for a time seems to have given his

young mind a bias from which it never entirely recovered. That
he would gladly have thrown off afterwards the perverted habit
which had impressed itself upon him is indicated by many cir-

cumstances, and particularly by his choice of themes for his

most important works, among them being a statue of " Love
and Faith," and paintings of " Dante and Virgil in the Seventh

Circle," and the " Christian Martyrs," besides many pictures of

sacred history. That the merit of most of these is inadequate
to the requirements of the subject must be acknowledged, but it

is something in a painter to respect himself and his art so much
as to prefer a pure and lofty inspiration, and even though Dor<5

faired to accomplish all that he wished, he is likely to be remem-
bered for something better than the grotesque work of his

early years.
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HE proprietor of the Bellevuo Hotel, on the New Jersey
coast, who threatened last summer to turn out of doors
two of his guests, dangerously ill with typhoid fever, and

was only persuaded to leave them in peace by a cash payment
of live thousand dollars, has been called to account for his un-
courteous conduct in the courts. The case has not at the present
writing been concluded, but some curious testimony has been

brought forward. It will be remembered that the pretext for

the claim of money from the friends of the patients was that
the occurrence of the disease had ruined the business of the
hotel for the season, so that it was necessary to avoid further

expense by closing it at once, and the five thousand dollars was

represented to be a proper compensation for keeping the
house open until the sufferers could be moved. The subse-

quent conduct of the landlord, however, unfortunately for his

case, did not at all correspond to this theory, and far from

closing the hotel on account of the fever, he continued busi-

ness and received guests as usual until the end of the summer.
Moreover, instead of behaving like a man who asked and re-

ceived only a just recompense for his services and disburse-
ments in the matter, it appeared that he was much elated over
the transaction, and gave liquor to several of his servants,

informing them that " he had just made five thousand dol-

lars." In regard to the sanitary condition of the house, which
was made the subject of an inspection by the Board of Health
soon after the fever broke out, the engineer employed there at
the time testified that slops were habitually thrown on the

ground close to the rain-water cistern, so that he would not
himself use the water from it, but kept a private supply of his
own. Under the kitchen floor there was a pool of water, which
ran through when the floor was scrubbed, and stood there

stagnant. Before each of the two visits of the Board of
Health he was notified to pump water into the tanks which
supplied the water-closets, and did so, but at other times they
were generally nearly or quite empty. One of the closets,
in addition to the lack of water, was out of order, so that the
water would not run in it even when the tanks were full, but
he adroitly diverted the attention of the Board of Health from
it by removing the handle of the door just before their visit,
so that they could not get in, replacing it when they were gone.
The indictment against the landlord, based upon all these cir-

cumstances, was for "
robbery, riot, extortion, assault, and main-

tenance of a nuisance." Whether they will all be sustained
is doubtful, but no one will be sorry to see conduct which was
discourteous and unfeeling, if not dishonest, properly rebuked.

3 [*
IE Louvre is to be enriched with a collection of great value,

J[ although of trifling cost, in the shape of a systematized se-
ries of photographs of all the important buildings in the

world, as well as of other interesting objects of art. Any one
who has tried to form a representative collection of this kind,
including perhaps only the buildings of a given stvle, or sub-
division of a style, will appreciate the importance o"f this com-
plete series, which will, it is to be hoped, be duplicated for the
benefit of other museums. Hundreds of the most interesting
structures in the world have never been photographed at all,
and the list of those which are accessible in this way to the
ordinary purchaser is extremely small. Another innovation
at the Louvre is said to be the appointment of travelling con-
servators, who will be commissioned to visit all important ex-
hibitions of works of art throughout the world, and in various
ways keep themselves acquainted with the picture market, fol-
low the transfers of important works, and secure a record of
their commercial value.

N interesting exhibition of manufactured products from for-

eign countries is to be held in the summer of this year in
Boston under the auspices of an association of well-known

gentlemen.^
A lease of the large building of the Massachu-

setts Charitable Mechanic Association has been secured, and
the arrangements will be in excellent hands. Steps have been
taken to obtain the cooperation of American consuls abroad,
and the characteristic industries of each nation will be well rep-
resented. In many respects such a collection will be more valu-
able and instructive than the gigantic international exhibitions
which occur about once in a decade. Most visitors to the Cen-
tennial Exposition at Philadelphia probably recall the objects
of unaccustomed form or material, such as the Russian silver-
ware, the Kensington embroideries, the Japanese bronzes and
furniture, and the English ceramics, much more vividly than the
familiar articles of home production, and to many of them the
idea has perhaps occurred that one-tenth of the objects shown
could have been brought together into a collection which would
to the general public, have possessed about nine-tenths of the
interest of the entire exposition. Some notion of this sort ap-
pears to have prevailed among the managers of the Boston ex-
hibition, for a special effort is to be made to display Oriental
products to advantage. It is said that the Chinese and Japan-
ese exhibits at the recent Melbourne fair much surpassed those
sent to Philadelphia, and that they will probably be sent to Bos-
ton intact ; and arrangements are in progress for a very full
representation of Indian, Persian and Turkish manufactures
Inese arrangements we trust may be successful. No one who
has not seen a first-rate collection of Indian goods can imagine
the splendid coloring and unapproachable magniftcence of ma-
terial which they alone present, while Persian manufactures are
with the exception of a few glazed tiles and bits of bric-a-brac'
practically unknown in this country.

E great competition of designs for the enlargement of the
Sorbonne at Paris has been decided in favor of M. Henri
Ne.not, the distinguished winner of the first prize in the

competition for the Italian national monument to Kin"- Victor
Emmanuel. MM. Ballu, Formige, Vaudoyer, and Hermant
obtained lesser prizes. The sum to be expended on the new
buildings is about twelve hundred thousand dollars, so that M.
Nenot will make his entry into professional life under very
favorable circumstances. Two other competitions have been
closed, both of them for works of sculpture, one being for the
statue of Etienne Marcel, to be erected near the Hotel de Ville
and the other for the statue of Ledru-Rollin. Seventy-five
competitors entered the lists for tne Marcel statue, so that the
subject seems to have been a very inspiring one. In the com-
petition for the Sorbonne buildings, which was restricted to
French architects, only twenty-seven designs were submitted :

of these seven were thrown out on account of not comprising
all the required drawings, and among the remaining twenty ten
premiums were awarded, making one to every second competi-
tor. Considering the importance of the commission to be won,
it is remarkable that the number of competing architects should
have been so small. The jury was composed of the most emi-
nent practitioners in France, including MM. Alphand, Vaudre-
mer, Daumet, Coquart, Brune, Gamier, Ancelet, Ginain and
Diet, the six last named having been elected by the ballots of
the competitors.

next decade seems, likely to be one memorable for the
great engineering works undertaken in nearly all the civi-
lized countries of the world. To say nothing of the Pana-

ma Canal, the other railway, canal, tunnel, and bridge schemes
now under consideration would make the age remarkable. In
France a vast -canal is projected, to connect the Atlantic at
Bordeaux with the Mediterranean. A subterranean telegraph
cable is now in process of construction, to extend from Paris to

Marseilles, and a great number of new railways have been pro-
posed, the total length being about fourteen thousand miles,
while nearly thirty-five hundred are already in process of con-
struction.

_

In England the great Manchester Ship Canal has
been definitely decided upon, and the manufacturing cities of
Preston and Stoke-upon-Trent are about to take measures for

putting themselves in direct communieation with the sea;
while the number of new railway lines projected is far in excess
of that for any recent year. In Scotland, the Frith of Forth,
or Queens-ferry bridge, with its two enormous spans, will attract
much attention among engineers. In Germany, a comprehen-
sive plan has been proposed for connecting all the great rivers
of Central Europe by a system of canals, so that vessels can
sail without interruption, except by locks, from the Adriatic to
the Baltic, and from the Black Sea to the German Ocean.
Besides this, communication is intended to be opened between
the various portions of the inland country by cross canals, con-
necting the Danube and the Rhine, the Danube and the Elbe
and the Danube and the Oder. A separate scheme much
favored in Germany, and if we are not mistaken already in train
for

carrying into effect, is for a ship-canal across the neck of
the Danish peninsula, shortening the distance between the
North Sea and the Baltic, and avoiding the necessity for send-
ing ships of war to and from Russia and Germany past the
guns of the Danish forts at Elsinore.
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PAPERS ON PERSPECTIVE. XVIII.

OTHER SYSTEMS AND MKTHODS.

I the processes hitherto de-

scribed every line has been re-

garded as a portion of an infi-

nitely Ions line tending towards

ith vanishing-point, and every
surface as a |x>rtion of an in-

finite plane extending to its

trace, or horizon ;
and it is by

determining the position of

these vanishing-points and

traces that the position of the

perspective representations of

these lines and surfaces has

been fixed. This way of

looking at the subject involves

a comprehensive survey of the

phenomena in question, and leads to a proper understanding of

tlieir relations. The processes deduced from this study are also

generally convenient in practice; for, though some of the vanishing-

points are generally somewhat remote, still the space required for

drawings executed upon the small scale commonly employed is not

greater than can usually be afforded.

Before dismissing the subject, however, it is proper to consider

some other methods of obtaining the same results, based upon the

consideration of these same phenomena, and involving a more ex-

tended application of some of the principles already considered

methods which under certain conditions offer considerable advan-

ta<*es.

'822. Several of these special methods are illustrated in Plate XX.
In all of them the consideration of vanishing-points and traces is

more or less dispensed with, the lines to be represented being consid-

ered merely as finite lines lying between two points, the immediate

object of the processes employed being to fix the perspective of these

points. In some of these methods the abandonment of the outlving

vanishing-points leads to so great a reduction of the space required

for making the drawing that the work is performed almost entirely

within the limits of the picture itself. In executing large works,

such as scene paintings or mural decorations, this is, obviously, of

great convenience.

THE METHOD OF DIRECT PROJECTION.

323. In this method no use at all is made of vanishing-points, and

no reference is had to any of the phenomena of parallel lines that

are represented by means of them.

The object to be represented is carefully drawn, both in plan and

in side elevation, and the plane of the picture, seen edgewise or in

section, and the station-point are shown. By drawing lines, repre-

senting the visual rays, from every point in the object to the station-

point, "first on the plan and then in the elevation, and noting their

intersection with the plane of the picture, the horizontal and verti-

cal position of the perspective of every point may be ascertained,

and a representation of the object obtained by drawing lines con-

necting the points.

Figure 89 illustrates this method, giving at a, b, and c, the plan

of a" cross, set obliquely, and two elevations, both of which are

necessary, as neither one of them exhibits all the points visible from

the station-point, S, in front. Lines representing the visual rays

are drawn, both in plan and in both elevations, from all the visible

points to the point S, and the points where they pierce the plane of

the picture, p p, indicated. These points, being transferred to the

side and bottom lines of the figure, 89, d, suffice to determine the

position of each point in perspective.
This kind of projection, in which the lines of projection converge

to a point, instead of being parallel as in plans and elevations, is

called conical projection, as distinguished from orthographic.

THE MIXED OR COMMON METHOD.

324. The method of direct projection is seldom used to deter-

mine vertical dimensions that is to say, to fix the position of hori-

zontal lines the labor of constructing two oblique elevations being

intolerable; but it is very generally employed for the determination

of horizontal dimensions; that is, to fix the position of vertical lines

the length of vertical lines being determined by means of lines o;

vertical measures and vanishing-points on the horizon.

Figure 90 illustrates the application of this mixed method to the

Biibje'ct of the previous figure. The vertical lines are drawn as in

Figure 89, rf, their position being taken from the geometrical plan

at a, by direct projection. Their length is determined by setting

off the real heights, as given by the elevation along-side, on a line o

vertical measures, v v, taken where the plane of the front of the

cross intersects the plane of the picture. This is fixed by the poin

m, in Figure 89, a. Figure 89 also serves to determine the vanish

in"-points VB and VL
, and the corresponding points-oWistance

D and DL
.

325. Though this method is deficient in scientific unity, an en

tirely different principle being employed for horizontal dimension

from that used to determine vertical dimensions, it is often very con

enient in practice, especially when, as is frequently the case with

,uildiii-s, a carefully drawn ground-plan, prepared for other pur-

pose?, can be taken advantage of. This is slill the process most

ommonlv employed by architectural dwagbtWMS for the determi-

nation at least of the main lines of their work. Points-of-d.stance,

points of measures, and the vanishing-points of mclmeil lines, are

mployed, if employed at all, only as auxiliaries and alternative

levices.

826. But the employment of the perspective plan to determine

lorizontal distances, and thus fix the position of the vertical lines of

a perspective drawing, as has been done in the previous chapters, is

altogether preferred by the best and most recent writers, and by the

best-informed draughtsmen. It has the signal advantage of avoid-

no' the confusion and error that necessarily attend the multiplica-

ion of points of intersection distributed along a single line. Even

n the figure just given, simple as it is, we find in 89, a, a dozen

oints crowded together upon the line p p. It in not easy, in trans-

errin-r them to Figure 90, to keep clearly in mind which is which

whichindicates a point at the bottom, which a point on the top,

which belon"s to the front plane and which to the back. In the

perspective plan, on the contrary, Figure 91, every point is gignin

cant there is no confusion, and the relations of all the parts being

clearlv exhibited, there is much less danger of trivial inaccuracies

than i'n a blind and merely mechanical procedure. Moreover, if the

perspective plan itself becomes too crowded with details, it is prac-

icable to make a second or a third, as has already been done in

Plate III. In the case of high buildings it is usual to make a
sepa-

rate perspective plan for each story, those of the upper stories being

drawn above them, a* those of the lower stories are drawn below.

These plans are always perfectly intelligible and serviceable after

any lapse of time, and, as has been said, may conveniently be made

on separate strips of paper, thus saving the drawing itself from ois-

fi-rurement, and, indeed, protecting it from injury. These strips of

paper with the plans upon them can then be preserved, and in case

a second drawing for any reason has to be made, half the labor of

making it will have been saved.

327. Other and incidental advantages of this method I

great facilities it offers for designing in perspective, for working up

a perspective drawing from rough sketches, and altering and adding

to it at will, studying the effect of such changes as may be suggested

by taste or convenience. It is also to be observed that the perspec-

tive plan takes up less room than the orthographic plan, with its

system of visual rays directed towards the station-point, and this is

sometimes a consideration of some importance.
328. The reason why the perspective plan is so little used,

although the theory of points-ofnlistance
on which it is based is per-

fectly familiar, is that unless this plan is sunk considerably below

the picture the desired points are not very accurately ascertained,

the lines whose intersections determine them cutting each other at

an acute angle. Sinking the plan, however, as is done in Figure 9(

and elsewhere, entirely obviates this, and has the advantage, not

onlv of enabling one to draw it on a separate paper and preserve it

for' future use, as has just been suggested, but of keeping the pic-

ture itself free from construction lines.

THE METHOD OF CO-ORDINATES.

329. The method of co-ordinates applies the principles of paral-

lel perspective, as set forth in Chapter VII, to the solution of every

class of problems. Lines parallel and
perpendicular

to the picture

are treated as is usual in that system. Lines inclined to the picture

are determined, as in the method of direct
projection, by ascertain-

in'' the perspective of the points between which they lie, their van-

ishing-points being neglected. The position of a point in space

being
5

known, the three dimensions that determine its position can

easily be put into perspective, two of them being taken parallel to

the picture, and the third perpendicular to it ; and, the perspective

of every point being thus ascertained, the lines lying between them

are easily drawn.
In speaking of these three directions, at right angles to each

other, it is convenient, just as we call the vertical dimension height,

to speak of the horizontal dimension parallel to the picture as width

or breadth, and of the other horizontal dimensions, perpendicular

to the picture and parallel to the axis, as depth.

830. Figure 92 exhibits the application of this method to the

same subject as that by which the other methods just mentioned

were illustrated. The eye being supposed to be about three inches

from the paper, the point-of-distance
would be three inches from C,

the centre of the picture. The point of half-distance is accordingly

set an inch and a half off, at D$, and the perpendicular dimensions

are laid off upon the ground-line of the perspective plan in Figure

92, 6, at half the scale of the orthographic plan above (Figure 92, a),

from which they are taken. (142.)

In Figure 92, c, the vertical dimensions, as given by the elevation

in Figure 90, are laid off upon the scale of heights erected at g.

Horizontal lines drawn from the points thus ascertained to the

centre, C, and vertical lines drawn from the points previously ascer-

tained upon the scale of depths, drawn from g to C, in the plan be-

low, determine by their intersection the height above the ground-

plane and the distance behind the plane of the picture of every

point in the object to be represented. This enables one, il

pleases to do so, to construct a perspective of the side elevation, a*
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is done in the figure, just as the perspective of the plan is con-

structed. In fact, Figure 92, c, is the perspective of Figure 89, b,

just as Figure 92, b, is the perspective of Figure 89, a. The per-
spective plan and elevation being both given, the perspective of the

object is easily constructed.

It is sometimes convenient to construct this perspective elevation

in a vertical plane not perpendicular to the picture; a plane, that is,

whose horizontal elements are directed to some other point of the

horizon than the centre, C. This is shown in Figure 92, d. In this

case points upon a new line of depths are taken across from the
line g C.

331. All this, though simple in theory, is laborious in practice, as

the application of general methods to special problems is apt to be.

In most cases it is not worth while to give up the facility and accuracy
afforded by the use of vanishing-points for this tiresome and round-
about process ;

but when the object to be drawn is irregular in shape,
or bounded by curved lines, so that it has to be put in by points at

any rate, the method of rectangular co-ordinates, according to paral-
lel perspective, best meets the case. Even when such objects occur
in a drawing made in angular perspective it is often convenient to

employ it. When, finally, the scale of the drawing is so large, or,
what comes to the same thing, the space to work in is so small, that
the vanishing-points are inaccessible, this method is of great service.

By employing points of half-distance, or quarter-distance, etc., the

necessary constructions can generally be confined within the limits

of the picture itself.

332. The most common application of the principle of co-ordi-
nates is to the determination of the size of miscellaneous objects,
such as trees, animals, or human figures in landscapes. A vertical
scale being established in the plane of the picture, resting upon the

ground-line, lines converging to any convenient point on the horizon
suffice to show how large any object, a human figure, for instance,
should be drawn in any part of the picture.

This use of a scale of heights is illustrated in Figure 93. The
figures are supposed to be all of the same height as the one in the
immediate foreground. The scale of heights, on the left, shows how
tall such a figure will appear at every point of the horizontal plane
between the ground-line and the horizon. The position of such a
figure above or below that plane will not of course affect its appar-
ent size. The man in the balcony, on the right, for instance, is drawn
just as tall as the man on the platform beneath, and the persons upon
the inclined plane descending to the water are of the same height as
those upon the pavement alongside.
The size of the different vessels is determined in a similar way.
333. It is worth while here to point out that though points of

half-distance, quarter-distance, etc., in parallel perspective, do not
serve, as do points-of-distance, as vanishing-points of lines of 45,
such lines can nevertheless easily be drawn through any point by
their aid.

Let a and b in Figure 94 be two points through which it is desired
to draw lines making 45 with the axis and with the ground-line, the
centre, C, and the point of half-distance, D being given : By draw-
ing through these points lines directed towards C and DA, crossinc
them with a line parallel to the horizon, and then doubling upon this
line the distance intercepted, lines may be drawn which are obviously
directed towards D-VX .

If the point of one-third-distance is given, the intercepted portionmust be trebled, as at c, or quadrupled, as at d, if the point of
quarter-distance is used.

It is hardly necessary to explain how a square can be erected on a
given line parallel to the ground-line, as is shown in Figure 94, using
points of half, third, and quarter distance.

THE METHOD OF SQUARES.

334. The processes of the method of co-ordinates may be much
simplified, especially in the case of objects irregular in plan by
adopting the device of squaring, commonly used by draughtsmen to
assist them in copying the outlines of drawings, especially such as
are to be copied on an enlarged or reduced scale. It consists in first

covering the drawing to be copied with a net-work of lines, then re-
producing this net-work at the scale required, and finally in fillin<r
in, by the eye, the portion of the drawing included in each, of the
reticulations.

335. The method of squares applies a similar procedure to the
putting into perspective of a complicated perspective plan. A net-work of lines being first drawn over the plan in question its per-
spective representation is easily drawn in parallel perspective. The
details of the plan can then be filled in with sufficient accuracy, andthe vertical dimensions obtained from a scale of heights

Figure 96 illustrates this procedure, a being the orthographic
plan squared, b the perspective plan, and c the drawino-
The figure does not show how the heights are obtained. Theymay be obtained either by squaring a side elevation and putting itHI perspective after the manner of Figure 92, c, or by erect?n<r

336. If a sunk' perspective plan is used, as in the drawin-r theoutline, of the plan in the picture can most easily be found bv theuse of proportion^ dividers, the distances of the correspond

'

points from the horizon being proportional.

PICTURES OF THE SEASON IN NEW YORK. I. THE
EXHIBITIONS.

1IFIIE exhibition season opened this

A vear with a new departure an au-
tumn show at the Academy of De-

sign. It was proposed, I believe, to

make it a collection of fresh summer
work, but, perhaps because it was

opened ere most of our artists had re-

turned to town with the fruits of their

summer campaign, and while a large
proportion of them were still absent in

Europe, it turned out to be a most dis-

appointing and uninteresting col-

lection of old work,
much of it very poor in

quality, and some of it

looking like the verv refuse
of the studios. Only a
few pictures deserved any
attention; chief among
them being a large canvas

by Mr. Bridgman from the
recent Salon. It was called,
"
Planting Rape in Nor-

mandy," and was a refreshing proof that Mr. Bridgman does not in-

tend to devote himself forever to conventional, semi-theatrical

transcripts of Eastern life. It, was singular and good in composi-
tion, with a steep hill-side in the middle distance, and at its foot
men ploughing and women planting seeds in the furrows. It was
full of light and atmosphere, and broad in handling, in these respects
agreeing more with the studies Mr. Bridgman showed two years ago
in New York than with the majority of his larger pictures. In tone
it was a little too dark for the sunlight effect desired, yet that effect
was well suggested none the less, and in color it was sober and
good.
At about the same time the American Art Gallery on Madison

Square which has passed into new hands, and been altered for the

better, so that it is now more than ever the best room in the city for

showing pictures was opened with a collection of sketches and stud-
ies. Here we found the freshness and novelty that we had looked
for in vain at the Academy. The works were mostly small in size,
and while the first favorable impression caused by their freedom and
freshness was not in all cases afterwards sustained by the finding of
much artistic excellence of sentiment or idea, yet the workmanship
was almost always good. The pictures were, moreover, evidently
true studies, and not things manufactured in the studio to bear such
an appearance. Among the best were some really beautiful <igures
by the two young Morans ; Mr. Tracy's studies of dogs ; Miss Great-
orex's flowers in water-color

;
Mr. Vedder's sketch of the burning

Park Theatre; a landscape by Mr. Alden Weir, and a couple ot
heads by Mr. Carroll Beckwith. Slight, shallow and commonplace
in feeling as were some of the numbers, there was hardly one in the
room which showed the old, hard, conventional, uninstructed modes
of working to which our artists were wedded not so many years
ago.
The Brooklyn Exhibition I did not see myself, but published criti-

cisms, and an inspection of the catalogue showed that it was, as usual,
chiefly made up of pictures that had already been exhibited in
other
" Ethe
and which
better idea of his talent than any work he has lately show'n us.
The Black-and-White Exhibition of the Salmagundi Club in

December was extremely good. But few etchings were shown, as
the Etching Club reserves its force for its own exhibition which, as
was the case last year, will occur in conjunction with that of the
Water-Color Society. There were also fewer wood-engravings than
one could have wished. Chief among those that were shown was a
beautiful cut by Mr. Closson of a child standing in a white night-
dress on a great fur rug. It was not only noteworthy as a goodex-
ample of Mr. Closson's handiwork, but as being a reproduction of a
painting by his own hand, and, chiefly, as being the first wood-cut one
of our men has ventured to publish as an independent work of art.
There is no reason why this art, at the point it has now reached,
should be inevitably tied to literature any more than the same
should be the case with etching or with steel-engraving. It is to be
hoped that Mr. Closson's cut which is published by Mr. Eastman
Chase, of Boston, may be followed by numerous issues of a similar
* T

5\
Wood-engravin8 >s supposed to be especially well understood

and beloved by our public, and we should be ready to purchase fine
cuts for their own interest alone, especially as their price is so far
below that of other reproductive works.
The great variety of methods adopted for black-and-white work

in this exhibition, and their careful manipulation showed what a
hold monochromatic production has taken upon our men. Oil, Cra} on,
Charcoal, Water-Color, and sometimes a mixture of two of these
processes are all widely practised, and as such different effects can
be obtained with each, the critic is not inclined to cavil, even at the
process _of black-and-white oils which has so often been pronounced'

illegitimate." The chief objection to it is that no scale which runs

y made up ot pictures that had already been exhibited in

places. Prominent on the list was a fine portrait called
el," by Mr. Beckwith, which I saw last year in Philadelphia,
rhich he ought now to exhibit in New York, as it gives a far
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logically from black to white in oil paints can be agreeable to the.

eye, the intermediate grays being distressingly cold ami hard; but

this defect is often obviated by using a more brownish scale, and then,

if the artist has a true eye for the relations of his scale, there is lit-

tle fault to find. Unfortunately some men, not content with the effects

of a true monochromatic scale, secure a cheap variety and effect-

iveness by using two scales in the same picture. This was the ra-c,

for example, with a landscape by Mr. Tryon a very clever painter,

by the way where the ground was treated in a brownisli scale,

and the sky with tones of gray. Nothing could have been -more

false' as art, and it is to be hoped that no more such experiments will

be made by men who can do good work when on the proper track.

Mr. Sliirlaw sent a number of crayon sketches of Italian subjects,

usually graceful in line and full of sentiment. Especially pleating
was a group of Italian women around a fountain. Mr. Currier sent

from Munich a number of charcoal studies of trees that were ex-

tremely summary in treatment but massive and truthful in effect.

Even without his gorgeous color he is a most suggestive and indi-

vidual sketcher; but I wonder much and I heard the wonder
echoed by his Munich friends last summer whether he does not

mean ever to display his incontestable talent in a completer way.

Many good landscapes were exhibited that cannot here be cited.

But ajyord must be given to some monotypes by Mr. Charles Walker
which were far better than most of those he produced last year when
the process first attracted notice. A large one showing a stormy sea,

with breakers in the foreground was extremely fine, both in drawing
and in the effect of motion and liquidity given to the waves. It was

difficult to see how this last-named quality could have been better

expressed by any other way of working. An interesting feature of

the exhibition was a group of drawings in the corridor the origi-

nals of the designs so familiar through the pages of Harper's Christ-

mas. They were most of them very well done, but their chief value

was when put into mental comparison with the engravings made
after them. The result was an increase of the pride we already felt

in our engravers, and their complete justification from the heaviest

charges brought against them by unfriendly critics. It has been said

for long in some quarters that they do not know how to " draw with

the graver," or to properly use "the line" in expressing their in-

tended effects ; but here, while we saw a charcoal half-figure by
Mr. Chase, which had been reproduced with Chinese fidelity by Mr.

Jifengling in work where such a thing as a real line could not be

seen, near it was a sea view by Mr. Quartley which the same en-

graver bad translated into the purest line work, immensely improv-

ing it in the process by the addition of far more accurate drawing
than could be found in the original. And Mr. Cole had found most

beautiful line work for his duplicate of Mr. Dielman's " Girl I Know,"
which was executed in delicate water-color washes; but the chief

example of wood-engraving skill was to be found in Mr. Cole's ver-

sion of Mr. Vedder's " Samson." As so often before Mr. Vedder had
had a good idea, but had been unable to give it proper shape. His

drawing was weak and poor, and not true in tone, but Mr. Cole's

drawing was true in tone, and was drawn firmly and artistically. If

one had been offered the choice between the original and one of the

wood-cuts from it, there could have been no hesitation in choosing
the latter.

The exhibition of the Boston Artists now open at the American
Art Gallery has won favorable criticisms on every side. Twenty
artists are represented, each usually by several examples. Mr.

Fuller, as was to be expected, carries off the laurels; but I cannot

yet speak of the collection in detail as I have had but a glimpse of

its contents.

The arrival of Dr. Haden was followed by a reception at the

Union League Club, when many of his etchings as well as a fine col-

lection of American plates were put on view. Dr. Haden is enthu-

siastic over our work, and New York was enthusiastic over Dr.

Haden's. A little later Mr. Keppel placed on view, in his rooms on

Sixteenth Street, the
largest

collection of Haden's etchings that has

ever been got together in any place. It was all but complete, and
I need hardly say, of the very greatest interest. One was charmed
to be guided, moreover, by a catalogue annotated by the etcher him-

self, and giving his own criticisms on his work. Even when one

does not agree with an artist's judgment of his several productions,
it is a great guide to one's own decisions, and a great help to one's

comprehension of his activity as a whole, to see how he feels and

criticises. The collection numbered over one hundred and fifty prints,
some of them absolutely and many of them almost unique. I believe

it is no secret that it has been sold en bloc to Mr. Claghorn, of Philadel-

phia, only such examples to be subtracted as were already in his posses-
sion. I cannot here speak at length of these etchings, which are so

familiar by name if in no other way to all lovers of the art. Dr. Haden
deserves, if criticised -at all, to have a chapter to himself. The op-

position and anger excited in so many minds by his recent utterances

on the subject of other methods of engraving should not, by the way,
enter into a consideration of his work, as they do not militate

against our intense enjoyment of its versatility, its freshness, its

power and individuality. There is no living landscape painter to

compare with him, taking his work as a whole, and it is doubtful

whether there ever was even in the days when his master, Rem-
brandt, was still on earth.

The \Vatei--Color Exhibition and the Artist's Fund open on the

29th inst., and we shall soon after have the spring collections which

promise to be of unusual interest. M. G. VAN REXBSELAER.

THE IIOUSK THAT .111.1. BUILT."

rN uncommonly gifted woman was

Jill, what our mothers would call a

inMlile woman, prai-tiiral,
well bal-

il, and, if prejudiced at all, with

,,.. j.idii-i's having ;i foiindaliim i rmn-

iiiuii <f!ise : just the woman an architect

would like to build a house for, especial-

ly if she. happened to be his own wife.

We believe that it can hardly be the

most pleasant of occupations for an

X. architect to build a house for his own

wife, who may be supposed to have absorbed, by endosmosis or other-

wise, rather more rigid notions of architectural proprieties and pos-

sibilities and a greater knack of presenting her arguments plausibly

than the ordinary female client usually achieves. Still, we presume

many of our subscribers have built and are living in their own

houses, and we think it would afford a good deal of gratification to

others if they should offer them to us to be published as a series of

illustrations of the homes of American architects.

But to return to our heroine. Amongst other wedding gifts Jill

finds a check from her father which is to pay for a new house, so

that the newly-married couple find their most interesting occupation

durin" their honey-moon trip
in examining such houses as attract

their notice, not only externally but, after due explanation, internal-

ly, a possibility which the confidence every householder has in the in-

fallibility of his own taste and judgment throws within their reach.

Of course none of them suits the critical female visitor. On their re-

turn home to the house that Jack built as a home for his bride, but

in which Jill utterly refuses to live except during the time required

for building her own house, and which throughout the preliminary

discussion serves as the exemplum horribile to point the moral of all

her arguments, a large number of letters are found awaiting them

from friends who have built their own faultless houses and are con-

sequently in a position to offer advice. These infallible recipes

Jill epitomizes as follows :

"
It appears Jack, my dear, to be absolutely indispensable to our fu-

ture happiness that the house shall front north, south, east and west.

We must not have large halls to keep warm in cold weather, and we

must have large halls for style. The stories must not be less than eleven

nor more than nine feet high. It must be carpeted throughout, and

all the floors must be bare. It must be warmed by steam and hot-water,

and furnaces, and fireplaces, and base-burners, and coal grates. The

walls of the rooms must be calcimined, painted, frescoed and papered j

they must be dyed in the mortar, finished with leather, with tiles, with

tapestry and with solid wood panels. There must be blinds outside

blinds, awnings, inside shutters, rolling blinds, Venetian shades, and no

blinds at all. There must be wide low-roofed piazzas all around the

house so that we can live out of doors in summer, and on no account

must 'the sun be excluded from the windows of the first story by

piazza roofs. At least eight patent sanitary plumbing articles, and as

many cooking ranges, are each the only one safe and fit to be used.

The house must be high and low. It must be of bricks, wood and

stone, separately and in combination; it must be Queen Anne, Gothic,

French, Japanesque and classic American, and it must be painted all

the colors of an autumn landscape."

Jack consoles his spouse with the suggestion that all this advice

has not to be paid for. One adviser, however, is more interested

than the others, and aunt Mcllville pertinaciously sends letters of ad-

vice and sets of .drawings which she borrows from friendly house-

holders and some architects who are not unwilling to play for a new

"job" in this way. These designs Jill treats with more consideration

than the letters of her other advisers, and they serve to make the il-

lustrations in the book before us the more interesting. How much

the advice given affects her does not appear, but when the time

comes for decision Jill shows her force of character by "roughing-

out," without apparent effort, the plan of her future house, which

all the skill of the architect is not able to improve on in any essential

feature. Her good sense is shown still more in employing an archi-

tect and in speaking as she often does of his functions with an un-

usual decree of insight: for instance in speaking of the exterior of

the house she says :
" In that part of the undertaking we are bound

to believe that the architect is wiser than we, and must accept in all

humility what he decrees." She also listens with an uncommon com-

plaisance to the lectures and advice of the architect, and her temper,

which is as uneven as that of most women of genius, is not ruffled by
this plain statement of the "

rights of the matter."

" There is often a misunderstanding between architect and client, and

I wish to avoid it in the present case by saying at the outset that while

there are many things which, in my opinion, should be referred to you,

I am ready to decide them for you if you wish me to do so, but even in

such cases I prefer to set before you the arguments pro and con,

after which, if you still desire it, I shall accept the arbitration. This is

not a rule that works both ways or applies universally, for while refcr-

ing to you matters relating to use and expenditure, and at the same

time standing ready to decide them for you, I cannot promise to accept

your advice in matteis of construction and design. I trust I have not

yet reached the fossiliferous state of mind that prevents my listening

with sincere respect to candid suggestions even from those who are not

fairly competent to give advice, but on these points you must not ex-

pect me to follow your tasle and judgment in opposition to my own,

> The amue that Ml built afttr Jack; Kadprmed a failure-
A Book on Home

Architecture, with illustrations. By E. C. Gardner. " Our Continent Library,

New York : Ford, Howard & Holbert. 1882.
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even if you do pay tlie bills. When your physician prescribes arsenic

and you inform liim that you shall give it to your poodle and take

strychnine- instead, he will doubtless infer that his services are no

longer desired
;
he will know that while he might be able to kill you, lie

could not hope to cure you. Patients have rights which physicians are

bound to respect, but the right to commit suicide, and ruin the physi-
cian's reputation, is not among them. The relations of client and archi-

tect are similar."

This little book is even more entertaining and suggestive than Mr.
Gardner's previous books have been, and the scheme of its construc-

tion is a refreshing change from the somewhat antiquated fashion of

imparting instruction by the publication of a fictitious correspond-
ence. Although Jill and her architect do talk now and then "like a

book," Jack's ideas are both human and lively, and the book lias an
interest for the mere story-reader in the little romance which is

skillfully introduced in the love-making of the ultra-practical Jim and
the super-aesthetic Bessie.

The illustrations are abundant, suggestive, and, as a rule, good,
but'the tail-pieces are a little too archaic.

We think Mr. Tourgee made a mistake in writing an introduction

to the book, particularly such an introduction. Mr. Gardner does

not stand in need of any "endorsement," and the public distinctly

objects to being bullied as to the opinion which it is to form on the

books it reads.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.
MANTELS FOR T. B. HANDY, ESQ., CLIFTON, CINCINNATI, O. MR.

j. w. MCLAUGHLIN, ARCHITECT, CINCINNATI, o.

COMPETITIVE DESIGN FOR A $3,000-HOUSE. SUBMITTED BY" Try."
SHOULD any one of our non-professional readers be tempted to

build such a Louse as this for himself, we shall be pleased to further

his interests by putting him into communication with the author.

PERSPECTIVE PLATE XX. MISCELLANEOUS METHODS.
For description see article elsewhere in this issue.

THE $3,000-HOUSE COMPETITION II.

SKELETON SPECIFICATION.

MASON.

TJXCAVATING: Make all necessary ex-
*-* cavations for area of entire building,
trenches for footings, foundation walls, etc.

Make excavations 6" larger on each side

than size of walls, and leave open until walls are

well set and dry. Then refill with sand to

within one foot of surface
;
rest to be filled

with clay if handy and pitched away from

building and covered with soil.

All outside walls to be of limestone (foot-

ings firmly bedded in sand), of thickness
shown on plans, and laid in good lime mortar.
To be laid true and smoothed with full flush

joints.

Pointing: Portions above ground to have

tuck-pointed joints on face.

Bricks: All brick to be common, of good quality, chimney-tops
to be selected out.

Inside walls: Inside walls to be 8" thick, carried three courses
below cellar floor; to be footed out to 12" and carried up to floor.

Cellar floor : Cellar graded to an even surface, and laid with
sidewalk-brick in sand.

Chimneys: Chimneys to have flues 8" x 12" thoroughly parget-
ted.

Thimbles : To have five sheet-iron pipe-connections 7" in diame-
ter with tin caps.

Lath : Lath walls and ceilings of 1st and 2d stories with sound,
soft, pine lath, with four nailings to each lath.

Plaster: To be made of fresh-burned lime slacked at least six

days before using, run through a sieve and mixed with proper quan-
tity of clear, sharp lake-sand and lime.

The first coat to be thoroughly scratched and when dry the second
coat to be finished to a true surface, well worked and floated.

Cove, tic. : Plaster in cove and gables to be laid on wire lath
;
in

cove to be run to a true surface with templet and set with bottle
ends as directed.

Plaster to have sawdust instead of hair
;
to be | American cement,

and surface to be pebble-dashed.
CARPENTER.

Lumber to be seasoned, second, clear soft pine. Joist 2" x 10";
studs, 2"x4"; rafters on pitch, 2"x4"; decks, 2"x6"; ceilinn-

joist, 2" x 4" and 2" x 6"
; plates and sills, double, 2" x 4"

; double

joist under partitions where needed ; three joists over Parlor bay.
Joists 16" on centres; studs same; and double at all openings.- Joist
over and under Parlor to have one line of bridging. Trimmers and
headers to be double. Sills well spiked to joist and plates.

Lining Boards: Cover outside studs with seasoned, planed
and matched furring, nailed to each stud, and cover with one thick-
ness of building paper, with lapped joints.

Corner Boards, Bells, etc., of " A"' select 1 stuff.

Si'ling: Cover outside of first story with clean, soft pine siding

laid 5" to weather.

Shingles : Cover second story with clear, white-pine shingles

laid 6" to the weather; and to have two bells of cut shingles on front

as shown, to be 4" wide. Koofs to be laid with 4" to weather.

Deck: To have tar and gravel roof to pitch to rear. For cor-

nices and outside finish see details.

Gutters: Gutters to be run on rear and left-hand elevations in

manner shown and to have proper pitch ;
to be made of |" pine.

Floors : Floors to be of J" pine laid double in both stories.

Windows : Basement, plank frames with hinges. Parlor, plank
frames with hinges. Front Chamber, plank frames with hinges.
China Closet, Pantry, Hall-Closet and Servant's Room, sliding sash,

plank frames. All others box frames.

Second-story windows except in front and hall to have no outside

casing.
Sashes: Sashes to be If" thick. Basement sashes to swing up

to joist and fasten with wooden latch.

Window-Fixtures : Windows of Parlor and Front Chambers to

swing out. To have japanned butts and Berlin bronze catches and
holders. Windows in box-frames to have Berlin bronze fasts, hemp
cord, and iron weights. Other windows to have sliding catches of

iron.

Doors : Basement frames to be of 2" plank ; doors for same to

be battened.

First Story to be 1"; doors for same to be 1^" thick, with flush

mouldings: see detail of front door. To have five panels to a door.

Second-story doors to be If" thick stock with ogee stiles and
rails

;
frames 1".

Front Door to be 1J", 3' 0" x 7' 6" six-panelled, pine as shown.

Basement and second story doors to be 7' 0" high. First story
7' 6 "

high. All closet doors to be 2' 6"
;

all others 2' 8".

There are to be no doors in Parlor.

Door-Furniture: Basement doors to have two strap hinges and
iron latch; outside-door to have bolt. Hatchway-door to have
handle and hook, of iron.

All doors, except Kitchen and Servant's-room, to be hung with two
4" x 4" Berlin bronze butts; those to be 4" x 4" japanned iron.

All doors, except closets, to have mortise locks and latches
;

closets to have mortise latches.

All to have composition knobs.

Inside Finish: All inside finish, except Kitchen, Servant's-room,

Pantry, chimney-closet, and clothes-closets, to be J" thick, with reeded

face, beaded corners, and flush corner-blocks, 5" wide. The rest to

be plain ;
finish in closets, 4" wide.

Base: Base in first story to be 9" wide with moulded top; in

second story to be 8" wide with bevelled edge.
Stairs: Basement to have two plank carriages, with 1" treads,

no risers. Rear stairs, to second floor, to have two carriages with 1"
treads, $'' risers.

Front stairs to be of red-oak, three carriages 1" treads J"
risers, moulded nosings, turned balusters, square newel, provided
for newel-light; all as shown by details.

Wainscot the Kitchen and Bath-room, up four feet from floor,

with 3" bevelled pine sheathing; to have base 5" wide, and moulded

cap.
Closets to have two rows of japanned-iron hooks set 9" apart

in each row and alternating, and secured to strips 1" x 3"
; upper

strips 5' 6" from floor; lower, 4' 6" from floor.

Each closet to have shelf
" x 16" set 18" from ceiling.

Pantry and China-Closet to have table shelf 1" x 18" with two
dwarf drawers, 4" deep, under each, and cupboards under these.

Pantry to have place for flour-barrel, with hinged lid in shelf.

Each to have four shelves above, without doors, set 12" apart.
Sink to be of clear, soft pinej 5" deep, 18" x 30", with joints

white-leaded, and to have drainer at each end
;
have one door

underneath.
Bath-Room to be finished in first-quality clear white-pine for hard

oil-finish.

Water-Closet : Fit water-closet with double lids, both hinged,
and whole put together with screws for readily taking apart.
Bowl: Provide door under bowl.

Stripping : Lay strips when necessary to attach water-pipes.
Veranda: Veranda floor to be 1^" stuff, 4" wide, 1" pitch.

Ceiling of same |" x 3" beaded pine, with moulding in angles.
Tin: Line gutters with IX roofing tin, 14" wide. Line valleys

with IX roofing tin, 14" wide.

Conductors to be 4" tin where shown on plans, connected at

grade with drain-pipe, and properly attached one inch from walls.

Flash all necessary outside wood-work, such as behind all sawed

panels, tops of belts, etc.

Hot-Air Pipes to be of heavy charcoal iron with soldered joints,
attached with band-iron straps, in places shown on plans, and of

their respective sizes.

Registers : Furnish and fit all warm-air registers where shown,
to be 10" x 12" provided with valves, and japanned faces.

Drains : Excavate and refill all trenches necessary to lay all

drains and water-supply.
Drains to be of first quality hydraulic-cement pipe of sizes and in

places shown on plans, provided with all necessary traps, etc.

Main drain to have trap with hand-hole with 4" vent-pipe to grade.
Drains must have Y-branches, and be laid 2" below cellar bottom.
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Pipes: All lead, supply and wsiMr pipes secured toj" boards, an
no pipes id run on out.-iile walls, and all must be laid so as to clear

themselves when shut off.

Front of building is 30' from street. Supply-pipe i? f", tlic hot
water pipe is $", and hot and cold are to run both to Kitchen-sink
and Bath-room.

Soil-Pipe to be 4" cast-iron, and to extend one foot out of roof
to have lead joints, and be attached witli proper hooks and hangers

Sailer: Set 30-gallon galvanized-iron boiler on cast standard
and connect with range and pipes.

Provide j" sediment-cock and pipe, and connect with neares 1

waste-trap. To have |" stop-cock on supply.
Waler-Closet to have 4" 6-lb. sheet-lead traps; supply-pipe to

have stop-off cocks to control same.
Bath-room to have a Cooper, Jones & Cadbury valve pan-closet.
Basement to have plain hopper-closet.
Tub: Bath-tub to be 6' long, of 10-oz. planished copper.
Bowl: Basin to be 12" bowl, marble slab with sunk scotia, an<

10" high; ^" plated bibbs, rubber plug, chain and all complete; back
Bower's traps to bowl and tub.

Tub to have combination-cock with rubber tube and platct
shower.

Provide shut-off cock, box and rod at Kitchen-sink.
Bath-room fixtures to be nickel-plated. Kitchen fixtures brass.

Gas: Pipe house for gas to each room where shown on plans by
* to be not less than

jj"
for any fixture-connections.

All pipes must be graded so that any water can be drawn out at

some convenient point near meter.
All joints to be made in red-lead.

Painting: Clean off and smoothly sand-paper all wood-work be-
fore applying any paint. Shellac all knots and putty all nail-holes

before beginning.
Outside: Shingles of roof to be painted two coats of Indian red

and linseed oil.

The shingles of the second story to be painted three coats, the
color to be an olive, made with yellow ochre, Prussian blue, black and
a bit of red. The siding of the first story to be same, several shades

deeper. The olive to be well on the ochre side of the color. Belts
of first story to be Indian red with a little black mixed. The sawed
panels to be nearly a pure ochre, perhaps a trifle darker and warmer.
These outside colors to have no white lead.

Interior: All interior wood-work to be three coats of parti-color,
to match papers if desired, except Bath-room and front stairs, which
are to have Wheeler's filling, properly applied, and then two coats of
hard oil-finish, rubbed down with pumice and oil to a dead and even
surface. Wood-work in basement to have one coat.

Glazing: All sashes to be set with double-thick American glass,
that in front rooms to be selected with most care. Transom-lights in

Parlor window to be quarry-glazed in tinted cathedral glass of '',-

inch squares.
All to be properly bedded, tacked, puttied and left clean and whole

on completion of building.

ESTIMATES OF QUANTITIES AND PRICES RULING IN MILWAUKEE, Wis.

[In the following estimates, the carpenter-work, mason-work, painting and

?
lazing were figured by a responsible contractor who is just finishing a residence
rum "

Try's
"
drawings. The other items are figured by responsible firing here,

aud names of all can be given If desired.]

MASON.
|

2 small windows In Tarlor In place $10.00
11 other windows, finish and all,

in place 100.00
10 door, casings and hardware,

1|'', in place 90.00
1 front door 1}'', in place 15.00
Bath and Kltohen walcscot up
4 feet in place 25.00

Kitchen sink 10.00

(Jutting for plumber 6.00

Pantry and China-closet com-
plete 35.00

Front stairs, of oak, in place 80.00
Closet under, with hooks and
shelf 5.00

Back stain up 25.00

Second Story.
Windows in front chambers in
place, without panels 60.00

6 other windows complete 40.00
215 feet baseboard 17.20
Bath-room finish beside wainscot 15.00
13 doors up-stairs, 1|'' 104.00
Floors all in matched fenclng.[7]
Bell from front door to kitchen.. 10.00

Total 91,187.70
PLUMBING.

6-foot 10-oz. planished copper
tub 14.00

Pan closet 10.00
12-inch bowl, slabs and cocks 16.00

U'-gHllon galvanized-iroa boiler.. 15 00

Trimmings to sink 4.00
30 feet 4 Inches soil-pipe 10.00
-'in feet) inch pipe 40.00
Cock over boiler I'.oo

Bath-cock 5.00
Shut-oil cock, rod and box 1.60
Curb stop and box 3.00
Water permit 4.00

Waste-pipe, lead 10.00

Faslenlngsand stay 3.00

Hop -er-clofet, trap and all 10.00
4-iiK-h lead trap 3.00
60 feet 6-iuoh drain, 40c., laid.... 24.00

Excavating (42.00
121 cords stone, laid 187.50
5 M. brick, laid 6t.OO
2 chimneys, at $1 per foot 75.00
3M. brick laid cellar floor 30.00
660 yards plaster 132.00
Plaster i n cove and gables 15.00
6 clone si Us 3.00

Total 9544.50

CABPENTER.

7,000 feet lumber In place 175.00

8,500 feet matched fencing in

place (25% allowed) 210.00

1,200 feet siding, ill place (25% al-

lowed) 36.00
750 feet A select, 1,", in place

(25% allowed) 68.00

2,500 feet mouldings, outside, in

place, i Thi Includes fur-

ring out bhingles at bot-
tom second story) 41.50

Fini-li of gables 25.00
lou feet ridges, in place 10.00
1".. i rii> xhingles, in place 75.00
liravel roof on deck 20.00
6i'0 Ibs. paper 25.00
r.i'n lli. nails in all 24.01)

Back steps 8."0
Sawed panels, in place 2\00
Front porch, complete 59.00

Basement.

Hatchway complete (stairs and
covers) 15.00

6 basement windows, in place,
com plete 18.00

Cellar stairs 15.00
Basement W. C lO.O'l

Cold-Air Box 10.00
5 il>">r>. plank frames; batten

door complete in place 25.00

h'irzt AVonr.
150 feet bae-board In place 15.00
Parlor window complete in place 60.00

Trap 92.00
Sewer permit :<.IMI

14 leet 4-inch drain, 30c., laid.... 4.20
Labor SII.IHI

2 Y's and 4 elbow* 4.00
Total 9216.70

60 feet conductors 6.00
60 feet gutter 10.00

Fishing, etc 40.00
l!'.. tMI '

r
- i- I'll-- ill plain;. ... liU.OO

Tola! 976.00
120 feet furnace-pipe, gingle 30.00

Total

R registers, 10 x 14 912.40
X feel >moke-pipe 3.00
Kurnace 125.00
Welbows 3.00

Total 9K3.40
Glazing 40.00

Painting 206.00
li.tal 9248.00

Archltcl'icouimiMlouat5%.... 150.00

IM9UI

' * **
7.7"

'

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS.

Y TR. F. A. FAWKES, F. R.

IXL "'" ' 'S " "' ; "' a
l'
a

l"' r lately on
J this subject before the Archi-
tectural Association, illustrated by
numerous diagrams and sections,
drawn to large scale, and executed
with great clearness and firmness of

outline. He said he proposed to

deal with his subject in regard to

questions of construction, leaving
those of architectural design and

structural detail to the architect, and all methods of planting to the

gardener. Horticultural buildings might be divided into two
classes: growing-houses to which he should

principally
confine

attention and showing-houses. The former class might again be
subdivided into three sections : the first, those in which plants were
grown in pots or stages, or at a certain distance from the glass ;

this section comprising simple greenhouses, plant-houses, houses for

bringing on bedding stuff, some descriptions of orchard-houses and
plant-stoves, without bottom heat. The second section included
houses in which foliage was trained along the roof, such as early
and late vineries, muscat, peach, and other orchard-houses. The
third and last section comprehended houses in which root-action was
stimulated, such as cucumber and melon houses, fruit succession and
fruiting-houses, pits with forcing or propagating beds, and plant-
stoves containing heated beds. In the second-class, or show-houses,
conservatories were the principal buildings. The peculiarly trying
conditions under which horticultural buildings existed viz., the
varied temperature outside and within; the moisture-laden air of
the interior; the exposed character of the structures; the necessity
for durability, solidity, and yet the minimum obstruction to light
warranted every precaution being taken that the materials used
should be thoroughly sound; that the construction allowed of no
crevices for retention of moisture or the harboring of insects; and
that the buildings, by subsequent periodical painting and repair,
were kept in good preservation. The first main point in connection
with a growing-house was to determine the pitches of roof most
advantageous for various purposes. The more nearly sunlight
struck the glass roof at right angles, or within 30 of a right ancle,
the less obstruction to the rays of light did the glass offer. The
next point was how to obtain the maximum impingement of the
sun's rays at, or as near as possible to, a right angle, for the posi-
tion of the sun relatively to the earth was always varying. In most
cases, for plant and flower-growing purposes, especially when pot-
plants required to be near the glass, a low pitch economized space
and artificial heat, and was better than a high pitch. He recom-
mended, therefore, a pitch of from 26 to 30

;
but if it was lower

than 26, rain would drift in under the laps. For fruit-growing
along the rafters, when the ripening process required the maximum
sun influence, from 36 to 44 pitch was desirable

; and for wall
fruit, where the glass required to be as near the wall as possible, and
a specially narrow form of house was adopted, 60 to 70 of pitch
might be allowed. For many varieties of growing, a lean-to was the
most suitable form of house, and it also utilized a wall or building
already in existence. The best possible effect for such a house was
to face the south, but even then some portion of the sunlight was
lost. In consequence of the brick protection to the north, and the
!*Iass-work fronting south, a lean-to was easier to heat than a house
in which the glass was exposed in every direction. When no high
wall existed or was required, or for building a right angle to lean-
tos facing south, or when a minimum height or equable heating of
all parts was required, span roofs were the most suitable. In such
a house the ridge should run north and south, and thus the contents
of the house would obtain as perfect a distribution of the sun's rays
as possible. Those two forms of roof, the lean-to and the span,
were the most simple forms employed; but there was a third, which
was a compromise between the two, the three-quarter span. This
was employed when the back wall of a lean-to had to be kept as low
is possible, or when it was necessary to let light in at the back.
When a number of houses were required they should be planned so
that the group should be as compact as possible, and the buildings for
consecutive operations should be as far as could be arranged in con-
secutive order. The boilers should be fixed in the most convenient
>osition for their work, and no separate building should be allowed
o suffer unnecessarily from the combination with others. Impor-
ant points in the planning of these buildings were site and levels.

iVhere the site could be made a matter of choice, care should be

> From the Building Kevi.
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taken to ensure a place where trees or other objects were not likely
to obstruct the sunlight, and thus ascertain the site which pre-
sented the greatest relative advantages with regard to aspect, drain-

age, stoke-hole, furnace, chimney, potting, and fuel-sheds, and re-

taining a particular view from other buildings. If the ground were

not level, the exact nature of the irregularity should he ascertained;

if fully level in the direction of the length of buildings, well and

good ;
if otherwise, means must be taken to correct the variations.

In any case of irregularity the boiler should be placed at the lowest

end. Even supposing the ground to be perfectly horizontal, the

question of floor-levels would have to be considered. As a general

rule, the levels of the floor should correspond with those of the

ground ;
but if there were a dilliculty of drainage, or the boiler

could not be made as low as was necessary, it was advisable to raise

the floor-level. It might, to reduce obstruction to a minimum, be

necessary to sink the floor-line in some cases below the ground ;

but in that case, great care should be exercised as to the drainage,
or the house might be perpetually flooded. Formerly it was more
common to sink the houses in order to retain heat

;
but with modern

facilities for heating, such a course was unnecessary. Houses in

combination, forming one range, should, if possible, have their floors

on the same level. Stages from one house to an adjoining one

should be avoided; but if necessary, parallel, disconnected lines of

house might occupy different levels without inconvenience. In all

cases, easy intercommunication for a wheel-barrow should be pro-
vided between houses. In constructing a glass house, several points
should be remembered, especially in regard to the roof. Obstruc-

tion to the sun's rays should be minimized
; yet the structure should

be durable and substantial, and lateral thrust should be avoided.

The rafters should be sufficiently deep for the purpose, yet not so

deep that the oblique solar rays would be materially arrested. For

growing-houses, a roof well tied with light iron rods would enable

rafters to be much shallower than would otherwise be possible. His

experience showed that a sash-bar roof, with T-iron purlins between
the rafters, was lighter, had less material in it, was not so liable to

rot, and, in fact, answered every practical purpose better than the

heavier and more substantial sash-roof. The advantages of the

sash over the sash-bar combination were that the roof could be prac-

tically stripped if more air were required within, and the building
could be removed without the necessity for taking out the glass.

Passing on to consider the questions of glass and glazing, the lecturer

stated that for clear glazing 21-oz. English sheet was generally used.

Thinner qualities were not so advisable, and Belgian glass was not

so desirable as English. Wavy or speckled glass was apt to scorch

plants. For a semi-obscure glass, Hartley's rolled plate was gener-
ally used. He had come to the conclusion that for use in purely
growing horticultural houses, no system hitherto invented was more

advantageous than putty-glazing. Putty-glazing was so inconven-
ient to renew, and so apt to crack and peel off, that horticultural

builders would welcome any method which promised to be more

advantageous, but the requirements had not at present been met.
In all the mechanical methods of glazing, the glass came into con-
tact with either a metallic or an elastic substance. In the former
case there must be a sufficient amount of "

play," or the glass would

certainly break ; in the latter case the elastic substance was found
in practice, chiefly in consequence of internal moisture, excessive
variations of temperature, and atmospheric influences, to give far

more trouble to gardeners than putty properly made and applied.
If any

"
play

" was given to the glass, hot-air escaped, and such
houses could not be thoroughly fumigated, while the glass was
broken by the freezing of water collected in the crevices, which also

harbored insects. The most usual form of ventilator was a framed

light, hinged at the top and open from the bottom outwards. Slid-

ing sashes for roof ventilation had almost gone out of fashion, except
for single frames, low pits, and houses in which the roof had at

times to be practically stripped. For other purposes sliding roofs
were cumbrous and unraechanical. Both top and bottom ventilators
should extend along the whole length of a house, except in the case
of top ventilators of a span or three-quarter span, which might be

arranged alternately' on either side of the ridge. Continuous ven-
tilators then being necessary, consecutive lights might be made to

open simultaneously, or each could be arranged to open sepa-
rately. Unless the lights were very numerous, the latter plan was

generally the best, and the ordinary notched "
set-opens" could be

used for lower lights, and a quadrant actuated by a cord and a coun-

terbalanoe-weight for upper and top lights. 'When, however, to
save time, or from inaccessibility, there was not convenient means
of opening, the best gear was a pair of double-jointed arms attached
to each light and keyed to a bar held in blocks fixed to the mullions.
The partial rotation of the bar and opening of the lights might be
effected by a handle keyed on to the bar at any part, pinned to a

quadrant, or the motion could be conveyed by a connecting-rod to
some distance. Similar apparatus could be used to actuate top-
lights. Double-jointed arms were the best form, as they offered no
obstruction to pots, plants or foliage. Roofs had occasionally to be
wired to support foliage trained under them. A good plan for

wiring, say a lean-to, was to take two flat bars, turned edgewise,
and suspend them at back and front by holdfasts, bolted at back
through the wall, and at front into the mullions. Then at the

necessary intervals wires should be stretched across by means of
raidisseurs to the two bars. Intermediate parallel bars, dependent
upon the length of rafter, would serve to support these wires, which

could thus be arranged at any distance apart, and could be altered

as was found necessary. They were thus more convenient for

painting, and to the gardener's needs, than permanently-fixed wires.

The lecturer mentioned that he usually employed No. 12 B. W. G.

wire, spaced ten inches apart and ten inches from the glass. In

planning the staging in a house the points to observe were facility
of drainage from pots, economy of space, accessibility, and proper
distance from glass, each depending on the height of plants to be

grown. The usual lattice-wood stage, composed of three-inch by
one-inch laths with three-quarter-inch spaces between them, was

very suitable; but where the plants' required to be set into damp
moss, sand, or shingle, carefully drained concrete, zinc or slate

lined, and wooden stages were necessary. In a nursery the chief

requirements were training-wires along the roof, a prepared
border about three feet deep, and provision for thoroughly draining
the border, and for preventing, by means of a concrete bed, or

otherwise, the roots of vines from penetrating the subsoil. The
front wall should be built on arches to allow of the soil border run-

ning outside, as well as within the house. The chief feature of a

forcing-pit was an arrangement of hot-water pipes for heating the

soil of which the bed was composed, supplementary to, and indepen-
dent of, the pipes for atmospheric heat. A better plan than carry-

ing these pipes through the bed itself was to take them through an
air-chamber under the bed

;
in this position the vapor-troughs were

more accessible and the whole arrangement was better. It was
best to keep those three classes of houses for plants, grapes, and
cucumbers separate, for, if combined, a high degree of cultivating

efficiency had to be sacrificed. He must first allude to show-houses
or conservatories, as to which several points should be kept in view.
The conservatory must be treated as one of the reception-rooms of

the dwelling, and without departing from its strictly horticultural

character, an endeavor should be made to approximate it architec-

turally, both inside and without, to the other portion of the house.

Having designed with a view to this, the remaining points to be
carried out could be summed up thus : Give as much light as pos-
sible

;
ornament the construction, and never construct the orna-

ment. Interest and pleasure should be excited by the broad lines

of a conservatory rather than by meretricious and fussy detail. As
to the interior, throw away stages, hide the pots, and give natural
beds and banks of foliage and flower, massed with artistic irregu-

larity. Let there be an ample paved space not a mere path
between these, so that a chair and table can be placed in the con-

servatory, and treat it as a lounge rather than a mere place to be
walked round in single file. If size permit, then rockwork, or foun-

tain, or sculpture may find a place in it. Baskets of hanging foliage
have a good appearance; bare walls can be hidden by creepers;
and an awkward space in the brickwork may sometimes be turned
into an aviary. In fact, while not sacrificing the strictly horticul-

tural raison d'etre of the structure, a judicious combination of art
with nature may intensify the enjoyment derived from a conserva-

tory, and the beauties of plants and flowers may be absolutely en-

hanced by the introduction of such artistic accessories as have been
mentioned.

THE LORILLARD EXPEDITION.
CHARNAY has come back to

Paris from that Mexican jour-
ney which he was enabled to

make through the liberality of Mr.
Pierre Lorillard. The circumstances
are well known. M. Charnay had

already explored Mexico for remains
of ancient American civilization, but
he wished to return, only his govern-
ment either could not or would not
find the money. In such matters

governments are all alike. So Mr.
Pierre Lorillard put his hand in his

pocket; and M. Charnay has now done
Yucatan thoroughly at his expense
/and has brought home a superb col-

/v lection of the remains'of Toltec civili-

zation. That is the result for Europe,
and for America, it seems to be that
there is now a heap of ruins in Yuca-
tan called Lorillard City. Of all

these archaeological treasures. Amer-
ica and Mr. Lorillard are to have noth-

ing, although they were collected with
the aid of Mr. Lorillard's money.
When the matter was first talked of

so M. Charnay says the explorer
proposed that Mr. Lorillard should
share half-and-half with the French

Government. M. Charnay was obliged to introduce his government
into the bargain because he is a French professor and received his

commission to search from the Ministry of the Interior. Mr. Loril-

lard I am still quoting M. Charnay said that he did not care to

have any relics; all he wanted was to promote the search for them.
M. Charnay thought this so strange that when his bark came home
laden with the precious remains of early American civilization, he
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thought it his duty to make a second offer to Mr. Lorillard, this

time not of originals, but of casts from the collection. He did this

with the direct assent of the French Government, and ho was au-

thorized, moreover, to sound Mr. Lorillard as to his willingness to

accept the Legion of Honor. The offer of the decoration was also

made to Mr. Thorndikc Hire, who has warmly interested himself in

the whole undertaking. The casts, M. Charnay suggested, might be

sent to the Museum in Central Park, a much more accessible place
for them than the Smithsonian Institution. lie accordingly wrote to

Mr. Lorillard and to Mr. Thorndike lliee, but he has never had a

word from either in reply. He cannot understand this, he Bays, and
he is much embarrassed, both on his own account and on account of

liis government. The French Government eannot offer the Legion
of Honor without having a previous certainty that it will be accepted,
nor can they go to the expense of sending the casts without know-

ing that Mr. Lorillard would care to have them. According to M.

Charnay, the statues and inscriptions brought over are invaluable,

especially from his point of view, as they establish his contention in

regard to the Toltec origin of early American civilization, and the

comparative modernness of the Toltec work. He has found noth-

ing over seven centuries old, and he thinks that the fact of his hav-

ing found anything at all is conclusive on the question of age.
Most of the ruins are in excellent preservation, and if they were
much earlier in origin this would certainly not be the case. The
climate and the soil and the manner of building are not calculated

to preserve them. The ruins in Greece, where everything is favor-

able for preservation, are at present in a worse condition than those

of Yucatan, for which a far higher antiquity is claimed. All this

will only increase our regret that Mr. Lorillard should not have se-

cured a fair share of these treasures for his own country. One is

quite at a loss to understand his indifference on this point. It seems

that when the first offer was made of half a share of the originals
he not only declined, but on M. Charnay 's representation that

people would think it strange, he telegraphed back,
" I don't care."

Now he does not even give himself so much trouble as that in reject-

ing the second offer of casts and public honors he does not answer
at all. M. Charnay says he is lost in conjectures as to the cause of

a silence which he considers wanting in respect to his government,
not to speak of himself. He wonders whether Mr. Lorillard and
Mr. Rice may have taken offense at his not having called upon them
on his way back with the treasures. At that time, it appears, he
was suffering from a painful and disfiguring tumor in the face, due
to the bite of an insect, which made it impossible for him to show
himself in society before he had seen his doctor. I give you

his ver-

sion of the matter just as I had it from his own lips. Ivo doubt it

will admit of a reply. Richard Whiting in the New York World.

A SEWAGE FARM IN THE LEA VALLEY.
IE following are some par-
ticulars of the sewerage
works which have recently

been carried out in the special

drainage district of Much
Hadham and Hadham Cross,
a town situated on the river

Ash, a tributary of the Lea,
Previously to the execution of

the works, the place was in the

usual unsatisfactory condition
which obtains where cesspools
form the only means of dispos-

ing of the sewage. A number
of the wells were found upon
analysis to be contaminated.
The district is of a somewhat
rural character, and it was
considered one where the sur-

face-water generally was suffi-

ciently pure to flow at once
into the natural water-courses.
The separate system of sewer-

age was then determined upon.
The nature of the place made
it somewhat difficult to gravi-

tate the sewage onto land sufficiently raised above the level of flood-

waters, and so avoid the error, only too
prevalent

in the Lea Valley,
"of discharging sewage onto land too low to be effectively under-
drained

;
but it was found after careful investigation that a suitable

site could be acquired some miles down the line of the Ash. The sew-

age is taken to this land by a 12-inch outfall-sewer, having a gradient of
1 in 660, which contours the side-long ground to the west of the val-

ley for the purpose of obtaining convenient depths. The man-holes
on the outfall-sewer are furnished with sluices, so that the flow can
be headed-up and a velocity obtained in excess of that due to the

gradient. The tributary sewers are 9 inches in diameter, with the

exception of a short length having a rapid fall, which is 6 inches.
The gradients are so arranged as to give the greater falls where they
are most required, at the upper ends, and average about 1 in 100, ex-

cept in the case of the principal town sewer, where there is a consid-
erable flow of sewage, which has a gradient of 1 in 300. These sew-
ers also are provided with sluices in the man-holes to aid the flushing

arrangements. The total length of the sewers is about two miles

and a half, and they arc conMrucled throughout of stoneware pipes,

jointed with yarn ami 1'urlland cement. Particular care was exer-

cised to secure water-tight sewers, anil an idea mav lie L'aincd of the

success of these efforts when it is known that, although at the com-

plctiuii of I he works not a drop of water got into them (notwilhst ami-

ing the fact that a considerable section was laid below the level of

the subsoil waters), yet before a dozen house-connections had been
made a stream of sewage passed down the whole length of the out-

fall-main onto the land. Ample ventilation is afforded by man-holes
and lam|vholesat frequent inter\ als, which are carried up to the sur-

face and covered witli strong iron gratings. These covers are well

finished off, having four rings of granite pitching bedded round them,

falling slightly away from the centre, so that the danger which so of-

ten exists to horses and carriage-springs is entirely obviated. 'I In-

flushing arrangements are very complete for a district without a wa-

ter-supply. One of the flushing-tanks (the largest) is placed at the

extreme head of the system, and its contents can be suddenly dis-

charged through a 9-inch outlet pipe. Water is collected ciiiclly
from land-drains and the road surfaces, but the large tank already
referred to is supplemented with an Abyssinian well and pump, so

that even in the dryest seasons water can be obtained at the point.
where it is most needed

;
and as the net-work of sewers is arranged

so that nearly the whole can be flushed, if necessary, from this one
tank, the system is practically independent of the storage of rain-

fall for flushing purposes. It has been found by experiments that

even without the use of the sluices in the man-holes one discharge
produces a flow of considerable velocity through the entire length,
which is maintained to the extreme point of outfall. No settling-
tanks are provided to retain the sewage until putrefaction sets in

a frequent cause of nuisance but a small straining-tank in dupli-
cate receives the flow and intercepts rags, corks, etc. It is needless
to say that under the above conditions the sewage reaches the out-
fall in a fresh state, and becomes assimilated by the soil and vegeta-
tion long before decomposition takes place. The sewage-farm re-

cently purchased by the Sanitary Authority consists of some four
acres of land on the west bank of the Ash. The soil is a light gravel
lying above the chalk. Water-tight pipe conduits are constructed

along and across the farm, and are furnished with an efficient system
of sluice-chambers to enable the sewage to be directed to any required

spot. Part of the area has been trenched two feet deep, and the re-

mainder was deeply cross-ploughed. The whole of the sewage is

passed over the surface and through the soil. The works have only
been completed some six months, and the farm is already in full work.
A good roadway has been made along the line of the upper boundary,
affording ample facilities for cartage, etc. The system of sewerage is

found to work well, and it is to be hoped that as much care has been
taken in carrying out the connections. The total cost of the struct-
ural works was under 2,500. Messrs. Smith & Austin were the en-

gineers who designed and carried out the works, and Mr. Barnard
Lai ley performed the somewhat onerous duties of resident engineer.
We hear that at Worinley also, lower down the valley of the Lea,
land has been acquired, and that works of sewerage are about to be
carried out by the same engineers. The Builder.

A QUESTION OF PAYMENTS.
FORT WAYKB, IITD.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
Gentlemen, Perhaps it would be right and proper to bring to

your notice, and for the benefit of the profession, a case in our
courts here, where one Trennam, an architect, is the plaintiff, and
one O'Conner is the defendant. The testimony shows that O'Conner
employed the architect to make him sketches for a house to cost four
thousand dollars, but such a house as was wanted would cost eight
or ten thousand, and he was so informed by the architect. The
owner is nearly blind, and wanted the architect to make him a

rough pencil-sketch that he might take it home to show to his family,
instructing the architect how he would like the rooms located, and
what size. The sketch was made, also pencil-drawings worked out for
all plans and elevations, and said O'Conner and family had asked and

requested that such-and-such things might be made so-and-so to suit

their ideas of a house.

The scale-drawings and tracings were made and colored, but as
the testimony shows, the owner had ordered the architect to stop ;

that it was too late in the fall to build, and he was going South.

Nothing more was done for some months. The owner not visiting
the office of the architect, the architect called at the home of the
owner and asked for fifty dollars, and stating that the drawings were
nearly ready for figuring, except details and specifications. The
owner asked who ordered him to finish the drawings, and further
stated that he would not pay him his bill. Several weeks after the
owner was to start South he called on the architect and paid him
twenty-five dollars, as he supposed, in full, and took a receipt. In big
absence his wife and daughter called on the architect and had some
alterations made and some sketches, and on his return he employed
other architects.

Architect Trennam met O'Conner on the street and asked him to

settle his account, $80. O'Conner said he would not pay a cent.
He was sued in Justice Court and judgment given the

plaintiff,
858 ;

in the higher court judgment given the plaintiff, 835. The plaintiff's

charges were one per cent on $8,000 and one-half per cent on $8,000
for ruined sketches. I. X. L.
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THE ORIGINAL PORTRAITS OF WASHINGTON.
To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

Dear Sirs, Referring to Mr. Charles Henry Hart's review of

her work "Original Portraits of Washington, including Statues,

Monuments and Medals," in No. 337 of the American Architect,

June 10, 1883, Miss Johnston notes with pleasure that Mr. Hart

places at her disposal all his data relative to Washington portraits.

Miss Johnston is now preparing a second edition of this work, and

she desires to avail herself of this offer, and will be obliged if Mr.

Hart will forward to the editor of the American Architect, for her

use, the data referred to. The author cheerfully corrects, in this

new edition, inaccuracies that have been pointed out by reviewers,

or discovered by herself, having an earnest desire to free the work

from error and establish the history of Washington portraiture.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION OF MINNESOTA.
ST. PAUL. MINN., January 15, 1883.

To THE EDITORS or THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
Dear Sirs, The Architectural Association of Minnesota held

its annual and regular meeting at Minneapolis, on the 2d inst. The

roll of officers elected for the current year is as follows : E. B. Bass-

ford, of St. Paul, President ;
Isaac Hodgson, of Minneapolis, Vice-

President; D. W. Millard, of St. Paul, Secretary; Fred. G. Corser,

of Minneapolis, Recording Secretary; J. Walter Stevens, of St.

Paul, Treasurer.

The work of the past year has been chiefly that of organization.
A closer acquaintance has been promoted among the architects, and

it is probable that other and- practical benefits will follow the prom-
ised endeavors of active members in the near future.

Respectfully yours, D. W. MILLAUD, Secretary.

NOTES AND CUPPINGS.

THE NEW FACADE OF FLORENCE CATHEDRAL. The portion of the

facade which is now completed, and which can be seen as yet only by
penetrating beneath the matting which entirely conceals all the scaffold-

ings, represents financially about half or two-thirds of the computed
cost of the whole facade, and it is truly marvellous to think that such an

enormous surface can have been covered with such admirable marble tar-

sia and carved work for so small a sum as 500,000 francs about 20,000.

Such a result is possible only, thanks to the greatest ingenuity and econ-

omy of the superintendents and to the exceptional resources, physical
and mental, of Tuscany. The material is altogether Tuscan, the white

marble having been brought from Serravezza, the red (like a fine rosso

antico) from the neighborhood of Siena, the green from Prato, and a

rich red breccia from the Garfagnana. The work is also entirely Tus-

can. The models of the statues have been supplied at cost price. The
highest day's wages of any of the workmen is from three to six francs.

Six francs a day are the wages of the head stone-mason, who with his

eon has modelled and chiselled all the finest arabesques and foliations

of the portals, some of which are extremely bold and at the same time

delicate in effect. The workmen, whose number has just been reduced

from seventy to sixty, are almost entirely from the districts of Fiesole

and Settignano, which gave Florence some of her greatest Renaissance

sculptors in Mino, Benedetto da Majano and Benedetto da Rovezzano. To
these men, who are none of them able to draw, who have learnt all that

they know from study of the older portions of the cathedral and from

patient practice, are given only the general measurements and the rough-
est outline in charcoal on the wall by the architects, and they furnish a
much better idea of the men who worked at Pisa, at Siena, or at Char-

tres than could any highly taught and highly sestheticised modern archi-

tect. Still while admiring the beautiful work of these masons (which
contrasts painfully with the feeble inspirations of the modern sculptors
who have tried to adapt to Gothic purposes the remnants of the insipid
Bartolini style of fifty years ago), we must not forget how much in

really striking and beautiful effect of the fa9ade is due to the architects,

obliged to study, often to guess, under the matting of the scaffoldings,
the exact proportions and reliefs of all the various portions of an enor-

mous mass of marble incrustations which will be seen at such different

heights and distances. The Athenaeum.

DISCOVERY OF A MAUSOLEUM ON THE ISLAND OF RHODES. The
Austrian archaeological authorities have had the luck to find at Gul-

baktche, opposite the island of Rhodes, a mausoleum of great importance,
and to recover almost the entire sculptural decorations, consisting of re-

liefs of subjects from the "Odyssey," combats of the usual character of

the best time of Greek art, Greeks with Amazons, with Asiatics, etc.

the whole of which, though cut in a sandstone not calculated to resist

weather as the limestones do, are in an excellent condition. The Turkish

Government, on learning the importance of the find, telegraphed to their

official in charge that he was not to permit the series of reliefs to be

separated. The Government firmans always claim the half of the sculp-
ture found in the excavations on the Crown lands, but the Austrian

Superintendent, interpreting this in the sense that they were all to go to-

gether, claimed the whole by virtue of this order, and had them shipped
before the mistake, if it was one, could be corrected. Doubtless the Stam-
boul authorities meant quite otherwise, but it is open to debate whether,
if the Turkish Government was responsible for a decision which virtu-

ally annulled the rule of division of the trouvaille the Austrians had not
the right to avail themselves of the modification to their own advantage.
The Porte had certainly no right to claim the Austrian half of the pro-
ceeds of the joint enterprise, and if the series must be kept entire the

only practicable solution was that which the Austrian Superintendent
of Works arrived at. The monument will be set up at Vienna. Pall
Mull Gazette.

EARTHQUAKES AND PAGODAS. A notable instance of the Japanese

understanding of the conditions under which they exist occurs in tlie

manner of giving security to pagodas. Pagodas are often of great

height, yet many have existed for seven honored years, and have with-

stood successfully the many vibrations of the ground, which must have

inevitably achieved their overthrow had they been erections of stone

or brick. When I first ascended a pagoda I was struck with the amount

of timber employed in its construction; and I could not help feeling

that the material here wasted was even absurdly excessive. But what

offended my feelings most was the presence of an enormous log of

wood in the centre of the structure which ascended from its base to its

apex. At the top, this mass of timber was nearly two feet in diameter,

and lower down a log equally large was bolted to each of the four sides

of this central mass. I was so surprised with this waste of timber that

I called the attention of my good friend Sakata to the matter, and es-

pecially denounced the use of the centre block. To my astonishment

he told me that the structure must be strong to support this vast central

mass. In my ignorance I replied that the centre part was not supported

by the sides, but upon reaching the top I found this monstrous central

mass suspended like the clapper of a bell; and when I had descended

I could, by lying on the ground, see that there was an inch of space in-

tervening between it and the earth which formed the floor of the pa-

goda. The pagoda is to a Buddhist temple what a spire is to a Chris-

tian church, and by its clever construction it is enabled to retain its

vertical position even during the continuance of earthquake shocks, for

by the swinging of this vast pendulum the centre of gravity is kept
within the base. I now understand the reason for that lavish use of

timber which I had so rashly pronounced to be useless, and I see that

there is a method in Japanese construction which is worthy of high ap-

preciation. In the absence of any other instance, the employment of

this scientific method of keeping the pagoda upright shows how care-

fully the Japanese have thought out the requirements to be met. Dres-

ser's "Japan."

PROPOSED SHIP RAILWAY IN CANADA. Our readers will remember
that a commission with the late Hon. John Young as chairman, re-

ported in 1875 adversely to the long projected Baie Verte Canal, across

the Isthmus of Chignecto, which separates the Bay of Fundy from Baie

Verte, in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, or rather in Northumberland Strait,

opposite Prince Edward Island. The estimated cost was $8,000,000,

and the time proposed for construction eight years. The annual charge
would have been at least $500,000, and on this account chiefly the

scheme was finally interred without serious protest from the Maritime

Provinces, where influential local jealousy of it, as calculated to divert

traffic from existing routes, was known to exist. Last year Mr. H. C. G.

Ketchum, a New Brunswick civil engineer, came before the Dominion
Parliament with a proposal to substitute a ship railway over the same

route, in place of the defunct canal scheme. He obtained a charter for

the Chignecto Ship Railway and a subsidy of 150,000 per annum for

twenty -five years, when and so long as the railway should be in successful

operation. Mr. Ketchum carried the scheme to London, where, after some

delay arising out of the effect of the Egyptian question on the financial

market, he has succeeded in getting it taken up by an eminent contrac-

tor, subject to the favorable report of his own engineer, who is now en-

gaged with Mr. Ketchum in examining the site, ascertaining cost of con-

struction, nature and extent of traffic, etc. If the scheme is carried out,

the Dominion will be the first country in the world to possess a ship

railway, and probably there is no other country which possesses a site

more favorable in its engineering aspects for a perfect railway that

is a ship railway without curves or grades. The Iron Age.

IMPROVED PAPIER-MACHE PROCESS. A durable and inexpensive
method of employing papier-mache as a substitute for mattings, carpets,

oil-cloths and other floor coverings, has been introduced, the simplicity
of the process being also an additional advantage in its favor. After

the floor has been thoroughly cleaned, the holes and cracks are then

filled with paper putty, made by soaking newspaper in a paste made of

wheat flour, water and ground alum, that is, to one pound of such flour

are added three quarts of water and a tablespoonful of ground alum,
these being thoroughly mixed. With this paste the.floor is uniformly
coated, and upon this a thickness of manilla or hardware-paper is placed,
or if two layers are desired, a second covering of paste is spread on the

first layer of manilla paper, and then the second thickness of paper is

put on, and the whole allowed to become perfectly dry ; on this being

accomplished another surface of paste is added, succeeded by a layer of

wall-paper of any style or pattern desired. On the work becoming en-

tirely dry it is covered with two or more coats of sizing, made by dis-

solving one-half pound of white glue in two quarts of hot water, and
when this has dried, a coat of " hard oil finish varnish," nothing more

being required after the latter has had time to become thoroughly dry
in every part. Providence Journal.

REOPENING A ROMAN BASILICA. Yesterday being the festival of

Pope St. Damasus, solemn high mass was celebrated in the interesting
old Church of Sts. Laurence and Damasus which was rebuilt by Bra-

mante,in connection with the Palace of the Cancelleria, on the site of

the primitive Basilica of the sixth century for the first time since it

was closed for restoration in 1868. The celebrant was Cardinal Bilio,

and the ceremony was performed with all possible pomp ;
but the atten-

tion of the crowd present was naturally divided between the service,
the splendor of the decorations, the new frescoes, by Grand! and Fontana,
of the martyrdoms of Pope St. Sixtus II. and of St. Laurence, and the

monument to another and a later martyr, Pellegrino Rossi, Pius IX's

Minister who was assassinated in November, 1848, on the staircase just

opposite the door of the Basilica. There were few, if any, who, on

leaving, did not go to look at the spot where he fell. The ceremonies
connected with the reopening of the Basilica began on Saturday with
the recognition of the relics, which were carried processionally to the

high altar and deposited in the place prepared for them; and on Sun-

day the ceremony of consecrating the altar was performed, Cardinal
Bilio also officiating on both these occasions. London Times.
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BUILDING INTELLIGENCE,
(Reported (or The American Arch!tct and Buildim Newt.)

[Although a large portion of the building intelligence
it provided bit their regular correspoiidents, the editors

greatly ilerire to receive voluntary HI ft vitiation, espe-

ciallyfrom tlte mailer and outlying towns.]

BUILDING PATENTS.

[Printed tpecijicationi of any patents herementioned.

together tritti full detail illustrations, may be obtained

of the Commissioner of J'atentt, at Wathington, for
itcenty-Jii'e cenli.}

270,880. IMITATION or METAL CASTINGS oil CARV-
INGS. - George H. Dexter, Boston, Mass.

270,602. GAS-TRAP KIIK SINKS. L'KIKALB, ETC.
William Moriin. Witliamsburgh, N. Y.

270.607. SASH-FASTENER. John U. Kelly, Warren
Tavern, Pa.

270.608. MANUFACTURE OF CEMENT. Ludwlg
Roth, Wetzlar, Prussia, (ierniany.

270,613. KOCK-1)KILL. Chas. W. Stlekney, Wash-
ington. D. C.

270,623. FIRE-PROOF CEILING. Charles J. Ban-
dam, New York. N. Y.
270,63. DOOR. William S. Castor, Marston, 111.

270.648. I/OCK FOR KLKVATOR-UATE8. John W.
Kllwanger anil William Kddlngton, St. Louis, Mo.

270,678. APPARATUS FOR HOISTING AND LAYING
STONE. Griffith Hunter, Chicago, III.

270.677. FIRE-PROOF CEILING. Ernest V. John-
son, Chicago, 111.

270,698. HEATIXO-FURNACE. Jeremiah J. Rich-
ardson, Brooklyn, N. Y.

270,7(14. MOULD FOR MAKING CEMENT-PIPE. Na-
than W. Stowell, Los Angeles, Cal.

27n,7ii6. SOHOOL-HOCU HEATER. Jacob Voegtle,
Inilianapolis, Ind.

270,731. AUTOMATIC FIRE-EXTINGUISHER. Chas.
E. Brennan, Charlottesville, Va.

270,741. PIPE-WRENCH. - Frlederlch Cajar, New
York, N. Y.
270,754. WATER-CLOSET BOWL. John Cropper,

New York, X. Y.

270,761. CONSTRUCTION AND VENTILATION OF
SANITARY DEVICES, ETC. Matthew F. Deegan, Chi-

cago, 111.

270,769. CAVITY-PLANE. James England, New
York, N. Y.

270,801. AUTOMATIC FIRE-EXTINGUISHER. Chas.
L. Horack, Brooklyn, N. Y.

270,819. FAUCET. Herman H. Llemke, St. Louis,
Mo.
270,822. HAND-SAW. George G. McChesney. Mld-

dletown, N. Y.

270,828. DOOR-KNOB. Gustare Newberg, Chica-

go. 111.

270.832. HOT-AIR REGISTER. Patrick W. Nolan,
New York, N. Y.

270.833. STAINING COMPOUND FOR WOOD. An-
thony W. O'Blenus, New York, N. Y.

270.839. DEVICE FOR LATHING. Stuart Perry,
Newport, N. Y.

270.840. SPIKE. William K. Perry, Sharon. Pa.
270,847. GLASS-CUTTING FRAME. William R.

Rodman, New Burnside, 111.

270,851. CORNICE. Samuel H. Scottron, Brook-
lyn, N. Y.

270,85<5. HOLLOW AUGER. William L. Stoddard,
Elvaston, 111.

270,859. ROOF. Christian Svendsen, Clinton, lo.

270,876. SEWER OR STENCH TRAP. Lee D. Craig,
San Francisco, Cal.

270,880. HINGE. Samuel D. Halley, St. Louis, Mo.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

Baltimore.

DWELLING. Messrs. J. A. & W. T. Wilson, archi-

tects, are preparing drawings for B. F. Newcomer,
Esq., for a residence on the e s of St. Paul St., be-
tween Kiddle and John Sts. It Is to be of brick and
stone, 30' x 88', and will cost about $40,000; Mr. John
Marshall will be the builder.

BUILDING PERMITS. Since our last report one per-
mit has been granted, which Is as follows:

J. T. Carter, three-st'y brick building, with two-
si'y brick back building, e s Central Ave., between
Hoffman and Oliver Sts.

Brooklyn.
BITILDIKG PERMITS. Sumpter St., Jfo. 205, n s, 12V
w Saratoga Ave., two-st'y frame dwell., tin roof;
cost. $2,30<i; owner, Anton Merz, 21 Hall St.; build-

er, J. Pirring.
Ilerkimer St., Not. 578 and 582. s s. 265' and 31.V w

Schenectady Ave., 2 two-and-a-half-st'y frame
dwells., gravel roofs; cost, about $2,300 each; owner,
John McKesson, 91 Fulton St., New York; archi-
tect and builder, W. J. Wilson.

Srrentetnth St., s s, 120' e Fifth Ave., 5 two st'y
frame tenements, tin roofs; cost, total, $12,000;
owner, Cbas. Long, 383 Eleventh St. ; builder, J. F.
Wood.

Washington Ave., e s, 107' 7" s Butler St., three-
st'y frame tenement, tin roof; cost, $2,850; owner,
Win. Dale; architects and builders, M. Freeman's
Sons.

Mni/nitlin St.. s R. 250' e Irving Ave., three-st'y
frame store and tenement, tin roof; cost, $4,000;
owner, Anton Vogt, 430 Humboldt St.; builder, J.
Dahlcr.

Myrtle Are., n s, 63' w Cedar St., three-st'y frame
store and tenement, tin roof; cost, $3,000; owner auc
builder, H. C. Bauer, 721 Bushwiok Ave.

I .(<.-., n ,30' w Tompklns Ave.,4 three-ly
IwelU., tin roofs; <-o*i, each, 93,500; owner.

Anna A. Fardon, II'J Carlton Avc.; architect and
builder, A. A. Fardon.

lie, li'fvl I/.., n w cor. Park Ave., 6 three-st'y
frame dwells., gravel roofs; cent, each, $7 ,5m); own-
er and architect, .). ti. <il.iv.-r. .'1 Montagu.- M.

t'ii'inii'-' i/ St., Sot. 14(1 ami II'J. s n, HIHI' e Ueid
Ave., 3 two st'y frame dwells., [in roofs; cost. . ...

.'

85

., o m es., n roos; cos. . ... i

.',51)0; owners and tiuil.lers, Adams & Donalihion,
5 Macou St. and ."J14 Fulton St.; a, ch.t .1. I . 1 in: -

_..,,.._ Are., n w cor. Sanfonl St.. three-st'y
brick mill, gravel roof; cost, Jl2,0o >: owm-is, Whlui,
Piii.-r.t |-aii:e M'I'g. Co., 41i Wllloughby Ave.;
architect, M. J. Murrill.

Boston.
- A dwelling, near the corner of Falrfield St.

iind Commonwealth Ave., is now in progress. It Is

of brick and stone, flve-st'y, 21' x 82'; Mr. George
Wheat land is the owner; Vtnal & Dodgoand Uiiulng
A: Driseo, the contractors; a:>d Mr. o. F. Smith, oi

Boston, the architect.
Hi n. HIM; PERMIT*. Brick. No permits have
been issued for brick buildings since the last rep. TI.

\\'inxl. -- ll.iri-'iul St
. near Wales St.. War.l 4.

for Samuel B. Faulkner, two-st'y pitch dwell., I'D*

and 21' 6" x si'; Samuel It. Faulkner, builder.
I ""'lined St., from Tremmit I'onrt, Ward 24, for

Byron A. Atkinson, 2 one-st'y and mansard dwells.,
19' "'' x ->': and 3 one-st'y and mansard dwells., W
2'' x 28'; Freman Hopkins, builder.

t
'

"fre St.. near Dorchester Ave., Ward 24. for Ira
A. Medbury. two-sl'y pitch dwell., 32' x 44'; Ira A.
Medbury, builder.
East Fourth St., near I St., Ward 14, for James K

Rowe, 2 one-st'y mansard dwells., 2o' x 33'; Henry
Keves, builder.
llareard St., s s, Ward 24. for Cheever Newhall,

2 two st'y and pitch dwells., 21' and 24' U" x :;o';

Chas. E. Currier, builder.
ll'ninut Ave., near Dale St., Ward 21, for Win.

Donaldson, 2 two st'y pitch dwells., 20' x 30'; ell, 15'

x 15'; Win. Donaldson, builder.

Hay St., near Hulburt St., Ward 21, for John B.
Mulvey, 2 three-st'y flat dwells., 15' and 20' x 41';
John B. Mulvey, builder.

Sheridan Ave., near Chestnut Ave.. Ward ?3, for
Mrs. Victoria Sammet, two-st'y pitch dwell., 26' and
30' x 48'; James Simpson, builder.

.I/. 'Ifnrd St., \ns. 507 and 50i>, Ward 4. for Page &
Little'tteld, one-st'y 8at storage. 20' and 35' x 64'.

Chelsea St., A'os. 315-321, Ward 1, for Andrew B.
Porter, three-st'y pitch currying-shop, 50' x 75'.

ll'tlli'--!: St., near Premiss St., Ward 2?, for Geo.
F. Burkhardt, one-st'y flat wagon-house, 37' x 58'.

Commercial St., near Shamrock St., Ward 21, for
McNeil Bros., two-st'y flat storage of lumber, 23' x
43' x 6J' </'; McNeil Bros., builders.

Chicago.
BUILDING PERMITS. P. J. Ryan, two-st'y and base-
ment brick dwell.,21' x 38', 153 South Sangamon St.;
cost, $5,50 1.

Frank Nowak, two-st'y and basement brick flats,
21' x 44', 118 Farqnar St., cost, $3,000.
M. McCarthy, two-st'y brick flats, 22' x 54', 3801

Bnltcitielil St.; cost, $2,200.
J. J. Powers, one-st'y basement, 21' x 45', 3218 But-

terfleld St.; cost, *1,'OU.
Win. Mara, three-st'y brick flats, 50' x 55', Win-

chester Ave. and Van Buren St.; cost, $10,000.
T. C. Goudle, two-st'y brick flats. 21' x 42', Su-

perior St., near Rockwell St.; cost, $2,5'Ki.
Win. Relsner, one-st'y brick store, 20' x 50',4S6 Lin-

coln St.: cost, 81,500.

F. Hemberg, one-st'y brick store, 20' x 50', 28 lle.es

St.; cost, $1,000.
Albert Crane, one-Bt'y brick cottage, 4V x 32',

Emerald Ave., near Thirty-first St.; cost, $1,000.

Cincinnati.
S rour. Mr. David Slnton is to build a new store on
Fourth St., between Vine and Race Sts. The lot Is

47' on Fourth St., and 100' deep. The building will
be flve-st'y, and will be used for stores and offices;
Mr. Jas. W. Mclaughlin, architect.

BUILDING PERMITS. The following building per-
mits have been issued since our last report:
Mrs. E. N. Rule, three-st'y brick, corner of Fifth

St. and Broadway; cost, $5,000.
B. N. Gerleman, three st'y brick dwell., Elizabeth

St.. near John St.; cost, $4,500.
Frank Werner, three-st'y brick dwell., Harrison

Pike; cost, $4,000.
Thos. Emery's Sons, elght-st'y stone-front build-

Ing for banking and office purposes. Fourth St.,
near Walnut St.; cost not stated, but supposed $100,
000; Samuel Hanuaford, architect.

S. L. Wilder, four-st'y brick store, Sixth St.,
near Elm St.; cost. $4,000.

Benj. Kuhlman, three-st'y brick dwell., Ohio Ave.;
cost, $8,000.
Four permit* for repairs; cost, $2,000.

Louisville, Ky.
BUILDING PERMITS. Very few building permits
have been issued since last report. Those of $2,000
and over are as follows:
J. H. Post, brick dwell.; cost, $2 OiiO.

Mrs. M. A. Matlack, frame dwell.; cost, $2,200.
K. Burke, brick dwell.; cost, S2,5'.
M. A. Irving, brick dwell.; cost, $4,500; M. I. Wil-

son, architect.
Mrs. Mary Pulliam. brick dwell.; cost, $5,700.
Chestnut St. Baptist Church, brick church; cost,

$60,000; H. Wolters, architect.
Jno. G. Barrett, brick store; cost, $18,000; C. A.

Curtin, architect.

Minneapolis, Minn.
HOTEL. The contracts were let on Wednesday last

lor the stone-work in the West hotel, and for much
other work.

TKM MI \ i Hor~v s. OrfT Bros, are preparing the

plans for a three-st'y brick and stone tenement, to
contain four houses, which C. B. Moses will buil.i

on the corner of Hawthorne Ave. and Fifteenth si.

HOUSES. H. G. Sidle and family have vacated their

I lentil -pin \ve. i.-M.lenee to make way f,,r Mr Si, lie's
new bloek.
Mr. J. W. Krwin. of lilrhllfld. Is to build a 87,000

lloll-e ;itler plans by He"* tV I'Vk.
'1 lie house in pror-crt* of erection forio-n. K<>**er

l tu In. diiplieal.-l in Atlanta. Ca., ami the plan*
are being traced by Ke.-s.t Hk.

N.-VT York.
CATHEDRAL. It Is stated that the great !:..man
Catholic Cathedral isi. ratriekv in Fiiih \ie. l to
be completed speedily, and that some arrangement
to that end has been made, whether through a sub-
seriptl ir by money advanced for the purpose, U
not related.
iiM-ri AL. The Italian Benevolent Society has de-
cided to erect a hospital, nut a innuumenl, to the
honor ,,f<;:,rlbal.ll.

U I i< i -l:i MI. is... - for the Commercial I'nlon As-
surance Co., of Ixmdon, a first-class slx-st'y office-
Luil'lin;; of irregular dimensions, averaging about
'.'"' x ;>': Is to IM; built on the n e cor. of Hue and
Williams Sts., from designs of Mr. Ceo K. llnrney.The front will be of stone in the basement and
flrst-st'y. and al.\e will l>e brick with stone finish,
and probably a light introduction of tvrra-e.ilta will
be in..., I. The l.in.ilin- will contain all tli- modern
Improvements, and will cost at least SfO.f* 0.

BANK. For the Mount Morrin Hank, a building U to
be erected oil the n w cor. of Fourth Ave. and One
I 1 nn.lre.l and Twenty-flfth St., from desiuns of Messrs
Laml>& Rich. The front Is to be of brick and red
stone. The cellar Is to be used for vaults: the base-
ment by a s.if.i Deposit Co.; the flrst floor for bank
purpoM-s, airl the up|MT stories for apartments.

STAIII.K. A stable 7ir x loo' is to be erected on the
north side of Seventy-fifth St., w)' w of Islington
Ave., for Mr. Thomas Patten from designs ol Mr
George Martin Huss. It is to be four stories, of
brick with terra eotta finish. The basement ill lie

utilized for a riding ring; the first fl.mr will contain
offices, a ladles'

reception-room, and storage for CKT-
riages; the second door will accommodate seventy-
seven horses.

1'i.t -ii-lliirsK. The "Progress" Club is to hare
pleturesque club-house, In the Moorish style of ar-
chitecture, erected on Fifty-ninth St., bet. Fourth
and Lexington Aves. It is to be 5<>' x loo/, three
stories high and flre-proof throngl out. 'I he front will
be brick and terra cotta. with colonneltes and span-
drels of bronze. The ball-room is to bedecorated in
the Moorish style. The cost will be about *so CMH).
rii.niM) PK.KMITS. Ave. A, KOI. 109 aiul 171, 2
nvp-t'y brick tenements and stores, tin roofs, cost
each, $14,0i'0; owner. Louis P. Hollwacen 49 Seven-
tieth St.; architect, Win. Jose.

Ki<tht>i-ri ;ihth St., us, 235'6'' e Fourth Ave., 2 flve-

it'y brick tenements, tin roofs; cost, each. $15,onO;
owner, Honora Byrne, 12S Fast Ninetieth St.; archi-
tect, John Mclntyre; builder, Byrne.
One Hundred and Kii/hlh St., n r, 1511' w Second

Ave., 12 four-st'y brownstone front tenements, tin
roofs; owner, Jacob L. MaFChke, 192 Division St.;
architect, John C. Burne; builder, not selected.

Ftramttm St., Xot. 9 and ll, si x-st'y brick store
tin roof; cost, $45,000; owner, Morris S. Herrmann
One Hundred and Fifteenth St., near Fifth Ave ;

architect, Geo. W. Da Cunha.
Marion Are., w s, 600' n Kingsbridge Road, 2 ttro-

t'y frame dwells., tin roofg; cost, each, $2,000; own-
er, Annie Arctander, Willis Ave., near One Hun-
dred and Forty sixth St.; architect, Arthur Arctan-
der.
Kiohth Are., 8 e cor. One Hundred and Forty-

third St., 3 four-st'y brick tenements and stores tin
roofs, cost, two, each, $lo,ouo, one $8,000: owner and
builder, Patrick Whelan, One Hundred ami Thirty-
eighth St., near Southern Boulevard; architect. Geo.
S. Ferris.

treit fortieth St., A"b. 237. flve-st'y brick tenement
and store, tin roof; cost, $16,000; owners L. & K
Ungrlcb, 160 West Thirty-third St.; architect, M. L.
Ungrich.
One Hundred anrl Forty-third St., n s, 425' e Wil-

lis Ave., 8 two st'y and basement frame dwells., tin
roofs; cost, each, $2,200; owner, Chs. Van It, per. rj*J
Kast One Hundred and Forty-third St.; architect
H. S. Baker.
One Hundred and Forty- fourth St., n 9, 38' &' e

College Ave., 2 two-st'y frame dwells., gravel roofs;
cost each. $2,000; owner, Anna Ijt Cost. One Hun-
dred and Forty-fourth St., cor. College Ave.; archi-
tect, H. S. Baker; mason, C. S. la Cot.
One Hundred and Fi>rti/-lliirri St., s s, ITS'w Eighth
ve., two-st'y frame dwell., tin roof; cost, $3,000;
uner, Win. Naegele, '2:192 Fourth Ave.
One Hundred and forty fourth St., s s. ISO' e Third

Ave., four-st'y frame tenement, tin roof; cost
$6,1X0; owner, Mrs. Caroline Tegimeyer. One Hun-
dred and Forty-sixth St., between Willis and llroohl
Aves.; builders, John C. Stlchler and John Freese.

t'ortu-riiihth St., n s, MO' w Tenth Ave.. 14 live M T
brownstone front tenements, tin roofs; cost ea.-h
$20,000; owner, Chas. Riley, 143.1 Lexington Ave.;'
architect, John C. Burne; builder, not selected.

Forty-ninth St.. n s, ino' w Tenth Ave.. 10 tiw-st'y
brownstone front tenements; tin roofs: rwner;Wiii.
Rankln, 306 West Forty-seventh St.; architect, C. F.
Ridder, Jr.; builder, not selected.
Wttt f.ftu-jirtt St., tin .554, five-sfy brick tene-

ment, tin roof; cost, $10,000; owner, Katharlna Dett-
ling, 555 West Fifty-flrst St.; architect, C. F. Ridder,
Jr.: builder, not selected.
Urook Are., n e cor. One Hundred and Forty-

fourth St.. three-st'y frame tenement, tin roof; cost,
$6,iXiO; owner, John o'llarran. One Hundred and
Forty-fourth St., e of Brook Ave.; architect, J. H.
Burrows.

Firtt Are., A'o. 436. three-st'y brick factory, gravel
roof, cost, $5,>i; owner. Carl H. Schultz, One Hun-
dred and Fortieth St., w of Boulevard; architect,
Kd. E. R4ht; masons, R. L. Darragh & Co.; cnrj en-
ter, not selected.

AI.TKKATIIISS. nrnnd\rn\i. No. 53. raise one-st'y and
Internal alterations: cost, $30,000; owners, R. & O.
(.o.-let ; architect, Jos. M. Dunn. To be done by
day's work.
Srafd St., ft'oi. 85 and 87, flve-sfy brick and iron

extension, tin roof; cost, $30,000; owner, Joseph

A
M
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Fisher; architect, \Vm. H. Hume, 9 w cor. Fifth

Ave and Fourteenth St.; builder, notselected.

Tenth Are., X. 72.3, internal alteration- and new
store front; C"st, S2,i~iOO; owner, 1>. Knickniann, 318

West Fifty-eighth St.; architects, A. 1'funil & Son.

first .ice., A'o. 434, new walls; cost,S2,5ii(>; owner,

Carl H Schultz, One Hundred and Fortieth St.,

near Boulevard; architect, Ed. E. Kaht; masons,

Kobert L. Uarragh & Co.
-

hune.
Philadelphia.

BUILDING PERMITS. The past week has-been almost

void as to the issuing of permits, consisting of a tew

alterations and additions, with the following build-

ta
?Tr</ St., Fa. 132", 3 two-st'y dwells., 16' x 30';

Daniel Carlin, contractor,

Orford St., n e cor. Mervm St., one-st'y building,

12' x'57'; Chas. Wolter, owner.

Portland, Oregon.

Plans are now being prepared for a number of

large business blocks which will be commenced in a

fe
it 'is expected'

e
inore buildings will be put up this

year than during any past year.

STORES H. H. Nonbrup has just started to build a

two-st'y brick building for business purposes, 50

front by 80' deep; Scharno & Davidson, contractors;

J. Kr'umbein Architect; cost, $10.000.

TENEMENT-HOUSES Henry Fieckenstem, Esq., is

bavin* plans prepared for four two-st'y tenements,

100' frontage; cost, total, about $14,000; J. Krum-
bein. architect.

HOUSE. Mr. Gundolph has had plans drawn fora

two-st'v residence; cost, $18,00.

STORES L.D THEATRE.- W. H. Williams architect,

is preparing plans for a three-st'y brick building,

100' x 100'; the lower part will be fitted up for stores,

and the upper part for a variety theatre; cost, So ',-

000- its construction will be commenced March 1st.

HOUSE Mr. Williams has also prepared plans tor a

residence and stable for R. Knapp, Esq.; -cost of

residence, $40,000; stable, $10,000.

Following is a list of architects doing business in

Portland- W. A. Williams, Charles Talbot, Joseph

Sherwin, W. Stokes, Burton & McCaw, Justus

Krumbein and Neer & La Romer.
The indications at present are that an unusual

amount of building will be done throughout Oregon
the present year.

St. Louis.

BUILDING PERMITS. Sixteen permits have been is-

sued since our last report, of which eight are for

unimportant frame houses. Of the rest those worth

$2.500 are as follows:

Jas. A. Quirk, 2 two-st'y brick dwells.; cost, $8,500;

Thos. Gugerty, contractor.

D
1

; i Jas. A. Quirk, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, C,500;

Thos. Gugerty, contractor.

P. H. Tobin, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $6,000; G.

E. Miller, contractor.

Bids and Contracts.

ALBANY, N. Y. The following is a synopsis of bids

received at this office under advertisement dated

December 14, 1882, for glass for the custom-house

etc at Albany, N. Y.: De Pauw's American Plate

, ,

& Marreuner, $3,342; D. H. Fonda & Co., $3,4-7

has been accepted.
PHILADELPHIA, PA. The following is a synopsis o]

bids received for iron stairways for the post offi:e

and court-house at Philadelphia, Pa.; C. Hitzeroth

$25''5
J

Bartlett, Hayward & Co., $4,350; Snead &
Co' $4 473; B. Tippetts & Sons, $4,901); Phoenix Iroi

Company, $5,197; Haugh, Ketcham & Co., $.j,904.W

W. Bugbee Smith, $6,250; S. J. Creswell, 87,200

Cheney Hewlett, $R,169. The bid of C. Hitzeroth

the lowest, has been accepted.

General Notes.

BRATTLEBORO, VT. The committee on competitiv

Burdick, architect.
Frame dwell, for W. W.|Yonge; cost, $3,000; I. E.

Burdick, architect.
i- in -DUE, lo. W. H. Peabody, Esq., is preparing to

build a block of three residences, each two-st'y and

basement, brick, 32' x If'8", oil Locust St., near Sev-

enth St.; cost, about $5,500.
Plans are being made for a two-st'y frame cottage,

20' x 4', for E. .1. Keischards, Esq., to be built on
Fifth-Street Hill, at a cost of about $2,000.
W. II. Day, Esq., is having plans prepared for a

two-st'y frame "Queen Anne" cottage, to be built

on Grove St., at a cost of about Slo.Oim.

F. 1). Hyde is the architect of each of these.

BRIDGE
MASONRY.

[At la Passe. Can.]
Tenders will be received up to the 8th of Febru-
rv next, for the putting in the foundations and

uilding the masonry for a bridge over the Ottawa
iver at La Passe; also, for the iron superstructure of

ame, erected complete to receive the track.

Plans and specifications may be seen on and after

ic 16th January next, at the contractor's office, No. 7

lace d'Armes Hill, Montreal.
C. N. ARMSTRONG,

370 Contractor.

PROPOSALS.

C1 CHOOl-HOUSES.
[At Philadelphia, Pa.]

Sealed proposals, indorsed " Proposals for building
'ublic Schoil-Houses, viz. : on the north side of Spring
Jarden Street, below Seventeenth, and at Olney, in

lie Twenty-second Ward," will be received by the

;ommitteeon Property of the Board of Public Educa-

ion, in Select Council Chamber, Chestnut St., above

'ifth, on Thursday, February 1, 1883, at 2

>Vlock, P. M., for the erection of public school-

ouses on lots of ground situate on the north side of

pring Garden St., below Seventeenth, and at Olney,
11 the Twenty-second Ward, at which time said pro-

weals will be' opened by the Committee on Property.
Said school-houses to be built in accordance with

he plans and specifications of L. H. Esler, Architect

nd Superintendent of School Buildings, to be seen

,t the office of the Board of Public Education, No. 713

Filbert St.

No bids will be considered unless accompanied by a

ertificate from the City Solicitor that the provisions
f an ordinance approved May 25, I860, have been

olnplied with.
The committee reserve the right to reject any or all

lids not deemed satisfactory.
By order of the Committee on Property.

H. W. HALLIWELL,
370 Secretary,

/^!OURT-HOUSE.
[At Jacksonville, Fla.]

Sealed bids will be received by the County Commis-
ioners of Duval County, Florida, for furnishing the

naterial and laying the foundations for County
Court-House until February 1, 1883, the County
iommissiouers reserving the right to reject any or all

bids.

Adequate security, over and above all homestead

exemptions, with names of proposed securities to the
amount of the bid, will be required.
Plans and specifications and form of bid can be seen

at the office of Ellis & McClure, architects.

Bids, properly indorsed, to be handed to the County
'lerk on or before the above date.

Bv order of the Board of County Commissioners.
T. E. BUCKMAN,

370 County Clerk, etc.

T7URNITURE.
[At New York, N. Y., and Danville, Va.

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY,
TBEASURY DEPARTMF.NT,

WASHINGTON, D. C., January 12, 18S3. .

Sealed proposals will be received at this office uitti

1 o'clock, p. M., of Saturday, February 3, 1883
for manufacturing, delivering, and placing in position
in complete working order, certain furniture for the
United States Barge Office at New York, N. Y., and
United States Court-House and Post-Office at Danville
Va.
Upon application to this office detailed Information

will be furnished to furniture manufacturers desiring
to submit proposals.
The Department reserves the right to reject any o

all bids, or parts of any bid, and to waive defects.
WM. F. FOLGEB,

370 Secretary.

.

with mansard roof; to accommodate six hundrei

scholars and to cost not more than $40,000.

BitooKLiMi, MASS. The Brookline alms-house whic

is now under contract, will be a frame buildin

measuring 31' x 72', with wing, 20' x 22'; there wil

be a basement and two finished stories, with an ui

finished altic in the pitch roof; Mr. O. F. Smith, o

Boston, is the architect.

BUFFALO, N. Y. The following list of building
have either been lately completed or are in proces
of construction :

Wmr-st'y brick block with sandstone trimming!
stores and flats, cor. of Niagara and Pennsylvaui
Bts.; owner, F. VV. Ames; cost, $30,000.

Brick malt-house on Morgan St
; owner, Moflat &

Co.; cost, $1^,000.
Roundhouse for Lackawanna R. B., at East Buf-

falo; cost, $24,000.

Car-shops for Lackawanna R. R., at East Buffalo;

cost, $25,000.
Brick warehouse for W. H. Glenny & Co., Pearl

St. ; cost, $15,000.
Additions to car-shops, N. Y.C.B. II,; cost, ?5,000.

Iron-works, Perry St.; owner, W. H. Harris; cost,

$20.000.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN. Three-st'y brick building,

25' x 113', for Temple & Shipp; cost, $7,000; I. E.

Burdick, architect.

Three-st'y brick building, 28' x 200', for Dletzen

Bros.; cost, $10,000; I. E. Burdick, architect.

Brick dwell, for I. L. Craudall; cost, $4,500; J. E.

Burdick, architect.

Brick dwell, for Dr. Baxter; cot, $5,000; I. E.

WATER-WORKS. [At Dnrango, Col.
DURANGO, COL., December 28, 1882.

Sealed proposals for constructing water-works a
this town will be received until 12 M., February 1

1883. Proposals will be for two systems of water
works; gravity and turbine wheel with reservoir.

Specifications and details at office of City Engineer
Durango, Col.
The right to reject any and all bids is reserved b

the town of Durango.
By order of the Board of Trustees.
370 F. W. BARNES, Clerk.

IRON
BRIDGE.

[At Nashua, N. H
CITY CLERK'S OFFICF., NASHUA, N. H.

The committee on highways and bridges of the cit
of Nashua invite proposals for a new iron bridg
across the Nashua River, on Canal St. The span
about 152'; a contemplated roadway of 22', with sid<

walks on both sides of the structure.
Committee reserve right to reject all bids. Pr

posals will be received until February 1, 1883, an
shou'd be addressed to

370 A. M. NORTON, Mayor.

XI

DOST-OFFICE FITTINGS.
[At Belleville, Ont.]

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS, 1

OTTAWA, January 9, 1883. I

Sealed tenders, addressed to the undersigned, and
idorsed "Tender for Fittings," will be received at

his office until Tuesday, the Glh day of Febru-
ry next, for the new fittings required in the post-

ffice, Belleville, Ont.
Plans and specifications can be seen and all neces-

ary information obtained at the custom-house, Belle-

ille, and at the Department of Public Works, Otta-

a, on and after Tuesday, the Kith clay of January.
Tenders must be made on the printed forms sup-
lied.

Kach tender must be accompanied by an accepted
ank check, made payable to the order of the Hon.
he Minister of Public Works, equal to five per cent of

he amount of the tender, which will be forfeited if

lie party decline to enter into a contract when called

n to do so, or if he fail to complete the work con-

racted for. If the tender be not accepted, the check
will be returned.
The Department will not be bound to accept the

owest or any tender.

By order, F. H. ENNIS,
371 Secretary.

[At St. Louis, Mo
OFFICE OF SUPERVISING ARCHITECT,

TREASURY DEPARTMENT,
WASHINGTON, D. C., January 11, 1883. ,

Sealed proposals will be received at this office until

PROPOSALS.

,1

LOCK.[On the Great Kanawha River, W. Va.]
U. S. ENGINEER OFFICE,

CHARLESTON. KANAWHA Co., W. VA.,
December, 10, 1882.

Proposals for building lock No. 2, of the Great Ka-
nawha River, will be received until noon of Janu-
ary 31, 1883, and opened immediately thereafter.

Blank forms and specifications can be had upon ap-
plication at this office. E. H. KUFFNER,
370 Captain of Engineers.

DIKE. [At New Haven Harbor, Conn.]
U. S. ENGINEF.R OFFICE, I

NEW LONDON, CONN., Dec. 23, 1882. f

Sealed proposals, in triplicate, will be received at

this office until 11 o'clock A. M. on the 23d day
if January, 1883, for constructing a dike in New
Haven Harbor Conn., to be built partly o? rip-rap

stone, partly of piles and stone.

Spi'citications and blank forms for proposals and
'or guaranty will be sent on application to this office.

J. W. BARLOW,
370 Major of Engineers.

IKON
CHAINS.

[Near Pittsburgh, Pa.]
U. S. ENGINEER OFFICE, 82 WEST THIRD ST., 1

CINCINNATI, O., January 8, 1883. (

Sealed proposals, in duplicate, will be received at

this office until 12 o'clock, noon, on Friday, the
16th day of February, 1883, for furnishing and de-

livering at Davis Island Dam, on the Ohio River, nve
miles below Pittsburgh, Pa., about twenty-five thous-
and pounds of half-inch iron chains of the best quality.
Specifications and all necessary information may be
obtained on application to the undersigned or to Capt.
F. A. Mahan,' Corps of Engineers, P. O. Box 70, Pitts-

burgh, Pa. WM. E. MEBRILL,
371 Major of Engineers.

COURT-HOUSE. [At Caledonia, Minn.]
Sealed proposals will be received by the building

committee of the County Commissioners of Houston
County. Minnesota, until March 21, 1883, at the
office ot the Auditor, in Caledonia, for the construc-
tion of a stone court-house for said county, according
to plans and specifications of same now on file at the
Auditor's office, and at the office of the architects,
C. G, Maybury & Son, Winona, Jliun., who will give
any further information desired.
No bids will be received except for the whole build-

ing complete as specified.
The successful bidder will be required to give bonds

in the sum of $5,000.
The right to reject any and all bids is reserved.

By order of Building Committee.
372 E. K. BOVERUD, County Auditor.

JCHOOL-HOUSE.
[At Home City, O.l

ard orSealed proposals will be received by the Boar
Education of the Delhi Station School District No. 6,

until Monday, February 5, 12 o'clock, M., for the
materials and 'labor required for building an eight-
room school-house in Home City, Hamilton County,
O., according to plans and specifications on file at tlie

office of S. Hannaford, architect, Room 18, Palace Ho-
tel Building Cincinnati, and at the office of Dr. John
Campbell, Home City.
Bids must be on blank forms, to be obtained at

either office.

Each bid must contain the name of every person in-

terested therein, accompanied by a sufficient guaranty

cordance with specification and schedule, copies of *"AH bids must be addressed to R. H. Gibson, Clerk of
which and any additional information may be had on

j

the Board, at Delhi, O., or 174 Elm St., Cincinnati, O.
application at this office or the office of the superin-
tendent. JAS. G. HILL,
370 Supervising Architect.

The right is reserved to reject any or all bids.

By order of the Board of Education.
370 K. H. GIBSON, Clerk.
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TR. ESTERBROOK, of the New York Building Bureau,
I XI continues his efforts to improve the condition of hotels in
*

the city in regard to safety from fire, meeting, however,
as might be expected, with more or less opposition from the

proprietors, all of whom think that their buildings are perfectly
secure already. The proprietor of the Fifth Avenue Hotel,
for instance, iu which, if we are not mistaken, one or two poor
servant-girls were burned to death some years ago. informs a

Mail reporter that he believes the hotels of New York to be

"especially safe," and considers that "no method of exterior

escape could add to the safety of his house," on account of the

width of the halls and stairways and the close watch that is

kept. The proprietor of the Gilsey House, a well-known iron

hotel on Broadway, considers the " needless anxiety about the

safety of our hotels" to be "
extremely foolish ;" and the owner

of the Sturtevant House regards his fire-escapes as "
humbugs,"

and thinks that while they may be of use to " a person on the

lower floors of a building who is too cowardly to jump to the

ground," they are useless to those who may be caught in the

upper stories by a conflagration. It is no doubt true that the
directors of the large New York hotels have made great exertions
within the last few years to prevent accidents from fire, but
there is such a thing as being too confident, and it is said that
the proprietors of the Newhall House in Milwaukee, which is

now denounced on all sides as a "
death-trap," a "

tinder-box,"
and so on, kepta standing advertisement in the newspapers, call-

ing attention to their "
special precautions against fire," and the

"
perfect safety

"
of their building, with, as it seemed, about as

much justification as the owner of the New York storage ware-
house had, whose sign

"
Absolutely Fireproof," displayed itself

on a fragment of wall above the ruins of a structure which was
completely and quickly destroyed under circumstances which
should -not have compromised iu the least the safety of a building
planned with even a moderate use of the well-known and proper
precautions against fire.

IT
is of some interest to architects to know that Mr. Ester-

brook's directions in regard to hotels have taken the shape
in many instances of peremptory orders to place balconies

and fire-escape ladders or stairways on the principal fronts of
the building. On the Broadway side of the Sturtevant House,
for instance, three lines of fire-escapes are required, with three
balconies on each floor, and on the Twenty-ninth Street side of
the same building two more lines of escapes are called for. Iron

stairways are to connect the balconies in the several stories, and
an iron drop-ladder is to extend from each lower balcony to the
street. Such additions as these to the ornamentation of elabo-
rate hotel-fronts will be anything but welcome to their design-
ers, and it is not unlikely that the profession may be requested
to join in a remonstrance against disfigurements of the kind.
If so, we hope that the request will be disregarded, in the inter-
est of the architects of future buildings, who will gain by the

trilling annoyance caused to one or two of their brethren a pow-

erful argument to support the efforts which all of them h:ive

occasion to make in favor of a more substantial mode of con-

struction than is now in use.

BY
Act of Congress, the sum of ten thousand dollars was

appropriated for the year ending June 30, 1883, to be used

for the purpose of "caring for, preserving and operating
the United States Testing Machine at the Watertown arsenal,"
and in furtherance of this purpose the Chief of Ordnance, ( Ji-n-

i-nil lieiK-t, has arranged for making a certain number of tests

of materials at the public expense. As the appropriation is

small, the bill making it specifies that the Chief of Ordnance

may confer with the American Society of Civil Engineers in

regard to the preparation of a programme of the tests to be
made during the present year, in order that the results, instead

of containing a mass of random information, may be limited

to a single class of stresses. Next year, in the same way, a
second class of strains can be applied, and a comprehensive series

of constants of the greatest value will thus be built up. In ac-

cordance with this permission a programme was drawn up and

accepted, by which the official investigation for the present year
is limited to the compression members of structures, and a gen-
eral invitation is given to railroad companies, bridge engineers,
architects, and other persons interested in the use of structural

material strained in compression to cooperate in making the
tests. The Ordnance Department offers, if a test is desired of
members from buildings in process of construction, or special

shapes rolled for such purposes, to pay the freight to Water-
town on specimens submitted, test them properly, return the

fragments, and furnish the shipper with an early special report
of results, giving him also an opportunity of sending duplicate
pieces for a second test, if he has reason to believe that the

specimens first tried were defective. Besides this, a copy of

the account of all tests and results is to be furnished to the
American Society of Civil Engineers, for publication and dis-

tribution.

EVERY
one does not realize the immense importance of

these tests to every department of the arts of construction.

Already, within the three years that the Emery machine
has been in use, it has effected a wonderful change in the rules
for strength of materials lately regarded as infallible, and it is

destined to have a still greater influence as its powers are ap-
plied to .the trial of different materials. To take a single in-

stance of what it has already accomplished, it is only necessary
to mention the tests of wooden posts recently made by Profes-
sor Lanza, of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, which
have proved that the formula; of Hodgkinson in regard to col-

umns more than twelve diameters long, deduced from tests of
small models, are quite inapplicable to timbers of the sizes act-

ually used in buildings, and that new formulas, based on very
different principles, must henceforth be employed in this impor-
tant detail of practice. Another example, which indicates still

more strongly the unreliable character of the constants now
universally used in architectural and engineering practice, is to

be found in the trial of a number of large steel bolts,

every one of which broke under a tensile strain of less than

forty thousand pounds per square inch, while fragments, bro-
ken from the same bolts, showed under many tests iu small ma-
chines a tensile strength in no case so low as ninety thousand

pounds per square inch, while most of the trials gave a resis-

tance of one hundred and ten to one hundred and twenty thou-
sand pounds. The ordinary formulae, based on tests of small

pieces would certainly have given something like the latter as
the constant for tensile strength, and an over-economical engi-
neer, stretching the factor of safety to its utmost extent, might
put such bolts in positions where they would surely break as
soon as their load car/>e to be placed upon them. The only
thing to be regretted is that machines of equal power are not
now available for testing transverse and torsional resistance,
neither of which can be tried in the Watertown apparatus.
That there is pressing need of such machines is shown by the
result of some transverse tests of spruce timbers, conducted by
Professor Lanza with an apparatus of somewhat limited capacity
fitted up by himself, which gave an average modulus of rupture
for beams of the sizes commonly used in practice amounting to
little more than one-half that deduced from experiments with
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small sticks, and presented in all text-books now in use as the

proper constant. There is something rather startling in the

idea that instead of four, five or six, as we supposed, the factor

of safety in our structures of spruce is really but two or three ;

and if tests of iron and steel in large pieces should show similar

results, the calculations of engineers will be still more embar-

rassed. ^____

THE Western Union Telegr; ;
h Company has, although with

many misgivings, undertaken to place its main wires in the

city of New York underground, or at least out of reach

of harm. A contract has already been made for a tube extend-

ing under Broadway from the main office of the company, near

Wall Street, to Twenty-third Street, which is to contain two

hundred wires. Beyond Twenty-third Street it is intended to

carry the wires along the structure of the elevated railway to

the northern extremity of the city, where they will be dis-

persed in various directions. The officers of the company ac-

knowledge the advantage of this arrangement in point of

safety from injury by weather, as well as of convenience, but

fear that the grouping of wires closely in a tube will produce

an unfavorable action between them, and that an accidental

loss of insulation of one may make all the others useless for a

time. It is much to be hoped that their anticipations may not

be realized, and that the experiment may prove so successful

as to lead to the adoption of similar measures by all owners of

electric wires.

CYOME rather unreasonable comments are being made upon

[N the efforts of the Department of the Interior to provide
' for the comfort of visitors to the Yellowstone National

Park. The extension of two railroads having made the Park

easily accessible to tourists, the Department has been obliged

to consider the question of furnishing hotel accommodation for

them, a matter as important to the tourist as to the guardians

of the public pleasure-ground, whose beauty must otherwise

soon be ruined by the malice or carelessness of unwatched

camping parties. Two expedients suggested themselves, of

which one, the least promising, was to allow small hotel-

keepers to erect houses of dimensions suited to their finan-

cial capacity ; and the other, to make concessions of territory

to persons or corporations possessing the menus and disposi-

tion for maintaining, not a single small inn, but two or more,

of the largest size, which could be carried on, like those of

most watering-places, under a combined and extensive manage-
ment. There is no question, we think, that the proprietors of

great establishments are more likely to feel it for their interest

to keep the natural attractions around them, on which the suc-

cess of their business depends, in good order, than persons

whose views would probably be less enlarged, as the amount

of property which they had at stake was less ; and it is equally

evident that a rich corporation, even supposing its disposition

to be no more favorable, would be better able than a small

proprietor to keep the necessary watch, and take the proper

steps for protecting anything which might need to be guarded.
For this reason the Department with good reason chose the

latter course, and contracts have already been made with

responsible parties in accordance with that plan.

THESE contracts provide that in return for the concession oi

certain tracts of land during a limited term of years, the par-

ties receiving them shall build and carry on a specified number

of large hotels, in locations agreed upon, subject to the super-

vision of government officials ; and it is further agreed thai

travellers shall be entertained in the hotels at a fixed rate ol

charges, which is also to be subject to the approval and revis-

ion of the officers of the Department. Together with this, the

territory adjacent to the hotels is to be suitably cared for, anc

as a matter of course, a certain amount of farming-land is to

be attached to each hotel. This arrangement, which seems to

the ordinary mind admirably adapted to fulfil its purpose in the

best manner, excites the indignation of the New York Times

which characterizes the government contractors as "a gang o

speculators," and accuses them of desiring, by reason of their

"
private greed and extortion," to compel visitors to the Park

to patronize their mammoth hotels as the necessary conditioi

of being allowed to approach
" within seeing distance

"
of the

natural curiosities and beauties of the place. As vast tract

of the Park woodlands have already been destroyed by fire

kindled by camping parties, and the volcanic geysers

early choked with the stones and tree-trunks thrown into

liem by similar careless persons, it certainly seems that a per-

mptory rule requiring all tourists to report themselves at the

lotels, even if they choose to live in some less expensive place,

might be of great value as a protection, and unless the hotel-

iroprietors should endeavor to force any one to become their

unwilling guest, or to shut out the public from the grounds

which they bear the expense of keeping in order, neither

jf which they are at all likely to attempt, it certainly seems as

f they deserved more consideration than they now get.

H
RATHER startling story has appeared in some of the

daily papers, to the effect that Sir Edward Watkin,

the enthusiastic promoter of the scheme for building a

unnel under the English Channel, which was so decisively

checked by the British Government not long ago, has had the

lardihood to disregard the repeated and stern orders of the

Government, and is secretly at work in the tunnel, forcing the

leading with all possible speed toward the French coast. If

his is true, his operations have probably by this time carried

lim beyond the English boundary, but if his Government can

no longer prevent him from digging under the bed of the high

seas, it can at least effectually oppose the use of the English

end of the tunnel, without which it will be of no use to any

one. Sir Edward and his friends, if they are really at work

as is said, probably believe that the Government, however

strictly it may prohibit the carrying out of any given work,

will hardly go so far as to destroy what has already been done,

and that after the tunnel is completed, although they may be

'orced to leave it unused for a time, public opinion will ulti-

mately secure for them permission to open it for traffic.

TT STORY is going the rounds of the press, purporting to be

rj derived from the statement of a friend of the late Henri
'

Giffard, the distinguished and high-minded French inven-

tor whose melancholy death occurred some months ago, to the

effect that Giffard, who was well known as an enthusiastic aer-

onaut and believer in the practicability of aerial navigation, had

been studying this subject for many months before his decease,

and had at last discovered the means for the immediate realiza-

tion of his dreams ; but that further reflection upon the conse-

quences of his discovery had shown him plainly that the inevi-

table result would be the destruction of civilization, and the

conviction of this ended in destroying his reason. Although
this story has rather an improbable sound, there is certainly

room for much interesting speculation upon the probable results

of a successful attempt to navigate the air, such as we have ev-

ery reason to anticipate before many years. The first consid-

eration which would occur to most persons, that of the applica-

tion of air-ships to warlike purposes, is certainly an important

one, for a craft of this kind, armed with a few barrels of high

explosives, would be an engine of destruction far more terrible

than any that has yet been conceived. Such a contrivance, im-

pelled by the simplest means, and manned by half a dozen persons,

could in a few nights reduce all the cities in Europe to heaps of

ruins, without warning or possibility of defence for their inhabi-

tants. Whether any malice less atrocious than that of an O'Don-

ovan Rossa or a Russian nihilist would condescend to the use of

such inhuman agencies, even in warfare, is doubtful, but the

temptation would in some cases be strong, and if it were yielded

to, the habits of the world in regard to the distribution of popu-
lation would soon be profoundly modified.

SUGGESTION for the protection of buildings in districts

subject to wind-storms is found in a patent which has just

been taken out for a device consisting mainly in two wire

ropes, with anchors, and turn-buckles for tightening, which are to

be carried over the roof of a house, and will certainly prevent it

from blowing away, if the anchorage is good and the ropes strong.
The principle itself is by no means new, the Summit House on

Mount Washington, in New Hampshire, having been secured

for many years by chains carried over the roof, and anchored

to the rocks on each side, but the method may be indefinitely

improved. The anchorages, if connection can be made with a

proper
"
ground

"
of moist earth or water, may be used as light-

ning-conductors, and armed with points where they cross the

ridge. Concerning the appearance of the patented device, as

exhibited in a cut in the Scientific American, the less said the

better, but it might be possible to carry the ropes or chains inside

the frame, or at least under the roof-hoards, so as to disguise or

conceal them without lessening their effect.
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BUILDING SLTE1UNTKXDKNCK. XXVI.
AVINIi fixed upon the shape of the

]>r<ceiiiuni-arch. and made sure of the

stability of the abutments, we will next
determine the

construction
of the roof,
which is im !

inaidy con-
nected with
the disposi-
tion of the
wall support-
ing it. For
the sake of

simplicity,we
decide to
make the
ridge of the

roof level throughout, varying only the interior construction to suit

the means of support at our disposal, or other requirements.
Over the stage, where no sacrifice need be made to appearance, we

will use the simplest and cheapest devices, covering the central span,
of 45 feet, with a truss

of the form shown in

Figure 180, and the

rooms at the side with

plain lean-to roofs,
with tie-beams, and

uprights next the wall,

to prevent lateral pres-
sure upon it, and a
strut to

prevent the

sagging of the princi-

pal rafter. This rafter

will form a continua-

tion of the rafter of

main truss, so as to

bring the surface of

the roof in one plane.
The auditorium will

be covered by an or-

namental roof in one

span, and the upper
portion of this will be rig. ISO.

continued over the gallery at the rear, the ante-rooms on each side of
the gallery being covered by the gallery floor.

We will first investigate the simplest roofing, that over the stage.
As both the large and small trusses are furnished with horizontal ties
at the foot, they can have no tendency to spread, and therefore exert
no thrust upon the walls'; so that we shall only need to ascertain the
strains upon the timbers and determine the necessary sizes. This
we will do here only for the central truss, A E F, the principle be-

ing the same for all.

We have first to find the total weight which the roof must sustain.
The length of the rafter A E is by the scale 30 feet, and as the
trusses are spaced 12 feet apart from centres, this rafter will have to
sustain 12 X 30= 360 square feet of roofing, and whatever extrane-
ous pressure there may be upon this area, such as that of snow and
wind. The other rafter, A F, will have the same stress to bear.

It will be best to consider first the vertical stress produced bv the

weight of the roof, including that of snow upon it, taking afterwards
the oblique stress caused by wind. The weight of the roof itself,
which consists simply of trusses, purlins, common rafters, boarding
and slate, without plastering beneath it, may be taken at 15 pound's
to the square foot. If the roof were flat, or nearly so, a load of wet
snow might occasionally be added to this, amounting to forty pounds
]>er square foot as a maximum, but our roof being inclined at an an-

gle of about 52 with the horizon, the snow falling upon it would slide
off as it accumulated, and a snow load of 15 pounds to the foot may

safely be taken as the greatest to
which it will ever be subjected.
This makes the total weight per
square foot of roofing 30 pounds,

jo Vet-not loj? a"d tae rafter A E must therefore
be calculated to sustain a vertical
stress of 360 X 30= 10800 pounds.
The load on the other rafter, A F,
will be the same, making the whole
vertical pressure on the truss 21600
pounds. In Figure 181, express this

weight by a vertical line from A to

B, at any scale, say 1000 pounds to
the inch. Find the centre, C, of this
line. As the truss and its load are

kept up by the supports on which
they rest, the upward force of these

supports, or, as we should say, their
l81 - reaction, is just equal to the weight

imposed upon them ; or, in the diagram, half the roof A F and its

load presses downward with the force A C, and is held up by the

force C A, while the weight on the other half, A E, is C B, and i

sustained by li C.
We must now make another division of the vertical line A B, to

indicate the proportionate part of the whole weight borne by each

joint in the truss. Looking first at the rafter .1 /'. we sec tliai the

portion D must suffer twice as much strain as either F or A, be-
cause it sustains an area of roofing extending on each side to a point
midway between it and the next joint, while A and F being held,
one by the opposing rafter anil the other by the support at the foot,
each carry only the portion between them and the point half-way to
D. Hence in the diagram, if A C expresses the whole weight on A
F, A K will indicate the portion borne at /', A" / will show that

upon D, and / C that upon A. Then C G will show, in the same
way, the strain at A upon the other rafter, A E

; GE that upon C,
and E B that on E. We have now all the data from which to de-
termine the stresses on the other pieces of the truss, each of which

plays a part in sustaining the total load. Beginning at the foot F,
of the rafter A F, we find it to be the point of application of four
different forces, the first being the reaction of the support on which
the truss rests at that point, indicated by C A on the stress diagram;
the second being its own portion of the weight, shown, as we have
just seen, by A K; the third being an oblique pressure passing down
the rafter, and the fourth a horizontal pull from the tie-beam. The
direction and amount of each of these may be obtained from the

diagram as follows: Starting from C, we pass upward to .1, over
the distance which represents the reaction of the support F, and
in the direction of that reaction

; then down again to K, over the

space, and in the direction, corresponding to the share of the verti-
cal load supported by the

joint
F :

,
from K we draw a line, K D, par-

allel with the direction of the rafter A F, of such length that another
line, drawn from its further extremity, parallel with the direction of
the tie-beam F E, will just meet the point C, from which we started.
The length of the line K D, according to the scale to which the dia-

gram is drawn, will then give the number of pounds of longitudinal
stress along the rafter from D to F, and D C will be the tensile strain

upon the tie-beam between F and B.
To distinguish between the tensile and comprcssive strains we

will indicate the former in the diagram by a light line, and the lat-

ter by a heavy line as shown.
In the same way we find the stresses upon the pieces around the

joint D, in the middle of the rafter A F. We know already the
stress upon the piece D F, which we found just now to be KD on the

diagram ;
but as the compressive strain upon this piece, which was a

downward push upon the joint F, is an upward push upon the joint
D, we must now trace it in a direction reversed from that previously
found, and starting from D on the diagram, follow it upward to K.
From K we have another known force, the vertical load upon the

joint D, which we ascertained at the beginning to be equal to K I,
or twice as great as A K. Following this strain, then, downward
to /, we have left two unknown forces, that on the upper portion of
the rafter D A, and on the strut D B, both of which are applied at

D, the joint whose equilibrium we are tracing. These are found in
the same way as before, drawing / // parallel to A D, until H D
parallel to B D will close on D. HD is then the compressive strain
on the strut, and / H that on the upper portion of the rafter, and
both are to be indicated by heavy lines.

The next strain to be determined is that on the king-rod A B.
We have assumed that the vertical.pressures are the same on each side
of the roof, and the stress diagram will therefore be symmetrical,
and G F will represent the stress on one upper rafter, and H I that
on the other. At the joint A, these two stresses, together with the
vertical load / C -\- C G, or / G and the pull of the king-rod, in-
clude all the forces applied at that point, and starting with the
known stresses H I and I G, G F, symmetrical with // /, willjbe the
strain on the upper rafter C A, and F H, drawn parallel wi'th the

king-rod, and connecting F and //, will represent the tensile strain
on the king-rod.

Measuring with the scale the forces thus indicated, we shall find
as follows :

STRESSES FOR VERTICAL LOAD.
Tie 6400 Ibs. Tension.

King-Rod 6000 " "

Lower Rafter 10300 "
Compression.

Upper Rafter 7000 " "

Strut 8600 "

We have now to consider an additional series of strains, those
due to wind-pressure. Of course the wind may blow upon either
side of the roof, but by calculating the stresses due to a pressure on
one side, we shall have all the data required for extending it to the
other.

We will suppose the wind to blow from the left in Figure 180.
As the general direction of wind-movement is nearly horizontal, the
maximum pressure in a direction normal to the plane of the rafters
occasioned by it increases as the pitch of any given roof rises, and
in a certain ratio to the angle which the rafters'make with the horizon.
The angle of the present roof being 52 it will be safe to assume a
maximum wind-pressure in a direction normal to that inclination of
44 pounds to the square foot, which will give as the wind-pressure
supported by the rafter A E in Figure 180, which is 30 feet long
and spaced 12 feet from the jiext rafter, 30 X 12 X 44 = 15840
pounds. This, as the wind will only blow on one side at a time wil
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give the total wind-pressure on the whole roof, although its direction

may be reversed. We lay this off in Figure 182 from A to B, at the

same scale as in the preceding diagram, A B being drawn in a

direction perpendicular to the inclination of the left-hand rafter.

The next thing is to lay off

wmti TI-CS.UIT <
DiAgram. on A B the points showing the

LcfT proportionate portions of the

pressure borne at the several

joints, and also the reactions

of the supports at E and F.

We can easily see that, as in

the case of vertical pressure,
the joint C bears half the

Fig. 182. strain on the rafter, A and E
bearing one-quiirter each, which will give A C on the diagram as

the pressure at A, C E as the pressure at C, and E S at E.
To find the reactions of the supports we must consider that the

tendency of the oblique force of the wind on the whole truss, A E
F in Figure 180, is to turn it about the point E, with a leverage
which will be proportional to the distance from E of C, which

is the centre of the rafter, and forms the point at which the

pressure, uniformly distributed over the roof-surface, may be' as-

sumed to be concentrated. We can see that the support F will,

with this particular form of roof, be most severely strained, and the

exact proportion between the loads borne by each support can be

readily found by drawing from C a line perpendicular to the rafter

A E, and striking the straight line connecting the points of support
at 1

;
then measuring the distances 1 F and 1 E, which will give,

inversely, the relative pressures borne by F and E. In this case 1 F
is ^ of the whole distance E F, and 1 is of the same, from which
we infer that F bears of the wind-pressure, and E only . Apply-
ing this to Figure 182, we divide A B by the point D, at the dis-

tance from B to A. Then B D will represent the reaction of the

support E, and D A that of the support F. Beginning with the

joint E of Figure 180 we trace the stresses in the same way as be-

fore with vertical strains. From E on the diagram we pass down
to B for the direct pressure, then upward to D for the reaction of

the support E, then horizontally to G for the tension on the tie-

beam, and down, parallel with the rafter, to E, the point of begin-
ning, for the compressive strain on the rafter at its foot.

To find the strains at the joint C, in the middle of the rafter, we
start at C in the diagram and pass downward to E for the propor-
tion of the wind-pressure borne at C, then up to G for the reaction
of the lower portion of the rafter, then upward, parallel with the

direction of the strut, to F, until a line drawn downward from F,

parallel with the upper portion of the rafter, will close on C, the

point of beginning. This will give us the stress due to wind upon
each portion of the rafter, the strut, and the portion of the tie-beam
nearest the wind, as follows, scaling them from the diagram.

STRESSES FOR WIND-PRESSURE. WIND LEFT.
Left-Hand Part of Tie 1800 Ibs. Tension.
Left Lower Rafter 900 "

Compression.
"

Upper Rafter 3300 " "

Left-Hand Strut 8300 " "

All these stresses would be reversed by a change in the direction
of the wind.

There are still other strains to be found on the other pieces of the

truss, but the reader can easily finish the diagram for himself. It

is enough to say that the next point to be investigated is that at A in

Figure 180, then D, and then F, and finally, the investigation of B
will serve to check the correctness of the others. It will be found
that the strut B D receives no stress of any kind from wind-pressure
on the opposite side; that the portion B F o( the tie-beam suffers a

compressive strain of about 3300 pounds; that the rafter A F is

equally strained throughout its whole length with a compressive force
of about 8000 pounds, and the king-rod A B is subjected to a tensile
stress of 6,500 pounds.
As the tie-beam E F is strained by tension, to the amount of 1800

pounds, at one end, and by a compression of 3300 pounds at the other,
it would seem that the net effect of the pressure would be a compressive
stress equivalent to the difference between the two, or 1500 pounds.
This, is, however, an unsafe inference, the two kinds of stresses

acting to a certain extent separately, instead of neutralizing each
other, so that the prudent method is to take the largest amount of
stress of the principal kind, without deduction for the neutralizing
effect of the opposing, but inferior forces. In the case of the
rafters, which are all strained in the same way, but of which we find
that the one away from the wind is the most strained, we will pro-
vide for resisting the greater stress, which will make us safe against
the lesser one. This will give us a corrected table of wind-pressure
strains, which we will place side-by-side with those due to vertical

pressure, adding them together to find the sums which will give us
the total stress acting along each piece which that piece must be cal-

culated to bear safely. For shortness we will mark tension as
and compression as -)-.

STRESSES ON TRUSS. Vertical Load and Wind-Pressure.

Piece.
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CEMENT TESTING.

lie necessity for a careful

testing of cement, hcfnre

using, must be apparent
to all who have given the sub-

ject much attention, and es-

pecially to those architects

and engineers who have been delayed
or embarrassed in the execution of their

j>lans by an article of inferior quality.
The use of poor cement is generally

pretty expensive, involving consider-

able loss of time and waste of money,
several cases having come under the

observation of the writer where the

work in which it had been placed had to be taken up and relaid in

guild cement in order to secure satisfactory results. A recent case

showing the necessity for testing was the building of some large
works connected with a prominent copper mine at the West, in the

construction of which a local cement was used, but proved of such

poor quality that when finished the work had to be broken up and

English Portland used, after being subjected to tests to insure its good

quality. Had the local cement been tested before using, its worth-

lessness would have been made apparent. The writer, who has had

some eight years' experience in the testing of cements, on the con-

struction of the Sudbury Kivcr Conduit and on the Improved Sew-

erage Works of Boston, has seen many curious articles offered as cem-

ent. Some two years since, a patent cement was offered the City
and tested by the writer. With the sample to be tested came a cir-

cular setting"forth its good qualities and containing testimonials from

parties who had used it. It was subjected to the usual tests and for

a time gave promise of fair results. At the end of about three

months, however, the cement, which, after it had hardened in air,

had been kept in water, began to swell and crack, and at the end of

six months it was reduced to an inert powder, in which condition it still

remains. The effect of using such a cement can readily be imagined.
Another article, which came under the hands of the writer during
the construction of the Water-Works was an alleged cement bought
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by one of the contractors at a price much below that of the so-called

standard brands, from a party who desired to place his wares in the

Boston market. It was remarkably quick-setting, setting up, when
mixed neat, in about two minutes, and becoming so hot as to be al-

most unbearable. Some seventy-five barrels of this cement were
tested and not a single sample, one being taken from each barrel,

was found that did not, after being moulded and allowed to harden
in air, go to pieces when placed in water. It was of course rejected.
A still more recent case was that of a lot of cement offered the

City and tested by the writer. Samples were taken from fifteen bar-

rels for inspection, and subjected to the following tests to find its

tensile strength, mixed neat and with sand neat, at the end of 24

and 48 hours, and with sand (1J to 1) at the end of 7 days also

the percentage retained by passing a given quantity through a sieve

containing 2500 meshes per square inch. A briquette, mixed neat,

was made from each sample, and ten briquettes were made mixed
with sand, in the proportion mentioned. Each sample was mixed

separately and was allowed to harden thoroughly before being placed
in water. Four of the neat briquettes were taken from the water at

the end of 23 hours and allowed to dryone hour before being broken,
and then gave a tensile strength of only 28 pounds per square inch.

At the end of 48 hours, allowing one hour for the cement to dry, the

average tensile strength of ten briquettes, per square inch, was but

20 pounds. The average percentage retailed by the sieve was 18,

the maximum being 3.') and the minimum 9 per cent. A comparison
of these figures with those of the table annexed will he found in-

sli-unive. Of the lifleen briquettes mixed neat, four cracked badly
and one went to pieces when placed in water. Of those mixed with

sand, all but three shirked, or were so weak as to break in handling
at the end of seven days, the average tensile strength of the three

remaining being but 10 pounds per square inch. Such a cement
would be pretty costly at any price, and yet had its bad character

not been shown by inspection, it would doubtlesg have been used to a

considerable extent, only to have caused trouble and perhaps dis-

aster.

During the time that the Improved Sewerage Works have been
under construction, nearly 40,000 tests of cement have been made,

principally of that which has been used in the work and for experi-
mental purposes. This has had the effect generally of preventing poor
cement being offered, the manufacturers knowing that an article not

coming up to the standard adopted will be promptly rejected. In

making contracts for cement for this work, it is especially stipulated
that it shall be finely ground, experiments having proved that the

particles retained in a 2500-mesh sieve have little or no setting qual-
ities, and are practically of little better value than so much sand.

All cements, when this residuum averages over ten per cent, are re-

jected.
To show the value of a finely-ground cement, one of a scries of

experiments made to determine this question is here given. A Port-

land cement was used as received from the manufacturer, which con-
tained about 32 per cent of residuum when tested with a sieve con-

taining 14400 meshes per square inch. This was compared with the
same cement which had passed through this sieve, the coarse parti-
cles retained in the sieve being rejected. These cements were mixed
with sand 1 to 2 and 1 to 3 and the results given.
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respectively 10, 20 and 30 per cent in clay of the weight of the cem-

ent used in making the experiments. The table annexed gives the

average tensile strength per square inch of five briquettes,

was mixed with sand in the proportion of 1 to 2.

Each lot
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contraction of the oilier pair of opposite angles, from 90 to 0.
Thus each of the pairs of opposite angles has passed through 90 or
a quadrant. This will readily be seen by drawing a vertical line

on the diagram from the upper vertices, where the sides of the quad-
rilateral figure meet the horizontal top line.

Bracing is also used in the sense of indicating the oblique piece
which holds in position a vertical or inclined piece or part of a struct-

ure, by one end being fastened to it at any convenient point in its

height, while the other end is fastened to a horizontal part of the

structure, or other convenient object. In such a position it would
form the third member in the triangular assemblage limited by its in-

tersections with the other pieces or objects. It is therefore suf-

ficiently evident that bracing, whether tie or strut, to be effective

must be so carefully fitted and adjusted tightly as to instantly pre-
vent, or as it were to anticipate the initial distorting movement, and
hence the importance of tight-fitting, strong joints and other con-

nections, which shall not yield at all when the maximum force is ex-

erted against them ; and under this idea what is called initial ten-

sion, as previously defined, is applied to counter-bracing of trusses,
etc. ; but its abuse has been a frequent source of danger to those
structures by careless adjustment of tension diagonal bracings
which impose excessive, uncertain and unequal strains upon the di-

agonals of a panel, which produces a greatly and often inordinately
increased addition to the maximum calculated loads, and especially
in giving a camber to trusses, because there is no certain ready
way of measuring the strains by any comparable unit of straining
force, the stroke of a hammer, iron bar, etc., usually being the only
means employed to indicate t he state of tension ;

and even this test

is often applied in an indifferent manner by careless workmen, hav-

ing a very vague idea of the degree of intensity they impose and
none whatever of the amount of stress which the sound may indicate
in measurable unit force ; and the same may be said of any other
visible indication, as vibration, etc., or of the limit of elasticity of

rods and bars, etc., or their connection swith the main parts of the

structure. Any abnormal condition of strain in a structure means
the constant presence of a restrained, though no less powerful,
force always ready to act with unexpected energy on the instant
when the restraint is in the least relaxed, and in fact it is force in

a latent form, or potential energy as distinguished from kinetic en-

ergy.
1. The strain on any piece of a frame is proportional to the de-

gree of intensity of the straining force. 2. The strain on any piece
of a frame is in direct proportion to the sine of the angle which the
direction of the straining force makes with the other piece, and in

an inverse proportion to the sine of the angle which the pieces
make with each other, because the lengths of the sides of a triangle
are proportional to the sines of the opposite angles.
In many text-books there is a stereotyped caution (usually in very

general terms, without recognition of any exceptions or indicating
peculiar cases) against bolting or riveting together at their intersec-
tions the cross diagonal braces of a quadrilateral frame, as thereby
a transverse strain is liable to be imposed on the diagonals; but as
in a parallelogram, in which either the four sides or only the oppo-
site sides are equal and parallel, (3) every diagonal divides it into
two equal triangles, (4) the two diagonals drawn in any parallelo-
gram bisect each other

; therefore, in any frame in the form of a par-
allelogram there can be transverse strain on a diagonal only when
there is an unequal stress of tension or compression on either diag-
onal on either side of (t. e. above or below) the point of intersection,
or unequal play of joints that are not close fitting, or a yielding
of splices (if any) in the individual pieces composing the frame, or

unequal yielding of splices, when there are any equally distributed
on each side of the intersection, or a disconnection of either joint of
the diagonals where attached to the frame ; otherwise the intersec-
tion remains a fixed intermediate point on both diagonals throughout
any change of form of a parallelogram. But when the frame or

panel of a structure is in the form of a trapezoid having its two
sides taper towards the top, for instance, the intersection of the di-

agonals does not remain a fixed point in either diagonal when the
frame undergoes any deformation, the portions of the diagonals
above the intersection being shorter than those below : the relative

lengths of these portions do not remain the same
;
the upper part

of one diagonal is contracting while at the same time the other is

extending at a different rate; and likewise in the portions of the

diagonals below their intersection, the extension and contraction
take place respectively in the same diagonal as in the upper portion,and also at a different rate to each other and to those of their up-
per portions ; and hence in a frame panel of a trapezoidal form
transverse strains must occur in the cross diagonals when bolted and
riveted together at their intersection. As the geometrical figure in
which the panels of scaffolding is usually constructed seldom assumes
a true parallelogram, the caution would here seem necessary ;

but on
the other hand any likely deformation within the elastic limit of
the materials employed would not cause any crippling transverse
strain. Therefore the source of danger is reduced to those of

faulty workmanship in splices, joints, or other connections of pieces
or members, or of the parts together of the individual members of
the structure. Practically it may be presumed that any degree of
deformation of a panel short of actual collapse of a" structure,
likely to be experienced, will not involve any amount of transverse
strain on the diagonals which will be likely to produce deflection

within the elastic limit of the timber employed, or such as would im-

pair its eoinpressive resistance, or snap the bolting or otherwi-e <!.-

stroy the connection of the intersections, a> the ii-aii-uTM- clastic

action in one diagonal would readily \ it-Id to any eccentric displacc-
iiu'iit of the intersecting point due to elastic tension or <

oiuprcssioi]
in the other diagonal.

In important permanent structures slovenly construction is not

likely to enter, though there have been instances where imperfect
bracing joints have been the cause of collapse, but in temporary
structures such slovenly construction is liable to be the rule instead
of the exception.

In structures which require to be carefully designed it is frequently
important to observe that the bracing may be rendered not only in-

effectual but vicious, by the introduction of what are called " redun-
dant

"
members in the construction of frame assemblages, which may

be thus explained. Frames should be constructed so as to prevent the

elongation or contraction of one member producing the elongation
or contraction of any other member. Thus if we draw the diagram
of a frame in the form of a trapezoid, to consist of four members
(with a diagonal), in which to enable us to distinguish the several
members without the aid of an engraved diagram, let us number
them thus : the top side let us number 1, the right side 2, the bottom 3,
the left side 4, and the diagonal from top of 2 to bottom of 4, call 5.

All the members are to be capable of resisting tensile and compres-
sive strains. Such a frame cannot be distorted to any other form with-
out causing alteration in the length of one or all of its members. If,

however, one or all of the members, through a variation of tempera-
ture, if the structure be of metal, or from any other cause, shall

change their length, such change will not produce a stress on any
member, but will merely cause a variation in the/orm of the frame
itself, and hence such a frame cannot be self-strained, i. e., it cannot
produce a stress on one member by some other member being of a

wrong length, hence any error of this nature will merely change the

form of the frame. But if an additional member be introduced, as
the other diagonal, crossing from top of 4 to bottom 2, which call 6,
then if 5 (diagonal) be shortened, 6 (diagonal) will be strained so as
to elongate it, and the four principal members will be compressed ; but
if the diagonals are not made of exact length they and the four prin-
cipal members will be permanently strained in either tension or

compression, in unknown quantities which cannot be resolved into

any known component stresses
; such combinations usually ought to

be avoided. A frame of this class, i. e.. of the double diagonal" strut

type is said to have one redundant member. But if both the dia-
onals, 5 and 6, were flexible rods incapable of resisting compression,
there would be no redundant member, because the tightening of one
diagonal would produce no sensible stress on the other diagonal.
If the diagonal be a rod there would be two of them required to

prevent a quadrilateral figure from changing its form. To techni-

cally distinguish such diagonal pieces of a frame as are only capable
of bearing one kind of strain it is suggested by some writers that

they be called " semi-members."
A frame such as above alluded to is technically defined as a rigid

structure composed of straight struts and ties only, which are called
members of the frame. The frame as a combined structure may be

subject a* a whole to a bending moment, but each member of it,

whether a strut or tie, in the capacity of a column, pillar, rod, rail,
or brace, composing the structure, is thereby only extended or

compressed so that the total stress on a given member is the same at
all its sectional areas throughout its length, while the intensity of
stress is uniform for all the parts of any one sectional area. This
uniform intensity must result in any frame, whose members are so
connected together at the joints that they present no important re-
sistance to

change
in the relative angular positions of the continuous

members, as if, for instance, the members were pinned together by
means of one circular pin, the axis of which coincides with the axis
of the piece, and the direction of the only stress which can be trans-
mitted from pin-joint to pin-joint, and from piece to piece passing
through these pin-joints, will coincide with this axis, which be-
comes a line of resistance ; and hence in discussing the stresses pro-
duced throughout the frame by an external force, it is treated for

simplicity as consisting only of single straight lines between the

joints,
such joints being merely the meeting or intersection of these

lines. The meeting or intersecting point of these lines at the inter-

secting point of the axes of the
adjacent pieces of a frame or combi-

nation of frames, as in the angle of a quadrilateral panel of a truss,
or braced skeleton structure, is called a "

panel-point." This point
is used for taking the dimensions of trusses " on centres," and for

making the calculations of strains, and for representing these strains

geometrically upon a skeleton diagram of the truss. These joints of
frames are to be considered as

possessing perfect capacity of rotary
motion around the axis of the pin which, as in hinged structures,
forms the axial connection of the pieces to admit of the angles formed
by the connected pieces freely changing in the manner of a compass-
joint.

While alluding to the theory of redundant structures it may be
noted that redundancy generally leads to economy of construction,
which is often a more expensive item than that of the materials.

Though the first cost of longer and heavier scantlings may not be
greater than that of short ones, it would not be economical to cut them
into shorter lengths merely for the purpose of hinging them together
again for the sake of avoiding redundancy in the structure. The
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labor attending the exact location, on a large structure, of the pre-
cise geometrical position of connections, and of the laying off and
construction of flexible joints, will exceed the expense of less pre-
cise connections, such as the lapping and bolting together of the ends
of the pieces, which, though they will be free to move, will yet not
be frictionless in the degree of properly finished articulated joints,
but will not offer an amount of resistance against any angular move-
ment of the pieces liable to take place in the frame, which would be

likely to produce self-straining in the structure. Hence the fewer the
articulated joints, which, to act properly, must be accurately fitted to-

gether, the less the cost of the structure. Redundancy is not justifia-
ble when its presence is not intended to lessen the number of costly
joints. In fact redundancy is rather prevalent because of the diffi-

culty attending the making of good joints of timber. It would be

absurd, for instance, to hinge together two pieces which butt against,
each other in a straight line, where both are in compression, when
they were in such a position that there would be no compensating
advantage in having them in two pieces in preference to having them
in a single piece, unless the two pieces, if they were in one whole

length would be of such an unwieldy size as to be inconvenient to

handle, and expensive to manufacture. The thrust or compression
can evidently be better transmitted through one continuous straight
piece than if a joint were made in the middle of it, and the strain

passed through a pin or other articulate joint in the same straight
line. In the latter case the thrust cannot be transmitted past the

pin or articulation without concentrating the pressure more or less

on special sections and on the parts composing the joint, and there-

by straining its materials unduly ;
and to avoid this would require a

very clumsy connection as well as enlarged sections. The whole-

length timber would be liable to cause a certain degree of self-strain-

ing in bending the whole-length piece like a beam. But whether
this self-straining will cause more or less disadvantageous action of
the excess of stress than is produced by the concentration of
the thrust when being transmitted through the pin, it is in many
cases impossible to know with certainty. There are certain cases
in which it is found necessary or convenient to expose some of the
members of a frame to bending strains, thus introducing redun-

dancy ;
but many of such structures could probably be arranged to

avoid the uncertainty as to the intensities of the stresses without

having to sacrifice the mechanical advantages of having the two con-

tiguous pieces united so that there should be no break in the contin-

uity of transmitting the compression, or it may be tension. For in-

stance, a trussed girder, with one or several vertical struts, is redun-
dant when the naked girder is one whole stiff beam

;
but if the

girder, instead of being in one stiff beam, were cut in two halves
across the middle and bolted together by a lap-joint in the middle
of the span, it would thus nominally relieve the frame of redun-

dancy, but not secure inflexibility. The theoretical objection to
beams or girders being trussed is not evaded. More than one truss-
rod to the same beam is likewise objectionable, on the theory that if

one rod be overstrained by inequality in length, the remaining rod
will not be sufficient to afford the contemplated support without

making each of them of extra strength, which would be overstepping
the economy that in a large structure ought to be sedulously
guarded, or else the number of rods being inconveniently increased
would also interfere with economy.A simple Fink roof-truss is redundant, being simply two trussed
beams, inclined, rafter-like, to each other at an angle, and tied to-

gether at their apices; but by merely omitting the two tie-braces
which radiate from its apex, it is rendered non-redundant, with
however the disadvantage that the struts in the former case are
thereby converted into ties in the latter form, and therefore they
would afford no support to the middle point of the principal, but in

consequence of their tension, draw it down, and endanger its being
bent in the middle; whereas the first arrangement supported it. If
the latter arrangement is adhered to so as to avoid redundancy, and
it be required to reconvert the short tie back again into a strut so as
to serve its original purpose, it would be necessary to lengthen it, so
as to lower its foot below those of the principal rafter, which would
make an awkward arrangement of truss for roofing.

Bracing-rods, when long and pliable, and henceliable to sag, may
be stiffened considerably by connecting at their intersections,
which will usually be a ring or strong casting to which they are
screwed. Long bracings used in framed scaffolds are mutually
stiffened laterally by being connected at their intersections, which
will usually compensate for any advantage of disconnection.

All bracings should be perfectly straight in form, and in the grain
of the timber.

'

Braces acting as struts must be treated as columns
of the length between their fixed points, and assigned their propor-
tionate sectional area, in order to be capable of resisting deflection.
Timber acting as a tie is stronger than as a strut ; but the former
depends on strength of joints and connections, in which the unre-
liable element of faulty workmanship enters. Large washers should
be used at both ends of bolts employed in combining together the
parts of timber structures. There is a common tendency amongst
mechanics to regard bracing as mere guess-work, acquired intui-

tively in a vague sort of way, by practical experience, in which nat-
ural sagacity is deemed an all-sufficient and all-wise tutor, and
therefore the necessity or possibility of estimating them exactly by
mathematical formula is not thought of by mechanics not informed
upon the subject. We shall have occasion to recur again to many
of these topics farther on, in their proper order.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.
FERRY-HOUSES, IIOBOKEN, N. J. MR. II. EDWARDS FICKEN, ARCHI-

TECT, NEW YORK, N. Y.

IIIS building replaces the old houses which were liable to be
flooded with every high tide, were ill ventilated, as all such

buildings are apt to be, had no accommodation for smokers.
and were generally inconvenient for the economical and rapid trans-

action of the immense business flowing through them, and is the re-

sult in its plan and construction of the most thorough investigation
of all existing ferry-houses in the vicinity of New York and Brook-

lyn, and the experience of years of the officers of the company.
This present building is now considered by them, after the trial of

the past year, as a model for such structures, accommodating the

large and impetuous flow of passengers directly from the Morris &
Essex Railroad, through its gates from the depot adjoining, the still

greater mass of people who night and morning go to and from both
New York and Hoboken to home and business, and the accompa-
nying freight and vehicular traffic

; enabling the simplest manage-
ment of the double service of it to Barclay and Christopher Streets,
New York, without undue crowding, or detention of people in

crowds; with ample waiting-rooms, smoking-rooms, and other neces-

sary conveniences. The building is 225 feet long, with a covered

way across its entire front, enlarged in the centre to a bay, giving
shelter to those who may be obliged to wait a few minutes after pass-
ing outside or waiting to enter : this is inclosed with storm-doors
in winter. White and yellow pine were used entirely in the con-

struction, with redwood shingles on the outside wherever shingles
were used. Roofs over main building were covered with gravel
roofing. On the river-front the gables over the slips project about
fifteen feet over the boats, affording complete shelter in passage to

and from them. The tower serves as a bell-tower and has a power-
ful lantern, and acts also as a ventilator to the water-closets of both

waiting-rooms, and, combined with proper and perfect plumbing,
keeps them perfectly pure at all seasons. The long skylights over

waiting and smoking rooms are worked by a patent apparatus from
below. The interior finish of these rooms is in soft wood painted,
and hard woods in their natural colors, and is designed after the man-
ner of old country-house halls. In the centre of the general wait-

ing-room is the large water-cooler for ice-water, made of cherry, of

which a sketch is given. A novel feature of the plan is the angles
at which the slips have been built, which were based upon fhe action

at this point of the North-River tides with regard to the ferry up-
town to Christopher Street, and the one down-town to Barclay
Street.

COMPETITIVE DESIGNS FOR A S3,000-HOUSE SUBMITTED BY " Home"
AND BY " Maximum."

Should any of our non-professional readers desire to build accord-

ing to either of these designs, we trust he wil do the author of the

selected design the simple justice of putting the work into his hands.
We shall always be pleased to put client aud author into communi-
cation with each other.

THE S3,000-HOUSE COMPETITION III.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR S3000-HOUSE. BY "MAXIMUM."
[These specifications are not considered sufficient to base a contract upon, but

merely to indicate the amount of work and class of materials upon which tho es-

timate has been calculated.]

C'XCAVATION: r

top soil removed," cellar excavated to a depth of 3' 10"

below curbstone level, dirt taken from cel-

lar, graded up around house and top soil

replaced. Grade line around house to be
12" higher than top of curb. Exca-
vate for cistern and piers under shed,
outside cellar-way and pier under

porch. No cellar under porch or

shed.

Stone-work: Cellar walls and

piers built of good quarry-stone laid

on flat bed in good lime-and-sand
mortar. Cellar walls 18" thick and

tuck-pointed above ground with red
cement. Pier under porch 2' 0"

square with footing-course 3' 0"

square ;
all other piers 18" square.

Retaining-wall to outside cellar-way
18" thick. Flagstone sills to cellar

windows 3" thick. Stone piers in

cellar to support girders under joists.
Outside cellar-way to be under pan-

try window.
Brickwork: Build ash-pits in

cellar under fireplaces and start

central flue for furnace. Build fireplaces of pressed-brick with
moulded corners, etc., as shown, laid in brown mortar and well cleaned
and oiled when finished. Soapstone hearths in niches with hole cut

and iron lid. Pressed-brick hearths in front, laid in approved design
in cement. Stove-pipe holes with thimbles in all rooms through which

chimneys pass. Chimneys carried up to roof with common brick,
above roof to be stretcher bricks laid in brown mortar and ftopped-
out with cement. Flagstone caps 2" thick, holes cut through for flues.
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Carpenter-irork : Top of first floor to bo 3 feet above grade line.

First-Moor joists, 2" x 10" bridled ;
serond-tloc.i- joists, 2x !<" bridged ;

third-Moor joists, 2" x 8"
; girders in cellar, 6" x 8"; wall-plate, 2" x C,"

doulile
; outside studding, 3" x 4"; inside studding, 2 x 4"; upper

plate, 2" x 4", double ; rafter, 2" x 6"
;
collar braces, 2" x 6"

;
shed

rafters, 2" x 4"
;
sbed corner-posts, 4" x 4", cased ;

shed intermediate

posts, 2" x 4", cased
;
shed joists, 2" x 10"; shed sill, 6" x 8".

Frame: The above timber to be all hemlock. Frame of house

boarded over with 1" rough hemlock or pine boards; first story cov-

ered with 5" bevelled siding, l"lap; second story with cypress shingles,
cut ends, G" to weather. Front gable covered with J" beaded boards,

tongucd and grooved, 3" wide, with If" pilasters over, walls under.

1'urch : Porch the same
; porch ceiling beaded boards 3" wide :

floor of white pine boards, 8" wide, joints white leaded.

Roof: Koof of house open-boarded, and covered with 20" cypress
shingles laid 5" to weather.

Floors : Floors throughout house |" yellow-pine, first floor select ;

third-floor to be 24 feet square laid from refuse of other two.

Whitlows : All windows first and second story to have 1 J" gashes
;

Kitchen, Pantry, and small windows in Hall to have casement-sashes,
to open out. Kitchen windows to have inside blinds made same as

outside blinds; 1 |" casement-sash in third story to open in. All other

windows in first and second stories to be double sliding-sash, hung
with weights. Single windows in Hall and Parlor to have outside

blinds or shutters, as preferred. Bay-windows in Parlor and Dining-
room to have inside blinds, cut horizontally once. All windows in sec-

ond story to have outside slat-blinds. Cellar windows to have hard-

wood sills, l$"sash, hung at top to open in, with wire screens outside.

Doors: All closet doors 1^" thick with plain, beaded, flush panel
on inside face, outside to correspond with other doors : all other doors

1,1" thick, raised panels, chamfered stiles, moulded rails ;
first story, 6

panels ; second story, 4 panels ;
finish as per detail. Chair-rail in

lliill, Dining-room and Kitchen.
Finish: Hall, Parlor and Dining-room finished in cypress;

Kitchen, Pantry and Bath-room, yellow-pine; all other rooms in sec-

ond story, white-pine ; third story not finished at all. Bath-room wain-
scoted 4 feet high. Front door to have 5 horizontal panels, glass at

top, and side-light.
Dresser in Pantry with upper and lower doors and drawers. Slide

between dresser and China-closet in Dining-room. Kitchen dresser

to have upper and lower doors, row of drawers at one end, and place
for Hour-barrel in centre, with door and lid.

Shed: Shed wainscoted 3 feet high, upper part of slats 6" wide

pivoted on hard-wood dowels. Gables of planed boards 6" wide bat-

tened. Rafter ends sawed same as dormers : two outside rafters

planed. Roof rough boards and shingled. Cistern, 6' x 6', round, 1 J"
pine staves.

Painting : Outside of house to have three coats of lead and oil

in three approved colors. Roof to have two coats of light red paint.
Parlor, Dining-room ami Hall to be finished with two coats of white
shellac rubbed smooth, mantels the same. Kitchen, Pantry and Bath-
room to have two coats of hard oil-finish rubbed down

; Chambers and
Hall, second story, to have three coats of paint in two approved col-

ors. Floors throughout first story, oiled one coat.

Glazing: Glass in Parlor, Dining-room, Hall, and two front

Chambers, lower sash double-thick select French (not plate) ; upper
sash, double-thick select American. Plain French-plate mirrors in

Mantels. Glass in Kitchen Pantry and third-story windows single-
thick American. Glass in windows on Hall landing, Cathedral tinted,
worth 30 cents per square foot ; border around side-light the same ;

centre of side-light frosted. Crackle glass in top of front door,
tinted

;
all other windows throughout ordinary double-thick American.

Plastering: Walls and ceilings throughout first and second sto-

ries to have two coats of brown and one coat of hard white finish.

Plaster arches with quarter-round corners where shown by dotted
line on plan.

Plumbing : 14-oz. copper bath-tub, and first-class pan or Watson's
closet, in Bath-room

;
4" cast-iron soil-pipe run through roof. Cast-

iron sink in Kitchen with hot and cold water faucets connected with

galvanized-iron circulating boiler. Slop-sink in shed with bell-trap,
and hot and cold water cocks over. Cast-iron lift-pump in cistern, 6"
terra-cotta vitrified drain-pipe from street to soil-pipe, 4" extension
to slop-sink and cistern overflow. Self-actina hopper-closet in cellar
for servants, and drainage-trap for cellar. The service-pipe from
street and throughout house to be f" lead.

Gnu-fitling : Gas-pipes run from cellar to points on plans desig-
nated by a*.

Heating: 36-inch galvanized-iron portable furnace placed di-

rectly under Parlor and Hall registers. One pipe to two front Cham-
bers, one pipe to Bath-room and Children's room, and one pipe to

Dining-room. Servant's Chamber to be heated in winter by stove-

pipe from range passing through drum (not included in contract).
Black japanned registers throughout.

Tin-work: Best charcoal tin (IX) stock. Valley gutters 14"
wide. All water carried to rear and down to cistern through one 5"
conductor. Tin flashing to chimneys and dormers 5J" x 4".

lliirilware: Three-tumbler H. & E. lock to front door with real
bronze front and striker, night-latch attachment with two nickel-

plated keys, and fast-and-loose knob-altachnieiit. Real bronze knobs
and escutcheon plate, plate and rose in one piece. Kitchen closet
to havo mortice-latch, all other doors throughout house to have
4" M. \V. & Co. mortice-locks, brass fronts and strikers, and nickel-

plated keys. Doors opening from Hall, Parlor and Dining-room to

have real bronze knobs ami escutcheons; all other doors, liemacile .

knobs with bronze roses and escutcheons. All doors, first story,

hung with 8J" x 3i" copper-bronzed, polished butts, steeple tips.

Second-story doors hung with japanned-iron butts, plated tips.

All double-hung windows to have Morris's sash-locks, Berlin

bronze, and lifts the same; windows hung with Silver Lake white

cotton braided sash-cord. All the outside blinds and shutters hung
with Lull & Porter's shutter-hinges and fastenings. The inside blinds

to bay-windows, Kitchen blinds and dresser-doors, all hung with 2"

polished copper-bronzed butts. Berlin-bronze spring cupboard-
ratehes on dresser-doors and kitchen blinds. Berlin-bronze drawer-

pulls
to dressers ; 1^" copper-bronzed polished back-flaps, and real

bronze shutter-bars and knobs on inside shutters to bay-windows.
Barrel-bolts on shed and cellar doors, the latter hung with heavy
T-hinges. Real bronze bell-pull and plate to front door connected
with swinging bell in kitchen :

Final: All of the above-mentioned materials are considered to

be the best of their respective kinds, and of as high a grade as the

amount to be expended will allow, and arc to be placed in position
in the most thorough and workmanlike manner.
ESTIMATE or QUANTITIES AND PBICKH RULINO AT PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Excavation and grading, 133 cub. 2 cypress mantels, each $30.00. 60.00
~

160 lln. ft. of chair-rail. <fl) 3o... 4.80

l.Kid lln. ft. 9" moulded bate.

@7c 36.00
Kiu-lien dresser 16.00

Pantry
" 10.00

Lattice panels under porch and
shed 12.00

Cresting 6.00
600 sq. ft. yel. pine 2" plank, cel-

lar outside and inside tteps,
to 10.00

yds.,@40c $53.20

STONE-WORK.
64 perches of stone laid, @ $4.00 256.00
5 cellar window-sills, @ $1.00

each 5.00

TIHDEK8 ASD BOAKD8.
Girder* In cellar,
6x8 = MOsq.ft.

1st and 2nd floor

joist*, 2 x 10 =r 2,4.10 sq. ft.

.-.. I'-tl. .. ,r joists, 2 X 8 = 1,100 sq. ft.

Outside studding.
3x4 = 2,600 sq.ft.

Inside studding,
2x4 = 1,000 sq.ft.

Rafters, collar-
beams, etc., 2 x 6= 1,400 sq.ft.

Rough 1" lumber 5,000 sq.ft.

110. Mil

30.00

72.00

(@ $14.00 per M.) 13,890 sq.ft. 194.46

3,600 sq. ft. flooring measure of
flooring a $30.00 per M..

1,000 sq. ft. 5" siding <g $30.00

8,000 20" cy press shinglesije*9'.00
600 " " " cut ends

@$12.00 60.00

Plastering, 850 sq. vds. @ 25c per
yard............'..... ....... 212.50

Tin-work 28.00

Heating. Estimate from reli-

able dealer.... 90.00

$1,103.16
BBICKWOBK.

2,400 stretchers, @ $10.00 per M. $24.00

1,100 common. @ *8.00 per M . . . 8.80
400 pressed brick, @ $25.00. . . . 10.00

76 moulded brick. @ $60.00... 3.75
2 flagstone chimney-caps 4.00

2 soapstone niches 3.00
4 bbls. lime, @ $1.25 6.00
4 loads of sand 4.00

J bbl. cement .70

270 Ibs. coloring matter, @ 3o. T.10

Bricklayer, 7 days g $:i.50 24.80

Laborer, 7 days (g $2.00 14.00

Cartage 2.00

Profit 10.00

Total for brickwork $120.85

Plumbing and gas-fitting $240.00

Painting and glazing $280.00

MILL-WORK.
5 cellar window frames and sash

@$3.oo f 16.00

13 double-hung windows, with
outside blinds, orshutters, and
Inside finish complete, aver-

age $8.00 each 104.00

2 bay-windows, with inside

blinds, inside finish, etc., all

complete 50.09

Front door, frame and side-light
complete 15.00

7 casement windows completeS
3.00 21.00

Sash, frames and moulding, etc.,
for dormers 12.00

1 gable window 3.00

170 lin. ft. I
main cornice, barge-

boards, etc.. @ loc 17.00

120 lln. ft. belt cornice, @6c ... 7.20

760 sq. ft. beaded boards for

gable, porch ceiling and walls,
H?.v. 22.50

1.000 sq. ft. dressed pine boards,
for shelving, miscellaneous,
etc 26.00

Porch ralli ng, arches, etc 15.00

Hall and dining-room screens... 15.00

13 double-face doors, average
$3.00 39.00

10 single-face doors, average $2. 20.00

23 door-frames, @ 78c 17.25

684 lln. ft. Inside finish, & 3c. . . . 20.52

Of the above estimates, the

Sum total for mill-work.. $6611.97

IIAKUWAUE.
1 front-door lock $ 4.80
1 bronze plate and knobs for

frontdoor 3.00
1 bronze bell-pull and plate,

3J"x6" 1.36
22 mortice-locks, 4", @ $8.88 per

doz .....7. .. 16.28
1 mortice-latch for kitchen

closet .60
13 pr. 3J x 34 polished copper-

bronzed butts, M $3.35 per
doz 8.45

12 pr. 31 x 3J japauued-iron
butu 3.35

5 pr. bronze knobs and es-

cutcheons, (oj 81.40 7.00
18 pr. hemacite knobs, bronze

roses aiidescutch'us, @8e. 14.40

Swinging bell and wire, mount-
ed.:. 1.00

680 Ibs. of window-weight*, @
IJc 8.90

6 hanks of sash-cord, $1.10.. 6.60
3 doz. pr. copper bd. 2'' butts.@

76cperdoz 2.25
19 Berlin bronzed sash-locks, @

$3.0flperdoz 4.75
19 Berlin bronzed sash-lifts, @

SOcperdoz. .48
1 doz. pr. back-flaps, copper bd. .70
1 doz. real bronze shutter-bars, 2.65
3 "

knobs, O, $1, 3.00
14 pr. '.'.'' cast-Iron butts, for C.

windows .70
Hooks and staples .50
13 sets of Lull & Porter's shut-

ter-hinges 2.30
1 doz. Berlin bd. drawer-pulls, .60

18 cupboard catches 1.60
6 doz. japanned wardrobe

hooks, 16o 75
12'' T-hluges for cellar-door 38
2barrel bolts 3S
2 gross screws .G6

luolbs. Ill >/ nails 3.75
200 " 8d " 8.00
200 " 4d " 8.ISO

BO " ZOrf "
1.87

5 " 8 d finishing nails 2.50

Total for hardware $121.63
Extras 20.00

Architect's fee 75.00

Carpenter-work and profit to
contractor 600.00

Total estimate $3,000.61
SUHMABV.

Hardware 121.63

Stone-mason's contract. 314.20

Lumber, shingles, etc 461.46

Plastering 212.50
Tin-work 25.00

Heating 9'>.00

Brickwork 120.86

Plumbing and gas-fitting 240.00

PnintingHlid glazing 260.00

Mill-work 669.97
Architect's fee 76.00

Carpenter-work and profit 600.00

Extras and contingencies 20.00

Total 3,000.61

> *, ,*,, ,.....,, . ^ -vn's, bricklayer's, plasterer's, painter's,

plumber's, heating, carpenter-work, juid tin-work were all furnished by reliable

men in the different lines of trade. The prices of hardware were given by J. B.

Shannon & Sons. 1009 .Market St., Philadelphia, from goods selected from their

shelves. All of the respective contractors guaranteed a flrst-class job In their

respective lines. The estimates are intended to erect the building in the vicin-

ity of Philadelphia, but in the western part of Pennsylvania or >ew iork they
would be about thirty percent lower.
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DESIGN SUBMITTED BY " Home."

EXPLANATORY SPECIFICATIONS.

MASON-WORK : 16" concrete cellar wall, built between plank, and

against the earth. Small stones, rammed down in cement-mortar.
When finished has a coat of cement inside and outside (above ground).
Jambs and corners in brick.

12" Brick piers, and chimney foundations in brick.

Best hard-burned brick throughout.
Bluestone sills and chimney-cap. Bluestone lintel in kitchen.

Cellar bottom, concrete and cement.

Chimney topped out in selected hard-burned brick.

Open fireplaces and hearths laid in hard-burned brick.

All brickwork showing to be laid in red mortar, with sunken joint.
8" brick around all flues, withsi''. Cellar area, 8'' brick wall coped

with bluestone.

Flagging steps, brick risers.

Cistern : 10' diameter. 10' 6'' deep to spring of dome. 4" brick

wall backed up with concrete. 8" dome. Concrete bottom, laid in

and smoothly coated over with Rosendale cement. Flag over man-hole.

4" brick filter wall. Build in 4" tile-drains from foot of all leaders.

6" overflow to small, dry stone cesspool.
Drain : 5'' glazed pipe ;

100 feet to cesspool ; moveable cover to

running-trap ;
5" vent between trap and house.

Cesspool: 8 feet diameter, 8 feet deep to spring of dome, same as

cistern, coated with cement. Two vent-pipes to grade, one longer than

other; overflow to a charcoal pit.

Plastering : Two coats on hemlock or spruce lath
; finishing-coat

rough sand-finish, white sand and Morris Plains, N. J., sand, mixed. No
cornices or beads, arches or brackets ; brick mud filling between first-

story beams.
CAHPENTER-WORK.

Timber and Lumber : Hemlock frame and sheathing ; exposed tim-

ber and lumber, second-quality pine, except clapboards, which are to be
clear pine. Interior work in clear white-pine. Finish in pine through-
out, except stairs, which are to be yellow-pine. Floors, second-quality
pine.

Attic : Attic unfinished, except that it has a floor. As the family
increases, the attic can be made available.

Framing: Balloon method. Timbers all 16'' centres. For sizes see
bill of quantities. Double cross-bridge every five feet. Long braces cut

in, partitions trussed, openings trussed, bearing partitions footed on par-
tition-head.

Roofs have 1 1-8'' x 2'' strips nailed to rafters, 5'' centres on which to

lay shingles ; rest of frame sheathed with 1" x 8" hemlock put on

diagonally ; sheathing paper over sheathing. Beaver, No. 2
; clap-

boards 6" wide, 1 1-4" lap.
Corner boards, casings, bands, etc., 1 1-4" x 4 1-2'', rebated where nec-

essary to receive shingles and clapboards.

Shingles: On second-story walls, veranda, and roofs, sawed pine,
irregular widths laid in usual manner in regular courses. Gable shingles
eawed pine, regular widths

; water-table 1 1-4x8"; belt course, 1 1-4"
x 4 1-2"

Veranda: 1'' x 3" yellow-pine floor, laid l-8"apart, boxed posts and
plate ; close railing, shingled outside, ceiled inside, railing cap ; ceiling
ceiled straight across.

Gables : Single moulding and band. See detail.

Cornice: Mouldings under projecting bay, etc. See detail.

Blinds : Hall, Dining-room and windows in bay, to be Venetian slat-

blinds. Other windows of first and second stories, 1 1-4" rolling-slat
outside blinds.

Floors: First story has double floor with paper between. Under
floor rough hemlock. Other floors 1" x 6'' matched pine. Hard-wood
saddles for doors.

Doors, regular sizes, factory-made. Furniture of the most inexpen-
sive kind see quantities.

Windows: Small lights in upper sash; lower sash, single light.

Double-hung in usual manner. Small windows casement-hung.
Glass : Double-thick French sheet for lower sash

; upper sash in

American glass.
Trim of the simplest description. See detail.

Mantel-pieces : Pine. Three of them to cost not over 75.

Stairs : Cellar, plain and strong ; open risers
;
no rail. Main flight,

yellow-pine newels, rail and balusters. See detail. Boxed from land-

ing up, with hand-rail secured to wall. Box stairs to attic; no rail.

Fittings: Dresser with glass doors in Kitchen. Closets provided
with shelves and drawers. Picture-moulding in Dining-room, Hall and
Parlor.

Plumbing : Plan is arranged so that Servant's room in second story
can be made a Bath-room if it is desired to have more plumbing.
Range:

" Fawn" No. 2., Simond's Manufacturing Company.
Sink: 20" x 30" cast-iron sink. 2'' waste to drain. Waste-pipe car-

ried up from top of trap out of roof.

Ordinary suction-pump in Kitchen, connected with cistern.

Tinning : Gutters lined and usual tin flashings ; galvanized-iron lead-

ers.

Painter: Fireplaces and hearths, two coats of oil. Chimney exte-

rior, two coats oi!. All exterior wood-work to have a coat of crude
petroleum oil. Shingles to be dipped hi the oil. Oil stained colors
desired. Shingles to have another coat of oil (linseed) with stain, mak-
ing two coats of lead and oil paint. For colors see under perspective.
Veranda ceiling and floor, two coats of oil. Inside work, Second-

story and Kitchen, two coats of paint. Rest of house two coats, Dexter
Bros., 57 Broad street, Boston, mahogany stain, rubbed to a smooth
polished surface.

Furnace : Portable, moist air. (John Hyslop, 206 E. 29th street.
New York, N. Y.)

ESTIMATES OF QUANTITIES AND PRICES RULING AT SOUTH ORANGE, N. J.

[Prices of Labor: Carpenter, $2.60 and $2.75; maton, S2.SO and 83.00; laborers,
SI. 75 and $2.0(>. This is the .wiuter schedule, tlio outside prices of which are
taken in this estimate.

Contractor: A. F. Behring, contractor, 327 Fourteenth Ave., New-
ark, N. J., has verified these quantities and prices. He is now building
a house similar in plan, but more elaborate and broken up in exterior,
for 93,375. This, however, includes plumbing to the amount of $347.

Waste: The allowance for waste, etc., is reckoned-in in each item,
varying from 5 to 10 per cent.

[Especial attention is called to the simplicity of construction: A square house
central partitions carried up; gable roof, broken only by a gable in front; no
break in the rear.
The front part of the house (first story) has a 9' 6" ceiling; rear part, 8'. Sec-

ond story, 8' 4'' throughout. In second story, 6' from floor to roof-line, where
rooms are cut off by roof.]

MASON.
264 cub. yds. excavation ^ 35c. . $82.40
Extra for grading around house, 25.00
52A perch concreie cellar wall,
including cement and labor,
laid, I^SO/xi 262.50

14 perch grouting and cement
bottom for cella>, @ 84 56.00

ir> MM. bard-burned Jersey
brick raj $9.60, delivered 142.50

Laying the same, 15 MM., @ 88,

including cement, etc 120.00
712 sq. yds. plastering, (a 3l)c. 213.CO

(Tula includes labor and cost

of materials, lime, lath 3,500,
etc.)

270 ft. drain-pipe, <3J 20c 854.00
Trap for same, $1.25; vent-pipes,

etc., 81.50 2.75

Range lintel 2.00

Chimney-cap 4.50
15 feet bluestone sill, <^ 25c 3.75
54 feet bluestone steps, & 25c. . . 13.50

Patching, plastering, etc 10.00

Labor, etc., not included in
above 20.00

Total mason-work 81,012.50

No.

1

3
1

40
11
8
16
4
6

Size in Lengths
inches, in feet.

18
10

HEMLOCK TIMBER AND LUMBER.

84

8
in
is

U
2S
12

8

U
24
in

34
2
1

240

Cl
6x8
6x 8
2x10
2x10
4x10
L'x 8
4x 8
4x6
4x 6
4x4
4x 4
3x 4
3x 4
3x4
3x 4
2x 4
2x 4
2x 4
2x 4

IJx
2x 6
L> x
2x

3x
3x
HX

16
24
16
16
16
18
16
24
16
20
14
16
18
22
24
20
18
16

12
24
20
16
20
10
Hi

72
120
64

) girders in cellar
and

) for veranda
first and second story joist ................. 1007
veranda ..................................... 440
trimmers and headers ....................... 427
attic joist .................................... 341
" trimmers and headers .................. 171

main posts and braces ....................... 2*6
sill .

) plates
f and braces, etc
window and door studs .

256
81
43
680

" 42
" " " 128

partition-heads and braces 180
studs 704
" 400
" 280
" 144

girts 63
ceiling-joist, veranda 192
rafters 576

" 2-W
"

544
valley-rafters 80

" " veranda 20
strips for shingles 720

5000ft. rough flooring and sheathing 5,000

13,140

Total, say 13} MM. hemlock, @ 818.00 243.00

Paper, 5,000 sq. ft. (uninflam-
mable) <g Jc ..................

Shingles, 17j MM, sawed pine,

25.00

*S84.50 79.25

Clapboards, 1,500 sq. ft., 3c. . . 45.00

SECOND-QUALITY PINE.

500 ft. matched ceiling }", @
3c ".:..." 15.00

2,200ft. matched flooring (first
and second story.) .a 4*c. 99.00

1,000 ft. matched flooring (attic)
@3c 30.00

1,000ft. bands, W. T. belts, etc.,
@4c 40.00

750 ft. exterior door and win-
dow frames, @ 4c 35.00

200 ft. cellar area, cold-air box,
etc.,@4c 8.00

Mouldings, Trimmings, etc.

350ft., 2x3J, " 84.70 16.45

60ft., 1Jx 2, <g 81.35 68
75 ft., 1 x 4, 'a- 82.15 1.58
25 ft., I x 3J, (a 81.75 44

10 ft., 5 x IJ, (8 S4.UO 40
250 ft. (flrst^story door-trim-

ming), j x 4J, .a, 82.40.... 5.00
26 corner-blocks (doors), 4} x

4Jx 1", (^84.00 1.04
20 corner-blockp (windows), 4J

x 4J x V @ 84.00 80
150 ft. (windows), \ x 4},g 82.40 3.60
1HO ft., I xl,(8)8.X5 .86
100 ft., 1 x 1, @ 8.85 86
15ift., }x2, -81.35 2.03
175 ft., IJ x '3 (picture mould-

ing), @ 81.75 3.07

CLEAR PIKE.
300 ft. door-jambs.
250 ft. room-base.
400 ft. second-story trimmings.
500 ft. fittings, etc.
350 ft. stairs.

Total, 1,81)0 ft.,
< 5c 90.00

Miscellaneous sundries, 500 ft.

pine, ig, 5c 25.00
3 mantel-pieces complete, set up

(estimate) 75.00
Stairs. Newel rail and railing,
yellow-pine 20.00

Veranda flooring, 1x3, 200 ft.,
(a 4c g.oo
63 ft. rolling-slat blinds, <S! 27c. 17.01
.50 sq. ft. Venetian cherry slat

(London back), 'a 30c 45.00
3 moulded doors, 3 x 7'x If, (ffi

83.09 .. 9.07
3 moulded doors, 2' lu'' x 6' 10'' x

Ij, ^ S2.92 8.76
17 moulded doors, 2' 8" x 6' 8" x
1J,@S2.75 47.50

Total 82,006.98

HARDWARE.
1 Frontdoor mortice-lock and

night-latch. Polished
brass knobs, etc., two
keys $4.75

6 Mortice-locks <4J") with
light bronzed knobs, etc.

Keys, ''a 81.00 6.00
17 Mortice-locks (4}"), brown

mineral knobs, etc., @ .50
1 Padlock i

.vo, ar>d 4 strap-
Iron hinges @ 7c. Cellar
area doors .48

66'' loose-joint japanned
butt* ,0. 36c 2.10

16 pr. 3"x3'' ordinary butts (g
8c 1.28

4 Flush-bolts for two outside
doors 1.34

36 Drawer-pulls, imitation
bronze ?5> 2c .72

18 Sash-fasteners, initial ion

bronze, (a, 81.00 per doz. . . 1.50
13 Fastenings for casement-

windows @ .20 2.60
13 pr. hinges for casement-win-

dows ' 4c .62
1 Lock and bolt for dresser

glass doors .70
1 Front-door bell (18 ft. to

Kitchen), brass pull
36 Iron hooks '< Ic.

540 Ibs. iron sash-weights tt Ifc.
216 ft. hempen cord Q Jc., and

1.50

.36

8.SO

emp
pull

,_

72 pulleys <ie 4c. 3.74
540 Ibs. nails @ 4Jc 24.30

Total 868.18
SASH (Glazed).

Estimate furnished by Bradley &
Currier, New York.

9 Sing, ea<>h, 2' 6" x 3', Ij 121.

Am. gl. @1.30 811.70
9 Sing, sash, 2' 6'' x 3', 1J II.

Double-thick F. gl. 1.88 10.92
4 Sing, sash, 2' 0'' x 3' 0", 1}

21. Am. gl. @ .9D 3.60
4 Sing, sash, !.' 0" x 2' 6" IJ 91.

Am. gl. @1.00 4.00
4 Sing, sash, 2' 0" x 2' 6", 11 11.

Fr. gl. <ij .85 7.40
6 Sing, sash, 2' 6" x 2' 6'', 1}

12/. Am. gl. @ 1.10 6.60
4 Sing, sash, 2' 6" x 2' 6'', IJ

It. Fr. gl. (g .85 7.40
6 Sing, sash, 2' 6" 3' 0'', 1 1 II.

Am. gl. @ 1.50 9.00
6 Sing, sash, 2' 0'' x 2' 6'', 1}

U. Am. gl. <3> 1.40 8.40
9 Sing, sash, 2''0" x 3' 0'', 11

12/.@1.15 10.35
2 Sing, sash doors, 2' 0" x 4' 6"

Ij, 9;. Am. gl. @ 2.15 4.30
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I. A HOB.
( '.-in.enter-work not
eluded in above

-.:,-

HBMJI
TINNINO.

120ft. flushing, a, NIC 12.00
tai r.-et gutter, 16o f>.60

70 ft. leaden, @20c (gal. Iron). 14.UO

PLUtllllNO.

Range, without water back, Si-

mond's M'f'gCo.,"Kawn"... 15.00

Cast-Iron link, plain, 20" x
:t"' 3.00

Suction -pinup 3.2!
'

i-ie,ig '2So, put up.. . 6.28
,'n it. 1," in]"-, ci :nie. |nit up.. . 6.01

I,aln)r. ete.. int iufluil-'il 6.0*

fainting. (Kstiinate.f. II. Ford.) 130.00

-
:...i.

Cnrtaco and frclgbt not Included
in above 40.00

--'.' '..-

Mr. Belirlng will contract for all the above, including builder's profit, etc., for
$3,200.

" Holm "
reckons $.'!,' as an allowable approximation within the term*

of tbe competition. If it were necessary, tbe price might easily be reduced to
.

Areliitect'scomnilsslnn, &%-, $192.00.
One of Hyslop's moist air I m-naeei>, portable. with tin beat-pipes, setup, 8135.
These last "Home" considers as extras within the meaning of the competition.

MIXING COLORS.
To THK EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

Gentlemen, Can you inform me through your paper what is the
best elementary work on mixing colors, both in water and oil, for

beginner, and oblige, Yours respectfully, M. E. KNIGHT.
[FIELD'S Chromatography. Any of the Winsor & Newton hand-books

on painting, either in oil or Water. Eos. AMERICAN ARCHITECT.]

THE BLUE-PRINT PROCESS.
CINCINNATI, January 18, 1883.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
Dear Sirs, Please let me know in your next issue if the blue-

print process (blue on white ground), mentioned in your February
number, 1882, is the same as that claimed bv Albert Levy to be C. L.
1's patent of October 25th, 1880, and whether he has a right to this

claim. If not, please let me know whether the above-named process
is patented in the United States or not. Yours truly,

A SUBSCRIBER.

[WE do not pretend to be experts in patent matters, and have not the
meansat hand for readily Inokingup such canes, but ''Subscriber" can ob-
tain the full specification of Mr. Levy's patent by sending twentv-five cents
to the Commissioner of Patents at' Washington. Ottr impression is that
there are several patented processes in use for the same purpose, differing
from each other in various details of material or manipulation. EDS.
AMERICAN ARCHITECT.]

FIRE-PROOF CEILINGS.
NEW YORK, January 16, 1883.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT :

Dear Sirs, Although I am not now a regular subscriber to your
very valuable paper I read the American Architect regularly, and
with great interest.

Would you suggest me some material, fire-resisting if possible, to
be put on ceilings. Something like linoleum, so that it could be
nailed on the beams, and fastened with strips or otherwise. Plaster-

ing falls down sooner or later even if done with care.

Yours very respectfully, R. S.

[ASBESTOS felting answers a good purpose; it comes in long rolls about
three feet wide, and can be tacked to the beams or furring strips. Where
appearance is an object, the best way is to plaster the ceiling on wire-lath,
which will hold the mortar so firmly that nothing can detach it. An in-
ferior substitute for wire lathing, which cost* less, and can be applied to old
ceilings, is Power Bros.' patent wiring process, consisting in driving galvan-
ized nails iibout six inches apart all over the ceiling, into the ftil-rings or laths,
and running diagonal lines of light brass wire across, giving it a turn around
each nail, and crossing the ceiling in two directions. After the wires are
applied the nails are driven close with a hammer, and a coat of hard-finish
put over the whole. EDS. AMERICAN ARCHITECT.]

THE "BRITISH ARCHITECT" AND MR. RICHARDSON.
ROCHESTER, N. T., January, 24, 1883.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
Dear Sirs, Do you see the British Architect, and if so, do you

notice what some enterprising sketcher is doing in the way of sending
pictures of recent American architecture credited to the wrong party!
Of course the blunder will annoy the firm to which the work is er-

roneously attributed quite as much as the real architect. Doubtless
Mr. Richardson will console himself with the reflection that the
drawings do scant justice to the buildings, which certainly are among
the best work which we have a right to consider American, but it

does seem odd that the prevailing indifference to the identity of the
architect, of even a successful building, should not have found an
exception in the case of one who was able to make such a good
choice of subjects for his sketching. Yours,

JAMES G. CUTLER.
[WE understand that the mistake to which onr correspondent refers was

made very innocently, and without fault of any one. A draughtsman in a
Boston office wrote to the editors of the British Architect, asking if thev
would accept and publish sketches of certain buildings which he admired
mentioning at the same time the name of the architect. They returned a
favorable reply, and in due time the sketches were received, but the author
of them, thinking that his previous letter would prevent any possible mis-
take as to the name of the architect of the buildings, naturally omitted to
mention the matter again, and the editors, just as naturally, oaring forgot-
ten about the letter, and seeing no indication on the drawings of the archi-
tect's name, supplied the deficiency, although with a mark of interroga-
tion, from the printed heading on the draughtsman's second letter, which

IKT, nnpaiiied the slietehea. No doubt they w ill do all that can be done to

remeily any annoyance hieh tin; error may have caii-e.1. A> < have miieli

th6 KUDO opinion of Mr EUehardPon's builduigt si N"itli RwUn flad QniocT
as I hat whieh Mr. CutliT holds, it giv<- ll> pleasure In state that ne shall

lihiirtly be able to publish gelatine printaof all of these buildings. Ei>8.

AMERICAN ARCHITECT.]

FURNISHING DETAIL-DRAWINGS FOR ESTIMATING.
ST. Louis, January 17, 1883.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
Dear Sirn, A customer of mine complains at not having liis

detail-drawings furnished at the same time with the general draw-
ings and specifications, claiming that he thereby lost several bids
which nii^ht have been much to his advantage. This work was

begun at the beginning of an extremely busy season, and with no

stipulation as to the time when the details should be made.
1 have replied that in the absence of any stipulation to the con-

trary it was understood that the work was to be done in the usual

way,i. ' .. to let the contract from the general drawings and to furnish
the details as needed during the progress of the buildings.

This has always been my custom, and so far as I know is the cus-
tom of the majority of architects everywhere; and for several pood
reasons. Experienced mechanics can easily make out their bids
from the general drawings, and do so every day. Until the bids are

opened the exact cost cannot be determined, nor can the owner
decide whether he will build precisely as planned, or make material

changes, or decline to build at all. In the latter case details made
before the letting become useless and an unnecessary expense to the
owner ; while if material changes are made the altering of such
details may be even more expensive than making new ones entirely,
without any compensating advantage.

I would be glad of an expression from the editors of the Ameri-
can Architect on the above points. It will be understood that mar-
ginal details were provided as usual in the specification and on the

general drawings.
ARCHITECT.

["ARCHITECT
"

is certainly right in thinking that the custom of archi-
tects is to leave all detail-drawings except such as mav be necessary to

explain the work, or may be asked for by contractors wfiile estimating, to
be made as the work progresses. Generally, this saves trouble for all par-
ties. To say nothing of the probability that modifications will be made in
the design while being carried into execution, which would render detail-

drawings previously made useless, it rarely happens that the work actually
agrees exactly with the figures on the plans, and endless mistakes and mis-
fits are avoided by making the detail-drawings for ti nidi, not approximately
from the plans, but from measurements of the places where the work is to
go. In the particular case of which " Architect

"
speaks, we suspect that

the owner has been talking with some disappointed contractor, ft is pos-
sible that builders might refuse to estimate upon plans for ordinary build-
ings without full details, but such cases are rare, at least in this country,
and our impatient owners would hardly endure the delay which such con-
duct would impose upon them. EDS. AMERICAN ARCHITECT.]

THE S300-IIOUSE COMPETITION.
To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT :

Dear Sirs, I would like to offer a suggestion for the next com-
petition to this effect, that when a builder gives an estimate on a
design he be requested to allow his name to be published with it.

This would certainly prevent such a careless estimate as was made
for "

Danfors," as no " reliable builder
"
would let his name appear

against that sum as a guaranty that he would complete the work for
it. I know that it would be impossible to build in the vicinity of
Boston according to the drawings and specifications, the charm-
ing house designed by "Danfors" and published in the American
Architect, of the 20th inst., without a very much larger expenditure
of money than he asks for. I would suggest, too, that the estimates
be made to cover everything. The Advertiser calling attention to
the article in the American Architect, saw only the added-up columns
of figures ; but in the specifications both the grading and furnaces
are omitted items and important ones too, for which the owner must
spend a few hundred dollars more.

It makes the competition an unfair one, putting the more expe-
rienced draughtsman to a decided disadvantage ; for he, knowing
l>etter how much can be done for a fixed sum, would not attempt
anything so ambitious. So it seems to me that the fault lies with
the estimates, and I do not believe a builder would object to have his
name appear with his estimates, since his capability for doing so
much for so little would bring him in any quantity of work. C.

[We anticipated that the publication of the detailed estimates and prices
nbmitted in this competition would call out a good many objectors, nnd

when the adverse criticism Is levelled at a designer working in another local-

ly than the critic, we are prepared to disregard many things that may be
said. In the present case, however, our correspondent C. and "

Danfurs
"

are fellow-townsmen who are building under similar conditions. As to the
special points mentioned by C., we will say, without prejudice to the jnry'nown conclusion on the subject, that grading-iip with the excavated material
should have been included in the estimate, but not any grading with fresh
material. It was left optional with the competitors to include henting-nppa-
atus, or to merely provide for its future introduction. As to questioning
he reliability of the estimate because of its apparent inadequacy, C is too
old a practitioner to be surprised at any instance of the astounding arith-
metical feats that even the really

"
reliable

"
builder is capable of perform-

ng every day in the week. Figures submitted in competitive estimates are
isually taken cum c/rano tails, and in the present competition as the
'reliable builders" did not have before them the restraining possibility
hat their bids might be accepted it would be well for those who are tempted
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by the published designs and figures to remember to double the dose. C
will find that a number of competitors have forestalled his suggestion by
furnishing as additional proof of their own bona fides the names of the
builders who figured on their designs, and we hope that in all such cases the

publication of the builder's name will conduce largely to his pecuniary
benefit. In reply to our inquiry,

"
Danfors" informs us that though his

builder does not care to have his name published he has again examined his

computations and believes the work can be done for the sum named
; at any

rate he would be glad to make the attempt. We do not see that the advan-

tage the inexperienced designer has over the more experienced is any greater
in this competition than in any other. EDS. AMERICAN ARCHITECT.]

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.

FALL OP AN ENGLISH CHURCH TOWER. On Friday evening, Dec. 29,

the tower of the parish church at Freckenbam, in the east of England,
fell. The tower was a square one, and contained five bells, which were

rung as usual at Christmas time. It had been for some time past in a

dilapidated state, and was patched up occasionally. Fortunately, the

tower fell away from the church, or its fabric must have been damaged.

THE ANARCHISTS AND THE TUILERIES. The contractors who have
undertaken to cart away the Palace of the Tuileries have received
some curious proposals and suggestions. Mile. Louise Michel offers in

the name of " a group of anarchists
"
to remove free of charge

" the re-

mains of the former den of tyrants," and she undertakes that the work
shall be finished

"
by the 14th of July, the anniversary of the taking

of the Bastille by the noble populace."

THE ORIGINATOR OF THE ISTHMUS SHIP-RAILWAY SCHEME. In La
Nature (Paris, December 16) appears a letter from Mons. A. Sebillot, an

engineer, complaining that the credit of the details of the Tehuantepec
Ship-Railway has been wrongly given to Captain Eads. He says that

the proposed method of transport is fully described in a pamphlet
which he published in Paris, 1879. He maintains that the project is a

far more practicable one than that of the Panama Canal, and that it

would be far less costly in money and time.

A NEW STYLE OF BALLOON. An invention has been discovered in

England in aeronautics which promises to revolutionize that somewhat er-

ratic science.
" A balloon had been constructed, the lower part of which

consisted of very fine asbestos cloth, while the upper portion, which was
of canvas, was covered with a fire-proof solution. The balloon was cyl-
indrical in shape, and its cubic contents amounted to about 3,000 cubic
feet. The neck of the balloon was provided wit h a copper spirit lamp, and

upon igniting the latter the balloon was filled with astonishing rapidity.
The balloon, though only a model, was very nearly as large as an ordi-

nary one, and the rapidity which was attained in filling it is most cer-

tainly an advantage which cannot be overlooked. The difference in

the cost between the gas required in the one instance and the spirit in

the other is, moreover, an item of some importance, while the impossi-
bility of carrying about sufficient gas, as compared with the facility for

taking everywhere as much spirit as may be required for a large number
of ascents, must strike the minds of those interested in this direction as

very favorable." Exchange.

How TO GET TELEGRAPH-WIKES UNDERGROUKD. The proposition
to tax overhead electrical conductors at twice the rate per mile charged
for underground conductors is a discrimination in the right course, but

only good so far as it goes. It might be improved so as to make the
tax an incentive to a prompt removal of overhead wires from the
streets. If the tax on underground wires should be made merely nom-
inal for five or ten years, it would put no obstacle in the way of a costly
enterprise that is necessarily attended with considerable risk to the
investors. But, on the other hand, the tax on overhead wires should be
made heavier year by year, until it becomes prohibitory. This is

probably the simplest and most effective way of compelling the re-

moval of overhead wires from the streets. If five dollars per mile is a
sufficient tax now, it should be raised to ten in 1884, to twenty in 1885,
and so on until there are no more overhead wires to tax. But fair

warning should be given, so that the telegraph, telephone and electric-

light companies may have an opportunity to avoid such taxation by
putting their conductors underground. Philadelphia Ledger.

THE BURNING OF STANFORD COURT. Stanford Court, one of the
most beautiful places in England, has shared the fate of Ingestreand of

Clevedon. The priceless m anuscripts, one of the best private collec-

tions in the country, perished in the flames, and a most interesting series

of family portraits of the Tudor period, painted on panels, were burnt ;

so also was a very fine gallery of old pictures, many of which were of

great historical interest. Stanford was a charming old house, built by
the Salweys in the reign of Queen Anne, to replace a Tudor manor-
house. It stood on a wooded hill in a large park, and commanded grand
views of the Teme valley. The house contained numerous secret pas-
sages and concealed rooms which were used by Romish priests and per-
verts in the good old days. It abounded in the most exquisite carved
wainscoting. Not long ago a country house of Lord Hertford's, which
had just been rebuilt, was burnt down, and 13,000 were lost, as the in-

surance had been accidentally postponed. Here it is the same thing.
There was an old insurance on the house of 10,COO, but nothing on the
contents. Sir Francis Winnington had been for some time negotiating
with an office, and on the very morning of the disaster the forms came
down to effect a further insurance of 60,000.
The total damage and loss are estimated at 80,000. Sir Francis and

Lady Winnington had gone on a few days' visit to Colonel Butler, at

Snakenhurst, near Cleobury Mortimer. Sir Francis arrived at one o'clock,
bitterly lamenting the destruction of his ancestral home. The old but-
ler resolutely refused to quit the house, and it was necessary to use
force to convey him to a place of safety. London Truth.

ADHESIVE POWER OF NAILS AND SCREWS. The extensive use to
which nails and screws are put in construction lends considerable inter-

est to any records of experience tending to discover their holding
power. Haupt in his "

Military Bridges" gives a table of the holding
power of wrought-iron 10</. nails, 77 to the pound, and about 3 inches

long. The nails were driven through a 1-inch board into a block and
the board was then dragged in a direction perpendicular to the length
of the nails. Taking a pine plank nailed to a pine block with eight nails

to the square foot, the average breaking weight per nail was found to be

380 pounds. Similar experiments with oak showed the breaking weight
to be 415 pounds. With 12 nails to the square foot the holding power
was 542j pounds, and with six nails in pine 4G3j pounds. The
highest result obtained was for 12 nails to the square foot in pine, the

breaking weight being in this case 012 pounds per nail The average
strength decreases with the increase of surface. Tredgold gives the

force in pounds required to extract 3</. brads from dried Christiana
deal at right angles to the grain of the wood as 58 pounds. The force

required to draw a wrought-iron 6rf. nail was 187 pounds, the length
forced into the wood being 1 inch. The relative adhesion when driven

transversely and longitudinally is, in deal, about 2 to 1. To extract a

common 6rf. nail from a depth of 1 inch in dry beech, across grain, re-

quired 167 pounds; in dry Christiana deal, across grain, 187 pounds,
and with grain 87 pounds. In elm the force required was 327 pounds
across grain, and 257 with grain. In oak the figure given was 507

pounds across grain. From further experiments it would appear that

the holding power of spike-nails in fir is from 460 to 730 pounds per
inch in length, while the adhesive power of screws 2 inches long, 0.22

inch in diameter at the exterior of the threads, 12 to the inch, driven

into a half-inch board, was 790 pounds in hard-wood and about one-half

that amount in soft wood. The Iron Age.

A TUNNEL THAT REFUSES TO REMAIN A TUNNEL. In Castle District,
at a point about five miles north of this city, is a tunnel that may be
called an ex-tunnel. It is a tunnel that remonstrates against being a

tunnel. It was run about four years ago into the side of a steep hill,

and was originally about 40 feet in length. When in about 15 feet the

tunnel cut into a soft, swelling clay, very difficult to manage. After

timbering and striving against the queer, spongy material until it had
been penetrated some 25 feet, the miners gave up the fight, as they
found it a losing game. Being left to its own devices, the tunnel

proceeded to repair damages. It very plainly showed that it resented

the whole business, as its first move was to push out all the timbers

and dump them down the hill. It did not stop at that, but projected
from the mouth of the tunnel a pith or stopper of clay the full size of

the excavation. This came out horizontally some eight feet, as though
to look about and see what had become of the miners, when it broke
off and rolled down the slope. In this way it has been going on until

there are some hundreds of tons of clay at the foot of the hill. At
first it required only about a week for a plug to come out and break off,

then a month, and so on, till now the masses are ejected but three or

four times per year, yet the motion continues, and to-day the tunnel

has the better of the fight by about four feet. Virginia (Nev.) Enter-

prise.

IMPROVED PROCESS OF ETCHING GLASS. An appreciable extension
of the means of artistically ornamenting glass surfaces has been made
by Dr. W. Griine, of Berlin. Using for the etching functions the familiar

fluoric acid, he has initiated the employment of a resisting or partly re-

sisting material in powder. The powdered materials allow the acid to-

flow between the particles, thus leaving a series of minute spots or holes

between each particle, caused by the acid directly getting at the mi-

nute uncovered portions of the glass and acting less completely, or not

at all, on the portions covered by the resist. The result is a dead or

matted surface where the powder has been applied. The pattern may
be bright and incised while the groundwork is dead and intaglio ; or

the pattern may be in intaglio and the groundwork bright and incised.

A published description says :

If the resisting substances are powdered when placed upon the sur-

face of the glass with very finely divided metal copal, or other substances

resisting the action of the acid for a longer time, and are allowed to dry
on after breaking them with the acid, a more or less matted result is ob-

tained. The corrosive action being very quickly performed, those parts
of the pattern required to be bright need not be covered by any resists

whatever. Only feebly resisting substances being required which would
be useless for the ordinary method of procedure, all the well-known
methods of drawing with a brush, pen, stylus, etc., can be employed.
The inventor also takes advantage of thin and thick resists, using some-
times fine and coarse materials for powdering, obtaining thereby a mat-
ted appearance of different density or grain. In a drawing one can,
therefore, obtain different and variegated shading by the simple use of

various materials on one and the same surface.

The process is twofold : first the operation by which a matted patter
or drawing is put upon the glass ; secondly, the process by which a

bright pattern may be reserved upon the glass, the groundwork being
matted. For the process, the drawing is put upon the object either by
hand, transfer, or direct printing, with almost any oil or varnish mixed
with a little color to render it visible. It is then powdered by means of

a brush or a tuft of cotton wool, or in other suitable manner, with

pulverized metal copal or similar substances. What is known com-

mercially as "bronze powder" is considered suitable for the purpose.
After having dried, it is dipped into fluoric acid, or this may also be

put on with a brush, if desirable. After a few seconds the powder
begins to shale off. The glass" is then washed in water. The greasy
printing colour comes off in the course of the process. The second

process is on this wise : Either paint, draw, or print the pattern in a

material resisting fluoric acid, such materials being well known. When
dry, oil over the whole surface by means of an ordinary printer's com-

position roller, with a greasy printing colour or oil varnish
; then

powder, treat with acid, and wash, as described in the first process.
Remove the resist pattern either with an alkaline solution, benzine,
alcohol, or like solvent. Instead of applying the acid as a bath or by a

brush, it may be applied in the form of fine spray. The Artist.
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'FT CERTAIN ancient regulation of the town of Boston,

]\ dating buck to the year 1683, has been giving a good deal
'

of trouble recently to some of the architects and lawyers of

that city. It seems that in the latter part of the seventeenth

century several destructive fires occurred in what was then the

colonial village of Boston, and the royal Governor and Council

of the Province of Massachusetts Bay enacted a law for " encour-

agement to build in Boston with bricke and stone," by which it

was ordered that " whosoever shall soe build shall have liberty

to sette halfe his partition wall in his neighbor's ground, leaving

jags in the corner of such wall for his neighbors to adjoyne
their building thereto, and when the same shall be built unto,

the neighbor adjoyning shall pay halfe the wall soe far as hee

shall adjoyne." In 1092, nine years after the original order, the

law was reenacted in nearly the same words, constituting, it would

seem, a party-wall regulation as definite, though not as compre-

hensive, as the provisions of the Metropolitan Building Act it-

self. In the political disturbances of the succeeding century this

regulation seems to have been forgotten, and for many years, un-

less by express agreement, it has been understood that persons

building brick walls must keep them upon their own land, or take

the consequences of trespassing upon that of their neighbors.

Five years ago, however, a real-estate owner in the southern

part of the city built a wall, half on his own land and half on

the adjoining e.-tate, and soon afterward the neighboring pro-

prietor appropriated and used the side of the wall which be-

longed to him, but omitted to pay for it, and instead of doing
so gave a mortgage deed of the whole estate, declaring it to be

free of incumbrauce, which was subsequently foreclosed, and

the property sold. The original builder of the wall now sues

for the value of the half of it used by his neighbor, on the

ground that under the ancient statute he was entitled to build

half of it on the adjacent estate, and to be paid for it when his

neighbor made use of it, without any special agreement to that

effect ; while the defendant thinks that the regulation in ques-

tion, being a mere rule of the colonial municipality, which was

never adopted as a part of the law of the State of Massachu-

setts, has long been void, and that the plaintiff, in trespassing

upon his neighbor's territory with his masonry, did so at his

own risk, and as he gained thereby additional space inside his

building, he cannot complain if his neighbor, instead of requir-

ing him to remove his wall, or bringing action for damages, con-

tents himself simply with using the structure which, under the

ordinary rules of real-estate law, becomes his by the fact of its

having been erected on his land. A similar case was tried some

months ago, but we believe that a definite decision has not yet
been given. In the present instance, however, the question will

be carried at once to the Supreme Court, in order to obtain a

final decision upon a matter of great importance to all who
own or manage real property, or build structures of any kind,

in the metropolis of New England.

WE have received a letter requesting our "
private opinion

'

upon certain matters of construction, and think the occa-

sion a suitable one to say to all other persons who make
similar requests, as well as to this particular correspondent

hat in our capacity as editors, while we are pleased to answer

,he inquiries made of us according to the best of curability, we

wish to do so in such a way that all our readers who may happen
to be interested in similar matters may see both the question

ind the answer, and perhaps profit l>y
them. There arc. how-

ever, cases in which a correspondent, like this one, makes his

application in such a way that we cannot publish it without a

violation of confidence which may even do him some injury.

Such persons must have their difficulties attended to by one of

the cilitors, or some one of the experts to whom they themselves

occasionally appeal, in his private capacity, exactly as in the

case of any other client, and as this journal cannot assume the

charges which these experts would naturally and properly make

for their opinion, unless its readers are to receive the benefit

of it, it is often necessary to delay the reply until the question

can be modified so as to adapt it for publication. If, therefore,

any one who desires to make inquiries of us would have, what

we always wish to give, a prompt answer, he should frame his

question in such a way that we need feel no hesitation in pub-

lishing it, and the reply to it, without discussion or amendment.

HE people of Chicago, by their city government, in their

haste to abolish the annoyance of overhead electric wires,

some time ago passed an ordinance forbidding the placing
of any more wires on poles within the city limits. Hitherto,

there has seemed to be no other practicable way of carrying them

through the streets, but a contract has recently been made
between the Chicago Sectional Electric Underground Com-

pany and the American Sectional Electric Underground Company
of Philadelphia, by which the right of laying in Chicago the

perforated terra-cotta tubes which form the subject of the patents
owned by the latter is transferred to the former company. The

Philadelphia corporation, although controlling what seems to

us the most promising form of subterranean conduit yet in-

vented, has not been able to bring it into very extensive use, on

account of the determined opposition of the telegraph and other

companies to the attempts made to force them to place their

wires beneath the surface, but the case seems to be different

in Chicago, where it is distinctly understood that no more

overhead wires will be tolerated unless the necessity for them is

proved. What will be the result of the contest it is impossi-

ble to say, but if the Philadelphia tubes are found to answer

their purpose, it will not be long before they will be in great
demand.

1IFHE bill for incorporating the Nicaragua Canal Company
JL has been reported favorably in Congress, modified, how-

ever, by striking out the clause relating to the guaranty

by the United States of interest on the capital stock, and sub-

stituting another, which provides that the United States

may, if it shall seem necessary for national purposes, tem-

porarily occupy and manage the canal, paying the company in

return a sum equal to the net earnings of the canal during the

year previous to the occupation, with an annual increase, if

the occupation should continue for more than one year, pro-

portional to the regular increase of business in the period just

antecedent to the occupation, but with the restriction that the

annual payment shall in no case exceed the sum necessary to

enable the company to meet its obligations and pay a dividend

of ten per cent upon its capital stock, after reserving a surplus
for repairs amounting to five per cent of the total sum paid.

Nothing, apparently, could be fairer than this proposition, and

the promoters of the canal are probably right in thinking that

the act of incorporation will be easily secured. Some opposi-

tion may be expected from the representatives of the Tehnante-

pec Ship-Railway Company, and the Panama Company, but

the Nicaragua Canal has the advantage of being an American

scheme, supported by a large number of persons of high

standing and reputation, without having the element of uncer-

tain experiment which has done so much to injure the pros-

pects of Captain Eads's company. In regard to the latter's un-

dertaking it is a little remarkable that a story has been pub-
lished to the effect that a project for a ship-railway, identical

with that of Captain Eads, was described in a pamphlet pub-
lished some ten or twelve years ago by a French engineer, who
now appears in defence of the plan, which he still considers

perfectly practicable, although he thinks that his name ought to

be substituted for that of his St. Louis rival as the author of it.
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TT BUILDING surveyor has written to La Semaine des Con-

n[ strucleurs, to ask the opinion of the editor upon a dispute
' in which he finds himself engaged. It seems that he was

engaged by a contractor for mason-work to measure a number

of buildings, and after fulfilling a portion of his task sent his

employer a request for a payment of one thousand francs on ac-

count. After a long delay, he received five hundred francs, in-

stead of the thousand that he asked for, and meeting the con-

tractor subsequently with another surveyor he concluded that

he had been superseded in his employer's favor. He had still

about a dozen surveys to make, but finding that he was likely

to have no further employment, he resolved to secure payment
of the money for his present services, and notified the contrac-

tor that the surveys in his hands would not be completed until

he was paid for them. By this sort of persuasion he obtained

a thousand francs more, which nearly paid his bill for the work

done, but left him with surveys to be completed for which his

fees would be about fifteen hundred francs. At this point the

contractor undertook to emulate the summary proceedings by
which he had himself been brought to terms, and made a sud-

den demand upon the surveyor for ten thousand francs as

damages for the delay in finishing the work entrusted to him.

The question was brought before the local tribunal, which ap-

pointed an expert to decide whether any damage had been suf-

fered by the contractor, and ordered the surveyor meanwhile

to complete at once three of the most important measurements

in his care. This order was complied with, but the surveyor,

still believing himself right in refusing to deliver them until

paid for, desired to know the editor's advice. This was, in brief,

that the surveyor was bound to complete his contract with the

builder within a reasonable time, if no definite time was fixed ;

and that he would certainly be responsible for the damage
which his refusal to do so might inflict upon his employer. If,

however, the contractor refused or neglected to make proper

payments for the work done for him, the surveyor might decline

to proceed further with his work, and such an abandonment of

his agreement would be justifiable, provided the builder was not

injured thereby.

PAPER was read not long ago before the Conservatoire

des Arts et Metiers at Paris, containing a description of

some of M. Pasteur's remarkable investigations into the

nature of infectious diseases, which seems to have been of great

interest. Every one remembers Pasteur's great services in the

study of the silk-worm disease, and his subsequent discovery of

the microscopic bacillus anthracis, which he proved by repeated

trials to be the agent, both of infection and death, in the

disease known as anthrax, or malignant pustule, or, as the

French call it, charbon, which destroys great numbers of sheep

every season, and occasionally appears as an epidemic of fright-

ful virulence among human beings. To make sure that he had

succeeded in detecting the true agent of infection, M. Pasteur

took from animals dying of the disease small portions of the

blood, which in fatal cases always swarms with the animalcule,

and inoculated healthy sheep with minute quantities of the

dried liquid. In every case the inoculated animals were at-

tacked, after the usual period of incubation, with the same dis-

ease, and died, their blood communicating again the infection

to others with unabated violence. To ascertain whether the

bacilli, rather than any other constituent of the blood, formed

the real agent of the disease, M. Pasteur next prepared an ar-

tificial liquid from various nutritious substances, and placing a

drop of infected blood in this succeeded in inducing the vigor-

ous multiplication of the few bacilli contained in the blood, un-

til the whole of the artificial liquid was filled with them ; a

colony of these, transplanted into new portions of the same

liquid, again reproduced themselves, and on inoculating fresh

animals with portions of the last liquid, which had never

been associated with any animal body, and was perfectly in-

nocuous in its character, except for the animalculae which it

contained, he found that as before, fatal infection with the

original disease was the immediate result.

0NE
further step was necessary. It was claimed by some

critics that the liquid, not the living germs contained in it,

was the active poison, and to determine this point, M.
Pasteur filtered portions of it through plates of plaster of Paris,
which separated the animalculiB, leaving them on the surface,

while the fluid portion ran through. On inoculating new sub-

jects, part with the filtered liquid, and part with the residue

eft on the plaster plate, it was found that all those treated

with the latter died, while none of those inoculated with the

iltered liquor suffered any evil effect. The identity of the ba-

cillus, a small, quiescent, rod-like organism, with the fatal in-

'ection being now established, M. Pasteur next inoculated

tiirds, but found that that they were unaffected by it, and in

ndeavoring to account for this exemption it occurred to him
that the high temperature of their blood, as compared with that

of the mammalia, might be unfavorable to the development of

bacillus. He therefore inoculated a fowl, and putting it imme-

diately afterward in a cold place, so as to reduce its tempera-
ture to about 98 Fahrenheit, the blood-heat of the mammalia,
it died. Another fowl was cooled to the same temperature
and inoculated. It sickened, but on being removed to a warm
room, where its blood could regain its natural heat, of about

110, it recovered. A frog, a cold-blooded animal, was next

inoculated, without effect, but another, placed after inoculation

in a warm room, so as to raise its temperature, died. These

experiments were repeated until no doubt was left of the cor-

rectness of the principle which they involved, that the anthrax
bacilli were noxious only within a certain limited range of tem-

perature, and that when kept in temperatures above or below
this range they were inactive. This discovery soon led to an-

other, that inoculation with the infectious germs, rendered par-

tially inactive by a temperature unfavorable to their develop-
ment, rendered the subject of the inoculation insensible after-

wards to germs of the same kind, even in their fullest activity,
or in other words, that vaccination with the anthrax poison,
rendered artificially inactive by regulated temperature, pro-
tected the subject against the original disease in exactly the

same way that vaccination with the cow-pox virus protects us

against danger from small-pox. To test on a convincing scale

the conclusion to which his experiments had led him, M. Pas-
teur procured sixty sheep, which were divided into three flocks.

One of these, containing ten sheep, was set aside, simply as ex-

amples of the condition of the others before treatment. Twenty-
five sheep, forming the second flock, were twice vaccinated

with the modified anthrax virus, one operation taking place
two weeks after the other. A month after the last vaccina-

tion, the sheep of this second flock, together with twenty-
five in the third flock, which had not yet been touched, were
inoculated with the virus in its full force, and after the usual

period every one of the unvaccinated animals died, while the

twenty-five vaccinated ones escaped unharmed. So striking
was this demonstration of his theory that a veterinary surgeon
demanded immediately of M. Pasteur to be vaccinated with

the anthrax. Since that time, M. Pasteur has devoted him-
self to the study of other forms of infection, and is said to have

already discovered the specific poison, as well as the modified

virus for protective vaccination, of the typhoid fever of horses,
the cholera of fowls, and a disease of pigs. We have before

mentioned that the specific poison of pulmonary consumption,
now reckoned among the infectious diseases, is thought to

have been isolated, and that protective vaccination against this

dreadful disease is likely to be successfully attempted before

many years, and if this, the most fatal of all known diseases,

together with the anthrax, a malady which, if not common, is

so virulently infectious that the germs of it, brought up, as M.
Pasteur found, by earth-worms from a corpse which had been
buried deep in the ground for twelve years, formed a focus of

new disease, can be guarded against with as much certainty
as small-pox now is, it can hardly be long before similar bar-

riers will be raised against the other contagious maladies which

now do so much to shorten the average period of life, and so

much more to render that period unhappy and ineffective.

TJ NEW kind of finish-nail has been introduced in Germany,
rjl which appears to the editor of the Deutsche Bauzeituny to
'

be in certain respects superior to anything yet invented.

Like the other finish-nails used abroad, the new variety is made
of wire, but instead of being round, the section of the wire is

an equilateral triangle, with concave sides. The stiffness of

the nail is much increased by the angular form of its section,

and a reduction of twenty-five or thirty per cent in weight can

be made without injury to the strength. Moreover, as the sur-

face of the prismatic nail is much greater than that of a cylin-

drical one of the same strength, its friction in the wood, and

consequently its resistance to a force tending to draw it out,

are correspondingly multiplied.
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FROM BAYREUTH TO UAT IS HO.V. NOTES OF A
HASTY TRIP.i III:

IT'I'LE more than an hour in the train took
vis the next stage on our journey from

Bayreuth to Biimberg. But no

change could have been more com-
plete. When we looked out of
our window in the morning this

change was not, indeed, at first ap-
parent. We looked on the "

Vege-
table Market," or Gruene Markt

a crescent-shaped place, hardly
more than a wide street. The
houses were chiefly of the seven-
teenth century, similar to those we
had left behind in Bayreuth, and a
large ugly Jesuit church rose near
at hand. Not a spire was in sight,

nothing to show that we were in
10 groat strongholds of Romanesque architecture; but a

walk about the cily, while it gave us the same seventeenth-centuryelements in abundance, showed also those of almost every earlier date,
lough Bamberg was never, even in its greatest days, a first-class

Tiiian city, it stood high among those of secondary importance, the
borne of powerful and art-loving prelates. Each age has left a more

ss palpable impression on the town. We are not, as in Bavreuth,n an almost homogeneous city, but of course, the great Roma'nesque
epoch stands out more prominently than all others put together,and absorbs all the architectural renown of Bambero'. There are
some

interesting Rococo buildings, notably near the bridge. The
Xaro<jue churches are not worse than in other places. There is good
Uothic, and good Renaissance work, as will be noted later on, and
lere is a profusion of Romanesque buildings amid which the Cathe-

dral stands as not only the centre of all interest, but is so preem-
that one must grudge, while in Bamberg, the time spent on

anything else, and, in recollection, the words that should in justicebe given to other things. It is peculiarly situated on the top of a
,ep hill but so shut in by other eminences and its base so built about

by other buildings that it is not visible from the streets of the town
does not dominate it far and wide, as is usually the case with

ihurches
similarly set on high. The streets through which we ap-oach it are narrow and winding, and it is only when we reach the

very foot of the hill that we catch sight of the noble structure. The
houses on this side, the eastern, are all at lower levels, at the foot oron the slope of the elevation, but still they conceal the church tillone is almost below its foundations. So steep is the hill that stepsas well as inclines are used to mount it. When the summit is reachedwe find ourselves in an open square, the eastern side edged with a
fine Renaissance balustrade over which we look down directly on theroofs below. I o our right as we turn and face the cathedral front is

ng, monotonous palace-structure, apparently of the end of the
seventeenth century. I forgot to ascertain its date for it was quite
ininteresting ; but across the square from it, to the spectator's rMit

flank, the cathedral itself, is what is called die alte Ho/halt-wy or Old Palace, built about 1580 with a high gable-end toward
: square and near it giving access through a low wall, an elaborate

,1 with profuse figure-decoration in high relief a most inter-
sting example of German Renaissance work in its least classic andmost

picturesque temper.
This building is separated from the cathedral by a wide interval,that not only the eastern front of the latter but its northern side
B quite free and may be seen to excellent advantage. The west

t
, on the other hand, one can only study from quite near at hand,the southern side cannot be approached save through privatelens and a crowd of little houses; but as the east and north as-a e chief m importance the partial concealment of the othersdoes not so greatly matter. The ground .lopes rather steeply from

on
toward the west end of the church, so that while thefounda-

ris?; frm i 7 8re *' U'e IeVel f tho Paven'ent, the eastern apse
"!?'_, ?_? 'I!*'

1

.

terrace ' n either side of which a broad flight of

-ork. Sci-ing how well this church had Mothered lilt: centuries,
when a lesser number ha 1 re luccd so in .my of its 1'ointed brethren to

all but dust and ashes, I felt my preference sup]R>rted by orieargium-nt
at least. If the building itself did not strike one as perfect, (he style
.cciiicd capable of infinite perfection capable of hitting the exact
medium between massiveness and lightness, between mere strength
as such and mere beauty as such. I am speaking now of external
effect only. Whatever may be the case, with interior construction,
one sight of Bamberg confirmed my old idea that in exterior work
this was the style that should by rights have been the greatest of
modern times. It is Mr. Freeman, if I do not err, who regrets so
often and so bitterly that the invading French Pointed killed the Ger-
man round-arched style, and prevented the nation from developing ita

architecture in a truly national and individual fashion. That the style
at tin; time of this invasion was fully developed no one can assert, fuit

that it was capable of further progress in its own individual path no
one can question. It is not to be supposed that the exigencies of
internal construction would have been satisfied with round arches
forever; even here they are partially su[>erseded but that the in-

troduction of the pointed arch need have been followed by the extinc-
tion of all the chief features of the earlier work does not seem evi-
dent. In the west towers of this church we see the pointed arch

triumphant, but with no-loss of Romanesque effect or feeling. And
seeing them one imagines that had the style thus developed without

foreign help or hindrance we should have had something, not
better, very likely, than the best French Pointed, but as good in a
fresh and different and more nationally characteristic way, and
perhaps a style in which exterior solidity would not have been so
sacrificed to interior beauty. It may seem

impossible
to us that the

two things could ever have been united in perfection the aspiring
grace of a good Pointed interior with the satisfying solidity and logi-
cal impressiveness of a Romanesque exterior. No one will now at-

tempt, of course, to say how it could have bee done ; yet, looking at
such a church as this, one believes the children of Its builders might
have found the way. Of course, without the all-embracing later
windows we should be without our glass, but I cannot help thinking
that even the beauty of the later glass is dearly purchased by the
comparative imperfection of a late Gothic apse as seen from the
outside.

The reader has a dozen treatises to turn to if he wishes a description
of this church. I could not portray it properly even if it had not so
jften been described. I will only say that no description, no illus-
tration can give an idea of the impressiveness of such work of its

alidity which is not heaviness in the least, of the

,
of site, is peculiarly favorable to the effect

,V'"7r T"i \?
'" '"l'"n with the front of such au 1 ,is the Cathedral at Rouen, for example, which looks like half-

rat n Lll"'
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'; J

" St
'?
UCt beaUV f tbis earlier building was, if

rationally to be expected, none the less a surprise when seen.
se each student of architecture, even of the most superficial

elf, has a secret preference for someone style sunk
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catholicity, disappearing temporarily
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P*** by the sight of a good building of
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^iad always had a penchant for German
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1 See Auu:riam Architect for November 11, 1882.

BttUl, Satisfying Solidity ..m. u 10 tlul, ucnvjuupa in me ir.-i-i, in Liie

delicate decoration which so perfectly holds its subordinate place,
never attracting the eye from more important qualities. An impres-
sion of unity is conveyed which is rarely felt, I think, in looking at
later work. One sees the facade as a whole, as a building, so to

say, not as an assemblage, however beautiful, of doors and win-
dows and decorative details.

^
The foreign visitor to Bamberg, who is not very well up in his

German history, will doubtless be confused by the names of ihe local
benefactors. One among them is the "

Heilige Otto," who must not
be confounded with the Emperors of that name, but who was a

bishop put in charge of the see by Henry the Fourth, in 1102. He
and the Emperor, Henry the Second, with his wife, the Holy Kuni-
gunde, are, so to speak, the patron saints of Bamberg. The latter,
in the year 1004, established here, in what had hitherto been an un-
broken wilderness, the city and see of Bamberg, as a centre from
which Christianity and civilization might be preached to the neigh-
boring Sclavonic tribes. The earliest cathedral was dedicated in her
presence in 1012. All the nobles of the land were assembled, we are
told, together with forty-five archbishops and bishops, and a Papal
legate specially despatched. This church has entirely disappeared,
in

consequence
of a great fire in 1081 and of subsequent rebuildings.

All that is known about its character is that it was probably built bya Saxon architect, whom Henry is known to have employed on other
buildings in the city; that it was a three-aisled basilica; and that
the distinctively German feature of a western, as well as aif eastern,
apse was introduced. The Emperor filled it with gifts and relics,
many of which may still be seen in Bamberg.
The church was rebuilt by Otto der Heilige after the conflagra-

tion of 1081. It does not seem to have been entirely destroyed *lor
we are told that he relaid the pavement, covered the remaining col-
umns with plaster, renewed the frescoes which had decorated the
walls, and built a new roof which, together with the tower, he sheathed
with gilded copper to prevent a similar disaster in the future; but
he entirely rebuilt the Georgenchor or eastern end, and the crypt be-
low the present choir, though redecorated since his dav, probablyremains from this period ; for, of course it is not Otto"'s bnildinn-,
any more than Henry's, that we see to-day. What happened to the
structure of the end of the eleventh century we do not know; but by
the end of the thirteenth it had assumed an entirely new shape
having grown from the primitive flat-roofed basilica into this splendid
late-Romanesque structure, with its pointed vaulting. Contemporary
chronicles are exceptionally scanty with regard to this church, but
we are told that part of the building was reconsecrated in 1237, Bnd
that fresh alterations were begun in 1274 between which dates the
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pointed arch had already grown in favor, even for external deco-

rative work.
At the earlier date the east end of the church, the Georgenchor,

received its present shape. The foundations of the towers, the nave,

walls and windows, and the northernmost portal of the east end were

probably preserved from the earlier building. To the end of the

century belongs the western or Peterschor, with its towers and the

adioiniW transept. One cannot regret, looking at the building in its

present "shape as one so often regrets a similar fact in other

churches that an interval of forty years separates the newer from

the earlier portions. There is no discord between the two, no feel-

ing that two separate, if allied styles, have been patched together.

As I have already said, the first impression given is of complete,

though not monotonous, unity. We feel that the style has not

chanced but grown. There is no abruptness of transition, no lack of

connection. The eastern towers are comparatively plain, and their

openings are round-arched; the western are much lighter, much

more lavishly decorated, with open projecting bays of clustered col-

umns at each angle and with pointed arches throughout; but they

eroup together, whether seen from far or near, in the most perfect

harmony! The effect is as homogeneous as though all four had been

of the same date, and more beautiful by far than if all had been

alike As I have already confessed, I have never seen either ot

Bambera's great rivals, but I cannot believe, so far as one can judge

from their pictured aspect, that either of them, though so surpassing

the Franconian church in size, can equal it in harmony of proportion

and effect The "roup of four lofty spires, in two contrasted yet har-

monious pairs, so well proportioned to the extent of the simple,

logical structure above which they rise, must, it seems tome, be more

beautiful than either the four low towers and two still lower oc-

tafons which crown the immense extent of roof at Speyer, or the

ereat lantern of Mainz, patched up by later builders and accompanied

by insignificant little towers. The eastern end of Bonn is much like

that oiBambercr, but the ground plan results in a much less har-

monious effect; the western end is Gothic with flying buttresses,

which sadly disturb the Romanesque feeling of the rest ;
and the great

central spire seems as much too large for the building as do the

towers of Speyer too small. 'Look at your Ltibke, dear reader, and

see if I am not right, though I am sustaining the cause of a smaller

church against its more famous rivals.

This church has, moreover, quite an especial claim to interest on

account of the beauty and profusion and good preservation of the

sculpture with which it is adorned. Franconia was distinguished

above all Germany, perhaps, and Bamberg above all Franconia, for

its sculptured work. Under Henry II a flourishing school had al-

ready sprung to life, but between about 1100 and 1260 was the great

epoch of the art. To this period belongs the doorway in the east

end already referred to, which leads from the north aisle. Though
the portal itself may be, as has been suggested, a survival of Otto's

building its decorations are of this later period. They include a re-

lief in the tympanum which shows the Virgin and child on a throne,

and between the side columns life-size statues of St. Peter, Henry and

Kunifunde, and the Holy Otto. The great north door of the church

is still later and much more elaborate, one of the very finest extant

specimens of the German school of sculpture. The tympanum shows

the Last Judgment most elaborately treated, with hundreds of figures

and immense dramatic force. The statues which fill the niches be-

tween the flanking pillars of the doorway are all connected with the

main scene. A strongly peculiar type of form and face, and a

curious half-laughing expression which is found on almost every

countenance even on the faces of the damned, struggling through

the agony which is expressed as well mark this work as the cre-

ation'of some sculptor who, though nameless now, was none the less

an artist of great individuality and power. Even more interesting

are two large statues which, standing on columns, flank the portal on

either side. These, which may be seen duplicated in many museums

of German antiquities, are said to represent the Church and the Syn-

agogue the Mother of the Faithful and the Mother of the Lost.

The'former is not very peculiar in conception, but the latter is, so far

as I have seen, a unique figure in the art of the time a woman with

bandaged eyes, holding a broken standard and dropping from her

nerveless hand the tables of the law. Both figures are extremely

Ion"-, slender and willowy with a delicate, languid and almost af-

fecfed grace, such as we do not very often find in German sculpture

of any period.
M. G. VAN RENSSKLAER.

THE ROLLING BRIDGE AT ST. MALO, FRANCE. The old town of St.

Malo, in the department of France called He et Vilaine, is built upon
a small, rocky island, which communicates with the mainland by a

causeway artificially constructed. The town covers the whole island,

and is of no little importance as a centre of trade and seaport. One of

the curiosities of the place, but quite a modern affair, is the rolling

bridge, which runs between St. Malo and St. Servan. Rails have been

laid upon the ground, which is visible at low water, and over them roll

the wheels of the great iron skeleton which supports the platform of

the bridge. The movement is by traction, a small steam-engine on one

side of the harbor working a cable attached to the frame of the bridge.

The tide rises very high at St. Malo, so that when it is up but little of

the bridge's support or carriage can he seen, and its rapid movement,
when gliding across the channel with its load of human and other

freight, and that without any visible agency of propulsion, seems odd

enough to the stranger. Exchange.

ART IN PHILADELPHIA.

r
N certain very important respects the

artist's life in Philadelphia is not the

happiest one conceivable. Perhaps
the public is not very responsive or en-

thusiastic, and there is in general a lack

of that atmosphere which is usually re-

garded as the one thing necessary to

artistic success, and of which certain

other cities that could be named are so

proud. But there is certainly no lack

of such evidence of activity as is fur-

nished by good exhibitions and plenty

of them. The Academy's exhibition is

followed at a short interval by that of

the Society of Artists, at their galleries

on Chestnut Street, and the walls of the

Academy itself are occupied at the

same time by the admirable display of

the Society of Etchers.

Neither of these is very well patron

ized, it is true, either in the matter of

admissions or that of sales, and both

have doubtless to be carried on at con-

siderable pecuniary loss to somebody.

,^_ But this state of things is by no means

peculiar to Philadelphia; even in Boston I always noticed that

somehow the crowds only came on free days. It is probably a part

of the plan by which Art advances on the arm of Philanthropy

by which its progress has come to be a " movement," and its

teachings a "gospel."
Whatever the merits of the questions at issue that have lea

to the separation between the Society of Artists and the Academy,

it is certain that the Society has shown a good deal of pluck and

seems to have enlisted a good deal of sympathy among members of

the profession throughout the country : enough to make the current

exhibition not only a very attractive one in its general effect, but

one that is really representative of many of the best tendencies of

American art.

We all admire this enterprising and plucky spirit, of course ;
hut

for one, I do not believe there is any real need of the maintenance of

the separate galleries by the Society, and I cannot help feeling that

it is a great pity that so much good money, and good management,

and good feeling should be expended in an enterprise for which the

public seems to care so little, and by which I am afraid the profes-

sion is not benefited in any important particular.

The Academy officials have made mistakes, I presume, as,

Heaven be merciful to us all, who has not? but it would be very

strange if any differences existed that reasonable men could not

adjust in a little time, if they went about it in a proper way ; for,

after all, it isn't as if the Academy here meant a lot of Academi-

cians, ready to appropriate all the good places on the walls at an ex-

hibition, to banish to the limbo of the corridors and stairways, or

even to reject altogether, work more meritorious than their own.

Such complaints, the standing grievances against academical organ-

izations elsewhere, have never been made here, because our Institu-

tion, with its magnificent building and the prestige which its record

and the influence of its managers to say nothing of its income

give, yet presents the delightful anomaly, by which may it ever be

distinguished, of an academy without academicians.

Such differences as exist seem to be due only to the mutual in-

compatibility which unfortunately exists between members of the

profession and organized patronage almost everywhere, and while

sympathizing with the artists on general principles, I really hope

there is not sufficient ground for complaint against the Academy to

warrant a continuance, much longer, of the unfriendly division of

forces that exists at present.
Meantime the public is, perhaps, considerably a gainer by the ac-

tivity
which nothing develops so well as a little controversy and by

the friction which brightens up both parlies.

The size of the Society's rooms precludes the exhibition of any verv

large canvasses, so that these go to the Academy any way; but then

so few men find any inducement to paint what are commonly, and

with something like a sneer, called "exhibition pictures," that prob-

ably very little work has to be sent away on account of its size. Be
this as it may, the absence of any very large pictures gives a compact-

ness, perhaps I might be allowed to say, a cosiness to the general

effect of the display that is about the first thing to strike the visitor

as characteristic o'f this exhibition, as it was of the one last year.

But this is partly due to the hanging too, which, it is to be observed,

is first-rate throughout.
The limit of size is reached in Mr. F. D. Millet's portrait of Law-

rence Barrett as Cassius ;
a very good picture, a little frigid, per-

haps, but very true to the original and a piece of thoroughly good, if

somewhat student-like, painting.
Most conspicuous for its technical merits, as well as for the com-

manding place which has been given to it on the walls, is Mr. Thomas
Hovenden's " Elaine." I am afraid my praise of it will be tempered
with so many reservations as to make it seem like something else

;

but it is certainly praise, and not blame, that I wish to give.

It is easy enough to say it is theatrical, and it it theatrical, I own,
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not only in the costumes anil accessories, but, with a few exceptions
in the characters who aro figured anil tin; way they are disposed. If

I were to select any one fur special complaint it would be the king,

who stands by the head of the bier with the letter in his hands which

ho has just read to the knights and ladies assembled in his hall.

Tennyson has managed, throughout, to make us respect the heroism

of Arthur, however much he emphasized in him the gentlest virtues ;

but I am afraid, in Mr. llovenden's Arthur, the line has been passed
which separates gentleness from pusillanimity.

If there were in the poem, to which there is evidently a wish to be

faithful, the slightest warrant for his absence I should certainly say

there was no Lancelot present. Now if we could be quite sure that

this was the case there would bo no fault to find with it, but unfortu-

nately we are forced to believe that one of these half-haggard, half-

sanctimonious-looking robbers is meant for him. But when we have

found what fault we can with the picture let us look at its beauties ;

they arc. well worth our close attention. Faults or not, it is an im-

pressive and beautiful work. With the exception of the trace of

stage traditions in the grouping of the figures, to which allusion has

been made, and perhaps, of the weeping woman, whose grief seems

to be more demonstrative than there is any need of, and whose

bowed-down figure makes, as I cannot help thinking, an awkward
line in the picture the composition is first-rate. The drawing is

admirable, and the color, rich almost to gorgeousness, is wonderfully
subtle and sweet. Of these, and of the way in which the figures

which are given most prominence are studied the dead girl, the

queen, and the very beautiful female figure in the foreground only
the most unreserved praise is to be spoken.

Such pictures are painted under discouragements enough in these

days of slender themes and the tyrrany of the commonplace. There

is something almost heroic in the attempt, on the part of so strong

a painter, to treat so a romantic a subject as this.

The less ambitious, and consequently, more popular work which

Mr. Hovenden has contributed is such as to entitle him to the very
first place, even if the " Elaine

" had not been sent. He has made his

home in a delightful suburb near by, and is claimed by the Philadel-

phia fraternity as one of themselves. He is, as our friends in Third

Street would say, the " feature
"
of the present exhibition.

Mr. Blashlield's " Music "
is so much more interesting than any-

thing he has shown here before that one is encouraged to hope that

he is outgrowing the brutalizing influences of the school in which he

was trained, and which have sadly marred his most important work

hitherto exhibited.

Mr. C. Y. Turner has, I think, done nothing so good as his " The

D.iys that are no more " which is exhibited here. It is exquisite in

tone ; the color though very subdued is very sweet ;
and the compo-

sition full of dignity and grace.
The " Silenced "of Mr. Gilbert Gaul seems to me to come nearer

being a worthy contribution to the pictorial record of the civil war

than anything that has yet been painted. It is not too much of a

subject, and its ghastliness is subdued, not denied, in the treatment

it has received. It is night, and the uncertainty of the outlines and

the tenderness of the light make the horror bearable, and even

touch the scene with a kind of beauty ;
it is just terrible enough to

invite the artist. I question whether he has any business with the

hiileousness of a real battle, but a little episode like this, and by

moonlight, perhaps we can allow him so much.

If I were to select all the other good works, and try to say some-

thing about every one, I should begin with Benoni Irwin's " A Stitch

in Time saves Nine," which is a clever picture with a well-worn, but

still interesting subject. It is not my purpose to do anything of the

kind, however. Readers of the American Architect would hardly be

interested in the enumeration ; besides, I shouldn't know where to

leave off.

As a Bostonian, I may be allowed to express regret that Boston

art is not better represented, not only in this, but in the Philadel-

phia exhibitions generally. Mr. Picknell's "
Sand-Digging," his

" After a Storm," ami his two studies of down-east fishermen are

among the most genuine successes of the collection, but these are all

that Boston has sent, except J. Appleton Brown's "Old Mill, Bye-
field," which, though a very good picture, indeed, yet does not show

very much of those peculiar excellencies which are regarded as

chielly characteristic of his work at home.
The exhibition of etchings at the Academy has all the elements of

success except an appreciative public. The exhibition itself is mag-
nificent and, thanks to the superb collection of Mr. Claghorn, which

embraces about everything worth having, and upon which the Society
has drawn for some six hundred examples of work by contemporary
European etchers, is reasonably complete as an exposition of what
the art is capable of as practised to-day. It is perhaps to be regret-

ted that in so important a special exhibition, which is not likely to

be repeated very soon, the old masters were not included too, even

if some of the moderns had been restricted to less than the thirty

examples which are allowed them here.

Mr. Haden was received with all the kindness for which Phila-

delphia is renowned, but his audiences were not enthusiastic, and
I am afraid he did not teach them much about an art which he prac-
tises so well, nor show them any good reason why the proverb about

the shoemaker and his last should not be trusted still.

L. W. MlLLEK.

pin: mvKi.i.Kiis IN CLIFFS.
MFIIK archaeological and
'I* ethnological explora-

tions in the So n t h-

westeru territory have la-en

continued with success un-

der the direction of Profes-

sor Powell, during the sea-

son which has just ended.
The wisdom of Congress

in making provision for this

work three or four years
ago is becoming strikingly

apparent as the railroads

extend their lines into this,

the most interesting region
to the archaeologist within

the borders of the Repub-
lic. Private collectors and

specimen hunters are now over-running the places which are thus

made accessible, and all that remains of scientific interest which is

movable becomes their spoil. The already abundant collection of

specimens in possession of the National Museum will become price-
less as the opportunity for their duplication passes away.
Some criticism has been passed upon the policy of adding to the

store of specimens material of the character of that already on hand ;

but this policy is adopted in order to have the material for exchange
with other scientific institutions. After filling its own reserve col-

lection with the most perfect of the specimens, the remaining stores

will be arranged in sets, complete or fractional, to be given to the
museums and educational institutions in this country, or sent abroad
to be exchanged for specimens from other lands which are obtainable

only in exchange ; as scientific institutions will not usually dispose
even of duplicates for money. There yet remains, however, a great
field of exploration, which has not yet been entered upon, and which is

still too remote from any of the present lines of public travel to be in

danger of early invasion by the tourist and amateur relic-hunter. The
incompleteness of the work of the exploration may be inferred from
the fact that many of the ancient cliff-villages seen by exploring par-
ties during the last three months were merely sketched from the dis-

tance. They appeared to be in a remarkable state of preservation,
but were not even visited. These villages, so far as could be learned
from Indian guides, were never before looked upon by the eye of

civilized man. They were inaccessible by any means at the com-
mand of the explorers, who of course will not rest satisfied until in

some future trip they have reached them and carried away their

treasures. The collections made from New Mexico and Arizona al-

ready number somewhere between twenty-five and thirty-five thou-
sand specimens of pottery, stone implements, weapons of war, articles

of husbandry, musical instruments, and a thousand-and-one things
which appertain to and illustrate the daily life of the people who
made and used them. Two parties especially charged with the
branch of scientific work referred to were sent into New Mexico
and Arizona last summer. One, in charge of Mr. Victor Mindeliff,
went to the Moqui country in northwestern Arizona to make sur-

veys of the Indian villages and ruins to be found in the region
known as the Province of Tusayon. Their work was confined chiefly
to the seven inhabited pueblos, which are situated on lofty mesas,
or table lands. Complete surveys in minute detail were made of
each village, from which models will be constructed sufficiently

large to show every feature of interest. From all except one, large
collections of household and other articles were obtained. Mr. Min-
deliff is the

gentleman who last year made a survey of the Zuni Vil-

lage, from which the frame model now on exhibition in the National
Museum was constructed.

The other party, under the direction of James Stevenson, has

recently returned. It took for its field of exploration the cliff-vil-

lazes and ruins in the Canon de Chelly and its branches. The main
canon has very rarely been visited by white men, and its branches

some of which are equal to it in extent, in grandeur of scenery
and scientific interest have, it is believed, never before been ex-

plored. In fact, only one of them was examined with any de-

gree of thoroughness on this occasion. This branch canon was
named by the explorers the Canon del Muerte from the fact that
herein were found skeletons of some of the ancient cave-dwellers,
probably the first which have been unearthed. A series of water-
color drawings was made by A. G. Gustin, the artist of the Steven-
son party, illustrating the scenery and the relics of the canon. They
convey an idea which cannot be translated into words, of this re-

markable place and its contents. The precipitous brick-red cliffs,
a thousand feet high, have been carved by the elements into almost
every conceivable shape, while the stratification now regular and
level and again distorted as if by an early convulsion shows in gro-
tesciue pictures ujion the face of the rock.

Ihe "nests" (no other word is so
expressive for the purpose) of

the old dwellers herein were built, like those of wasps, in crevices of
the cliff. The places selected were too shallow from front to rear
to be properly termed caves. They were probably formed by the
swirls and eddies of the torrent, ages ago, before it had cut its way
down to its 'present bed, hundreds of feet below. The solid up|x-r
crust is left intact, and forms a lofty, sloping roof over a whole vil-
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lage. What could have been the character and habits of life of

generations born and brought up amid such surroundings, with a

sky of dull red rock overhead, with the outer world possibly nar-

rowed to the limits between the two walls of the canon, and even
that outer world inaccessible except by a perilous feat of climbing,
such as none but expert gymnasts of this day would care to attempt ;

a little world upon which the sun could only shine during two or

three hours of its daily round? It is to answer these questions as

well as may be that the explorers were sent out.

Colonel Stevenson was led to the selection of the Canon del Muerte,
in preference to others which branched off from the main canon,

upon either side, by the representations of his chief Indian guide,
who said that ruins of a more interesting character than elsewhere

were to be found there. The party entered the mouth of the canon,
and went a day's journey along its bottom until they reached a place

beyond which their wagons could not go, and here they established

their camp. The walls of the canon were of nearly uniform height,
about one thousand or twelve hundred feet from top to base, always
perpendicular, except where great piles of debris, broken from the

cliffs, had filled up a portion of the space below; now approaching
each other, narrowing the canon to a mere crevice in the earth less

than a hundred feet in width, and again spreading out half a mile

apart.

Proceeding on foot three miles beyond the camp, the explorers
found the ruins of a cliff-village, so well preserved and remarkable
that it more than fulfilled the promises of the guide. The place
must have been the home of between two and three thousand human
beings. It occupied two " caves

" under the same roof, but partially

separated by a projection of rock. The extremes of the habitable

floor were 1,500 feet apart, while the width from the rear wall of the

cave to the edge of the precipice below might have been one-twelfth

that distance. The floor of the two wider portions of the cave was
studded thick with dwellings built of square stones laid in mortar,
all of which were in a state of ruin. An edifice of grander propor-
tions, and almost as well preserved as in the day of its occupation,

nearly filled up the narrow space in front of the dividing rock pro-

jection to the edge of the precipice.
It would seem from its appearance in the drawings to have been

designed for a fortress, though an examination of its interior showed

signs of constant habitation, even the finger-marks of little hands
and other evidences of the presence of children remaining. The
place was upon the face of the eastern cliff, and was accessible at

one point only where an accumulation of rocky debris formed a steep
sloping ascent from the bed of the stream 300 feet below. That this

pile had not existed at the time the village was inhabited was proved
by the fact that among pieces of broken rocks were found the re-

mains of buildings which had been undermined and fallen away.
Probably access to the place was had only by means of footholds cut
in the face of the cliff from below. It is inconceivable that any one
should ever have made an entrance to the village from above.

*

The
sun, which only became visible from the bottom of the canon at

eleven o'clock in the morning, did not shine upon this village until

two o'clock in the afternoon, and three hours later sank out of sight
below the crest of the western cliff.

The fortress-like structure referred to consisted of a long, narrow

building one story in height, divided into many rooms or dwellings,
opening into each other, but having no communication with the out-

side except through the towers which stood at either end. The larg-
est of these towers that at the southern end was three stories in

height, with the joists for each of the upper floors projecting two or
three feet beyond the outer walls. Holes through the floors formed
the means of communication between the different stories, while
window-like openings from the second story of the towers, looking
out upon the roof of the connecting one-story structure, formed the

only mode of exit from the fortress, if such it was. An inhabitant
of one of the central apartments of this building wishing to emerge
to daylight and pure atmosphere, must have been compelled to pass
through the bedrooms and kitchens of all his fellow-tenants upon one
side into the tower; then to climb up through the ceiling to the sec-
ond story of the tower, swing himself by a wooden bar which still

remains in place, out of one of the windows upon the roof of his own
dwelling, and thence pass by a ladder down to the floor of the cave

the " street" of the village.
If his duty or pleasure led him to a greater distance, he still had

the perilous journey before him down the rock ladder, three hundred
feet, to the bottom of the canon.

Many interesting architectural designs were noted by the explorers
which cannot be described here. No evidence of the use or knowl-
edge of metals was found ; stone implements fashioned all the mate-
rials out of which the structure was built, of which fact the rough but
careful chiselling of the stone gave abundant evidence. Cross pieces
were laid upon the joists for the flooring of the towers, and upon
these pieces twigs about the diameter of a man's finger were arranged
side by side, but in series which formed a curious mosaic of angles
and squares. In the larger division of the cave, and in the smaller
division, one of the curious circular structures which might have been
the places of worship or perhaps of amusement, of the cave-dwellers,
was found.

The structures are common enough in that section of the country,
but these were different in many respects from any before examined
by the members of the party, and especially different in their inte-
rior ornamentation, which was quite elaborate. In one of them a

wide band, laid on in bright durable colors, ran entirely around the

structure, resembling a Greek fret, with narrower bands above and

below, and with the interior spaces fdled with curious artistic designs,
the meaning of which none of the party could guess. Evidence of the

long use of these places for some purpose was found in the fact that

some seventy or eighty different thin layers of mud had been plas-
tered upon the interior, each having in its time borne its own orna-

mentation in colors. The roofs of the buildings were gone and the

floors were covered with debris.

It was at this village that the discovery of skeletons was made.
J. Stanley Brown, who accompanied Colonel Stevenson, was one

morning climbing over a portion of the ruins which had not before

been visited, and observed some small round poles projecting from
the face of the bluff, to which fact he called attention. By scraping

away the debris, human skulls were reached, and further efforts dis-

closed entire skeletons. A regular burial-place of the ancients had
here been broken into

;
two complete skeletons with parts of two

others were found. Great care had evidently been taken to place
the bodies away in the manner best calculated to insure their preser-
vation. The place of their interment was in shape like a large oval

baking-oven, and the desiccated remains, in sitting posture with knees

and chin touching, had been placed within. The contents of the tomb
were carefully exhumed and are now on their road to the Museum.
Hair of a brownish hue, which may, however, have been black at the

time of burial, is still found clinging to one of the skulls
;
while the

shrivelled flesh and skin, as hard as stone, remains upon some of the

lower limbs.

Another village in this canon, of equal extent and similarly situa-

ted, though in a more advanced stage of ruin, was visited and some

exceedingly interesting discoveries were made. Among the ddbris

of the fallen building sandals, finely woven, but resembling nothing
with which the present occupants of this territory are familiar, were
found

;
as also were portions of matting and of garments made from

the fibre of the yucca. Evidences of the great antiquity of some of

these ruins are mixed with those of later occupancy in a manner most

confusing to the archaeologist. The Indian guide, George, in reply to

an inquiry upon the subject, said that the Navajo tradition went back
twelve times the length of the life of their oldest chief, now eighty

years of age, and that the ruins existed unoccupied then. This car-

ries one back about a thousand years ;
but the evidence is hardly

valuable.

The party travelled fifteen miles in the Canon del Muerte and dis-

covered seventeen cliff-villages or clusters of dwellings, some of

which it seemed impossible for people to have reached without wings.
One curious, snug little village of a dozen or twenty habitations oc-

cupies a place which must have been cut into the cliff by the spray
from an ancient torrent which came down from above. The track

of the stream is unmistakable in the solid rocky crust above. It

must have done its work of excavation and dried up long before the

advent of the cave-dwellers ; for one would as soon think of building
under the overhanging cliffs of Niagara as of building there when
the waters were coming down. The place is now several hundred
feet above the stream which runs through the canon. The num-
ber of ruined villages visited by this party was forty-six, some of

which, however, had been visited by the same explorers before. New
York Tribune.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.

THR YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION BUILDING, PITTS-

BURGH, PA. MR. JAMES 8TEEN, ARCHITECT, PITTSBURGH, PA.

THE street fronts of this building, which is about to be built, are

to be of Bay of Fundy brownstone, red terra-cotta and Philadelphia

brick, laid in red mortar.

HOUSE NEAR THE BRANDYWINE RIVER, DEL. MR. T. P. CHAN-

DLER, JR., ARCHITECT, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

HOUSE OF E. J. SCHWAB, ESQ., PITTSBURGH, PA. MESSRS. STILL-

BURG & STAUB, ARCHITECTS, PITTSBURGH, PA.

BRIC-A-BRAC MANTEL FOR MR. CAMPBELL, IRONTON, O. MR.
E. G. W. DIETRICH, ARCHITECT, PITTSBURGH, PA.

" PLACARDING " INFECTIOUS DISEASES. In discussing the "radical

health ordinance" passed by the city authorities of Paterson, New Jer-

sey, The Medical Record says with reference to placarding a house in

which there is a contagious disease :

" This plan of home advertisement

of contagious disease has been tried in Chicago, if we remember cor-

rectly. It there failed because the people did not like it, and there were
constant evasions of the law." The editor has evidently been misin-

formed. The placing of warning cards on all the houses infected with

scarlet-fever was commenced in this city in 1877, with considerable op-

position from householders and others who attempted to create a public
sentiment opposed to the execution of the law. The State Board of

Health, with all the prominent medical gentlemen of the city, sustained

the Commissioner of Health in placing the cards, and all opposition has

disappeared. A very mild form of scarlet-fever is now prevalent in the

city. More than six hundred cards are in place on the outer doors of

city domiciles, and the public has become so thoroughly convinced of

the propriety of the warning card that citizens make haste to report to

the Health Department all cases coming to their knowledge, and which
have not been previously reported through the failure of the family to

employ a physician. Only small-pox and scarlet fever are placarded
in this city. The Sanitary News.
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DAMP WALLS.'

IN
a recent issue of the />V

tlinrlif (li'triT/H'-Zeiluiiy ap-

importance of
pears an article

subject, the

which induces us to reproduce
it in our columns, with such

additions and remarks as

seem to us desirable. The

writer, Professor Meidingcr,
observes that, if in an old

house wall-paper turns

mouldy and peels off, the

cause is dampness in the

walls. The walls of an old

house may turn damp from

various causes:

1. The rain sickers through
a defective roof into the

wall, or it penetrates a badly-

pointed wall.

2. In the cold season vapor produced from special causes is de-

posited on cold walls.

3 The wall contains aphronitre (nitrate of lime. Chloride of

calcium, which occurs less frequently, displays the same behavior ;

quarry-stones
which remain wet contain probably one of tl

.Its^

quently sulphates of sodium, and especially ot magnesia, u
selves, which are contained either in the mortar or in the bricks.

Mortar of dolomitic limestone, which has been burned with fuel
cpn-

tainin" sulphur, especially has caused very frequently the formation

of wet places. Even the presence of sulphuric acid in a damp at-

mosphere, in districts where much coal is consumed, has given rise

to the formation of sulphate of magnesia in quarry-stones, and con-

sequent damp walls, as was proved some time ago in London on

facades of limestone containing magnesia (Portland stone).

4. The underground water reaches so high that it rises in the

wall of the basement.

5. The house is built on a slope, so that the rain-water running

down enters the wall of the basement.

First. The cause of the dampness named first may be removed by

repairing the roof, or by repointing the wall. A coating with oil-paint

of the outer face of the wall may alto be recommended in certain

cases. If the outer walls consist of timber and bricks, which can-

not be joined closely, the method adopted, especially in mountain-

ous districts, is very "serviceable ;
that is to say, of covering-in the

walls of the weather-side with boards or shingles, and for greater

durability painting the latter in oil. On the Lower Khine, slate,

as used for roofs, is also employed. A cover with metallic slates

is likewise to be recommended, and quite recently pressed plates

have been used which have the character of shingles. All per-

fectly water-tight coatings and coverings on vertical surfaces of

course keep off driving rains, and prevent the accumulation of

dust and the growth of moss and lichen; but they form, at the

same time, an impermeable layer, arresting ventilation through the

walls, on which account they may prove injurious to health, under

certain conditions, in over-crowded houses not provided with arti-

ficial ventilation. The duration of such coatings and coverings like-

wise is not very great, for oil-varnish becomes gradually humid, likely

to form emulsions with water, and, when in that state, persistently

retains damp, which penetrates also into the interior of the wall. It

is evident that walls already damp cannot be dried by such means :

that, on the contrary, their drying is prevented. On the other band,

the shingle walls in use in Switzerland, or the protective walls of

Solin^en plates employed in the country along the Weser, and the

plates used on the Rauhe Alb in Wurtemberg, besides the slate cov-

erings, are quite
to the purpose.

Second. The precipitation of damp and water on cold walls is

observed principally in kitchens and in large rooms filled on occa-

sions by large assemblages. In the former case the deposition of

damp arises from the steam generated in cooking; in the latter it is

caused by the breath of the people collected together. If the walls

are painted with oil-color, drops of water are formed which collect

on the walls, and in some cases even wet the floor. If the walls are

coated with size-color, the water penetrates and makes them darker ;

as soon as the generation of steam is arrested for a time, they be-

come perfectly dry again. If the walls -are papered, the paper-

hangings become wet and dark, to dry, however, again very soon

and'completely. The paper does not turn mouldy, but the paste

will probably 'be destroyed in course of time, and the paper itself

discolored. 'Under such conditions, the outer walls are chiefly ex-

posed to the precipitation of water, especially if they are built of

quarry-stones which are good conductors of heat. Brick walls are

less exposed to such a deposition, and walls of tufa and wood not at

all. If it is intended to protect an outer wall exposed to such pre-

cipitations, the simplest way is to board it. The boards of a thick-

m>s* of 0.4 inches, are nailed to flat beading j inch to 1.1 inch thick,

and secured with hold-fasts to the wall, the intervening space being

filled with straw. Thus a very bad conductor of heat is placed

i From the HiUltlcr.

nearer tin- wall, upon which water will not bo deposited. The

wanning of the room is also greatly facilitated by this means
;
for

this raMM) such a covering may be recommended in many cases,

but especially for north or east walls, and more partieulai-ly for bed-

room*. The boards are either covered wilh shirting, upon which

the paper may be hung, or they are nailed with reeds (much used ill

place, of laths in Germany) and plastered with gypsum, after which

the wall may be treated in any manner desired. The cost of euch a

boarding is in Germany about l.. per square yard, the shirting lil.,

the reed ami gypsum coating In. 6rf.

T/iinl. Aphfonitre is most frequently the cause of permanently
wet walls, or such as become always wet in damp_ weather. It

is observed principally in the lower stories. Its origin is due to

organic substances containing nitrogen, especially exhalations of

men and animals, which lodge in the walls and form nitric acid

during their decomposition; the latter, in combining with lime,

formsnitrate of lime. Its appearance is therefore most frequently

met with in water-closets, in stables, and in the country very often

on walls near accumulations of liquid manure. Nitrate of lime is a

soluble salt (it is hygroscopic ;
that is, it absorbs water from the at-

mosphere, more or less according to the humidity of the air). In

dry weather part of the water absorbed during damp weather

pa'sses back into the atmosphere. If a wall contains little saltpetre,

it becomes light in color and dries in dry weather; during damp
weather, on the contrary, it turns dark and wet. Should the wall

contain much saltpetre, the wall is permanently wet, as in stables.

Paper-hangings on a wall containing saltpetre appear dark during

dam]) weather, and mav easily be pulled off. The paste, kept damp
for some time, gradually decomposes,

and thus loses its adhesive

property, the paper hangs loosely even in dry weather, and is held

in place only at the permanently dry spots. The adhesive ingredi-

ents of colors are likewise destroyed, the colors fall off as dust, mould

is formed and the whole appearance is totally deteriorated. The

aphronitre possesses the property of spreading to a certain distance

from the spot where it originates over the porous wall, through
stone and mortar. It thus penetrates the whole thickness of the

wall, and arrives, although generally found only on one side, at

the other surface of the wall. Quite apart from its ugly apjwarancf,
a damp wall possesses other disagreeable properties. The adhesive

ingredients of paper and color develop an unpleasant odor during
their decomposition; the same is observed in mouldy paper-hang-
in"s, and in the timber in contact with damp walls. Effects in-

jurious to health have consequently been often attributed to damp
walls, although it would be difficult to prove such an assertion.

Various means have been proposed for preventing damp in walls

from aphronitre, or at least obviating the disagreeable consequences
attendant upon its formation. We select some of the principal
means suggested.

(a.) The evil cannot be remedied by simply removing the

mortar coating, as far as it shows damp, even between the stones,

and subsequent fresh plastering. After the mortar has become

thoroughly hardened and dry, the wet places appear again after a

little time during damp weather, although not quite as large as be-

fore. The saltpetre still in and between the stones gradually pene-
trates part of the new plaster, until it shows itself on the outside.

There is no doubt that, even after removing this second plastering
and putting on a third, the latter would show wet places, although
of smaller dimensions. It might be possible to gradually extract the
whole saltpetre from the wall, just as it is possible to remove oil

spots from wood by repeated applications of wet pipe-clay. This

method of drying a damp wall although it would effect a radical

cure, as long as no fresh formation of saltpetre takes place, ami al-

though it would be most advisable from a sanitary point of view

will not find much favor, on account of its inconvenience, tedious-

ness, and expense. In the rare cases where actual formation of

saltpetre is the cause of the dampness in walls, in stables, and closet?,

a coating of dolomite cement, to which some phosphate of magnesia
has been added, has proved a very efficient means for preventing
the further formation of saltpetre. As the formation of ammonia

always precedes that of nitric acid, the ammonia combines rapidly
with the magnesia contained in the mortar to form an insoluble phos-

phate of ammonia-magnesia, and the carbonic acid of the decom-

posing urine contained in the ammonia unites wilh the lime to form
carbonate of lime. As it is, the not inconsiderable quantity ol

phosphoric acid contained in urine by itself causes the formation of

the insoluble magnesia combination.

(6.) It is stated by practical builders that half-cement mortar,
that is, ordinary lime-mortar mixed with the same quantity of Port-

land cement, is the best means for drying the walls of water-closets;
no penetration of damp has been observed several years after the

new coating has boon applied. In Germany, instead of the ordinary
Portland cement, Erdmenger's Portland cement of dolomite is consid-

ered the most, suitable for the purpose.

(c.) For some time past it has been tried to prevent the penetra-
tion of the saltpetre still remaining in the stones into the fresh plas-
ter by coating the stones and the joints between them with an isolat-

ing layer impenetrable by water. Asphalte, either by itself or
mixed'with linseed oil, has been used

; pitch, common resin, and tar

have likewise been recommended, the latter, however, less often, on
account of its liquid state and its powerful smell. The mass must be

melted and applied hot with a brush. It is imjieratjye that the sur-

face of the stones be completely covered, and the joints betwct n
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them perfectly closed up ;
the saltpetre will percolate through the

smallest crack, and thus produce wet places on the wall. Before ap-

plying the isolating layer, the room must be artificially and very

highly heated for several days, to make sure that the exposed stones

and joints have been perfectly dried. The asphalte or its mixture

with linseed oil must penetrate to a certain extent into the stones to

insure a perfect adhesion ; this is not possible if the stones are

damp. Small places may also be warmed and dried by holding a

charcoal pan close to them. Timber which may be in the damp
wall must be treated in the same way ;

in this case it would be ad-

visable to remove the stone-work round the piece of timber as far as

it shows damp, to dry the latter well, and then coat it on all sides

with asphalte. Upon this isolating layer, which should be from 0.2

inches to 0.4 inches thick without interruption, after hardening, or-

dinary plaster or gypsum is applied. In carrying out the above, the

plaster should be removed, not simply where wet places show them-

selves, but from 1 foot to 2 feet round them, the isolating mass being

applied to the same extent, so as to prevent the saltpetre from pene-

trating sideways and causing damp spots round the edge of the new

plaster. It is not to be expected that the latter should combine

closely with the isolating mass; it receives its support sideways from

the old plaster still sound. This would be no objection where only
small patches of plaster had to be renewed ;

but large wall-spaces
would sound hollow, and probably might become detached unless a

close junction of the plaster with the stones were effected by driving
in here and there hold-fasts coated with asphalte, before the plaster
is put on. A putty of asphalte and mastic, also, was successfully

employed at the Allgemeine Hospital of Vienna.

(d.) A few years ago tin-foil was recommended as an isolating ma-

terial. It was put on the wall with paste, after every vestige of the

old paper had been removed, the fresh wall-paper being then put on

the tin-foil. Although the latter is very cheap (the cost of pure tin-

foil in Germany is only 3s. Id. per kilogramme, or Is. 9rf. per lb.,

with which quantity a space of about 12 square yards may be cov-

ered), and the process is very simple, it was soon found that it

cannot be put on a damp wall, on account of the paste decomposing.
It was next tried to secure the tin-foil with tacks, but the latter soon

began to rust
;
tin tacks might perhaps be more suitable. No case

has been recorded in which tin-foil has been pasted upon a wall pre-

viously well dried either by natural means or artificial heat. If the

wet places are not too large, it might be advisable to paste the tin-

foil first on the paper, and, after drying, to put the paper on the

wall, care being taken to use paste only for the part of the paper
free from tin-foil. The paper would thus lie hollow against the wet

place on the wall, where the tin-foil acts as a protector against damp.
Lead-foil, in place of tin-foil, is not to be recommended, as lead is

attacked by damp saltpetre.

(e.) Asphalte paper has sometimes been nailed on damp walls;
but in such cases a covering of shirting is necessary for receiving
the wall-paper. The cost in Germany is about lOd. per square yard.
The protection, however, is not permanent, for the asphalte paper
lasts only a few years.

(f.) There is no record as to the effect of painting damp walls,
but it is well known that such a coating after some time blisters and

finally peels off. It would be worth while to examine more closely
into the question whether this always takes place or only under cer-

tain conditions. It is thought that several coatings of paint put on a
wall well dried by artificial means would penetrate the same, and
unite so closely with the plaster as to prevent a peeling-off taking

place. Three coats of paint would in this case cost about 9d. per
square yard. The paper would have to be put on before the last

coat of paint is thoroughly dry, as otherwise the paper would not

stick.

(jr.)
If wet places in walls assume large dimensions, it is recom-

mended to face the wall with a brick (or tufa stone) wall or boards.

The first is expensive and takes up room
; joints with the old wall

must be made with asphalted bricks to prevent a transmission of

saltpetre. The second remedy is that to be adopted in most cases.

The process is similar to that applied in boarding walls outside
;

fil-

ling in with straw, however, is omitted. For greater protection, the

boards, as well as the beading fastened against the wall are coated
with silicate paint. Such a coating on both sides of the boards
costs about 2J</. a square yard. The whole expense for fixing such
a boarding, including the covering with shirting, but excluding the

wall-paper, is at most 2s. per square yard. It appears unnecessary
to the author to provide for ventilation between the boarding and
the wall by leaving openings at top and bottom, as it is not in-

tended to dry the wall. A consequence of induced ventilation would
be simply to cause the covered wall to absorb more or less moisture

according to the state of the atmosphere, just as if the boarding had
not been put, while with sluggish circulation the wall gets damp and
dries more slowly, it being impossible to cut off the access of air en-

tirely. By others, the necessity of thorough ventilation between
wall and boarding is insisted on, it being pointed out that rapid
circulation must tend to decrease dampness and at the same time

prevent the otherwise inevitable formation of mould or fungus in the
boards.

(/i.) Quite recently, wood-hangings have been introduced in Ger-

many, serving as isolating layer between ordinary wall-paper and
damp walls. These hangings are made in the form of webs or
wicker-work of strips of wood or shavings of North Swedish or Fin-

nish pine, 0.04 inches thick, and 1.17 inches to 1.56 inches wide,

which are said to resist the effects of damp for a number of years.

They are manufactured in lengths of 22 to 33 yards, of a width of 2

feet six inches to 5 feet, and sold it at Is. \d. per square yard. The

wood-hangings are fastened to the wall with galvanized nails, the

nail-heads being covered with pieces of shavings slipped in, at a cost

of about G(/. per square yard. A covering of shirting is also in this

case applied before putting on the wall-paper. This wicker-work

maybe directly used for panelling; the panels are produced by
beading, and by leaving the whole in that state, or applying coatings
of varnish, or painting the several stripes with various oil-colors.

Patterns may in this manner be made at a cost of Gd. per square

yard ; one coating of varnish at 2 Jrf. ; of oil-paint, at </. to Is.

Fourth. When underground water is the cause of dampness in

walls, aphronitre, as a rule, always co-operates. Water alone does

not rise so high, as we know from the behavior of cellars, the sole of

which very often is only just above the level of underground water,
and the walls of which are nevertheless quite dry. The same means
of prevention as above mentioned may be employed ; they are, how-

ever, only palliatives which do not dry a damp wall. A radical

cure may be effected only either by a perfect isolation of the wall

from the source of the damp, which may be done in existing walls by
draining at intervals, and isolating from the ground below by the

insertion of sheets of asphalte felt, or by completely eradicating
the damp from the wall. This may be done by stamping-in between
the damp wall, which must be previously stripped of its plaster, and
a provisional planking, a layer about two inches in thickness, of

fresh quick-lime powder. For outside walls the planking may be

dispensed with ;
all that need be done is to dig a trench along the

foundation, and fill it with lime. The damp may also be got rid of

by heating the* rooms with coal-baskets, and by drawing the heated
air from the interior by means of a suction-pump connected with a

box provided with india-rubber packing, which ^s pressed against
the other side of the wall.

Fifth. When a building is erected on a slope, and the higher wall

becomes saturated with percolating rain-water, a cure can only be
effected by cutting a deep trench, and thus draining off the water.

If substances containing nitrogen and conducing to the formation of

saltpetre have been introduced into the wall through rain, the latter

will continue to be damp, and the only palliatives against their in-

jurious effects on the inside faces of walls are those already pointed
out.

Since the above was written, the BadiscJie Gewerbe-Zeilung has

published a few additional remarks by Dr. Meidinger. It is stated

that in several cases of dampness in walls a coating of oil-paint, up-
on which subsequently tin-foil has been pasted, has been found effi-

cient. The two substances combine very closely, and permit of the

hanging of paper afterwards. The paint must, however, be put on

only in dry weather, or after artificial drying of the wall, and the

wet places have entirely disappeared. With regard to boarding of

damp walls, it is added that it should not be neglected to asphalte
the beading to which the boards are nailed, to protect them against
the absorption of water and consequent destruction. Moreover, the

boards must not be too far away from the wall, on account of mice.
The introduction of air-holes is also to be recommended, experience
having shown that in their absence the wood becomes fusty. It has

already been pointed out that it is advisable to coat the boards with
silicate paint, to prevent rotting. This little extra expense should
not be spared, for it is by no means yet proved whether air-holes

alone will preserve the boarding; moreover, the introduction of

openings for ventilation may be inconvenient. In any case, the
naked boards must not touch the wet wall, as otherwise saltpetre
would enter them and make them damp also. It would, perhaps,
be advisable to remove the plaster wherever damp shows itself, be-
fore nailing down the boards. The wall would then absorb less

moisture from the air, and would lose it quickly again in dry weather ;

under these conditions, the space between boards and walls would
contain damp air for a shorter time, the presence of which is inju-
rious in any case.

Finally, with respect to the introduction of an isolating layer be-

tween stones and mortar, we learn from a prospectus lately issued
that a special putty, called \Veissang joining-putty, has been intro-

duced in Germany, which appears to answer the purpose well. The
mass, of the nature of asphalte, but without smell, is boiled with an

equal weight of linseed oil, and put on as hot as possible. It is

stated that about 2 Ibs. of the mixture cover 1 square yard of wall-

space. The mass is sold retail in Germany at 1.80 mark per kilo-

gramme (llrf. per lb). As the price of linseed oil there is about 6d.

per lb., to coat 1 square yard would cost Is. 5d. The mixture is ap-
plied in a 7>eeuliar manner. The wall is stripped of its plaster, the

joints being picked out deeply. The latter are then freshly set with
mortar. After drying, the hot mixture is put on, and the wall
at once thinly rough-plastered. When the latter has dried, plaster-
ing is proceeded with as usual. Under these conditions, a close con-
nection of the plaster with the isolating mass is effected. The latter
is recommended also for the protection of gable walls on the weather-
side against the penetration of damp; as a substitute for reeds

(laths) in plastering on wood
;
for painting timbers and iron-work in

new buildings; for preventing the growth of fungus on wainscoting
and other wooden linings; finally, for coating hoardings, gardun-
rails, barriers, posts, tree and vine stakes.
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MONTHLY CHRONICLE.
PKCKMHKII 31. Death of Leon Onnibctta at Ville d' Avray, France.

January \. Burning of tin- gallery of paintings belonging to Mian S. Gib-

bons, 111)6 Broadway, New York.
.Iniiii'iri/ ',<i. Burning of the Naumkeag House, Peabody, Mass. The in-

iiinii-s luiivly escape with their liven.

Serious Boodl in Germany, causing incalculable damage.
Serious rents- discovered in tbe central tower of Peterborough Cathedral

requiring the immediate demolition of the affected parts.

.limitary 4. Burning of St. Mary's Episcopal School for Young Ladies,
Knoxville, 111. Only one of the one "hundred pupils hurt.

January 6. Knrthquakc in northern Ohio.

January W. Burning of the Newhall House, Milwaukee, Wis. Seventy-
four lives lost. Many injured.

January 11. Earthquake shocks felt in Tennessee and Indiana.

January 12. Death of Clark Mills, sculptor, at Washington, D. C.

January 13. Car-shed at Alleutown, Fa., crushed by MI. AS. Loss,

812,000.
January 14. Burning of the Russell House and other buildings, Mil-

waukee, Wis. Loss, $100,000.

Burning of the Circus at Berdichev in Russian Poland. Two hundred
and sixty-eight persons burned.

Burning of the Planters' .Hotel, St. Louis, Mo. Four lives lost. Loss,

$30,000.
January 15. The Seneca Hotel at Baldwinsville, N. Y., is destroyed by

fire. Five persons injured.

January 10. Kherson, a fortified town of South Russia, nearly destroyed
bv tire.

'Twenty-two earthquake shocks felt at Murcia, Spain. Several buildings
destroyed.

Burning of Tweddle Hill, Albany, N. Y. Loss, $250,000.

Earthquake shock throws down two houses at Carlsbad, Austria.

Eleven earthquake shocks felt at Archena, Spain.

January 18. Fall of two houses on East Cambria Street, Philadelphia,

during repairs. No one hurt.

Explosion of a calcium-light reservoir at the Grand Opera-House, Mil-

waukee, Wis. Two persons hurt.

January 19. Burning of the Quincy House, Quincy, 111., the largest hotel

in the city. One person injured. Loss, $30,000.

Gunpowder factory at Muiden, a fortified town of Holland, explodes and

nearly destroys the town. More than forty persons killed.

January 20. Explosion of the largest gasometer in Glasgow, Scotland.

Eight persons injured. Loss, $30,000.

January 21. Explosion of a Giant Powder factory at Berkeley, Cal.

Twenty-three men killed. Thirteen wounded.
The town of Susauville, Cal., destroyed by fire.

January 23. Death of Gustavo Dore" at Paris.

January 24. A portion of Ward 2, Wilkes-Barre, Pa., sinks five to ten

feet because of the caving of mines beneath the city, causing much damage
to buildings.
January 25. Opera-house at Defiance, 0., burned. Loss, $45,000.

January 26'. Partial burning of the Milwaukee College for young ladies

at night. The sixty pupils saved unhurt.

Gas explosion in a steam-heating pipe man-hole, New York. Four per-
sons injured.

THE CALCULATION OF GIRDERS.
TOPEKA, KAN.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT :

Gentlemen, The series of articles on "Girders," which have

recently appeared in your journal, will undoubtedly be of great ser-

vice to many draughtsmen and architects who are willing to spend
the time and mental effort to become familiar with the processes
there expounded. But it seems to me there are several errors in

statement and conclusion, the correction of which would add mate-

rially to their value. The first matter to which I would draw your
attention is that of the question of shear in a bent beam. The
author says (No. 356, p. 193), "since the shearing-strain acts at

right angles to the girder, the additional area required to safely re-

sist it will vary directly as the shear itself." Why additional area?

It seems to me that the section of a beam should be fixed by the

bending moment, and that almost invariably (especially in the case

of prismatic beams) this section will be more than ample to resist

the shearing action of the load. After examining the authorities

on the subject, I see no reason for changing my opinion. The
author appears to think that the shearing stress in a bent beam goes

directly to aid the stress from bending moment in rupturing the

beam, and therefore that more material must be added ; whereas it

is commonly accepted as true that the shearing stress in a bent beam
is distributed over the section of a beam, so that it is a maximum at

the neutral surface and at the extreme fibres
;
the distribution of

stress from bending being, on the contrary, a maximum at the ex-

treme fibres and at the neutral plane. The foregoing is reason

enough, it seems to me, for regarding the author's general formula
for additional section as simply an approximate formula for the

total section required, if it should be necessary to proportion a beam
for shear alone. Prof. Rankine says {Civil Engineering, p. 267):
" The smallest cross-section of a beam is generally fixed by reasons

of convenience, independent of the shearing force to which it is ex-

posed, and is generally much greater than is necessary in order to

bear that force ; but when it is practicable to adapt the least cross-

section of the beam accurately to the shearing force, the preceding

formulae and table furnish the means of doing so by making q ~;

where/' is the modulus of rupture by shearing, and s a factor ol

safety. This equation gives for the least sectional area,

A= ! = ^"A
.

'"
~~F" q ~f" f"

in which formula '~ is a constant dependent upon the cross-sec-
*

tion, and is given in the table previously referred to, for various

forms of section ;

"
that for a rectangle being

'''^'

=
j, which would

reduce the general formula above to A= '.

,
for rectangular wooden

reams, in which A =area of section, and F=. total shearing; force.

For a thorough exposition of this subject of shear, sue llankinc,

'r/V Kiii/iiirn-ini/, pp. 206-268, etc. Applying the above formula

i'.nuKiile 1 (p. 211) of Prof. Kicker's article we have, A =
Civil

to Ezanjile
3xx4
SX.IM

=: 24.2 square inches as the total sectional area required, and

as the beam is already 16" x 18.75", it would seem to be amply large.

Authorities are agreed that transverse shearing
force has no mate-

rial effect upon deflection, so that even if the Professor's theory were

correct, he has already added 1.62 inches to the depth of the beam
above that required for breaking load; also by adding this 1.01

indies to depth of girder, he has increased its capacity to resist de-

flection far beyond that necessary, as deflection varies as the cube

of depth. This additional depth for shear might look necessary if

the Professor's theory were true, in the case of a beam loaded at the

centre; for here the shear would be the same from point of support
to load, where it changes sign ;

but in the case of a beam loaded

with a uniform load, or loads placed at various points, the shear

would almost invariably be a maximum where the beam was subject
to a bending strain of only a small proportion of the maximum mo-

ment
;
so that it is very difficult to see why a beam loaded as in Ex-

ample 2, Case 2, should have any material added to resist shear,

even when a beam with centre load requires it. The next matter

which seems to me to be open to criticism is the statement in regard
to the area of " inertia

"
figure (No. 859, p. 229), where the author

says :
" Draw a series of horizontal lines across the Agure, at equal

distances from the horizontal previously drawn through intersection

of the tangents, and from each other. Measure the length of that

portion of each line included between the equilibrium curve and its

tangents. Take the sum of half the upper and lower ordinates and
the entire intermediate ones; multiply this sum by the vertical dis-

tance between two adjacent ordinates. This product will be the re-

quired area, though slightly in excess because practically sub-

stituting a polygon with short sides for the equilibrium curve. It dif-

fers very little from the true area, which it approximates the more

closely, the closer the horizontals are drawn to each other." Now
I think it will appear, from what follows, that this statement is

only true when the distances from horizontal through centre of

gravity to horizontals through tangent points are commensurate,
and the divisions are a common divisor of these distances, and
then only by making this statement so very general that the upper
and lower ordiuates are taken to be 0; a circumstance that would
be hardly noticed bv the draughtsmen using this method. The
correct formula for "the area of figure n. h. m. (see Fig. I.) in

which 5 Y and S R are commensurate, and in which the end figures,

nab and m t k, are taken as triangles, and the remaining divisions

.ab+it , ab+cd ,

as trapezoids, is A=x (
=f=H--1

--
1

,+ ff+gh"L-~ ~

which reduces to A = x (ab+ cd -f- ef-\- gh 4- it), or z(the com-

mon distance) into the sum of the ordinates. Now, considering the

extreme ordinates 0, the Professor's

statement would be equivalent to this.

Again, taking any small distance, x,

and spacing it off above and below the

horizontal line through centre of gravi-

ty, there will be a triangle formed at

each end of inertia figure, whose per-

pendicular, let fall from the tangent

point on its base, the last ordinate pro-

duced, will be always less than the con-

stant space, x. But by following the

rule in its only correct interpretation,
and considering the end ordinates 0,

this perpendicular would be made equal
to x for both end triangles, and we
would therefore obtain an area in ex-

cess over and above that obtained by
considering the equilibrium curve to be

made up of straight lines between ordi-

nates. The statement made in the text

is correct for a figure of this form, as

will be readily seen by making a summation of the small areas,

assuming
them to be trapezoids, and should only be used for these

inertia figures when the distances above and below the horizontal

are divisible by the constant distance x, and then only by consider-

ing the extreme ordinates to be 0. The above may account for the

fact that the area of inertia figure in Figure 66, p. 229. is stated in

the text to be 14.41, is written on the figure 14.49, and that a literal

application of the rule would make it 14.50 as nearly as can be de-

termined from the minute and obscure figures. I think the follow-

ing will give a close approximation to the true area, and in fact

would give the exact area if the equilibrium curve were composed of

straight lines between the extremities of ordinates: Divide the

distance between horizontal through centre of gravity and horizon-

tal through upper tangent point into any number of equal spaces, as

small as practicable; divide the distance between centre-of-gravity

horizontal and horizontal through lower tangent into any number of
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equal spaces (not necessarily the same as those above the centre-ol

gravity horizontal); draw horizontal lines through the points-of
division above and below. Measure the lengths of all the ordinate
between tangent and equilibrium curve

;
then if the perpendicula

distance between the ordinates above the line is x, and that below
the line is y, the area of the inertia figure will equal x into (the sun

of all the ordinates above the axis and one-half the ordinate meas
ured on axis) plus y into (the sum of all the ordinates below axi

]>lus one-half the ordinate measured on axis).

Perhaps a reference to a figure and algebraic expression wil

avoid ambiguity. See Figure II.

Area efm = , ffh+ik ,
ik.

~T 2 I 2'

Area e fn = X ({+ cd -\- ab)

~rv Of course it will not be necessary to

scale the differences x and y, as they
can be obtained by dividing the known
distances from axis to extreme fibre by
any desired number.
On page 203 of number 357 the Pro-

fessor says, in reference to a girder

.composed of several timbers laid one
on the other. " If the timbers
are not fastened together, the strength
of such a girder will be little more than
the sum of the strengths of the timbers
taken separately but if firmly
fastened together so as to prevent all

slipping, the girder would act as a sin-

gle beam of equal depth. . . . Letting
n = number of timbers of which the

girder is composed, the girder would then be very nearly n times
as strong as if the timbers were merely laid on each other and not
fastened." And again, speaking of girders such as that represented
in Figure 44 : "A key at each end will usually be sufficient, since
no slipping can occur if the ends are fixed." Now, by reference to

Example 7, page 242, number 360, it will be seen that two timbers
bolted and keyed together as above described are treated as if they
were separate, and the sum of bending moments that each would
bear separately is taken as the amount that the compound girder
would bear. The exact strength of no girder can be calculated, but
it would seem as if a sufficiently exact approximation of the strength
of this girder could be obtained by either the graphical methodor
by direct calculation

; for considering that the centre of gravity of
the girder, as a whole, can be readily found, the moments of inertia
of the beams, separately, can be ea'sily calculated, and then the mo-
ment of inertia of the whole figure, obtained by adding in each case,
the area of section of beam into the square of the distance between
axes.

Proper allowance should be made for bolting, keying and gaining-
in joists, but the latter is the only weakening that needs much con-
sideration

; the bolts and keys can be placed where the strain from
bending is not a maximum. It seems to me if the

joists were prop-
erly bridged there would be little need of gaining them in. At any
rate the moment of inertia could be taken at the weakest point
where one of the joists is gained into girder. It really seems like a
great waste of material to make the calculation as in the example,
especially when we consider that the deflection varies as the cube of
the depth, and that this girder is calculated with reference to the
deflection. It is to be hoped that the articles will be completed bysome discussion of many matters which come up in designing girders,
such as : the stiffness of vertical web to resist buckling from" shear;
the methods of making joints in riveted girders; the proper spacing
of rivets or other fastenings at the joints, and between the web, and
flanges, etc. If these matters are left untouched they will arise to
plague any draughtsman who attempts to design a built girder.
Hoping that the above will be of some service in arriving at a proper
understanding of the subject, and that I have not trespassed too
much on your valuable time, I remain, Respectfully,

J. W. P.

THE $3,000-HOUSE COMPETITION.
MILWAUKEE, Wis., January 30, 1883.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
Gentlemen, The Architect of the 27th is just at hand, and"
Fry feels very much gratified to think that his rendering of the

problem meets with sufficient approval to warrant its publication.He notices in the estimate that under the head of Second Story
last line but one, "Floors all in matched fencing" has an interroo-a-
tion mark after it. It probably occurred to "

Try
"

at this poTnt
that it might be thought that he had omitted the item of flooring
which is all included in second item under carpenter-work. It would
have been better if the remark had been made in some other place

Also in specification under "
Carpenter,"

"
Lining-Boards

"
should

read "
planed and matched fencing

"
instead of "

furrirro-
"

as
printer has it.

It is customary here in this section to use second-quality pine,

matched and planed one side, for lining-boards and floors in good
work, and it goes under the name of matched fencing.

Perhaps
"
Try

"
may be admitted an additional word ; he notices

that he has said nothing about builders' profit. The estimates are

on a basis of ten per cent margin.
Press of office duties had made him somewhat short of time, and the

final writing and summing up were done on the last day which would
enable them to reach Boston in time. TheNewhall-llouse fire came
on the same day, and with its attendant loss of life "

Try'.i" mind

may not have been quite as steady as he generally means to carry it.

At all events he sees some things in both specifications and estimates
that another writing would put somewhat differently.
He is very confident from experience that he can build the house

here for the money. Yours very truly,
"
Try."

THE SAN FRANCISCO VETERANS' HOME COMPETI-
TION.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., January 23, 1883.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT :

Dear Sirs, Business is rather quiet at present but prospects good
for coming year. Labor and materials same as last quoted. It may
be of interest to you to know of the last fiasco here in regard to

competitions, viz : The Veterans' Home, to be built by popular
subscription. To begin with, when the project was first brought
forward an offer was made to members of the organization to fur

nish plans and specifications as a donation, and several months after,
when asked in reference to the matter, the offer was agreed to.

Then came a squabble in the management, and advertisements call-

ing for a competition ; which, of course, gave the architect first-

mentioned an honorable chance to withdraw his offer. The amount
tendered as a premium was ridiculously small, and only three archi-

tects put in plans. Messrs. Kirby & Son estimated cost $12,000;
Messrs. Newsom (who style themselves East-Lake architects), $10,000;
and Messrs. McDougall & Son, $17,000. The advertisements called
for buildings not to exceed $10,000. Hence Messrs. Newsom, who
offered bonds to complete the buildings for the sum named, were

really entitled to the premium ;
and next in order the Messrs. Kirby.

But after allowing Mr. McDougall to take his plans, and make al-

terations and re-submit them, the decision was in favor of Messrs.

McDougall & Son.
The coolest thing throughout has been the way the money has

Iwindled down from some thirty odd, to seventeen thousand dollars

now remaining in the fund, and the confident way in which the

managers say if the buildings cost more than $17,000 the public
will contribute more to the fund. Messrs. Newsom have charged
unfair dealing, and righteous indignation is the answer. But this

s a fair sample of the result of offering to architects such large
nducements.

S.

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.

A WATER-PROOFING COMPOUND FOR BRICKWORK. For water-proof-

ng brick walls the following has been given. Dissolve soft paraffine
ivax in benzoline spirit in the proportion of about 1 part of the former
o 4 or 6 parts of the latter by weight. Into a tin or metallic keg place
gallon of benzoline spirit, then mix li pounds or 2 pounds wax, and

when well hot pour into the spirit. Apply the solution to the walls
whilst warm with a whitewash brush. To prevent the solution from
chilling, it is best to place the tin in a pail of warm water, but on no ac-
count should the spirit be brought into the house, or near to a light, or
a serious accident might occur. Van Nostrand's Engineering Magazine.

A MONARCH OF THE FOREST. H. Tabor & Sons, Manistee, Mich.,
write that they recently cut a pine tree, at their camp in Section 21,
Township 25, Range 5, on the Big Manistee River, that was 164 feet long,
.00 feet from the ground to the first limb, and as round as a dollar.

"Sight logs were cut from it that measured as follows :

LENGTH, FEET. DIAMETER, INCHES. SCALE, FEET
16 42 1,44*
16 41 1 3G9
16 41 1,369
16 39 1,225
16 37 1,0*9
16 36 1,024H 29 647
16 25 441

Total.. 126 8,608

It would seem that 8,508 feet is about enough for the logs of one tree
o measure, even if none of them got away, but in this case the returns
are imperfect, from the fact that the log, which would have made two
nore logs, was so badly broken as to render it of no value. Tabor &
Sons are of the opinion that this is the largest tree ever cut on the river.

Northwestern Lumberman.

HAIR vs. WROUGHT-IRON. The Mechanical Enyime rreports a cnri-
)us effect produced on a wrought-iron forging by 'a human hair. The
orging was in a cold press, that is a powerful press for finishing the
orging after it is shaped. During this process it is put between two-
lardcned steel dies and subjected to a pressure of 200 tons to the square
nch. At one of these operations a hair taken from the head of a by-
tander was placed on the face of the forging and the full pressure ap-
ilied. The result was that the hair was driven into the forging an I

nbedded in it. The hair itself was uninjured during tlie operation an I

vas removed intact by Mr. Manning Merrill of Merrill Brothers, Wil-
lamsburg, N. Y.
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SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

I'.a It i lil-.r . .

WARKIIOI-SE. Mr. Chan. I,. Carson, architect, Is pre-
paring drawing tor .Mr. K. Bunburger, for *-
st'y and basemen! \var.-h. .use, to be built on I.om-
bBI'il St., |,.r Mr. 1 1 <.\var,l. II if t" be "f brick, with
StOne a:nt l.'ira-eotla tiltitdl, .*/ X 170', RJld to COSt
ab.iui s;iii,iH>.

Hi il, HIM; I'KKMITH. Since our last report twenty
p'-rutils have been granted, the more imp. .riant of
\vliirli are lli following:
Liiwrenre Turiibnll, ti thruo-Ht'y brick buildings,

n 8 Hodman St.. cor. ot Chester St.

Jas. 1). Hodges, L'<t luo.M'y hrick buildings, w s

Bruce Alloy, between Saratoga and Mulberry SUJ.

Ulto I inker & Co., Have sl'y brick warehouse, n w
cor. Canton Ave. und Albemarle St.

\alentine Roberts, 'I two-st'y brick building*, s a

Chew St., e of Wolfe St.

Henry Waterman, 5 two-st'y brick buildings, e
I IVIIM.M St.. 8 Of ri.-MlllHII St.

doliii II. Garrettson, 5 threo-et'y brick buildings,
n 8 llarleui Ave., between Arlington and Carrollton
Avos.
Henry Westplml, 9 two-st'y hrick buildings, 8 s

Blooinsburg St., between Light and UyrdSls.;and
II two-st'y and basement brick buildings, n t Bar-

ney St., between Light and liyrd Sts.

John Schmidt. 5 two-st'y brick buildings, w Vin-
cent Alley, 8 of Thompson St.

S. O. McComas, 6 two-st'y brick buildings, 8 8 Cole
St., e of Gilmor St.
Ixmis Adlor, flve-Bt'y warehouse, W x 77', n >

Lombard St., w of front St.

Chas. Kermll, three st'y brick building, with two
st'y dyeing-house in rear, w a Gay St., between
Front aud High Sts.

Boston*
Bi ir.mxo PERMITS. Wnoil. f> St., JVo. 217-219,
Wanl 13, for Michael and Hugh H. Campbell, 2

three-st'y flat dwells., W x .!-".

/Vniviice ,S7.. near Ashland St.. Ward 23, for
MHtthew Quigiey, two-8t'y pitch dwell., 23' x 28';

ell, 14'x 21'; Alexander Rogers, builder.

I'ottage HI., near Dudley St., Ward 20, for Emma
Mills, two-st'y pitch dwell., 21' x 30'; ell, IV x 22';
James C. Mills, builder.
Chelsea St., A'o. 333, Ward 1, for Alfred B. Wilton,

one-st'y pitch mechanical, 21' x 33'; Walter D. Johu-
gon, builder.

.\i,iuiii"tiim St., near Oak Sq., Ward 25, for Pat-
rick ,f. Curley, 2 two-st'y pitch dwells., 11' 6" and 17'

x -'it'; Jas. Keefe. builder.
A'i irinait SI., A'o. 6, Ward IS, for Henry Grimes,

two-st'y flatdwell.and store, 20'x36'; Henry Grimes,
builder.

n'ii*h'in<jt<m St., near Neponset St., Ward 24, for
Boston lias-Light Co., storage, 20' x 20'; Benj. Tar-

box, builder.
Tremant SI., near Whitney Court, Ward 22, for

Bernard Krickser, three-st'y hip dwell., IB' and 22'

x 4'J' ti''; McDonald & Tobtn, builders.

Brooklyn.
BfiLDINO PERMITS. Hart St., s s, 90' e Sunnier
Ave., 3 two-st'y and basement frame dwells., tin

roofs; cost, each, fcS.i'OO; owner, Thos. Moore, Siuii-

ner Ave., near Stockton St.; builder, J. Kueger.
Li-ifis .In:, w s. cor. Hart St., 3 two-st'y and base-

ment frame dwells., tin roofs; cost, each, $3,000:
owner, etc., same as last.

S'u-ki'tt St., n s, e 8 cor. Gowanns Canal, one-st'y
frame shed, slated roof; cost, $6,800; owner, the

Municipal iias Co., 342 Fulton St.; architect, J. F.

Harrison; builder, K. Deeves.
ll-rkiimr fit., n 8, 200' w Hopkinson Ave., 6 two-

si'y frame dwells., gravel roofs; cost, each, $1,600
owner, G. H. Bishop, New York City; architect, G
H. Chamberlain.
Sin/limn St., B s. 320' e Broadway, two-st'y frame

tenement, tin roof; cost, $3,500; owner and builder
John Zoeiluer, loo Graham Ave.; architect, \V\ Cle
ment.
Union Ave., Nos. 6 and 8, e 8, 25' n Broadway, 2

four-st'y brick buildings, tin roofs; cost, total

$1<|,IXIO; owner and builder, Louis Bossert, 1831

Johnson Ave.; architect,'!'. Engeluardt.
Ei'-'i-yrceu Ave., e s, about 15 from Melrose Ave.

toward Georgia Ave., three st'y frame double tene-

ment, tin roof; cost, $4,000; owner, J. Thieling
Evergreen Ave., near Georgia Ave.; architect, L
hcheiinger; builders, H. & D. Cook and J. Pohlniau

Jlushteick Ave., e s, 25' n Maujer St., three-st';
frame double tenement, tin roof; cost. $4,20; owner
Mivlil. Simon, 2U2 Devoe St.; architect, G. Hlllen
brand; builder, D. Kreuder.

jlnxhwick Ave., n e cor. Maujer St., three-st';
frame store and double tenement, tin roof; cosl

.~.t'0i>; owner and builder, Peter Kaiser, 210 Ten
eyck St.; architect, G. Hillenbrand.

Cincinnati.

KMt.ROADSHRn. The I.C. St. L. it C. Railroad hav
lately contracted with Mr. M. Clements for an add!
iii.ii.il shed for the new depot they are building in
this i-ity, 86' x 30ii'; cost, 20,000, to be built of Iron
and to have Handle's patent skylights.

Bril.DIXIl PKRMITH. C. K. Mai. ley & Co., four-Bt'
l.riek building, Fifth St., betweeu Walnut and V in

St?.; cost, 32,.WO.
Samuel Kuhn, 4 three-st'y brick dwelling houses

Richmond St., between Cutter and Linn Sts.; cost
$211,110 ; Mr. Samuel llanuaford, architect.
Frank Byers, repair store front, NOB. 5, 7, 11 Wes

Fifth St.; cost, 32,500.
C. Bassenhort, three-st'y brick dwell., Spring

(ir.'v.i Ave.. near Liberty St.; cost, J5,'*0.
Lauren. > Heck, three-sfy brick building, Eln

St.. near Green St.; cost, $4,500.
II. Queneel. r,\o-t'y brick dwelling, Marshal

Ave.. near Moulton St.; coal, $2JW0,
Louis siix \ i o.,seven-Bt'y brick warehouse, Viu

St.. between Hacc an.l Kim Sts.; cost, $2i),00fl.

.Mr:*. I.. Kovei', i.-nr-st'y stone froulstore, Kim St
near Fourteenth St.; cos't. *i,0l.ii.

H. Weisgeslier, three-sfy brick building, 91 Yor
St.: cos', *4 .0011.

Teu permits for repairs; cost, $0,050.

Chicago.
PAKTMKM 'll.ii -r. ]ilhro..ke Jt llurnham have

prepared plans for an apartment house. lor K. S.

D '.<> hu built on Warren Ave., opposite Union
Park. It is to be of pressed brick, stone finish, three
stories, and to cost $12,0<m.

) 1:1.1 i.v..s. L. A. Derrick Is to build a three-ut'y
resilience, pressed briek with M..H. iin),-h. 'M' x 7',
Kli/alieihan style, I'rairie Ave.. Ir'.ni

plans by l:,ibrooke It Burnham; to cost $10,000.
The same architects have in band designs for a

li. st v an. I cellar trame residence, 20' x 50', for G.
!'. li"-snian. Hyde Park: to cost $5,000.
A h .i,,se for i 'harles N imnxl if to be built on Bel-

den Ave., by H. I . Marbuck, architect, at a oost
of $7,000.
[OBOI !:. The ComnilSBloners of Healih ami c.f

Public Works are arranging to build a new morgue.
TATiuN-llot;nE8. The lowest bidder for the erec-
tion of three police station-houses Is Geo. C. BoU-
mer, as follows: East Chicago Ave. station, $1,382;

hicago Are. station, $1,260; North Ave. and
Milwaukee Ave. station. $2,493; total, $5,140.

ti iii.ixci PKK.M n H. Chicago North Division Bail-

way ('... three-st'y and basement brick oftice-build-

Ing, 54' x 125', i e cor. Clark and Division Sts.; oost,

$25,000.
W. & K. Batchelder, change factory Into Hats, 25'x

66', 383 East Division St.; cost, 2,iioo.
Chas. Mears, additional story, 50' x 100', 227 and

229 Michigan St.; cost, $2,000.
Schlitz Brewing Co.. two-st'y brick offices and

barn, 40' x %', Ohio and Union Sts.; cost, 9,VW.
J. F. Grob, one st'y brick cottage, 20' x 50', 2C7

Kumsey St.; cost, $1,000.

Mew York.
STORK. The store proposed to be built for Messrs.
Park & Tilford, on Filth Ave., betweeu Fifty-ninth
and Sixtieth Sts., it is now decided will be larger
than at first Intended, and will have a frontage of
50' on Fifty-ninth St.; the frontage on Fifth Ave.
will be the same, and will be Iron on the first st'y,
and above brick, brownstone and terra-cotta. The
building will cover a plot of 11,250', and the designs
are being drawn by .Messrs. D. & J. Jardlne.

ri:Ni:Mi.NT-llnusK8. Seventeen double tenement-
houses, brick and brownstone finish, 25' x GO' each,
on Tenth Ave.. Twentieth, and Twenty-first Sts.;
Mr. Geo. H. Pelham, architect.

FACTORY. A factory and stable are to be built at
No. 262 West Forty-first St., for Mr. P. Maresi.

STAIII.K. A largo stable Is to be built on the s e cor.

of Fifty- first St. ami Broadway, for Mr. Henry Qulg-
ley, from designs of Jlr. Henry J. Dudley.
nuiu'ii. For the Bethany Presbyterian Society a
church of brick, terra-cotta and stone, in the Gothic
style, to cost about $30,000, is to be built at Mott
Haven, from designs of Mr. Jas. L. Farnsworth.

THEATRE. Mr. Harry Miner is to build a new va-

riety Theatre at the cor. of Christopher and Bedford
Sts.

TENNIS-COURTS. At No. 18 East One Hundred and
Thirtieth Sts., for the Mount Morris Apartment
House Association, the building now standing Is to
be altered and additions made, to be utilized for

bowling-alleys and tennis-courts; Mr. Win. B. Tut
hill is the architect.

BfiLinxo PKKMITH. Are. A, s w cor. Ninetieth St.

five-st'y brick school-house, tin roof; cost. $45,000,
owners, Board of Managers of the St. Joseph Orphan
Asylum, Joseph Heluiprecht, President, 173 Kasl
Third St.; architect, A. H. Blankeusteiu; builder
not selected.

'I'ln-nhi-tirst St., s s, 300' w Tenth Ave., 2 four-st'y
brick tenements, tin roofs; cost, each, $12,000; own
er, Clinton Sutphen, 20 Nassau St.; architect, Geo
B. Pelhiim.

Sii-iiutl Ave., n w cor. Seventy-first St., flve-st'y
brick tenement and store, tin roof; cost, $17,000
owner, Mary M. Kircheis, 508 East Eighty-ninth St.

architect, W. Jose.
Second Ave., w s, 26' n Seventy-first St., 3 five-st';

brick tenements and stores, tin roofs; cost, each
$11,000; owner and architect, same as last.

Are. H, A'o. 258, flve-st'y briek tenement an<

stores, tin roof; cost, $14,000; owner, Mrs. Matilde
C. Jantzeu, 301 Sixth St.; architect, John M. Fur
ster.

Seventy-eighth St., n s, fiy w First Ave., 4 four

st'y brick, brownstone front tenements, tin roofs

cost, each, $15,000; owner, Jacob L. Maschke, ID

Division St.,; architect, J. C. Burne.
t'onrtlana Ave., w s, 30' 8 One Hundred and Fifty

second St., three-st'y frame dwell., tin roof; cosl

$2,500; owner, H. A. Sanginettl, 377 North Thin
Ave.; architects, Kerby & Archer.

'

Fifth Ave., A'o. 61, flve-st'y brick tenement
tin roof; cost, $1K,000; owners, K. & A. Thomas
trust*. 3 Mercer St.; builders, Berger St Baylies.
East Sereii/eentk St., A'o. 428, flve-st'y brick tene-

ment, tin roof; cost, $15,000; owner, John Kehoe
522 East Eighteenth St.; architect, F. W. Klemt
builders, S. Niewenhausand Chas. Lehmann.
One Humtred anil Forty-fourth St., n s, 570' e Wl.

lis Ave., two-st'y frame dwell., tin roof; cost, $3,500
owner, Jas. S. Bryant, 715 Kast One Hundred an.

Forty-fourth St.; architect, IF. S. Baker.
Fourth Ace., n e cor. Fifty-eighth St., three-st';

brick stable, gravel roof; cost, $1>>,000; lessee, Jame
A. Flack, 425 Kast Fifty-seventh St.; architect, A. B
Ogden.

ast Forty-fifth St., No. 240, one-Bt'y and base-
ment synagogue, tin roof; cost, $12,000; owners, th
Society Communante, Israelite Francalse, Samue
Ulmar, President, s w cor. Ave. B and Fourth St.

architect, Win. Graul.

Sixtp-Jlnt St., n s, 200' e Tenth Ave., flve-t'
brownstone front flat, tin roof; cost, $24,000; ownei
Miirgaret Corrigau, 84 Tenth Ave.; architect, C. F
EUdder.Jr.

< oiir/liiinl Ave., w s, 22' n One Hundred and Fifty
eighth St., three-st'y frame tenement, tin roof; cos
$4,500; owner, Geo. W. Siemon, 034 Ninth Ave.
architect, C. F. Itidder, Jr.

I'\n-l;i,'i'ililh St.,es, loo' e Tenth Ave., 5 flve-st'

brownstone front tenements, tin roofs; cost, eacl
$13,000: owner, John Livingston, 981 Lexington Are

r.iiihtirth St., s t, 250' w Third Ave., flve-t'
browustoue front Oat, tin roof; cost, $18,500; owner,

August Schwarzler, 401 WeBt Forty-first St.; archi-

tect, John Brandt.

i.inmiMi oiiniN \M i . II:. |.lumbers and archi-

tect- have united to secure proper sani'-ary plnml>-

ing. At the meeting of a special e-miniittee, the

iKineel BUblnilted an ordinance lie- had pre-

pared, which contained a berie.s of rules to a. -cure
'

material ami workmanship, and other impor-
nt matter relating to how the purpose desired
>uld be accomplished,

ii n i. INC. I'KKMITS. .llil: r St., of Girard Ave.,
three-st'y dwell., ID' x SO'; X. S. Brown, owner.

St., .V . ir.35, front alterations and two-

st'y building, 12' x 30'; L. J. Lynch, owner.
tc-j, from and Interior

alterations; J. H. Errlckson, contractor.
Si., ffo. 206, three-st'y dwell., 10' x 23>j

Mrs. J. Me.Mullen, owner.
M., cor. V'enango St., two-st'y dwell., 16'

x 18'; Taylor Brown, owner.
tterln St., s w cor. Twenty-third St., church-build-

ing, MI x 17G'; cost, about $40,000; . F. Durang,
architect.

nt St., Xoii. 1307 and 1309, two Interior alter-

ations; Jno. \Vanamaker. owner.
MiiniiyiiHk Ac,:, s s. e of Cedar St., throe-st'y

dwelU 16' x 47'; Jas. H. Boone, owner.
II n. il st.,eti, f of Whartou St., two-st'y dwell.,W

x 38'; M. Kennedy.
r St., n w cor. Ezeklel St., two-st'y TMlrlt,

25' x 25'; M. L. Shur, owner.
Si.rlh St., e s, and n of Indiana Ave., 6 twc-at'y

dwells.. 14' x 43'; J. S. Kelly, owner.
Korlh Fifth St., No. 1823, two^t'r shop, 2V x W;

11. .M. Martin, contractor.
A ,i. I,, nth St., e s, B of Whartou St , 2 dwell!., 17'

x 65'; Thos. Marshall.
II .</-./ St., e B, 8 of Whartou St., dwell., 16' x 28';

L. P. Simpson.
Moore St., 8 s, between Fourth and Fifth SU.,

8 three-st'y dwells., 16' x 45'; A. M. Green, owner.
Knsti* St., n B. between Fourth and Fifth Ms.,

2 two-st'y dwells., 15' x 30'; A. M. Green, owner.
Ilttd St.. s s, n s cor. Garrett St., between Eigh-

teenth and Nineteenth Sts., 4 two-et'y dwells., 16' x
12': W m. Stuckey, contractor.
Third St., e s, B of Buttonwood St., two-st'y brew-

ery, Its' x 20'; Chas. Beitenmiller, contractor.

St. Louis.
BUILDING PERMITS. Thirty-seven permit* have
been issued since our last report, of which sixteen
are for unimportant frame houses. Of the rest,
those worth $2,500 and over are as follows:

Henry Gauss & Son, addition to four-st'y planing-
mill; cost, $4,500; contract sub-let.
Lo. Moser, four-st'y hotel; cost, $50.000; McElpat-

rick & Son. architects; contract sub-let.
Duccan Parker Hardware Co., two st'y Iron-clad;

cost, $8,000; contract sub-let.
Jacob Mertz, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $3,200;

Wm. Gahl, contractor.
Thos. Flannery, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $4,500;

Jos. Flanuery, contractor.

Fehlig Bros., two-st'y brick box factory; cost,

$3,000; Babor & Co., contractors.

Henry Stussel, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, H)Mit
Louis Yaeger, contractor.
W. Patterson, 2 two-st'y brick dwells.; colt,

$10,000; Thos. Gugerty, contractor.

PROPOSALS.

STKAM
PKOPKf.LKK FOR TIIK <>l \l:-

TEKMASTKll'S DEPARTMENT.
[At New York, N. Y.]

DEPOT QtJAUTKKM ASTKK'h OKflCE, >

COBNEK HOUSTON AND GKKENE STS.,
NKW YORK CITY, February 5, 1883. )

Sealed proposals, in triplicate, with a copy of this
advertisement attached to each, are invited, and will
be received at this office until 1 : M., March 7, 1883,
at which time they will be opened in the presence of

bidders, for the construction of a steam propeller for
the United States Quartermaster's Department, for
service at Fort Monroe, Virginia. Bids are invited to
be made for the vessel complete; also for that portion
embraced hi specifications No. 1, or that in No. 2, or
that in No. 3, only, or those portions in any two of
them. Plans and specifications of the same, together
with all other necessary information, will be furnished
to bidders, on application to the Chief Quartermaster
on Governor's Island. New York Harbor, the Depot
Quartermasters at Washington, Baltimore, Philadel-

phia, and Boston, the Post Quartermaster at Fort
Monroe, Virginia, and at this office. Bids are also In-

vited for the work on the basis of supplying out-board
condenser, 6-inch, No. 8 copper, or J brass. Also on
the basis of the Government supplying the circulating
and air pump, and a condenser of one-half the re-

quired capacity, the contractor furnishing the other
half and making all connections. In either case, if

award is made thereon, the specifications will be
changed accordingly. The right is reserved, on the

{.art

of the United States, to reject any or all bids,

'roposals should be indorsed "Proposals for Con-
struction of Steam Propeller," and addressed to the
undersigned. HENKY C. HODGES,
Deputy Quartermaster-General, United States Army.
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COURT-HOUSE. [At Caledonia, Minn.
Sealed proposals will be received by the building

committee of the County Commissioners of Houston
County Minnesota, until March 21, 1883, at the
office of the Auditor, in Caledonia, for the construc-
tion of a stone court-house for said county, according
to plans and specifications of same now on file at the
Auditor's office, and at the office of the architect*,
C. G. Maybury & Son, Winona, Minn., who will give
any further information desired.
No bids will be received except for the whole build-

ing complete as specified.
The successful bidder will be required to give bonds

In the sum of $5,ooo.
The right to reject any and all bids is reserved.

By order of Building Committee.
|

372 E. K. BOVEltUD, County Auditor.
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PROPOSALS. PROPOSALS. PROPOSALS.

SCHOOL-HOUSE. [At Brattleboro, Vt.]
BRATTLEBOKO, Vt., January 19, 1883.

The plans and specifications of a two-st'y brick

school-house, 96' x 124', will be open for inspection after

January 30, at the office of Ilaskina & Stoddard, Brafr-

tleboro, Vt. Bids for constructing the same in a thor-

ough and substantial manner will be received by the

Undersigned up to 12 M., February 2O, 1883. Bids

may be made for building the house as a whole, or in

parts, to wit : For the basement or foundation story,
with necessary excavations; for the mason-work, for

carpenter-work and painting; for heating and plumb-
ing. The successful contractor will be required to give
Butiicient bonds to insure a faithful compliance with
their contract. The committee reserve the right to

reject any or all bids as they may deem best for the
interest of the district.

H. D. HOLTON. >

WM. H. COLLINS,
E. W. STOJXDAKU,
JACOB ESTEY,
GEO. A. HIKES.

COUNTY
COUKT-HOUSE.

[At Mount Ayr, Io.]
I )rawings can be seen after February Kith at the office

of the County Auditor, at Mt. Ayr, Kinggold Co., Iowa,
or at the office of Eckel & Mann, architects, St.

Joseph, Mo.
Sealed bids must be in by March 1, 1883.
The Supervisors reserve the right to reject any or

all bids.

By order of the Board.
T. A. STEVENSON, Chairman.

J. E. DOZE, County Auditor. 373

Building
Committee.

373

TBON FURRING AND LATHING, ALSO
L FIRE-PROOF COVERING FOR IRON
COLUMNS. [At Topeka, Kans.]

OFFICE OF SUPERVISING ARCHITECT, i

TKEASUBY DEPARTMENT,
WASHINGTON, D. C., February 1, 1883. )

Sealed proposals will be received at this office until
18 M., on the 24th day of February, 1883, for fur-

nishing and fixing in place, complete, all the iron

furring and lathing, also the flre-proof covering for

the iron columns, required for the Court-House and
Post-Office at Topeka, Kansas, in accordance with

drawings and specifications, copies of which and any
additional information may be had on application at

this office or the office of the Superintendent.

T\TASONRY AND GRADING.
jyj. [Near lilackstone, Mass.]

NEW YOKK & NEW ENGLAND UAILUOAD Co.
)

ENGINEER'S OFFICE,
224 FEIIERAL ST., Boston, February 3, 1883. )

Sealed proposals will be received at this office until

Thursday, February 15, for doing the grading and
building the masonry necessary for a second track
between Blackstone, Mass., and the east switch at

Andover, Ct., 5M 3-10 miles; for further information

appl y at this office. L. B. B IDWELL,
372 Chief Engineer.

AM. [At Louisville, Ky.]

372
JAS. G. HILL,

Supervising Architect.

D
U. S. ENGINEER OFFICE, 82 WEST THIRD ST., )

CINCINNATI, O., January 12, 1883. J

Sealed proposals, in duplicate, will be received at
this office until 12 o'clock, noon, on Thursday,
the 1st day of March, 1883, for the construction
of the parts necessary for 200 ft. of movable dam, and
the delivery of the same at Louisville, Ky.
Approximate quantities: wrought-iron. 28,000 Ibs.;

cast-iron, 2,500 Ibs.; malleable iron, 850 Ibs.; dressed

white-pine, 1,260 feet Ii. M.; dressed white-oak, 400

feet, B. M.
Specifications and all necessary information can be

obtained by application to the undersigned.
374 WM. E. MEKKILL, Maj. of Engineers.

Tl/TOVABLE DAM.
J>J_ [At Louisville, Ky.]

U. S. ENGINEER OFFICE, 82 WEST THIRD ST., )

CINCINNATI, O., January i;;, 1383. J

Sealed proposals in duplicate will be received at this

office, until 12 o'clock, noon, on Thursday, the
1st day of March, 1883, for the construction of the

parts necessary for 200 feet of movable dam, and the

delivery of the same at Louisville, Ky.
Approximate quantities: Wrought-iron. 28,000

pounds; cast-iron, 2,500 pounds; malleable-iron, 850

pounds; dressed white-pine, 1,200 feet, B. M.; dressed

white-oak, 400 feet, B. M.
Specifications and all necessary information can be

obtained by application to the undersigned.
WM. E. MERRILL,

374 Major of Engineers.

COURT-HOUSE. [At Caledonia, Minn.]
Sealed proposals will be received by the Building

Committee of the County Commissioners of Houston
County, Minnesota, until March 21, 1883, at the
office of the Auditor in Caledonia, for the construc-
tion of a stone Court-House for said County, according
to plans and specifications of same now on file at the
Auditor's Office, and at the office of the architecte,
C. G. Maybury & Son, Winona, Minn., who will give
any further information desired. No bids will be
received except for the whole building complete as

specified. The successful bidder will be required to

give bonds in the sum of $5.000. The right to reject
any and all bids is reserved. By order of Building
Committee.

376 E. K. BOVERUD, County Auditor.

WATEK-
WORKS.

[At Gloucester, N. J.]
GLOUCESTER CITY, January 27, 1883.

Sealed proposals in writing will be received oy "The
Mayor and Common Council of Gloucester City, New
Jersey," at their usual place of meeting at the City
Hall in said City, up to 8 o'clock of the evening:
of February 13, 1883, for furnishing material and
labor for constructing a water-works for said city
under and by virtue of an act entitled "An act to
enable cities to supply the inhabitants thereof with

pure and wholesome water," approved April Ulst, ln7G,
and the supplement thereto approved March !)th, 1K77,
and also under and by virtue of an ordinance entitled
"An ordinance for the construction of Water-Works
for Gloucester City, for the appointment of a civil

engineer to superintend the construction thereof, and
for the issuing of bonds for the payment of the same."
Passed by Common Council of Gloucester City, August
3, 1882.
Bids for the pipe system complete to state the price

per loot for furnishing all material, pipes, hydrants,
stops, etc., and laying same. Each bidder must accom-
pany his bid with a certificate that he has deposited
three hundred ($300) dollars with the City Treasurer.
The sum thus deposited to be forfeited to the city
should the successful bidder refuse or neglect to enter
into contract within ten (10) days from the time of
such contract being awarded to him. The money to
be returned to the unsuccessful bidder as soon as the
contract is awarded. The successful bidder will be

required to give satisfactory security for the faithful

performance of his contract in the sum of fifty (50)

per cent of the value of his contract, with at least
two sureties to be approved by the Mayor and Common
Council of Gloucester City, New Jersey.
Plans and specifications may be seen at the Mayor's

office in Gloucester City, or at the office of the engi-
neer, 144 South Fourth St., Philadelphia, Pa. The
Mayor and Common Council of Gloucester City, New
Jersey, reserve the right of rejecting any and all bids.

WILLIAM R. TAVLOK, Recorder,
ROBERT CONWAY. Pres. of Common Council.
372

HARDWARE. [At Philadelphia, Pa.]
OFFICE OF SUPERVISING ARCHITECT, i

TREASURY DEPARTMENT,
WASHINGTON, D. C., February 5, 18R3. )

Sealed proposals will be received at this office until
12 M., on the 26th day of February, 1883, for fur-

nishing and delivering at the Treasury JSailding,

Washington, D. C., all the hardware required for the
Court-House and Post-Office at Philadelphia, Pa., in
accordance with specification and schedule, copies of
which and any additional information may be had on

application at this office or the office of the Super-
intendent. JAS. G. HILL,
373 Supervising Architect.
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1IT1IE report of the New York Inspector of Buildings for

A 1882 gives ample evidence of the perseverance and energy
with which that officer has carried out his difficult duty

during the* past twelve months. Notwithstanding the small
number of inspectors attached to the Bureau, Mr. Esterbrook
has been able, besides keeping a strict and reasonably thorough
watch over new structures, to investigate the condition of a

great number of old buildings, and compel their owners to im-

prove such as were found unsafe. The burning of the Potter

Building and the Park Theatre, instead of suggesting to the

Inspector, as some of the New York papers thought, the pro-
priety of turning his attention to other buildings of the same
kind, should rather be said to have, by their effect upon'public
opinion, strengthened his hands to carry out those reforms
which he has always had in mind, but which even his determi-
nation was powerless to effect without such support, and during
the year no less than thirteen hundred and seventy-three build-

ings were in one way or another made safe, by peremptory
orders from the department, and two hundred and five were
taken down altogether. This is a far greater number than
ever before, and we venture to say that however strict the in-

spection of new buildings in other cities may be, there is no

place of the same population as New York where four buildings
a day are entered by the officials of the city, and the owners
compelled, without appeal, or even delay, to pull down parti-
tions, build .balconies, cut out floors, and construct stairs and
fire-escapes, to the satisfaction of a man who regards it as his

duty to care for the safety of innocent persons at any cost to
those to whom that safety is committed ; nor are there many
towns where four buildings a week are torn down altogether to

satisfy the same watchful care. It is needless to say that such

proceedings as these rouse the indignation of the persons af-

fected far more than any restrictions upon the construction of
new buildings, and the struggle against the remonstrances, to

say nothing of the appeals for consideration, of two or three
thousand property-owners and tenants in a single year, may
well tax the firmness of the Inspector to the utmost. There
are few officers who would have the strength of mind to sus-
tain such a trial long, and the people of New York who are
not interested in tumble-down tenements would do well, if

they desire to retain the services of one of such exceptional
character, to sustain him by all the moral support and sympa-
thy that they can give him.

'7T RATHER important case has been decided in Chicago,
rj_ which concerns architects and builders perhaps as much as

the parties directly involved. It seems that some years
ago a house stood on a certain lot in that city, supplied with
gas from a service-pipe from the main iu the street. The house
was pulled down, to make room for the erection- of another on
the same site, and the old service-pipe was capped, and left

projecting slightly through the wall, another service-pipe beino-

put in to supply the new house. By the arrangement (if tin;

new house a coal-bin \v;i-. planm -d at the point wln-rc tin- old

service-pipe came through the wall, and while the bin was bring

filled, not long ago, a lump of coal struck the stump of the

pipe and broke it off, allowing a great quantity of gas to escape
into the cellar, where it exploded, severely injuring tin- mis-

tress of the house, who brought an action for damages against
the gas-company. The company defended itself on the ground
that all service-pipes belonged to its customers, instead of it-

self, and that its customers were alone accountable for injury to

their property. This was the real point of the trial, the ques-
tion as to the actual author of the injury not being called up
at all. The suit was brought for fifty thousand dollars, as

damages, and the jury awarded nine thousand, being apparently
satisfied that the responsibility for the service-pipes lay iu the

company. It is so common to see, particularly in city build-

ings, the ends of abandoned gas and water pipes projecting

through the cellar-walls, where they are liable to be broken at

any time by settlements or accident, that the question of re-

sponsibility for their care, and for damage which may result

from any injury to them, is a matter of considerable importance.

llfllE Broadway underground railroad scheme, after remain

A ing quiescent for a long time, has apparently been revived,
and a renewed discussion is going on as to the probability

of its construction being injurious to the buildings along the

line of its route. As at present contemplated the excavation
for the tunnel will be fifteen feet deep, and twenty-one feet

wide, and the owners of buildings on the lower part of Broad-

way, where the ground is soft and sandy, claim that there would
be great danger that the soil beneath their buildings might es-

cape into the tunnel excavation, allowing the foundations to

sink. There is certainly great reason for these fears, and al-

though the danger may be averted by care, and the use of pre-
cautions well known to engineers, ample assurance ought to be

given that these will be employed. According to the testimony
of one witness before the Commission which is inquiring into

the matter, no surveys have been made, and no steps taken
toward inquiring into the possibility of constructing such a road.
If this is so, it would look as if the purpose of forming the com-

pany were more to sell bonds and stock than to build the tunnel,
and the public would do well to inquire, if such securities should
be put upon the market, whether they represented a carefully
planned and practicable enterprise, or a mere broker's plot for

extracting money from the pockets of the unwary, under cover
of plausible representations, to enrich those who would take

good care to shift their responsibility upon other shoulders be-

fore the time came to carry the scheme through to actual sue
cess.

TTTIIE steam-pipes in the streets of New York continue to give
"X* trouble in various ways. A week or two ago, by some

operations of the workmen, a gas-pipe was broken, and the

gas allowed to escape into the trenches, where it accumulated
until an inspector, entering a man-hole with a lantern, ignited it,

when the whole exploded with great violence, scattering earth
and paving-stones in all directions. The American Heat and
Power Company seems to be the object of more animadversion
than its rival, and the packing around its pipes is said to give
out unpleasant odors, which penetrate into the neighboring cel-

lars, and even cause annoyance in the streets. A workman em-

ployed by the company is said to have been overcome by the
stench in one of the man-holes, so that he wasdrawn out insensi-
ble by persons who happened to be passing, and several mer-
chants have complained that their clerks and their customers
were made ill by the effluvium. In consequence of the contin-
ued difficulties with which the enterprise seems to be beset, Mr.
Buel, the engineer to the American Company, has resigned his

position, and Mr. Frederic Tudor, a well-known and very
highly-trained expert, has been appointed in his stead. Under
Mr. Tudor's administration the pipes are to be again inspected,
and modifications made in the grading, as well, perhaps, as in

other details of the work.

TT QUESTION is asked in La Semaine des Cunslructevrs

/J. which is not unfrequently heard in this country, and the
French opinion on the subject is of interest to all archi-

tects. It seems that a proprietor invited estimates from a num
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lier of contractors for the execution of a monument, after plansand specifications prepared by his architect. The work was
not carried out

; and one of the contractors sent to the proprie-tor a demand for payment for his trouble in making the estimate
Hie correspondent inquires whether he is entitled to receive such
payment To this the editor of La Semaine replies, that the
fact of the submission of plans by a proprietor to a contractor,and an inquiry as to the sum for which lie will carry them into

MOfaon, does not legally imply any engagement of that pro-
prietor with the contractor. The process is simply an ordiirirv
consequence of the custom of competitive bidding The con
tractor knows the risk, as well as the advantage, of respondingto the invitation to submit an estimate, and he is free to do so or
not as he chooses. If he chooses to make a tender, he can
only do so intelligently by studying the plans, and this he does

rietor
g ^ Md D f * faVOT t0 the Pro'

NOTHEE question of some importance is also answered inLa Smmne des Constructeurs. It appears that a certain
Huron was in process of construction or repair, under the

lircction of an architect, who had made proper calculations,and had taken the necessary means, for
insuring the stability ofthe edifice after its completion. During the progress of thework certan, centres placed to support the arches

temporarily!failed and the building was injured. The point to be deter-m.ned is whether the architect or the builder should be held
responsible for the accident. The reply to this is, that as a
general principle the contractor is alone responsible for defectsm execution, and the architect for vices in the design The
contractor is supposed to know, better than the architect, the

carded out h
* Sever

f

al Portions f construction should becai ned out ; he is expected to understand the modes of prevent-
ing injury or failure in unfinished work; he is constan v
present, m person or by deputy, to direct the operations n
progress, and is relied upon to wa tch effects and supply reme-des. I he architect, on the contrary, so far as re^ardsTs
plans, is concerned only with the finished work, andTSatU
designed m accordance with the laws of stable equilibrium h
duty m relation to the plans is fulfilled. If, being preset athe work, he should give wrong directions, he wo?Id have aeast a share of the

responsibility to bear, but in his absencethe contractor is
certainly bound to pursue his operation Saccordance with the rules of his own art. For thlse reasonsLa Semaine dec.des that the contractor alone should beS

responsible for the damage caused by the insufficient centeringor other temporary support which caused the fall of the arch

quet seats, with a circle of private boxes at the back, and two
proscenium boxes on each side. Above this is a balcony withhve rows of seats, which is approached, not from an enclosed
passage, as usual, but from a wide corridor, separated on one
side by ah open arcade from the auditorium, and on the otherfrom a great conservatory, or winter garden. By this disposi-tion, the patrons of the house are enabled at pleasure to leaV
their seats and promenade around the corridor, enjoy in, , a fullview of the performance in progress on the stage while inhal-
ing the fresh fragrance of the flowers in the conservatoryIhis latter apartment is directly accessible only from one endthe corridor, and serves, in connection with a gaily decorated
apartment open.ng from the other end of the^ corridor, as a
refreshment-room. The whole interior is designed in what is
supposed to be the Indian style, the form of the"columns which

SK PI
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"!! >

bel
"f.,

8Ugge8
,

tive f th se in the rock-c t tem-
ples of Elephanta, while arches of many cusps and reversedcurves suffice to heighten an impression of which tit pagoda-like towers of the entrance front give the key-note. The
struction is mainly of iron and brick* with decorations in stamped

The rf P f
ten

A" the StairCaS S are of iron r H!e winter-garden and the restaurant are lighted with electric
lamps and the theatre proper with gas.

and ingenious indicator, for showing at any distance

the heih o ff,
- u

r' w c wl depend uponthe height of the liquid above the body of air The suhmprL
portion of the indicator consists of a small ^st-iron bdl fheinterior of which communicates with a tube wWch can

short-circuiting of
electric-light wires are

reported, each of which contains a warning which it may bewell to remember. A few weeks ago a wire of the Baxter

:

ectric-Light Company in Jersey City came in contact with a
telephone w,re

extinguishing the lights supplied through the
larger wire, and

destroying two telephone instruments, besides
nijunng the switch-boards in the Telephone Exchange room.On examinat.ou the two wires were found to have been tied
together with an old woollen scarf, and

following this Indica-
tion a man was arrested the next day for a malicious attemptto do injury by bringing them purposely into contact. In thesecond case the

arc-lights used for
illuminating a large store

suddenly failed without any apparent cause, audit was not un-
1 after a search that a rat was found, standing on one ofthe conductors, and with a paw outstretched toward the other,lie animal must have jumped first upon the lower conductor,and in

attempting to climb to the upper one received thewhole current of the dynamo-machine, supplying for IL
which not only instantly killed him, but stiffened Mm ifthe"attitude in which he received the fatal shock, so that his bodycontinued to act as a conductor until it was found and removed

important statement is quoted by Le Genie Civil from a

oTT','
m '

-

e S<
?

C^ de
-

S InS^ ie " Civils ^ relation
the International Exposition which is to take place this

year at Amsterdam. According to the speaker who 'called at-tention to the question, there is no patent law in Holland, thatWhich once existed having been abrogated twelve or thirteen
years ago; and, what is still more serious, there is no treatylaw or other regulation by which the rights of foreign inventors'

n,l ,'7f
man"faCtUreS at exhibitions in thecontry are

In vt fT e
- aUemptS f those who care to ^ade them?In view of these circumstances, the speaker sought the opinionof the society upon the question whether it was advisabwarn all French manufacturers and inventors agains^e-din"their

_

works, or the products of their
industry, to Amste damor whether an attempt should not first be made to secure fromthe Dutch Government such a recognition of the rSS

e profitable for them to exhibit their goods in their own

complete novelties, like the one or

Ameri
tO take e*tra ^ary pains
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WATER-CLOSETS. IV.

HE subject of water-closets that

were in use before the year 1800
was reviewed by the author in a

paper read before the Sixteenth An-
nual Convention of the American In-

stitute of Architects. In the following
articles I will treat of the forms or

patterns that have been used between
1800 and the present time, covering a

period which has been remarkably
prolific in mechanical inventions and
contrivances.

It would be neither useful nor prof-
itable to describe all the invention!) for

which patents have been issued on
this device; but those will receive due

attention that have either merit in themselves, or have merits or de-
merits that in the opinion of the author bear upon the many pat-
terns of closets now in use.

Classification. Water-closets may be divided into the classes in

whicli they naturally fall. This mode of classification was first used

by Mr. T. M. Clark, in his articles on " Modern Plumbing," pub-
lished several years ago. The " valve-closets

"
include all that have

a valve whose points of contact with the bowl or additions thereto
form a water-tight joint. The valve keeps a certain quantity of

water in the bowl.
" Pan-closets

"
include all that have a dish-shaped basin or pan at

the bottom of the bowl. The pan forms a water-seal with the bowl
or a projection therefrom.

"Plunger-closets" include all that have a plug or plunger fitting
over or into the entrance of the trap or soil-pipe; by this means any
required amount of water is kept in the bowl.

Among "hopper-closets" I include all that have a simple bowl and
no mechanical contrivances other than a water-seal to keep the
sewer-air of the soil, drain or sewer pipes from entering the house.
Under the head of " latrines

"
are classed all rows of closet-bowls

which are in reality one receptacle, having one outlet or junction
with the soil-pipe, and a trap, plunger or valve common to them all.

There are a small number of water-closets that will deserve no-

tice, which cannot be properly placed under either of the above
classes.

Among the early inventions, by far the greater number were for

valve-closets. It is probable that hopper and pan closets were in

use before the invention of valve-closets, while there is positive evi-

dence of the plunger-closet being in existence and use before the in-

vention of either the Cummings or Bramah closets.

Valve-Closets. Valve-closets may be treated of under the head
of sliding and hinged valves, the latter being by far the most useful

and numerous type of this class.

It is sometimes difficult to decide, when the pan is intended to fit

tightly against the receiver, whether a closet belongs properly to the
valve or the pan class

;
so under this head I describe only those that

have valves properly so-called. The object of this valve is to inter-

cept any sewer-air or organic germs that may come from the traps,
soil, drain or sewer pipes, and at the same time to keep the bowl
filled with a certain amount of water, about half-filled in most cases.
The large volume of water deodorizes the faecal matter discharged
into it, and at the same time it prevents the bowl from becoming
soiled.

In connection with these closets we always find a compart-
ment between the bowl and soil-pipe, in which the valve either
slides or works on its hinge or spindle. This closet must of neces-

sity have an overflow.

In early times these closets were supplied from a special cistern

placed over and above the closet; now they are supplied either
from the main supply or from special cisterns. The water-supply is

generally turned on into the bowl, and at the same time the valve of

the closet is opened by one and the same lever. The largest num-
ber of patents are issued for novelty in the manner of combining
these cranks, wires and levers with the hand-pull; in some cases the
inventions are only remarkable for the complication of their mechan-
ism, the inventors forgetting that the foundation of their usefulness
is simplicity.

Sliding-Valees. The sliding-valve closets have the first closet

patented in Great Britain in their class. (See American Architect.
December 23, 1882.)
Lucknow's Closet. The only patent issued for a valve similar to

the Cummings valve was issued to John Lucknow in the year 1854
by Great Britain. This
closet has a sliding-valve,
with a circular hole of the
same diameter as the soil-

pipe in one end. When
the valve has been drawn

Flg.33.-Valv.ndR.civ.rofLucknow'iClo,.t. back as far as possible, the

"i uverflLw'
*' h 'e ln TOlTe- r - Reoei Ter - two holes coincide, and the

/Pu?i
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rod'coimectlwithhan 1l-p

1

uu!
ll"l'ip*' waste matter in the bowl is

precipitated into the soil-

pipe. The sliding bar which operates the valve is connected with
the hand-pull.

Viney'i Cloiet. In the year 1821 there was a valve-closet in-

vented in England by James Viney, that was the first of another

type belonging to this class. The valve in this closet might be

called a sliding gate, that slides up and down in a vertical position.
The valve has grooves or guides

a, Bowl, b Supply. , Outlet to oil-

in which it works. The bowl in

kept partially full of water

when the valve is closed. The

compartment in which the valve

works is ventilated, and the

branch from the water-closet has

a flap-valve where it enters the

soil-pipe. The vent and over-

flow pipes run directly through
the wall and have their ends

open on the outside of the build-

ing. This closet has a minimum
of space devoted to the valve-

pipe. </,Vcnt to valve-compartment, compartment, having a large
e. Overflow. /, Valve, a. Hop* or chain, bo,].. o ( water to fl llsl, the drains

n..Soll-pip. i, r lllMnng-rlin. / . .

and no water-seal trap under it,

so it would be an excellent closet according to Mr. Norman Shaw's
ideas. A valve of this kind and apparent weight would be liable to

fail from waste matter catching in the grooves, and in this manner
preventing the gate taking a proper
seat. In this closet I note, also, the

earliest flushing-rim that extends
around the bowl in an annular ring,
and has an outlet so arranged as to

flush and scour all parts of the bowl.
Hansom'i Closet. A patent was

issued by the United States in 1882,
to E. Hansom, for a sliding valve
that is intended to slide across the
outlet of the closet, retaining its

vertical position, similar to the valve
on the closet of S. N. Grubb, but Fig. 35. Tyitr'i ciont.

sliding up and down vertically, in- Top view with bowl and part of

stead of horizontally, as in the case valve-chamber removed.

,-J- of the latter. (See
Fig. 39.)

Tyler's Closet. In

1829, Hayward Ty-
ler, a Quaker, and a
brass-founder of
London, invented a
closet with a hori-

zontal sliding-valve
that rotates on a

pivot. The valve
consisted of a circu-

lar disc with a hole
in one side of it,

which had the same
diameter as the soil-

pipe.
When the disc

is turned so that the
bole in it coincides

Fig. 36.-Tyl.r',cioi.t.-Sion.
with the opening in

the soil-pipe o r

trap, the contents of the bowl are emptied
directly into the soil-pipe. Motion is im-

parted to this valve by a hand-lever con-
nected to a vertical toothed quadrant, that
has its axis at right angles to, and its teeth

geared with, a horizontal quadrant. The
axis of the hori-

zontal quadrant is

also the pivot on
which the valve

turns, so that any
movement of the
hand-lever will
cause the valve to

rotate on its cen-
tre. In this closet

the valve-compart-
ment is small and
it does not act as

a receiver for filth,

the waste matter

passing directly
into the

soil-pipe
or trap; but the

machinery is very
complicated, and
for this reason

Fig. 37.-Ty i.,'. cio,.t.-P.r,ptiv.,

0? o^der Ind to
rt

'?
owl - *- Overflow, r. Supply, rf, Valve-compartment.OI order ami to

fj Entrance to toll-pipe or trap. /, Geared quadrant*,
require intelligent g. Lever,

supervision, which is rarely expected from the householder, and
never from the servants. I note three water-closets invented in the
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United States, with pivoted horizontal sliding-valves: S. N. Grubb,
1879; F. Watson, 1880; J. Robertson, 1881.1

SEPARATE SYSTEMS OF SEWERAGE.

I,

have had the satisfaction of seeing
the sewerage works of Lenox, Mass.,

''Cumberland Mills, Me., and Mem-
phis, Tenn., in which I secured the ex-

clusion of all or nearly all of the rain-

fall (in Memphis complete exclusion),
followed by a considerable extension of

the principle of separation in American

work, and, to a much greater extent, in

recommendations which are not yet ex-

ecuted. Some of the plans recently
made have followed, without change,
the separate system of England, which

originated more than thirty years ago,
and which, in spite of certain grave de-

fects, defects more important here
than there because of our longer

droughts and heavier storms found
much favor as an improvement on the

> combined or storm-water system. In
the American recommendations, the

separate system is generally, however,
blended with a storm-water system in

such a way that, while some of the

T j _ sewers receive only roof-water, they
/ ZVv^ to/~/HJ. general]y deliver into or in connection

with others to which street-wash is admitted. Such a blending is some-

times advisable; but, except in cases of necessity, it should, in my
judgment, be avoided. What I desire here especially to emphasize
is the radical difference between the strictly separate system as car-

ried out at Memphis and the partially separate system of England.
This latter was introduced by Pilbrow at Tottenham about 1851, and
has had some adherents ever since. For a long time it had very
few among the better sewerage engineers. It is not a strictly separate

system ;
that is, while it excludes street-wash, it admits roof-water

and generally water from back-yards. This for two reasons : First,
to provide for the flushing of the sewers by storm-water, which, in

that country of frequent rains is, for a good part of the year, tol-

erably effective ; and partly and this is important because
under the English law a householder cannot be required to make two
drains from his premises, nor can he be prevented from admitting
roof and yard water to the drain that he does make. Neither is there

any absolute restriction as to the provision he must adopt to secure

the exclusion of rubbish from his yard-drain.
Therefore the "

Separate System
"

of England is a restricted rather

than a separate system. In order to provide, so far as practicable,
for the removal of materials admitted to drains from yards, it begins

usually with a diameter of nine inches, and it increases very rapidly
in size up to twelve or fifteen inches of pipe and larger sizes of brick

sewers.

Latterly, the system has had considerable extension in the case of

towns which have been required by legal process to refrain from de-

livering their sewage into water-courses until purified by irrigation
or other process. Compliance with the requirement is made cheaper
by the restricted system than by a full storm-water system, because
the amount of water to be handled in wet weather is much less than
if the street-wash were added.

While in London last autumn I had conversation with several

engineers who have recently constructed works of this kind. Their
tone was universally to the effect that it was a system which would
do, and would generally do very well under circumstances where it

was necessary. The number of those practising it who gave me the
idea that they would practise it in the absence of the legal require-
ments above referred to was small.

The objections to the system, which have much greater force here
than thej' have there because of the much longer periods during
which with us there is no rain, and because of our heavier rains, are
as follows :

1. Owing to the great size necessary to give to the pipes, the flush-

ing effect of the daily maximum flow is enormously reduced, so that,
even with the short intervals of drought in England, deposits in the
sewers are very common, and the rain-flow is frequently only suf-

ficient to wash together these deposits and the rubbish admitted from
the court-yards, so forming actual stoppages. The need for constant

watching and frequent removal of obstructions is very great, and has
been cited in engineering discussions as a serious objection to the

system.
2. Of course this deposition of materials between storms, if it lasts

more than a day or so, becomes a source of great foulness, and the

atmosphere of these sewers is worse than that of ordinary storm-

i ERRATA: Page 287, Vol. XII. Note 5: For " lliem cle {'Academy des Sci-
enceif etc., read: '* Mem. de 1'Acadtimie," etc.

Page 300, Vol. XII, end of last paragraph but two: The date of publication for
the "Compendious view of all the trades practised in London and Westminster"
should be 1747.

Page 30, Vol. XIII, Note 2: For '

Major's Pompela
" read " Mazois's Pampeia."

water sewers. One engineer, who has always been a champion of

the separate system, showed me the drainage of a large private house

and grounds in London, executed under his direction and regarded by
him as a model of excellence. It depended for its Hushing on roof

and yard-water. It had rained within a week, yet on opening some
of the well-ventilated man-holes to examine the sewers, the air was
found to be as foul as that of an ordinary house-drain or cesspool.

3. The system is very costly. If rain-water is to be admitted even

from the smallest surface that will give a flushing quantity during
moderate rains, it is necessary to give the sewers a sufficient capacity
to remove all the water that can fall on this surface during a sudden,

heavy shower, when from one to two inches in depth over the whole
surface must sometimes find its way to the sewers within an hour

occasionally within much less time. If the sewers are not of ample
size, sewage sets back into house-drains during such storms. It is

this requirement for large diameters which makes the sewers so foul,

as indicated above, and which makes them, in my judgment, quite
inadmissible here, where there are often very long intervals between
storms.

To give an idea of the cost of such work, I have had prepared an
estimate of the sizes that would be needed for a sewer beginning
twenty-five feet west of Third Avenue in New York City and dis-

charging into a sewer in Sixth Avenue, a distance of 2985 feet,

supposing it to have a fall of 1 to 200, draining every house on the

way the area being fully occupied and peopled and receiving
the rain-fall from roofs and the paved portions of yards equal to a
width of fifty feet on each side of the street. The calculation

assumes a rain-fall of one inch per hour, reaching the sewers at the

time when they are carrying the maximum flow of house-sewage. I

give an estimate of the cost of the pipes required and the cost of lay-

ing the same, not including trenching and back-Jilting, and not consid-

ering the extra cost of the wider trenches for the larger pipes, but

including the cost of man-holes made necessary by the liability of such
sewers to become obstructed, and offsetting these with the cost of a
flush-tank at the head of a single line of six-inch sewers.

Beginning with eight-inch pipes, we should require the following
lengths of different sizes:

8-inch 393 feet, cost, including laying, 30J cents per foot 8119.87
10 " 320 " " " " 46 " 147.20
12 " B30 "

63J
" 282.22

15 " 1742 " 82 " 1428.44

Man-holes, 9 at $40 360.00

$2,337.73

If all the rain-fall were excluded and the sewer had to carry only
the house-drainage, but a liberal allowance of this, the whole line

might be made with six-inch pipes. Hand-holes and short lamp-
holes could be substituted for man-holes, and a flush-tank at the upper
end of the line would clean the whole length at least once a day.
Such a sewer, with its flush-tank and all appurtenances, would not
cost more than $900, excluding trenching and back-filling, as in the
other case, but including royalty.

It is proper to say that wherever the English separate system is

carried out, provision is made for flushing through man-holes, but
this requires personal attention, which is never reliable, while the

opening of man-holes leading to small pipes is a frequent source of

the admission of substances which cause obstructions. The total

cost of flushing and cleaning cannot be arrived at with accuracy, but
it is in all cases necessarily much greater than the cost of a supply
of water to an automatic flush-tank and of the rare removal of ob-
structions which must have passed through four-inch house-drains
and which are little liable to be arrested so as to form accumulations
in well-flushed six-inch sewers.

The proportionate costs, as shown by this example, would hold

good with perhaps an addition of $100 for flush-tanks where sev-

eral branches would take the place of one straight line.

Concerning the relative cleanliness and consequent condition of

contained air, of the two systems, demonstration must depend on
observation. Those who have had occasion to observe and to report
upon the odor attending each have fully established the fact of the
much greater foulness of the English system.

GEORGE E. WARING, JR.

THE DECAY OF BUILDING STONES IN NEW YORK
CITY.

/~vN Monday evening, January 29,
Pi a lecture was delivered at the

Academy of Sciences, West
Thirty-first street, on the above

subject, by Dr. Alexis A. Julien,
who had been appointed by the

Building Stone Commission of the

r. Census Department to report on the

matter. In the course of his ad-

dress, as reported by the Record
an<i Guide, the lecturer said :

Stone enters into the construc-

tion, chiefly as fronts, of 11.6 per cent of all the buildings of the

city. Of the entire number of stone buildings, 89.4 per cent consist
of sandstone, and the several varieties of stone occur in the follow-

*
Theoretically the lower 700 feet of the sewer should be 16" and 17" diameter.

The 15" will work under a head below this point.
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in : proportion : Brown sandstone, 78.6 ; Nova Scotia, 9.0 ; marble,
7,9 ; granite, J.8 ; Ohio sandstone, l.ti ; ^imins, o.l*

; foreign sandstone,
O.I ; hliiestmit: and limustone, O.I. The materials of general con-

struction in the city occur in the following proportion to theioial iiuiu-

ber of buildings: iirick, terra-cotta, stucco, etc., 63.2; frame (i. e.,

partly tilleil in with brick), 24.3
; stone, 11.6; iron, 0.9. In the business

district brick pradoodutM (77 per cent), and most of the marble
and less than half of the iron buildings occur. However, the re-

in lining iron buildings are mostly found on the large business streets

in i In' other districts. In the residence district brick predominates
(ii".:i per cent), while stone is largely used (14.6 per cent). As to

the durability of building stones in this district, so dangerous and

rapid are the ravages of the weather that in this climate the best

kind of stone cannot be said to possess any permanent qualities. The
Commission appointed by the Department of the Interior to test the

several specimens of marble offered for the extension of the United
States Capitol, in their report of December 22, 1851, expressed their

astonishment at the prevailing apathy and ignorance on this subject
in these words :

"
Though the art of building has been practised

from the earliest times, and constant demands have been made in

every age for the means of determining the best materials, yet the

process of ascertaining the strength and durability of stone appears
to have received but little definite scientific attention, and the Com-
mission have come to the conclusion that the processes usually em-

ployed for solving these questions are still in a very unsatisfactory
. state." Over thirty years have passed since these words were written,
and the builders and architects employ about the same obsolete em-

pirical methods in the trial and selection of stone, notwithstanding
the abundance of new instruments and processes, and the rich dis-

coveries concerning the structure of stone of which the last quarter-
century has been prolific. In foreign countries the subject of the

attacks of the atmospheric agencies on building stones has received
much attention in the new light and facilities of modern science. In
modern Europe, however, and particularly in Great Britain, there is

scarcely a public building of recent date which will be in existence
a thousand years hence. Many of the most splendid works of mod-
ern architecture are hastening to decay in what may justly be called

the infancy of their existence, if compared with the age of public
buildings that remain in Italy, Greece, Egypt and the East. This
is largely due to the use of soft freestones and sandstones, and, es-

pecially in London, earthy, loosely-compacted limestones. In the
stones of the buildings of New York and adjacent cities, the process
of disintegration and destruction is widespread, and is yearly becom-

ing more prominent and offensive. The Commissioners of the Cro-
ton Aqueduct Department, in their annual report for 1862, said:
" Most of the stones in the walls of the embankment are of very in-

ferior and perishable character, and are only kept in order by re-

moving yearly portions of the disintegrated stone, and replacing
them with durable material; but during the past year such large

portions and at so many points are giving way in mass, that an in-

creased amount will have to be expended on them during the coming
season." Italian marble has been found incompetent to withstand
the severity of the climate when used for outdoor work, and of this

good illustrations are shown in the pillars, once elegantly polished,
in the portico of the church on the southeast corner of Fourth Av-
enue and Twentieth Street. The same objection has been urged
against the out-door use of Vermont marble in our cities. As to

brownstone there seems to be but one opinion the days of brownstone
fronts for the better class of houses are probably numbered. A thin

veneering of soft stone, worked on to a brick wall, adds nothing to

the strength of a building. It is the opinion of intelligent stone-

cutters that in consequence of the exposure of these fronts to the

severity of our climate, the majority of them will be in ruins and
the remainder much dilapidated in a comparatively short period. In
the widely-quoted opinion of an architect,

" this stone is of no more
use for architectural work in this region than so much gingerbread."
Even the brown sandstone of the City Hall, originally of very supe-
rior quality, and the crumbling cornices, lintels, etc., of numberless
houses, in some of the old streets of the city, evince decay. It makes
no great difference whether the stone is laid parallel or perpendicu-
lar to its grain. In the former case its destruction is more rapid ;

in the latter, rottenness soon appears in the lintels, columns, cornices
and other projecting portions of the edifice. Some of the fronts

along Fifth Avenue, several of them less than ten years old, already
look frightful to the eye of an honest stone-cutter. The Lockport
limestone has been used to a small extent in this city, unfortunately
for buildings of importance, since it is a loosely-compacted mass,
made up of fragments of shells, corals, and the like, extremely liable
to disintegration, apparently more from the action of the frost than

any other cause. 1 he Lenox Library, Fifth Avenue and Seventieth

Street, constructed of this stone, betrayed decay before its comple-
tion, fragments falling out of the face of the stone from the arrises of
cornices and bands. In the abundant trimmings of the same stone
in the building of the Presbyterian Hospital, in the neighborhood,
the surfaces are peeling off and filled with fine and deep crevices;
the upright posts near the entrance archway are already seamed
throughout with long cracks which betoken their speedy destruction.
Other limestones, oolitic or fine granular, have been brought into use,
but as yet remain untested by the condition of our climate. As to

granite, its tendency to deep decomposition, termed the " maladie
du granit

"
by Dolomieu, depends chiefly upon climatic conditions,

which differ vastly. The obelisk of Heliopolis has stood for 3,000

years, and is still in good condition. So, too, the obelisk of Luxor
had stood for 4,000 years in Egypt without being jierceptibly affected

by that climate; but since its transport to Paris it is ru|>orted, as the
result of but forty years' exposure, that "

it is now full of small

cracks, and blanched, and evidently will crumble into fragments be-

fore four centuries have passed." We too, have transported another
obelisk from Egypt, the "

Cleopatra's Needle," and in defiance of

the still greater danger incident to our severe climate, have erected

it, covered with delicate carvings, upon a hillock in Central Park,
exposed to our blazing sun, pelting rain and biting frost often suc-

cessively within twenty-four hours a monument to the public igno-
rance in regard to the protection of even our most prized possessions,
that indifference of our community to the practical value of science

exemplified (through its ofKcials) by wantonly paving the walkt of

Central Park with the fragments of the restoration-casts of saurians,
after their laborious construction for three years by Waterhouse
Hawkins. Among the agencies which cause the destruction of stone
are the various chemical substances in the air, such as carbonic anil

nitric acid, ammonia, oxygen, in addition to mechanical agencies and
variations of temperature, which in one day has fluctuated as much
as seventy degrees, causing expansion and contraction of a very ge-

vere character. In this climate buildings are principally attacked
from the north, northeast, and east fronts, which is shown in many
buildings in this city and Brooklyn, whereas in Great Britain, the
reverse is the case, the decay being affected by the side from which
the wind usually comes. Among the other agencies of destruction
are rain, crystallization by efflorescence, pressure, friction, organic
agencies, etc. As to the durability of different stones, it depended,
first, upon its chemical composition; second, on its physical
structure, and third, upon the porosity of the stone, t e., the degree
in which the moisture permeates it. In some houses, only ten years
old, flat ceilings of porticos are fast peeling away, while the action
of snow and rain also wears away the stones. A study of the grave-
stones in Trinity Churchyard shows that a red sandstone, dated

1722, which being so exposed in the open air was tested severely, .

is vastly superior to any brownstone; and a bluestone, dated 1682,
is still splendidly preserved, and bluestone is, no doubt, superior
to red sandstone ; black, gray and green stone, and an oolitic lime-
stone are also very good for building purposes. The brownstone
of Trinity Church and St. Paul's is vastly superior to that now
obtained. Italian marble decays rapidly when exposed to our cli-

mate, and brownstone will be ruined by eighty years' exposure to our
weather. The Brooklyn Bridge, the foundations of which are built
of limestone, may rot in a few generations. As to the means for

preserving building stones and saving them from decay, various proc-
esses have been attempted, but, so far, the problem has not been solved.
But one thing appears clear, that mineral compounds in solution

appear to be the only permanent protection to stone. Oil has been
used as a coating, but it has been found that this only saves the
stone for five years generally, and it has the objection that it discol-
ors the stone, though Professor Eggleston informed the lecturer that
he had used a coating of oil effectively for twenty-five years. Sir

Christopher Wren, in building St. Paul's Cathedral, adopted the ex-

traordinary method of seasoning the stones by letting them lie on
the sea beach for three years before using. them, which accounted for

their present good state of preservation, but this process is obviously
too costly to be attempted now-a-days. Mediaeval architects were,
indeed, content to employ the softest stones, whose fragility seems at
last to have been counteracted by modern devices. Silicates and
veneers of various kinds have been used, but though temporarily val-

uable, are of no permanent use. We have not yet discovered the
true solution, though what is required is some cheap coating
which shall sink into .the pores of the soft stones and so form a
crust which will resist the ravages of the atmosphere for centuries.
When proper scientific investigation shall have been made it is prob-
able that the very porosity of the stone, which now renders it partic-
ularly sensitive to atmospheric attack may best avail for the absorp-
tion of some cheap and durable mineral preservative, and that the

present use of such stone, in its raw, crude, and unseasoned state,
will be hereafter considered merely an evidence of the unintelligent
and wasteful way in which we now work up our materials. Surely,
since our city is placed in a region richly occupied on every side by
inexhaustible supplies of sedimentary and crystalline rocks, remarka-

bly well fitted for building construction, their surface scraped nearly
bare by ice-action during the great glacial period, and thus most
favorably exposed for economical exploitation, and the whole region
crossed by a radial net-work of routes of transportation by water
and rail, centering in this city, the natural materials for building
thus offered to us should not be hastily neglected or rejected before
their nature has been thoroughly understood. As to the capacitv
for resistance to fire of our buildings, we need only to refer to
our hatchways and elevator-shafts, by which a fire starting in the
basement is conveyed at once to the attic, the beams of the wooden
flooring often resting upon wooden girders in the centre of the build-

ing, a very house of cards as it were, these girders, too, supported
merely on slender stone piers in the basement, and on light iron pil-
lars above, and every floor filled with a mass of combustibles, espe-
cially in the "

dry goods district," and we find an accumulation of
materials in false and improper conditions, whose combustion will

overcome the most refractory material, and which should never be
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permitted to endanger human life and property in a so-called metro

politan city. On inquiry I found among insurance men a unanimous
conviction decidedly and strongly expressed that there is not in the city

of New York a single absolutely fire-proof building not one whose
walls may not crumble before a storm of fire from without, or in

which either flooring or partitions or both will not probably yield to

the internal conflagration of their ordinary contents. A few edifices

may approach the conditions required, but even in one of these, on
the corner of Wall Street and Broadway, a recent fire on the sev-

enth floor, fed merely by the office furniture, shrivelled up the flimsy,
so-called "

fireproof
"

partitions, and gutted the entire floor. The
very material, perforated brick, which was used iu these partitions,
is still being hurried into new "

fire-proof
"
buildings, now in process

of construction in Fiftieth Street and elsewhere. Nevertheless, it is

generally admitted that much progress and improvement have been
made during the last few years, both in the choice and arrangement
of building materials for the protection of our buildings from fire,

and with an enlightened public opinion, much more may be expected.
We have, fortunately, at our very doors, vast tracts of fire-proof

material, the belt of brick-clays along the Hudson River, and the
still more extensive band of clays stretching across New Jersey, ex-

cellently adapted for all varieties of bricks, terra-cotta, and tiles, to

say nothing of the resources of our commerce for the importation of

similar materials from the whole Atlantic coast, which we ought and
must use for interior construction, as a matter of the wisest economy,
and in association with which our building stones, in all their va-

riety and enormous supply, will find their proper place. When, at
least in the business districts of the city, the interior of the buildings
are generally supplied with a minimum of wood, subdivided with

tile, slate or concrete flooring and doors, and with sufficient parti-
tions of brick or terra-cotta, and roofed with tiles, slate or concrete,

upon fire-proof backing and supports, the nature of the stone used
for the exterior will matter little, so far as concerns protection
from fire, since it will not be exposed then as now to the unnatural
and unnecessary furnace-test of furious flames from neighboring
buildings.

THE PERMEABILITY OF WALLS AS AFFECTING
VENTILATION.

-

_
|

TTOR some time past the porosity
of walls has awakened the at-

tention of sanitary reformers,
architects, and engineers. There
were, it is true, Pettenkofer's most

interesting experiments on this sub
iect ;

but these have been, perhaps,
looked upon too much in the light of

interesting theories, rather than as
facts to be taken into consideration
in the daily work of the architect
and builder. The matter, however,
was brought forward more vividly
by the Russians .at the Paris Inter-

national Exhibition of 1878. We
- remember calling the attention of

/frfafe
our readers at the time to specimens
of porous walls shown with the other

exhibits of the St. Petersburg Pathological School. A glass case or

jar was fitted hermetically upon one side of the section of a wall, and
by means of a tube it was possible to blow upon the surface of
the wall that had thus been covered. A similar glass jar, on the

opposite side of the section, received whatever air had been blown
through the wall, and this escaped by means of a second tube, which,
to enable the experimenter to mark the result, was dipped in a glass
of water; thus a person taking up the one tube and blowing into it

could see his own breath come up in bubbles in the glass of water,
after it had travelled through the wall. With a simple brick the
breath passed through with the same facility and promptness as if it

Jiad been smoke drawn from a Turkish pipe. With a thick stone
wall it was necessary to blow long and hard to produce an impression ;

but when once the current of air had been established it was easier
to maintain it. Among the persons who took special notice of these
facts, we may mention Dr. E. Vallin, professor of Hygiene at the
Hospital du Val de Grace

; Dr. Grau Overbeck de Meijer, professor
of Hygiene at the University of Utrecht, and the well-known French
architect, M. Emile Trelat.

During the years that have elapsed- since the Exhibition of 1878,
further experiments have been made and the question more fully in-

vestigated. M. Trelat sought the advice of the celebrated 'ven-

tilating engineers, Messrs. Jeneste & Herscher, who, with the assist-^
ance of M. Somasco, have commenced an elaborate series of ex-
periments. The results attained so far are, however, in contradic-
tion to previously accepted facts. Avoiding joints, which are, it is

urged, a frequent cause of error, M. Somasco found that the amount
of air passing through an ordinary wall, at a pressure of 30 kilo-

grammes per square metre of surface, was only 120 litres per square
yard. Under the normal pressure only 40 litres of air per square
yard of wall would penetrate the room, and if the room were of the
general size, this supply of fresh air would not represent more than
two per cent of its cubic contents, per hour. Basing his arguments

upon these figures, M. E. Trelat argues that the porosity of walls is

of little importance so far as ventilation is concerned; but he urges
that the passage of oxygen through the pores of walls ma}- contribute

to preserve the purity of the materials with which they are built.

We all know how readily a wall becomes an absorber of miasma, and
too often little better than a reservoir of disease. Nothing, there-

fore, should be done to destroy the porosity of walls bathed exter-

nally by the purer out-door atmosphere. They should, on the con-

trary, be allowed to absorb to the utmost the fresh air, so as to purify
the materials with which they are built, if not to ventilate the rooms
within. For partition-walls, however, M. E. Trelat would employ
every means of rendering them air-tight. There is no advantage in

allowing the more or less foul air of one room to mix with that of the

next room. By such filtration from one room to the other the walls

simply become " miasmatic sponges." It may tend to equalize the

foulness of each room, but what advantage can there be in thus

establishing this equilibrium of evil? From the outer wall fresh air

is obtained, which is a distinct gain, and by facilitating evaporation
we are better able to resist the effects of change of temperature.
These considerations should not, however, hinder the structure of

thick walls, or, better still, of double walls with a " blanket
"

of air

between them.
If from M. E. Trdlat we turn to Dr. E. Vallin, we find that this

eminent hygienist refuses altogether to allow the experiments made

by M. Somasco to upset the theories derived from the studies of 1'et-

tenkofer. The experiments commenced in 1853 by that celebrated

German scientist show that the diffusion of air through the body of

walls is far greater than what was noted by M. Somasco; but that it

was modified considerably according to the direction and velocity of

the wind, or the difference between the internal and external tem-

perature. Further, rain, by clogging up with water the external

pores of a wall, helped to check the passage of air. While insisting
that the amount of air supplied to a room, through porosity of the

walls, is much more considerable than that discerned by M. Somasco,
Dr. E. Vallin would nevertheless render even the outer walls abso-

lutely air-tight. Complaints were made that walls rendered air-tight

by enamelling or other means allowed humidity to gather and run
down in drops. But this humidity, produced to a great extent by
respiration and the heat given off from human bodies, contains in

dissolution the organic matter derived from our respiration and
secretions. Absorbed by the pores of the wall, the solution evaporates
and deposits the organic and putrescent matter it contains, and no

experience has yet shown that this matter is destroyed in porous
walls by the action of the air, as is the case with respect to well-

drained soils. Thus walls, in spite of the infiltration of air, become
what M. Trelat lias defined as "miasmatic sponges." If, on the con-

trary, the sides of the walls are rendered impervious by a vitrifying
wash or a silicate paint, the water, by condensing on the surface,
renders the washing, or at least the wiping, of the wall a matter of

absolute necessity, and thus secures the immediate removal of the

organic matter, which, if left to putrefy, would so gravely endanger
the health of the inhabitants. In such buildings as hospitals and
barracks the observance of this principle is more especially essential,
and Dr. Vallin points to the lying-in hospital known as the Pavilion

Tarnier, where the mortality from puerperal fever, etc., has been so

marvellously reduced by constant and careful washing of the walls

with an abundant supply of water. Not satisfied with mere paint, it

is now proposed to protect these walls with porcelain, with plate-

glass, or sheets of zinc, which would be absolutely impermeable, thus

facilitating the washing, and rendering the absorption of organic
matter "impossible. In one word, therefore, Dr. Vallin admits that

the porosity of walls is very considerable, and urges that, as it is also

very dangerous, it ought to be prevented even in the case of external
walls.

In Dr. Van Overbeck de Meijer, of Utrecht, we have the exponent
of yet another doctrine on this subject. Dr. Meijer has not only
studied Pettenkofer's experiments, but, with some slight modifica-

tions, has repeated each one of them in his own laboratory, and con-

fidently asserts that his own experience confirms in every respect the
results previously attained by the German professor. If we allow a
difference of temperature of one degree Centigrade, there passes
through an ordinary wall, per hour, per square metre, 245 litres of

air. By these experiments, it has also been demonstrated that no
inconsiderable quantity of air forces its way through wood, especially

through the joints that inevitably occur in putting wood together.
Dr. Meijer does not, however, count so much on these currents as a
means of local ventilation, but looks to the effect they have in re-

ducing the dampness of confined air. When the pores of the walls
are blocked by water and dust, the confined air can no longer pass
out of the house, and the water, evaporated from the human beings
dwelling within the house, condenses itself on the internal surface of

the walls, the balustrades of the staircase, etc. Then, indeed, the
bouse becomes scarcely habitable, and is often extremely unwhole-
some. One example, given by Pettenkofer, helps to confirm this

argument. Some workmen's houses in Germany were built with the
sconce or refuse from the neighboring iron-works. This metallic

material, thoroughly air-tight, was very rough and irregular in shape.
The fitting of the pieces together necessitated the use of a large
juantity of plaster; and the interstices between these fcorirp, were so

lumerous that the walls still retained a certain amount of porosity.

Ultimately, however, a means was discovered of cutting the scorios

nto even shapes, so that they could be fitted tightly together : this
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entirely destroyed the porosity of tlic walls. The evaporation out-
side of the ditinp arising inside was thus n-ndi'rcd iniposMble, and the

houses became so extivinrlv unwholesome that thr\ had to be aban-
doned. The money spent in their construction was entirely lost.

Dr. Meijer, therefore, is in favor of maintaining the porosity of all

the walls
;
the partition or internal walls, as well as the outer walls,

and this porosity he would further extend to ceilings, roofs, and
floors. In fact, every house should be made as porous as possible,
unless a very perfect system of artificial or mechanically contrived
ventilation be introduced which will work as effectually during the

night as during the day.
From all these arguments we may, perhaps, conclude that where

the danger of infection is especially great, as, for instance, in hos-

pitals; and where, at the same time, means of artificial ventilation
are more easily established, it would be preferable to follow Dr. Val-
lin's advice, and destroy the porosity of the walls, and especially that
of their inner surfaces. On the other hand, for private dwellings,
where the presence of disease germs and organic matter in the at-

mosphere is not prevalent to so great an extent, it would be preferable
to follow the advice given by Professor Van Overbeck do Meijer.
The science of ventilation is not yet sufficiently understood for us to

safely dispense with the accidental ventilation that so often helps to

compensate for the ignorance or indifference of the public, and this

view we have long held and often expressed. In England, however,
the porosity of walls has been studied, not so much with a view to

its effect on ventilation as to its influence on the dampness of dwel-

lings. The exceptionally damp characteristics of the English cli-

mate, and the particularly porous nature of the bricks with which
the greater part of our houses are built, have naturally led the pub-
lic to patronize the paints and distempers which profess to exclude
moisture. In seeking to attain this latter end, but few persons have

paused to consider how far they interfered with ventilation, or pre-
vented, especially when applying their paints to the outside of the

house only, the oxidation, by infiltration of pure air, of the organic
and putrescible matter absorbed within the pores of the walls.

In this respect, however, our attention has been called to what
would appear to be a happy compromise. Mr. J. B. Orr suggests
the following experiment with the distemper he has patented under
the name of Duresco. He proposes that a brick should be partially

scooped out and painted over with duresco. It will then, he main-

tains, retain water in the hollow till evaporation ; just, in fact, as if

it were a porcelain saucer. The distemper, therefore, is thoroughly
water-proof. But, on the other hand, if the same brick is placed in

an air-pump, it is easy to draw air through where water was un-
able to pass. Thus, while excluding damp, the ventilation through
the pores of the walls need not be altogether hindered ; and there

may still be some hope for the disinfection by oxidation of the body
or substance of the walls. Such facts, when established by extensive

experiments and vindicated by practical experience, would be of the
utmost value

; but, as the matter now stands, the whole problem is

yet in the infancy of discussion. It would be somewhat presumptu-
ous, with the limited evidence before us, to attempt to offer a definite

answer to the questions suggested. We can, however, with con-
fidence maintain that the experiments of Pettenkofer, of the Russian

Pathological School, of M. Somasco, of Dr. De Meijer, and of many
others, clearly prove that the porosity of walls is an important factor,
for good or for evil, in the sanitation of dwellings, and should be-
come the subject of more extensive and practical studies. The
Builder.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.

COMPETITIVE DESIGN FOR A $3,000-HOU8E, SUBMITTED BY
" Joanna.

"

SHOULD any of our non-professional readers desire to build accord-

ing to this design, we trust he will do the author the simple justice
of putting the work into his hands. We shall always be pleased to

put client and author into communication with each other.

BITS FKOM COTTAGES. MR. FREDERICK B. WHITE, ARCHITECT,
PRINCETON, N. J.

UP-RIVKR CLUB-HOUSE FOR BACHKLORS* CLUB OF PHILADELPHIA.
MESSRS. HAZLEHURST&HUCKEL, ARCHITECTS, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

TOWN-HALL, SHARON, MASS. MR. ARTHUR H. DODD, ARCHITECT,
BOSTON, MASS.

ELECTRIC ILLUMINATION BY REFLECTION. D. V. Partz exhibited
a plan of a new mode of electric lighting, at the French Klectric Expo-
sition. The light was placed in chambers underneath the street, and
reflected through hollow cylinders, enamelled on the inside, so as to pro-
duce an inverted cone of rays, which strike a reflector placed at a height
of 40 or 60 metres above the street. Among the advantages which are
claimed by the inventor are: The employment of powerful electric

foci, thus avoiding the loss which results from the division of the cur-

rent
;
the equal diffusion of the light and the avoidance of the dazzling

glare ;
the diminution of the loss of light which results from the em-

ployment of translucent globes; the readiness of access for regulation
and surveillance; and the illumination of thick mists, which can be

penetrated with difficulty by other methods. La. Lumiere Electrique.

THE 83,000-IIOUSE COMPETITION.* III.

DESIGN SUBMITTED BY "Joanna"
MAM IN'-- M'KC'IFICATIONg.

Of.// [FOUNDATIONS of rubble-stone laid dry. Un-
J^Ljl *

derjiinning nf brick 8" thick. Build piers where
shown on plan, 8" x 12".

Chimneys : Outside chimney of rough
stone to second floor. Flues 8" x 8". Fire-

,"""! place of rough brick. Tiles, hearths and fac-
J

ings furnished by owner.
CARPENTER'S SPECIFICATIONS.

Framing : Sills, 6" x 6" ; studs, 2" x 4" ;

rafters, 2" x 7", 16" O. C. J joist, 2" x 9", 18"
r . O. C., bridged.
J Boarding of sound hemlock boards.

Gulteif Stearns's gutters, 4" x 5".

Conductors : 2J" of zinc.

Clapboards: Cover, where shown, with spruce clapboards.

Shingles: Cover roofs and walls, where shown, with sawed pine
shingles laid 4" to weather.

Outside Finish to be of pine.
Front Porch: Balusters and plain post, turned as shown on

detail-drawings.
Inside Finish of pine, to paint. Sheathing in Kitchen 4' high.
Closets: China-closet and pantry to be fitted up with shelves,

etc. All other closets to be fitted up with shelves and hooks.
Doors: Four panels, factory make.
Windows : Eight lights, factory make.
Stairs of pine ;

to have plain turned baluster and posts. Newel
post, 5" ; corner posts, 4".

Water-Closet : Build all necessary wood-work in connection
with plumbing. PLUMBINQ 8PECIFICATioN8.

Furnish and put in place one water-closet and bowl, and one
Kitchen sink, and make all necessary connections.

PAINTING SPECIFICATIONS.

Two-coat work as directed by architects.

ESTIMATE OF QUANTITIES AND PBICES BDLINO AT BOSTON, MARS.
10,000ft. spruce timber, @ $17 $170 oo
6,000 ft. partition ahd furring stock, @) $16.00 uo.cio

8,000 ft. covering-boards, hemlock, (g, $15.00 lai.uo
1,000 clear spruce clapboards. .

27,000 sawed pine shingles, a $4.09 lllH.i.o

1,600 ft. stock for ouuide flniph Co.iH)
120ft. 4" x 5"Slearns'sgalv'd conductors, a $15.00 2K40

Windows complete, factory make 154).00
Doors and frames,

" "
n&.uu

Front and side porches 75.00
Inside finish, pine to paint
Spruce floor throughout
Stairs, of pine .

Hardware and nails IGO.iM)

Carting and mill-work 6. '.no

Carpenter's work 650.00

Carpenter's total $2,307.40
MASON'S WORK.

25 sq. yds. of excavation, at $2.50 $62.50
Grading j/o.oo

55 perch stone, @ $1.75 U6.25
haying do. and limiting, at $1.25 68 75

3,500 bricks for chimney, (g *10.00 I

1,000
"

underpinning J

' '""O
I.abor for laying same 60 00

1,150 yds. plastering, a 25e 2*7.50
2 fireplaces and hearths 50.110

Mason's total 720.00
Carpenter's total 2 2u".4u
Painting, total 28' I 00
Plumbing, total 125.<>0
Architect's commission 1 "M OKI

Grand total $3,402.40

A TREE-PLANTING ACT. The Hon. Mr. Wood has introduced a bill
in the Ontario Parliament to encourage tree-planting, as follows : A
bonus not to exceed twenty-five cents shall be paid for each tree, of a
certain named species, which shall be planted along a highway, or
farm boundary line, or within six feet of such line. Trees planted
along highways are to be the property of the owners of adjacent lands,
but the trees are not to be cut down without permission of the authori-
ties. Trees planted on a farm boundary are to be the joint property
of the owners of the two farms. The scheme involves inspectors to
see that the regulations of the proposed law are carried out. The To-
ronto Globe suggests some difficulties that would arise in the way of
the operation of this act. It doubts if the farmers of the Province are
yet educated up to the utility and aesthetic ideas involved in the regula-
tion sought for. There are yet only 10,000,000 acres cleared of the
130,000,000 in the province, and the 10,000,000 is mingled with
three times that area of land still under forest, so that it is obvious that
the process of deforesting Ontario cannot yet have gone far enough to
produce any of those evils from which European and Asiatic countries,
once forested, but now desert wastes, are suffering. Yet, while the'
rural owners might not encourage the tree-planting act on any broad
ground of future public benefit, they might be induced to plant tree*
for twenty-five cents each, and continue to do so, and value the trees
when grown very highly. Northwestern Lumlierman.

1 By a typographical error in printing estimate of "
Jfimte," the "carpenter.

ark not included in above" was made to appear $6.50 instead
"work n

our manuscript.
" Home."

stead of $6fiv.OU aa per
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ON THE USE OF CONCRETE IN MARINE CONSTHUC
TION. II.

a recent number, 1 we dealt with som
modes of employing concrete in marin
construction. We now propose giving

some further notes on this subject. Frenc!

engineers justly deserve the distinction o

being foremost in the application of con
crete in marine works, and perhaps no bet
ter example of their skill and ingenuity
can be selected than the method employee
at Port Napoleon, Brest, in the manipula
tion of large artificial blocks. In this casr
the weight of each block was about 100 tons
and they were all built above higli water

each on a separate timber platform
or carriage, resting on a slip will

three longitudinal ways or runners
of timber about 7 feet 9 inches

apart, centres, the upper part o:

which was rounded to receive bear-

ing pieces hollowed out to the same
curve to prevent lateral motion at-

tached to the platform, which was
thus enabled to slide freely down
the ways into the water". The
blocks, when sufficiently consoli-

dated, were launched as required
by means of two endless chains

travelling the whole length of the

slip, one on each side of the block.
After submersion and when the
tide had risen to a convenient
height over the block, it was lifted

by an iron float and carried, while
under water, to its destination in
the work; when relieved of the

weight, the timber carriage floated
to the surface and was transferred
to the head of the

slip ready to
be used for another block. The
slip was about 380 feet in length,and could accommodate 28 to 30 blocks, so that the work was

capable of being carried on with little interruption.The ways had an inclination of 1 in 16.6, or about f-inch per
foot. The blocks varied in size, averaging about 16 feet 6 inches
long by 9 feet 10 inches broad, and 8 feet 10 inches hidi; theywere at first built inside an enclosure embanked to a height of 6
feet or 7 feet above low-water zero, this, however, involved so much
tidal work that it was abandoned in favor of the slip.
In lifting the blocks ordinary chains were at first used, fitting into

grooves built into the sides and bottom; this method, however, was
found inconvenient and did not permit of the block beinf relifted in
case of necessity. Four T-headed rods were, therefore,substituted
for the chains, suitable rectangular openings being formed vertically
in the block, the T-heads bearing on hard-wood pieces covered with
sheet-iron on the under side, and built into the block about one foot
from its base, at which level small chambers were formed to permit
the rods being turned when lifting or letting go the blocks. The
cubic contents of the blocks averaged about 53 cubic yards each and
weighed in air, as before stated, about 100 tons; they were built of
rubble masonry set in cement-mortar consisting of one part cement
to four of sand.

Four comparatively small iron hopper-floats were employed in
the work, for depositing the rubble required for the foundation
mound, and for removing dredged material, etc., the hopper doors
being so arranged that when open their lower ed-es did not pro-
ject beyond the bottom of the float. One of these floats was also
utilized for lifting and setting the concrete blocks

; their dimensions
are given as follows :

Length
' '"'

Breadth "'H
Draught, light

with 125 tons "'.!!'.'.!"'.!!"!.".!" 4 9
In lifting the blocks four balks of timber were placed on the deck

of the float, connected in pairs and fixed over two pairs of opening
through the float, each pair of blocks having a clear space between
them of about 15 inches, so as to permit the free passage of the sus-
pender bars and chains

;
the balks carried four winches with pitch

chains and pinions, worked by screws. On a rising tide, and when
the water had risen

sufficiently high, the float was accurately placedover the block to be lifted, the four T-headed bars were lowered
into the vertical openings in the blocks, the chains were then tightenedand the block gripped. As the tide rose the float was immersed un-
til the displacement equalled the weight of the block, which wouldbe about 55 tons in sea-water, the float then drawing about three
feet. I he float with the block attached was then towed to the nosi-
lon the latter was intended to occupy, and when the tide had fallen
sufficiently the block was carefully lowered into its place; it was
found that after a little practice the blocks could be laid with
precision in two tiers one over the other.

1 See American Architect for December 16, 1882.

One float only was used with the blocks, and in order to insure ac-

curacy in ranging and setting, advantage was taken of the most
favorable states of the tide. Under these circumstances, it was
sometimes necessary to work by night, and the average rate at which
the blocks could be deposited was thirty per month, which repre-
sents 36,000 tons, or (taking 16 cubic feet equal to 1 ton) about 21,-
300 cubic yards of material built into the structure under low water

per annum, which is equivalent to 120 tons, or about 70 cubic yards
per day, allowing 300 w.orking-days to the year; about 50 lineal

feet of quay wall, including superstructure and block-work, was com-

pleted per month.
It is evident, however, that the system is capable of being em-

ployed on a much higher scale by using several floats, which would
not only enable the work to proceed with much greater rapidity,
but permit far more advantage to be taken of fine weather, thus in-

creasing both the facility and economy of the necessary opera-
tions.

The lifting float used at Brest was capable of carrying blocks of

nearly double the weight of those adopted, and it does not appear
that the weight need have been restricted to 100 tons. There was,
however, some difficulty in obtaining a good foundation for the slip,
which may have rendered it desirable not to impose an excessive

weight upon it.

With reference to the cost of the work, we are indebted to the

courtesy of M. A. de Miniac, engineer of the Arrondisement of Brest,
for the following information :

The cost of the float, with its accessories for lifting and setting
the blocks, amounted to 2,350, but the float was constructed so as
to be also used for the transport of stone and other materials, and
was, as before mentioned, of much greater lifting capacity than

actually required.
The cost of masonry of the blocks was 15s. 8'/. per cubic yard,

viz., materials, 10s. per cubic yard; labor, 5s. Sd. per cubic yard,
the last-mentioned item including the cost and use of the platform or

carriage on which the block was built. The expense attending the

launching of each block amounted to 8s., and the cost of lifting,

transporting, and setting in place, averaged 31s. per block, or about
8rf. per cubic yard, making the total cost per cubic yard of the block-
work about 16s. Gd. In addition to the lifting float, the only other
item that can be considered in the light of special plant is the slip
or launching ways, the exact cost of which is not obtainable, as it

was constructed concurrently with other works from Government
materials. The slip, however, was of comparatively light design,
and probably did not involve an expenditure exceeding l,200.
The blocks were laid on a foundation of loose rubble, for the trans-

port of which, as well as of dredged material, the float used for lift-

ng the blocks had been designed and used ; the slip can also be
subsequently employed for ordinary repairing purposes, so that in

comparing the cost of the special plant with the cost of that used
n other works of a similar character, only a portion of the gross
cost of the float and slip should be included. If the total cost of the

special plant be taken at 4,000, which is probably rather in ex-
cess of the actual cost, then at the end of five years' working, if

nterest at the rate of five per cent per annum is added, and one-
ourth of the cost of the special plant deducted although in the
>articular instance under consideration, one-fourth of the first cost
s hardly sufficient to represent the selling value of the plant
we find the amount chargeable for the use of special plant to be
rather more than Sd. per cubic yard of block-work.
The system adopted at Brest possesses many advantages : the

ubmergence of the block before lifting not only reduces the weight
o be lifted, from 100 tons to about 55 tons, but the position of the
olock during transit increases the normal stability of the float,

enabling it to bear with safety the disturbing influences of the
waves

; the block being suspended from the centre instead of from
he end of the float, prevents the necessity of a counterpoise, and
bus the required displacement is reduced by one-half, the size of
he float being proportionately diminished, which is a matter of
great convenience, particularly when the works are carried on in a
iver or harbor much frequented by shipping. To these advantages
nust of course be added the great economy in the first-cost of pla"nt,
ind also the consideration that both the items of special plant, after
he completion of the work, are but comparatively little diminished
n value, inasmuch as they can be transferred to the necessary and
permanent plant to be subsequently employed in works connected
with the maintenance of the harbor, and other purposes.
Compared with the example first noticed, namely, Aberdeen, the

larbor of Brest lies in a much more sheltered position, and therefore

presents
less difficulty in the lifting and depositing of the blocks in

lie manner just described
; but on the other hand, blocks of double

he weight might be used, and thus much greater advantage could
>e taken of the occurrence of calm weather, which in an exposed

iition is absolutely necessary if the blocks are to be floated into

position.
The tidal range at Brest is considerable, ordinary sprin^

ides rising about 50 feet and neaps about 14 feet; this materially
ncreases the facility with which the work can be carried on

; a
light modification of the same system, however, renders it applica-
le to ports in comparatively tideless seas; for example at Fiume,n the northeast shore of the Adriatic, where the rise of tide is but
lightly over three feet, a similar arrangement to that at Brest has
een adopted.
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The largest blocks in this instance nu-asm-ed 12' x 6' 6" x 5' and

weighed about 25 tons eucb ; they consisted of about ten parts by
measure of Sautorin earth, four parts lime, and one part sand; the

block-yard was sufficiently large to contain about 1,000 blocks, and

they were allowed to harden for three months before use ; they were

transported on tramways worked with ropes driven by steam. In

launching, the block was allowed to run down a slip into the sea un-

til its upper surface was slightly below the water; a raft was then

llnated over it, consisting of two boxes or lloats connected at the top

by a timber framework, and placed at such a distance apart as

would allow the passage of the block between them
;
water having

lii'i-n admitted into the floats or chambers by suitable valves, the

raft was let down over the block, which was then suspended by
chains from the raft; the water being rapidly pumped out of the

chambers the block was lifted and the whole towed into position.
Water being again admitted into the chambers of the raft it was al-

lowed to sink gradually and was guided into its place by a diver ;

the chains were then removed, and the raft again rose to the sur-

face. The work was designed by the French engineer Pascal, and
the block-work, like that at Brest, is laid on a foundation mound of

loose rubble or pierre perdu. The depth of the water varied between
29 feet in the old harbor, 72 feet at the end of the first mole, and 131

feet near the end of the breakwater. The level of the top of the

rubble mound is not stated, but at Brest it is about 15 feet below
low water of ordinary springs.
With reference to the block-work at Brest the following summary

is given for convenience of comparison, the amount per cubic yard
chargeable for special plant being computed after five years' and ten

years' continuous working respectively :

Quantity of block-work deposited in place per year 21,240 c. yds.
i. d.

Approximate cost of special plant 4000
Cost of blocks materials Opercu. yd." " " labor 068" "

Launching, transporting, and setting of blocks (Including
maintenance of slip and float) 0.0 10 "

Proportion of cost of special plant at the end of five years 00 u " "
" " fl ten "

64
" "

Total cost if work was continued 10 years (exclusive of
cost of levelling foundations) 017 "

It will be more convenient to reserve for the present any remarks
on the relative merits of different sections of breakwaters and quay
walls, but it should be observed that the levelling of the top of the

mound so as to form a suitable foundation for the blocks is a very
important item in the cost of structure.

In the case of Brest the preparation by divers for the reception
of the bottom blocks would amount to about 8 for each block, and
add (where two tiers of blocks were used) about Is. 6J. per cubic

yard to the cost, making the total cost of the finished block-work about
18s. 6</. per cubic yard.
The simplicity and economy of the arrangements adopted at Brest,

and the rapidity with which the work can be executed, highly com-
mend the system, and in few others has the cost of special plant
been so extremely moderate. Engineering.

THE YELLOWSTONE PARK.
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, OFFICB OF THE SUPERVISING ARCHITECT,

February 8, 1883.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

Sirs, In your comments this week upon the project of leasing
the Yellowstone National Park to a company of capitalists, of which
Mr. 1! MI ii* Hatch is President, you refer to what are perhaps the

least of many objections to such a scheme. The Park can be visited

by tourists only about three and a half or four months of the year,
and during the brief time at their disposal, they would doubtless

give themselves up to the tender mercies of a monopoly there, as

willingly as they do now in the White Mountains and at several
other resorts. On the other hand, the profits arising from the enter-

tainment and transportation of all the visitors that are likely to go
to the Park for many years to come will pay but a small percentage
on the larg capital this company proposes to use there. The
"
farming privileges

" and " the free use of timber, wood and grazing
lands " which are included in the lease are the inducements which
have attracted this investment, and it is the avowed intention of the

company to pasture ten thousand or more cattle every year upon the
" waste lands

"
in and about the Park. The Act of Congress es-

tablishing this park placed it under the control of the Secretary
of the Interior, and says, he "shall provide for the preservation
from injury or spoliation of all timber, mineral deposits, natural

curiosities, or wonders within said park, and their retention in their
natural condition," also " he shall provide against the wanton destruc-
tion of the fish and game found within said park," etc. How long
would these remain in their natural condition if this company ob-
tained control?

There are known to be, within the limits of the Park, three dis-

tinct herds of buffaloes, and their pasturage, hardly accessible to the

ordinary tourist, is the finest of the " waste "
erazmg land. Moose,

elk, white-tail and black-tail deer also frequent the Park in large
numbers. The Park is large enough to maintain its natural fauna
almost indefinitely, if undisturbed ; and yet tourists can visit all the

lakes, geysers, cataracts and other attractions to their heart's con-
tent. Small game will take care of itself, but the large animals
mentioned above are rapidly becoming extinct, and unless provided

with a refuge secure from hunters, farmers and stock-raisers will

soon be gone forever. If these animals must become extinct in time,

it is none the less our duty to strive to avert the loss as long as possi-
ble.

The Yellowstone Park has so few entrances by which it is accessi-

ble, and so few roads by which it can be traversed, that the expense
of police to guard against wilful destruction and injury will always
be very slight. No other nation ever had such an opportunity to

acquire and maintain in its natural state so large a tract, and at a
cost next to nothing.

I hope you will pardon so long a letter upon this subject, but

students of natural history and all others interested in the preserva-
tion of our larger animals are earnestly protesting against this

project to convert Nature's own museum into a vast cattle-range for

money-making purposes, and I cannot but think you have either

been misinformed or have not thought over all the consequences, or

you would not advocate the cause of these speculators.

Very truly yours, J. E. HOSFORD.

[Oi-u information was derived from the Report of the Secretary of the In-

terior. ElW. AMEKll'A.N ARCHITECT. 1

A PERSONAL CORRESPONDENCE.
No. III.

1208 K Street, N. W., WAsnrNOTON, D. C., February 8, 1883.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT :

Sirs, I think your letter of the 3d inst. very nicely worded to

cover your real meaning.
If it is true, as you write,

" We regret that we are obliged to re-

turn the drawings unused," why did you not keep them until ready
to publish?

In the number of your journal published on the 6th of January
you complain that you cannot obtain drawings of city buildings, and
therefore the most of the illustrations in the .\in-rifttn Architect are
of country houses.

I have heard it frequently asserted that only a certain clique of

architects could have their drawings published in the American Ar-
chitect you of course know whether this is true or not. I am,

Your humble servant, ROBERT STEAD.

No. II.

MR. ROBERT STEAD:
BOSTON, February 3, 1883.

Dear Sir, As requested by your favor of January 20, whose
real meaning [that the drawings were to be returned at once] we
have just discovered, we return the tin can of drawings which you
sent us some time ago.
We regret that we are obliged to return the drawings unused, and

we will say in explanation of this and in apology for their not having
been published before this date, that owing to the drawings having been

kept in the tin case for the sake of preserving the accompanying
tracings uninjured, instead of placing them in our portfolios together
with the other drawings that await publication, they have been en-

tirely overlooked, and we were quite unconscious of having such

drawings in our possession until your letter caused us to make a
search for them. Very truly yours, THE EDITORS.

No. I.

1208 K Street, N. W., WASHINGTON, D. C., January 20, 1883.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT :

Sirs, Enclosed find thirty-five cents to pay express charges on
can and drawings sent by me for publication in your paper.

Trusting to receive the can of drawings at the earliest possible
moment, I am, Very respectfully yours, ROBERT STEAD.

[As Mr. Robert Stead may very properly feel that by impugning not only
our veracity but also the honor and equitablenetu with which we conduct
this journal he has debarred himself from profiting In the future by such ad-

vantages as derive to an architect by the publication of his designs in our
pages, we desire to afford him such notoriety as the publication of the fore-

going correspondence can give. EDS. AKKUICAN Aiu'in ru- r. J

UNWISE ASSISTANCE TO CONTRACTORS FOR PUB-
LIC WORKS.

CHICAGO, February 7, 1883.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT :

Dear Sirs, Referring to the application cjf
the contractors for the

Indiana State House for an increase of pay, in your issue of Decem-
ber 30th, after saying that in case of the inability of the contractors to

go on the bondsmen ought to assume the contract, you add " the cost of

doing so would certainly be less than taking it up after the bank-

ruptcy of their principals, and they might, we think, rely with rea-
sonable certainty on being indemnified at the end of their outlay."

Speaking as a contractor, who has also had considerable experi-
ence as an architect, I think that you suggest a possible solution of

the difficulty which would set a very mischievous example, fraught
with injury to every honest contractor. Scarcely ever are bids re-

ceived for public buildings, but that some are made at or below the

cost price of the work, and contractors at such prices seem to be
able to find bondsmen to back them, quite as well as those who de-

mand a legitimate price for their works. The result of this sort of

contracting you and your readers well know. In some cases the bid
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is made to get the job at any price, with the expectation of subse-

quently making such arrangements with the architect or committee-

men, through specifications subject to double meanings, or the addition

of unnecessary extra work, or changes involving small deductions
and larger additions, as will make the work profitable. Against such
combinations it is useless for legitimate contractors to compete, and
numerous cases of this kind make them indifferent to public work.
But the interests of trade and the public interests as well are just

as much injured by the letting of large contracts to any one at prices

manifestly below cost and beyond the ability of contractors to com-

plete, even though they may be so public-spirited in intent as to de-

sire to make their own contributions toward the erection of public
buildings. These cases occur often on account of the mistakes made
in figuring, or inability to fully comprehend the nature and extent of

materials and work specified, on the part of contractors ambitious to

handle work outside of their own trade, and take large contracts.

It is evident that the two main causes of this kind of contracting
are dishonest intentions, and incompetency. These are at enmity
with all legitimate contracting or honest competition. They are
baneful to the respectable builder throughout his whole existence as

such. If discouraged by them he has to either adopt the tactics of

the former class or give up public work altogether. Anything which
tends to help out " lame ducks" of any kind makes legitimate busi-

ness all the more discouraging. The sooner this class of contractors
is held to strict accountability and compelled to shoulder its full re-

sponsibilities the better for all concerned. There should be no oppor-
tunity for compromise with them, but if they court failures by their

own mistakes they deserve to be ruined.

I say this without vindictiveness, but because it is the natural course
of business. And I see no reason why the building business should
be governed by different laws or precedents from any other.

It may be said, and I admit, that it is nobody's business if a man
bids below cost, provided he furnishes adequate security. I do not
think it is possible to discriminate when contracts are let. But I
bold that if the enforcement of contracts were exacted and blunderers
and incompetents were driven to the wall, such things would not oc-

cur in the future.

Respectfully yours, P. B. WIGHT.

[MB. WIGHT misunderstands us if he thinks that we regard the practice
of indemnifying contractors for losses sustained on public works as wholly
unobjectionable. All we meant to say about it in the case of the Indiana
State-House was that it is a common one, and this every one knows. At the
same time, we do not quite share the contempt for " lame ducks" which
Mr. Wight expresses. The task of estimating upon a large public building
is a very difficult one, except for the few who have, or can have, experience
in such work, and with the best intentions a man may make mistakes, or if

not that, may fail to make sufficient allowance for variations in wages
during a long contract. In such a case there are two alternative courses for
the contractor to follow. He may defraud his men of their wages, cheat in
his materials or workmanship, make continual demands for extras, crawl
out of his engagements in every possible way, and finally collapse in disas-
trous bankruptcy ;

or he may keep faithfully and steadily to his contract, sac-

rificing his private means until they are exhausted, and then, calling his
bondsmen to his help, do, with them, all that a conscientious fulfilment of
his and their obligations would require, until the contract is completed.
There are examples enough of the former course of proceeding to make it

worth while to encourage the latter, aud if a city or state thought fit after-
ward to come to the relief of such a contractor and his bondsmen, we should
be the last to object. In the case of the Indiana State-House we understand
that the contractors offer, if their outlay is made, up to them, to con-
tinue their care and supervision until the building is completed, without
even asking for any pay for their time and service. Such a settlement as
this does not afford a very tempting prospect for dishonest bidders, and while
we cannot but applaud the business-like prudence of the Commissioners,
who have secured the State against loss in any event, we should not be
sorry to hear that the State of Indiana, unwilling, like many private persons
whom we have known, that any person who had acted conscientiously
toward her should suffer by his faithfulness, had consented to grant the in-

demnity asked for. EDS. AMERICAN ABCHITECT.]

THE $3,000-HOUSE COMPETITION.
BOSTON, February 6, 1883.

To THE EDITORS OP THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
Dear Sirs, It seems to me the correspondent in the last Archi-

tect, signing himself "
C," is a little hasty in saying that he knows that

the design submitted by
"
Danfors

"
cannot be built without a much

larger expenditure of money than the estimate given. I have had
the design estimated by two builders, one from Boston well known
by many of the leading architects, and the other by a builder living
in the suburbs, having a large business (James T. Blaisdell, of Water^
town). Either of these builders is willing to take contract for

building such a house, at the1 estimate given.
Yours truly,

"
Danfors."

DRAWINGS FOR PUBLICATION.
TOKONTO, February 5, 1883.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT :

Sirs, Will you kindly inform me, either by mail or through the
American Architect, what size drawings should be made when in-

tended for reproduction in your pages how much larger than the
illustration as published and oblige, Yours truly,

DAVID B. DICK.
[REPRODUCTIONS are most satisfactory when made from drawings from

one-half to three times as large as themselves in linear dimensions. Every-
thing, of course, depends on the cluricter of the rendering the draughts-

man has elected to employ. No drawing can satisfactorily be reproduced full

size. EDS. AMERICAN ARCHITECT.]

TORONTO, January 24, 1883.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT :

Dear Sirs, We are almost always disappointed by the meagre
information furnished regarding the illustrations, as to finish, ma-
terial, cost, etc., the latter especially.

In sending in itter for illustration is it necessary to send such un-
rolled?

Would a tracing on cloth be suitable, and could a solar print be

reproduced? Very truly yours,
LANOI.EY, LANGLEY & BUKKK.

[IT is as much a source of disappointment to us as to our correspondents,
that pur contributors are so chary of communicating facts concerning the

buildings which are illustrated in our pages, and we feel that the course fol-
lowed by the majority of our contributors is a distinct injustice to themselves
as well as to the journal and its readers. Drawings may be forwarded Hat
or rolled at the convenience of the sender, aud may be made on paper,
tracing-paper or tracing-cloth. Solar prints are useless for purposes of re-

production. EDS. AMERICAN ARCHITECT.]

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.

THE BIDS FOR THE NEW LAW COURTS, LONDON. Since the failure of
the builders of the new Law Courts of London Joseph Bull & Sons
was made known, the various bids originally received for the work
have been published for purposes of comparison. They show that the
bid of the firm that has failed was over 150,000 dollars less than the
next highest, and over 1,400,000 less than the very highest.

A CCRIOUS EFFECT OF LIGHTNING. At the Puy-de-D6me Observatory
in France, some singular effects of lightning discharge have been
noticed on the copper cups of a Robinson's anemometer mounted on the
roof. The surface of the metal is curiously pitted and from the centre
of each pit rises a small cone or nipple of copper, smoothly polished, as
if it had been turned in a lathe. Those cones of fusion produced by
the electric discharge remind one forcibly of the carbon points in an
electric lamp, and indicate, as we have before remarked, a gyratory
movement of the electric current. Engineering.

FIRE-PROOF PAINT. Vilde and Schambeck make a varnish of 20 parts
of powdered glass, 20 parts porcelain, 20 parts powdered stone of any
kind, 10 parts calcined lime, 30 parts soluble soda glass. The powders
are made as fine as possible and sifted, and then thoroughly incorporated
with the soluble glass, thus producing a syrupy mass, wh'ich can be cm-
ployed as a varnish or mixed with colors for painting. The proportions
of the solid ingredients may be varied at pleasure, but it is generally
best to keep the indicated portion of lime. Silicate of potash may be
substituted for the silicate of soda if desired. The first coating soon
hardens and a second coat may be applied from six to twelve hours af-
terwards. Two coats are sufficient. The varnish may be employed as
a preservative against rust. Chronique Industrielle.

MYSTERIOUS WELLS AT SHIRAZ. In the neighborhood of Shiraz,
on a hill an hour's ride to the northeast, the traveller comes upon some
wells which would also seem to date back to the days of the Great
King, for the labor involved in their construction certainly points to a
dynasty more magnificent in its undertakings for the royal pleasure
than either the Parthian, the Sassanian or the Arab. Near the top of
this very precipitous hill, with no trace of masonry to mark the site of
fort or palace, there yawns an opening, perfectly rectangular, about
eight yards by six, which is the mouth of a well going straight down
into the bowels of the mountain. The shaft is cut in the live rock, the
sides are as perpendicular as the plumb-line could make them, and the
depth, as ascertained by the time of a falling stone, something under
four hundred feet, the bottom at present being dry. Within a distance
of fifty yards on the same hill are two other similar wells

; and local
tradition asserts that there is underground communication among the
three. This theory finds support in the fact that when a pistol is fired
at the mouth of one of these wells with a view of disturbing the siesta
of the pigeons who flock thither at the noontide heats, the noise made
by their wings, at first very loud, gets gradually fainter, as though the
birds were escaping through some lateral galleries. They certainly
betake themselves in some manner away from the perpendicular shaft
without coming out at the upper mouth, though there is no evidence to
prove that their exit takes place through either of the other two wells.
The labor expended on the boring of these wells must have been enor-
mous. If the object was merely to secure the water-supply for some
fort which originally crowned these heights, one cannot see why a shaft
twenty-four feet by eighteen, and so accurately cut, should have been
required. Were they indeed wells, or were they intended as passages
for the sudden exit of troops from some fortress built here to hold the
plain in awe ? In the latter case, some sort of spiral staircase would
necessarily have been attached to the walls of the shaft, of which at
the present day no trace remains. Unfortunately for science, no trav-
eller has yet visited Shiraz sufficiently enterprising to go down the four
hundred feet of perpendicular side with rope or ladder. Curious relics
of by-gone times might certainly be found at the bottom, but without a
proper windlass and better ropes than those now made in Fars the rkk
of a broken neck would cool the ardor of the most venturesome anti-
quary; and so, up to the present, the pigeons alone enjoy the sight of
the secret treasures which possibly lie at the bottom of these astound-
ing shafts. As we have said before, there is now no vestige of building
left on the hill to indicate in any way the date of their construction,nor is there any inscription apparent on the side of any of the wells to
aid us in our investigations. Tradition, as usual in Persia in the case
of anything out of the common, ascribes the work to Suleiman ibn
Uaud and his Jinns. Saturday Review.
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BUILDING PATENTS,

[Printed specification! of any patent! herementioned

together with full detail illustrations, may be ubtainei

ofthe Commissioner of J'atenti, at Washington, for
twenty-Jin cento.]

271,209. COMPOSITE BUILDING-MATERIAL AND TH
MKIIIOI. .>- i-BKi'ARiNii Tin-: SAMB. Frederic W
Bartlott, Bllir.ilo, X. V.

J71.2IH. liKXril-PLAMS;. John Campbell, Wai
dun. N. V.

J71..'::l. MI:TIMI> OF KBPADMXO 8TBO0TOBM WRI
BKTON MI; Co.\rui-:rK. John C. Goodridge, Jr., New
York, N. V.

271.V50. PIPE-CUTTER. Israel KInney, Windsor
Ontario, Can.

27l,"lil. W ATrll-TilWr.lt AND SH1SA I.-I,A.NTKUX.
Clair S. Parkhill. Hornellsvllle, N. Y.

L'Tl.-'iil. ELEVATOR. K.sell Phillips, Boston
Mass.
271,268. SPIKE-EXTRACTOR. Albert P. Prout

Womihaven, N. Y.
271,271. J.o< K. Lyman Rhoades, New York, N. Y
271,303. AXE-HANDLE. John D. Blaker, New

town, Pa.
271.308. KKOCKDOWN OB PORTABLE BUILDING.

I.are F. Bronnum, New York. N. Y.
271.309. LATHING AND FURRING. William H

Brown, Indianapolis, Ind.

271,316. VISE. Daniel Davis, Elmira, N. Y.
271,344. ARCH. Xhos. J. Lovegrove, Philadelphia

Pa.
_'7l,:w>. DEVICE FOR CONSTRUCTING BRICK FLOORS

AND AitciiKs. Asa Mattice, Cleveland, O.

271/53. ELEVATOR. Charles K. Oils, Yonkers
N. Y.

271,156. WATKH-CLOSET. Cluw. F. Pike, Phila-

delphia, Pa.
271.H67. CLEANSINO AND DISINFECTING WATER-

CLOSET BOWLS AND THEIK TRAPS. Chas. F. Pike
Philadelphia, Pa.

271.358. CLEANSING WATER-CLOSET ASD OTHER
Tn M-S. Chas. F. Pike, Philadelphia, Pa.

271.359. APPARATUS KOU ABSORBING SEWER-OA8
IN WATER-CLOSETS. Chas. F. Pike, Philadelphia
Pa.

271.367. SASH-FASTENER. Jacob S. Sammons
New York, N. Y.

271.368. WOOD-TURNING LATHE. Albion I. San-
born, San Francisoo, Cal.

271,384. WINDOW-SHOTTER. Charles E. Weber,
Monroeville, Ind.

271,422. FIHE-KSCAPE. Geo. H. Clowes and Ed-
ward L. Frlsbie, Jr., Waterbury, Conn.

271,429. FIRE-ESCAPE. Jarvls E. Davis, Union,
Oreg.

271,438. WINDOW-SHADE ROLLER. Wm. F. Ed-
wards, Cincinnati, O.

271,469. PROCESS or ORNAMENTING WOOD. John
P. Jamison, Cambridgeport, Mass.

271,479. KNOB-ATTACHMENT. Francis Lattimer,
Richmond, Nova Scotia, Canada.

271,489. PORTABLE STEAM-AUGER. William F.
Leach, St. Clair, Mich.

271,498. FIKE-ESCAPE. James H. McElroy, Mid-
dletown, N. Y.

271,909. THESTLE OB PLATFORM ATTACHMENT FOB
L U.I.KKS. Thomas J. Nolton, Lake City. Col.

271,537. SPLASH-BOARD FOR WATEK CLOSETS.
William Welch, John Coughlin, and John J. Maho-
ney. San Francisco, Cal.

271,509. B ENCH-PLAJJE. David A. Bridges, Vine-
land, N. J .

271,582. CEMENT AND CONCRETE PAVEMENT.
John W. McKnight, Washington. D. C.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.
Baltimore.

HOUSES. W. F. Weber, architect, is preparing draw-
ings for the following-named persons :

W. L. Stork, Esq., In three-sfy brick buildings,
with stone trimmings, cor. Diaries and Third Sts.,
four of which will be 16' x 42', five 18' x 44', and one
20' x 46', and to cost 945,000.
Mr. Lautenbach, three-st'y and mansard brick

building, with stone trimmings, n e cor. Eutaw and
Saratoga Sts., 18' x 47', and to cost 87,000.

OFPicK-lit'iLDiNO. Mr. Chas. L. Carson, architect, is

Preparing
drawings for a two-st'y and mansard ofnce-

uililing for Messrs.!'. J. and W. H. Shryock, cor.
Union Dock and Eastern Ave. It will be of brick,
with stone and terra-cotta trimmings, 25' x 50', and
cost $8,000.

BUILDING PERMITS. Since our last report eighteen
permits have been granted, the more important of
which are the following :

Frederick Duker, 4 ihree-sfy brick buildings, e s

Washington St., n e cor. of Federal St.
.1. ilin Menshard, three-st'y brick building, n w cor.

Fulton and Harlem Avenues.
Martin Marnell, three story brick building, > s

Eastern Ave., e of Gist St.

Henry Bowers, three-st'y brick building, n s Boyd
St.. between Arlington Avenue and Hollins Alley.
John N. Foss, 4 three-st'y brick buildings, w s

Choptank St., s of Fairmount Ave.
B. F. Starr, three-st'y brick building, w s Boltou

St., between Dolphin and Lanvale Sts.

HUM. Hetaffer, 10 two-st'y brick buildings, e s

Monroe St.,sof Pratt St.; and4 two-st'y and base-
ment brick buildings, Dover St., e of Monroe St.

Ferdinand Hahn, three-st'y brick building, n s

Lombard St., between Calhoun St. and Norris Alley.
M. Freedman, three-sfy brick building, s s Pratt

St., between Sharp and Howard Sts.
John Kern, Jr., & Co., two-story brick stable, w *

AVif-Minico St., between Cross and Stockholm Sts.

E. W. Haviland, 17 three-sfy brick buildings, e
Mount St., between Winchester and Tennant Sts.

Louis C. McCusker, 3 two-st'y brick buildings, w
Shields Alley, n of Smith St.

Boston.
BUILDING PERMITS. Jirict. Old I/arbor Point,
near Old Harbor St., Ward 24, for City of Boston,
one st'y hip stone tilth-house, (hoist) 3d' x 37'.

irw. ii'mhlnnd St., near Centre St., Ward 21
for H. H. & I,. M. Sargimt, :i three fy Hat dwells.
20'x.lx'; Kicliardson & Young, l.ni..

HlgUtmA .sv., near ( '. -litre St.. Ward 21, for H. It

& L. M. Snrgi-nt, three .t'y lint dwell., 38' X 40
II . M '1'lii nl .-!., .V... |;;, Ward I :. ti.r.l..hnT s.-lir.

flel, onc-st'y flat bakery and store, 21' x 31'; Chas
-\. < i:inltier, builder.

01,1 II,, :!, i;,ii,i n harf. Ward 24, near Old Har
bor St., for City of Boston, oue-st'y flat storage o
bricks. 2-J'i;'' x 17'.

111,1 lltrhir l-nint Wharf, Ward 24, for City of Bos-
ton, one-sfy flat blacksmith shop, 18' 6" x 31'
Charles H. Palmer, builder.
Old Harbor Point H'hnrf. Ward 24, for City o

Boston, one-nfy flat stone cutters' shed, 140' an
15' x 175'; Thomas Keyes. builder.

I'.nlral Are., near Washington St., Ward 23, fo
Win. K. 1'otter, oue-st'y pilch dwell., 18' x 2-4'; Job
K. Crosby, buildor.

I'ratt St., near Linden St., Ward 25, for Isaa
Pratt, Jr.; two-ft'y pitch dwell., 20' and 26' x 30
ell, 15' x iH>; W. B. ( ami-roil, builder.

Cambridge St., near North Harvard St., Ward 25
for Patrick F. O'Keefe, one st'y pitch mechanical
25' x CO'; James Green, builder.
Vorchtiter Are., cor. Unnamed St., Ward 24, fo

Mary A. Jones, 3 three-st'y flat dwells, and stores
60' x 20' 10''.

Dorchester Are., near Commercial St., Ward 2-)

for Patrick Rogers, two-st'y flat dwell, and store, 30
140'.

Brooklyn.
!!ri i.ni so PERMITS. North Seventh St., No. 258, s s

150' e Sixth St., four-sfy frame double tenement, til

roof ; cost, $5.000; owner, C. H. Meyer, on premises
architect, T. Eugelhardt; builder:, U. Maurer am
M. Metzen.
Dupont St., n w cor. Oakland A ve., thrce-sfy fram.

tenement, gravel roof; cost, 94,600; owner, G r

H. Meyer. Dupont St., necor. Oakland Ave.; arch!

tect, F. Weber; builders, M. Vogel and A. ljuig.
Hertford Ave., e s. 20' t Lexington Ave., extendln

80'; also, Bedford Ave., e s, extending fr- m Cliftoi

PI. to Greene Ave.; also, Bedford Ave., e s, extend
ing from Greene Ave. to Lexington Ave., 12 four
st'y brownstone front double stores and tene-
ments, gravel roofs; cost, each,about$15,000; owner
Thomas H. Brush, 74 Fourth Ave.; architect, F. E
Lockwood.
Nostrand Ace., e s, 100' s Monroe St., four-st'y

browustone front tenement, gravel roof; cost, $4,60(i

owner, architect and builder, G. W. Brown, 728 Ful
ton St.

Kckford St., w s, 71' s Kassau Ave., 3 three-st'y
frame tenements, gravel roofs; cost, each, $4,000
owner, John Englls, 110 Kent St.; architect, F
Weber; builders, G. P. Roberts and T. Randall.
On pier nearfoot of Joralrmon St., one story frame

shed, gravel roof; cost, about SIL',000; owners, Cash
man & Co.; architect, T. Reed; builder, V. Loser.

Witlouahby Ave., s s, 396' w Marcy Ave., 6 two-

st'y and basement, with three st'y rear, brownstone
front dwells., tin roofs; cost, each $5,500; owner
architect and builder, Arthur Taylor, 861 MyrtleAve

Central Ave., B w cor. Jefferson St., three-st'y
frame tenement, tin roof; cost, $6,000; owner, Henry
Epplg, 101 Evergreen Ave.; architect, G. Milieu"

brand; builders, W. Bayer and J. Rueger.
Leonard St., e s, 33* 4" s Nassau Ave., 2 three-

st'y frame tenements, gravel roofs; cost, each
$3,500; owner, John Englis, 110 Kent St.; architect
F. Weber; builders, G. P. Roberts and T. Randall.
Green St.,u s, between Franklin St. and Manhattan

Ave., one-sfy brick stable, gravel roof, iron cornice"

cost, $4,200; owners, B. C. R, R. Co., 10 Fulton St.;

architect, A. W. Dickie; builders, J. Ashfleld & Son.

I'rospect Ave., n s, 150' w Seventh Ave., three-st'y
frame double tenement, tin roof; cost, $3,800; owner,
H. J. Hoff. Prospect Ave.: architect, W. H. WIrth;
builders, G. Buchanan and C. A. Gildersleeve.
Scnmd Are., w s, 50' s Fifty-fourth St., three-sfy

frame dwell., with two-st'y extension; cost, $2.476;

owner, Thomas O'Connell, 153 Henry St., New York
City; architect and builder, H. J. Skinner.

Waverly Are., w s, 186' 8" s Lafayette Ave., two-

st'y brick stable, tin roof; cost, $6,000; owner, Wm.
H. Hill, 450 Washington Ave.; architect, G. L.
Morse.
Central Are., n w cor. Stanhope St., three-st'y

frame double tenement, tin roof; cost, $4,800; own-
er, Bressler, Park Ave., cor.Throop Ave.; archi-

tect, J. Hillenbrand; builders, E. Loerch and J.

Rueger.
Walton St., No. 81, s s, 77' w Harrison Ave., three-

st'y frame tenement, tin roof; cost, $3,500; owner,
Chas. Scheldt, 155 Harrison Ave. ; architect, T. En-
gelhardt; builders, U. Maurer and J. Frey.
Mimjer St., No. 106, s s, 200' from Ewen St., three-

st'y frame tenement, tin roof; cost, $4,500; owner,
Fried rich Schaufler, on premises; architect, A. Her-
bert; builders, J. Schereth and C. Wieber.

ALTERATIONS. Forrest St., n s. 126' e Bushwlck
Ave., one-st'y brick extension, tin roof; cost, $3,500;

owner, Claus Llpsius. Bushwlck Ave., cor. Forrest
St.: architect, C. Stoll; builders, H. Grassmau and
J. Rueger.

Clyiner St., No. 169, four-st'y brick extension,
gravel roof; cost, $3,000; owner, A. C. Washington,
ii2 Bedford Ave.; builders, M. Singer and J. Biron.

Buffalo, N. T.

CONTRACTS. 1 he contracts for steam-heating and
plumbing work of the Young Men's Christian Asso-
ciation Building have been let to Messrs. Irlbacker
& Davis and .Mr. Jno. D. Smith, for the sums of

$5,600 and 81,90') respectively.
I'KKA-HousE. Mention has not been made, I think,
of the new opera-house of Messrs. Wahle, on Court
St. Building is of brick, with cut-stone and galvan-
i/.eil-iron trimmings; cost. $65,000.
(ILL. Addition to the planlug-inill of Lee, Holland
& Co., Court St.; cost, $10,000.
oUND-HiwgK. Round-house for the Nickel Plate
Railroad, South Buffalo; cost, $25,000.
roKKS. Brick block, Carroll St.; cost, $10,000; own-
er, John Bush.
A Iterations to store on Main St., for Austin estate;

cost, $3,OOV.

Chicago.
lloi sKS, On the cor. of Loomis and Congress Sts.
has been conimen.-e.l a three-st'y brick du-rll

,
W

x 126', to be built In flats at a cost of $32,'iOO; Mrs. B.
Naghlon, owner; II. Kehuuldt, arehiteei .

:n,.| .lohn
l>iin|ihy, builder.
B. W. S Clark, architect, has prepared plans for

a blook of nine dwelling houses, to be liullt on
Wabanh Ave., nt-nr '] hlrty-llltli St.; cost, $1311,11110.
The same architect has complete,! phu,- for H

dwelling-home In Queen AnneMyh-. for F. A. AiUms,
to be builtat Englewixxl, a suburb
Plans are prepared by Mr. Clark lor a .ji'i.r.tio resi-

dence, to he built near Tnpeka, Kan; also, plans for
an $8,1100 residence for Mr. T. Williams, at Oak
Park, a Chicago suburb.

STOKKH. Plans are completed by Mr. B. W. S. Clark
for a block of stores on state St., neai
St., to be flve stories and basement, 50' x 150'; for
Allen Bros.; cost, $80,0"0.
Also plans for a block of stores and flats on West

Jackson St.
; cost, $20,000.

RIDING-SI iiiini. III i i.i. i.vii. The Union Riding Club
have let the contracts for a riding-school building on
North Clark St., between Goethe and Schiller Sts.
The structure will be of pressed hriek with stone;
finish, and the track In the interior will be capable
of accommodating twenty-four horses. The building
will be 72' x 182', two-st'y, and cost $22,001'; Cudell
& Blumenthal, architects.

BUILDING PERMITS. E. C. Chambers, one-st'y brick
cottage, 21' x 30', 1236 Adams St.; cost, $1.00".
Poths & Co., four-st'y brick factory, 4U' x W, Weed

St., cor. Dayton; cost $6,000.
s. i-:. Cross, 3 one-st'y cottages, 20 x 32' each; Illi-

nois Ave., near Thirty-second St.; con, (fn.noii.
Anton Schmidt, one-st'y brick cottage, 20' x W

743 Hlmnan St ; cost, $1,000.
M. Mountosky, two-st'y brick dwell., 21' x 46',

10 Luce St.; cost, $2,200.
F. C. Kuning, two-st'y brick flats, 21'-x 44', 464

West Erie St.; cost, $2,600.
P. Iversou, one-st'y brick basement, 20' x 30,

30 Bismarck St.; cost. $I,00'>.
E. B. McCagg, additional st'y, 40' x 48', C7 Cass

St.; cost, $6,0011.
A. B. Olson, two-st'y and basement brick flats, 21'

x 48', 276 Lincoln St.; cost, $4,"0".
F. C. Heath, three-st'y brick flats, 27' x W, MM

South Park Ave.: cost, $7,000.
Aug. Hernowskl, one-st'y brick cottage, 20' x 36',

80 Hastings St.; cost, $1,000.
Chas. Bepp, three-st'y and basement brick store

and flats, 24'x 70', 30 West Indiana St.; cost. $9,000.
Mrs. B. Naghton, three-st'y brick dwell., 60' x

125', Loiimis and Congress Sts.; cost, $:!2,liO' .

G. Hafner, three-st'y brick flats, 220 Maxwell St.;
cost, 54,500.
G. Hafner, two-st'y attic brick flats, No. 10 O'Brien

St.; cost, $2,400.
Schllls & Cassman, four-st'y and basement brick

store, Mather and Clinton Sts.; cost. $17,' on.
James Touldou, two-sfyand basement brick flats,

No. 150 Cornelia St.; cost, 12,500.
Geo. Hensen, three-sfy brick store and dwell.,

14C2 Lake St.; cost, 82,500.
W. D. Kerfoot & Co., agents, 10 one-ft'y cottages

20' x 50' each, Rice St., near Robey St.; cost, $18,Eo<>,

New York.
THEATRE. The Bijou Theatre Is to be entirely re-
modelled, the floor lowered, the roof raised, ai d
probably a new front built, from designs of Messir.
Smith & Kelly.

STORES. A fine store, about 98' x 131.', Is to be built
on the s w cor. of Broadway and Fourth Ms., from
designs of Mr. Henry Fernbach.
Twostores, aboutSO' x 60', flve stories high, of brick

with Wyoming Valley blucsti.no finish are to bo
built at Nos. liXand 165 Wist St., forMr. W. R. Reu-
wlck from designs of Mr. Geo. Martin HUM.

STABLE. Mr. A. C. Clark proposes to build a large
livery-stable on tho north side of Seventy-fifth St.,
between Broadway and Tenth Ave.

ALTERATIONS. Nos. 917 to 925 Park Ave. are to be
altered from tenement-houses into flrst-class flats,
and No. 80 East Fifty-fourth St. from a residence to
an apartment-house, all for Messrs. Robert & Ogden
Goelet, from designs of Mr. Jos. M. Dunn.
No. 28 West St., is to be altered so that Ihe base-

ment can bemused for store purposes. Mr. II. Ed-
wards Ficken is the architect.

BUILDING PERMITS Canal St., No. 332. and J.i-
penard St., .Vol. 39 and 41, slx-st'y brick and iron
front store, tin roof; cost, $75,000; owner, John
Clark, 340 Canal St.; architect, Jobst Hoffmann.
One Hundred and Forty-third St., n t, 181' e of

Alexander Ave., two-st'y frame dwell., tin roof;
cost $3,000; owner, Win. Gallagher, One Hundred
and Sixty-second St., bet. Courtland and Elton
Aves.; architect, H. S. Baker.
One Hundred and Fifteenth St., l s, 245' w of Fiflh

Ave., 5 three-st'y brownstone front dwells., tin

roofs; cost, each $16,000; owners, Ja. Madden, 2153
Second Ave., and James Mara, 2165 Second Ave.
Canal St. , A'o. 276, four-st'y brick store, tin roof;

cost, $8,000; owner, C. W. Bruce; architect, John
B. Snook; builders, John Demarest and Wm. A.
Vanderhoof.
Canal St., No. 329 and 331, and Greene St., A'o.

6, six-st'y brick store, tin roof; cost, $75,000; owners,
Lorillard Spencer and others, per James M. Jack
son, 3 Mercer St.; architect. John B. Snook; builders,
Robinson & Wallace, and W. Gerard & Co.
Third Ave., Xot. 443, 445 and 447, and 206 JZVwt

Tliirtg-jirtt St., three-st'y brick theatre; cost, $60,-
000; owner, Annie L. McCahill, Larchmont, N. J.;
architect, Alfred Chamberlain.
One Hum/red and Forty-rixlh St., s s, 600' e Tenth

Ave., 8 two-st'y brick and frame dwells., gravel
roofs; cost, each $1,500; owner, Wm. Thompson, 53
Leonard St.; architect, T. M. Clark.
Kait Twenty-third HI.. Xos. 156 and 158, four-sfy

brick stable and coach-house, gravel roof; cost, $10,-
000; owner, Anton Markert, 28 I*exlngton Ave.;
architect, Fred Jenth; builder. H. W <wtph.nl.

Fifty ninth St., t, 120' e Sixth Ave., 2 nlntes-'y
brick and stone flats, tin and slate roofs: cost, each,
$300,000; owner, Geo. Muuro, 15 West Fifty-seventh
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St.; architect, John Correja; builders, E. L. Dar-

ragh anil McGuire & Sloan.
liatlroad Are., w s, 1.12' n One Hundred and Sixty-

seventh St., two-story frame factory, gravel roof;

cost, $2,500; owner, Julius Brunner, on premises;

builder, Louis Falk.
Third Ace., w s, 139' 2" n One Hundred and Four-

teenth St., five-st'y brick tenement and store, tin

roof; cost, $15,000; owner, 1>. G. Crosby, 01 West

Ninth St.; architects, D. & J. Jardine; builder, Ed.

KlSi/
Ck
^., n e cor. Sixty-third St., nve-st'y

browiistone front flat and store, tin roof; cost, $?!<>,-

600; owners, Graham & Condor, 211 Kast Ihirty-

fifth St.; architect, John C. Burne; builders, Gra-

ham & Connor.
Second Am., e s, 2"' 5" n Sixty-third St., 3 five-

st'v brownstone front fiats and stores, tin roofs; cost,

each, $18,OIK); owners, builders and architects, same

**Sixt-tUrd St., n s, 80' e Second Ave., 5 five-st'y

brick tenements, tin roofs; cost, each, (?20,000; own-

ers, builders ami architects, same as last.

Kcrcntii-eujhth St., u s, 60' e Third Ave., 9 one-

st'v brick stores, gravel roofs; cost, each, i,ouu,

lessee Bernard Ehrenreich, n w cor. Lexington Ave.

and Sixty-fifth St.; architect, John Brandt.

First Ace., No. 2306, four-st'y brick tenement and

store, tin roof; cost, 15,000; owner, Teresa Coogan,
422 East One Hundred and Fifteenth St.; architects,

Cleverdon & Putzel.

Forty-third St., s s, 80' e of Third Ave., five-sty

brick tenement, tin roof; cost, $12,000; owner, John

Murphy, 249 East Forty-ninth St.; architects, Bab-

cock & McAvoy; builder, not selected.

Thirty-eighth St., n s, 125' w of First Ave., 4 five-st, y

brick tenements, tin roofs; cost, each $10,000;

owner John J. McDonald, 1321 Park Ave.; archi-

tect, John Brandt.
ALTERATIONS. - West St., n e cor. Beach St., inter-

nal alterations; cost, 85,000; owners. Old Dominion

Steamship Co., cor. Fulton and Greenwich Sts.;

architect, Wm. Rowland; builder,Wm. Shapter.

Sixth Ave., Nos. 431 to 435, build new wall on

northerly line and a one-st'y brick extension; cost,

$2 000; owner, Ed. B. Simon, exr., 63 East Fifty-

ninth St.; architect, John B. Franklin.

One Hundred and Fourth St., n s, 160' w Ave. A,
raise one sfy, etc.; cost, $5,000; owner. F. H. Du-

clos, N. J.; architect, Aug. Hatfteld; builder, T. W.
Banks.
Greenwich Ave., No. 27, raise one st'y, new flat

roof; cost, $3,000: owner, Dietrich Fink, 106 West

.,
.

,
rick ex-

tension, new front; cost, J7,000; owner, John Bick-

jnan, 302 First Ave.; architect, F. W. Klemt.
Ave. A,a<b cor. Eighty-sixth St., two-st'y brick ex-

tension, new store front, etc.; cost, $3,000; owner,

Henry W. Neumann, on premises; architect, John

West' Thirty-second St., Nos. 147 and 149, raise ex-

tension to No. 147 one-st'y, main building of No.

149 extended 8', and a new two-st'y extension; cost,

$10 000- owner, Benedict Fischer, 366 West Fifty-

seventh St.; architects, Thorn & Wilson.
Allen St., No. 13, three-st'y brick extension; cost,

$3,000; lessee, Fred. J. Selig, on premises; builder,

East Twenty-ninth St., No. 129, four-st'y brick ex-

tension and internal alterations; cost', $6,000; owner,
Daniel E. McSweeney, on premises; architect, E. W.
Buckley.
Searnth Ave., s w cor. Fifty-seventh St., repair

damage by fire; cost, $15,250; owner, Wm. Noble,
926 Park Ave.

Sixth Ave., No. 441, one-st'y brick extension; cost,

$3,000; owner, estate of Sylvester Brush, 31 Nassau

St.; architect, Henry Fernbacu.

Broailway, No. 335, and Worth St., Nos. 87, 89 and

91, repair damage by fire; cost, $7,300; owners, Cora
and M yra Moffatt, No. 6 East Forty-eighth St. ;

build-

er, Henry Wallace.

fifth Ave., No. 327, basement and first st'y fitted

up for business purposes, new store front; cost,

$4,000; owner, John J. Astor, 21 West Twenty-sixth
St ; builders, Jas. Webb & Son and John Downey.

llroculwaij, Nos. 603 to 511, raise one-st'y; cost,

Hancock St., e s, n of Cumberland St., two-st'y

building, 17' x 18'; Daniel Nevling, contractor.

ManaijU ik Ace., w of Cedar St., three-st'y dwell.,

18' x 47'; Robert Boon, owner.

Jlrini/lmrst St., vr of Wakefield St., 2 two-st'y

dwells., and two-st'y stable, 15' x 32' and 16' x 20';

John Rufe, owner.
l)ck St., No. 120, three-st'y store, 18' x 80'; C. II.

Jacoby, owner.
Leithi/ow St., n of Norris St., two-st-y dwell., 16' x

20'; Felix Boltz, owner.
Thirteenth St., s of Locust St., three-st'y dwell.,

and four st'y dwell., 18' x 82' and 22' x 82'; Robert-

son & Bryan, contractors.
Centre"St., n s, w of Schaeff'er St., 4 three-sty

dwells., 16' x 25'; Wm. Garvin, contractor.

Broad St., e s, 64'nof Ellsworth St., two-st'y store

and dwell., 21' x 61'; E. Benson, owner.

St. Louis.

BUILDING PERMITS. Seventeen permits have been
issued since our last report, seven of which are

for unimportant frame houses. Of the rest, those

worth 2,500 and over are as follows:

H. Tiemann, 2 adjacent two-st'y brick dwells.; cost,

$6 500; Wm. Springmeyer, contractor.
Peter Sarvies, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $4,000;

contract sub-let.

[At Philadelphia, Pa.]
OFFICE OF SUPERVISING ARCHITECT, i

TREASURY DEPARTMENT,
WASHINGTON, D. C., February B, 1883. )

Sealed proposals will be received at this office until

13 M., on the 36th day of February, 1883, for fur-

nishing and delivering at the Treasury Building,

Washington, D. C., all the hardware required for the

Court-House and Post-office at Philadelphia, Pa., in

accordance with specification and schedule, copies of

which and any additional information may be had on

application at this office or the office of the Super-
intendent. JAS. &. HILL,

373 Supervising Architect.

PROPOSALS.

PRON-WORK.
[At Boston, Mass.]

, , ,

Washington PL; builder. John Jordan.
East Eighteenth St., No. 405, three-st'y b

OFFICE OF SUPERVISING ARCHITECT,
TREASURY DEPARTMENT,

WASHINGTON, D. C., February 8, 1883. .

Sealed proposals will be received at this office until

18 M., on the 38th day of February, 1883, for

furnishing and fixing in place complete in the post-

office and sub-treasury extension-building at Boston,
Mass., the iron-work of post-office screens, stairways,

railings, floor-lights, in accordance with drawings and

specification, copies of which and any additional in-

formation may be had on application at tbis office or

JAS. G. H1LT
-,

374 Supervising Architect.

the office of the superintendent.

BRICK,
CEMENT, ETC.

[At Buffalo, N. Y.]
Sealed proposals will be received at the Park Com-

missioners' office, City Hall, Buffalo, N. Y., for fur-

nishing the materials hereunder mentioned, to be used
in the construction of the Buffalo Trunk Sewer, until

13 o'clock M., OH Wednesday, the 14th day of

February, 1883, and opened immediately thereafter.

The materials required are as follows:

Sewer bricks, not to exceed 20,000,000.
American hydraulic cement, not to exceed 50,000

barrels.
Portland cement, not to exceed 10,000 barrels.

Iron castings, not to exceed 100,000 pounds.
Dated 2fth of January, 1883.

The Board of Sewer Commissioners of the City of

SCHOOL-HOUSE. [At Brattleboro, Vt.]

BRATTLEBORO, Vt., January 19, 183.

The plans and specifications of a two-st'y brick

school-house, 96' x 124', will be open for inspection after

January 30, at the office of Haskins & Stoddard, Brat-

tleboro, Vt. Bids for constructing the same in a thor-

ough and substantial manner will be received by the

undersigned up to 13 M., February 3O, 1883. Bids

may be made for building the house as a whole, or in

parts, to wit : For the basement or foundation story,

with necessary excavations; for the mason-work, for

carpenter-work and painting; for heating and plumb-
ing. The successful contractor will be required to give
sufficient bonds to insure a faithful compliance with

their contract. The committee reserve the right to

reject any or all bids as they may deem best for the

interest of the district.

H. D. HOLTON. 1

WM. H. COLLINS,
E. W. STODDARD,
JACOB ESTEY,
GEO. A. HINES.

Building
Committee.

373

Buffalo, per 373 D. C. BEARD, Chairman.

Tl/TOVABLE DAM.
[At Louisville, Ky.]

U. S. ENGINEER OFFICE, 82 WEST THIRD ST., I

CINCINNATI, O., January 12, 1383. J

Sealed proposals in duplicate will be received at this

office, until 13 o'clock, noon, on Thursday, the
1st day of March, 1883, for the construction of the

parts necessary for 200 feet of movable dam, and the

delivery of the same at Louisville, Ky.
Approximate quantities: Wrought-iron, 28,000

pounds; cast-iron, 2,500 pounds; malleable-iron, 850

pounds; dressed white-pine, 1,260 feet, B. M.; dressed

white-oak, 400 feet, B. M.
Specifications and all necessary information can be

obtained by application to the undersigned.
WM. E. MERRILL,

374 Major of Engineers.

"PLASTERING.
[At Topeka, Kans.]

OFFICE OF SUPERVISING ARCHITECT, )

TREASURY DEPARTMENT,
WASHINGTON, D. C., February 12, 1883. )

Sealed proposals will be received at this office until

13 M., on the 7th day of March, 1883, Jor allthe

formation may be had on application at this ofnce, or

the office of the Superintendent. JAS. G. HILL,
373 Supervising Architect.

825,000; owner, Jos. F. Loubat, 138 Fifth Ave.; archi-

tect, Jno. B. Snook; builder, not selected.

Sixty-fourth St., e s, 250' e Eastern Boulevard,
raise three stories; cost, $12,000; owners, Neidlinger,
Schmitt & Co., on premises; builders, J. & L. Weber.
West fourteenth St., No. 604, one-st'y brick exten-

sion; cost, $3,0"0; lessee, Campbell Mining and Re-

ducing Co.; builders, Samuel Lowden and John Far-

rell.

Philadelphia.
'BUILDING DONE DURINGTHE MONTH OF JANUARY.

The building operations in the city during the month
of January have been unusually light. This is

shown by the applications for permission to erect

new and alter old buildings made at the office of the

Building Inspectors. These officials issued but 61

permits during the month, being just half the num-
ber given for the corresponding month last year.
The aggregate was made up as follows : Alterations
and additions, 22; back buildings, 10; two-st'y
dwells., 11; tbree-st'y dwells., 3; factories, 2; sta-

bles, 5; foundries, 3; and mission building, office,

dye-house, church, and mill, each 1.

STO HE. At No. 418 Arch St.. Thomas Potter, Sons &
Co. propose to erect a four-st'y brick store, 27' x 200'.

BUILDING PERMITS. Lombard St., s s, w Twenty-
fifth St., one-st'y stable, 48' x 77'; H. T. Supplee,
contractor.
Cedar St., s s, w of Manayunk Ave., three-st'y

dwell., 18' x 47'; J. F. Peasgood, owner.
South Nineteenth St., No. 726, three-st'y dwell.,

17' x 26'; J. P. Lamberton, owner.
Setters St., Nos. 133 to 137, 3 two-st'y dwells., 16'

x 40'; Chas. G. Gilmore, contractor.
Coral St., n w cor. Taylor St., rebuilding factory,

47' x 110'; Wm. Arnott, owner.
Front St., e s, s of Girard Ave., one-st'y storehouse,

100' x 130'; M. Magee, contractor.
West College Ave., No. 1248, addition to soap

works, 18' x 70'; W. Chambers, owner.
Garfield St., n s, w of Wakefield St., two-st'y

dwell., 16' x 44'; Wm. Garvin, contractor.

COUNTY
COURT-HOUSE.

[At Mount Ayr, Io.]

Drawings can be seen after February Inth at the office

of the County Auditor, at Mt. Ayr, llinggold Co., Iowa,
or at the office of Eckel & Mann, architects, St.

Joseph, Mo.
Sealed bids must be in by March 1, 1883.
The Supervisors reserve the right to reject any or

all bids.

By order of the Board.
T. A. STEVENSON, Chairman.

J. E. DOZE, County Auditor. 373

IRON
WATER-PIPES.

[At Providence, R. I.]

OFFICE OF BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS, )

CITY HALL,
PROVIDENCE, R. I., February 13, 1883. )

Sealed proposals will be received at this office until
11 o'clock A. M., Friday, February 33d, 1883, for

furnishing the following sizes of cast-iron water-pipes.
Five tons, of 2.240 pounds, 4 inches in diameter.
Four hundred and fifty tons, of 2,240 pounds, 6 inches

in diameter.

Eighty tons of 2,240 pounds, 8 inches in diameter.
To be delivered on wharf in this city.
The delivery to commence on or before May 1st,

and to be completed on or before August 1st, 1883.

A bond satisfactory to the Board, in the sum of five

hundred dollars, as liquidated damages, for failure to

execute the contract within ten days, if awarded, will

be required of eacb bidder, and a satisfactory bond in

the sum of twenty-five hundred dollars conditioned

upon the faithful fulfilment of the contract, will be

required of the successful bidder.

Specifications and forms of contract, and of proposals
may be obtained on application at this office.

The Board reserves the right to reject any or all pro-

posals.
SAMUEL B. SWAN, )

Board of

CHARLES ANTHONY,! Public Works.
SAMUEL M. GRAY, )

373 City Engineer.

DAM. [At Louisville, Ky.]

U. S. ENGINEER OFFICE. 82 WEST THIRD ST., 1

CINCINNATI, p., January 12, 1883. }

Sealed proposals, in duplicate, will be received at
this office until 13 o'clock, noon, on Thursday,
the 1st day of March, 1883, for the construction
of the parts necessary for 200 ft. of movable dam, and
the delivery of the same at Louisville, Ky.
Approximate quantities: wrought-iron. 28,000 Ibs.;

cast-iron, 2,500 Ibs.; malleable iron, 850 ibs.; dressed

white-pine, 1,260 feet B. M.; dressed white-oak, 400

feet, B. M.
Specifications and all necessary information can be

obtained by application to the undersigned.
374 WM. E. MERRILL, Maj. of Engineers.

/^lOURT-HOUSE.
\J [At Caledonia, Minn.]
Sealed proposals will be received by the Building

Committee of the County Commissioners of Houston
County, Minnesota, until March 31, 1883, at the
office of the Auditor in Caledonia, for the construc-
tion of a stone Court-House for said County, according
to plans and specifications of same now on file at the
Auditor's Office, and at the office of the architects,
C. G. Maybury & Son, Winona, Minn., who will give
any further information desired. No bids will be
received except for the whole building complete as

specified. The successful bidder will be required to

TRON FURRING AND LATHING, ALSO
FIRE-PROOF COVERING FOR IRON
COLUMNS. [At Topeka, Kans.]

Sealed proposals will be received at this office until
13 M., on the 34th day of February, 1883, for.fur-

nishing and fixing in place, complete, all the iron

furring and lathing, also the fire-proof covering for

the iron columns, required for the Court-House and
Post-Office at Topeka, Kansas, in accordar.ce with

drawings and specifications, copies of which and any
additional information may be had on application at
this office or the office of the Superintendent.

JAS. G. HILL,
373 Supervising Architect.

SEWER. [At Buffalo, N. Y.]
Sealed proposals will be received at the Park Qom-

missioners' office, City Hall, Buffalo, N. Y., for exe-

cuting the work bereuuder mentioned, the same being
the construction of the Buffalo Trunk Sewer, until
13 o'clock M., on Tuesday, the 30th day of Feb-
ruary, 1883, and opened immediately thereafter.
The work to be done is as follows:
The construction of a trunk sewer from Albany

Street to the intersection of the Mill Race sewer in
Seneca Street at Hydraulic Street, being a total length
of less than 24,000 feet.

Also, flushing inlets from the main and Hamburg
canal, and the Erie canal, and the interception of

existing sewers which now deliver into these canals,

together with all minor appurtenances of the work.
The diameter of the main sewer throughout the

principal part of its length will be 8 feet.

About 2,600 feet of the sewer will be built in tunnel.
The estimated quantity of brick to be laid is about

20,000,000.
Plans and specifications for the work, as soon as________ _________ ^_______ ,

give bonds in the sum of $5,000. The right to reject completed, may be seen at the office above stated.

any and all bids is reserved. By order of Building Dated 24th of January, 1883.

Committee.
376 E. K. BOVERUD, County Auditor.

,

The Board of Sewer Commissioners of the City of

Buffalo, per 373 D. C. BEARD, Chairman.
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1IFIIK Boston Manufacturers' Mutual Fire Insurance Com-

A Pany ' lils issued a circular written by its President, Air.

Edward Atkinson, again calling attention to the method
for protecting city warehouses from fire which was first de-

scribed in a report published iu 1880, and further illustrated in

a lecture delivered by Mr. Atkinson not long afterwards.

Most of our readers are probably familiar with the main fea-

tures of the plan, which consists in placing stand-pipes at the

corners of the blocks in the business quarter of large towns,
with horizontal pipes ou the roofs, carried around the block,
and fitted with hydrants on each side of each party-wall, so

that every building in the block can, by meaus of power ap-

plied at either stand-pipe, be flooded with water from at least

two points, and many streams may be directed from the roofs

against a fire on the opposite side of any of the surrounding
streets. The very simplicity of this plan prevents it from mak-

ing the impression ou the imagination of the casual reader which
it does on the mind of the expert, and it is worth while to study
more closely the effect which, if carried out, it would have up-
on the practice of controlling fires in the dry-goods district of

New York, where Mr. Atkinson suggests that it might well be
first applied. At present, when a fire occurs iu that region, or
at least in all but the most modern portions of it, the first step
is to sound the alarm and summou the engines. While they
are threading their way through the immense concourse of
trucks and other vehicles which obstruct all the streets in that

quarter during the daytime, the fire climbs the hoist-way, or
runs up behind the furrings of the front and rear walls, to the

upper loft, which is usually filled with empty cases, samples
and scraps of all descriptions, and by the time the first engine
reaches the ground, the highest story is iu a roaring blaze.

The next step is to attach the engine-hose to a street hydrant,
in which there is now during much of the daytime, according
to a recent report of the underwriters, no pressure whatever.
To reach the worst part of the fire, therefore, the engine must

pump water from the hydrant and throw it to the top of the

burning store, which is probably from seventy-five to eighty
feet above the street. This is a matter of no small difficulty,
and even if the attempt is successful, the stream can only be
thrown in fine spray a short distance through the front win-

dows, leaving the rear portion of the structure to burn un-
molested until hose can be dragged up through the stairways of
the opposite building, or patent ladders can be brought up from
some distant station. While all this is going on, the fire is

quite at liberty to spread through the other stories, and the

water, thrown iu continuous streams into the upper windows,
with no particular aim, runs in rivers over the floor, soon to
soak through and destroy what goods in the lower stories the
ilames may have spared.

BY
the new system the method of procedure would be very

different. Instead of dragging hose hither and thither, by
connecting any of the stand-pipes the lines ou the roof

could be immediately filled with water from end to end, and
any number of streams directed, not at random into the nearest

window, but through skylights or holes cut in the roof, with per-

fect precision upon the heap of goods, or pile of packing-cases,
or elevator-shaft or stairway, that happened to b<; burning. A
two-inch stream of water would make short work of fire where
it fell, and all combustion in the upper story being quenched by
ilirert attack, the same process could be extended to the story

below, with the greatest possible effect from the use of the

smallest possible quantity of water. This mode of dealing with

a conflagration is by no means new. Long ago it was acknowl-

cilurd that fires iu city warehouses could be attacked with far

greater efficiency from above than from below, and hundreds of

party walls are now carried up six feet or so above the roofs on
each side, and provided with glazed loop-holes, through which
the liremen can see to direct a stream from a hose-nozzle, with-

out being scorched by the heat. The only difficulty in using
these protections for their intended purpose lies iu the fact that

at present it would be almost impossible to get water to them in

time to do any good with it, and at best, without the aid of some

comprehensive system of pipes like that which Mr. Atkinson

proposes, defensive works ou the roofs of buildings must be very
slow in preparing for action, and comparatively ineffective in

operation.

1IFO the original plan for constructing and arranging the stand

J. and roof pipes, Mr. Atkinson now adds a detail of great
importance. Observing the steadiness and reliability of the

supply of force available from the public steam-heat and power
companies, he proposes that instead of depending upon the

tardy and inadequate assistance of the fire-engines for filling
the pipes, steam-pumps, supplied with motive force from the

great companies, or, if necessary, from special boilers, should
be placed in convenient stations, at the rate of about two to

each block, under the charge of competent men, who would, at

a moment's warning, which might be given, if necessary, by
automatic signal, fill the whole system of pipes, ready to be
used as the proper officer might direct. To avoid the possi-

bility of failure or deficiency iu the city supply, wells might be
driven in various places, which would, as experience in the

dry-goods district shows, furnish an ample quantity of water
without resorting to the Groton mains ; and many, if not all,

the pumps and pipes which were established for fire service

might be utilized at all times for supplying water to the hy-
draulic elevators which are rapidly multiplying iu the district.

Notwithstanding the great and obvious value of such a system
as this, there must be difficulty in obtaining that unanimity of

feeling among property-owners which would secure its adoption,
except on a very limited scale, as a means for mutual protec-
tion, and Mr. Atkinson suggests that it might be best introduced
either by one of the New York steam-supply companies as a
branch of their own business, or by a special protective fire-in-

surance company, which could, by an expenditure of perhaps
seventy-five thousand dollars per annum, establish pumps, wells
and pipes, and maintain an effective service night and day
throughout the dry-goods district, containing not far from five

hundred million dollars' worth of property, on which at least a
million and a half dollars is paid annually as premiums for insur-

ance. Independent of earnings by supplying water for elevators
and other purposes, such a protective insurance company would

rely for its profits upon the reduction effected by its safeguards in

the risks upon property which it insured. At present, with

premiums amounting to one and one-half million, the losses

average more than a million dollars a year, these, with the ex-

penses, consuming all the premiums paid. If, then, the new
company, retaining the same rates of premium which are now
found unremuuerative, and are likely to be materially raised
before long, could secure control of the insurance business of
the district, at the same time reducing by its appliances the
risk of loss from fire to the amount of one-tenth, its annual net

profits would be one hundred and fifty thousand dollars, after

wages aud interest on its plant had been paid. How the neces-

sary control of the insurance of the district would be obtained
we will not attempt to say, but that the saving in risk from fire

by such appliances as Mr. Atkinson describes, and by other

precautions which could easily be made obligatory on the in-

sured, would be very much more than one-tenth, no architect
needs to be told. Iu fact, already, under the care of members
of our profession, stnnd-pipes have been erected in front of

many of the newer buildings in the dry-goods district, elevator-
wells have been enclosed with brick walls aud tin-covered doors,
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ceilings wired to prevent the fall of the plaster, and other pre-
cautions taken which, although much less effective under pres-
ent circumstances than they would be if combined with an

efficient and general protective service, certainly add one-tenth

to the security of the structure, and are of value, not only for

themselves, but as showing the disposition which has arisen

among owners of buildings to second any insurance company
which may undertake to initiate a reform.

@NK
of the latest orders of the New York Inspector of

Buildings, which has caused considerable comment among
the general public, directs that the beautiful new Casino

Theatre on Broadway shall be furnished forthwith with iron

balconies and ladders on both the Broadway and Thirty-ninth
Street fronts. The Broadway balconies are to be eighteen feet

long, and as one is to be placed at each story they will, with

their ladders, form a somewhat striking addition to the design
of the fa9ade. According to Mr. P^sterbrook's letter, giving
the order, a promise had already been made that fire-escapes
should be placed on the building, but the fulfilment of the

promise being, as he judged, unreasonably delayed, he thought

proper himself to provide for the matter, and in order to hasten

the execution of his directions he appended to his missive an
order to suspend the performances in the theatre until they
were complied with. The architects, as well as the proprietor
of the theatre, naturally felt that this public action cast a re-

flection upon the security of their building, which was designed
to be exceptionally safe against all possible accident from fire,

but it is unnecessary to say that the Inspector is obliged to

judge of the need by circumstances as he finds them, and the

structure being yet very incomplete, the temporary timbering
with which a considerable portion of it is filled adds much to a

danger which will probably be inconsiderable when the work
is carried out as intended.

fTT DISCUSSION is going on in Boston in regard to the dan-

j\_ ger from fire to the occupants of the older college buildings
at Cambridge, and quite a panic is reported to exist among

the mote timid students. It is certain that the most ancient

buildings on the ground are very ill-planned lor enabling the

persons who live in the rooms to escape if the wooden stair-

ways, which form the only means of access to them, should

take fire, but they are not very high, and an improvised rope of

sheets and blankets would probably serve to conduct the students

of the day safe'y to the ground in case of danger, in much the

same way that a similar contrivance used to aid their predeces-
sors in enterprises which did not involve their preservation from
death. In fact, the government of the college, relying upon
the athletic habits of the undergraduates, is said already to con

template the introduction of ropes into the rooms in the upper
stories, to be attached to the window-sills ready for use, and this

idea meets with much commendation from the outside public,

as, we doubt not, it does from the students themselves, to many
of whom the relief which the ropes will afford from the prosaic
mode of going up and down stairs to their rooms will be grate-
ful, even at times when there is no fire to be dreaded ; while

the facilities gained by the same means for paying unexpected
visits to neighbors will be highly appreciated. The college has

certainly been fortunate in respect to conflagrations, not a single
life having been lost by fire for two hundred years, although
the upper portion of several of the buildings has been burned
off ; and under .the very favorable circumstances of constant

surveillance, proximity to the city stations, and great subdivision

of space, the dormitories are likely to remain substantially un-

injured, at least from that cause, for centuries more.

THE
inquest into the causes of the fall of the factory chim-

ney at Bradford, England, by which a large number of

persons were killed, has resulted in a verdict exonerating
the owners of the property from all blame. The failure of the

chimney, in the opinion of the jury, was caused by the cutting
out of the joints for the purpose of straightening it, although
this would not probably have been fatal except for the high
wind which prevailed. It seems from the evidence that the

chimney was built double, but with a certain want of connec-
tion between the outer and inner shells. Not long before the
accident serious cracks were observed in the outer casing, and
finally this began to bulge out, although the inner shell ap-
peared sound. It was then decided to cut into the shaft, in

order to bring back the whole mass to the proper line, and the

stone-work was sawed entirely through in two places, about three

feet apart. The witnesses believed that upon the withdrawal of

the wedges which held the work during the cutting, the weight
above, amounting to about seven tons to the square foot, was

suddenly brought upon a comparatively small section of the

wall, and that the high wind which prevailed afterwards rocked
the upper portion of the shaft upon its inadequate bed, crush-

ing and pounding the stone below it, and between the two cut-

tings, until its resistance was overcome. In support of this

theory it was shown that ihe chimney, instead of being drawn
over fifteen inches by the two cuts, each one-half inch in width,
which would be the calculated change in position, actually
shifted its place three feet, showing that some crushing must
have taken place immediately upon the removal of the wedges,
and the vibration caused by the wind might easily complete the

disintegration.

AJfllE Trustees of the Metropolitan Museum of Art presented
J[ at the annual meeting of the members, held a few days

ago, a very satisfactory report, showing that the Museum
is now not only free from debt, but that the value of its prop-

erty has been steadily increasing, while its income during the

past year was sufficient to meet the current expenses. The Trus-
tees find, however, that the businei-s of the Museum has in-

creased so largely a< to require a corresponding increase in the

number of persons employed, and twenty-two are now found
insufficient to do the work which was done ten years ago I y
four. To assist the Director of the Museum a Curator has
been appointed, Mr. W. II. Goodyear, and the Trustees
think that before long separate officers, subordinate to the Di-

rector, must be assigned to the several departments. The in

crease of the Library has become a matter of pressing impor-
tance, and the schools maintained by the Must um encn ach

heavily upon its resources, although the Trustees themselves,
to s:<ve what they could for the Museum, have generously made
up a large part cf this expense. The building occupied by the

Museum is already small for the accommodation of the collec-

tions, some of which cannot be shown for want of space to dis-

play them. The glass skylight aUo gives trouble by continual

breaking, and needs constant repair. 'Among the objects of

art acquired by the Museum during the year are a medallion of

the Assumpt.on by Luca della Robbia, some paintings presented

by various persons, and a curiosity in the shape of a landscape

by Robert Barrett Browning. Besides these, a small collection of

American antiquities has been purchased, and a praiseworthy

activity has been shown in obtaining the loan, for exhibition, of

works of art belonging to private persons. On the whole, the

ye;ir has been a useful and successful one, and the steady en-

largement of the collection, although not perhaps signalized by
any great good fortune, is perhaps the sort of development most
to be desired.

TITHE new process of extraction of coal from mines by means
JL of cartridges of quick-lime has, as it seems to us, a pecul-

iar interest in its relation to the similar processes which are

or might be, used in quarrying the softer stones. The lime pro-
cess has now become well established in several collieries in

England and every month adds to the number of persons who
appreciate its advantages. These are, as our readers know, the

avoidance of the smoke and poisonous gases inseparable from

blasting by means of powder ; the superior quality of the coal

detached, which falls in large pieces, without the waste in dust

and finocoal caused by the concussion of a powder explosion ; the

saving of time, since the miners can work continuously beside a
lime blast, instead of retreating in a body to wait until the fir-

ing of powder is over, and the smoke has cleared away ; and

finally, the saving of expense, which amounts to about three

per cent of the cost of extraction. The only disadvantage
hitherto mentioned in connection with the lime process is the

soiling of the coal with the white lime-paste from the cartridge,
a circumstance which, although of the smallest possible real

consequence, causes a slight depreciation in the salability of the

coal ; while in some cases, where the passageways in the mine
are narrow, the bulk of the bags of lime does something to

obstruct them. These objections would not be felt at all in

applying the process to the quarrying of stone. There is

usually plenty of room in and about a quarry, and the soiling
of the stone by a substance so easily washed oif as lime would
be a trifling matter.
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THE EDINBURGH ARCHITECTURAL EXHIBITION.

X architectural exhibition of

irivat interest has just been
in Edinburgh under the

auspices of the Architectural As-

sociation of that city, to

whom the greatest credit

is due for their energy
and enterprise in gather-
ing i ' Anther such an in-

teresting and instructive

collection of drawings.
The galleriesof theKoy al

Scottish Academy hav-

ing been placed at their

disposal, the Coininittee

found themselves able

to accommodate something like one thousand paintings and draw-

ings, which were arranged and classified with considerable skill and

care, so that each room in the spacious suite had a distinctive charac-

ter of its own, while the whole exhibition had a more or less histori-

cal element pervading it throughout. It is not too much to say that

a more effective or numerous collection of architectural drawings
has seldom, if ever, been brought together, and general regret must
be expressed that owing to a variety of circumstances the Exhibition

could only be kept open for a very limited period. The success of

the effort has, however, been most marked, anil it is to be hoped it

mav serve to encourage the Association to further exertions in future

years, as, apart from the limited display of architecture at the

Royal Academy every summer, there is no architectural exhibition

worthy of the name now held in Great Britain.

Following the historical idea, we find the first room full of draw-

ings and paintings relating to old Edinburgh, with several portraits
of the architects who have made their city famous. Prominent among
the latter are William and Robert Adams, the "

Adelphi Adamses"
as they were often called in London, and the founders of the

style known by their name, and which is at present so much in vogue
in art circles. They were the architects of the Register House, the

University Building, in Bridge Street, and of Charlotte Square in

Edinburgh, all of which bear the unmistakable traces and features

of their peculiar phase of Classic.

Then there was Play fair, the man who did more than any one in

the way of architecture to earn for Edinburgh the name of " Modern
Athens," as his works in the Greek style testify ;

such as the Royal

Institution, in the galleries of which the exhibition was holding,
the College of Surgeons, and other works ; as also the well-known
Donaldson's Hospital, in another style, at the West end of Edinburgh.
Hamilton, also the architect of another Greek work, the High
School, is here, and Kemp, the author of the famous Scott Monu-
ment, while the portraits of James Craig, the designer of the new
town of Edinburgh, and of Gillespie Graham, the designer of the

well-known Assembly Hall, and David Bryce, the reviver of the

modern version of " Old Scotch," make up a list of most remarkable,"
men of whom any capital may be proud.

In and among these portraits are " bits
"
of old Edinburgh, and

drawings of Melrose (by Kemp), Holyrood, Roslin, Kirkstall Abbey
(by ECoMrtl R. A.), and various views of characteristic old Scotch
churches and castles, with many fine drawings of the works of the

men just mentioned. This room at once strikes the key-note of the

deeply interesting character of the exhibition, and this getting to-

gether the men and their works is quite one of the "
happy thoughts

"

which seem to have occurred to the committee more than once in

the progress of their labors, and though necessarily the local interest

is perhaps the strongest, still several of these works and their authors
have alike a world-wide fame.

In the second room we have drawings and sketches of old work at

home and abroad, including three splendid paintings of Venice, by
(' mulct in. Among the most noticeable contributions are a series of

very clever water-color sketches, by R. Phene' Spiers, of old build-

ings in Egypt, Palestine, Belgium and France, executed with that

broad, effective touch for which he is so well known. A view of St.

Peter's at Rome, by the late David Roberts, R. A., and of a Spanish
altar-piece by the late John Phillip, R. A., heightens the pictorial in-

terest of this room, which is more than sustained by some very beauti-

ful paintings of old Greek Temples, by Lady Ruthven, such as " The
Temple of Theseus,"

" The Temple of Jupiter Olympius," Athens,
and the "

Temple of Minerva," Athens. Among the same class of

subjects there are views of the Temple of Jupiter, and " A Corner
of the Parthenon," by John Lcssels, a well-known Edinburgh archi-

tect. While in this classic school we must also notice a design for a
"
Temple of Victory," by Professor Donaldson, remarkable for its

knowledge of classic lore and of a phase of work which has no repre-
sentatives now. As we look on this work, and another by the late

Thomas Hamilton, his "
Design for the National Gillery," we feel

tempted to ask what has become of the training and knowledge that

could produce such works now? The polished, cultivated Greek has
vanished before the picturesque Goth, or the vagaries of Queen Anne,
and one wonders what we have gained by the change. Certainly,
as we may have occasion to remark farther on, the Scotch architects
have never done any Gothic at all equal to their Classic, and where
one man, such as the late D.ivid Bryce, was working in both styles,

Iiis (.'lassie buildings in the town, Mich as tin; Hank of Si-i.tland

and lh<; Scottish Widow.-.' Fund Ollice, were always better art

than his Sci>tch-<ii>thii- rallies in tin- country.

Passing on to the third or "Great K .0111," we find it occupied with

tin: works of some of the leading architects of the da\. Norman
Shaw is represented by "The Whi-pcrs" and "

Pierrepoint," in Sur-

rc\ ; In- l,is houses in Cadogan Square ami his Insurance Oliice in

St. James's Street, London, all well-known examples of his ma-ti -. ly

stylo. Walerlnm.-i! semis almost a historical list, from the Assize

Courts in Manchester, which first brought him into fame, to the

Central Technical Schools, at South Kensington, which are only
now rising into being. The list comprises a great variety of work,

and includes his Town-Hall at Manchester, t he colleges at Cambr
the chapel at Eaton Hall, the Natural History Museum at Kensington
and ni hers

; a most interesting series illustrated by water-color draw-

in^ executed by himself. One cannot help pooderloa over the great

opportunities given to, and the great amount of work actually done

by this clever architect during the last twenty years, equalled in this

respect by scarcely another member of the profession in England.
Then the great Gothic men, Street, and Scott, and Burges, are also

here in force. The works by Street are his original design for the

New Law Courts, shown in a large bird's-eye view; his design for

St. Mary's Cathedral, Edinburgh, which .Scott gained in the compe-
tition; the North Porch of Bristol Cathedral, a perfectly beautiful

drawing, from his own hand. A house in Cadogan Square, London,
the church at Roddington, and the monument to the late Dean of

York, in the Minster, complete a most representative list of the mas-

ter's works. They are all so well known that description is useless
;

we feel we are in the presence of a great artist as we stand before

these splendid works, hardly knowing which to admire most the gen-
ius of the designer, or the skill of the draughtsman. The exhibition

of such works as these ought to be of the greatest value to all students

of Gothic architecture. Scott's works comprise the exterior and the

interior of his great Cathedral at Edinburgh (St. Mary's), parts of

which are also shown by photographs ;
his competitive design for

the Hotel de Ville, Hamburg, a llorid design of German Classic

character, and an early work, the Episcopal Church at Leith. The
Cathedral is still unfinished, the two western towers of the chapter-
house being still in the future, but the general effect of the church is

very striking, and will be still more so when the group of the three

spires is completed. One cannot help noticing how much more suc-

cessful Scott has been in introducing features and details of Scottish

character'in this Cathedral than he was at the Glasgow University,
where he seems to have quite misunderstood them altogether, and we
would point to the treatment of the clerestory and the great west

doorway as notable examples of this. The central spire looks as if

it had rather too much entasis perhaps it will look better when its two

western companions are built and the great east windows come rather

too low down to the ground; otherwise the church has great dignity,
and was, after all, perhaps the " safest

"
design in the competition. As a

contrast to it we have here Burges's design in the same competition,
and though shown in two beautiful water-color drawings the interior

particularly so it was clearly impossible for a Scotch Cathedral, be-

ing utterly out of style and feeling with every thing in the coun-

try. Artistic it cannot help being, as all Burges's work is, but inappro-

priate all the same, without a doubt. But the work which interests

most of all in this as well as in the next room which is also prin-

cipally devoted to modern architecture is the Scotch work, as cer-

tainly no such complete collection of it has ever been got together
before. The London work, through the medium of the professional

papers and otherwise is all more or less familiar, but it is otherwise

with the bulk of the work done in Scotland, very little of which ever

seems to be illustrated. In the place of honor stand the works of

the late David Bryce, R. S. A., shown by over a dozen of his best

buildings. They naturally divide themselves into two portions, the

Classic, and the Gothic or " Old Scotch," and though a master in his

treatment of Classic detail, it is by his Scotch castles and by Fettcs

College, a more Continental version of his favorite "Old Scotch,"
that his name will always be, in the main, associated. Indeed he

may be saiil to have revived the Scotch Baronial style, for, though
it was tried before his day, it was only in a tentative fashion, lacking
both the letter and the spirit which Bryce's vigorous mind infused

into it. He had an enormous practice; so much so that there is hardly
a Scottish county which does not possess some of his works. His

country houses became famous and some of the most famous are

shown here, generally by water-color drawings, which, by the way,
are not always very successful as pictures. It is almost impossible
without illustrations to give an idea of such houses as Cortachy Cas-

tle, Forfarshire, or Castle Milk, Dumfriesshire ;
the former with

great square tower and entrance courtyard, and the latter with its

equally great circular tower and splendidly turreted gables. We feel

how closely the old examples must have been studied and bow well the

spirit of the old work has been caught, and yet somehow there is

something lacking. The mullioned windows are not always of the

best proportion; the transom* cross them at unhappy points ;
and the

sheets of plate-glass which fill them suggest anything but a Scotch

castle. These windows, indeed, seem to have been the artist's weak

point ;
he does not know quite what to do with them, and evidently

had not the courage to treat them with lattice glass as Mr. Shaw
does in his wonderful manor-houses ; but in gables and turrets and
roofs he is always effective, and often imparts great dignity to their

picturesque grouping, such for instance as the entrance gable at
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"Craigends," which is very striking; but immediately again the tone

falls away as we come to the windows of the Hall with the rather

weak-minded buttresses between them. A great feature with Bryce
is also the great terrace staircase on the garden front of his houses,

by which access is obtained from the public rooms, raised some height
from the ground, to the lawn or park. This, with its wide flights of

steps and quaint stone balustrades, is generally most admirably treated

and seems to have been studied with great care. Except, perhaps, in

the case of Fettes College, where he departed from the true Scotch

type of work, he was not so successful as at Langton in Berwick-

shire, which is more Elizabethan in style. Fettes College, one of his

greatest works, in the outskirts of Edinburgh, is rather more French
in style, reminding one in its detail agood deal of the Palace of Jus-

tice at Rouen and other buildings of that date. It is also a trifle " busy,"
and the central tower, up to the eaves of its roof is rather low, as the

roof itself is somewhat high, but here again the grouping of turret and

dormer, gable and chimney is admirable and the detail excellent. The
weakest point seems to be the chapel of the college, which surely lacks

the necessary dignity we expect to find, and this reminds us that

Bryce never seems to have understood ecclesiastical Gothic as he did

domestic work. His churches in this style are mostly failures. His
Gothic design for Free St. George's Church, never carried out, is

chiefly remarkable for a tower with an open-work crown after the

manner of St. Giles Cathedral
; but, again, he was very strong in

Classic
;
two of his buildings in that style have already been men-

tioned. The Bank of Scotland is a most artistic production, and

admirably fills its picturesque site. The style is treated with a free-

dom and a refinement which show how thoroughly he understood it.

Like Sir Charles Barry, while working away at a certain phase of

Gothic he comes back every now and then to surprise us with a won-
derful example of Classic, as if after all it were there that his true

strength lay.
Of course all this work was not without its influence, and conse-

quently we find other architects treading more or less successfully in

the same path. Though the work has not always the vigor of

Bryce's, still some of it is very good, and sometimes, from the build-

ings being on a smaller or less pretentious scale, they catch more

easily the spirit of the old work. Among other names we may men-
tion Peddie & Kinnear, J. T. Roehead of Glasgow, John Lessels,
MacGibbon & Ross., Win. Leiper of Glasgow, David Cousin, and so

on, all of whom have been working at the revival of the old Scotch

style, and with considerable results; but here what we may call the

Scotch phase of the Gothic revival seems to have expended its

force. When we come to church Gothic the work is not nearly so

successful; indeed, the true spirit of ecclesiastical Gothic seems to

be quite missed in many of the recent churches. Whether this is to

be attributed to Presbyterian influence or not it would be difficult to

say ; but so it is, and instead of finding a school with a definite aim
set before it, we come across churches of all phases of Gothic, and
some of no recognized type at all. This is the more surprising, also,
in that the old church work of Scotland had such a marked and vig-
orous character of its own, as witnessed in Leipsic and Glasgow, in

Melrose and Dryburgh, in Holyrood and Sweetheart, and in churches,
or the remains of them, all over the land. The church architects
seem to be striving after Early French, or Early English, or Early
Italian, or Early anything but the splendid old Scottish work lying
at their very doors, and while they have stayed to study the castle,

they seem to have passed the church by on the other side. Per-

haps they may have despaired of being able to clothe the simple re-

quirements of Presbyterian worship in the letter or the spirit of the
old Catholic times. As it cannot be said to be from lack of funds
some of the newer churches being large and elaborate in their orna-
mentation one is almost forced to think it must be either from
want of will or from some idea of novelty. A like craving after

foreign notions once crept into the revival of English Gothic, and
for a time led captive even some of the best men of the school, but,
fortunately for the sake of art, it as quickly passed away. Let us

hope it may be so with Scottish Gothic, and that ere long we may
see a healthy phase of the beautiful style of the country arise out of
the present chaos. The bringing together of so much contemporary
work affords such a useful opportunity of comparing notes as to the

progress being wade, that it cannot fail to have a most beneficial
effect on all true followers of architecture, the result of which may
be confidently looked for in future exhibitions.

If the architecture of the churches is not always that most to be
desired, the planning and arrangement are often admirable, testifying
to the thought and study given to the problem how best to accoinmi>
date a large congregation without sacrificing all architectural effect.
The tendency seems to be in the direction of wide naves, with, in
some cases, narrow aisles used principally as passages, or in others
with transepts with side galleries therein. In either case there is

opportunity for considerable architectural display, which in many
instances has been taken full advantage of with striking effect. As
examples we may mention a church at Greenbank, Greenock, by Mr.
Blane, one in Glasgow by Mr. Leiper, another in Glasgow by Mr.
Campbell Douglas, while the Free Church at Crieff, by J? J. Steven-
son, is a decided advance in the direction advocated, and has a
great deal of Scottish feeling and features in its architecture, partic-
ularly in the tower, which is perhaps a little too domestic in treat-
ment.

^

A notable exception to the foregoing remarks is also to be
found in the churches of Mr. Robert Anderson. As they are princi-
pally for the Episcopal church, this may have something to do witli

it; at all events they form quite a group by themselves, and are de-

signed with great care and study, with considerable purity of style,

which is generally in a phase of Early English. The views of St.

Vigean's Church, Arbroath, and St. Augustine's Church, Dumbarton,
are charmingly drawn, as are also the Episcopal Church, Stirling,
and St. John's, Forfar, while the sketches for the restoration of St.

Germain's Cathedral, Isle of Man, are most interesting, both as de-

signs and as drawings. The Catholic Apostolic Church, Edinburgh,
is a large church in a round-arched style, also by Mr. Anderson, but

not nearly such good architecture as his smaller works. While

speaking of this architect's works we must not forget to mention his

New Medical School of the Edinburgh University. This is a most

important building in a free treatment of Classic of Italian character.

The broken end toward the meadows is most effectively treated,
but the return side to the street is rather flat and wanting in relief.

The square tower at the angle of the two fronts is somewhat squat
in appearance. Only part of the buildings are as yet carried out,
the large campanile which forms such a striking feature in the de-

sign being still in the future. The roofs are covered with red, Ital-

ian-looking tiles, a most welcome bit of color, while a light-reddish
stone is used for shafts, etc., in the windows. The building is very
carefully detailed, and contains some very good carving. Here,
again, as elsewhere in the exhibition, we are constantly impressed
with the idea that the Scotch architects are much more at home in

Classic than in Gothic. They do very good Classic indeed, and treat

it with a freedom and a character all their own : so different, in fact,
to what one finds elsewhere, that it begins to appear quite vernacu-
lar. Perhaps this may be a survival of the Greek revival under
such artists as Playfair and Hamilton

; perhaps it is owing to the

splendid, building-stone so fitted for the display of Classic mouldings.
At all events a capacity for the style seems indigenous, and oppor-
tunities for it are seen to crop up quite naturally. Apart from
Scott's Monument, one would as soon expect to find a Gothic build-

ing in Princess Street or George Street as in Athens. When Bryce
had to do a bank, or an insurance-office, or a club, it never seems to

have occurred to him to try it in his favorite " Old Scotch," and in

like manner, when Anderson does the Medical School or the
Conservative Club, his Gothic is left in the church, and he gives
us his version of Classic. Thus the Classic tradition has never been
suffered to die out. As in Edinburgh, so in Glasgow there are

always men who are doing good Classic, whatever their Gothic may
be, and in consequence there are plenty of excellent Classic buildings
to be seen in both cities. When Glasgow proposed to build herself
a new municipal home, she asked for Classic, and here in the exhibi-
tion we have the successful answer to her appeal, by a London man,
some may say, but by a Scotchman all the same, as Mr. William

Young belongs to Paisley. The various elevations are shown,
with the original sketch sent in in the preliminary competition. It is

interesting to note the progress made in working out the design to

that which won the final competition, and Glasgow is to be congrat-
ulated on having secured what ought to prove a hotel de ville worthy
of her importance. The design is well composed, with considerable

variety in the treatment of the different fronts, and a noble tower as
the great central feature. It seems carefully studied in detail, also,
and the general arrangements are remarkably well planned. So far
as the designs have yet been made public, we think Mr. Young has

fairly won his honors, and it is to be hoped he may as honorably be
enabled to carry out his work in his own way. .

Of the arts connected with architecture very little is shown in the

exhibition, but what there is is very interesting. In the fourth room
we have several drawings of interior decoration, by the firm of
Bonnar & Carfraw, slightly given to the blue-green school, perhaps,
but artistically and picturesquely treated for all that, and yet not
without a certain air of home and comfort as if they would be pleas-
ant rooms to live in. Also, some rooms by Messrs. Whytock & Reid
were somewhat more pretentious, but not so good as the others

;

besides designs for, and drawings of executed work in sideboards,
cabinets, chimney-pieces, etc., by various firms who have given much
attention to this class of work. We noticed some very artistic furni-
ture designs by Mr. John W. Small, showing study and knowledge of
old work in a marked degree.

Stained glass is also represented by contributions from the well-
known firm of Ballentine & Son ; a group of designs in one frame,
both for Renaissance and Gothic work, being particularly worthy of
notice. Messrs. Adam & Small also send several creditable designs
in this department.
The walls of the fifth room are almost entirely covered with some

splendid tapestries, exhibited by Messrs. Whyto'ck & Reid, one panel
being a most exquisite piece of work. They are from Arras, Gobe-
lins and Brussels, and contain figure-subjects with borders of fruit
and flowers, very gorgeous in color, and of great merit in drawing
and composition.
On screens in this room are a number of photographs of old and

new buildings at home and abroad, together with a most interesting
series of " Sketches in Pencil of Continental Architecture," by Mr.
David MacGibbon, the President of the Architectural Association,
careful studies of valuable bits of Continental work, evidently the re-
sult of a sketching tour. A similar series of sketches by Mr. John
Lessels, as well as drawings of old work by the late James Drum-
mond, R. S. A., George Simpson, Ross. Dick and others, are evi-
dence of the study devoted to old examples.

Several models througliout the rooms are well worthy of notice,
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such as the Scott Monument, Donaldson's Hospital (the original

design), Dalkeitli Palace, from a design by the late Mr. William
Burn

; thin ami the model of the Seott Monument having been

executed by Kemp, the architect of the latter.

The sister art of sculpture is also represented to a limited extent;
there being several good statuettes by the Brothers Stevenson, Mr.
J. Stuart liiirnett and Mr. Rhind; a splendid bust of Bryce, by the

late George Macallnm, smother of Kemp, by the late llandyside
Ritchie, and one in marble of William Burn. Mr. D. W. Steven-.m
also sends the model of his design for the Byron Memorial, which
becomes invested with additional interest from the notoriety lately

surrounding the design by Belt, as now carried out in London.
No notice of this interesting exhibition would be complete without

a few words of commendation to the hanging committee for the

skill and knowledge shown in the arrangement of the pictures and

drawings. Not only had each room a distinctive character of its

own, but great judgment was shown in the grouping of the exhibits

together, so as to increase rather than diminish their individual

value; while the general scheme throughout heightened the interest

as the visitor became more familiar with it as a whole. To the Presi-

dent of the Association, Mr. David MacGibbon, anil to the various

members of the Committee, Messrs. Bonnar, Ballentinc, McLachlan,
Blanc, and others, including the indefatigable Secretary, the thanks
of the profession are most warmly due for the valuable opportunity
afforded to it of becoming acquainted with a great variety of con-

temporary work not easily accessible, and so enabling some notes to

be made of the progress of our art during the last twenty years or

so; a progress alike interesting and encouraging, and fraught with

good omens for its best interests as a fine art. We feel sure it must
also be a source of great gratification to the members of the Archi-

tectural Association generally, to know that their efforts have been
so highly appreciated, and their new departure rewarded with such

an abundant measure of success, as it is also re-assuring to the

public to find professional societies of this kind identifying themselves

in this marked manner with, and striving so hard to promote the

best interests of their work, especially so when we consider the dual

character of architecture, and come to know the great value of a

higher education in it, both as a constructive and a decorative art, if

it is to maintain the time-honored traditions which have won for it

the proud designation of the Mother of the Arts.

BATHS AND BUANDERIES.

NE of the institutions com-
mon in European cities,

which it would be desir-

able to transplant to

New York and other

large American cities,

is a buanderie, as it is

designated in France
and Switzerland. This
is simply a laundry
with baths attached.

There should be one
in each district of
New York, where the

, housewife or domes-
tics of families of small

1 moderate income

may do laundry-work
at no greater expense
than the cost, r e -

duced to its mini-
mum, of the necessary conveniences. It is the principle of co-oper-
ation applied to the most disagreeable and costly kind of household

labor, by which strength, time, and expense are economized. It is,

in Europe, a natural sequence of the apartment-house system, where
there are no household laundries.

There is a model establishment of this kind, of which the inhabi-
tants are justly proud, in Geneva, on the Rue du Rhone. It con-
sists of a main building, with a broad, handsome portal, reached by
two or three steps, and a long wing on each side containing a corri-
dor with small bath-rooms, the left wing being for women, and the

right for men. Each bath-room contains a tine metal bath-tub, a
chair, a mirror with a shelf under it, and hooks for clothing. In
the hall is a small office in which the director of the buanderie sits,
with piles of snowy linen towels on one hand, and different vari-

eties of toilet and laundry soaps, at cost prices, on the other.
The main building is filled with stationary wash-tubs supplied with
hot and cold water. There are also drying-closets, as well as accom-
modations for open-air drying on the roof.

A person wishing to use the apparatus applies at the window of
the director, and receives permission to enter the main building.
The charge is four cents per hour, which includes a half-hour's
use of the drying-closets heated with hot-air, or, if preferred, the
linen may be dried at home. One also applies for a bath at the win-
dow of the director, depositing eight cents, for which a towel and
metal check are rendered. For the additional sum of three cents a
warm linen sheet or wrapping-gown of Turkish towelling is supplied,
or one can provide one's own towels. After each bath the bath-tub

is scrubbed with soap and an ordinary scrubbing-brush, and the

room aire.l.

This establishment in Geneva was built in 1857, partly from mo-
tives of philanihropy, by a stock company, at a cost of $3iv>no.
This sum, however, being insiillic ient to pay the first expenses of

furnishing and opening the establishment, a mortgage uf $^,<><>u was
added to the cost. For twenty years it paid only three per cent to

the stockholders, the rest of the profits being absorbed by the ex-

penses of fni'nisliing, in paying up the mortgage, and in liquidating
^l'i,o<)o worth of the original stock, so as to reduce the capital to

100,000 francs. It was reorganized four or five years ago, on a new
basis, and now pays live per cent (a large interest in Switzerland)
to the stockholders. The ground also has quadrupled in value since

its erection. The director staled that the profits would have been

greater if it had been built in a more solid and durable manner, as a
considerable outlay is made every year in repairs and improvements.
The director receives a salary of thirty dollars per month, and is

assisted in his duties by his wife. He is lodged, his rooms warmed,
and his washing done free of expense. Besides this he receives

presents to the value of about sixty dollars per year, and four per
cent of the net profits of the exploitation.
There are many buundericn in Paris, though none, perhaps, so

modern and comfortable as the one in Geneva. in Paris the

least price for a bath is six cents, hut many of the establishments

charge ten, and eight if a subscription of six tickets is taken.
Two additional cents are charged for towels, the furnishing of

which is optional, and five cents for a Turkish wrapper or a linen

sheet, ordered beforehand, and brought in warm when the bell is

rung.
There arc bathing-establishments in Paris which have no laun-

dries connected with them, and from both these and those with laun-
dries baths are sent to the domicile. A light metal bath-tub and
water at a specified temperature are delivered for twenty-five cents
at any story of houses in the same quarter. The conveyance, drawn
by one horse, is a skeleton frame on wheels, supporting a barrel
with a bath-tub perched on top. The whole in painted a brilliant

yellow or red color, and, as it darts through the crowded streets,

gives one the impression of a huge water-spider on a predatory ex-
cursion. In case of illness, these baths, promptly rendered at an inva-
lid's bedside, are very convenient. Warm linen, brought in a heated

apparatus, is furnished at the same price as in the bath-house.

Very few even of the newest houses in Paris, with the exception
of a limited number in the stranger's quarter (Quartier des Champs
Elysdes, near the Avenue Josephine and the Arc de Triomphe),
are furnished with bath-rooms. As to stationary wash-stands, they
do not exist in Europe, fortunately for the health of the race.

London possesses a fine buanderie, called the St. George's Baths and
Wash-Houses, in Davies Street, Berkeley Square, built and presented
to the London public by the parish of St. George, Hanover Square.
The money was raised by a loan, to be paid off in thirty annual pay-
ments. Tin 1

baths, open from six A. M. to nine r. M. (on Fridays
and Saturdays till ten and a half r. M.), are for both sexes, at two
prices. In their plainest form there is a little cabinet, with a metal
bath-tub having a broad wooden border to sil upon, a wooden bench,
mirror, and hooks for clothing. The tariff is four cents for warm,
and two for cold baths. Larger bath-rooms, with more conven-
iences, such as a small carpet, and the added but doubtful luxury of
a hair-brush, cost eight cents. These rooms are extremely neat and
comfortable.

Saturday afternoon when I visited the establishment the baths
were largely patronized by young ladies engaged in commerce (the
dry-goods shops in London close at two P. M. on Saturday), and a
din, such as is only heard in the vicinity of a school-house when
school is dismissed, arose from a swimming-bath filled with school-

boys. The price for the swimming-bath is eight cents on the three
first-class days in the week, and four on the three second-class days.
A large and comfortable laundry is situated over the baths. Here

are long lines of stationary wash-tubs supplied with cold and boil-

ing water. Opposite each wash-tub is a small drying-closet with
hot air laid on. One end of the room is occupied by an ironing-
table, sufficiently long to accommodate a number of ironers. There
are also skirt and shirt boards, etc. The irons are healed in an ad-

joining room, only a few steps from the ironing table, on a large
stove shaped like a pyramid, with rows of flat-irons in tiers. The
tariff for these labor-saving appliances is one and a half cents per
hour for the first three, and two cents for each subsequent hour.
The income of this institulion covers running expenses, but yields

no profit above the salaries of its attendanls and the annual cost of

repairs and improvements. The cost of the building was $85,000.
It is built on leasehold ground at a rent of $1,000 per annum. The
ticket-receiver, at the entrance, is paid twenty-one shillings weekly.
The director, and his wife, who is also the matron, receive a joint
salary of $650 per annum. There is also an engineer and fireman
whose weekly wages are respectively forty and twenty-eight shil-

lings. The interest of the loan is raised by a tax on the'inhabitants
of St. George's parish. The second-class baths do not pav current

expenses, the tariff being low to encourage cleanliness in ihe labor-

ing classes.

Besides the St.George's Baths and Wash-Houses, there are, in Lon-
don, some forty swimming-baths. To most of these establishment!) are
aitaehed wash-houses and private baths. The Paddington liatlis,

Queens Road, and Bayswater, are the finest found at the West end.
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They cover an acre of ground, and accommodated during 1881, 23o,-

000 bathers. The first, second and third class swimming-baths are

floored with white glazed tiles. The first-class bath is 30 yards long

and 13 wide, containing 110,000 gallons of pure, clear water changed

'

Tlie Pompeian Bath is the finest in the metropolis, $25,000 having

been spent in its construction. Its dimensions are 24 yards by 9

yards. It is handsomely tiled in patterns, while the dressing-rooms

are of dark wood decorated with artistic porcelain plaques.

The Roman baths, many hundred years old, in Strand Lane, are the

oldest in London. They are situated in a dark, cold cellar, and the

original Roman tiles remain in perfect preservation. 1 his bath is

not used for bathing, but its water is served out at two cents per

pitcher to people whose passion for the ancient leads them to attach

a sentimental value to this water. Near by is a plunge-bath once

used bv the Earl of Essex, popular among "gentlemen of the lem-

ple," who pay a shilling for a bath in the coolest and oldest bath in

London, with a souvenir attached to it of the handsome Earl,

whom the cleverest sovereign of England delighted to honor.

One can hardly dismiss the baths of London without speaking of

the Fitzroy Baths near Tottenham-Court Road, the total cost of

which was 35,000. There are two swimming-baths, twelve and four

cents respectively, and accommodations for seventy-eight washers.

In 1881 there were 227,000 bathers and 45,000 washers. The total

receipts were 4,500, and the expenses 2,600.

The Rotherhithe Baths, in the Deptford Road, are the newest in

London, and very popular, being furnished with the most modern

appliances. Last year there were 115,000 bathers and 138,000

washers rather a significant fact.

Teachers of swimming are provided at most of the London baths,

as well as cork-belts, life-buoys, etc. The favorite rendezvous of

racing swimmers is the bath in Wenli.ck Road, which affords a swim

of fifty-six yards, while the well-known London Swimming Club has

its head-quarters in Golden Lane.

In American cities we need public baths at a low price for persons
who have no convenience for bathing at home, and, in connection

with buanderies or laundries, they could be furnished at a trifling

charge. Public laundries are desirable, not only for persons who

have no laundry accommodations at home, but also for small families

who keep but one domestic, and prefer not to have their households

disturbed with the steam and confusion incident, to "washing-day."

Ironing at the laundry would be optional, though desirable, on ac-

count of superior facilities. One of the new American machines,

for smoothing collars and cuffs, would be much appreciated in this

department. It would be desirable in New York City to have a

buanderie in each ward, built by capitalists willing to accept a low

rate of interest on their capital, and who invest it in this manner

partly from philanthropic motives. Possibly the receipts should be

no larger than would defray the incidental expenses and net three

per cent. The price of the baths and use of the apparatus should

be no greater than in Paris or Geneva.

The director of the Geneva buanderie expressed to me his opinion
that the first buanderie built in New York should be double in size

that of Geneva, as the greater receipts would thus diminish the

general expense. He thought a good establishment of this kind

might net eight to ten per cent, and that a capital of $100,000 would

not be too much to construct one properly.
The great curse of every new convenience or improvement in this

country is its dearness. Living is very costly here, and proprietors
of new labor-saving dwellings and machines proportionately greedy,
while philanthropy occupies itself in many schemes of doubtful

benevolence. A public buanderie would be a more charitable and

Christian undertaking than the investment of large sums in the un-

certain fields of missionary labor, to extend a civilization of which

the plague-spots only are readily accepted by inferior races.

Who will lead in this good work? Is there no church society like

that of St. George's, which, instead of sending its funds to distant

lands, in furtherance of schemes of problematical benevolence, to teach

an incomprehensible theology to nations incapable of understanding
it, would employ its money in a useful work, such as I have described,
to assist women in one of their most difficult household tasks, and to

furnish facilities to those who would, if they could, obey the injunc-
tion of the Master to wash and be clean.

SARAH GILMAN YOUNG.

THE SCULPTOR, GEEKS. The Belgian sculptor Guillaume Geefs, who
died lately, had, perhaps, during his long life to do with more public
monuments than any other man in Europe. He was born in 1806, was
the son of a journeyman baker at Antwerp, and won renown at a pre-

cociously early age by a statue of Achilles. He was not content, how-

ever, with what Antwerp could teach him, but went away to Paris, and
worked there for two years in the studio of Ramage. He came back
to his native city in 1835, was very soon afterwards appointed professor
at the Academic des Beaux-Arts there, the ancient institution which
dates from the days of Rubens, and for almost half a century he has
been working at sculpture with indefatigable zeal and activity. The
squares, streets, and churches of Belgium are crowded with his monu-
ments, very few of which sink below a very high standard of dignity
and beauty. Geefs may almost be called a man of genius; and Belgium
must be congratulated on the good sense which led her to occupy so

workmanlike and vigorous an artist so copiously on the adornment of
her cities. The realistic bronze statue of Rubens in the Place Verte at

Antwerp is a good example of the style of Geefs Exchange.

ELECTRICAL RAILWAYS IN IRELAND.

fHE making of the electrical railway between

Portrush and the Giant's Causeway marks an

era in the history of locomotion. If the

sanguine hopes of its projectors are realized,

it will be not less remarkable in the history
- of Ireland. Nature has left her destitute of

those stores of force in the shape of coal-

mines, with which England and Scotland

have been so plentifully favored
;
but she

has dowered her with an inexhaustible sup-

ply of force in the shape of waterfalls, which have run to wane-

from before the days of Finn McCoul until now. ' The costless

drainage of a wilderness," which on Canadian rivers Mr. Ilus-i-ey

Vivianfound busy converting, almost without the intervention ot a

human hand, beams of rough-hewn timber into finished doors and

windows and all manner of wood-work, has never been harnested lo

the service of man in Ireland. The advent of an electrical iige

promises to change all that, and the Portrush Railway may be the

forerunner of the great things which are yet to come, when the li ish

have learned to employ the drainage of their hills in driving the

machinery of their mills. Turbines planted on the River BusL are

to generate the electricity which is to drive the tram-cars from Port-

rush to the Giant's Causeway. The directors, it is said, are seeking

to purchase a waterfall for the same purpose, and it is confidently

anticipated that the railway will be worked, as the city of Poona is

said to be lighted, by thunderbolts forged by water.

There is something strangely incongruous in the association of the

Giant's Causeway, with its mysterious legends, dating far back be-

yond the gray dawn of history, with the latest development of the

applied science of the nineteenth century. That the first electrical

tramway outside Berlin should have been started in a remote corner

of Ireland is due to the enterprise of the High Sheriff of Antrim,
Dr. Traill, whose namesake, Mr. W. A. Trail], has acted as en-

gineer of the line. There have been many electrical railways laid

down in various places, but hitherto they have never been con-

structed by public companies for the purposes of profit. As the

the first of its kind not only in Ireland but in the world. The first

electrical locomotive was tried on the Edinburgh and Glasgow Rail-

way forty years ago. It crawled along at a rate of four miles an

hour, and was promptly laid aside. It was not till the invention of

the modern dynamo-electric machine that the substitution of elec-

tricity for steam began to be regarded as feasible. Every one has

seen the toy tram-car in the grounds of the Crystal Palace driven by

electricity, on which a curious public rides at M. per head per jour-

ney. Similar playthings have been at work at the various electrical

exhibitions at St. Petersburg, Munich, Dusseldorf, Brussels, and

Berlin. At the electrical exhibition in the Palais d'Industrie, at

"Paris, the principle was applied in more practical fashion. A tram-

car moved by electricity, transmitted from a stationary engine by an

overhead cable, brought loads of passengers to the palace from the

Place de la Concorde. In a couple of months it conveyed eighty-two
thousand passengers to and from the exhibition ; but as the fare for

the short distance was at the rate of half a crown a mile, it afforded

no guide as to the commercial advantages of the new motor. An
experiment was made on the Leytonslone tramway some months

ago, when a tram-car was fitted up with Faure accumulators and set

to work over a mile and a half of private tramway. Its speed was
seven miles an hour, but the weight of the car with the accumulators

was five and a half tons, and although enthusiastic promoters de-

clared that it would reduce the cost of traction by one-half, the ex-

periment has not been renewed.
A very successful application of the electric motor has been made

by a large linen-bleacher in Calvados. The electric locomotive,
which generates no smoke, passes up and down the bleaching-firlds,
winds up the bleached lioen, and conveys it to the works. This,

however, is a specialty entirely in private hands. The only public

tramway worked by electricity is that of the Messrs. Siemens in

Berlin. They at first projected an abomination in the shape of an

overhead electric railway six miles long; but the Emperor would
not allow the Linden to be disfigured, and the projectors contented

themselves with a short line a mile and a half long, between Lich-

terfelde and the Military Academy. The new motor was also

employed for a time on the tramway line between Charlottenburg
and the Spandauer Bock. The current at first was passed along the

rails from a stationary engine, but it is now conveyed by cables

slung in mid-air, a frightful addition to the horrors of modern civil-

ization. Although it can be driven at the rate of thirty miles an

hour, the regulation pace is not more than ten. It is convenient,

simple, and manageable, but it has not been a financial success. On
the other side of the Atlantic, Mr. Edison has made a private line,

three and one-half miles long, at his works in Menlo Park, lie

sends the current along the rails, and claims to be able to drive his

car at the rate of fifty miles an hour. He estimates the saving at

fifty per cent upon the cost of steam
;
but Mr. Edison is an enthu-

siast, whose estimates do not always correspond with his results.

He has, however, achieved a suflieient measure of success to secure

orders for several electric motors, which are to be used on a new
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Swiss line. An electric railway is projected in Fairmount Park,
Philadelphia, and there is some talk of putting up an overhead elec-

tric railway in Paris, to run from the Arc do 1'Kloile, at the head of

the Champs Kly>ees, to the Place de hi Bastille at the other side of
the city. These projects, however, are as yet nothing more than

projects, and will probably not be carried into execution until it has
been proved that electric tramways will pay.
The Portrush tramway is, however, an accomplished fact. It has

been built in the old-fashioned way by a company of shareholders,
who raised 45,000 in ten-pound shares, to construct six miles of
rail. 1

Being worked by electricity, there is no necessity either for
the heavy railway needed to support the weight of a steam-engine,
or for the granite-paved track required for horse traction. Another
great advantage which cannot be secured elsewhere is that the

tramway is laid on one side of the road, and from this raised tram-

path all ordinary traffic is excluded by a granite curbstone. The
gauge is only three feet, and to twice that extent the company
monopolize the highway. The cost of construction under these cir-

cumstances has only been one-quarter of that incurred on tramways
less favorably situa'ted. The steel rails are laid level with a grav-
elled surface, and parallel to them extends a third iron rail, which is

used to conduct the current from the dynamo machine to the cars,
contact being effected by means of an electric brush. The whole of
the electricity required is supplied from the central station at Port-
rush. When the turbines fail to yield the requisite power, steam
will be employed to generate the electricity. 'I he line will be used
not merely as a tramway, but also as a railway for the conveyance
of goods and minerals, electricity being in all cases the only motive

power employed. According to the sanguine estimate of the pro-
moters, whereas the cost of working the line by horses would be
1 Id. a mile, and by steam 7</., they expect to effect it at a- cost of Id.

If they do this their success is assured; but the chances are against
them. No electric motor has as yet been able to earn a dividend,
and it will be an agreeable surprise if the new railway to the Giant's

Causeway should prove an exception to the rule. Pall Mall Gazette.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.
HOTEL DE M. B , PARIS, FRANCE. M. CUVILLIER, ARCHITECT

[From La Semaine del Conitructeurt.]

THE spirit of the design of this dwelling was derived from a Nor-
man chateau of the time of Henry II. On the first floor is the bed-
chamber of the owner, a bathing-room opening into the loggia shown
in the illustration, a dining-room, and on the right a superb picture
gallery.

KNOCKERS.
[From the J)ui/iting A'ein.]

BUCIIAN HALL, SUSSEX, ENGLAND. MESSRS. ERNEST GEORGE A
PKTO, ARCHITECTS.
[From the Architect.]

RENAISSANCE DOORWAY AT PEHIGUEUX, FRANCE.
[From Le Moniteur des Architectet.}

DESIGN FOR A SIDEBOARD, BY Mil. B. J. TALBERT.
[From the ('abinr.l Maker ami Art Furnisher.]

THE FARRAGUT HOUSE, RYE, N, H. MR. 8. J. F. THAYER, ARCHI-
TECT, BOSTON, MASS.

THE BISHOP WIIITTINGHAM MEMORIAL CHAPEL, BALTIMORE, MD.
MR. CHARLES L. CARSON, ARCHITECT, BALTIMORE, MD.

THE ARCHITECTURE OF AMERICAN CITIES."

HE position and look of some of the
American cities is very striking and

stately. Cleveland by its lake, Cin-
cinnati with the hills above its great
river, St. Louis rising above its .yet
greater river, would hold no small place
among the cities of the elder world. So
would the federal capital as seen from

the Potomac, if only the hideous,
unfinished monument could be got
rid of. And it fills one with sim-

ple amazement to see the way in

which a vast and stately city like

Chicago has risen from its ashes.
In that great city I could *ee or
hear of nothing older than the

^S^.r fire, save a church-tower which
showed the marks of fire at its

angles, and a single detached wooden house of an antiquated type.
This last suggested that Chicago before the fire was something
widely different from Chicago after it. But on the whole the Arne
ican city which struck me most was Albany. Rising grandly as it

does on both sides of the noble Hudson, it suggested to me some of
the ancient cities by the Loire. It has the advantage, rather rare
in American cities, but shared with Albany by the federal capital,
of having one dominant building. The general look of the city car-
ried me so completely into another part of the world that, if any

1 It i sai.t that the total prime cost will be less Uian one-half this sum. or
about 21,000 for six and a half miles of tramway, and inclusive also of the cost
of buildings, rolling-stock, electric plant, engines, law, Parliamentary, and engi-
neering expenses.

' From au article by Dr. E. A. Freeman in Longman's Magazine.

'A iJc/Mt i/ft
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one hod come up and told me in French, old or new, that the new

capitol was "
le chateau de Monttigntvr le iluc d'AHxini*-," 1 could

almost have believed him. This Suite capitol at Albany why
cannot it have a more rational name, like the Mah- //on,, at Itoston?

finally settled, for me at least, a question which I had been tinn-

ing over in my mind ever since I lauded in America. This was :

What ought to be the architecture of the United States? That is

to say : What should be the architecture of an English people
settled in a country in the latitude, though not always in the climate

of Italy? Should it be the (inline of England or the Romanesque
of Italy? There seemed much to be said on either side

; my own
mind was finally fixed by the teaching of experience, by seeing
whieh style really flourished best on American soil. 1 found the
modern churches, of various denominations, certainly better than I

had expected. They may quite stand beside the average of modern
churches in England, setting aside a few of the very best. All per-
suasions have a great love of spires, and, if the details are not

always what one could wish, the general effect of the
spires is often

very stately, and they help largely towards the general appearance
of the cities in a distant view, But I thought the churches, whose

style is most commonly Gothic of one kind or another, decidedly less

successful than some of the civil buildings. In some of these, I

hardly know how far by choice, how far by happy accident, a style
has been hit upon which seemed to me far more at home than any of

the reproductions of Gothic. Much of the street architecture of

several cities has very successfully caught the leading idea of the
true Italian style, the style of Pisa and Lucca, the style of the

simple round arch and column, uncorrupted by the vaga'ries either
of the Italian sham Gothic or of the so-called Renaissance. In a

large part of the Broadway of New York, the main lines of the

style I speak only of the main lines, without committing myself
either to details or to material seemed to be very happily repro-
duced. The general effect of many parts of that long street struck
me as just what the main street of a great commercial city ought to
be

;
and there are some buildings of the same kind in Chestnut Street,

Philadelphia, though there they alternate with other buildings of a

very strange kind, whose odd fancies make us turn back to look
with real satisfaction on the honest brick of Independence Hall.
Some of the banks especially seem to have thought that the stumpier
they made their columns, the safer would be their deposits. But it

was the capitol at Albany which fully convinced me that the true

style for America was the style of Pisa and Lucca. The building
has a most successful outline

;
in its details it is a strange mixture of

styles, not so much confounded together as used side by side.

There are parts which I cannot at all admire; but there are other

parts, those in which the column and round arch are employed,
which certainly pleased me as much as any modern building that I
have seen for a long time. When I say that the arches of the sen-
ate-chamber seemed to me, as far as their general conception 'goes,

worthy to stand at Ragusa, some will understand that I can say no
more.

I am almost afraid to add that I thought that some parts of the
inside of the city-hall at New York were entitled to some measure of
the same praise; for I found it hardly safe to speak of that build-

ing. Its name at once drew forth bursts of indignation at the mil-
lions of dollars which certain persons had contrived to gain for
themselves out of its making. Politically, 1 felt abashed, as if I had
somehow become a champion of corruption. Still, I could not help
thinking that the columns and arches, of which alone I was s|>cak-
ing, were as guiltless of any offence as Sir Thomas More's beard.
So, to come back to the capitol at Albany, I ventured to make the

very smallest kind of artistic criticism on some chandeliers in the
corridors which seemed to me too big, as hiding some of the archi-
tectural features. My remark did not call forth any artistic defence
of the chandeliers ; but I was much struck at the remark which it

did call forth. Some one or other, I was answered, must have had
some corrupt object in making them too big. It is certainly odd
that one cannot- make the most purely artistic criticism, either for
or against anything, without calling up thoughts which have very
little to do with artistic matters. Certainly I should be sorry to
think that the architectural forms of which I speak carry with them
any necessary taint of political corruption ;

for in these round-
arched buildings I see a good hope for a real national American style.
The thing seems to have come of itself, and the prospect is all 'the
more hopeful if it has. I should be better pleased to think that the
forms which pleased me when my eyes were fresh from Ragusa and
Spalato were the work of men who had no thouglit of Ragusa and
Spalato before their eyes.

GAS EXPLOSION AT CINCINNATI. A three-story brick tenement, No.
50 Wilstach Street, was blown to pieces at midnight on the 16tli inst.
The house contained 17 persons, most of whom were asleep at the time
of the explosion. The house was in danger of being flooded by the
high water that is now visiting the city, and two boys stayed up all night
to watch the rise of the water, and about one o'clock went into the cel-
lar with a lighted candle to get some boards with which to make a raft,
when the explosion took place. The accident was attributed to sewer-
gas in the cellar, as the high water does not let the sewerage escape, but
this could not have been the cause, as the house had no sewer-cnunee-
tion. It is more than likely that the cellar was filled with coal-gas. The
destruction of the building was total and complete, and many adjoinii g
houses were more or less injured. Four persons were killed and several
wounded. The loss entailed will approximate 96,000.
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RECENT BOOKS ON ART.
fllK contents of this volume,

1 with the

exception of the last chapter, were origi-

nally published in the pages of the Ameri-
can Art Review, and then attracted much at-

tention. When now re-read as a whole they
seem even more disappointing than
at the time of their first, issue. The
earlier chapters, which deal with the
rise of the art in this country, are in-

structive, and contain much fresh

biographical material, which one is

glad to have for reference. But our
chief interest lies with more recent

things with the modern practice
which has grown up during the last

dozen years, and has won for our

younger men an almost unchallenged
position as not only the best living

engravers, but the originators of a
school which is destined to be fol-

lowed by foreign workers of a
movement which is fairly to be called
a renaissance of the art. To this

movement to its aims, ideals and
methods, as well as to the actual pro-
ducts of its originators Mr. Linton
has an unconquerable aversion. A
reading of his book, however, does
not show that his hostility is founded
on any distinct, solid basis of con-
sistent criticism, but rather though
he himself of course does not realize
the fact upon a basis of prejudice,

r= ^ 'Aiv *= H&ISh
willful narrowness, and life-long habits

MA/! A I :fVs"^^ of seeinS and feeling. That he is

/V AL fosfi^^Sil consciously unjust I do not believe;

L -
OA/ iSs?8CT6-83 but that he is actually unjust, not only

to sundry workmen, but especially to

.
the new movement as a whole, no

PlERRC:
^V^ reader can deny. His chapters are

controversial rather than historical to

begin with. They do not formulate
his hostile position with distinctness, or conduct his criticisms on any
definite plan. His random remarks, now of praise, now of blame,
are often acute, suggestive, and interesting to those whose opinions
on the matter are already formed

; but they will not give a novice
in such criticism any clear idea even of Mr. Linton's own side of the

controversy. And still less does the author do what every man who
assumes to be a "

historian," and not a mere special pleader, should
feel himself compelled to. He does not even attempt to state with
fairness the ideas and arguments of his opponents ; indeed, he does
not seem to give them credit for having any of a coherent sort. He
hardly recognizes the school as such, though this is the most promi-
nent feature of the matter. In all the band of young engravers,
who, with their great diversities of talent and of method, have had
a common aim in view and a common enthusiasm in the unravelling
of new problems, Mr. Linton persists in seeing only an unorganized
troop of rash and reckless innovators, loving novelty merely because
it is such, and sinking the true interests of their art in the desire to
make a sensation. Naturally he does not say this in quite so clear
a fashion

; but my indictment can, I think, be amply substantiated
from the tenor of his later chapters. Not only, moreover, does he
implicitly deny the coherence and definiteness of the recent move-
ment in wood-engraving, but he fails to recognize a cognate and
equally important fact : that all beginnings on a new road must be
experimental; that only through experimental failures or semi-suc-
cesses can new and true methods be elaborated, and that many
things which are not intrinsically perfect may be very valuable a"s

necessary steps toward perfection. The tentative, daring, original,
partially unsuccessful efforts of a few years back, Mr. Linton holds
up to scorn as the inevitable results of the new aims. Works which
their authors themselves have long since condemned, both by words
and by the most conclusive evidence of their recent practice, Mr.
Linton often judges as though -they were still complacently regarded
by editors and engravers as indisputable pieces of perfection. Even
when he praises the work of some among the "new men" as not-
ably of Mr. Closson he does it in a fashion which ignores its iden-
tity of aim with the work he reprobates, which twists its excellence
into something different, in a vain effort to make all excellence
agree with his own ideas and theories as to how excellence should
be attained. Mr. Linton has certainly himself done admirable en-
graver's work in his day, but his criticisms upon that work, and the
examples which he chooses as exponents of certain qualities which,
in spite of other excellences, they do not possess, only give us
further proof that though a good artist in his fashion, he isa most
hot-headed and injudicious critic. The history of wood-engravincin America remains to be written by some one who shall really be
a historian, and not a partisan pamphleteer. Meanwhile Mr. Lin-
ton s book is indispensable to all who are interested in the contrc-

> of Wood-Eiujravlny In America, by W. J. Uiiton. Boston: Estes

versy and wish the documentary evidence on either side. But the

young student had better not read farther than its earlier chapters,
unless he wishes his brain to be muddled to no purpose. The vol-

ume is valuable to the collector, as it contains moderately good re-

productions of .much early and unattainable work, and many blank

pages at the end, prepared for mounting proofs, an idea which

might well be adopted by editors of all similar works. It should

also be praised for its strong and suitable binding.

Mr. Woodberry's book 2 would have had a more appropriate title

had it been called a "
History of Design on Wood." Fully two-thirds

of it it is a moderate volume of about two hundred and twenty
pages are filled with an account of wood-engraving before the

time of Bewick of wood-engraving, therefore, in the days when
the draughtsman was everything, and the engraver nothing but a

more or less accurate mechanical workman. But from this point of

view, the chapters are both interesting and instructive. They are

illustrated with numerous well-known cuts, and with some that are

less familiar; or, in a few instances, previously unedited. The chap-
ter on Bewick and his successors is far too scant in comparison,
and critically of little value. When more modern days' are ap-

proached the author becomes hasty and slipshod, and proves himself

totally unfitted for his task. Continental schools are not even no-

ticed
;
even Pannamaker's name going uncited. And when current

American work is spoken of we find a writer who, whether or no
he has actually taken Mr. Linton for his guide, shows more than
Mr. Linton's fragmentariness, narrowness, and avoidance of the real

questions at issue, with none of Mr. Linton's clever epigrammatic
writing, or acute if often oblique vision

;
none of the characteristics

which make even his most unjust criticisms suggestive, amusing, or

exasperating reading for those acquainted with the matter. Mr.

Woodberry when he treats of current work, is merely uninformed.
His chapter is ignorant and uninstructive, but it is not dangerous
like Mr. Linton's. There must be a few men in the country I

could cite five perhaps who are capable of writing a good commen-
tary on the recent development of wood-engraving in America; at

least who know so much about it, and judge it from so impartial a

standpoint that they ought to be able to write about it. Why does
not one of them attempt the task? It is a lesson which the public
needs, and would be a vindication that our engravers deserve after

being torn by the talons of Mr. Linton, and vexed by the blindness
of Mr. Woodberry.

It should be added that a real history of the art must give some

description of the material requirements and technical processes,
which so largely define its limits and influence its results

; things
quite neglected in Mr. Woodberry's book.

Being by a well-known writer, and claiming to deal with a most

interesting subject, Mr. Conway's book 8 will doubtless win many
more readers than it deserves ; a more disappointing volume it would
be hard to find. Not only is it very fragmentary and disjointed in

structure, but without any critical worth whatever. It is composed
of a gossipy, rambling dissertation on the South Kensington collec-

tions, a still more shallow and amateurish chapter on recent art and
architecture chiefly made up of descriptions of two or three London
louses and a third chapter on the " ajsthetic

"
village at Bedford

Park; the last-named, at least, appeared originally in the pages of

Harper's Magazine, and the others are rather below the average of

ordinary magazine articles. A man who would write a good book
on the South Kensington collections or on any portion of them,
'or the field is a very wide one would deserve well of art students
n this country; but Mr. Conway has not done this, and his book is

without value save to those who care for the lightest gossip dealing
with things of art.

A laudatory article on this volume 4
appeared recently in these

lages, copied from an English journal, so the reader may be sup-
posed familiar with its aim and scope; but it does not feem to me
juite to deserve the encomiums of the English critic. More than
mlf of it is occupied with an account of Dr. Dresser's experiences
while in the countrj how he travelled, what he ate, and whom he
saw and such things have been described a dozen times by far
more attractive writers. In spite of his professional career, and his
nterest as a specialist in the architecture and decoration of the

country, his book has a strangely
" amateurish "

tone. It is fragmen-
tary in arrangement, not over critical in judgment, and ungraphic
n description. He docs indeed tell us rather more than we had
3een told before about the architecture of the country ;

but still he
does not tell us much, nor in a very clear way. His justifiable enthu-
siasm for Japanese decoration, whether in the minor arts or applied
to architecture, seems so far as one can judge from illustrations
and from hearsay to have blinded him as to the rank of Japanese
Building in its constructive features. Doubtless, as he shows, wooden
architecture is the best for this volcanic country, and the most iu
consonance with the spirit of its people; so one cordially agrees
with him when he condemns the efforts of Europeans to introduce
their own styles if styles they may be called and to induce the

* A History of Wood-Engraving, by George E. Woodberry. New York: Harper& Brothers.
3 Travels in Smith Ki-nttini/tnn. with Notes on Decorative Art and Architect-

ure in England, liy Moncure ]). Conway. New York: Harper & Brothers.
Japan : its Architecture, Art, and Art Manufactures, by Christopher Bresstr.

London: Longmans, Green & Co.
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natives to follow in their wake
;

but when Dr. Dresser seems to

rank the Japanese with the great constructive races of the world,
we can hardly find his data or UTW witfa his conclusions. As a

specimen of his criticism in this direction. I may quote a paragraph
on page 14, where he says, apuaking of the Temple:, of Shiba, Had
adibbons heen employed on the wood-carvings ;

had the colorist

of the Alhanilira done his utmost to add to forms, which in them-
selves are almost perfect, a new charm through the addition of pig-

ments, and were the whole of such details subordinated to fitting

places in a vast architectural edifice by the architects of the Parthc-

non, no more worthy effect could be produced than that of the build-

ings on which my eyes now rest." The first portion of this sentence
is doubtless below the truth; but we can hardly find a ground for

comparison, even, between Greek and Japanese building in the strict

sense of the word. It is fair to say, however, that with decoration
Mr. Dresser is more happily at home than with construction ; his

remarks on the degree of perfection here attained by Japanese ar-

tists, as well as upon the artistic causes of their success, arc true and
forcible if not especially novel. The most valuable part of the book
is to be found in the descriptions of the modes of working, and ma-
terial processes of Japanese artists. The chapter on ceramics is

useful, not as showing how we may decide upon the maker and the

age of any given work
;
but as proving for the benefit of the too-

confident amateur, how dillictilt it is even in Japan, and how impos-
sible for uniust ructcd foreigners to be certain upon either point.
A good idea was to have many of the illustrations none of which
arc in color drawn and engraved by Japanese artists, thus pre-

serving the spirit and touch as well as the mere design of their cre-

ations.

I would not have the reader conclude that this is not an interest-

ing and instructive book ;
but it has been so overpraised in many

quarters that disappointment will be apt to result from its inspec-
tion. It inspires us not with the idea that Japanese architecture

has been adequately described, even in brief
;
but that it would be

a good thing if some more scientific observer, and more systematic
and graphic writer than Dr. Dresser would now follow in his wake.

This is not a book 1 on art, but wh.it is even more valuable, a book

q/'art in the truest sense of the word. Its pages are familiar to most
of my readers, it may be supposed, owing to their serial publication
in Harper's Magazine. But even those who there admired them most
will hardly imagine how valuable they are as now collected in a hand-
some volume, beautifully printed and accompanied by many unillus-

trated poems besides. There has been to my knowledge no English
illustrated book since the days of Blake so wholly original and ex-

cellent as this; no book, that is, which is the work of one author and
illustrated throughout by a single hand. I do not intend, of course,
to put two such different artists into any actual comparison, or to say
that Mr. Abbey is a Blake. As Herrick is to the Prophet Job, so is

Mr. Abbey to the great imaginative English artist
; but to say that

the former has shown himself perfectly competent to the task- not

only of illustrating Herrick in the usual sense of the term, but of in-

terpreting the finest essence of his mind and sense, is high praise
none the less. Through every mood of the poet's varied song its

town-bred love of rusticity, its courtly air of simplicity, its delicate

pathos, its roystering, tavern gayety, its melancholy musings on time
and death the artist follows with a pencil so sure, so expressive
and so sympathetic, so suggestive of all that lies beneath the text
no less than of all which is definitely expressed, that we feel almost
as though the spirit of Herrick himself had been born again with a
different artistic endowment. As art-work proper, apart from its illus-

trative power, Mr. Abbey's drawing is almost always perfect. His
taste is exquisite, and shows itself not only in the great variety of form
and treatment he has adopted for his pages, but in his usual avoid-
ance of all mere " decorative

"
effects in the interest of true pictorial

style. The engraving varies in excellence but is always good and of-

ten without a fault. Mr. Alfred Parsons, to whom the book is dedi-

cated, has contributed sundry floral designs which serve as head and
tail pieces. There is but one fault to find with the get-up of this

beautiful volume. The cover is rather trivial in design and far too
delicate in color for a book which, when owned, is sure to be constantly
handled. Issued among the crowd of illustrated holiday volumes
which fill the shops at this season of the year, it should by no means
be confounded with their average or even compared with the best

among them. It has a high art value of an absolute sort, and should
command a constant sale long after its apparent rivals have been
lost to sight and memory.

M. G. VAN RENSSELAKR.

THE FLOOD AT CINCINNATI.

CINCINNATI
has been visited during the

past week with a rise in the Ohio River
3 which has reached a height never before
known in the history of the city.
The water-works showed a" height of 66'

4" at five o'clock, A. M., February 15, 1883.
The next highest point ever reached was

February 18, 1882, 64' 3". The river is not
considered dangerous until it reaches a height of about 53'. These

i Selffliimi from I lie 1'n-tru nf Unix rl Jltrricl,; with drawings by Kilwiu A. Ab-
bey. Xew York, Harper anil Brothers.

measurements are above low-water mark at the water-works. The
river is now rapidly falling, and by Monday night most of tho

submerged portions will again be out of the water, l-'oiir squares
of the heavy business part of the city were under water, rcaeh-

ing nearly to the second story, and the damage will be great to

buildings, but to what extent cannot now be stated. The water

stopped the engines at the water-works, and the city was left with

only four days' supply of water on hand
; one pump which throws a

stream forty inches in diameter was started on the HHh, however,
ami so a total water-famine will be avoided.

Tin- (ias-Works were entirely shut off, and so we have the ex-

perience of a great city in utter darkness; the centre of the city is,

however, more or less lighted with electric-lights, whose works are
above high water.
One peculiar accident caused by the flood may be noted : J. V.

Nicholai had some four hundred barrels of lime stored in his yard,
with a lot of plastering hair stored in an upper story; the water
slacked the lime, and the heat set fire to the hair, which in turn set,

fire to the sheds, which were with great dilficulty extinguished
by the department. The fire from the above cause was renewed
two or three different times.

Of course the flood causes great suffering to a large class of poor
people, whose immediate wants are now being relieved by our citi-

zens. All railroads were stopped for a short time. A great number
of small frame houses were swept away, entailing a great loss on
owners of small property. C.

ASSYRIAN BAS-RELIEFS AT ROME.

I
have been enabled by special

permission to inspect per-

sonally the Assyrian bas-

reliefs which were casually dis-

covered in the subterranean
vaults below the Vatican li-

brary in seven cases. They
had been given to Pius IX by
Signor Giovanni Benni, first

dragoman of the French Con-
sulate at Mossul in 1855, and
had been altogether forgotten.

They are placed in a long gal-

lery of the library of the Vat-

ican, where so many priceless

manuscripts arc preserved, and are inserted into the wall-spaces be-

neath the windows. They are altogether sixteen in number, of which
two are inscriptions. One of the Tatter is especially interesting to

students of Oriental archaeology, inasmuch as it contains words

strange to such eminent authorities as Professor Sayce, of Oxford, and
Canon Fabiani, of Rome. The former gentleman (who is at present
in Tunis and is expected to make some interesting studies at Car-

thage) visited the Assyrian bas-reliefs in the Vatican a short time

ago, when he was on his way to Africa. The Commendatore C. M.
Descemet, to whose courtesy and intelligent explanations I am much
indebted, during my visit this morning told me that Professor Sayce l>e-

gan to read the larger of the two inscriptions in his (M. Descemet's)
presence, and soon remarked that there were in it forms and words
unfamiliar to him, and pointing to a hitherto unknown idiom or

variety of the Assyrian language. Canon Fabiani is, unfortunately,
not well enough at present to visit the Vatican, but tracings of the
two inscriptions were submitted to him, and he at once made a re-

mark similar to that of Professor Sayce. The smaller inscription is

more legible. Both are cuneiform, but the larger differs in the form of

the letters, as well as of the words, from those with which the erudite
are familiar.

Copies
of them, as well as of what may be called the

pictorial bas-reliefs, have been sent to the well-known M. Oppert, at

Paris, who considers them of high interest.

I was accompanied this morning by an artist, whose painter's eye
was immediate! v struck by the spirit and faithfulness of many of the

delineations. There is, among many other instances, the outstretched
arm of an archer, who lias just shot off his arrow and is grasping big

bow, admirable for vigor and truth of modelling. Also, a kneeling
camel a most difficult animal to draw, as all painters know who
have tried him is portrayed to the life.

The first bas-relief we come to on entering the gallery represents
the Assyrian divinity Nisroc. The god, who is eagle-headed, bears
the symbols of the four elements; he carries a pine cone in one hand
to represent fire, a sort of bucket for water in the other, has large

wings to indicate the dominion of the air, and the earth is beneath
his feet. Another sculpture represents a king adoring the sacred

tree, or tree of life, the leaves on which are identical in form with
those on a similar tree depicted in the illustrations to Sir Henry
Layard's well-known work, on Nineveh. Also a group of grooms or
servants holding horses bear many points of resemblance to the il-

lustrations in Sir H. Layard's book. For example, the trappings
and adornments of the horses are nearly identical in both. There is

an interesting group of persons passing a river presumably the

Tigris" on a raft. It consists of two women, a soldier, and the

fcrrvnian. All the passengers sit with their faces forward, seen in

profile by the spectator, while the ferryman stands behind them and
steers with along pole or oar. Another group seems to represent
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travellers on a journey. The foremost figure carries a sack or bag

slung behind him and something like a small chest on his head, while

his companion a female bears a child astride her shoulders in

the exact attitude with which Eastern travellers are familiar at the

present day. Both figures are nude. The sculpture in which the

kneeling camel occurs represents a field of battle after the fight is

over. Dead and wounded lie on the ground, and the camel is about

to be laden with their spoils. To the same category of warlike rep-

resentations belong the archers alluded to above, of whom some are

shooting off arrows, while another man holds a huge clypeus or

shield, behind cover of which the bowmen take aim, and also the very
remarkable bas-relief portraying the siege of a city, with scaling lad-

ders, and a spirited presentment of the killed and wounded being
hurled from the battlements. In the costume and armor of the

soldiery, and the general conception of methods of warfare, this

sculpture singularly reminded me of some of the scenes on the Em-

press Matilda's famous tapestry at Bayeux. But undoubtedly the

superiority of design and perspective is largely on the side of the

Assyrian artist. It is noticeable that several of the faces portrayed

belong to a high and even beautiful type of humanity especially
fine specimens, one might say, of the Caucasian race while others

show a more Arabian or Semitic type. In fact, M. Descemet con-

siders one of the faces to be distinctively Jewish. London Standard.

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.

A CO-OPERATIVE PAINTING ESTABLISHMENT. In a lecture in New
Haven lately, Hon. Henry C. Robinson of Hartford, gave this account of

the house-painting establishment of LeClaire & Co., Paris : When young
Jean LeClaire was an apprentice, his master, Traziere, made up his mind
that he would adopt the co-operative system. He met with much ob-

jection on the part of many business men of France, and even the press ;

but in one year he was able to give 50 eacli to the workmen, in addi-

tion to their stipulated salaries. His doctrine was laid down in one of

his published utterances, in which he said that every workman should

have the means to support himself and family, without being a burden
to any one. He died in 1872, and was followed to his last resting-place

by thousands of workmen and tradesmen. He left a fortune of over

$250,000, and was able, to the last year of his business life, to distribute

over 10,000 among 600 workmen. The establishment is at present run

by a board of ten directors selected from the men employed. The more
immediate control of the corporation is in the hands of two of the di-

rectors, who are called the managing partners, and who receive a suffi-

cient salary. Current wages are paid to the men, and work is performed
at current prices. Connected witli the establishment is a mutual bene-

fit association. Each workman, after 20 years of service and at the age
of 50, receives a pension of $200 for life, and at his death his widow
receives 100 during her life. Whatever money is contributed to the

firm by any one of the workmen is allowed an interest of 5 per cent.

Thus in addition to the pecuniary advantages, it also stimulates the

ambition of the workmen, teaches them the principles of legislation, fits

them for the best citizenship, and promotes true manliness.

A DERBYSHIRE MINE. The proverbial uncertainty of mining ad-

ventures has just received a somewhat startling illustration in Derby-
shire, a county in which the vicissitudes of mining have on more than one
occasion been strikingly exemplified. The Magpie mine, at Sheldon,
near Blakewell, is in the Peak district, which yields a large quantity of

lead ore, and has been explored from time immemorial. This particular
mine has been worked for some hundreds of years with short intervals

of rest. In 1869 it was taken in hand by two well-known Sheffield

gentlemen, who subsequently formed a limited company to carry on the

undertaking. The mine had always been a wet one, however, and the
cost of keeping down the water has hitherto swallowed up the profits
made. Pumping was commenced in 1870 and continued for two or three

years, after which it was resolved to drive an adit in order to effect the

drainage of the workings. This level was commenced in 1873 and fin-

ished in 1881. It is nearly 2,000 yards long, 7 feet high, 6 feet wide, and
cost about 14,000. It keeps the workings dry to a depth of 196 yards,
and takes off about 1,400 gallons a minute. During the whole of these

expensive operations no dividends have been paid to the shareholders

indeed, only 22 tons of lead ore were raised during the whole of 1881,

although more was got in 1882. Patience and perseverance have been re-

warded at last, however, for the workings have now struck a vein of

blende (yielding zinc ore) five feet in thickness, and of excellent quality.
According to the captain of the mine, there are at least 50,000 tons of the
blende within the limits of the workings, so that the plucky adventurers

have, at last, some prospect of receiving an adequate return for their

long-continued and large outlay. Ironmonger (London, England).

HEAD-DRESS OP THE STATUE ON THE CAPITOL. Jefferson Davis
seems to be writing letters for newspaper publication with unaccus-
tomed frequency. One of his latest explains how the Goddess of Lib-

erty on the Capitol at Washington came to have an Indian head dress
instead of the cap of liberty. He writes :

" When in the Senate I was
a member of the committee appointed to adopt a plan for the extension
and improvement of the Capitol. When the plan was adopted, and re-

ported the functions of the committee were at an end. Subsequently
I was Secretary of War, and when the appropriation was made for the
extension of the Capitol, it was by the act put under the charge of the
War Department to supervise and direct the

1

execution of the work. To
aid in the performance of that duty I appointed Captain M. C. Meigs
of the Engineer Corps, superintendent of the construction. Several
of the most distinguished American statuaries were invited to accept
orders, among them Mr. Hiram Powers, who submitted for the dome of
the Capitol, a cartoon to represent America by a colossal female figure,
on the head of which was the '

liberty cap.' To this cap I objected be-
cause it was among the Romans the badge of an emancipated slave, and
as the people of the United States were born freemen, it was held to be

inappropriate to us. Mr. Powers yielded to the objection, and designed
a head-dress of feathers for the figure. This was accepted. As a ques-

tion of art I will leave the discussion to the critics who may impugn the

good taste of Mr. Powers, merely remarking that the feathers seemed
to me, in view of the aboriginal inhabitants, appropriate to a statue typ-

ical of America." New York Times.

PAINT FOR FLOORS. A paint for floors which economizes the use of

oil-colors and varnish is described in the German technical press as hav-

ing been composed by Herr Mareck. It is remarked that this paint
can also be used on wood, stone, etc. For flooring, the following mix-

ture has been found applicable : 2 i oz. of good clear joiners' glue
is soaked over night in cold water. It is dissolved, and is then added

(being constantly stirred) to thickish milk-of-lime heated to boiling

point, and prepared from 1 Ib. quick-lime. Into boiling lime is poured

(the stirring being continued) as much linseed oil as becomes united by
means of saponification with the lime, and when the oil no longer
mixes there is no more poured in. If there happens to be too much ciil

added it must be combined by the addition of some fresh lime-paste.
For the quantity of lime previously indicated, about half a pound of

oil is required. After this white thickish foundation-paint has cooled,
a color is added which is not affected by lime, and in case of need the

paint is diluted with water, or by the addition of a mixture of lime-

water with some linseed oil. For yellowish-brown or brownish-red

shades about a fourth part of the entire bulk is added of a brown solution

obtained by boiling shellac and borax with water. This mixture is

specially adapted for painting floors. The paint should be applied uni-

formly, and is described as covering the floor most effectually, and unit-

ing with it in a durable manner. But it is remarked that it is not suit-

able for being used in cases where a room is in constant use, as under
such circumstances it would probably have to be renewed in some

places every three months. The most durable floor-paint is said to be

that composed of linseed-oil varnish, which only requires to be renewed

every six or twelve months. It penetrates into the wood and makes it

water-resisting; its properties being thus of a nature to compensate for

its higher cost in proportion to other compositions used for a similar

purpose. Its use is particularly recommended in schools and work-

rooms, as it lessens dust and facilitates the cleaning of the boards.

The Builder.

DANGEROUS AND UNHEALTHY INDUSTRIES IN FRANCE. The French
Government has, on the report of the Minister of Commerce, and in con-

currence with the Superior Commission appointed by law, issued six

decrees forbidding theemployment of children and young women undir

age, under the following circumstances, and for the specified reasons :

Manufacture of salicylic acid by means of carbonic acid, on account
of the corrosive emanations. Manufacture of celluloid and similar pro-

ducts, on account of the injurious fumes and dangers of explosion, or

of burning ;
and for the last two reasons, in works for fashioning cellu-

loid. Manufacture of chloride of sulphur, on account of the injurious
emanations.

It is also forbidden to employ boys under sixteen, and girls under

eighteen, for supplying motive power to hand-looms ; and the work of

young women under age is prohibited in rag works that are not properly
ventilated.

Boys of twelve to fourteen, and girls of twelve to sixteen years, may
not be employed to draw loads in the public streets. Boys and girls

over twelve may draw loads in manufactories, works, shops, and yards,

provided it be on level ground, and that the load, including vehicle, do
not exceed two hundred-weight ; and only boys from fourteen to sixteen

years old may draw a load in the streets, provided it do not exceed one

hundred-weight.
Children may not be employed in operations in which dust is disen-

gaged, in works where horn, bone, and pearl are worked dry. Nor may
they be employed at all in such works when dust is freely disengaged.

Lastly, plumbers and tilers are forbidden to employ children in work
executed on the roofs of houses. Journal of the Society of Arts.

GAS-METERS AS SPREADERS OF FIRE. Inmost buildings designed
for multiple tenancy, like great apartment-houses and the capacious of-

fice-buildings which comprise so large a part of the business portion of

a city, it is customary to provide a separate gas-meter for each room or

suite of rooms. These meters are commonly placed in closets and- out-

of-the-way corners, and are very apt to be surrounded with much com-
bustible matter. The connections of meters with the gas-pipes are usu-

ally,^ not always, of lead, a metal that is easily fusible, and the solder
with which the plates of the meter are joined together yields even more
readily to heat. Let a fire break out in a building containing, as many
buildings do, a score or more of these fragile fire-feeders, and the hot
air sweeping in advance of the fire will quickly melt the lead or solder.

The outpouring, gas fills the building with the explosive atmosphere
which hastens the spread of the flames and keeps up an inexhaustible

supply of fuel. Such burning of gas jets, sometimes of great size, are
to be seen after almost every city fire, when nothing is left of a build-

ing but blackened and broken walls. The gas poured into burning build-

ings through such openings doubtless helps materially to account for
the surprising suddenness with which many great buildings have been
swept by flames, and in all cases the outflow of gas must seriously coun-

teract, if it does not altogether thwart, the efforts of the firemen. The
remedy for this great evil is not so easy to point out. It is obvious that
where a multitude of meters are to be distributed through a building,
they should be more securely incased and provided with infusible con-

nections, or some means should be devised whereby the gas-supply shall
be automatically shut off whenever the temperature rises so as to im-

peril the integrity of the meter. There should be also near the outer
door and readily accessible to firemen some means by which the con-
nection of the house with the gas-main in the street can be quickly
closed. There is clearly an opportunity here for useful and profitable
invention. The Metal Worker.
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BUILDING INTELLIGENCE,
(Reported for The American Architect nd Buildins Nw.)

[Although a larae. portinn nf the building infeHi,,, net

it nroriileit by Ihrir reyular eamtpmae*U, the eilltnrt

greatly detire la receire rnlnntary itifnrmatim, apt-
cuttly'Srom the mailer and outlying totem.]

BUILDING PATENTS.

[Printed tneclflmtiont of any patentthere mentioned.

toqfther tritli full ilrtitil {UUitraMOlU, may I* obtained

qftlt,' r,,,,,,,ii',.- 1,, ner o/ I'ataUt, at H'otliinytaH, for

twenty-Jive centt.}

-;i,."i.s7. HUXAMKXTAIION OF Bill) K.TlLE, ETC.
James C. Anderson, Hlgliland Park, 111.

i.'7l..''!i". uiixAMi'VTMiox or liitifK, TILE, ETC.
James r. An'i.-rs.in, Highland Park. 111.

27I..VH. MKTHIIU OF PREVENTING SA1.TPETHR-E.X-
uiiAihiNs ri-iix FACING-BRICK. James C. Ander-
siin. Highland Park, 111.

27l.w.">. PIPK-WREXCH. Seymour A. Bostwlck,
Chelsea, Mass.

:.'7t.44. AUTOMATIC FLUSH-VALVE. Haryey C.

Lowrie, Denver, Col.
271 Mi) ii.li. DUOR-SPHIXG. IraMoore, New York,

N. Y.
271.IW2. BOMW-ODTTUM DIE. Joseph Mllller,

Naeogdoches County, Tex.
2"l.i.i;j-i:ii3. LOCK. Solomon P. Stotldard, New

York. N. Y.
27l,i;iiii. A i ro.MATir FIKE-KXI-INGUISHBR. Caleb

C. Walworth, Boston, Mass.

271,07s. SAFi:r\ llou-ELEVATOB. Leonard At-
wood. New York, N. Y.

271,tad. HoiM-iMi-MACHIXE. James Boyd, St.

Paul. Minn.
271,tW7. WATI :n. CAS OB DBAIN PIPE. John P.

Culver, Tucson, Ariz.
_'.]. '!:. I.KUT SASH-BAB. Alphonse Frledrick,

Bnuiklyn, N. Y.

271,697. PROCESS OF ntiiLnixo LEAD-SASH FOB
GLAZING PURPOSES. Alphonse Friedrick, Brook-

lyn. N. Y.
27 1 ,702. LATH E-REST. George O. Griggs, St. Louis,

Mo.
271,709. HAMMF.R. Henry O. Hooper, Fresno, Cal.

271,716. AIR-COOLING APPARATUS. Hermann
Kropll. New York. N. Y.

271 718. WIXDOW-COBXICE. Edward Kiigemann,
Chicago, 111.

271,72:1. STEAM-RADIATOR. H. Macdonald, De-
troit, Mich.

271,731. BUSH-HAMMER. August Nelson, Kent. O.
271.746. CENTEUING-GAUGE. Augustus Sequelra,

Hartf-inl, Conn.
2i'I.T>2. WATER-CLOSET. Darius Wellington, Bos-

ton, Mass.
271,7:1:1. TEXOX AXII TURXISG CHUCK. Barton

A. Whltsett, Lebanon, Ind.

271,77. PORTABLE BUILDING. Virgil W. Blan-
chanl. New York, N. Y.

.71,7%. FIKK-ESCAPB LADDER. Elmer A. Con-

verse, Montlcello, O.
271,8'i2. FIRE-ESCAPE. Hugh H. Craigle, Stam-

ford, Conn.
271.S09. FIRE-ESCAPE. Richard J. Dearborn, Bos-

ton, Mass.
271.K14. PAINT-BBUSH PROTECTOR. Henry Disch-

inger, Klmore, O.
271.K.V4. I I.LUMINATINO.UOOF, ETC. Joshua K.

Ingalls, Glenora, N. Y.
27I.>7:i. KKII;K-MACHIXE. John H. Konefes,

Qllincy, 111.

271. K75. MACHINERY FOR Mot-LOlNO BRICKS AXD
TILES. Thos. 1/e Poideviii, Guernsey, England.

271,sxl. SAFKI Y-LIKT. Morilz Martin, Bltter-

feld. Prussia, Germany.
271,'Jiil. DKTBH0BMT on COMPOUND FOR RKMOV-

ixn PAINT. AlberiMunder, Philadelphia, Pa.

'271.90;!. SASii-lloLiiKit. .Manning L. Nix aud Ste-

phen McClelland, Paris, Tex.
27l.'.n.i-!il7. WATBK-CLOSKT. Charles F. Pike,

Philadelphia, Pa.

271. MIS. Do. IK-LOCK. Oliver E. Plllard, Cam-
bridueport, Mass.

i>71,!t4ti. Si'Uixo-HiXGE. Alfred B. Tanner, New
!!ai I'M. Conn.
271.H50. Bu I I.DIXG-CEMENT. Jas. E. Trask, Salem,

Mass.
L'71 iRii. BRUSH. Isaac Cady Wells, Three-Mile

Bay. N. Y.
;. Ix>< K. Joseph P. White. Savannah. Ca.

27l.'.'7.".. I'oMMKitciAL PUTTY. Robert W. Davis,
Elmira, N. Y.

271,ns '-981. DOOB-HANOER. Geo. W. Hay, Syra-
cuse. N. V.

271 asa. NAIL. William G. Howell, Philadelphia,
Pa.

272.007. SAW-HAXDLE. Jas. R. Woodrough, Cin-

cinnati, O.
272.ni;!. FIREPLACE LINING. James Adulr, Sc-

wickley, Pa.

272,nit). Tit A r. Joseph Bennor, Philadelphia, PM.

272 '.".1. 11 MIX -Dooll llAXiiEll ANDRAlL-BliM Kill.

William Cn.nk. Havana. N. Y.
L'T-'.^'.-'-o:

1

;! IM..MH WOIIK ASH PROI-FSS or ri:o-

DI-I SMI nn s \JIK. Win. C. Kdge, Newark, N. I.

27.' :17. Uoon-LocK. William II. Flinu, Nashua,
N. H.

2,-J.i':is;. WOOD-I t-TTixti MACHINE. James Ix>ren-

xo tiai;e, Chicago. 111.

27- "Hi. WATKB-FADCKT. John Graham, Chica-

go, ill.

272.047. TRAMMKL. William I>. Herschel, Phila-

delphia, p.-i.

272.1H1S. WiM>ow-S<REKX. Andrew W. Ix>vejoy,

Rochester, N. V.

27'.'.l'i:i. KIIIK-KM ATI:. Harriet R. Tracy, New
York. N. Y.
272, 25. FlBE-EscAPE. John A. Edmonds, Dovef.

Del.
272. 1 is. SNOU <;i \ici> i oit li.n>ra. Chas. A. Neu-

ert. lioeton, Miuw.

. Mil in .H or (Mi AIT IKATDSrO!
i. M IM. In IIMM.-. sin i -. \ i i

i -, I: MI \\ v\
'

MI-

-MI nil: iihi. 'Hi as Ronan, Ixindou,
Kiig.
272.ira. LM.I.FK. Chm. B. Sliarrr and Silas C.

Si-li..i! ( .,d. 1 i.--|...rl. 111.

272.l:i. I.i SO M \- HIM-. -Henry B.

Barnluirst, Mrie, Pa.
Pll-K-\ 'isi :. Alfro.1 Heard, Dniivlllo, 111.

27.'.l!i. W> V-ALVE. I'lirni'lliu Hirk
<-rv mid Mi nry S. I.or.l. Hartford. C'.nn.

272,2i:t. WiiA'ini.ii ^iiui'. Irrin Coppock, Bar-

clay, Kan.
I. Bun K-MAKIXO MACHINE. .Michael Flt-

piitrlt-k, St. Ix)ui. .Mo.

M-E. Rmy 1 lowland, Brooklyn,

'-72,274. STOP-CHAMFER PLANE. Joseph I^e,
(iarniTvllle, N. Y.

i. MFAIIKK l.iMiiF.H-UrLE. Edward T. Luf-
kin. Clerelaud. O.

I'I.N~II:I N OF JAII.I, KTC. Sainael
M. .Mcl^wi, Modesto, Cal.

SIIIM.I.l -S.VWIXCI MAI MINK. WllllS J.

Perkins, Grand Rapids, Mich.
272,:i2n. ISHII K TO.M.H. David Ralf ton; Troy, N. Y.

. HM.HIOI: i OK PUBXACK8. Dwight S.

Hii-hardson. Brooklyn, N. Y.

-72,:cin. DOOU-BKI.L. Worthlngton Scranton, New
Haven, Conn.

-7:'.:i-:i. II.I.I-MIN M IN.; Y M LT-COTEI on GKAT-
ixn -TILE. Thaddcus Hyatt. New York, N. Y.

272,3X9. FiKE-Esi AIT.. Charles F. S|wncer, Roch-

ester, N. Y.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK,

Baltimore.

Bun.nixo PERMITS. Since our last report seventeen

pi-riiiits have been granted, the more Important of

which are the following :

.1. F. Obrccht, two-n'y brick stable, In rear of n i

Weber St., e of Light St.

Owen McKena. three-sfy brick building, e s Mc-
Klm St., between Cluise and Eager si*.

Jacob Timauus, three-sfy brick building, e t

Pennsylvania Ave., between Holfman and Dolphin
Sts.

St. Martin's Church, three-st'y brick school-house,
es Fulton St., s of Favour St.

Wendell Dcpple, two-st'y brick stable, e s Bond
St., between Bank and Eastern Aves.
\Vlnneld C. & (ieo. Peters, 2 threc-st'y brick build-

ings, e s State St., between Mulberry and Saratoga
Sts.
Chas. Burton. 6 three-sfy brick buildings, w s

Butter St., s of Towuseud St.

Boston.

BuiLmxo PERMITS. Brick. Tremont St., A
ro. 467

-469, Ward Ifi, for Mary S. Knowlum, four-sfy flat

dwell, and store, 24' x 46'; Vinal S Dodge, builders.

Ciutle *'/.. A'o. 154, cor. Pearl St., Ward 16, for

Henry K. Wright, three-st'y flat manufactory and

store, 19' 6'' and 20' 6" x 45'; Chas. E. Day, builder.

Centre .SV., A'o. 16, Ward 21, for Ixmls Prang, thrce-

sfy flat dwell., 23' 5*" x 63' 9''; ell, 16' 8'' x 2' V;
Chas. Chipman, builder.

r, ii/iv.sv., An. Hi, Ward 21, for Louis Prang, three-

st'y flat dwell.. 2'V loj"
x 63' 9"; ell, 15' fc'' x 26 2'';

Chas Chipman, builder.
ICoorf. .Villa HI., near Dale St., AVard 21 for

Benj. F. Bean, two-sfy pitch dwell., 20' x 30'; ell, 14'

x Hi'; Bcnj. F. Bean, builder.

Kntt Jiiii/iik at., rear, near W St., Ward 14, for

Win. B. Smith, storage boats, 26' x 65'; Wm. B.

Smith, builder.
Ctitnn fimrt, near Western Ave., Ward 26, for J.

O. Whiddeii, one st'y flat dry-house, 20' x 26'.

Ct.iriliur Are., Ward 21, for John Roessle, storage

wagons, 25' x 60'; Frank Si-hell, builder.

Brooklyn.
AHMOKY. The Board of Supervisors has adopted a

resolution to ask the State to erect an armory at a

cost of J60.000, on a site to be given by the county,
for the Galling battery aud for brigade head-quar-
ters.

Buii.mxo PERMITS. KutleAfie. St.. n
,
82' e Bedford

Ave. 2 two-st'y brownstone front ilwells.: cost, earn,
about *4,2UO; owner, K. Taylor, 111 Clymer St.;

architect aud builder, J. II. Devoe.
/'iiiiliir .S7., u w cor. Poplar PI., four-st y brick

building, felt and cement deck roof; cost, S47.000;

owners, Brooklyn Children's Aid Society, til Poplar
St.; architect, M. J. Morrill; builders, J. II. Steven-

son and J. S. MoRae.
H'iK>dhine St., A'o. 71, three-sty frame dwell.,

tin roof; cost, 53,800; owner, Cornelia Stiydam, Bush-
wii-k Ave., near Jacob St.; architect and builder,
F. Marryatt: mason, .1. Ixjmhat.

KftniriTuAre., n w ror. Woodbine St.. two-and-a

half-st'y frame dwell., tin roof; cost, $4,200; owner,
Maria Booth, 67 Woodbine St.; architect, etc., same

Adamt St.. A'n. 14 J ntl 16, s s, 137'6'' e Broadway,
two-sfy frame tenement*, tin roofs; cost, each,

2,r>ifi; owner an. I l.mliler, Chas. Meyer, 61 Varet

St.; nreliitect. T. Ronlbudt.
J{erl.imer .St.. n s. 7-'i w Ralph Ave., two-sfy frame

tenement, srvel roof; cost, 2,500; owner, G. R.

\Valiln.n, llmii Atlantic Ave.
\ i i i K vrinNS. At/antic .Ire., Ann. 139, 141 anil 143,

two-st'y brii-k extension, etc.; co about 93,000;

owner, Jos. O'Brien & Co., on premises; architect,

T. F. Houghton.
Cincinnati.

FACTORY. Geo. C. ^Yincllel & Co. are to build a new
factory on the corner of Bank and Kiddle Su., lo'x

ve-sf y high; cost, $40,000; Geo. Brink, arcui-

TIIE APPROAriiiM: SKASOX. All the architect*'

offices seem full of work, and the prospects for a

busy and profitable season are npparent to all Inter-

ested In building. We hear of no labor tnniMr..
mid llii-r.-f..r" n..Miin(t is expected from this source

to mar the pleasant picture before us.

Ill-Ill,!-.. , .I"*. Ti nlirindfft, thn-c-St'y

Inuk dwell, on St. ill- A' -. ''<isl,

II. Ulster, three-sfy brick dwell.. Bank St.; cost,
4.ou".
Anton Tliurn. tlireo-st'y brick dwell.: cost, S4.0IO.
Jot. C. II .irn II. threo-sfy brl<-k dwell.. 2112 West

Nintb St.; rlnui. crapsey, architect; cost, 7,0<>0.

I'.riiiniiii ,\ i HIM i k. twg MV i.n.-k Iniihling, Jef-
ferson St., near CH!|I>HIII St.; cost, S.').."'0.

,1. H Banning, three Bt'y lirli-k dwell., Buymiller
St., near Ninth si.; cost, 3.500.
John Jones, two-sfy frame building, Western

Ave., near Spring St.; cot, $2,0(0.
Jas. A. Armstrong, 2 Uve-st'y brick and stone

storas, Tliir.l Si., nt-.ti l.hn .St.; Henry Bevin. archl-
I. - i. OOit,

-
',' ".

Klght pcnnlbi for repairs; cost, |R7,000.

Cleveltiiid.

FIJCF.-AHT ATAIIKMY. The Academy of Art will

erect a building, cor. of Krle and Chestnut Sts., 100'

x l"n', three storiin high, to cost t60,iHK); to b used
as an academy, -v.i.li..-. and art-rooms.

BANK. The I'oinmvrclal Bank will build an elegant
building cor. Bank and Superior Sts. this spring,
lim' triuit; cost, about f75,OUO.

Tin ATHF.. A new theatre will he built this year on
the north side of the public square: cost, 1100,000;
Wick It Sons are the owners; A. Koehler, architect.

Hoi M >. Dwelling-house on Slbley St. .for Mr. Hall;
cost, 87,500; E. COM, contractor; Coburn & Itanium,
architects.

Dwelling for Frank Aldrirh on Slbley St.; cost,

$7,600; E. Cass, contractor; Coburu & Barn tun, archi-
tects.

Detroit.

HOUBRS. Brick dwell.. No. 18 WillU Aye.; cost,

96,000; A. C. Yarnoy, architect.
Frame house, Willis Ave.; cost, $3,600; J. D.

Baker, contractor.
Frame house, No. 415 Turnbull Ave.; cost, 14,000;

Durst Bros., contractors.
Brick dwell., No. 205 East Lamed St.; cost, $6,000;

A. H. Adams, contractor.
Frame house, No. 164 Locust St.; cost, $2,700; Ly-

nian Rlggs, contraetr.
MILL. Addition to mill, Franklin St.;:cost, $3,810;
Dewey & Abell, eoniractors.

KAI i. mils. i i.i. in (hair Co., brick factory; colt,

$18.0n; A. C. Varney, architect.
National Iron Works, factory; cost, $10,000; A. C.

Varney, architect.
BUILDINO PERMITS. Repairs to Telegraph Block,
UtiswoldSt.; cost, $13,000; J. Hess, architect.

Mew York.
APARTMKXT-Hot'sK. For Mr. E. H. Just, a first-

class six-st'y apartment-house, 100 feet square. Is to
be built on the s w cor. of Seventh Ave. and One
Hundred and Twenty-second St. The front will be
of ornamental brick, and the top floor will contain
a restaurant-kitchen. Mr. Mortimer C. Merritt is

the architect.
Kx i r.xKioN. Mr. Theodore Moss, M3 Madison Ave.,

is to have a 40-foot extension added to his residence,
which will contain a dining-room and library. The
cost will be about $10,000; Messrs. Smith & Kelly
are the architects.

RIMOKS. Among some of the Important buildings
mooted are another united bank building, to be
built by the Manhattan and the Merchant's Na-
tional Bunk. Nos. 41 and 42 Wall St., running through
to Pine St., with a frontage of Wi' on both streets.

A building, It Is also said, will be erected on the
Park Theatre site, by Brooks Bros.; and it is pretty
well settled that the Mills building will be extended.
Mr. Stokes aud others have applied toMr. Wm. 11.

Vanderbilt for a lease of the Madison Square Gar-

den'property. with the Idea of erecting thereon a
colossal building, but the matter Is as yet immature.

TEI.F.CJHAPII OFFICES. The Western Union Tele-

graph Co. propose erecting a building t Nos. 14 at d
It; Broad St., for the use of the Cable Department.
Plans have not yet been drawn.

Tin ATRE. Annie L. Md'ahill has tiled a pin n for

a theatre to be erected at Nos. 443, 445 and 447 1 hh d
Ave., and No. 206 Kast Thirty-first St. The build-

ing will have a frontage of 60' I ', and a depth of 120'.

It will he three stories high, with a brick front. The
cost will lie $60,000.

Bi H.IMM. PF.BMITS. Went t'ttrty-rrrenth St., A'o.

465, five sf y browrstone flat, tin roof; cost, fls.OOti;

owners, architects and builders, Jas. B. (iillie. 53S

West Fifty-first St., anil Alex. Walker, 447 West
Fifty-sixth St.

Wtit t'ltrtii-terenth St., A'o. 236, eight-st'y brick

storage warehouse, tin roof; cost, $2",000; owners,
Morgan & Bro., 2S4 West Forty-seventh St.; archi-

tect, Jos. M. Dunn.
SerrntH-Jifth St., t s. 100' w First Ave., two-st'y

brick bakery anil stable, tin roof; cost. Sn.iHKi; own-

er, (ieo. F. floosie, 245 East Seventy-fifth St.; archi-

tect, Win. Jose.
(Iranil fit., A'o. 3B7, flve-st'y brick store, tin roof;

cost, $12,000; owners, Adolph and Kmanuel Alexan-

der, 387 Grand St.; architect. Julius Boekell.
Kant Sri-rvty-sereiith St., A'o. 4'6, fonr-fy hrirk

tenement, tin roof; cost, $14,600; owner. John B.

Dlngeldein. 361 Kast Seventy-seventh St.; architect,
John Brandt.

Kntl Serriity-tiStli St., A'o. 317. fonr-sfy t r!rk ten-

ement, tin root; owner. Patrick Dncey, 317 Kast

Seventy-fifth St.; nrchiteet, A. T. Wilson.
One Httnareit an,/ Tlnrlii-.liflh St., s s, 160' w

Eighth Ave., 3 four-sfy brick tenements, tin roofs;

cost, each, $15,000; owner, Patrick Whelan, One
Hundred and Thirty-eighth St.. cor. Southern Bou-

levard; architect, Frank K. Verder.
<in,' Hum/red ,nnl rMrhr/barM S/., n s, ISO' w

Eighth Ave., 2 four-st'y brick tenements, tin roofs;

cost, each, $15,OU>; owner and architect, same as

Wett Thirty-termth St., A'o. 453, flve-st'y brick

tenement, tin roof; cost, $16,00"; owner and builder,

James Mol.augblin, 453 West Thirty-seventh St.;

an-hitect, John Seaton.

Piftij-tijeth St.,t, 100' w Second Aye.. 3 flve-sfy
brick tenements, tin roofs; cost, each, $13.000; own-

er, Jas. Williams. 412 East Fifty-seventh St.; archi-

tect, A. H. ' l^'lell.

ihie Hundred aitil Fifiti ,i,ihlli St., t s. 100' w
r.inriland Ave.; twi>-t'y frame dwell., tin iol;
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cost, 32,750; owner, Robt. II. Schaufelberger, Court-
land Ave., cor. One Hundred and Fifty-sixth St.;

architect, Louis Falk; builders, John Diehl aud
Fred. Schwab.
MorritAve., n e cor. One Hundred and Fifty-fifth

St., four-st'y brick factory, tin roof; cost, 410,000;

owner, Mary A. Dunham, East Chester, N. Y.

ALTERATIONS. Water St., Nos. 97 and 99, upper
st'y divided into two stories; cost, SS.OOO; owner,
Frederick Robert, 22 West Twenty-sixth St.; archi-

tect, H. Edwards Ficken.

/lowery, No. 99, four-st'y brick extension; cost,

$7,500; owner, John R. Ackerman, 230 Warren St.,

Brooklyn; builders, Elward Smith & Co.

Fifth Arc., n w cor. Twentieth St., four-st'y brick
and brownstone front extension; also one-st'y ex-

tension, tin roof; cost, $70,000; lessees, Herter Bros.,
18 East Eighteenth St.; architect, Win. Schickel.

Weft Tenth St., No. 154, raise attic; and three-st'y
brick extension; co:i, *4,OuO; owner, Thos. Parsons,
on premises.
Second Ace.. 8 w cor. Seventh St., new flat roof and

change partitions on fourth floor; cost, 4,000; own-

er, Jacob H. Miller, 115 Second Ave.; architect,
Jobst Hoffmann.

West Twenty-third St., No. 144, is to be altered
from a residence into a store, at an expense of about

$10,000, from designs of Messrs. D. & J. Jardine.
Mr. Jas. A. Ruthven is the owner.

Philadelphia,
HOUSES. The outlook for the erection of dwelling-
houses during the coming spring is very encourag-
ing. One of the most extensive builders, Mr. John
M. Sharp, in addition to the vast number of firsts

class dwellings he has already built, is about to com-
mence an operation at Twenty-fourth and Master
Sts., where he proposes to build one hundred and
one (101) houses, to be of brick with brownstone and
blue-and-white marble trimmings; total cost of

houses to be about $200,000. He also contemplates
the erection on the lot at n e cor. of Fifteenth and
Mt. Vernon Sts., of thirteen first-class dwells.
Other builders of prominence also have in view

extensive operations which will be mentioned here-
after in detail.

BUILDING PERMITS. Thirteenth St., w s, s of Locust

St., 2 three-st'y dwells., 22' x 82'; Robertson &
Bryan, contractors.

t'ifth St., s of Lehigb Ave., and e s Reese Street,
6 three-st'y dwells., 16* x 44', and 4 two-st'y dwells.,
14' x 32', aud two-st'y stable, 26* x 30'; Fred Lam-
brecht, contractor.
South Twentieth St., No. 1012, one-st'y (table, 16'

x 22'; Isaac Graham, contractor.
Chestnut St., No. 1037, three-st'y store, 28' x 80';

P. H. Somerset, contractor.
Fourth St., Not. 141 and 143, storage shed, 65' x 100';

Jno. Lucas & Co., owners.
North Third St., NOB. 710 anil 712, two-st'y store-

house, 24' x 6U'; W. H. Cooper, owner.

Jefferson St., s e cor. Mansion Ave., 2 three-st'y

dwells., 17' x 30'; Patrick Farley, owner.
Eleventh St., n w cor. Race St., flve-st'y factory

and store building, 66' x 110'; Kister & Owen, con-
tractors.

Jefferson St., s w s, between Mansion Ave. and
Hamilton St., 3 three-st'y dwells., 17' x 30'; Alex.
McCormick, owner.
Alervine St., w s, n of Somerville St., 2 two-st'y

dwells., 15' x 40'; David Murtha, owner.
A'orth Tirelfth St., No. 1511, fourth-st'y addition

to dwell., 15' x 28'; P. H. Somerset.

Jasper St., Nn. 2212, three-st'y warehouse, 18' x
36'; 'ihos. Neeley, owner.

Twenty-second St., cor. Stewart St., two-st'y foun-

dry, 40' x 120'; Jas. B. Doyle, contractor.

Juniper St., n of Keed St., two-st'y carriage-house,
20' x 20'; J. H. Lingo, contractor.

KinygolA St., e from Parrisb St., 6 two-st'y dwells.,
two 16' x 38', aud four 14' x 38'; Jas. Beany & Son,
contractors.
Pembertan St., No. 634, two-st'y shot-factory, 19

60'; Stephen P. Rush, contractor.

St. Louis.

BUILDING PERMITS. A. Nedderhnt, two-st'y brick
warehouse; cost, $2,500; sub-let.
John Barry, two-st'y brick store and dwell.; cost,

$3,600; Paulus & Wiedemueller, contractors.
F. W. Gaertner, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $2,900:

Louis Yaeger, contractor.
Felix Goldhuhle, two-st'y brick tenement; cost,

$3,000; Schaper, architect; Joseph Schuster, con-
tractor.
Gerard B. Allen, three-st'y brick factory; cost,

$15,000; Samuel Bobbins, contractor.
Gerard B. Allen, one-st'y brick factory; cost, $7,-

000; Samuel Bobbins, contractor.
B. W. Alexander, three-st'y brick store; cost; $20,-

000; Geo. 1. Barnett, architect; sub-let.
Tutt & Louderman, flve-st'y brick store; cost,

$133,600; Major Lee, architect; Weber & Vonesdren,
contractors.
R. B. Sheridan, two-st'y brick dwells.j'cost, $6,500

Thos. Gugerty, contractor.
Louis Obert, two-et'y brick ice-manufactory; cost

$10,000; Hermann & Schumacher, contractors.

Toledo, O.
The recent severe weather has put a temporary

quietus on building matters in this latitude. Thi
outlook for coining season is simply fair, not over
promising.

It is understood that plans are being prepared in
Chicago by the architect for Mutual Life Insurance
Co., of Hartford, who own the Hall Block property
for a three-st'y brick and stone building, to occupy
the site of rest of Hall Hlock, being about 180* 01
St. Clair St.. by 120' on Jefferson St.; the building to
be for wholesale stores.

BOLLING-MILL. Tue building for the Licking Rolling
mill, to be established here, is under way and is lo
cated in East Toledo. It will be a wooden structure
heavy trussed roof, on large oaken posts, and beini
open at sides. It will cover an area of about 100' x
362'; tlie work is being dune by Cramer & Co., at a cos
of about $12,000; there will be boiler-shops, foundry
and machine-shop, offices, etc., costing $8 HOO o
$10,000 additional, which it is expected will be under-
taken in early sjuiir; .

Washington.
IOUSES. Messrs. Gray & Page have just given out
the contract for building a house fur Lieutenant C.

J. Train, on Connecticut Ave., between Q and R
Sts., at a costof $K,500; Burdett being the builder.

The house will have a frontage of 25 feet; it will be
three stories high.
On N St., between Nineteenth and Twentieth Sts.,

n w, a house is being built for Miss Dayton, from de-

signs by Mr. Carl Pfeiffer, architect, New York.
The house will be three stories high. Messrs. Gray
& Pane are superintending the building.

BUILDING PERMITS issued since last report:
Three-st'y brick dwell., 4'J' x 70', is to be built on

cor. of Connecticut and Rhode Island Aves., for D.
R. McKee, at a cost of $22,000; Gray & Page are the
architects, and W. C. Morrison is the contractor.

2 three-st'y brick dwells., 32' x 3D', to be built on
M St., near Twenty-second St., n w, for John Savoy;
cost, $5,000.

Two-st'y brick dwell., 22' x 68', to be built on A
St., 8 e, for Bernard Kerman; cost, $2,500.

Two-st'y brick, 16' x 48', to be built on North Car-
olina Ave., s e, for I. G. Kimble; cost, $2,600; Holtz-
clan & Hepburn, builders.
Extension of the Portland ;Flat, 36' x 110', six

stories high, at the intersection of Vermont Ave. and
Fourteenth St., n w; cost, $72,000; Cluss & Shultz
are the architects.

Two-st'y brick. 16' x32', to be built on New Jersey
Ave., n w, for Patrick Dillon; cost, $2,200; C. A.

Didden, architect.
2 two-st'y and basement brick dwells., 16' x 32', for

B. G. Campbell; cost, $5,000; to be built on R
St., u w; Jno. G. Meyers, architect, and Jno. F.

Comgan, builder.
2 two-st'y brick dwells., 16' x 32', to be built on

I St., s, for Henry F. Eaton; cost, $2,500; Henry
Eaton, builder.

10 two-st'y brick dwells., 12' 6" x 32', to be built
on n w cor. Tenth and U Sis., for A. Mclntosh
&Co.; cost, $7,000.
3 two-st'y brick dwells., 16' x 38', to be built on A

St., n e, for D. B. Groff
; cost. SO.OOO.

2 two-st'y and basement brick dwells., to be built
on Penn. Ave., se, 25'x32', for John E.IIerril; cost,
$7,000; Dessee & Co., architects.

General Notes.

ALBANY, N. Y. It is said that Mr. R. W. Gibson, of
this city, and Mr. H. H. Richardson, of Urookline,
Mass., are the competing architects for the new
cathedral, which it is proposed to build on Swau St.,
at a cost of over $100,000.
Governor Cleveland has signed the bill appropri-

ating $35,000 for the new city-hall.

ALTOONA, PA. Mr. J. Scheuck will build an opera-
house to cost $65,000.

ATHOL, MASS. A. F. Tyler is making active prepa-
rations for the foundation of his new steam mill, on
Main Street, and will put up the new building as
soon as the foundation is ready.

ATLANTA, GA. Tenement-house for Fulton County
Cotton Mills, brick, two-st'y, 40' x 70'; cost, $6,600;
J. Moser & Lind, architects.
Additions to residence of Mr. Marsh, consisting of

wing, two-st'y, brick; cost, about $5,"00.

Two-st'y brick half-timbered stable, 25' x 45', for

Capt. Henry Jackson; cost, $3,000; J. Moser & Liud,
architects.

ATTLEBORO', MASS. Gideon Horton is to build a new
block here.

BKVERLV, MASS. A house is now building for Mr.
Tbos. E. Proctor, from plans of Messrs. Hartwell &
Richardson, of Boston; Joseph H. Ober, builder.

BRIDGEPORT, CONS. A large New Hampshire and
Connecticut company has purchased a line tract of
land on the southwestern extremity bordering on
Cedar Creek, and will, within six mouths, erect
large iron-works on the same.

BRVN MAWH, PA. Marshall Tevis, of Haverford Col-
lege, has purchased the quarter-acre of ground ad-
joining his premises, and will shortly build upon it.

Workmen have begun the erection of a brick
building for the Tradesmen's National Bank, of
Conshohocken.
Several thousand perches of stone will be required

for the new Catholic church of Villa Nova. Wil-
liam Hayden, of Bryu Mawr, has the contract for
furnishing them.

PROPOSALS.

STEAM
PROPELLER FOR THE QUAR-TERMASTER'S DEPARTMENT.

[At New York, N. T.I
DEPOT QUARTERMASTER'S OFFICE,

CORNER HOUSTON- AND GREENE STS.,NEW YORK CITY, February 5, 1883. ,

Sealed proposals, in triplicate, with a copy of this
advertisement attached to each, are invited, and Mill
be received at this office until IS M., March 7, 1883,
at which time they will be opened in the presence of

bidders^ for the construction of a steam propeller for
the United States Quartermaster's Department for
service at Fort Monroe, Virginia. Bids are invited to
be made for the vessel complete; also for that portion
embraced in specifications No. 1, or that in No. 2, or
that in No. 3, only, or those portions in any two of
them. Plans and specifications of the same, together
with all other necessary information, will be furnished
to bidders, on application to the Chief Quarterns tt-r
on Governor's Island, New York Harbor, the Depot
Quartermasters at Wa>hingtuu, Baltimore, Philadel-
phia, and Boston, the Post Quartermaster at Fort
Monroe, Virginia, aud at this office. Bids are also in-
vited for the work on the basis of supplying out-board
condenser, 6-inch, No. H copper, or J brass. Also on
the basis of the Government supplying the circulatingand air pump, and a condenser of one-half the re-
quired capacity, the contractor furnishing the other
half and making all connections. In either case if
award is made thereon, the specifications will 'be
changed accordingly. 'J he right is reserved on the
part of the United States, to reject any or all bids.
Proposals should be indorsed Proposals for Con-
struction of Steam Propeller." and addressed to the
undersigned. HENUY C. HODGES
Deputy Quartermaster-General, United Stales Army.

375

INSTITUTE
BUILDING.

(At Waterville, Me.]
"WATKRVILLE, MK., February 10, 18fc3.

The undersigned building committee will receive
sealed proposals lor a tliree-st'y brick building on the
,ot in Waterville known as the Waterville classical

nstitute lot; the contractors are to furnish all labor
uid material; the proposals may he for the whole com-
bined, or for the mason-work and carpenter-work sep-
arately; proposals will also be received for the amount
ihe contractors will give for the brick building now
ou said lot, the same to be removed; the plans and
pacifications may- ! seen at the office of E. F. Webb,

at Waterville, or at the oflice of Fasfett & Stevens,
architects, Portland, and proposals may be directed
to tu committee at Waterville, Me.; the committee
reserve the right to reject any or all bids; proposals
will be opened on Saturday, March 1O, 1883, at
the Elmwood Hotel in Waterville, at 11 o'clock, A. M.

EDMUND F. WEBB, I ,..,,-.
MOSES GILDINGS,

^u ing

375 JOSKPH RICKEK. J

Committee.

PROPOSALS.

SCHOOL-HOUSE. [At Philadelphia, Pa.]
Sealed proposals. Indorsed ''Proposals for Building a

Public School-House on the Northwest corner of Nine-
teenth and Reed Streets, in the Twenty-sixth Ward "

will be received by the Committee on Property ot the
Board of Public Education, Ht the office of the Board,
No. 713 Filbert Street, on Saturday, March 3, 1883,
at two o'clock, I-. M., for the erection of a public
school-house on a lot of ground situate on the north-
west corner of Nineteenth and Reed Streets in Ihe

Twenty-sixth Ward, at which time said proposals will
be opened by the Committee on Property.
Said school-house to be built in accordance with the

plans and specifications of L. H. Esler, Architect and
Superintendent of School buildings, lo be seen at the
oltice of the Board of Public Education.
No bids will be considered unless accompanied by a

certificate from the City Solicitor that the provisions
of an ordinance, approved May 25, 1860, have been
complied with.
The Committee reserve the right to reject any or all

bids not deemed satisfactory.
By order of the Committee on Property.
374 M. W. HALL1WELL, Secretary.

IKON-WOKK. [At Boston, Mass.]
OFFICE OF SUPF.RYISIM) ARCHITECT, )TREASURY DEPARTMENT,
WASHINGTON, D. C., February 8, 1883. )

Sealed proposals will be received at this office until
12 M., on I lie 28th day of February, 1883, for

furnishing and lixing in place complete in the post-
office and sub-treasury extension-building at Boston,
Mass., the iron-work of post-oflice screens, stairways,
railings, fioor-liglits, in accordance with drawings and
specification, copies of which and any additional in-

formation may be had on application at this oflice or
the oflice of the superintendent.
374 ;IAS. G. HILL, Supervising Architect.

MOVABLE
DAM.

[At Louisville, Ky.]
U. 6. ENGINEER OFFICE, 82 WEST THIRD ST., i

CINCINNATI, O., January 12, 1S!<3. (

Sealed proposals in duplicate will be received at this

office, until 12 o'clock, noon, on Thursday, the
l*t day of March, 1883, lor the construction of Ihe
parts necessary for 200 feet of movable dam, and Ihe
delivery of the same at Louisville. Ky.

Approximate quantities: WroughMron, 28,0'H)

pounds; cast-iron, 2,5ttO pounds; malleable-iron, r>50

pounds; dressed white-pine, 1,260 feet, B. M.; dressed
white-oak, 4"U feet, U. M.

Specifications and all necessary information can be
obtained by application to the undersigned.
374 WAI. E. MERRILL, Major of Engineers.

TAAM. [At Louisville, Ky.]

U. S. ENGINEER OFFICE, 82 WEST THIRD ST., 1

CINCINNATI, o., January 12, 1>83. /
Sealed proposals, in duplicate, will be received at

this office until 12 o'clock, noon, on Thursday,
tlie 1st day of March, 1883, for the coustructiou
of Ihe parti* necessary for 200 ft. of movable dam, and
the delivery of the same at Ixmisville, Ky.
Approximate quantities: wrought-iron, 28,000 Ibs.;

cast-iron, 2,500 Ibs.; malleable iron, MO ibs.; dressed
white-pine, l,26u feet B. M.; dressed white-oak 4(10

feet, B. M.
Specifications and all necessary information can be

obtained by application to the undersigned.
374 WM. E. MERRILL, Maj. of Engineers.

COURT-HOUSE. [At Caledonia, Minn.]
Sealed proposals will be received by the Building

Committee of the County Commissioners of Houston
County, Minnesota, until March 21, 1K83, at the
oflice of the Auditor in Caledonia, for the construc-
tion of a stone Court-House lor said County, according
to plans and specifications of same now ou file at the
Auditor's Oflice, and at the office of the architect,
C. G. Maybury & Son, Winona, Minn., who will give
any further information desired. No bids wili b
received except for the whole building complete as
specified. The successful bidder will be required to
give bonds in the sum of $5,000. 'Ihe right to reject
any and all bids is reserved. By order of Building
Committee.

876 E. K. BOVERUD, County Auditor.

COAL-POCKET
PIER.

[At Providence, R. I.]
SUPERINTENDENT'S OFFICE. )

PROVIDENCE, R. I., February 15, 1883. |

Bias will be received until Thursday noon,March 1st, 1883, for the building of a new coal-
pocket pier in East Providence, with storage capacity
of 10,000 tons, in addition to the one already contracted
for. Plans and specifications can be seen at the oflice
of John W. Ellis, Engineer, Woonsocket.
The company reserves the right to reject any and all

bids. W. E. CHAMBEKLAIN,
374 Superintendent.
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'/ITS was suggested at the last Convention of the American
Institute of Architects, invitations hve been issued to all

members of the Institute to^ubmit competitive designs for

the amusement and instruction of the participants in the next

Convention, to be held in Rhode Island this year. The pro-

gramme presented is a simple one, but has a special interest from

the fact that some one of the designs may at some future time

he actually carried into execution. It seems that a beginning
h-is been made toward raising a fund for securing permanent
accommodations in New York for the uses of the Institute, and

the subject of competition is, very appropriately, the future In-

stitute building. The structure is supposed to stand on an or-

dinary New York double lot, fifty feet front by one hundred
feet deep, on the northeast corner of two streets, giving it a

south and west aspect, and the plan is to include, as would

probably be necessary, offices and stores for renting, to lighten
the burden of interest upon the Institute, which would find suf-

ficient space, at least for its present modest needs, upon one or

two floors. The conditions are such as every architect will

understand, and it seems altogether likely that a large number
of designs will be offered. There is an attraction to the ambitious

professional man in the idea of competing with his fellows for

the favor of judges whose verdict he can respect, which will,

wo think, induce many of the ablest architects in the country
to set aside some hours aut of their overworked lives, to indulge
once more in the pleasure of artistic toil pursued for its own
sake, and for the sake of the intelligent sympathy that comes
to them so rarely. The original suggestion of the competition
was made with the idea that the interest excited by a competi-
tion of pure design, unhampered by the conditions of ordinary

practice, might lead to the development of some characteristic

features, which would afford a dim glimpse of that vision of the

future, the American style. We cannot say that we have
much hope of this, our own fancy being that the American

style, when it comes, may be the outgrowth of those gigantic

buildings now demanded in our crowded cities, for which neither

the old forms nor the old modes of construction suffice, rather
than a development of the commonplace architecture of ordi-

nary use, but, however that may be, the work of first-rate ar-

chitects intent upon winning the applause of their professional
brethren is sure to be the very best that the country can at

present produce.

iffHE bankruptcy of the contractors for the London Courts

JL of Justice has some interesting points. According to the

report in the Builder, their misfortune seems to have been

mainly caused by disputes in regard to extras, of a kind familiar
to architects who have had experience in important work, but
none the less instructive as showing the peril to a contractor of

leaving such matters to be adjusted in some random manner,
months after the architect and owner have forgotten all about
them. The statement made to the creditors shows that the in-

terpretation of the contract for the Law Courts practically de-
termines the whole financial condition of the firm, a claim

being still unsettled for extras amounting to one hundred and

twenty thousand pounds, which would, if allowed, not only suf-

fice to pay the debts, but to leave the contractors a handsome

surplus. As the creditors are naturally interested in this claim,

an account of the manner in which it accrued was given them,

from which it appears that the original tender was a little less

than seven hundred and twenty thousand pounds, but the con-

tract price was reduced before signing, by striking out sonic of

the items included in the original bills of quantities, to about

seven hundred thousand. In the course of the work some of

the items so struck out were re-introduced, by order, and were

of course charged for as extras, while many other variations

from the contract were made, some of them affecting the largest

items in the estimates. As an instance, it was mentioned that

the original tender was made with a provision for notching or

"joggling" the stones of the masonry, but before signing the

contract the representatives of the Government struck out this,

in order to save the expense.

WHEN
the work came to be built, however, the architect, Mr.

Street, demanded that the stones should be joggled, and

on the explanation of the contractors that their agreement
did not require it he sent his man to them to say that work
built without joggling would be throVn down with crowbars by
his direction. The contractors then took measures to cut jog-

gles in the stones, and expended in this way seventeen thousand

pounds nearly eighty-five thousand dollars, expecting, of course,

to be paid for work which was expressly stricken out of the

original estimate; but on making their claim they were told

that no written order had been given for the change, and that

the claim would not be allowed. A second instance of costly

changes, made at the request of the architect, was found in the

case of the roofs of the courts. In the contract drawings a

single design was given for all the roofs, but when the work
came to be done, Mr. Street insisted that the roof of each court

should be of different design, and the contractors were put to

a large additional expense in procuring new patterns and alter-

ing their mode of work, for which no compensation whatever

was allowed them. A third claim, amounting to about ten thou-

sand pounds, was for rubbing the interior stone-work twice.

Mr. Street, the contractors say, ordered the rubbing to be done

at an early stage in the operations, although representations were
made to him that the work would be thrown away ; and the re-

sult was that the whole had to be done over again subsequently.
In regard to the work which they agreed to do, the contractors

show that their calculations were accurately made, and, as it

proved, the actual cost of the work specified had not in a single
instance exceeded their estimate ; but on account of the " thou-

sands of alterations
" which had been made they were obliged to

spend a third more money than would have been needed to

complete their contract. Of this extra outlay, which with in-

terest and a reasonable profit would amount to one hundred and

eighty-six thousand pounds, or nearly a million dollars, Mr.

Street, they asserted, had refused to certify more than ten thou-

sand pounds, although most of it was incurred through his or-

der or request ; and they had no resource but to make a direct

claim from the Government. If their contract, like most, pro-
vides that no order for extra work shall be valid unless given
in writing, it is safe to say that they will lose their case, and

they and their creditors mast submit to the consequences of

their incautious conduct, unless the Government should see fit

to relieve them out of pure benevolence.

TTTHE Commissioners appointed to consider the question of

J. granting permission for building an underground railroad

beneath Broadway have made a report, unanimously recom-

mending that the' permission should not be given. In the clear

and sensible summing-up of the facts which the report con-

tains, it is shown that the cost of constructing the road, which

would involve the excavation and removal of a prism of earth

and rock forty-two feet wide, twenty-seven feet deep, and ninety-
five hundred feet long, through the very middle of the traffic

of the busiest street in the world, besides the other and far

greater work of shifting sewers, gas and water-pipes, building
the double tunnel, and supporting or underpinning the buildings

along the route, would be so enormous that the privilege of be-

ginning operations should certainly be withheld from any asso-

ciation which could not prove its ability to carry them through
to the end, as well as to provide for equitable compensation in

case of unavoidable injury to private interests. The association

which petitioned for the concession, however, so fur from aj>-
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pearing well prepared to meet all these requirements, conld

only show subscriptions for about twenty thousand dollars of

its stock, and of this but a very small portion had been actually

paid in. Besides this, there was no attempt to prove that the

proposed road, even it' built, would connect with other roads at

either end of its route ; and the Commissioners very propeny

say, in view of all the circumstances, that "it clearly appears"
that " the present capital and credit of the petitioner, and the

financial status of its present officers, directors and sharehold-

ers are not sufficient to carry on or complete the proposed rail-

road;
" and "that the railroad, if completed, and not operated

in conjunction with other similar roads, forming a completed

system, would be of no practical value or utility." We venture

to say that every one who has read the testimony presented to

the Commissioners will entirely agree with their sober and busi-

ness-like judgment, and if, as is probable, their recommendations

shall be followed by the Supreme Court, the people of New
York may be congratulated upon their escape from an attempt
to abuse their confidence and patience for the sake of enriching
a few speculators.

WE publish in another column a letter from a well-known

New York architect,, describing his adventures in a per-
sonal test of the facilities for escaping from fires in lofty

buildings, to which we would call the special attention of our

readers. Underneath our correspondent's lively narrative there

is a serious moral, and one cannot help wishing that it might be

the lot of other architects, once in their lives, to see danger as

near to them, and escape it as unharmed as he. We know the

pressure which is often brought to bear upon architects to build

with as much regard to show and as little to safety as possible,
but the most complaisant servant of speculators, if he could be

brought to meet death face to face in a blazing hotel or factory,
would find himself thenceforth armed with new firmness in

insisting upon those safeguards which he could easily devise if he

wished. One suggestion in Mr. Bloor's letter, in regard to the

advantage which the insurance companies might derive from a

more efficient surveillance of the small district in New York in

which so vast an amount of property is concentrated, deserves

serious attention. For ourselves, we may say that nothing
strikes us more forcibly, on many occasions, than the strange
indifference of underwriters to circumstances which often in-

crease ten-fold the risk in the buildings which they insure,
without the slightest advantage to any one. For example, we
had occasion not long ago to examine the cellar of a store on
a principal street, full of valuable property to the very roof,
and observed that the pipes from the furnace, including, if we
remember rightly, the smoke-pipe, were wrapped with paper of

all kinds, in several layers, tied on with strings. It was warm
weather, and the furnace was no longer in use, but on making
inquiry we were told that the papers had been on all winter.

The cellar was roughly plastered, but the ends of the furring
strips on the walls were visible, and the spaces between them
were open. Lighting a match, and holding it near one of these

openings, the flame was drawn out by the strong upward draft,

showing that any fire originating in the basement would have
run immediately to the roof. The building had but one narrow
wooden staircase, so that in case of a conflagration the occu-

pants of the upper stories would have had small chance for their

lives, but, independent of peril to individuals, here was many
thousand dollars worth of property, for which various under-
writers had made themselves responsible, kept for months in

imminent danger of destruction by a piece of carelessness which
a two-minute visit of an insurance patrol would have remedied.

HE mild despotism which rules the building affairs of New
York has fallen into a little ridicule the past week, on ac-
count of a certain oversight of one of its inspectors. It

seems that the lawfully authorized official reported a lack of
means for escape from fire in the House of Detention on Mul-
berry Street, and the Bureau forthwith issued orders that bal-
conies and iron ladders should be provided on the exterior.
The Police Commissioners obeyed the mandate, and the fire-

escapes were erected. After a considerable time some unusu-
ally intelligent person noticed that all the windows opening on
the new fire-escapes were heavily barred with iron, so that no
one could possibly get out of them, no matter how hot the fire

might be behind him. It certainly seems cruel to provide pris-
oners with fire-escapes which they can only look at through an
immovable grating, and the obvious remedy would be To cut

away the bars ; but in this case all the prisoners would decamp

at the first opportunity, and the Police Commissioners are left

in the singular situation of being obliged either to allow their

captives, mostly innocent witnesses, to run the risk of being

burned alive, or to provide them with means of escape availa-

ble whether there is any tire or not.

1TTHE Building Bureau, notwithstanding the prominent posi-

J. tion which it now occupies in the minds of the people of

New York, is managed with extreme economy, the total

appropriation for its maintenance last year having been but

thirty-six thousand dollars. The work of the Bureau is done

without requiring any fees from those having transactions with

it, and there is nothing but the appropriation to pay the sala-

ries of the men who control the vast buildmg operations of

New York. At present thirty-three persons constitute the

whole force of the Bureau, these being required not only to

examine and pass upon the plans and specifications of every

building constructed or altered within the city limits, but tc

inspect from time to time the manner in which those plans are

carried into execution, and besides all this, to examine all the

old buildings about which they, or any one else, has reason to

think that there is anything objectionable.
*

By working over

hours, ten men, including the chief inspector, are able to keep

up with the business of the office, and twenty examiners, at a

salary of nine hundred dollars a year, have to divide among
them the supervision of the'Vork on at least four thousand

buildings, old and new, every year. The slightest reflection

will show that it is quite impossible for one man to keep any-

thing like an efficient watch of two hundred buildings a year,
and it is much to the credit of the Bureau that it has accom-

plished so much ; but its usefulness can never be so extensive

as it should, until money enough is granted it to provide for

adequate service.

THE
report of the Boston Park Commissioners for the past

year contains an instructive commentary on the ultimate

pecuniary value of public parks to a community which has

the nerve to make the preliminary sacrifice needed to secure .

them. In 1877, the district in that city known as the Back

Bay, then about half built over with first-class dwelling-houses,
had fallen into disrepute, on account of the annoyance arising

from a foul tidal basin which bordered its western and more

remote portion. The immediate surroundings of Boston are

not too savory, to say the least, but the new region enclosed

between the basin and the river, both of which received large

amounts of sewage, had become particularly offensive, and a

sort of panic seized the owners of the property, many of whom
sold their lands and houses at a loss and moved away. To save

the large interests of the section, it was then decided to fill the

noisome basin, and convert most of its site into a park, border-

ing the natural stream of fresh water which flowed through it,

and which it was necessary to provide with some access to the

river; and in accordance with the wholesome Massachusetts

law, a large part of the estimated cost was assessed, under the

name of " betterment," upon the property which was thought

likely to be benefited by the improvement, this including all

the estates within half a mile or so of the park. As a rule,

these assessments were cheerfully borne, the owners of the es-

tates perceiving that they gained much more than they paid
for. Beyond the resources so obtained, the increase in the tax-

able value of the whole territory was looked to for reimbursing
the cost of the improvement. The prudence of these calcula-

tions has already been shown, although the park is yet incom-

plete. As soon as the decision was made to reclaim the basin,

a general advance in prices of real estate took place all over

the Back Bay territory, together with a renewal of activity in

building operations, which have together increased the taxable

valuation to such a degree that the revenue from the district

was nearly a quarter of a million dollars greater in 1882 than

in 1877. The total gain in taxes and betterments has amounted

in five years to more than one million dollars, while the whole

cost of the park, including the purchase money for the land,

and all the expenses for filling and improvement, has amounted

thus far to but eleven hundred thousand. It is obvious that as

the receipts for taxes will continue to increase, while the ex-

penditure on the Park will soon cease, the balance will before

long be in favor of the enterprise, which, instead of a costly

luxury, will be found before many years, not only to have cost

the tax-payers nothing, but to be as much a source of profit as

a public gold-mine would be.
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BUILDING SUPERINTENDENCE. XXVII.

1IFIIE trusses over tin 1 auditorium and

1 gallery require to be submitted to

similar processes, whicli it is un-

necessary to describe at length. The
former, however, as shown in Figure
183, not being tied at the foot of the

rafters, exerts a thrust upon the walls

at each side, which would certainly
overturn them if not counteracted, and
in order to be able to provide the neces-

sary resistance we must know the direc-

tion and amount of the thrust. A glance
at the diagram shows that the truss

really consists of three portions, the up-
per part, A E F, forming a rigid frame,

resting upon two other frames, E K M
I B, and B F L N J, the latter of

which are inclined inward from the wall,
and tend to push it outward at their

foot, and, disregarding the various pieces

composing these inclined frames, which
serve principally as braces against de-

^. formation by wind-pressure, we may
consider each as equivalent to a single straight timber, or inclined

column, acting as shown by the dotted lines E M and F N. It is

e;fi\- to ascertain the thrust at the foot of this column, by laying off

A If in Figure 184, equal, by any required scale, to the vertical

pressure on K, that is, to half the weight on the truss E A F; then

drawing A C on the diagram, parallel to E M, and 11 C horizontally

intersecting .4 Cat C, B C will then show by the scale the horizontal

outward thrust on the

wall at the point M, in

Fig. 183. This being
ascertained we must
now find the shape
and size of buttress,
if any, which is neces-

sary to keep the walls

from being pushed

Fig. 183.

over by the thrust. We can best do this

graphically, as follows:

Beside the diagram for thrust in Figure
184, draw a section of the wall. The scale

of this section, which is in a certain number
of feet to an inch, has nothing to do with
that of the stress-diagram, which is in pounds
to an inch, and any scale may be used. Fix
the position of the section so that, by its

scale, the point C, which represents the place
of application of the inclined force of the

Y/_
lower part of the truss, supposed to rest

upon a corbel projecting from the wall, will

come at the proper distance from the wall-

surface, and draw a line at }', representing
at the same scale the floor-line, which, if the
wall is anchored to the timbers of the floor,
would be the point about which it would re-

volve in overturning. Next find the weight
of a portion of wall extending from the floor-

line up to A" in Figure 183, and equal in
width to the space between the windows,
which we suppose to be live feet. Add to

this the actual weight of the portion of the
roof supported by A" E, Figure 1 83, not in-

cluding any allowance for snow or wind.
The sum will give the vertical pressure which
combines with the oblique pressure E M to

change its direction in its passage through
the wall. Laying off now this vertical press-
tire downward from C, in the diagram of

Figure 184, to the same scale of pounds as
the other pressures, we find that it extends to D.

, 184.Fig.

Draw now A
D, which will give the direction and amount of the total combined
pressures at the floor-line, and X Y, drawn parallel to A D from X,
the point where A C prolonged strikes the plane of the centre of

gravity of the wall, will give at Y the actual position of the inter-
section of this modified pressure-line with the base-line of the inov-

able portion of the wall. The point Y falls outside of the wall,

showing that its unassisted stability is not equal to the oblique press-
ure upuii it, and that it will be overturned.

There are three ways of adding to the wall the requisite support.
The most obvious of these is the addition of exterior buttresses, the

weight of which will serve to dulled the pressure-line more directly

downward, at the same time that their position will improve the sta-

bility of the wall by removing the point about which the pier nui-i

revolve, in order to overturn, beyond the intersection of the press-
ure-line with the base. The second resource is the construction of

interior buttresses, the weight of which will also serve to deflect the

pressure-line to a direction more nearly vertical, at the same time

removing the point C, in Figure 184, horizontally away from the

wall, until the point Y is brought within the base. The third method
consists in piling up masonry in the form of pinnacles above the

wall at the proper places, increasing by their weight the vertical

component of the total pressure, until the line falls within the base

of the wall, with little or no help from buttresses, either exterior or

interior. This would be not^only a perfectly legitimate and safe

construction, but perhaps the most economical of %ny, since the

weight of all the masonry extraneous to the wall itself would be applied
in increasing the stability of the pier, while buttresses, either inte-

rior or exterior, must be continued to the ground, although the por-
tion below the lloor-line, much the largest part of the whole, serves

in this case only as a support, without adding anything to the sta-

bility of the wall above the floor-line. There would probably be,

however, some objection on the part of the building committee to

such an unusual construction, and as we have ourselves some fear

that masses of snow sliding down the roof might push the pinnacles
off, with disastrous results, we will abandon the idea of employing
this method. Of the two others, that of inside buttressing seems the

less adapted to the circumstances, as the projection of the buttresses

would obstruct the side aisles of the hall. If the room were planned
with high walls and flat ceiling, the acoustic advantage of these

projections would be sufficiently important to outweigh the objection
to them as obstructions, but in the present case the shape of the roof,
the echoes from which would be broken up and dissipated by the

net-work of trusses, and the regular succession of braces springing
from the corbels, which would intercept the waves of sound con-

ducted along, as well as reflected from the walls, give all the secur-

ity against unpleasant reverberation which could be obtained by in-

terior projections, and it will be best on other accounts to avoid them

by placing the buttresses on the outside.

We will first make trial of

a buttress of the shape and
size shown in elevation in

Figure 185, and in plan in

Figure 18G. Finding first

the weight of the buttress

from the floor-line to the top,
we add this to the weight of

the wall as a part of the ver-

tical force in Figure 184,where
it is represented by D E, C
D representing the weight of

the wall exclusive of the but-

tress. The whole vertical

force will therefore now be C
E, and A C, the oblique thrust

of the truss, remaining the

same, the new resultant force

will be represented, in direc-

tion and amount, by A E.
If then, we draw a line, par-
allel to this new resultant,
from the point where the line

of thrust intersects the plane of the centre of gravity of the pier
and buttress combined, to the floor, or base line, we shall at once
see whether the whole will be stable.

The first step in this process is to find the position of the centre

of gravity of the pier and buttress. In the plan of the pier with its

buttress, Figure 187, find the centre of figure of each portion sepa-

rately, by drawing the diagonals of the parallelogram formed by
each. Join these centres by the line A
B. The centre of gravity of the whole

figure will then lie on the line .1 B, at a

point which must divide A B into por-
tions inversely proportional to the areas

of the parallelograms in which its ends

respectively lie. The area of the paral-
lelogram representing the wall is 5 X li= 6 square feet; that of the parallelogram

representing the buttress is 2 X 1 = 3$ square feet. Three and
one-third is just one-half of six and two-thirds, so that the point
C, which divides the line A B at one-third of its length from E,
will show the centre of gravity of the complete figure, and if

the pier and the buttress are of the same material, and carried

to the same height, it will lie in the line of the centre of grav-

ity of the whole mass. For our purposes we can assume that

this is the case, and that C lies in the plane of the actual centre of

gravity. We then find the corresponding point in Figure 185 by
transferring its distance from the inside of the wall with the divider

ri*\ cf- "Bi'

Fig. 188.

187.
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and draw a -vertical line through it as shown. The line of the

thrust of the roof, prolonged downward frcm the corbel, will inter-

feet this new line of the centre of gravity at X, and X Y, drawn
from X parallel to A E in Figure 184, will show the line of the re-

sultant presfure due to the influence upon the thru;t of the weight of

the pier and buttress. This line will strike the floor, or base-line of

the movable portion of the wall, at Y, and as this point fulfils the

condition of being nearer <o the vertical line drawn through the cen-

tre of gravity than it is to the exterior of the mass, the pier and

buttress, if well anchored at the floor-line, will safely resist the effort

of the thrust of the roof to overturn them.
The roof over the

gallery, as we see in

Figure 188, being
supported by posts
at M and N, with
suitable braeed gird-
ers running back
from E I and F J, to

carry the truss inter-

mediate between the

one shown in the fig-

ure and the end wall,

i resolves itself simply
into the case of that

over the stage, which
we have already inves-

tigated ; the curved
braces B I and B J
being added merely
for ornament and to

correspond with the

main roof. We have
now only to calculate

the necessary size for the purlins, which are virtually beams 12 feet
in length, having a clear span equal to this distance less 6 inches,
the width of the principal rafter, 'and subjected to a distributed
transverse stress, due to their own weight, the weight of the portion
of roof which rests upon them, with an occasional wind-pressure
added of 44 pounds to the square foot

; and the sizes of the common
rafters, which are also inclined beams, of a length equal to the dis-

tance between the purlins, and subjected to a distributed transverse
stress, due to their own weight, with the weight and wind-pressure
upon the portion of roof which each carries. The purlins should
be nearly square in section, and each supports the strain of a por-
tion of roof 1H feet long, and of a width equal to the distance be-
tween its centre and the centre of the next one, which in this case
is 15 feet. We have previously estimated the vertical load, includ-

ing weight of snow, on each square foot of the roof-surface to be 30

pounds, which would here be equivalent to a pressure, normal to the

plane of the roof, of 19 pounds. To this must be added the maxi-
mum wind-pressure, which we found to be 44 pounds, making 63

pounds per square foot as the total transverse pressure. The purlin
sustains 15 X 11J= 172 square feet, so that the stress upon it will
be 172J X 63= 10868 pounds. Its own weight will be, at the ut-

most, 500 pounds, and over the auditorium the underside of the com-
mon rafters will be lathed and plastered, adding a weight of about
10 pounds per square foot, or 1725 pounds upon the "whole space
sustained by each purlin. This, as well as the weight of the purlin
itself, being a vertical pressure, of which a portion is transmitted
down the rafters, while only the component normal to the roof-plane
exerts a stress upon the purlin, we can find the normal pressure cor-

responding to the vertical weight of 2225 pounds, either graphi-
cally or by applying the proportion of 30: 19, which we have just
ascertained to represent the same relation in the case of the weHit
of roofing and snow. This would give 30 : 19= 2225 :1409. Add-
ing this to the others, we obtain 10868

-|- 1409 = 12277 pounds as
the measure of the distributed transverse stress upon the purlin.This is a severe stress for a timber 11 feet long, and we shall do
well to employ Southern pine for the purlins, instead of spruce, on
account of its superior stiffness. Using the formula before em-

ployed in calculating the tie-beam,W= 12277
S 6

W, we shall have here :

C= 550, the constant for Southern pine, as 450 is for spruce.
6 and d are both unknown.

Instead of transposing the formula, it is often less trouble to
assume certain dimensions, and try whether they fulfil the required
conditions of strength. In this case we will try whether a 10" x 10"
stick will do. Substituting these dimensions for b and d in the for-
mula, and remembering that the weight, 12277 pounds, beino- dis-
tributed uniformly along the purlin, exerts only half as much break-

M! im
r
v

S

4)
a
v%

U W6re concentrate(1 at the centre, we shall have
iy x iv" x ow x _ i K(\ o i

exllj
'* pounds, as the distributed weight which will

be safely borne by the timber. This is greater than \ve need andwe will try an 8" x 10", which we find to be capable of supporting
safely 12754 pounds, or a little more than the given weijfht so we
adopt these dimensions.
The rafters are last to be considered. The steady stress upon

each of these, consisting of the vertical pressure of the portion of

the roof witli its weight of snow resting on it, acts vertically, and
the inclination of the rafter being oblique to this vertical force, it is

necessary to resolve the single stress due to the weight into two, one
of which will act in a direction normal to the inclination of the

rafter, forming a transverse strain of the ordinary kind, while the

other acts along the rafter by compression, and is to be resisted by
the rafter acting as a column. The clear span of each rafter, from

purlin to purlin, is 15 feet, less 8 inches, the width of the purlin, and
as the rafters are spaced 16 inches from centres, each carries a por-
tion of the roof 14^ X l^feet in area. The weight upon this, in-

cluding that of the rafter itself, the roofing boards and slates, the

lath and plaster underneath, and a possible load of snow, will be 14^
X lj X 40:= 764 pounds. Drawing a vertical line representing
this weight, at any scale, we make it one side of a triangle, of which
the other two sides are drawn respectively parallel to the direction

of the rafter, and at right angles to it. The length of these two

sides, measured at the same scale, will give the components of the
vertical pressure, which act along the rafter and transversely to it.

We shall find the transverse component to be about 455 pounds, and
the other, acting to compress the rafter, about 600 pounds. At 400

pounds per square inch, the sectional area of the rafter, acting as a

column, required to resist this stress would be 1^ square inches, and
the dimensions needed to resist the transverse strain must be added
to this. The transverse component of the simple weight of roof and
snow we have just seen to be 600 pounds. To this must be added (he

wind-pressure, which is a direct transverse strain, amounting, by our

previous estimate, to 44 pounds per square foot, or 14^X1^X44= 841

pounds on the whole area supported by each single rafter. Adding
the two results together, we have 600

-J-
841= 1441 pounds as the

distributed transverse pressure on the rafter. By the formula pre-

viously employed, assuming the rafters to be of spruce, with a value
for C of 450, we find that 3" x 7" timbers will give a resistance of

1540 pounds; and suppose 1 square inches of the sectional area,

comprising a slice
" wide by the depth of the rafter, to be occupied

in resisting the longitudinal stress, we shall have remaining a piece
24" X 7", whose strength, according to the formula, will be

*4i'x 6

5 X "
1436 P und8- This issmaller than we need, but

the difference is so very slight that we need not regard it, and we
adopt this as the proper scantling.

BUILDERS' SCAFFOLDING. IX.

KELETON structures are of

little avail to encounter forces

without being stiffened by
means of bracing, and hence brac-

ing forms an important part of

their design and construction. The
bracing of scaffolding and of stag-

ing structures, like that of all skel-

eton structures, is of vital impor-
tance to their stability, and in most
cases of complexity requires consid-

erable skill in its devising. The
essential principles which govern
the design of skilful bracing of

skeleton structures, such as com-

posed of a system of separate stan-

dards, columns, etc., braced or lat-

ticed together, forming a symmet-
rical compact framework, being
those which apply to all braced
skeleton structures, will be those

which we shall consider under simple conditions of application in a
braced pier or trestle. Motives of economy, higher efficiency, conven-
ience of detail, special adaptability to its purpose, magnitude of

the structure, its position, whether vertical, horizontal or oblique ;

the manner in which the structure is loaded, the direction of its en-

countering external forces, and the nature of those forces, have each
and all their special modifying influences on the kind, intensity, and
direction of strains, which will occur at certain points under each
or any combination of such conditions. Thus in bridge-trusses, a
loaded floor must be supported at certain points, imposing a trans-

verse load to be distributed along the chords. It is sometimes con-
venient as well as economical to divide the panels into half-panels
when the span is large, so as to supply these points close enough to-

gether along the chords for the proper intervals of support, while at

the same time adopting a convenient, efficient bracing angle, so that
in such half-panel arrangement every oblique brace will pass or in-

tersect an intermediate vertical web-member at the middle point of
its height, the intermediate vertical web-member marking the half-

panel points. On the other hand, in skeleton pier structures, in which
the load is supported directly by columns or standards, the bracing,
both horizontal and diagonal, is designed for the purpose of stiffen-

ing the structure against the distorting influences of horizontal

forces, and at the same time of effecting economy of materials and
labor; because without such bracing, the sectional area of the col-

umns would require to be enormously enlarged in proportion to in-

crease of height, so that in very high structures it would be practi-

cally impossible either to construct them of cast-iron, or afterwards
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erect them. Tim false-works, staging, and constructive appliances
would also have to be of such increased strength and |>ower as to

make such a system of ponderous construction commercially prohib-
itive. Resort must therefore be had to devices which slial Jecono-

mize materials, and remove the other objections alluded to, by afford-

ing an economical means of rigidly connecting the columns together,
so as to render them practically one whole compact, independent
structure, by preserving their mutual relation and position un-

altered, so as to afford continuous mutual support to each other

through the medium of a solid web connection, or at uniform inter-

vals by latticing or bracing, which shall occupy systematic lines trav-

ersed by the strains as they are distributed throughout the structure,

passing from column to column as actuated by external forces. We
here take the illustration of an isolated skeleton pier to explain the

operations of bracing, because of its integrity admitting of a more
distinct view of the subject than would a section of scaffolding, es-

pecially as the Scotch crane standards of the composite description,
and the French sapine already described in these papers, are of this

type of structure.

For the systematic consideration of the purpose and action of brac-

ing, we must first review the nature and extent of the forces which
in scaffolding and staging are intended to be counteracted in prac-
tice. These are primarily divisible into external and internal

forces. The external forces will naturally be divided into the in-

sistent, permanent or dead loads, the weight of superstructure and

substructure, and of the moving or temporary loads.

As we have already given some data in connection with ledger

scaffolding, we shall here commence with the permanent loads for

framed scaffolding,
1
consisting (1) of the weight of the structure,

viz. : standards, braces, runners, horizontal ties, lookouts, etc., which

may (with iron-dogs, spikes, etc.,) be estimated in round numbers,
at 30 pounds per cubic foot for white-pine. Traverse rails, 10 to 12

pounds per foot lineal. (If rack-rail is attached for toothed wheel-

driver to gear in for traversing motions, allow an additional 10

pounds per foot lineal.) (2) The weight of the moving load, which
will consist of hoisting crane and materials.

The velght> of English types (wood frame) of overhead travelling-crabs, by
hand-rope or crank-power, for three sizes, are as follows, for 35-foot spans :

2 ton size 3 toni, cwU.
4 " 3 " 12 "

6 " 4 " 13 "

(The spans ran from 16 to 35 feet.)

The hoisting-chain Till consist of 50 feet, or more, according to height and
purchase useu, of chain of the following weights, per fathom of 6 feet.

" diameter of rod at 8 pounds weight, its working load la 1. ton.
" " " 12 "

~
1.7

"

22
32
43
86

2.2

4.

6.5
7.

For other spans the decreased weight of frame alone Hess weight of crab, trav-

elling-frame and Iron end-carriages) will be as cube of (pan.
The crabt weigh separately, for the above sizes, as follows :

2 ton size, 2 cwt. qrs. 14 IDS., single purchase, cwt. qr. Ibs.

4 3 " " " " 3 " 1 " 12 double do.
" 4 " 3 " 14 " 6 " 1 " 22 " "

The weight of end-carriages and travelling-frames, separately, are not at pres-
ent known to the writer.

The weights of steam overhead travelling-cranes, with boilers, etc., complete,
are as follows (Information furnished by kindness of Taniielt, Walker & Co.,
Leeds, England.) :

Size.
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tbe platform, must not be overlooked in estimating the maximum
transverse strains on horizontal members of the floor system of stag-

ins, false-works, ete. There is also another vertical element in ob-

lique wind-force which must be duly allowed for, especially for large

platforms or floors of staging. There is a prevailing direction for

high winds in most localities, and this should be ascertained for any

place for which estimates are to be made, and inquiry should be

made as to the liability to oblique winds, either downward or up-

ward, in consequence of peculiarities of local surface-contours, and
a proper compensation allowed in the scantlings.
The pressure of wind is usually deduced from its velocity as re-

corded by the anemometer (cups) on the basis of Smeaton's for-

mula, 1 or rather House's communicated to Smeaton in 1758, which

ignores the important fact that the gravity or density of the wind

in motion considerably influences its mechanical pressure. The.

United States Signal Service by adopting the above formula ignores
the importance of density. Professor Draper's cylinder anemome-
ter records the direct wind-pressure, which ought to be preferred to

the Signal-Service method. Mr. A. K. Wolff, in the Engineering and

Alining Journal of September 23, 1876, shows from experiments
made on various states of the barometer and thermometer, that a

variation in temperature from to 100 Fah., produces a differ-

ence in the pressure, for a given velocity, of over one-fifth of the total

pressure, air having appreciable but variable weight : thus, when the

barometer is 80 inches, and the thermometer 60 Fah., a cubic foot

weighs 535 grains, and when barometer is 29.92, and thermometer
32 Fah., a cubic foot weighs 573.53 grains.
When the direction of the wind is oblique to the exposed surface,

the force varies as the sine of the angle of incidence. A cylindrical
or curved surface is estimated at half the diametric section.

The resistance offered by latticed surfaces to the wind is consid-

erably more than the net area of the lattice bars or braces. It is

estimated that there is only about 75 per cent of the interspaces be-

tween lattices which does not obstruct the free passage of the wind

through the interspaces, and hence in estimating the effective re-

sistant surface of latticed structures to the force of wind, it is usual

to add, say, about one-fourth of the interspaces to the area of the

braces or lattices, when these represent about one (or somewhat

larger) per cent of the entire latticed surface. 2

The effect on standards of wind-pressure acting upon any loose

object, merely resting by its weight upon staging or platform, is prac-

tically the same as if it were fixed thereto, so long as the object is

standing and not overturned by it, and in such case the bending mo-
ment on the substructure is limited to that which is required to over-

turn the object. The larger the surface exposure, proportionate to

the weight of the structure or object for similar bases the less the

stability, whether in solid or hollow form. The centre of wind-press-
ure may be taken as the position of the geometrical centre of the

exposed surface.

Wood being specifically lighter than stone, brick, iron, etc., ex-

poses a larger surface in proportion to its weight, in similar solid

or hollow forms and positions. The figure and nature of the sur-

faces exposed, whether plane, corrugated, hollow, or indented, of

either material, will influence the degree of the resistance it offers.

The more comprehensively and precisely all dangerous possibili-
ties are provided for, the smaller is the permissible "factor of

safety," which may be applied in the design of the structure. This
would mean for important structures, economy of materials in pro-
viding the same amount of "

safety
"

in the structure, for the rea-
son that a high factor of safety increases the sectional areas of all the

parts, their joints, connections, etc., indifferently, whereas provision
for definite possible dangers only increases the sectional areas, etc.,

only of the special parts affected thereby.

THE CIRCUS FIRE AT BERDICHEV. The fearful loss of life at the
burning of the Berdicliev Circus a month or so ago is said to have been
due in large measure. to the fact that, it being New Year's day, half the
audience and all the firemen were drunk. The fire originated in a large
open cask of kerosene which stood at the entrance to the stable, and
from which the lamps were refilled as often as they went out. One
lamp hanging above the cask fell into it, and in a moment the building
was in a blaze. Exchange.

1 The pressure in pounds per square foot of plaue surface perpendicular to the
_, . f Velocity in mile? per hour\ !

wind :=
(^ zoo.- J The formula is P = r^ x .005.

2 The British Board of Trade Committee of Inquiry on the wind pressure on
railway structures, reported May 20, 1881, that for railway bridges and via-
ducts, an effective wind-pressure of 66 pounds per square foot of vertical surface
should be the maximum pressure, and that in order to insure a proper margin of
safety in respect of wind-strains, the structure should be made strong enough to
withstand four times the maximum wind strain; and that in the case of struct-
ures in which gravity alone is relied upon to counteract the tendency of wind
to overturn it, a factor of safety of two is considered sufficient. The committee
also recommend that experiments be made to ascertain the lateral extent of ex-
ceptionally heavy gusts, for lattice girders (trusses) or those of open construc-
tion. The pressure on windward girder to be estimated as if * close surface, andon the leeward girder: (1) If the surface area of open spaces does not exceed i
of whole area within the girder outline, a pressure of 28 pounds or half the max-
imum. (2) If between g and }, 42 pounds or J, maximum to be allowed (3) and if
exceeding J,

56 pounds or maximum pressure to be allowed, as if a close structure.

_.., .; pounds was the highest pi, .,.-,,,,

corded. Ihey also found that the abnormal pressures at Bidston were not ref-
erable to momentum of moving parts of recording instrument, carrying it beyondthe point of equilibrium under the wiud-prossure acting at the moment.
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THE $3,000-HOUSE COMPETITION. V.

DESIGN SUBMITTED BY " Moses."

GENERAL SPECIFICATION OF MASON'S WORK AND MATF.RIALS

EQUIIIED in building and finishing a

frame cottage in the suburbs of Brooklyn,
N. Y., as per plan and this specification

submitted by
"
Moses," architect.

The dimensions, form, and arrangement,
to be all in accordance with accompanying
plans and detail.

Materials and Workmanship : All the

x
materials to be of good quality, all work done

^ in a W01'kmanlike, substantial manner, to the

entire satisfaction of architect.

Excavation : The cellar is to be excavated to a depth of 5' 6" be-

low general grade of ground. All earth excavated to be graded
about the building, as may be desired. Top soil to be kept separate,
and placed on top of grading.

Brickwork: Build the chimneys as per plan, of best quality hard-

burned, selected brick, to rest upon footing-course of stone well bed-

ded. Brick to be laid with best quality of limc-and-cement mortar.

Carry up flues separate, and parget same, leaving them clear and
clean. Chimneys where showing above roof to be neatly pointed up
with cement-mortar, and to have a capstone 2" thick (with flues

cut through) firmly bedded in mortar. Turn proper arches for all

fireplaces and prepare for hearths. Face all fireplaces with dark-

red, hand-made, hard-burned brick, neatly pointed in red mortar.

Stone-work: Build the walls of cellar, and all foundations, as per

plans, of good building stone 18" thick, properly bedded and bonded

together. All stone-work laid up in lime and cement mortar and

neatly pointed, inside and outside. Foundation walls to go 3' 0" be-

low ground-level. All walls to rest on large solid slabs of stone

about 2' 0" wide, 3' 0" long and 8" deep. Furnish and bed solidly
16" x 16" x 8" stone slabs to support veranda and porch steps. Build

walls for cellar entrance, outside, to grade, and inclined for receiving
doors. Provide sills to cellar doors, and windows : window-sills 4"

thick, 8" wide: door-sills to be 8" thick and 18" wide, properly
bevelled.

Lathing and Plastering : AH the walls, partitions and ceilings,
soffit of stairs, in first, second and attic stories to be lathed and plas-
tered. The lathing to be done with well-seasoned narrow lath, re-

versing heading-joints every 18". All lathing to have two coats

one brown coat, and one sand finish. All angles carried up straight
and true. Angle of ceilings and walls to be neatly coved. Arches
and beams indicated on second floor to be neatly plastered and
beaded.

If required, cut away for and make good after carpenters, and
other mechanics.

Conclusion : Finish and complete all the work to the full and
true meaning of the plans and specification, and remove all dirt and
rubbish from the premises at the completion of the building.

GENERAL SPECIFICATION OF CARPENTER'S WORK AND MATERIALS.

The dimensions, form, and arrangement, to be all in accordance
with accompanying plans and details.

Materials and Workmanship : All the materials to be of good
quality, all work done in a workmanlike and substantial manner, to

the entire satisfaction of architect.

Framing: All the timber for the framing to be of hemlock. Sills

4" x 6"
; plates, 4" x 4"

; corner-posts, 4" x 6", made of two pieces,
or double, in one length from sill to roof. Floor-beams, 3" x 8", 16"
from centres. Beams for veranda and porch 2" x 6", 2' 0" from
centres. Trimmers and headers to be double. Studs on sills of doors
and windows, to be double; filling-in studs, and studs for partitions
to be 2" x 4", 16" from centers. All floors to have 2" x- 2" bridging,
well nailed to beams. All partitions and outside studding braced.

Rafters: Rafters 2"x6", 2' 0" from centres; ridge-board 1" x 9",
to which all rafters must be well nailed.

Flooring : All floors in first and second stories to be Georgia
pine, y x 3". Floors in cellar and attic to be of merchantable

white-pine 1" by not over 9". All to be free from all defects, and
well nailed. Flooring of first and second stories to be tongued,
grooved, and blind-nailed, properly smoothed off at completion of

the building. Hard-wood saddles to be placed at all doors. Floor-

ing throughout to finish snug to outside sheathing and partition-
studs.

Stairs: Put up stairs from first to attic story as per plan and de-

tails, risers J", treads 1^", to be built on strong timber carriages, and
enclosed in first story as shown, with milled and beaded white-pine
boards. The newels, rail, casings, all to be turned, beaded, and
moulded, securely placed, and to be of Georgia pine ;

seat to be placed
at start, as indicated.

Cellar stairs, outside and inside, to have 2" treads resting upon
2" x 12" strings. Outside stairs to have inclining doors upon proper
timber cheeks. Doors made of milled pine plank, with battens, and
hung with wrought-iron strap-hinges, with staple and padlock.

Exterior: The entire exterior of framework, including the roof,
to be covered with hemlock boards 1" thick, put diagonally, and well
nailed to each piece of framing.

First story to be covered with weather-boards, of white-pine, 1J"
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lap. Tlic second story and roof to be covered with cedar shingles.

On second story and attic the butts of shingles to be cut in wavy linen,

as indicated in design. Shingles to be dipped in red paint before be-

ing placed.
Corner boards, outside casings of doors and windows, belt-bands,

and mouldings with divisions, barge-boards, etc., to be of whitc-

pinr, 1^" thick, with the water-table, to be according to sizes and de-

sign!- indicated.

Verandas, steps and porches to be made as per detail, to rest

upon proper posts. All projecting rafters to be planed. 1'ut up rails,

newels and balusters. Ceiling of porch and verandas, and all pro-

jections of roofs, etc., to be covered with planed, beaded, tongued
and grooved while-pine boards, f" thick.

Doors, Sashes, and Frames : All doors for interior to be 1 J" thick,

excepting attic, which are to be l" thick. Outside doors to be 2"

thick, to be panelled as shown, two divisions in height, each to be

hung separately with wrought-iron hinges. The sizes of doors to be

taken from drawings, and panelled as shown in design.
All sashes to be 1J" thick, hung with cords, axle-pulleys, and

weights, with box-frames. Cellar sashes hung with butts, and to have
iron buttons to each, with hooks to keep them open or closed. All

sashes made of white-pine of design shown.
Mantels : Furnish and set six pine mantels, not to exceed in cost

SI 80.00.

Inside Finish: All doors and windows in first and second stories

to have architraves, brackets and curtain-rods, shelf over as indicated,

with plinth-blocks and skirting, all of best clear white-pine, neatly

cut, beaded and moulded as shown. Closets to be fitted up with

shelves and brass hanging hooks.

Locks, etc. : All locks in first and second story to be 4" mortise-

locks; uutside doorsand door to cellar to have bolts, two to each door.

To have brass knobs and plates. All other doors to have rim-locks

and porcelain knobs. All windows in first and second stories to have

patent sash-fasteners. All lucks to have duplicate keys.

Tinning and Shingling : The gutters on roof to be formed with

boards on edge, properly graded, and to be lined with I. C. charcoal

tin extending 12" under shingles, properly graded to outlets. Put up
tin flashings around chimneys, and in all valleys. To have 4" tin

leaders from all roofs, and closed balcony connecting with 5" earth-

enware drain-pipe, to extend to cistern. The leaders to be prop-

erly secured to roof with wrought-iron scroll hooks.

The roof covered as above, with dipped shingUs, and the ridges

capped with simple crest. The front gable and octagonal dormer to

have finial, and iron rod and vane.

Bath-room: Enclose the bath-tub and basin with narrow milled-

and-beaded clear ash boards. Wash-basin to have door underneath,
with brass hinges and bolt. Wainscot to extend all round room, to

height of 2' 0" above bath-tub. Provide double lid and riser to water-

closet, all to be of ash, and capped with neat B. W. roll cap.
Inside Blinds: All windows of first and. second floors to have in-

side shutters, 1^" thick, of ash, to be hung two flaps in height, each

flap in two panels, to have movable slats, transverse bar in centre of

each panel ;
each blind to be cut, rebated and all closely fitted and

Lung.
Painting: All the inside work, and outside work, to have two

good coats of best American white-lead and oil-paint, as directed by
the architect. Tin-work to have two coats, underside to be painted
before it is put on. The wood-work to be painted in two colors.

The shingles of second story and roof to be painted a light brick

color. The outside work and trimmings in two shades of olive.

The stairs to be oiled two coats, and rubbed smooth and dry.
All the work to be thoroughly sand-papered. All nail-holes and

other imperfections puttied and shellacked before painting. Should
the owner desire, the trim of the various rooms to be oiled, shellacked

or stained, instead of painted.

Glazing: Glaze all the windows throughout with a good quality
of American glass, excepting lower sashes of Dining-room and

Library, which are to be single-thick plate. The upper sashes of

Library and Hall windows to be glazed with cathedral glass. Panel
of front door also glazed with cathedral glass.

All this work left clean and perfect, and finally finish and com-

plete all the work to the full and true 'meaning of the plans and

specifications, and remove, all dirt and rubbish from the premises at

the completion of the building.
ESTIMATE OF QUANTITIES AKD PRICES RULING NEAR BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Estimate for building a frame house, according to plans and specifications

submitted by
" Moxrr."

Copy of estimate received:

rior trimmings and mantels.. 91,000.00
Hardware, nails, etc 160.00

Tinning 26.00
.Stairs 1 1 0.00

numbing 125.00
Bells 30.00

1'aiuling 380.00

MASON'S WORK.

Excavation, etc., 130 cu. yds., (g
2Sc $32.50

Stone work, 65 perch, (g, $3 196. on

Bri.-k\v..rlt. ill M.,fe13 l'-!3.5fl

Plastering, 5110 sq. yds., @ 25c... 14>>.00

Total $491.00
CAHFENTEB'S WORK.

7,500 ft. studding and framing,
,2c $150.00

3.200 ft. sheathing, @ 2c 64.00

3,72 ft. Bllll'gles 130.00

1,500 ft. weather-boards. (B 3c.. . 43.00

2,400 ft. (jcorgia pine flooring,
72.00

1,100 ft. Uuorgia pine flooring, ig
:v 22.(0

Sash, doom, interior and exte-

Total $2,303.00
Mason's work 9 491.00

Carpenter's work 2,303.00

$2,794.00

Architect's fee, @ 7 % 195.58

Total $2,989.58

A ppropriation $3,000.00

Contingent $10.42

[PRIZE] BESIGN SUBMITTED BY "
Bumpkin."

" IRUMPKIN'ii" house is supposed to
' be built in Allston, Mass., near Hos-

ton. Labor is as cheap there as any-
where. The Boston market is at hand,
railroad accommodation easy, and stone-

work cheap.
The cellar walls are of 18-inch

rough stone up to grade, and
then 18-inch brick wall up to

till.

Walls of first story covered
with pine

"
siding," broad hori-

zontal sheathing 10 inches wide,

lapped as shown in detail-draw-

ing-
Above second-story fl o o r -

beams shingles everywhere, left

untouched by paint or stain, to

become gray with time.

Rough boarding and lower floors of hemlock. Frame of spruce.

Plaster, two-coat work. No wainscoting nor hard-wood finish. Mill

windows and doors. Stearns's cypress gutters.

Sizes: Sills, 4" x 6"; plates, 4" x 6": wall-studs, 2" x 4", 16"

on centres; partition-studs, 2" x 3", 16" on centres; first-floor

beams, 2" x 9"; second-floor beams, 2" x 10" (the reason for this is

that the second story projects in two places, and has many unsup-

ported partitions to carry); third-floor beams, 2" x 8"; rafters,

2" x 8".

ESTIMATE OF QfAHTITIES AND PRICES RULTXO AT AI.LSTOX, MASS.

Tho following estimate is based on figures obtained from one of the most re-

liable Imlldeis ill Boston.
Except for stone and brick work, the prices quoted for material are cant prices,

not counting labor nor builder's profit, which will be found added-iu at the end.

On the lower floor, without Including piazzas, there arcK17 q. ft.; at $3.50 per
sq. ft., the house would cost $2,S59.60. '1 his, wiili piazza-work and the archi-

tect's commission, would bring the figure very near the 3,055.55, a* computed."
Jiumjtbin."

Excavation, 8,500 cu. ft. = 204
cu. yds., @22c $44.88

Cellar Walt (stone) 40 perch, @
$3.5,(laid) 140.00

Brick Foundation (8" thick) with

vault, piazza piers, and 2 cel-

lar piers, IE* cu. ft. (24 bricks
to a foot); 3,792 bricks, & $20
(laid) 78.84

Chimneyt, 9,380 bricks, at $20
(laid) 187.60

framr.
FQ. ft.

Sills, plates, outer walls,
and inner partitions ?,790

First floor 1,2*8
Second floor 1,480
Third floor 300
Second-floor ceiling-Joists.. 648
Attic ceiling-joists 220
Hoof 1,166

Total, @ $16 7,892 126.27

Bough Outside Boarding.

M|. ft.

Flrut floor 1,311
Second floor 1,197
Third floor 384

Roof 1,405

4,297

Outi, Windowt.
First floor, 14
Second " 12
Third, " 4

30@22sq.ft.= 660

Total, (g $13 3,637 47.28

Sough Lotcer Floor*.

sq. ft.

First floor 808
Second floor 700
Attic -i60

Total, @ $13 1,558 20.25

Outer Covering.
tq. ft.

First floor, siding, <& $30. ... 964 28.92

Second floor, shingles 816
Third and gables, shingles, 424
Hoof 1,405

Total 2,645
120 ft. to 1,000 shingles. 22 M.,
@$3.76 82.50

Windows, 24 large. Including
sash, glazing, weights, line,
sash-fast, frame architraves.
and blinds, ig 85.60 $132.00

7 small ones, fa $3.25 22.75
Doors. 28. Including hardware,
thresholds and architraves, &
$6.60 182.00

Stairs, all told 140.00
Xailt 35.00

Upper floors, 1.611 ft., $30. ... 48.33

(Koiio in garret.)
1'lnfltr (including lathing).

Wallt. sq. ft.

First floor 2,473
Second floor 3,352
Third floor 712

Total 6,537

Outs. q. ft.

Lower floor, 3 outer doors.. 88
"

11 incide doors, 484
" 13 windows 195

Second 10 doors 440
' 12 windows.... 180

Third Sdoors 132
" 3 windows 45

6,537 1,661 = 4,976 sq. ft. =
653 sq. yds., @ $.18 99.54

Ceilings 30.25

rintniinttj (bath-room and sink
only ) 150.00

Gutters, 75 ft.,@ $.12 9.00

Conductors, 60 It., IK $.10 6.00
1'laster band on exterior (archi-

tect to do the "scratch-work") 8.00
Furnace 150.CO

Paintiny (on outside, tlie lower
story and all mouldings will
be painted; shingles left a*

put on) 125.00
Labor 7uO.OO
Tvo Jt'eplaces (owuer already
has tiles) 50.00

Total $2,641.41

Builder's profit, 10% 264.14
Architect's commission, 6 % 160.00
Other expenses !.">".>

Total $3,W5.66

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.
" CHATWOLD," MOUNT DESERT, ME. MESSRS. ROTCH A TII.DEN,

ARCHITECTS, BOSTON, MASS.

1 1 Fill', house is situated upon a sheltered cove surrounded by woods,

J| the pines growing to the edge of the rocky shore. The archi-

tectural treatment is intended to be bold and rugged. The first

story is of rough brown granite with red-granite finish, quarried
from ledges upon the place, and set to show weather-worn faces.

The round tower is built of red granite boulders. The roofs are

shingled, and the second story and wings of half-timbering and rough-
cast. The timbering shows the hewn surfaces of hand labor, and
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the interior finish is of coarse-grained hard-woods treated with dark

stains, and with few mouldings. This severity is relieved by a few

points of rich carving.

COMPETITIVE DESIGNS FOR A 83,000-HOUSE, SUBMITTED RY "
Bump-

kin
"

[MR. w. E. CHAMBER.LIN, CAMBRIDGEPOUT, MASS], AND
" Moses."

SHOULD any of our non-professional readers desire to build accord-

ing to either of these designs, we trust he will do the author the simple

justice of putting the work into his hands. We shall always be pleased
to put client and author into communication with each other.

RAMBLING SKETCHES, BY MR. T. RAFFLES DAVISON. BENCH-
KNDS, FROM REVELSTOKE.
[From the British Architect.]

[In consequence of the printer's negligence we were unable to publish the fol-

lowing description iii our last issue.]

FEW
more sumptuously-appointed churches exist than this of St.

Peter's at Revelstoke, in Devonshire, for it contains no less than

a hundred differently carved bench-ends as elaborate as these,

whilst the rest of the building is as ornate as sculptured angels,
carved bosses, wall-plates, purlins, and ribs can make it. The walls

are largely of granite, and are lined in the chancel with an inlaid

marble dado and delicately carved oak wainscoting above : this part of

the work, including the reredos and stall-ends, being a splendid rec-

ord of the carver's art in the nineteenth century. In fact I think the

reader wjll agree with me, from the specimens illustrated, that the

bench-ends are excellently designed, and form a very good show of

what our modern workmen are capable of at their best. Mr. J. P.

St. Aubyn, the architect, and his wealthy client must be more than

satisfied with the result of the expenditure in carving.
There seem to me in these two examples two types of good work :

in the figure of Christ in the seamless robe, of regal dignity; and in

the angel panel, of beauty in line and form. Judging from the ex-

amples perpetrated, I should say it is not usually easy to make a

good angel ;
but Mr. Hems must get them direct from heaven. Per-

haps after all it is a tribute to Devonshire girls, who serve as uncon-

scious models of a refined and simple beauty exactly suited to the

purpose. For a small figure I do not remember seeing a representa-
tion of Christ with more of divine dignity in modelling and attitude ;

an excellent figure it would make for a pulpit panel, where folk

could see it better than low down in an aisle.

If you have read these notes you may feel some wonder as to how
in a remote and poor district, on the sea-coast of Devonshire, it is

possible to put up such costly work, for our carvers, as every one

knows, like to be very well paid for their labor. The inhabitants are

chiefly fisherfolk, and live in a primitive way, not much affected by
the deceitfulness of riches. They are indebted to Mr. E. P. Baring,
the well-known banker, who is the resident lord-of-the-manor, for

building a new church on a new site, above the precipitous banks of

the Yealm. The old church stood for ten centuries on the sea-coast

quite a mile from the hamlet, and to go that distance and face the

wild sea-shore in bad weather was more than many of the old folk

could manage, therefore Mr. Baring's gift is one of real benefit. The
church has been built without the help of a contractor, but fortunately
did not want for an experienced architect, the well-known name of

Mr. James Piers St. Aubyn bearing the credit of the design, whilst

it was carried out under the personal care of Mr. G. W. Crosbie,
the estate clerk-of-works. The work is all very solidly and well

executed, with much of the ring of " old work "
about it.

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT COMPETITIONS.
THE AWARD.

'TTFTER a careful consideration of the large num-

F\ ber of drawings submitted for the $3,000-house,
/ the jury awards the three equal prizes of $75
each to the authors of the following designs:"

Bumpkin." Mr. W. E. Chamberlin, Cambridge-
port, Mass. Cost, $3,055.55.

"
Danfors." Mr. Sanford Phipps, Boston, Mass.,

Cost, $3,343.20.
"B. S. S." Mr. A. W. Cobb, Boston, Mass. Cost,

$3,146.00.
We will add that a very satisfactory number of

persons have applied to us for the names and ad-
dresses of the authors of the designs which have already been

published in the American Architect, from which it may justly be
inferred that even the unsuccessful competitors are likely to reap
a considerable benefit from their efforts; To save ourselves the
trouble of answering similar inquiries we would like to publish
with the remaining drawings of the series the names and addresses
of their respective authors; but as some may object to have their
names associated with an unsuccessful effort we beg that any com-
petitor who feels any such disinclination will at once notify us to
that effect, so that we may publish his design over his nom de plume
only, and furnish his name and address, privately, to such persons
as may be inclined to avail themselves of his services.

THE NEXT COMPETITIONS. MECHANICS' HOUSES.

JUDGING

from the remarks of the daily press throughout the

country, our recent competition for a $3,'000-house has attracted
a good deal of attention and favorable comment, and we are

strengthened in our belief that one way to justify,
in the eyes of the

people the existence of the architectural profession is to show that

its members can and will exert their talents for the poor as well as

tor the rich. We therefore announce the two following competi-

tions first referring intending competitors to the regulations which

rrovern these competitions, published in our issue for December 23,

1882:
PROGRAMMES.

I Our last competition provided for the wants of a man whose in-

come was about five dollars per diem
;
in the present one we would

like to have the competitors turn their attention to a house for a

mechanic living on a daily wage of three dollars, who can afford

to build only by joining a "
building association," or by mortgag-

in- his proposed house, and who, even under such circumstances,

ou'ht not to attempt to build a house costing more than $1,500. As

it may be fair to suppose that this mechanic and his family are more

hardy than more forlunate individuals who enjoy a larger income,

lie might elect to build, for perpetual occupancy, such a house as the

more wealthy would build only for summer use.

The chief essentials in designing such a house are space, good

construction, and a careful regard of the limit of expense. The

conditions of the present competition are simply that the proposed

house shall contain at least six rooms, and shall approximate in cost

$1,500. Open fireplaces, bath-rooms, water-closets, furnaces, etc.,

are to be held as luxuries and not essentials.

Required. A pen-and-ink drawing containing a perspective view

of the exterior, plans of both floors and an elevation of one of the

sides not shown in the perspective; also as many details as possible.

The drawing may measure 14" x 22" or 21" x 33", to suit the conven-

ience of the designer.

Also, a short reading description, [not a specification] explaining

what steps have been taken to keep the cost within the prescribed

limit, and a detailed hill of quantities and prices carefully arranged

and classified [a great improvement in this respect can be made over

many of the schedules furnished in the former competition]. Each

competitor is required to obtain an estimate on his design from a

trustworthy builder, and furnish the name and address of such

builder for publication with the estimate.

For each of the three designs of highest merit a prize of $50 will

be paid. No design will be published in the "American Architect"

previous to the award of the jury, in order that each competitor may
have the benefit of the publication of his name and address with his

design if he so desires.

Drawings are to be received at the office of the American Archi-

tect, 211 Tremont Street, Boston, on or before Saturday, April 21.

II. It is possible that two mechanics would perceive the possibility

of securing a more commodious habitation by clubbing their purses,

and building a double tenement under a common roof. In such a

case each tenement might be treated as a distinct dwelling, or it

would be fair to suppose that the two mechanics were brothers or in-

timate friends whose families could live in harmony, and could make
use of certain rooms and conveniences in common, as for instance,

the kitchen, the dining-room, or a larger parlor in addition to the usual

living-rooms of each house. Any competitor who attempts to work

out this phase of the problem must take care to keep the privacy of

the two dwellings in all other respects well marked. Building thus

under one roof, and on a common foundation, each mechanic might

expect to obtain a larger dwelling, having at least seven rooms, with-

out materially increasing their combined expenditure, which the

competitors must try and keep within $3,000.

Required. A pen-and-ink drawing 22" x 30" containing a perspec-
tive view; plans of both floors, and an elevation of one side not

shown in the view
; framing plans at a small scale and all necessary

details.

Also, a short skeleton specification, a detailed bill of quantities and

prices, and a tender from some reputable builder, name and address

being furnished for publication.
For the best designs in the order of their excellence will be

awarded prizes of $100, $75 and $50 respectively.

Drawings must be received at the office of the American Architect

on or before Saturday, May 19, next.

THE $3,000-HOUSE COMPETITION.
PHILADELPHIA, February 14, 1883.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT :

Gentlemen, In the criticisms of plans and specifications fora
three-thousand-dollar house no allusion has been made to omissions

that would prevent the occupancy of such a building if erected as

specified. The most serious omission occurs in the specifications and
estimates submitted by "Maximum," in which no provision has been

made for the main stairs. While endeavoring to secure the minimum in

estimated cost, the maximum has been certainly acquired in erroneous

omissions. Considering the large number of unprofessional readers

who are likely to be misled, it would be well for competitors to thor-

oughly review their plans and specifications, or to so qualify that

omissions could readily be provided for. Under no circumstances

could a builder be compelled to construct a stairway uncalled for in
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the specifications, and his refusal would immediately cause unpleas-ant relations between the architect, owner, and builder.

Yours, SUBSCRIBED
[MOST of the competitors, and "Maximum" among them, have given to

their skeleton qwclfleatiow" more substantiality than the programme act-
ally called for, so (tat tliu omission of staircases in Hie spi < ili. atioii need

not necessarily lay the author open to criti, IMM any in,, re than the omission
of any of the other innumerable things that are usually incorporated in a com-
plete .-pceiii, an,, n. but have been omitted from these "skeletons" More-
over, us the drawings form part and parcel of the contract, and the stairs
are thereon indicated, and as there Is probably ample material for the
construction of the stairs included in the lumber called for by the bill of
<l nautilus, "Maximum" need not fear that he would not be able to compelthe builder who undertook the work to build the stairs, though he probablycould not compel him to furnish any but the commonest kind-rail posts
etc. Ei>s. AMKUICAN ARCHITKCT.]

" BUILDING SUPERINTENDENCE."
SCBVEYOB'S OFFICE, BOSTON, February 9, 1883.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT :

Dear Sirs, According to your description of finding stress for
roof of Figure 180, "Building Superintendence," XXVI, I find that
the king-rod stress is 8,000 Ibs., instead of 6.000 Ibs., and the strut
4,600 Ibs., instead of 3,600 Ibs.

The portion of description on wind-pressure is not clear to me,
and certain figures and letters are wanting in diagram.

Very respectfully, GKO. F. LORING.
[MB. LOBINO'S comments are probably quite correct. The sketch of the

truss was not drawn to a scale, and the dimensions, as well as the angle of
the rafter, were only approximated in the description. The stress-diagram
wan also drawn at a very small scale - 5,000 Ibs. to the inch to allow of
its being successfully photographed. Under these circumstances it is not
surprising that his results differ from mine; and so long as the principle is
correct, it is not important. For the wind-pressure diagram, however an
apology is certainly due and a better one has already been prepared for use
in i ts place. T. M. CLABK.]

"CONVENIENT SCALE."

PHILADELPHIA, February 8, 1883.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
Dear Sirs, Please give me an inkling as to the meanino- of any

"convenient scale" mentioned by Trautwine to be used in findin<r
strains, vide cut-trusses, p. 247, notes to Figure 5. Am I to unde
stand that by the term " convenient scale he means the scale of
feet employed in making the diagram, and that each division of the
scale representing feet equals tons or number of pounds ?

By replying to the above in the next issue you will greatly oblige
A STUDENT.

[The ''convenient scale
"
may be, say, 1000, 2000, or 3000 pound* to the

inch it has nothing to do with the scale of the diagram. If "Student "
will look again at the figure in Trautwine, he will see that for measuringthe strains, the weight of half the truss and its load may be represented bv
any part of the vertical line shown, and that by following the di.ections for
the remainder of the process, the oblique and horizontal strains will be
measured by the same scale, whatever it may be. Eos. AMIBJCAN AJJCHI-

BOOKS.

TOPEKA, KAN., February 14, 1883.
To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT :

Sirs, I am a subscriber to your valuable paper, and have been
for years; this is supposed to give me the right to bore the editor.
But seriously, I wish information which I do not know how to ob-
tain otherwise.

I wish to post myself thoroughly upon the domestic architecture
of the wide, wide world. I don't know how near I can vet to this
point don't know that I can afford to do all this, even if I knewhow

; but I apprehend you can give me a list of the books I should
need to purchase in order to skirmish about the edges of a topic so
large ; if not of the whole world, then part. I wish to reach the
domestic life of the rural classes in particular. This includes
houses, barns, habits, etc., with schools and churches, as far as prac-
ticable.

I can, if I need to, pay for a half-dozen ordinary books, and more
if I must, to make the information perfect. I would particularly-
like to get at representative facts. I cannot use other than English
works, or rather works in English. This doubtless limits me, but I
cannot help it. If the giving of this information usually brings with
it a fee for the pains, please let me know and I will remit, fwould
like to have names of authors, publishers and prices.

I do not want American domestic life I know that alreadybut hnglish and Continental Europe, both northern, middle and
southern, as fully as possible, and as much over into Asia and Africa
as 1 can secure. I hope I have made myself understood. I shall
feel very thankful for a careful reply.V T truly, j. . HASKELL.

A
[R
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f

,

r a
J

1) ginninS. Viollet-le-Duc's "Habitations of Man in allA
.r'7,- ^'"'ate-

by Hucknall; published bv James R. Osgood & Co, price*fM. 1 he,, ,ake up Ke,T's " The (leutleman's House," to be had ofN.bm fc ,s,,ns, New York, or Kstes & ].,,mat. Host,,,,, for four or five
'liars or more, according to condition; and continue with Xa>ir s "Man-

frn f,H"S
an
r' ""'""."""on- "e dealers, 825; Uichardson's "Studiesfrom Old hnslish Mansions," same, about 31.00; and consult Ciro.-nara'sVenetian Architecture," Letarouilly's "Edifices de Home Moderne "

Sir William (jell's
"
Pompeii," and an infinity of other costlv books to

) found in most large libraries, for illustration! and detail.. Vtoliet-le-Uuc s Dictionnaire Kaisouiie'e," Article "Jfoiton." contains mval.ul,:,,
nformation. BfllidM the,,- stricily technical works, manv picturesmio

s of travel -Hctur.-s.iue Kurope," for lottUM contain hints
WHICH can be used by one who Dodenteadl what he wants, and anv good
Dictionary of Aiitimiitien, nucti as Smith's, gives available information iu
regard to Greek and Koinau dwellings. -Eon. AMERICAN AKCIIITKCT.]

CALCULATING STRUCTURES.
CIIII-ACIO, February 18, 1883.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT :

Dear Sim, Will you please let me know through your valuable
paper the best way to become master in calculating any kind of archi-
tectural structures. I am hardly able to visit a college (none of the
kind is tn this city) and it would cost me too much to go abroad.

Very respectfully,
A SUBSCRIBER.

[I.KARN</toro7Afy algebra, geometry, trigonometry, descriptivegeometrv
analytic geometry, calculus, and applied mechanics, to get the theory and
lien try to get a position i,, the ofhco of a constructing engineer to' learn

practice. EDS. AMERICAN ARCHITECT.]

A QUESTION OF FEE.

CHARLESTON, S. C., February 21, 1883.
To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
Dear Sirs, Some time ago I was requested by a " buildin" com-

mittee to visit their town, examine a lot upon which it was pro-
I to erect a public building to cost 812,000, and also to make

sketches for them of a suitable structure, to get, as it were,
"

tlieir
ideas into shape." They stated that they would pay my "expensesand charges. I propose to charge a per diem in addition to my
travelling expenses, for such time as I was out of the city, but do not
know what to charge for the sketches. If there is any established
practice, will you be so kind as to inform me.

" SUBSCRIBER."
[ONE per cent on the proposed cost is the nsnal charge for preliminarysketches. EDS. AMERICAN ARCHITECT.]

THE HEAD-DRESS OF THE STATUE OF LIBERTY.
February 25, 1883.

J THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

n,
Sl

T
S>J~

In y2v
ur last issue y u 1uote from tlie New York Time*

Mr. Jefferson Davis's account of how the head-dress of the Statue of
Liberty, at Washington, came to be changed.
The story is correct enough, except the very important fact that

HZ i, "??
8 C

,
rawforll > n<>' Hiram Powers, who modelled the

stiltue. Mr. Crawford, who told the writer the story, understood the
question of slavery to be at the bottom of Mr. Davis's objection to i

tnTca
c
.

aP- He d'd not want to see the badge of emancipation on

Mr. Crawford's early death prevented his superintending the cast-
ing in bronze of the statue, which was carried out by Clark Mills in
1863*

The Evening Post and New York Daily Graphic have published
corrections of this story, but I see it floating around the country in
its original form. It is simply an error of memory on the part ofMr. Davis. Yours respectfully, CHAS. H. WARD

HINTS FOR IMPROVING THE BUILDING LAWS _
A PERSONAL EXPERIENCE.

NKW YOKK, February 19, 1883.
lo THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT :

?r^~ As
,

meml
T
)

?
r of a Committee of Architects acting officiallywith the Building Bureau of the Fire Department in the case of un-

safe buildings, I attended on Wednesday afternoon, 31st ult a con-
ference between the Mayor of this city, the chief of the Building Bu-
reau, and a number of gentlemen connected with building interests
It was held to consider certain proposed amendments to the Buildin^Law having reference, among other points, to the greater securitytrom tire of our modern many-storied buildings.
Quarter of an hour after, I was fleeing, at a moments' warningwith all the agility my not over limber legs could muster, up the two

Ilights of stairs, already in flames, to the roof of the Moffat Buildin"
corner of Broadway and Worth Streets, having lon- a<rO decided
that means of egress to afford the likeliest chance of escape in cae of
the calamity now upon me. Reaching, with others, that temporary
haven, I luckily found a ladder, simply a wooden movable ones how-
ever, though placed there mainly for just such an emergency, which
conveyed me,- without the necessity of a leap that might have broken
my legs, or at least sprained my ankle, and made further locomotion
difficult to the roof of the next building. But that ladder had been
removed when a few minutes after, a sick woman and a child were
fragged out through a window, through which dense volumes of
black smoke were pouring barely in time to escape the tongues of
flame that pursued them. There were willing hands, however, to
aid them, and they were pulled through safely, but at the imminent
risk of their lives, and only to encounter fresh danger from the mid-
winter weather

; for there had been no time for the sick mother the
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janitor's wife, to gather up so much as a shawl for herself or her
little boy.

Meanwhile, there was immediate danger of the buildings we were

on, with tlie roofs of the whole block down to Church Street, catching
fire from the burning structure, for there had been some little delay
in sending out the alarm to the Fire Department ;

I was consequently
seeking some means of escape to the street. With others I pounded
and stamped on one skylight and scuttle after another without effect,
the attic floor of mercantile buildings being, I suppose, like that of

most others, generally deserted, at least in the daytime; while the

heads of the occupants of every story below were probably, as usual

under such circumstances, poked out of windows on the lookout for

danger to themselves, and so beyond the reach of hearing sounds
from within. I should add that in the passage from one roof to an-

other I had to do much clambering and jumping in connection with
the topping-out walls that divide the roofs of the various buildings
in the block ; performances easy enough for any lithe and supple
youth, or for the stalwart and alert firemen, long accustomed to the
work they do so well and bravely, but hardly to be expected from
delicate women and little children, and by no means conducive to the

peace of mind of no longer youthful heavy-weights conscientiously
intent on getting themselves and others out of the way of a fire close

behind. I did not, I assure you, cut all my involuntary pigeon-wings
without the obliging assistance of the younger and lighter sort.

This fire, and still more the deluge of water that quenched it,

have subjected me to considerable loss and great inconvenience, but

nobody has been hurt in life, or so far as I have heard in limb
;
so

that one who found himself safe and sound after seeing but the thick-
ness of a plank between himself and a somewhat grim and undesir-
able sort of death can well afford to take a Mark Tapleyan view of
the situation. Nevertheless, my personal mauvais quart d'heure on
the roofs has brought home to me certain facts, and suggested to my
mind certain safeguards, which I beg to submit to you pro bono pub-
lico, in advance of the possible embodiment of any of them, in -any
improved local building laws.

During the last dozen years or so, I have, sometimes in official

and sometimes in non-official cooperation with others, done a good
deal of hard work both here and in Albany, towards attempting to

secure the passage of a New York building law, based, not as the

existing one is, on the traditions of a big village, but on the require-
ments of a great and growing centre of commercial and social activ-

ity, and on the exigencies of building operations, which in magnitude
and in scientific desiderata, compare with the requirements of a quar-
ter of a century ago, as one hundred units do, say, to ten. But I
have learned in the effort that there is a great deal of human nature,
not only in legislators, but in their expert advisers, and, without wish-

ing to strike a pessimist note, I should say that in the matter of pre-
cautions against damage to life and property from conflagration in

high buildings, it might be better for property-holders to anticipate
the possible provisions than to wait for the mandates of a perfect
building law.

In the first place, then, the roof of a high building being more
available as a place of refuge than the street, so far as the occupants
of the upper stories are concerned, let it be connected with the other

adjoining roofs by means of not movable wooden, and therefore
inflammable ladders, but stationary iron ones; or rather regular

fire-escapes, which cannot be removed and will not succumb to the
first action of fire. It may be said that the building laws of our
various cities generally prescribe the use, wherever needed, of fire-

escapes, within the discretion of the building authorities
; but even

if so, that does not, at least in New York, ensure those authorities

any approach to an adequate force for survey, inspection, and ad-
ministration.

_

Asa matter of fact, the number of fire-escapes in act-
ual use in this city is very small compared with the number really
required for safety, especially for that of women, children, and men
past the period of agile movement. Let the system of stationary
fire-escapes of incombustible material be extended, till the entire

roof-system of every block be practically reduced to one level. As
fast as the new high buildings born of the elevator system are put
up, the inequalities of roof-level and their attendant danger will in-
crease. Top-out walls, as well as enclosing ones, should^if carried
up more than, say, a couple of feet, be included for the application
of the escapes.

Another point : Let the scuttle of every roof in the block be pro-
Tided with a bell-pull communicating with a gong on every floor be-
neath, so that those who escape upwards from a burning building mayrouse the occupants of the one they have reached, have the scuttles
opened to them, and thereby not only secure for themselves safe passagedownward to the street, but give said occupants warning timely
enough to enable them, perhaps, to put some of their property, as
well as themselves, out of the reach of danger. If the buildin" cov-
ers much ground, as in the case of the Moffat building, and the fire

begins in the rear, as this did, the flames may make considerable
headway before any one knows of the matter, even in the burning
building itself, to say nothing of people in the street, or in adjoinin"
buildings. Such was the case in this instance.

I would suggest that it might possibly be found that it would repaythe Fire Insurance interest to combine for the protection, at its own
expense, of insured property, in the manner above suggested. The
cost of strengthening the present inadequate system so far at least
as roof-levels are concerned of fire-escape's, and of introducing
these annunciators would be the merest bagatelle compared with the

difference in its favor that would presumably result from decreased

expenses, and present expenses in meeting its obligations to its custom-
ers after the ravages of fire. As a parallel instance, in my own case,
if it had not been for the care and appliances of the Fire Insurance
Patrol the property in my quarters would have been lost and damaged
to an amount probably double that which has actually occurred.

Objection may be made that the practical reduction of all the roofs

of a block to a level " would make things easy for burglars." But
the normal condition of a block finished en permanence is to have the

roof-area level or nearly so throughout. Take nearly all the
residence blocks up-town for instance

;
the roofs are already on a

level, and so it will be down-town when the modern elevator-building
has everywhere taken the place of the existing one. I fancy it would
be a very high wall indeed that would stop a burglar intent on en-

tering one of a row of buildings by the roof. Among a burglar's
chosen qualifications for such a feat would, I presume, be strength
and agility of body, and I suppose that grappling-hooks and rope-
lines and ladders are not unknown to his class. And as for the gongs
to be communicated with from outside scuttles by persons on the roof

fleeing from a fire, they might in fact be included in a burglar-alarm
apparatus.
My experience at this fire suggested to my mind several other

points of possible improvement on existing conditions of building,
but they are minor ones, and I have already sufficiently trespassed
on your space. Yours truly, A. J. BLOOR.

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.
Swiss WOOD-CARVING. The first attempt to introduce wood-carving

into Berne was made half a century ago by Christian Fischer, of Brienz,
who may be called the father of the art, for after acquiring it himself
he taught it to others and founded a school. Besides being an artist in
wood Fischer taught music, made musical-boxes, and practised the heal

ing art, but like many other clever fellows he died in poverty. Some
time after Fischer began wood-carving at Brienz a certain Peter Bau-
mann began at Grindelwald the making of the miniature Swiss chalets
which are now so popular. He afterward removed to Meyringen, where
he taught his art to his three sons, one of whom, Andreas, proved to be
a genius of the first order, and was equally distinguished for originality
in design and skill in execution. He was the first to practise carving in
relief. His roses are still regarded as masterpieces, and serve as models
for young sculptors. The success of the Baumanns encouraged others
to follow their example, and wood-carving soon became a winter occu-
pation in nearly every cottage of the valley of the Hasli. But the sale
of carvings and chalets being restricted to foreign tourists in the sum-
mer season, principally through the intermediary of hotel porters the
trade for a long while was limited and unremunerative. But it struggled
on, and in the course of time attracted the attention of local capitalists,
who started workshops, opened depots for the sale of their products, and
began an export trade which, with some fluctuations, goes on steadily
increasing. The business of wood-carving now finds employment for
several thousand individuals. In one establishment alone that of the
brothers Worth 300 to 400 sculptors of both sexes are regularly oc-

cupied. Each has his or her specialty, the choice of which is left to in-
dividual taste. Some have an aptitude for and excel in the modelling
of groups of animals; others give their attention to flowers and plants ;

others, again, prefer to carve ornamental caskets and build miniature
chalets. The women have great delicacy of touch, and their work in
certain branches is preferred to that of the men. One thing leads to an-

other, and the abundance of certain sorts of wood in the district sug-
gested the idea of adding to the wood-carving the production of what
may be called fancy furniture carved chairs and tables, napkin-rings,
and such like articles. A factory has also been started at Interlaken,
and is now in successful operation for making habitable chalets on a
large scale. You have only to select your design, give the order, and all
the parts of a chalet are sent to any destination, so arranged and
marked that an intelligent joiner can put them together, and you have
a handsome and picturesque bouse which you may live in as long as
you like, and even carry about on your travels. Another trade which
has lately sprung up in the Bernese Oberland is the making of slabs,
table-tops, and other articles from the indigenous marbles and granites
of the district. A beautiful red stone, soft at first, but which on expos-
ure to the air becomes as hard as adamant, is extensively used for these
purposes, and when artistically inlaid with black and white marble is
much sought by amateurs of marquetry. Parquetry is also becom-
ing an extensive manufacture. The quantity turned out annually is es-
timated at 700,000 square feet, and the value of the wood-carvings exe-
cuted by the sculptors of the Oberland reaches a yearly total of 2,000-
000 francs. The number of artisans engaged in the trade is 25,000, and
their earnings range from two francs to five francs per day. Corre-
spondence of the London Times.

WESTMINSTER ABBEY CRUMBLING AWAY. The announcement that
Westminster Abbey is gradually crumbling away under the influences
of London air will be received with dismay by many to whom even the
rending of the tower of Peterborough Cathedral carries no distinct sense
of affliction. Yet that the Abbey is doomed to one of two calamities,
either to destruction or restoration, seems inevitable. The exterior
stone-work has been gradually eaten away by the noxious elements
which mingle with the London atmosphere, so that in some places the
outer shell of the fabric has already disappeared, and the rubble under-
neath has come to the surface. The more rough and uneven the outer
surface becomes, the more quickly it will corrode, and already the con-
dition of the building is such as inspires the liveliest fears. In these cir-
cumstances the Dean and Chapter are reported to have arrived at a de-
cision which is almost as calamitous as though it had been resolved to
pull down the Abbey. It is to reface the entire fabric with stone of a
more durable character. This means, of course, the obliteration of all
that makes the exterior of Westminster Abbey interesting. St. James't
Gazette.
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BUILDING INTELLIGENCE,
(Reported for Th American Architect nd Buudtoi Newt.)

[Although a large portion of the building intelligenct
it proi iileil by their regular correspondents, the editor*

greatly desire, to receive voluntary information, tspe,-

tnallyfrom the smaller and outlying towns.]

BUILDING PATENTS,

[Printed specifications of any patents here mentioned,

together with full detail illustrations, may be obtained

If the Commissioner of J'ateHtt, at Washington, for
twenty-five <xnts.\

272,405 WATER-CLOSET, UKIXAL AND CESSPOOL.
.lean Haptiste Uerller, Paris, Kiance.

272,4011. TAP-WREX< H. Merrill S. Brooks, Ches-
ter, Conn.

:~'2,n.\. SAKI-:TV-A TTACIIMKNT roil ELEVATORS.
N. Porter Cleaves I ii mil >ii, .Mass.

-72, -117. Bi.iNo-r-'AsTKXEti. Arthur C. Dunham,
WmJirop, Mass.

272,42(1. 1 uox PILE. Richard Gray ami Benjamin
i;. vi.ii.iii. Blootulnfton, 111.

272,431-432. HOIK i ixu-.M AciiiNK. Edwin Harring-
ton, Philadelphia Pa.

272,4:;6. WALL-PA PER HANGING MACHINE. Mat-
thew Heilernan, Cleveland, O.

272.43!i. lIoisri.Nii-MACiiiNE. Harry S. Haskins,
Philadelphia, Pa.

272.47K. TAP-WREXI n. R. Frederick Rice, Hart-
f/rd, Conn.

272,517. ClIl.MXKY-CAP OB VENTILATOR. Win.
I), liartlctt, Ameslmry. .Mass.

272,;tt;. PII-E Cr n KU AXD TONGS. Joseph W.
Calef, North F.aslpn, Mass.

'.'7:',.;l. DOOR-CHECK. Robert O. S. Collamore,
Boston. Mai's.

272.539. WATER-CLOSET. James Foley, Brook-
lyn. N. Y.

272.541. SPEAKiNO-TriiE ATTACHMENT. Fayette
Gould. New York. N. Y.

272,551. ILLUMINATING VAULT-COVER OR C.RAT-
IXIi-TlLK AXD SURFACES MAliE OF THE .SAME.
Thaddetis Hyatt. New York, X. Y.

272,5.12. S.U-'KTY-GATB FOR KLKVATOR8. Wil-
liam H. Ivers, Dedhani, Mass.

272,570. APPARATUS FOR DRAIXIXO AND VENTI-
LATING STORKS. ETC. Edward Menu and William
C. Mentz, Philadel|ihia, Pa.

272,574. SCREW-.loixr FUR METAL-PIPE FITTIXGS.
William A. Miles, Copake Iron Works. N. Y.
272.5X3. SUCTION-VKXTILATOU. Edwin S. Rad-

cliff, St. Paul, Minn.
272.C.OO. NAIL on SI-IKE. William Taylor, Plttt-

burgH, Pa.
272,027. BRACED FitAMK. Frank Henry Beattie,

Soho, near Birmingham, County of Warwick, KM;;.

272,ffi!!i. I i.i.i MiNATixu TILE. l>avid G. Beech-
Ing, New York, N. Y.

272,638->. SIIINULK-MA< IHXE. JohnP. Bowling,
Guthrie, Ky.

272,612. FIRE-ESCAI-E. Alexander T. Brown, Syr-
acuse, N. Y.

272,6fl7-OSK. FIRE-PROOF* CEILIXO. August W.
Conies, New York, N. Y.
2;2,671. SASH-FAMTEXEK. Henry J. England, Falls

Church. Va,
272,li!!3. AUTOMATIC FlRK-KXTIXOUISIIER. ('has.

A. Horack, Rrookljn, N. Y.

272,720. VKXTII.ATOR FOR COOKING-STOVEB.
John K. Llnscolt, Grand KapiiN, Mich.

272,731. (JviiiK nut RIP-SAWS. Theodore A.
McDonald, New Albany, Ind

272.751. WIXDOW-HI.IXD SUPPORT. William W.
8. Orbeton, Lynn, Mass.

272,758. DISINFECTING APPARATUS FOR WATER-
CLOSKTH. Samuel W. Parker and Henry Blackmail,
New York N. Y.

272.7K6. PROCESS OF MANUFACTURING ARTIFI-
CIAL STOXE OR METAL. Ainaury Simon and Victor
Pettit, St. Nicolas de Keilon, Krance.

272.796. LOCK. Elisba P. Teeters. Alliance, O.
272.8(11. RECESS-PLANE. Harvey L. 'J upper, Rock-

ft.nl. 111.

272.803. AUTOMATIC FIRE-EXTINOUISIIKR. Vic-
tor Vankeerbergben, Brussels, Belgium.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.
Baltimore.

Buii.Dixo PERMITS. since our last report seventeen
p*mltl have been granted, the more Iniporlaut of
which are the following :

.1. McKlrny, two-si'v brick building, e s Clarkson
St., between Cross and Wesl Sis.
Jos. Thomas, 4 Ihree-sfy brick buildings, n s Hill

St., e of Sharp St.; also, 2 three-sl'y brick buildings,
esSharpSt., n of Hill si.

P. S. Chappell, one-sl'y brick building, 32' x 85',
s s Cross SI., between Riverside and Covington >ts.
Mrs. C. S. Krafi. two-si'y brick stable, e s Morton

Alley, n of John SI.

F. C. Fossett, three-sfy brick building, e s lielair

AM-., II Of I loll in.-iii St.
\v. s. Isaacs, 3 two-st'y brick buildings, e Klrby

Lane, n of Franklin St.
Albert Mahone, 14 three-M'y brick building*, e s

Fultiin St., cor. Tennant St.; 15 three-st'y brick
buililings, w s Mount St., s w oor. Tennant St.; 12
three-st'y brick buildings, s s Tennanl St.. IH-MM-I-II

Mount and Fulton Sis.; 13 three-sl'y brick buildings,
e s Mount St., cor. Tennant St.; 10 three-cry brick

building!, n s 'rcnnant St., between Mount and Ful-
ton sts.

l.cvi C. Condon. 2 three-st'y brick buildings, w s
Mount St . n of Ti-nnant SI.
C. A. Singewalt, 2 Iwo sl'y brick buildings, e s

Harris St.. s of I Unison St.
John Snyder. twiwt'y brick building, w > Gist

St., u of llauiptteud St.

l-:-liln of Henry Ward, four sfy In ii-k buildil g
e Charles St., cor. of l;ank l.anc.

Aiii'iiin.v-, AMI AI.II.KAMUSS. T. llarrisiin Gar
relt, l.-i|.. l> making an alteration in the dining
room, ami erecting two ba\ u IM.II.M - io lii- resldenc<
on Charles-Street Ave ; cost, 6,l>0o: Mcaars. J. A. It

W. I. Wilson, architects.

Boston.
IXSUIUM i: Hi n.i.ixii. The Massachusetts Hospt

tul Life Insurance ( oin|ianv i-n-jioses to erect 01
Slate M., near r.-Xi-liango St., a building
11,000,009.

Tin: Ixii.utiAX Bun. MIM;. Over W2.000 has heel

contributed, up to date, toward the erection of lh<

new InilHitan building in this city.
Hi ll.HIM. 1'KKMns. llrick. tt'atfii>i(/tnn >'/., A'o.

615-521, Ward 1U. for Fred L. Ann*, in. li.uilcnl, 5U
4J'' ai.d 04' 4'' x lol' i", >lx-sfy |.itch; Win. M. Ru
in. TV. builder.

If (</. Crescent Ave., rear of, near Cambrii
St., Ward 4, for Unas. J. Miers, storage, 22' K 'X>'

one-sl'y tlal; .Mr. s-pciii-e, builder.
Ct'inmerciiil HI., near Ellsworth St., Ward 24, for

P. & M. Finnepiii, store, 23' x 30', oue-sfy flat

Michael Ryan.
<> */.. cor. Kast Seventh St., Ward 14, for Email

tiel K. George, manufactory, 17 x 28', oue-sl'y pitch
U. A. Flower, builder.

I'rmpret St., -V". 16, Ward 3, for (.'has. Koblnson
Jr., dwell., ll'ti" x 3J', and 22' x 32', three sl'y Hat
(n-o. M. Starbird, builder.

/nyi t fit., Ao. 22, Ward 3. for Chas. Robinson
Jr., dwell., 1 J' \ 30' and 22' x 30, Ihree-sl'y; Geo. M
btarbird, builder.

I'miier! fit., .Vo. 20, Wards, for Chas. Robinson
Jr., dwell., 11' 6" x 24' and 22' x 32', three-st'y; Geo
M. Starbird, builder.

fiaralona at.. A'o. 679, Ward 1, for Benj. McKls-
glck, dwell., 17' and 22' x 44'; nil, 14' x 27', two-si'y
inansanl; Jas. H. Coffin, builder.

i.n.inrirh J'l., rear, near Dorchester Ave., Ward
24, for John Hogan, stable, 21'' x 24'; one-st'y hip.

Jtixtmtl 1'arK, rear, near Bird St., Ward 2, for
John J. Merrill, stable, 12' x l.V and 21' x 20', one-

M'y pilch; Allon O. Reed, builder.
ALTKHATIOX. Alteration in store of J. H. Pray,
Sou & Co.; cost, i;,iH'i>; J. L. Faxon, architect.

Brooklyn.

BUILDING PERMIT*. Beavir Sl.,wt, 20' n Park St.,
4 two-si'y frame tenements, tin roofs; owner and
builder, Geo. JxiefUer, 82 Tompkins Ave.; architecl,
T. KnglehardU
Tampkmt Ate., t v cor. Floyd St., 2 three-st'y

frame tenements, tin roofs; cost, total, $9,&vO: own-
'
r, Geo. Wheeler, 75 Devoe St.; architecl, T. Engel-

hardl; builders, Sachs & Armeudinger and J. Uue-
ger.
Diamond fit.. A*o. 94 and 96, e s, 250' n Nassau

Ave., 2 three-st'y frame double tenements, grave]
roofs; cost, each, 93,45n; owners, IxMlima A. i arks,
Hi. Norman Ave., and Allen A. Raynor; architect,
F. WelM-r; builders, P. Newman and S. F. Barllet.
Ihrkitnvr Kt., n s, 75' w Ralph Ave., Ihree-st'y

frame double tenement, tin or gravel roof; cost,
3,500; owner, architecl and builder, U. It. Waldron,

l:c, Atlantic Ave.
South AV//A St., n s, 82' e Fifth St., two-st'y and

basement brick dwell , tin roof; cost, 53/00; owner,
Eugene Titus, South Fifth St., n e cor. Fifth St.;
architect, C. W. Cnrdwell; builders, Seaman ami
Cardwell & Hawks.

< olumnia Heis/lits, w ,
37' 6" Clark St., 2 four-st'y

brick dwells., tin roots; cosl, total, 3ii.i nil; owner,
K. R. Squib, 152 Columbia Heights; architect, H.
Dudley; builder, P. Castner.

LafH/iette Are., n s, \<M' ' w Lewis Ave., 11 two-
and-a-half.st'y frame dwells., tin roofs; cosl, each,
$3,50n; owner, archilecl and builder P. F. U'Brleli.

Fiftti-t<-nnil fit., n s. ln*i' e Third Ave., lwo-*jt'y
and basemenl frame dwells.; cost, #2,3'H., owner,
R. Klein, One Hundred and Twenly-flfth Si.,
N. Y. City; builders. Firth & Van Pelt and Spence
Bros.

1'nii Ilrunt f<t.,\o. ?17, e t, 50' s King St., four-st'y
brick double tenement, tin roof: ci si, $3,M0; own-
er, .lane Walsch, on premiKes; builder, W. Phealan.

I'tira Ai'f., 11 w cor. Bergen SI , 5 Iwo-st'y .frame
dwells., tin roofs; cost, each $1,(UK>; owner. Benj.
Kvans, 151.2 Deau St.; architect and bulldei, Ueo
Evans.
Monroe St.. ss, 235' w Howard Ave., two-st'y frame

tenement, tin roof; cost, about 93,000; owner, M rs.

S. A. Putney, Broadway, uear Lafayetle Ave.;
builder, M. Metzen.

tovtiford Ace., B e cor. Lexington Ave., four-st'y
brownslone fronl slore and Hal, gravel roof; cost,
Slu.OHi; owner, The*. H. Brush, 74 Fourth Ave.;
architect, F. E. Lock wood.

Chicago.

FLATS. W. 11. Drake is building nine flat* on s w
cor. of Jackson and Lincoln Sts., Ihree-sl'y, 73' x 80';
lo cosl $36,000.
wKi.i.ixiis. -w. 11. Drake ha? also completed plans
for six two-st'y dwells., the contracls of which are
already let, for O. I>. Wetherell, on Prairie Ave.,
cor. of Hay St., to cost about *35,i'00.

OFFK-K-Iii'iLUiNU. Messrs. Kurnbam & Root, archi-
tects, have completed the plans for one of ihe most
extensive anil tallest office-buildings in the United
Slates, fur Mr. P. I>. Armour, and Mr. S. A. Keul,
on the- lot just south of the new Hoard of Trade
building. Its dimensions will be 175' on Van Buren
St.. and 1 12' on both Sherman St. and Pacific Ave.,
Iwelve-st'y and basement in height, and It* shape
will be three sides of a quadrilateral, the open
"ml being on Van Buren St. The building will be
const meted of brick and stone, and wil I be absolutely
lire pro ,f. ll is eslimated lhal il will coulaiu 35U
offices.

ll"i .-i . Mr. C. K. Clarke, of Boston, has just re-
i-iivnla contract to build a house for Judge Tree,
of this oitj.

Bin.HIM; pi KMITS. Catherine Downing, two-st'y
ami basement, brick store and dwell., 414 Taylor St..
2.V x 40'. cost, $4.500.
Theodore Kaiser, two-sfy brick dwell., in Block 6,

22' x 51.'; to cost $3,600.

Rlcke .1- llil.l.ard. thre-sl'y basement brick slore*
and flats, Uu'x Ho*, Larrabee & Oeuli-r st.; to coot
-

!'. D. lieynolds, tw.i sl'y brick dwell., 48' X 68',
.lobuM.n PI.; In COM, .

lloo.

Henry I 'I-I:IIM-> ,
IMOMV basement brick dwell.,

' Collage tir.v. A>e.; to i-ont jf,.m 0.
IIIIMT lieniaiii, iwi-M'y baM-iueiil brick Hall, 247

LoomisSt.: to ci*t 3,Riv.
John (K-ISOII, tuoht'y basemenl and atllc brick

dwell
,

22' x UO', UK North Anhland Ave.; to cost

$7,..i>.
MI. i li-r & Tucker, two-si'y brick flats, 22' x M', 89

Lnilin M.; eoi-t, >4.uio.
John Novak, tluee-sfy brick Hats, 22' x 62', 151

Hill.ki r SI.; to cost .'>,!' II.

M. Tra/nick, Ihree-sl'y basement brick store and
flats, 24' x 7u', 17U \Vest Twelfth St.; to co>> (4,7lKI.

F. A. Hibbard, Iwc^st'y and basrmenl brick lUrll.,
21' x 51', 2C l-.en Ave.; to i-ost

.'i,'
ti.

R. Vt. Dunham, bii.-k dwell., 64' X 60', 3905-3809
Lake Ave.; to cosl f15,000.
U. I". Welherell, 6 twi^sfybssenieiit brick dwells.,

54' X 125', 2U3I-2V4.'I Prairie Ave.; lo cosl 3o,(KH).
HI-MI v \ alk. two-si'y and basement brick store and

dwell., -M' x ',:<', Robey St., cor. ol Twenty-second
St.; cot, $5 '00.
Klrinke & Helnrlch, two-st'y basement bri.-k

dwell., 2V 1 W, IllO Ills North Ashland Ave.; to cost
I7.0IW.
M. Buckley, two-st'y basement brick livery stable,

48' X8fi', 130-132 Twenty ninth St.; locosl^lU'.u II.

J. A. Sackley. Iwo-sfy and atllu brick dwell., 21'
x 4"', :ilu Walnut St.; to cosl $3,1100.

II. Schwuchow, two-si'y basement brick flats, 20'
x 58', 242 Lincoln Ave.; to cost 7,tK.O.
C. H. Case, two-st'y brick dwell., 24' X 42', 9SG Ilar-

ri.-on St.; to cost 3,IKh'.

Chas. Last, two-si'y basement brick store and
dwell., 25' x 04', li8 Twentieth St.; cost, (A,iHm.
John West, two-si'y brick Hals, 25' x W, 1DU Win-

chester Ave.; to cost *S,i U".

Albert Crane, 4 brick collages, 20' x 38', Emerald
St., near Thirty-first St.; to cosl $3,200.
C. J. Hull, 4 two sfy brick dwells., 21' x 28', Ashley

St.; to cost t7,ooo.
Fred Grelsback, two-st'y brick stores and dwell.,

44' x !(<'. Freeman and Geuler Sts.; cost, MI.HIHI.

L. E. lllckmoit, three-sl'y brick dwell., 25' x 64',
1067 North Clark St.; to cost 6,0oo.
J. B. Chambers two-st'y basement brick addition

to dwell., 17' X l.V, t>4 Washington St.; to cost S4.-
000.
E. B. Washburne, Ihree-st'y brick flats, 25' x 63'.

73 Maple St.; cost. $8,0i 0.

John Gallagher. Iwo-sl'y brick flats, 44' x 54', 2938-
294'. Groveland Park Ave.; to cost ,000.

Henry Scherer, twinst'y basement brick ware-
bouse. 24' x 62', 426 Blue Island Ave.; to cost, S.'i.iinn.

Thomas Ball, three-st'y basement brick duell., 23'
x 40', 615 Loomis St.: c<t, t2,500.
A. J. Siii-11. three-st'y brick store and dwell., 48' x

C5'. 443-455 West Randolph SI.; cost, *!i."..n.

S. Marshall, two-st'y brick dwell., 20' x 50', 31D
Webster Ave.; cost, Sr.,00".

B. A. Hill, two-st'y brick dwell., 20'x42' 1119 Ful-
ton St.; lo cost 2,5tK>.

Cincinnati.
FACTORY. The Krebs Lithographing Co., are tobnlhi
a brick buliding for their business, lot, 60' x KHI'.

Buihling five stories high, ahd will cosl 930,' 00; lo-

cation, sycamore St., near Fifth St.: architect, Jas.
W. .McLatlghlln.

HOUSES. Mrs. A. Duglo Is building a two-st'y frame
dwell, on Ml. Hope Road; lo cost S4.5KI; Mr. 'J heo.
A. liichler, architect: builders, Friend & Morton.
Mr. Richter has also prepared plans for an 8-room

frame dwell., Price Hill, lor Mr. 1. H. Hart, to cost
$4,0011.

Also, J. B. Marling, frame dwell, at Norwood; to
cost 80,0, 0.

New York.
ALTERATIONS. The " H'orlil" office on Park Row \

to be altered, and a new fronl l.uill from designs of
Messrs. Bruce, Price & Freeman.
The Ihree buildings on Ihe s w cor. of Broadway

and 'Ihirty-third sts.. are to be altered Into a hotel
for Mr. James Trainor, from designs of Messrs. O. &
J. Jardlne.
The United States Medical College will have ex-

tensive additions and alterations made to the build-
ing. No. East Twtrlflh Street, recently pu.cliMSed
by them, from designs of Mr. .las. L. Fainswurlh.
The Stuart Mansion, n w cor. of P.roadway and

Twentieth St., which is to he occupied as a store l.y
Messrs, llerter Bros., is to be raised one story, ara
Iwo extensions of about 43' x 146'. and 35' x 62' added,
from ill-situs of Mr. William Sbickel. The improve-
ments wil) cosl 570,' 00.

APARTMF.XT-HOCSKS. For Mrs. Elizabeth Seiiz. an
apartment-bouse. 611' x 75', five stories and basement,
brownstone fronl. Is lo be built at a cost of about
Sr.n,i..iii. on Park Ave., 25' south of tight) filth bl.,
from designs of Mr. Jos. M. Dunn.
From designs of the same nrcbilecl an apartment-

house, 50' x 60', of Philadelphia brick with Ohio
stone finish, five sl-iries and basemenl, lo cosl aliout

3D,I*0, is to be built for Mr. George Shepherd, at
Nos. 321 and :<23 West Seventeenth M.
'IITTOX ExcllAXiiK. The following-named archi-
tects have been Invited by the Building Comn.iitee
of the Cotton Kxchange to submit com|lilive plans
for their new building: Messrs. Geo. II. Posl, 11. F.
Hatfield. Thos. Stem, F. Carles Merry, II. J.
Si-lnvarzmann & Co., and Mr. Julius F. .Munckwilr.

STORE. Mr. ll. F.dwurds Ficken Is preparing designs
for the fitting up of the new slore of Messrs. Van
Tine & Co., the Japanese importers, with shelving
.v 'I oilier fillings in Ihe Japanese manner.

STAIILK. Mr. Ficken is also preparing plans for a
stable and coach-house for Mr. D. L. Suydaui, al No.
Hi; West Thirtieth SI.
ril.lilM; 1'KKMirs. Third Are.. .Vo. K05. flve-st'y
bri.-k tenement, tin roof: cost, J 12,"00: owner. Chris-
tian Just, lull Third Ave.; architect, .1. Kastner.

K.i.it fifty-fifth
ft. .Vo. 319, flve-tfy brick tene

ment, tin roof: c4 $17.0 0; owner and builder
James Brady, 180 J liightieth St.
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Mulberry St., No. 276, four-st'y brick tenement,

tin roof; cost, $10,000; owners, Trustees of St. Pat-

rick's Cathedral, 270 Mulberry St.; architect, James
E. Ware.
Columbia St.. No. 6, flve-st'y brick tenement, tin

roof; cost, $14,000; owner, Angellar E. Lyons, 48 Pitt

St -architect, W. Graul; builder, Thomas Lyons.
Washinutmi Ave., w s, CO' s of One Hundred and

Seventy-third St., tbree-sfy frame dwell, slate and

tin roof; cost, $6,500; owner, Sereno D. Bonfils, s e

cor Washington Ave. and One Hundred and Seventy-

third St.; architect, Thos. E. Thompson.
Third Are. w s, 116' s of One Hundred and Sixty-

sixth St. two-sfy brick store and dwell., tin root;

cost.9,000; owner, Chas. A. Edel, 1161 Third Ave.;

architect, W. W. Gardiner.
Norfolk St., e s, 150' w Rivington St., flve-st y brick

tenement, tin roof; cost, $13.000; owner, Phillippma

Hatt'ner, 655 Water St.; architect, A. H. Blacken-

steiu.
For,

st'y b:

owners ana uunaers, i 110.11*3 jtivvm, ,>* ^*.**
",X.V"

ty-ninlh St., and Bernard Wilson, 339 East lifty-

eighth St.; architects, Thorn & Wilson.

Kecenth Are., s e cor. Twenty-ninth St., five-st y

brick factory, tin or gravel roof; cost, 20,0.10;

owners, liehr Bros., 138 Harrison St., Brooklyn; ar-

chitect, Julius Kastner.
One Hundred and Twenty-ninth St., s s, 150 w of

Sixth Ave., 2 ftve-st'y brick flats, tin roofs; cost,

$48,0.0 and $20,000; owner and architect, Wm. J.

1 e

^'n'tii-ei<^ith St., s s, 200' w of Sixth Ave., 3 four-st'y

brick dwells., tin roofs: cost, each, $12,000; owner,

Fred Rosenberg, 419 Claremont Ave.; architect,

Geo. W. Da Cunha.
Sixtieth St., n a, 48' w of Madison Ave., 3 four-sty

hrownstone front dwells., tin roofs; cost, two, each

$35000, and one $30,000; owners, architects and

builders, Chas. Buek & Co, 63 East Forty-tirst St.

Lexintiton Are., n e cor. Forty-fifth St., 5 four-st y

brick dwells., tin roofs; cost, total, $85,000; owners,

architects and builders, Chas. Graham & Sons, 305

and 307 East Forty-third St.

One Hundred and Thirty-eighth St., s s, 75' Southern

Boulevard, four-st'y brick tenement, tin roof; cost.

$13000; owner, Patrick Whelan, One Hundred and

Thirty-eighth St. and Southern Boulevard; archi-

tect. Frank E. Verder.
ALTFRATIOXS. East Houston St., No. 276, raise two

stories; $2,5'IO; owner, Geo. W. Moore, on premises;

architect, Wm. Graul.

Twenty-fourth St., a s, 187' w of Broadway, to he

connected with Fifth Ave. Hotel, raise three and

part four stories, new front and rear walls; cost,

$40,000; owner, Amos R. Euo, 8 Pine St.; architects,

I>. & J. Jardine.
Jlroome St. n w cor. Pitt St., raise one story; cost,

$2,500; owner, Bernhard Stern, 460 Grand St; archi-

tect Thos. J. Beir.

West Twenty-third St., No. 18, one-st'y brick ex-

tension new store front and internal alterations;

cost $M,oi)0; owner, Sarah L. S. Guernsey, on prem-
ises; architects, D. Si J. Jardine.

Washington Ace., s w cor. One Hundred and

Seventy-third St.. raise extension one-st'y and man-

sard roof; cost, $3,OnO; owner, Anna D. Bonfils, on

premises; architect, Theo. E. Thomson.
Jiroatlieaii Nos. 1412 and 1414, second, third, fourth

and nfth stories altered for hotel purposes; cost.

$2500!; owner, John Brower, One Hundred and

Eighth St. and Western Boulevard; architect, Hen-

rv F Kilburn; builder, not selected.

University Place, Nos. 34 and 36, repair damage
bv fire; cost. $7,500; owner, Fred Hazeltine, 31 hast

Sixty-seventh St.; architect, Sam'l Warner; builder,

John I). Miner.
Jlroadtmy. No. 55, raise portion of building one

story cost $3,00; owner, H. H. Houston, Philadel-

phia; architects, Babb & Cook; builders, not se-

lected.
Liberty St., Nos. 92 and 91, raise two stories; cost,

Sll. 000; owner, Chas. Schlesinger, 143 West Four-

teenth St.; architect, Emil Gruwe; builder not

Se
^Wext 'Thirtieth St., Nos. 511 and 61*, raise one

Btorv and a four-st'y extension on westerly side,

crave! roof; cost, $12,000; owner, Chas. A. Kuster,

Bella Sylva, Pa.; architect, Win. Kuhles; builder,

'"sou*/* fifth Am.. No. 37. four-sfy brick extension,

trravel roo'f; cost, $6,001); owner John M. Williams,

mil Hudson St.: architect, J. C. Markham.
Canal St., Nos. 208 and 210, repair danvge by fire;

t $4 101'; owuer, John R. Graham; builder, Heu-
cost,
rv Wallace.

West Thirty-first St., No. 150, one-st'y brick exten-

ion to connect front with rear building; cost, $4,- :

,>'<> 'owner, W. H. Taller, 22 West Thirty-third St.; !

architect, Jas. L. Breere; builders, McKenzie &

^aoiw'o"
1

Sheriffand Second S(s.,Union Market, in-

ternal alterations; cost, $14,000: owners. Police De-

partment of New York City; architect, N. D. Bush.

Fiftii-tiflh St., a s, 375' e of Seventh Ave., repair

uiMlffn by fire; cost, $4,500; owners and builders,

olin w. Hogeueauip & Son, 935 Eighth Ave.; archi-

p-ts l> &J. Jardine.

llroiulwrui a w cor. Thirty-third St., three-sfy

brick extension; cost, $10,' 00; owner, Edward A.

Morrison- lessee, Jas. Trainor, 145 East Thirty-

seventh bt.; architects, D. & J. Jardine.

Philadelphia.

rir.TORY Jas. Neuman contemplates the erection

n w cor Eleventh and Race Sts., of a manufac-

turing building, to be of brick, and live stories high,

liG' x 110'; will have an ornamental iron front on

Ka
5TTAL WARD. A new ward buildingis to be built

J
tp-ts

ovprrAL ARD. new w
for the Presbyterian Hospital, Thirty-ninth St., cor.

Powelton Ave.; Wilson liros. & Co., architects.

misES Jas. E. Dingee, Esq., is having prepared
ans' for 56 houses, (three-sfy), to be erected on

Nicholas St., bet. Twenty-fourth and Twenty-fifth

Jno. L. Carre. Esq.. is about to build 7G houses in

e vicinity of Twenty-fifth and Oxford Sts.

ICE STATION. Second District station-house, 50'
the

POL

x 100', front and part of sides to be of enamelled

brick and brownstone, balance in
| pressed brick,

walls inside lined with glazed brick; cost, 180,000;

builder J. N. Pattison; Geo. W. Hewitt, architect.

BUILDING PEBMTPB. T*r-/imrt St., w s, n of Kace

St., 2 three st'y dwells., 30' x 60'; J. E. & A. L. Pen-

nock, contractors.
Sixth St., n w cor. Cherry St., two-st'y brick build-

ing, 18' x 37'; D. M. Blyler.
Brow* St., s s, e of Fourth St., three-sty dwell.

and saloon, and addition to ice-house, 2s' x 54'; J.

Kramer, contractor.
Eleventh St., w s, n of Westmoreland St., two-st y

dwell., 14' x 30'; Jas. H. Dorf, contractor.

South Eleventh St.,No.$U. two-st'y store, 16' x 4')';

A. & G. McElwec, contractors.

Twentieth St., s e cor. Tasker St., one-st'y ware-

house, 19' x 48'; Jos. Parker, contractor.

Scott St., No. 820, two-st'y dwell., 16' x 58'; H. Mc-

Anany, owner.
Jleekmans St., w e, two-st'y dwell., 16' x 26'; Wm.

McAvoy, owner.
Herman St., s s. e of Hancock St., one-st'y factory,

24' x 2S'; Chas. O. Roop.
Twenty-sixth St., n e cor. Federal St., three-st y

dwell., 18' x 35'; Jas. Hamilton, owner.
Erie Ace., n 8, two-at'y dwell., 16' x 40'; Jacob

Marsh, owner.
Tenth St., a w cor. Girard Ave., third-story addi-

tion to dwell., 16' x 36'; N. S. Bowers, owner.
fear St., No. 1906, two-st'y stable, 16' x 26'; J. J.

O'Neill, owner.
Tirenty-ttrtt St., w s, n of Race St.. two-st'y smith

and wheelwright shop, 18' x 71'; D. McQuillan.
Mnore St., u s, w of Delaware Ave., two-st'y fac-

tory, 48' x 127'; Baugh & Sons, owners.

Leithqow St., w s, n of Norris St., two-st'y dwell.,

C. H. W. Keyser.
Pear St., No. 1501, two-st'y dwell., 14' x 30'; W. H.

Martin, owner.
Johnson St., n a, w of Twentieth St., five st'y store-

house, 35' x 90'; J. B. Doyle, contractor.
Alder St., No. 122S, three-st'y dwell., 14' x 29';

Thos. E. Day.
Fifth St., n of Huntingdon St., 2 three-st'y stores

and 'dwells., 18' x 48'; E. C. Sheppard, contra-tor.

Cherry St., w of Twenty-first St., three-st'y dwell.,

18' x 46'; W. J. Gritford, contractor.

Philip St., n of Norris St., 4 two-st'y dwells., 12' x

28'; A. T. Richards, contractor.
Elm St., No. 3623, three-st'y dwell., 14' x 40'; Sam'l

Bowers, owner.
Fletcher St., w Twenty-seventh St., two-st'y dwell.,

18' x 40'; Jno. McConaghy, contractor.

Mnggohl St., 8 of Parrish St., 6 two-st'y dwells.,
14' x 28'; Frank Black, contractor.
North Second St., No. 5, three-st'y store, 18' x 36';

W. F. Wilkins, contractor.
West Girard Ave., No 1214, two-st'y shop, 17'x27';

Wm. F. Mauer, owner.

Twenty- second St., n of 'Pine St., two-st'y stable,

63' x 140': A. A. Catanach.
ALTERATION. South Third St., No. 3fi, alteration to

banking building; Wilson Bros. & Co., architects,

Philadelphia.
General Notes.

BRIDGETON, N. J. Mulford & Son are to build a large

paper mill here for the manufacture of manilla

paper.
CAMBRIDGE, MASS. Ground is to be broken for the
new physical laboratory as soon as the weather per-
mits.

CAMBRIDGE, MASS. It is reported that a gift of $250-

000 has been made by citizens of Cambridge to

Harvard College, to be disposed of in the erection

of new dormitories, in which the rent of each room
shall not exceed 850 a year.

CLAREMONT, N. H. Several new dwellings are in

process of construction.
The First Universa'ist Society are making altera-

tions and additions to their church; cost, $5,500;

architect, H. R. Beckwith.
CLEVELAND, O. C. A. Wallingford, architect, of

Indianapolis, has residence U. Perrin; $10,000.
CONAXKUT ISLAND. R. I. A house is being built at

the Dumplings on Conanicut Island, for C. W. Whar-
ton, of Philadelphia: and the plans for a house have
been drawn to cost about $3.1,000, and to be locate,

near by, for Job Wharton, also of Philadelphia. A
cottage is also to be erected on the Island for Beuja
min Shoemaker, of Philadelphia.
$5,000.

COKNING, Io. C. H. Elmendorf is excavating for

an opera-house, three stories high, 30' x 100', an<

costing $18,000. from plans by C. F. Driscoll, o
Omaha. Mr. Elmendorf is also erecting a bnsinesi

building, 22' x l.H)', costing $6,000, plans from same
CRAWFOKIISVILI.E, Ixr>. C. A. Wallingford, archi

tect, of Indianapolis, has residence of Judge Blair

scribed toward tiie erection of a new Reforme>
Church edifice.

CI'MMINGS, O. The Calumet Iron and Steel Compan
has commenced to rebuild the nail department o
their works at Cummings. which was recently de

stroyed by fire, and expects to have the mill rebuil

within a couple of months. The nail mil 1 is to be o

frame, and the nail house of brick. It will probabl
cost about $20ii,0...

DAXVERS, MASS. Messrs. Martin, Clap and Frenc'
are preparing to rebuild their factory.

DKDHAM. MASS. Land for the site of the new Pet
ham Boat Club house has been purchased. Th
building will be 32' x 85'. The estimated cost i

$2,500.
DOLGERVILLE, HF.RKIMER Co., N. Y. For Mr. A
Dolger a stone felt factory, with office, is being built

to cost about $45,000, from designs of Mr. Wn
Kuhles, of New York.

DOVER, N. H. The project of a summer hotel on Ga
rison Hill is being agitated.

DuBUQlTE, Io. M. M. Walker, Ksq., is having plai

prepared for a two-st'y frame house, to be built o
Grove St., at a cost of about $8.000.

EDGEWOOD, Mn. Mr. W. F. Weber, architect, Bait
more, is preparing drawings for a frame cottage. 3-

x 53', for Allen Hoffman, Esq., and ro cost $3,500.
EVANSTOX, ILL. Messrs. Kdbrooke & Burnham ar

to build for G. P. Dunham, a $10,000 house.

Wm. Rebman, Esq., has let the contracts for the

erection of a two-st'y frame biick veneered house,
to be built on Bluff St., at head of Fifteenth St., at

a cost of about $5.000.
Messrs. Levens& Dillion are preparing to remodel

and enlarge their wholesale store on Main St.; cost

not estimated; F. D. Hyde, architect, furnishes the

plans tor these.
ALL RIVEU, MASS. The Fall River correspondent
of the Prmldemse Jiwnal says that large purchases
of land by New York parties in the vicinity of Horse-
neck ISeach are reported. It is also rumored that a

large hotel enterprise is contemplated, which will

add much to the watering facilities of that section.

The stockholders "f the Flint mill have voted to

rebuild.
HUNK FORT, Kv. The plans of Mr. C. J. Clarke, ar-

chitect, of Louisville, for an opera-house here, have
been submitted to the City Council.

KKMAMOWN, PA. Tourison Brothers, carpenters
and builders, of Alt. Airy, are erecting a three-st'y
back building to the residence of Thomas Garrett.

HEAT HARRINGTON, MASS. The officers of the

Methodist Church have voted to build a parsonage
on F. Landsdorff's land in the vicinity of the old

parsonage.
George Chadwick is building a dwelling on the

east side of the river.

LASTINOS, NEB. The town has laid foundations for

a $20.000 brick and cut-stone school building, C. F.

Driscoll, of Omaha, architect.

"ARLEM, N. Y. The new church of the One Hun-
dred and Nineteenth Street Methodist Episcopal So-

ciety in East One Hundred and Eighteenth St., will

be one of the finest buildings in that part of the

citv
i AKLAN. Io. P. B. Hunt and P. F. Murray are build-

ing residences to cost not far from $4,000 each. C.

F. Driscoll, of Omaha, architect.

HARTFORD, CONN. The vacant lot on Hopkins St.,

opposite the High School, has been purchased by P.

K. Reed, who is to erect a block of French flats, of

brown stone.

HOLYOKE, MASS. G. A.Phelps is having plans drawn
for a substantial residence which he will build on cor-

ner of Pleasant and Lincoln Streets in the spring.
John Daniels is building a two-tenement house

on South Main St.

KEEXE N. H. Gen. S. G. Griffin will erect a wooden

building in the rear of his brick block early in the

spring. The first floor will be occupied by two
wholesale stores; the second floor will contain the

hall and ante-rooms for the Grand Army, a reading-
room and armory for the Keene Light G uard battal-

ion and Dickinson's laundry; and on the third floor

will be a drill-hall, 70' x 75'.

CIUKMAN, NEB. Geo. Eokars is erecting a dwelling
house costing $5,000, after plans by C. F. Driscoll,
of Omaha.
VNOXVILLE BOKOUGH, PITTSBURGH, PA. W. Vl .

Knox, Esq., is about to build a pair of dwelling-
houses, to be followed by others as the Spring opens;

plans by Willis G. Hale, Philadelphia, Pa.

jAKAYKTTE, lxl>. C. A. Wallinglord, architect, of

Indianapolis, has on hand: residence, Lewis Falley,

$10,000; residence, J. o. Perriu, $6,000; residence,
J. J. Perrin, $4,000; opera-house. $10,000.

lAXStxo, MITH. L. D. Grosvenor, architect, of

Jackson, Mich., is said to be preparing plans for a

large hotel to be built the coming summer for Hon.
O. Si. Barnes.

MANAYI;NK,PA. It is reported that the Catholics

will soon build a new church with the money left by
Barnard McCann. The legacy was $150,000.

MANCHESTER, MASS. The total cost of the new edi-

fice of St. Paul's Methodist Church, including li t

and furnishing, will be $32,330, and the entire

amount has been subscribed and nearly all pai.l in.

'ITTSFIELH, MASS. It is reported IhatHascal Dodge
will build a block at the corner of Francis Ave. and
Railroad St., for light manufacturing.

READING, PA. The city intends to build a brick en-

gine-house at a cost of $7,000.

PROPOSALS.

O TEAM-HEATING APPARATUS.
[At Lafayette, Ind.]

Sealed proposals will be received at the auditor's

office of Tippecanoe County, Ind., at the city of I.ala-

yette, until IO o'clock, A. M., of April 18th, 1883,
for low-pressure steam-heating and ventilating appa-
ratus, including boilers, pumps, tanks, etc., lor the

beating ami ventilating of the new Court- Houses.!

Lafayette, Ind., now being built, and for the heating
of the jail of said county, according to the plans and

specifications, which are now on file in the auditor's

office of said county. All persons bidding will be re-

quired to submit full and complete description of their

apparatus with their bids, and samples of their work so

far as the same is practicable. All bids to be filled

out according to blanks to be had of said auditor for

the use of bidders, and by inserting amounts for work
hid for, and without additional conditions and qualifi-

cations. Each bid must be accompanied with a good
and sufficient bond in a penalty of not less than one-

fourth of the amount of the bid signed by at least two

responsible resident freehold sureties according to sec-

tions 4245 and 4246, revised statutes 1881, conditioned,
that if awarded the work, the person or persons mak-

ing said proposals will enter into a contract, and give
the bond required in the specifications.
Blank bonds will be furnished by the said auditor

of said county, and if sureties do not reside in Tippe-
canoe County, their sufficiency and goodness beyond
any doubt should be certified to by the clerk or auditor

of the county where sureties do reside.

Copies of specifications, and any additional informa-

tion in regard to the proposed work may he obtained

of James F. Alexander, Superintendent, Lafayette,

The Board of Commissioners reserves the right to re-

ject any and all bids, if in its judgment the interests

of the county should so require.

By order of the Board of Commissioners of the

County of Tippecanoe.
377 THOMAS J. BARNES, Auditor.

(Proposals continued onpage ix.)
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TITHE promoters of the Meigs Elevated Railroad scheme in

''JL Boston have issued a cheap-looking broadside setting forth

the advantages of their sysfem, and containing a copy of

the bill now pending before the Massachusetts Legislature for

the incorporation of a company to carry it into execution. So
far as the rights of property-holders are concerned, there is cer-

tainly nothing to complain of in the provisions of the bill.

No location can be acquired in any city or town without the

assent of the selectmen or aldermen of the place, after a public

hearing, and any location so granted may be revoked at the

end of one year, at the discretion of the town or city authori-

ties, who may require the structures of the company to be re-

moved and the territory restored to its original condition. In

all cases the gauge of the tracks, and their height above the

ground, is to be subject to the approval of the municipal offi-

cers, and the road, wherever built, is not to be opened to travel

until the safety and strength, both of the track construction

and the rolling-stock, have been tested and approved by the

Railroad Commissioners, or an engineer appointed by them.
In regard to injury to abutting estates, the bill provides that

the owner of any property taken by the railroad, or of any
property not so taken, but in any manner injured or lessened

in value by the construction, maintenance or operation of the

road, may petition to have his damages assessed, and the damages
awarded are to constitute a first lien upon all the property of

the corporation. It certainly seems as if the promoters had
tried to provide for allthe ob jections which any person could

fairly urge against their plan, and there is something to be said

in behalf of the great mass of people who are anxiously waiting
for some improvement in the tedious and unwholesome means
of locomotion which they are now condemned to use.

'TJ BILL, similar to that which very nearly became a law in

F! New York a year or two ago, has been presented to the

Legislature of Wisconsin, providing that every owner of a
hotel or other building more than two stories in height, which
has an elevator, shall construct a shaft for the same of boiler-

iron or solid brick masonry, to extend not less than six feet

above the roof of the building. The shaft is also to be pro-
vided with an automatic opening at the top, and with automatic
doors of iron or wire, to be operated by the elevator-platform
as it ascends or descends. The bill further requires that the
elevator shall be so constructed as to form at its base an air-

cushion, to prevent injury in case of the breaking of the ropes.
The penalty for disregarding these provisions is a fine of not
less than one thousand or more than five thousand dollars, or

imprisonment in jail for not less than six nor more than
twelve months, or both, at the discretion of the court. The
great objection to this, as to all other bills of the kind, is that

although calculated to promote the public safety it would com-

pel the owners of elevators to make use of at least two patented

appliances, to the profit of the persons who control the patents.

lu the present case, the bill has the air of being intended to

serve certain private ends, in a way which would cast discredit

upon the best of laws, and until it can be cleared of all sus-

picion of this, it certainly ought not to pass.

TIFIIE occasion for the presentation of this measure is undoubt-

^\j edly to be found in the public feeling aroused by the burn-

ing of the Newhall House, which speculators would bo

likely enough to try to take advantage of. More disinterested

persons in the community have shown their desire to help in

preventing similar calamities for the future by suggesting such

improvements in methods of construction as occur to them. One
of the most sensible among these writes to the Milwaukee Sen-

tinel, pointing out that the spread of the Newhall-House fire,

although promoted, perhaps, by the free passage afforded for

the flames through the combustible elevator-shaft, would have

been almost equally rapid if there had been no elevator-shaft

at all, since the hollow furrings and stud-partitions presented
conduits in every portion of the house through which the fire

could, and did, run easily from story to story, unobserved, and

inaccessible. In the opinion of this writer, the protection of

shafts, and the provision of fire-escape ladders, is of small im-

portance in comparison with the adoption of some mode of con-

struction by which the communication of fire by means of par-
titions and furrings from one story to another, and among the

rooms on each story, shall be prevented. Such modes of con-

struction are in use, and although hardly yet perfected every

expert in building knows the ends to be sought, and the means

available for the purpose in view ; and if either the law or pub-
lic opinion could once be brought to regard the ordinary hollow

wooden construction with the dislike and suspicion which it de-

serves, inexpensive and effectual modes for remedying its dan-

gerous character would soon be devised.

'TJ BILL to compel telegraph and telephone companies in

r\ cities to place their wires underground has passed to its

third reading in the New York State Senate. It provides
that after March, 1885, no wires or poles shall be permitted
above ground, and as it is very likely to become a law, the

officers of the companies interested will probably be obliged
to set themselves at work in earnest to devise some unexcep-
tionable means of laying and using subterranean lines. The
Western Union Telegraph Company has taken the lead, and

n a few months the two thousand wires which now enter its

main building on Broadway will probably all be concealed be-

neath the surface. One of the principal difficulties in the way
of burying electric-wires seems to be the imperfect character

of the means of insulation. now in use. At present gutta-percha
is the material most available, but this is not very durable, and

is, besides, melted by a comparatively slight heat, so that it

runs down, and leaves the wires exposed. In the streets of a

city so compact and so modern as New York there are many
sources of heat, which may injure cables placed near them,
and the pipes of the steam-heating companies have occasioned

the destruction of many insulated wires buried near by. One
of the greatest needs of electrical practice is a better insulating
substance than any yet employed, and the discoverer of such

a material will reap an ample reward. The telephone lines,

owing to the much greater sensitiveness of the instruments

used upon them, are generally assumed to need more careful

nsulation than even those of the telegraph, but a singular story
las been reported in one or two of the technical journals, to

he effect that a certain " line-man
"

in a western city, while

ntoxicated, carried some wires without insulation, simply

ecuring them to the posts by iron staples, and that these

wires were found just as serviceable, even in rainy weather, as

,hose running over glass insulators ; so that the company who

employed this unconscious inventor afterwards built many
miles of uninsulated line, and used it with perfect success.

FHE
Bulletin of the Archaeological Institute of America for

January, 1883, gives evidence of great activity on the part
of its agents, as well as of the increasing public interest in

he matters with which the Institute deals. The explorations
at Assos, under Messrs. Clarke and Bacon, have progressed

iteadily, and although the Bulletin only mentions results very

>riefly. the editors preferring to leave detailed descriptions for
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the special report, it is evident that many interesting discover-

ies have been made. The platform of the Stoa, that pictur-

esque and stately promenade above the town, overlooking the

bay, has been excavated with great care, and the remains of

the Agora, or market-place, the council-hall, a bath-house and

an adjoining temple, have been exposed, measured, drawn and

photographed with such success that, in the words of the Bul-

letin, "it seems probable that when the work is completed, the

remains at Assos will not only present the most perfect idea of

a Greek city that is anywhere to be obtained, but will afford a

better insight into die life of an antique city than is to be gained

even from the streets and houses of Pompeii." The Street of

Tombs has also been the subject of special investigation, and

many fragments of sculpture, with minor works in terra-cotta

and metal, have been found, together with several, interesting

inscriptions, one of which records the burial of the Archon Ba-

sileus and of the Basilinna, his wife, showing that the institution

of the archons, established in Athens after the downfall of the

tyrants, was closely imitated in the colonial city across the

JEgean. Although not, perhaps, the most interesting, the most

important discovery in some respects is that of works of forti-

fication belonging to at least six different epochs, all in a state

of preservation which permits their complete restoration. Like

the stone bridge below the city, the only example of such a

structure of Grecian workmanship which has ever been discov-

ered, the fortifications at Assos are in many respects unique ;

and Mr. Clarke is probably right in believing that, as showing
the consecutive development of masonry during the whole classi-

cal period, they will be henceforth the standard by which the

date of all Hellenic walling of historical times will be deter-

mined. ^_^_

IN
the field of American archaeology, the agents of the Insti-

tute have been busy, and the indefatigable explorer, Mr.

Bandolier, whose interesting discoveries at the pueblo of Pe-

cos are familiar to our readers, spent the spring and summer of

1882 in New Mexico, studying the dialects, customs and tradi-

tions of the sedentary Indians of that country, and comparing
the manuscript records still accessible, with the purpose of un-

ravellino
1 a thread of history which has been almost hopelessly

confused by the frequent migrations of the Indians, as well as

by the profound modifications which Spanish and American

influence have made in their national legends. In Mr. Bande-

lier's opinion, the numerous ruins of communal houses and vil-

lages which are scattered from Colorado to Southern Mexico

do not by any means represent, an aboriginal population large

enough to occupy all the dwellings included in them. On the

contrary, he believes that a single small tribe, moving, as cir-

cumstances required, from one place to another, and building
its characteristic habitation in each, may have left permanent
traces quite disproportionate in extent and importance to its

own population ; and he sees no reason for thinking that the

number of inhabitants of the country at the time of the Span-
ish Conquest was more than twice as great as at present.

Among the tribes themselves, small as they are, he has found

many curious and significant customs, one of the most singu-

lar, perhaps, being that which regulates the position of the ca-

cique, the head of the tribe among all the sedentary Indians. It

seems that the cacique at present holds a nominal dignity rather

suggestive of that of the Queen of England. Although treated

witha deference almost superstitious, he has at ordinary seasons

no duties whatever, and busies himself solely with his private

affairs, the government of the tribe being administered wholly

by the tribal council and the different executive officers. In

times of internal commotion only he is called upon to exercise

his authority, and on such occasions his word has something of

the force of an inspired mandate, until peace is restored, and
he sinks back again to his quiet avocations.

CORRESPONDENT of Le Genie Civile gives an inter-

estiug account of the engineering operations which have
been carried out on the ground at the site of the Panama

Canal. It seems that all the preliminary work of selecting a
route for the canal was done with the aid only of maps at a

very small scale, enlarged for the purpose, and of course fur-

nishing a very vague and approximate indication of the features
of the country. Before any excavation could be begun, it was

necessary to mark out on the ground the centre line of the great
trench, and for this purpose a survey on the spot had to be
made. Two methods of carrying out this pioneer survey pre-

sented themselves. One was to begin by selecting stations in

different parts of the country bordering on the canal, and with

the help of these prepare a new and corrected map, upon which

the line of excavation could be plotted anew, to be followed out

in the usual manner. This plan, which would be the simplest

and best in an ordinary country, was a very difficult an 1 labori-

ous one in a tropical forest, where each station, together with

the road to it, must be cut through a dense mass of vegetation,

and the lamented engineer Blaucliet, the agent for the contrac-

tors, Messrs. Couvreux and He' sent, proposed another plan of

operations, the wisdom of which, although it was not adopted,

has now been shown by experience. M. Blanchet's proposi-

tion was to accept provisionally the route laid down in the small

and imperfect map, and to follow out this line upon the ground

by a clearing through the forest four hundred feet wide, in

which instruments of precision could then be readily used,

and the definitive axis of the canal determined. According to

M. Blanchet's judgment, the inaccuracies of the earlier maps
were not so great that the practicable line would not be found

somewhere within a clearing of this width, and there would be

no loss of time in cutting away the forest at random in search

of station-points.

IN
place of this system of working, a modified plan was deter-

mined upon, and the clearing, or trocha, proposed by M.
Blanchet was reduced in width from four hundred feet to

forty. In consequence of this reduction the comprehensive
view of the ground passed over, which it was M. Blanchet's

object to secure, was lost, and the engineers in charge, instead

of pursuing a regular course, independent of minor considera-

tions, were continually turned aside by obstructions of which

they were unable, from their narrow pathway through the

thick forest, to measure the extent, and the trocha became a

crooked trail in which precise measurements could only be ob-

tained with difficulty, while the determination of the exact

route of the canal had still to be made by new struggles with

the tropical vegetation, carried often to a considerable distance

from the pioneer clearing. In point of fact; the narrow path-

way, deviating from side to side, to avoid trifling obstacles,

was finally abandoned, and the ultimate location of the canal

was fixed by reference to the line of the Panama railroad

while, as it turned out, the ultimate route agreed so nearly
with the theoretical line that M. Blanchet's wide trocha, if it

had been made, would have been almost everywhere included

in the final clearing, and would have formed a part of it. In

this way the labor expended on its foundation would have

saved exactly as much labor of the same kind in making the

final clearing, which is eight hundred feet wide, and all. the ad-

vantages which it would have presented for the ready determi-

nation of the canal lines, for opening communication across the

country, and for aerating and improving the scene of labor in

the malarious forest, might have been enjoyed without any
further expense ; while the narrow path which took its place

proved to be a costly mistake, nearly useless, even for the pur-

pose it was intended to fulfil, and still more useless for any
other.

0NE
of the apartment-houses in the fashionable quarter of

New York has just lost a tenant under circumstances which
made it necessary to call in the aid of the law in effecting

an adjustment between the parties in interest. Some time ago
a young broker hired a suite of rooms in the house for a year,

agreeing to pay his rent at the rate of one hundred and thirty-
five dollars a month, in advance. Immediately after moving
into his rooms his wife was taken sick, and soon after his ser-

vant, both of them remaining unwell for a long time. His phy-
sicians told him that his family was suffering from the effects of

sewer-gas, which filled the rooms from the defective plumbing-
work, and at length the Board of Health made inquiry into the

condition of the premises, and ordered that the plumbing should

"be repaired within five days. The broker waited to see if this

order was complied with, but it was not, and at the expiration
of the five days he removed his family from the house. He had

paid his rent regularly up to the time of his removal, and on

the first day of the month after he left the house another bill

was presented to him for the rent in advance for the month.

This he refused to pay, and the owner brought suit to recover

the money. Evidence was given by physicians and experts in

plumbing, besides those members of the family who had suf-

fered, and the jury promptly brought in a verdict for the de-

1'eudaut.
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WATER-CLOSETS. V.

/^RUBB'S CLOSET. In Grubb's closet and in the other two^ mentioned above, the only difference being in their details and

Grubb'l Closet.

Fig. 38. Section o' Vlv-chmber. Fig. 39. Section.

o, Bowl. 6, Valve, e. Valve-compartment, rf, Entrance to toll-pipe or trap*
, Supply-pipe to valve-chamber. /, Itod connecting with hand-pull, i, Springi.

in the manner of working the valves, is a disc that 1ms a diameter a lit-

tle greater than the opening in the soil-pipe. This disc is attached to
one end of an arm, while at the other end is the pivot on which the
valve rotates. The valve lias springs to press it tightly against its

seat, and a branch from the supply-pipe to wash off the valve and to
wasli out the valve-compartment. The supply-valve is worked by
the same pull that rotates or slides the valve.

Wilkins's Closets. There was a curious sliding or turning valve
closet invented in England in 1846 by one J. W. Wilkins. The re-

el

Fig. 40. Section. Fig.4l. Side view.

Wilkins's Closet.

a, Bowl, b, Receiver, d, Trap. , Vent-pipe. /, Supply to valve, i, Crank,
i', Lever connected with pull-rod.

ceiver was a cylindrical box in which worked a cylindrical valve, a
section only being solid. This solid part of the valve was kept in

position by a weighted lever, so as to form a bottom for the bowl of
the closet; when the lever was raised, it turned the solid part of
the valve away from the bottom of the bowl, dropping its contents
into the receiver. In connection with this closet I find for the first

time a vent-pipe connected with the crown of the trap. The speci-
fications claim it as a novelty.

Norton's Closet. The two following closets, which work on the
same principle as the Wilkins, were invented in the United States
in 1876 and 1882 respectively. Norton in his

invention applied the principle of a ground-
cock to the valve of a water-closet. The valve

_jis simply a piece of coni-

cal metal with a hole
the same diameter as the

soil-pipe, which, when
turned so that they will

be concentric, will allow

the waste matter in the

bowl to pass into the soil-

pipe. The valve is kept

Fig. 42.

Norton's Closet.

o, Bowl. 6, Crank.
c, Valve. rf, Weight.
e, Soil-pipe. /. Spring.

Fig. 43.

Oiggett's Closet.

o, Bowl. 6, Receiver.
c, Valve. rf Set-screw.
e. Crank. /, Pull-rod.

in position by
the aid of a

weight and
spring, as is

shown in the cut.

Dagijett's Clos-

et. D.iggett's
closet in the ac-

tion of the valve
is almost identi-

cal with the one
invented by Wil-
kins. The valve
is a segment of a

cylinder that re-

volves on its axis.

This valve is op-
erated by means
lof a crank at-

Fi(f. 44. End view. Downton'i Closet. tached to the

o, Discharge-pipe. 6, Supply-pipe, c. Bowl, rf, Cylinder, hand-pull. When
/.Vent-pipe. g, Piston. (, Place for handle. the valve ha re-* Upward va.ve. ,. Hand-hole, i, Vent-pipe. volve(, ,o a cer.
tain distance, it leaves the orifice at the bottom of the bowl open.

This closet has a screw with the handle on the outside of the re-

ceiver, so the valve may be made to press more firmly against its

seat if it should become loose.

Milling-valve closets seem to

have been in actual use to a very 1 \

limited extent, the reason probably J \

being that the inventors or man- L

ufacturers found that they would y\
not work in practice, it not being I

practicable to make the valve \
slide when and where the opera- I

tor desired. It would be ahndst
J

impossible to adjust the parts so

they would have a waler-tijiht

joint for any length of time. The
hinged-valve closets are generally
simpler in their construction, and
a tight joint with this form of valve
is more practicable, and there are a

large number of this type of valve-

closets in use at the present day in

all parts of the world.

HINGED-VALVK CLOSETS.

Among closets that have hinged
valves, or valves working on a spin-

f 'S- ** Partial iew of top. Downtom'

die, I find one type in which the Closet,

valve opens upward, another outward, and another downward in a
direction relative to the bowl of the closet.

Dotrnlon's Closet. Taking under consideration first the closets in
which the valves open upward or toward the bowl, I find the first

invention of this type was made in Great Britain in 1825, by
J. Downton for what he calls a "pump-closet." In this closet the
matter in the bowl is drawn by the upward action of the piston into
a cylinder, where it is retained by a valve that opens only in an up-
ward direction. When the piston is pressed down by a handle, the
fca! and other matter is discharged in any direction that may be
desired. The return to the cylinder of the matter discharged is

prevented by a flap-valve opening only in an upward direction. To
enable the piston to work easily, the cylinder lias an air-inlet near
the top. The supply-valve is connected with the handle that works
the piston. Messrs. Tylor & Son, of Newgate Street, London, man-

ufacture Downton's closet at the pres-
ent day, with what they consider an im-

proved form of lever-handle, "which

Fig. 47.

t. Supply. /. Air-pip*.

Fig. 46. Section. Stnds's Closet. I

a, Bowl. 6, Discharge-pipe, e, Pinion. d. Lever,
</, Cylinder, i, Valve*.

works the double-action pump and water-tap at one action. ... It
is equally effective above or below the water-line."

Sandn's Closet. In the United States, in 1874, one Sands invented
a closet of this type that is very similar to Downton's. Thi device
is also intended to be placed below
the water-line or the point of dis-

charge. By raising a lever, the ex-

crementitious matter in the bowl is

drawn by the suction of a piston

directly into a cylinder. When the

lever is pressed Jown, the waste mat-
ter may be discharged in any direc-

tion required, through the soil-pipe

previously placed in the proper posi-
iion. The flap-valves, of which tLere j,r

. .
'

,. o, Bowl. 6. First receiver.
are two, opening in an upward di- c, Second receiver, d. Valve.

rection, prevent the return of the e> Hand-pull.

waste matter to either the bowl or the cistern.

Blackwood's Closet. I note, as the only instance of this type of
closet being intended for general use, one invented in this countrv

by W. Blackwood in 1881. In this closet the matter which drop's
into the bowl would go directly into a large compartment or re-

ceiver. The valve is opened upwards by means of a combination of
levers connected with the hand-pull. When the valve is raised, the
water and excreta would find their way into a second receiver. The
first compartment, which opens directly into the room through the

bowl, would without doubt get and remain in a very filthy condition.

1 C'"

PROPOSED EJCPLOHATIONS AT SAUDIS. Mr. Dennis, the British anti-

quarian, lias bought the site of the temple of Cybele at Sard is, Asia
Minor, and great hope* are entertained of the discoveries among the
ruins.
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PICTURES OF THE SEASON IN NEW YORK. II.

THE dealers' importations have, it seems

to me, not been quite so interesting this

year as they were last season
; yet

they have included many pictures most

worthy of attention. The decline has been

rather in the matter of quantity than in

that of quality. Perhaps the general com-

mercial depression has had much to do with

limiting the dealers' enterprise. Certainly

they all complain a little of the dulness of

their trade as compared with recent years,
and it is well known that the picture-market
is more susceptible to the effects of even

slight fluctuations in the commercial world

than is anv other. The earlier winter ex-

i hibitions showed good receipts, but the pict-

ures sold were mostly small and inexpen-
sive, producing large sums in the aggregate,
but making moderate inroads upon individ-

ual purses. The demand for expensive for-

eign works has been small, and the sales at

our current Water-Color Exhibition seem

likely to fall below anticipation.
One of the finest importations of the year

has been a beautiful early Troyon, brought
over by Mr. A very. It was a landscape
vith figures a view from the terrace at

St. Cloud, with Paris and the wide Seine

valley and the river in the distance a

beautiful work alike in color, in handling, in

composition and in sentiment, and possessed,
I moreover, of a certain extrinsic interest

from the fact that the view was taken from

(
tlie garden of Troyon's mother, and the

'group of little figures in the foreground in-

cluded Troyon himself, Van Marcke, and

Troyon's little daughter, afterwards to be Van Marcke's wife.

The chief attractions at Mr. Schaus's have been another fine

Troyon, also a comparatively early work, with cattle in a flat land-

scape near a row of pollard willows
;
and two superb specimens of

Rousseau, both well-known pictures formerly in the Laurent-Richard

collection. One was a soft, spring-like river-view, the other a deep-
lined sunset, with large, dark trees in the foreground, each admirable,

and both together giving interesting evidence of the great master's

versatility. To be seen in the same gallery was a small Fromentin,
which seemed to me the finest I had ever met with in this country.
It was called "La Halle (Its Muletiers," and was also a famous pict-

ure, formerly owned by M. Lepel-Cointet. Painted toward the end
of Fromentin's life, when he had gained a more solid technical skill

with which to incarnate his always fresh and genuine sentiment,
when he had outgrown the influence of Marilhat and learned all that

Corot could teach, it was indeed a perfect work. The groups of

Arabs and animals in the foreground were done as Fromentin alone

could do them, and the masses of delicate foliage and the lovely sky
were worthy of Corot in his happiest mood. At Goupil's there was
also a Fromentin to be seen, an earlier work, showing a caravan on

the march, interesting of course, but far less perfect than the other,
with far less of light and atmosphere, though with as much of color.

At the last-named gallery were, moreover, two good Detailles : one
in oil, the other a large elaborate water-color, depicting the review
of a French army corps. A large picture by Knaus, showing a fight

among peasants in a dancing-hall, proved that he does well to restrict

himself more commonly to simple pastoral or humorous subjects. It

was utterly devoid of dramatic power, badly grouped, dull in color,
a little hard in handling, and the faces most unsuccessful as charac-
ter studies.

The Messrs. Reichard have had at their rooms an important
picture by Hebert : an ideal figure called " La Voix ce'leite," not

very interesting to those who care for reality in art. but an ex-

tremely good work of its kind, morbid and rather lachrymose in

sentiment, but giving evidence that the sentiment had been genuine
on the artist's part and not affected. If there is one really belated
mediaeval dreamer in our modern world it is surely Hebert, and his

art has a value, from its sincerity as well as from its technical quali-
ties, far above the art of theatrical sensationalists like Gabriel Max.
The same firm showed also some good small pictures by the younger
school of Munich anisic, especially strong in character, and a num-
ber of very nice canvases of home production. Mr. Wordsworth
Thompson, Mr. Bruce Crane, and Mr. Bolton Jones were among
those who seemed to have profited most by their summer's holiday.
Of course there have been everywhere showy, popular, clever but

tiresome pictures to be seen : Benjamin Constants, Moreaus, Beck-
ers, and a host from other hands. But one fine work of the most
recent and most realistic school should not be forgotten. This, im-

ported by Mr. Schaus, was a picture by Dagnan-Bouveret, exhib-
ited at the Salon a year or two ago, and called " An Accident." It

showed a small peasant who had injured his hand and was liavin<r it

bound up by the young village doctor, while a group of more or less

sympathetic elders watched the operation. Fine in composition,
low in tone yet good in color, and extremely strong in handling, the

chief merit of this remarkable canvas was yet in its rendering of

character. Such genre painting as this is very far from being lit-

erary in its interest. We need no description, no title to make us

perceive all the painter's intentions, to take us at once into the pres-

ence of the actual scene. One felt that the characters of 'all the per-

sonages present from the pale, half-fainting, yet plucky boy, wiih

his trusting eyes fixed on the doctor's face, to the anxious grand-

mother, the men with their different degrees of sympathy or imlif-

'erence, or the doctor himself, seen from the back with only a bit of

lis cheek and his clever hands in view, yet instinct with professional
enthusiasm in every line might be interpreted by a study of this

canvas as well as by a study of their actual flesh and blood. No
one, I think, but Munkacsy could have painted such a scene in quite

so artistic, strong, and speaking a way, and indeed the art of the

younger painter has much allinity with Munkacsy's. We have had

no Munkacsys imported for us this year as far as I have seen, but

this canvas of Dagnau-Bouveret's must have gone far to console his

admirers for the fact.

Mr. Cottier has in his rooms some most beautiful works, many of

them recently imported; indeed, here more than anywhere else in

New York, one is sure of seeing the best the city has to show. But
liis most recent acquisitions have not yet been publicly shown, so a

notice of them must be deferred to another day-
The Boston Artists' Exhibition was not a pecuniary success, I

hear. The opening of the ever-popular Water-Color Society had

doubtless something to do with the matter, but still more of the gen-
eral lack of interest is to be attributed to the nature of the collec-

tion itself; not that it was not good. Opinions differed, of course,

as to its excellence; but no one denied it many very strong points,

and to some of us it appeared much the best small exhibition we had

seen for many a year. But it was not popular in its nature. There
was too little variety, too few pictures hardly one, in fact, of the

slight, anecdotal, familiar sort that always please the crowd. Only
twenty artists were represented, and as these almost all belonged to

what we may, by a little stretch of terms, call a single school, there

was a certain uniformity in the collection as a whole. With scarcely
a single exception the pictures were all portraits and landscapes.
Mr. Fuller's "Dandelion Girl" was a somewhat ideal figure, yet did

not depart very widely from the domain of portraiture. There was
some discussion as to whether the art of Boston was really well

represented by the exhibition. Of course some names were missing,
but few, I think, of great importance none whose presence would

have given New Yorkers cause to alter materially the estimate of

Boston work they formed in the presence of the actual collection.

If Mr. Crowninsiiield had been represented, there would have been

little opening for regret.
Mr. Fuller's pictures were, of course, the chief feature of the col-

lection, not onlv in themselves, but in the evidence which surrounded

them that they had influenced some of his younger fellow-workers.

The very originality and individuality of Mr. Fuller's style, reveal-

ing as it does a peculiarly intense and personal sentiment behind his

brush, make it one that cannot be too affectionately studied without

great risk. The student is apt to mistake effects for causes, and to

fancy that when he comes near to Mr. Fuller's manner, which is,

however, but the natural expression of his thought, he will have

secured much of the substance of his art.

Mrs. Whitman's large portrait of a child in brown seemed to me
more beautiful than anything she had yet exhibited in New York

;

as strong, as bold, as fine in color, and as absolutely alive as her

other works, while more refined in handling and more pleasing in

effect. Surely there is no one in New York to rank above Mrs.

Whitman in her especial branch. Mr. Vinton's two portraits, one
several years earlier than the other, showed that, to say the least,

he had not advanced in recent years too much success, too many
patrons, perhaps, and a resultant haste in method, or hardening into

set manners of treatment. It is a pity he should not always do as

well as in the "Thomas Appleton," certainly one of the best por-
traits our newer art has yet produced.
Among the landscapes, those of Mr. Appleton Brown were, I

think, the finest; extremely fresh and individual, and satisfying in

their frank, rich color-scale, as compared with the duller, grayer,
lower or paler tones more commonly affected by our painters. I

have no space to note what else of good the exhibition held, but I

must add that to me and to nlany others it proved, when taken as a

whole, an interesting fact : this is the fact that Boston"artists are a

quite independent band
;
that the city has an artistic existence of its

own, and has developed, in landscape painting at least, what may
properly be culled a Boston school. Mr. Brown, Mr. Cole, and
their younger fellows have no near relations in our own group of

landscape painters; nor do I think they are much indebted to for-

eign example. They seem to me as original as they are attractive.

Mr. Fuller, of course, has no parallel with us
;
but then he has none

in Boston, either, and, as I have said, if he begets imitators, the fact

will not be hopeful. But a city which can send us one Mr. Fuller,
a school of landscape painters such as that headed by Mr. Brown,
and two portrait-painters like Mrs. Whitman and Mr. Vinton (when
the latter is at his best), may be looked upon with a little envy and
with no little admiration by the metropolis itself. Of course there

have been critics to say that the Boston band is narrow-minded, is

not versalile, is a clique, in short; but perhaps for this very reason
its products seemed to me so individual and so impressive. If the

work ran a good deal in one, or more properly in two veins, they
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were botli good ones, ami tlnde who would not enjoy them because

they were not more mimei-uus. hardly deserve, perhaps, to have
their strictures hure put on record.

The New York Art Club, an association of some years' standing,
but which has never been publicly prominent before, holds this year
the first of what it means to make, I suppose, a series of annual ex-
hibitions. Tin-, collection is limited to the work of members, but not
to novelties. As the members are a rather miscellaneous lot, and as
80I11U of them have gent rather inferior pictures, the show is by no
in . ins hotn ignie.om; yet, it contains some features of the greatest in-

terest. Mr. George Inne.ss's lar^e, misty
" Sunset in tiie Adiron-

dack*" had been shown before, but, recently repainted, reappeared
in even more than its former beauty anil impressiveness. Mr.

Dowey sent, a capital picture of a low, sandy Long Island shore, pro-
saic in theme and simply true in treatment, yet not devoid of per-
sonal sentiment. Mr. Shirlaw contributed some studies in color,

charming in this respect, but deficient in their suggestion of tex-
tures. Mr. Ryder was at his best in a beautiful little twilight land-

scape^ with three figures. Mr. Eastman Johnson sent a poor genre
picture of a child and a red-hot stove, and had inserted in a land-

scape by Mr. McEntee the portraits of two little children, most mod-
ern as to costume, but evidently intended to suggest the classical
" Bribes in the Wojd." It seemed hardly necessary that two well-
known artists need have co-operated to make so poor a canvas. Mr.
Bunce, Mr. Crane, Mr. Bolton Jones, Mr. Chase, Mr. Edgar Ward,
Mr. Shurlleff, and Mr. Miller were among the other painters repre-
sented. Mr. Alilen Weir sent a charming girl's portrait, first exhib-
ited last spring. With Mr. George Inness, Jr., we marked an im-
mense improvement in technical skill. He suggested his father in

certain portions of his work, but preserved in others a strong accent
of individuality. His picture was more interesting than beautiful,
however. We believe all of us, I hope that if American art is

really to flourish, it must as a general thing treat distinctively Amer-
ican themes. We were glad, therefore, to see Mr. Inness, Jr., giving
in his adherence to this theory, but wondered a little at his thorough-
going pluck when we saw just what his American subject was : a
boo-d, rough pasture with cattle, slim, stiff little yellow maple trees,
and a farmer's boy in the foreground; beyond tliese a road with a

pair of trotters driven to a buggy by a gentleman in a tall liat; be-

yond, again, a newly-planted suburban lot, and a square white house
with the greenest of Venetian shutters and the reddest of window-
blinds; and in the distance a range of low, mist-covered hills, most

beautifully painted. There had not been the least attempt at beau-

tifying, even at composing as unpromising a subject as even a New
Jersey suburb could afford. Mr. Inness hail not exactly made a

picture, but his canvas was yet far more interesting than most of its

conventionally pretty contemporaries. It took not only pluck to at-

tempt such a theme but a great deal of good painting to make as
much of it as Mr. Inness accomplished.

But the great feature of the Art Club's exhibition a feature
which put it far above the rank of most shows of its kind was the

reappearance of Mr. La Farge after several years of seclusion
in so far as painting is concerned from the public eye. No one of
his four contributions was new, and three had been exhibited, I

think, before; but all were splendid pieces of work and one the
finest thing in its way that I remember ever to have seen from an
American brush. A largo portrait of a boy and a greyhound was
a little awkward, perhaps, in composition, but extremely true and
strong in sentiment, solidly painted and rich in color. Two single
figures of St. John and the Madonna respectively, were planned to
flank a representation of the Crucifixion which, however, has never
been accomplished. Intended for an altar-piece they were more
broadly painted, more vague in effect than the portrait a little mor-
bid in sentiment, it may be, but extremely powerful both in sentiment
and execution. With less immediately apparent superficial clever-
ness than some of his younger brethren, Mr. La Farge has a touch
of greatness, a touch of genius, both in the way he feels and in the

way he executes that puts him above the level of any rival. And I
need not limit myself to our own school alone when I speak of the
fourth and most beautiful of these pictures. I may compare it with
similar work from the best foreign brushes and say with confidence
that there is no man living who could do a more subtile, beautiful
and original piece of work in the way of flesh-painting than Mr. La
Farge here' did for us not recently, but some thirteen years ago,
for though the picture was now exhibited for the first time it was
dated in 1870. It was a small canvas with the figure of a scarcely-
draped girl sitting on a green bank under an apple tree in blossom.
It was little more than a study of a nude figure the face rosy and
placid, with a slight dreaminess of expression, not strong enough to
mark it decidedly into any ideal category, but suggestive enough to

inspire the spectator, perhaps, with some corresponding fancy of his
own. The flesh-painting of the figure was simply perfect exqui-
site in color, wonderful in modelling, firm, solid, substantial as nature
itself, yet handled with delicacy and with extreme originality as well
as strength. A single knee cut out from this wonderful canvas would
be worth acres of such flesh-painting as we see on ordinary exhibi-

tion-walls, I care not in what land we look. The landscape' element
was charmingly treated, especially as to color. The head was less

successful, having seemingly been of less interest to the artist was
not so beautiful in treatment and not so perfect in color. But a far

greater number of blemishes than any eye could find in this picture
would not, set against its wonderful merits, make it anything less

than a truly marvellous piece of painter's work not only "clever"
but stamped with the signet of genius itself.

The \Vater-Color Exhibition deserves, of course, a notice all to it-

self. I will conclude by going back for a moment to the dealers'
latest importations and mentioning two pictures brought from the
recent I'.iris Sitlon which were striking examples of the. perfection
to which mere technical skill has arrived in France. One, imported
by the Messrs Keicliard, was the "/></-/>" of CUirin, a life-size fig-
ure of a girl in a gorgeously elaborate fancy costume, chiefly in tunes
of white. The strength, rapidity, facility and expressiveness of touch

put into the rendering of the fluffy stuffs was something wonderful
to see. The llesh-painting was good as well, chiefly done with the

palette knife. The other nicture, not dissimilar in kind, was "L'e'totle
"

of Commere, shown at Goupil's. It represented a ballet girl seated
with her filmy skirts thrown up behind her head. Here white was
again predominant, contrasting only with the pink of the flesh tones
and the tricots. The

technique
was even more surprising than in

Clairin's picture, applied to the rendering of soft, broad masse.", not
of glittering foam-like effects. Many an artist picked it out last Hum-
mer as the most consummate specimen of mere technique in the Paris
exhibition, and though one regrets that such skill should beexpended
on a subject without more vital interest, it should in justice be added
that there was not in this canvas any trace of the vulgar spirit in
which French painters so often approach their models even when
their models are of a kind that do not so readily lend themselves to

vulgarity as one might imagine a ballet girl would do. This figure was
anything but vulgar, either in type or in fueling, (he face indeed, being
extremely sweet and attractive, scarcely even suggesting the mcre-
triciousness of the stage.

M. G. VAN RBXSSELAER.

THE RUINS OF PERSEPOLIS.
ITTLE more than a stone's throw from th

telegraph wires which convey commands
from Downing Street to the Viceroy of

India stand the ruins of Persepolis, the Sum-
mer Palace of the Great King. In these days
of archteological surveys and scientific expedi-
tions, despatched to the four quarters of the

globe at the expense of enlightened govern-
ments and learned societies, it is certainly as-

tonishing that no systematic investigation* has
ever yet been undertaken of the great arti-

ficial platform on which stood the halls and
palaces of Darius and his successors. Great
sums have at various times been wastefnlly ex-

pended on Persepolis. A moiety of what was
disbursed by the French Government in the production of the luxuri-

ous folios of Messrs. Flandrin and Coste's "
Voyage en Perfe," if

judiciously expended on the spot, might have enabled those artists to

get the earth and rubbish cleared off the platform under then per-
sonal superintendence ; and, to cite but one point, the curious system
of drains ramifying through this Cyclopean masonry, and of which
no outlet has ever yet been found, might then have been thoroughly
explored. Judging from the immense quantities of archaeological
and artistic treasures which the mud of the Cloaca Maxima has pre-
served to us intact from the times of the Tarquins, we might well

hope that in the silt of the drain which pierces the foundations of

the Hall of Xerxes there might yet be found personal ornaments
and household utensils which had belonged to those who attended
the court of the Great King. In the plans of Persepolis hitherto

published these drains have always been very incorrectly marked.
Their number is very considerable, and they ramify through the
whole structure of the platform in almost every direction; and, but
that they are now for the most part choked up with de'hris, they
would seem to allow of underground communication between tho

various palaces. Such was probably the intention of the builder,
for the passage of the drain was originally high enough to enable a
man to pass through without stooping; at present, however, tin* in-

quisitive traveller has to crawl about on hands and knees; and, to

say nothing of the discomfort and the dirt, runs grave risk of dis-

turbing the siesta of some ftray pnnther. or, perchance, even a lion-

wheip, these cool retreats being a favorite lair with the wild beasts

from the neighboring hill.*. There is a particularly large species ol

viper, too, which infests the dark holes and corners of the masnnrv ;

its body attains the thickness of a mini's arm, and its bite is said by
tho natives to cause instant death. It is perhaps curious that noth-

ing should be positively known of the manner in which the ruin of

Persepolis was brought about. The Greek historians relate how
Alexander the Great in a moment of drunken frenzy, and instigated,
it is said, by Thais, fired with his own hand the palace of the Per-
sian monarch. Subsequent writers, however, have altogether din-

believed the story, and have referred the ruin of Persepolis to the eporh
of the Mohammedan conquest. Against this last view it may be urged
that no account is to be found in the Moslem historians of any destruc-

tion of these palaces having taken place at the time of the conquest ;

and, bearing in mind that many of the early annalists and geogra-
phers in Islam were converted Persians, we should certainly have
tad some account of the matter had the devastation of what they
leld to be the throne of Jamshid been an event of the days of their

grandfathers, and tho work of the iconoclastic Arab. As tending to
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confirm the Greek tradition of the destruction having been caused

by fire, the traveller may still observe the mark of llames on the

doorways and broken pillars of the edifice known as the Hall of

Hundred Columns. A curious indication of the material used for

the roof of this hall is to be obtained from the pieces of charcoal
and charred wood which form a layer extending apparently over the
whole Hour of the building. At the present day the area of the

hall is covered to the depth of some ten feet by hardened mud and

rubbish, mostly detritus brought down by the winter rains from the

hill at the foot of which the palace stands; but digging, which has
been undertaken to ascertain the position and number of the col-

umns, has everywhere brought to light a stratum of mud containing
bits of charcoal, this stratum being some twelve inches in thickness,
and lying within an inch or so of the marble blocks forming the

floor of the hall. This charcoal we may take to be the remains of

beams and interior fittings brought down at the falling in of the
roof. Examination under the microscope shows that the wood of

which we have here the charred remains came from a tree of the

pine family, and from the markings of the grain still visible in the

charcoal, even after a lapse of 2,000 years, the species may be iden-

tified as that of the cedar. Now conifers do not grow in any of the

regions round Persepolis ;
the nearest cedars are those of the Leba-

non
;
and though there is no documentary evidence on the sub-

ject, we may with some probability regard this as the spot whence
came the beams for roofing the Hall of Hundred Columns, if we
call to mind the analogous circumstances at Nineveh, where cedar
charcoal has also been found, and where clay tablets are extant,

bearing edicts in cuneiform writing relating to the transport of this

timber from the coast of the Mediterranean overland to the valley
of the Tigris.
The ruins of the Persepolitan palaces have a strange skeleton-like

appearance, very striking on coming for the first time up the gigan-
tic stairway from the plain onto the platform. Of each edifice the

framework, so to speak, still stands, but of walls nothing remains.
The buildings were but one story high. Doorways and windows,
with here and there columns crowned by the quaint double-griflin
capitals, stand out sharp against the blue sky, appearing in many
cases almost as freshly carved as in the days of Alexander the Great.
These are all of the black marble quarried in the neighboring moun-
tains; the walls of the buildings, on the other hand, would seem to
have been built of sun-dried brick, for of these absolutely no vestige
remains. The black doorways and window-frames of the palace of
Darius will remind the traveller most strangely of the "wings" of a
theatre. He may walk out of a door and return through the space
intervening between it and the neighboring window. The original
walls were so thick that the sculptured slabs of marble lining the
exits are often a couple of yards broad, and these, viewed from the
end of the hall with the figures in bas-relief standing out life-size

from the polished surfaces, certainly intensify the stase-like effect so

incongruous in these chambers of the Great King. Saturday Re-

ON THE USE OF BUILDING STONES.1 I.

IN
the paper I had the privilege of bring-

ing before the Association last winter,
I pointed out the characteristics of

good building stones, and the principal
quarries in Scotland from which such
could be got. I stated that what the ar-

chitect had to look for was a stone that
was durable, strong, and of a color which
would best bring out the architectural feat-

ures of his design and harmonize with the locality and surroundings
in which it was placed. We have, fortunately, within very easy
reach, abundance of stone comprising these qualities ; but, however
good or beautiful it may be, if wrongly used disappointment and fail-
ure are sure to be the result.

The laws observed in regulating the elements and forces in Nature
are thoroughly geometric, and the same laws are equally binding on
the architect and his works. The constructive lines on which Nat-
ure proceeds never fail, when free from debasing influences, to
secure what we call beautiful in form, color or usefulness; and the
name lines cannot be too closely followed by the architect or builder
who desires to reach excellence in an art which is noble in the highest
sense of that word.

I know that it is held by many that the architect or artist is onlytrammelled in his conceptions by working on geometric lines. Some
men, no doubt, have an intuitive perception of what is symmetricaland beautiful either as to form or color, just as there are those who,
without the aid of gamut or scale, have an inborn knowledge of what
is harmonious in music; but I hold that in architecture, as applied
to the true styles, a geometric basis is at the root of what we admire
in the examples we have of these; and that, if a new style of archi-
tecture is to be developed, we must fall back on what guided the old
designers in their original conceptions of what was not only true to
its use, true in construction, true in symmetry, but beautiful as well,
because it was true the cube, the circle, and its "eometrical devel-
opment giving that which we admire and call Classic, while the cir-

1ti^ln
Mer reSd at * meetlnS of lhe Edinburgh Architectural Association on the

cle and the equilateral triangle supply the key to those noble Gothic

structures which were erected five hundred years ago.
Before I enter upon the consideration of the uses of stone, I wish

in a sentence or two to notice the use of timber and iron as con-

structive materials. There is a true way of using these, just as there

is a true way of using other building materials, such as stone ;
but a

serious mistake will be made by the architect or engineer if they at-

tempt to use these on the same lines or for purposes which by their

nature they are not at all applicable. As to the first, the designer
who understands what timber as a constructive material can do
would never think of using it for the purposes of an arch

; especially
one which has to meet the strain of a vertical and moving load.

Yet this has been done on some of our most important railways in

the construction of bridges and viaducts. Neither should iron be
used for purposes which stone or other material is only fit for. To
build a structure on constructive lines which admit of play or move-
ment when the weight and thrust of a railway train or moving force

comes against it, or upon it, is certain in time to be fatal. Hence
the care that should be taken whether with stone, wood, or iron, to

adopt a system of construction which will not only meet the nature of

such material, but the work it has to do.

To unite wood and iron, where their opposite properties can never
harmonize and work together, is sure to fail in the long run, as,

under a strain or load, timber, from its greater elasticity, will yield
to the pressure, but again recover its normal condition after the

strain or load is removed. Iron, on the other hand, will keep the

set it gets, and if united to the timber, is certain to drag it down to

the weakness which is inherent to such a combination of material.

What 1 have said about wood and iron is rather aside to my paper,
except in illustration of what I consider so nearly allied to the use
of stone that I trust the Association will overlook the digression.
The right use of stone is my subject, and I will endeavor to keep as

close to my text as possible, giving in a practical way the results of

my own experience, and what I have learned from others. To be
in order I will consider:

1. How to secure a foundation upon which the structure can be

safely built.

2. How to place stone in the building so as to secure the greatest

strength and durability.
3. How to use stone in the laying of a good foundation.

4. How to use stone in the building of retaiuing-walls.
5. How to use stone in the building of rubble.

6. How to use stone in the superstructure.
7. How to use stone for coursed work.
8. How to use stone for ashlar work.
9. How to dress stone so as to get the most durable surface.

1. How to secure a Foundation upon which the Structure can be

safely built,

The foundation of a building is of primary importance, as, unless
it is secure, the permanency of the structure cannot be maintained,
however well built it may be.

Before laying a stone, the architect or engineer should be satisfied

that the strata will give equal resistance to the pressure that may be

put upon them.
Strata that are hard and soft are very dangerous. Even clay if

mixed with boulders (which often happens) cannot be depended upon,
unless they are removed, and means taken to equalize the ground on
which the buildings are to be erected.

Next to rock, no better foundation can be got than sand or gravel
when dry. If wet, means should be taken to drain away the water;
but, if this cannot be done, large, flat-bedded foundation-stones of
sullicient area, fairly dressed in beds and joints, and well put to-

gether, will, as the load increases, secure a foundation that anything
can be built upon.

In my own experience I have often tested this, and particularly
when building a bridge on a railway contract I had many years ago.
This was an under bridge of considerable span, the girders being in
the form of an arch, in segments of cast-iron, the security of which
depended greatly on the permanent resistance of the abutments, or
the bolts which held these segments together at their joints. In dig-
ging for a foundation, it was found that the strata were very soft,

being layers of sand and moss alternately, and to prevent failure I

took the precaution to strengthen the foundation of the first abut-
ment by driving piles to a depth of thirty to forty feet, with horizon-
tal planking, on which the foundation-stones were bedded. Before

building the second abutment, acting on the advice of a railway con-
tractor who had had more experience than myself, I adopted a
different plan, viz., to dig out the soft material to such a depth and
area as secured an outward resistance to meet the pressure of the

large-sized stones that were afterward put into the foundation, course
after course, until the load pressed out the water, and so secured
a foundation which was equally as strong, if not stronger, than the
first.

Where the strata are unequal or not to be depended upon, I know
of nothing better than a good bed of concrete, certainly not less than
three feet thick, and no architect should neglect this where there is

She slightest doubt as to the sustaining character of the ground.
This is always necessary in erections of different heights, and is

particularly required in churches and other buildings where the spire,
;ower, or other elevation bears more heavily on the foundation than
the walls which abut upon them. And, in addition to this, and to
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make sure, I would have extra courses in tlie foundation of the higher
and heavier portion.", as in the hurry with which we build now-a-day*
every precaution is necessary. The same care shm.ld l>c taken with

regard to oriel-windows or projections which do not go to the full

height of the building, and consequently have not the same pressure
on the foundation.

The walls to which these projections are attached should not only
be well founded, but the tie or bond which unites the one wall to the

other should be left free on the upper beds, so as to allow for the

subsidence of the heavier wall without causing the fractures so often

seen where this precaution is not taken.

2. How to place Stone in the Building so as to secure the greatest

Strength and Durability.

Before saying anything as to the various kinds of work put upon
stone, or the modes of building, let me state that for durability all

clones should be laid on their natural beds, especially such as are

highly stratified. All stones, however compact in their nature, have
a line of fracture, which (he quarryman or hewer can easily detect;
and although there are a few stones, such as the 1 .her Rock of Craig-
leitli, liinnie and Redhall, which chow little lamination, and may be
used with the natural face exposed, the use of stone in this way
should he the exception and not the rule.

Another consideration in the use of stone for important buildings
is that of having it quarried, stored, and seasoned for some time be-

fore being hewn and placed in the walls. By these means the natural

sap is allowed to evaporate, and the stone tested as to its quality.
This would add to the cost; but the money would be well spent if

this precaution prevented the wasting of stones from the rains, frost,

or atmospheric influences which, especially in our cities, soon act on
the surface of a newly-quarried stone.

Stone that is quarried the one day and built-in the next is in a

green state, and unlit for use. It is not in condition it is at its

weakest
; its pores are open and ready to absorb not only moisture,

but the gaseous and disfiguring influences which tend to its destruc-

tion. Every hewer knows that to get a polished surface on a stone

that has lain for some time is very different from what he gets on
one fresh from the quarry, and this of itself should be sufficient evi-

dence to warrant the precaution I have recommended, which is to

thoroughly season the stone before using.
To know what good stone really is, and how it can best be used, the

architect who practises in this city, or the student, has not far to go
to see not only the most durable stone, but also variety of masonry,
as exemplified in such as liolyrood, Heriot's Hospital, and the resi-

dential buildings of the Old Town, erected centuries ago; or turning
to the modern buildings of the New Town, stone of equal durability
and variety of masonry, as shown in the polished work of the better

class of buildings of the terraces, crescents, and squares, such as

Royal Terrace, Randolph Crescent, Moray Place, or Charlotte

Square; while in George Square, Gilmore Place, Thistle Street,
Rose Street, or Jamaica Street work of a cheaper kind has been

adopted, all which are not only instructive, but interesting, in

showing what masons could then do in erecting buildings that have
stood the test of time, which makes no mistake in exposing what is

good or bad in many things besides the art of building. My next
consideration is

3. How to use Stone in laying a Good Foundation,

In my paper on "
Building Stones

"
I gave the result of some ex-

periments in testing foundation-stones for the chimney of the Edin-

burgh Gas Company, and the result of these experiments proved to

my mind that as you enlarge the area of the stone a greater propor-
tion of resistance is gained, and that a laminated stone, such as

Hailes, would increase in strength according to its surface more in

proportion than that of a Liver Rock stone, such as Redhall or

Craigleith.
I notice this more particularly to show that a soft stone, if lamin-

ated, of large area, fairly dressed on the beds and joints, and bedded
on what I would call a swimming bed of mortar, so that every por-
tion of the surface of the stone would get a fair share of the work it

bad to do, need not be rejected.
Foundations should have the courses of sufficient breadth to admit

of scarcements on either side and all round, so that the wall, pier, or

pillar resting thereon may have a good fooling, and equal resistance

through and through to prevent sinking. I have known, from the neg-
lect of this, worse than subsidence happen, owing to the foundation-
courses being filled with ordinary rubble in the centre, which, yielding
when the pressure came, brought down the building, involving

not only
loss of life and property, but questions of responsibility that had to be
settled in a court of law. >

The subsidence of the walls of a building occasioned by a bad
foundation or inferior work above does not show itself all at once
it takes time to tell whether the foundations have been well or ill

laid upon an unyielding strata, badly bedded stones, or a faulty con-
struction

;
but once it does begin to fracture, the unequal, and what

I would call the unfair, strain that is thrown upon other portions soon
leads to serious consequences.

4. How to use Stone in the building of Relaining-Walls.
The chief object here is to build so as to lean to and resist pressure

from behind. To do this satisfactorily the excavations should be

dug deep enough to secure the resistance necessary to meet the
thrust when it comes

;
the walls should be built of the largest ma-

terial that can be cot, and bedded at right angles to the batter on

the face. !Siiiall-si/.ed stones in such a wall are useless. Heavy ma-

terial, well dressed and bonded together, BO that when the pressure
comes in most cases suddenly every stone will be ready to take

its fair share in preventing an overthrow that is what is wanted,
not small-sized material which has no time to bond and get that unity
of resistance which such a structure requires.

5. How to use Stone in the building of Hubble.

Of walls built there is a great variety. Enduring walls of common
rubble masonry or walls built with stones of irregular shape as they
come from the quarries, if well put together, well dressed, well

knocked to their bed, and built from front to back, go as to bond and

get them to work together, may be built ;
but if, on the other hund, as

is too often the practice, such work is done by running up one side

of the wall before the other, without bonds or ties, such as are re-

quired to unite the whole, then nothing but failure can be the result.

There is another kind of rubble of which we have some admirable

examples in the city that is coursed rubble. This work was done

entirely with the piened hammer, without chisel mark of any kind ;

and when well bonded and backed, walls of the most enduring kind

were got.
Where what is called squared rubble is adopted, with ordinary

rubble for backing, the practice of running up the outer face should

not be allowed. No worse masonry could be built than thin,

and it is to be regretted that so much of this kind of work is

being done in our city. It is not only bad in itself, but leads to our

younger masons being trained in a most objectionable style.

Speculation in building, where cost appears to be the first considera-

tion, has led to much of this same kind of work, although 1 am by no
means sure but that there is something else to be blamed, and that

is, that many of our masons have not been properly trained, owing
greatly to their being allowed to break their indentures, and not

serving their full time of apprenticeship.
Masons were better trained when it was more the custom than it it

now of indenturing apprentices for a term of years, usually five.

Three were devoted to the art of hewing, and two to the art of

building. When the term expired it was usual for (he master to at-

tach a certificate to the indenture stating how good an apprentice he
hail been, and his qualification to take liis place as journeyman ; and
he was proud of the document as showing what he was and what he
could do. This was a good custom, and one which I would like to

see revived by the masters or workmen's unions whose interest it

should be to have well-trained men in their ranks.

In specifying rubble-work architects should be careful in making
clear the kind of work they require, as many questions have had to be

settled in court which might have been avoided if more clearly de-

scribed, or if, what is better still than any specification, the kind of

work was shown to contractors before estimating.
There are so many different kinds of rubble, such as common, squared,

random, hammer-dressed, nidged, and pick-dressed rubble, and rub-

ble where the stones are limited in length, height, and breadth of

bed, which comes to be a puzzle to the mason, if specified for walls,
such as I have seen built in this city. These should be made per-

fectly clear by the architect by sample, so as to prevent after disputes,
and show exactly how the stone is to be treated.

Another kind of rubble which was much in vogue when the houses
in .Moray Place, etc., were built, as shown in the back walls of

the same and also in the front of the older houses in George
Square and Gilmore Place, was that of coursed rubble. As the term

indicates, the stone was taken from the rubble, squared and faced

entirely with the cairn hammer I have before alluded to, and it it

well to notice from these examples how shapely and well done the

work is some of it brought to a surface by squaring the stone so as

to show the natural face, and others by using the piened hammer for

dressing off any inequalities, and bringing it more within the term
of what we call

"
nidged

"
work, only with much less labor than that

required for this more costly style of masonry.

( To be continued.)

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.
THE UNITED STATES COURT-HOUSE, QUINCY. ILL. MB. JAMES O.

HILL, SUPERVISING ARCHITKCT OF THE TREASURY DEPARTMENT.

MISCELLANEOUS IRON-WORK IN BOSTON, MASS. SKETCHED BY MR.
J. SIMS TIIOWBIUDGE, BOSTON, MASS.

HOUSE ON CLINTON AVI.., BROOKLYN, N. Y. MR. F. H. JANES,
ARCHITECT, ALBANY, N. Y.

HOUSE IN DOWNINGTON, CHESTER CO., PA. MR. WILSON EYRE,
JR., ARCHITECT, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

THE lower part of stone, the second story of tile and rough-cast

IRON CURTAIN FOR THEATRES. Herr Hajek, of Aussig, constructs
his fire-proof curtain of corrugated sheet-iron, and in two parts, divided

horizontally. The portions are attached to the ends of two chains or

iron-wire ropes, one on each side of the stage, passing over grooved

pulleys.
The upper portion, which rises above the proscenium-open-

ing, is slightly heavier than the lower, which sinks below it, so as to

facilitate the closing in case of danger; while in opening, the resistance

to be overcome is only that due to the difference in weight between
the two portions. Journal of the Society of Art*.
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THE HISTORY OF THE NEWLANDS MILLS CHIMNEY,
BRADFORD, ENGLAND.
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four persons by the fall of a chimney
af, the Newlands Mills, was Mr. Wil-

liam Moulsun, a member

iTHflV /r-JtCni f tne fi''m ^ Messrs.

:^!PjW J
L<5_John Moulson & Sons,

builders. He said that

about the beginning of

May, 18G2, his firm had a

contract with the late Sir

II. W. Ripley and Mr. E.

Ripley, for the erection

of a chimney at Newlands
Mills. No plans or speci-
fications were' drawn up
when the contract was

taken, but before com-

mencing the work he had
some conversation with

Sir H. VV. Ripley, and
was asked to give a ten-

der for a chimney 80

yards high, with a 9-foot

flue, a base of 24 feet, two
courses of footings, and a bed of concrete two feet thick at the

foundation. The footings were to be 28 feet square and 12 inches

thick for the first course, and 26 feet square and 12 inches thick for

second course, and the chimney was to be built in all respects like

the chimney that had just been completed at the Bowling Dye
Works. He was also requested to give an alternate tender for a

chimney with a 10-foot due, a 26-foot base, and a height of 80 yards.
No written particulars were given to him, and he made out the ten-

der before leaving the works at Bowling. He was instructed to go
on with a chimney having a nine-foot Hue, the amount of the tender

being 942 5s. lOrf., exclusive of the coping, which he estimated at

40. Sir Henry said that he would instruct his architect, the late

Mr. Andrews, to make plans, and have the ground laid out where
the chimney was to stand. Subsequently some conversation took

place about the foundations. Sir Henry Ripley suggested that five

pits should be sunk to the coal workings the better beJ coal which
at that point was usually 2 feet 6 inches thick. The centre pit was
to be 9 feet in diameter, and each of the corner shafts 6 feet.

Thomas Pitts was to be asked to give a tender for the sinking of

the pits, and the packing was to be done by day work and material.

He himself agreed with the suggestion that these were necessary
steps. His uncle, the foreman of his firm and a practical man, as-

sisted, he thought, at the deliberations. On May 22, 1862, the
tender was obtained from Mr. Pitts, and immediately afterwards
the site of the chimney was selected, in the presence of Sir H. W.
Ripley, the architect, Mr. Andrews, and the clerk of works, Mr.
Morforth. An indented portion of the ground being observed, it

was uncovered, and an old shaft, apparently used for getting coal,
was found. The shaft was 8 feet by 6 feet, and Sir Henry suggested
that it should be used as the central pit. Mr. Andrews, Mr. Pitts,
and himself considered that this would be safer if used for the cen-
tre pit than for the corner pits, and orders were at once given for

opening the shaft and sinking to the bottom, before the other shafts
were begun. Pitts would at that time be over fifty years of age,
and he had not seen him for more than ten years. The shaft was

opened. He did not go down, but his firm's foreman did, as Mr.
Pitts worked under their direction, being paid at the rate of 8s. a

yard for the old shaft, and 9s. 6rf. a yard for the smaller shafts.

The packing was extra, and cost 95 14s., including the material.

They then dug out, under his supervision, the foundations for the

chimney, 30 feet by 14-feet. Four other shafts were sunk by Pitts,
one at each corner of the site, each being six feet in diameter. The
five shafts were afterwards filled with concrete, consisting of Skip-
ton lime, broken stone, engine ashes, and sand, all blended together.
The material was tipped into the shafts from a stage as hot as was
practicable, each shaft being filled alternately. There was, he
thought, no pounding or ramming of the concrete, which was nearly
liquid, and almost levelled itself by the drop. Men were, however,
sent down to level it. When the shafts were filled, a bed of concrete
2 feet 6 inches thick was placed over the whole area of the chimney's
foundation, which was 30 feet square. Foundations were then
placed upon the concrete, the first course being of sound rag stones,
28 feet square. The joints were made up with good lime-mortar
and levelled. A second course of similar footings, 12 inches thick,
crossed the joints of the first course. The stones were faced and the

joints filled up with mortar, bedded off and levelled. He did not
think that Mr. Andrews was on the spot just before building was
begun, but the clerk of the works was there daily, and had an oppor-
tunity of seeing the levelling. This was done by the men who had
assisted at the foundations, Mr. Illingworth being the leading man.
The clerk of the works, Mr. Morforth, was very particular, and
used a spirit-level. The same person expressed an opinion that
both the fire and red-brick work agreed upon was too light for the

chimney. Thev consulted about it, and he concurring in the opinion,

Mr. Morforth decided to speak to Sir Henry Ripley on the subject.

He advised that it should be built, either with dressed insides in-

stead of backing, or with solid red-brick for the inside of the chim-

ney. Sir Henry came on the same day, and had some conversation

with Mr. Morforth, after which he was asked the difference in price

between dressed insides and red-brick for the hearting. The dif-

ference would be 4s. per cubic yard. Sir Henry Ripley said that he

did not think it necessary to dispense with the backing altogether.
"
S:ipj)0<in^," he addel,

" we were to increase the thickness of the

brickwork to eighteen inches half-way up the chimney, and then to

diminish it to fourteen inches for the remainder." Mr. Morforth

replied,
" I would rather have it the other way; but you, Mr. Rip-

ley, have had a good dual of experience in chimney-building. 1 have

had more experience in the building of brick chimneys, and do not

understand so much of stone." He agreed with Sir Henry that the

chimney would be strong enough with the alterations proposed.

Thereupon it was decided that the erection should be proceeded
with. Mr. Andrews was not present at that interview. There

never was any specification of the chimney prepared, so far as he

knew; nor was there any specification for any one of the four chim-

neys which his firm had" buik at Messrs. Ripley 's dye-works. The

drawings did not show the character of the structure. He frequently
saw Morforth there, and he did not hear him make any complaint
about the work. Plenty of material was always kept at the place.

The erection of the chimney was begun on July 11, 1862, and the

work was continued till December. The weather till then had been

comparatively mild. From December the work was not proceeded
with till February 28, 1863, in consequence of the state of the

weather. During that time the top was wrapped up. The chimney
was then a little more than forty yards high. The panels and holes

were not in the original design ;
but after the work had been begun

and the erection had proceeded to the height of about ten yards, Sir

H. W. Ripley desired to have some ornamentation, and designs fri in

architects were obtained. Mr. Morforth ultimately brought a de-

sign showing holes and panels to the office at the works, and said it

was to be followed. Both witness and his father objected to it, as

they believed it would greatly weaken the chimney, and they Miid

that it would be better without them. Mr. Morforth said that Sir

H. W. Ripley was very determined about having it ornamented. On
the following day they saw Sir II. W. Ripley, and told him the

chimney would be stro'nger without the panels; he smiled and said,
" You will have to do it my way." The whole of the panels and
holes were built as the erection proceeded ; none of them were made
afterwards. When the work was again begun, in February, 1863,

there were no indications of subsidence or weakness. The work was

continued till June 8, on which morning Illingworth, after plumbing
it, said the chimney had gone over a little. The attention of Mor-
forth was called to it, and he went to see the architects. In tho

afternoon the late Mr. Andrews came to the place, Sir II. W. lliplcy

being also there. A number of men were immediately set to work
in clearing the foundations. Sir H. W. Ripley then gave instruc-

tions for the whole of the chimney to be examined and plumbed ;

and Mr. C. Woodcock and his assistants were engaged two days

upon this work. He reported that there had been a slight settle-

ment on the northeastern side of the foundations. Morforth sug-

gested that a man named Woodman, of Manchester, should be sent

for to straighten the chimney. This was done, and Woodman after

examining it, said,
"

I can straighten the chimney and make it as

strong as before." He pointed out how he could do it, saying that

he had by the same means straightened many chimneys. He
said he should cut right through the chimney on the opposite

side, and put in half an inch thinner course. Sir H. W. llipley

agreed to his doing this, and arranged that witness's firm should

provide him with labor and material with which to do the work.
The operations were conducted under Woodman's directions, and
he selected the point at which the cuttings were to be made. By the

first cutting the chimney was brought back half a yard, plumbid
from the top. Woodman was well satisfied with this, and said that

by another cutting he would be able to make it straight. A secoi.d

cutting was made about two feet above the first, which brought the

chimney as nearly straight as possible. After the new masonry had
been put in, it was discovered that two corners crushed down

;
and

under Woodman's directions these were cut out and replaced with
new stone. Their account for labor and material in connection with

the straightening of the chimney amounted to 144 Os. 10rf., which
was paid by Messrs. Ripley. The work of erection was proceeded
with, and the chimney was completed bv the following November.

During the progress of the work after the straightening there was no
further subsidence. At that time he (witness) had had twenty
years' experience in building operations, and had had to do with the

erection of many chimneys. He could not account for the subsidence,

except that it might be caused by quicker drying on the south side.

About three years after the completion of the chimney they were

employed to effect some repairs at it. Sir II. W. Ripley made the

communication about it, and was present when it was examined.
The chimney was slightly cracked on the side opposite to that which
had been cut. The cracks were on the northeast, cast, and south-

east sides. He then formed the opinion that cracks were caused

by the oscillation of the chimney at the point where the courses had
been thinned. The portions of the outer shell which were bulging
were taken out and replaced. The work occupied about seven
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weeks, anil involved an outlay of IDs. !</. Tin: "
hearting

" WHS

exposed by the removal of l!ie outer shell Hiid it a|i|ieared to be

quite solid. IS'o cracks remained in the chiinney after these repairs
weie completed. There was no limit as ti> what was to be done to

the chimney. The order of Sir 11. W. Kipley was to repair the

chiinney thoroughly. It was done by day-work and charging
for

the material used. He did not know whether the interior of the

chimney was examined; it was in use at the time. Since then he

had not been called upon to execute any repairs to the chimney, nor

had anv member of his firm, lie hail noticed for some time that

the chimney again leaned in the same direction : he lirst observed

this live or six years since, lie had noticed this when passing along

llipley Street. On December 13, last, he observed that it was lean-

ing more than it had done previously since the straightening. He
had heard it was intended to repair it, and went along Kipley Street

purposely to look at it. The chimney was then leaning eastward.

The operation of straightening would break a number of the through
stones. It was through Mr. llorsfall, one of the tenants, that he

heard the chimney was to be repaired. Mr. Horsfall a week pre-

vious askeil him to examine the chimney and give a written report.

Ho told Mr. llorsfall he could not do that unless he was requested
to do so by Messrs. Hipley.

By Colonel Seddon : When the chimney had been partly built,

Sir ll. W. llipley expressed a desire to carry it to a height of 100

yards; but after it had canted and Woodman had straightened it,

orders were given to complete it as soon as possible, and the idea of

making it 100 yards high was abandoned. As to the foundation,

the wall of the old pit-shaft was allowed to remain. The four shafts

which were sunk appeared to have a firm surrounding of earth be-

tween them and the centre shaft. The weight of the chimney would

be between four and five thousand tons. The concrete bed was

quite hard before they began to build. No cramps were used in the

foundations. He had known cases in which buildings had cracked

in consequence of being upon old pit workings. He doubted whether

the most careful packing of an old working would prevent the

ground from giving way in some instances, even if the workings
were at a depth of 40 yards. The old pit shaft-was lined with dry
wall-stones. It did not appear to be coining away. All the tilling

was taken out previous to beginning the operation of packing, which

was started from the centre shaft. Originally the two Hues into the

chimney were 5 feet 8 inches. It was afterwards decided by Sir H.

W. Uipley to have them 6 feet 3 inches. At the commencement
the work was being done without drawings; but when the drawings
were prepared it was decided n the alterations. They had then

got as far as the spring of the arch; and when the alteration was

decided upon the work was pulled down again right through on that

side. That was on the northwest, and also a portion of the west

face anil adjoining angles. The whole of the new work was properly

stepped or tied in
;
and no one could see there had been any altera-

tions. Mr. Morforth ordered the alterations to be made as soon as

the plans were brought; and he acted upon the instructions from the

late Mr. Andrews, the architect. He did not know on whose

authority Mr. Andrews acted in this matter. There were not more
than two openings into the Hues,-about a foot square. The same

quality of lime was used throughout the work. It was Skipton
lime. Doncaster and South Empsall lime were better for mortar

ground in a mortar mill. Both these kinds of lime were much
used by builders in this district in 1863. They were not dearer

than Skipton lime. He was not aware that the main flue at the

base now measured ten feet: if it did he should think it was the

result of expansion by heat. He had never known an instance in

which a 9-foot rtue had been expanded by heat to 10 feet. He was
not aware that the inside easing of the chimney had been altered

since it was built. When the chiinney was built there was a 3-inch

cavity between the red-brick and the fire-brick
;

it was never in-

tended to be a 6-inch cavity. That was carried out all round the

chiuinuy to the height of 30 feet. He suggested that brickwork

or inside wall-stones should be used throughout the chimney instead

of packing. Sir H. W. Kipley suggested the method which was

adopted, and he agreed with his suggestion ;
but from his experience

as a builder, he was of opinion that by using bricks or wall-stones, in-

stead of packing, the chimney would have been much stronger.
After what had occurred, he did not think that chimneys of that

size should be built with packing. The weak point of such work
was its evenness of character, and its being more likely to settle.

The fire-brick lining was entirely independent of the common brick ;

there were no ties between them. The (ire-brick lining was finished

otl with red brick; there were some openings left, but the fire-brick

had to support the red brick above. There would be an opening
on each face about three inches square. These o|>enings were two
courses high, and a half-brick in width. The fire-brick was laid

with every fourth course in headings, and he thought that would be

stronger work than if all had been heading courses. The red-bricks

were laid in heading courses about every fifth course. The stone

ties were built into the red-brick to the extent of about four and a
half inches, ami ran about half-way to the packing; corresponding
ties ran from the outer case and overlapped the ends. There was
not a bed of throughs extending all round. There was a through at

every yard in height, making a total of 560 throughs; but more than

this number were put in. In building they did not impose any re-

striction as to the use of the throughs; where they would come in

they were used. The photograph of the ruins (produced) did not

show headers every fifth course; there were eleven course* shown in

which he did not detect any stretchers; it appeared as if they had
been broken. He did not think that eleven heading courses

would be weak OOBttroctioa in a confined place like that. It was
not the usual practice to build so; and it would be no saving in the

cost. He attributed these eleven courses being put in to inability
to obtain the circle bricks, which were supplied by Messrs. 1'earson

& Son, Mill Lane. It would have IM'CII better if stretching courses

had been put in them. These heading courses were at the base of

the chimney, and would have to carry the greatest weight, life be-

lieved the heat in the chimney would cause great expansion in the

inner lining. In the present day it was the practice in erecting

chimneys to leave the fire-brick free at the top for expansion, and
also to allow a greater cavity, which in this instance was three

inches. The greatest expansion would be below; and the red-brick

lining resting upon the fire-brick lining would be liable to be raised ;

but he had not iiad any experience of that. He had known instances

of chimneys being dislocated at the top, but he could not say whether
it was due to a cause of that kind. He thought the force of the ex-

pansion would be upwards, and must carry before it the lining rest-

ing upon it. Tile same effect might result from the sinking of

the packing, which was composed of ordinary rubble and ordinary
mortar. There was no foreman or clerk of works whose sole duty it

was to watch the work done at the chimney, so that stones might
be laid on edge without his knowledge, and too many heading-
courses might have been put in the brick lining. There would be
no advantage to this firm or to the workmen in doing this. As to

tli straightening of the chimney by Woodman, he thought the effect

of the cutting would be to throw the weight of the chimney on that

side, and he formed the opinion that it had been rocking from that

point. The weight of the chimney, to a great extent, after the

straightening, would be concentrated on the opposite side of the

foundations. That was on the side on which it had been cut. If the
foundations were at all shaky, the tendency would be for the chiin-

ney to go on the other side; and if so it would bring the base of the

structure straight again. In that case the top of the chimney would
lean in the opposite way, through having been cut. The effect of

the straightening process would be to injure the masonry on that

side, by the tearing and breaking of the thronghs, which would
loosen the mortar. This effect would be more above the cut than be-

low; but there would be some injury done to the structure below.
The two cuts were about two feet apart. The Architect.

W
A NEW METHOD OF TUNNEL BUILDING.1

K CROSBY said: I desire

to call }our attention to a

new, and, as I hope to show,
an improved, method of con-

structing submarine tunnels. I

need not say that the submarine
tunnel has become in many eases

a necessity. Actual connections
are required wherever practica-

ble, and there are rivers to cross that will

not admit of being bridged, because a bridge
would obstruct navigation, and a tunnel is

the only alternative.

As submarine tunnels are made now, they
are driven through the earth at a considera-

ble depth below the bottom of the stream, be-

cause there must be overhead a roof suffi-

ciently strong to support itself and also the

overlying waters during the process of con-

struction. The great depth to which the tunnel must be carried

necessarily requires either long approaches or steep grades.

Some years ago I was led to inquire whether there might not be

a feasible method of tunnelling through the stream, instead of going
beneath it. From time to time 1 gave the subject more or lets

thought, and have arrived at what I believe is a practical solution of

the problem. My plan is really a compromise between the ordinary
submarine tunnel and a bridge; avoiding the great depth of the

former, and not obstructing navigation like the latter. In short, it

is a tubular iron bridge, resting on the bottom of the stream, or in

a trench dredged across the river-bed ; though, if navigation re-

quires it, the trench may be deep enougli to bring the top of the

tunnel level with the bottom, the tunnel in this ease being completely
buried. The idea is to construct the tunnel on the bottom o.f the

stream, whenever practicable; and to bury it only where it is nec-

essary to avoid obstructing navigation, or where the strength of the

current or the character of the river-bed may demand it.

I will now explain briefly my plan for constructing such a tunnel.

We will first suppose that the approaches to the tunnel are com-

pleted, and that on each shore of the stream a proper abutment has

been built enclosing in its lower part a short iron tube lined inside

with brickwork, and having the dimensions of the proposed tunnel.

The abutments will be constructed by means of coffer-dams, and
when completed, the river ends of the iron tubes (which are really

portions of the tunnel) will be closed water-tight with temporary
wooden bulkheads. The coffer-dams are then removed, and we are

ready to begin the construction of the tunnel proper.
The first step is to prepare the bed for it. If the tunnel is to lie
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upon the bottom of the stream, the only preparation necessary will

be to partly level its bed. If the tunnel is to be wholly or partially

buried, a suitable trench will be dredged out in a line between the

abutments. When required, the sides of the trench will be sup-

ported by sheet-piling. The tunnel itself is essentially a large tube,

strengthened by ribs of angle-iron, and lined with brick. It is built

in sections of 100 to 500 feet each, according to circumstances, the

shortest sections being used where there is a strong current in the

stream, or where the bed is of a quicksand nature and requires to

be dredged out. On streams not over 500 feet wide the crossing
mav be effected with a single section.

These tunnel-sections may be advantageously built on ways, near

the water, and when completed launched broadside, the ends being
first closed water-tight with temporary wooden bulkheads. The
brick lining may be partially laid before launching if it is deemed

expedient. The upper courses of iron plates are not put on until the

interior masonry is completed. They are then fastened down with

screw-bolts, and the iron shell coated with asphaltum. The end rims

or (hinges of the sections should be of east-iron, and so constructed

as to fit accurately, and should be provided with suitable screws for

binding the sections together, and also with a rabbeted recess for

holding the temporary bulkhead. The section having been launched

and the inner masonry completed, it is towed to the tunnel site, and,

flanked by large scows, is placed directly over the bed prepared for

it. After the iron shell has received a heavy coat of asphaltum, the

outer masonry is added, the section being now buoyed up by the

scows.

At some point, probably the centre, there should be a man-hole of

suitable size, with an entrance-tube fitted to it long enough to rise a

few feet above the water when the section is resting on its bed. This

entrance-tube is removable, and is held in place by guys.
Estimates that I have made show that a section so constructed,

and of a size suitable for railroad purposes, would be about one-

tenth heavier than its displacement of water.

On each side of the sections suitable guide-piles will be driven
;
and

now, placing the structure as near as possible in such a position that

its sliore end shall be in a vertical line over the river end of the short

section built in the abutment, we lower the section by means of suita-

ble machinery to its bed. By means of the guide-piles, and various

other mechanical devices unnecessary to mention, the two tunnel-

sections are brought directly in contact, and are secured by large

screws, or other appliances. It is intended that the rims, when fast-

ened together, shall be water-tight. Concrete is then run down un-

til the entire lower portion of the section is imbedded in it. The ad-

joining bulkheads are now removed, the man-hole is securely and

permanently closed up, and the entrance-tube taken off to be used

with the discarded bulkheads on the next section. These bulkheads,
it should be mentioned, are to be strongly braced on the inside. No
water is introduced in joining two sections, except the small amount
enclosed between the bulkheads. The remaining sections are con-

structed and laid in the same manner.
If the tunnel is for a double roadway, there will be two of the tubu-

lar sections, side by side, joined together by means of strong trusses,

and there may also be a suitable communicating passageway between
the sections.

The advantages claimed for this method of submarine tunnelling
are : first, that a tunnel can be built at a much less depth than by the

present mode, and will consequently have shorter approaches and

lighter grades. Second, a tunnel can be constructed much more rap-

idly than at present, as the various processes of approach-making,
dredging, section-construction and placing are intended to be car-

ried on simultaneously. Third, the iron-work may be done at any
point, however distant, provided there is water communication to the

tunnel site; for tunnel-sections, with their strong bulkheads, are very

buoyant, and are fully capable of taking an Atlantic voyage. Fourth,
it will be cheaper, as there can be no caving in, and no breaks.

Success is assureil from the start. And lastly, it will be, in my opin-
ion, a preeminently safe and durable tunnel. The strong iron shell

prevents the possibility of a break or leakage, and the structure,
when complete, is simply like a tunnel in homogeneous rock with the

advantage of an iron lining.

PROPOSED BUILDING FOR THE AMERICAN INSTI-
TUTE OF ARCHITECTS.

NEW YORK, February 16, 1883

/IRCULAR of the Board of Trustees to

the Members of the Institute in refer-

ence to a proposed Competitive Exhibi-
tion to take place at the Annual Convention
in 1883, at Providence and Newport, Rhode
Island, as authorized by a resolution passed
at the Convention of 1882.

To
Dear Sir : You are invited to submit drawings

for the above competition upon the terms, and in
the spii-it of the following
REPORT OF COMMITTEE TO BOARD OF TRUS-

TEES UPON A "NATIONAL STVLE."
As a Committee of One to whom was assigned the duty of preparing a re-

1 Summary of a paper read before the Society of Arts Boston, January 25 by
Mr. F. \V. Crosby, published in the Boston Transcript.

port for the action of the Board of Trustees of the American Institute of

Architects, relating to the instructions given them at the last Convention,

concerning the fostering of an "American Style of Architecture," by an-

nouncing various competitions to its members with a view to that end, I

would report as follows :

In my opinion the Board of Trustees cannot adopt in its entirety the re-

sults of the debate upon this subject, viz : that a distinctively American

style is probable, or even possible in the near future. Styles among civil-

ized nations were born, not made to order; born, not new-fledged and com-

plete, but gradually evolved from necessity and local circumstances, and the

result is that which follows healthy growth and sound principles in construc-

tion and ornamentation. Such styles have endured, and are worthy of our
admiration and respect to-day, and it is a perfectly natural sequence that in

our new country, peopled as it is from the old world all its nationalities be-

ing here represented we follow precedent ;
and in the amazing hurry of

our lives, find time only to adapt, if we do not adopt the result of the lessons

so learned. Moreover, the times are changed, and we change with them
;

travel, in its more comparative ease and safety, opens the world's high-waya
and by-ways to us; steam, the telegraph, anil illustrated books all tend to

make the world's architectural history an open page for us to read and use

to our own advantage. In this way. while we have gained in information,
we have lost the concentrated energy that animated the biiildersof the olden

time, and are apt to fall into the danger of ever seeking some new thing.

Hampered by no traditions, we pick and choose here and there, and mould
and adapt to our own uses, ideas of ornament and construction that may or

may not be suitable to the every-day needs of our intellectual life, and our

practical surroundings.
But out of this no distinctive ideal of any style that can be called national

has yet been evolved. Our students have either been educated abroad, or

instructed here by professors who are imbued with ideas fo gained, and
whose models and text-books refer rather to the past than to the future.

Our Colonial architecture was of course an adaptation of old-world ideas,
often in a new form of construction, and was ill so far, a new departure.

Gradually, the fact of timber construction beiug a necessity in extending the
means of rapidly housing an increasing population has developed a ver-

nacular style, which having no artistic merit at first, or, indeed, until re-

cently, has at this present a decided charm in its best type; that of the

country-house, both in its artistic effects, and its completeness in domestic

comfort, without being a servile copy of anything known to us in books or

illustrated magazines, and is owing to the best efforts of our architects hav-

ing been put forth in that direction.

Kuskin defines architecture as a "political art," and therefore its highest
development is to be found in cities, where wealth gives the means, and the

highest type of intellect, its impetus; and it is here that the greatest failures

are apparent by their conspicuousness. The contrast between the cities of

this new country and their prototypes, is not one that causes any compla-
cency on our part as far as their architecture is concerned; and yet we have
the same starting point, viz: that of sound construction and true principles
of design, avoiding flimsiness on one hand, and extravagance on the other.

The question therefore arises, keeping these kinds in view, can we graft

upon the necessities required by local circumstance and honest truth in con-

struction, any new principles of design that may eventually be called
"American ?"
The attempt to answer this question has been decided for us, for the time

being, in the instructions given the Board of Trustees as the result of the
debate in the last Annual Convention; the end will show whether those in-

structions were wise, and whether the consequence will be one of which
American architects will be proud.
With the above end in view, it is desired that the Board of Trustees pre-

sent for open competition among its members, a problem, or series of prob
lems, to be worked out during the ensuing year, and the design submitted
to be exhibited at the next Annual Convention.
To remove the problem decided upon from the realm of the ideal, and to

make it eminently practical, it may not be amiss here to announce that the
nucleus of a building-fund has been started through the generosity of one of
our Fellows, for a building in New York City, to be the official home of the
American Institute of Architects, and for ail its members. This building
should contain a suite of rooms for that purpose, one of which should be

sufficiently large to serve for lectures, conventions, meetings, exhibitions,
etc. In addition, a parlor of moderate size, a library and a reading-room ;

the
rest of the building should be designed with such ample office accommoda-
tions for architects and other tenants, with stores and warehouses on the
lower floor, that the rental would free the Institute from all such expense.
The lot should be a corner one, say 50' x 100', the longer side facing the

smith ; the shorter one, the west. Entrances may be on either street.

The competition will be hampered with no instructions as to material, de-

sign or arrangement other than the above, and is, of course, to include all

necessary safety-appliances and conveniences, sanitary heating, ventilation
and plumbing.

Fire-proof construction is to be desired. The fact that the records of the
Institute have just been exposed to the great danger of fire in the building
lately occupied by the Secretary, renders the question of lire-proof qualities
a very serious one. The Institute is now burned out, and the records,
books, pamphlets and photographs seriously injured, if not partly de-

stroyed.
The rental of the proposed building must be based upon the average rates

in this city, viz: from $1.25 to $1.50 per square foot of occupied floor-space,
and it is a necessity that this must cover the object named, viz; that of giv-
ing the Institute its accommodations free of the ordinary expense of rent,
etc., where rooms are hired, and possibly render the Institute self-supporting
indue time. Designs should at least show plans of floors and two elevations,
at a scale of one-eighth of an inch to the foot. The designs submitted to be
forwarded to the Committee of Arrangements for the next annual Conven-
tion.

The Board of Trustees reserve the right to publish such designs as they
see fit, without prejudice to the others.

This, therefore, is the problem offered to those members who participated
in the debate which resulted in the above instructions to the Board of Trus-
tees, and all others who are interested in the subject, viz: the development
of an " American Style" of architecture. H. M. CONODON, Committee.
February 15, 1883. Report (amended as above after second reading)

adopted, aud ordered to be printed for circulation.
44 Exchange Place, New York, A. J. BLOOR, Secretary.

MONTHLY CHRONICLE.
FEBRUARY 1. Explosion of a powder mill at Acton, Mass. No lives lost.

February 2. Walker County Court-House, at Lafayette, Ga., is burned.
All the county records are destroyed.
February 4. Earthquake shocks at Murcia, Spain ; Agram, Hungary ;

Wolfborough, N. H.
;
and Kalamazoo, Mich.
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February 4-18. Severe floods at Cincinnati and other points iu the Ohio

Valley, reaching the highest jioiut on lecord on the 14th.

February 5. Fire iu Mt. Morris Theatre, Third Avenue, New York, be-

fore the performance.
Earthquake shock at Bloomington, III.

February 7. Main building of 11 nilin University, near Minneapolis, ii

burned. Loss 865,000; the one hundred ami twenty pupils escape uninjured.

February 8. The Royal Opera-Housc at Toronto, Can., in burned. Lou
875,000.

February 13. The Cincinnati Southern R. R. depot lg undermined by the

flood anil falls, cauMiic loss of at least four lives.

February IU. A mine lit Braidwood, 111., i flooded, drowuiug seventy
men.
February . New Theatre at Altarnd, Hungary, Is burned.

February '2fi. Floor of a liall at Thrasher's Corner, Out., Canada, falls

during a political caucus. Main hurt, no one killed.

Fire iu n Roman Catholic Parochical School on Fourth St., New York,
causing a panic resulting ill the death of seventeen children.

February 27. Earthquake at Newport, R. I.

BLASTING WITH QUICK-LIME.
PHILADELPHIA, February 27, 1883.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN AKCHITKCT :

Sirs, Can you give me any information in regard to the prepara-
tion of the quick-lime cartridges mentioned in your issue of Feb-

ruary 24th? I would like to have them tried in some very awkward

places where I am engaged in getting dimension stone from an old

quarry, and oblige, Yours faithfully, T. RONEY WILLIAMSON.

[SKK American Architect, Vol. XI, p. 191, and Vol. XII, pp. 80 and 130.

EDS. AMERICAN AHCHITECT.]

COPYRIGHTING DESIGNS.
LONG BRANCH, February 22, 1883.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT :

Gentlemen, Would you kindly say if I can protect my plans
from being used by unprincipled parties by registration with the

Librarian of Congress, or under the patent law. What I wish to

know is, and what must interest the profession generally, can I pro-
tect my designs, say for a cottage, and prevent others from copying
and executing same ? I have had to do with some mean pirates in

this particular, and would like to know my rights in the matter, if

any. Yours truly, J. T.

[IT is practically Impossible to protect executed architectural designs.
The drawings may be copyrighted, but a very small variation from the origi-
nal is sufficient to evade the copyright. Eos. AMERICAN ARCHITECT.]

CALCULATING GIRDERS.
ILLINOIS INDUSTRIAL UNIVERSITY, CHAMPAIGN, ILL., February 23, 1883.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT :

Gentlemen, It gives me pleasure to find that the essay on

"Girders" has aroused some interest in the subject among the pro-

fession, as evidenced by the criticism contributed by
" J. W. P." to

your issue of February 10.

Your correspondent should not forget the statement of the object
and plan of the essay, made on page 157, Vol. XII: " To collect these

formulae and methods, show their relation to each other, and to put
them into convenient form for the use of the architect or draughts-
man, using the simplest possible methods, is the object of this essay."

It was considered that this precluded any elaborate discussion of

nice theoretical points, which are very interesting and useful in their

proper place, and suggestive to those possessing the requisite pre-

liminary knowledge of the higher mathematics, and also limited the

mode of treatment of the subject to the development of a general
method, which could be safely entrusted to the use of any draughts-
man of average ability, possessing sufficient perseverance to master
it thoroughly. In such a case, a method giving a slight excess of

strength is certainly to be preferred to one more complex, which re-

duces the margin of safety to its lowest limit, and also introduces a

much greater liability to error in its application.

Again, the coefficients employed in the formulae for the resistance

of materials are mostly obtained from experiments on carefully-se-
lected specimens of small size, and the recent experiments of Profes-

sor Lanza on full-sized wooden beams and columns show that the

real factor of safety is much smaller than is generally supposed.
Until these questions relating to the actual strength of materials

have been settled by exhaustive experiments, which will probably
cause as much change in values and formula) for other constructive

elements, as did those of Bouscaren, Clarke, and Laidley, iu the

formula; for wrought-iron columns, it is certainly preferable for the

architect to be sure to err on the side of safety.
It is a common experience that close attention to minute theoreti-

cal points is apt to induce a belief that the results obtained are ex-

tremely accurate, entirely neglecting the real and far greater sources
of error in the formulae or methods. Just as if a surveyor, measur-

ing angles to the nearest quarter-degree, were to employ seven-place
logarithms in working out his calculations, and then pride himself on
the accuracy of his work.

I. Your correspondent appears to advance the idea that if a beam
be proportioned to resist the bending moment acting at the different

points of its length, it will resist the shear also; that is, that the shear
does not assist the bending moment in the destruction of the beam,
if this takes place.

If a beam of uniform resistance be designed, and its section be

made, if possible, of such form that all the fibres are strained with

equal intensity, and that they are all under their maximum safe

tensile or compress! ve strain, it is evident that these same cannot be

safely relied upon to resist the shear also, any mure than a post sup-

porting its in.iximiim safe load could be safely subjected, to a con-

siderable. traiiMersu pressure.
This may lie moro clearly seen by taking the case of a bridge-truss

with parallel chords, which may lj considered to be a solid plate-

girder with an inlinili'ly thin web, upper anil lower tlangcs, and with

vertical and diagonal sliffeners, or web-members, i'he bending
moment is entirely resisted by the upper and lower chords, and the

shear is transmitted to the abutments by means of the verticals and

diagonals, .since the actual longitudinal strain on any web-member

equal* the shear at that point of the truss, multiplied by the secant

ot tlie angle between the member and a vertical. (Burr's Strains in

Roofand Bridge Trusses, Ed. 1882, page 7.) If the diagonals were

omitted, the verticals would still keep the chords at the proper dis-

tances apart, but no one would suppose the truss .would stand for an

instant.

(See Encyclopedia Britannica, ninth edition, Vol. 4, page 258, for a

very clear demonstration of this point by Professor Fieemiug
Jenkin.)

Again, if a beam be supported at the ends and loaded in any man-

ner, we find that the bending moment = at each end. Conse-

quentlv, if a beam of uniform resistance be designed, just sufficient

to resist the bending moment acting at each poiut of the length, its

area of section at the edge of the abutment would = 0. Yet an

"additional area" must be provided at those points, sufficient to re-

sist the shear acting there, and which may be correctly obtained by
the general formula for shearing on page 192, Vol. XII, since the

intensity of the shear is uniform over the entire section, because no

bending moment is acting there. It is also evident that an "additional

area "must also be added at each of the consecutive sections towards
the middle of beam, to that required by the bending moment, for an

indefinite distance from the edge of the abutment, depending on the

arrangement of the loading and the form of the section. (For exam-
les of this addition, see Rankine, Cit-il Engineering, page 259,

'igures 142 and 144.)
It appears to me that the true explanation of this case is the fol-

lowing one:

Suppose a beam of uniform resistance and any form of section to

be designed, the dimensions of the consecutive sections to be deter-

mined by the respective bending moments acting at them. Also,
that the load be concentrated at a point midway between the abut-

ments. The shear will then be uniform between that point and each

abutment, practically requiring a uniform area of section to resist it

at each of the consecutive sections, provided that the forms and pro-

portions of all sections of the beam are similar. The fibres of each
section are strained by the bending moment itself in proportion to

their distances from the neutral axis of the section. Supple that

of each layer of fibres, parallel to the neutral axis of the section, a

portion are strained to their maximum safe limit, or the same as the

most distant fibres of the section, and that the remaining fibres of

the layer are not strained at all, but may be relied upon to resist a

portion of the shear acting at that section. We may say that these

last fibres compose, for the entire section, a
" remainder area," winch

resists the shear acting there. It becomes evident that, according to

the form of section, the length of the beam, and the arrangement of

the loading, this " remainder area
"
may either be in excess of the

required amount, equal to it, or less, at the centre of the beam where
the bending moment and dimensions of sections are greatest. Also,
that as we pass towards either end, the sections diminish with the

bending moments, while practically the same "remainder area
"

is

required, because the shear is constant. Consequently, at that
point

where the " remainder area
"
equals the required area to resist shear,

we must commence to add sufficient area to the consecutive sections

to make up the deficiency, and we have just seen that the e.ntire

shear area must be added at the ends, because there the section and
remainder area are each = 0.

Again, suppose that the load be as before and remain constant,
but the clear length of the beam be diminished. The remainder area

of the middle and largest section will become equal to the required
shear area, at some limiting length of beam, and if the length be

further diminished, the remainder areas of all the sections become
smaller than the respective shear areas, and additional area must be

added to every section to make up the deficiency.
The same reasoning is true of any form of loading, though the

shear and shear area will then be variable and not uniform through-
out the entire length of the beam.

It is very evident that the practical application of this process in

designing a beam or girder would prove to be lengthy and quite la-

borious, and that the small saving of material possibly obtainable

would rarely compensate the architect for the time required, above
that necessary for the application of the method given in the essay
on girders.

Moreover, Rankine's formula (referred to by J. W. P.) is not em-

ployed by engineers practically, who are certainly tlwroughly alive

to any possible and probable saving in material find cost.

Rankine says: (Applied Mechanics, page 341.) "When* beam
consists of strong upper

and lower flanges or horizontal bars con-

nected by a thin vertical web or webs, like the wroughfc-iron plate*

girders to be treated in a subsequent section, the shearing force ii to
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be treated as if it were entirely borne by the vertical web or webs,
and uniformly distributed.

Professor Fleeming Jenkin says : (Enc. Brit., Vol. 4, page 265.)
" The value of M, the bending moment, must be calculated for a

sufficient number of cross-sections of the beam and for various dis

tributions of load. . . . The maximum shearing stress must next be

calculated for each of the above sections. . . . The engineer can
now compute the number of square inches, Sc and St, required at

each section consistently with the factor of safety he chooses to em-

ploy. . . . (to resist the bending moment M.). . . . The web will

next be designed by giving it such a thickness as will, with the depth
already fixed, supply the number of square inches required to reduce
the stress per square inch to the safe or proof shearing stress."

Professor Wood says (Resistance of Materials, pages 196 and

197);
1. That for a beam supported at ends and loaded uniformly, if

of uniform breadth, its upper and lower edges will form an ellipse,
ends tangent to verticals through edges of abutments, with reference

to bending moments only.

2. That for shear alone,
"

if the resistance to transverse shearing
varies directly as the transverse section," the beam would be com-

posed of two triangles, whose vertices are at middle of beam.

3. That "
practically the two cases may be combined by adding the

ordinates of the triangle
"

to those of the ellipse.

(This is exactly the method given in the essay.)

4. That "
theoretically, I do not see how they can be combined,

since the conditions established are not only independent, but are

not simultaneous. Each question furnishes a determinate equation.
One is an equation of moments and the other of forces. The practi-
cal solution above suggested, doubtless gives an excess of strength at

all points, except at the ends and middle; for by increasing the

depth we increase the moments of resistance, and probably add more
than is necessary to resist the transverse shearing, since that is

greatest near the neutral axis where the strain from moments is

least."

When girders are of uniform cross-section throughout, as is usually
the case when made of wood or wrought-iron, the effect of shear

may be neglected in many cases, especially when the arrangement of

the loading is a continuous one, whether uniform or not. Then the

dimensions of section are determined by the maximum bending mo-
ment, at which point the zero shear is also found. The " remainder
area

"
increases from that point towards the ends much faster than

the area actually required to resist the shear.

The preceding certainly shows that the method given in the essay
on girders is either identical with that employed by the best authori-

ties, or at least is as economical, and that to employ the method sug-
gested by Rankine would not be practicable or profitable.
Those wishing to study that view of the subject suggested by

" J.

W. P.'^-will find an excellent graphical method of treating it given
in Clarke's Principles of Graphical Statics, page 123, et seq., which
is more easily applied than the analytical method of Rankine.

II. Obtaining area of "Inertia" Figure.
The method given by

" J. W. P." had been considered, but it was
thought that the one given would, on the whole, be less liable to lead to

error and mistakes in its application, and would be sufficiently exact
for all practical purposes, if the horizontals were taken reasonably
near each other.

Your correspondent does not appear to notice the following points,
which would occur in making a practical application.

1. The equilibrium-curve coincides with the tangents above and
below the horizontals drawn through the top and bottom of section.

2. Practically, it is most convenient to make the distance between
horizontals equal to some convenient fraction of an inch, which may
or may not be commensurate with distances from horizontal through
centre of gravity of section to top and bottom of section.

3. If commensurate, the method is admitted to be correct. If this

be not the case at either top or bottom, the extreme ordinate at that
side would fall outside the horizontal through top or bottom of
section.

4. No area is added thereby or error incurred, other than that re-

sulting from considering the curve to be a polygon of small sides.

If " J. W. P." will draw the section full-size and take the hori-

zontals not over one-fourth of an inch apart, I do not believe that he
will be able to detect any difference in the results obtained by his
method and those of my own.
The examples worked out in the essay were given as examples of

the application of the method, rather than specimens of minute ac-

curacy, for they were executed somewhat hastily, and errors may
occur in them. They were only drawn at one-third full-size, and the
horizontals were taken one inch apart.

III. Wooden girder composed of two timbers, one above the other.
Since no reliable experiments have yet been made to determine

the relative strength of double wooden girders, and those of a single
timber of the same section, keyed and bolted as described, so far
as I am aware, it would certainly be presumption on my part and a
mere exercise of judgment or guessing, to assume a numerical value
for this ratio. Consequently, it has been thought preferable to as-

sume that the gain resulting from keying and bolting the two tim-
bers together should be considered as offsetting the loss from cutting
the timbers for keys, bolt-holes, gains for ends of joists, etc. I have
no doubt that there is a considerable excess of strength, but it is

certainly best to be sure first, that our construction is absolutely safe,
afterwards making it as economical as possible.
The writer has little faith in the application of theory to difficult

problems in construction, unless it be based upon and corrected by
the results of trustworthy experiments. Yours truly,

N. CLIFFORD RICHER.

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.

THE CASTLE OF MARBURG. The ancient castle of Marburg, near
Cassel, in Germany, is being restored by the order and at the personal
expense of Emperor William. The castle, which was built in the
thirteenth century, is a splendid remnant of the old Gothic architecture
and filled with numerous and precious historical and artistic reminis-
cences. It was the residence of the princes of Hesse until 1604; in it Philip
the Magnanimous was born, and there, at his instance, occurred the re-

ligious debate between Luther, Melanchthon, Zwingli, Oecolampadim
and others. In the still habitable portion of the castle are kept the
state archives of Cassel, Fulda and Hanan, which contain, besides
valuable documents relating to the time of the Reformation and the

Thirty-years' war, the ancient Carolingian annals since 752. Exchange.

ANCIENT MODE OP BAKING WALLS. Among the recent discover-
ies at Hissarlik by Dr. Sehliemann are the remains of buildings which
he supposes to have been temples. The walls are respectively 1.46
metres and 1.26 metres thick. Nothing, he says, could better prove
the great antiquity of the buildings than the fact that they were built of
unbaked bricks, and that the walls had been baked m situ by huge
masses of wood piled up on both sides of each wall and kindled simul-

taneously. Each of the buildings has a vast vestibulum, and each of
the front faces of the lateral walls is provided with six vertical quad-
rangular beams, which stood on well-polished bases, the lower part of
which were preserved, though, of course, in a calcined state, Dr.
Sehliemann maintains that in these ancient Trojan temples we may
see that the antce or parastades, which in later Hellenic temples fulfilled

only a technical purpose, served as an important element of construc-
tion, for they are intended to protect the wall-ends and to render them
capable of supporting the ponderous weight of the superincumbent
cross-beams and the terrace. Similar primitive antce were found in two
other edifices, and at the lateral walls of the northwestern gate. It
was also discovered that the great wall of the ancient Acropolis had
been built of unbaked bricks, and had been baked like the temple
walls in situ. According to Dr. Sehliemann, a similar process of bak-
ing entire walls has never yet, been discovered, and the antce in the
Hellenic temples are nothing else than reminiscences of the wooden
antce of old, which were of important constructive use. Scientific
American.

RINGS NO GUIDE TO A TREE'S AGE. M. Charnay, in one of his North
American papers a year ago, declared that he did not trust the concen-
tric rings of a shrub as a recrfrd of its age in years. He had put the
popular theory to a test during his Central American explorations, and
had found it to err. Dr. A. L. Child, in a recent issue of the Popular
Science Monthly says, he never until then had seen the authority of this

age-record disputed, and when lie came, some months later, to cut
down four small trees which he knew were planted in April, 1871, he
resolved to test the matter, and found that, although they had only twelve
years' growth in them, he could count oneach from 35 to 40 concentric
rings. "I could select twelve more distinct ones," he says, "between
which fainter and narrower or sub-rings appeared ; nine of these appar-
ently annual rings on one section were peculiarly distinct, much more
so than any of the sub-rings ; yet, of the remaining it was difficult to
decide which were annual and which were not." Dr. Child then pro-
ceeds :

"
Now, to ascertain what relation or connectionthere might be

between the meteorology of the several seasons and the growth made
during the same, I selected from my meteorological records the maxi-
mum, minimum and mean temperature, and the rainfall of the six grow-
ing months of spring and summer of each of the twelve years of growth.
These extracts I have tabulated, and have also appended to each sea-
son the thickness of the ring formed, as measured on the oblique cut
previously described. The examination of this table shows a general
relation of cause and effect between high temperature and large rain-
fall and greater growth. But it falls very far short of proving a gen-
eral law of

'
so much heat and so much water during the growing sea-

son, to produce so much wood.' For example, compare the years 1876
and 1878. The temperature of 1878, for the season, is better than 4
in excess of the season of 1875, and the rainfall only a little over four
inches less, and yet the growth of 1875 is seven times what it was in
1878. This almost unparalleled growth of 1875 that is, as compared
with the other years cannot be explained by the above general law;
but I think the May and June record of that year throws light upon it.

We see there a maximum heat in May of 06 (higher than I have ever
known it in an observation and record of twenty-five years), and a
mean temperature of the whole month, also unequalled, of 71, and this
great heat continued through the month of June, and no cold spells after
the heat set in sufficiently to check the growth. Then, in connection with
this heat, the ground was well saturated with water when this heated
term began (May 6), by 1.62 inches of rain on the 4th. From this on
to the 26th of June, fifteen inches more of rain fell, so apportioned over
the time as to keep the ground saturated. This synchronous excess of
heat and water evidently produced the abnormal growth. And proba-
bly, as this matter is further studied, it will be found that these agents,
rightly proportioned, operating synchronously, produce these thicker
rings; while as one or the other is in excess or absent, the growth is

checked, and thus has time to condense and harden, and form these
sub-rings; and the more frequent these alterations, the greater the
number of them."
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GREAT deal of discussion is now going on in New York
in relation to the new building law which is pending before

the Legislature. We are not sure that we are in posses-
sion of the exact text of the bill at present under consideration,
and therefore refrain from attempting to criticise it, but our

impression is that it curtails to a certain extent the discretionary

power given under the present law to the Inspector of Build-

ings, besides defining and correcting some of the imperfect pro-
visions relating to other matters. Among architects and
builders the proposed law seems to be regarded with very va-

rious feelings. Some of the best architects, particularly, con-

sider that any law which restricts construction by the rules of

a single inelastic system is objectionable, and believe that the

end which all regard as desirable would be best gained by a
statute laying down a few general requirements, but leaving
architects to exercise freely within those requirements such
skill and inventiveness as they may possess, subject, however,
to a strict accountability for the consequences of any error or

carelessness. Others, perhiips with equal reason, think that

although unnecessary sacrifices of convenience or appearance
are often made in order to conform to the present law, it is un-

safe to allow irresponsible builders that liberty in matters of

construction which might, with great advantage, be conceded to

skilled architects, and that, since speculators of this kind can

only be controlled by a minutely detailed statute, or by the or-

ders of an inspector armed with a very wide discretion, it is

better, of these two alternatives, to choose the former.

HE Chicago Master-Masons' and Builders' Association has
issued a rather spicy circular, reciting the defects of the

ordinary forms of building contracts, and calling upon fair-

minded persons to adopt better methods of making agreements
for such purposes. To assist them in doing so, the circular

contains as an appendix a new model for building agreements,
which seems to have some excellent points. Before criticising
this, however, the circumstances which led to its preparation
should be understood, and it appears that the Association has
had its attention called to several provisions in contracts re-

cently carried out which seem unfair and wrong. In some
cases these have caused serious misunderstanding, and in many
others they might become the means of injustice and oppres-
sion, and would become so except for the integrity of the archi-

tects, who- are made the sole judges of the mode in which they
are to be interpreted, and usually exercise their discretion with
a fairness which blinds the incautious builder to the injury
which he might suffer if a less honorable person should under-
take to use the same authority to suit his private ends. As
examples of the provisions which the Association considers to

be objectionable, the circular quotes some rather curious

clauses, one of which, for instance, says that " Omissions
which may occur in the plans and specifications, and be discov-

ered during the progress of the work, will be required to be

supplied by the contractor, as if the same had not occurred."

The clause reminds one of the specification for a certain pub-
lic building, which wound up by remarking that " these specifi-

cations are to be regarded as including everything necessary
for a first-class building, whether the same are particularly

mentioned or not," and it is not surprising that the associated

builders should object to it j but other matters are condemned

which we should be sorry to see omitted from building agree-
ments.

"

IN
particular the circular denounces the very common practice

of prefixing general conditions to specifications, on the spe-

cious, but not very sound theory that " the builder's contract

consists of three instruments, viz : the plans, comprising all

drawings necessary to clearly set forth and illustrate the design ;

the specifications, to describe and specify the character of ma-

terials and workmanship to be employed in the execution of said

design, and to elucidate the same on such points as may be

found impracticable to show on plans, and give such further in-

formation to the builder as he may need to estimate on the cost

of the work referred to, or for the correct execution of the same ;

and the articles of agreement, which should contain all condi-

tions and covenants entered into by and between the parties

thereto, and define the rights and duties of the architect," and

that " while these three instruments are correlative parts of one

whole, they are distinct in their nature," and neither should

contain matter properly belonging to any of the others. The

objection to this argument is that the general conditions, which

recite the responsibilities which the builder is to assume, furnish

him with quite as much information respecting the cost of the

undertaking as any part of the specification, and nothing is

more annoying, to the architect and owner as well as the

builder, than to find it necessary, after an estimate has been

submitted in accordance with the specification, to add something
to the price, or go through further negotiations, on account of

provisions in the contract which the owner wishes to insist

upon, but which the builder had not contemplated in his esti-

mate. Of course, it is essential that the general conditions and

the contract should not contradict each other, but if care is

taken to make each of these include all the provisions which
are to be regarded as essential, the submission of an estimate

made in accordance with them, as well as the remainder of the

specification, will show that the builder understands all the con-

ditions which may affect his offer, and a contract including the

same conditions can be signed without disappointment or dis-

cussion, while a simple acceptance of the tender, often the only
contract made between the parties, will bind both to all the

provisions which the general conditions express.

TTTHE investigation into the causes of the fire which occurred

J. a few days ago in the large apartment-house known as the

Cambridge Flats, in New York, causing the death of two

persons, is of great interest to those who occupy such buildings.
It seems that the fire, which caught in the lower story of the

building, ran up through a light-shaft, enclosed by plastered

studding, filling the upper rooms and halls with smoke. Most
of the occupants who found themselves in danger easily reached

the street by means of the fire-escape at the rear of the struct-

ure, but of the two ladies who lost their lives one was too old

and feeble to attempt climbing down seven stories of iron lad-

ders, and with her daughter endeavored to descend the stairs.

If she had been as active as most persons, this might have

been accomplished safely, but even the fear of death could not

give her power to make very rapid progress, and with her

faithful daughter, who would not leave her, she was overtaken

by the smoke and suffocated. Although the building was con-

structed in accordance with the present building law of New
York, which many persons already find too strict, it is plain
that such a result was, under the circumstances, unavoidable.

That fire should ascend from the basement through the nearest

open shaft is a matter of course, and it is equally a matter of

course that if such a shaft is lined with plastering on wooden
laths and studding, the laths will very soon curl, and throwing
off the plaster will take fire and increase the conflagration, at

the same time transmitting it to the stories above, and the

smoke from the rapidly-increasing fire is sure to burst out

through the windows which open on the shaft, and fill all the
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rooms which communicate with it directly or indirectly. Ac-

cording to the Inspector of Buildings, there is now no way of

requiring such shafts to be constructed of fire-proof materials,
as they certainly should be. If, as he thinks advisable, they
were left open at the top, the statute would regard the parti-
tions enclosing them as external walls, to be built of brick, but

if they are simply covered by a skylight they may be consid-

ered as enclosed by partitions, which can, under the law, be of

wood-work.

SINGULAR problem in engineering is presented to the

committee which has in charge the construction of the ped-
estal for the great statue of Liberty in New York har-

bor. About eighty thousand dollars out of the necessary two

hundred and fifty thousand have been raised, but nothing has

been done about the work. It is probable that operations would

be begun at once with the funds in hand, if it were not that no

plans have been made, and no architect or engineer has been

engaged to make them, the committee not having been able to

find any member of these professions willing to contribute them
for nothing, or rather, for the "great credit" which, "if pro-

perly done" they will "reflectupon thedesigner and engineer."
As the value of the drawings and superintendence for the ped-
estal alone, to say nothing of the responsibility of seeing the

statue placed safely upon it, would be about twenty-five thou-

sand dollars, we fear that the committee will look long before

they find the individuals whom they seek. The task itself, in-

dependent of any consideration of proper payment for the time

and responsibility involved, is not one that the most skilful en-

gineer would wish to undertake hastily. The statue weighs,

complete, only about eighty tons, but presents an immense sur-

face to the wind, and stands, moreover, on a comparatively
small base. Considering that it is not extremely easy to con-

struct a brick chimney of the same height, one hundred and

forty-eight feet, weighing ten times as much, of pyramidal
form, and standing on the ground, so as to resist the force of a

storm, the difficulty of raising and securing the statue, not on
the ground, but on the top of a pedestal nearly one hundred
and fifty feet high, is apparent. There are no precedents for

anything of the kind, and it will hardly do to secure the figure

by the rope stays, like those of a derrick, which the incapable

engineer would naturally resort to. The members of the com-
mittee seem themselves to have perceived something of the

difficulty of the undertaking, and have telegraphed to France
for instructions as to the mode of doing the work. We do not

generally volunteer advice, but it seems to us that the plan said

to be employed by the Japanese for securing their light pagoda
towers against the effects of wind, by means of a long weight,
or pendulum, hung from the top of the tower, and reaching
nearly to the floor, might perhaps be employed with good effect

for the New York statue. A very similar device, applied by
Sir Christopher Wren, has for two hundred years held up the

spire of Salisbury Cathedral, as well as those of one or two
other English churches, iu which a heavy wooden framework,
extending as far downward as the construction of the tower

permits, is suspended by strong iron bars from the cap-stone,
free to swing in any direction. The effort of the wind on one
side of the spire inclines it until the hanging framework rests

against the opposite side, but when the pressure is relieved, the

pendulum swings back, bringing the stone-work with it into its

original place.

N enterprise which was first set on foot in Baltimore and
Boston, has recently been extended to New York, in the

shape of what is called a Title Company, the officers

of which obtain copies of all records relating to real estate,
and make abstracts of the title to any given pieceof land
on the payment of a reasonable fee. As this work is new
generally confided to lawyers, who are obliged to spend a

good deal of time in following up a given title, and of course
make a charge to correspond, the Title Company expects,
with great reason, that its abstracts, which can be very quickly
made by persons having its facilities in the way of classifica-

tion, and familiarity with the deeds of any given place, will be
much sought after by those who wish to avoid the expense of

employing a lawyer for the same service. In Baltimore, where
the company is already prepared for business, five dollars is the

regular fee for searching any given title, and a guaranty of
its accuracy is given for an additional premium of one dollar
for each thousand dollars of value involved. For some reason,
the copying of the records has been opposed by the

Registrars

of Deeds in Baltimore and New York, who probably have a

vague notion that no one has a right to the possession of du-

plicate records, but this feeling is likely to disappear as the value

to the community of better facilities for obtaining clear state-

ments of the validity of deeds and mortgages of real estate be-

comes more fully demonstrated. There is an immense amount
of work, in the shape of comparison of boundaries, tracing of

inheritances and dower, and verification of names, which no

lawyer can undertake in the course of his examination of a sin-

gle title, and no Registrar of Deeds can enter into, but which,
if properly done, would save continual disputes and losses among
the owners of real property, particularly those of small means
and limited experience ; and if any company will thoroughly
accomplish this task, which is a long, but not a very difficult

one, it will deserve the thanks both of the rest of the commu-

nity and of the lawyers themselves, as well as such fair remu-
neration as it may ask.

FTER a great deal of discussion, a lease for ten years has
been given to an association of capitalists of a number of

small tracts of land in the Yellowstone National Park-
The lease comprises seven tracts of land, aggregating ten acres'

in extent, and it is provided that no tract shall be within a

quarter of a mile of any of the Geysers, or of the Yellow-
stone Falls, and that no building erected upon any- of them shall

obstruct the view of the natural curiosities of the Park. In re-

turn for these rather meagre privileges, the association agrees
to erect at once a hotel near the Mammoth Hot Springs, to

cost one hundred and fifty thousand dollars, and to contain at
least two hundred and fifty rooms, and also to construct six

smaller hotels, upon plans to be approved by the Secretary of
the Interior. The lease contains also a clause prohibiting any
employe or agent of the association from killing any deer, elk
or buffalo in the Park. The large hotel is to be begun at once,
in the hope of completing it in time for receiving guests this

summer. Notwithstanding the clamor made about the leasing
of land in the Park, we are disposed to think that the public
is to be congratulated upon having found any one willing to

spend so much money in building upon land granted for so short
a term, and we cannot see why the lovers of nature should not
be pleased to think that future tourists will be decently and

comfortably accommodated in the Park, instead of being
obliged to camp about over it, leaving everywhere the disgust-
ing exuvias of their sojourn.

'7J SUCCESSFUL attempt was made a few days ago to com-
HL municate by telephone between New York and Cleveland,

a distance of seven hundred and one miles. The lines of
the Postal Telegraph Company, which are of heavy copper
wire, presenting a very small resistance, were used, and with
the Gray and Dorrance instruments not only conversation was
perfectly heard, but the minor sounds about the offices, such as
the handing of the receiving telephone from one person to

another, and the comments of the bystanders in the room, were
clearly audible. This is, if we are not mistaken, the greatest
distance at which telephone communication has yet been held,
and the success of the experiment promises a great extension
of the use of the instrument. Before this trial, the longest
wire over which conversation had been carried on was, we be-
lieve, that of the Rapid Telegraph Company, between Boston
and Baltimore, a distance of about four hundred and fifty miles.
The wire used by the Rapid Telegraph Company, like that of
the Postal Company, is of very low resistance, and with the
ordinary Bell telephone conversation was readily heard.

JffHE
Moffat Building in New York, a conflagration in which

JL came near destroying the records of the American Institute
of Architects, stored in the building in the office of the

Secretary of the Institute, took fire a second time a few days
ago, and, as usual, the first intimation of the occurrence was
given by the light of a blaze which filled the upper story, burst-

ing from the windows and skylights. The portion of the build-

ing in which this second fire occurred was unoccupied, and the
total loss was less than ten thousand dollars, but the reputation
of the structure as a storehouse for valuable goods, which has
never been very high, will suffer still more from its havino-
been the scene of two conflagrations within a month, each of
them sufficiently serious to require the help of a large portion
of the fire department for extinguishing it.
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CONSTANTINOPLE.

I
T is difficult to separate any one
set of ideas from union;; thu

many fancies suggested by a first

acquaintance with Constantinople.
History, romance, love of form,

color, all assert their claims upon
the imagination, and form a varied

wul), through which it is dillicult to

follow a selected thread.

Now-a-<lays, studied architectural

effect has little to do with the ap-

pearance of a city from a distance.

The time is past when a group of

temples, with relative positioos and
combined effect carefully adapted to

the point de vue of the surround-
in

t
s

,

com>try
,'

QTned thu acr
. Pi

i8

of towns whose houses were simple,
unobtrusive masses of gray stone, blending with the site upon which

they were built, or when porticos and terraces rich with statues were
meant to be scan bsfo.'e the city gates were entered. The best that
can now be hoped for is a picturesqueness arising from the lines of
the site itself and the grouping of buildings, occasionally accented

by one more prominent than the rest. This picturcsqtieness Con-

stantinople has in a marked degree. Important buildings have nat-

urally gravitated towards commanding sites, and the mosques have
been founded upon the highest points, and rise above the lines of

houses upon the Golden Horn and the streets clambering up the hill-

side. Little wonder that the band of Greeks, seeking to fulfil the

prediction of their oracle that they
" should dwell opposite the blind

men," held that the people of Chalcedon must have been blind to

have neglected this peninsula: a long ridge, jutting out into the
Sea of Marmora, commanding a view of the Princes' Isles and the

range of Bithynian Olympus above the Asiatic shores, it is apart
from its strategic importance, one of the fortunate spots of the earth.

Along the shores of the Marmora, around the Seraglio Point and
far

up
the Golden Horn stretches the wall of Aurelian, broken here

and there by masses of buildings or dark groups of cypresses in

the Seraglio gardens; the towers attacked again and again, still rise

from the sea, while above them is the hillside covered with cluster-

ing houses of all hues and descriptions, toned into harmony by age,
and here and there flecked by the light reflected from the dome of a

mosque. Above rise the great mosques, Santa Sophia, and those of
Ahmed I, Suleiman the Magnificent, Mohammed II, Bayezid and
Osman, each with its small domes bubbling up to the base of the great
one, its minarets rising into the sky in delicate spires. The lines

of wall, the dappled mass of houses, the sweeping curves of the
domes and perpendicular lines of the minarets all add elements
that contrast with and enhance the others, while across the Golden
Horn and the mouth of the Bosphorus Galata and Scutari repeat
the beauties of Stamboul, as in a fantastic mirage. Nor is the spell
that seems cast over the eyes of the traveller broken upon landing
and entering the streets; it still remains enchanted ground for the art-
ist and scarcely less so for the architect. Picturesqueness is omni-

present : there is not a phase of occupation, a mode of doing or being
anything, that is not intensely picturesque. The most trivial event
takes color from such a setting. It is all an embarrassment of riches
from which, when one subject has been selected, the astonishment is

that it is so simple after all. In the long lines of seductive shops,
each is an apartment with the entire front open to the street, the

opening spanned with a sweep of arch, built frequently of alter-
nate voussoirs of stone and thin Unman bricks. The tympanum is

occasionally filled with a turned iron grille, or a thin stone pierced
with quaint Eastern devices. These shops are closed at night by
long, narrow shutters, panelled in various ways and folding into the

jambs of the piers during the day. Within there is a confusion of
shelves and cases of dainty design ; the backs and sides of the divans
and of the little tables for the universal coffee are worth noticing.
They are usually simple in form and richly inlaid in geometric pat-
terns

;
and as for the brass and copper utensils, the arms and vases,

the bits of decoration upon them are numberless, even the Persian
and Turkish inscriptions being decorative. The Eastern arch, like
the Eastern dome, is of two kinds : the first, a low sweeping curve;
the other (Fig. II, Plate C), a pointed arch, springing for a short
distance in a perpendicular line, then curving inward more or less

abruptly, then taking nearly a straight line to the apex, which often
becomes slightly flamboyant at the very point of the arch. The line
of this arch is very subtle and pleasing. It seems to have been of
Turkish origin, though probably the Turks received it from the Arabs
or possibly from the Persians, when they reigned in Persia A. D. 1000.
Most of the Turkish work appears to have been derived and adapted
from that of other nationalities, naturally enough, as the Turk was
but a h inly mountaineer forcing himself as ruler upon the nations
of the East by sheer strength, and he has graced his rough-hewn
kingdoms with the delicate fancies of the people he conquered. It
ii amusing and not uninteresting to trace the various strains of ar-
chitecture which have been mingled in Constantinople. First was
tlie Greek, whose sense of color and fine detail united with the later
K-)man massiveness and hixuriousness gave rise to the Byzantine,
with its arches and mosaics; later came the Turk, who adopted the

Byzantine forms aud applied to them Persian and Saracenic detail;

and last of all was adopted
a diluted form of that worst of styles, the

eighteenth-century Italian Renaissance, which made hideous all it

touched which was fortunately little. There seem to have been two

acknowledged rules amongst tlic Eastern nations: first, to keep the

masses broad and simple ; second, to focus detail aud make it inter-

esting. No other methods could be better in their Results. Projec-
tions are slight; decoration is kept Hat and counts as a rich surface ;

and all ornament is strictly conventional, as the Koran forbids the

introduction of any representation of animal form.

The earliest Byzantine churches, built in the fifth and sixth cen-

turies, have now become mosques or jamisis ;
the mosaics represent ing

Scriptural scenes are covered with plaster ;
the frescoes show dimly

through a coat of paint. Their plans are similar throughout : a nar-

thex; a series of north and south chapels connected with the main

rectangular body of the church by arched o|>enings, and lighted by
domes, each with a circle of small windows at its base

; a large semi-

domed apse, often with semi-domed niches in its walls, and a great
dome over the body of the church. The plans of Santa Sophia and
the larger mosques are but elaborations of this, with a multiplication
of parts and the addition of galleries.
The interior walls of the Byzantine churches are covered with

sheets of colored marble, the two adjoining pieces having been sawn
from the same block and opened like the two adjacent pages of a

book, the veins rippling away from each other. In the centre of such

rich expanses is often a piece more precious than the rest or some
bit of quaint carving framed in a white or gray moulding, and above
the doors or below the mosaic ceilings the mouldings become richly
carved. This Byzantine carving though simple in character is not

easily described : it depends for its effect upon sharp outlines, accented

by deep cutting and usually decorates a simple form (Plate E). In the

decline of Byzantine work it was coarsely cut and became merely
quaint, but during the fifth and sixth centuries in Constantinople it was

probably cut by Greek workmen, and was very delicate. The capi-
tals of St. Mark's in Venice, though executed later, have much the
same excellence as the best work in Santa Sophia. The impression
felt upon entering Santa Sophia is marvellous. The great size and

height ;
the warm gray tones of the masses of shadow ; the richness

of the porphyry columns and delicate chiselling of details; the ex-

panse of floor stretching off into dim shafted chapels, and the great
dome, misty and undefined, spreading above, letting through its cir-

cle of windows shafts of light upon the worshippers and sending
back the voices of the Mollahs as they call upon Allah in a monotone

all combine to produce sensations that are not readily forgotten.
In the evening of a winter's day, when the triple circlets of lamps are

lighted and send a strange light flickering into the depths of shadow,
the effect is even more wonderful.
The later mosques have their walls plastered, and that of Ahmed

has the pendentivcs supporting the dome carried by clusters of col-

umns which form massive piers. Most of the decoration in the inte-

riors of these mosques is bestowed upon the Mihrab, or pulpit, which
is frequently made of inlaid marbles and mosaics. The doors are
sometimes of bronze, with intricate geometric patterns in the panels
inlaid with silver and pearl (Plate B). These geometric designs are
favorite forms of decoration, and are often extremely ingenious.

They are based upon a system of regularly disposed accented cen-

tres, usually in groups of three or five, the intervals filled with vary-
ing designs. The designers seem to have particularly appreciated
the decorative value of superimposed ornament, there being often three
distinct planes of ornament in a single design, the lowest always being
the most involved and least defined, the others becoming stronger and

simpler in proportion as they approached the surface. The doors of

the outer courts of the mosques are usually of wood, the designs be-

ing either incised or applied with mouldings. Each mosque has at
least one inner, or mullahs' court, and an outer court entirely sur-

rounding it, the openings from one to the other being filled by stone

grilles ; below these openings, or occasionally along the sides of the

mosque, are a row of fountains for the use of worshippers before en-

tering the great doors. It is upon these fountains, as well as upon
numerous others scattered about the streets of the city, that the
wealth of imagination of the Turk has been most freely lavished. He
seems to have taken great pleasure in covering the surfaces of marble
above these cool basins with designs, and to Tiave carved them with
a joyful exuberance. Every conceivable fancy lias had its way with

them, yet always with some peculiarity of execution that stamps the
decoration with an individuality different from all others (Fig. Ill,
Plate C). This is owing in a great degree to the fact that the face of
all the ornament is kept upon a parallel plane with the ground and
but slightly raised above it; the outline is distinct and never melts
into the ground, light and shade being obtained by cutting within the

profile and not into it. This is one of the simplest and most conven-
tional styles of carving, and one of the most effective. It occurs in

the Byzantine carving of the seventh and eighth centuries, in a pecul-
iar style that obtained for a short time during the Renaissance, and
can be seen to-day in the ornaments upon Venetian gondolas.
There is another style of carving upon the Turkish fountains that is

very different both in subject and manner of execution (Fig. Ill,
Plate C). The design is usually enclosed in a panel and represents
a cluster of flowers in a vase. It is distinctly Persian in character;
the flowers are disposed in regular sequence and form highly raised
centres from which the rest of the design recedes and gradually
melts into the ground. The most universally used ornament, how-
ever, is that which in its simplest form seems to be a substitute for
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the classic egg-aml-dart moulding (Plate A, Fig. III). Though simple
in its first form it becomes complex and involved until at length it

seems a frost-work crystallizing about tlie i'oims it decorates. (Plate
A, Figures 111 and V). Cornices, corbels, capitals (Plate A, Figs.
1, VIII, IX and X), all partake of the character of this peculiar
form of ornamentation. The galleries of the minarets are rich with

it, the heads of the niches (Plate A, Fig. ]]) at the mosque doors are

filled with a net-work of it. It varies constantly, but is always based

upon some simple crystalline form, complicated by a repetition of

parts.
There is little to be said of the street architecture of Constantino-

ple, beyond noticing the picturesque effect of the projecting stories

of the houses, each brought forward of the one below it on long diag-
onal brackets, while bay-windows of all sizes and descriptions, mere
fabrics of lattice-work, jut out in every direction (Plate D). The
lattices are not turned as those of Cairo but are plain, crossed bars.

Occasionally the ground floor is of stone, but is usually of wood, like

the remainder of the house. 1 he interior is planned at the will of

the occupant : there seems to be no favorite system of arranging
rooms, and with the exception of the room where guests are received,
which is lighted by one large, divanned bay, there appears to be no
concession made to custom. Courts with fountains, though frequent,
arc by no means usual.

There remains one other peculiarity of Turkish decoration, that

of the use of color upon marble. The material of which the mosques
and fountains are built is a somewhat coarse white marble which
takes color readily, and the ground of the Turkish inscription and
ornament is often tinted with pale blues and greens or dark reds, while
the carving is picked out with gold. The effect is excellent. There
is but little tile-work, and that little of Persian tiles.

The Byzantine mosaics are almost all covered with paint or plas-
ter : what few can be seen are very deep and rich in color, usually
with gold and colored designs on a deep blue or green ground. The
mosaics in the small church of SS. Nazario e Celso in Ravenna ap-
proach them very nearly both in design and color. The mosaics
cover the entire ceiling and domes of Santa Sophia as in St. Mark's,
and are carried around the corners in a similar manner, all angles
being rounded, thus obtaining continuity of surface and obviating the

necessity of mouldings. Very little remains of the Roman art that
was lavished upon the Hippodrome, or of those statues that were
said to outnumber the inhabitants of the city. The iconolasts were
thorough in their destruction, and the Constantinople of to-day but
little resembles that new Rome that rejoiced in the art treasures of
the jEgean, and became the home of Roman citizens ; still it has a
wealth of interest within its walls, a wonderful charm about its streets,
that leave an impression upon the mind unrivalled by the memories
of other lands an impression remaining apart from all others, full

of the glamour of the East.

C. HOWARD WALKEK.

ZUNI REVISITED.*

Mumc

LATE
in November of the past autumn,

I arrived at Fort Wingate with the
intention of paying a second visit to

Mr. dishing, at Zuni. The weather was
uncharacteristically capricious, consider-

ing the stable nature of the New Mexican
climate as I had known it in summer.
One day the sky was of a stony gray, with
cold, dusty gusts and spits of snow

; the
next would show the familiar overarching
cloudless blue, with welcome warm sun-
shine tempering the bracing air; again,
the sky was overcast, but softer, and the
warm southwest wind blew, laden with

..the moisture of the Pacific. New Mexico
is popularly supposed to be a warm coun-
try all the year round, but it should be
remembered that the Zuni land lies among
the summits of the "continental divide,"
and is higher above the sea-level than the

top of Mount Washington. Therefore the winter at such an altitude
comes nearly as early as in New England, but it is a far milder sea-
son than it is here. Although in a dry country the distinction be-

i^tween winter and summer is not so marked as it is with us, never-
theless it was very perceptible, and Nature's fallow season was
noticeable in the absence of hundreds of living, growino- thins
which had characterized the region without particularly emphasizing
their existence. Although the arborescent growth of the country is

evergreen, and therefore its aspect was unchanged in that respect-
nevertheless even the mountains and mesas had a sterner and a re-
pellent look

,>
x
their solemnity unrelieved by certain qualities which

in the summei.Had invested their grandeur with a fascinatino- charm.
Perhaps it was because the grasses and shrubs, now sere and
withered, had given a certain tone to the landscape, and although
their presence was not noted distinctively then, their absence had
changed the whole scale of values in the picture. In the presence
of the frowning mountains, the mythological fancy arose that the

'A paper read by Mr. Sylvester Banter at the last monthly meetine of theBoston society of Architects.

great gods are ever present, but at this season their tro( ps of at-

tendant spirits have fled, and the mood of the deities has changed.

Major Powell has pointed out, in his paper on the study of anthro-

pology, printed in the first annual report of the Bureau of Ethnology,
issued last year, how environment lias been an important factor in

forming the mythology of a people. It isalife of unknown centuries

amid such surroundings as these wild ranges now tuinultuously tossed

by volcanic convulsions, at their feet great plains sti etching away
calm as eternity ;

now expanding into wide and lofty table-lands, worn
remnants of an older continent, seamed with chasms and rent by
awful canons that has shaped and colored the religion of the Zunis;

dreary, contemplative, and often strangely poetical. But whence
came one lovely trait that pervades all their myths and folk-lore, as

related by Mr. Gushing, like an interwoven golden thread, gleaming
through every fabric the idea of the ultimate good existing in every-

thing, and that even evil-working causes are but transitory, and be-

come the means to the accomplishment of final good? It seems

strange to find a feature like this in the faith of a barbaric race, and
it appears to be a proof of an innate gentleness of spirit. A) my
officers who are familiar with the Indians in peace and war tell me
that the more they see of them the more they are impressed by the
fact of their common humanity, as evinced by manifold traits brought
out on acquaintance, though to the average frontiersman the rid
man is no better and no more entitled to human consideration than any
wild brute. The frontiersman, however, has good reason to fear his

hatred, but I regard both his view and that of the "sentimentalist"

concerning the noble savage as equally erroneous. It is only by
close and sincere ethnological study, such as Mr. Gushing is giving
to the subject, that the Indian nature will be seen in its true light.
The real value of this study of the races of mankind on lower steps
of culture is the light which it throws on many secret springs and mo-
tives of human nature, laying bare the processes of development of
man on his long journey to the high conditions of civilization. To
find a parallel for the same treacheries and savage cruelties which
we condemn in the Indian we have to go back but a few centuries
and look at our own ancestors.
The sandstone architecture of this region, carved by time with

the mighty tools of the elements, is wonderful. I should think it

might offer some valuable hints to the student, especially in the way
of composition and the arrangement of great masses.

Looking at an arroyo, or gully, worn in the hard, firm soil by a
water-course born in the rainy season the plains and valleys are

ploughed full of such furrows I saw the same effects repeated in

miniature, the steep sides worn and cut out of the baked red earth

by the rains of perhaps but a single summer, being almost identical
in form with the huge cliffs of red and yellow sandstone slowly worn
by the processes of ages. So it was all only a question of relative

magnitude and time.

The humble animal to whose brief life days are as years, and a

league's journey a task like the traversing of a continent, toiling
along at the bottom of such a gully, may look up at the

towering
heights of a few dozen inches with the same reverent, awe-struck
gaze with which we behold the wonders of the Grand Canon, or of
the Yo Semite ; and as that lowly being is ignorant of the features
of this structure, the world, which impress us with wonder, because
they are beyond the range of his small vision, what greater marvels
may there not be in the universe of which our limited senses can
know nothing. And perhaps some bright, superior race looks down
upon our insignificant doings and strivings, and upon the small feat-
ures of this contracted drop in the ocean of space, with the same
calm contemplation and pity which we bestow upon these lower
orders.

I did not expect to see Mr. Gushing until I reached Zuni, but he
arrived at Fort Wingate unexpectedly one evening, having received
directions from Major Powell to visit Oraibe, one of the Moqui pu-
eblos, and make a collection of pottery, etc., for the National Mu-
seum. The people of Oraibe, unlike those of the other pueblos, have
a great fear and distrust of the Americans, owing to the representa-
tions of the Mormons, who are incessantly using all the influence
they can exert to incite the Indians everywhere against the national
government. A recent expedition which visited Oraibe found the
place entirely deserted, the inhabitants having fled at its approach,
and concealing or taking with them all their valuables. It was there-
fore a difficult place to make a collection in, and Mr. dishing, by
reason of his standing as a Zuni, was peculiarly fitted to do the
work, which would have been hardly possible under ordinary circum-
stances.

Having a friend with me who was desirous of seeing the place, I
decided to visit Zuni, although Mr. Gushing was not to be there.
He said that we should be cordially received and well provided for,
since he was now comfortably established in his own household,
where his wife would be found, together with her sister, his brother's
wife, and Mr. W. L. Metcalf, the artist. Together with Mr. Graham,
the local trader, and Mr. Wilson, the teacher appointed by the gov-
ernment, with his family, there was now at Zuiii a considerable
little American community.
The day of Mr. Cushing's departure for Oraibe we were to set

out for Zuni, but the threatening weather of the past week culmi-
nated in a severe snow-storm, the first of the season, and therefore
we were delayed. That evening Mr. Metcalf appeared at the hospi-
table door of Dr. Washington Matthews, the post surgeon, numb
and half senseless with the cold, having ridden in from Zuni to see
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about his trunk with his painting-materials, and got lost in the storm
while crossing the mountain*. Tliu next murning we started in an

ambulance, taking Mr. Metcalf ancl his trunk along; Mr. Cushing's
brother, Dr. Knos Gushing, uaompAB/ln| us on hurseh.ick. It was
still snowing slightly, but there were prospects of clearing off. It was
a cold, dreary drive across the mountains, and wrap ourselves in all

the blankets that we might, it was impossible In keep warm, for the
keen wind searched every opening and cut like knives of ice. The
protracted misery of the trip contrasted sharply with the delights
of the previous year's journey over the same road in the sunshine
and exhilarating air of early June.

It was dusk when we came in sight of Zuni from the elevation of

the Black Mesa, anil dark when we arrived. As we drove up to the
town the windows gleamed with the cheery, ruddy light of hearth-
fires within, anil out of many of the stumpy chimney-pots leaped
lurid tongues of .smoky (lame. Around these fires were probably
many groups of old and young, listening to the wonderful tales of

folk-lore as they had been handed down for centuries from genera-
tion to generation. The sight of a Xufii fireside in winter goes far

to reconcile one to the discomforts of the journey thither. The
blazing pinon stick, whose pitchy wood gives a beautiful (lame

; the

changing light dancing over the antique interiors; the great hooded
corner fireplace, and the picturesque groups, form a striking sight.
The houses are comfortable, the thick walls retaining the heat from
the fires which also afford the best of ventilation, and if the Zunis
should learn habits of cleanliness and adopt civilized methods in

sleeping
and eating they would neeil no commiseration.

We found supper awaiting us at Mr. dialling's house, Dr. Gush-

ing having taken a short cut over the trail from Las Nutrias, and

arriving about an hour before us. It was the same house, that of the

Governor, where we had visited Mr. Cushing before, but how changed
it was. For twelve dollars and a few handfuls of broken clam-shells
Mr. Cushing had bought four large rooms, which had taken about
three months' labor to build pretty cheap real estate that! Clam-
shells are better than gold and as good as silver in Zuni. " If you
ever want to do us a favor," said the Governor tome in Washington,
one day,

" send us some of these shells, but not too in an v. for we do not
want to spoil their value by making them common." The Governor

shrewdly did not want to bear the market.
The rooms were filled with civilized furniture, and where before

we had slept on the door exposed to sundry crawling things, and
had eaten from primitive dishes set on a blanket spread on the same,
there were now beds, tables and chairs, with an abundance of

nice crockery and cooking utensils. A negro cook brought from
Washington, and trained in an old Virginia family, presided at the

fireplace, whence he conjured up the nicest dishes, and a cooking-
stove was on the way for his benefit. The refining touch of woman's
hand was everywhere manifest. The room which was occupied by
Mr. Cushing on our former visit had been transformed by his wife
with charming artistic taste into a luxuriant little boudoir, in the
decoration of which the local resources had been availed of in a way
that gave it a peculiar interest. The Boor was covered with the finest

of soft sheep-skins; the walls were hung with Navajo and Zuni
blankets, whose rich and varied hues gave an effect much like Orien-
tal tapestry. A broad divan was also spread with similar blankets,
and on easels stood excellent oil-paintings, while rare and curious

pieces of pottery were on the mantel-piece and arranged in nooks
and corners, with decorations of rich scarfs and draperies tastefully
disposed. Pictures, books, and magazines, Japanese screens and a
handsome lamp completed the cozy, home-like effect.

The Governor, Pa-lo-wah-ti-wa, soon came in and welcomed me
with an embrace, and a gleam of pleasure lighting up his large,
dark eyes and dusky face, showed his joy at meeting an old friend.
I regretted that Mr. Cushing was not there to interpret the dear old
fellow's remarks, but we had to content ourselves with our mu-
tually spare Spanish, and the Governor used, to the best advantage,
the few English phrases and words he had picked up in the East.
He was very proud of this accomplishment. The Governor had
been pretty homesick for the East on his return to Zuni

;
he was

glad to get back to Zuni, but the scenes in the "lands of the Eastern
Americans " had made a powerful impression. He said that he had
brought back but one side of him, and the side where his heart was
was still in the East.

The next
morning

I found Nai-iu-tchi, the senior priest of the Or-
der of the Bow, at his house, and he welcomed with delighted sur-

prise the young man whom, in the East, he had adopted as his son,
with the name of Thli-a-kwa, the Turquoise, or" Sacred Blue Medicine
Stone." I also saw Ki-a-.si and Na-na-he, but the other two pilgrims
to the East, Pedro Pino and Lai-iu-ai-trai-lun-k'ia, were out of
town.

It had been a wonderfully prosperous harvest one so great had
not been known for years, and all the store-rooms were piled full

with corn in the ear, looking with their many colors like great heaps
of jewels red, green, yellow and blue. The prosperous harvest
had been regarded as a proof of the pleasure of the gods at the re-
sult of the pilgrimage to the Ocean of the Sunrise, and the bringing
of its sacred waters to the keeping of the priests to whose prayers
they would give the power to bring bounty to the Continent

; for the

Zunis, like the Hebrews, regard their small nation as a chosen people.
This happy result of the. pilgrimage, as they regarded it, has contrib-
uted to advance Mr. Cushing's inlluence among them.
Poor Na-na-he, however, the giddy-headed Moqui, whose grace

anil agilitv had mid'- him a favorite in tlir KIM, was in deep dis-

grace. When he returned with the other three in M.u , hi- immedi-

ately hastened to his old M >

[
u home to relate tin- wonders of his

journey to his people. As seven large demijohns of the ocean

w.iter iiad been given to the p.irty by the city authorities of HMn,
Na-na-he believed himself entitled to a share out of such an abnn-

danri!, and he promised the Moquix, whose religion is the same as the

Zuiiis, that when the water came they should have one demijohn
of it.

When Mr. Cushing arrived in September with Pa-lo-wah-ti-wa and

Nai-iu-tchi, who had remained with him in Washington and the

Ka<i, the party was received with great state, and extensive rejoic-

ings were instituted; and when the demijohns arrived there were
elaborate solemnities in the honor of the water. To attend these

the Mjquia sent a deputation of their leading men, who were also to

receive and bring back the vessel of water promised by Na-na-he ;

but Na-na-he had promised without the power of fulfilment. The
Ztinis said that the water was theirs; they should have the entire

ere lit and glory of bringing it, and the honor thereof should rest

with the X'ifii people. If the Moquis wanted any water from the

Ocean of the Sunrise they could go and get it themselves, but from

Zuni not one drop should they receive.

The result of this was considerable coolness between the two na-

tions, but the Moquis acknowledged the justice of the Zuflis' position
in the matter, and friendly relations were not interrupted. The
wrath of both peoples fell upon Na-na-he. He lost the importance
which the honor of making the journey had given him among the

Moquis, while in Zuni he forfeited the promised and coveted promo-
tion to high orders, and went about in deep disgrace.

It was the height of the dancing season in Zufli. There were
dances at night in the houses and in the temples, and frequently by
day in the open air. There was a public dance that day, and in the

clear, crisp morning air we could hear the weird rhythmic chants of

the dancers, strikingly like the voices of the wind, sounding over the

house-tops from the Dance-Place. Climbing over the roofs we found

the terraced sides of the amphitheatre-like rectangular Dance-Place

covered with a blanketed multitude an intense contrast of bright
-

lined raiments, brown faces, and glossy black hair against the sunny
blue sky and dazzling snow. Down in the Dance-Place was a line

of strangely-costumed dancers, all arrayed uniformly with the

exception of the priest of the dance, who stood at the head of the

line unmasked and motionless. All the others were masked, and

upon their heads were tall mitre-like arrangements of thin, brilliantly

painted and decorated pieces of board, cut into a trinity of scallops
at the top. Their bodies were naked and painted a dark brown,
and their necks and girdles were surrounded with fringes of spruce

twigs, giving a ruffle-like effect. Gourd rattles in their hands and
tortoise-shell rattles on their heels gave a strongly accented accom-

paniment to their singing, and to their solemn, measured steps.
There was an orchestra of about half a dozen Indians dressed like

women, all beating drums. This dance was probably the ceremonial
of some single order. In the dance which I witnessed in the summer
of the previous year, and described in an article printed in Harper's

Monthly for June, 1882, each figure was differently costumed and

masked, and represented some mythological character.

The intervals between the dances, when the dancers retired to

their estufa for devotional exercises, were, as usual, filled out by the

clown-like characters known as " mud-heads ;

" men curiously masked
with laughter-provoking and piggish-looking faces, entirely nude,
and painted from head to foot a light clayish color. These gro-

tesque fellows played the most amusing tricks, and cracked jokes
which provoked the merriest laughter from their public. One of

their performances was particularly interesting. There were eight
mud-heads altogether, and at the conclusion of a dance they came
into the court, each with a number of bright-colored ears of corn tied

together at the ends and hanging horizontally. They also bore large
baskets filled with squashes and dried fruits. Eight women, ma-
trons and young girls, were selected out from the spectators. Their
blankets were taken from their shoulders and placed in one pile,
while the corn and baskets of the men were placed in another pile;
then a sort of lawn-tennis line was made across tin- centre of the

court by scattering meal. On one side of this stood the eight "mud-
heads," and on the other side the eight women. Each side stood in a

line, single file, the one behind grasping the shoulders of the one in

front; the two files faced each other, and all the men jumped simul-

taneously sideways to the right, the women at the same time jumping
in the opposite direction, as if to avoid them. This play was kept

up some little time, until the men caught the women. Then followed

a sort of "
tug-of-war," each side trying to pull the other across the

line
;

the men made mock efforts at stubborn resistance, but
the women pulled them across inch by inch until their line was
about half-way upon the women's side, when it broke and the

rear half fell upon their backs while the front ones were jerked sud-

denly across. The victory of the women was hailed with laughter
and applause, and they gathered up as trophies the corn-ears and
baskets of the men, together with their own blankets all of which
had evidently been deposited as a wager and retired. During one
of the intervals two ferocious-looking figures, with masks of infernal

aspect and painted entirely in black, walked across the court and
entered the temple, or estufa. They were followed by several boys,
ten or twelve years old, clad in the brightest and cleanest of new
blankets, and' walking as if being led to slaughter. They were
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,. \,My children who by right of their hereditary rank members

!,l Hsort of aboriginal nobility -were to be initiated into an order

l,.r they belonged. Poor boys! according to all accounts their

, i.!*] WW to be no child's play. One of the " mud-heads crept cau-

li, nslv to the window of the cstufa and peered in, but started back

in fleeted terror as if the sight were too awful to bebo Id.

'I l,e danc-in- ended at sunset. We spent another delightful even-

in - with the Cushings, and the next morning we set out forlort

Y innate.

THE LATE AMERICAN ARCHITECT COMPETITION.

REPORT OF THE JURY. I.

<; T)UMPKIN," (see American Archi-

> tect for March 3) in the judg-

ment of the jury deserves incontestably

the first place in the competition not

that his plan is more con-

venient nor more practical
than some others, but be-

cause his design has a

certain distinction which,

by removing it from the

ordinary type of suburban

cottages, answers to the re-

- f r, _ T . A quirements of the pro-

>M- . , me su-'-esiiu" Uiat tue occupant of this cottage lias more social

iirestize than his neighbors. A number of competitors offer us ex-

Lnulea of the typical cottages to be found in countless numbers m
', l,e environs of our cities. Such designs are naturally ranked, how-

ever practical and convenient, after those which, like "Bumpkin s,

combine practical excellence with a more novel or more artistic

s,,lution of the problem. "Bumpkin" shows great skill in infusing

with a remarkably picturesque treatment the reserve and dignity which

should distinguish suburban from rural architecture, and while there

is no evidence of the author striving to be original and nothing that

ran be called eccentric in the architecture, it is a most fresh and

unexpected copception. The plan provides a piazza which is par-

tially roofed for summer, while a vestibule to the hall answers to the

requirements of a winter dwelling. The parlor and dining-room

communicate with each other and with the hall. The kitchen has

vn ample porch, which would, perhaps, better have been utilized

for a shed, or wash-room. There is a cellar under the whole

house. A furnace is depended upon to heat the various rooms, ex

cept the parlor and dining-room, which have open fireplaces, ine

second-fioor plan is good, except that the back stairs are brought up

in such a way as to waste some valuable space : by changing their

position to the left side of kitchen this might be avoided. The

main stairs continue up in a tower to the attic, where another room

is obtained. The specifications are careful, and serve to show that

the Trade of work in the house is what was intended by the pro-

gramme. This was all the latter calls for, and the jury did not con-

sider their attention directed to the items of the specifications, and

they have given all the latitude possible to the question of expense.
" Bumpkin"" is one of those coming closest to the sum named, but it

is doubtful if any builder could afford to complete the house at the

prices given. The appropriate details and brilliant drawings revea

a trained artistic hand.
" B. S. S." (see Illustrations) has devised a plan which would I

comfortable both in summer and winter. The front door is shut off

by a vestibule, and the hall is not too large to be easily heated in

winter. On the other hand the hall opens generously into the parlor

which communicates by a wide sliding-door with the dining-room

Thus these rooms would in hot weather form an airy suite
;
then

larcre windows would give ample draughts, and the porch serve a

an "agreeable summer veranda. The kitchen is well placed but nc

back"door seems indicated. This could be easily remedied. No eel

lar plan is given, but it would form an important feature in the house

judging from the fall of grade shown in the perspective sketch, am

would afford room for a well-lighted laundry and storage-room. Th

front and back stairs are ingeniously combined to meet at a commo

landing and thence follow the slope of the roof in a single commoi

flight.

"
One large room is provided, leaving beside the servant'

room only two others. One of these is very small, but might be en

laro-ed by reducing the size of the closets, and perhaps by shifting

theTn over to the other side. The passage-way from the large cham

bor is an unnecessary luxury, and by entering where the bath is an

shiftin" it to the opposite side another closet could be made. Th

position of the bath-room is the weak point in this plan, as econom

requires it to be placed near the kitchen plumbing. The exterior i

charming, quaint and homelike. There is nothing of the " suburba

villa" about it; it is emphatically a comfortable cottage. The ston

chimneys are treated in a novel manner, and throughout the design a

effective play of light and shade is attained by simple means, if we ex

cept the roof, whose three small gables look extravagant. Their unite

cost would have carried up a roof with space for one or two mor

chambers : at least the middle gable might have been omitted and th

luxury of the narrow balcony might then have been passed over mor

readily. The drawings are clever and show the simplicity of Ion

practice.
The specifications do not allow enough for the variou

ems, and especially the cost of so high a basement and a stone out-

ct for January 20) is one

f the ''vernacular "types above alluded to; but it is so perfectly

arried out, both in plan and elevation, and the whole design ,s in

uch excellent taste, that it gains a certain d.stinction of "s own

rhe plan is most economical; there are no back stairs, and the roof

s of the simplest, so that Danfor," Las bui t a brick first orv on

wo sides of the maiu house, and yet kept within a reasonable cost.

This bit of brickwork is a great gain in giving a cosy and .ubstan-

ial look to the cottage. It would have been prudent to havescute

a portion of his hall for a vestibule ;
on the other hand the entrance

o'the kitchen is well sheltered and cleverly placed Ihe stairs lead-

no. out of the hall are graceful and take up but httle room.

tairs are indicated, but nothing is told us of the cellar, and a fur-

ace finds no mention in the specification,
but as only one of the bed-

ooms has a fireplace, this may be presumed an accidental omission.

Beside the four chambers of the second floor, there is room m the

attic for two more; but one of these would not be available unless

he stairs landed in the middle of the attic, instead of at one end as

now arranoed. The drawings show a crisp, sparkling touch. Ihe

details areapPro I
)riate to llie simP lil:it>'

o tlie cottaSe>
and are m

larmony with the general design. .

"Moses" (tee American Architect for March 3) has, by his square,

compact plan, kept in view the small rectangular lot on which the

roposed cottage would probably be built. In most suburban ots an

Regular and broken plan wastes the ground, for unless planned

with .rreat skill, the proximity of a portion of the building to a

neighboring house is as bad as if the main house stood at that same

disfance. The fact that the veranda is reached only from the

house shows the reserve which should distinguish a suburban

dwellin" from a rural one. On the left of the long, narrow bal'i

which too much suggests a city house, are library and dining-room

openin together by wide sliding-doors.
The narrowness of the ha I

is emphasized by a fireplace which is entirely out of place in such

cramped quarters. The stairs lead, however, to a more generous

hall on the second story. This hall and the stairs are lighted by a

dormer overhead, by which a pretty effect might be managed. I he

chambers are not as well arranged as they might be, and the result

is a loss of space which leaves only three bed-rooms on this floor.

Two rooms, however, are to be counted upon in the attic. A point

to be noticed in this plan is the ingenious way the cellar-stairs lead

down from the kitchen under the front flight,
there being no back

tairs. The details of the interior show refinement and thought, and

should "o far towards giving the cottage the air of distinction we

before have insisted upon, but they threaten to expand the cost

beyond a reasonable limit. The items given in the summary of ex-

penses are all very low too low for any builder to gam a fan-

profit upon. Taking for example $123.50 as the cost of two un-

usually hi"h and large chimneys and the provision made in the base-

ment for a furnace, then add to that six open wood fireplaces, five

of which are in corners, and it would require an adventurous builder

to undertake the contract. The furnace is not mentioned in the spec-

ification, but the cost of open wood-fires all over the house would result

in a partial use of furnace heat. The details are neatly and attrac-

tively presented, but the perspective, in spite of its careful drawing,

is scratchy and dry in rendering. As a whole, however, this design

is one of the best, and deserves a high place in the competition.

"Pecksniff" presents an attractive cottage to the eye one ottlie

best in proportion and in judicious distribution of interesting feat-

ures, each elevation presenting a point of interest against a back-

around of sufficient plainness to give it heightened effect. Ihe design

is picturesque and yet is not without dignity. Thedetailsare sober and

refinedandshowakeen artistic appreciation of architectural propriety.

Unfortunately "Pecksniff's" facile fingers have run away with him.

Within a most charming exterior he has jumbled his rooms together

with the most wanton carelessness. His point of departure seems to

have precluded all consideration of a winter dwelling. After a ves-

tibule is passed one enters directly into the "
living-room, from

which the stairs open. Such an arrangement might be tolerable in

warm weather, but impracticable for winter use. But even tropical

customs do not justify making his only access to the family bath-room

directly from the dining-room. The front and back stairs are com-

bined in a way more complicated than ingenious. On the second floor

the rooms open conveniently into each other, but are carelessly cut up.

Though one of the five chambers is indicated for a servant s room,

therels ample space in the attic for one or two more rooms, but no

means of access is provided to it.
"
Pecksniff" might by a thought-

ful economy in the size and arrangement of his rooms, bring his

now too expensive scheme within our limits of expense. His sched-

ule of costs is misleading, especially his item of $25.00 for plumb-

Ing, which, even were a convenient place for the bath-room near

the kitchen pump provided instead of its present impossible po-

sition is quite inadequate for modern requirements. It is to be

regretted that one who is capable of such excellent design, should

ap'pear so utterly incapable of devising or studying a plan, and we

recommend to this competitor careful study of the principles and de-

tails which govern plans.

( To be continued.)
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THE ILLUSTRATIONS.

CONSTANTINOPOLITAN SKETCHES, BY MB. C. HOWARD WALKER,
AUCIIITECT.

FOR description see the first article of this issue.

COMPETITIVE [PRIZE] DESIGN FOR A 83,000-HOUSE, SUBMITTED

BY " B. S. S." [MR. A. w. COBB, BOSTON, MASS.]

HOU8K FOR CHAUI.KS MILLER, ESQ., CUMMIN8VILLE, CINCINNATI,

O. MR. E. ANDERSON, ARCHITECT, CINCINNATI, O.

THE $3,000-HOUSE COMPETITION. VI.

^yPECIFICATIONS of materials to be fur-

nished and used, and labor performed by
contractor, in erection and completion of

dwelling, according to plans furnished by
" B.

S. S." [ A. W. Cobb, Boston, Mass.], architect.

Excavation: Excavate for cellar 8', gross

depth, below bottom of first-floor joists.
Foundations: Build cellar-wall and un-

derpinning of ledge-stone laid in cement-mor-
far up to grade, with selected field-stone as far

as possible ;
natural fair face outside, above

grade. Special care used in selection of stone

for bay and outside chimney ; mortar in this

work to be kept back, so that stone shall have
> full value.

Drains: Excavate for and lay drains, properly trapped, to

sewer.

Foundations for chimneys, etc.

Chimneys : Common brick ; fireplaces, pressed-brick.
Frame to be of sound, seasoned spruce. Sizes, sills, 6" x 8"; floor-

ings, 2" x 10", 16" on centres; studs, 2" x 4", etc.

Boarding of roof, walls, and under floors, hemlock.

Sheathing paper, rosin-sized, on walls and roof.

Outside Finish: First quality seasoned pine.

Shingles : Best sawed cedar shingles on roof
; good quality sawed

cedar on walls.

Gutters: Wood ; conductors, corrugated-iron, galvanized.
Windows glazed with best double-thick German glass, set in sashes

1
:,

'

thick, with stout muntins; frames, hard-pine; 2-inch pine plank
sills; blinds.

Top Floors: Very best selected kiln-dried spruce, mill-planed, nar-

row widths
; hand-planed after laying. Hard-pine floor in Kitchen

;

oak floor in Hall of first story ; hard-pine floor in Bath-room.
Inside Finish: Door architraves plain, 4" wide in Kitchen and

second story; simply moulded in other rooms of first story; windows
ditto; door and window finish, pine, first-quality stock.

Balh-Room: Finish about plumber's work, cherry.
Stairs: Run from front Hall to half-way landing, oak; 6-inch,

square post at bottom
; balusters, three on a tread

;
rest of stairs

pine finish
;
floor of half-way landing, oak, to door of back stairway.

Doors: If" thick pine, except doors of chamber closets, which
will be If thick.

Mantels: $50.00 allowed.
Plaster : Best two-coat work.
Miscellaneous : Pipe for gas ; furnace adequate to heat five rooms

and halls; $3.00 per door for hardware, counting sliding doors as two;
concrete cellar-floor, and build coal-bins; use specially broad (lash-

ings at foot of valleys between gables.
Painting: Stain shingles of roof and wall after they are on the

building, and then oil two coats. Paint outside finish and blinds
three coats of lead paint; inside finish to be stained and then given
two coats shellac rubbed down, except in Kitchen and Servants'
room which will have one coat of shellac. Hard-pine floors oiled
two coats. Oak finish and floor of Hall to have four coats shellac

filling rubbed down.

Plumbing: Pipe of ample size and weight; soil and waste pipes
carried through roof, with proper traps at sinks, etc., and air inlets ;

40-gallon copper boiler; planished copper bath-tub; "Brighton"
water-closet

; no set bowl
; hot and cold water at Kitchen sink and

bath-tub.

ESTIMATE OF QUANTITIES ASD PRICES RUI.INO AT BOSTON, MASS.

200 cub. yds. excavating and
drains Cfifi.OO

BO perch built stone wall, includ-

ing shiTi<- chimney 100.00
6 MM. bricks, laid, and N. E.

Presped-brick fireplaces, 130.00
8 "

ft. fnuning lumber and
partition stuff 11X00

7 " " hemlock covering-boards 9X.UO
8 ""

top flooring 66.00

Hull, Kitchen and Piazza floor-

iiili 26.00
All finish-stock, including pa-
per and flashings 179.00

5,400 si|. yds. lath and plaster,
furring, etc 180.00

19 doors with frames 76.00
34 windows, Utted, Including cel-

lar 200.00
40 M.M. shingles UO.OO

75 Ibf. nail, bolts, etc 40.<K>
Stairs loo.OO
Hardware for doors 60.00
Concreting cellar and building
bins 60.00

Plumbing 250.00
Dell-hanging and closet-fittings, 30.00
Mantels CO 00
Furnace' ISO.'oo

Hays' labor 700.00
Painting 170.00

Total $2,996.00
Builder's profit nominal, as very
often happens o

Architect's commission's*^.. ? 150.00
(or. if working drawing unlv
510U.)

Total ta,I4ti.OO

ON THE USE OF BUILDING STONES. 1 II.

6. lloto to use Stones in the Superstructure.

HERE are many ways
id building, but what-
ever kind of work is

adopted, whether ordi-

nary rubble-stone, cubic

stone, or ashlar, the

great secret is to make

every stone do its fair

share. The true way
of doing this is to build

the walls from front to

back of stone as nearly

equal in thickness as

i^ov/n possible that is, of

^^Zf, stones of cubic dinien-
'IfJBW S^Af*' . f

sions, or stones of a

large area, examples of which we have in the remains of Egyptian
and Cyclopean masonry. This is particularly desirable in the space
between the foundation-courses, and where the face of the wall conies

to be seen
; good masonry is required for this, although it is often

otherwise, owing perhaps to its being buried and out of sight. For
the abutrneuts of bridges or piers or viaducts, only cubic stone can

be used with safety. Where a great load has to be carried, to build

with cubic-stone facing and rubble-stone backing is a mistake, unless

the rubble-stone is of large size and carefully bedded. With cubic

stone and ordinary rubble you have in the outer face of the wall

fewer beds and less mortar than in the backing, so that when the

strain comes there is fracture, or a tendency for the wall to yield
to the weaker side. Walls, as a rule, are much too thin to allow of

the interior of a building being Jcept at a desirable temperature ;

thick walls are necessary. I would have all outer walls not less than

2 feet 6 inches, and, as applied to chimney-heads, you will never

have a good draught in chimneys that are thin after passing through
the roof. Unless they are thick, the current gets chilled and choked,

owing to the cold, damp air it meets with from the thinness of the

masonry ; and, further, it leads to disfigurement, by the use of cans,

cowls, and such-like contrivances, of what the architect should make
one of the most telling features.

7. How to use Stone for Coursed Work.

The variety of this work lies more in the mode of dressing than

of building. There are, for instance, hammer-dressed and nidged

coursing, both done with the hammer, the difference between which
has led to many disputes.

Specimens of ordinary hammer-dressed coursing may be seen oti

the back walls of the older buildings of the New Town, while in

many of the same where modern additions have been made, nidged
coursers have been used, both as different as to cost as that of ashlar

and ordinary rubble-work.

There is also picked-dabbed coursing, which requires to be clearly

defined, as without a specimen it may be interpreted to mean work
done with the ordinary pick, which belongs to the builder ; or it may
mean work which can only be done by the point or pick-dabber of

the hewer. But before leaving this part of my subject, I do not

know that anything more valuable could be done through your As-

sociation than to have a clear and well-considered specification pre-

pared, treating of all kinds of work. This would be certain to

lessen, at least, the differences so often arising between architects

and builders as to what is meant.

8. How to Build with Ashlar-facing and Rubble Backing.

For ordinary purposes, where there is no great load to carry, to

build a substantial wall the ashlar should be well squared on the

beds and
joints,

and laid in a good swimming bed of lime, not stones

with slack beds, which the builder has to pin up to bring to the

plumb, but square, well-hewn beds which will bear equally on the

mortar and stones below. The builder has no excuse for not bed-

ding them well, as with the machinery now in use, such as steam
cranes and such-like appliances, he never needs to put his hand to

the stone, but can at once have it lifted and rebedded without the

slightest effort or trouble on his part.
A great mistake is often made in laying ashlar with too thin a bed

of lime, and also jointing too closely. This may look well, but hard
to hard is bad masonry, as when the pressure does oome a fracture

from the face is sure to follow : and I have observed buildings where
the architect or clerk of works was anxious to show thin beds and
close joints sadly defaced although otherwise well built, and that

with the hardest of material. All ashlar-work after being backed

up should have the joints well grouted with thin lime; this espe-

cially in walls that are much exposed to rain and in such a climate

as ours.

The backing of ashlar, or hewn work of any kind, should be of

large-sized rubble every stone being well knocked to its bed
not simply tapped with the light hammer now in use or the edge of

the trowel, but with the old-fashioned cairn hammer which every
good builder had beside him on the scaffold fifty years ago.

I cannot help noticing here how different the tools which builders

1 A Paper read at a meeting of the Edinburgh Architectural Abocuitiou on the
17th ult.
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now use are from what they were in the time I have referred to.

Then they had a large-sized trowel with which they did not spare
the mortar, and the large hammer which was freely used and never
failed to bring the stone to its bed. Another tool was the hawk
hammer, with one end of which the stone was squared and with the
other the inequalities were dressed off. The mash and pincher, first

used by the hewer forty years ago, were handy tools for bending the
checks of rybats, and removing the rough along the edges of the stone.
Now these, with the clourer, are part of the builder's kit, and are
used by him for doing that which the older hands accomplished with
the hammer work that was not only more cheaply done, but was far

mure tradesmanlike in appearance. Now it is a small trowel and the

lightest of hammers, which, if used, scarcely affects the stone at all.

In short, the ordinary rubble building of the present day is not such as
will maintain the character our Scotch masons had when I first re-
member.

9. How to Dress Stone so as to get the Most Durable Surface.

Of the various kinds of work adopted, and of which we have ad-
mirable examples in this city, I am of opinion that polished work is

the best not only for securing durability to the stone, but also for

bringing out the beauty of its texture and color. Hammer-dressed,
nidged, pick-dabbed, broached, scabbled, droved, and tooled work all

tend to bruise the surface of the stone and thus expose it to the at-

mosphere; while the rubbing necessary for polishing removes the
bruised material, and presents to wasting agents a surface more likely
to resist decay than any other kind of work I know of.

I have endeavored to make this paper as practical as possible. Its

consideration may be of some value to the architectural student, as
it is a matter of regret that buildings on which the architect rests
his reputation, and to which his genius has been applied, should per-
ish either from faulty stone or bad masonry.

Five hundred years ago, when those beautiful examples of Gothic
architecture were erected, with their traceried windows and vaulted

roofs, the architect and builder seem to have gone hand in hand not

only in planning, but in building up, on true constructive principles,
edifices which have withstood the ravages of time for so Ion" a

period.
Before closing, I wish to allude to a custom which prevailed when

such buildings as Heriot's Hospital were erected. Then every hewer
indented his mark on the face of the stone he had hewn, and it may
be of interest to visit this building and observe how carefully this

was adhered to. You can by these means nearly ascertain how many
hewers were employed on the work, how the structure was built up
round and round

;
and how those most expert in their craft had al-

lotted to them the stones to dress which required the greatest skill.

I have seen the same marks on buildings I have examined all over
the country. I had a hobby for collecting these some years ago, and
visited many of the principal cathedrals and buildings in England.
I made a large collection, but unfortunately have lost the record. But
it is a custom I should like to see revived, as, in my opinion, it would
not deface the stone if done with the delicate and enduring touch
which these old masons gave to work to which, no doubt, they at-

tached a high value. Mark masonry, as one of the degrees in Free-

masonry, had very likely something to do with the custom, but, al-

though a Freemason myself, my paper precludes my following this

phase of the craft further than to mention it as something that is at

any rate suggestive.
With these examples before us, the appliances we have, and the

teaching which every architectural student or working mason can

get, we should be able to cope with those who have preceded us. I
believe in the earnestness of the architectural student of the present
day, but I am not so sure about the technical teaching or training the

apprentice mason seeks after. When I first remember there were
in the city many drawing-classes, chiefly attended by young men,
who were either masons, carpenters, engineers, or mechanics of a
like kind. There was Ruthven, on the Bridges; Milne, St. James's

Square ; Moffat, George Street
; Paterson, Stockbridge, and others

all teaching drawing, and making good incomes from the crowded
classes that attended them. Now we have such institutions as the
School of Arts to take their place ; but I question very much if the
classes are as well attended there as the others were in the time I have
referred to. Besides this, there was at every important building a
drawing-class, usually conducted by the chief foreman or clerkof
works, which had the effect of theoretically educating the workman
to a proficiency he could not otherwise have attained. In every
squad there were numbers of men who were fit, from their intelli-

gence and training, to act as clerk of works or foreman
; and, in

mentioning the former, I am of opinion that the well-trained mason
is better for such a trust than the joiner.
No mason or joiner can be perfect in his trade, or have his heart

in it without a knowledge of drawing. As to masonry, I know of no
trade that affords greater scope to the studious mind. To be pro-
ficient his head and his hands must work together. There is endless
variety in the operations he has to perform, and it is far removed
from work that is nearly, if not altogether, mechanical. 1 trust that
as education (especially technical) advances, we may have a race of
masons who will be something beyond mere machines, and who, by
their training, will help in no small degree our architects to carry
out buildings whose architecture will be worth copyinf even by wen-
erations to follow us.

THE WARMING AND VENTILATING OF THE ROYAL
COURTS OF JUSTICE.
tTTIIE warming and ventilating of the new
"
I
" Courts of Justice was a subject to which the

architect, the late Mr. Street, gave much

thought, and it was not until several plans had
been elaborated and rejected, that the existing

arrangements were decided on. The scheme

adopted divides the plan of the building into

four nearly equal parts, by lines running at

right angles through the centre of the Great

Hall. To each of these is fitted a separate ap-

paratus, the four being alike in power and con-

struction
; they are capable of working sepa-

rately or together, and are arranged so as to

be able to work into each other's systems. The
medium employed is hot water on the low-

pressure principle, circulating through pipes
formed into ranges and clusters, and measuring in all a little more
than eleven miles in length. The water is heated in four 50-horse-

power boilers, situated in the crypt under the four angles of the

Great Hall. There are two other boilers of the same dimensions for

the generation of steam to be employed for the engines used for pro-

pelling air into the courts, and for heating the coils of pipes in the

ventilating shafts. The scheme will thus be seen to have been ar-

ranged broadly in four divisions, all of which have been again di-

vided into sections of high and low levels. Each section and divis-

ion is connected, not with the boilers directly, but with arterial

mains, which are carried round the crypt, linking the four boilers to-

gether. While the general building has been thus provided for, spe-
cial attention has been bestowed upon the warming and ventilating of

the courts themselves, each court being treated separately both as re-

gards its heating and air-propelling power. Below each there is a
chamber divided into two equal compartments ; in one the requisite

power is provided to warm and maintain the courts at a temperature
of from 58 to 60 in the coldest season, with an interchange of air,

equal, if necessary, to 10,000 cubic feet per minute. The other com-

partment is used for cold air. These two chambers merge into one,
and are covered with a coarse cloth, which is used for mixing and

filtering the air before it passes into the court through numerous ver-

tical openings provided behind the wall-linings and at other conven-
ient points. The entrance to these two compartments is under con-
trol from the lobbies of each court, so that the air driven in by fans
can be passed through one or the other or partly through both, and can
be tempered and mixed to suit every condition of the atmosphere.
The supply of air, which in summer is calculated to reach nine and a

quarter millions of cubic feet per hour, is drawn from the whole of the
areas surrounding the Great Hall, and is freed from dust and smut by
being passed through a fine water spray. The withdrawal of the vi-

tiated atmosphere is accomplished by means of powerful steam coils

placed in the ventilating shafts, to which access is given by numerous

openings in the ceilings and galleries. Thus far the arrangements
we have described have been for the purpose of warming the build-

ing. It was felt, however, that it would be necessary to cool the air
in hot weather, as well as to circulate it, and for this purpose an ether

refrigerating-machine has been erected in the crypt, consisting of a

pair of engines, vapor-pumps, refrigerators and condenser. This
machine is of sufficient power to reduce 1000 gallons of water per
hour from 70 to 40 Fahr. The water thus reduced can be con-
verted to fine spray by an "

atomiser," and the air passed through
it. The cold water, that is not absorbed, is collected in a cistern,
and conveyed to the condenser, where it is used to abstract the heat

jiven off by the ether in liquefying, and is finally allowed to escape at
i temperature of 90. A recording thermometer is attached to the
inlet and outlet pipes of the cooler, so that the temperature of the
service-water to the sprays can be adjusted to a nicety. The works
have been executed by Messrs. Haden and Sons, of Trowbridge, and
carried out under the supervision of Mr. Frederick Blake, of Manches-
ter, who assisted the late Mr. Street in working out the scheme.

Engineering.

AN OLD CHURCH IN ARIZONA. The most interesting of all sights is
the grand old mission church of San Xavier, nine miles from Tucson,
on the Papago reservation. This mission was founded in 1664, when
the Papago (or Pima) Indians were supposed to have accepted tlie
Christian religion. The church of San Xavier was begun about the
vear 1700 and finished in 1798, excepting one of the towers, which is

yet unfinished. The style of architecture is Moorish. The lines are
wonderfully perfect. It is in the form of a cross, 70 by 115 feet, and
lias a well formed dome. A balustrade surmounts all the walls. The
front is covered with scroll-work, intricate, interesting, and partly de-
cayed. Over the front is a life-size bust of St. Xavier. The inferior
is literally covered with frescoes. The altar is adorned with gilded
scroll-work. The statues are as numerous as the paintings. Tlie tiling
on the floor is much defaeed and but little is left. That of tlip roof is

nearly
^all

as perfect as when laid. Its manufacture is one of the lost
arts. There is a chime of four good-sized bells in the tower that have
a spft.sweet sound. Ascending to the roof, you walk up long, narrow
stairs in solid walls. But one can go at a time. The same is true in
going to the gallery of the church. It is marvelous that so long ago,and in such a place, such architecture, ornaments, painting, and sculpt-ure were so well executed. You are admitted by two of the Papago
signiors, who have it in charge. The admittance fee is 50 cents for each
person. Denver Tribune.
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CKMKNTT TESTING.

In the paper on " Cement Testing," in our issue for February 3,

the following tabular statement should have been published together
with the diagrams :

CITY OF BOSTON. IMPROVED SKWKRAGK.

Average tensile strength In II*. per square inch of Kosendale and Portland
cement mortars.
Kreaklng section = '2\ nquare Inches.

Jiriquettos were iinim-ix-.l in water as soon as they would bear handling.
Sand was iiu'diiiin-coarfle Iteach hand.
Fineness indicate^ per cent of particles retained by Nos. SO and 120 sieves.

Nn.. VI and 1 :.'" sieve* have respectively 50 and l-'o meshes to a lineal inch, and
2,5<M) and U.-llHi mi-shea to the square inch.

Averages are obtained from about 25,000 separate breakings in 1878-82.

Proportions were by measure, packed as in actual work.
Mortars were rammed in moulds.

i
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feet or the nails on his fingers. When lawyers laugh at their own
wit it is a pretty sure sign that their logic is loose; but it can scarcely
be denied that in the particular case in hand the enforced surrender

of Mr. Barry's plans was an act of substantial justice. The vital

peculiarity of the case of the Houses of Parliament, however, was
that the plans could not be dispensed with by the officials who were
to take charge of a building of such magnitude and intricacy.
But the point of law which was really decided was manifestly no

more than this that an agent must deliver up the indispensable
records of his agency ;

whereas the fact is that the ordinary plans of

an architect are not in any way such indispensable records. As re-

gards, for example, the drains, the fallacy is so palpably absurd that

it could scarcely be equalled except by quoting the chimney-Hues. In
most cases, perhaps, the plan of drains originally laid down has been

materially modified in execution, and in no case whatever can it be

said that the chimney-sweep has the slightest need for the directions

of an architect's drawings. When an architect would retain

plans in his hands, and refuse to allow them to be copied, for the

obvious purpose of preventing another architect, who has been
called in as his successor, from understanding the construction of the

building, we may say at once that such an artifice is unjustifiable;

but, on the other hand, to pretend that there is any practical neces-

sity, as a general rule, for depriving a designer of the custody of

those drawings of his design which have ceased to be of any value

except to himself sentimentally, is equally wrong.
So far as we can judge from the precise form in which the con-

tinued protests of architects against the supposed decision of the

courts are expressed, we seem to be justified in concluding that the

true grievance rests upon the idea that plans which are given up to

a client may be used or abused by some one else. This is a weak

fancy at the best, but the influence of it may be easily understood.

Indeed, it may be stated as a point of professional etiquette that a
man's drawings are to be held sacred by all other men, even if only
as a concession to the author's self-esteem. So far we have no doubt
the courts of law would be found to support the case of the archi-

tects to the full against clients who could be proved to be animated

by ungenerous motives, or even by too great a disregard of consider-
ate and friendly feeling ; but further than this it would be dangerous
to go. At the same time, we submit that in ninety-nine cases out of

a hundred the client cannot possibly have any reason for demanding
more than a correct record of the construction of his building for

practical reference; and this, it is well known, is not identical with
the surrender of the drawings. A plan of the drainage, for in-

stance, ought unquestionably to be supplied in every case of any
importance; so also plans and sections of the building generally may
be fairly called for, to be "

put away with the papers." We ought
rather to say it is corrected copies that ought to be supplied. But
what architect would refuse these? The only question worth ask-

ing is whether the trouble of making them ought or ought not to be

specially paid for V Again, the whole of the drawings ought to be
held subject to a right of examination at any time by any person
justly entitled to refer to them; but what architect would refuse
this ? On the whole, the rights and wrongs of the case are pretty
well indicated by the common-sense custom, which may be called in-

variable, exceptions only proving the rule namely that the archi-
tect is the custodian of his plans, and that the employer is entitled
to all copies and all information he may require. And if this is

common sense, it is common law. The Architect.

THE YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK.
OMAHA, NEB., February 12, 1883.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT :

Dear Sirs, Referring to your article in No. 371 of the American
Architect, relating to what is known as the National Park Scheme,
would you permit an architect who has, by frequent visits, become
familiar among the grand scenes of the Rocky Mountains and adja-
cent territory, and especially the section known as the Yellowstone
National Park, to give an opinion, with a reason, why no portion of
the Park other than that required for buildings should be allowed to
be held by any individual or corporation under an exclusive privi-
lege, and that no railroad should ever be allowed to lay its rails within
the Park limits?

The comparatively few who have visited this wonderland are uni-
versal in the jealous opinion that the entire area at present held un-
der reservation (and to which should be added on the east a strip of

thirty miles in width) should forever remain a free and unincumbered
pleasure-ground uncontaminated by corporate or individual monopoly.Over an area of some four thousand square miles are scattered the
grandest array of astonishing sights the world can produce.A proper understanding of what a visitor to this section requires
in order to enjoy the freedom of this grand pleasure-ground with the
greatest comfort, can be easiest explained by a description of a route
necessary to see its main features. Allowing that the railroad should
reach and terminate on the west at or near Henry's Lake and the
Targee Pass, where proper outfitting posts and hotels should be loca-
ted, a short ride from here along the Madison Valley and over the
mountains, fourteen miles, we reach the Fire-Hole Basin, where is
now located. Marshall's National Park Hotel and outfitting-post, and
where suddenly opens to view a basin having an area of some seven
square miles. Here should be located good hotels and outfittino--

posts. From Fire-Hole Basin along the east fork of the Fire-IIofe

River, past Mary's Lake, Alum Creek, etc., to Yellowstone Lake,

thirty-two miles, from Fire- Hole Basin to Middle Geyser Basin, four

miles, and to the Upper Geyser Basin an additional eight miles, where
a hotel should be located. From here to Shoshone Lake twelve

miles, where a hotel should be located. From here to Yellowstone

Lake oia the Natural Bridge, fifteen miles. Following the shores

of the lake twelve miles, along which hotel accommodations should be

found, down the Yellowstone River past the Mud Pots, Sulphur
Mountain, etc., to the Upper Falls, seventeen miles, and on to the

Grotto and Falls, to the Lower Falls, one mile, in the vicinity of which
hotel accommodations should be found.

Following the Grand Can von and on to Tower Falls, Fossil Forest,
Soda ISiii if. Specimen Mountain, etc., crossing the Yellowstone on
Barnoett's Bridge, and back by Mt. Washburn to Mammoth Hot

Springs, a distance, as travelled from the Lower Falls, of eighty miles,

along which distance hotel accommodations should be found at least

every twenty miles. At the Mammoth Hot Springs should be good
hotel and outfitting accommodations, from here to Beaver Lake and
Obsidian Mountain, fourteen miles, and on to Norris Geyser Basin,
twelve miles, where should be located hotel accommodations, and on
to Gibbon Falls, eight miles, and return to Fire-Hole Basin, ten miles.

All along this route detours amounting to at least two hundred miles

to see the objects of interest not on the line of travel, should be made.
In granting these hotel privileges none should be exclusive and in

no case should more land be leased than is required for buildings.
The leasing of large tracts would effectually shut out the visitor who
should travel with his own or hired conveyance from seeing these nat-

ural wonders, unless he should pay the price demanded.
At each place of interest the tourist finds good water and grass

for his horses, fine camping grounds with every facility at hand nec-

essary for comfort. In almost every case these camps are made along
beautiful streams on grassy meadows with clusters of pine, firs, etc.,
near at hand.
Some large tracts of timber have been burned off, notably east of

Fire Hole on the Madison, and between Obsidian Cliff and the
Mammoth Hot Springs. The season at which these fires occur, and
their location, makes it easy to detect the cause, and prescribe the
cure. Should all railroad survey-parties and professional hunters
be debarred from entering the Park limits, forest fires would become
unknown. The tourists' camp-fire is made at a season when it would
be indeed difficult to create a forest fire; the short grass with which
so much of this section is covered will effectually check the camp-
fire blaze during the visiting season, which is very short, not exceed-

ing four months, and but few nights pass that are free from frost, as
the ice on our camp kettle during the entire month of August demon-
strated.

From close observation, having measured nearly all of the craters
of the Spouting Geysers, and measured the volume of water, etc.,
thrown from them, I know there are no obstructions in any of them.
At the Norris Geyser basin I found one spouter had in its crater a

pine limb some two inches in diameter. After seeing the force with
which the water, steam, and rocks are thrown from these geysers no
one would believe that with the means at hand it would be possible to
choke or check the force exhibited. After seeing Hell's Half Acre
make one of its periodical throws, or standing in the National Park
Hotel, four miles away, and feeling a heavy log building vibrate, the

ingenuity of man cannot conceive of a method that would prevent
these outbursts, or of a crust of sufficient strength to withhold the

pressure.
What the visitor to the Park needs is several good hotels and supply-

stations located somewhat as suggested. These privileges should be

given to any responsible party coming well recommended, and should
not in any event be controlled by a single individual or corporation, and
all should be under the control of the Park Superintendent. The claim
that a large and wealthy corporation could best preserve the Park from
vandalism is not well taken

;
the time is not far distant when this pleas-

ure-ground will be the great resort of all who can afford to visit it, and
the first great aim of those in whom is invested the authority, should
be to so arrange all agreements with all who are permitted to erect
hotels and supply-stations, that good accommodations could be had
at a fair charge, with every reasonable safeguard thrown around
these franchises, that would always secure free access to all the terri-

tory within the Park limits to every proper person.
An exclusive privilege of land in any considerable quantity, much

less in area than is asked for in this scheme, would place tourists at
the mercy of the syndicate having the control

; many of the most
wonderful features of interest could not be seen without trespassing
on this forbidden ground. Private parties could not procure water,
grass, etc., near where their camp should be made, should such a
system of leasing be permitted. The object of wishing so much
land in connection with the hotel privilege can be for no other pur-
pose than to compel visitors to patronize them, or be effectually
shut out from seeing the best of its features.
That the profit on such exclusive privileges would be great is

shown by the exceeding earnestness with which they are sought to
be obtained.
No comment can be too unreasonable, or no criticism too plain

that will retain unobstructed by monopoly privilege the Yellowstone
National Park a free pleasure-ground for all time to all the world.
The running of the cars within the Park limits would detract

much more from its interest as a pleasure-ground, and be much more
out of place than the running of the street cars or elevated-railroad
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cars into the New York Central Park, or Boston Common, or any other

exclusive pleasure-ground.
Tin; present expense and facilities for obtaining supplies we found

as follows : Good outfits and provisions can he procured at Boseman,

Virginia City, Dillon, Beaver Canyon, etc., also within (lie I'ark

limits, at Mammoth Hot Springs and at Fire Hole Basin, the total

expense for saddle-horses, spring-wagons, guide, tents, provisions,
cook and cooking utensils, was live dollars and fifty cents, ea<b. a

day for a party of nine. All of the roads entering the Park, as well

as those within its limits, are good; at places passing over high
mountains, through hcautiful parks, meadows, canyons, etc., along
and across fine streams. No better or more healthful method of

transportation than we found on every hand at our service could be
desired. Should the railroads be allowed to pass no nearer than

Henry Lake on the west, Boseman Canyon on the north, and similar

locations east and south, with strict game laws to prevent professional
hunters from slaughtering the game, a few trusty men under the con-

trol of the Park Superintendent would ensure to the public a model
resort for pleasure at small expense. Other than building the

necessary roads, bridges, etc., within the Park to obtain easy access

to the points of interest, no attempt at works of art need be at-

tempted to make a visit one of exceeding interest. Nature here has

not only designed, but fully developed a grandeur that no hand of

man can improve. Respectfully yours, CHAKLKS F. DRISCOI.L.

CEMENT. MARBLE.
March 7, 1883.

To 1HK EDITORS OF THE AMKRICAN ARCHITECT:
Dear Sirs, Which is preferable, cem'-ent or ce-ment'? The dic-

tionaries incline to the former pronunciation, but the latter is more

commonly used among architects and builders.

And please inform me as to the comparative durability of Italian

monumental marble and that from Vermont, notably the Middlebury
white marble, when used for tombstones in the vicinity of Boston.

Yours, M. F.

[CEM'-ENT is no doubt correct, but as in many similar cases, the verbal
form, accented on the last syllable, generally takes the place of the noun.
The durability of Vermont marble varies extremely with the quarry. We

do not know particularly about the Middlebury sort, and doubt if it lias been
used long enough in tombstones to give much indication of its value for such
purposes. EDS. AMERICAN ARCHITECT.]

SUBSURFACE IRRIGATION.
MINNEAPOLIS, March 8, 1883.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

Gentlemen, In the system of disposal of sewage by subsoil irriga-
tion, what is done in winter where the climate is such as to freeze
the earth from three feet to six feet? If anything has ever been

proposed to meet such a case in the American Architect, or by the
authorities who treat of the subject it has never come to my observa-

tion, and I presume a reply in your paper will be of value to many
as well as to A SUBSCRIBER.

[WE have never known the action of subsurface irrigation pipes, placed ten
or twelve inches beneath the surface, to be interfered with by frost. In our
own experience, which is confirmed by that of others, the pipes continue to

dispose perfectly of the liquid discharged through them even when the ground
is frozen four or five feet deep all around them. EDS. AMERICAN ARCHI-
TECT.]

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.

THE CONSTRUCTION OF THEATRES. At a meeting of the Civil
and Mechanical Engineers' Society held last evening, a paper was
read by Mr. A. W. Tanner " On the Construction of Theatres." The
great points to bear in mind in planning a theatre were, Mr. Tanner
said, to transfer all operations possible in the working of a theatre to a
separate building of fire-proof construction throughout, having solid
division walls between the various parts of the building; convenience
of access, an extra exit door to every entrance and contiguous to it

;
all

doors to open outward
;
the exit doorways to be the greatest width of

the whole passage ; absence of steps in corridors
; the use of inclined

gradients of one in ten in preference ; hand-rails three inches from
walls; no corridor or staircase less than four feet six inches wide; an
additional six inches for every hundred persons to be accommodated;
increase of width of corridors, when other passages met them, by the
width of each added passage; protection of structural iron-work; no
workshops either above or below the auditorium; three-foot passages
at the back of all the circles; separate and distinct entrances and exits
from the various parts of the house, and a proportional area of 260
square feet for every 100 persons throughout the lobbies, passages, and
landings. One Continental country required a provision of two exits
for 300 persons, and three for 600. There should be strong wooden bar-
riers in all spacious corridors, breaking up a possible crush, and separa-
ting the people into fifties ;

and strong divisions in all staircases six feet
wide and over. In the form of a theatre he was in favor of the audito-
rium being in the shape of an ellipse, with its major axis at right angles
to the stage. He would have the boxes as few in number as possible,
and confined to a small space in the auditorium. The pit-goers he would
accommodate in the upper parts of the house, and devote the floors to
the stalls, the first circle round the same being slightly raised above the
last row of stalls, and the circles constructed on cantilevers without col-
umns. Such a house would have a light and agreeable appearance,
and, bethought, would successfully meet the requirements of the pres-
ent day. Pall Mall Gazette.

THE ORIGINAL INVENTOR OF TIIK STOKAUE HATTKRY. Electricians

are interested at present in the discovery, in the Patent-office, of a

patent isMieil February 20, IBM, toA Kircliof, a New Yorker, for an

electric battery which presents all the features of the storage batteries

in use at the present day lead pla'es ilium-rued in acidulated water,

which become coated with oxide of lead. Tlie principle appears to

be tlie same as that of the Plantc" (French) storage battery, and the

storage batterie- now in the market must hereafter rely upon peculiarities
of construction instead of comprehensive claims. ffew York Kvenimj
Pott.

FRENCH MODESTY. Few readers of the French journals of the sci-

entific sort will fail to carry away a profound conviction of the mod-

esty of the scientists across the English Channel. The gas managers
of France are proposing to erect a statue to Philippe Lebon as " the

motive," and a M. Martin " the inventor. of the airbrake." One of

these days it will be discovered that the architect who planned out the

ark for Noah was a Frenchman. Exchange.

A CHICAGO MODEL PACKING HOUSE. A packing firm recently lo-

cated in Chicago, have lately completed a warehouse which has a ca-

pacity of 100,000 tierces, and in safety, strength and fire-proof proper-
ties is regarded as the most perfect packing storage-house and warehouse

on the American Continent. This superb building has walls of two feet

uniform thickness, a height of five stories, each floor having a sustain-

ing power of many millions of pounds. It is divided by a massive fire-

proof wall into two warehouses,
" A " and "

B," is equipped with three

large elevators, and has a most perfect system of fire protection and
fire resistance, including a permanent sheet of water eight inches in

depth covering the area of the roof. The Spectator.

CAST-IRON AND WHOUGHT-!RON EXPOSED To SEWAGE. Town sew-

age, that is, waste-water and human excreta, does not act injuriously
on iron. In the manufacturing districts of Lancashire and Yorkshire,

sewage is even most extensively used for steam-boiler purposes, the

boilers, however, having special arrangements for blowing out mud.

Sewage does not fur the boilers, and is consequently preferred to clean

but hard water. Sewage contains solutions of soap, oil, and fatty mat-

ters, which tend to protect iron. Cast-iron pipes may be jointed with

Portland cement in place of lead, making, in fact, the strongest joint

known. At Chatsworth, the cast-iron pipes for the Emperor Fountain

are jointed with Portland cement. C. B. in the Journal of the Society

of Arts. ___

THE FORGOTTEN TUNNEL. Mr. Aurclien Scholl has an amusing
note on what he calls the "

forgotten tunnel." The other Sunday, being
at Brussels, he was struck by the extreme thinness of the earth cover-

ing the Braine le Comto tunnel, and wondered why the common sense

of the engineers who made the line did not direct them to continue the

cutting, and thus avoid a subterranean passage. The mystery was ex-

plained to him by a Mons advocate. When railways were in their

veriest infancy the Belgian government sent a party of engineers over

to England to acquire experience in the construction of the new iron

highways, and on their return they were instructed to lay out the first

railway in that enterprising little kingdom. The work was accordingly

put in hand, but on its completion one of the engineers exclaimed :

" Good heavens, we have forgotten the tunnel I
" The consternation was

general, especially when it was remembered that there was not a sin-

gle line in England but could boast of a tunnel. What was to be done?

Nothing but to construct the long corridor at Braine le Comte, and
when it was finished the earth was put on the top. The tunnel was

then, says the witty Aurelien, the glory of the line. Wood and Iron.

How IRON FILINGS PREVENT THE USE OF THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.
A case wherein the electric light and small particles of iron and steel

are the central figures of attraction has lately come to light in this city.
A manufacturer who employs a large number of emery wheels in his

works concluded that he ought to have an electric light, and the light
was accordingly put in. To his great disappointment he found that it

would not work, and as an explanation for its queer conduct, was in-

formed that the light was all right, but the atmosphere of the shop was
all wrong there were too many iron and steel filings "a flying in the

air." After several ineffectual efforts to make the light perform its

functions properly, it was suggested that the generator might be " boxed"
and the obnoxious filings kept at a distance. This plan was tried, but
without favorable results. The generator got hot, and petitioned very
forcibly and effectually for a few whiffs of fresh air. This ended the

struggle and the light was taken out. The real cause of the light's fail-

ure, as we have intimated, was not due to any imperfections of its own,
as it is now working satisfactorily at another shop, but is ascribable to

the large amount of iron and steel filings and dust in the air of the shop
in which it was so fruitlessly experimented with. The rapid travel of

the armature of the generator created a suction in the air, and this,

added to the magnetism of the field magnets, naturally drew all iron

filings floating in the air toward and into the machine. These small

particles, attaching themselves to the armature strips, were brought in

contact with the electric sparks of the machine and heated sufficiently
to burn out the sections of the armature. The loss of one section, of

course, breaks the circuit and puts an end to further operation. Several
sections were burned out in the experiments to which we allude and the

folly of persisting fully demonstrated. The question now is, can the

electric light be successfully employed in close proximity to emery
: wheels 7 Age of Steel.
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BUILDING INTELLIGENCE,
(Reported for The American Architect and Building NeWB.)

[Although a large portion of the bnilrtivg intelligence

is prortded by their regular correspondent!, the editors

greatly desire to receive voluntary information, espe-

ciallyfrom the smaller and outlying towns.]

BUILDING PATENTS.

[ Printed speci/icalions of any patents herementioned,

together with full detail illustrations, may be obtained

of tlie Commissioner of Patents, at Washington, for
>', Irr rrnt*.]

273,247. SKYLIGHT. Adam Bickelhoupt and Geo.

Bickelhoupt, New York, N. Y.
273248. SKYLIGHT. Adam Bickelhoupt and Geo.

Bickelhoupt, New York, N. Y.
273 257. SIDEWALK-LIGHT. {Edward K. Chamber-

lin, Cleveland, O.

2T3,26S. AUTOMATIC SHUTTER-FASTENER. Thos.
J. Dotts, Reading, Pa.

273,273. ELEVATOR. John Greenwood, Roches-
ter. N. Y.

273,303. WOOD-POLISHING MACHINE. James L.

Perry, Berlin, Wis.

273,323. PROTECTING ELEVATOR-SHAFTS AND
THEIR HATCHWAYS. D. Wheeler Swift and Henry
D. Swift, Worcester. Mass.

273,327. SASH-HOLDER. Samuel S. Waterhouse,
Pleasantville, N. J.

273.354. BRICK-KILN, Jno. E. Gamble, East Liv-

erpool, Ohio.

273.355. WINDOW SASH AND FRAME. Jacob Gru-

ninger, San Francisco, Gal.

273,385. NAIL. George H. Perkins, Philadelphia,
Pa.

253.3S6. FIRE-ESCAPE LADDER. Samuel J. Phrea-
ner. Philadelphia, Pa.

273,413. DOOR-LATCH. William E. Sparks, New
Britain. Conn.

273.419. FIRE-PROOF ARCH AND CEILING. Peter
B. Wight, Chicago, 111.

273,439. PRIVY AND ITS ATTACHMENTS. Francis
Bauer and Daniel T. Kenney, Baltimore. Md.

2T3.440. CARPENTER'S GAUGE. Wilbur F. Berry,
Chicago, 111.

273,461. WRENCH. Joseph W. Calef, North Eas-

ton, Mass.
273,499. ASH-CHUTE. George A. Fisher, New York,

N. Y.
273 556 FIRE-PROOF STRUCTURE. Samuel Lid-

die, Hamilton, Nev.

273,589. COMBINED CHIMNEY VENTILATOR AND
HEATF.R. Frank E. Ormsby, Naumburg, N. Y.

273,622. ELECTRICAL DOOR-OPENER. Adolph T.

Smith. New York, N. Y.

273,6511. SHINGLE-MACHINE. Calvin J. Weld,
Brattleborough, Vt.

273,668. WATER-CLOSET PAN. Patrick Connolly,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

273,685. DOOR-KNOB. Kolin D. Huntley, Hava-
na, N. Y.

273,687-689. NON-CONDUCTING COVERING. Geo.

Kelly, Chicago, 111.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

Baltimore.

INSURANCE-BUILDING. Mr. Chas. L. Carson, archi-

tect, is preparing drawings for the Firemen's Insur-
ance Co., for a tive-st'y and mansard building on the
n e cor. of South and Second Sts. It is to be of

brick, with stone and terra-cotta finish, 37' 1 64', and
cost 890,000.

BUILDING PERMITS. Siuce our last report twenty-
nine permits have been granted, the more important
of which are the following :

Chris. F. Uichter, 9 three-st'y brick buildings, w s

Mount St., n w cor. Lorman St.; also, 5 two-st'y
brick buildings, n s Lorrnan St., between Mount and
Fulton Sts.; also, 4 two-st'y brick buildings, e s

Bruce Alley, n of Lorman St.

Geo. W. Moke, 20 two-st'y brick buildings, e 8

Bruce Alley, between Saratoga and Mulberry Sts.

John Glenn, 10 three-st'y brick buildings, w s

Carey St., n w cor. Mulberry St.

B. Thielman, 2 two-st'y brick buildings, e s Belair
Ave., s of North Ave.
Jos. M. Cone, 20 three-st'y brick buildings, s s

Harlem Ave., between Arlington Ave. and Schroeder
St.; also, 22 three-st'y brick buildings, u s Kdmoml-
son Ave., between Arlington Ave. and Schroeder
St.; also, 7 two-st'y brick buildings, e s Mount St.,
8 of Edmondson Ave.
Rev. James Tlolden, three-st'y brick building, s s

Chase St., s of Hillman St.

Charles Duncan, 3 two-st'y brick buildings, n s

Columbia Ave., between Callender Alley and Scott
St.

John Disney, two-st'y brick building, s e cor. Ais-

quith and Hoffman Sts.

Geo. C. Hershman, three-st'y brick building, e s

Ann St., between Bank and Gough Sts.
B. F. Smith, 6- two-st'y brick buildings, e 8 Hau-

bert St., between Clement St. and Fort Ave.
Jos. Turner, 7 three-st'y brick buildings, e s Madi-

son Ave.. between Laurens and Robert Sts.
M. E. Wise, t,wo-st'y brick building, in rear of s e

cor. Lexington and Liberty Sts.
Thos. F. M. Hugh, two-st'y brick building, 5 e cor.

Warren and Henry Sts.

Boston.
BUILDING PERMITS. Brick. Cazenove St., No. 17,
Ward 11, for Maria M. Brown, flve-st'y flat Hotel
" Le Brun," 33' x 63'; Holmes Brothers, buildors.

Marlborough St., No. 193, Ward 11, for F. W.
Chandler, four-st'y flat dwell., 24' x 62'; M. C. Grant,
builder.

Cm ant St., Ward 20, for James McCormick, four-

st'y flat brewery, 69' and 71' x 40'; ell, 31' x 39';

James W. Denry, builder.
Harrison Ave., extension Hayward and Chickering

Places, Ward 10, for Geo. W. Thym, four-at'y flat

dwell, and stores, 22' x 60' 11": J. W. Coburn & Co.,
builders.

W
n, uer.
South St., No. 22, and Linwood PI., Nos. 1 to 4,

ard 12, for W. Rice, six-st'y flat mercantile, 24' 4"

84', and 22' x 76'; L. P. Soule, builder.
' "' . as t. Ward 10

84', an x
;

. . oue, uer.
Village St., Nos. 48' to 5"', cor. Lucas St., Ward 10,

three-at'y flat veterinary establish ment, 48' x 48'.

Wood. Mechanic Place, near Mechanic Ave.,
Ward 25, for J. FranKWadleigu, one-st'y pitch stable,
30' x 42.

Clifton Court, near N. E. R. R., Ward 20, for A.
D. Gould, two-st'y hip dwell., 30' x 34'.

-

U. UOUIU, bWO-SL y lllp UWC11., OU' A ov.
Brook-side Ave.. near Green St., Ward 23, for Jo

seph P. Shaw, one-st'y flat building for manufactur-

ing purposes 20' x 60'; Joseph P. Shaw, builder.

Erani St., near Stanton Are., Ward 24, for Walter
E. Wyman, two st'y pitch dwell., 28' x 36'.

Berkeley Place, near Dudley St., Ward 20, for W.
T. Hersey, one-st'y pitch dwell., 21' and 24' x 30'.

Story Place, Ward 23, for Mrs. James Lee, Jr.,

two-st'y hip-dwell., 33' 6'' and 39' x 39'; ell, 13' x 17';

Holmes Brothers, builders.

Jiutherford Ave.. cor. Mills St., Ward 4, for David

Stearns, two-st'y flat stable, 20' and 23' x 43' and 51'.

Dave St., cor. Nash Court, Ward 14, for Mary A.
D. Lewis, three-st'y flat dwell., 16' x 32'.

Nash Court, Nos, 1 to 8, for Mary A. D. Davis, 2

three-st'y flat dwells., 16' x 32'.

Lamartine St., cor. Raniond St., Ward 23, for

Michael Doyle, three-st'y pitch dwell., 21' and 26' x
33' 10"; John Potton, builder.

Brooklyn.

BUILDING PERMITS. Tompkins Ave., No. 81, three-

st'y frame double tenement, tin roof; cost, $4,350;
'
owner, Jno. Jung. 79 Tompkins Ave.; architect,
T. Engelhardt; builder, G. LoefHer.

State St., 8 s, 100' e Court St., three-at'y brick
office and factory gravel roof; cost, $5,000; owner
and builder, Geo. Litchfleld, 81 Schermerhorn St.;

architect. C. Werner.
Hush St., n w s, 125' n e Wythe Ave., 2 two-st'y

and basement brownstone front dwells., gravel
roofs; cost, each, about $4,000: owner, R. Taylor, 111

Clymer St.; architect and builder, J. H. Devoe.

Tompkins Ave., a e cor. Madison St., three-st'y
brick store and dwell.; also, on Tompkins Ave., ad-

joining corner, 4 two-st'y and basement brick

dwells., tin roofs; cost, corner $8.000. and inside

houses each $4,500; owner, Paul C. Grening, 420

Gatei Ave.
Harrison Ave., No. 170, three-st'y frame double

tenement, tin roof; cost, $4,000; owner, A. Lea-

linske, on premises; architect, 1'. Eugelhardt; build-

ers, G. Straub and J. Kueger.

Chicago.

APARTMENT-HOUSK. The lUnion Club will build a

six-st'y apartment-house on a lot owned by it, front-

ing on Dearborn Avenue.
WARKHOUSE. A fonr-st'y brick and stone building

will soon be erected at the corner of Dearborn
and South Water Streets, by Porter Brothers.

HOUSES. -Mr. William N. Linn is buildwig a house on
Michigan Ave.. designed by Rurnham & Root.
Mr. Charles Linderman will build a two-st'y brick

house at the corner of Diversey and Halsted Streets,
Lake View; cost. $6,00".

BUILDING PKRMITS. R. Jourssen, two-st'y brick
flats, 22' x 30', 1890 Lake St.; cost, $2.001.
Wm. Baylis, two-st'y brick flats, 21' x 49, 3228 Dear-

born St.; cost, $2,700.
D. Himrod. three-st'y brick dwell., 24' x 40' Belden

Ave., near Clark St.: coat. $7,000.
Union Riding Club, brick riding-school building

72' x 150', 527 and 531 North Clark St.. to cost, $22,-
000.
Robert Fish, three-st'y basement store and dwell.,

25' x 8n', 528 West Madison St.: coat, $8,'101.

H. Walsh, two-st'y basement brick flats, 21' x 50'
274 North May St.; cost, $4.000.

E. B. Pease, two-st'y brick flats, 24' x 45', 375 Park
Ave., to cost, $3,510.
B. Shannon, two-st'y basement brick dwell., 21' x

48, 439 Ohio St., to cost, $3.500.
F. -Tune, four-st'y basement brick factory, 54' x 99'

Lasalle and Ontario Sts.; cost. $15,noo.
P. H. Rice, two-st'y brick flats, 21' x 52', 129 Wal-

nut St. ; cost, $3.400.
W. C. Carroll, two-st'y basement brick dwell., 22'

x 40', 263 Burling St.; cost, $4.500.
P. H. Mathei. three-at'y basement brick dwell.,

30' x 72', 250 and 252 South Halsted St.; cost, $20 -

000.

John Schmelz, two-st'y brick dwell., 21' x 57' 763
Van Buren St., to cost, $3,000.
David Tubins, four-st'y brick store, 25' x 99', 101

Indiana St.; cost, $20,000.
Olaf Oleson, two-st'y brick dwell., 20' x 40',' 527

West North Ave.; cost, $4,000.
S. Incebretzen, 2 two-st'y brick dwells., 24' x 48'

202 and 204 May St.; cost, $3,500.
City of Chicago, two-st'y brick police station, 20'

x 56', to cost, S3,0"0.
A. Williams, two-st'y brick flats, 46' x 60', 327 to

341 Oakley St.; cost, $9,000.
W. KuMtska, two-st'y basement brick flats, 25' x

70', 337 North Carpenter St., to cost S3,000.
Jas. Koeller, two-st'y brick flats, 21' x 50', 292

Larrabee St. ; cost. $3,000.
Wm. H. Zink, two-st'y brick dwell., 21' x 42', 3548

Forest Ave.; cost, $3,000.
H. Eisert. three-st'y brick flats, 24' x 64', 622 Wells

St.; cost, $6,500.

S. Schrainek, 2 two-st'y basement brick dwells.,
20' x 40', 441 Clinton St.; cost, $3.000.
Louenske & Miketynske, three-st'y brick store

and flats, 25' x 90', 689 Milwaukee Ave.; cost, $7,000.
G. Fritz, two-st'y brick store and dwell., 24' x 70',

279Taylor St.; cost, $5,000.
M. Wheeler, three-st'y basement brick store and

flats, 24' x 711', 2635 Calumet Ave.; cost, $6,000.
Sears Building, 2 brick additional stories, 40' x 60',

99 and 101 East Washington St.; cost, $8,000.
II. B. Mathews, Jr., two-st'y basement brick

dwell., 23' x 54', 20 Clarkson St.; cost, $3,500.
J. B. Lynch, three-st'y basement brick dwell., 25'

x 60', 212 Oak St.; cost, 7, (Km.

Carl F. Julin, three-st'y brick dwell., 23' x 47, 170
Schiller St.; cost, $5,000.

Cincinnati.

WAUKS. The limestone masons have demanded a
raise in wages from $3 to $3.50 per day. It is ex-

pected that their wages will be thus advanced with-
out any strike.
Trouble is expected between the freestone work-

men and their bosses. The former demand that all

hands shall be paid alike, without any regard to
the skill of the workman, putting all workmen
npon an equal footing. The bosses say that this is

unjust to both high and low grades of men, aud
that they will resist to the bitter end.

Cleveland.
ASYLUM. Retreat, on St. Clair St.; cost, $15,000;
Samuel Lane, architect; Sayles & Co., contractors.

FOUNDRY. Pipe-foundry on the Lake Shore Kail-

way, near Cass Ave., for Silas Merchant; cost,
$10,000; Walter Blythe, architect; L. C. Cuttell &
Jno. Gill, builders.

SCHOOL-HOUSES. West High School; cost, $75,000;
Eisenmann & Sully, architects.
School-houses for Wards 6, 13, 15 and 17; cost,

$30,1X10 each; Eisenmann & Sully, architects.
HOUSES. Frame dwell, on Sibley St., for Andrew
Dall; cost, $6,500; U. H. Smith, architect; Sayles &
Co., contractors.
Frame dwell, on Sibley St., for C. B. Couch; cost,

$7,400; J. M. Blackburn, architect; Sayles & Co.,
contractors.
Frame dwell, on South Logan St., for Phil. Mor-

ris; cost, $8,000; Walter Blythe, architect; Sayles &
Co., contractors.
Dwell, on Prospect St., for Fred. Pelton; cost,

$18,000; Cudell & Richardson, architects; Sayles &
Co., builders.
Two dwells, on Case Ave., for C. C. Cobb; cost,

$6,000 each; Coburn &Barnum, architects; Mr. Cass,
builder.

Dwell, on Sterling Ave., for Win. Bingham; cost,
$3,000; F. C. Bates, architect.
Dwell, on Chestnut St., for II. M. Brainard; cost,

$9,000; N. P. Charlott, architect.

New York.
There is a remarkable quietness this week i

n
architects' offices, though a number of important
projects are in embryo.

APARTMENT-HOUSE. For Mr. E. H. Just, an apart-
ment-house, f.O' x 80', seven stories high, is to be
built on Twenty-fifth St., near Sixth Ave. The first

st'y is to bo brownstone. above brick with terra-cot-
ta finish. The cost will be about $00,000. Mr. M.
C. Merritt is the architect.
Extensions and alterations are to be made to Nos.

431 and 439 Sixth Ave., from designs of Messrs. D.
& J. Jardine; and the same architects have planned
an addition to the Five Points House of Industry.

BUILDING PERMITS. Morton St., No. 81., flve-st'y
brownstone front tenement, tin roof; cost, $14,000;
owner, John A. Frev, 118 Second St.; architect,Wm. Graul; builder, Geo. B. Christianson.
Seventieth St., s s, 219' w First Ave., 4 four-st'y

brownstone front tenements, tin roofs; cost, each,
$15,00ii; owner, Jacob L. Maschke, 198 Division St.;
architect, JohnC. Burne.
Seventieth St., 8 3, 224' e Third Ave., 6 four-st'y

brownstone front tenements, tin roofs; cost, each,
$16.000; owner, architect, etc., same as last.
First Ave., u e cor. Sixty-third St., five st'y brick

tenement and store, tin roofs; cost, $16,000; owner,
Sarah E. Hinman, 43 West One Hundred and Thir-
ty-first St.; architect. J. H. Valentino; builders, Pat-
rick Lawlor aud S. C. Staples.
first Ave., e e, 25' 6" n Sixty-third St., 3 flve-st'y

brick tenements and stores, tin roofs; cost, each,
$15,000; owner, architect and builder, same as last.
One Hundred and Twenty-sixth St., u s, 325' e

Seventh. Ave., 2 three-st'y and basement brownstone
front dwells., tin roofs; cost, each, $13,000; owner,
Thos. Dunn, First Ave., cor. One Hundred and Sixth
St.

Ave. A, 8 e cor. Fifty-sixth St., two-st'y brick tene-
ment tin roof; cost, $3,000; lessee, Peter Block, on
premises; architect, A. T. Wilson; builder, Thomas
Fitzgerald.

Valentine Ave., e s, 200' a Fordham Landing Road,
two-st'y frame building, shingle roof; cost, $4,750;
owner, Clara M. Penguet, Fordham; architect, A. C.
Neuman; builders, Poole & Prikeraud G. W. Reeve
& SMI.

fifty-eighth St-, e s, 250' e Second Ave., 3 flve-st'y
brick ana stone tenements, tin roofs: cost, each,
$13,000; owner, Morris Keinhart, 648 Madison Ave.;
architect, A.B. Ogden.

West Twenty-ninth St., Nos. 227 and 229, flve-st'y
brick factory, tin roof; cost, Sl'V'OO; owner. John J.
Bowers, 240 West Twenty-ninth St.; architect, Jos.
M. Dunn.
One Hundred and Twenty-fourth St., n s, 223' e

Third Ave., 2 five-st'y brownstone front flats: tin
roofs; cost,$,

r
j5,OOH; owner, Anthony Smyth, 165 East

One Hundred and Twenty-fourth St.; architects,
Cleverdon & Putzel.
Lexington Ave., w s, 64' s One Hundred and Twen-

ty-seventh St., three-st'y brick dwell., tin root'; cost,
$7,000; owner, Richard P. Ris.len, 129 East One Hun-
dred and Twenty-sixth St.; architect, J. H. Valen-
tine.
One Hundred and Twenty-fifth St., n s, 25'e Sixth

Ave., four-st'y brick tenement and store, tin roof;
cost, $12,000; owner and builder, Win. P. Burdsell,
exr., 1960 Madison Ave.; architect, J. H. Valentine.
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tIFIIE New York World, which usually shows exceptional
JL judgment and knowledge in its treatment of building mat-

ters, publishes an editorial in relation to the conduct of
the Bureau of Buildings during the past year, which we think to

be unintentionally unjust. Speaking of the inadequacy of the
for. e of inspectors for the work required of them, it says :

" Granted that the force is too small for the work it has to do,
and that it is employed all the time in routine duties, it seems
clear that the selection of the most important among the duties,
some of which must be left undone, is not wisely made. It

was surely as desirable the day before the burning of the Vi-
enna theatre as the day ; fterwards to make sure that the ap-
pliances for putting out fires, and for securing the rapid
dismissal of the audience, were sufficient in the theatres of
New York," and so on. Farther on it says,

"
It ought not to

be necessary to burn a theatre, or a hotel, or an apartment-
house in order to direct official attention to the dangers of
other buildings of the same class. If the chief of the Depart-
ment has no power under the law to condemn structures which
he may nevertheless consider unsafe, he can at least protest
against the occupancy of such structures, and the most reckless
tenants would scarcely run the risk of engaging and occupying
apartments in a building against which the Superintendent of

Buildings had formally protested as unfit for human habita-
tion." While there is a great deal of truth in all this, it

should be remembered that the Inspector of Buildings, far
from being an absolute tyrant, as he is often called, is opposed
whenever he exercises his discretion in matters within his

province, with all the energy which selfish interest and con-
servatism can command ; and any one who has followed the
course of building cases during the past few years will remem-
ber that the opposition is in many instances successful, although
the Inspector's orders may have been, as they usually are,

quite justified, from the point of view of one who desires to
save his fellow-citizens from danger, by the occasion which
called for them. Under these circumstances it is natural, and
fortunate for the people of the city, that he should seize the

opportunity which a great catastrophe gives him, not for inquir-
ing for the first time into a subject of which he was before ig-
norant, but for promulgating orders which he may have long
contemplated, but did not venture to issue until he could be
sure that the vast power of public opinion would aid him in

enforcing them.

HOW
essential th's support is, and how unfounded is the

World's idea that the simple protest of the Inspector will

have any effect in warning the public against the buildings
which he is powerless to have made secure, may be illustrated

by one of the most recent cases in which his warning was given
at the same time that his authority was exercised, that of
the Casino Theatre. All our readers will remember that some
weeks ago the owners of this theatre, which, although occupied
for representations, is unfinished, and contains an amount of

temporary wood-work which may well be regarded as hazardous,

were directed to place fire-escapes forthwith on the two fronts

of the building, and the risk appearing imminent to the Inspec-

tor, as it did to at least one other person who visited the struct-

ure at the time, orders were given to suspend performances
until the fire-escapes were ready for use. Unfortunately, al-

though the matter excited some remark in the newspapers, no
recent tragedy had terrified the public into seconding the In-

spector's efforts, and his order was simply ignored. The fire-

escapes which he called for were not built, or at least were not

to be seen when we last noticed the building a week previous
to the present writing; nor were the performances interrupted
for a moment. On the contrary, they have continued to this

day, before undiminished audiences, just as if the orders of

the Bureau were meaningless gibberish, and as if open wooden
stairs and doors of muslin stretched on frames left nothing to

be desired in point of safety.

IIFHE evidence taken at the inquest into the causes which led

J[ to the death of Mrs. Wakeman and her young daughter
in the Cambridge Flats, in New York, two weeks ngo,

shows that the fatal fire was caused by the act of some person
unknown, who, at the construction of the building, about four

years ago, built the wooden header of one of the fireplaces
into the party-wall in such a way that it was exposed to the

heat from two warm-air pipes already in the wall and belonging
to the adjoining house. The timber does not seem to have
been necessarily in actual contact with the tin warm-air pipes,
but the flue in which they were carried, in the manner usual in

New York houses, happened to come in the framer's way, and
he simply inserted the beam and left it there. The end of the

header, according to the report of the Fire Marshal, was found

badly charred, and seemed to have been smouldering a long
time before the fire finally broke out into the air, burning off

the baseboard in one of the rooms, at the same time that it

made its appearance in the store-room underneath. From this

place, full of combustible matter, the smoke and flame passed

up the basement stairs, through a door wliirh ought to have
been shut, but of course was not, into the halls and staircases

above. The whole building seems to have been of light con-

struction, the party-walls, according to the testimony of the

district inspector, being but twelve inches thick, to carry five

stories. Of course, this would not be permitted under the pres-
ent administration of the law, but in the good old days of ac-

commodating inspectors the case was different. All the experts
who were called upon agreed that light walls surrounded by
stud-partitions, such as the one through which the fire pene-
trated the house, should be prohibited in buildings occupied by
a number of families ; and the jury, in their verdict, which cen-

sures the builder of the house, and the superintendent who ap-

proved its construction, took occasion to urge on the Legisla-
ture the pnssage of new laws, not only embodying this provision,
but forbidding the erection of dwelling-houses of any kind more
than six stories in height. It is touching to learn that in the

opinion of all the expert firemen the younger lady might have
saved herself, even in the midst of the smoke, by hurrying
down the stairs, but so far was she from showing any disposi-
tion to desert her mother, that when found she was lying at the

foot of the stairs from the fourth story, while her mother had

already reached the head of the next flight below.

TITHE city of Cleveland, Ohio, has recently adopted a build-

J. ing ordinance, less detailed and minute than those of New
York and Boston, but sufficiently comprehensive. Some

of the provisions, where they differ from those of older build-

ing laws, show signs of having been drawn up in baste, as, for

instance, in the second section, which limits the use of iron in

the walls of buildings to those exceptional cases where the iron

is backed with masonry, and thereby excludes from the terri-

tory included within the building limits all those constructions
of wrought-iron covered with galvanized or painted sheet-metal

which serve so excellent a purpose in many cases. In regard
to the required thickness of walls, it is not surprising, consider-

ing the great discrepancies in the standards laid down by differ-

ent statutes, and even in those which have formed a part of

the same statute at different times, to see in the Cleveland or-

dinance a series of dimensions peculiar to itself, but it is diffi-

cftlt to understand the reasoning by which its framere should
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have been led to see the necessity for compelling the owners of

"business buildings" to make their front and
rearjwalls

as

thick as the bearing walls, and to construct their interior parti-

tion-walls of the same dimensions as the rest. According to

the tables given, the owner of a twenty-five-foot lot in Cleve-

land, who wishes to improve his property by erecting upon it a

six-story building containing a store on the ground-floor and

lofts over, with tho stairway divided from the rooim by a brick

wall, as is now very common, will hereafter be obliged to en-

cumber the first story with walls aggregating, with the plaster-

ing on them, six feet in thickness of solid masonry, leaving him

only nineteen feet of space for rental.

WE can hardly suppose that either the bricks or the work-

manship of the Cleveland masons are so bad as to make

so great a mass of wall necessary for sustaining a weight

which two twelve-inch and one eight-inch wall of ordinary
-

quality would carry indefinitely ;
and if, as is argued in New

York, it is advisable to double the necessary thickness of exte-

rior walls to prevent the possibility of heating them through by a

fire on one side, this reasoning would not apply to interior par-

tition-walls, which are, moreover, under the most favorable con-

ditions for stability, being steadied by the floor-beams
in^every

story. In some respects the rear walls of business buildings

are under conditions similar to those of partition-walls, and al-

though they are not so thoroughly secured in a vertical position,

it is usual to regard twelve inches as a sufficient thickness for

them, even where the front wall, which is usually much more

weakened by openings, is sixteen or twenty inches thick, and

the Cleveland table, which insists upon twenty-four inches, seems

unnecessarily exacting. A clerical error has apparently been

made in the eighth section, which directs that the " butt-ends

of all joists, floor-beams and rafters
"

shall be cut on a splay of

not less than four inches to the foot. This expression must re-

fer to the ends of the beams which bear on the walls, although

its natural meaning would seem to assign it to the ends of the

beams which " butt
"
upon a girder, and which must of course

be cut square. In other respects the new ordinance contains

much that is to be commended. Flues for smoke are required

without exception to be enclosed throughout with eight-inch

brickwork ;
and steam-pipes are to be "

properly protected," al-

though the character of the protection is unfortunately left in-

definite.

1T7HE Committee on Street Eailways of the Massachusetts

JL Legislature is said to have resolved to report in favor of

granting a charter to the Massachusetts Elevated Railway

Company, which proposes to build and operate elevated railroads

on the Meigs system in various parts of the State. The first line,

if the Legislature should accept the report of the committee, will

probably be built in Cambridge, as an experiment, and if it

proves successful other lines will undoubtedly be built in the

suburbs of Boston wherever the necessary permission can be

obtained. The cost of a road on this system is so small in com-

parison with the enormous expense of constructing the New
York elevated lines that it would seem to be for the interest of

some, at least, of the street-car lines to join with the Meigs

company in substituting its track for their own. In this way
the long and unprofitable surburban routes might be extended

far enough to gain a certain amount of through business,

which could hardly be dealt with by the aid of horses alone,

while the cost of removal of snow from the tracks in winter,

which forms a heavy item of expense on such lines, would be

entirely avoided.

DEEPLY interesting account is given in the Builder of

the experiences of a co-operative association of furniture-

makers in Paris, which was formed a year ago, and has

just presented its first annual report to its stockholders. It

will be remembered that among the deplorable contests between

capital and labor which have occurred in France in the last few

vears the strike of the cabinet-makers was one of the most

serious, and before it was ended the trade in fine furniture

had, in a great degree, left Paris to enrich the Belgian and

German manufacturers. There was, therefore, when the men
had succeeded in making terms for their labor, little employ-
ment for them, and the distress caused by the strike continued

to be felt after it was over, almost as severely as ever. The

workmen's association tried in vain to find a remedy for this

itate of things, but the discussions were monopolized by pro-

'essional agitators, and nothing came of them. A few of the

more peaceable men, however, endowed with common-sense

and independence, and disposed to action rather than talk, met

apart from the rest, and resolved, instead of waiting helplessly

for employment, to employ themselves, and a rough plan was

drawn up for a co-operative manufacturing association. A
;apital of fourteen thousand dollars was borrowed, and a work-

jhop opened in the Rue du Chemin-Vert, Number 106, on the

fifteenth of January, 1882. One hundred and forty members

were enrolled, each holding one share of the capital stock, for

which he was obliged to pay one hundred dollars, one dollar

being payable upon the allotment of the share, and one dollar

each month thereafter.

FOR
some months little or no business came to the associa-

tion. The members, however, maintained their organiza-

tion, and sought work in shops outside, ten of them only

keeping possession of their own premises, where they busied

themselves about such small commissions as they could obtain ;

and at last a piece of good fortune fell to them in the shape of

a government contract for some school furniture. The furni-

ture was very simple and cheap, but other employment came

at the same time, and thirty more members were called in, and

set at work for their own benefit. The original regulations of

the association limited the number of hours constituting a day's

work to ten, but this proved quite insufficient for the zeal of

men who were working for themselves, and a change w,as made

in the by-laws, extending the day to thirteen hours. All the

management of the affairs of the association is, by the constitu-

tion, entrusted to an executive committee, which appoints a

director and a foreman of the shop, whose authority over the

men is as complete as in any ordinary workshop, obedience to

their delegated authority being, if anything, more ready and

unquestioning than it would be to an outsider. In fact, the re-

port of the association mentions a complaint of the members,
on one occasion, that their foreman was not severe enough, and in

general, the chief fear of the men seems to have been that they

might be tempted to do inferior work. Many of them are work-

men of the very best class, and in order to show their skill they
have already made a number of specimen pieces, which are kept
in a show-room set apart for them. To make sure of not degen-

erating in taste or skill, a committee of experts, consisting of

two workmen in the shop and three employed outside, judges
the merit of productions concerning which any doubt is ex-

pressed. Notwithstanding the difficulties which surrounded the

beginning of the undertaking, and the short time during which
the capital of the association was productively employed, the net

profits of the year, after paying all expenses, and the wages of

the men employed in the shop, amounted to thirteen hundred and

fifty dollars. This is, to be sure, not a very large profit on the

capital, considering that the men worked over hours to earn it,

but it must be remembered that at one dollar per month the share-

holders had paid in only twelve dollars each at the end of the

year, so that their returns, in proportion to the sum paid in,

were much larger than might at first appear. The future of

the association looks so bright that plans have already been

made for disposing of the surplus income which is expected.
No dividends are to be paid in cash until the shareholders have

fully paid for their stock, the profits being, until then, merely
credited to them. After this, one-half of the net profits only
is to be divided each year, the remainder being equally shared

between a retiring fund for members, and a reserve fund for

contingencies. A regular percentage of the income is to be re-

served for replacing tools and purchasing improved machinery.

1 1 THIS is not the first association of the kind in France, and sev-

\_ eral similar ones were formed in other trades after the great
strikes of 1881 and 1882, whose history we have yet to

hear, although there are indications that they have generally

prospered. For some reason the independence and self-control

which the foundation of such bodies implies seem to be virtues

natural to the French working-men, who have, moreover, a

well-established reputation for that magnanimity which is will-

ing to risk something or sacrifice something to carry out an

idea. In England, although many co-operative manufacturing
associations of the same sort have been formed, they have, we
believe, invariably failed, the genius of the English seeming

I little adapted to united effort for a common end.
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WATER-CLOSETS. VI.

DUNNETTS CLOSET. The first closet invented with aJ-' valve which opens in a direction outward from the bowl was
designed by an Eng-
lish engineer named
Joseph Bunnett, in

1846. This closet
was designed to be

placed below the
water-line or point
of discharge.

This closet ap-
pears to be simpler
in its construction
than the Downton
closet, and for that
reason would be
better for the pur-

pose which that is

intended to fulfil.

The outlet at the
bottom of the bowl
and the piston
which works in the
receiver both have

llap-valves, which

open from the bowl
in an outward direc-

tion. The waste
matter from the
bowl will descend
into the receiver by
the action of grav-

ity ; thence it would
be forced bv the

Fig. 49. Section. Bunnett's Closet.

a, Bowl. b, Piston chamber. <1, Piston. e, Valves.

/, Supply-pipe, g, Hand-lever. A, Piston-rod, i, Kod for

operating supply-valve. /.-, Inspection-hole.
(, Soil-pipe. m, Fan. n, Couuectiug-rod.

action of the piston
Fig. SO.-Topview.-Bunnett's Closet.

through a third valve into the soil-

pipe. The last-mentioned valve is

for the purpose of preventing the
return of the discharged matter in-

to the receiver. The outlet of the

soil-pipe may be carried in any
direction desired. In this manner
the discharge of the excreta may
be governed to suit circumstances.
Water-closets of this type may in

rare instances become necessary;
for instance, in cases where it is

required to put a water-closet below
the point of connection with the
sewer.

When used it would be advisable
to run the soil-pipe higher than its

Side view.- Bunnett's Closet.

point of juncture with the sewer, so there could be no back-flow
from the sewer in case the valves should leak, and valves of this

kind are liable to leak at the
most inopportune time.

Armstrong's Closet. In
1848 a closet of this type and
class was patented in Eng-
land by John Armstrong.
The novelty in this closet con-
sists in the manner of open-
ing the valve, by means of a
slotted quadrant and cam.
The valve is lifted by a cam
attached to a vertical rod,

, Fig. 52.- Armstrong'. Closet.
th<J

,

Cam
,

bei"S bolte(l to the
rod so that the valve will be

a. Bowl. 6, Receiver. c, Trap. rf.Valve. i;f, j
,
Cam. /.Slotted quadrant. g, Connecting-rod.

htt<
r
d when the cam IS turned

on its greatest axis.

Feildlng's Closet. Another Eng-
lish patent was taken out for a
closet, in which the valve opens
outwardly, in the year 1855, by
Fletcher Feilding.
There is a reservoir below the

bowl that forms a water-seal trap
for the overflow. This reservoir

would become very filthy from de-

posits and stagnant water, as there

is no means of flushing it. The
valve has a leather washer and is

lifted by means of a crank that

works in a U-shaped attachment to
F

,'

g - -Fellding'. Closet.

, a. Bowl. 6, Receiver. c. Valve.
the valve.

d, Crank. ^Overflow. /Washer.
Bean's Closet. Bean's closet, g, Trap to overflow.

used in Scotland, may properly be classified as one of this type of

valve-closets. The valve seems intended only for the purpose of re-

taining a targe amount of water in the bowl, so that by opening thu

valve quickly the whole amount
would be discharged suddenly into

the soil-pipe, for the purpose of scour-

ing it more thoroughly. There is an

opening above the valve which is an
overflow. This closet is simply a
short hopper-closet with its trap,
the valve being placed where the trap
discharges into the soil-pipe.

Dummis'i Closet. M. F. Liger, in Fig . 54. Bean's Closet,

the French work on water-closets, Oi Bowl. 6, Trap. e, Valve,

urinals, etc., published in 1875, de- d, Inspection-cover.

scribes, among other closets, a valve-closet of this type, which he

tells us was at that time (1875) in common use in France. This
closet has a chamber or

>^ ._ compartment at one

<j\ \\
ci_ 8>d> verv similar in ap-

Ipearance to the ones
' used in connection with

plunger-closets. In this

chamber there is a

weight attached to the

rod of the hand-pull
and connected with the

valve by a short hinged
arm. The weight,
which moves only in

a vertical direction,

Fig. 55. Fig. 56.

Dummis's Clotet.

e, Trap.a. Bowl. 6, Valve-compartment.
d. Hand-pull, e, Supply-pip*

'

A, Weight. i, Connecting
pe. /, Soil-pipe, g. Valve, keeps the valve pressed
ig-ann. t, Hinge. t jgijtly again st its seat,

and unless the weight is lifted, it would be impossible for the valve
to open. M. Liger says of this closet, that it is one of the best,

uniting all the conditions required for health, and that it is odorless.

I can see no reason why it is exempt from the faults of the class to

which it belongs.
Dummis invented, in connection with his closet, a device for sepa-

rating the liquid from the solid excreta. At the point where the

trap enters the soil-pipe it is divided into two branches. A grating
or perforated plate is placed over the outlet nearest the closet, while

a valve opening outward closes the one farthest from the closet

Fig. 57. Side view. Dummis's Closet. Fig. 58. Section. Dummis's Closet*

Device for dividing liquid from Bolid excreta.

c, Water-closet trap. /, Soil-pipe for liquid matter, m, Soil-pipe for solid mat-
ter, n, Valre. o, Perforated plate, p, g, r, Combination of

weights and levers for valve.

bowl. This valve is held in position by two weighted levers. When
the waste matter is discharged from the bowl, it passes through the

trap, but is checked by the valve and stopped directly over the grat-

ing. The liquid matter would then pass through the perforated

plate into the branch of the soil-pipe nearest the closet bowl, leaving
the solid matter to be discharged into the other branch of the soil-

pipe by opening the valve. This would be accomplished by raising
the weighted levers on the outside. By thus dividing the liquid
from the faecal matter, its manurial qualities can be more easily util-

ized, and I find that the French inventors almost invariably have
this point in view in making their inventions. This practice must
often be a detriment to comfort by reason of the unpleasant odors

generated, and to cleanliness and health, for as soon as the liquid
matter is separated from solid matter, all the scouring and deodoriz-

ing qualities of water are lost. The soil-pipes must become very
foul, as the solid excreta passes, in many instances, through several

stories before reaching its final receptacle in a large barrel or
iron can (Fosse mobile).

Fig. 59. Perspective. Doulton's Tripless Closet. Fig. 60. Section,

a, Bowl. b, Valve-compartment. c. Valve. e. Vent.

/, Supply. g. Overflow. A, Weight*. i, Flushing-rim, i, Valve-seat.

t, Removable cover. n, Valve-crank.

Carr's Side-Outlet Valve-Closet. W. 8. Carr received letters

patent in this country for a closet similar to the French closet in the

arrangement of the valve and the weight which holds it in position.
Doulton's Trapless Closet. Probably the best of this type, and I
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think the best valve-closet, provided it has a siphon-trap below it,

properly vented, is the "trapless
"

closet manufactured by Doulton
& Co., Lambeth, London. This closet lias a flushing-rim that gives
an equal distribution of water to all parts of the bowl, by means of

small holes in the rim which encircles the top of the bowl. The
manufacturer says :

" The construction of the closet renders the

usual complication of levers, both for the supply and discharge
valves, unnecessary, as both are worked from the same spindle with
direct action at each end, a very small weight being necessary to

render the discharge-valve tight." There is a metal rim for the

valve to fit against, while the valve has a yielding substance such as

rubber where it comes in contact with the seat, and an earthen face.

The overflow from the bowl to the valve-compartment is sealed by
a U-trap. The bowl is furnished in different ornamental patterns
and attached to an iron receiver or valve-chamber by means of bolts.

The perspective view shows the simplicity of the mechanism. The

hand-pull is connected to the spindle, which turns the valve by a
slotted crank. The weight which holds the valve in position is at-

tached to the lower end of the pull-rod. The valve-chamber of this

closet has a
large_vent-pipe, and a cover held on by screws that may

"
be easily removed for

the purpose of clean-

ing out this com-

partment. It is im-

portant that these

inspection-cover s

should fit air-tight;
when once removed,

they are generally
put back in a care-

less manner, and in

the case of a trapless

Fig. 61. Pohtey's Closet. closet this would al-

o, Bowl. 6, Valve-chamber, c, Valve, d. Soil-pipe, low free communica-
, Spring, /, Lever. g, Overflow, i, Rod. tjon between the soil-

pipe and the house. Doulton's closet can receive its water directly
from the water-main, through his patent supply-valve ;

or it can be
flushed from a cistern, through a pipe
with an inch and a quarter diameter.

Pohley's Closet. In this country, in

1877, a valve-closet of this type was in-

vented by F. Pohley. The valve is held

in its place by a spring that encircles the

rod by which the valve is drawn back or

held in position, The valve, of metal,
fits against a pliable band which is let

into the bottom of the bowl. The valve

is opened by an Lrshaped lever, and the
bowl has a simple siphon overflow.

Tylor If Son's Valve-Closet. Tylor &
Son, of Newgate Street, London, in-

vented, in 1878, a closet in which the

valve opens in the same direction as the Fie- 2. Tylor & Son's Side-

closets described above. The outlet to utlet Valve-Closet.

the bowl is at the bottom; a projection ".Bow'- 6, Trap and receiver.

from this opening turns at right angles
"' ValT6' d. OTerflo -

or forms a quarter-bend, and on the end
of this projection the valve finds its seat.
The overflow enters the valve-chamber

immediately back of the valve, and is

sealed by dipping into a box formed in
the receiver. The valve with a "rub-
ber or other suitable material, washer
closes against the brass or other metal
valve-seat." This valve-seat is clamped
to, and made to project beyond the bowl,
as shown in the detail'cut.

.
Th

? type of valve-closets which I have
last described has an advantage overpf valve.

e.

1

ISnenware face.

/, Yielding washer.
."'

VftlT"' 'her cl S
.

etS f this c'ass
>
as

.

we as
,
over

plunger-closets, in the position of the
i, Metal seat. k. Spindle, valve and its chamber. The waste mat-
ter passes directly into the soil-pipe without passing through the
valve-chamber proper, as it does in other closets of this class, and the
water does not stand in this chamber, coating it with foul deposits, as
is the case in plunger-closets. With this form of closet there is

very little opportunity for the back of the valve to
become foul, as neither the water nor waste matter
ever reaches it.

At the present day Doulton & Co.'s "trapless"
closet and Bean's closet are used in Great Britain,
while Dummis's is used in France. There are no
closets of this type manufactured in this country,

Fig. 64. antl none in use
>
unless a small number of the Eng-

Early French Valve- Iish closets have been imported for parties who
Closet.

a, Bowl. 6, Re-
ceiver, c, Valve

have been pleased with their construction.

VALVES THAT OPEN DOWNWARD.
I now come to the last type of valve-closets, and this form of the

class has been in use since the beginning of the eighteenth century,
with slight variations in the arrangement of theirmeehanism. and
in the materials used in their construction. These closets, in which

i'lst Receiver.

c, Vent.

f/tod Itectiv
8

/, Soil-pipe.

the valve opens in a downward direction from the bowl, have their

prototype in the Briimah closet invented more than a hundred

years ago. English manufacturing firms, notably Tylor & Son,

Underhay, and Jennings, manufacture closets under that name at

the present day. Doulton & Co. manufacture a valve very much
like the Bramah, adding a weight to the end of the lever, which
moves the valve, and a vent-pipe to the receiver.

Early French Valve-Closet. Liger gives a description of a

closet of this type which was first brought into use in France about
the year 1823. This closet had a metal valve which
was intended to fit tightly against the bowl. The
valve was connected with the hand-pull in the sim-

plest manner, by means of a short hinged arm.

Judging from appearances there was no weight to

keep the valve in position. The pull-rod and con-

necting arm were both within the receiver. The
openinjr where the rod passed through appears to

Lave *>*"* sP^'ial attention.

Flamenfs Closet. Another closet used in France
was invented by M. Flament. The bowl, with a

flushing-rim, is set directly into a hopper or receiver.
This hopper has a large vent, which is intended to

run into a warm flue, if one is convenient; otherwise, into the outer
air with a ventilating cowl on top, M. Flament designing a cowl in

connection with his closet. At the bottom of this receiver, having
a seat on a projection therefrom, is a balanced valve that works in a
second receiver or valve-chamber. The valve is hinged, and on the
side of the hinge opposite to, and forming a part of the valve, is a

weighted projection that would cause the valve to rest firmly against
its seat. When the first

receiver has become
filled or partially filled

with water or excremen-
titious matter, the bal-

ance of the valve would
be overcome and the

waste matter dropped
into the second receiver

and soil-pipe. In the
Fig 66

cases mentioned above, w . s. Carr's Closet.

the valve is intended to a
,
Bowl. i, Receiver. a. Valve, e, Overflow.

keep disagreeable odors /, Lever.

from entering the house. They are not intended to be placed over
a siphon-trap.
The following closets are almost without a single exception in

common use at the present day in different parts of the world.
Carr's Valve-Closet. W. S. Carr, of New York, invented a

simple valve-closet of this type in 1868. The bowl is set in a small

hopper and the bottom of this hopper forms the valve-seat. The
overflow is in the space between the hopper and bowl. The valve
is held in position by a weighted lever. The inventor made some

improvements on this closet in 1875, calling the improved closet the
" American Defiance Closet." The novelty consisted in having the
bowl and overflow made in one piece of earthenware, "which is bolted
to the receiver. The receiver is enamelled, and the part of the
valve that shows in the bowl is also made of earthenware, closing
against a rubber packing. Prof. T. M. Clark described this closet

fully in his articles on Modern Plumbing. Henry Huber & Co. now
manufacture this closet with an opening at the top of the overflow
for a vent-pipe, and they also furnish the bowls with a vent-pipe
from the closet bowl. (See American Architect, August 31, 1878.)

Peters's Closet. Messrs. Peters &
Donalds, of Glasgow, Scotland, manu-
facture a valve-closet in which the valve

opens downward. The bowl of this

closet is set in a small hopper which is

placed above and forms a part of the
receiver. The trap or water-seal to the
overflow in this case is double, and has
a vent-pipe from the crown of the trap,
which would prevent the trap from

being siphoned by the discharge from
the bowl.

J. Bailey Denton considers this one of
the best closets in use, and in describing
it says: "The valve arrangement of

a. Bowl. i. Receiver, c Valve, this closet is composed of a brass disc
e, Hand-pull. /, Weighted lever, , . ,

r
.

g, Wires to tank, h, Vent to over- which is closed against an india-rub-
flow. i, Rubber-ring (valve-seat) ber ring by means of a projecting arm

*, Trapped-overflow. cast on a spindle . By this arrangement,
the patentee states, the disc is closed perfectly tight against any un-
even surface which at any time may present itself. The valve is

held in position by the simplest form of weighted lever, while the

supply-tank is connected with the closet by means of wires and bell-

cranks, motion being imparted to both at the same time by the hand-

pull. The trap, which is under the floor and formed in one piece
with the receiver, is not vented. Letters patent were issued for the
above closet to Peters & Peters, in 1871.

Fig. 68. Peter's Closet.

BIKD'S-EYE maple, which sells for $150 per 1,000 feet in England, is

used for firewood in North Carolina.
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THE ENGLISH LAW COURT BUILDINGS, OLD
AND NEW.

0N
the fourth of last

December, in a for-

mal leave-taking of

its separated abodes in

Westminster Hall and
Lincoln's Inn, and in a

formal entrance into the

new Royal Courts of Jus-

tice, on the Strand, the

I

ancient judiciary system
I
of England received such
fresh impulse as an out-

ward change of vesture

may exert upon the inner

life.
" For the first time

since the Plantagenets the great mass of judicial bodies are now
consolidated in a visible unity;" for the first time since the Norman
kings, the sovereign will hold state in the Royal Court as the mani-
fest head of the judicial power, the executive force, and the legisla-
tive authority. The Courts of Justice have deserted historic build-

ings by the change : Westminster, the noblest hall left from the

great architecture of the Middle Ages, and that of Lincoln's Inn,
the most perfect hall of the Renaissance, the exquisite work of the

days of Elizabeth, the only remaining building where a play of

Shakespeare was performed before the Queen, the Court, and the

author's contemporaries.
The old Law Courts at Westminster, of which Sir Edward Coke

says: "No man can tell which is the most ancient," were on the
west side of the Hall; were, for they are now almost entirely taken
down. They were ten in number, and were contained in the Italian-

fronted building constructed after designs by Sir John Soane. It

was in one of them, the Court of Common Pleas, that the Tichborne
case was tried in 1871-1872.

Westminster Hall, from which each of the courts had an entrance,
has a door on the east which forms the members' approach to the

House of Commons; it leads into the fan-roofed galleries which

represent the restored cloisters of 1350. The Hall, which was first

built by William Rufus, as every one knows, is merged in Sir Charles

Barry's huge building of the House of Parliament, or, more cor-

rectly, the New Palace of Westminster.
We find that until the reign of Queen Mary the judges rode to

the Courts of Westminster on mules, and that men used to walk
about the Hall seeking employment as witnesses, who unblushingly
drew attention to their calling by a straw in their shoes; so that
the traditional dignity of the law appears to have been preserved to

us in the face of outward disadvantages. The old law buildings of

Westminster were but dingy places for the Goddess of Justice to

have held her court through all these years places devoid of mag-
nificence, grandeur, dignity, or even cleanliness, although, as the

lady's attention is given with some show of interest to a pair of

scales, and she is further encumbered with a bandage over her eyes,
it may be presumed that she is spared a housekeeper's worry about
her surroundings.
The Courts of Lincoln's Inn have been consecrated to the legal

profession for five or six hundred years, but previously the spot is

associated with the Earls of Lincoln and the Knights Templars.
None of the buildings which remain, however, are earlier than the

Tudors, the old gateway and hall having been built in the reign of

Henry VII. The frontage of these ancient buildings on Chancery
Lane is about five hundred feet. The gate-house is a fine specimen
of late red brickwork of a Gothic type, almost the only example of

the kind in London. The old hall has a monastic appearance, with
its buttresses and pointed windows. In 1819 it was lengthened by
ten or twelve feet, and an ugly modern ceiling was substituted for

the fine, open roof of oak, which was removed, or possibly concealed.
Half a century ago there was great dissatisfaction with the admin-

istration of justice in two places at least a mile apart, and with the
loss of time to judges and counsel which was involved. With a view
to a remedy we find that Sir Charles Barry, as early as 1841, de-

Digned a vast building, of Grecian architecture, which was to have
been erected in Lincoln's Inn Fields. It would have had a large hall

about equal to Westminster Hall, round which were to have been
clustered twelve smaller courts. Fortunately, however, neither
funds nor public approbation assisted the plan, which would have
blocked up an open space in that part of London where space is rare,
" The Fields," which, although enclosed, are to the crowded district
like a glimpse of the country. The subject was frequently alluded
to in Parliament, but nothing was done until 1858. In that year a

Royal Commission recommended a site, but Parliament threw out
the bill. In 1865, however, both the site and the funds for the build-

ings were provided for by two Acts of Parliament, judges of designs
were nominated, and a limited competition among the best architects
was instituted. The designs were exhibited to the public in 1868, in a

temporary building erected for the purpose, and finally the plan of
Mr. George Kdinund Street, R. A., was selected. Then there was
a further delay, for many people, the successful architect among
them, expressed the opinion that a space between the Strand and
the Thames Embankment, to the east of Somerset House, would be

preferable, the ground having been cleared during the preceding

two years by the removal of as many as thirty close and ancient

courts, alleys, lanes and yards, which had fallen into the lowest

estate. The Mi^c.-tion was acted upon, and thus the first brick of

tin- Law Courts of the Future" was laid on the last day of April,

1874, on this latter site, where the magnificent buildings now stand,

on the place where lived long ago the fashion anil genius of old Lon-

don; where was the residence of Sir Edward Littleton, Lord Cliief

Justice, and near by that of the widow of Sir Walter Raleigh ;

where Oliver Cromwell's early days were passed; where Steele and

Bolinbroke, and Pope walked in St. Clement's Lane
;
where scowl-

ing Swift and gentle Addison passed each other in the narrow

streets; and where the pilgrims to the shrine of a Becket, at Canter-

bury, paused for rest at St. Clement's Well.

About eight acres were cleared : the law buildings occupy about

six and a naif, the remainder being left for the present an open

space, which is to be laid out as a garden. The Courts are built in

the Decorated or Second Pointed stvle, and they form a somewhat

irregular square ; the Strand front being four hundred and eighty-

three feet, and the depth about four hundred and sixty feet. The
entire pile of buildings is divided into two blocks, the eastern is the

lesser one and the larger the block to the west, both fronts being re-

lieved by dwarf towers, arches and other features, while there are

two high towers, the one at the southeast angle being one hundred

and seventy feet in height; so that the idea that the structure would

meet the need which existed of a marked architectural feature in

the long expanse of buildings between St. Paul's and Westminster,
an idea which was suggested in 1869 by its late designer, will be

well fulfilled.

The whole edifice is three, four and five stories in height in dif-

ferent parts. The general height of the building to the ridge of the

roof is ninety or ninety-five feet, the Central Hall rising over the

rest. This hall is one hundred and forty feet to the top of its roof,

or ninety feet measured inside up to the crown of its ceiling.

There are nineteen courts, each with its own entrance and stair-

case, with separate approaches and doors for judges, jury, the bar,

and the public, together with rooms for clerks, secretaries, and regis-

trars, and also waiting-rooms. The Court of Appeals will have two

courts: Appeal Court I, and Appeal Court II. Another will be

called " The Lord Chief Justice of England's Court," in which Lord

Coleridge will sit. Nine will be named "
Queen's Bench Court I,"

II, and so on ; four will be Chancery Courts and similarly num-

bered; two will be appropriated by the Probate, Divorce and Admi-

ralty Courts, and the remaining one will be called " The Lord Chan-

cellor's Court."
There are of course grumblers among the critics, who think the

ventilation imperfect and who complain that the courts are ill-

lighted, not to mention people who are quick to see comparison be-

tween the winding passages and the tortuous processes of the law.

But whether perfect or not, the buildings are finished whose floors

will be worn by the weary feet of many generations of litigants.

On Monday, the fourth of last December, these Royal Courts of

Justice were formally opened by the Queen. The day was kept in

London as a public holiday. The time was fixed for noon, but two

hours before the judges assembled in the Prince's Chamber of the

House of Lords, took breakfast together in the Peers' Dining-room,
and returning to the former room they walked in stately procession,
headed by the Lord Chancellor's secretaries, the mace-bearer, and
other officials, robed nnd carrying the symbols of their office, and

passing through the Division-lobby, the Peers' corridors and St.

Stephen's Hall the Lord Chancellor, the Lord Chief Justice and
the Master of the Rolls singly, the others and the Law officers

of the Crown two and two they went down Westminster Hall,

between the close lines of people who were standing in utter silence.

It was the dignified leave-taking of that place, memorable for great
interests to the subject and to the State.

At noon the Hall of the new buildings was filled with a distin-

guished audience. It compared unfavorably with Westminster,

being less spacious, less noble, but still imposing. Its vaulted roof,

its lance-head windows and its length and height suggested the

nave of a cathedral. The central aisle is two hundred and thirty
feet long by fifteen feet broad, down which the grand procession
walked ; the audience standing .respectfully, their brilliant state

dresses adding to the gala appearance of the Hall, which was Lung
with crimson.
The procession was headed by the architect and builders, and

after a few officials came the Queen of England and the chief dig-
nitaries of the kingdom. The ceremonies began punctually, the

keys of the building were given and received after the usual man-

ner; the set speeches were made; Sir William 1 1 ai court announced
that the Queen commanded him to declare the Royal Courts of Jus-

tice open. There was a flourish of
trumpets,

a great cheer from

the people, and the event was over. The buildings were exhibited

to the public from Monday, December 25, to the succeeding Friday,
and sixty-three thousand two hundred and thirty-two persons vis-

ited them. The Central Hall will only be accessible on certain days
in vacation, to sight-seers, hereafter.

The only change at Lincoln's Inn will be the absence of the

judaes; it will be left to the lawyers as it has been for centuries.

The bricks, timbers, roofs, fl >ors, oak-wainscoting, seatings, all the

materials of the shabby old law-courts of Westminster have been

sold at auction, and before Parliament meets the ground on which

they stood will be clear. M. G. M.
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THE WATER-COLOR EXHIBITION, NEW YORK.

[T is high praise to say that this year's

exhibition was as good, even if no bet-

ter, than was that of a year ago. For

every one will remember how far ahead

of all its predecessors was the collection

of 1882. This season few drawings,

perhaps, rose to an exceptional height

of interest above the general average ;

but that average was very good won-

derfully good if we look back to a dis-

tance of even five or six years and

comparatively few essays fell painfully

below it. And there were certainly

f

<?'i!?"<

some pictures that were remarkably and

""'^""'exceptionally fine that would have

been marked drawings in any exhibition

in the world.

The hero of the hour was unquestion-

ably Mr. Winslow Homer. For once

every one whose vote told for much gave
it for the same candidate. The artistic brotherhood at the prelimi-

nary reception and the newspaper men in the journals the next

morning broke into a chorus of approval, and the public, having thus

had a good thing pointed out to it, seemed not far behind in its ap-

preciation. The fact is the more significant of the absolute worth

of Mr. Homer's work since it had absolutely no "
prettiness," and

very little
" charm," since it lacked, moreover, both the perfect

technique, which appeals to the critical, and the anecdotal interest

which attracts the popular eye. Mr. Homer has always been one of

the very strongest and most original among American artists, though
some times one of the most unpleasing. Versatile he has shown himself

as well, and of late his changeful moods have led him in the direction of

greater beauty and artistic interest. The splendid, vivid, almost

infernal beauty of the numerous marine sketches he exhibited at

the Water-Color show of 1881 will be long remembered. They were

an immense advance upon the angular figures in raw green landscapes
he had more often shown

;
but this year after an extended stay in

the coast countries of England he shows himself a still completer
and more powerful workman. His four pictures were no longer
sketches or studies, but pictures in the truest sense of the word.

Their especial excellence lay in their composition in the linear

beauty, almost statuesque in character, he gave to his rustic figures,

in the way he supported these by the linear grace and strength
of his landscape backgrounds and in the dignity, and the origi-

nal force and fervor with which he infused every inch of his work.

His color is still most peculiar not often attractive, though some-

times impressive, and never untruthful within the limits of the chosen

scale. The color of a smooth, heaving sea under sunset light in a

large marine called "
Teignmouth

"
was, seen from a proper distance,

quite beautiful. And the vigorous, stormy grays of his windy skies

were superb in tone no less than in transparence and movement.
Where he sinned was chiefly in his flesh tones, usually of an un-

pleasant purplish hue. Two pictures showed each the single figure
of an English fish-wife set in a wide, cloudy, windy, savage stretch

of coast land. Another was called " A Voice from the Cliffs," and
showed the three-quarters-length figures of three fisher-girls listening
with parted lips to some distant sound. To say that each and all

were individual conceptions is implied in the fact that they were

painted by Mr. Homer for he has never at any time done a stroke

which could have been credited to any other man
;
but their fur-

ther excellence is not so easily told. It is hard to describe how
these rustic figures, without being

" idealized
"

in either form,

feature, expression, or attitude, had yet been subtilely adapted
to artistic purposes, so grouped, posed, and rendered as to have a
linear beauty of the most rare and valuable sort. To say that Mr.
Homer has gained the power to compose and draw figures which,
while perfectly fresh and unstudied in effect, yet might be transferred
without alteration by a sculptor to a bas-relief, is certainly to say
that he is a very different Homer from the one we knew in days
gone by. Yet this is not, I think, an exaggeration of the truth. It

was interesting to examine the way in which this statuesque grace
had been obtained to find resulting from such an arrangement of the

figure, (where more than one was in question) that the lines of one
should support and almost duplicate the lines of the other, produc-
ing simplicity without monotony, harmony without rigidity. They
were more than fine, these pictures of Mr. Homer's. They were
powerful, both in their originality, and in the sort of dignified beauty
they secured. Everything else in the rooms, almost, was killed by
their strong presence was made to look either weak, trivial, com-
monplace, shallow, affected or insipid. A hundred men could put
on their color more skilfully than Mr. Homer. Not one had found

something so new and individual to say; not one had infused his

message with so much artistic force; few had been prompted by so
much fervor and truly creative passion.
But it would have been hard for any one, even Mr. Homer, to

take the strength out of Mr. Currier. His themes were not so in-

teresting, and his vision not so individual. But his feeling had been
as intense, and his technical work was far superior, of course, to Mr.
Homer's. He sent from Munich a number of landscapes, some of
them very large in size, and more in the nature of complete and

balanced pictures than anything he had hitherto shown us in water-

color. The sketches of moorland and of sunset skies he contributed

two years ago were little more than brilliant memoranda of effects

of wind, and light, and color. This year's pictures seldom sought

for such gorgeous coloring or so much movement, being forest or vil-

lage view's pitched in a low key, the details very large in scale, but

treated still in the most bold and summary way. They were immensely

powerful and individual attractive in spite of their contempt for all

"
prettiness," or even charm. One especially

" A Street in Scbleiss-

heim" with a long beautifully-rendered perspective of houses and

trees, and a canal toward the left, was a superb piece of work. Mr.

Muhrmann is a worker in the same direction, but with a very dis-

tinct individuality of his own. His landscapes and figure studies

were alike forcible and fresh. Mr. Mente, on the other hand, with

similar aims, shows far less of strength and of true personality. He
is a sort of diluted Currier, while Mr. Muhrmann is a colleague of

Currier's who stands firmly on his own feet.

A noteworthy and promising feature of the exhibition was the

greater number of figure subjects it showed largly in excess it

seemed to me, of those in any former collection. Mr. Kappes's

genre scenes of negro life were very strong and true in character,

full of humor, and good in handling and in color quite complete in

their own way. Mr. Blum was in strong contrast to the local "real-

of Mr. Kappes with hid delicate,
"
impressionist

" Venetian

groups and a brilliant little dancing scene in a Spanish cafe. Mr.

Lungren sent from Paris a number of large street views cleverly ec-

centric in composition. His handling is almost as free and spirited
as Mr. Blum's, and he seizes a general effect with almost as much
freshness and sparkle. Where he falls decidedly behind his friend

is in a most vital point in his power to give character, individuality,

expression to the slightly touched little faces he portrays. In this

respect Mr. Blum's talent is quite remarkable. Mr. Turner sent

some large and accomplished if rather insipid groups ;
Mr. Chase, a

very clever study of a girl in black, and Mr. Lippincott, two quite
admirable studies of women's heads. In strong contrast to all this

peculiarly
" modern " work in which French influence is so strongly

visible, were two large and careful pictures by Mrs. Stillman, who, as

Miss Spartali, wasTormerly known as one of the most promising pu-

pils of the Pre-Raphaelite school, under the tuition of Aladox Brown.
The more important of the two represented the meeting of Dante
and Beatrice, and was a large drawing with a number of figures.
It was interesting to some, I dare say, even in these alien days, for

its own intrinsic qualities, and it was interesting to all who care

anything for the history of art and its various movements and devel-

opments, because it was so entirely typical of the better products of

its peculiar school. It had the usual faults and the successes which
are sometimes attained but are perhaps less usual. The grouping
was very good, the color ambitious and not without beauty, the hand-

ling extremely detailed yet not quite fatally labored, the drawing a

little out (in the background especially) and the modelling often con-

spicuous by its absence. The sentimentally-sweet type of face was
of course disagreeable to eyes that care for reality and strength, but

to others may have seemed most charming. Such a picture looked

very archaic in this year of grace 1883, and it was hard to realize

how short a time it is since the Pre-Raphaelite was the youngest and
most eagerly alive of all artistic schools. Mr. Newell and Mr.

Smedley sent some good figure drawings of local subjects, and Mr.

Abbey and his English friend, Mr. Parsons, had painted in collabora-

tion a landscape with figures that was one of the most valuable things
in the collection a good corrective after so much Homer and Cur-

rier and Muhrmann, as showing that delicate refinement is not of ne-

cessity weakness, and that loving elaboration need not always result

in confusion, or in loss of unity, of breadth or of repose. Mr. Bolton

Jones taught the same lesson with almost equal grace and skill in a

charming winter landscape, one of his familiar New Jersey views.

Mr. Shirlaw's studies were as strong as ever and had much affinity
with those of the Munich artists already mentioned. With less of

strength than Mr. Currier, and less of almost aggressive individuality,
Mr. Shirlaw had, perhaps, much more of charm. Mr. Tryon has a

touch of poetry at his command when he does landscape work, from
which the best things may eventually be hoped. Mr. Gifford and
Mr. Farrer and Mr. F. S. Church are among those who deserve

much more extended criticism, yet of whom I have only space to say
that they were, if anything, above their usual level of interest. But
Mr. Alden Weir's little flower pieces must not go unmentioned ex-

quisite, dainty bits of work in which the spiritual aspect of the blos-

soms, so to say, and not their decorative possibilities, had been insisted

upon. No one but Mr. La Farge has ever painted flowers for us in

just this poetic spirit, and it would indeed have been interesting could
we have been given a bit of his work to put beside Mr. Weir's. The
other flower subjects seemed prosaic enough by contrast the best

being the large and finely decorative studies of Miss Greatorex.
The Etching Club exhibited, as was the case last year, in connec-

tion with the Water-Color Society. Its collection was not very large
but contained much interesting new work. Mr. Gifford's long, narrow

plate with a Dutch windmill as the subject was to my mind the most

perfect among the home productions. Mr. Platt does better month
by month and perhaps he is destined, as I hear Dr. Haden predicts,

though in view of certain recent utterances we can hardly ac-

cept Dr. Haden's as a sibylline voice to grow into the best and
most original of our American etchers. Mr. Parrish's immense plate
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with a scene from the New Hrunswick coast was a triumph over ma-
terial ilillicnltic-. but in certain artistici|iialitics- in coin posit ion and

unity of effect for instance was inlci-ic>r to some of hi.- works that

are more moderate in size. Mr. Pennell wan as charming as ever,
Mr. Thomas Moran as delicately pyrotechnic in his effects of lijzht,

and Mrs. Moran, with her views in Kn-jland and Wales done during
the past summer, almost as .-tiunij and fascinating as in the Long
Island scenes she did a year or so ago. Of course among the for-

eign etchings there were some hy Dr. I laden, and there was aiso a
lin>_:c plate by Haig, a view of Mont Si. Michel, splendid in color

and chiaroscuro, but almost too panoramic in subject to be thoroughly
successful from a pictorial standpoint.

M. G. VAN Kl.NSVKI.AKH.

THE LATE AMERICAN ARCHITECT COMPETITION.
REPORT OP THE JURY. II.

" DBOUL'S" plan is remarkably likeD that of "Bumpkin," but suffers by
comparison with it. The dining-room and

parlor do not communicate as those of the

latter do, and upstairs the chambers
are too isolated, and there are no back
stairs. Nevertheless, the plan is one

of the best presented for a

dwelling for all the year round.
The attic is well utilized, and
the basement fitted up for a

laundry and water-closet.
"
Bumpkin

" has worked-in four
rooms at a little additional cost,
and " Bboui

"
could probably do

the same if desired. Of the
elevation nothing but praise
need be said. An almost quaker-
like simplicity, combined with a
bold accentuation of the sky-line,

givesatoncearefineddistinction
to the design, which gains much
also from its excellent propor-

tions, and from the well-balanced relation and distribution of the

window openings. From the economical side this design offers a

reliable solution of the problem, and could be carried out with,every
indication of the owner's ultimate satisfaction. The drawings are

neat and pains-taking, yet with no lack of artistic sentiment. This
careful drawing from a skilled hand is a pleasing contrast to the

wanton neglect shown too often by facile and brilliant draughtsmen.
" Convenience

"
in plan resembles "

Danfors," but is inferior in

the arrangement of the roof and the lighting of the second-story
hall. The admirably-arranged ground-plan calls for little criticism.

Parlor and dining-room are made to open well together. Kitchen,
china-closet, back-hall and its entrance find appropriate positions.
The value of the house would, however, have gained largely, at a
small additional cost, had a fireplace been put in the dining-room :

it could have connected with kitchen chimney. The chief defect in

the plan is the sacrifice made to obtain a striking effect by narrow
slits en echelon upon the stairs ; these, however, are quite insufficient

to light the upper hall near the bath-room. An enlargement of these

windows would fulfil their purpose without detracting from the merit
of the exterior

;
this lies chiefly in an unusually broad treatment,

which would at once distinguish it from more pretentious and less

artistic neighbors. The drawings are carefully presented, but the
side of the building in shadow should have more indications of re-

flected lights in the planes at right angles to each other. The
honesty of the design, and the absence of all meretricious effects of

rendering are a guaranty that in execution the house would not
be a disappointment. The schedule is also one of the most re-

liable submitted. It should be noted that " Convenience
"
has falsi-

fied the relative size of his building by the tree on the left, which is

on much too small a scale.
" Oliver Twist's

"
plan does not differ materially from the preceding

one except that a servant's room is provided on the ground floor
;
this

is a costly addition, the cellar anil trench wall much exceeding in

cost what would be required to slightly raise the main roof enough
to finish an attic chamber. Two or three feet taken from the veranda
would have completed the vestibule suggested, and insured further
comfort in winter. The elevation is picturesque and ingeniously
varied by simple devices, and the arrangement of the windows on the
stairs is interesting. There is the less need of the servant's room in

that there are four chambers on the second floor. A door from large
to small chamber has been wisely provided. This has been very gen-
erally omitted in some of the best plans, to their loss. The draw-

ings are presented in a sketchy way which narrowly escapes being
careless. We are sorry to see that " Olirer Twist

"
rates his com-

mission ~at $125. If worth anything, he is entitled to more than
that.

"Spring Chicken." Very good scheme; simple anil economical in

plan, and the exterior judiciously treated. The parlor and dining-
room and kitchen grouped about the same chimney, which, however,
is not made use of in the second story. The dining-room can only be
reached through the parlor, which defect is mitigated by communi-

cation from kitchen to front-hall. Back stairs done away with by

using the front flight, which thus cannot be left with an open balus-

trade into hall, but ascends between solid walls. Bedrooms well

arranged, and bath-room placed properly over kitchen. Closets too

large for size of house. The attic stairs, chambers, and tank dis-

: so that not a foot is wasted. The details are good and the

drawing crisp, with, however, a dangerous tendency towards coarse-

ness. To sum up, a capital solution of the problem from the most

economical point of view.

"Home" (published Februarys, 1883) has a good plan, which
a little more study would easily raise to one of the first places
in the competition'. With the plainest of square plans its author

has managed to group around one central chimney his parlor,

dining-room, kitchen and large hall in a way which is novel and at-

tractive. Having a vestibule, the hall could be made, even in win-

ter, a comfortable room, ami its corner fireplace and stairway give
it at once a picturesque character. The free circulation in this Hum-

is an excellent point. A good deal of thought and ingenuity is

shown in the various flights of stairs, and in taking advantage of the

lower stud of the kitchen. The kitchen pantry, however, is clumsily
cut out of the kitchen, while upstairs valuable room is lost in

getting devious access to the chambers. The stairs to the attic

might be better placed to avoid the steps down into the guest room.

These defects could all be remedied, and the plan would then become
one of the most attractive, as it certainly now is one of the most
economical. The exterior is just saved from indications of this ex-

treme economy by its generous bay and overhanging gable. The
estimates are unusually reliable, but as a bath-room may be considered

a necessity, at least $100 more should be added. This competitor
has boldly struck for six per cent commission, and in view of his

careful study and forethought this would be no loss in the end to the

owner of the house.

"Joanna" (see American Architect for February 17) is gifted
with a turn of mind more practical than artistic. His plan is

good, the circulation well established, and but for the inconven-

ience of the servant having a roundabout way to go up stairs,

calls for nothing but favorable criticism. Upstairs also all goes
well ; there are four bedrooms and one in the attic, But it would
be difficult to find an uglier elevation. From all points of view
and in all details there is a determined ugliness which is startling.
Gauibrel roofs are most difficult to manage and here the effort to

combine one with the projections and
"
overhangs" which belmig to a

lighter and more irresponsible style has been an entire failure, 'ihe

gamin-el's somewhat ponderous dignity presides with honor over a

plain rectangular plan, but admits of no jaunty graces, and much
more skill and sense of picturesqueness than " Joanna

" shows
would be required to reconcile the inharmonious elements introduced
into this design. The drawings show a free and experienced touch.

It is unfortunate that "
isi quaeris

"
did not respect his ideas suffi-

ciently to treat them seriously. To the jury they seemed worthy of

more honorable treatment, and anything but such contemptuous
sketch-plans would have entitled their author to a prominent rank
in the competition. The disposition of ground-plan is excellent ;

the hall large and airy for summer, and protected by a vestibule for

winter
;
chambers equally well-disposed. The perspective is bril-

liantly sketched in, but without regard to the plans, apparently.
The kitchen chimney disappears entirely in the second story, but re-

appears in a picturesque position in the perspective again. A porte
cochere is an excellent thingj when one can pay for it but this com-
petitor is the only one who has ventured to show one; however as

lie holds his sketches cheap, he may hope to find a builder as reck-

less. Judging from the sketches no elevation is vouchsafed and

by the item of $200 for mantels, this design contemplates an ex-

penditure beyond our limits.

( To be continued.)

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.
FIFTH AVENUE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, NEW YORK, N. Y. MR..

CARL PFEIFFER, ARCHITECT, NEW YORK, N. Y.

irrllK church is located at the northwest corner of Fifty-fifth
J|* Street and Fifth Avenue, fronting 200 feet on the former and

'

100 feet on the latter street. The front on Fifth Avenue is

flanked by two towers varying in size, that at the southeast angle
being 30 feet square at its base and rising with its spire to a height
of 300 feet above the sidewalk, which is about 14 feet higher than
the spire of Trinity Church. The tower at the northeast angle is

160 feet high. The main entrance, consisting of four double door-

ways, lies between these two towers, and is approached through a

porch or narthex, 40 feet front, with stone steps leading from the

court-yard on Fifth Avenue.
In addition to the main entrance there is an entrance in the north-

east tower on Fifth Avenue
; also in the main tower, corner of Fifty-

fifth Street and Fifth Avenue, and three entrances, all double

doorways, in Fifty-fifth Street, at the westerly end of church, which
also afford access to the lecture and Sunday-school rooms. The
ample width and number of the doorways give a ready and easy
means of ingress and egress for a large congregation. The front on

Fifty-fifth Street has a tower at the westerly extremity 106 feet high.
There is also a tower at the northwesterly corner of the building 100
feet high, which serves as an air-shaft to supply the church with
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fresh air
;
the air is purposely taken at the top of this tower in order

to have it pure and free from dust. The principal entrances on
Fifth Avenue lead into a vestibule 45 feet 7 inches long and 16 feet

6 inches wide. The ceiling is formed of groined arches, enriched
with moulded ribs, foliated bosses, etc., and supported upon columns
with sculptured caps. The floor of this vestibule and those in the

two towers are paved with Minton's tiles. The auditorium is 100
feet deep on the main floor, 13G feet deep on the gallery, 85 feet

wide, and the ceiling 60 feet high. It will have comfortable seats

for two thousand persons. It has been the aim of the architect here
to produce a building which should first be a perfect auditorium,
based on the most scientific principles as to facility for hearing and

seeing ;
and second, one which should be thoroughly substantial, digni-

fied, and ecclesiastical in its architecture.

The style of the exterior is Early English, but for the interior

a more modern treatment has been adopted. It has also been his

object to combine with these requirements all those appliances which
modern science has evoked, to meet the exigencies of the climate,
and to secure for each worshipper the utmost comfort in respect to

such matters as heating, lighting and ventilation. The auditorium
has no sharp corners or angles, the ends being semi-circular and

joined to the side walls by elliptical curves. The pews are arranged
on concentric curves, all placed so as to command a direct view of

the minister. The ground floor and galleries are also inclined for

the same reason, following in that respect the form of the "isacoustic

curve," which has been mathematically and experimentally demon-
strated by Scott Russell, and other authorities, as the best form for

hearing and seeing. The pulpit is of generous dimensions and of

rich design ;
the central panel has a beautiful piece of sculpture, alle-

(rorically representing the four evangelists and the holy communion.
There is a canopy over the pulpit of ornamental work, and above
this the gallery for the precentor, choir, and an organ of first-class

dimensions and power.
Except light iron columns to support the galleries, there are no

pillars to obstruct the view.. The ceiling is formed on three curves,
rounded at each end to conform to the curves of the walls, and en-

tirely constructed of wood, handsomely finished with panels, moulded
groining ribs, and corbels. The lower curve of the ceiling extending
a great depth down on the side walls, and the wainscoting being very
liigh, leaves very little space for plastering. This was done to in-

crease the acoustic properties of the auditorium.
The lighting is effected through twenty-four lofty traceried win-

dows over, and twenty-four smaller under the galleries, and an elab-
orate traceried window in the east end. In addition to this, the en-
tire upper cove of the ceiling, 35 feet wide by 75 feet deep, is filled

in with stained glass and lighted from the roof by skylights. The
ceiling and windows are glazed with the best quality of rolled cathe-
dral glass. All the windows have double sashes, an inner and
outer one, so as to secure complete immunity from external sounds,
and also affording an opportunity of lighting the church in the even-

ing by means of gas-lishts placed between the two sashes and illu-

minating the stained glass so as to be seen from the inside. The
space between the two sashes forms a large ventilating flue, drawing
the air from the church through the perforated panels of the wain-
scoting, the current being increased by the heat from the gas-burn-
ers within the space.

There are pews for deaf people, arranged with rubber tubes that
can be applied to the ear and connected with tin tubes extending
under the floor to a hollow box forming the front of the pulpit, and",
the top or book-board being perforated, the voice of the minister is

easily conveyed to these pews.
The arrangement of the gas-burners and the general system of

lighting deserves particular mention, as it is the. first known'instance
where it has been attempted. Every gas-burner is hidden from view
by ornamental glass-work, giving a pleasant light, and enclosed and
provided with ventilating flues, so that the combustion cannot vitiate
the air of the auditorium. This will be better appreciated when it

is considered that the eight hundred gas-burners in the church would
vitiate the air as much as four thousand people by their exhalation,
thus leaving only proper ventilation to be provided for two thousand
occupants of the church. This is done by the best means thus far
known in the science of ventilation. As stated before, at the north-
west corner of the building there is a tower 100 feet high, 16 feet

square, and, being open on the inside from its base to the roof, it

forms an air-shaft down which the air is drawn by a fan at the base
of the tower in the cellar, and is worked by a steam-engine of nomi-
nal ten-horse power. Ten feet above the floor of the tower, and
inside of it, a perforated water-pipe extends all around the walls for
the purpose of making a shower to cool the air in summer and free
it from dust if necessary. Arrangements are also provided by which
the entire cellar-floor can be sprinkled, so as to settle any dust and
cool the air. The fan is constructed of iron, 7 feet in diameter, and
has a capacity, when running at a speed of 220 revolutions per min-
ute, of delivering 30,000 cubic feet of air durin2 that time, and the
volume of air thus thrown into the church is sufficient to renew the
air of the church every fifteen or twenty minutes, without creatinf
any perceptible current, as it is estimated that the air will not move
more than from two to three feet per second. The entire cellar of
the church forms an air and heating chamber, into which the fan de-
livers the fresh air. At the ceiling of the cellar there is a net-work
of steam-pipes, in all 9,000 feet, and 3 inches in diameter. Before
the air enters the auditorium it has to pass over the steam-pipes and

becomes warm, and the pressure of the fan forces in a continuous

fresh supply. The warm air passes into the auditorium through
moveable slats inserted in the risers of the stationary foot-benches of

every pew, there being one slat or register to every occupant in the

pews, who can open or shut them as they desire. As the ceiling of

the cellar is not plastered, and the steam-pipes are fastened along all

the beams below the floor of the auditorium, the floor becomes thor-

oughly warmed and forms a radiating surface of warmth. Particu-

lar pains have been taken to avoid draughts of cold air, and should

it be desirable to bring cold air into the auditorium, provisions are

made to force it in at the ceiling, fifty feet above the heads of the

audience, where it can diffuse itself and reach the audience without

perceptible current. The fan was constructed by the Nason Manu-

facturing Company of New York. The steam is generated in two

boilers, 16 feet long and 4 feet in diameter, each fifty-horse power.
The steam-heating apparatus is called low-pressure and might be

termed a hot-water apparatus, as a constant circulation of water is

insured, and thus the danger of explosion avoided. The apparatus
and all the work appertaining to it was furnished by the firm of Pit-

ken & Co., of Hartford, Conn. The bellows of the organ is worked

by a hydraulic apparatus, and this will be supplied from a tank in

the principal tower, 125 feet above the sidewalk, a powerful steam-

pump forcing the water from a cistern in the cellar into the tank,
which will hold six thousand gallons of water. This tank and pump
is also to serve the purpose of supplying the fire-hose, which are dis-

tributed above and below the roof of the church and all parts of the

building, with water in case of fire.

The cellar of the church has been carefully concreted, and a

smooth, hard floor made of Portland cement, to exclude dampness,
and for this purpose the cellar-walls have been built hollow and
cemented on the outside, and in addition an abundance of surface

under-drainage is provided, and all the drain and soil-pipes are thor-

oughly ventilated. All the walls, ceilings, etc., of the cellar have
been whitewashed, to give additional sweetness to the atmosphere.
In the cellar, also in some of the upper rooms, the usual domestic
conveniences of private houses are provided.

In the rear of the main auditorium is a hall, ten feet wide and

having two spacious stairways leading to the galleries, which are

also reached by stairways, six feet wide, in each of the towers on
the Fifth Avenue front. Next to the hall in the rear is the chapel
or lecture-room, 45 feet by 75 feet, and 25 feet high, with a gallery
on one side, and spacious ladies' parlors, one above the other, on the

Fifty-fifth Street end of the lecture-room, and so arranged as to be
thrown into connection with the lecture-room and give accommoda-
tion to about seven hundred persons. There is also a commodious
trustees' and minister's room. Over the lecture-room is the Sunday-
school room, of the same dimensions as the former, and having gal-
leries on two sides and one end; also several large class-rooms and
a library. Over the class-rooms, on Fifty-fifth Street, is a flat for the

assistant-sexton and family.
All the pews, gallery-fronts, organ-case, and all the interior join-

er's work is made of the best of ash wood and polished. This work
was done by Kimbel & Cabus, cabinet-makers. Some of the beauti-

ful sculptured work was done by Ellin & Kitson; and some by Ed-
ward Plassman. The exterior of the building is faced with Belle-

ville, N. J., stone. The mason's and stone-cutter's work was con-
tracted for by James Stewart; the carpenter's work by Jennings &
Brown. The painting and interior decoration was done by John H.
Mohr. The organ is furnished by Jardine & Son.

A COMPETITIVE DESIGN FOR A 83,000-HOUSE SUBMITTED BT
"
Pecksniff."

SHOULD any of our non-professional readers desire to build accord-

ing to this design, we trust he will do the author the simple justice
of putting the work into his hands. We shall always be pleased to

put client and author into communication with each other.

"'Pecksniff' presents an attractive cottage to the eye one of the
best in proportion and in judicious distribution of interesting feat-

ures, each elevation presenting a point of interest against aback-
ground of sufficient plainness to give it heightened effect. The design
is picturesque and yet is not without dignity. The details are sober and
refined and show a keen artistic appreciation of architectural propriety.
Unfortunately "Pecksniff's" facile fingers have run away with him.
Within a most charming exterior he has jumbled his rooms together
with the most wanton carelessness. His point of departure seems to

have precluded all consideration of a winter dwelling. After a ves-

tibule is passed one enters directly into the "
living-room," from

which the stairs open. Such an arrangement might be tolerable in

warm weather, but is impracticable for winter use. But even tropical
customs do not justify making his only access to the family bath-room

directly from the dining-room. The front and back stairs are com-
bined in a way more complicated than ingenious. On the second floor

the rooms open conveniently into each other but are carelessly cut up.
Though one of the five chambers is indicated as a servant's room,
there is ample space in the attic for one or two more rooms, but no
means of access is provided to it. "Pecksniff" might, by a thought-
ful economy in the size and arrangement of his rooms, bring his

now too expensive scheme within our limits of expense. His sched-
ule of costs is misleading, especially his item of $25.00 for plumb-
ing, which, even were a convenient place for the bath-room near
the kitchen pump provided instead of its present impossible
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position is quite inadequate for modern requirements. It is to be

regretted that one who is capable of Mich excellent design should

appear so utterly incapable of devising or studying a plan, and we
recommend to this competitor careful study of the principles and
details which govern plans." From the Jury's Report.

HOUSE FOR REV. W. J. HOLLAND, PITTSBURGH, PA.

OKTII, ARCHITECT, PITTSBURGH, PA.

MR. G. 8.

&iffa//t

THE 83,000-HOUSE COMPETITION. VII.

DESIGN SUBMITTED BY "Pecksniff."

0N
account of the cost,

"Pecksniff" has omitted
hot and cold water appa-

ratus in plan, locating liath-

room near Kitchen, so that hot
, water could be passed through

de in partition, and cold

'water pumped into tub from
Kitchen sink ; glass between

Pantry and Bath-room being, of course, obscure glass.
Stairs are so placed that front and rear stairs and outside and in-

side cellar stairs are together.

Height of room at landing marked " Den," 8'6", making ceiling-

joists 2" x 8", 12" on centres, and raising floor in Servants' Room
about 8" between closet and chimney.
The house is to be heated by portable furnace ; nickel-plated reg-

isters in first story, japanned registers in second story.

OUTLINE SPECIFICATIONS.

Heights: Cellar, 7' 6"; first story, 10' 0"; second story, 8' 8";
cellar wall, 18".

Lath and Plaster : f-inch lath, f
"
apart ; plaster, two-coat work

;

last coat white hard-finish, lime, plaster-of-Paris and lake sand.

Timber: All timber, except as otherwise mentioned, to be hem-
lock.

Joists: 2" x 10", 16" on centres; cross-bridged, average 5' 0".

Ceiling Joists : Second story, 2" x 6", 12" on centres.

Sills : 6" x 8"
; posts, 4" x 4"

; studs, 2" x 4", 16" on centres.

Plates: 4" x 4"; studs straight-bridged in each 4' 0" of height.

Rafters: 2" x 10", 16" on centres; hip and valley rafters, 4" x
10". Rafters and vertical surface, where shingled, covered with
1-inch rough roof-boards laid 1" apart.

Shingles: 18-inch sawed pine shingles, laid one-third to weather.
Gutters: X-tin over 3-inch rounded strips; three conductors of

galvanized-iron, 3" diameter.

Exterior finish, of dry pine. Siding, 5J" wide, laid 4" to weather,
on J-inch milled and planed pine sheathing. Corner-boards, casings,
water-table, etc., f".

Porches: Sill, 6" x 6"; joists, 2" x 8", 16" on centres, cross-

bridged ;
1 f-inch floor, matched and planed, lead joints.

Interior: Floors, f-inch planed and milled pine, not over 5"
wide. Floor in Kitchen, hard-wood. Partitions, 2" x 4", 16" on

centres, doubled around all openings.
Grounds put on for base, wainscoting, etc.

Bath-room wainscoted 4' 0" high.
Kitchen wainscoted 3' 6" high, with planed, milled and beaded

dry pine, put on vertically, with neat base and cap.
Inside Doors : If", six panels, flush-moulded.

Front Door : 21", two thicknesses, flush-moulded, trimmed with
imitation bronze. Other doors trimmed with three loose-joint butts

;

each leaf japanned, furniture, mortise-locks, white porcelain knobs.
Windows: If" sash; those that swing in 2", rebated plank

frames, with suitable fastenings; those not swinging, axle pulleys
and weights, with cotton sash-cord.

Glass : Double-thick sheet. Side-lights at entrance, rolled

cathedral glass, light tints. Window at stair-landing, stained-glass,
at $3 per square foot.

Stairs from living-room to second story to be oak ; treads, If",
with nosings and coves; risers, f

"
; landing, 3-inch oak strip,

glued together.

Painting : Three-coat work, four tints.

ESTIMATES OF QUANTITIES AHD PBICEB BULINO AT ROCHESTEB, N. T.

17000 feet Hemlock, @ $13.00 )

Machine-work, 2.00[perM $331.60
Labor, 4.60 )

30000 Shingles,
" 4.50 1

Labor, 1.60 J

2000 feet Siding,
" 26.00 i ,.

Labor, 4.00 I

2000 "
Sheathing,

" 17.001

Labor, 3.00 1

8000 "
Finishing lumber, $5'>.00 )

Machine-work, 3-OOJperM 744.00

Labor, 40.00 )

800 "
Oak, @ $60.no 1

Labor, 45.00 j
per M 78-

Doors 85.35

Window-sash, glazed 132.02

Trimmings 80.00
Nails 35.00

I'ninting 3(|.00
Tin-work 30.00

Gas-pipe 18.00

180.00

60.00

40.00

Carpenter's total &>,i 13.87

Mason $692.50
Heating 105.00

I'lumbiug 26.00

Architect's commission ig 3 per cent. 87.06

Total cost $3.023.37

MS-.'..

ISO cubic yards excavating, @ *30 per yard.
91 perch stone,

<T 2.50 a per.'h . .

$4.1.00
227.50

107.% brick, l.l.cm |M>r M 140.00
880 square yards lath and plaster & $0.30 per yard L'til.oo

Tile for drain 16.00

lax ...

Kutf. Builder's profit is figured in with labor. Architect's commission IK in
this city only three per cent, su 1 have taken advantage of the locality. Lath is

figured with ylaeter-work.

ROCHESTER, January 1, 1883.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAK ARCHITECT :

I will build house us designed by
"
Pecktniff" for 92,936.37.

A. W. HOFEMAX,
27 Kelly St., llochester.

IRON.

MR.
GE

A.R.
lecture

GEORGE AITCHISON,
A., recently delivered a

lecture on iron as a material

for the architect, at the Royal
Academy. We append the sub-

stance of his remarks :

Mr. Aitchison commenced

by saying that he proposed,
in the two lectures which he
had to deliver, to enlarge on
the most important and the

most interesting subjects he

knt-K', viz. : Iron and Color.

He treated of iron first be-

cause he felt it to be of para-
mount importance for the

architects of the future to

consider this comparatively
new material. We were, he

said, in the midst of the Sec-

ond Iron Age, and if the

first discoverers of iron were
able to conquer the then

known world by its means,
the second great discoverers,

the English, had, through its

ajj j
been a(j]e to make as

XWT(?// great but more peaceful con-

quests, and to endow man-
kind with powers only dreamed of by novelists and poets. Iron in

one of its three forms, cast-iron, wrought-iron, or mild-steel, was

now one of the most important building materials we had, but, as

yet, it had not been very completely brought into purely architect-

ural use, except occasionally in the subsidiary forms of columns,

bressumers, and girders. The great architects of the thirteenth cen-

tury found brick, stone, and wood used much as they had been by
the Romans, and the Romans were sound and even brilliant construct-

ors, for, though they had not the unerring artistic instincts of the

Greeks, they had a great capacity for producing splendid and mag-
nificent effects. The Romans, however, had the tribute of the known
world for their income, and armies of slaves for their work. No ex-

pense was spared on foundations, and daring feats of construction

were not, in our sense, cramped by expense; but in all their flights

thrust was opposed by mass. The architects of the thirteenth cen-

tury the greatest innovators the world had ever seen had neither

the Roman wealth nor Roman means, and had to trust to their own
skill and ingenuity and to that of their skilled workmen, to construct

buildings rivalling those of the Romans in extent and sublimity, and

absolutely original in form, detail, and ornament. To do this they
revolutionized construction. Vaults were no longer uniform arches

of great thickness, but the groin-points were turned into ribs, and
the fillin^-iii was of extreme thinness ; and where thrust could not be

counteracted by thrust, it was carried to the ground by series of fly-

ing buttresses and a wide-spread base of the last buttress. In their

carpentry, too, the heavy tie-beam was done away with, and each

slender rafter bore its own truss. Could we suppose that, if such a

material as iron had been in their hands, as it is in ours, they would
not have rivalled our engineers in constructive skill, and, at the same

time, given new forms to their buildings and impressed on them new
decorations? It has been too much the fashion amongst architects

to decry our engineers, the true children of the age, whose sole aim
is utility ; and yet, looking at their works from the constructive side

of our profession, what can be more admirable? They have carried

their constructive skill to a pitch that even the thirteenth-cen-

tury architects might envy; and no man can walk down the vast

nave of the Crystal Palace and see its filmy construction and its

flood of light without thankfulness and admiration ;
and if any regret

mingles with its emotion, it is that the building's tenure of existence
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is almost as frail as the spider's web it rivals. Architecture, it is

true, has, in the present day, fallen upon evil times, but no architect

should shut his eyes to the signs that by slow degrees this insensi-

bility is passing away, and a faint and tepid interest is being awak-
ened. But the position of architecture is not wholly due to outside

intluence
;

it is partly due to the retirement of its professors from

the actual strife of the world. As he had pointed out in a former

lecture, architects were inclined to pose as gentlemen and not as

brick-layers. Hoofs and domes were beneath their notice; they

merely attended to the aesthetic part, and architecture had come to

be looked on as a sort of potted art, a delicacy for the gourmet,
and not honest bread and meat for the multitude. Architects must
free themselves from all this nonsense, and strive to be great con-

structors, doing what they can to impart character to our buildings.

Passing on to consider minutely the materials with which he had to

deal in the present lecture, Mr. Aitchison observed that cast-iron,

wrought-iron, and steel are perfect materials, for, with the exception
of the glazing, the whole of the structure may be made of each one

of them, though practically their employment for certain parts of a

building might be inconvenient. Iron can be cast into almost any
form, and enriched with almost any ornament. Cast-iron is very
strong as compared with other materials, and consequently takes up
a small space, and particularly lends itself to the bony structure of a

building, especially if the building be symmetrical. Its defects are

that it rapidly transmits heat, and in damp weather horizontal pieces

drip and vertical pieces stream with water. It melts in great heat,
and if heated to redness and cooled by water it cracks. Its contrac-

tion and expansion under variations of temperature are considerable,
and it rusts rapidly. Professor Barff's process is said to prevent
rusting, but it is not practically in use. Iron may also be enamelled,
but the cost is great, and the experience of its efficacy insufficient.

Cast-iron is difficult to cast in very long pieces, and ornament cannot
be chased after casting. Its peculiarities are that it is very heavy ;

that it is, roughly, six times as strong in compression as in tension
;

and that unless its parts are of nearly uniform thickness, it tears on

cooling : so that in the case of girders the lower flange must be six

times as wide as the upper one. Patterns have to be made for each

piece : hence there is a strong desire for repetition to minimize the

cost of patterns. Wrought-iron and mild-steel might be considered

together, as they were practically the same material, only one is

stronger than the other. Their capabilities are less than those of

cast-iron in most particulars, but their tensile strength is much
greater, being, in wroughtriron, about three and one-half times as

great, and in steel five or six times as great. Both wrought-iron and
steel can be rolled into very thin plates, and these plates can be
riveted together, so as to be of any length. The defects of wrought-
iron and steel are the same as those of cast-iron, except that they
rust more readily ;

and though they will not melt under the influence

of great heat, they crumple up like wet paper ;
and they are suscepti-

ble of no kind of ornament or shaping, except at enormous cost.

Their peculiarities are that they are mostly built up, t. e., riveted to-

gether into the required form from plates, tubes, bars, L> T> H> and
U pieces. As cast-iron is six times stronger in compression than in

tension, and as much variation of thickness causes fracture in cool-

ing, and we can rarely core the lower flange, there is a wonderful

scope for ingenuity in trying to make a girder sightly. Again, in

columns, every considerable swelling out, as in caps, bases, or the
lower parts of shafts, is a source of weakness and danger instead
of being an additional strength, as in wood or stone. All incised
work is a fatal element of weakness, and if much relief is wanted in

caps cast onto columns their ornaments have to be stuck on. Mr.
Aitchison said he made no apology for treating of the natural

qualities of the materials, for without knowing these it is impossible
to design in them either with safety or propriety. Architects are,
before everything, constructors, and paper architects are a mere
burlesque, even worse than sculptors without anatomy. To go far-

ther, it is the want of a thorough knowledge of the properties of

iron, and of the abstruse statical problems connected with its use
that has condemned it to be so little used architecturally by archi-
tects. Two minds cannot act like one, and the scientific mind with
no art, and the artful mind with no science, are apt to be like two
horses pulling in opposite directions. The use of iron has restored
the post and beam construction of the Greeks, and swept away
the arches, domes, and vaults of Roman and Mediaeval times. It is

not that arches or domes cannot be made, but as there is no abut-
ment the ribs must either be girders without thrust, or be trussed or
tied. From the energy of the material the proportion of voids to
solids is so great that it is unusual and unpleasant to the eye, and
from the small size of the supports where they do occur they tend to
effacement. In fact, this may be said generally of iron, that it

tends to effacement. In proportioning the parts of columns our
module must be something different from half the diameter when the
columns are, not from eight to ten diameters in height but from
twenty-five to thirty diameters, or more. If we are to have old-world
ornament we must go to the bronze tripods and candelabra of Greek
and Greco-Roman times, or to those fantastic structures found in the

arabesques of Rome and Pompeii which so stirred the bile of Vitru-
vius. Iron, however, is absolutely untrammelled by any former
scheme of design or of ornament. We want to analyze the causes
that produce satisfaction or admiration in our minds when we look at
a building, and having discovered them, to endeavor to apply the

principles to the iron-work we have in hand. This knowledge will

prevent us from going wrong, but we must be blessed with invention

if we are to go right. It is, perhaps, not so difficult to make a struct-

ure sightly when we have cast-iron columns of any considerable

size, and cast-iron girders of inconsiderable span ;
but when the

girders are of wrought-irou and of large span the difficulty is con-

siderable; for the girders then mostly take the form of a series

of strung triangles, with lines at the top and bottom, or of lattice-

work. Iron will not do for external walls, and if we use brick,
stone or concrete, the outside of the building ceases to show that it

is iron construction. A feature might be made of iron in this way :

between the main iron supports there might be thin iron ones, double-

slotted, and filled with earthenware slabs ornamented in color; the

black lines of the iron-work would then look well, something like

half-timbering on a small scale. A splendid hall ceiling might be
made of cast-iron girders carrying smaller ones, so as to make small

square panels filled in with red glazed earthenware domes, enriched
with gold. Corrugated-iron is absolutely unusable, in point of effect,

except on a colossal scale
;
when it can be so used, the corrugations,

that destroy all scale where the size is small, merely give a texture,
but we must then arrange for something to take off from its papery
appearance where there are openings or overhanging roofs. Of iron

buildings there are many, mostly of the corrugated-iron type, as

churches, schools, sheds, etc., most, if not all, simply hideous. Iron,
like other materials, is apt to bear upon its face the impress of other
forms of construction. The arch is frequently exhibited in it, though
perhaps this is not more ridiculous than wooden arches or wooden
vaulting. Gasometers are sometimes picturesque structures, and
different examples show how iron may be used so as to be ridiculous

and ugly, or appropriate and elegant. As an example of the

former, you see a series of attenuated Roman Doric columns set in a

circle, each column with its capital connected at the top by thin

pierced cast-iron girders, occupying an inch or two of the middle of

the projecting caps ; but, occasionally, gasometers whose shafts are
connected with iron ties are quite picturesque; and, latterly, the
lecturer had seen a very elegant one, of which the standards were
battered on the outside, and made of heavy wrought-iron lattice-work,
held together at the top and midway by very slight lattice girders.
In England, we have three classes of people, those of cultivated

taste, who admire beauty and will not willingly do without it
; those

who pretend to admire beauty and do not
;
and those who neither

like nor pretend to like it, and who shamelessly proclaim that beauty-
is all nonsense. Roughly speaking, the last class represents the age,
more particularly so in regard to iron, because those whose archi-
tectural taste has been cultivated have cultivated it by the study of

brick, stone, or marble buildings, and only look on iron as a make-
shift, which they would not use if they could help it. Not that there
is no elegant iron-work in England, for there were excellent bits here
and there, as, for example, the iron-work to the glass domes of an
office at the Bank of England, designed by Professor Cockerell,
which, like all his work, is refined and elegant. In France and Bel-

gium there is greater demand for artistic work than in England.
The lecturer proceeded to speak of the essays made in those coun-
tries to develop the treatment of iron. Victor Hugo prophesied ,

after the event, that printing would kill Gothic architecture
; point-

ing from a printed book to Notre Dame, he said :
" This will kill

that." Now hear the prophecy of another distinguished Frenchman,
who echoes the words,

" This will kill that," pointing from the cast-iron
of the Hulk's Centrales to the stone-work of St. Eustache. " Iron will
kill stone, and the time is near." Since the beginning of this cen-

tury, only a single monument has been built a monument copied
from nothing, and which has sprung naturally from the soil of the

epoch, and this is the Halles Centrales of Paris, a swaggering work
if you like, but which is only a timid revelation of the twentieth cen-

tury. Although the Halles Centrales seem admirably adapted to
their purpose, and have, in fact, served as a model for markets in
different parts of the world, the problem of the use of iron for archi-
tectural effect has not been satisfactorily solved by them. Some of
the details are good, but the buildings themselves exhibit a flatness
and uniformity very far from the lecturer's notion of architectural

beauty, and the best part, the gutter on corbels, is spoiled by the
corbels

^being
of stone proportions. The arch that joins the two

blocks is thin, and not very nicely proportioned. The interior ef-
fect of the galleries is spoiled by a regular succession of skylights
in the roof, which mar any grand effect of light and shade. Inside
each block, the central part is impressive from its size and height.
Its circular arches, and open spandrels filled with strap foliage, "and
its open cross and panel-work do credit to M. Victor Baltard"s skill.
There are, however, two splendidly successful works of iron construc-
tion in Paris, the Northern Railway Station, by Hittorff, and the
National Library, by M. Henri Labrouste. After describing the
Northern Railway Station in terms of commendation, on account of
its grand proportions, and the excellence of design shown in its iron-
work, particularly in the columns observing incidentally, that the col-
umns bear the inscription,

" Alston & Gourlay, Glasgow, 1862, British
Iron-works," so that M. Hittorff found the brains although we found
the labor and materials, Mr. Aitchison proceeded to speak of the
National Library as being as agreeable a room as one could wish to
see. In the middle of the room are four most elegantly-slender cast-
iron columns, bearing cross-braced wrought-iron arches, and from
these spring nine domes with eyes at the top. The Fine Arts
Schools, by Duban, has its entrance hall formed of cast-iron girders
filled in between with cream-colored terra-cotta arched and slightly
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enriched with a raised pattern. After M. Duban's death, M. Co-

quart had to cover the court to form a sculpture gallery, but was un-

willing to touch Duhan's work, so kept his few column* in pairs de-

tached from the building, carrying the intervening spaces by iron

cantilevers in the cornice. After incidentally mentioning the great
extent to which bronze is used in Paris as a material for lainp-|K>sts,

railings, etc., the lecturer proceeded to speak of the Exchange at

Antwerp, which has its central court covered in one span by wrought-
iron trusses, and glazed at the sides, the collar-beam carrying a

plaster ceiling. The wroiight-iron bearers are treated after the

manner of the wooden ones at Wollaton Hall. The constructional

iron-work is so slight that it is almost lost, and to fill the vacant

space and catch the eye, wrought-iron fruit and (lower work has

been introduced. A vast building for the sale of drapery, close by
the station of St. Lnzare, and called,

" Les Magasins du Printemps,"
is now being built by M. P. Sedille. The whole interior construc-

tion is of iron, and each external bay is wholly of glass, the frame-
work being of cast-iron, wrought-iron, and bronze, enriched by
gilding, marble, and mosaic. It is worth study by architects visiting
1'aris. In conclusion, the lecturer expressed the hope that what he
had said might stimulate his hearers to devote themselves to the ar-

chitectural development of iron, the grand material of the future,
with an ardor, a single-mindedness, and a self-denial that would not
be in vain. The Builder.

AN ARCHITECT'S RESPONSIBILITY.

HE extent to which
an architect may be
made liable for the

negligent perform-
ance of his duty has
been established with

a tolerable degree of

precision in the cases

which have from time
to time come before
the courts

; but the

question yet remains,
and it is one of con-
siderable interest,
how far and under
what circumstances

an architect may by his conduct lay himself open to a charge of
breach of duty, both towards the employer and towards the con-
tractor, by acting in such a manner as to afford reasonable ground
for doubting the disinterestedness of his motives in other words,
what conduct on the part of the architect will lay him open to a
charge of constructive fraud in his dealings between the parties?

It has been attempted over and over again, but hitherto without
success, to charge the architect with liability for the negligent per-
formance of his duty, that duty being one to the discharge of which
the exercise of judgment and opinion is necessary. There is, it is

true, an example recorded which would seem to give some encour-

agement to the view that an architect or surveyor is so liable. In
that case the defendant was a surveyor, who held himself out as

specially qualified as a valuer of ecclesiastical property, and it was
admitted that the defendant had in this particular instance failed to
observe the distinction between the case of a valuation as between
incoming and outgoing tenant, and a valuation as between incoming
and outgoing incumbent. Chief Justice Jervis thought that the

surveyorcould not be expected to supply minute and accurate knowl-
edge of the law, but that, under the circumstances, he might prop-
erly be required to know the general rules applicable to the valua-
tion of ecclesiastical property and the broad distinction between the
cases of an incoming and outgoing tenant and an incoming and out-

going incumbent, and that inasmuch as it appeared from the evidence
that the surveyor acted in the valuation as if it were the case of an
outgoing and an incoming tenant merely, and that he knew no other
rule.

It was held accordingly in this case that, although the surveyor
was not bound to possess a precise and accurate knowledge of the
law respecting the valuation of dilapidations as between outgoing
and incoming incumbent, yet that he was bound to bring to the pe
formance of the duty he had undertaken a knowledge"of the gen-
eral rules applicable to the subject, and of the broad distinction that
exists between the case of a valuation as between the case of an in-

coming and outgoing tenant, and a valuation as between an incoming
and outgoing incumbent. It will be seen that in this case the su

veyor held himself out as being specially qualified for particular
work and failed to perform it, and that his negligence did not involve
the exercise of his opinion or judgment, but an absolute and culpable
neglect to perform a specific work which he had undertaken to do.

In a case in which the plaintiff sought to charge the architect
with responsibility for an inaccurate bill of quantities, on the faith
of which he had entered into a contract, Lord Coleridge observed
that the action would have been maintainable if it could have been

fairly contended that the relation of the parties was this, and this

only that the plaintiff had undertaken to do certain work under
a contract with a third person ; that the contract was one to which
the defendant was in terms no party ; but that he was aware of it

and had acted under the duty which it imposed on him of doing cer-

tain work requiring no judgment or opinion, but what he might call

tin- exercise of ordinary arithmetical powers, and that his perform-
anee of that duty under the contract was necessary to enable the

plaintiff to recover his money, and that he had neglected that duty.
If that was the true construction of such a contract he was of opin-
ion that an action would lie, for none of the eases cited in the argu-
ment were cases in which the imposed duty was such as. he hail de-

scribed, and the breach of duty of the nature that he had indicated.

The present claim, however, was not such an action, but was really
an attempt to bring an action for negligent performance of duty, to

the iliseliarge of which the exercise of judgment and opinion was-

necessary. It was held that in the absence of fraud the action was
not maintainable.

It was of course conceded in the case to which we have last re-

ferred that the exercise of judgment and opinion on the part of the

architect were necessary to enable him to take out the quantities,
and the principle upon which this decision was founded may be fur-

ther illustrated if we suppose 'he case of a builder seeking to charge
his employer with liability for the inaccurate quantities supplied by
the architect. The defendant employed an architect to prepare plans
and a specification for a house, and to procure a builder to erect it

for him. The architect took out the quantities, and represented to

the plaintiff, a builder, that they were correct, and the plaintiff there-

upon made a tender which was accepted. The quantities proved to

be incorrect, and the plaintiff expended upon the building a much
larger amount of -materials than he contemplated. It was held that
there was no evidence, that the architect acted as the defendant's

agent in taking out the quantities, or that the defendant guaranteed
their accuracy, and that therefore the plaintiff could not recover
more than his contract price. These examples are sufficient to illus-

trate the principle that an architect is bound to bring to the dis-

charge of his duty ordinary skill and ability, but that he cannot be
rendered liable for the consequences if his judgment, honestly exer-

cised, should it turn out to be erroneous, or if his opinion, given in

good faith, should be found to be wrong or inaccurate. Where,
therefore, the exercises of judgment or opinion on the part of a third

person are necessary between two persons, and in the opinion of
one of the two such opinion or judgment has been wrongfully or

negligently exercised, no action can be maintained against a person
standing in the position of a third party, that is to say, the archi-
tect.

But there is another light in which the relation of the architect
both to the builder and employer should be viewed before we can ac-
cord to him absolute immunity from the consequences of his appar-
ently erroneous opinion or negligent or unskilful discharge of duty.
The architect is bound to act with strict probity and impartiality in
his dealings between the parties. He must enter into no secret or
tacit understanding either with the builder or with the employer,
neither must he act in any other manner inconsistent with his duty
to both. His posit ion is founded on the assumption of his integrity
and impartiality, and if he by his acts afford reasonable ground for

presuming that his opinion or judgment has been biassed or influ-

enced in a manner inconsistent with such an assumption, he becomes
at once liable for whatever injurious consequences may follow to
either party. Where, for example, the architect was appointed ar-
bitrator in respect of extra works under a builder's contract, and it

was proved that the architect had guaranteed to his employer that
the total cost should not exceed a specific sum, but that that fact had
not been disclosed to the builder at the time when he signed the con-
tract, it was held that the guaranty was a material fact tending to
influence the architect's decision, and as it was not disclosed to flic

builder, he was not bound by the submission to the architect's ar-
bitration.

A case has, in fact, been recently tried at theCrewe County Court
in which this very important question was raised and discussed, and
the facts of which illustrate very forcibly the delicate and responsi-
ble nature of an architect's duties. The employer claimed damages
against the architect and builder jointly for a breach of contract in

erecting
two dwelling-houses. The plaintiff, it seems, employed a

Mr. Atkinson, an architect, to prepare for him plans and specifica-
tions for the erection of these two houses. Tenders were invited,
and eventually the tender of a Mr. Potts, the other defendant, was
accepted to build the houses for 460. The plaintiff alleged that
Potts had used inferior materials in the construction of the houses,
and that Atkinson had passed over the defects without correcting
them, or complaining of them or of the inferior materials used.
There does not seem to have been any suggestion of fraud or collu-
sion made by the plaintiff in the first instance, and the objection
was rightly taken that no cause of action existed under such cir-

cumstances, there having been the usual condition imported into the
contract to which the plaintiff and the defendant builder were par-
ties, that the work should be done to the satisfaction of the defend-
ant architect. But it would seem that the evidence, so far, disclosed
sufficient facts to induce the judge to hear the case and reserve to
himself the power of determining whether I here had been such fraud
in the transaction as would allow the actjon to be maintained. From
the evidence, and the eventual decision of the judge, there could be
no doubt that the materials used in the erection of the houses were
of a very inferior quality, that the work was not done in accordance
with the specification in fact, that the work had been "

scamped
"

throughout. The architect, however, had passed the work, and the
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builder was entitled to his money. So far, therefore, however bad
the work or inferior the materials, the architect, being chosen arbi-

trator between the parties and having passed it, the plaintiff had no

redress. But other facts were disclosed in the course of the evidence

which led the learned judge to the conclusion that the architect had
acted in a manner inconsistent with his duties towards the parties
under the contract, and that under such circumstances the contract

could not be considered conclusive against the plaintiff. It seems that

Mr. Atkinson, the architect, had been in the habit of preparing plans
for Potts, and that this fact was not communicated to the plaintiff at

the time when the contract was entered into. The judge rightly
termed this an unfortunate thing, but unless this fact were coupled
with other circumstances it could not be considered of sufficient im-

portance to ground an allegation of fraud against the architect.

But it appears that the architect had handed over to the builder the

plans and specifications for the work, and had not even kept copies
which he was bound to do for the protection of his employer, and
had altogether acted in a manner inconsistent with his duties towards

his employer. In giving judgment in the case the learned judge
observed that both the defendants had perfect cognizance of facts

which, if they had been disclosed to the plaintiff, made it quite cer-

tain that he would not have allowed the defendant, Mr. Atkinson, to

be an arbitrator between him and Potts in respect of those two
houses. Potts had gone about the work in a very loose manner, not

having, as he himself admitted, read the specifications before he took

the contract. An architect in ordinary cases would have had a

copy made of the plans and specifications, and kept them for the

protection of both parties ;
but here it was shown that Mr. Atkinson

had handed over the plans and specifications to his co-defendant,
who lost them, and an action had to be instituted for their recovery.

Alluding to the evidence as to the repairs needed, the learned judge
remarked that several matters included in the specification had been

altogether omitted, and that very great defects existed in the work
as it stood. He proceeded to give the judgment for the plaintiff in

respect both of the defects in the work and inferior quality of the

materials used.

An architect cannot be too scrupulous in his professional conduct,
and if he stand towards the builder in such a position as to render
it impossible for him, in the judgment of reasonable men, to act in

an honorable and impartial manner towards the employer, by reason

of conflicting interests or engagements hostile to his employer's in-

terests, he is bound to disclose all such facts to his employer before

he accepts a position incompatible with any such relation or engage-
ments. Should he fail or neglect to give his employer information
of such material facts, he will be held liable in consequences, which

may be disastrous both to his pocket and to his reputation. The
Architect.

THE PHOENICIAN ANTIQUITIES OF MALTA.

MALTA
stands to most Englishmen

for a great naval station in the Med-
iterranean, a half-way house to Egypt,

a place where there is a fine climate,
much going to and fro of men and ships,
and a native population forming the

background of a floating society of mili-

S. tary Englishmen. Historically, one is

apt to think of it as belonging to the

Knights of St. John of Jerusalem, who
made it their stronghold, after they
were driven by the Turks out of

Rhodes, while a Biblical student here
and there may identify it with the

Melita where the savage people showed
themselves hospitable to the ship-
wrecked Apostle to the Gentiles.

Few, we venture to say, have ever
looked upon it as a place where are to

be found Phoenician antiquities of a

kind existing nowhere else. Yet this is what Professor Sayce, of

Oxford, one of the most accomplished Orientalists of our time, de-

clares to be the case. He speaks in the strongest terms of the " ar-

chaeological treasures
"

of the island. " The Maltese Islands
"

he

says, "are the only part of the world in which remains of Phoenician

temples still exist. Elsewhere, in Cyprus, in Africa, in Phoenicia it-

self, they have disappeared, and we have to derive our knowledge
of buildings which must have structurally resembled the temple
erected for Solomon by Phoenician architects from the notices of an-

cient writers. In Malta, however, the ruins of Hagiar Kim and In-

naindra allow us to trace their ground plan and details, while the so-

called Giants' Tower in Gozo is a still better-preserved specimen of

a Phoenician sanctuary." Unfortunately these most interesting ruins

are fast falling into decay. The " Giants' Tower in Gozo "
is, happily,

the property of an enlightened nobleman, who has placed it in care-
ful guardianship. But elswhere neglect reigns, and' ruin increases
from day to day. Where in certain cases, excavations have been
made with striking results, the peasant proprietors not having been

compensated for the loss of their land, have idemnified themselves

by treating the monuments after the manner of their kind. " The
temples of Hagiar Kim and Innaindra," says Mr. Sayce,

" whjch

were excavated in 1839, are being rapidly destroyed. The peasants
on whose land they are naturally regard them merely as useful quar-
ries for stone or attractive resorts for picnic parties. I found, upon
visiting them, not only that many of the monoliths composing the
walls of the chambers have been recently removed, but that even the

altar-stones, so precious in 'the eye of the archaeologist, have been

wantonly thrown down and broken." In one place, Coradino, which

appears to have been one of the chief seats of Phoenician civilization

in Malta, Mr. Sayce traced the remains of no less than five Phoeni-
cian temples. But although this is government property the ruins are
fast disappearing. Engineers, some time ago, took the stones to

build fortifications with, and what the engineers left the neighboring
peasants are eagerly appropriating. Yet the lack of protection, it

would seem, can only proceed from want of information on the sub-

ject in high places. When a Roman villa was discovered at Civita

Vecchia, the Maltese Government walled it in and gave it a custo-
dian at the public expense. Yet Roman villas are common enough
all over Europe,

" while it is only in the Maltese islands that the ar-

chaeologist can still find the remains of Phoenician sanctuaries." We
commend the subject to Mr. David Maclver as one that he can make
his own with real advantage to the public. He knows Malta well,
and has some right to speak for it. And he would be much better

engaged in protecting the last architectural vestiges of an extinct re-

ligion than in trying to galvanize into fresh life economical theories
that are just as dead. Liverpool Post,

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.

BENDING COPPER TUBES. For bending copper tubes the almost uni-
versal practice is to fill the tubes with lead or rosin, then bend them
round the chuck, or something of the same radius as that required for the
bend. The lead or rosin may then be melted out. A machinist at Phila-

delphia some years ago, devised an ingenious apparatus for tliis pur-
pose, which, however, has not come into general use. It consists of a
flexible mandrel of steel, made of wire of square cross-section, and
with the coils lying in contact so as to form a close spiral. By insert-

ing one of these of the right diameter into the tube, it can be bent to

any angle without wrinkling. When properly bent, the mandrel can be
readily withdrawn by simply taking hold of one end of it and drawing
on it, giving it, at the same time, a slight twist to lessen its diameter.
At the time this invention was first brought out, it was said to answer
the purpose very well. The Metal Worker.

^ PONTE VECCHIO, FLORENCE. Word reaches England from
Florence that the 1'onte Vecchio the ancient bridge over the Arno
is shortly to be pulled down because unsafe. It is said to be in danger
of being carried away by the Arno in flood time.

" We need hardly
point out," says William Morris, of the Society for the Protection of
Ancient Buildings,

" the unrivalled historical interest and artistic

beauty of this world-famed bridge, with its three graceful arches
crowned by a picturesque group of houses, over which is carried the
long passage connecting the Pitti and Uffizi palaces. Not only the
arches of the bridge, but portions of some of the houses, are still pre-
served exactly as designed by Taddeo Gaddi, and built in A. D. 1362
an object of the greatest beauty both when seen close at hand and as
one of the chief features in the glorious distant view from San Miniato."
He has no doubt that some careful engineering work is required to save
the bridge, the foundations of which have been seriously undermined
by the scour of the stream; "but it certainly," he adds,

" would not be
beyond the skill of modern engineers to underpin and secure the falling
piers." Pall Mall Gazette.

DISCOVERT OP AN ALTAR-PIECE BY THE BROTHERS VAN EYCK.
There has been much said in the Belgian papers, and also in some of
the English journals, about the discovery of an important altar-piece
by the brothers Van Eyck. The facts of the case seem to be these :

For centuries this altar-piece had lain unheeded in the hospital at En-
ghien, attracting no observation, until a short time ago it was given to
the sculptor, M. Reuse-Leroy, in part payment for some work he had
done for the hospital. He sold it to the Abbe' Bosnians, archivist to the
house of Arembery, who appears to be a clever connoisseur. Then,
and not till then, was the picture discovered to be by Van Eyek. The'
Abbe' Bosnians has deciphered on the right wing the signature, V. E. Y.,
and on the left winga leafless oak tree, which he imagines to be a sport-
ive allusion to the birthplace of the Van Eycks Maaseyck, or old oak.
All this, according to the London Athenceurn, is pure hypothesis, which
further says that Jan Van Eyck never signed in this" way any of his
known pictures ;

on the contrary, his signature is plain and full, and
there seems no explanation of the Y. that ends the present signature.
Nevertheless, the Abbe' Bosnians is confident, and has published a
pamphlet on the subject, by which he, no doubt, hopes to sell his pict-
ure to some of the great galleries. But it will need the judgment of
many experts before it can be accepted. It was laid down as a rule byWornum that,

" unless an early Flemish work be perfect in all its parts,
it cannot be by Van Eyck ;" and this is not a bad rule for guidance!
Does the newly discovered Van Eyck accord with it ? The picture in

question is a large triptych, depicting in the centre compartment the en-
tombment of Christ ; and, on the wings, a scene from the revelation,
with St. John seated in a rich landscape in the foreground, and the di-
vine mission of St. James to Spain, which would look as if it were
originally painted for some Spanish patron. However this may be.it
is too soon to conclude that the world is enriched by another of those
magnificent altar-pieces that we know by the name of Van Eyck
Boston Herald.
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REPORT has been prepared for the National Board of

Health, by Mr. E. W. Bowditch, upon the sanitary con-
dition of the health resorts upon the Atlantic Coast. A

similar report, made to the Massachusetts Board of Health
some years ago, upon certain watering-places in that State, ex-
cited great attention, and led directly to a most wholesome re-
form in sanitary matters in the places spoken of, and it is to be
hoped that the same result will follow the appearance of the

present document in the territory of which it principally treats.
Mr. Bowditch's observations were mostly made, for the pur-
pose of the present paper, in the belt of sandy sea-coast be-
tween Cape May, at the southern extremity of New Jersey,
and the mouth of the Hudson River, and as this belt is occu-

pied by a continuous line of towns and villages, which accom-
modate in summer an immense number of persons, he found
an ample field for inquiry and criticism. Atlantic City, the
most frequented of these resorts, which has a regular summer
population of fifty thousand, often swelled for a day to seventy
five thousand by excursions from the great cities near by, Mr.
Bowditch found to be built upon a spit of sand, ten miles long
and three-quarters of a mile wide, separated from the main land

by a navigable creek, with seven miles of salt marsh beyond,
and fronting the sea on the other side. No portion of the terri-

tory is more than twelve feet above tide-water, and there are of
course no brooks or springs on the island. Water for drinking
was formerly obtained from shallow driven wells, but these
have been abandoned, and cisterns have been generally substi-
tuted for them. Within the last season, however, a supply has
been brought across the marshes from the main land, so that the
town is now much better off than most summer resorts in this re-

spect. In regard to drainage, the complement of water-supply,much remains to be done. No sewers exist, and none are prac-
ticable under present circumstances, as their outfall would nec-
essarily be in the creek at the back of the island, where it
would be very difficult to get rid of the foul matters delivered.
As a substitute for sewers, cesspools are universally used, but
the ground-water lies so near the surface that their contents
drain away slowly, and are not carried far, so that they soon
become offensive. During the past season garbage, which givesmore trouble in watering-places, if possible, than the cesspools
themselves, has been regularly removed every day, by a public
service, from all private houses, and twice each day from the
hotels, so that in this respect the police of the place is excep-
tionally good. It is impossible not to wish that means mightbe found for extending the operation of the same service to or-

dinary drainage matters. This does not seem impracticable ;

and something of the kind has become a necessity if the so-
called " health resorts

"
are to continue to deserve their name.

HE most distinguished of French sanitarians, M. Durand-
Claye, sends to Ze Genie Civil a communication which
comprises (he substance of an address delivered by him at

the Hygienic Congress in Geneva last year, but will, for all

that, be new, as well as interesting to most readers. The paper
treats of the subject of municipal hygiene in general, and par-
ticularly of the sanitary needs of the city of Paris. No one

needs to be told that the drainage of Paris, as we understand
the word, hardly exists as yet. The "fosse," or tight cesspool,

emptied at fixed periods by the public scavengers, still keeps
its place under every house, and the great sewers convey little

else than the washings of the streets. With the introduction
of an abundant water-supply, however, has come the necessity
for a different system. As M. Durand-Claye says, water, the

prime instrument of domestic hygiene, must, so long as the

cesspool system is retained, be proscribed by house-owners,
who are obliged to pay the scavengers by measure for the re-

moval of waste liquids, and will naturally employ all possible
means for restricting their quantity, and if the benefits of clean-

liness are to be enjoyed by the people, the water with which

they wash themselves and their houses they must be got rid of in

some better way than that now in use. After discussing the

Liernur pneumatic system, which he condemns for the very
reason that it also restricts the amount of water used for house-
hold purposes, the writer proceeds to consider the various
modes of conveying and disposing of the large flow of sewage
which he thinks to be the necessary consequence of the best

conditions of life in cities. Like most other modern experts,
he rejects totally that form of sewage disposal which consists in

pouring the nitrogeneous contents of the drains into the sea,

regarding this as a futile expedient, adapted only for a tem-

porary use. The various processes of decantation-or mechani-
cal filtration, as well as those of chemical precipitation, he also

considers to be practically valueless. Recent analyses have
shown that the clarified liquid remaining from these operations
always retains at least one-half of the azotized matters con-
tained in the sewage before treatment, and is therefore very
nearly as unfit as ever for return to the water-courses into which
it is generally allowed to flow.

TT7IIERE remains, then, as he says, but one practical and ra-

\j tional mode of purifying sewage. This is the treatment by
irrigation, in which the cleansing and oxidizing action of

the soil is assisted by vegetation. Already, this system is em-

ployed for more than one hundred and thirty towns in England,
as well as the great cities of Berlin, Dantzic and Breslau, and
to a considerable extent for Paris itself; and continued experi-
ence increases the advantages which it is found to offer. Some
very interesting experiments with the microscope have been
made upon the sewage of Paris, to ascertain the changes which
it undergoes after delivery upon the fields of Gennevilliers, and
it has been found that by actual count the sewage as delivered

contains about twenty thousand microscopic germs to the

gramme, or cubic centimetre. After soaking through the soil,

as collected from the outlet-drains which conduct the surplus

liquid from the fields, the average number of germs is found to

be twelve to the gramme. The water of the Seine at Clichy
contains thirty-two hundred germs to the gramme, and at Bercy
fourteen hundred, while the water of the Vanne, which has

lately been introduced into Paris for drinking and cooking, and
is delivered to the houses in special pipes, contains sixty-two ;

or, in other words, is five times more impure than the street-

washings of Paris, after a single rough filtration through a satu-

rated soil. It is remarkable that the oxidation of the nitro-

geneous part of sewage, which is known to take place in the

pores of the soil, is now found to be due to the action of organ-
zed aniinalciihr, millions of which exist in the surface loam.

This is demonstrated by a curious experiment, which has been
several times repeated. A tube of glass, six feet long, is filled

with natural sand, and sewage of the foulest character is

joured in at one end. After some time the liquid appears at

,he lower end, perfectly oxidized, with all its ammoniacal corn-

sounds converted into inert nitrates, the analysis of which gives
in amount of nitrogen just equivalent to that contained in the

organic part of the original sewage. If now a little chloroform
s allowed to pass into the tube, the industrious little organisms
contained in the sand are put to sleep, and the sewage passes

through unchanged ; and only a thorough washing with pure
water can re-establish the oxidizing action of the earth.

well does the system of irrigation work at Gennevilliers,

notwithstanding the complaints made a few years ago in re-

gard to the offensive flooding of the ground, that the demand

among farmers for a share of the fertilizing liquid grows greater

every year. In ten years the number of acres submitted to irri-
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gallon has multiplied by ten, while the quantity of sewage usec

upon them has increased in even greater proportion. The renta

of land in the irrigated district has risen from forty francs an acre

to two hundred, and farmers from all directions, attracted by
the wonderful productiveness of the soil so treated, have settlec"

in the place in such numbers as to increase the population, ac-

cording to the census, thirty-four per cent in five years. At
the time of the complaints which were so loudly made, appar-

ently from some interested motive, the city authorities ol

Paris took measures, out of pity for the injured people of Gen-

nevilliers, to find other irrigation grounds farther away, but the

people of the town, alarmed at the prospect of losing theii

monopoly of the fertilizing streams, suddenly withdrew their

objections, and joined cordially last year with the Parisians in

a treaty by which the delivery of the sewage to them is to be

continued for twelve years. So satisfactory is this arrangemenl
to the villagers that they have already celebrated the treaty by

erecting a monumental fountain in the most conspicuous part
of the town, bearing two clasped hands, with the motto, Paris

Gennevilliers, 1881. After this experience, which is only
that of all the other towns which have tried sewage disposal by
surface irrigation, it is certainly remarkable that not a single

community in the United States should have had the courage
to adopt the same system. That want of money is not the

reason for this backwardness in adopting the results of so many
successful experiments is shown by the readiness with which
the people of Boston, for instance, have undertaken to spend
an enormous sum in conveying the sewage of the city into their

harbor ; and by the popularity of the preposterous scheme for

building in the suburbs of the same city a main trunk sewer

nearly as long as that of London, to convey to tide-water the

sewage of a dozen villages which have no sewers at all, and
are not likely to have any until such a mode of disposition has

long been obsolete.

FFICIAL notice has been sent to the Department of State

that i he Italian Government desires to invite artists of all

nations to compete in furnishing designs for a national mon-
ument, to be erected at Rome in honor of King Victor Emman-
uel. The monument is to consist of a bronze equestrian statue

of the King, standing upon a base which is to be at least thirty
metres wide and twenty-nine metres high in its central portion.
Elsewhere its height is to be at least twenty-four metres. The

design of the base is left entirely to the taste of the artist, and
the steps leading to the esplanade on which the monument is to be

placed will be regarded as a part of the structure. Drawings will

be received from November 15 to December 15, 1883, and will be

judged by a royal commission. The author of the design placed
first will be awarded a premium of fifty thousand francs ; and fifty
thousand more will be divided by the jury among the most
meritorious of the other competitors. In arranging this new com-

petition the Italian Government has shown its liberality, as well
as its sincere desire to obtain the best possible design for its

memorial to the patriot king, in a way which should insure the
success of its endeavor. It is said, and probably with reason,
that none of the projects submitted in the first trial which had

any great artistic merit could have been carried into execution
even for the large sum which it was proposed to expend ; and
this, if true, would be a sufficient reason for throwing them all

aside ; but it was also said, perhaps with truth, that none of
them were in other ways suited to the circumstances.

TT the last meeting of the New York Board of Fire Under-
writers, held in November, a committee was appointed to
visit the so-called "dry-goods district," and report upon

it, suggesting better means for protecting the property in the
district from fire. The report is now completed, and contains
.at least some interesting statistics. The height of structures
is an important matter to firemen, and the committee noted the
dimensions of those which it inspected, finding that more than
half the buildings in the district are over seventy feet high ;

and of these one hundred and thirty-six are over eighty feet,
twenty-four over ninety feet, and seven over one hundred feet

high, while one reaches the height of one hundred and twenty-
nine feet. There can be no question that these lofty piles, ex-

tending far above the natural level of the water in the Croton
pipes, and nearly as far above the effective reach of the stream
from an engine, menace the safety of the whole neighborhood
about them, and the committee very properly proposes that the
rates of premium should be advanced upon all buildings more
than sixty-five feet in height, unless they are made of fire-proof

materials throughout. Another recommendation of the com-
mittee seems to us hardly so reasonable, although it is perhaps
justified from the underwriters' point of view. It has been the

rule in New York for some years to make a small reduction in

premium rates upon goods stored in buildings furnished with

stand-pipes, on the theory that by means of these pipes, which
have branches for couplings at every floor, with a connection

for an engine hose at the foot, water could be applied with
much greater precision and effect to burning material in any
room than if it had to be thrown at random from an engine in

the street. The chief engineer, however, having mentioned
that most of the stand-pipes in the district are useless from neg-
lect, the committee forthwith asserts that " No farther allow-

ances should be made for the stand-pipes commonly in use."

If this is intended to mean that the underwriters will hence-

forth test the stand-pipes on account of which a rebate of prem-
ium is asked, and will grant such rebate only where the pipe is

in good condition, the effect of the new rule would be very salu-

tary ; but if, as is too often the way with insurance managers,
a statement which we cannot help regarding as rather ill-founded

should be seized upon as a pretext for refusing under any cir-

cumstances the small concession now made, the consequences to

the underwriters may be serious.

TITHE Government of the Province of Ontario, comprehend-
J/ ding that, although one hundred and twenty million acres

of primeval forest still exist within its territory, the re-

placing of its timber supply for future needs will depend upon
the wise provisions made now, has had under consideration a
bill providing for the payment of a bounty out of the public

treasury for the planting of trees along farm boundary lines,
and by the sides of roads. The bounty proposed is not very
large, the maximum sum being twenty-five cents for each tree,
but it is quite enough to make it worth while for farmers to

preserve and transplant the young saplings which they find in

the way of their agricultural operations, and a moderate an-

nual expenditure would in the course of years produce results

of immense importance. A little calculation will show that if

the highest bounty were paid in all cases, a subsidy of fifty
thousand dollars per annum would at the end of three years
represent six hundred thousand young trees ; or, supposing one
out of every six to die, half a million of growing saplings,
which, if planted only along the roads, thirty feet apart, would
line them on both sides for a distance of fourteen hundred and

twenty miles. Continued for fifty years, the same subsidy
would have led to the planting of ten million trees, worth on
an average five dollars apiece, all belonging to the persons
who were paid for setting them out ; but bringing in neverthe-
less to the public treasury in the form of taxes, supposing these

to be reckoned at the moderate rate of one per cent, five hun-
dred thousand dollars a year, or ten times the amount of the

outlay. This is, of course, a rather summary way of calculat-

ing profits, but there is certainly reason for believing that in

Ontario, and still more in this country, a movement of the kind

suggested would be very judicious.

<7J CORRESPONDENT sends us a slip cut from a uews-

rj paper, which contains a hint apparently of great value to

a certain variety of architects. The slip, which is cut

from a denominational journal, seems to be an editorial

article, affably mentioning the enterprise of a Mr. B. who has

put forth a "
list of new designs for churches." The plans are

numbered from one to seven, and represent buildings ranging
in cost from fifteen hundred- to sixteen thousand dollars. One
of the plans is, it seems, on exhibition in the editor's office, and
we can readily credit his assurance that "

it has a tower and

selfry, and will certainly make a very handsome church." The

singular feature about the matter is that the exhibition is not a

gratuitous one, but one dollar is charged for the privilege of

xamination. If the plan is adopted, copies are furnished for

ive dollars, which "
is certainly cheap," or would be so if it

were not for the advantages which the blue process offers for

the multiplication of drawings. Whatever may be the merit

of the designs, which are probably quite worth the price asked
'or them, the idea of charging church-committees and other in-

erested inquirers a dollar a head forlookingat them is certainly
lovel, and if the ardor of such bodies in the search of means
'or circumventing the necessity of employing professional ar-

chitects should turn to the advantage of the ingenious Mr. B,
and his editorial friend, we should not be sorry.
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WATKK CLOSKTS. VII.

irri:i.i. ri:/rs VA i. VE-cr.osKT.-K. s.

Ilellyer, of London, received patents, in

1875, for a valve-closet in which the valve

opened in a downward direction from the bowl.

The Ixiwl is attached to the receiver by set-

',crews, and the receiver is enamelled. The
part of the valve which shows from the bowl is

earthenware, under which, and with a larger

diameter, is a disc of rubU-r. leather, or other

pliable material, which has a seat "against a metal rim. in this manner
forming a water-ti'.'ht joint. The rubber disc rests on a third disc of

brass or some other suitable

metallic substance. The valve

is held firmly against its seat by
the usual wcigliU-d lever, but
the end of this lever, instead of

being bolted so as to work on a
fixed axis, is hinged or bolted to

a spring. By this means the

valve would be less liable to in-

jury from violent jerks at, or

careless dropping of, the hand-

pull. The overflow enters the

receiver behind the valve, and
is sup|Kised to keep this part of

the valve and receiver clean.

The receiver is ventilated, enam-
elled and small, being only large ing"guppl7-VaTve\

FV
i,'

1

\VaM.'preveuter!''

enough to permit the valve to * Valve,

work properly. The water is admitted to the bowl through a flushing-rim,
and is taken from a spe-
cial

Fig. 69. Htllyer's Valve-Closet,

o. Bowl. 6, Receiver, c, Vent.

Fig. 70. Detail of Valve. Hellyer's Clotet.

a, Earthen, or porcelain top.
it, Rubber, or metal disc.

c, Bragg, or other metal back.

from the water-main. In
the illustration the sup-

ply-valve is connected to a

waste-preventer, and is op-
erated by a small adjust-
able stud attached to the

hand-pull by a set-screw.

Underhay'x Valve-Closet. F. G. Underhay, of London, manufac-
tures the Bramah, with slight changes. He also manufactures
another simple valve-closet, in describing which he writes :

" The bot-
tom valve shuts against a ring of thick India-rubber bedded into a
inetal seating, effectually preventing
leakage from unsoundness of valve,
the great drawback to the old valve or
liramah closet. A good Hush of water
is obtained, no matter how carelessly
the handle is pulled up or suddenly let

down. . . . As the connection is al-

ready made between the supply-valve
and fan, but one joint is necessary in

fixing these closets."

The simple U-shaped overflow enters
the receiver, so as to face the valve
when it is oi>cn. In the more costly
closets of this kind are silvered-glass
valves, hermetically sealed, so that a

bright surface is seen on looking into
the basin; also white, gold-lined, and
fancy basins, cut-glass and ivory han-
dles, with silver-plated dish and fans. This closet has been exten-
sively used in England. In the illustration, one of Underhay's "air-
valve regulators" is shown in position attached to the closet. This
regulator will be dewribed under the head of waste-preventers.

Demarest's Whirlpool, Climax, and Acme. Mr. John Deuiarest,

Fig. 71.

Underhiy's Valve-Closet.

a. Bowl, b, Overflow, c, Receiver.
e, Valve. /, Weiuhted lever.

//, Brass regulator-valve.
ft, Ring ot India-rubber.

Demarest's Closets.

Fig. 72. -"Whirlpool" Cloi.t. Fig. 73. -Section of Receiver.

of the firm of ,1. L. Mott & Co., New York, has been a prolific in-
ventor of water-closet apparatus, and his closets have been extensively
used in this country. lie received Idlers patent from the l'ni!cd
Slates for a valve-closet, and also from Great Britain for the same
closet in 1876. J. L. Mott & Co. manufacture this closet under three
names: "Whirlpool," "Climax," and Acme." The valve and its
mode of working and the receiver are the same in each case. In the

"
Whirlpool

"
closet the bowl is placed in a metal hopper that is joined to

and forms a part of the reeei\er or container, while in Ixith the other

el. .sets the bowl i- (placed directly on the receiver, and held in place

by metal buttons or strips
bolted tip the receiver, and

project inn over a tlani'e at

the bottom of the IMPW!. In

the " Acme "
closet the bowl

is attached to the receiver in

t he usual manner bv set- <

screws. I quote the /ollow-

ing from Demarest's 8|>ecili-

catioiis :

" The. basin-valve is oper-
ated by an arm u|>on a

weighted rock-shaft; the

opening through which the
Closet.

shaft (or spindle) passes is rendered tight by a washer. The

weighted arm of the rock-shaft is O|>erated upon bv teeth upon a

Fig. 74. "Climax

rendered tight by

lever which receives motion from an ordinary water-closet pull. The
valve which admits water to the bowl is operated by a cam on the

rock-shaft, and is provided with a cup leather piston and a spring to

regulate the gradual closing of

the spring. . . . The valve (at
the bottom of bowl) is made of

an elastic rin" below the porce-
lain or enamelled surface. The
weight on crank arm is prefer-

ably provided with a spring be-

tween the weight and its arm, to

prevent concussion."

In practice t he weight is not

attached directly to the spindle,
as described in the specifica-

tions, but is placed at the end
of the lever, wliich is connected
with the hand-pull. (Figure
75.)
The overflow in the " Whirl-

pool
"

closet is between the bowl
and the hopper in which the

bowl is set ; while the "Climax
"

and " Acme " have the greater

part of the overflow moulded on

Fig. 75.

Perspective view. "Acme" Closet.

Demarest's Valve-Closets.

(Figg. 72, 73, 74 and 75.)

a. Bowl. 6, Receiver. <-, Overflow,
rf, Supply-pipe, e. Valve. /, Finger, or

lev. -i to gupport valve. (/, Cain to
open supply-valve. i, Kubher-ring.

k. Metal-seat. /, Swivel, n, Supply.valve.
m, K<nl to operate gupply-valv.
o, Kock-gbaft.orgpindle. p. Weighted lev- the bowl. A bent pipe enters the

er. o, Counterpoige. *. Toothed Bear- a A ., . .

Ing. ;, Spherical end of fln Ker.
overflow at its crown, and IS m-

t, Springg. v, Washer. K, Fliwhing-rlm. tended to carry off any gases
*, Hap-valve. y, Vent to overflow.

generated in the receiver and

prevent the trap of the overflow from being siphoned. The over-

flow of the ' Climax closet
"
has a flap-valve as an additional protec-

tion against gases entering the room through the overflow. This flap-
valve was probably added because of Dr. t ergus's experiments on the

permeability of water-traps ;

while Dr. Carmichael's exj>eri-
nients on the same subject at a
later date have caused the man-
ufacturers to leave it. out of the
" Acme "

closet The " Cli-

max " and " Acme "
closets both

have flushing-rims wliich differ

from each other in their form.

Jennings'* Valve-Closet. J.

G. Jennings, of London, invent-

ed a valve-closet which was pat-
ented in this country in 1880, Fig. 7.

having previously received let- Top View. Jennings's Valve Cloiet.

ters patent from Great Britain a, Bowl. , Valve, r, Receiver,

in 1878. This closet Jennings '; ^2'glor fav^ry
5^,^' 1 '- 1^

claims as an improve ment on *. Overflow. i, I-ever for supply valve.

the Bramah. The 1 owl. sup-
* Wagte-preventer. J, jfiu,.

ply, receiver, vent-pipes, and manner of working the valve have

nothing new in them; th; principal novelty is in the arrangement of
the overflow. The valve wa
invented by Jennings in 1868.

The overflow empties directly
into a U or half-S trap, in which
there is a bell opening for a lav-

atory or bath waste (this i*

claimed as a novel feature).
There is a ball-valve in the
overflow which has its seat on a
sharp metal ring. This ball

would take and keep its scat bv
the action of gravity, being
raised only by water comin<*
into the receiver, and backward

Fig. 77.

Section. Jennings'* Valve-Closet.
pressure either of water or gag
would only tend to make the

ball fit more tightly, unless some forei *n substance should get between
the ball and it-^ seat. To prevent waste matter entering the overflow,
the valve at the bottom of the bowl, when open, closes the outlet of

the overflow into the receiver. The receiver is properly vented.
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PAPERS ON PERSPECTIVE. XIX.

THE INVERSE PROCESS.

IT
is sometimes desirable to invert

the procedure described in the

preceding chapters. Instead of

beginning with an orthographic plan
and elevation, deriving thence a per-

spective plan, and then finally arriv-

ing at a complete perspective draw-

ing, it is often possible by a reverse

process to derive the perspective

plan and elevation from the draw-

ing, and from them to obtain the

actual shape of the object, and its

relations to the spectator and the

plane of the picture. Its dimensions
can also be determined if the di-

mensions of certain lines in it are

known.

Photography has given to the discussion of this subject an impor-
tance which it did not previously possess, for it is often desirable to

obtain from the perspective view taken by the camera the real pro-

portions or dimensions of the objects shown. This is sometimes

impossible, sufficient data not being furnished by the picture itself,

and no other information being accessible. But when it is possible it

is not difficult, as I shall endeavor to make plain.

380. To effect the interpretation of perspective drawings with any
approach to precision it is necessary that the perspective lines shall

make a sufficiently large angle with each other or with the horizon

clearly to indicate the position of the vanishing-points ;
that is to

say,
the object shown must either be large, near at hand, or considerably
above or below the eye.

381. If the object is in oblique, or three-point perspective, and its

three vanishing-points can be fixed with precision, there is no diffi-

culty, as has been shown in treating of that subject, in determining
the position of the spectator. This fixes the centre of the picture,
the station-point, the distance of the station-point from the centre and
from each of the vanishing-points, and all the points-of-distance.
For lines connecting the three vanishing-points represent the three

horizons, and the meeting-point of the perpendiculars let fall from
the angles of the triangle thus formed upon the opposite sides, is the
centre C

;
the distance of the station-point in front of this point, and

its distance from each of its vanishing-points, is then easily deter-
mined (168), and the points-of-distance found. If, then, the length
of any of the vanishing lines is known, a line of measures parallel to

one of the horizons can be drawn through one of its extremities, its

true dimension according to the scale of the drawing, or of that part
of it, found by means of a point-of-distance, and the scale of the

drawing and the dimensions of every other part ascertained.
382. This is illustrated in plate XXI., Figure 110. If we suppose

the perspective of the rectangular block to be given, the vanishing-
points VL, VM, and Vo ,

and the traces that connect them, can be
obtained, the ground-lines, or lines of measure o m, I m, and if neces-

sary / o, drawn, and the relative dimensions of the edges determined.
Whether the block is large or small cannot of course be learned.
The size of the miniature block, supposed to be in contact with the

picture at a, is determined, its edges being equal to a /, a m, and a o ;
but there is no means of knowing how much larger the block itself is

than this miniature representative. To determine this we must know
either the actual dimensions of one edge of the block, or the distance
of the block behind the picture. Neither of these can be shown by
the picture itself.

383. If the object is drawn in two-point, or angular perspective, as
is generally the case, it does not suffice for the determination of its

shape, position, and relations to the spectator that the vanishing-
points of its principal lines should be known. For fixing two vanish-

ing-points does not, as fixing three does, determine the position of the
spectator and of the centre of the picture, and thence of the points-
of-distance, nor does it determine the attitude of the object, or the
angles

_

its sides make with the plane of the picture. Fixing the

vanishing-points only restricts the locus of the spectator's position to
the semi-circle subtended by the line joining them

; they determine
neither the attitude of the object nor its shape. In Figure HI, for
instance, we have at A and B the same perspective and the same
vanishing-points. But at A the station-point, S, and the centre, C,
are assumed to be well over towards the right, and at B, towards the
left. The perspective plans and the elevations derived from them
are shown below. The plans .are alike, but the points-of-distance
being different the dimensions found upon the ground-lines are differ-
ent, and the proportions of the building and the slope of the roof
come out differently. But while the buildings, though differing in
size and shape, are alike in perspective, the doorsand windows,
which are of the same size and shape in one building as in the other,come out differently in perspective.

384. In order to interpret correctly a drawing made in angular, or
two-point perspective, it is

necessary to have definite information as
to the position either of the centre, C, of the vanishing-point at 45,Vx, or of one of the points-of-distance, DK or DL

. The centre is

generally nearly in the middle of the picture, but that it is exactlythere is not to be taken for granted. Its position is often precisely
indicated, however, by some secondary object, which is drawn in

parallel perspective; and it is always a good rule to introduce some
such object as the pile of boards in Figure 111, A, as a guide to the

spectator.
385. It often happens, however, especially in architectural draw-

ings, that the nature of the subject is such as to furnish diagonal
lines lying at 45 with the principal directions, lines that we have
called X, dividing the angle made by the lines R and L. Figure 112

shows, by im-sins of a little elementary geometry, how in this case the

station-point, S, is to be found, V K
,
\ L

,
and \'

x
being given. As the

angle, \ R S V x
,
is an inscribed angle of 45, its sides must include

an arc of 90. A line drawn from x in the figure through Vx to the

opposite circumference fixes the position of S, and hence of C, DR ,

ami DL
.

386. It is not often that the position of either of the points-of-
distance can be detected by mere inspection of the picture ;

but it

often happens that the real or proportional dimensions of some of the
lines in the picture are known. In that case one of the points-of-dis-
tance can be ascertained, and the other elements of the problem then

easily determined.
Let us suppose, for instance, in Figure 113, that the rise and tread of

the steps are known to be six and twelve inches. A line of equal
measures, / r, laid off parallel to the horizon, from the front edge of

the first step in length equal to twice the vertical edge, forms, with
the horizontal line in perspective and a third line joining their fur-

ther ends, the three sides of an isosceles triangle. The vanishing-
point of the third line, the base of the triangle, gives the point-of-
distance DR. The distance from this point to its corresponding van-

ishing-point is the distance of the station-point from that vanishing-
point ; that is to say, I)R VR= V RS. S, which must lie somewhere in

the semicircle of which VL VR
is the diameter, is then easily found,

as in the figure. C, DL
,
and VD , immediately follow.

887. When the drawing to be interpreted is made in parallel per-
spective it is generally easy enough to find the centre of the picture,
the vanishing-point of the lines perpendicular to it. But, as in the

previous case, it is impossible to tell what is the real shape of the

objects represented, or to know from what distance the picture should
be looked at; unless the real shape of some one of the objects is

known independently. If Figure 20, for instance, Plate VI, is looked
at from a point about three inches in front of C, as may be done by
looking at it through a pin-hole, so as to obtain a clear image on the

retina, the little pavilion represented looks about square, the steps on
the side seeming very steep. Seen from a distance of several feet it

looks two or three times as long as it is wide, and the steps seem of

very easy grade. The posts at the corners are presumably square,
and the lines of the pavement and of the hips of the roof, in plan,
are presumably directed to the vanishing-point of 45, which is the

point-of-distance ;
and the steps have presumably the same slope as

those on the right. The point-of-distance can be found by the same
method as in the preceding paragraph, and the true shape of all the

objects in the picture determined.
388. Of course these results are based upon the understanding that

the objects represented are rectangular. If the lines that define them
are known to form acute or obtuse angles, instead of angles of 90,
the line joining their vanishing-points must be treated as the chord of
a circle instead of as a diameter, as is done in Figure 114.

At A is shown an obelisk in perspective, presumably square in

plan. The methods described in the previous paragraphs suffice to

determine successively the principal vanishing-points, VR
,
VL

, and
Vx , the centre, C, the points-of-distance, DR and DL

,
and a perspec-

tive plan. The dimensions can then be determined, according to the
scale of the drawing, and that scale may be determined if any one of
the dimensions is known.
At Figure 114, B, is another drawing, the horizontal and vertical

lines of which are identical with the first. But this obelisk is under-
stood to be triangular and equilateral, with angles of 60 instead of
90. A perspective plan, with the vanishing-points VR and VL

, are

easily determined, as is also Vx , the vanishing-point of the line bisect-

ing the solid angle in contact with the picture. These elements suf-

fice to determine the orthographic plan, Figure 114, C. As the angle
at the station-point, S, is only 60, in place of 90, it is included in
an arc of 240, the point S lying somewhere in that arc, which is its

locus. The point Vx, however, enables us, as the point Vx/ did in
the previous case, to fix the exact position of S, by drawing a line

through the summit of the arc at X, and the point Vx . If then the

eye is placed in front of Figure 114, A, opposite C', at the distance
indicated by S', on the plan below, the obelisk will look square ;

if it

is placed opposite C, in Figure 114, B, at the distance indicated by S,
it will appear to have the section of an equilateral triangle.

389. The little pyramid on top is, however, differently drawn in
the two cases, and the position of the apex suffices to show that the

apper figure has four sides, the lower but three. The angles at which
these sides meet, however, is necessarily intermediate.

390. The fact that acute or obtuse angles can thus be interpreted
as right angles makes it difficult to represent them satisfactorily wlit-n

;here is nothing else in the picture to guide the judgment. It often

lappens in the case of buildings situated where two streets meet at
an odd angle that drawings of them look as if the buildings were
square. To obviate this it is necessary, as has been said, to introduce

something which is unmistakably rectangular, such as an awning or

chimney or a cart backing up to the sidewalk, like the pile of boards
in Fig. Ill, A.

391. If it were not, indeed, for the facility with which the mind
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thus gives the 111 i-; iv 'i- >n:iMi' interpretation to the phenomena ih.-it

meet the eye. even tin- right angles sli >wn in perspective would gen-

erally look either acute or obtuse, sin . it is only when the eve is

exactly at the, station-point, or rather when it is on the circumference
of a semicircle lyin-' between the vanishing-points, that die an^le

really looks a< a right angle would. Hut these distortions, like the

other distortions that arise from abandoning the station-point, are
made light of bv the intelligence. It is only in the case of circles,

cylinders an 1 spheres that one is disturbed by them. In those cases,
indeed. remaining at the- station-p lint hardly suffices to reconcile one
to the drawing, as has been explained.

FROM BAYREUTH TO RATISBON. NOTES OF A
HASTY TRIP. IV.

I
WILL not say that the in-

terior of the Bainberg Cathe-
dral is as delightful as its

exterior. Of course there are

plenty of tourists who never

really see a church at all
; but

with those who do have artistic

sympathies there are, I find,
two very distinct ways of look-

ing at mediieval buildings.
Some few eyes care most for

. . the actual architecture itself,

". V others and these by far the

,, Its; majority amongst travelling
k .N 'ion-professionals care only
4- '. \ for the architecture as a mean's

"sff?*
' toward an effect. It is the ef-

-^c feet of an interior its pict-

=^_j uresque as distinguished from
its strictly architectural feat-

ures which appeal to them.

*Color, light, the action of time,
and the thousand and one ob-

Jjects of art and history which,
when a church has been 1111-

"desecrated and unrestored,
have accumulated through the

lapse of centuries, often play the most important part in this effect.

Its beauty is sometimes secured, indeed, with architectural elements
that are far below the best. For example, I know of no more en-

trancing, beautiful, picturesque interior than that of the Lorenz
Kir"he in Nuremburg, the architecture of which is not remarkable
beyond that of a dozen other churches which have not half its fame
and which do not produce a tithe of its effect upon the sense. And
the cathedral of Ratisbon, which sins architecturally in a hundred
ways, is pictorially far more delightful than many almost perfect
structures. He who seeks for this pictorial beauty will, I acknowl-

edge at the outset, be disappointed at Bamberg. An artist might not
choose to paint any corner of it; no emotionally sensitive person
will be stirred by its aspect as such a one must be by the aspect of the

Nuremburg church or the Ratisbon cathedral. Nor is it large enough
to impress one by its mere size. The want of the pictorial element
depends partly on the fact that the interior having been " Jesuitized "

and abused to the farthest possible extent, was about forty years
ago, I think cleared of its horrors and restored as nearly as possi-
ble to its primitive condition. As in every such case the resultant
effect is cold and rather bare. Yet, though one infinitely prefers the
time-worn aspect of churches like St. Lawrence, whe're beautiful,
congruous details have gathered and where color has mellowed, yet
no one who has ever seen an interior that has been worked over
by the decorators of the seventeenth or eighteenth centuries into ac-
cord with their own ideas of architectural fitness can deny that in
such a case the very extreme of coldness ami barrenness, even the
most unsympathetic

" restorations
"
of this century are an immense im-

provement. They may leave not a scrap of pictorial or decorative
beauty behind them, but they at least restore the structural features
to sight. And these are concealed by the inventions of the so-called
Jesuit decorators to an extent which makes many a Romanesquechurch to-day undistinguishable from a round-arched'late Renaissance
building,

But even had Bamberg never been either barbarized or restored
it would

^not
have had the picturesque charm of many of its later

sisters. The earlier style was so much more severe, so much more
solid and simple, had so much less of detail and of mvstery, that its

effects could never be quite so picturesque ;
but to the other class

of observers I have mentioned those who care for architectural
features proper this interior is most interesting. All along T have
called the exterior of the church Romanesque although '^Transi-
* : '" would have been the orthodox word; but. afihou^h onetional

'

finds pointed arches enough when one stops to look, their effect does
not really alter the eminently Romanesque effect of the exterior
even of the western towers, which are much later than the others.
Yet with all their openness and their groups of pointed arches they
do not seem to me in feeling in the least akin to Gothic. And of the
interior I think almost as much may be said, though pier and vault-

ing arches are alike pointed, and though the western apse has very

high narrow windows and acutely-pointed vaullinir, which is almost

(i. Ml lie in feeling; lint the reM of the diurcli is not, in spile of the entire

laek of round arches. The vaulting nf the naveN kupported by alter-

nate piers, those which thus serve being supplied wild pilaster vault-

ill..' shafts
;
but even this arrangement dues not (iolhici/e the great

arcade with ils immense mass of heavy plain wall above. There is

no triforium and in each of the spaces but a single small round-

headed window high up under the vaulting. These walls must of

course have originally been painted ami the vaulting likewise. An
old colored drawing is said to be in existence which reveals the

scheme, and in cleaning the church traces of the original color were

found under the repeated coats of whitewash. These are most dis-

tinct in the cells of the vaulting of the western apse. They ( sist

chiefly of conventionalized patterns in dull red and yellow, but it is

said that they also show some small figures, which though much faded

are valuable as being almost the only survivors of the wall-painting
of this period in all Bavaria for they are supposed to date as far

back as the building of this later portion of the church the end of

the I liirteenth century.
The arrangement of the two choirs greatly detracts from the ap-

parent size of the church. Their pavement is raised many steps
above the level of the nave, and they project far into the body of the

church. Each choir is equal in length to two of the great square
divisions of the vaulting, while the space left in the middle of the

nave is only equal to three. The transepts are at the west, not at

the east, and are cut in two by the projection of the western choir.

Thus from either transept or from the east ends of the aisles, one's view
is obstructed by the side of the choir which rises higher than one's

head. The effect as of a long nave is entirely lost and with it goes
some of the general ecclesiastical feeling. There is no centre of in-

terest in any church with double choirs and apses, and the fault is

most conspicuous here, where both choirs have been made so very
prominent and both are so nearly equal in importance. Yet with all

its drawbacks it is an imposing interior grand, if not pieture.-qne,
and stately if not graceful; and especially interesting, as I have said,
as proving how much Romanesque feeling may remain where scarcely
a single round arch is in sight.

I doubt very much whether there is a single church in Germany
that can rival Bamberg in the matter of sculpture not of decora-
tive but of truly representative work. The statues and reliefs of

the exterior I have already noticed very briefly. Those on the inside

are <piite as remarkable and of greater number and variety. Along
the sides of the eastern choir are rows of niches containing remark-
able figures of apostles and prophets. These date from the true

Romanesque days, while from the later, transitional time which pro-
duced the exterior adornments already described, come numerous
large portrait-statues which are aflixed to the walls of the nave. The
most interesting is an equestrian statue now believed to be of Otto
the Third though there is of course a much more agreeable local

legend which makes it that of some half-heathen visitor from the East
who rode into the church on horseback and suffered in some wav for

the sacrilege. From this same period come also many splendid
gravestones and brasses; and the series of these runs on into latest

Renaissance days, showing all the vicissitudes of the art and every
possible variety of treatment, from the most elaborately-executed
figures in high relief down to mere outline incisions cut into the slab.

The carved wood stalling of the western choir is very elaborate, con-

taining hundreds of small figures oddly enough most of them be-

ing knights in armor. This stalling dates from the beginning of the
fifteenth century. One of the chief monuments in the church is that
of Bishop Suidger of Bamberg who afterwards became Pope Clement
II. With this we go back again to the transitional period between

Romanesque and Gothic. It is a remarkable work, a sarcophagus of

macble, covered with small reliefs. On top lies the figure of (he

pope, still youthful in his death, while an angel approaches to com-
fort him. Another most import ant work one which, though tale in

date, is perhaps the centre of our interest, both on account of its artistic
worth and of the persons it commemorates is the great sarcopha-
gus which stands just in the centre of the edifice, ant} was erected in
the beginning of the sixteenth century (1499-1513) in honor of the
founders of the church, Henry and Kunigunde. It is composed of
limestone which is, however, almost as close anrl susceptible of fine

workmanship as true marble. The artist was Riemcnsclincidcr a
name unfamiliar, I fear, to most of my readers, but which quickly
grows in familiarity and honor when one travels a little out of (he
beaten track in southern Germany. Usually working in wood, tlioupk
sometimes as here in stone, Riemenschneider deserves to be plnrcil

only just below such sculptors as his neighbor artists Adam Kraffk
and Peter Vischer. On this toib he has carved the life-size recum-
bent figures of the imperial pair under a florid canopy, and sur-
rounded the sides of the sarcophagus with reliefs depicting scenes
from their lives. The most curious of these is the one where (be

empress is walking over hot ploughshares in order to prove unde-
served her husband's jealous suspicions. Even such thrice-sxintly

couples seem not to have lived in peace in those troublous times'!
The empress's expression of conscious innocence as she daintily

steps over the irons is wonderfully amusing, but not more fo than the
gesture with which Henry lifts his hands as though to say

" To think
that I could ever have suspected such a saintly being!"' It must not
be supposed, however, that this work of Ricuienschneider's lias any
nllinily with the grotesque dramatic force of earlier days. It is ex-

tremely refined and artistic in idea as in execution", and only a
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subtile suggestiveness in face and gesture prove him akin to the

rougher, more naively and grotesquely imaginative members of his

guild.
Jt is impossible here even to name all the other ecclesiastical build-

ings in Bamberg which might claim a student's notice. Most of them
are horribly disfigured by the late additions and decorations, and

many are prostituted to other uses chiefly military. Henry Jl him-

self was a good soldier, but I wonder what he would think to i evisit his

foundation and see these buildings serving as barracks with their origi-

nal titles attached to hear the mime, for example, of the" Holy Sep-
ulchre Barracks," or the " Carmelite Barracks

"
these last once the

home of a sisterhood of nuns, part of whose fine cloister still remains.

One of the oldest buildings is the church of St. Jacob, a flat-roofed ba-

silica built between 1073 and 1109. The most beautiful I should call

the Oberepfarrkirvhe that is as far as its choir and apse are concerned.

The main structure is small and is plain Romanesque; but the dis-

proportionally large and splendid east end dates from the middle of

the fourteenth century and is very French in style. The polygonal

apse is surrounded by chapels and its exterior arrangement is very
beautiful. Inside, unfortunately, though one may still pass around

the aisle and see the lower part of the work close at hand, no general
view is possible. Behind the altar rises one of those huge structures

of wood, stucco, paint, and gilding such as only an eighteenth-century

priest could have devised. With its flaunting plaster angels and
crosses and gilded rays of glory and crude, glaring colors it entirely
blocks up the apse so that its effeut cannot be in the least perceived.
The north doorway with a baldachino supported by columns is inter-

esting; and inside the church there is a curious madonna-figure of

very early date. As the church stands on one of the steep hills

which diversify the level of the town its beautiful apse is a promi-
nent object from many points of view.

The Michaelskirche with the many buildings connected with it is

of much interest to the historian but not of great present value to

the architectural student. Founded by the same emperor that

founded the cathedral, and rebuilt by the same Holy Otto, much of

the later structure remains; but surely no one could guess that the

great pier arches were earlier than the so-called decoration which
now covers them. Though these usual wood and plaster arrangements
must be earlier, I think that the actual frescoing of the building must
date from the beginning of our own century. I can imagine no oilier

period when decorators would not have been at least more ambitious.

Fancy over the walls and vaulting a coat of whitewash sprinkled
over with detached leaves and flowers, here and there a parrot or a
dove sitting on a spray all distributed in the most ludicrously
childish way without plan or design. It looks as if it had been dune

by an artist in work that amused our own youthful days under the

name of "de'calcomanie."

This church was only a part of the great foundation of Henry II

the famous Benedictine Abbey which he established, and which
did such good service not only in evangelizing the neighborhood but

in fostering the minor arts. Only the facade of the church is visi-

ble (" Jesuitized
"
of course), as it is flanked on either hand by other

buildings. These also form two more sides of a quadrangle upon
which the church looks down. They are now put to various muni-

cipal and artistic uses, and contain among other things a gallery
of old pictures that is perhaps the dreariest, barrenest and most to-

tally depressing to be found in all Europe. At least 1 can imagine
none other of equal extent contains so few canvases before which
one could be induced to pause. A couple of Tie'polos are all that I

remember to have seen.

The library and print collection, however, are in very different

case. These are housed in a more modern building in the centre of

the town, and include some 2,600 manuscripts and 200,000 printed
volumes, besides the Heller collection of 300,000 prints and drawings
of every description. Days and weeks might profitably be spent in

examining these treasures, some of which are of the extremest rarity
and beauty among them the splendid prayer-books of Henrv and
Kunigunde, missals with carved ivory covers, and various illumi-

nated writings of the far-away Carolingian time. In the treasury of

tUe cathedral are more magnificent works missals with carved and
gem-set covers, ivories of all descriptions, embroideries, and gold-
smiths' products. The town seems to hawe been, as I have said, a cen-
tre for the workers in the minor arts during many centuries, schools
for this purpose having indeed been founded by Henry II, under the
outrol of the Benedictines. No,t ,nly in ,the place itself but all

through Bavaria, as far south as Eatasbon and Munich, we meet with
countless treasures known to have been wrought in Bamberg. Some
of the most beautiful objects were gifts from the imperial pair. These
of course must have been produced in other places. A portrait of

Henry in his royal robes, seated on the throne, surrounded by all

sorts of dignitaries, which figures as an illustration in one of the 'mis-
sals, is not only interesting in other ways but curious as proving that

painters in every age have beeo alike 'in their travesties of current
architectural forms. The columns with large masks which support
a roof from which hangs a curtain behind the throne hav, so far as
I know, no prototypes in actual constructions. A life of the emperor
dating probably from the eleventh century is illustrated with odd but

expressive pen-and-ink sketches.

The visitor to Bamberg will be told by every citizen that the most
important of all things to visit is the " Altenburs." If not very wise
he will employ in following this advice precious time that might be bet-
ter spent. If he has time to spare, however, and a good pair of

legs of his own, he will be justified in making the four miles there on

foot
;
but I do not think the visit is worth the exorbitant price he

will be charged by a hack-driver. The road is very pretty and the

distant view of the cathedral is worth while ; but the Burg itself is

merely one of those ancient defensive structures with keep and chapel
such as are found all over Germany. It is very old but its date is

not known and it presents few really architectural features.

I will conclude with a citation from a local chronicle which shows

the terms upon which old-time architects undertook their labors.

Hans Forscheimer was named city architect in 1452, with the obli-

gation to supervise all the wood and stone buildings of the town as

well as inspect its pavements. He might undertake no building in

other places, but he was not to be obliged to put his own hand to any
actual work except upon payment of what is curiously called "spe-
cial ilrink-and-hath money."' For these services he was to receive

free lodging for himself and his wife, with exemption for both Irom

local taxation, and for him from service as night-watchman, public

laborer, or soldier. And he was to receive 35 a year in money and

8 additional for the exercise of certain duties which seem to have

been those of inspecting the condition of buildings already con-

structed. This Forscheimer was the architect of the Rath-Hausand
of the principal bridge.
As in almost every German town there is a good local bud-bock

of the antiquities of Bamberg. It was apparently ont of print when
I was there, but can undoubtedly be secured by more fortunate future

visitors. M. G. VAN RENSSELAEK.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.

PETERBOROUGH CATHEDRAL.
[From the Jliiildini/ A'ews.]

HE history
of 1'eler-

bor ough,
like that of

Glo u c e s ter,
Westminst e r,

and several

other of our
cathedral
structures, is

that of a great
Bened ictine

monastery
church, con-
verted by
Henry VIII
iutp one of his

new cat he
d r a 1 s. The
narrative of
its rise carries

us back into

the uncertain
mists of the

seventh century, when Prince Oswy, ruler of Northumbria, and

Peada, son of the King of Mercia, are said by the Saxon chronicle

to have met (in 655) and agreed to rear a minster to the glory of Christ

and the honor of St. Peter. The monastery is believed to have been
the first established in central England. It and the fen-land town
which it adjoined were known for more than four centuries after-

wards as Medehamstede, its present name of Peterborough being a

comparatively modern appellation. A very large portion of the

building is of Norman character, gradually advancing to Early Eng-
lish from the east end of choir to the west end of nave. The unpar-
alleled west front, pronounced by Ferguson to be the grandest and
finest portico in Europe, is of the purest type of Early English work,
while the chapel, inserted into the central arch of this porch, and
the great retro-choir or " new building

"
at the east end are Perpen-

dicular. The entire building is constructed in a close-grained and
durable freestone from the neighboring quarries of Barnack, by
Stamford. The old monastery church having been destroyed by fire,

Abbot John de Seez commenced (1118-25) the present choir which
was completed by the next abbot but one, Martin de Bee, 1133-55.
The eastern end, like the slightly later one by Herbert de Losinga,
at Norwich, is apsidal, and is inclosed by the " new building." To
this pure Norman period belong the eastern arches of both transepts,
the rest being the work of Abbot de Waterville, 1155-77, who built

the central tower as a lantern of four stages. Insufficient means
were taken, however, to ascertain whether the foundations and piers
could bear the weight a very common negligence with architects of

the twelfth century and in consequence of the impending failure of

the piers, the lantern was taken down nearly as far as the crowns of

the great arches
;
the east and west arches were altered from semi-

circular to pointed, but the Norman arches opening into the tran-

septs still exist. Pointed hoods were inserted above these two round

arches, in order to remove the weight from their crowns, and the

original Norman columns and capitals were left, although adapted
to the new work. The lantern now being demolished appears to

have been built about 1340, and has two lofty windows on each side,
filled with Decorated tracery, and between and beyond these on the
exterior is a blind arcade richly treated. The nave was commenced
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by Ahliot de Watervillc, and was carried westwards by Benedict,

1156-93, and has often been compared with the neighboring and
nearlv contemporary naves (jf Ely and Norwich. It i> slightly later

in style, and considerably lunger, wider, and loftier ilian ciilur of

those, while the effect is more massive. At the west end are Transi-

tional western transepts, and beyond these the rich thirteenth-century
west facade already referred to. Inclosing the ancient aj>sidal end of

the choir is tin ew huildinir," a long parallelogram of the hays.

forming a third transept, like the much earlier eastern one built at Dur-
ham. It was built between 1438 and 1528, and is covered-in with rich

fan-vaulting, llath treated, without pendants.
Evidences of weakness, anil instability have for many years shown

themselves in the masonry of the central tower, and fresh proofs of
their existence' have frequently heen the cause of much anxictv to

the Dean and Chapter, although Sir Gilbert Scott's recommenda-
tions as to the necessity of dealing with the dangerous character of

the structure were, from time to time, set en one side, either for want
of funds or for want of energy.

" For a very long time," he writes,
"the Chapter (with one brilliant exception) did all in their power to

shut their own eyes and those of the public to the truth, and called

in another architect, who preached
' Peace, peace I

'

They sent for

a third, and he at first was almost carried away by their dissimula-

tion, but at last was obliged to admit the danger." Considerable

expenditure was then undertaken in underpinning the north aisle of

the nave, under the direction of Sir Gilbert Scott ;
but the general

Miii-idencc of the building towards the north had considerably in-

creased the weakness of the tower, which had also suffered through
the vain endeavor, made many years before, to hold up the south

transept front from leaning outwards by strapping it to the tower
walls by means of ties formed of large beams, which are laid in the

passage-ways of the triforium and clerestory on both sides of the

transept. The sinking thus sought to be remedied has continuously
gone on notwithstanding, and consequently the rents in the tower
have gradually grown worse. This critical condition of the lantern
was rendered the more serious by the failure of one of the four great
piers which carry it. The pier, that at the southeast angle, is split,
more or less, from the top to the bottom, being only held together bv
wood-work and numerons iron bands; but in the pillar itself the evi-

dence of settlement is not so distinctly marked. The foundations at

this point do not seem faulty, for the pier from the ground-line to

the organ-gallery level shows no actual settlement. Above this level

the compression increases upwards, showing that the failure of the
column is chiefly due to the crushing of the rubble core. The north
aisle of the choir, long in a sadly decrepit and sinking state, had to

be shored with timber, while the foundations throughout the cathe-
dral were of the most faulty description. The site itself is a bad
one, owing to its extremely water-logged nature. Indeed, the Chap-
ter just now have to contend with dilliculties of no usual character,
and the agricultural depression throughout the diocese at the present
time is likely to somewhat cripple their already limited resources.

Sir Gilbert Scott, in Dean Butler's time, underpinned parts of the
church towards the northeast, and, later on, he did the same to the
eastern aisles of both transepts, also adding buttresses to them.
Some of the Chapter wanted to go beyond Scott's ideas by building
(lying buttresses against the north wall; but ultimately this proposal
was abandoned, and the matter has been allowed to remain in abey-
ance. The successful underpinning of the towers and rebuilding of
the weak piers of their substructures at Hipon and St. David's, as
well as, later on, at St. Albans, carried out by Sir Gilbert Scott, fur-

nished experience and examples well suited for the remedying of the
causes for alarm at Peterborough; but limited resources are pleaded
as the reason for delay. Early in the autumn of last year, the Dean
and Chapter consulted Mr. J. L. Pearson, 11. A., as to the condition
of the central tower, and subsequently (early in November) his re-

port was printed and circulated in the diocese. An influential com-
mittee was formed, headed by the Marquis of Exeter, to carry out
the recommendations of the report, and early efforts were contem-

plated for obtaining the funds necessary for rendering the central
tower secure by rebuilding the southeast pier. Mr. Pearson does
not seem to have considered the danger so imminent as circum-
stances have since proved it to be. A day or two after Christmas
fresh cracks were observed and old fissures were enlarging, portions
of stone were dislodged, while the whole upper stage of the tower,
long ago much shattered, seemed to be moving towards the north.
Mr. Pearson was summoned by telegram to make a personal exami-
nation, and on the first day of the new year he unreservedly con-
demned the tower as unsafe, and recommended that the choi'r ser-
vices should forthwith be discontinued, as it was, in his opinion,
quite impossible to say when or how the state of movement in which
the tower was might not be seriously accelerated. He further
advised that the whole, or nearly the whole, of the upper portion of
the tower should be speedily removed, in order that the arches of
the crossing and their piers might be at onee relieved of as much
weight as possible, and also to prevent any of it giving way suddenly
and cutting through the roof to the floor below. Mr. Pearson ex-

presses extreme regret in this report that so complete a demolition
should be necessary, but adds that the recently-increased settlements
leave no choice in the master. Early on Tuesday, the day after
these recommendations had been received, by the instruction of the
Dean, a large body of workmen were engaged in screening off the
tower from the nave, and in the necessary preparations for lilting up
the western portion of the nave for divine service, this work being

entrusted to Mr. John Thompson, of Peterborough, the builder who
restored Chester and carried out the work already referred to at

Hipon. The same contractor is now engaged in taking flown the
central tower, under the immediate supervision of Mr. l'i arson, lie

also having underpinned the north aisle of the nave for Sir Gilbert

Scott. Blore's screen, erected in 1830 across the entrance to the

choir, will lie removed as soon as the other work necessary to be

done will allow; but it is contemplated that at least a month will

elapse before this organ-screen can be taken down. The organ has

already been removed, anil has been re-erected in the north aisle of

the nave. A platform of wood has been placed across the tower,
about fifty feet from the top, where stones of considerable size have
become loose, some having broken away altogether. The stone pul-

pit erected in memory of Dr. James, a former canon of the cathe-

dral, has been removed at the cost of the family of Dr. James, who
at once generously offered to bear the outlay, both for its removal
and re-erection. Originally, a lofty and massive lantern of four

stages existed here, and it has been suggested that the fine cen-
tral tower at Castor, some four miles distant from Peterborough,
furnished the tyj)e of Abbot de VVaterville's design (1155-1177).
This tower subsequently proved too heavy for the central piers
to support, and in order to prevent the repetition of a similar
disaster as had already happened at Ely and at Winchester, the
fall of the tower at Peterborough was averted by its being
speedily pulled down nearly as far as the crown of the great arches,
as we have already mentioned. The existing lantern, having vault-

ing-shafts of wood in groups of three, has a lierne roof with a cen-
tral boss representing the Saviour holding the globe. The wooden
vaulting was adopted for the same reason which determined the

necessity of a light form of stone construction, in order that the
mischief already effected by the Norman tower might not be need-

lessly aggravated. The triforium and clerestory arches adjoining
the crossing had already been much crippled by the old settlements,
and much ingenuity was displayed by the fourteenth-century build-
ers in the expedients of which they availed themselves for the pur-
poses of lighting their new structure. Two lofty windows on each
side are filled with Decorated tracery, and, by deeply recessing the

lights on either side, richness and slightness were readily secured.
The date given to the erection of this lantern is 1350, though there
is some uncertainty as to the exact year. At first, it was sur-
mounted by an octagonal stage in wood, somewhat in the form of a
dwarf imitation of the big lantern at Ely. Old pictures show this

;

and King's etching published in the "
Monasticon," and bv Browne

Willis, giving a "North Prospect of Peterborough," clearly illus-

trates this structure. It also shows the present central tower proper,
as originally built, the tall turrets now existing at the four corners

being comparatively recent additions, erected by Dean Kipling at
the beginning of the present century to "increase its height and dig-

nity," and these were long known as " the Dean's chimneys." It

may be interesting to note that the level of the floor under the tower
is barely 28 feet above Ordnance datum, and it is nearly level with
the ground-line of the alluvial site on which it stands. Including the
modern pinnacles, the tower rises about 150 feet high above the

ground, and only some 20 feet higher than the ridge of the nave-roof,
and not even the summit of the building can be seen from the sea.
The view which we publish t< -day illustrates the aspect which Sir
Gilbert Scott so much admired, of which his characteristic anecdote
respecting two impressionable frit nds whom he had brought to see
the building from this point is apropos. The tale runs that Scott's.
first friend exclaimed on seeing it,

" Oh, how charming ! What more
could one desire than on this spot to die?" The second, and more
prosaic friend replied with some warmth that, "With him quite
contrary feeling was inspired by the sight, which only induced t

more firmly his very considerable desire to live."

a
the

TOMBS AT CAIRO.

[From the Builder.']

PERHAPS
the most remarkable structures at Cairo are the tombs

of the Caliphs and the Mameluke kings. They are for the most
part situated in two large groups outside the walls of the city.

There are, however, others, and those probably the earliest in point
of date, within the walls of the city; one of the latter is the only ex-

isting tomb of what was formerly a large group erected to the mem-
ory of the caliphs of the Eiyoo'bite dynasty. The Caliph Eiyoob,
whom this monument records, died in 1250. Why all the others of
this group have been destroyed it is difficult to say.
The beautiful tomb which we illustrate is one situated outside the

city walls, and forms one of that group called "El Kaitbay
"

from
Kaitbay or Kaedbai, being the most important Sultan of the dynasty
which these edifices commemorate. Sir Gardner Wilkinson calls
these the tombs of the Circassian Mameluke kings, and informs us that
the first Sultan of this dynasty was El Berkook, who repulsed the
Tartars under Tamerlane in 1393. The largest of these tombs,
that to Sultan Kaitbay, dates from the year 1496, and is a rich ex-

ample of Egyptian Pointed architecture, though from having had a
large mosque attached to it, it is less symmetrical than the example
which we illustrate, and wanting in the simple dignity and beiiiily of
the latter. Like all Mahomcdan buildings, it is quite impossible to

judge of the date from its style; it looks, at first siuht, to be earlier
than the Mosque of Touloon, which is more decidedly Gothic, and
has the pointed arch far more strongly developed, yet if the dales
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ascribed to these monuments are correct, Touloon is five centuries, at

least, earlier 1 The date given to tlie Mosque of Touloon, 87!), serins

almost incredible, even allowing for the stagnation of Mahomcdan
art, and we should not be in the least surprised if some one were to

discover that no portion of the present building was in existence be-

fore the year 1100. It used at one time to be supposed that the

Temple of Dcndcrah was a work of the time of Kameses the Great,
but now we know positively that it could not have been erected be-

fore the time of Trajan.
We do not for one moment say that this is also the case with the

Mosque of Touloon, because we have 'no means of ascertaining the

facts concerning that building, but we repeat that we should not be

surprised at finding that it dates from the twelfth instead of the

ninth century. Even if this were the case, it would still be doubtful
whether Cairo may not claim to have been the first city in the world
where a " Pointed Style

" was developed. The whole question is one
of considerable interest, and the examples of Mediaeval architecture

are so remarkable, so singularly beautiful, and offer so many hints

for design, especially as regards domical construction and the use of

the dome in combination wilh the pointed arch, that they deserve to

be most carefully preserved and protected, and we venture to suggest
that the English nation should not let slip the present opportunity of

impressing upon the Egyptian authorities the duty of preserving
these beautiful monuments. They have in past times been most

shamefully neglected ;
in fact the tombs outside Cairo have served as

etone quarries, and nothing has been done to protect them from de-

struction. It seems strange that the present rulers of the country
should have exhibited no respect or reverence for the tombs of their

ancestors.

THE UNITED STATES COURT-HOUSE AT FRANKFORT, KY., MR.
JAMES G. HILL, ARCHITECT.

PKRSPECTIVE DIAGRAMS. PLATE XXI.

FOUNTAIN OF THK THIRTEEN SPOUTS AT ANCONA, ITALY.
[From Le Moni/eur ties ArclMectes.)

SIDE POUCH OF ST. PHILIBERT, DIJON, FRANCE.
[From L'EncyctnpMw d'Architecture.]

THE EDEN THEATRE, PARIS, MM. KLEIN & DUCLOS, ARCHITECTS.
[From La Srmainc des Constructeurs.]

IIE facade of the new theatre is full of movement without having
fallen into historical extravagance. The lower story is solid

and rather dwarfish. It gives approach to the entrance vesti-

bules, which are lighted just enough for one to see his way clearly,
and have no luxuriance of ornament, in order that the effect of the
decorations seen from the grand staircase may not be diminished. The
first story is pierced in the middle by a group of three windows, and
by a pair of coupled windows at each side, which correspond with the

arrangement of the/oyer. The bays beyond this on eilher side light
the staircase. The only color employed on the exterior is furnished by
some columns of red Scotch granite, and some borders of Venetian
enamel, which serve to break the monotony of the coloring. The
only other color is furnished by the stained-glass windows when the
theatre is lighted at night.

If the facade is sober, the interior is not. Here everything is

brilliant and glittering with light. There is not an inch of wall-

space which is not painted, gilded or covered with glass enamel. As
in the fafade, the motive of decoration has been borrowed from the
Orient. The grand staircase itscends from the vestibule right and
left, unites, and ascends in a single run to the first landing, then sepa-
rates,jand proceeds in two narrower runs to l\\e foyer. This occupies
the whole breadth of the building, except the two extreme bays. The
decoration of the foyer is in tones of brown, and gilding is freely
used. The ceiling is divided into three compartments. Tl ree chande-
liers light the vast room. From the foyer one can see, either directly
or by the reflections in mirrors, the entire interior of the edifice.

The axis of the auditorium is in the same line witli the axis of the

foyer. These two portions of the edifice are separated by an open
corridor. To the right of the auditorium is a large rectangular room
which is styled the " Indian gallery," and at the left is a conserva-
tory of the same dimensions. Rows of columns bound together by
light and graceful arcades mark the general divisions of the building,
leaving everywhere large openings through which the eye wanders
at will. The architects have adopted the best methods o"f construc-
tion which would allow them to attain the effect which they desired.
The whole structure is of iron, but all the metal-work columns,
vaults, ceilings, etc., has been encased with stucco.
The decoration of the auditorium is in more brilliant tones than

that of tbefoytr. The ornamentation of the " Indian gallery
"

is in

harmony with that of the stage and t\\e foyer. The conservatory is

composed of a metallic frame-work independent of the lateral walls,
and covered by glass slightly opalescent in tone. The walls of these
two rooms are coated with glass which offers an illusion of infinite

perspective. The auditorium is octagonal the proscenium arch oc-

cupying one side of the octagon and will seat about 1,500 persons.
The only boxes are a few stage-boxes, and the baignoires below the

gallery. The corridor is lighted by large lustres, the shades of
which are of yellow glass, from which it results that the light corre-

sponds with the general tone of the decoration of that portion of
the Building. The " Indian gallery

" and the conservatory are lighted
by Siemens's electric-lights, these introducing a third tone in the il-

lumination employed. The stage is about as deep as that of the New
Ope>a, and is large enough for 500 or 600 performers. A stable for

fifty horses has also been introduced. The cost of this building,

which was erected with the most astonishing rapidity, was only about

one thousand francs per square metre.

NEW BOOKS.

IT
is a very encouraging stage in the

progress of the civilization of a country
when it is found worth while to forum-

late its practices in any branch of em-

ployment, for the sake of eliminating
what is proved by careful examination to

be bad, as well as of putting in practicable

working form the teachings of experi-
ence. Until such a time has come

everything is done tentatively, or else

the formulas that apply to conditions

existing in other countries are em-

ployed without reference to their ap-

plicability to different conditions.

Seemingly, such a time has come when
it has been found worth while to ex-

amine the constructive sciences as

practised in America with a view to

preparing text-books which shall, to a

degree, take the place of the excellent

standard English, German and French
text-books which have hitherto been

,. used, but -which are always found only
.!*

on(J tithe part as useful as they might
"& be, because they deal with materials,

methods and conditions which do not obtain here.

The American engineer has long had an acknowledged standing
in the scientific world, and his performances are studied and his dicta

listened to with as much respect as any one's, and it is only natu-

ral that the literature of American engineering should be at once

more voluminous and more intrinsically valuable than the literature

of American architecture. Comparatively few works on archi-

tecture have ever been written or compiled by Americans; the

majority of so-called architectural works published here being mere
collections of illustrations, whose real object is less to improve the

public taste, and still less to afford real aid to members of the pro-
fession in their struggle toward higher achievement, than the adver-

tising of the personal prowess of the author, and though the catalogues
of some publishers contain a fairly long list of American architect-

ural works, the proportion of grain to chaff is very small. The reason

for this condition of things is that until within a few years there

have been comparatively few men whose attainments qualified them
to undertake any literary work, and these few have been too ab-

sorbed in the active exercise of their profession to be able to do so;
and more largely because the necessity for such work was not very

pressing, thanks to the abundance of good architectural literature

produced in the .mother country in the past and in the present,
where the average attainment of the profession is higher than it is

here, and the supply of hands for active professional work is so

much larger in proportion to the demand, that many men find it de-

sirable to eke out their income by writing even if they do not per-
manently adopt the pen rather than the pencil, and where the en-

couragement is the greater in that they are addressing an audience
whose acquirements have not been attained in quite the " from hand to

mouth " manner in which too many American practitioners are

trained.

The most noticeable American book treating of the higher and
more abstruse architectural questions is Mr. Eidlitz's "Nature
and Functions of Art," but it stands almost the only example of its

class. The American mind is practical before it is philosophical,
and if Mr. Eidlitz had been a natural instead of a naturalized Ameri-
can his book might have had a less philosophical cast.

The most valuable American books are those which take up the

practical questions of the profession, though they are less valuable

than they well might be, from being what may be called rather em-

pirical in their treatment, and it is a great advance that now men
of thorough scientific training are finding it worth their while to in-

terest themselves in book-making, though most writers of this class

are trained in schools of engineering, and consequently approach
even those problems in which architects are interested from the engi-
neer's point of view. However, until an entirely satisfactory substi-

tute has been prepared, the American student can use to advantage
the admirable " Notes on Building Construction," compiled for the
use of those who are to pass the examination of the Science and Art

Department at South Kensington.
Certain chanters in Professor Thurston's "Materials of Engineer-

ing"
1
will, so far as the subjects of which they treat are concerned,

provide such a substitute, more satisfactory and more reliable thnn
can be found in any American book that has yet appeared, and

though the book is conceived from the engineer's standpoint, it is of

more practical value to the architect than such books are apt to be.

The formulas are simple, the language very concise, intelligible ami
direct, and the arrangement logical. But its chief value lies in the

fact that it is American and deals with American materials of the

1 The Materials of Engineering. In three parts. Part I: Non-Metallic Mate-
rials: Stone: Timber: Fuels: Lubricants, etc. By Robert H. Thurston, A. M. C. E.
New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1888.
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well-known merchantable si/.es .-mil dlkpetfOkllod by familiar names
anil measured liv iln- acceplt d standai ds, so that (lit* student is >avc<l

the weary lal>nr of Iraiislaling into llir vci nacnlai , tinci^n terms and
statements based 01. foreign usages, MS he lias M>

ion;_i been forced (o

do when using similar foreign standard text-books. Moreover, its

correlation witli foreign text-hooks lias been to a decree preserved,
as almost all measurements anil tables are given with English and
metric equivalents.

Of the six chapters contained in the first Part all that has vet

been published iho.-r on fuels, lubrieants, anil iheonc on miscellane-

ons materials ( lielts, friction, etc., ) do not at all concern the arclii

teet, but the others, only one hundred and fifty page* to be sure,

treating of Stone ami Cement, Timber and (lie Strength of Timlier, are
more than ordinarily valuable, in that they are first of all, American,
and next, that to a considerable decree they emhodv the results of

Professor Thurston's careful experiments on timber. Besides noting
the results of his own experiments the results of other American ob-

servers, Hatfiehl, Lanza, Woodbtiry, and others are given, often in

tabular form, and also statements of the tests made with full-size ma-
terials by the great testing machine at the Watertown arsenal, so

that we believe we are safe in saying that the book contains, so far

as timber is concerned, the latest information brought down as far

as the beginning of Professor Lanza's very valuable and practical

experiments on full-size timber, which are still going on.

One of the most interesting features of the book is a descriptive
and tabulated account of the various processes of preserving timber.

A very excellent example of the other class of American text-

books which we have styled above, somewhat too slightingly, per-

haps, '"empirical," iias been prepared by the editor of the Builder
and Woodworker. 1 who has had the happy thought to gather together
the many items of information, disjointed facts, and stray tabular
statements that are continually passing under the eye of an editor,
and he h.<s been careful to explain that little of the matter is origi
nal. This being so, it is rather a pity that he has not given more

frequently than lie has the sources from which his information has
been derived, instead of simply enumerating in his preface those
authorities from whom many of his facts are borrowed.
The chief function of the book is to aid a builder in making an

estimate, and the tables of materials and labor, which give the cost

in approximate figures, with a column in blank at the side, in which
actual prices can be noted from time to time, are really valuable, and
so far as we know are unique; but they have the disadvantage of

being based mainly on New York materials and price?, instead of

being extended so as to take in the other sections of the country.
This drawback affects also the value of the rules given for the meas-
urement of work. But the book will afford a useful starting-point,
and is one which has long been needed

;
and if any one will take the

trouble to interleave the book to give space for his own notes, and
rebind it, he will then have as serviceable a hand-book as can be de-

sired. This could be done by omitting the. "glossary of architect-

ural terms," which occupies fifty pages about as uselessly as could be

accomplished. We should really like to know wliere Mr. Hodgson
found this glossary, for we will do him the justice to believe that
he found it "ready-made"; we cannot imagine that any sane person
could be so foolish at this day as to prepare for the use of carpenters
and builders such a farrago of useless, unusual, and altogether non-
sensical terms as have been laid before the purchasers of this book as

part of the every-day conversation of architects. No wonder that
"
practical" men have a quizzical contempt for architects, if they

imagine that the latter interlard their instructions with such words
as "

alipterion,"
" asarotum," "

bursa,"
"
camarosis,"

"
catabasion,"

" cataconeum," "
ehartophyacium," "cimeliarch,"

"
laura,"

"
pam-

pre," and a host of similar ones. Can anv of our readers give a
definition of a single one of these terms without first referring to a

dictionary?
A very useful chapter, inasmuch as architects very often are

carrying on work in different States at the same time, contains an

abridgement of the lien laws now obtaining in the several States.

Probably every carpenter thinks he knows everything about saw-fil-

ing, and lie can hardly need a very deep knowledge of the higher
mathematics to enable him to set his saw for cross-cutting or splitting,
but if he could find time to read understandingly Mr. Grimshaw's little

treatise on Saw-Filing,
2 he would find that there was infinitely more

in the matter than was ever dreamt of in his philosophy. We'do not

profess to have mastered it, as we prefer to have our saws filed and
set in some remote place, that the nerves connected with our front
teeth may be saved unnecessary wear and tear; hut we can perceive
that the matter is intelligently discussed and is certainly amply
illustrated.

As we believe few architects are interested in mechanical engi-

1 The RuttrftTx' f!iti>ti nm! Kitimator's 1'ricr-Bnok. Being a compilation of cur-
rent prices of lumber, hardware, glass, plumber's supplies, paints, slates, st >nes,
limes, cements, bricks, tin ami in her building materials; al~.. prir,-.- of labor and
con of performing the several kinds of work required ill building. Together
with the prices of doors, frame*, sasheK, stairs, nioiildiii^s. newels, and other
machine-work. To which is appended a larye number of tmil iiiin rnlep, data, and
useful mem rauda. with a u'lo^ary of architectural nd building terms. By
Fivij T. li o.l^oii, e'lhor of iln- /,';(,, .,'< r mtil ir<f><lirii,-l:>r. New York: The Indus-
trial I'ul'.HMU.'M ( -imp iny. !-S-'.

2 6'r-/V/H.'/ : A I rai-tical Treatise in Popular Form. By Robert Grimshaw.
With many iUudtratiouj. New i'urk: Jouu Wiley & Sons, 1883.

neerinir, we feel that there is little need of saying much more about
.Mr. Smith's book on Cutting Tools 8 than that it deal-

scientifically
with all varieties, simple and compound, of saws, planes, chisels,

files, lathes and drills, and is fully illustrated.

AN OLD CUUlosil Y-S1IOP. THE TUILERIES.
UK Tuileries, which has
loiiit been an eyesore or a
charm to Paris, just as

you like to look at it, is at

length going to be pulled
down. 1 he contract has been

signed, the workmen are there

pick in hand, and in ci^ht
months by the card nothing
will remain of these eight cen-

turies of souvenirs of the his-

toric greatness of France.
'1 bey will all be caned away

,- as rubbish, at least so much
of them as the collectors have

spared, and the collectors are

already very busy. The con-
tractors themselves are going
to open an old curiosity -shop

in the grounds, and the wealthy amateur is trying to intercept the
best things on their way to the shop. He has dug his taster into the
solid stone walls for bits of choice ornament, as though it were so
much cheese, and he has entered his name on the books for morsels
of ruin he is not yet able to reach. The remains of the Tuileries
will probably cut up into as many souvenirs as the wreck of the

Koyal George. There is enough for everybody, and there is variety
for the most diverse tastes. Y'ou may buy anything, from an entire
stone staircase to a bit of broken looking-glass. Y'et at a first glance
you might think that there was nothing left; the interior seems an
utter ruin. The. great staircase under its load of debris is simplv a
hill of rubbish, but the pillars at the sides are intact, and so are the
friezes and cornices, most of them perfect specimens of the Louis
XVI style. Here the amateur aforesaid has already dug out an
ancient helmet carved in low relief, but much remains behind. The
columns could be taken away bodily, and they would make a fine

rustic temple for garden or park. Mr. Worth has already shown
what may be done with such things at his place at Suresnes. Long
ago, in the time of the Commune, he bought up what he could find
" for an old song," and, with his skill in working up materials, made
as pretty a ruin of them as you could wish to see. They say he
cries there sometimes over dead fashions, or finds his most solemn
inspiration for new ones. It is a j'a sacra that recalls his most dis-

tinguished customers. Still for majesty of association he has nothing
like the staircase of the Tuileries. At the head of this you come to
the Salle des Marecliaux, a most complete wreck. It must have
been a perfect barrier on that fateful day. Experts will tell you
that there is every sign of fiercest raging 'fire. Only a stone shell

remains; the floors, partitions, cornices, everything once standing
between earth and sky, is gone. It is not quite so bad as that in any
other part of the building. A few supports in iron-work, so twisted
that they seem still to writhe in the flame, show where once the gal-
lery ran. Add to these a little gimcrack shield or two inscribed
with the names of great battles, and that is all. These show where
the effigies of the marshals were cremated, for each marslial had his
shield. The Jena shield is intact, and there is another which once
bore the name of Marengo, though it is half burned awav. Both of
these are already sold. Mere paint sometimes survived wliere wood
and iron, and even marble, were burned away.

" Hunneur et Palrie
"

is still to he seen over the door in black letters on a gold ground.
Beyond this there is nothing, nothing, nothing. It must have been
like the fire of live hundred blast-furnaces. There are places where
the stone has crumbled to powder in the flames. Oh, the sight for
the bird that hovered above on. poised wings I The Salle d'Honneur
near by is a more orthodox ruin. It is not burned clean out like the

other; there are remains. The iron girders nearly gave wav ; they
are bent concave where they were before convex, but still the fire

got tired first. All the floor here is a grass-grown slope; the ghosts
of courtier shepherds might revisit it to tread a rustic round. The
chimney is left, and it is in very good condition. It might be taken
away bodily and set up in some country hall ; it would hardly do for

anything smaller. The flooring benea'th it is burned away, and it is

perched up by itself in the air in the queerest fashion. In one of
the upper rooms there is a little solitary flower-pot hanging in the
same semi-miraculous way, between earth and sky.
The exterior offers the richest harvest to the collector. Here,

especially in the front facing the Arc de 1'Etoile, there is a good
deal left : ever so many columns in different styles, and statues, with
some balconies in modern iron-work. The fire does not seem to
have been overpowering here, and it has left one unique construction
in all but perfect preservation the perron or little staircase of the

Emperor, by which the imperial family used to reach the garden
from the private apartments. This is in iron, and has a double

'
''titling Tnnlsvnrknl hi/ ll.tnrt anil M,irliinr. With foul teen folding plates itnd

Uty -one wood cuts. By Itoberl H. Smlih. M.I. M. K., Ass. M. 1. C. t. Caste!!.
Tetter, Ciaiplu & Co. Loutiuu, I'aris and New York: Iwa.
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flight, with a gentle curve. It might be taken just as it stands, and
with a few repairs it would be as good as new, or, for the collector's

purpose, considerably better. This will probably fetch a high price.
The minor curiosities, or what one might call the portable ones, are

being snapped up clay by day. The Louis XVI clock in the Place
(lu Carrousel is gone, disposed of by private sale. It stopped at a
little past nine, so something very decisive in the (ire must have hap-
pened just then. Even the walls might be sold stone by stone as

memorials, and some of these would have a double value, for they
are of archaeological interest as well.

The building exhibits half a dozen different styles of house con-
struction. An expert will tell you that such and such iron-work or
stone is sixteenth-century, and that one bit of wall is twice as old as
its adjacent parts. It was very "composite

"
indeed, and every occu-

pant has left his mark upon it. One ancient style is seen in walls
that are merely veneered with stone, and have all the space between
them filled with a kind of concrete the poor, feeble beginnings of

jerry-building in the time of Catherine de Medicis. In our day they
would have left the concrete out. The way to the upper towers lies

across yawning chasms of ruin bridged by planks. The winding
stair has been turned by the drift rubbish almost into a winding
causeway. The view from the top well repays the trouble of the

.ascent; you see Paris as you can see it from no other point in the

capital the whole stretch of the Champs Elysees in pure perspec-
tive, and the river hard by.
The Tuileries had its ghost, and it was a local, not a family spirit.

This is a nice and important difference, and the want of due atten-
tion to it has sometimes led to difficulties. A friend of the writer,
who had taken chambers in Lincoln's Inn, on the express under-

standing that they were haunted, was disgusted to find that the

ghost disappeared with the late occupant. He was in the nature of

personal property, it appears, whereas the new tenant thought that
the use of him was included in the purchase of the fixtures that
he was "in the walls," in fact, with other visitants of the midnight
hour. The Red Man of the Tuileries, on the contrary, has appeared
all through the history of the building, though in the stirring time
before the Revolution he was naturally more often on duty. He
used to be seen at dead of night, leaning in a sombre fashion, with
folded arms, over the staircases, or at one of the great windows
overlooking Paris. A few days before the tenth of August, Marie
Antoinette's women rushed into her apartment to tell her that they
had just seen him in the guard-room, during the absence of -the

guard. He looked steadfastly at them with a face of unutterable
woe. He was last seen during the Commune. The old watchman
who had charge of the building was going his rounds one night,
when he became aware of a scarlet-clad figure in the gloom, skulk-

ing behind one of the pillars. He made for it, but it seemed to pass
round the pillar and disappear. He looked about everywhere, but
there was nothing. The old man had his own reasons for thinking
that he might have been deceived on this occasion, so he took nothing
but coffee after dinner next night before making his rounds; ye!
there was the Red Man again. This time he was leaning medita-

tively on his arm, and looking down on Paris. The watchman
shouted at him

; he turned round, faced him with the same look of

icy woe, and disappeared. The old man ran for help, late as it

was, and they made a thorough search of the place. They did find

something red
; their search ended in a sauve qui pent, as they saw

the first glare of the incendiary fire that was to reduce the Palace of
the Tuileries to a heap of ruins. London Daily News.

ARTISTIC FIRE-ESCAPES.
OW that it is considered necessary to orna-
ment the. fronts of all buildings with fire-es-

capes, it becomes a serious matter to know
how this may be done without disfiguring the
edifice to which the alleged necessary article
is attached. In the first place, it will readily
be acknowledged by all who have seen the

fire-escapes at present in use that they are

anything but ornamental. The spectacle of
a building architecturally handsome, but with
a landing on the outside at every floor, and a
set of black iron ladders connecting the land-

ings, is a sight to make an aesthete or an
architect weep. If these exceedingly useful
means of escape could only be put out of

sight in the rear of the building the case
would not be so bad; but it is absolutelyQfafe SCLO,

necessary that they be on the front of the building. The Inspector
says so. Such being the case, the next thing to do is to turn these
eyesores into things of beauty and joy forever. We wonder that
some enterprising manufacturer has not yet solved this problem.We have been waiting for him to do so; but we can wait no lon<rer,
and shall have to tell him how the thing can be done.

Like other great inventions, this is perfectly simple and easy after
you have once thought of it. One of the attributes of genius is to

put into form that which is already universally nebulous in the
minds of the human race generally. That was the way Shakespeare
did. Everybody knows the fine things he put into words, but he
was the man who first put them into form. That is what we are
about to do for the artistic fire-escape. There is no reason in the

world why these attachments should not be made as ornamental as

they are useful. One form may be called the grape-vine. Instead of

running iu a hideously parallel and brokenly rectilinear manner down
the front of a building, let them meander gracefully all over the front ot

it, after the manner of a vine. The leaves would serve for steps, and
the curling, clinging tendrils for handles to assist one in his descent.

The whole thing might be painted green, and a few bunches of pur-

ple iron grapes put in here and there would add to the realistic

effect.

This form might be varied almost endlessly. Any vine would do
as well as the grape, only that has such a sweet suggestiveness when
on the front of a hotel I For private houses the ivy might be pre-

ferred, or the Virginia creeper, or the mistletoe, or any of those

parasitic plants on which poets have expended so much sentiment
and ink. Not the least of the excellences of this form of fire-escape
would be its educational value. Children in cities, who do not see

vines growing in the country, would be taught a useful lesson in

botanv, and would understand and appreciate much better the poetry
to which we have already incidentally alluded.

Of course, the vine is not the only form that could be used.

There might be put up an immense full-length figure of Mr. O.

Wilde, all hollow, hollow, head and all, which could contain a con-

cealed spiral staircase. This would take up more room than the other
form we have mentioned, but a niche could be left for it in the mid-
dle of the fa9ade, and it would form a very appropriate ornament
we might almost say exponent for a tall flat. Space fails us to re-

count the variations which might be made on the plan. It is un-

necessary to say more. The scheme is so beautiful, so feasible, and
so every way desirable, that it cannot fail to commend itself to the

public. New York Mail and Express.

TIMBER-PRESERVING.
FRENCH apparatus for im-

pregnating and preserving
timber, one which is most

favorable to the application of

the chloride of zinc process,
has been patented in the Unit, d
States, with some slight improve-
ment, by H. E. Kreuter. In

brief, it is an application of
the old Boucherie plan, which
has been in vogue for years in

Germany, Austria, France and
other foreign countries, where, on
account of the lack of abundant
timber in many sections, or its

inaccessibility, except on lines of

road, with consequent high ex-

pense in obtaining it, methods of

treating timber have been favored

/-,*

/
,/r //- / ^ and emploved universally, princi-
/0'H Lf"Wy- pally by the railroads. Any anti-

septic agent, with one or two ex-

ceptions, can be applied by the apparatus, the Boucherie plan being
to make a cross-cut in a log to about nine-tenths of its diameter, in-

sert a wedge, and wind a cord or rope in the edge of the cut, on
which the log closes on withdrawing the wedge. In this manner a
hollow chamber is formed, and a hole being bored on an incline, a
pipe is connected and the antiseptic solution forced in toward either
end from the centre, penetrating the tubes of the vascular tissue,
and driving out the sap, to be replaced by the solution employed.
From experience in this method of application, it is asserted that the
means is thorough in its results over the whole timber treated, and
the fact of treated timber sometimes rotting inside, oral other parts,
and remaining partially sound, is accounted for from the fact of im-

perfect impregnation, the preparation used in some cases obstructing
the progress of the antiseptic, instead of equally and entirely dis-

tributing it. The logs are regarded sufficiently impregnated when
the Huid running from the end contains about three-fourths of the
metallic salt employed and no appreciable quantity of sap.
The apparatus employed by the Houston & Texas Central Rail-

road is different from the one in question. Cars loaded with ties are
run on a track leading into a hollow cylinder, where a steam pres-
sure of one hundred and twenty pounds is applied, the sap, steam,
etc., finding outlet below, after which an air-pump is applied, and
the highest degree of vacuum secured, which, by means of a faucet,
draws in heated creosote from another cylinder beneath, the upper
reservoir being thus thoroughly filled. A further application is

made of about one hundred and fifty pounds pressure, and the tim-
ber is left in the cylinder some six hours, when the cars are rolled
out. The Kreuter apparatus is much more simple. The French
method involved the use of an elevated tank to secure the necessary
power for applying the needed pressure, which obviously could not
be regulated for different kinds or sizes of timber requiring a vary-

ing pressure. In place of the tank a force-pump is employed.
Where the timbers are long, the pressure is applied on the end, in-

stead of the centre, a wood cap being affixed thereto so as to form
the hollow chamber, the antiseptic being unable to permeate the cap
across the grain. The apparatus consists of a portable steam-en-

gine, the pump and a reservoir, and is 'placed on a flat car, so as to
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be moved about on railways or tramways. The logs or timber to be

impregnated are placed in a vard mi a system of framing, on which
the distributing pipes are arranged. The boiler of the engine sup-

plies the direct-acting .steam-pump, which draws the impregnating
iluid by a flexible tube from the mixing tank, forcing it into a

wrought-iron cylinder. In addition there is a platform for unload-

ing the logs upon the framing, from whence they are rolled up an

incline, to be cut by a circular saw. The machinery required for a

portable apparatus, with an average capacity of six hundred ties

daily, will cost about $2,500. The apparatus only requires separate |

yard fixtures and caps to be applied to tulegraph-poles, bridge-tim-
bers, or any form of timber. The woods with coarse and straight

grain, and abounding in fluid sap, are the more readily and perfectly

impregnated, while there are some kinds of wood of which the natu-

ral durability is so great as, for instance, cedar that a treat-

ment is superfluous ;
while on the other hand, many kinds of timber,

nearly worthless for fuel or building purposes, can be made as dur-

able as any wood, wearing out mechanically and not by rotting.
The inventor designs the adoption of the apparatus as an adjunct to

saw-mills, where the logs may be treated before being sawed. The
cost of impregnating is so slight that the loss of the material em-

ployed, in saw-dust, slabs, etc., will be of small consequence, and

compensated for by the thorough results secured by treating the

whole log, with the bark generally on.

The practical lumberman or railroad man is interested to know
the sense and nonsense of such methods. The plan is by many op-

posed on the ground that they want to sell timber, and the faster it

is consumed the better for them
;
and the better the plan for treat-

ment, the more gingerly are they in taking hold of it. It should,

however, be reflected that such means, when found to be successful

in their results, will increase the value of timber, and probably the

profit in its manufacture and sale, while calling into use certain tim-

ber heretofore little employed or entirely ignored, and increasing the

manufacturing possibilities, while at the same time admitting of ap-

plying the woods in less supply to a more limited scope of service, so

as to extend their period of abundance. Gum, hemlock, yellow-pine,
and numerous other varieties of timber which are plenty, come into

consideration. If the white-pine of the North had competitors
more worthy of its steel in the way of general availability, there

would be less cause for the howl about its rapid exhaustion, and
there are many ways in which treated timber might take its place.

In Austria, Germany and France there are some eighty roads
that use treated ties, and thirty-three of them have records of suc-

cessful processes of treatment. The chloride of zinc method, or

burnettizing, takes the preference for several reasons. Its practi-

cability is the best established, the objections to its use are few, and
the cost is slight. When applied, it is diluted ninety-nine per cent.

Kyanizing, or the use of corrosive sublimate, a poison, is dangerous,
the workmen who use it running great risks. Convicts are usually

employed for the purpose. Creosoting dates back in its use to

ancient Egyptian history. Creosote and cedar oil were employed in

embalming mummies, and for general purposes of preservation.
The common refined tar used contains one per cent of creosote.

Wlen timbers are saturated with this they are highly inflammable,
but the process is not particularly dangerous to the workmen.
There are, in all, some sixty methods of treating timber, only a few
of which have borne out a practical test. Pyroxyline of iron is used

by repeated application, by means of a hole in the timber, the agent

dissolving itself and becoming diffused through the vascular tissues.

Soaking in salt, using a solution of gas-tar, rosin and linseed-oil;

charring the surface, to protect the body ; steaming with creosote,
to prevent dry mould; applying sulphate of iron and sulphate of

copper, are processes that have met with more or less satisfactory
results. A beech fence has already stood twenty-six years, with sul-

phate of copper. Where dampness gathered around the spikes or
nails driven into the material, a chemical action resulted which in-

duced decomposition. The expedient was adopted of dipping the

spikes in tar. There are several solutions employed for petrifying,
such as carbonate of lime, alum and potash, steaming with chloride
of lime and diluted sulphuric acid, etc., but common or Glauber's
salt seems as feasible an agent in this way as any that has been
tested. In the German experience creosote costs eight times more
than chloride of zinc. There a.

tie is treated at a cost of six cents,
while the Houston & Texas Central Road finds its creosoting pro-
cess to cost sixty cents per tie. Superheated steam is also held to

weaken the wood, by destroying the vascular tissues. By simply
dissolving old zinc in acid, chloride of zinc can be made for about
two and one-half cents per pound, or it is furnished in tanks at three
and one-half cents. The patentee figures the cost of impregnating
ties, with the apparatus in proper operation, at about eight cents
each. The average life of a tie is found to be about five years,
while preserved ties can readily be made to last, as they have in

Europe, twenty-five to thirty years.
The Royal Railroad Company, of Hanover, Germany, has sent

several specimens of burnettized timber by the patented process, as

follows : part of the middle of a pine tie which served on the road
from 1852 to 1879; a piece from the centre of a beech tie which
laid in the road from 1854 to 1879; a piece from the centre of an
oak tie which laid in the road from 1854 to 1879; and other speci-
mens. The testimony is also added that the impregnated timber
will wear out mechanically before it will rot. E. Buresch, of the
Grand Ducal Railroad, and author of a German work on the subject

of timber-preserving, makes some statements of the same character.
He tells of pine ties lying in a road from twenty-two to twenty-five

years, and when taken out, because of damage to the road, they were
undisturbed so far as decomposition was concerned, being made into

fence-posts and used in other ways. C. ishaler Smith, city engineer
of Omaha, Neb., states that the treatment of wood diminishes its

tendency to swell or contract, as observed in timbers put into a
bridur at St. Louis, the amount of expansion depending on the wood
used. He further says:

"
I used sweet gum, a wood which rots in

four months, and swells one inch and a half in sixteen, as the best
wood to experiment with, as it could be had at 810 per thousand.
The bridge pavement is nearly two years old, is in first-class condi-

tion (the traflic is so great that the average life of a three-inch oak

plank was only four months), and out of 1,800 square yards I have
had to relay only 260 yards on account of hammocking, and this on
the first batch laid

;
with cedar, oak, pine, ash or elm, there would

have been no hammocking at all. It is easily prevented by dipping
the blocks in coal-tar after treatment, or laying them diagonally. I

laid the bridge-block with one-fourth inch joints. Hereafter 1 will

immerse the blocks in liquid asphalt or creosote, and without any
joints at all. The Northwestern Lumberman.

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.
HE regular meeting of the Society was held

Wednesday evening, March 21, Vice-Presi-
dent Win. II. Paine in the chair, John Bogart,

Secretary. The death on March 8 was an-
nounced of James O. Morse, one of the earliest

members, and who had been Secretary of the So-

ciety for fifteen years, and Treasurer twenty-one
years. An interesting collection of specimens of

native wood was presented by John M. Goodwin,
member of the Society. The subject of a contin-
uance of tests of Structural Materials was consid-
ered. The Secretary made a statement of what

had been done up to the present. Mr. O. Chanute, Chairman of a
Committee on this subject, related the effort that had been made to

secure larger appropriations from Congress; and the subject of the
best method for conducting and continuing tests and of collating
results so as to secure desirable information, was discussed. Letters
were read from General S. V. Benet, Chief of Ordnance, stating that
the programme adopted for continuing tests of Structural Materials
would be carried out on the Watertown testing-machine to the extent
of the very small amount appropriated by Congress, and the circular
from the Chief of Ordnance, embracing that programme, was also
read. A resolution was adopted to the effect that it was the sense
of the meeting that a Special Committee should be appointed bv the
Board of Directors, to prepare such a programme and promote'tests
of structural materials, as to secure the best results possible from
the Watertown Arsenal experiments.

CONCRETE BUILDINGS.

MEMPHIS, TEXN., March 16, 1883.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

Gents, Can you direct me to any information in regard to mate-
rial and construction of cement or shell concrete buildings ?

An answer through the correspondence column of your valuable

paper would greatly oblige

Respectfully, F. B. HCXTKR.

[The following, copied from the Chicago Times, answers the question
very well. EDS. AMERICAN ARCHITECT.]

CONCRETE BUILDINGS. The following instructions have been given
for the construction of a concrete house by a person who has recently
completed one in the same manner:

1. Select, if possible, a dry situation, and get all heavy materials,
such as rock, sand, lime, gravel, etc., on the spot as early in the season
as possible, say by the first or middle of May, in order that you may
avail yourself of the long, warm days of summer for successfully carry-
ing on your operations.

2. The proper materials are lime, sand, coarse and fine gravel, large
and small rock, and water. The lime may be from any good, pure lime-

stone, that will slack readily and "set" or harden thoroughly when
dry ; the sand should be sharp, and as clear from clay, loam, and other

earthy matter as possible, and the gravel and rock may be of any size
from that of a boy's marble to eighteen inches or two feet square, ac-

cording to the thickness of your walls.

3. Having fixed on your plan, lay off the foundation, and dig a trench
two feet deep, the area of full size of your cellar wall. With a heavy
piece of hard-wood, squared or rounded at the lower end, pound or ram
down the earth in the bottom of the trench, going over it repeatedly
until it is solid and compact. A layer of hydraulic cement-mortar, two
inches thick, spread evenly over the bottom of the trenches thus com-
pacted gives you a solid foundation to start on as soon as it "sets" or
becomes hard. If you intend carrying up inside division walls of con-
crete the foundation for these should be laid in the same way. Good
hydraulic cement will take at least three parts of sharp sand, but it

must be used as soon as mixed or it will "set" and become useless.

4. Cut common 3" x 4" scantling two feet longer than you wish your
highest story to be ; set up a double row, with the lower end resting
firmly on the edge of the hardened cement in the bottom of the trench

;

range them true and "plumb" them, letting them stand three or four
inches farther apart than you desire your wall to be in thickness

; then
nail cleats across above and below, to keep them in place, adding also
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"stays" or "braces," driven slantingly at the upper end. Your skeleton or

framework of scantling being all set up and "stayed" firm and "plumb,"

proceed to arrange your "boxing" for holding the concrete and keeping
the walls in shape. This is done by cutting sound inch or ineh-and-a-

half plank of ten inches or a foot wide so as to fit inside of the two rows

of scantling and form two sides of the box. Moveable pieces the thick-

ness of the wall are dropped in between at intervals, to keep the box of

the proper width, and wedges driven in between the boxing and scant-

ling, on the outside, prevent spreading by the pressure of the concrete.

Wooden "clamps," to slip down here and there over the upper edges
of the boxing, will also be found very serviceable.

5. It will be well to have at least four large mortar beds one on

each side of the house, made of strong planks in the usual way. These
should be surrounded by casks of water (oil-casks cut in two are excel-

lent), piles of rocks, sand, gravel, etc., the lime, of course, to be kept
under cover, and used as wanted. Slack up your lime till it forms a

thin, smooth, creamy mass
;
add four or five parts of sharp sand, stirring

and mixing constantly, and using water enougli to bring the whole, when

thoroughly mingled, to the consistency of a thick batter. Into this bat-

ter mix coarse and fine gravel (that has previously been screened) until

the mass is thick enough to be lifted on a common shovel. (The proper
and thorough mixing of the sand with the lime, and the gravel with the

mortar afterward, are very important, and should only be intrusted to

your most careful hands.) Having one or two "beds" full of this mixt-

ure, you are ready to begin your wall. Wheel the mortar to the found-

ation in common railroad wheelbarrows, letting the common hands
shovel it into the bottom of the trenches, while the superintendent or
" boss" workman spreads it evenly with his trowel. When the bottom

layer of mortar, three inches thick, is laid in, wheel large and small

rock (previously sprinkled with water) to the wall, and press it into

the soft mortar at every available point, leaving a small space between
each piece of rock, and working the soft mortar against the plank box-

ing, to preserve a smooth surface on the wall. When you can press no
more rock into the mortar, pour another layer of the latter over and

through the rock, then add a layer of rock, as before, and so on, until

your boxing all round is full. You have now ten inches or a foot of

wall all round built ; and if the lime is good and weather dry it will be
hard enough in twenty-four hours to raise your boxes another tier.

Tliis is readily done by knocking out the wedges between the plank
and the scantling, raising up the plank and sustaining it in place by
" cleats" nailed on the scantling. In raising the boxing, begin at the

point where you commenced laying up the day previous, as that por-
tion of the wall will, of course, be the hardest. It is not necessary to

raise all the boxing at once, or go entirely around the wall in a day. A
foot or yard of the wall can be completed at a time, if advisable; but
if the complete round can be made, so much the better. Planks to

cover up with, in case of a sudden shower or when a storm is appre-
hended, should be provided and placed within reach.

6. We prefer a cement floor for the basement on many accounts, but
those who desire a wooden floor should leave air-holes in the outer wall
under the lower floor, six inches above the surface. This may be easily
done by inserting wedge-shaped blocks or pins through the wall, to be
knocked out afterward. When you are ready to lay the floors, level

up your wall and run one course of brick all around the thickness of
the wall, for the ends of the flooring joists to rest on, filling-in around
these ends with concrete when they are fixed in their proper places.
The door and window-frames should be made of three-inch yellow-pine,
the thickness or width of the walls, and may beset up and built around,
like those in a brick house, as the walls progress. A piece of common
inch-plank, "cut in" all around them, to prevent the actual contact of
the damp mortar, will keep them, in a great measure, from warping.
Where base-boards are needed, blocks of scantling may be built in

flush with the inner surface of the wall, at the proper distance apart.

EARTH-CLOSETS.
Los ANGELES, CAL., March 9, 1883.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

Gents, I would like to know about "
earth-closets," for hotels or

private houses, how constructed, managed, etc.
;
whether the results

claimed for them have been realized ; are they of less cost and supe-
rior to the better water-closets, etc. ?

Please send me a copy of the American Architect which contains a
clear exposition of the whole matter, or a pamphlet,

Obliging yours, JOHN H. COOPER.

[Earth-closets cost about as much as water-closets of rather inferior qual-
ity. They require a good deal of attention, and are certainly inferior in con-
venience to good water-closets, but are infinitely superior "to the common
privy arrangements.

Eassie's "Sanitary Arrangements for Dwellings," or his "Healthy
Houses," which is the unabridged form of the same book, will furnish a
certain amount of information on the subject ;

and Col. Waring's book on
"House Drainage

" contains stiil more useful suggestions. For the attrac-
tive, bright side of the subject, refer to the pamphlet published by the
Wakefield Earth-Closet Company, Dey Street, New York. EDS. AMERICAN
ARCHITECT.]

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.
THE COMPETITION FOR MECHANICS' HOUSES. We desire to request

all competitors who take part in the current competition for " Mechan-
ics' Houses "

the programme for which can be found in our adver-

tising pages to state on their drawings the locality for which the de-

sign is prepared. This simple precaution will do much to prevent the

passing of a hasty opinion by the professional or casual reader on the

possibility of building such a house for the sum named. We trust that
even a larger number of architects will take part in this competition
than did in the last ; and to encourage those who question the profitable-

ness of spending time upon it, we will say that, judging from the num-
ber of letters that reach us from persons who wish to build according
to one or another of the designs for $3,000-houses already published,
the winners of the prizes are not the only ones who will find pecuniary
benefit accruing to themselves through these competitions.

PRIMEVAL MAPS ON STONE. In many parts of Switzerland are often
found smooth, flat stones, evidently hand-polished,

and covered with

dots, lines, circles and half-circles. The origin and use of these stones,
known among country people as Schulensteine, has long been a moot
point among the learned. Some have thought they were charms,
others that were they meant to commemorate the dead, or that the signs
on them were undecipherable hieroglyphics ;

but it has been reserved for

Herr Kodiger, of Bellach, in Solothurn, to throw a new light on these

mysterious relics of the past and suggest a theory concerning them
which seems to meet all the necessities of the case. The Schalensteine,
he says, are neither more nor less than topographical charts, as a com-

parison of them with any modern map of the districts in which they
are found will show. The engraved dots correspond with existing
towns and villages, the lines with roads. Even the fords and moun-
tain passes are indicated. Herr Rodiger has examined many of these
stones from various parts of the country, and he possesses a collection,

picked up in Solothurn, which form together a map of'the entire can-
ton. Another significant circumstance is that the Schalensteine are

mostly found at intervals of about two hours (say, six miles) from
each other, and at spots where several roads meet. The former Herr

Rb'diger calls
" headstones" (Ilauptsteine) ,

the latter he denominates

"by-stones" (Nebensteine). If he be right in his hypothesis, the places
where these stones are met with possessed considerable populations
long before the dawn of history ; even the villages shown on the
Schalensteine must be far older than the Christian era. Herr Kodiger
considers the Swiss map stones to be of the same origin as the similar

stones which are found in Germany, Scandinavia, India and farther

Asia, and sees in them another proof of the high antiquity and com-
mon origin of the Indo-Germanic races, and the existence among the
latter in an indefinitely remote age of civilized habits, organized trade,
and more culture than is generally supposed. Corresjtondence of the

London Times.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL DISCOVERIES IN MEXICO. Important archaeological
discoveries have recently been made at Mitla, a village in Mexico,
which is situated between twenty and thirty miles from Oajaca, in the
tableland of Mixtecapan. Extensive remains of ancient palaces and
tombs have been revealed, and it is stated that they are exceptionally
remarkable from the columns supporting the roof, a style of architect-
ure peculiar to the district of Mexico in which they have been found.
These ruins have been explored and photographed by Herr Emil Her-
bruger, although he was not permitted to excavate the sites. In a

description of the ruins, Herr Herbruger states that the great hall
contains six columns, and is 37 metres long by seven broad. Each col-

umn is 3 1-2 metres in height and is of solid stone. The hall, which is

entered by three doorways, was used as an antechamber for the royal
guards. The tombs are all of equal size and T-shaped. The walls
are embellished with stone mosaics. The vault floor is one metre below
the surface, and at the entrance stands a monolith column. The tombs
extend in order from the column, each being five metres long by one
and a half broad

;
there are also several columns, each two metres high

and one and a half in diameter. For some time Herr Herbruger and
his Indian attendants used the tombs as sleeping apartments, but sub-

sequently the Indians refused to sleep in the tombs, on the ground
that they were haunted. The explorer intends to publish a work de-

scriptive of these discoveries, with photographic illustrations. Scien-

tific American.

PILE-DRIVING BY DYNAMITE. In the course of executing some mu-
nicipal works at Buda-Pesth, the piles already driven were required to
stand a greater load than had been originally contemplated. It was,
therefore, necessary to test them, and drive still deeper those that

yielded. On account of the expense of bringing a pile-driving ma-
chine successively over each pile for so little work, it was determined to

try the effect of dynamite ; and the city engineers applied to Colonel Pro-
danovic, of the Second Regiment of Austrian Engineers, to carry out
the experiments. According to the Wochenschrift des Oesterreichischen

Ingenieur und Arckitekten Vereins, the piles were cut square, and a
wrought-iron plate, 15 inches in diameter and \\ inches thick was
placed on the top of each. On its centre, and immediately over that
of the pile, was placed a charge of No. 2 dynamite in the form of a cake
6 inches in diameter and three-fourths-inch thick, and weighing 17j
ounces avoirdupois. This was wrapped in parchment paper, covered
with clay, and fired. The effect produced was found on an average to
be equal to five blows from a 14} cwt. monkey falling from a height
of 9 feet 10 inches. The iron plates stood from twenty to twenty-four
explosions. The system is not considered applicable to a pile standing
considerably out of the ground, but saves a great expense when piles
already driven have to be sunk deeper. In this country gunpowder
has been used for many years, particularly in Philadelphia, for pile-
driving, though employed generally to drive the monkey upward.

Scientific American.

A MICHIGAN SANITARY CONVENTION. A Sanitary Convention is
to be held at Reed City, Michigan, under the Auspices of the State
Board of Health, April 26 and 27 next. Five meetings will be held,
opening with an address by the President, Rev. G. L. Beach, and papers
are expected on a variety of subjects relating to infectious diseases,
ventilation, sewerage, water-supply and the legal side of sanitary ef-
forts with reference to the State and the citizen. The list of Vice-
Presidents shows that the gathering is intended to be local.
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WE publish in another place a letter from Mr. Bloor, Secre-

tary of the New York Chapter of the American Insti-

tute of Architects, which gives an interesting account of

some of the circumstances connected with the bequest of the

late Levi H. Willard of New York, to the Metropolitan Mu-
seum of Art, for the purpose of forming a collection of objects
of architectural art. Most of our readers have probably seen

in the daily papers some notice of this bequest, which seems

likely to mark au era in the history of architecture iu this

country. No one, it seems to us, can fail to see that the great
need of art here is a supply of good models. Among our

young architects and artists are to be found an intelligence,
enthusiasm and quickness of perception quite equal to those

shown by any in the world, but an art cannot be developed out

of enthusiasm alone, and they suffer as much while they are

students from the lack of good models to refresh their minds,
wearied by universal vulgarity, as they do in after years from
the feebleness of the response which the public, accustomed

only to bad work, makes to their best efforts. The task of

making the collection will not be an easy one, and the profes-

sion, even more than the public, should be congratulated that

it is likely to be committed to such able hands.

O the unfailing kindness of the same correspondent we owe
a copy of the Senate Bill, number 176, known as the

Browning bill, which is now pending before the Legislature
of New York, as a substitute for, or rather as an improvement
on, the present building law of that State. The New York

building law is, so far as we know, the oldest, and also the
most detailed and precise, of any in the country, and very
many of our readers would be glad to see the text of the draft

of the bill presented in full. The order of the sections in the
new bill is the same as in the present law, so that it is easy to

compare the two. The first innovation of importance proposed
is a regulation by which dwelling-houses not over thirty feet iu

height may be built with exterior walls of brick eight inches in

thickness from the level of the first floor to the roof-plate.
The present statute considers all buildings less than fifty-five
feet in height in a lump, and requires indiscriminately that all

walls of less height shall be twelve inches thick. There can
be no question that for small, light dwelling-houses eight-inch
walls are quite thick enough, and the passage of this provision
will lessen the cost of workingmen's houses materially, without

taking from them any real security. Party walls, unlike exterior

walls, are required in all cases to be twelve inches thick, which,
considering the danger that fire may pass from one house to an-
other through an eight-inch wall by means of the beams em-

bedded in it, seems judicious. A similar provision, for allowing
the construction of eight-inch brick walls for small houses, has

been repeatedly introduced in the Massachusetts Legislature,

but has not yet found there the favor which it merits. The new

New York law goes on to specify the required thickness of walls

of various heights with much more minuteness than the old one,

making generally a slight reduction from the excessive dimen-

sions required under the present statute, and exchanging the

requirements in regard to walls of buildings more than thirty

feet in width, which have hitherto been rarely enforced, for a

reasonable and fair regulation.

'TJ MOST important provision contained in the new bill is

f\_ one requiring all structures more than one hundred feet in
'

height to be made fire-proof throughout ; the term " fire-

proof
"
being defined in a subsequent clause to indicate a struct-

ure with floors of iron beams and brick arches. After the

rules for the thickness of walls comes a set of directions for

the proper laying of brick, and composition of mortar, which

are excellent in most respects, although the change from the

former statute, in requiring cement-mortar to be made of three

parts sand to one of cement, instead of two to one, seems to us

a doubtful improvement. The best quality of Roseudale cem-

ent will unquestionably bear three parts of sand, but with Ro-

sendale of inferior brands, or with Portland cement, even of

good quality, such a mixture would, we think, be too slow in

hardening to be advantageously used under the trying condi-

tions of New York building. It is singular that the specified

proportion of lime to sand for lime-mortar, three to one

is the same as that for cement-mortar. It is true that a

great deal of slightly hydraulic ground-lime is used in New
York, which will take less sand than the richer Eastern limes,

but it certainly seems unreasonable to suppose that the same

proportion can be equally good for both materials. After

specifying that all elevator-shafts must be enclosed with fire-

proof materials, the bill contains a long clause relating to the

construction and arrangement of theatres, which is, so far as it

goes, admirable. The only fault to be found with it is that it is

not stringent enough, but its framers probably knew just how

far public opinion would support them. In regard to the

method of enforcement of the law, few changes are made ; the

most important being a restriction of the power of the head of

the Bureau of Buildings to modify the provisions of the stat-

ute, which under the present law is general, to the particular

cases of alterations of old buildings, use of party-walls, and oc-

casions where there are practical difficulties in the way of car-

rying out the strict letter of the law ; besides an extension of

the right of appeal from the decision of the chief inspector.

On the whole, the new bill is a decided advance upon the pres-

ent law. and deserves to pass.

TT STORY, very similar to others which have been told be-

n[ fore, is related in the Lancet in regard to a serious case of
'

typhoid-fever poisoning iu England. It seems that at

Clapham, a pleasant quarter of London, twenty-one persons

were recently attacked, almost simultaneously, with fever, al-

though they lived scattered among sixteen different houses.

The houses were all of the better class, and on examination the

sanitary condition of all was found to be reasonably good. The

only circumstance which seemed to point to a common origin for

the different fever cases was that all the persons affected had taken

milk furnished from the same dairy. The condition of the

farms from which the milk was brought was next investigated,

and it was found that the water used for supplying the cows, and

also, probably, for washing out the milk-cans, was brought through

pipes which leaked in various places, and particularly at a point

where they passed near a vault into which the excretions from

several typhoid-fever patients had been thrown some months

before. The Lancet concludes from this that the milk was

without doubt the vehicle of infection, and as a case precisely

similar occurred a few years ago, it may be presumed that this

conclusion is correct. The strangest part of the affair is that

the typhoid germs should have retained their vitality for so

long a time apparently nndiminished ; but in view of the

proofs found by Pasteur that the ferment of anthrax loses

nothing of its virulence after being buried many years in the

ground there is perhaps nothing surprising in this. Some time
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ago it was asserted, as an illustration of the persistent charac-

ter of organic contagions, that several laborers employed in

making excavations in the place where the victims of the black

death in Florence were buried, in the fourteenth century, diet

with all the symptoms of the same disease ; and this may per

haps be less incredible than it appears.

O'OME very curious observations have recently been made with

k^ the microscope upon the constitution of .the air, and it seems

likely that this mode of analysis will soou supersede the

determination of carbonic acid, which has hitherto served as a

rough indication of the purity or impurity of the atmosphere
in any given place. M. Miquel, an expert microscopist in

Paris, has ascertained the number of organic germs in a cubic

metre of air from various parts of that city, and finds that the

atmosphere of the park of Montsouris, on the outskirts of the

town, contains on an average fifty-one germs to the metre.

That of a room in the observatory near the park shows three

hundred and twenty-five, and that of the Rue de Rivoli, which

runs through the centre of Paris, beside the garden of the

Tuileries and other open spaces, six hundred and eighty to the

metre. Air taken from a bed-room in the Rue Mouge, in the

crowded part of the city, gave five thousand two hundred and

sixty germs to the metre, and that from a ward in the hospital of

La Pitie yielded, in spring, seven thousand seven hundred and

thirty, and in winter thirteen thousand two hundred and

eighty. In passing from an elevated position to the lower
levels of the city the difference is even more striking. At
the summit of the Pantheon the average number of atmos-

pheric organisms was twenty-eight to the metre, while in the

street below it was found to be four hundred and sixty-two.

TITHE pleasant anticipations of the community thata law would

\j soon be passed by the Legislature of New York under
which the ground about Niagara Falls would be taken

for public use, have been chilled by the determination of the

Senate Finance Committee to report adversely upon the bill,

which has already passed the Assembly by a large majority.
This decision is probably made in accordance with the usual
and praiseworthy desire of such bodies to lessen the public bur-
dens to the utmost, but there can be no question that the rec-

lamation of the Falls, if not a necessity, approaches very near
to one, and as the cost will probably be less now than at any
future time there is wisdom in accepting the inevitable at the
time when there is most economy in doing so. Some of the

daily journals see in the action of the Committee the effect of
the influence exercised by the owners of riparian rights, who
do not wish to see their mill-privileges sacrificed, but nobody
expects to take their property without compensation, and a

mill-privilege on the Falls or the Rapids is not so easily
brought into serviceable shape that a prudent man need hesi-

tate long about selling it for a reasonable price.

MGASTON
TISSANDIER, who is, perhaps, of all persons

, living the best authority on the subject, delivered re-

cently before the Conference of the Sorbonne an essay
upon the "

problem of directing balloons," which is of great
interest. The paper seems to have been suggested by the ap-
proach of the one hundredth anniversary of the invention of
the balloon, which is to be celebrated on the fifth of June in

the present year ; that being the day on which, a hundred

years ago, the first balloon, filled with heated air, was sent up
by the brothers Montgolfier from their home at Annonay. The
idea of directing the course of such bodies in the air seems to

have occurred immediately after their invention, and many de-
vices were suggested for accomplishing this result, the most cu-

rious, perhaps, being one which proposed to employ large bel-

lows, placed in the car, and so directed that the blast from them
would strike against sails which were also attached to the bal-
loon. Another travelling balloon was to be constructed like an
elongated squirrel-cage, large enough to carry five thousand pas-
sengers, all of whom would be obliged to climb continually up
the sides of the revolving mass, and thereby impel a vast helix,
fixed to the outside of the balloon, which could thus be driven

through the air ; and a third was proposed, to be armed with

magnets, which would draw it always toward the north pole.

JUHESE, and similar inventions, having in some instances
I proved fatal to their over-confident authors, seem to have

brought the subject of aerial navigation into- disrepute,

and no advance in the art was apparently made until 1851,
when a poor, but talented young engineer patented a design for

a balloon capable of being turned or directed at will through
the atmosphere. This engineer was the celebrated Henri Gif-

fard, who lost no time in reducing his theories to practice.
With two of his friends, MM. David and Sciama, engineers of
the Ecole Centrale, he constructed a balloon of an elongated
ellipsoidal shape, one hundred and forty-three feet in length,
and thirty-nine feet in diameter at the largest part, sustaining
a long wooden beam, to one end of which was attached a sail,

moving laterally as required, and serving both as keel and rud-
der. From the beam was hung a small basket, containing a

steam-engine, constructed by Giffard for the purpose, and

weighing, with its boiler, and coal and water for starting, only
five hundred pounds. This engine operated a light screw-pro-
peller, fixed to the end of the basket. As Giffard was poor, he
was obliged, to obtain funds for his work, to make of his first

trial a public spectacle, and he ascended from the Hippodrome
in Paris on the twenty-fourth of September, 1852. The bal-
loon was filled only with ordinary illuminating gas, but it took
the aeronaut, with the engine and boiler, and about four hun-
dred pounds of provision of fuel and water, easily into the air.

The wind was very strong, and the little screw, only about ten
feet in diameter, was powerless to drive the huge bulk of the
balloon against it, but with one hundred and two revolutions to

the minute it was easy to steer at a considerable angle with the
direction of the wind, to describe arcs of circles, and even to
make head in opposition to it for a moment at a time. After

sailing in this way for some hours, at an elevation of a mile,
the aeronaut descended safely in Normandy. Three years af-

ter this another ascension was made with a similar, but some-
what larger balloon

; and although the violence of the wind
again prevented the entire success of the experiment, the ac-
tion of the propeller and the rudder, this time somewhat im-

proved, was as perfect as before. For twelve years after this, Gif-
fard's attention was absorbed in the invention and manufacture of
the boiler injector by which he made his great fortune, and it was
not until 1867 that he appeared again as the constructor of the

great captive balloon at the Exposition of 1867. Returning
later to his first invention, he determined to repeat his experi-
ments of 1852 and 1855 on a much larger scale, and deposited
in bank a million francs, to be drawn upon for carrying his new
plans into execution. In the very n'idst of his labors he was
attacked by an illness which left him almost totally blind ; and
the task which he was forced to abandon has not yet been
taken up by any one else.

Tr VERY liberal offer has been made to young artists by the

j\_ proprietors of Harper's Weekly, who propose to reward the
author of the best original drawing to illustrate a Christ-

mas hymn by Alfred Domett, published nearly fifty years ago,
with a prize of three thousand dollars, to be spent in studying
art at home and abroad. The competition is limited to Ameri-
can artists under twenty-five years of age, and of course no
drawing is to be received which is not the exclusive work of
the person offering it. The publishers of the Weekly will send
a printed copy of the poem to be illustrated to any one who
desires it, and all drawings must be submitted on or before

August 1, 1883. The announcement of the name of the suc-
cessful competitor will be made simultaneously with the publi-
cation of his drawing, in December, 1883. Three well-known
artists, Messrs. R. Swain Gifford, F. D. Millet, and Charles
Parsons, will act as judges, and there can be no doubt that the
trial will excite great and wide-spread interest.

ingenious flushing-tank has been placed upon the market
by Messrs. Doulton of Lambeth, which is likely, judging
from the frequent inquiries made, to find favor in this

country. The principle of the apparatus is much like that of
Field's Annular Siphon flush-tank, the flush being obtained by
means of an annular siphon, brought into action by the open-
ng of a valve at the bottom, instead of by the filling of the
small weir of the Field siphon. The opening of the valve is

3ffected by the elasticity of the air in the siphon, gradually
compressed by the rising of the water in the outer bell. A va-
riation on the simple flushing-tank is made by covering the
outer siphon, or bell, with a larger bell, the edge of which dips
below the surface of the water. This prevents grease from
entering the siphon, and the apparatus serves both as grease-trapand flush-tank, while the choking of the siphon is prevented.
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ARTIFICIAL STONE AS A BUILDING MATERIAL.

6ENEKAL
(jilliniiie, in a recent report upon

a certain form of artificial stone, says :
"

I

have no doubt that it in capable in a high
degree of resisting the effects of heat, and tlie

action of alternate freezing and thawing, and
that it will be durable in the latitudes of the

United States and the Canadas."
It has

long
been freely admitted

that very simple concretes have

great endurance in the tropical
countries, but it is now demon-
strated that they may be so tem-

pered as to be equally reliable in

the temperate zone. I do not in-

tend to claim for either of the
several methods a preference over

others, but simply to assert their

generic title to a respectful and
attentive consideration. The high
.antiquity of similar products is

Hiyoud dispute, and the high au-

f
-

thority of modern scientists is

*4y. r**"f-
strongly upon the side of those

who are claiming for recent developments the attention due to the

revival of a " lost art." The word adobe is perhaps the oldest word
in general use to preserve its signification throughout all ages and all

climes. Derived from the Egyptian word adoub, still used by the

Copts, carried by the Moors to Spain, thence to America, thence to

the Sandwich Islands, and now to China, it may be said to have
made the circuit of the globe. Everywhere it expresses the same

thing and bespeaks the natural tendency of man to look about him
for a cheap, durable and sufficient building material, which has
evinced itself ever since Cain went out from his father's house and
" builded a city."

Rude samples of artificial stone have come down to us from the

earliest annals even from pre-historie times. It seems, therefore, a

very little thing to so improve upon these as merely to give them

symmetrical and ornate form. This is chiefly what the present move-
ment claims or can claim. What a simple proposition it seems to be 1

And yet it is one that modern engineers and architects have been

very slow to entertain. Even in this field, however, Nature has been
before us. We find her wonderful creations symmetrical, multi-

form and ornate in the hidden caves and grottoes of the earth,
whore percolation quietly reveals her stilly processes, in the " won-
derlands" of New Zealand or in our more wonderful recesses of

Wyoming, in the basaltic rocks of Ireland, or in the fastnesses of

our Rocky Mountains. She has thus demonstrated not only how
rocks and quarries have been created, but that stone may be fashioned
into ornate or fantastic shapes in the very process of formation.
How pointedly we are invited therefore to this field I Ruskin in his
" Stones of Venice" beautifully remarks, "all noble ornamentation
is the expression of man's delight in God's work." Indeed every
worthy effort of Art is in some way an imitative tribute to some
work of the Great Architect.

The artificial production of stone is simply the attempt upon the

part of man to effect by rapid manipulation what Nature is con-

stantly doing by slower and imperfect means. If plants may be

improved by culture, if fruits may be made more luscious, if

animals may be brought into subjection, nay, if man himself

may be transformed from a rude, uncultivated child of the forest
to a capable, industrious, intelligent citizen, why may we not also

expect to improve upon Nature in the simple production of stone?
If we discover her throwing certain elements, in shapeless masses,
into the recesses of the earth, to be excavated only by herculean

effort, and shaped into form by patient and laborious skill, why
may we not take these same elements, in their plastic condition,
and mould them into whatever form the arts require? The same
order of intelligence which prompts us to improve upon Nature
in other directions leads us intuitively to this.

Within the last fifty years much attention has been directed to
this subject, but more particularly within the last decade. Forty-
five years ago there was erected on the north shore of Staten Island,
in New York Harbor, a stately, battlemented mansion, formed ex-

clusively of artificial stone, familiarly known as " the cement
house," every block of which was moulded on the spot. Although a
mere stripling at the time, I became deeply interested in the work,
and a few months ago visited the spot and found the building not

only in perfect preservation, but was told that a master workman,
who was recently called to make some alterations upon it, was of the

opinion that if it should ever be demolished it could only be done
with dynamite ! Its position is upon a high bluff, of great exposure
and bleakness, the north winds sweeping with unbroken force upon
it from over the Newark meadows and the bay of New York for
several miles. The walls are very thick and constantly hardening
with age. As a test of endurance in this climate, no one need ask
for anything more conclusive.

But a more interesting, because a more, expensive and an entirely
monolithic building,

1 has of late years been erected at Port Chester,
N. Y., upon an eminence overlooking the boundary line between the

1 For a full description of this building see the America* Architect for August
1 7, 187 1.

States of Connecticut and New York. This is the palatial resi-

dcnceof Win. K. Ward, Esq. It is built entirely of artificial stone

the foundation and the roof inclusive towers, colonnades, lloor.-,

staircases, balustrades, balconies, porches and all. Its construction

occupied five years, its cost $100,000, and it has been occupied hy
the family of its enterprising proprietor since IK 76. Its Ktrcnglh

may be imagined when we state that when the parlor floor, with a

span of eighteen feet, had been laid one year, a weight of twenty-nix
tons was piled in the middle of it and left there through the winter,

the apparatus arranged for determining the deflection showing only
one hundredth of an inch depression. Here is another instance of

an elegant private residence standing upon an eminence of unusual

exposure, swept by the direct north-easterly gales of Long Island

Sound, and thoroughly weather-proof and fin-proof. All exhaustive

description of this building, and of he'lun construction generally, is to

lie read before the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, at

their meeting, to which I respectfully refer your professional read-

ers, quite confident that it will amply repay them.

Another interesting building, an immense warehouse, six stories

in height, and covering an entire square, 360' x 400', has recenlly
been erected at Chicago, by the well-known firm of J. V. Farwell &
Co. The first story of this building is entirely of artificial stone,

moulded on the spot, and laid up in the usual manner. The stone is

dressed anil finished with chamfered edges, and has not cost one-

fourth the price of limestone or sandstone. I have had the opportuni-
ty of examining this work quite recently, and find that it has stood

the severe tests of the past winter without a check or blemish of any
kind. The same may also be said of a monolithic retaining- wall

erected last summer at Fort Snelling, Minn., where a structure of

natural stone had proved inadequate, and had to be taken down.
I could extend this article by further instances of the kind, but must

be content to simply mention some of the most noteworthy a section

thirty-seven miles in length, of the Vanne Aqueduct of Paris an en-

tire Gothic church, with its foundations, walls and steeple, at Vesinet,
near Paris, the municipal barracks of Notre Dame, the jetties at

the entrance of the Suez Canal and at the mouth of the Mississippi
River, the great mole of Cherbourg, the Port Said breakwater and

light-house, the harbor works of Alexandria and Marseilles, the

Mont Cenis tunnel, etc. And if I should venture upon the inviting
fields of historic and pre-historic evidence I should transcend by far

the limits to which I have promised to confine myself. As has been
said by a high authority, "there is scarcely any limit to the applica-
tion of this material for building purposes, nor any place where
natural stone is now employed where it may not be substituted with

advantage and economy." H.

BUILDERS' SCAFFOLDING. X.

I I

I
X considering the force of the

action of waves or water cur-

rents on the standards or col-

umns of staging, false-works of

jetties, etc., alluded to in the

January, 1883, paper, it is de-

sirable to have some data of the

extreme mechanical effect of sea-

coast waves impinging against a
vertical plane surface perpen-
dicular to the direction of the

waves' motion. The force of

sea waves depends on their

height, which in turn depends on
their "

fetch,"or distance of their

origin, and on the depth of water,
as well, of course, as the actuating

auses. Thomas Stevenson gives the result of experimental observa-

tions made on the west coast of Ireland, of which the following is an
extract :

Force In Ibs. per tq. foot, perpen-
dicular 611, )

Summer 2086, )
Winter 6083) ,

Depth of water In ft., where ob-
[ ,,,,..,,

servation made 9.8, ) average 33, (average 97)

Bracing should not be affixed to standards of iron, where perma-
nently under water, because of the rapid corrosion of joints and the

mpossibility of necessary occasional inspection, repairs, and re-

adjustment; indeed, iron is entirely unfitted for such a position, as it

ould ordinarily corrode in a very short time and greatly reduce its

nitial strength, and cast-iron is further peculiarly debarred from use

n such a situation by its inability to resist the impact of violent

wave-shocks : wood suitably selected has advantages in these respects
over iron.

As it is inopportune at the present stage to consider the subject of

bending moments on columns, etc., we may, in the meantime, make a
few observations tending to show that an intelligent application of

most of the formula 1 is essential to their safe employment in the

varying circumstances which are inseparable from practice, and con-

sequently that a thorough understanding of the theoretical conditions

or assumptions on which formula; are based is of vital consequence;
thus, for instance, with regard to the common theory of bending it

may be mentioned that it assumes that the material is so homogene-
ous throughout every particle of its composition, and in the cohesion

uetween contiguous individual particles, that every imaginable trans-

verse section through the structure, and which is conceived to be
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perfectly flat previous to the creation of this bending stress, remains

mathematically Hat when that stress is applied, and hence when the

conditions in practice do not correspond with, or in many cases do
not even approach to, those assumed in theory, there must be a cor-

responding departure of the practical from the exact theoretical

results.

Again it is assumed that the modulus of elasticity is the same for

all degrees of stress, both in compression and tension, but this is not

exactly realized in practice.
It may also be observed that there is a vicious popular misappre-

hension with regard to the theory of the factor of safely, which in

many instances lends itself to the enforcing of designs of structures,
which imperfectly correspond with the theoretically assumed units of

strength of perfect specimens of materials which are tested under
more favorable conditions th;m are usual in practical strains; assum-

ing that a compound structure liable to so many undetected present
ami prospective accidental weaknesses, both in material and work-

manship, is in all particulars equal throughout in strength to such
unit measure.

It is self-evident that none of these assumptions are completely
realized in practice, and hence the necessity of realizing these de-

partures, in their absolute mechanical values in practical results,
and of the ability to apply the necessary corrections in the elements
of the design to the extent of their realization in any given case.
It is this ability which exercises the really practical skill of the en-

gineer, architect and contractor. Many of the elementary text-

books are at fault in not stdficiently recognizing or denoting these
several discrepancies in the practical application of mathematical
formulae. It is much to be feared that in the designs of many'
bridge and other structures which have conspicuously failed, these
facts have not been sufliciently appreciated.
Assuming that an arrangement of bracing, as for instance that in

a composite standard or "cage," on which the Scotch swing-derrick-
crane is usually mounted to the requisite height to command the

prospective building, or the sapine of the French scaffolding pre-
viously described, or the hoist-cage guide used sometimes for raising
the materials for building church-towers, etc., to be such that the
number -of its parts is only sufficient to keep it in its normal shape
when distorting forces are applied, it would then be non-redundant,
as previously explained, in which condition the stresses are readily-
found directly. Thus for each diagonal brace or link it would be

merely equivalent to the whole horizontal wind-force pressing on
that portion of the structure which lies above such diagonal, divided

by the sine (see Appendix) of the angle of inclination of the diago-
nal to the vertical, i. e. :

1 Wind-force above diagonal n i , j .,' i_

-SlmTonin-gle of its inclination
= P"" Or Push exerted thro"Sh basc '

For each horizontal bar, the wind-force would be taken the same
as for the diagonal, but in this case the divisor would be unity, be-
cause the angle is 90, the sine of which is equal toradius= l.

The length of an oblique brace is= ~ ]~nce_betweenstandards
Cosine of angle with the vertical

An angle of 45 would be the most economical so far as the mere
brace is concerned, but it would necessitate
a greater number of them in a given height
in such a structure, with a corresponding
increased reduplication of the horizontal
bars. The greater the angle that the

^
brace makes with the vertical, the wider

s apart must be the columns or standards of

f a skeleton pier, etc., for the same vertical

height, requiring a larger cross-section to

resist the bending moment of the same com-

pressive strain; but, on the other hand,
_ the less is the stress on the greater angle-

brace which the same intensity of horizon-
tal strain produces. There is the greater need of care the wider

apart the standards so braced, and the larger the proportions of the
structure.

APPENDIX.

In order that the reader unacquainted with trigonometry may
not be deterred from perusing this paper or the previous one, by the

appearance of trigonometrical notation symbols, we may in the

meantime, before formally considering the notation, etc., merelv ex-

plain the normal position of the functional lines (which represent
ratios, as explained in the foot-note) here used by means of the dia-

gram, Figure 23. It will be observed that the circle is divided by two
diametrical lines perpendicular to each other into four equal arcs

'The reader unacquainted with trigonometry need not he repelled by the sym-
bols sine.xiosine, tangent, secant, etc., as he can nevertheless use them to advan-
tage, because all that they indicate here are functions of the angle of Inclination
of the diagonal, etc., which are convenient decimal ratios which the several sides
of any right angled triangle bear to one side, which is known, and is assumed as
ntrfitu = 1, In order to facilitate arithmetical calculations -Involved in the solu.
tiou of such problems. He has only to refer to a tabl* of natural sines, cosines,
etc., In any of the numerous engineering hand-books, and find the required
angle: when it is less than 45, the symbol or heading is at tnp of page; but if
above 45", the symbol is At/not of page, and the columns are read upwards in the
latter case; thus, if the above angle were 30, the sine value is found under
heading at top of page to be .500, i. e, =a half of radius. In the last paper we
used the ratio 1.4142 to find the length of the diagonal of a sqnare whose side is
unity= 1. Now we will find in the same natural tables that tin's is the secant of
an angle of 4r>, and therefore forms the hypothennse of a right-angled trianglewhose base and vertical are each = 1

; i.e.. the half of a square; the trigonomet-
ric representative of the base in this case being the rarfhis, and of the vertical
being the lant/ent. If hypothenuse be assumed as radius, the other two sides
become the sines of their opposite angles.

called quadrants, each of which represents an angle at the centre

of the circle, i. e., at the intersection of the two diameters (and lying
between any two adjacent radii) of a right angle= 90; the whole
circle containing 90 X 4=360, each of which is divided into

60 minutes, and subdivided into 60 seconds. Of the two oblique
radial lines, the one to the right is the secant of an angle of

45 A, from centre of circle to point of intersection of the per-

pendicular drawn from right extremity of radius. This perpen-
dicular is the tangent of angle A. That to the left is similarly the

secant of an angle of 60. It is here drawn on left side of diagram
to avoid confusion of lines. The vertical line drawn from the

intersection of the secant with rtgbt-haild quadrant of circle, to

the radius, is the sine of its opposite angle, A, and the portion
of the radius between centre of circle and the sine is the cosine of

angle A.2

MACHINE-SHOP FLOORS.

1IF1IE following ex tracts from

"jj the specification for a
Crane Shop to be built

for the Yale Manufacturing
Company at Stamford, Conn.,
may be of service to those
who may have to build similar

buildings for heavy manufac-

turing purposes.
FLOORS. That the whole in-

terior of the Crane Shop shall
be floored in the manner indi-

cated on the detail drawings ;

that preparatory to this all soil or
loam shall be removed from the
interior of the building, and its

whole surface graded to a proper
level with clean gravel, stone
or ashes, which shall be rolled
or otherwise packed until thor-

oughly hard and solid
;

that a
series of 2i x 4 inch stakes shall
be driven into this gravel in

regular lines as per detail drawing, each stake to he driven down to a
solid bed, or not less than 30 inches, and thiit nailing strips, fitted and
well nailed to these stakes, shall then be laid and carefully levelled to
the proper height so as to insure the proper support and perfect level-

ling of the whole floor; that on top of tlie gravel bed, and between and
under these nailing strips, there shall be laid a course of concrete not
less than 8 inches thick, consisting of clean cobbles averaging about 2
inches in diameter, well coated with coal-tar or bitumen, and laid in

place while the latter is soft and then solidified and packed together l.y
being rolled and tamped, the upper surface of the concrete course to
consist of a thin covering of tarred sand or fine grave), filling the inter-
stices of the cobbles and thus forming a smooth, hard surface, flush with
the top of the nailing strips; that on the top of this shall be laid the
first course of wood, consisting of two inch plank, not exceeding 7 inches
in width, tongued and grooved together, or grooved on both edges and
fitted with hard-pine splines measuring 6 x 1J inches, these planks to be
mill-worked to uniform thickness, and laid with the surfaced side up,
each plank to be fastened with two forty-penny nails at each intersec-
tion with the nailing strips and all butts to be made on a nailing strip ;

that on the top of this floor the Contractor shall lay a course of build-
ing paper (the paper to be furnished by the Company) and over this a
course of yellow or hard pine flooring, H inches thick, the strips not to
exceed four inches in width, and to have standing or straight edges
(without tongue and groove) and to be mill-worked to uniform thick-
ness, the surfaced side laid up, each strip to be fastened to the under
floor, by two ten-penny finishing nails in each 16 inches of length, these
nails to be well set, so as to stand at lenst one-quarter inch below sur-
face of floor, the floor to be carefully fitted and well secured around all

piers, and against all walls. Openings to be left in this floor around
foundations for heavy machines as the Company may direct, an abate-
ment of 20 cents per square foot to be allowed by the" Contractor to the
Company for the floor-surface thus exempted from covering. Two car
tracks to be laid, one lengthwise of the building and the other trans-
versely, each to extend from wall to wall

;
Uie timber for these tracks

to be the size shown by the drawing, and laid as therein indicated, this
to he done prior to laying the concrete, which latter shall be carefully
laid and rammed around, between and under the timbering for tracks
the same as elsewhere, the Company to furnish the rails and spikes for
the tracks, and the Contractor to lay and fasten the same in place, com-
mencing at the door-sills and completing the tracks within the building
excepting the turn-table at their intersection, which latter shall be fur-
nished and set in place by the Company.
That the floor of wash-room in Crane Shop shall be built as per detail

drawing, the under side of floor and timbers to be finished in the same
manner as specified for the interior of roof; that the floor proper shall
consist of two-inch spruce plank laid on the timbers, and above this a
floor of one and one-quarter inch hard-pine, with building paper between,
the width of floor-plank, mode of nailing, finish, etc.. nil to correspond'
with the specification for the main floor of the building; that the Con-
tractor's work on wash-room shall terminate with the floor and stairs
leading thereto, including the hand-rail around the same, and that the
company will do all further fitting up of wash-room.
That the floor of Smith Shop shall be made as follows : All soil or

loam to be removed from the building and the whole surface to be then
levelled up to the proper height with clean oravcl, sand or ashes, wel'.

'The nirritoiiitr, in cmiiifciioii with the loot-uote above referred to, will prob
My suffice for the present.
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rammed ami packed where necessary ;
Unit on top of this shall be laid

a course, not less than >i\ inches thick, of sand and clay well mixed to-

gether with water, in such manner and proportions as to properly
harden, and then spread in plan' ami tin re puddled, tamped ami rolled
to the proper crude and perfectly level, so as to form a smooth hard
clay floor over the entire building ; that prior to laying this floor the
Contractor shall lay the timheriiiK for carrying the track transversely
across the Smith Shop, as per drawings, anil lay the rails which shall
be furnished by the company. That tiie space between these tracks,
and also a width of twelve inches outside of each rail, shall be covered
with four-inch spruce plank well spiked to the cross-ties and laid so
that the upper surface is flush with the top of rails, the clay floor to

ttop against this plank on each side of the track.

THE 83,000-HOUSE COMPETITION. VIII.

DESIGN SUIIM1TTKD BY " BliOul."

a prefatory remark, it is but

just to say that although this

house could be built in cer-

tain localities for $8,000,

still, to a man answering the
conditions of the problem,
the situation would be of

great importance, and there-

fore " Bboul
"

thinks it ad-

visable to place the unfortu-
nate man either in Brookline,

Longwood, or Jamaica Plain,
rather than in any of the

towns north of Boston, where

undoubtedly estimates would
be from twenty to thirty per
cent less.

OUTLINK SPECIFIC.' TIONS.

Foundation Walls: 18-inch

rubble to grade; 8-inch brick wall to sill.

Scantlings: Sill, 6" x 6"; outside studs, 2" x 4"; inside studs,
3" x 4" ; joists, 2" x 9" and 2" x 8", and 2" x 7" respectively, for

first, second and third floors; rafters, 2" x 6".

Boarding: (Rough) hemlock.

Plastering : Two-coat work
;
no back plastering.

Balloon Frame.
Windows : Ready-made sizes.

Doors: Factory-make, 1^" thick.

Shingles to be perfectly plain, neither stained nor painted.

Clapboarding : Below second-floor joists, to be painted.

Felling-Paper between rough boarding and clapboards and fin-

ished flooring.

Chimneys : 4-inch walls ;
8" x 8" flues.

Plumbing: Tub, water-closet and bowl in Bath-room; sink in

Kitchen ; hopper in basement, and two set tubs.

Cellar concreted.

Trunk-room in attic, unfinished.

ESTIMATE OF QUANTITIES AND PRICES BULINO XEAB BOSTON, MASS.

200 cubic yards excavation,
50 [i>-ivh .-tone,

90<K> brick,
65i M|. yds. lath And plastering,

15000 "
ft. of lumber and rough flooring,

1750 " '*
upper-boarding.

23 windows, iucludiiig fixtures,
23 doors " '*

18510 shingles.
1500 clapboards,

Plumbing
Painting
Stairs
Furnace
Labor

70 feet gutters,
5(1

"
conductors,

* kegs nails.
Hardware-fixture*
Fireplaces, including mautels (two)

: 8 0.25 per yd 9 MM
' 3.75

'

20.00
n.zo

17.00
25.00
6.00
6.50
4.75
28.00

"
perch" M.

"
yd. ,

"
r-

" wind.
" door .

" M. ,

?".!-' |"-r It.

0.10 " "

4.00 "
keg

Contractor's profit, say
Architect's commission,
Leaving for extras,

10 per cent 254.00
5 "

12A.OO
74.00

187.50
180.00
131.00
255.00
43.7S

115.00
149.50
87.87
42.00

200.00
125.00
125.00
150.00
500.00

8.40
5.00

32.00
10.00
50.00

453.00

S.'l.tHKI.Ol'

A7
. It. By a little closer figuring the estimate might potiibly bo brought down

DESIGN SUBMITTED BY "
Spring Chicken."

Excavation and Masonry: The Cellar to be excavated 6 feet be-
low grade line. A cesspool 100 feet from house. The foundation-
walls to be of good local stone, laid on flat beds; face pointed above
ground and inside dashed up. Piers of porch and chimney, of stone.

Brickwork: Brickwork of good sound brick, run of kiln. Chim-
ney topped-out with dark stretchers, with black mortar. Fireplaces
in Hall and Dining-room of pressed-brick.

Carpenter-Work. A balloon frame sheathed with 1-inch hem-
lock; a layer of paper-felt next the sheathing, and the whole cov-
ered with California red-wood shingles. All lumber for frame, joists,
etc., to be of hemlock. All taill-work and joinery, exterior and in-

terior, to be of good white-pine, for painting. All flooring and

stair-steps to be of yellow-pine. Hardware plain and substantial.

Plnsli'i-iny: Tho whole interior to be plastered with good two-

coat work.

Tinning: Valleys, glitters and conductors of best 1C charcoal tin.

1'ninting: All interior wood-work, and all exterior except
shingles, to he painted with three coats of best white-lead linseed-oil

paint. The shingles to be coated with crude petroleum.

Plumbing: A drive-well 20 feet deep under Kitchen, with an
iron force-pump supplying, by a 4-inch lead pipe, a 500-gallon round
cedar tank in the third story. 1 rom tank

j

1 inch supply to be car-

ried lo bath-tub, water-closet, boiler ami sink. A j-inch supply hi.t

water to bath and sink, with the requisite fittings and traps, all to

drain into a 4-inch iron soil-pipe, run out at roof, and connected out-

side with terra-cotta drain to cesspool.

Heating, etc.: A good portable heater in Cellar, with requisite
tin flues to distribute heat as indicated to first and second stories.

A small, single-oven range in Kitchen, with water-back, etc.

ESTIMATE OF QUANTITIES AND TRICES l:c I l\<. NKAR I'll! LA Ur.Ll'H 1 A.

1IASONRY, EXCAVATION, ETC.

540 cull. yds. excavation,
50 ft. terra-cotla drain-pipe,
67 perches stone- work,

$ .23 CM. per yd., f 124.20

.30
"

ft.. 18.00
2.75 "

perch, 184.26

BRICKWORK.
13500 bricks, @ 8.00 per M.,

Laying same, " 4.00 "
500 pressed-brlck,

" 20.00 "
l.ayinu fame, (two fireplace!)

35 ft. terra-coita pipe in chimney, and
3 sleeves,

"
.20 per ft.

CARPENTER-WORK, LUMBER, AND HARDWAKE.

JlcKUPO

10.00

10.00

7.60
1HI.BO

2600 ft. hemlock joists,
4500 " studs and rafters,
3500 "

boards,
2250 ft. yellow-pine flooring,
13250 shingles,

40 squares rosin-sized roofing-felt,
4 cellar window fin's with glazed sash,
12 window frames with glazed sarh,
j2

" <

10 pairs outside shutters,
3 "

inside
500 ft. cornice moulding,
350 "

bracket, porch-posts and plates,
barge-boards, etc..

Frontdoor and frame
Vestibule door
Kitchen door and frame

19 interior doors, j

Door casings
44 trimming

200 ft. window trimming, (

18 pairs jap. iron butu,
3 4 * 44 **

10 jap. iron locks with knobs,
4 ( <* <

4 mortise 44 41 <

1 front-door lock, complete
1 rim lock
1 doz. Morris sash. locks

Shutter-rings and staples
1 doz. hand-rail braces

10 galv. iron outside shutter-bars, (g

10 "
turn-buckles, <

6 doz. hat and coat hooks, '

1
"

cupboard-catches
Inside shutter-fittings and hinges
Drawer-pulls, bolts, and sundrp.es

60 Ibs. 20 tl. nails,
360 " 10 41

150 8 " i

300 " 6 " >

240 "
sash-weights,

180 ft. yellow-pine for stair,
<

Ash hand-rail
600 ft. white-pine shelving, &
20 Ibs. sash-cord,
260 days' carpenter-work,

'

@ 14.50 per M.,

44 15.00 <4

27.00 "

14.00 4<

.40 per square,
1.50

"
window,

3.50 I4 '

3.00 " "

2.00 " "

.08
4<

ft.

.06 "

!.'" per door

.05 per ft.

an "
pair

.25
"

.30 each,

.20

.75 "

.25 each,

.16 per pair,

.12
" doz.

.031 per Ib., 1.76
" 12.25

.O'l
" 6.62

.04 " 12.00

.014
"

35.00 perM.,

$ 36.25
65.26
62.50
60.75
186.AO
16.00
6.00

42.00
36.00
20.00
6.00

30.00

17.60
. 3.76
. 2.40
. 3.75

30.40
. 10.00
. 33.00

10.00

3.60
.76

3.00
.80

3.00
. 2.00

.36
. 1.60

1.00
1.10
2.50

1.60
.72

.. .80

1.00
2.00

40.00 per M.,
.50

2.50

3.PO
6.31

10.no
20.00
10.00

625.00

Painting nil wood-work, inside and out, and coating shingles
with crude petroleum

TIN-WORK.

160 ft. valleys and flashing,
130 "

gutter,
100 "

rain-pipe,

.03 per ft.

.20 "

.18
"

4.50

26.00
22.60

PLUMBINO.

Drive-well 20 ft. deep ,

Lift and force-pump
600 gal. tank ,

60 ft. f inch. A. A. lead pipe,
30 "

|
"

30 " 1?C load pipe,
4 j inch, brass composition cocks..
1 copper bath-tub
I pan closet
1 galvauized-irou sink, 18" x 24"..
1 "

boiler, 30 gal
50 ft. 4 inch, cast-iron soil-pipe,

Trap and connections
Lead, traps, couplings, etc
Plumbing-work, 6 days,
Helper,

"

.:ai per ft.

.20

.20
"

@ .30 per ft.

@ 4.00 per day,
2.00 "

40.00
10.110

26.00
16.00
6.00
6.00

14.00
14.00
10.00
4.50
19.00
16.00
6.00
4.60
24.00
12.00

HKATIXG.

Heater.
40 ft. round tin-pipe,
60 " 4" x 12" wire-lath,
6 registers,

.80 per ft.

.60

2.00 per register,

31.62

14(1.110

6300

2J.-..00

40.00
20.00
30.00
12.00
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Single-oven range, with water-back

Selling above work, 4 days, @ 4.UO pur day

Builder's profit,

Architect*? commission.

.08 per cent,

.06
" "

50.00
lli.OO

$ 168.00

$2,41)8.34
Ii)i).f4

Si,698.18'
J 114 .96

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.

HOUSE OF A. T. LYMAN, ESQ., WALTHAM, MASS. MESSRS. HART-

WELL AND RICHARDSON, ARCHITECTS, BOSTON, MASS.

IffHE original house upon this site was built nearly one hundred
J I *

\ ears ago, having been added to and built upon at various times
'

since until it reached nearly to the dimensions of the present

building. Further changes being desired and examination having
shown 'extensive repairs lo be necessary, it was decided to rebuild

upon the original spot, retaining certain rooms in their old places and

so far as might be preserving the character of the old work. The
result is a new building similar in the general disposition of its parts

to the old, but higher, and deeper, with bay-windows, porch and

staircase which had no counterparts in the original, and with much
added internal accommodation. The pilasters upon the front of the

second story of the bay windows, (some of which also appear upon
the garden front) are relics from the original building. A few old

bits of interior detail are also preserved, but with these exceptions,

everything which appears is new work.

GRAMMAR SCHOOL-HOUSE, STEELTON, PA. MR. GEORGE A. CLOUGH,

ARCHITECT, BOSTON, MASS.

COMPETITIVE DESIGNS FOR A $3,000-HOU8E SUBMITTED BY "Bboul
"

AND "
Spring Chicken."

SHOULD any of our non-professional readers desire to build accord-

ing to either of these designs, we trust he will do the author the

simple justice of putting the work into his hands. We shall always
be pleased to put client and author into communication with each

other.
" 'Bboul's

'

plan is remarkably like that of 'Bumpkin,' but suffers

by comparison with it. The dining room and parlor do not commu-
nicate as those of the latter do, and upstairs the chambers are too

isolated, and there are no back stairs. Nevertheless, the plan is one

of the best presented for a dwelling for all the year round. The at-

tic is well utilized, and the basement fitted up for a laundry and

water-closet. '

Bumpkin
' has worked-in four rooms at a little addi-

tional cost, and
' Bboul

'

could probably do the same if desired. Of
the elevation nothing but praise need be said. An almost quaker-
like simplicity, combined with a bold accentuation of the sky-line,

gives at once a refined distinction to the design, which gains much
also from its excellent proportions, and from the well-balanced rela-

tion and distribution of the window openings. From the economical

side this design offers a reliable solution of the problem, and could

be carried out with every indication of the owner's ultimate satisfac-

tion. The drawings are neat and pains-taking, yet with no lack of

artistic sentiment. This careful drawing from a skilled hand is a

pleasing contrast to the wanton neglect shown too often by facile and

brilliant draughtsmen.
"
'Spring Chicken.' Very good scheme ;'simple and economical in

plan, and the exterior judiciously treated. The parlor and dining-
room and kitchen grouped about the same chimney, which, however,
is not made use of in the second story. The dining-room can only be

*

reached through the parlor, which defect is mitigated by communi-
cation from kitchen to front-hall. Back stairs done away with by
using the front flight, which thus cannot be left with an open balus-

trade into hall, but ascends between solid walls. Bedrooms well

arranged, and bath-room placed properly over kitchen. Closets too

large for size of house. The attic stairs, chambers, and tank dis-

posed so that not a foot is wasted. The details are good and the

drawing crisp, with, however, a dangerous tendency towards coarse-

ness. To sum up, a capital solution of the problem from the most
economical point of view." Extract from the Jury's Report.

BUILDING SUPERINTENDENCE. XXVIII.

WE
now know the necessary sizes of timbers, and form of piers

and buttresses, for carrying out our provisional sketch of the

building into definite drawings, and we proceed to lay out our

floor-plans and elevations, continuing, after these are well studied

to construct a foundation-plan in accordance with them. The ele-

vation may be first taken up, as upon this will in a great degree
depend the details of the completed plan.
We have seen, from the investigation just made, that the walls o:

the central portion of the building, which supports a hammer-beam
roof, will need to be buttressed, to support the tendency of the roo
to spread, while those of the portions containing the stage and gal

lery, being covered by roofs which are tied at the feet of the rafters

and therefore have no lateral pressure, do not require buttresses
Our calculations have shown that buttresses two feet wide on th<

face, and projecting 20 inches, will fulfil the conditions of stability
but if the effect or the proportion should require it, we need not hesi

tate to vary from these dimensions, only assuring ourselves, in case
of doubt, that the new form will be equally suited to resist thethrus
of the roof. The projection of the buttresses on the middle portion

f the facade will give it a marked character, heightened by the long

idc windows of the central hall, which are not needed, and are

ather in the way, in the stage and gallery portions; and to ditt'eren-

iate still further the middle of the building from the ends, we will

arry up a low parapet over the windows of the hall, behind which

a wide and deep gutter can be formed to keep the drip from the

aves away from the central doorway. The corresponding portion

)f the ridge may also be distinguished by a cresting of metal or

erra-cotta^and the three-fold division of the interior thus" accused
"

ipon the exterior, without interrupting the uniformity of the roof-

urfaces which we think desirable.

The buttresses of the middle portion of the walls must obviously

je supported from below, and will appear in the first story as piers.

The curtain wall which connects them in the second story need not,

lowever, be prolonged to the ground, if 'here is any other way of

npportiug it, but may have its position transposed in the first story,

f we desire. As some of the smaller Ulices in the first story and

basement occupy but one bay of the facade, we can save twenty
nches of room "in them, besides improving the tffect of the front,

without adding to its cost by adopting this disposition, and transfer-

ring the curtain wall, or "
wall-veil," as some persons prefer to say,

n tlie first story, to the exterior instead of the interior line of the

>iittresses. This will take away the support from beneath the small

tortions of the upper wall between the buttresses and the window

openings, and under the windows themselves, so we will have fiat

segmental arches turned in those places, which will show just under

the ceilings of the first-story rooms, but will be out of the way. The
nterval which will be left between the top of the first-story wall and

.lie sills of the second-story windows we will treat as series of small

)alconies, accessible from the windows, with stone floors, and a para-

jet wall. This balcony wall will stop at one end against the stair-

:ase tower, and may be prolonged at the other end so as to form a

cind of shallow porch over the cide doorway, with a narrow balcony
on top, furnished with a door opening from the room under the gallery ;

ill of which will help to break up and make interesting a front other-

wise rather monotonous.
We shall find some diffi-

culty in preventing the

tower from looking like

the steeple of a church,
which the building already
resembles rather more than

we wish, but we will see if

that unfailing resource of

the architectural designer,
the expression on the ex-

terior of the building of

Fig. 189.

the distribution and uses of the interior, may not help us. Re-

membering that a portion of the tower, which contains the stair-

case leading to all the upper portions of the building, must be re-

served as a ventilating shaft, to carry the foul air from the different

portions of the building, we will
" accuse

"
the shaft by making it

project four inches from the general surface of the tower wall, above

the first story, and will give it a special termination at the top. We
shall need, for the best results, a shaft of something like sixty square

feet sectional area, and this can be obtained in the manner indicated.

The offset of four inches which would naturally be made in the

tower wall about at the second-story floor we will make on the out-

side, instead of the inside, thus giving it an air of greater apparent

stability by the enlargement of the base. The outside of the wall of

the ventilating shaft may be made continuous with that below, while

the change in thickness of the other portion may be emphasized by

placing at that point a balcony, supported by stone corbelling, which

will serve to shelter the stage entrance to the hall, and will always

be useful, at times of public demonstrations, to the guests of the

town officers, who will obtain access to it by a door. The top of

the tower would naturally be used to some extent as a lookout, and

a bell would probably be" hung there, so that the flat platform with
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parapet, and wooden belfry a little in retreat, will serve both pur-

poses. To eimiplelu tlir exterior features we should add a ventilat-

ing turret over the middle of the roof, which will be indi.-peii.iahU: in

lini weather, to withdraw rapidly the air just under the rooting,
which is intensely heated by tiie sun on the slates, before it can dif-

fuse itself into the atmosphere below, and two chimneys will be

necessary, which can conveniently be placed in the walls of the end

gables.
The elevation of the opposite side will be substantially the same

as the front, with the exception of the tower and doorways, and the

end walls will be pierced only with a few windows.
Before we can fix the weights upon the different portions of the

foundation, which will determine the .spread of the footings and the

number of piles under them, it will be necessary to (ix definitely the

thickness of the walls. For the front, since the piurs between the

windows are somewhat slender, we have already decided to make
them 16 inches thick, adding the projection of the buttresses to this,

and as this wall is well tied by the lloor-beams which rest in it, the

same thickness, 16 inches, will be sufficient for the portions at the

ends, which have no buttresses.

The gable walls are under very different conditions, being much

higher than the others. The lower portion, beneath the stage and

gallery floors, is slightly steadied by the interior partition-walls,
which are to be well anchored to it; but above this floor the wall

stands free to the roof. As the roof cannot well be tied very

strongly to the gable walls, it will be safest to regard these as un-

supported above the ground floor, and to give them the thickness

required for independent stability. This can be readily calculated

by Kondelet's empirical rule. Laying off the height of the wall

above the ground, at any scale upon a vertical line, we set off hori-

zontally from the foot of the vertical, at the same scale, the distance

between the cross-walls or other supports which bound the wall

wli MU thickness we wish to determine. Connecting first the ex-

tremity of the horizontal line, by a diagonal, with the top of the ver-

tical line, we then divide the vertical line into twelve equal parts,

and, with one of these parts as a radius, describe an arc from the

top of the vertical line, cutting the diagonal, and from the intersec-

tion of this arc with the diagonal let fall a second vertical line. The

space between the two vertical lines, at the scale of the diagram,
will represent the necessary thickness of the wall.

In our case the gable is 96 feet high from the second floor to the

apex, and 70 feet wide between the supporting return-walls ; and

applying the rule we find the thickness necessary to stability to be

about 4 feet.

It is obvious that although this maybe the proper thickness of the

wall at the foot, some economy may be made in the upper portion
without diminishing the stability of the mass, since the lowering of

the centre of gravity will compensate for the loss of weight. If the

wall were rectangular, it might, by successive offsets, be reduced
from four feet to sixteen, or even twelve inches, at the top, but the

peak of a gable is less solid and steady than the corresponding por-
tion of a rectangular wall, and we shall do best not to reduce it

below twenty inches in thickness. It is quite possible that a smaller

amount of material might be so distributed, by means of buttresses,
as to give the stability needed, but this, we suppose, would involve

in our case certain objectionable conditions, so we accept the result

of our calculation, and draw the section of the wall in accordance
with it, making the average thickness 34 inches. The tower walls

are next to be considered. These are strongly held by the return

walls, which tie it back in such a way that it would be almost impossi-
ble for them to fall over, so that it is hardly necessary to give them
more than the thickness required for resisting the crushing strain

due to their own weight. 1 he walls being 184 feet high, the Kon-
delet diagram gives for them a thickness of 20 inches, which is un-

questionably sufficient, but public opinion, for some reason, generally
demands the thickest walls for towers, which need them least, and
in deference to this, as expressed by our committee, we will make
the lower portion 28 inches thick, diminishing the upper part by
two offsets to 16 inches, as a compensation for the excess of material
used below. This, while improving the appearance of the building,
will really be judicious as a matter of construction, inasmuch as a
solid brick wall 134 feet high, and 20 inches thick, although under
the circumstances perfectly stable, would be subjected to a crushing
strain at the base of 7.}

t is to the square foot, which would be in-

creased again upon the -s at either side of the doorway, by the

arch, which throws ur Anem the weight of the mass above it, to

about 12^ tons. To prer'S"' ag""n might be added a further
strain due to the actio. ind on one side or the other, amounting
possibly to 10 or 12 tons nfifre. This would give a stress which or-

dinary brickwork could not with perfect safety be trusted to bear,
but the increase of the mass at the lower part of the tower, with the

lightening of the upper walls, will relieve us of all anxiety upon this

point.
The variations in the thickness of the masonry will be made at

somewhat irregular heights, to suit the exigencies of the openings
and the ventilating shaft, but a little study of the section will give
us, we suppose, an average thickness of 22 inches.

The interior walls, with the exception of that forming the abut-

ment, opposite the tower, of the proscenium arch, which will have
the same thickness as the arch, are not of great height, and are

steadied by the floor-beams, so that 12 inches will be sufficient for

tin in.

ACTIONABLE NUSANCES.

1IFI1KKK are nays "A Barrister," few

I questions of such importance and inter-

est to the general public as to which
so much misconception exists as the rights
and duties rc.-pi -ct i\ ely of neighboring own-
ers of property, and the obligations which
the law imposes with regard to the man-
ner in which such proper!) should be used.

A case was recently heard In-fore the

Court of Appeal, which forcibly illustrates

the difficulties of attempting to

define a man's duty towards a

neighbor whose occupation or

calling is absolutely incompati-
ble with neighborly relations.

\ student would find it difficult,

u ..jt impossible, to devote his

mind to study if his next-door

.^neighbor should keep a print-

^ling-machine at woi k at all

^ hours of the day or night. The

physician, the surgeon, or the

artist would find it equally im-

possible to pursue their avoca-

ff lions in a locality devoted to

noisy trades. But it is evident

that the same rule of reasoning could not be made to apply to White-

chapel as to Belgravia. What might be fairly considered the ordi-

nary avocation of a man in Whitechapel could not be regarded as

an ordinary incident of life in Belgravia. The same principle,could
not be applied with logical strictness to the two localities.

Lord Justice Thesiger has in fact insisted that the principle is the

same, but its application should be controlled by the time and cir-

cumstanceo of the case. For instance, it would result in the most

serious practical inconvenience if a man might go, say into the midst

of the tanneries of Bermondsey, or into any other locality devoted

to a particular trade or manufacture of a noisy or unsavory charac-

ter, and by building a private residence on a vacant piece of land

put a stop "to such trade or manufacture altogether. The case is also

put of a blacksmith's forge, built away from all habitations, but to

which in the course of time habitations approach. Lord Justice

Thesiger did not think that either of these cases presented any real

difficulty. As regards the first, it may be answered that whether

anything is a nuisance or not, is a question to be determined, not

merely by an abstract consideration of the thing itself, but in refer-

ence to its circumstances. What would be a nuisance in Belgrave

Square would not necessarily be so in Bermondsey, and where a lo-

cality is devoted to a particular trade or manufacture, carried on by
the traders or manufacturers in a particular and established manner,

judges and juries would be justified in finding, and may be trusted

to find, that the trade or manufacture so carried on in that locality
was not a private or actionable wrong. As regards the blacksmith's

forge, it would be, on the one hand, in a very high degree unreasona-

ble and undesirable that there should be a right of action for acts

which are not, in the present condition of the adjoining land, and

possibly never will be, any annoyance or inconvenience to either its

owner or occupier ;
and it would be, on the other hand, in an equal

degree unjust, and from a public point of view inexpedient, that the

use and value of the adjoining land should, from all time and under
all circumstances, be restricted and diminished by reason of the con-

tinuance of acts incapable of physical interruption, and which the

law gives no power to prevent. The smith, in the case suppostd,

might protect himself by taking a sufficient curtilage to insure what
he does from being at any time an annoyance to his neighbor ; but the

neighbor himself would be powerless in the matter. It is admitted
that individual cases of hardship might occur in carrying out this

principle; but, on the other hand, the negation of the principle
would at the same time produce a prejudicial effect upon the devel-

opment of land for residential purposes. It will be seen therefore

that, in the interests of the public as much as in private and individ-

ual interests, it is important to consider how and under what circum-

stances a man may restrain his neighbor from carrying on a trade in

such a way as to be a nuisance and injurious to him or his property.
In the case to which we have referred the plaintiff and defendant

were neighbors, and held leases under the same landlord. The de-

fendant was a wheelwright, and since 'the year 1848 had carried on
his trade upon the premises adjoining those of the plaintiff. The

plaintiff, in the year 1875, entered into occupation of his house,
which had previously been used, first, as a furniture maker's work-

shop, and as to the part immediately adjoining the defendant's prem-
ises, as a gas-fitter's and smithy. This portion of his premises the

plaintiff converted into an artist's studio, and after the lapse of four

years complained of the increased noise caused by the defendant in

carrying on his business. The defendant made attempts to lessen

the noise and abate the nuisance complained of, but apparently with-

out succeeding in satisfying the plaintiff, who eventually brought his

action. It was alleged by the plaintiff that the noise caused by the

defendant amounted to an actionable nuisance, and there seems to

have been no doubt, on the evidence, that this was so. Tie Court ac-

cordingly granted an injunction restraining the defendant from
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carrying on his business in such a manner as to cause a nuisance t(

the plaintiff, and the Court of Appeal suspended tlie injunction for :

month in order to give the defendant time to make alterations, so a
to abate the nuisance or find new premises.
The facts of this case present no very unusual features, but they

serve, nevertheless, to illustrate the danger which a man incurs who
engaged in any trade or occupation likely to cause annoyance to liii

neighbors, invests his capital on the assumption that he will be al

lowed, on the faith of his business having been for many years estab-
lished, to continue it without interruption. The noise made by the
defendant in his business did not amount to a nuisance until the

plaintiff converted the old smithy into an artist's studio, and when
this portion of his house came to be used for the purpose for which
it was intended, the noise made by the defendant in carrying on his
business became a nuisance to the" plaintiff. It has often been urged
under such circumstances that a man may acquire by user a right to
create a noise even amounting to an actionable nuisance

;
but it fs well

to bear in mind that user of this kind, in order to support such a
contention, must neither be forcible user nor user by stealth, but must
be

open and of right. Now a man cannot, by anything he can do
on his own property, prevent his neighbor from making a noise. If
he enter on his neighbor's property for the purpose he becomes a
trespasser. In the case referred to the plaintiff could not even have
taken action, for the reason that the noise did not become an action-
able nuisance until the studio was erected. It did not hurt anybody
so long as the plaintiff's premises were not required for artists' pur-
poses. The plaintiff therefore could not have prevented the noise
from continuing by action

; neither could he have physically pre-
vented it, for a man has no more control over the waves of sound
than he has over the wind. No easement or right by user had,
therefore, been acquired by the defendant in the present case.

As a further illustration of the principle adopted by the courts in

dealing with questions of this kind, it may be well to mention a case
decided a few days ago, in which the facts were very similar to the
present. A confectioner had for more than twenty years useil a
pestle and a mortar in his back premises, which abutted on the gar-
den of a physician, and the noise and vibration were not felt as a
nuisance, and were not complained of. The physician erected a con-
sulting-room at the end of his garden, and then the noise and vibra-
tion became a nuisance to him. He accordingly brought an action for
an injunction. The defendant pleaded that he and his father had car-
ried on the business, which, by the way, was in Wimpole Street, for
more than sixty years, and that he had acquired a prescriptive right
by user to continue to do so. It was held, however, that inasmuciras
the noise did not become an actionable nuisance until the plaintiff
erected his consulting-room, no such right existed, and that the right
to make a noise so as to annoy a neighbor could not be supported"by
user unless during the period of user the noise had amounted to an
actionable nuisance.

This decision is founded, as in the former case, upon the principle
that user which is neither physically capable of prevention by the
owner of the servient tenement, nor actionable, cannot support an
easement. We are still, however, as far as ever from arriving at a
clear conception of what an actionable nuisance is. We are told that
regard must be had not only to the thing done, but to the surround-
ing circumstances. What might be a nuisance in one locality might
not be so in another. The truth of this latter observation is self-

evident; but we are not in any way, while admitting its truth, en-
lightened as to the nature of the circumstances which will permit a
man to cause a nuisance to his neighbor in one locality or the other.
One would have thought that an artist who voluntarily selected a house
which had been used first, as a furniture-maker's workshop, and, sec-

ondly, as a gas-fitter's smithy, could not have much to complain of if
his neighbor was a wheelwright who found it necessary to make a
noise in carrying on his business. On the other hand, the wheel-
wright might have a good deal to complain of in the artist who se-
lected the old gas-fitter's shop, where a trade as noisy as his own had
probably been carried on before, and dedicated this uncongenial spot
to the Muses. Surely such an erratic selection might be regarded
as " a circumstance "

worthy of consideration in determining whether
the wheelwright's business was a nuisance or not.

It may be urged, and doubtless with some degree of truth, that to
allow the continuance of a nuisance would be to discourage, if not
altogether to prevent the development and improvement of"the prop-
erty in the neighborhood. But wheelwrights are as necessary to the
community as artists, and we should hardly suppose, from what ap-
pears on the evidence to be the character" of the property in ques-
tion, that the wheelwright's business was at all out of place, or that
the artist's studio was likely to be any permanent improvement upon
the gas-ntter s smithy. The rapid increase of building operations in
our large towns, and the constant changes, often difficult to account
for, m the character and value of house property, and the uses to
winch it is devoted, render considerations such as those to which we
have adverted of the utmost importance in determinino- the merits
of cases of this kind, and it would almost seem that such "

local cir-
cumstances were not

sufficiently taken into account in determining
upon the respective claims of the artist and the wheelwright in the
case we have quoted. The Architect.

OVSTER-SHEI.L WINDOWS -The windows of houses in the Philip-pine Isles are made of pellucid oyster shells, which admit light, but
cannot be seen through.

THE DONJON OF COUCY.
LETTER from Coucy-le-
Chateau to the Philadel-

phia Telegraph says :

Coucy-le-Chateau stands
upon a crest of a hill, with an

old village not very far from

it, most of the houses in which
have been built from the de-

bris of the castle. For in

1652, during the wars of the

Fronde, the magnificent cha-

teau was besieged by the orders

of Cardinal Mazarin, and after

a stout resistance it fell.

Then Mazarin gave orders to

have the place dismantled, and
a mine was fired beneath the

grand tower of the donjon.
The explosion blew everything

through the top, just as a shot passes through a cannon, but though
deep fissures were made in the walls, the tower remained standing.
Then for generations the people of Coucy helped themselves freely
to all the stones and masonry which they happened to want, until at

last the French Government undertook to protect the ruin, and now
an old soldier takes care of it, and the Government is propping up
the walls and closing up the fissures. Fortunately, a complete" res-

toration, such as that which M. Viollet-le-Duc carried out at the
Chateau of Pierrefonds, is impossible. The castle will always re-

main a ruin, but such a ruin as must fill every beholder with wonder
and admiration. M. Viollet-le-Duc strongly recommended rouian-

cists and historians, instead of drawing upon their imaginations for

a vivid description of mediaeval life, to go and see this sombre pile.

Nothing, he says, can give a better idea of the feudal times than this

superb monument which even the earthquake has not been able to cast

down. Victor Hugo profited by this advice, and we have the result

in Quatre-vinyt-Treize.
As one stands at the foot of the tower and gazes upwards to the

summit, where the battlements remain unbroken, it is impossible to

repress a feeling of amazement, not only at the prodigious character
of the work, but at the thought that the whole of this part of the
astlewas built in five years that is to say between 1225 and 1230.
[t was the famous warrior, Enguerrand III, who constructed this

mmense pile at a time when, as it is believed, he aimed at nothing
ess than to seize the Crown of France. The magazines beneath
;he walls were capable of holding ample supplies of provision for

1,000 men for a whole year. On a single floor or story of the don-
"on 1,500 men could easily have been assembled. The tower is 187
eet in height and 335 feet in circumference, and the walls are

rhirty-four feet in thickness. If the reader will compare these di-

mensions with those of any other tower known to him in New York
or elsewhere even with those of the famous tower near the City
lall which was once so great a source of amusement to the Sun and
ts subscribers he will be able, perhaps, to form a faint idea of
he imposing appearance which this mass of masonry must present,
t was built to last forever, and it seems likely, at least to endure

as long as any other of the works of man. But the sires of Coucy
lave passed from the earth. It was a fighting race, and most of
hem perished on the field of battle. The son of the builder of

7oucy, Raoul, fell at Mansourah, in Egypt, and the last of the

inguerrands died in a foreign land in 1396. In 1400 the castle
:ame into the possession of Louis of Orleans, and in the Orleans fam-

ly it still remained until the days of Louis Philippe of Orleans, called
'

Egalite." Now it belongs to the French Government, and ever
lince 1856 large sums of money have been spent in carrying out

necessary repairs. The walls were, as M. Viollet-le-Duc says,
lezarde" by the explosions of the mines of Mazarin's enginee'rs,

jut now these yawning chasms are only marked by the new blocks
)f masonry which have been inserted. The venerable appearance
f the ruins has not in any way suffered.

The tower so impressed me that I have scarcely ventured to re-
er to the other parts of the castle, although they "are considerable
n extent. There are four other to( rs at each corner of the
.hateau, inclosing guard-chambers, bei^

' which are three stories
)f dungeons accessible only by a largd -1 hole in the middle of
he floor: down this hole the prisoners! >wered, and slight in-

[eed must have been their hope of evj _,ig out alive. Women
ind men alike were inclosed within tbfctj gloomy vaults, the victims
}f the fierce raids which the sires of Coucy made upon all the sur-

ounding country. Enguerrand the Great carried his ravages as far
is Leon, and on one occasion he bore off the dean of the cathedral
here and shut him up in one of his fearful dungeons. As the old
oldier who now acts as guardian told us, only "distinguished pris-
ners

" were made captives in these dens the other sort were taken
utside the walls and hanged. There never could be the least hope
f escape for any one who crossed the drawbridge. The town out-
ide was surrounded by massive walls, which still remain, and be-
ween the town and the castle were two enormous moats and an-
ther range of walls, and then the donjon, and the guard-chambers
jeyond. Perhaps the prisoners who were least to be pitied were
Uose who met their fate at once at the hands of the executioner.
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You will remember tin 1

picture which Victor Hugo draws of tlie

dungeon in whidl first tht: old Marquis, and then his deliverer, the

young Vicointe, were iiiiuiiired. The very place exists to this

day at Coney.

THE BRICKWORK OF CHIMNEYS.

(f T\ a communication to the Deutsche
I Jiauzeiluni/, Herr Eckharlz has ex-

prcsscd his opinion that the cause

of crevices being formed in the brick-

work of chimneys is the difference of

tc: iperature between the inner and
outer surfaces. While in many cases
in an ordinary factory chimney the

mantle has internally a temperature
of nearly 600 Fahr., the ex-

ternal temperature is only
about 60 on an average, the

difference of expansion which
is thus occasioned producing
the cracks referred to. He
dwells upon the use of iron

hooping, and remarks that its

object and result are not,

strictly speaking, the preven-
tion of expansion, but rather
the attaining in the outer brick-

of a uniform distribution

of the tension, and the pre-
vention of its concentration
at certain points.
The question whether

wroiight-iron rings in the in-

fide of a mantle are liable by
their own expansion to pro-

duce cracks, has been for some time under discussion in German
technical circles. A short time ago, Dr. Tomei recorded in the

journal referred to, his opinion that the binding of chimneys by
means of iron inside the masonry was a measure only to be recom-
mended in exceptional cases, and with the observance of special
care in its execution. He considered that the external binding of
brickwork was, however, a question which was to be regarded In a
different light. Herr Eckhartz, though riot founding his remarks
exactly on those of Dr. Tomei, further illustrates them by saying
that if iron-work placed internally fails to prevent cracks, and even
produces them, its employment in that way is not only superfluous,
but injurious. If rightly constructed, he considers that for resist-

ing the effects of the wind, no hooping is required by a chimney.
In further elucidation of the theory that internal hooping is unsuit-
able, he remarks that the iron-work should, as a matter "of course,
not be exposed to a high temperature; and he maintains that all

rings inside masonry must, under these circumstances, be subjected
to the influence of heat. If they have not sufficient space for their

expansion, they exercise a pressure upon the external brickwork,
and thereby produce cracks.
From the facts thus quoted Herr Eckhartz deduces the recommen-

dation that in order to provide against the results of the difference
in temperature to which allusion hs been made, double walls should
be constructed. He refers to the chimneys for circular furnaces
which have been designed on this principle by Herr Hoffmann. He
uses double mantles, each only half a brick "in thickness, which are
united by vertical ribs of the same thickness. Inside the chimney
is an isolated mantle, half a brick thick, wliich is built up to the
height of 11 to 22 yards, according to temperature ruling in the
chimney. This mantle is exposed to the most intense action of the
heat, and from the nature of its construction is not injuriously

all'eeteil liv any extension wliich takes place. Herr Kckhartz claims
for this method of construction the subsidiary advantage of econo-

my in fuel, and adds that his personal experience confirms him in

the opinion that it is the only system by the use of which iron liuoji-

ing can be completely dispensed with. The liuiltlcr.

MONTHLY CHRONICLE.
MARCH 1. Burning of I.ykcn's O|XTa-I!i>iise, Columbus, K;m.
Mure/I 11. The roof of the 1'avrut Theatre at Havann, Cuba, falls at

mid. lav, crushing several persons.
Death of 1'rince (iortsclinkoff, ex-chancellor of the Russian Kmpire.
Miii'rh Ii The court-house of McPherson County at ilel'lirrson. Kan.,

is burned.
Mnfi'k l.">. Attempt to blow up the Government Board Office, Westmin-

ster, Lin]i>ii.

Miirrli ItJ. The failure of a gallery support causes a panic in the Comnn-
politan Theatre, New York.
Man-h 18. Fire and panic in Farantn's Pavilion, New Orleans, La., dur-

ing the performance. Four persons fatally crushed.

CREMATING EXCRETA.
WYASKT, ILMKOK, March 28, 1883.

To THK EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN AKCIIITKCT:

Gents, Being a reader of your monthly Architect, I take the

liberty of asking a little information on a question of interest to me
and perhaps to others. I have a small business lot about thirty-
eight feet square on wliich I wish to build a grocery store with base-

ment, and have convenient dwelling-rooms above on second floor.

What bothers me is to know how to have a convenient and practical-
working privy from this second floor on inside of building, as the

building will cover the whole of the lot: we have no water-works
here and very little descent of ground in any direction. Could get
5 feet by going about 80 rods, I expect to use a drain. My idea
was to build a good sized chimney from basement in connection with

privy and arrange so as to dispose of soil by cremation and run the
urine into drain. Do you know of this ever being done in this way
and can it be made practical? If you think not, what is the most
practical plan in use to obtain the results I wish ?

If you should answer through the Architect, please publish in the

monthly issue, and oblige, Yours truly,
W. YKARNSRAW.

[SOMETHING depends npon the amount of money our correspondent
wishes to spend. With a tank and force-pump, soil-pipe, drain, and cess-

pool at a sufficient distance from the building, a good water-closet would be
the most satisfactory apparatus. If this is impracticable, the common
French method of building a tight vault in the cellar, or preferably outside
of it, with a shaft extending vertically downward from the second story,
might be carried out with comparatively little offense, by making the vault
or shaft nearly or quite air-tight, and carrying up from the former a venti-
lating pipe, six or eight inches in diameter, well above the roof. Then there
will always be a flow of air downward through the seat, which will keep the
air of the closet in motion. If dry earth could be scattered over the contents
of the vault each day, and the whole frequently cleaned out and disin-
fected with powdered copperas, the result would be still better. A still

cheaper, but more troublesome appliance would be a portable earth-closet
such as any manufacturer would furnish. The cremation idea we can hardly
approve. EDS. AMERICAN ARCHITECT.]

RECENT TESTS OF BRICK.

WASHINGTON, D. C.
To THE EDITORS or THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
Dear Sin, The following report of tests of bricks made at my re-

quest upon the Government testing-machine may be of sufficient
interest to builders to merit publication in your valuable journal

M. C. ME'IGS, U.S.A.
Retired.

\VATKRTOWN: MASS., DKCF.VRKR 16, 1882
ION OF BRICKS, TESTED FOR NEW PENSION BUILDING, (SUPERVISING ENGINEER AND ARCHITECT,) WASHINGTON, D. C.

Bricks tested between flat Iron compression platforms, compression faces of bricks ground flat.

Ultimate Strength.

Total lb. Ibs. per Q"

No. of
Test. Marks on Brick. Sectional Area.

Bearings. Remarks.

2531

2532

2533

2834

26.15

2536

2337

2638

2539

2540

-.-.II

254:!

W. II. West & Bro.

Washington Brick Co.,

14 ft

II II

child* & Son,

B "*, Russell St Co.,

Red
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GRANULATED-SLAG MORTAR.
ALLEGHANY CITY, March 22, 1883.

To THE EDITORS OP THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
Dear Sirs, Will you please inform me in the next issue of your

paper as to the merits of mortar made from granulated furnace slag,
as practised at the Tees Iron Works, Middlesboro, Eng., and at what
other places, if any, you know of its having been used.

Yours truly, Jos. A. SHINN.

[Wa do not know about mortar made with furnace slag, but presume it

must be used in place of ordinary sand. Brick of pressed slag-concrete are
extensively used all through the Cleveland D^trict and even in London.
EDS. AMERICAN ARCHITECT.]

AN ARCHITECTURAL MUSEUM FOR NEW YORK.
NEW YORK, March 31, 1883.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
Dear Sirs,- // va sans dire that in bodies constituted of so many

varying elements as the A. I. A., there is likely to be in the current
work of its volunteer officers less romance than often thankless

drudgery. But I will now give you and your readers a little episode
somewhat flavored with that unusual former ingredient in my Insti-

tute experience.
Between two and three years ago one of the active members of

the Institute and of the New York Chapter, Mr. Napoleon LeBrun, on

promise of strict secrecy, told me he had exerted a certain influence
which he had just received assurance would sooner or later inure to

the great benefit of that Chapter and the interests which it is its

aim to guard and foster. Last Friday a friend of his, Mr. Levi Hale
Willard (a collateral descendent of the martyr spy, who met his

death in this city during the Revolution), died of consumption, and

yesterday morning, as Mr. LeBrun, a day or two after his friend's

death, intimated to me would be the case, a notice like that which I

enclose appeared in most of the papers. Yesterday, on seeing Mr.
LeBrun he handed me the original of the enclosed copy of a post-
humous letter to himself from Mr. Willard, received an hour or two
before.

I commend this letter from the dead alike to those who have the
means to foster what Mr. Willard thought the "

grandest of all the

arts," and to those who might, like Mr. LeBrun, use an unselfish in-

fluence to attract those means. The Institute would, indeed, pros-
per if each of its centres could be ensured such benefits as those the
New York Chapter will dispense through him.

Yours .truly, A. J. BLOOR.

NEW YORK, November 26, 1881.

MY DEAR MR. LE BRUN:
Your reception of this will be the announcement that I have

passed from this world.

You are aware that I have long since made a bequest to the Metro-
politan Museum of Art of money to be devoted to the founding of a
museum of architecture, to be placed on exhibition in its galleries.
It is a subject that has often been discussed between us for years
past.

My object in writing this is to put on record my desire, lately ex-

pressed to you, that to your son, Pierre, be assigned the duty of making
the collection, under the direction of the Commission designated in

my will. He thoroughly understands my views and is in harmony
with them, and I am satisfied would carry them out to my entire
satisfaction. If my wishes can have any weight in the matter I trust

they will receive due consideration.
If it shall prove that I have done something to cultivate and en-

courage a popular taste for this grandest of all the arts, I shall be
recompensed for what I have done, although I may never know of it.

With kind wishes for you and yours, I am,
Very sincerely your friend, LEVI H. WILLARD.

[THE will of the late Levi Hale Willard, who was a large stockholder in the
American Express Company, was admitted to probate in the Surrogate's of-

fice yesterday. After mentioning some minor bequests, the testator leaves
to the trustees of the Metropolitan Museum of Art the remainder of his es-

tate, to be applied to the purchase of a collection of models, casts, photo-
graphs, engravings, and other objects illustrative of the art and science of

architecture, to be kept on permanent exhibition in the museum. The
collection is to be made under the direction of a commission chosen by the
New York Chapter of the American Institute of Architects, one member of
which shall be the architect, Napoleon LeBrun. The bequest is conditioned
on the funds being applied solely for the purpose designated, and no part
thereof to the acquisition of antiquities or other objects not strictly relating
to architecture, constructional or decorative. The expenses attending the

making and arranging of this collection, as well as the annuity directed to be
paid the testator's mother, may be defrayed from the revenues of the

property bequeathed as received, the balance to be added to the principal so
long as any portion thereof remains unexpended. In case the trustees de-
cline to accept this bequest on the conditions prescribed, it will go under
like conditions to the Trustees of Columbia College. Alexander Holland, of
this city, and Robert A. McKinney, of Brooklyn, are appointed executors.
The will is dated July 25, 1881, and on November 25, 1881, a codicil was
added to the effect that owing to the increase in the value of the estate

since the making of the will, the bequest to the Trustees of the Metropolitan
Museum of Art might amount to a larger sum than would be required to

fully carry out its provisions. The testator, therefore, directs that only so

much of the bequest be applied to the acquisition of the architectural collec-

tion as may be required in the judgment of the commission, its members to

be the sole judges of its extent and the amount to be expended thereon.

The remainder of the bequest, if any, is to he employed in the purchase of

landscape and genre, pictures of the modern French school, to be added to

the galleries of the museum. New York Times, March 30, 18S3.

AN OPENING IN THE NORTH-WEST.
ST. PAUL, MINN., March 31, 1883.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT :

Dear Sirs, Will you please to make public in your "Building In-

telligence
"
that there is a great scarcity here of good architectural

draughtsmen. A dozen good draughtsmen could find plenty of em-

ployment here and in Minneapolis. Is your bureau for placing
draughtsmen still in operation '/ Please do something in this matter.

Yours respectfully,

GEORGE WIIITII.

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.

YANKEE ENTERPRISE IN EUROPE. Some very singular advertise-
ments appear from time to time in the newspapers. One of the most
curious has lately been observed in a Paris paper, where a certain
"Yankee Engineer" thus addresses all "whom it may concern":
"Having visited the Leaning Tower of Pisa, Italy, I am fully con-
vinced that the architectural grandeur and beauty of this ancient and
colossal relic of past ages can he wonderfully improved. I hereby
offer to contract to put this immense structure in a perpendicular posi-
tion and raise it to a level of the ground for the sum of $600,000, the
terms of payment and time of completion to be agreed upon, the time
not to exceed ninety days." There is something truly American in
the matter-of-fact way in which this audacious proposition is advanced.
If now, as might readily happen if the idea occurred to him, some
Yankee patent-medicine manufacturer should come forward and offer to

defray the expenses of this gigantic work on condition that he he per-
mitted to paint the advertisements of his particular panacea all over
the outside and interior of this tower, the glory of the great American
eagle would be sensibly enhanced. In fact if the Europeans were
only in any degree "up to snuff "they might have all their scan-
dalously-neglected ruins put into complete repair on similar easy terms.

Exchange.

TREES IN STREETS. The Building and Engineering Times says, in
reference to a controversy which has been going on in Geneva on the
utility or otherwise of trees in public squares and streets: We should
have thought that there could be little difference of opinion on the sub-
ject. The foliage is grateful to the pedestrian in hot weather, and it

shelters him in wet weather, while the entire appearance of the street
is improved by a row of green trees. An ingenious opponent of this
Dretty general opinion asserts that so far from the trees being healthy
they are quite the reverse, inasmuch as they impede the circulation of
lir; and as for those individuals who prefer shade to sunshine, theymve only to walk on the shady side of the street to attain their desire.

Certainly, if the trees are planted without judgment, they will impede
:he circulation of the air; if planted in too close contiguity to each
other, the effect cannot be beneficial to the general health. Nor should
they be allowed to come in contact with the buildings near which they
grow. There is not much chance of any of these contingencies occur-
ring in the metropolis; rather are the trees too few and far between.A most important function is also perf irmed by the roots of the trees in

drawing up stagnant waters and absorbing organic matters in the
lubsoil. These are advantages not to be ignored by householders in

arge towns, where the drainage is very often defective. Pall Mall
Gazette.

FUNEREAL FURNITURE. The following story would be almost in-
credible if the facts had not been stated in evidence a fortnight ago
>efore a French court : Some months ago M. Aurille, an architect,
ordered of a Paris upholsterer, named Distruit, a suit of bed-room fur-
niture for 2,500 francs. He was delighted with his bargain, until one
norning his wife, while dressing, read on the hack of the toilet-table
'

Regrets eternels
"
engraved in the marble. The effect produced upon

ler mind by this discovery led to further investigation of the furniture.
The marble top of a chest of drawers was lifted, and on the under side
M. and Mine. Aurille read: " Bon pere, ban epoux." All speculationwas then at an end. M. Distruit had gone to a cemetery for his marble
slabs. M. Aurille declared that he would have no such sepulchral me-
morials in his house, and asked the tradesman to take back the furni-

e
'r.

T '' e latter llavi g declined the architect refused to pay the bill.
The Court held that the marble was not less marble because it had once
been put to funereal uses, and ordered M. Aurille to pay the account.
Exchange.

BLACK-LISTING. Here is a practical suggestion. When a man is

caught selling bad milk, the proper autiiorities advertise his name.
Now, if a building takes fire through carelessness in the construction,
let the officers of the law advertise the name of the responsible partyNo injustice would be done by that. Boston Herald.

THE BUILDING INSPECTORS OF BALTIMORE have given orders that the
doors of 59 churches in that city be made to swing outward. Nearly
every church building in the cfty was found to have its outer doors
swinging inward.
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BUILDING INTELLIGENCE,
(Reported for The Amerlun Architect >iid Building New..)

[Although a large portion nf the Imililing itili lln.ii n

it proviileit by their rmilareomipoaltt nit, thr rttitnrt

greatly desire to rer,i/ po/tw/or|l ' '' ' 'turn, ee-
eially'jfrotit the smaller nml tiutlyimj tomis.]

BUILDING PATENTS.

[Prlnlett spei-i/imtt'iiis of ""
.'/ imlents tinv inriiti'ii" tl

lori' HUT u'iltt /'ittl detail itlit*ti(itioHS, may be obtatnett

t^f the Commissioner of J'atenti, at Wauhington, for
iieenty-JIre (.}

274,4(55-466. SKWRU-lM.KT. Edward Z. Ceilings,
Camden. N. J., ami Charles F. Pike. Philadelphia, Pa.

274,481. ST.M-I.K. Stiles Frost, Boston, Mats.
274,484. WAX COM POUND. Peter C. Ghaler, York,

Pa.
274,499. BOLT-CUTTER. Jophanus H. Kennedy,

New Vineyard, Me.
274,514. TILE-MACHINE. George Potts, Indian-

apolis. I mi.

274,628. Ei.Lii^otiitAPH. Charles W. Stickney,
Washington, D. C.

274,536. WEATHER-STRIP. Joseph Walker, Belle-
ville, Kan.

274,514-545. WBKXcii. Frank Armstrong, Bridge-
port, Coun.

274.563. STONE-TURNING LATHE. Thomas F.
demons, Tlverton, County of Devon, Fugland.

274.564. LlGHTNlXd-CoMiiniiK. James 11. Coon,
Des Molnes, lo.

274.565. l'i -A MM;-.MAC MINK. Allen P. Creque,New York.N. V.

274,5!iy. WATEK-PKOOF PAINT. Elam Hays, Clear
Lake, Iowa.

274,601). RABBET-PLANE. Oliver HeKeluud. Oak-
land, Neb.

274,i>05. DRAWING-TABLE. Arnold Hermann,
Hoboken, N. J.

274,628. WATER-CLOSET VALVE. John McGuire
Milwaukee, Wi*.

274,631. PIPE-CUTTER. John Miller, Cambridge-
port, Mass.

274,644. WATF.K-CIJJSET. - Andrew G. Myers, New
York, N. Y.

274,657. FIRE-ESCAPE. Robert L. Pruyn, Baton
Rouge, La.

274,6.'8. LOCK FOR SLIDIXG-DOORS. Charles S.
Bees and Patrick Mills, Pueblo, Col.

274,676. HEATING-FUKNACE. Felix Tylee. Cleve-
land, O.

274.711. BORING-BIT. William W. Brigg. Wash-
ington, l>. C.

274,725. RKVOLVINO WATER-CLOSET STENCH-TRAP.
Lee D. Craig, San Francisco Cal.

IT4,784-78o. MANUFACTURE OF PORTLAND CEM-
r.s-i: Kdward J. De Smedt, Washington, D. C.

274,765. AUTOMATICALLY -OPERATING DOOR.
Johu L. Hawker, Cape May, N. J.

274,770. AUTOMATIC CLUTCH FOR ELEVATORS.
Edwin T. Herrick, Providence, R. I.

274,775. FILE. - William Huger, Newark, N. J.
274,777. SELF-CLOSING HATCHWAY. David Hum-

phreys, Norfolk, Va.
274,785. HEATEB. Jonathan Johnson, Lowell,

Mass.
274,789. PRODUCTION OF DISINFECTANTS. Chas.

T. Kingzett. 17 Lansdowue Road, Tottenham, and
Maximilian Zingler, 19 Buckland Crescent, Belsize
Park, County of Middlesex, England.

274,826. STEAM-RADIATOR. David Renshaw, Brain-
tree, Mass.

274,831. SASH-CORD GUIDE. James Shannon
Washington, D. C.

274,838. CLAMP. Charley Stelueke, Brooklyn,

274.844. SELF-CLOSING HATCHWAY. Richard D.
Thackston, St. Ixmis, Mo.

274,846. FIREPLACE. Melchesedeck T. Thomp-
son, Arkadelpbia, Ark.
274,868. DEVICE FOR FILLING PIPE-JOINTS.

Thomas Watkins, Johnstown, Pa.
274,876. I.NSERTIBLE SAW-TOOTH. William Zer-

man. Trenton, N. J.

274.886. PLANING-MACHINE. Jacob M. Cook and
Jesse 8. Perkins, Lake Village, N. H.

274.887. AUTOMATIC GATE FOR ELEVATORS.
Geo. V. Delue, Boston, Mass.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

Baltimore.
BUILDING PERMITS. Since our last report thirty-

six permits have been granted, the more Important
of which are the following:
Fanny Carretter. three-st'y brick building, s s

Chase fit., w of Valley St.
Baltimore & Ohio U. R. Co., an elevator, 70' x 158',

& w cor. Henrietta and Howard sts.
Wm. S. Taylor, .Jr., 2 ihree-st'y brick buildings,

s w cor. Fayelte St. and Vincent Allev, and two-si'y
brick building in rear.
Geo. R. Pres-iman, 11 two-st'y brick buildings,

8 w cor. Chesapeake and Lancaster Sts.
C. G. Summers, three-st'y brick building, e s

Little Sharp St., n of Baltimore St.

Heury Smith, 4 two-sfy bri<-k buildings, e s Castle
St., n of Fail-mount Ave.; also 2 three-st'y brick
buildings, w s Chester St.. n of Fairmouut Ave.;
also, 8 three-si'y brick buildings, s s Montrose St., e
of tillmor St.

Solomon Frank, three-st'y and mansard brick
building, e s Eutaw PI., n of Townsend St.
JohH Waters, s two-bt'y brick buildings, w > Par-

nsh Alley, s of Mulberry St.

Johu K. Ehlen, three-st'y brick building, w s Jas-

per St., between Franklin and (Jeorge SU.
Jos. M. Cone, 6 three-Bt'y brick buildings, w s Cal

houn St., s of Lafayette Ave.
B. F. Smith, 7 two-st'y brick buildings, c s Hau

bert St., n of Fort Ave.
Ceo. A. I'.laku, 2 three M'y lui.'k l.llililin-s

Eutaw l'i., betwi t Sts.

Union Passenger Itailway Co., two-st'y lirick addi
lion to stable, s e cor. Frederick Ave. ami Small
wood St.

B. Frank I.eitch, greenhouse to No. 320, w I Caro-
line St., between Preston aud Biddle Sts.

S. Deverenx, 2 three-st'y brick buildings, e s liar
ford Ave., between Madison and Chew Sts.

Boston.
Ill i i.ni NG PEBMITS, Ilrick. Marlborouuh St., No
267, Ward 11, for William Simes, dwell., 21' x cij'

four-st'y pitch; Woodbury & l.ei^hton, builders.
A' ii'liari/ SI.. \u. 11:1, Ward n, for George R

Shaw, dwell., 28' x 65', four-st'y flat; Norcross Bros
builders.

Wood. George St., near Hudson St., Ward 20
for Chas. E. Titus, dwell., 24' x 36', two-st'y pitch
F. W. Webster, builder.

West First St., Xo. 3;x, 'Yard 14, for Geo. W. Bail

storage, 47' x 60', one-st'y fli t; Geo. W. Ball, builder
Webster Are., near Brighton Ave., Ward 25, for

Jacob W, Berry, carpenter-shop, 22' x 34', two-st'y
pitch; Jacob W. ISerry, builder.
Tremont St., opposite Wigglesworth St., Ward 22

for Michael J. Shay, dwell., 25' x 36', two-st'y hip;
McDonald & Tobln builders.
East Fifth St., A'o*. 520-524, Ward 14, for l.yman

Locke, 3' dwells., 1" x :;i' ami 12' x 13', one-st'y
mansard; l.yman Locke, builder.

/lal.lifiu l'i.. Ward 25, for B. F. Fiske and C
Marshall, 2 dwells., 20' x 40', two-st'y flat; Beuj
Wood, builder.
Faxon St., .\o. 1'2, Ward 22, for James Devine,

dwell., 20' x 34', three-st'y flat; Thomas Donahue,
builder.
Private way from Washington St., near Madison

St., Ward 26, dwell., 28' x 27', two-st'y pitch; Sam-
uel N. Davenport, builder.

Jtiver-l'ivw St., rear, near Huntoon St., Ward 24,
for Ceo. II. Cavauagh, storehouse, 30' x 3C', one-st'y
pitch.
JJmu/hton St., near Houghton Court, Ward 24, for

B. F. M. Stoddard dwell., 15* x 32', two-st'y pitch;
H. P. Oaknian, builder.
Train St., rear of, cor. Boutwell St., Ward 24, for

M. M. Sannders, stable, 30' x 40', two-st'y mansard;
Wm. A. Blazo, builder.
Crescent Ave extension, rear Cambridge St., Ward

14, for Otis S. M. Haskell, stable, 20' x 22', and 20' x
20', two-st'y flat; Speuce, builder.
Smith St., A'o. 105, Ward 22, for James Daley,

dwell., 23' x 35', three-st'y hip; Samuel Rautiu,
builder.
Maverick SI., A'o. 382, Ward 2, for John J. Corri-

gan, boat-bouse, 30' x 52'; Juhu J. Corrigan, builder.

Spring St., cor. Baker St., Ward 23, for Vine Rock
Associalion, lodge-room, hall, aud stores, 3ti' x 60',

two-st'y pitch; W. S. Mitchell, builder.
East hroattwny, A'o. 670, Ward 14, for Lucy M.

Leighton, dwell, and store, 17' x 50', one st y flat;

l.yman Locke, builder.

Brooklyn.
BUILDING PERMITS. North Elliott PI., 430' u Au-
burn PI., two-st'y brick school-house, tiu roof; cost,
$20,ofM); owner. Board of Education; architect, J. W.
Naughtou; builders, J. D. Anderson and F. U. Tur-
ner.
Fourth PI., n s. 150' e Henry St., 3 two-st'y brown-

stone front dwells., tin roofs; cost, each, $4,000;
owner, Alfred Williams, 39 Fourth PL; builders,

Rountree and L. Bossert.
Madison St., A'o*. 251 to 257, n s, 350' e Nostrand

Ave., 4 two-st'y brownstone front dwells., tin roofs;
cost, each, $3,600; owner, architect and builder, T.
W. Swimm, 389 Putnam Ave.; mason, P. Costello.

Ouincy St., n s, 200' w Tompkins Ave., 4 two-st'y
brick dwells., tin roofs; cost, each, $4,500; owner,
Paul C. Grenlug, 420 Gates Ave.
Beaver St., n w cor. Park St., three-st'y frame

tenement, tin roof; cost, $4,000; owner and builder,
Geo. Ixieffler, 82TompkinsAve.; architect,!'. Eugle-
hardt.

Flushing Ave., A'o. 694, s s, 126' w Throoj) Ave.,
three-st'y frame double tenements, tin roofs; cost,
$4,600; owner, Peter Stebe, 13 Whipple St.; archi-

tect, T. Euglehardt; masons, W. Rauth and J. Rue-
ger.
South Fourth St., n s, 95' w Tenth St., 2 four-st'y

brick tenements, tin roofs; cost, each, $10,000; own-
er, Alexander Wake, 427 Pleasant Ave., N. Y.;
builder, Jas. Gault.
Ten Eyck St., n s, about 200' e Ewen St., three-st'y

frame double tenement, tin roof; cost, $4,500; own-
er, Anton Schuster, on premises; architect, E. F.

Gaylor; builders, J. McQuaid and Jenkins & Gillies.

Diamond St., w s. about 150' s Norman Ave., 2

three-st'y frame double tenements, gravel roofs;

cost, each, 83.500; owner, Owen Galagher, Newel
St.; architect, F. Weber; builders, MuHugh Bros,
and Randall & Miller.

lirnome St., AV>. 4, s s, 60' w Humboldt St., throe-

st'y frame dwell., tiu roof; cost, $5,50o; owner, Her-
mann Hell, New York City; architect, F. Weber;
builders, 1. Reed and A. Lange.

/)n/i-iiw St., A'o. 340,88, 207 w Smith St.. three-st'y
brick dwell., tin roof; cost, 5-3.5-0; owner, architect
and builder, N. M. Whipple, 346 DegraivSt.

Eiilhth St., s s. 247' 111 ' w Seventh Ave., 4 two st'y
brick dwells., tin rools; cost, each, !,.%<IO; owners.
E. M. liaker ami S. H. Bortsly, Tenth St., nr
Sixth Ave.; architect and builder, T. Corrigan;
mason. W. Corrigan.
Grand St., n s, 25' e Seventh Ave., three-st'y brick

store and dwell., tin roof; cost, ic.SnO: owner and
builder, Jas. Wiuliam, 2* Bedford Ave., architect,
E. F. Gaylor; mason. .1. Hisson.

St. Marks Ave., n e cor. Carlton Ave., 3 three-st'y
brownstone front dwells., tin roofs; eost, each,
$9,uOO; owner and builder. John Monas, 92 Park PI.;
architect aud carpenter, J. J. Gilligan.
Fifth St., u s, 299 w Seventh Ave., 12 two-st'y

brick dwells., tin roofs, frame and tin cornice; cost.

each, 93,500; owner and mason, diaries Long, 383
Mi-tenth M.; ealpetllar, .1. F. Wood.
Fifth St., n K, L'4' w Seventh Ave., 6 three-sfy

brownstone trout dwells., tiu roofs, frame and tin

cornice; cost, each, $4,500; owner and mason, Chan.
I."i,-. :;-:: Eleventh si . i :u (.enter, .1. F. Wood.

r </., n >, 16B' w i unit St., 2 three-st'y
brick tenements, tin roof; cost, ?:i,5(>'i; owner, archi-
tect and builder, Tliua. Keogb, 151 Nelson St.

A 1. 1 i K \TIONS. Sitinl M., n w fur. AtlaniH St., raised
one st'y, tin roof. Iron glrdors furnished for base-
ment wall; cost. $6,000; owner, lfiit;h Larkin, cor.

Jay and I'rogpcfl six.; architect, .1. 1

builders, i'. J. Carlin anil l.oiiu & Barnes.
l''rtnil;!in Jr-., N". !-'.', ttvont'y liriek extension,

tin roof; cost, $4,600: owner, 1). M. Stone, on prem-
iees; architect, A. Hill; builder, B. l.inikin.

Chicago.
FACTORY. Plans were prepared by Treat & Folz for
the large factory now building by the Western Elec-
trie Manufacturing Co.. at the corner of Clinton and
Van Bureu Sts.; it will be five stories, 150' x 250', aud
cost $115,000.

STIIIKK. Between four thousand and five thousand
bricklayers In Chicago went on a strike, April 2, for
$4 per day. The work on all the principal hulldi ugs
is stopped.

Urn.DIM; PERMITS. John Cramer, two-st'y briek
store and dwell., 22' x 55', 715 Indiana St.; cost,
-::.. ""-

Chas. Dagllng, three-st'y brick flats, 27' x 72', 383
La Salle Ave., to cost $14,001).
O. M. Sheldon, 2 two-story brick dwells., 43' x 44',

48 and 50 Douglass Are., cost, $8.000.
J. A. Itoal.e, two-story brick flats, 28' x 76', 3824

Stale St., cost, $6,l)bO.
L. W. Pitcher, two-st'y brick dwell., 26' x 68',

2725 Prairie Ave., cost, $9,000.
Fred Meurer, two-st'y brick dwell., 403 llurlbut

St., cost, $6,500.
M. Helzel, two-st'y brick flats, 21'x58', 356, W.

Thirteenth St., cost. $4,000.
J. Byson, three-st'y brick dwell., 21' x 50', 131

Nineteenth St., cost, $4,000.
C. W. Turner, three-sl'y brick dwell., 22' x 50',

102 Centre Ave., cost, $5,500.
Win. Dickensou, 4 three-st'y and basement brick

dwells., 64' x 100'. 60010608 Division St.; cost, $60,000.
Phillips & Johnson, 2 three-st'y aud basement

brick dwells., 48' x 64', 250 to 252 Wells St.; cost, $9,-
000.

K. Fontaine, three-st'y and basement brick dwell.,
17' x 66', 42 Bellevue Place; cost, $3,000.
Rudolph Bielfeld, three-st'y brick flats, 21' x 60',

827 Twelfth St.; cost, $5,000.
Co. Farr, 6 brick cottages, 36' x 100'; Thirty-first

St.; cost, $5,000.
U. Uannfreo, two-st'y and basement brick flats, 18'

x 48'; cost, J3.000.

New York.
BANK BUILDING. Messrs. Robert H. Robertson and
Jos. B. Lord are to submit competitive plans for the
bank building 40 and 42 Wall St., in addition to the
architects previously named.

11 ALL. Messrs. Hyde & Bebman have purchased the
property on the n w cor. of Broadway and 'i hirty-
liitli St., and propose to erect a minstrel hall and
flats, to be ready September 1.

THEATRE. Joseph Hurt is negotiating for the pur-
chase of the site of the Park Theatre, at Broadway
and Twenty-second St. If successful, .Mr. Hart will
build a theatre to hoi I 2,501) persons, and furnish it

with a double singe, at a cost of $350,000.
BUILDING PKIOIIIK. Eightieth St., s s, 124' e Madi-
son Ave., 7 four-st'y brownstone front dwells., tin

roofs; cost, each, $26,000; owner. Terence Farley,
165 East Slxty-flrst St.; architects, Thorn & Wilson.

>.!< nhj-ninth St., 88, 350' w Ninth Ave., 5 three
and four st'y browustone front dwells., tin roofs-

cost, each. $10,000; owner, Samuel Colcord, 400 West
Seventy-ninth St.; architect, W. L.Harris.

Xinetij-flfth St., n s, SO' w Third Ave., five st'y
brownstone front tenement and store, tin roof;
cost, $14,0011: owner ami builder, John D. Karst, Jr.,
2IKI6 Second Ave.; architect, Win. Graul.

West Thirty-eighth St., A'os. 650 OIK/ 552, flve-st'y
brick factory, gravel roof; cost,; $16,000; owner,
Mary Cable, 417 West Thirtieth St.; architect, Rob-
ert Cable; builders, O. 1'urrine and Johu L. Hamil-
ton.

ALTEIIATIOSS. East Thirty-second St., A'o. 7, a
handsome brownstone residence is to be altered and
additions made, at an expense of $16,000, for a co-
operative apartment-bouse company. The present
building is 25' x 6W. four-st'y and basement; Messrs.
D. & J. Jardiue will be the architects.

Philadelphia.
STRIKE. The house-pal ul era, having demanded an
advance from 82.50 lo 3.00 per day and been re-

fused, are now on a strike, with a fair prospect of
securing the demanded advance.

BUILDING PERMITS. L'helten Aee., n s, w of Main
St., 2 three-st'y stores and dwells., 18' x 90'; Touri-
son nros., contractors.
Cheltm Apt., s s, e of Hancock St., three-st'y

dwell, and two-st'y stable, 2u' x 60' and 20' x 30 ;

Tourlson Bros., contractors.
siii/fter Are., n s, w of Sixth St., two-st'y dwell ,

16' x 42'; Crosby Selllck, owner.
Park Are., w s, n of Oxlord St., 7 Ihree-st'y

dwells., 15' x 6h'; .1. L. Carre, owner.
llinka St., n e cor. :>i:in>i"ii St., 3 three st'y

dwells.. 18' x 30'; Jno. Bamion. owner.
Broad St., e s, n of Ellsworth St., two st'y siore

ami dwell., 21' x 37': -Ino. McConaghy, contractor.
Sixili St., u w cor. Norris t., 7 three sry dntils..

li' x 4J'; A. M. Zane, owner.
A'orc/1 Siennd xt.. An. 554, four-st'y addition lo

store, Iti' x 32'; Thos. McCarty, contractor.
M .-< '//.. St., e s, s of Walnut St.. two-cl'ydwel!.,

IC'X 44'; L. W. Goodman, contractor.
Tliirtii-timt St., cor. Jefferson St., n w s, flfth-si'y

addition to brewery, 46' x 5S'; K. A. P.ith, o ner.
Market St., A'o. 42<1. two-st'y dwelt, 18' x W.

Wm. Bunch, Jr., contractor.
ilaiter St., n s, between Twenty-fourth and Twen-

ty-fifth Sts., 20 two-st'y dwells., 17' x 3*'; J. M.
Sharp, owner.
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Bids and Contracts.

TOLEDO, O. Bids have been received for cut-stone fo

the Toledo Custom-House. Albert Newkom was th
lowest bidder, at $58,9UO for buff Amherst sand
stone.

MEMPHIS, TENN. Bids were also opened for slating
the Cuttorn-House, The lowest bid was that o

Knisely & Miller, of Chicago.
ST. Louis, Mo. Davidson & Son, of Milwaukee, have
been awarded the contract for the marble-work fo

the Government building, at $8,290.

WASHINGTON, D. C. The following bids for furnish

ing about seventy tons of rolled wrought-irou bars

41, 16 and 1 foot long, for ties and anchors for walls
of New Pension Office, have been received.
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General Notes.

ALBANY, N. Y. A brownstone church IB to be built
for the First Presbyterian Church at a cost of about
880,000. It is to be in the Lombard style of archi-
tecture from designs of Messrs. J. C. Cady & Co., of
N. Y.

BURLINGTON, VT. Hon. Frederick Billings of Wood-
stock has giv !! the University of Vermont $75,000
for the erection of a library building.

DAYTON, O. The Dayton Electric Light Company
will erect a building, 50' x 100', at once.

Benjamin Kuhns will build a block of brick and
stone stores, at the corner of Fourth and Main Sts.

. W. P. Callahan will build a four-sfy brick block
on North Main St.

DERBY, N. H. A Baptist Church is to be built at

Derry Depot.
ROCHKSTER, N.Y. The architects are busily en-

gaged in finishing the plans and designs for anew
building to be erected by the firm of Ailing & Corry
on Exchange St., next to the canal.

COMPETITION.

AMERICAN ARCHITECT COMPETITION.
MECHANICS' HOUSES.

I. Our last competition provided for the wants of
a man whose income was about five dollars per diem;
in the present one we would like to have the compet-
itors turn their attention to a nouse for a mechanic
living on a daily wage of three dollars, who can afford
to buiki only by joining a ''building association," or
by mortgaging his proposed hous", and who, even un-
der such circumstances, oughi not to attempt to build
a house costing more than $1,500. As it may be fair
to suppose that this mechanic and his family are more
hanly than more tortunate individuals who enjoy a
larger income, he might elect \o builii, for perpetual
occupancy, such a house as the more wealthy would
build only for summer use.

i he chief essential? in designing such a house are
spact- , good construction, and a careful regard of the
limit of expense. The conditions of the pnsent com-
petition are simply that the proposed house shall con-
tain :t least six rooms, and shall approximate in co-t
$1.501'. Open fireplaces, bath-rooms, water-closets,
furnaces, etc., are to be held as 1 uxuries and not essen-
tials.

Required. A pen-and-ink drawing containing a per-
spective view of the exterior, plans of boih floors and
an elevation of one of the sides not shown in the per-
spective ; also as many details as possible. The dravr-

COMPETITION.

ing may measure 14'' x 22" or 21" x 33", to suit the con
venience of the designer.
Also, a short reading description, [not a speciflca

tion] explaining what steps have been taken to kee
the cost within the prescribed limit, and a detaMe
bill of quantities and prices carefully arranged an
classified [a great improvement in this respect can b
made over many of the schedules furnished in the for

mer competition]. Eacli competitor is required tc

obtain an estimate on his design from a trustworthy
builder, and furnish the name and address of suci

builder for publication with the estimate.
For each of the three designs of highest merit a

prize of $50 will be paid. No design will be publishei
in the "American Architect "

previous to the awarr
of the jury, in order that each competitor may have
the benefit of the publication of his name and address
with his design if he so desires.

Drawings are to be received at the office of the
American Architect, 211 Tremont Street, Boston, on
or before Saturday, April 21.

II. It is possible that two mechanics would perceive
the possibility of securing a more commodious habi-
tation by clubbing their purses, and building a double
tenement under a common roof. In such a case each
tenement might be treated as a distinct dwelling, or it

would be fair to suppose that the two mechanics were
Brothers or intimate friends whose families could live

n harmony, and could make use of certain rooms and
conveniences in common, as for instance the kitchen,
the dining-room, or a larger parlor in addition to the
usual living-rooms of each house. Any competitor
who attempts to work out this phase of the problem
nust take care to keep the privacy of the two dwelling
nail other respects well marked. Building thus un-
der one roof, and on a common foundation, each me-
chanic might expect to obtain a larger dwelling,
laving at least seven rooms, without materially in-

creasing their combined expenditure, which the com-
>etitors must try and keep within $3,000.

Required. A pen-and-ink drawing 22" x 30" contain-

ng a perspective view ; plans of both floors, and an
elevation of one side not shown in the view ; framing
plans at a small scale and all necessary details.

Also, a short skeleton specification, a detailed bill

f quantities and prices, and a tender from some repu-
table builder, name and address being furnished for
publication.
For the best designs in the order of their excellence

will be awarded prizes of $100, $75 and $50 respective-

y.

Drawings must be received at the office of the Amor-
can Architect on or before Saturday, May 19, next.

PROPOSALS.

TJROPOSAI.S FOR BUILDING A STEAM
L VESSEL FOK THE D. S. COAST AND GEO-
DETIC SUKVEY.
U S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY OFFICE, )

WASHINGTON, 1). C., March 15, 1883. (

Sealed proposals, in duplicate, will be received at

hisofficeuntil 13M., on Junelst., 1SS3, and opened
mmediately thereafter, for building a wooden steam
'essel for this service.

The approximate dimensions are one hundred and
leventy-four feet length, twenty-seven feetnine inches
)readth (extreme), eleven feet five inches depth;
lisplacoment, seven hundred and eighteen tons.

Blank forms on which proposals must be made,
pecifications and any necessary information can be
>btained on application to the Hydrographic Inspec-
or of the Survey at this office.

380 J. E. HILGARD, Supt.

O TEAM-HEATING APPAKATUS.
J [At Topeka, Kansas.]

OFFICE OF SUPERVISING ARCHITECT,
'

TREASURY DEPARTMENT,
WASHINGTON, D. C., April 2. 1883. ,

Sealed proposals will be received at this office until
12 M., on the 24th day of April, 1883, for supply-

ng and fixing in place complete, a low-pressure return-

irculation steam-beating apparatus in the Court-
louse and Post-Office Building at Topeka. Kansas, in

accordance with drawings and specification, copies of

hiflti and any additional information may be had on
nplicatlon at this office, or the office of the Superin-
endent. JAS. G. HILL.

iO Supervising Architect.

RIP-RAP. U. S. ENGIVEER'OFKICE, )

NKW LONDON, CONN., March 27. 1883. )

Sealed proposals in triplicate will be received at this

fflce until 11 o'clock A. M., on the 34th day of
April, 1883. for rip-rap granite, to be delivered in

ireakwater at
Clinton Harbor, Conn.,
Greenport Harbor, New York,
Port Jefferson Harbor, New York.

Specifications and blank forms for proposals and for

uaranty will be sent on application to this office.

.7. W. HAKI.OW,
382 Major of Engineers, U. S. A.

n EWER.
^ [At Buffalo, N. Y.]

March 24, 1*83.

Sealed proposals will be received by the Board of

ewor Commissioners of the city of Buffalo, N. Y. at
h.-ir office No. Ml City and County Hall, in said city.
intil Friday, April 13, 1883, at 3.3O P. M., for the
onstrnction'of Section ;'C" of the Buffalo Trunk
.<r.*r, in accordance with plans and specifications on
le in said office.

Kjicli proposal must be accompanied with abond ina
n,,Uy of 25 percent of the'hid executed by twosnre-

ie residing in the State of New York, conditioned
Int. ihe successful bidder will execute the contract
d ive security therefor as required by the speciflca-

ions. D. C. BEARD,
3SJ Chairman Board Sewer Commissioners.

PROPOSALS.

LOCKS. [Near laGranjre, 111.]
UNITED STATES ENGINEER OFFICE, )

2~t HONOHI-: BUILDING,
CHICAGO, ILL., March 20, 1883. )

Sealed proposals in triplicate will be received at
this office until 12 o'clock, noon, Saturday, April
31, 1883, for furnishing stone for the construction of
two (2) locks on the Illinois Kiver, near LaGrange and
Kampsville, 111.

For specifications, blanks for proposals, and all in-

formation, apply at this office.

W. H. H. BENYAURD,
381 Major of Engineers.

FURNITURE. [At Albany, N. Y.]
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY,)

TREASURY DEPARTMENT,
WASHINGTON, D. C., March 17 1883. )

Sealed proposals will be received at this office until
1 o'clock, p. M., of Saturday, March 31, 1883, for

manufacturing, delivering, and placing in position, in
complete working order, certain furniture for the
United States custom-house, court-house and post-
office at Albany, N. Y.
Upon application to this office, detailed information

will be furnished to furniture manufacturers desiring
to submit proposals.
The Department reserves the right to reject any or

all bids, or parts of any bid, and to waive defects.
380 W. F. FRENCH, Acting Secretary.

SEWERS. [At Waterbnry, Conn.]
March 17, 1883.

Sealed proposals for the construction of about two
miles of brick and pipe sewers in the city of Water-
bury, Conn., will be received by the Board of Sewer
Commissioners until 3 P. M. of Thursday, April
13, 1883, at which time they will be publicly opened
and read.
Bids are to be made on the forms furnished by the
iominissioners and accompanied by the proper bond.
Forms of proposal and specifications may be ob-

tained and plans seen at the office of the City Engi-
neer, Baldwin's Block, Bank Street, on and after
Monday, March 26. The Board reserves the right to
reject any and all bids.

By order of the Board of Sewer Commissioners.
380 N. J. WELTON, C. E.

POST-OFFICE. [At Port Hope, Ont.]DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS, )

OTTAWA, March, 1883. 1

Sealed tenders, addressed to the undersigned and
endorsed "Tender for Post-Office, etc.. Port Hope,
Ont.," will be received at this office until Tuesday,the lOth day of April next, inclusively, for the
"rection of a post-office at Port Hope, Ont.
Plans and specifications can be seen at the Depart-

ment of Public Works, Ottawa, and at the custom-
icuse, Port Hope, on and after Thursday, the 22d
nst.

Persons tendering are notified that tenders will not
be considered unless made on the printed forms sup-
ilied, and signed with their actual signatures.Each tender must be accompanied by an acceptedbank check, made payable to the order of the Hon-
orable the Minister of Public Works, equal to five per
cent of the amount of the tender, which will be for-
feited if the party decline to enter into a contract
when called upon to do so, or if he fail to complete
the work contracted for. If the tender be not ac-
cepted, the check will be returned.
The Department does not bind itself to accept the

owest or any tender.
By order. F. H. ENNIS,

Secretary.

IFE-SAVING STATION.
I [At Barnegat City, N. J.I

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, OFFICE OF GENERAL )

SUPERINTENDENT, U. S. LIFE-SAVING SERVICE, 5

WASHINGTON, D. C.. March 30, 183. 1

Sealed proposals will be received at this office until
3 o'clock, noon, of Wednesday the 18th day of

April, 1883, for the construction of a life saving
tation at Barnegat City (south side of Barnegat In-
et), on the coast of New .Jersey.
Bidders will state in their proposals the time within

vhicn they will agree to have the building completed
eady for occupancy.
Each bid must be accompanied by a bond in the sum

Df five hundred dollars with two good and sufficient
ureties conditioned that the bidder shall enter into
ontract without delay, and give such bonds as securityor the faithful performance thereof as may be re-
quired, if his bid be accepted, or by a deposit of five
mndred dollars U. S. currency or bonds to be re-
urned to the unsuccessful bidder after the award of
he contract, and to the successful bidder after his
ontract and bonds for the faithful performanceof the
erms thereof shall be approved by the Secretary of
he Treasury. Specifications and plans, forms of pro-
oosal, contract and bonds, can be obtained at the of-
ces of the Collector of Customs at Philadelphia, Pa :

I. G. W. Havens, Superintendent Fourth Life-Saving
)istrict, Metedeconk, N. d.; Captains G. U. SUner
^nd

d. H. Merryman, U. S. R. M. Superintendents of
jonstruction of Life-saving Stations, No. 3 Bowling
jreen, New York City; J. H. Kidgway, Keeper Life-
aving station No. 17, Fourth I Mstrict/liarnegat X d
nd also upon application to this office.
All proposals must be endorsed Proposals for the
onstructiou of a Life-Savin^ siati-in," and addressed
o the General Superintendent, Life-Saving service
Washington, D. C.
The right to reject any or all bids or to waive de-

ects, if deemed for the interest of the Government
s reserved. T. I. KI.MBALL,

General Superintendent.
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\IFI1E clause in the new tariff act which imposes a duty of

1 thirty per cent on all works of art imported into the

United States, exempting only those by American artists, is

causing a good deal of mortification among respectable paint-
ers and sculptors in this country, who do not relish the public
manner in which the act proclaims that an enormous penalty
is necessary to frighten the public into buying their pictures or

statues. Those whom the law seems particularly intended to

benefit, the American artists residing abroad, are the loudest of

all iu their disavowal of any desire to see their foreign competi-
tors for the favor of American amateurs handicapped by such

a discrimination, and a committee has already been formed in

Paris, including such noted painters as Healy, Bridgman, Sar-

gent, Knight and Pearce, to promote a repeal of the duty at

the earliest possible moment. The better class of artists in

New York second the movement, and petitions for repeal will

come before the next Congress from all quarters. The rejec-
tion of the petition against the increase of the duty, which was

presented last autumn, is ascribed to the unfortunate circum-

stance that a number of rich men signed it, and the opportunity
for snubbing that class visibly, in order to gain votes among the

poor and envious, was too good to be lost.

N offer has been made by Mr. Edison to Columbia Col-

lege, to present to the college the collection of electrical

instruments exhibited at Paris last year, on condition that

the college shall establish a school of electrical engineering.
The offer is under consideration, but the cost of maintaining
such a school will be considerable, and the trustees wisely re-

frain from making any promises without knowing whether they
will be able to fulfil them. Meanwhile Mr. Edison himself

has resolved to begin the systematic instruction of electrical

engineers in a school to be established in his own manufactory
in Goerck St., New York. The extent of the business done

by the Edison Company is now so great that competent men
cannot be found to take charge of the work, and a practical

training-school under such auspices, like the railway engineer-

ing school established by the Pennsylvania Railroad, ought to

be very successful and useful. An electrical department at

Columbia, however, if established, will not be the first of the

kind in the country. The authorities of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology made the necessary provision for such
a course a year ago, and will soon be ready to graduate its first

class ; while similar departments have been established at

Tufts College, and, if we are not mistaken, at Cornell Uni-

versity.

TTT CASE of some importance was tried in the New York
f\ Courts recently, in which Dr. Green, the owner of real

tate at the corner of Hudson and Laight Streets, in New
York City, brought suit to recover damages from the New York
Central and Hudson River Railroad Company, for uulawfu

conversion of St. John's Park, which was situated near his

iropcTM . into a site for an enormous freight station; :<nd for

njury to his comfort by running train- to and I'm ilimu;:li tin-

street in front of his house. In n^anl to his rights in the park,

t was decided early in tlu j trial that as his IKMIM; was situati-il

at some distance from what was, moreover, expressly laid out

:rom the first as a private park, for the Ix-ndii of the tenants

of the land fronting upon it, but for no one else, the iloctor was

lot entitled to damages for the loss of rights in the park which

ae never possessed. The railroad, however, in the judge's

opinion, although a certain amount of noise and smoke accom-

panied its operations, did not, so long as it was managed with

reasonable care, abridge or destroy those rights of light, air

and passage which were all that he could claim in the street,

and the question to be decided by the jury was simply whether

the company had conducted its road with proper care, and if

not, how much Dr. Green had been injured by its fault. Af-

ter several hours' deliberation, a verdict was brought in iu favor

of the plaintiff, awarding him six cents damages.

'TJ CORRESPONDENT of La Semaine de Constructeurs

j\ has been making some experiments upon the effect of

steam in extinguishing fires, and publishes a few of the

results of his experience. Wishing to ascertain what propor-
tion of steam in the atmosphere of a room would be most

effective for this purpose, he placed thermometers in different

parts of his experimental enclosure, in order to measure the

temperatures, and with them the volumes of the 'various por-
tions of the mixture. This test, although it failed of its

special purpose, the thermometers marking temperatures so

varied as to give no indication of the tension of the whole

mass, developed some important facts of another kind. It

was found that for the best effect the steam should be main-

tained in the burning room at a pressure slightly greater than

that of the atmosphere,' in order to prevent fresh air from

pressing in from the outside, as well as to drive out slowly the

air already in the room ; and many trials showed also that the

steam forced in should be "
wet," containing a large admixture

of condensed vapor. Dry steam was proved to have little or

no effect in extinguishing the flames, and under any circum-

stances, probably on account of the more rapid condensation,
the colder the room in which the experiment was made, the

more prompt and certain was the action.

1I7HE Brooklyn Suspension Bridge is rapidly approaching

"^ completion, and in a month or two more it will prob-

ably be open, at least to pedestrians. The planking of the

footways is nearly half done, and that of the carriage-roads is

well advanced. The metal-work is mostly in place, and is in

process of painting. The approaches on either side are being
cleared, and it is already easy to cross the river on foot. The
next problem to be solved is that of the commercial value of

the 'bridge. Whether a very large number of persons will

in summer prefer climbing the long ascent to the roadway, in

place of crossing the river by ferry, is perhaps doubtful, but

the security which the bridge will afford in winter against the

fog blockades, which are not unusual on the East River, is of

considerable value.

TIJHE Mississippi River Commission has been studying the

JL probability of a diversion of the river current from its

present course to the shorter channel of the Atchafalaya.
An artificial cutting, taking this route, has been spoken of as a

relief outlet for the spring inundations, but it seems that the

erratic Mississippi is not unlikely to undertake this piece of en-

gineering on its own account. In the opinion of Captain Eads,
then a member of the Commission, who is, of course, very fa-

miliar with the movements of the river, such a diversion of the

channel would be very unfortunate for the city of New Orleans,
which would thus, he thinks, be left upon the bank of a stag-

nant lagoon ; and he proposed that a wall should at once be

built across the Atchafalaya, at the point where it leaves the

Mississippi, which would effectually divide it from the channel of

the larger stream. A survey of the region has been made for

the Commission, but its results did not seem to indicate any im-

mediate risk of a radical change in the current, and it was de-

cided to do nothing at present but place temporary obstructions

in the water.
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liri-IE Italians are fond of dwelling on the past greatness of

Jl!>

themselves and others, and like to commemorate noble

deeds. One of the last instances in which this fancy was

indulged has a particular interest for Americans, the personage

whose memory was honored being one of their compatriots,

Professor Samuel F. B. Morse, the inventor of the electric

telegraph. From February, 1825, to January, 1826, Morse,

then an artist of some distinction, is said to have inhabited a

house in Rome, No. 17, Via del Prefetti, and although the tele-

graph was not thought of until ten years later, the Roman mu-

nicipality decided recently that it was advisable to distinguish

the dwelling of the future inventor by a commemorative tablet,

which has just been completed and inaugurated with much

ceremony. Although Professor Morse derived little pecuniary

benefit from his great discovery, his merit has at least been uni-

versally recognized, both at home and abroad. Probably no

American ever received so many medals and foreign decora-

tions, and the new honor done his memory by the city of Rome

gives pleasant evidence that the civilized world has not yet lost

its sense of gratitude to him.

MPHILIPPART,

the principal manager of the Societe

Force et Lumiere. which made so much stir on the other

side of the water a year or so ago by its audacity in ad-

vertising itself and the storage batteries in which it was inter-

ested at the expense of various learned societies and individuals,

has, we regret to learn, been pursued by minions of the law

from Belgium, where, while living in prudent exile from his

native laud, he seems to have occupied himself in rehearsing

those arts of finance for which he had already become famous,

and he is now in custody in Paris, awaiting extradition. There is

nothing more singular than the way in which every discovery

or invention, of a character to awaken popular interest, is seized

upon by unscrupulous speculators as a means for hoisting them-

selves into notoriety at the expense of small investors who, at-

tracted by the grain of truth contained in the prospectuses is-

sued to delude them, and unable to weigh correctly the value of

other circumstances, fall an easy prey to ingenious mendacity.

Fortunately for the stockholders of the Force et Lumiere So-

ciety, the character of Philippart was so bad from the first

that no one of ordinary prudence would entrust much money
to his care, and the shares had for some time possessed little

more than a nominal value. Even among the honest corpora-
tions formed to carry on business relating to electric light and

power, very few have prospered within the last year or so, and

most of the capital invested in them brings in no profit.

IT
seems that the counterfeiting of antiquities is a business not

confined to the old world, and collectors of American curi-

osities will do well to look out that they are not deceived in

the same manner as their friends who bring home gigantic scar-

aba;! from Egypt, or historical relics from Paris and London.

According to Professor Putnam, of the Peabody Museum of

Ethnology, there are regular manufactories of mound-builders'

pottery, stone weapons, and other archasological objects in Phila-

delphia, as well as in various parts of the West. Some of the

counterfeits are so well executed as to find their way into the

cabinets of experts, but many others are so obviously fraudu-

lent that nothing but the extreme credulity of the average
American would give them any currency. Professor Putnam
mentions an instance of a carved stone figure of a child, which
was said to have

1

been found, partly covered with cement, at

Hot Springs, Arkansas, and was impudently sent to the Pea-

body Museum with what purported to be proofs of its authen-

ticity. Unfortunately for the success of the fraud, the intelli-

gence of the Director of the Museum proved to be quite equal
to that of the persons who hoped to deceive him, and the infant

was promptly returned. This abortive attempt to deceive a

scientific man was probably inspired by the success among the

vulgar of the " Cardiff giant
"

imposition, some fifteen years

ago. In this case a rude stone figure, said to have been found
in the bed of a stream, was exhibited about the country to

wondering crowds, and even gained the honor of being noticed

by some persons of reputation. The singular feature of this

exhibition was that it took place simultaneously in many dif-

ferent places, and the manufacture of "Cardiff giants" was
carried on, while the interest lasted, without disguise.

SEVERE check is said to be threatened to a certain class

of building operations in Paris, where work of the kind
has beeu unusually active for a year past. The advance in

rents of two or three years ago, with the opening of the new

quarter beyond the Arc de Triomphe, led to enterprises of con-

struction on an immense scale, undertaken by incorporated as-

sociations of builders, no one of whom would have been able

alone to assume the necessary responsibility. These associa-

tions soon became very numerous, and a correspondent of La
Semaine des Construcleurs estimates that two-fifths of all the

buildings now in process of construction in Paris belong to them.

The money for the operations of the building societies is fur-

nished by what we should call mortgage-security companies,

composed of capitalists who contract to advance as required

sixty per cent of the value of the completed buildings, the re-

maining forty per cent being made up partly by the profit of

the construction company, and partly by its own outlay in labor

and cash. So long as the demand continued good, the 'profits

were large, sales were quick, so that the mortgage interest was
soon extinguished, and the burden upon the speculative builders

was comparatively light ; but the market is now supplied for

the present, and while expenses and interest continue just the

same, the profit to the builder has disappeared, and houses of

the kind can be sold only with difficulty, and generally at a loss.

Of course, the loan companies wish to protect themselves, and
refuse to run the risk of making any advances without ample
security ; and as this cannot be obtained, the work on such
structures has generally ceased. In good locations, the well-

planned houses may still be salable, but very many have been
constructed in almost inaccessible quarters, far out of town,
where they will not be needed for years, and the speculative

proprietors of these will undoubtedly suffer serious reverses.

TJ CONTRACT is eaid to have beeu entered into between

/J. the Panama Canal Company and Lorestin Spalding, of

Lockport, N. Y., for the construction of seven miles of the

great canal, beginning at the Panama end, for the sum of seven
million dollars ; and negotiations are in progress for adding
three miles additional to the contract, for about three million

dollars more. This is probably the largest contract ever en-

tered into in this country, if not in any. Mr. Spalding is presi-
dent of a company in Lockport which manufactures dredges
and excavating machines, and is already engaged day and night
in filling orders from the Canal Company ; so that he has had
a good opportunity for learning the character of the work to be

done, and estimating the effectiveness of the appliances availa-

ble for doing it.

HE Builder gives some additional particulars in regard to

the great competition for the monument to King Victor

Emmanuel, which closes on the fifteenth of next Decem-
ber. The monument is to be placed on the ground now occu-

pied by the Franciscan monastery of the Observantine Friars,
on the northern brow of the Capitoline Hill, at the same line

with the Church of Santa Maria in Aracceli, and just opposite
the axis of the Corso, which will extend from the Piazza del

Popolo about a mile in a straight line, to the very base of the
monument. The statue of the king, which is to be an eques-
trian figure in bronze, is to have an architectural background,
consisting of a portico, loggia, or other composition, which
must be about thirty metres in breadth, and twenty-five or
more in height, so as to conceal the buildings beyond. The
flight of steps leading from the termination of the Corso up to

the foot of the monument will be twenty-seven metres high, so

that the statue will be framed, so to speak, in a vast architectu-

ral elevation about one hundred feet in width and a hundred
and seventy in height. The design must be shown by a model
of the statue, to be eight-tenths of a metre in height, exclusive
of the pedestal, and by drawings of the architectural composi-
tion, to be made at one two-hundredth the full size for the

plan, and one one-hundredth for the elevation, with details at

one-fortieth. If the Builder gives the required scale correctly,
the representation of the architectural portion is intended to

be a mere sketch, since the plan, at such a scale, of the speci-
fied portico would be less than six inches long, and the eleva-
tion only about eleven and one-half inches. The real monu-
ment is probably intended to be the statue, which, with such

surroundings, needs to .be of colossal size. The limit of cost
has been somewhat extended, and eighteen hundred thousand
dollars is now allowed for the whole work, including the

sculptures or decoration of the background. The authors of
the best design for the architectural part, and of the best model
for the statue, will be charged with the execution of their

work.
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WATER-CLOSETS. VIII.

IN
1868 Jennings received patents fur an improvement on valves

for closets of tiiis class. A vulcanized India-rulilx-r band was pro|>-

erly stretched in a groove or slot which was made in the valve for this

purpose. In a fitting attached to the receiver was another vulcan-

i/cd-niMxT rin^ of the same diameter as the one, in the valve, the bottom

of the last ruliU-r ring Mug V-sliapi-il. When these two rinu's c<

in contact, as they would do when the valve is closed, in a valve of this

kind, the joint would remain water-tight, even in case a small foreign

Fig. 78. Section. Jennings'* Valve. Details.

aa, Vulcanlzed-rubber rings, b. Top of receiver, c. Collar, or fitting for rubber

ring. d, Bowl. e. Porcelain face. /, Metal back. g, Arm. A, Nut.
i, Slotted crank. j, Spindle,

body should come between the points of contact with its seat. The effi-

cacy of this joint and many others described depends upon the

durability of vulcanized rubber. This valve combines the best points of

all the valves belonging to the useful closets of this class. It will be seen

by reference to the different closets described herein, that in the practi-
cable closets the valve either has a rubber disc or ring around its cir-

. cumference, or

J has a seat
against a rubber

ring> while this

""' closet has the

ring in both
places, one being a portion of

the valve, and another form-

ing the valve-seat.

The Alexander Cloiet.

The Alexander closet was in-

vented in 1880, and is called

by the inventor the " Sani-

tary Closet." This is one of

the few valve-closets that

have a ball-cock and compart-
ments for floating it connected
with the bowl. In 1835 John

Odys combined a float supply-
valve-chamber with a valve-Fig. 79. Top view. Jennings's Valve.

closet. The patentee of the Alexander closet chums that " there is no

possibility of the float being fouled ; the bottom of bowl and lower

valve being thoroughly washed each time by a flush from tank
"

(ball-

cock chamber). The top of the valve, which is porcelain, can be taken

off, and a new washer placed on without disconnecting the closet. There

is a connection between the supply-chamber and valve-seat, the flowing
of water through which is supposed to prevent paper, etc., from lodging
either on the valve or its seat. The rock-shaft or spindle has a stuf-

fing-box to trunk to prevent an escape of gases generated in the re-

Fig, so. Alexander's Closet. Fig. 8 1 .

d. Valve.a, Bowl. 6, Supply-valve compartment, c, Float for supply-valve. ,,.,,.1,,-.

/', Opening between Dowl and supply-valve compartment. /, Opening to wash valve.

a, water-supply pipe. A, Overflow, i, Supply-valve. X-, Receiver.

I, Ilaud-pull. n, Weights on rock-shafts.

ceiver. The height of water in the bowl may be regulated by adjust-

ing the float. The overflow is "
doubly trapped and has an outlet for

ventilation." These closets are furnished by Miller & Coates, of New
York, made entirely of earthenware, or with an iron body in which
the earthenware bowl is set

;
the side of the bowl forming, in this

manner, one side of the supply-valve chamber.

Llewellyn's Closet. In 1864, Peter Llewellyn, a Welshman, in-

vented a closet belonging to this class in which the valve is worked by
means of an teeontric inclined plane or cam that turns on a vertical

axis. Motion is imparted to this axis cither by means of a crank

placed just aliovc and parallel to the seat, or by means of a hand-pull
connected by a combination of wheels with this upright axis. Tin-

valve is kept in ]xisition by means of a spring which encircles the

axis. The arm t<> which
the valve is attached has a

projection or stud that U
rests on the cam, which,

when the axis is turned

either by the crank or

hand-pull, travels or slides

up or down the surface of

the inclined plane, at the

same time causing the

valve to open or close.

The valve is ,of metal and
it has a seat of a more pli-

able material. This closet

has a trapped overflow.

The different parts of the

closet and their arrange-
ment are clearly shown in

the illustrations.

Preston' Closet.
There was a closet of this Fig. 8J.- Perspective. -Llewellyn'. Closet.

class invented in England by one Preston in 1876. The novelty con-

sisted in three valves, each in its separate receiver, one directly below
the other, and so arranged that when the top valve is open the second

., one is closed. In this way it is

intended to shut off direct com-
munication with the sewer.

Rice if Sargent't Closet.

A closet was invented in this

country in 1876 by Rice & Sar-

gent. This closet was intended

to be placed below the point of

discharge. The spindle on
which the valve works, and to

which it is connected by an
arm six or eight inches long, is

turned by the same lever and
at the same time that a piston,
which fits into the cylinder be-

low the receiver is pressed
down. The waste matter is

forced into the soil-pipe by the

action of thts piston. There
is a valve- at the entrance to

the soil-pipe that opens only in

a downward direction, so as to

Fig. 83. Section. Llewellyn's Closet.

a, Bowl.
d, Overflow.

a, Connecting-rod
*,

b, Fan.
e. Spring.

c, Receiver.

/, Vertical axis.

A, Knob for hand.
Connecting-levers. m, Valve-seat,

n. Valve. o, Cam, or Inclined plane.
prevent the return of waste

matter into the cylinder. This

valve is held in position by a spiral spring. The mechanism of this

closet does not appear to be as simple as in the " Bunnet "
or " Sand "

closets, (Figs. 46, 47, 49-51) both of which are intended for use below

the water line. Arnon^ other closets of this class, in which the trap, when
one is used, is below the floor-level, I will mention the " Victor' closet,

in which the valve is moved by a toothed lever, .similar to the Demarest

valve-closets; Holding's

simple closet ; Atwater's

closet; Edwards's closet,

worked by geared tooth

whee 1 s ; Blackwood's

closets, for he has in-

vented several
compli-

cated ones belonging
to the above class;

James & Drewett's clos-

et, similar to the Bra-

mali. differing from it

only in the combination

of the levers for opening
the valve. The closets

just mentioned above are

either in use at the pres-
ent time or have been

recently invented.

Other closets, which

properly belong to this

class and type have been

patented and manufac- _ R ,M fc c|oc>t
tured, but the variation

^ elblei fmm a/mio nf . Bowl. 6, Receiver. e, Piston-chamber.
1

d, Main valve, e, Piston-valve. /.Connecting-bar.
the closets that have g, Valve-arm, k. Piston, o. Valve at entrance to

been already described, Soil-pipe,

that I do not think it necessary to describe them.

TimwEt, UNDER NIAGARA RIVER. A petition signed by a large
number of capitalists of Buffalo has been presented to the Common
Council asking that the right of way be granted to build a tunnel un-

der Niagara River, the city to receive 25 per cent of the profits of the

fame when completed.
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PAPERS ON PERSPECTIVE. XX.

THE PRACTICAL rilOBLKM.

FTER all, the question remains,
how is one to go to work, in a

given case, to make a perspec-
tive drawing. The shape and size

of the object to be drawn, a build-

ing, for instance, are, of course, Hip-

posed to be given, with the scale to

be employed in the plane of the pict-
ure. The scale either may be as-

sumed or may be determined by
comparing the relative distances of

the object and of the plane of the

picture from the s]^ctator.
392. The next thing to be deter-

mined is the attitwle of the object ;

that is to say, the angle its principal
lines shall make with a line drawn
from the eye to the object. The

_ direction of this line is in general
-tfc/Ai/a purely arbitrary, being so chosen as

to 'exhibit the building or other object in its best aspect. The plane
of the picture is generally taken at right angles to this line, which

then becomes the axis of the picture, some point near the middle of

the object being then at the centre ;
but when it is possible, by giv-

ing the axis a slightly different direction, to bring the principal lines

of"the object at 45 'with the plane of the picture, making the centre

coincide with Vx ,
the "vanishing-point of 45," it is best to do so.

This adjustment is exemplified in figure 138, Plate XXII.
393. The first thing to do after the attitude of the object is chosen,

and the angle it is to make with the plane of the picture determined,
is to fix the distance apart of the principal right-hand and left-hand

vanishing-points, VR and V L
. These points, which of course lie in

the horizon, are generally set at the extreme limits of the table or

drawing-board upon which the work is to be done. See Figure 137,

A, Plate XXII, in which the assumed attitude of the object is shown

by two lines drawn at right angles to one another, making the given

angles with the picture. These lines may be drawn in any convenient

place, it makes no difference where.

394. As the principal horizontal lines, R and L, vanishing at VR

and V 1
', upon the horizon, are generally at right angles, the station-

point S is, in plan, generally at the vertex of a right-angled triangle,
of which the line VL VB

,
in the plane of the picture, is the hypothe-

nuse. The locus of S is accordingly a horizontal semicircle, of which
the line VL VB

ifi the diameter. The next step after fixing these

points is, then, to describe such a semicircle, and to find upon it the

point S, such that the line SV* will be parallel to the right-hand side

of the object, and SVL to its left-hand side. A perpendicular dropped
from this point upon the line VL VR will give the position of the cen-

tre, C ;
a diagonal line bisecting the right angle will give the point

Vx, the "vanishing-point of 45
"
(44) ; and the lines '8V* and SVL

revolved into the plane of the picture will give respectively the right
and left-hand points-of-distance, DR and l3 I/

. Dx
, the point-of-dis-

tance of the diagonal line, may be obtained at the same time, if de-

sired, by revolving SVX into the plane of the picture, as in Plate IV,

Figure
11.

If shadows are to be cast, and the vanishing-point of shadows Vs
,

lies beyond either of the principal vanishing-points, as it does in the

figure, room must be allowed for the vanishing-point also. This space,
however, may be saved by taking the sun in the plane of the picture,
as in Figure 36, Plate VIII, with the vanishing-point of shadows at

an infinite distance (184).
395. If the object is set just at 45, as has been recommended, and

as is done in Figure 138, its two sides making equal angles with the

plane of the picture, it is not necessary to describe the semicircle at

all. The centre will be half-way between VL and VK
, the station-

point will be the same distance in front of the centre, Vx will coincide
with C, and DL and DR may be found as before. They will be almost

exactly two-fifths of the distance from the centre to either vanishing-
point, as shown.

396. All these operations are conducted in plan, the paper at 137,
A, and 138, A, representing the ground-plane, or horizontal plane of

projection, the line VL VR being the projection of the horizon. This
line also represents both the plane of the picture, pp, seen edgewise,
and the ground-line, g I, in which the plane of the picture cuts the

ground-plane.
If now we suppose the paper to represent the plane of the picture,

the horizon will remain unmoved, the points VR
,V

L
,VX,DE,DL, and C

will retain their positions, the ground-line, g I, will appear in the plane
of the paper at some distance below the horizon, and parallel to it,
and the station-point, S, will be in the air in front of the picture, op-
posite the centre, as shown.

397. Vertical lines, erected in the plane of the picture at V11 andVR
, will now establish TRZ and TLZ, the traces of the principal ver-

tical planes, and the vanishing-points of the inclined lines M, M', N,
and N', lying in or parallel to these planes, may be fixed by drawin^
lines at D1- and DR

, that make, with the horizon, the same angles, a
and /?, that the lines themselves make with the horizontal plane." The
points in which these lines intersect the traces of the vertical planes
will give the vanishing-points VM,VM',V

N
,
and V1

",

These points being determined, the traces of inclined planes, TRX,
TUN', TLM, TLM', can be drawn whenever they arc needed, and

the Vp and Vp/ the "
vanishing-points of hips and valleys," can be

ascertained.

398. All this preliminary work is concerned solely with the direc-

tion of lines and planes, not with their position. Before constructing

a perspective drawing by their aid it is necessary to determine also

the position to be assigned to the object ;
that is to say, to some, promi-

nent point in it. The point generally selected is the lower end of the

nearest corner.

The first thing to be done is to determine how far to the right or

left of the centre this point shall be set. It is generally on the right
if the left-hand side of the object is to be made prominent, and vice

versa. In Figure 137 the position of the front corner is assumed, and,
the building being rather a large one, it is set considerably to the right
of the centre. In Figure 138 both the attitude and the position of

the building are determined u]M>n the orthographic plan at A.

399. The position to he given to the object, horizontally, having
been determined, the next thing is to draw a perfective plan of it ;

i. e., to put into perspective its horizontal projection.
400. The horizontal plane upon which the perspective plan of the

object to be represented is supposed to be drawn is called the ground-

plane. The line in which the ground-plane cuts the plane of the

picture, is called, as has been said, the ground-line, or line of horizon-

tal measures. It is convenient, for many reasons, to have this as far

as may be below the horizon, and it is well to draw it upon a separate

piece of paper, covering the lower part of that upon which the draw-

ing is to be made, so that the construction lines that lie in its neigh-
borhood may not deface the picture, and so that they may be removed
and used again, if necessary, instead of being erased.

401. This is shown in Figures 137, B. and 138, B, in which the

horizon, with the various vanishing-points and points-of-distance, are

transferred directly from Figures 137, A, and 138, A, and the ground-
line, g I, drawn in an inch or two lower down. In practice the Figures
A and B would be drawn one over the other, on the same paper.

402. It is customary to have the front corner of the building, or

other object to be drawn, lie in the plane of projection, or, which
comes to the same thing, to have the imaginary model touch the plane
of the picture, as in these figures. In the perspective plan, then, the

horizontal
projection

of this corner will lie in the ground-line, as shown
at the point I. Lines drawn from this point, as an initial-point, to

the principal horizontal vanishing-points, V R and VL
, are the front

lines of a perspective plan. They are infinite lines, upon which the

horizontal dimensions of the object can be cut off by means of the

points-of-distance already established, the ground-line serving as a
line of horizontal measures.

403. The length of the right-hand side of the building, or other ob-

ject, with its subdivisions, being then laid off upon the ground-line to

the right of this point, and of the left-hand side towards the left, may
be transferred to these infinite perspective lines by drawing lines

across them to the right and left points-of-distance respectively.
If the principal horizontal lines of the perspective plan lie at 45

with the ground-line, as in Figure 138, one set of the right angles in

which they meet will be bisected by lines drawn to the centre, and
the others by lines drawn parallel to the horizon. The hips, also, on
the right and left of the roofs, will be parallel to the picture, and
will be drawn parallel to the traces of the planes in which they lie, as

shown in the figure.
404. Dimensions taken by scale npon the ground-line may be trans-

ferred to lines lying in the horizontal plane and parallel to the plane
of the picture, and accordingly parallel to the ground-line, by drawing
lines to any point on the horizon as a vanishing-point of parallel lines.

The fence in Figure 137, B, is drawn in this way.
405. As many different perspective plans may be made as the com-

plexity of the subject may seem to require, and they may be above or
below the picture, as may be most convenient. Figure 140 shows
three perspective plans, and Figure 137 two. It is not, of course,

necessary to complete the plan of any parts that cannot be seen. In

general it suffices to make the plan of the two sides that show, and of

such more remote portions as are visible above these sides.

406. The persjiective plan being made, or at any rate fairly begun,
the drawing itself may be commenced. The perspective of the object
itself, lies directly above the plan, hut how far above depends upon
the relative altitude of the object and of the spectator. The points
on a level with the eye will always, of course, be seen on the horizon.
The starting-point, that is to say, the lower end of the front corner,
will lie directly above the corresponding point in the perspective plan,
and as far below the horizon, by scale, as the spectator's eye is sup-
posed to be above the point itself, as at c, Figure 137.

407. The perspective plan, drawn in the plane of the picture, suf-

fices to determine all horizontal dimensions
;
that is to say, the position

of all vertical lines.

The position of horizontal lines is determined by laying them off by
scale upon a line of vertical measures. When "the nearest corner
touches the plane of the picture it is generally used for this purpose.
This line lies in the right-hand vertical plane, R Z, and in the left-hand
vertical plane L Z, and serves as a line of vertical measures for both,
as at v v in Figures 137, B, and 138, B. The scale employed is the
same as that used upon the ground-line for determining the horizontal
dimensions of the perspective plan, since all lines in the plane of

projection
are drawn to the same scale.

408. But any plane occurring in the object may be prolonged until
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it cuts the perspective plane, :nnl have a line of measures of its own,
sis at v' v' in Figure, 137, H, which servo us ;ui indc|>endenl line of

measures fur the end of the wing. The vertical dimensions taken u|>-

on these lines of measures may lie transferreil directly to any vertical

line which lies in the vertical plane, and which is accordingly parallel
to the line of vertical measures, by means of the ruiahuig-paUlU V"
anil V-. In this wav is detenu ined tin' po-ition of all hori/.ontal lines in

Figures l.')7, H, anil 1UH, 1!, tlce vertical lines erected from the corre-

s|ionding lilies in the perspective plans serving to determine their

length.

409. If any part of the object advances in front of the principal
vertical planes, or, in plan, in front of the principal lines of the |>cr-

specti\e plan, as is the east! with the win;; of the building shown in

Figure l;)7, its plan can l>e drawn in persjicctivc hy prolonging the

leading pers|K'clivc lines in front of the |>crs|>cclive plane, as is shown
ill Figure 13!t. In this figure the ilimeiisions to lie set off upon this

part of a left-hand line, L (or of a right-hand line, H), are set off upon
the ground-line to the right of the initial-|Hiint"insteaU of to the left

(or to the left instead of to the right) ; ami in transferring them to

the perspective line they are brought forward away from the poiut-of-

distance, instead of being carried bai-kward toward it, as before.

410. The length of the wing of the building in Figure 137 is as-

certained in this way: The dimension K
2
taken from the elevation

above, is laid off upon the ground-line to the l-fi of the point I, the

initial-point of the
i>ersj>ective

line It, and is transferred to the pro-

longation of that line in front of the plane of projection and l>cJow

the ground-line by means of the point-of-distance, DK
, s in Figure

139. Another way of drawing such objects, or parts of an object,
is shown in the second perspective plan at the bottom of the same

figure. The point o, where the wing joins the main building, having
been ascertained as before, hy measuring off upon the principal left-

hand line the distance, L,.a right-hand line, directed towards the

right-hand vanishing-point, V B
, is drawn through the point a until it

intersects the ground-line at ft. If now a second line be drawn through
a, directed upon DB

, the right-hand point of distance, and cutting the

ground-line at d, the distance b <1, intercepted upon the ground-line,
will be the real length of the line 6 a, and the real length of the wing,

Hj, may be laid off upon the ground-line from d and transferred to

the line a b by means of D B
,
as shown. If parts of the object to be

drawn are advanced not only in front of the principal places, but in

front of the plane of projection, as ofteu happens with the cornices of

buildings, and steps and platforms, as shown in Figure 138, they may
be put into the perspective plan hy the methods just described. In this

case the points and lines in which the several lines and planes cut the

plane of projection may be set off by scale. The points a a, at which
the eaves of the building in the figure, for exam pic, pierce the plain* of

projection, are equally far above the horizon, and ou a level with the

to]) of the corner between them.

411. Figure 140, which is a view of the spire of the Church of St.

Stephen's, Walbrook, illustrates the nse of several i*ers|x*ctive plans,
and also the advantage of taking a plane of projection considerably in

front of the object instead of in contact with it- The extension of

the right-hand and left-hand vertical planes of the tower until they
cut the plane of projection gives five lines of vertical measures, on
each side, all of which arc quite outside of the picture, instead of one
in the middle of it, as in the case when the front corner is taken as

the line of measures. These are lettered IB
,
1H/ , etc., IL ,

1L
', etc.,

res|>ectivcly. This entirely frees the picture from constructive lines.

Setting the objects some distance behind the pers|x*ctive plane of

course makes its perspective smaller, but this may be met by setting
off the dimensions U|xm the lines of measures at a larger scale, wliich,
when the position of the vanishing-points remains unchanged, is equiva-
lent to moving the plane of the picture nearer to the object it .-elf. In

Figure 140, the scale employed at B for horizontal distances upon the

ground-line, and for vertical dimensions in the lines 1
R

', IL ', etc., is

double that of the elevation at A, from which the dimensions are
taken.

412. The same result may be produced by employing scales of

vertical measures beyond the object. If these are set up half-way be-

tween the lines of vertical measures and their corresponding vanish-

ing-joints, the scale to be used will be half as large, as in the figure,
at v c, v' v', etc., where the heights set off are the same as in the eleva-
tion alongside.

If both scales of height are used, as in the figure, one on the

right of the picture and another at half die scale, on the left, the use
of the left-hand vanishing-point, VL , may be dispensed with, the per-
stxx'tives of the horizontal lines being put in by drawing lines between
the corresponding |x>ints on the two scales.

413. In the largest of the perspective plans employed in the figure,
below the picture, advantage is taken of the fact that the two sides of
the tower are exactly alike, to dispense also with the use of the point
UB

. The points ascertained iqnni the left-hand side bv means of the
left-hand ]>oint-of distance, DL

, are transferred to the right-hand side

by means of the diagonal line directed towards Vx
, the

"
vanisliin**-

point of 45."
Instead of sinking the perspective plan in order to prevent the an-

gles of intersection from being too acute, and accordingly putting the

ground-line four or five inches lower down, an auxiliary horizon II'

H', is, in this case, drawn in four or five inches above the real horizon,
the ground-line being retained, and the lines of the perspective plan
are directed to the vuuishjug-jwiuts and poiuts-of-distance found upon
this new horizon.

414. In completing a pcrs-H-divc drawing, many s|>ccial device*

inav lie emploM-d to alleviate lalior. Of these the most important
arc the different ways of dividing lines in a given ratio, the different

wavs of cating shadows hy natural or by artificial light, the use of

]Kiints of half-distance or quarter-di-tancc. and the various other de-

vices for bringing the work within small limits, the employment of

lines already existing, as traces of auxiliary planes, and the special

processes to IM* followed in putting circular ares into perspective,
with

the practical adjustments to he made in the results. It is not neces-

sar\ again to go into these details of procedure. They have lieen

treated in previous pajNT.i of this H'rie-.

FROM

TIIK KSI>.

nAYREUTH TO KATISBOX. NOTES OF A
HASTY TRIP. V.

IMI'ST
confess that my

recollect ions of Wiirzburg
are of the most confused

description. We were there

but a single day, part of

which was spent in profit-
less drives, and were with-

out a proper hand-hook

though I learned afterwards
that a very good one might
have been hail. In some

places such circumstance*

might have resulted in little

being seen yet that little be-

ing clearly |>erccived and

definitely rcmemliered. In

Wiirzbnrg, however, we saw
a great deal, yet all of it

was of such a curiously conglomerate nature that it i small wonder
no very sharp recollection was impressed upon the mind. Surely in

no town can a greater architectural jumble be found. Not only ii

each building in contrast with its next neighbor but each has in al-

most every case been built over and repaired and restored and
patched and "improved" till it has become a motley shape indeed.

The Protestant desecrator stripping, plundcringand whitewashing
seems to have left no traces in the peculiarly Catholic town of

Wur/.burg. But the Catholic desecrator " Jesuit izing," re-decora-

ting, and filling every space with his plaster clouds and angels has
had the fullest swing. And the hand of the modern restorer has not
undone his work. In other places both Catholics and Protestant*

have seen the wisdom of undoing, in so far as possible, the mischief

wrought by their fathers; but in VVUrzburg every generation lias

added and none has disturbed its additions. I can imagine no place
better adapted for showing what the Barm/ue decorator wan capable
of in his most German and least artistic moods.
The building records of the town go back to very remote antiquity.

The first Maricnkapelle is known to have been consecrated in 706.

The first bishop precursor of the long line of proud, turbulent,
and powerful ecclesiastical princes of Wiirzburg was appointed in

741. He was afterwards canonized as St. Burkhard and one of the

chief churches of the town was re-christened in his honor. It was
a church he himself had founded, but the building having been
burned it was removed to a new site near by and rebuilt between
1033 - 1045. The main structure still exists, with a llat, ceiled nave
and aisles, and alternate piers and stumpy columns.
From the days of Burkhard on to the last expiring moments of

Rococo art Wiirzburg seems to have been ruled by men with a pe-
culiar taste for building. In every epoch we hear of much under-
taken and large sums expended. It is wonderful, therefore, that
with a single exception there is not a satisfactory building left one
wliich is anything but a conglomerate of little bits of every age.
For example, there is scarce a trace left of the cathedral building
which was erected about 1030. Of the next structure (1133-1139)
we |K>sscss a good deal, but so overlaid by later work as to be imper-
ceptible within, and to show without only the upper portion of the

fine long nave, the lower being surrounded by later additions of every
sort. Originally flaUroofed, it was recovered so late as 1C06 with a
barrel vault, and other parts were renewed at many epoch?. The
adjoining cloisters were built in 1331, but received new vaults and
windows in 1424, and never docs there seem to have been the least

effort to make the newer work harmonize with the old, and finally
about 1 700 the whole interior of the church was renovated at great
expense in the most tlorid Baroque style. Looking at it one can hardly
believe even the evidence of the outer walls that any element is older
than that date. Occasionally, as in Dresden, a Baroque architect of

the better sort could build a fine church of his own; but such work
is quite antipodal to the " decoration

" which inferior artists saw fit

to apply to older buildings. Words fail to describe the vulgar bru-

tality of the fittings of these Wiirzburg churches. They are not
even grotesque they are simply hideous masses of plaster, wood
and paint. In one church whether the cathedral or not I do not
remember from a fine Romanesque chancel-arch hang festoons of

plaster curtains, colored a rich and rare magenta, and looped back

by the hands of life-size plaster angels, poised apparently on noth-

ing. One may be a poor Protestant, a lukewarm advocate of relig-
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ious truth and freedom, and yet bate the Jesuits with a holy hatred

for the sort of decoration or desecration rather upon which,

rightly or wrongly, their name has been fastened. Just across a little

square from the cathedral is the Neumunster church, very similar in

original construction and in present condition. Between the two, in

the open street, stands a concoction which quite matches the chancel

adornments 1 have noted. On a large, round, raised sub-structure of

stone is a group of life-size figures a Pieta or something of the sort,

I forget what. Nor could I tell what the figures were made of
;

plaster, apparently ;
at any rate they had been painted brilliantly af-

ter the manner of Madame Tussaud's family, but were battered and

weatherworn, surrounded by artificial flowers, crucifixes, etc., and
covered by a canopy supported on columns, the ceiling of which was

painted bright blue and sprinkled with stars. It was a lovely work
of art a sort of vulgar tableau vivant, moulded and colored and set up
in the public street. Of course its period has bequeathed to our day
many similar structures; but I have never seen one quite so fla-

grantly awful. Verily, one felt in looking at it, there are compensa-
tions in being born in America. If we have received no bequests of

beauty we are at least not burdened with such things as this. There

is, however, as I have said, one church in Wiirzburg which is worth

seeing for itself and not merely as a curious exemplification of how
much diversity and confusion can be combined in a single structure.

This is the Marienkirche which stands on the gay, bustling, crowded,

quite festive market-place a square that, like the rest of the busy
little city, is in strongest contrast with the dead-and-alive aspect of

Bamberg. The vivid life and energy which have worked so destruc-

tively for many centuries on the buildings of the town works still to

make it at least a bright and vital abode of modern men. The
church is a late Gothic building founded in 1377 on the site of the

former Jewish synagogue which was burned in one of the fearful

mediaeval outbreaks of Christian hatred. The portals, the vaulting
and the details of the exterior are still later, dating from between
1434 and 1479. It is one of those buildings which are so common in

late German work and are called Hallenkirchen a term for which
there is, I think, no definite technical equivalent in English. The
three aisles and the choir, that is to say (there are no transepts), are

of equal height, divided by tall columns without capitals which
branch out into an elaborate system of vaulting. Usually the scheme
is unattractive as compared with that which gives low side divisions

and a clerestory ; but sometimes, as notably in St. Stephen's in

Vienna, where the proportions are good and the details of pillars
and vaulting are beautiful, the effect is very charming.

This church seemed to me one the best of the sort I had seen.

Whether it had never been Jesuitized, or had been freed in recent

days from vile additions I do not know. The former case is more

probable, as such open interiors do not readily lend themselves to

the work of post-Renaissance decorators. At all events the interior

offered quite a refreshing contrast to its neighbors. Perhaps the

greatest interest of the structure lies, however, in the sculpture of

the exterior, which is very profuse and unusually picturesque and
fine. Especially is this true of the three great doorways with their

tympanums giving elaborate scenes from the life of the Virgin. I

know of no better examples of late Gothic sculpture both as to

technical execution and grotesquely imaginative and naive concep-
tion. Wiirzburg was, in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, the
home of a noteworthy group of sculptors, chief among them being
Riemensehneider, of whom I have already spoken in describing
Bamberg. He wandered through all the neighboring towns as was
the custom of his day, but his head-quarters were in Wurzburg, and

though many of his works have perished for examples, some made
for the cathedral, including a pyx which reached to the ceiling

many still remain. Among the best is the group of Adam and Eve
under a canopy in front of one of the doors of this church ; a St.

Stephen in the interior
;
the great crucifix in the cathedral

;
and his

own burial memorial, now preserved in the local Historical Museum.
The still existing guild-books of the town give a long list of his as-
sistants and apprentices, and their work is the best tribute to their
excellence.

It may indeed be said that if Wurzburg offers the student of

pure architecture little of the first importance, its riches of minor
art well make up the lack. Not only its sculpture, but its iron-work
is most remarkable. We are here in the very centre of this latter
art. Nowhere outside of southern Bavaria, I think, not even in
northern Italy or the Netherlands, can one so well realize the possi-
bilities of this metal now held in such low esteem. The purposes to
which artistically treated iron are put are as various as the styles by
means of which beauty has been attained. One gets a quite peculiar
enthusiasm for the work, and is apt to do it great honor for the rea-
son that styles which produce a bad effect in other materials may
be extremely beautiful in this. From early days we have the
stern, almost grandly simple work on locks and hinges, and from
every later time from Renaissance and Rococo, as well as from
Gothic years the most wonderful creations in the way of fountains,
window-screens, tympanums, gates, lamps, candle-stands, and the

great chancel-screens so commonly employed in later periods. One
blessed spot for the eye to rest upon in this abused cathedral is the

huge screen, probably ten or more feet in height, which closes the
immense chancel opening. It is of Rococo days, and looking at its

wonderfully imaginative wealth and grace of line one is tempted to

say that whatever may be the case with other materials the Sti/le
Louis Quinze with its delicate yet vitally organized vagaries is the

very best for iron-work. But as one visits church after church, or

even walks the streets and sees example after example from other

epochs, the same decision is successively arrived at with regard to

many other ways of working. The profusion of such work which

still remains in place does not at all prepare the traveller for the

more than equal profusion of examples he will find in every Bavarian

museum. In no branch was the artisan of the middle and later

ages so prolific, and in none were his creations more diverse, more

happily and freshly and spontaneously artistic.

Gothic art lived long and died hard in this part of the world. Few

examples of complete Renaissance work without a Gothic admixture

are to be dated earlier than 1600. The fact is unfortunate in a way,
for it leaves us no good early Renaissance examples. We pass from

dying Gothic into dying Renaissance; but sometimes we get an at

least interesting mixture of the two styles. Several such are to be

found in the many large, later structures of Wurzburg, built in the six-

teenth century in the church connected with the university, for ex-

ample, which combines Renaissance forms with an almost Gothic

lightness of structure, and with true late Gothic windows. The

bishop's palace is an immense eighteenth-century structure in a

park on the outskirts of the town, built after the model of Versailles.

Inside it is said to be very well planned, very large and sumptuous;
and as parts of it were frescoed by Tiepolo it is undoubtedly worth

a visit; but we had no time to do more than glance at its formal

exterior and admire the beauty of its great iron gate Rococo again,

eae,h very different from the other, and each more fantastically

lovely than its fellow.

I must give a final word to the bric-a-brac shops of the town.

These snares of the enthusiastic traveller I found more interesting

and a little less dangerous than those in most other places perhaps
because Wurzburg is not on the line of common foreign travel.

Really fine articles are everywhere dear to-day of course. The time

for picking up bargains in splendid examples of the minor arts has

long gone by. The humblest, dealer at last knows their worth.

But such things were much less dear in Wurzburg than in towns like

Munich or Nuremberg, for example. And in smaller, less preten-
tious articles much satisfactory foraging may be done. Good bits of

old work in the way of iron, and pewter, and brass, and even of

bronze may be bought for very little. Of course with more impor-
tant things the purchaser must everywhere be on his guard against
modern copies which the German workman of to-day makes and

"antiquates" with quite infernal skill, and the dealer swears to with

more than infernal floridity of speech ;
but in little things which

would not pay to duplicate the danger is less, and their artistic value

is often great. For three dollars I got, in a most bewildering Wurz-

burg shop, a brass holy-water vessel of late Renaissance workman-

ship, that is quite lovely, and for a few cents a small bronze re-

pousse mask (from a Gothic sepulchral slab, apparently) of the

most na'ive and charming sort. Such little trophies may not seem

very valuable when one is fresh from the splendid treasures of

church and museum ; but a voyage across the Atlantic raises their

worth to an extraordinary de<rree.

I should add that while the Wiirzhurg collections of minor art do not

equal those of Bamberg, yet the University Library contains many
precious manuscripts, miniatures, and also a very large assemblage
of prints known as the "

Wagner Collection."

M. G. VAN RENSSELAER.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.

HORATIO I,YON MEMORIAL LIBRARY, MONSON, MASS. MR. STE-

PHEN C. EARLE, ARCHITECT, BOSTON, MASS.

TITHE walls are of two shades of Monson granite outside, with

A brick backing, laid hollow, and the building is nearly fire-proof
in its construction, the floors being of iron and brick, and roof

framing of iron. The cost was about $25,000, the money being given
by Mrs. Caroline R. Dale, daughter of Mr. Lyon, and an endowment
of $20,000 was given by Mrs. Lyon. W. N. Flynt & Co., owners of

the Monson granite quarries, were the builders.

FIRST UNIVERSALIST CHURCH, NO. ATTLEBORO', MASS. MESSRS.

WM. R. WALKER & SON, ARCHITECTS, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

The outside walls of the Church and first story of (lie Rectory
and Sunday-School buildins are of dark brown Croton front brick,
laid in black mortar, with finish of Long Meadow brownstone, Kib-

bey quarry, and Trenton brick both ornamented and plain, laid in

red mortar. The walls of second story of the Rectory and Sunday-
School building are covered with red slate, and all roofs with Brown-
ville black slate. The framing of Church is of Southern hard-pine,
and the pews are of cherry. Over Sunday-School Room are parlor,
dining-room and kitchen for social gatherings.

HOUSE FOR ROBERT MAGRUDER, ESQ., ARLINGTON, MD., MESSRS.
F. E. & II. R. DAVIS, ARCHITECTS, BALTIMORE, MD.

PERSPECTIVE DIAGRAMS. PLATE XXII.

ENTRANCE TO ASTON HALT,, WARWICKSHIRE, ENGLAND, DRAWN
BY MR. JOHN C. SMITH.
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"HOME, SWEET HOMK." 1

Y intention is to bring
to your notice some
of the many causes

which result in unhealthy
dwellings, particularly
those of the middle cla-scs

of society. The same defects,
it is true, are to be found
in the palace and in the

man-ion, and also in the
artisan's cottage; but in

much a matter of considera-

tion, and in the latter the

requirements and appli-
ances being less, the evils

are minimized. It is in the houses of the middle classes, I mean
those of a rental at from 50 to 150 per annum, that the evils of
careless building and want of sanitary precautions become most ap-
parent. Until recently sanitary science was but little studied, and
many things were done a few years since which even the self-interest

of a speculative builder would not do now-a-days, nor would he be

permitted to do by the local sanitary authority. Yet houses built in

those times are still inhabited, and in many cases sickness and even
death are the result. But it is with shame I must confess that, not-

withstanding the advance which sanitary science has made, and the
excellent appliances to be obtained, many a house is now built, not

only by the speculative builder, but designed by professed architects,
and in spite of sanitary authorities and their by-laws, which, in im-

portant particulars are far from perfect, are unhealthy, and cannot
be truly called sweet homes. Architects and builders have much to
contend with. The perverseness of man and the powers of nature
at times appear to combine ^for the express purpose of frustrating
their endeavors to attain sanitary perfection. Successfully to com-
bat these opposing forces, two things are above all necessary, viz.:

first, a more perfect insight into the laws of nature, and a judicious
use of serviceable appliances on the part of the architect; and
second, greater knowledge, care, and trustworthiness on the part of
workmen employed. With the first there will be less of that blind

following of what has been done before by others, and by the latter,
the architect, who has carefully thought out the details of his sani-

tary work, will be enabled to have his ideas carried out in an intelli-

gent manner. Several cases have come under my notice, where by
reckless carelessness or dense ignorance on the part of workmen,
dwellings, which might have been sweet and comfortable if the ar-
chitect's ideas and instructions had been carried out, were in course of
time proved to be in an unsanitary condition. The defects, having
been covered up out of sight, were only made known in some cases
after illness or death had attacked members of the household. In
order that we may have thoroughly sweet homes, we must consider the
localities in which they are to be situated, and the soil on which they
are to rest. It is an admitted fact that certain localities are more
generally healthy than others, yet circumstances often beyond their
control compel men to live in those less healthy. Something may, in
the course of time, be done to improve such districts by planting,
subdrainage, and the like. Then, as regards the soil : our earth has
been in existence many an age, generation after generation have
come and passed away, leaving behind accumulations of matter on
its surface, both animal and vegetable, and although natural causes
are ever at the work of purification, there is no doubt such accumu-
lations are in many cases highly injurious to health, not only in a
general way, but particularly if around, and worse still, under, our
dwellings. However healthy a district is considered to be, it
is never safe to leave the top soil inclosed within the walls of our
houses

; and in many cases the subsoil should be covered with a
layer of cement-concrete, and at times with asphalt on the con-
crete. For if the subsoil be damp, moisture will rise; if it be
porous, offensive matter may percolate through. It is my belief
that much of the cold dampness felt in so many houses is caused by
moisture rising from the ground inclosed within the outer walls.
Cellars are in many cases abominations. Up the cellar steps is a
favorite means of entrance for sickness and death. Light and air,
which are so essential for health and life, are shut out. If cellars
are necessary they should be constructed with damp-proof walls and
floors; light should be freely admitted; every part must be well
ventilated; and, above all, no drain of any description should be
taken in.

*
If they be constructed so that water cannot find its way

through either walls or floors, where is the necessity of a drain V

Surely the floors can be kept clean by the use of so small an amount
of

^water
that it would be ridiculous specially to provide a drain.

The next important, but oft-neglected precaution is to have a good
damp-course over the whole of the walls, internal as well as exter-
nal. I know that for the sake of saving a few pounds (most likely
that they may be frittered away in senseless, showy features), it
often happens that if even a damp-course is provided in the outer
walls, it is dispensed with in the interior walls. This can only be
done with impunity on really dry ground; but in too many cases
damp finds its way up, and, to say the least, disfigures the walls.

' From a paper read by William Henman, A. R. 1. B. A., before the Blrmine-

Ae
ArchltecturHl Association, January 30, 1881, and primed iu the lluililiuij

Here I would pause to ask : What is the primary reason for building
houses? 1 would answer that, in this country at least, it is in order
to protect ourselves from wind and weather. After going to great
expense and trouble to exclude cold and wet, by means of walls and
roofs, should we not take us much pains to prevent them rising from

below, and attacking us in a more insidious manner? Various mate-
rials may be used us damp-courses. Glazed earthenware perforated
slabs are perhaps the best, when expense is no object. I generally
employ a course of slates, breaking joint, with a good bed of cement
above and below; it answers well and is not very expensive. If the

ground is irregular, a layer of asphalt is more easily applied.
Gas-tar and sand is sometimes used, but it deteriorates and cannot
be depended upon for any length of time. The damp-course should

invariably tie placed above the level of the ground around the build-

ing, and below the ground-floor joists. If a basement story is neces-

sary, the outer walls below the ground should be either built hollow
or coated externally with some substance through which wet cannot

penetrate. Above the damp-course, the walls of our houses must be
constructed of materials which will keep out wind and weather.

Very porous materials should be avoided, because, even if the wet
does not actually find its way through, so much is absorbed during
rainy weather, that in the process of drying, much cold is produced
by evaporation. The fact should be constantly remembered, vix. :

that evaporation causes cold. It can easily be proved by dropping
a little ether upon the bulb of a thermometer, when it will be seen
how quickly the mercury falls, and the same effect takes place in a
less degree by the evaporation of water. Seeing, then, that evapo-
ration from so small a surface can lower temperature so many de-

grees, consider what must be the effect of evaporation from the
extensive surfaces of walls inclosing our houses. This experiment
(thermometer with bulb inclosed in linen) enables me as well to
illustrate that curious law of nature which necessitates the introduc-
tion of a damp-course in the walls of our buildings; it is known as

capillary or molecular attraction, and breaks through that more
powerful law of gravitation, which in a general way compels fluids
to find their own level. You will notice that the piece of linen over
the bulb of the thermometer, having been first moistened, continues

moist, although only its lower end is in water, the latter being drawn
up by capillary attraction; or we have here an illustration more to
the point, a brick which simply stands with its lower end in water,
and you can plainly see how the damp has risen. From these illus-

trations you will see how necessary it is that the brick and stone used
for outer walls should be as far as possible impervious to wet; but
more than that, it is necessary the jointing should be non-absorbent,
and the less porous the stone or brick, the better able must the joint-
ing be to keep out wet, for this reason, that when rain is beating
against a wall, it either runs down or becomes absorbed. If both
brick and mortar, or stone and mortar be porous, it becomes ab-
sorbed

;
if all are non-porous, it runs down until it finds a projection,

and then drops off; but if the brick or stone are non-porous, and the
mortar porous, the wet runs down the brick or stone until it arrives
at the joint, and is then sucked inwards. It

being almost impossible
to obtain materials quite water-proof, suitable for external walls,
other means must be employed for keeping our homes dry
and comfortable. Well-built hollow walls are good. Stone walls,
unless very thick, should be lined with brick, a cavity being left be-
tween. A material called Hygeian Rock Building Composition has
lately been introduced, which will, I believe, be found of great utility,
and if properly applied should insure a dry house. A cavity of one-half
inch is left between the outer and inner portion of the wall, whether
of brick or stone, which, as the building rises, is run in with the ma-
terial made liquid by heat

;
and not only is the wall water-proofed

thereby, but also greatly strengthened. It may also be used as a damp-
course. Good, dry walls are of little use without good roofs, and for a
comfortable house the roofs should not only be water-tight and weather
tight, but also, if I may use the term, heat-tight. There can be no
doubt that many houses are cold and chilly, in consequence of the rapid
radiation of heat through the thin roofs, if not through thin and
badly-constructed walls. Under both tiles and slates, but particu-
larly under the latter, there should be some non-conducting substance,
such as boarding, or felt, or pugging. Then, in cold weather heat
will be retained

;
in hot weather it will be excluded. Roofs should

be of a suitable pitch, so that in windy weather neither rain nor snow
can find its way in. Great care must be taken in laying gutters
and flats. With them it is important that the boarding should be
well laid in narrow widths, and in the direction of the fall; other-
wise the boards cockle, and form ridges and furrows in which wet
will rest, and in time the metal decay. After having secured a
sound water-proof roof, proper provision must be made for conveying
therefrom the water which of necessity falls on it in the form of
rain. All eaves-spouting should be of ample size, and the rain-water

down-pipes should be placed at frequent intervals and of suitable
diameter. The outlets from the eaves-spouting should not be con-
tracted, although it is advisable to cover them with a wire grating
to prevent their becoming choked with dead leaves, otherwise the
water will overflow and probably find its way through the walls. All

joints to the eaves-spouting, and particularly to the rain-water down-
pipes, should be made water-tight, or there is great danger, when
they are connected with the soil-drains, that sewer-gas will escape at
the joints and find its way into the house at windows and doors.
There should be a siphon-trap at the bottom of each down-pipe, un-
less it is employed as a ventilator to the drains, and then the greatest
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care should be exercised to insure perfect jointings, and that the

outlet be well above all windows. Eaves-spouting and rain-water

down-pipes should be periodically examined and cleaned out. They
ought to be painteil inside as well as out, or else they will quickly

decay, and if of iron, they will rust, (lake off, and quickly become

stopped. It is impossible to have a sweet home where there is con-

tinual dampness. By its presence chemical action and decay are

set up in many substances which would remain in a quiescent state so

long as they continue dry. Wood will rot; so will wall-papers, the

paste used in hanging them, and the size in distemper, however

good they may have been in the first instance
;
then it is that injurious

exhalations are thrown off, and the evil is doubtless very greatly
increased if the materials are bad in themselves. Quickly-grown
and sappy timber, sour paste, stale size, and wall-papers containing

injurious pigments, are more easily attacked, and far more likely to

fill the house with bad smells and a subtle poison. Plaster to ceilings
and walls is quickly damaged by wet, and if improper materials,

such as road-drift, be used in its composition, it may become most

unsavory and injurious to health. The materials for plaster cannot

be too carefully selected, for if organic matter be present, the result

is the formation of nitrates and the like, which combine with lime

and produce deliquescent salts, viz., those which attract moisture.

Then, however impervious to wet the walls, etc., may be, signs of

dampness will be noticed wherever there is a humid atmosphere, and
similar evils will result as if wet had penetrated from the exterior.

Organic matter coming into contact with plaster, and even the ex-

halations from human beings and animals will in time produce simi-

lar effects ; lience, stables, water-closets, and rooms which are

frequently crowded with people, unless always properly ventilated,
will show signs of dampness, and deterioration of the plaster-work ;

wall-paper will become detached from the walls, paint will blister,

and peel off, and distemper will lose its virtue. To avoid similar

mishaps, sea-sand, or other sand containing salt, should never be
used either for plaster or mortar. In fact it is necessary that the

materials for mortar should be as free from salts and organic
matter as those used for plaster, because the injurious effects of

their presence will be quickly communicated to the latter. Unfortu-

nately, it is not alone by taking precaution against the possibility of

having a damp house, that we necessarily insure a " sweet home."
The watchful care of the architect is required, from the cutting of

the first sod, until the finishing touches are put on the house. He
must assure himself that all is done, and nothing left undone, which
is likely to cause a nuisance, or worse still, jeopardize the health of

the occupiers. Yet with all his care, and the employment of the

best materials and apparatus at his command, complete success
seems scarcely possible of attainment. We have all much to learn,

many things must be accomplished and difficulties overcome, ere we
can " rest and be thankful." It is impossible for the architect to at-

tempt to solve all the problems which surround this question. He
must in many cases employ such materials and such apparatus as

can he obtained
; nevertheless, it is his duty to test the value of

such materials and apparatus as may be obtainable, and by his ex-

perience and scientific knowledge to determine which are best to be
used under varying circumstances. But to pass on to other matters
which mar the sweetness of home. With many, I hold, that the
method usually employed for warming our dwellings is wasteful,

dirty, and often injurious to health. The open fire, although cheerful
in appearance, is justly condemned. It is wasteful because so small a

percentage of the value of the fuel employed is utilized. It is dirty,
because of the dust and soot which result therefrom. It is unhealthy,
because of the cold draughts which in its simplest form are produced,
ami the stilling atmosphere which pervades the house when the

products of imperfect combustion insist, as they often do, in not as-

cending the flues constructed for the express purpose of carrying
them off; and even when they take the desired course they blacken
and poison the external atmosphere with their presence. Some of

the grates known as ventilating grates, dispose of one of the evils of

the ordinary open fire, by reducing the amount of cold draught
caused by the rush of air up the flues. This is effected, as you proba-
bly know, by admitting air direct from the outside of the house to

the back of the grate where it is warmed, and then Hows into the
rooms to supply the place of that which is drawn up the chimneys.
Provided such grates act properly, and are well put together so that
there is no possibility of smoke being drawn into the fresh-air chan-

nels, and that the air to be warmed is drawn from a pure source,

they may be used with much advantage; although by them we must
not suppose perfection has been attained. The uiilization of a far

greater percentage of heat and the consumption of all smoke must
be aimed at. It is a question if such can be accomplished by means
of an open fire, and it is a difficult matter to devise a method suited
in every respect to the warming of our dwellings which at the same
time is equally cheering in appearance. So long as we are obliged
to employ coal in its crude form for heating purposes, and are con-
tent with the waste and dirt of the open fire, we must be thankful
for the cheer it gives in many a home where there are well-con-
structed grates and flues, and make the best use we can of the un-
doubted ventilating power it possesses. A constant change of air in

every part of our dwellings is absolutely necessary that we may have
a " sweet home," and the open fireplace with its flue materially helps
to that end

;
but unless in every other respect the house is in a cood

sanitary condition the open fire only adds to the danger of residing
in such a house, because it draws the impure air from other parts

into our living-rooms, where it is respired. Closed stoves are useful

in some places, such as entrance halls. They are more econoiniciil

than the open fireplaces ;
but with them there is danger of the atmos-

phere, or rather, the minute particles of organic matter always float-

ing in the air, becoming burnt and so charging the atmosphere with

carbonic acid. The recently introduced slow-combustion stoves ob-

viate this evil. It is possible to warm our houses without having
separate fireplaces in each room viz., by heated air, hot water, or

steam
;
but there are many difficulties and some dangers in connec-

tion therewith which I can scarcely hope to see entirely overcome.
In America steam has been employed with some success, and there

is this advantage in its use: that it can be conveyed a considerable

distance. It is therefore possible to have the furnace and boilers

for its production quite away from the dwelling-houses and to heat

several dwellings from one source, while at the same time it can be

employed for cooking purposes. In steam, then, we have a useful

agent, which might, with advantage, be more generally employed ;

but when either it or hot water be used for heating purposes, special
and adequate means of ventilation must be employed. Ga;--tovcs
are made in many forms, and in a few cases cau be employed with

advantage; but I believe they are more expensive than a coal fire,

and it is most difficult to prevent the products of combustion finding
their way into the dwellings. Gas is a useful agent in the kitchen
for cooking purposes, but I never remember entering a house where
it was so employed without at once detecting the unpleasant smell re-

sulting. It is rare to find any special means for carrying off the in-

jurious fumes, and without such I am sure gas cooking-stoves cannot
be healthy adjuncts to our homes.
The next difficulty we have to deal with is artificial lighting.

Whether we employ candle, oil-lamp or gas, we may be certain that

the atmosphere of our rooms will become contaminated by the prod-
ucts of combustion, and health must suffer. In order that such

may be obviated it must be an earnest hope that ere long such im-

provements will be made in electric light, so that it may become

generally used in our homes, as well as in all public buildings. G;is

has certainly proved itself a very useful and comparatively inexpen-
sive illuminating power, but in many ways it contaminates the atmos-

phere, is injurious to health, and destructive to the furniture and

fittings of our homes. Leakages from the mains impregnate (he
soil with poisonous matter, and it rarely happens that throughout a
house there are no leakages. However small they may be, the air

becomes tainted. It is almost impossible at times to detect the fault,
or if detected, to make good without great injury to other work, in

consequence of the difliculty there is in getting at the pipes, as they
are generally embedded in plaster, etc. All gas-pipes should be laid
in positions where they can be easily examined, and if necessary re-

paired without much trouble. In France it is compulsory that all

gas-pipes be left exposed to view except where they must of neces-

sity pass through the thickness of a wall or floor, and it would be a

great benefit if such were required in this country. The cooking
processes which necessarily go on often result in unpleasant odors

pervading our homes. I cannot say they are immediately prejudi-
cial to health

;
but if they are of daily or frequent occurrence, it is

more than probable the volatile matters which are the cause of the
odors become condensed upon walls, ceiling or furniture, and in time
undergo putrefaction, and so not only mar the sweetness of home,
but in addition affect the health of the inmates. Cooking-ranges
should therefore be constructed so as to carry off the fumes of cook-

ing, and kitchens must be well ventilated and so placed that the
fumes cannot find their way into other parts of the dwelling. In
some houses washing-day is an abomination. Steam and stife then

permeate the building, and to say the least, banish sweetness and
comfort from the home. It is a wonder that people will, year after

year, put up with such a nuisance. If washing must be done at

home, the architect may do something to lessen the evil by placing
the wash-house in a suitable position disconnected from the living
part of the house, or by properly ventilating it and providing a well-
constructed boiler and furnace, and a flue for carrying off the
steamv There is daily a considerable amount of refuse found in

every home, from the kitchen, from the fire-grate, from the sweeping
of rooms, etc., and as a rule this is day after day deposited in the

ash-pit, which but too often is placed close to the house and left ui.-

covered. If it were simply a receptacle for the ashes from the fire-

grates, no harm would result; but as all kinds of organic matter are
cast in, and often allowed to remain for weeks to rot and putrefy, it

becomes a regular pest-box, and to it often may be traced sickness
and death. It would be a wise sanitary measure if every coi,-
structed ash-pit were abolished. In place thereof I would substitute
a galvanized-iron covered receptacle of but moderate size, mounted
upon wheels, and it should be incumbent on the local authorities
to empty the same every two or three days. Where there are gardens,
all refuse is useful as manure, and a suitable place should be pro-
vided for it at the greatest distance from the dwellings. Until the

very desirable reform I have just mentioned takes place, it would Le
well if refuse were burnt as soon as possible. With care this may
be done in a close range, or even open fire, without any unpleasant
smells, and certainly without injury to health. It must be much
more wholesome to dispose of organic matter in that way while
fresh than to have it rotting and festering under our very noses. A
greater evil yet is the privy. In the country, where there is no com-
plete system of drainage, it may be tolerated when placed at a dis-
tance from the house

;
but in a "crowded neighborhood it is an aboui-
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ination, ami, unless frequently emptied and kept scrupulously clean-

cannot fail to IK- injurious to lioallli. Where there is no system of

drainage, cesspools must at times lie used, hut, they should he avoided

as much as possible. They should never be constructed near to

dwellings, and must always be well ventilated. Care should be

taken to make them water-tight, otherwise the foul matter may per-
colate through the ground, and is likely to contaminate the water-

supply. In some old houses cesspools have been found actually
iimler the living-rooms. I would here also condemn the placing of

rain-water tanks under any portion of the dwelling-house, for many
cases of sicknes.s and death have been traced to the fact of sewage

having found its way through, either by backing up the drains or by
the ignorant laving of new into old drains. Karth-closets, if care-

fullv attended to, often emptied, and the receptacles cleaned out, can

be safely employed even within doors
;
but in towns it isditlicult to dis-

pose of the refuse, and there must necessarily be a system of drain-

age for the purpose of taking off the surface-water; it is therefore

found more economical to carry away all drainage together, and the

water-closet being but little trouble, and if properly looked after,

more cleanly in appearance, it is generally preferred, notwithstand-

ing the great risks which are daily run in consequence of the chance
of sewer-gas finding an entrance into the house by its means. After

all, it is scarcely fair to condemn outright the water-closet as the

cause of so many of the ills to which flesh is subject. It is true that

many water-closet apparatus are obviously defective in construction,
and any architect or builder using such is to be condemned. The
old pan-closet, for instance, should be banished. It is known to be

defective, and yet I see it is still made, sold, and fixed in dwelling-

houses, notwithstanding the fact that other closet-pans, far more

simple and effective, can be obtained at less cost. The pan of the

closet should be large, and ought to retain a layer of water at the

bottom, which, with the refuse, should be swept out of the pan by
the rush of water from the service-pipe. The outlet may be at the

side, connected with a simple earthenware S-trap, with a ventilating
outlet at the top, from which a pipe may be taken just through the.

wall. From the S-trap I prefer to take the soil-pipe immediately

through the wall, and connect with a strong 4-inch iron pipe, care-

fully jointed, water-tight, and continued of the same size to above

the tops of all windows. This pipe, at its foot, should be connected
with a ventilating-trap, so that all air-connection is cut off between
the house and the drains. All funnel-shaped water-closet pans are

objectionable, because they are so liable to catch and retain the dirt.

Wastes from baths, sinks and urinals should also be ventilated and
disconnected from the drains as above, or else allowed to discharge
above a gulley-trap. Excrement, etc., must be quickly removed
from the premises if we are to have " sweet homes," and the water-

closet is perhaps the most convenient apparatus, when properly con-

structed, which can be
employed. By taking due precaution, no

harm need be feared, or will result from its use, provided that the

drains and sewers are rightly constructed and properly laid. It is

then to the sewers, drains, and their connections our attention must
he specially directed, for in the majority of cases they are the arch-

offenders. The laying of main sewers has in most cases been en-

trusted to the civil engineer, yet it often happens architects are

blamed, and unjustly so, for the defective work over which they had
no control. When the main sewers are badly constructed, and, as a

result, sewer-gas is generated and allowed to accumulate, ordinary

precautions may be useless in preventing its entrance by some means
or other to our homes, and special means and extra precautions
must be adopted. But with well-constructed and

properly-ventilated
sewers, every architect and builder should be able to devise a suit-

able system of house-drainage, which need cause no fear of danger
to health. The glazed stoneware pipe, now made of any convenient
size and shape, is an excellent article with which to construct house-

drains. The pipes should be selected, well burnt, well glazed, and
free from twist. Too much care cannot be exercised in properly

laying them. The trenches should be got out to proper falls, and
unless the ground is hard and firm, the pipes should be laid upon a

layer of concrete to prevent the chance of sinking. The jointing
must be carefully made, and should be of cement or of well-tempered
clay, care being taken to wipe away all projecting portions from the

inside of the pipes. A clear passage-way is of the utmost impor-
tance. Foul drains are the result of badly-jointed and irregularly-
laid pipes, wherein matter accumulates, which in time ferments and

produces sewer-gas. The common system of laying drains with
curved angles is not so good as laying them in straight lines from

point to point, and at every angle inserting a man-hole or lamp-hole.
This plan is now insisted upon by the Local Government Board for

all public buildings erected under their authority. It might, with

advantage, be adopted for all house-drains. Now, in consequence
of the trouble and expense attending the opening up and examina-
tion of a drain, it may often happen that although defects are sus-

pected or even known to exist, they are not remedied until illness or

death are the result of neglect. But with drains laid in straight

lines, from point to point, with man-holes or lamp-holes at the inter-

sections, there is no reason why the whole system may not easily be
examined at any time and stoppages quickly removed. The man-
holes and lamp-holes may with advantage be used as means for ven-

tilating the drains and also for flushing them. It is of importance
that each house-drain should have a disconnecting trap just before it

enters the main sewer. It is bad enough to be poisoned by neglect-

ing the drainage to one's own property, but what if the poison be

developed els,. where, and by neglect permitted to find its way to us?
Sin h will surely happen unless some effective means he employed
for cutting oil' all air connection between the house-drains and the
main sewer. I am firmly convinced that simply a smoky chimney or
the discovery of a fault in drainage weighs far more, in the estima-
tion of a client in forming his opinion of the ability of an architect,
than the successful carrying out of an artistic desJL'n. By no means
do I disparage a striving to attain artistic effectiveness, but to the

study of the artistic, in domestic architecture at least, add a knowl-

edge of sanitarv science, ami foMer a habit of careful observation of

causes and effects. Comfort is demanded in the home, ami that

cannot be secured unless dwellings are built and maintained with

perfect sanitary arrangements and appliances.

CISTERNS.
WRITER in the Lum-
ber World presents some
facts with reference to

cisterns that may prove of

interest to our readers.

Cisterns of various sorts

and sizes may be very
.-. cheaply and speedily made.
> The largest sizes should be

*]
made oblong, not more than

a twelve feet across, to turn
J brick arch over conveniently,
and as long as needed.
Round cisterns are best when
not more than twelve feet in

diameter, and as deep as

necessary, though the draft

of water is rather hard when
more than twenty feet deep,

when pumped by hand. To build a cistern, if circular, the earth
should be excavated in the shape of an egg, longest down, and round-

ing at the bottom, making the surface of the excavations as smooth
and neat as possible. Tine., feet from the top dig out a shelf the
width of a brick, laying the brick for the arch in cement or hy-
draulic lime-mortar of as good quality as can be procured. Lay &
course of bricks in the mortar all round the shelf, pointing the

spaces well between the bricks and behind them. When this is

completed, all the spaces being filled up, begin another course about
one and one-half inches out from the other, lilling-in all pointing as

before, so that the cement, when set hard, will bind and hold the
course of bricks firmly. This will draw in the cistern three inches.

Continue in this way until the hole is about the size of a flour barrel,

filling-in the soil around the arch and above it, and building a neck
about two feet high to finish off. The earth around ought to be fully
a foot higher than the level, to turn off drainage and keep out surface
water. When this is done the interior of the cistern may be plas-
tered on the earth, when it is firm and solid, placing a large stone or

platform of brieks immediately under where the water will fall, in

the bottom, and to support the pump tube, if one is used. When
an earth wall is not used, brieks should be laid in courses from the

bottom, in cement, with much care, and backing each course well
behind with dry sand, that the pressure of the water may not cause

leaking, which is very often the case if not properly done.
Cement-mortar is usually made of two parts dry mortar-sand and

one part of hydraulic cement. The bottom and walls of the cistern
must be well plastered and completely covered with this mortar, with-
out any breaks in it anywhere, at least one-half inch thick. It is best
not to get it on too thick, or it may slide down to the bottom. This
will dry enough in twenty-four hours to be well covered with a wash
of hydraulic cement as thin as it can be laid on with a whitewash
brush. The whole should be carefully gone over with this wash,
that all porosities or cracks in the plaster may be thoroughly filled

and covered up. Two or three coats of this wash are better than
one, as they will render the cistern as tight as a bottle. The more
coats of the wash that are put on the less the water will soak away
through the pores of the plaster, and the tighter it will be. This is a

point of considerable importance, and should always be carefully
attended to.

It is, of course, convenient, when you decide how large a cistern is

wauled, to know how large it ought to be made to hold the required
quantity of water. For every foot of depth of the following diame-
ters the cistern will hold :

For i; ft. diameter 7. barrels of 30 gallon*." 7 " " 9.BM " "
ii s " " 12..133 " "

9 14 42 ii

10 19.68

A cistern 10 feet deep and 6 feet in diameter holds 2,100 gallon?,
or 70 barrels of 80 gallons each. The rule for finding the contents
of any cistern is to multiply half the diameter in feet by itself.

Then multiply the product by 3. 14 16, which gives the area of the ex-
cavation near enough for practical purposes. Multiply this by the

depth in feet, which gives the cubic contents in feet Multiply the
last product by 1,728 to get the number of cubic inches. Divide the
whole result by 231, the number of cubic inches in a wine gallon,
and the product will be the number of gallons in the cistern. This,
divided by 30, gives the number of barrels of 80 gallons each.
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In conducting water from a roof to a cistern, arrangements ought

always to be made for turning it off when full, as the weight of the

water is apt to burst the walls if it is allowed to overflow. 1 his

should always be carefully looked after, and the conductors ought

always to be turned off until the rain has fallen for some time and

washed the roofs clean and clear of leaves and other trash. A small

wire screen ou<rht also to be placed over the spout-holes
in the root.

Professional cistern builders are apt to slight their work, using too

little cement, or too little mortar, or not backing the walls well, or

not washing them enough afterward to be tight. Any intclli

workman can make a good cistern after being shown how, and these

often do the best work. It is always best to mix small quantities ot

mortar at a time, using it as rapidly as possible.
A round cistern is

much more economical of space, and holds more in proportion to

depth of wall than a square one. But it is often thought best, in

constructing very large reservoirs, to build them square. Ihe fol-

lowing tables of both show the difference in wall and in area :

SQUARE CISTERNS.

8 feet square have 64 feet area and 32 feet of wall.

10 " 100 " " 40 "

12 " 144 " " 48

ROUND CISTERNS.

8 feet diameter have 50 feet area and 24 feet of wall.

10
i. 78 " " 31 "

12
" 113 " " 37

"

A 10-foot round cistern, it will be seen, has less wall than an 8-foot

square one, and lias 14 square feet more surface. Consequently,

round cisterns are cheaper and larger than square ones, as well as

stronn-er. In estimating the cost of a cistern the following details are

useful. A brick is 8 inches long, 4 inches wide, and 2i thick. A wall

need not be more than a brick thick, if carefully laid in cement and

well backed with dry sand, so the pressure of water, when brought

against it, cannot force it out of its place to cause a crack or a leak.

When laid flat and lengthwise, seven bricks will make a square foot

of wall. A 10-foot round cistern, 1 2 feet deep, will have 372 square

feet of wall, and will require 2,600 bricks for a 4-inch flat wall, if

the entire surface is laid upon bricks. But if only an arch is turned

of bricks, and the cement-mortar is plastered on sound, solid clay

earth, not more than 1,000 bricks will be needed. Sometimes a

wall is laid up with bricks placed on edge, when about 1,700 will

cover the entire area, walls, bottom, arch and all, but this is not a

safe method unless a skilful workman attends to the job.

Mix the cement and sand dry before making mortar, as thoroughly

as possible, placing the sand on planks, using it about an inch thick,

then an inch of cement, and another inch of sand. Then mix and

work thoroughly while dry. It is better to pass the whole through

a screen, even if the sand has been already sifted. In wetting

down, it is best not to mix more than a bucketful at a time. In

plastering the walls always begin at the bottom, allowing each course

to set and get hard before putting on another, or the whole may
slide down in a lumpy mass.

UNDERGROUND WIRES.

SOME OP THE DIFFICULTIES ENCOUNTERED IN MAKING THEM

WORK SATISFACTORILY.

TTTIIERE being at this time a popular de-

J|^ mand that all telegraph and telephone
wires shall be placed under the ground in

cities, and some of the State Legislatures

having the subject under consideration, it is

of the utmost importance that no hasty or ill-

advised action be taken that would

result in impairing the telegraph
service and seriously embarrass

the business of the country. We
would like to see all drays, wagons,

street-cars, railroad-trains, and om-

nibuses as well as telegraph wires

removed from the streets. If the

question is asked, Can we do with-

out them ? the answer is, Certainly
not. Can they all be placed under

ground ? Yes. Is it practicable to

require them to vacate the streets

within sixty days, or even two

years ? Is it practicable to place
all the telegraph and telephone
wires under the ground ? I woulc

O , like to answer yes ;
but let us can-

L i,4rf PlTT $l<Wr*JC didly consider this question.

We are at first met with the assertion that the wires are placec

underground in London, Paris, and other European cities; why
cannot the same thing be done here? I answer that it can, al-

thou<*h the difficulties to be encountered are much greater in

American cities, but would Americans be content with such facilities

as are enjoyed by Europeans ? Let us see what the difference is.

In London and Paris, for example, the telegraph wires are carried

on poles to the railroad stations in the heart of the cities ;
from there

they are carried underground to the main offices ;
branch offices

hrouMiont the cities have a system of pneumatic tubes for sending

receivin" messages. It is only necessary, then, to provide a few

lines From the railroad stations to the central office and the

uS'tliese cities have been experimenting with under-

w rTfo. twenty-five years, they are to-day stretching many

t their telephone and local wires upon house-tops. Some of the

trunk lines are underground, but to run wires underground to every

bnildin.' where a telephone is wanted has been found impracticable.

In Paris the sewers and catacombs form underground avenues, in

which wires can be placed, rendering the problem an easy one to

lolve in that city.

In London large iron and stoneware pipes are placed under the

lavements, through which wires can be drawn at pleasure. is,

therefore, unnecessary to dig up the streets in constructing or repai

n the underground system. .

Many of the finest cities of Europe have no underground wires.

Statistics one year ago showed that there were more telephone and

private wires in the city of Cincinnati than in Great Britain and

France combined. One reason for this is, that owing to the expense

of constructing underground lines neither the Government nor pri-

vate corporations can furnish them at rates which the public can af-

:ord to pay.
In the United States, a business-man wants in his ofhce one or

more telephone wires, American district wires, from two to six wires

'or reporting the market quotations, electric-light wires, etc. On the

outside of his building he wants the fire-alarm wires, police wires,

tc. In an adjoining room must be located a branch telegraph and

telephone office. As an illustration there are fifteen telegraph offi-

ces alone upon one block in Cincinnati. Every hotel must have its

telegraph, telephone, electric-light, fire-alarm, and gold-and-stock

wires. This demand of business-men for facilities has resulted in

the construction of a perfect net-work of wires over every city in

;he Union. Let the edict go forth that all these wires shall be placed

underground, and nine-tenths of them will be abandoned. It will

be a hard task for business-men to take a step backward for ten or

fifteen years and deprive themselves of the conveniences they now

enjov.
In London branch offices in hotels and other public places are al-

most unknown. Gold-and-stock "
tickers," fire-alarm, district, and

police-telegraph systems have been looked upon as unnecessary

Yankee extravagances
"
that must not be imitated.

In the city of Brussels, one central telegraph office with branches

at the railroad depots (which are reached by wires upon poles) con-

stitutes the entire telegraphic equipment.
Other cities of 50,000 inhabitants have but a single office, and that

at the depot. How long would Americans be satisfied with such fa-

cilities?

Our telegraph companies claim there has been no practical system
of underground wires invented. Upon the other hand, we know that

wires have been worked underground for years. Although there is

an apparent contradiction, both statements are to a certain extent

true. Wires can be worked underground, but they are very expen-
sive to construct and maintain ; so much so that the public could not

afford to employ them as they do now. I venture the assertion that

ninety per cent of the present wires in cities would be abandoned

were the owners compelled to place them underground.
Another fact not generally known, is that a wire when buried in

the ground has only one-fiftieth the capacity of one suspended in the

air. In other words, signals can be sent with fifty times greater

rapidity over the latter than the former.

There have been numerous and varied experiments made in the

attempt to secure an underground system possessing the two essen-

tial qualities of reliability and cheapness. To be practical, it must

be cheap enough to enable the public to employ it. Statistics show
that in 1875 over 20,000 miles of underground lines in Great Britain,

France, and Germany had been abandoned as useless. Since that

time new systems have been invented. Some few are standing the

test of time, while the great majority have long since failed.

The system adopted in London is considered the best in the world,
but its cost prevents its adoption except for very short distances.

The English Postmaster-General stated in 1881, in the House of

Commons, that the expense that would be incurred in substituting un-

derground for overhead wires from London to the provinces would be

so great that it would be out of the question to introduce the system.

Although the British Government is the most powerful, financially,
of any in the world, it cannot afford to connect its provinces by sub-

terranean lines, yet its mileage of lines is not much greater than
that of a single state like New York.
The Mutual Union Company one year ago put down an under-

ground cable in the city of Chicago at an expense of $16,000, but

never was able to work it.

The American Bell Telephone Company within the last few
months put down a five-mile cable in Boston, but it has also proved
a failure.

The Western Union Company, as will be seen by its annual re-

port, paid $95,000 for an interest in an underground system, which
is now being tested, but the results are very discouraging, as most of

the tests have failed.

Many of the best electricians in the United States, who are not in

the employ of any telephone or telegraph company, are free to admit
that no system has yet been invented which is safe for any company
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to adopt upon a large scale. The systems that have proved success-

ful are too expensive for general use.

The City of Chi<-a<_;u lias ordered :ill telegraph and telephone com-

panies to place their wires imderirrouiid, yet her police and lire-alarm

wires still remain u])on poles. IE it is practicable to place them un-

derground, why do not the large cities set the telegraph companies
a good example \>v putting their own wires underground '.' American

cities are so constructed that large, tubes cannot he placed under the

sidewalks, as is done in London, It will he necessary, therefore, to

place them below the surface of the street.

A shrewd mathematician has cah-ulate.d that when the wires are

pia 1 midi-r^Tound everv prominent street in the large cities will be

dug up on an average of once per week if the number of wires con-

tinue to increase in the same ratio as (luring the last five years.
Pneumatic tubes are too slow for the average American. As an

illustration, the \Vesiern I'nion Company constructed three tubes

between its main office in Chicago and the Board of Trade (the

buildings being situated upon opposite sides of the street). The time

reij'iired in sending a package through the tubes is about ten seconds,

yet the telegraph 'company that attempts to handle its messages in

that way cannot secure business. Nothing short of an office upon
the floor of the Chamber, where a message can be handed to the

person addressed the moment it is received, will satisfy the brokers.

Facilities that were considered excellent three years ago are now
denounced as an outrage upon the community.

Property-holders who are now demanding that the wires shall be

removed from the streets and from their buildings, would be the first

to complain should their demands be complied with. There is

scarcely a prominent business block in any large American city that

is not supplied with a number of wires. Compel the companies to

put the wires underground, and the result will be only a few of the

more important buildings will be supplied with wires; tenants can-

not afford to provide them. The companies will not pay the ex-

pense, and the landlord will be compelled to do it at his own expense
in order to secure tenants. Property-holders should beware lest

thev lay a snare that will number themselves among the first victims.

Let us make haste slowly in the war against the wires, and be

sure we are right before we go ahead. "Pro Bono Publico" in the

Cincinnati Commercial Gazette,.

CHURCH ARCHITECTURE.

EVIKOTON, CAMPBELL Co., VA., March, 1883.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT :

Dear Sirs, Is there not a book on church architecture published?
I want plans and specifications for a country church (Episcopal),
and think I remember seeing advertised a cheap book of that kind.

Very truly yours, C. E. K i MIIAI.I .

[F. C. Withers's "Church Architecture," to be obtained of Wm. T. Corn-

stock, New York, price about $12, seems to be the nearest thing to what is

wanted. We believe that this does not contain specifications, and we do
not. know of any work on the subject that has them. Micklethwaite's
" Modern Parisli Churches," price about 82, which J. Sabin & Sons, Nassau
St., New York, will import to order, although it contains no plans, has in-

numerable excellent suggestions. EDS. AMERICAN ARCHITECT.]

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.

THE COMPETITION FOR MECHANICS' HOUSES. We desire to remind

those who have studied this problem and intend to enter this competi-

tion that their drawings should be received at this office on or before

Saturday next, April 21. Competitors who are not within easy reach

of Boston will do well to ascertain from the expresses and postmasters

the time usually consumed in transit between the two places, and then

forward the drawings a day earlier to allow for unexpected delays.

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS. The preliminary ar-

rangements for the Convention were reported by the Secretary at the
last meeting. The Convention is to be held at the cities of St. Paul and
Minneapolis, Minn. The party will arrive at St. Paul about noon on
June 19. Full details will soon be announced. It is intended also to ar-

range for a visit to the National Exposition of Railway Appliances at

Chicago before proceeding to St. Paul. .

DEADLY WELL-WATER. A novel suit, which will test the responsi-
bility of the Brooklyn city authorities to allow water in a pump well
to become "

stagnant, impure, poisonous, unclean and dangerous to hu-
man life and health," is pending trial in the Supreme Court of that

city. The plaintiff is Jcilm Danaher, a resident of DeKalb avenue,
who sues to recover $10,000 for the loss of his sons, Charles M., aged
six years, and Thomas P. I )anaher, eleven years, whose deaths were,
it is alleged, caused by drinking impure water from a well near the

plaintiff 's residence The complainant alleges that the city has charge
of the wells, n<l therefore should prohibit nuisances in them and pre-
serve the public health. Health Commissioner Raymond has, within
the last year and a half, condemned as dangerous to health the water
of fifty wells, of which thirty have been closed by order of the Com-
mon Council. The Sanitarian.

MORTAK KOII l-'iiii; I'IIOOF WALLS. In a recent number of

und Kisni llerr Liirmann called attention to the unsuitable character
of the mortar commonly used in the construction of walls built of fire-

bricks. He remarks that such walls are often subjected to pressure
from above, and are likewise constantly undcrgoim; physiral and chem-
ical changes from the action of the heat to which they are exposed,
and from the (-fleets of the substances which are being burnt, lie re-

fers to the fact that the masonry is sometimes mure or less disconnected,
even before the construction which it forms is really in active use. lu

order that fire-proof walls may acquire the needful firmness to resist

the effects of furnaces, etc., being heated and put into operation, the

use of so-called fire-proof mortar is disapproved by llerr I.iirnuinn, who
suggests the employment of a mortar composed of lime, dolomite, cem-

ent, blast-furnace slag, glass, etc., with the addition of sand, clay, tire-

brick dust, etc. This mortar in a finely-grained condition is mixed with

w ater in such a way that the spaces between the bricks can be very
small. It is asserted that this mortar ensures uniformity of extension

during the action of heat, the masonry forming a solid mass and the

loosening of bricks being entirely obviated, as well as the falling of

mortar from the spaces between the bricks. The result of a high tem-

perature is to render the union more binding between the mortar and
the fire-bricks. Herr Liirmann remarks, however, that the fire-bricks

must not in such cases exceed the normal dimensions, as bricks of too

large a size are not well burned through, and by their want of uniformity
allow of displacements in the interior of the masonry. The evenness
in surface of fire-bricks of good quality makes the quantity of mortar
but small in proportion to the entire mass of brickwork, the fire-resist-

ing properties of which are not deteriorated, llerr Liirmann asserts, by
the substitution of the mortar proposed by him for that commonly in

use. The Builder.

THE PLAN FOR DRAINING THB VALLEY OF THE CITY OF MEXICO. The
company formed for the purpose of draining the valley in which the

city of Mexico lies, of which Commissioner of Agriculture Loring is

president, has obtained an extension of time to the 26th of April, within
which to deposit the .$200,000 required as a guaranty by the Mexican
Government. Senor Orazo, the federal engineer of the republic of

Mexico, is now in New York in order that he may see that the inter-

ests of Mexico suffer no detriment in any agreement that may b'e made
for the drainage of the valley. It is not generally known that the

Spainards, after the conquest, undertook to drain this valley by cut-

ting through the mountains around it. They made a cut 300 feet deep
and several miles long by working 100 years. Senor Orazo thinks
that the proper way to drain this valley is to deepen this at 65 feet.

This will cost $4,000,000. He says that the suggestion that the moun-
tains might be tunnelled is untenable. The water would destroy the

tunnel, just as it did the tunnel that the Spainards made in the very
act referred to. A number of prominent men, including several sena-

tors, are interested in Commissioner Loring's company, and it is be-

lieved that they will be able to raise the necessary funds. Plenty of

men will snap at the concession if it drops from their hands. Its terms
are very liberal. Money and land are to be granted the company
that succeeds in draining the valley. Boston Herald.

THE RUINS OF THE TUILERIES. The area within and about the
ruins of the Tuileries has now been entirely cleared of the mass of

fallen de'bris with which it was encumbered, and the demolition of

those parts of the buildings that still stand has been commenced dur-

ing the past week. This work can proceed but slowly, owing to the

precautions that have to be taken to preserve from injury those frag-
ments possessing any artistic or historical value. The operations,
which occupy sixty skilled workmen, have been started on the river

front. The central pavilion will be attacked in a day or two. Ac-

cording to the unanimous testimony of those engaged in the demolition,
the Palace is a marvel of defective construction. The masonry, with
the exception of the facing-stones, consists of fillings only, and the in-

terior, so generally admired, is found to be only a common moulding
affixed to the rough stones, instead of being carved from the solid block,
as every one supposed. It is rumored that an Anglo-American Com-
pany has purchased the Pavilion d'Honneur as it stands, with the in-

tention of removing and reerecting it in the Crystal Palace Grounds at

Sydenham, while the torcheres(figmea holding lampsjof the Salle des

Mare'chaux have certainly been bought by the Russian Government
for the St. Petersburg!! Museum. The Architect.

HARDENING CONCRETE. In a paper recently read before the South-

end Mechanics' Institute, Mr. Henry Faija described his patented
method of quickening the induration of concrete blocks. The concrete

is made and rammed into the moulds in the usual manner, after which
the moulds are placed in a chamber, which is maintained at a moist

heat of about 100 deg. Fahr. This greatly increases the crystalliza-
tion or setting of the cement, and allows the objects to be moved from
the moulds in the course of a few hours. The concrete is then placed
in a bath of about 110 deg. Fahr., composed of one part of silicate of

soda, and twelve parts of water. The solution penetrates to the centre
of the block, which is thus hardened throughout, instead of merely on
the surface as in the usual process. In three or four days the blocks
will have attained the strength of ordinary cement three or four
months old. Engineering.

THE PANTHEON, ROME. Workmen are removing the two bell-towers

which have disfigured the front of the Pantheon for two centuries and
a half. These "

orecchioai," asses' ears were erected by the famous
architect Bernini in the pontificate of Urban VIII. The St. James's Ga-
zette observes as a singular circumstance indicating perhaps that the ar-

chitect was ashamed of his work, that the life of Bernini, by his eon,

though it goes into the minutest details makes no mention of the
"
oreechioni."
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BUILDING INTELLIGENCE,
(Reported for The American Architect aud Building News.)

[Although a large portion of the building intelligenci
is provided by their regular correspondents, the editors

areatly desire to receive voluntary information, espe-

ciallyfrom the smaller and outlying towns.]

BUILDING PATENTS.

rinterl specifications of any patents here mentioned.

7'ether with full detail illustrations, may be obtained

the Commissioner of Patents, at Washington, for

twenty-fine cents.]

[Prin

- Cyrus274,907. KILN FOR DRYING BRICKS, ETC.

Chambers, .Jr., Philadelphia. Pa.
274 910. Kn,N FOR DRYING BRICKS, ETC. Harvey

Cockell, Chicago, 111.

274,91-.!. SCREW-DRIVER. Martin B. Crawford,
Terre Haute, Ind.

274,922. CIRCULAR SAW. Chas. H. Douglas, Chi-

cago, 111.

274,926. MACHINE FOB SAWING STONE. Andrew
Folsom, Warren, R. I.

274,931. RBFLF.CTOR FOR CHANDELIERS, ETC.

Isaac P. Frlnk, New York.N. Y.

274,948. MANUFACTURE OF COLORED-GLASS WIN-
DOWS. John La Farge, New York, N. Y.

274,976. FIRE-SHIELD. Samuel Richards, Phila-

delphia, Pa.
274.977. COMBINED PORTABLE FIRE-ARRESTER

AND FIRE-ESCAPE. Samuel Richards, Philadelphia,
Pa.

274,985. BASEMENT OR CELLAR FLOOR. Ozias

A. Smith, Atlanta, Ga.
274,988. APPARATUS FOR DIGGING WELLS. Ben-

jamin F. Stephens, Brooklyn, N. Y.

275,003. ELEVATOR. Chas. Whittier, Boston,
Mass.
275011. COMBINED BATHING APPARATUS AND

COMMODE. Qnimby S. Backus, Winchendon, Mass.

275.017. FLOOR-CLAMP. Henry F. Case and A.
Wells Case, South Manchester, Conn.

275.018. FASTENER FOR MKBTI NO-RAILS OF
SASHES. Ralph Chandler, U.S. Navy.

275,<
C37. ELEVATOR. William Goddard, Chester,

275,081. TURNING-LATHE. Edgar H. Leland, East

Templeton, Mass.
275,066. LOCK FOR SLIDING DOORS. William T.

Minftus Newark, N. J.

275.079. WRENCH. Oscar E. H. N. Reichling,
Marion, Ind.

275.080. ELEVATOR. Gustavus N. Reiff, Philadel-

phia, Pa.
275/183. FIRE-ESCAPE. Henry J. H. Schuett, De-

troit, Mich.
275,099. SELF-CLOSING FAUCET. Thos. H. Walker,

Kansas City, Mo.
275,106. PIPE-WRENCH. Henry B. Williams, Fre-

mont Centre, Mich.

275.121. FIRE-ESCAPE. David F. Black, Brook-

275.122. WASH-STAND. William Blackwood, Jr.,

Detroit, Mich.
?75 135. FiRF.-lCsoAPE LADDER. Wesley C. Bush,

Brooklyn, N. Y.
275 149. LATCH FOR SLIDING DOORS. Enos M.

Clongh, Lake Village, N. H.

276,151. FIRE-PROOF CEILING. August W. Cordes,
New York, N. Y.

275,167. SHUTTER-BOWER. Jas. B. Dunwody, Jr.,

Walterborough, S. C.
275 179. ELECTRIC ELEVATOR. Stephen D. Field,

New York, N. Y.
275,197. FIRE-ESCAPE. William W. .Griffin, Bos-

ton, .Mass.

275,210. HOTEL-INDICATOR. Benjamin S. Hering,
Cambridge, O.

275,223. WINDOW-SASH. Eichard Langtry, St.

Louis, Mo.
275,235. SCREW-LTRIVKR. Charles H. Mallett and

Zachary T. Furbish, Augusta. Me.
274,300. SELF-CLOSING FAUCET. Rodolphus L.

Webb, New Britain, Conn.
275 3''7 TREATING WATER-PROOFED BUILDING

MATERIAL. Robert May Cattail, Philadelphia, Pa.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

Baltimore.

BUILDING PERMITS. Since our last report forty-
two permits have been granted, the more important
of which are the following:
Kerwau & Tyler, two-st'y brick building, n w cor.

Spring Street and Hammond Alley.
Commercial & Farmers' National Bank, two-st'y

brick banking-house, s w cor. German and Howard
Sts.
Jos. H. Eieman, three-st'y brick building, e s

Eutaw St., n of Lexington St.

W. F. Primrose, four-st'y brick warehouse, s 8

Clay St., between Howard and Park Sts.

Luther M. Reynolds, 2 two-st'y brick buildings,
Half-Moon Alley, between Forrest and East Sts.

P. M. Quinn, three-st'y briuk building, n w cor.

Madison and Howard Sts.

John Hertel, three-st'y brick building, s w cor.

Broadway and Joppa Koait.

Wm. H. Shryock, two-st'y brick building, 25' x 54'

B B Eastern Ave., between West Falls Ave. and
Union Dock.
Mary E. HarUock, 2 two-st'y brick buildings, e s

Wilmer Alley, between Hoffman and Dolphin Sts.

Edward H. Webster, 15 two-st'y brick buildings,
e s Wolfe St., between Chew and Eager Sts.

Henry Blake, 5 three-st'y brick buildings, e s Park

Ave., between Mc.Mechin & Wilson Sts.

Martin Kenney, 6 two-st'y brick buildings, s s

Nicholas St., between Decatur and Haubert Sts.
'

Boston.

BUILDING PERMITS. Drick. Olire PI.. Ward 17,

for I'eter Schell, stable, 27' and 20' x 27', and 18' x

18', two-st'y flat; C. Blanchard, builder.

lloston & Providence Itailroad Yard, Ward 22, for

Boston & Providence Railroad Corporation, store-

house, 25' x 30', one-st'y flat; George F. Folsom,
builder.

Newbury St., No. 149, Dartmouth St., Nos. 276 and
2'8, Ward 11, for Levi Tower, Jr., family hotel, 26'

x 80', tive-st'y mansard; B. F. Dewing, builder; \V .

G. Preston, architect.

Fayette St., No. 8, cor. Jefferson St., Ward 11, for

Joseph lioildard, family hotel, 33' and 36' x 37', four-

st'y flat; James Fagin, builder.

Jlir/.-elri/ St., Nos. 30^12, Ap/ileton St., Nos. 2-8, and
Gray St., Nos. 1-7, Ward II, for Boston Young
Women'! Christian Association, 75' x 107', flve-st'y

flat; Augustus Lothrop, builder.

Worn'. Dickens St., cor. Adams St ,
Ward 24, for

E. Frederick Pierce, dwell, and stores, 30' x 24' and
30' and 20' x 24', two-st'y pitch; Wm. H. Gordon,
builder.
Miner St., nearly opposite Temple St., Ward 24,

for Chas. Brown, dwell., 14' x 19' and 14' x 29', two-

st'y pitch; F. M. Severance, builder.

Unnamed St., near Clarence PI.. Ward 24, for

Charles Reuter, dwell., 22' and 27' 6" x 30', and 16' x

19', two-st'y pitch; E. Shapleigh, builder.

Corinth St., near Salem St., Ward 23, for Thomas
D. Mitchell, carriage house, 20' x 23' and 20' x 23',

one-st'y pitch.
Tufts St., Nos. 40-42, Princeton St., No. 42, Ward

3 for Mrs. Bridget McElvoy, dwell, and store, 19'

and 24' x 36', three-st'y flat; Edward J. Tully,
builder.
G/tn St., near Ashley Ave., Ward 1, for Geo. B.

Green, dwell., 21)' x 68', oue-st'y pitch; Geo. B.

Green, builder.
Glen St., near Ashley Ave.. Ward 1, for Neil Bee-

ton, dwell., 20' x 38'; John C. Chapman, builder.

Brooklyn.
BUILDING PERMITS. Madison St., n e cor. Nos-
trand Ave., four-st'y brick flat; cost, $12,000; owner,
Thos. Ellison, Madison St., cor. Nostrand Avo.;
architect aud builder, C. B. Sheldon; mason, J.

Auer.
Madison St., n 8, 20' e Nostrand Ave., 2 four-st y

brick double flats, felt and cement roofs; cost, each,

$20,000; owner, architect and builder, same as last.

Fourth St., n w cor. Smith St., one-st'y brick fac-

tory, gravel roof; cost, $3,000; owner, architect and

builder, H. J. Heath, 480J Union St.

Greene Ave., n s, 56' e Franklin Ave., 3 three-st'y
brownstone front dwells., tin roofs; cost, each,

$8,noO; owner, architect and builder, J. H. Town-
seinl 60 Putnam Ave.
Monteith St., Nos. 45 and 47, 2 two-st'y frame ten-

ements, tin roofs; cost, each, $3,000; owner and

builder, Geo. Loeffler, 82 Tompkins Ave.; architect,
T. Engelhardt.

Flushinri Ace., s s, 175' w Throop Aye., three-st'y
frame store and double tenement, tin roof; cost,

$5.600; owner, Joseph Bnrtina, 674 Flushing Ave.:

architect, G. Hillenbrand; builders, V. Bruckhau-
ner and J. Friesse.

Sixteenth St., 137' w Fourth Ave., two-st'y brick

school-house, tin roof; cost, $32.000; owners, Board
of Education; architect, J. W. Naughton; builders,
T. Kelly and Martin & Lea.
PulotH St., n s, 125' e Lewis Ave., three-st'y frame

tenement, tin roof; cost, $4,200; owner, Hermann
Scharmann, Hart St., cor. Stuyvesant Ave.; archi-

tect, T. Engelhardt; builders, A. Sachs and J. Rue-

ger.
Varet St., 8 s, 175' e Bushwick Ave., three-st'y

frame double tenement, tin roof; cost, $4,200; own-

er, John Lachner, 186 Varet St. ; architect, G. Hil-

lenbrand; builders, J. Loerch and J. Rueger.
North Sixth St., No. 213. n B, 100' w Sixth St.,

three-st'y frame double tenement, tin roof; cost,

$4,500; owner, Frank Parks, Sixth St., cor. North
Sixth St.; architect, T. Engelhardt; builders, U.
Maurer.

Clinton Ave., w s, 251' n Atlantic Ave., fonr-st'y
brownstone front dwell., tin roof; cost, $18,000;

owners, architects and builders, J. Doherty & Son,
280 Flatbush Ave.

Clinton Ave., 230' n Atlantic Ave., three-st'y
brownstone front dwell., tin roof; cost, $12,000;

owner, etc., same as last.

Menerole Ave., s w cor. Newel St., three-st'y frame
double tenement, gravel roof; cost, $4,200; owner,
Jas. F. Burke, on premises; architect, F. Weber;
builder, J. Fallen.

Dupont St., No. 131, n s, 100' e Manhattan Ave.,
three-st'y frame double tenement, gravel roof;

cost, $4,350; owner. Jno. White, on premises; archi-

tect, B. Lowe; builders, T. McHugh and J. A. Port.

Adams St., w s, 100' n York St., three-st'y brick

stable, gravel roof; cost. $6,300; owner, H. Wisch-
man, 295 Raymond St.; architect, M. J. Merrill;
builders, M. J. J. Reynolds and Morris & Selover.

Pacific St., n s, between Grand and Washington
Aves.,'four-st'y brick double tenement: cost, about

$7,000; owner, Peter Connelly, 926 Pacific St.: archi-

tect, I. D. Reynolds; builders, John & P. F. Burns.

Chicago.
HOUSES. House for Wm. R. Linn, Old Dutch feel-

ing, built of rough green serpentine stone, decorateil
with carved red terra-cotta, and having dark-red
tile roof. 42' x 8i>', situated on Michigan Ave.

;
Burn-

ham & Hoot, architects.
Five houses for Mr. Holbrook, at Evanston, aver-

aging &' front, all in block, brick and timber, old
Flemish feeling, two stories and basement; Burn-
ham & Hoot, architects.
House of richly stained and decorated wood, for

Geo. S. Lonl, at Evanston, 44' x 70', with barn;
Burnham & Root, architects.
House for Mr. Clingman. on Washington Boule-

vard, brick and timber, 30' x 50', decorated with
color; Burnham & Boot, architects.

House for Geo. Spofford, on Washington Boule-

vard, of green serpentine for basement and first

st'y, with brick enriched arches, timber and stained

shingles above, tile roof, 45' x 81''; Burnham & Root,
architects.
House for E. C. Waller, at River Forrest, 111., of

timber ami shingles, colored in four tints, 45' x 70';

Burnham & Root, architects.

House for H. tSurnet, at St. Louis, of moulded
bricks, cut shingles and tiles, also panels of stucco,
two thicknesses cut through, 30' x 60'; Burnham &
Root, architects.

MEMORIAL. Armour Memorial, cor. Dearborn and
Thirty-third Sts., 80' ,x 130', Chapel, Kindergarten &
Manual Training School, brick and terra-cotta;
Burnham & Root, architects.

OFFICE-BUILDING. Office-building for Mortimer,
Tupper & Grannis,.on Lasalle St., ten-st'y, brick
and terra-cotta, tire-proof, 50' x 78'; Burnham &
Root, architects.

PAVILION. Pavilion and road-house for Garfield

Park, wood, with stucco panels, cut through in two
tints, 8 '' x 120', for West Park Commission; Burn-
ham & Root, architects.

BUILDING PERMITS. John Vacholka, two-st'y brick

dwell., 21' x 58', 772.Eighteenth St.; cost, $3.000.
H. S. McLean. 5 three-st'y stores and dwells., 20' x

50', LaflinandVan Buren Sts
; cost, :f 15,00".

John Falkenberg, two-st'y brick dwell., 24' x 50',

133 Augusta St.; cost, $4,000.
O. S. Sumner, two-st'y brick dwell., 23' x 60', 2409

Prairie Ave.; cost, $5,000.
K. Mueller, two-st'y brick store and dwell., 22' x

65', 2509 Archer Ave.; cost, $5 600.

H. Beidler, two-st'y brick additional, 50' x 100', 46

-50 North Morgan St.; cost, $3,500.
Louis Miller, brick additional st'y, 45' x 73', 727

Webster St.; cost, $3,000.
Jno. Gals, two-st'y shop and dwell., 24' x 36', 350

North Paulina St.; cost, $5,600.
B. H. Hayes, three-st'y brick stores and flats, 50' x

60', 745-747 Indiana St.; cost, $7,500.
S. H. Faile, 6 brick cottages, 20' x 40', Lowe Ave.;

cost, $6,000.
Streeter & Tucker, two-st'y brick dwell., 22' x 50',

234 South Lincoln St.; cost, $5.500.
Louis Roeder, two-st'y basement and attic brick

dwell., 25' x 60', 1019 Twelfth St.; cost, $0,000.
Alex. Mclntosh, 2 three-st'y brick dwells., CO' x

74', 3144-3146 Wabash Ave.; cost, $16,' 00.

A. J. Lund, four-st'y brick store and dwell., 25' x

70', 105 Indiana St.; cost, $8,COO.

Noyes & Galpin, 9 two-st'y brick dwells., 40' x 167',

Selden St.; cost, $22,000.
O'Conhell & McGiuness, two-st'y brick dwell., 2'.'

x 60', 653-655 Harrison St.; co.-t. $12,000.
A. Laufermann, three-st'y basement store and

dwell., 22' x 50', 349 Division St.; cost, $5,500.
Joe Koster three-st'y brick store and dwell., 27' x

72', 526 Van Buren St.; cost, $10,000.
J. F. Morris, two-st'y basement brick flats, 21' x

44', 115 North Division St.; cost, $3,000.
Louis Broberg, three-st'y basement brick flat*, 22'

x 50', 336 Franklyn St.; cost, $7,500.
W. H. Dillingham, 2 brick additional stores, 36' x

80' 101 to 103 Clark St.; cost, $15,000.
G. Merz, three-st'y basement brick dwell.. 199 La

SalleAve.; cost, $10,000.
J. Tower, two st'y brick dwell., 20' x 50', 310 Hen-

ry St.; cost, $3,01)0.
Ph. Weinheimer, two-st'y brick dwell., 22' x 60',

133 Taylor St.; cost, $4,000.
Chas. E. Culver, brick additional st'y, 80' x 100',

122 to 128 Michigan St.; cost, $4,000.
P. P. Connell. two-st'y brick store and dwell., 24'

x 60', 748 Larrabee St.; cost, $4,009.
S. H. Gammon, two-st'y brick dwell., 24' x 46', 439

Dayton St.; cost, $3,000.
Mrs. M. Smith, two-st'y basement brick dwell., 21

x 44', Plum St., near Loomis St.; cost, $3,000.
Jos. Klavacek, two-st'y basement brick dwell., 21'

x 54', 84 Wilson St.; cost, $3,500.
G. L. Max, two-st'y brick flats, 22' x 55', 408 South

Wood St.; cost, $7,000.
Matt Lestina, two-st'y brick dwell., 23' x 50', 989

Nineteenth St.; cost, $3,200.
J. Q. Adams, six-st'y basement brick store, 80' x

171', Congress St., cor. Wabash Ave.; cost, $100,000.
C. H. Martens, three-st'y brick dwell., 25' x 69',

638 West Van Buren St.; cost, $7,500.
John Kuhr, two-st'y brick dwell., 21' x 48', 30 Sam-

uel St.; cost, $3,000.
C. E. Robinson, three-st'y brick dwell., 30' x 45',

527 and 629 South Clark St.; cost, $3,500.
Mrs. Susan Fitzhugh, two-st'y basement brick

dwell., 23' x 50', 1ST Winchester Ave.; cost, $4,000.

Reynolds Estate, 6 three-st'y brick dwells., 54' x
100' 674-682 Congress St.; cost, $25,000.
Theo. Bloun, two-st'y brick dwell., 21' x 84', 22

Grove St.; cost, $3,500.
A. O. Lindblad, three-st'y store and flats, 20' x 60',

47 East Chicago Ave.; cost, $7,500.
E. G. Lehmann, two-st'y brick barn, 2*' x 72', 299-

301 Michigan Ave.; cost, $7,000.
Wm. Krueger, two-st'y basement store and dwell.,

24' x 70', 521^23 Blue Island Ave.; cost, S3,0"0.
Ell Thon, two-st'y basement brick dwell., 27' x

50', 34 Lemoyne St.; cost, $5,000.
Mrs. Mary Flynn, two-st'y brick dwell., 22' x 46',

316 Throop St.; cost, $3,500.
John Bock, two-st'y basement brick dwell., 21' x

67', 862 Twenty-first St.; cost, $3,2<H>.
Peter Platt, two-st'y brick dwell, and store, 23' x

8(1', Thirty-ninth St., cor. Ashland Ave.; cost,
S4.000.
Gorman & Costello, two-st'y brick flats, 40' x 44,',

3841-3843 Went worth Ave.; cost, 85,000.
J. Hunter, two-st'y brick dwell., U'J' x 32'; cost,

$3,000.
H. Rumsfeld, ihree-st'y basement and attic brick

flats, 49' x 8', 171 and 173 Sedgwick St. ; cost, S2o,ooo.
L. A. Slade. five-st'y basement brick warehouse,

64' x 311', 410 Canal St., to cost S2fi,OtiO.

C. R. Hickock, 3 two-st'y brick dwells., 5U' x 61',
3214 to 3218 Furest Ave.; cost, S6,iKKl.

P. Stauton, two-st'y bafement brick dwell., 22' x
48'. 440 Tlilrty-first St.; cost, $3,400.
U. Melieha, two-st'y .brick dwell, 21' X 58', 598

Throop St.; cost, 3,000.
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WE have this week to chronicle the collapse of no less than

three buildings, with loss of life in two of the cases.

The most fatal catastrophe occurred in Texas, where a

three-story brick hotel, at Greenville, fell-in about midnight,
crushing or burning to death thirteen persons. No explana-
tion is given of the occurrence, and we must probably attribute

it to the weakness of the structure. The next accident hap-
pened in Rochester, N. Y., and seems to furnish a valuable
illustration of the danger of building heavy walls in cold

weather. The building which fell was a five-story warehouse,

twenty-two by one hundred and twenty feet, on the corner of

State and Church Streets, which appears to have been in process
of remodelling. A new brick wall had been built on the long
side, which fronted on a street recently opened, and the foun-
dation of this wall is said to have been of small stones, not

well bonded, and laid in weather so cold that the mortar froze

immediately after the stones were set in place. The first two
feet of this wall was laid in " water lime,

"
but for the rest

ordinary lime was used. The sand for the mortar seems to

have been of inferior quality, but whether it was clayey or

loamy, or simply too fine, is not clear. The brick wall above
the foundation must have been laid in cold weather, and was

probably of rather inferior materials. The beams were simply
laid into the party-wall, without anchors. With such construc-
tion it is not surprising that the warm weather of spring should
have softened the mortar, which had been subjected to almost
continuous freezing weather for five months, so that the wall,

settling outward as walls do under such circumstances, and
not being held to the adjoining building by the anchorage of

the beams, pulled the upper timbers out of their bearing in the

party-wall, allowing them to drop, and precipitating the ruin
of the entire structure.

NO
one but an expert can fully appreciate the dangerous

character of a piece of construction like this, in which the
three worst difficulties of ordinary practice were present

at once, and seem not even to have been understood. Few
problems give a well-trained architect or builder more anxiety
than the erection of a long and narrow building upon a corner
lot. The wall forming tbe long side is subjected to conditions
far less favorable to stability than those affecting an ordinary
party wall, which is held on each side by the beams of every
floor, and should be built with special care, and made of suffi-

cient thickness to stand safely almost without anchors, although
it should be anchored at very opportunity to the neighboring
walls. In the Rochester case all these requirements seem to

have been violated. The exposed walj was of great length,
one hundred and twenty feet, and probably at least sixty
feet high ; and so far as can be learned from the accounts, was
not strengthened by any cross walls. Its thickness, then, for

stability independent of any assistance from anchors, should
be by Roudelet's rule, about four and one-half feet at the

ground, diminishing by successive offsets to the top. If it had

been strongly anchored to the party-wall, which, by the way,
is a dillicult matter in building alongside an old wall, this thick-

ness might be somewhat diminished, but, as the evidence

shows, there was no tie of any value, and the wall stood prac-

tically alone. Its thickness, however, instead of four and a

half feet, was apparently less than half that, for we are told

that the foundation, of small rubble, was only two and two-

thirds feet thick. Again, the mortar of the wall was not only

poor, but, as usually happens with masonry laid in cold

weather, did not adhere to the bricks, which were taken from

the ruins as clean as when they were laid ; and for all practi-
cal purposes might as well have been replaced with sand,
which would at least have had the advantage of not softening
on one side in the sun and allowing the wall to bend over.

HE third collapse was in Chicago, and the account of it

conveys a lesson of a different kind. The Champion
Reaper Company of that city had just finished a large, five-

story brick storehouse, and had placed some of its heavy ma-

chinery on the upper floors, when the wooden cap of one of the

posts carrying the second floor, strained beyond endurance by
the pressure, split, allowing the whole weight above it to drop ;

and the momentum acquired by the load in its movement of a

few inches was sufficient to carry away everything beneath it,

and throw the whole mass into the cellar, tearing out the walls

at the same time. So far as appears from the description, the

building, although cheap, was not unskilfully designed, and

wooden posts with bolster caps, although not reliable under

severe strain, are very commonly used in such cases. The fail-

ure seems to have come from the overloading of the floors with

goods which probably neither architect nor owner thought
would be stored there ; and the moral to be drawn from the

occurrence is that neither owners nor architects ought to take

any chances in regard to such things, or allow the safety of

their property or reputation to depend upon the resistance of a

shaken piece of wood, or the discrimination of a porter.

TTFWO or three weeks ago the National Theatre in Berlin was

"J. destroyed by fire, fortunately without loss of life. There
was no performance going on, and the metallic drop-curtain

was down, but proved to be useless, the flames from the stage

passing immediately around or through it, and setting fire to

the proscenium boxes, and thence to the remainder of the au-

ditorium. Up to the present time, the use of metallic curtains

for keeping fires on the stages of theatres from spreading into

the auditorium does not seem to have been very successful.

Such curtains are heavy, noisy, and liable to stick in their

grooves, or give trouble in other ways ; and until better modes
are devised for rendering the decorations of the stage incom-

bustible, or of extinguishing them by automatic sprinklers if

ignited, thin metal screens cannot be depended upon for any-

thing more than the feeblest resistance to a fire.

TITHE misfortunes of the contractors for the Indiana State

J[" House seem to have culminated in an open breach between
them and the State House Commissioners. The appeal

of the contractors to the Legislature for an increase of the

amount to be paid them, from sixteen hundred thousand dol-

lars, the original contract price, to two million dollars, was re-

jected by the Legislature before its adjournment, and the Com-
missioners have therefore no alternative but to compel the

performance of the agreement as it stands. Unfortunately for

themselves, the contractors seem to have undertaken to resent

the decision of the Legislature, and instead of carrying on their

work vigorously, keep, it is said, only a few men in the build-

ing, with the intention of making a show of fulfilling their con-

tract, which will give them a pretext for resisting in the courts

the expected entry of the Commissioners for the purpose of re-

suming possession of the building. If they should really un-

dertake to carry out such a plan, the skill of the Commissioners

in drawing contracts will be tested, as well as their efficiency in

supervising work. The prejudices of a jury would probably
be all on the side of the contractors, and any obscurity of ex-

pression in the articles of agreement, or any doubtful circum-

stance in regard to the prosecution of the work, would be in-

terpreted in their favor, so that a contract which proved to be

clear and explicit enough to leave no possible question as to

the intentions of the signers would reflect credit on those who
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drew it, however unpleasant it might be for one of the parties

to find themselves bound by it. It is suggested that the can-

celling of the agreement with the present contractors, and the

preparation of new agreements for the completion of the work,

will cause much loss of time and money to the State ; but the

Commissioners are so familiar with the building that new esti-

mates ought to be easily obtained and accepted, while the per-

centage reserved from the payments to the old contractors,

which they will probably forfeit under their agreement, will

serve as a margin to cover such increase in the prices of labor

and materials as it may be necessary to provide for in the new

contracts. The matter is, however, complicated by the failure

of the Legislature before adjournment to give specific authority

to the Commissioners for making further contracts, and it is

doubtful whether it may not be necessary to suspend operations

completely until it assembles again next winter.

TT NUMBER of the older artists in New York have formed

fl an association, to be called the American Art-Union, with

the object of encouraging the fine arts in the United

States, and for this purpose a kind of travelling exhibition has

been organized, by which a collection of pictures is to be car-

ried from city to city, under the direction of competent per-

sons, who will display it in suitable places, and make sales

when they can, at a commission of ten per cent, obtain new

pictures to replace those sold, and return unsold pictures to

their owners at the end of the season. The motive for the

formation of the association is said to be the neglect with

which the picture-dealers of New York treat the works of na-

tive artists, in comparison with those of foreigners, which are

supposed to sell at a greater profit than the others. We wish

we could say that the prospect of the development of the arts

in America through this new association seemed to be very

promising ; but a peripatetic picture-show from which the best

works are continually withdrawn by purchase would seem to

be rather a meagre affair, and it is at least possible to imagine
that such a body might work with a nobler impulse than the

desire to get the better of the picture-dealers. With all re-

spect for American artists, it is certain that the dealers would
not be able to sell French and English pictures here at bet-

ter prices than American unless their customers were willing to

pay more for them ; aud the picture-buying public has become
now sufficiently discriminating to take what it likes without

much regard to advice as to what it ought, through patriotic
or other motives, to prefer, or at least to purchase.

*/|N important work has been undertaken in Newport, R. I.,

rj for improving the bathing beach, which, although in itself

clean and beautiful, terminates in an expanse of mud and
marsh. This marshy 'ground is to be reclaimed, if the project
is carried out, by dredging out the mud from the lowest por-
tions, which are now exposed at low tide, and spreading it upon
the higher parts, forming an embankment which can be covered
with grass, and used as a promenade. The portion of New-

port adjoining the beach is held by wealthy owners, including
two land-companies, and the investment necessary for carrying
out the scheme would probably be a profitable one.

N interesting series of tests of structural materials is to be
made at the Exposition of Railway Appliances, to be held
in Chicago during the present season, and the managers

solicit specimens of materialsfor trial. The various forms in

which wrought iron and steel are commonly used are, in

particular, to be submitted to thorough examination, and it is

to be hoped that data will be obtained for calculation more re-

liable than those now in use. Among other things, an investi-

gation is to be made into the effect of upsetting iron rods for

bolts aud ties, and a prize will be awarded to the manufact-
urer of the best rod of the kind. On this subject there is

much diversity of opinion, the old idea, that the upsetting of a
rod is advantageous, being now seriously called in question.
The Iron Age, in inviting attention to this test, mentions that
Professor Vose, of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
once endeavored to collect information on the matter by asking
the opinion of various bridge-builders and iron-workers ; but
received replies so conflicting that nothing of value could be
deduced from them. For example, he was informed by a firm
of iron manufacturers that the icds from their establishment
were not injured in the least by upsetting ; while an engineer,
who obtained his bars from this very establishment, wrote that

he found them so much injured by the upsetting that he had
to baye the ends cut off and new ones welded on.

\iriIE definite track for the Panama Canal, after all the prep-

J[ aration of the last two years, has ouly just been marked
out upon the belt of clearing which has been made

across the Isthmus, but active preparations are in progress, and
about eight thousand men are now engaged in excavating the

great trench. It is said that so far about twenty-six millions of

dollars have been spent on the work, but it is hoped that a hun-
dred millions more will complete it. By the final route most
of the trench will be less than fifty feet deep, but for about ten

miles of the way the depth will range from one hundred to four

hundred feet. Each foot of progress in such a cutting as this

involves the removal of thirty-four hundred cubic yards of

earth and rock, and the cost of a mile at this rate can be cal-

culated by curious persons for themselves. Besides the exca-

vation of the canal, there are many auxiliary works, such as

the construction of the harbors at either end, the damming of

the Chagres River, and so on, which will absorb a great deal of

money. On the whole, the prospect seems to be that the cost

of the work will exceed the estimates, but with energy aud

economy the amount available may perhaps be used to bring
the canal so near completion that the remaining sum needed will

be easily obtained.

CCORDING to the Boston Herald, a modification has
been made in the original plan for the Panama Canal, and
instead of excavating the trench to the sea-level, so as to

permit the towing of vessels directly through it, from sea to

sea, the present plan contemplates eight, or perhaps ten, locks.

This will reduce the cost of the work enormously, and with
such modification the construction of the canal will be a com-

paratively easy matter. One consequence of the substitution

of a less ambitious scheme for the hardly practicable project
of a sea-level canal will probably be the silencing of the promo-
ters of rival canals, who have made a good deal of capital out
of the extravagant and impossible plan first contemplated. Al-

though a canal with ten locks is a much less magnificent piece
of engineering than one without them, it is, other things being
equal, a better piece of property than one with twenty locks ;

and as the Panama route will be in any case the shortest and
most quickly traversed, it is likely, if the rate of charge for

tolls can be kept down by an economical construction, to have
the preference over all others.

*T[T GREAT advance has recently taken place in the price of

f\ stock in the Keely Motor Company, aud preparations seem'
to be making for another display of the powers of the

mysterious agent. A few days ago a notice was published in-

viting the stockholders to visit the workshops of the company
in Philadelphia,

" to view the progress made upon the new en-

gine now in course of construction." The "
engine

"
appears

to be a locomotive, of which we have before had some descrip-
tion, but we are enabled to add, from the testimony of a visitor,
that besides a steel shaft, ten feet long, and weighing fifteen

hundred pounds, the machine is to comprise ten "
vibrating

tubes," weighing one hundred and fifty pounds each, and a
"
disc," weighing six hundred pounds. The "

generator," in

which the motive power is developed, is said to have been tested

at a pressure of thirty-two thousand pounds to the square inch.

How this pressure was obtained does not appear, but we learn
that it has been actually measured by the gauge, so we must
be content to believe without asking questions. No drawings
have yet been made for the truck of the locomotive, but this

would seem to be a detail of comparatively little importance,
since a machine capable of exerting a force of thirteen hundred
tons to the square foot hardly needs wheels to enable it to go
over or through most geological formations known to science.
The New York Commercial Advertiser, in a long article upon
the subject, gives an illustration of the motor, together with an

explanation of the principle upon which it depends. From this

it appears that " vibrations are produced
"

in the interior of the
machine "

by the theory of interatomic ether acting upon molec-
ular construction," and this "creates a disturbance of equilib-
rium so as to produce a pressure of one hundred tons to the

square inch." How the interatomic ether is got at and set at
work upon the molecular construction does not seem quite
clear, but Mr. Keely explains that " the force is in the vacuum,
because the power which is to be liberated is greater than the

power behind it." In another place he adds that " Vibration is

a difficult thing to define if we speak of it theoretically ;"
which leads us to suppose that he generally speaks of his ma-
chine theoretically.
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WATER-CLOSETS. IX.

'T'YLOR'S VALVE-CLOSET. Two prominent English firms
* manufacture valve-closets in wliicli the valve-chamber or receiver

is formed in one piece with tin- trap, tin- combined lra]> or receiver

being placed alx>vc llie llixir-lcvcl. J. Tylor & Sun, London, claim

the trap aUive the (loop as a novelty in their vahe-closet, which was
invented in 187-1, anil improved in lHTIi-1878. The liowl is con-

nected willi the receiver In Miiall set-screws. Tile space- between the

bowl and the flange is filled with putty or a cement of white and red

Fig. 85. Section.

Tylor'i Valye-Cloieti.

a, Bowl. 6, Trap and receiver. c. Valve.

e, Vent-pipe. /. Removable cover for hand-hole.
A, Weighted lever.

Fig. 86. Perspective.

(/. Kutrance to toll-pipe.
g. Hand-pull.
o. Overflow.

lead or some similar composition. From the different illustrations it

may ! seen that, this is a common mode of conneetiiiL' the howl anil

receiver. The receiver is made of galvanized, or, more properly

s|H-aking, zinc-coated iron, and the valve, when O|K-II, closes the

mouth of the overflow trap, thus, the inventor claims, keeping filth

from entering the overflow, and at the same time preventing siphon
action from taking place. The trap has a small box cast on the part
back of the valve, into which the overflow-pipe runs, and dipping be-

low the wa'er-""c it forms a trap.

Fig. 87.

Detail of Valve. Tylor's Closet.

a, Bowl. 6, Receiver, e. Valve.

t, Metal seat. /, Leather or rubber.

Tylor & Son manufacture sev-

eral valve-closets which differ

from each other only in unimpor-

Fig. 88.

Improved Receiver. Tylor'i Closet.

. ., ..,i
-

. ,- . 6, Receiver. c. Box for overflow,
tant details. J hey invented, m Jt Trap. e, opening for bath

1878, as an improvement on their or lavatory waste,

old closet, an inlet into the receiver running below the water-line, for

a bath-tub or lavatory waste-pipe. We have all probably had expe-
rience in the effect produced when a trap like this becomes acci-

dentally stopped in any way, as this was a common mode of connect-

ing the waste-pipes (it saved a trap) a few years ago in this country.
A small number of plumbers still continue the bad practice.

In the closet under consideration the valve is very similar in con-

struction to the Hellyer valve, a rubber or leather disc enclosed be-

tween an earthen-

ware disc on top and
a metal one beneath.

The earthenware
disc is the smallest,

thus enabling the pli-

able disc to fit against
a projecting metal

seat. The traps of

Fig- b*. Fig. 91.
Details of Tylor't Valve-Closet.

a, Crank, ft, Chain, c, I.ever. </, Trap to closet, e and f. Wheels at right-angles.
y, Stud for supply-lever. A, Hand-pull. , Rack. t, Toothed-lover.

these closets have an inspection cover bolted to the trap, with a vent-

pipe inserted into the crown
; the vent is so very small as to be almost,

if not quite, useless. There is no vent-pipe to the receiver. Tylor
claims as his invention the three ways of opening the valve illustrated

Fig. 92.

Flushing-Rim. Tylor's Closet.

The lir-t method was by forming a rack and pinion of the

,
M ..., I

'

projection on the lexer that opened the

jm,, valve. The second method was

by means of a crank placed in

a horizontal |isilion aline the

seat (sec Fig. 1)0), as shown in

the cut. This crank when
turned imparts motion to a
combination of wheels, on one

of which is a drum II]M>II
which a small chain is wound (the drum is

in a vertical |M>sition). In this manner the weighted lever U raised

or lowered. The third method consists in simply attaching a chain to

the lever and a bell-crank; any pressure on the crank would raise, the

lever.

Doulton Lamlitlh \'nlr,--Clofet. Donlton & Co., of England, man-
ufacture a valve-closet in which the receiver or valve-compartment
and trap are in one piece, and this piece is placed alxive the floor.

This closet appears simple in its mechanism. The manner of trapping
the overflow by introducing it into the main trap In-low the water-

line i-. a novelty with this class of closets, and while it has the advan-

tage of insuring a water-seal for the overflow, it is liable to become foul

where it enters the trap. The receiver has an anr-le vcnt-pi|)e,

Fig. 93. Section. Fig. 94. Perspective.

Doulton Lambeth Valve-Closet.

o, Bowl. 6, c, Receiver and trap, d, Vent-pipe, p, Supply-pipe. /, Intpection-
hole. A, Weighted Lever, i, Supply-valve. *, Flusliing-rlm. o, Overflow.

but the trap is not ventilated from the side where it is connected witli

the soil-pipe, as it should be. " The trap is provided with an open-
ing for inspection, . . . which is secured with a patent cap ground
into the opening, and so constructed that a slight turn one way or the

other disengages or fixes it. ... The valve has an earthenware

facing and the interior of the trap is lined with strong, smooth glaze,

perfectly impervious and incapable of corrosion," for these reasons

offering the least resistance to water or soil passing through it, and at

the same time insuring more perfect cleanliness. The trap in fur-

nished so the bowl may be placed in front or on the right or left

side, of the soil-pipe. In the perspective, the mode of attaeliing the

Doulton patent supply-valve is shown.

DEDUCTIONS.

If it should be necessary at any time to select a valve-closet, one
should be chosen with simple mechanism and few parts. The only-

closets of this class which appear to be practicable arc those with

lunged valves, the valve having either a rubber seat or disc, or both
seat and disc of rubber. The time the valve will last without fixing de-

pends on the durability of vulcanized rubber. The receiver should

always be enamelled, earthenware being still better, as there is a pos-

sibility of the enamel being thrown off by corrosion or rust between
the enamel and its iron back. The receiver should always be venti-

lated, as there will always be more or less offensive matter de]X>sited
on its sides

;
for this reason the smaller and smoother the receiver is

the better. The vent-pipe in the receiver also keeps the overflow-

trap from being siphoned by the water discharged from the bowl.

This compartment should also be separately flushed, although I have
no idea that a surface, no matter how weu glazed or vitrified, over
which fa-cal matter, urine, and water in which these matters arc

floating in particles so finely divided as to be invisible, can be kept
clean without the application of soap and water on a mop or swab by
hand. I consider the variety in which the trap is above the floor,

forming atthe same time the receiver, as the best arrangement for

part of this the closet, but the advantage gained would not counterbal-

ance lack of ventilation.

I consider the side-outlet valve-closet, in which the valve opens in

an outward direction from the bowl, as the best of this class. The back
of the valve never coming in contact with the waste matter, the only
part of the closet between the bowl and the trap that could l>ecome
foul and not be noticed would be the short pipe between the valve and
the floor; while this would become more or less foul, it would be
scoured as thoroughly as a column of water unaided could wash any
surface

;
but a trap must be used below the floor. These closets are

far superior to the pan-closets, of which I will give a description in

the following pages, in their capacity for retaining a large amount of

water in the bowl, and in the receiver being smaller
;
but they are de-

fective in having a compartment, however small, between the bowl
and trap when they have a trap, and the valves are liable to leak when
lea~t expected ;

then the advantage of the body of water in the bowl
is lost. The^ overflow, unless filled by a driblet, will be emptied by
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evaporation. It will have been noticed by die foregoing descriptions

that the better closets of this class have a finshing-rim, by which the

water is supplied to all parts of the bowl at the same time from a cis-

tern. Where these closets have only a fan supplied from a supply-

valve, the waste matter is liable to remain in the trap until the bowl

lias been emptied several times.

REBER'S HISTORY OF ANCIENT ART.*

PROFESSOR
REI5ER has the gifts of con-

densation and presentation We think of

no book that covers the same ground as

this which is, on the whole, so well adapted

or so likely to be interesting to the general

reader and to the student in his earlier

progress. The most notable qualities of

thebook are its continuity and shapeli-

ness, the skill with which the subject is

kept in hand, and with which an amount

of material that most writers would find

it difficult to handle, is wrought into a

consecutive whole. To these we must

add scholarship, alertness of mind, sug-

gestive thought, and an unusual power
of compact and lucid statement, and we have enough to ensure that

the book shall be attractive and stimulating, as well as instructive.

It is, indeed, an historical essay or sketch, rather than a history.

Professor Reber assumes the right of the essayist, and brings into

strong relief such parts of his subject as he considers most signifi-

cant, and passes lightly over intermediate tracts the only treat-

ment, iu truth, by which a subject of so wide a range could be inter-

estingly and serviceably discussed in a volume of this compass.
Greek art is made the central topic, and occupies nearly half the

book, being naturally treated with more detail than any other part.

Egypt is next to Greece (or rather to Hellas, used, in its broadest

sense, to include all the Greek colonies). There is much skill in

Prof. Reber's correlation of the branches of his subject, tracing the

relation of one country's art to another's, and leading up to Greek

from Egyptian, Oriental, Phoenician, and away from it to Etrurian

and Roman. The reader may be surprised to find Lycia and

Phrygia cast in with Phoenicia, but we think the treatment in the

book justifies this. The scanty records of Phoenician and Etrurian

art are made the most of
; they are given the prominence which is

legitimately due more to their intimate connection with the arts of

Greece and Rome than to their own importance.
The hundred pages devoted to Greek architecture seem to us to

contain the most interesting discussion and the best workmanship.
The Doric temple is made its leading theme, as it may naturally be

;

the study of its development is followed with sufficient detail, with

great aeuteness and logical sequence, and with a vivacity that

makes the account interesting. In the same way the threads

of development in Egyptian architecture, and of its relation to

Greek, are firmly held and clearly followed. On the other hand a

very inadequate treatment, it seems to us, is given to Roman archi-

tecture, inferior indeed to Egyptian in force and majesty, to Greek
in purity and all the finest artistic qualities, yet superior to both in

intellectual power, in variety, scope, fulness of development, and in-

fluence on the world. But of this it is enough to say that Prof.

Reber's point of view is distinctly Greek, with which we do not

quarrel. For a title which should fairly characterize his book we

might with fitness have :
" An essay on Ancient Art, from a Hellen-

ist's point of view."

The treatment of Greek sculpture and other sculpture is in the

nature of things less satisfactory and less interesting, for the central

clue is lacking, the lines of development less clear, the sequence
more broken, the facts less patient of classification, and the amount
of detail enormous. The subject is handled as well as it is easy to

handle it in so small compass, and full advantage is taken, down to the

date of the work, of late discoveries, e. g., Schliemann's and Di Ces-

nola's researches, the excavations at Olympia and Pergamon. We
may wonder whether Semper's empaistic theory is not pushed a little

farther than it will bear, as is apt to happen to new theories ; but it

is so significant a theory, especially in the light of the discoveries at

Myuena; and Cyprus, that it deserves to be brought into prominence.
Any discussion of antique painting must unavoidably be unsatis-

factory, if only for the opposite reason that its remains are so

scanty absolutely nothing, indeed, of the work of artists of impor-
tance, so far as is known. But this makes it the more singular that

Prof. Reber, in a history of ancient art, should not have said a word,
except incidentally, about Greek vases. One might read the volume

through and hardly learn that a Greek had ever painted a vase; yet
these vase-paintings are the only monumental record of Greek paint-

ing that we have, and, comparatively trivial and inferior though
they are, while they can tell us nothing of the color, treatment, anc

quality of Greek pictures, they do give us, inferentially and collater-

ally, considerable knowledge of these subjects and development.
The book has the defects of its qualities. The author's general-

izations are so neat, his way of putting them so clear and persuasive
1 JfMory of Ancient Art, by Dr. Franz von Keber, Director of the Bavarian

Royal and State Galleries of Paintings, Professor in the University and Poly-
technic of Munich. Revised by the author, translated and augmented by
Joseph Thacher Clarke, with 310 illustrations and a Glossary of Technical
Terms. New York: Harper & Brothers. .8vo., pp. 482.

that opposing views have no chance. Even on questions on which

controversy fs keen, and the opinion of scholars of authority fully

equal to trof. Reber's differ altogether from his, or in matters in

which so far as we know, his opinion is exclusively his own, he is

rp to write so that no reader unacquainted with the subject would

dream that there was foundation or currency for any other view

than his. Inferences and even conjectures which are ingemous and

plausible, but not conclusive to an expert, sometimes in the nature

of thin-s or in the present state of knowledge not susceptible ot de-

termination, are set down as if they were ascertained facts or un-

questioned deductions. This may be looked for when an author

writes an avowed polemic; it is harmless in a book addressed to the

learned; but in one which is intended or adapted for the amateur

and the student, it is misleading and a serious fault which ought to

be noticed. It explains naturally enough why one may hear Prof.

Reber challenged among his own countrymen as a dilettante and the-

orist. The first name seems misapplied
- at least, we wish there

were more dilettanti as learned and acute ,
but the fault remains.

A case in point is the Vitruvian theory of the wooden origin of

the Doric order, a theory which is on the whole pretty generally

Viollet-le-J-'UC; on wnuiu A iui. AMMH --

book, however, it is not only brought forward as unquestioned,

but pushed much farther than by Vitruvius. He says, for instance,

that the trMyphs were channelled boards covering the ends of the

ceiling-beams. Prof. Reber adds that the mutules were also boards

pinned on the under side of the sheathing, in which the rafter-ends

were cased, to mark the position of the rafters. Moreover, the

triMyphs were made of three narrow chamfered boards, whose

ed^es, juxtaposed, gave the channels, while the tenia was a strip of

board pinned to the lower edges of the triglyphs, to hold them to-

gether, and reinforced under them by additional strips which formed

the recula:. The so-called gutta; were the ends of the pins or tree-

nails used to fasten the mutules, triglyphs and regular, and in the

translation are accordingly called trunnels. All this is plausible,

much of it likely enough ; but it is not susceptible of proof, is denied

by some scholars, and may be very wide of the truth, yet Prof.

Reber asserts it all as if it were unquestioned knowledge. One is

tempted to appeal from the author to. himself, and quote the much

more cautious remark with which, in his book on Architecture in

Ancient Times (Baukunst im AltertJium) he closes his discussion of the

same theory. There he says that he "would not make the Greeks'

treatment of the Doric entablature subservient in all its details to

their sense of primitive structural significance and relations, without

allowing for a good share of caprice ( Willkiir), which always plays

its part in ornamentation."

The hypsBthral question is a stronger instance. This is one of the

most vexed questions of Greek architecture, has perhaps been

more discussed than any other. The weight of opinion, however,

has been decided in favor of accepting the simple statements of

Vitruvius, that there was an opening by which light was admitted

through the roofs of certain temples, and at variance only on the

minor question how this was done.

Professor Reber gave a page of his German edition to a very posi-

tive assertion of the hypaHhral doctrine, saying that "only by accept-

ing the hypaethral temple can we come to a full appreciation of a Par-

thenon, or of an Olympian temple of Jupiter." Yet in the transla-

tion the whole question is suppressed ;
and the reader, who naturally

scans the text to get an opinion on it, finds the hypsethron abso-

lutely ignored. He discovers the assumption of the theory of which

Ross has been the strongest supporter and which Mr. Clarke, our

translator, energetically maintains only when he notices this subor-

dinate clause of a foot-note: "While the existence of a so-called hy-

paethron .... is inadmissible from the point of view both of de-

si<*n and of structure." It will be noticed that nothing is said of the

point of view of evidence. This is hardly a proper way to dispose
of an important and conspicuous question, on which the balance of

learned opinion is distinctly against Ross's theory. The title-page
tells us that Mr. Clarke in translating has augmented the book, so

that we cannot be sure how much is Prof. Reber and how much Mr.
Clarke ;

but the translation claims to embody a revision by the au-

thor and has his approval, so we must assume that it gives his pres-
ent opinions. If we turn to his Baukunst im Alterlhum we find him

saying "Thus arose the bypaethral temple whose existence, after

Boetticher's irrefragable refutation ( unumslosslicher Widerlegung )
of Ross's objections, ought no longer to be questioned." It is phe-
nomenal that a writer who within a short time has turned such a

striking somersault should take up his new position with such immov-
able assurance.

These cases are enough for examples of what seems to us the
chief fault of Prof. Reber's book, its air of absolute finality. The
reader new to its subject will get abundant facts, admirably se-

lected and coordinated, acute and interesting generalizations," sug-
gestive remarks

;
but scarcely anywhere in the book will he find a

hint that there is more to be learned anywhere, or that an opinion
given is susceptible of modification. There is no citation of author-
ities worth mentioning, no attempt at bibliographical aid to the

reader, nothing to show him how to advance a step from where the
book leaves him. This is not of so much consequence to the general
reader, who will be likely to content himself with a single book, and
will probably not find another, at least in English, so good for his
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purpose; but it is a serious matter for the young student, who needs

linker-posts to set him on his way forward, and to whom it is an

injustice to imprison him in pn-judgments of questions which the

world lias not decided. It is dilhcult, certainly, in the mid>t of the

enormous literature of to-day, and in a subject of so great range as

Prof. Rober's, to make a satisfactory selection of authorities, but
the difficulty of the task only makes it more important. The origi-
nal edition was furnished with bibliographic lists which, if not un-

exceptionable, are very useful. The German edition is also

furnished with a list of its illustrations, credited to their authors.

Such an acknowledgment not only gives credit where it belongs,
in a book whose illustrations are, with hardly an exception, borrowed,
but it is full of very valuable suggestions for the reader. Here,
nevertheless, there is no hint of it.

It remains to say a word of the translation. This we find, on

turning to the original, to be free, even to paraphrase, and the free-

dom used seems generally to have been beneficial. We are struck, in-

deed, with the firm way in which the translator lays his hand on the
essential thought of the author, and turns it into language of his

own more compact than the original. The book has thus gained
considerably in directness, and with the same text would be consid-

erably shortened. Sometimes, indeed, there is loss of clearness, or

completeness, by the condensation, as where (p. 16) the translation

says : "The Proto-Doric columns originated from the mathematical

duplication of the prismatic sides and angles of the square pier."
Ileber's remark was : "A purely mathematical idea underlay it the

duplication of the faces and angles by chamfering the corners of
the square pier." The concision, moreover, is a little apt to change
the moderation of the original into a dogmatism which is less agree-
able. The matter of the book has been considerably increased in

parts. The discussions of Greek architecture, and still more Greek
sculpture, appear to have been much modified and enlarged : many
new cuts have been added. The additions are germane, interesting,
and valuable, and were needed to keep pace with the progress of

archaeological study since the book was written.
Mr. Clarke's enthusiasm for Greek words and forms is pronounced.

Most readers will find something to forgive in terminology and
spelling, and will be disturbed by such solecisms as " tore

"
for torus,

"
ogive" for pointed arch,

"
spirals" for volutes,

" trunnels" for guttse,
the " kernel

"
of a capital instead of the bell

;
such a neologism as a

"
powerful

"
pier or cornice for a vigorous one

; or such downright
slips as "calyx" for corolla, or "cherubims," and "a cherubim."
But this matter has a graver aspect than that of mere oddity of lan-

guage when it comes to the deliberate intrusion, to please an indi-

vidual whim, of new terms into a technical vocabulary which is al-

ready adequate, established, and understood. If every new writer
on architecture feels himself at liberty to revise its terminology, the
result will be confusion, and enormous increase of difficulty to stu-

dents and readers. With the translator's fervor for the Greek
spelling of classical names familiar in a Latin dress, we do not

heartily sympathize : in most cases they leave only a little flavor of

oddity ;
but when we come upon

" Phoibos " we do seem to sniff the

garlic of pedantry.
We should like to be able to praise the appearance of the volume.

Its illustrations are many and graphic, but the reproductions are
coarse. The whole embodies the prevailing faults of American
book-making assumption of an elegance that is not there, shiny
paper, thick and stiff enough to be disagreeable in the hand, yet not

opaque ;
a page too large for the sheet

; excessive leading, which
gives a loose-looking letter-press in unpleasant contrast to the nar-
row margin. The whole looks inferior, and unworthy of a book
which, with all due allowance for the shortcomings we have men-
tioned, we should heartily commend to any reader of its subject as
on the win >Ui the best of its kind that we know.

THE LATE AMERICAN ARCHITECT COMPETITION.
RKPOKT OF THE JURY. III.

"/-'OLDEN GATE'S" scheme is
'-*'

quite different from that of

any other competitor, but his exper-
iment is not a successful one. He
has only a ground-floor and attic;

this would naturally in-

crease the area to be
built over, and the ad-
ditional cost of founda-
tions and cellar would
at once place him at a

disadvantage from an
economical point of

As v

////^/-^ /"^. bers, a reception-room
V/&A<fJ(&XV. and "den," beside the

dining and sitting rooms
are provided, the total cost would figure np considerably above" our
limit, if the house should be properly built. While the exterior is not
wanting in attractive features suitable for a seaside cottage, the in-
terior is singularly unfortunately arranged. A long, narrow corridor
six feet wide serves for a hall, and leads directly to the kitchen door,
which is thus directly opposite the front door. This is both dreary

and inconvenient, and the stairs to the attic ascending between closed
walls adds to the discomfort. On the left hand of this corridor open
two chambers and a bath-room the latter had better have been

placed so that it could have connected with the kitchen plumbing.
On the side of the stairs are the reception, sitting, and dining rooms
en suite, and "

den," opening from the sitting-room. This generous
communication is to be commended. There seems to have been no
reason for omitting the fireplace in the dining-room, which could have
been combined with that of the kitchen. The details are carefully
drawn, but show inexperience ;

the detail of the kitchen porch is pe-
culiarly childish ; the hand-rail beside being absurdly heavy is cham-
fered on the upper side to a sharp ridge which would be most uncom-
fortable to the hand. The bracket of the mantel is also heavy. The
design of the exterior and the perspective are belter managed.

" M" has chosen if we knew he lived far from the suburbs of

any Eastern city, we should say, has designed one of the types of

economical and convenient plans with which we are already familiar.
He has varied it, but not to the advantage of an all-the-year-round
house, by making a very large hall : comfortable enough in summer,
this would be difficult to heat in winter. There is nothing critical to
be said of the convenient and commonplace disposition of the rooms
below or above ; but the omission of stairs to so prominent an attic
as that shown on the elevations is a curious slip. Turning from the

plans to the elevations we find again a familiar outline whose sim-

plicity and economy we have already praised. It is not until we come
to the details that we realize how wise it was of "M" to keep within
the lines of recognized examples. It is difficult and it certainly
would be very unpleasant to conceive of more vulgar details

; and
this chiefly because they are pretentious and tawdry, and affect an
originality which neither the culture of the designer nor means at
his disposal warrant. The front door is an inane affectation costly
and ugly. The carved panels show entire ignorance of the first

principles of ornamental design, and their introduction is the more
obnoxious in that no proper allowance is made in the estimate for
the carved work liberally spotted about within and without the build-

ing, nor for the equally impertinent stucco panels. This pseudo-orna-
mental work materially increases the cost of a scheme already passing
the limiting cost, and adds not a whit to its beauty. We commend to
"M "

greater modesty in his attempt to use ornamentation and the
study of quiet unpretending buildings till he learn the beauty of fit-

ness. Thus his item of $50 for stained glass is entirely out of place
in a cottage such as the programme demands. The drawings were
on the undesirable tracing-cloth.

"Midnight Oil," from the complete absence of all affectation

presents a wholesome contrast to the preceding competitor. The
plan is excellent, kept well within a rectangular parallelogram;
not a foot is wasted. A good-sized vestibule leads to a hall which an-
swers its purpose without waste

;
into it open dining and living rooms

each with a fireplace. It is not evident why the small room opening
out of the living-room should be called the " Music room," the most
spacious instead of the most diminutive room being usually devoted
to that purpose. The kitchen and pantry are well placed. Upstairs
good square rooms are obtained and yet ample closet-room provided.
Here again the servant's room would better be placed in the attic.
The details within and without show studied simplicity, not pinching
economy

._
Special praise must be given to the staircase, which is the

most artistic and ingenious one shown in the competition. It is of

very cheap construction yet most decorative in effect. As a whole
this design is one of the best presented. Its chief defect is the com-
monplace design of the exterior; this is due partiallyjto its hard, stiff

drawing, which is much less prepossessing than the rendering of the
staircase. The schedule of prices is one of the most likely to prove
a satisfactory guide. There is a business-like air about this competi-
tor's work which must commend it to practical-minded persons.
"Comfort" (No. 1) has one of the typical plans mentioned

among the earlier criticisms, but what he has gained by an economi-
cal plan he has lavishly spent in other ways, so that it is probable
that the brick lower story, with the heavy piazza piers of the same
material, and the high basement would run up the total beyond our
limit. Even according to "

Comfort's
" own estimate, the items,

some of which are undervalued, figure up over $3,600. His economy
in not providing bath or water-closet is misplaced, and his sugn-eg.
tion that the owner furnish the pump is not fairly meeting a legiti-
mate expense. Seventy-two dollars for the painting istoo low,
and again $165 for mantels is over-generous. In many ways, how-
ever, the design is interesting. The chalet style is just enough sug-
gested to be agreeable. The piazza from the second story is pretty
and convenient, and worked with great simplicity. The chief defect
in the design is the juxtaposition of two gables of different sizes.
The mantel and book-case shown are good, but, as before suggested,
beyond the means of the occupant of a cottage which has^neither
set-tub nor water-closet. The drawings are firm, sharp and re-
veal a practised hand. The perspective, on tracing-cloth, trans-
gresses one of the rules of the competition. The jury in previous
competitions have requested that the device or the nom de plume of
each competitor be legibly and conspicuously placed upon the
sheets, and as far as possible in a similar position on each sheet.
Much time is lost sometimes by the jury in searching for the
author's device, and it is but fair to warn competitors that such a
search, if prolonged, is not conducive to a lenient spirit towards the
drawings themselves. "

Comfort
"

is printed in the smallest letter-

ing, and then ingeniously hidden in a corner among some scrawlin<*
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leaves, instead of being the most conspicuous lettering on the sheet.

"Argonauts" shows a curious mingling of shrewdness and inex-

perience in his planning. His vestibule is built out under the porch

in a puerile way and he lias spoiled a spacious, airy hall by awkwardly

outline off the corner and has projected his fireplace so clumsily that it

injures the room above. Parlor and dining-room open well together,

but the chimney in the latter is placed against the outside wall when

it micrht have done double duty if placed against the parlor wall.

Thh une chimney conies out between the two windows of the cham-

ber above, just where the toilet-table should stand. Careful study

has been given to the stairs, and they are conveniently arranged.

The bath-room is too much shut off from the principal part of the

house, and the servant's-room would have found a better place in the

attic by utilizing the ample space under the roof which at present

seems wasted. The exterior is injured by the unsightly corner chim-

ney, and the way the roof is managed about it is ugly and impracti-

cable, for a dangerous valley is formed by this superfluous gable. lhe

amount of space covered, the frequent breaks in the plan and the

three chimneys, wastefully distributed, make this an expensive scheme.

The scanty economy suggested in the architect's commission, which

does not cover superintendence, is an unworthy expedient to save

money which elsewhere has been unnecessarily wasted. The details

show'excellent taste and a refined and sober feeling. The drawings

lack simplicity and the short-hand, decisive touch which comes only

with experience. "Argonauts" will do better things in the future,

but he must beware of such illogical eccentricities as the cutting off

of the corner of his ball. His specifications are in some items care-

fully made out, but they do not mention the bath-tub, and neither in

them nor on the plan is there any indication of a water-closet, nor

even of an earth-closet. The $100 allowed for plumbing should

have fitted out the house fairly enough in this respect.
" Benedick

" has boldly sacrificed his hall and reduced it to the

merest passage, giving every inch possible to the living rooms. The

dining and living rooms form a handsome suite and are well placed ;

not so, however, the library, whose entrance from the narrow hall is

so close to the front door that it suggests a painful economy of space.

There is a medium between the large halls belonging properly to spa-

cious summer houses and the niggardly passageway with its straight

(light of stairs seen so often in our narrow city houses. "Benedick's"

error in the latter direction is the more striking since he has treated

bis exterior in a rustic way which has no hint of a narrow lot of

land. The rounded end of the living-room is effective and gives

distinction, but such treatment, it must be remembered, is the reverse

of economical in construction. Fireplaces in every room are lux-

uries which our limit of cost will not countenance ; but in general
this house is simply and economically planned. The interior details

are agreeable and well worked out and very skilfully drawn. We
must assume that the settee in the hall is temporarily placed there

for the benefit of the jury, as a hall which, including its stairs, meas-

ures only 6' 6", is hardly a resting-place. The drawings, as this

proves, are "
knowingly

"
presented.

(To be continued.)

PLAN FOR AN APARTMENT-HOUSE.

IN
the upper part of New York, many flats and apartment-houses

are going up which have but little or no light and air in some or

many of their rooms ; with dark stairs
;
and from which escape in

case of fire would be difficult or impossible.
The neighboring city of Philadelphia is largely composed of

houses built also on deep, narrow lots, yet with light and air in

abundance in every room, although, often, the number of rooms is

greater on each floor. The Philadelphia plan readily lends itself to

adaptation as an apartment-house, as for example in the plan here-

with, or others, and such a house can readily be made exception-
ally safe for escape in case of fire, for the staircase, though well

lighted, is in a separate brick chamber.
To save room in the staircase, the rear apartment is on the level

of the half-flight or landing of the stairs, but is connected by steps
in the closets behind it, which can be used separately with the suites

which they adjoin, or can be connected as a passage and the two

apartments rented together as one suite of rooms. The bath-room,
D, though it has a borrowed light, the upper part of the partition
next the kitchen being of glass near the ceiling, yet has a wholly
separate window and ventilation by means of a horizontal air-shaft,
shown by dotted lines across the kitchen. The window at the end
of the air-shaft is hinged, and can be opened and shut from the
bath-room by a light wooden bar playing through the air-shaft

;
one

end of it being attached to the window, and the other end projecting
as a handle a convenient distance into the bath-room. As shown by
other dotted lines, some of the rooms may be further sub-divided,
if needed, and each of the rooms so made have their separate win-

dow; and this, whether such partitions are permanent or like those

folding-door partitions in our old country hotel-parlors, which can
be closed or left open, as temporary needs make desirable, either to

make bedrooms of one at need, as shown in the rear apartment, or
to make a temporary bedroom and passage of the sitting-room, as
indicated by the dotted line across it. Such a building may either
stand a few feet back from the street line, like most New York
houses, or on the line ; as further indicated by dotted lines. By a

slight change in the planning of the stair-case the front and rear

apartments can be planned to be built on a level. Such a stair-case,

or one planned like that shown in the drawing, could be made of
or one planned

IkJDEX
3A Ante-room
bB Sittmj mom
cC Kitchen
d D BathlfWC (wi

E Chamber or Parlor
f f Chamber
06 Balcony
pH CJos.ee (See text)

1 I Stairs

_PLAN

| fora* APARTMENT HOUSE
'

'

Corresponding House
_

I

doinin
on a CITY LOTis'xieo

(not on a corner)

"> TWO APARTMENTS on EACH FLOOR
winch can l let separately or
a one apartment..

iron, or with iron strings and siui.t; treads, with more chance
of being of use in case of fire than stairs built in the same way, but
not enclosed by themselves, and so not shut off from fire in the rest

of the house.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.
COMPETITIVE DESIGN FOR AN OFFICE-BUILDING ON BATTERY
PLACE, NEW YORK, FACING THE PARK AND BAY, FOR CYRUS
FIELD, ESQ. MR. CHARLES B. ATWOOD, ARCHITECT, NEW YORK,
N. Y.

IIE principal object in the planning of this building was to pro-
vide light and convenient quarters for the compositors on a

daily paper which was to be published in the structure, with the

presses located in the vaults under the sidewalk. A reference to the
ninth-floor plan and the tranverse section will show the quarters pro-
vided for the compositors, and illustrate how, by means of wide ter-

races on the three sides of the building, and an almost unbroken ex-

panse of window surface, except where light piers were needed to

support the roof, ample and cheerful space was secured for the work-
men. Naturally at this height the view of the Bay and distance
would be magnificent, and the ensemble of terraces, gables, and
pitched roofs, was planned with reference to the effect of the "

sky
line

"' when the building was viewed from the bay. Having a front-

age on Battery Park, the mass of the structure would always be one
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of the most conspicuous objects to those who hail their first view of

it from the harbor. The construction of the building was so ar-

ranged that the partitions for offices could be changed about to suit

the wants of tenants. On the tenth floor was located the restau-

rant, janitor's quarters, and the water-closets, with urinals on every
floor. The elevator-shafts and the large brick flues for boilers, stand-

pipes, etc., were so combined with two heavy tranverse brick walls

us to strengthen the building laterally, it being very shallow for its

great height.

PARK GATE. DESIGNED BY MR. H. A. HOWE, JR., NEW HAVEN,
CONN.

MR.

Y.

A. F. OAKKV,HOUSE ON EVERKTT .PLACE, NEWPORT, R. I.

ARCHITECT, NEW YORK, N.

MATERIALS, red brick, timber, shingles (redwood) ;
all external

wood-work oiled and coach-varnished ; red roof; terra-cotta cresting.

COMPETITIVE DESIGNS FOR A $3,000-HOUSE, SUBMITTED BY " Mid-

night-Oil" AND "
Comfort." (No. 1.)

SHOULD any of our non-professional readers desire to build accord-

ing to either of these designs, we trust he will do the author the

simple justice of putting the work into his hands. We shall always
be pleased to put client and author into communication with each
other.

THE NEW ARCHITECTURAL MUSEUM.
ACTION OF THE NEW YORK CHAPTER, AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
ARCHITECTS, IN RELATION TO THE LATE LEVI H. WILLARD's
BEQUKST TO FOUND AN ARCHITECTURAL MUSEUM IN THE CITY
OF NEW YORK.

T a regular meeting of the New York Chapter of the American
Institute of Architects, held April 11, 1883, the Secretary read
the will dated July 25, 1881, and codicil thereto, dated Novem-

ber 25, 1881, of the late Levi Hale Willard, Esa., bequeathing the bulk
of his fortune to the Metropolitan Museum of Art (or in case of its

refusal to accept, then to Columbia College), for the purpose of

founding a museum of models, casts, photographs, engravings and
other objects illustrative of the art and science of architecture, the
collection to be made under the direction of a commission to be
chosen by the N. Y. Chapter of the American Institute of Architects,
one member of which it directs shall be Mr. Napoleon Le Brun, ar-

chitect, of New York City. The members of this commission shall
be the sole judges of the extent of the collection and the amount to
be expended thereon, and if the bequest should, in their judgment,
amount to a sum larger than will be required to fully carry out its

provisions, then the remainder of the bequest, if any, may be em-
ployed in the purchase of landscape and genre pictures of the mod-
ern French school. Messrs. Alexander Holland of New York and
Robert A. McKinney of Brooklyn, are the executors of the will.
The Secretary also read a posthumous letter (of even date with

the codicil) from Mr. Willard to Mr. Le Brun stating his desire that
to his son Pierre should be assigned the duty of making the -collec-
tion under the direction of the Commission.
The following preambles and resolutions, offered by the Secretary,

were then adopted :

Whereas, Mr. Napoleon Le Brun, Practising Member of this Chapter and
Follow of the Institute, has, by his able setting forth, seconded by his sou
Mr. Pierre L. Le Brim, of the claims of the Art of Architecture, been the di-
rect means of securing to this Chapter the disposal of a large fund be-
queathed by the late Levi Hale Willard, Esq., to found a museum of ar-
chitecture, and

Whereas, prompt and hearty recognition is due to the origin of an event
which, as the American Architect says,

" seems likely to mark an em in
the history of architecture in this country," as it certainly does in the his-
tory of the Institute and of its New York Chapter, therefore

Resolved, that the warmest thanks of this Chapter are eminently due to
the Messrs. Le Brun, father and son, and are hereby tendered to them, and
Resolved, that an engrossed copy of these preambles and resolutions,

signed by the President and Secretary of the Chapter, be presented to the
Messrs. Le Brun.

Messrs. A. J. Bloor and .Emlen T. Littell were then appointed

the colleagues of Mr. Napoleon Le Brun on the Commission dcsig
nated by Mr. Willard's will.

THE 83,000-IIOUSE COMPETITION. EL

DIGEST

of the specifications accom-
panying the design marked "Miil-

nignt OU,"with the figure of a lamp,
thus :

Excavate so as to finish tho cellar

7' in the clear.

I'liili'i-iiiiiniii'/ to show 2' abovo the

grade-line, (MM with split ashlar in ir-

regular course-. I'l.-ii-king of K'' brick-
work all laid in cement-mortar.

t'tiitiitlittion walls of sound, hard
ledgestone, Hi" thick, laid up dry, tied
with frequent headers. The six ii

of wall next below grade to bo laid in
ec merit-mortar.

Chimneys: Foundations to be large
flat stone laid so the brickwork wilt

start at bottom of the cement-floor.

Chimneys of good hard-burned, well-

shaped brick. Fireplaces In the three
rooms below as shown, arched over.
Rubbed bluestone shelf in the

Kitchen and hearths of same for all

fireplaces, turning arches. Breast in

Kitchen, also jambs, to be faced with

Eressed-brick.
Those in Living and

lining rooms to be faced inside of the
mantels with buff pressed- brick, moulded, at the floor and spring of arch,
pargetted. Tops of precsed-brick, forming panels with New Haven moulded
brick. Iron funnels and stoppers for all rooms, two in cellar. Lead flash-

fugs built in to make tight work.
Slate hearths for Living and Dining rooms.
Outside Cellar Steps: With bluestone treads and coping, brick risers

and jambs, all laid in cement.
Bed-stone placed 3' below grade-line to receive the wood posts supporting

the Veranda and Stoop, also for five posts in the cellar.
Ten bluestone sills for cellar windows.
Cement floor of cellar with 2" of cement and coarse gravel.
Drains of 4" vitrified drain-pipe. Have running trap with clean outlet.

All inlets made with double-Y sections, to enter foundation walls where
most convenient to receive wastes from wash-trays, water-closet, and sink

;
all

joints made tight and the whole lino to be well bedded. Roof-water also to

empty into drain.

Lathing and Plastering: All the walls and ceilings in the first and sec-
ond stories to be lathed and plastered ;

clear sound spruce laths. Brown
coat well-floated walls of Kitchen, Pantry, Bath-room and back stairway to
be trowelled smooth for painting ;

all ceilings excepting closets to have a good
hard clean coat of hard-finish, ceilings brush-polished, walls made smooth
for papering.
Nothing is to be finished in the attic.

Grading: Properly grade around the house.
A 3' 6" walk of packed gravel 12" thick, from street line to front entrance

and around the house.

Carpenters Work: Frame to be of balloon construction, of sound sea-
soned spruce: Sills, 4" x 0"; Posts, 4."x 6"; Plates, of two 2" x 4", spiked
together with lapped joints; Studs. 2" x 4", 16" from centres, those at win-

collar-pieces of same, all floor joists to be bridged.
Floor joistn double for trimmers and headers, also under all partitions

running with them and having no other support, all thoroughly nailed to
sills, plate and to every stud they touch. Partition-heads of 2" x 4"; upper
studs must rest on these and not on floor boards, where possible.
Well brace and stiffen the work over bay-windows or other large open-

ings.
To divide the bearing of the first floor-joists, five 8"x8" chestnut posts

will be set in the cellar, footing on stone.
Veranda floor framed with 5" x 5" sills nnd 2" x.6" joists. Post of chest-

nut set in the ground on stone, lower end to be charred or tarred. Rafters
of pine, 2" x 5", planed, ends cut as shown on the details; plate, 4" x 4",
cased and chamfered; columns built of 1J" stock, chamfered, beaded neck
and base; floor of 1J" spruce, square edged, planed one side. Rafters to be
covered with J" matched and beaded spruce, in 4" widths, second quality
on this place J" x 2" spruce strips, 2'' apart.

All outside and inside finish where not otherwise specified to be of white-
pine, second clears.

All roofs to be shingled with xxx 18" pine shingles, laid with three laps.
Gutters as shown.
Sides to be brace-boarded with milled inch hemlock, clapboarded with

second clears, laid 4" to 4J" to the weather; ail outside finish to be 11'' thick.
Heavy tarred sheathing-paper under clapboards.
Single floors throughout of J" spruce, in narrow widths, matched.
Window frames made of sizes indicated, 1J" pulley styles, U'' sills, all for

weights, braided cord and axle
pulleys.Sash H" thick, lipped, best American glass; stained glass in upper panel

of the front door, stained bulls-eye* set in the Hall sash. Sash ail fastened
with a good sash-fast. Hinged top light over the back door.

Cellar sash 1J" thick, hinged and hooked, filled with good fair elans
Frames for these of pine, 2" x 4".

All glass to be single thick.
Doors: First^story doors to be H" thick, 2' 10" x 7' 6". Second-storv

doors to be second quality, If thick, 2' 8"x 7', four panelled. Closet doors"
U" thick, 2" 4" wide. Outside doors, 1}" thick.

Mortice-latch (knob) for all the closet doors. All other doors will have
good mortice-locks, white porcelain knobs throughout, outside front door to
have night-latch and brass bolt, back door to have iron bolt, brass face and
sinker for all main doors in the first story. Rubber-cushioned door-stop for
nil doors.
Architraves for the principal rooms (three) and hall below to be as shown

by details; all others to be put on before plastering. Hard-wood thresh-
olds.

Closets: Shelve the Pantry; six drawers and one cupboard under. Glass
casement at one end for china and glassware. Hanging-snips nnd hooks in
all chamber closets

;
finish a closet lending from the Kitchen under the back

stairs. Cafe with pine one water-closet having doable lids
; make and set
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up a set of three wash-trays ia the Laundry. Case up the sink with cup-
board under.

Stairs: li" treads and &' risers of pine for the front flight, the same of

spruce for the back and attic Sights. Rough plank stringers and Ij" treads
no risers) for the cellar flight.

Kail, balusters and newel to be of cherry; balusters and cross-pieces to

be cut with square ends and dowelled into place.

Cherry mantels for the Living and Dining Rooms.
Outside Blinds for all windows, in two folds of two panels each, swiveled

slats 15'' thick, strongly hung and fastened at sill and clapboard.
Wainscot the kitchen .V high.

Painting and Papering: All inside and outside wood and metal work
to receive two thorough coats of linseed-oil and white-lead, using two colors

outside and one inside. Grain and varnish the Kitchen, Pantry, Bath-room
and back stairway. The walls of the Kitchen, 1'antry and back stairway to

be sized and painted one good coat. Floors of Veranda painted; Prince's
Metallic Paint for all metal work. Hard-wood of front stairs and the man-
tels to be tilled, rubbed down and varnished; mantels finished with oil.

Paper all the walls not painted with paper averaging 25 cts. per single roll.

Base and ceiling borders for the three main rooms and hall, first story, others
to have ceiling-borders only.
No grates nor fireplace furnishings of any kind.

Plumbing and Tinning: Furnish and set one 18"x35" iron sink, with

strainer; one Demarest water-closet, with lead safe and leaded slop-pan; no
tub or basin to be used; 2'' waste of iron for all fixtures, including the
tubs in the Laundry; brass couplings.it joints; traps well ventilated for each

waste; \" iron soil and 4'' lead trap for water-closet, vented to roof; joints
calked and leaded; supplies of j" A lead pipe for the main, 8" branches; cut-

off at wall in the cellar; brass bibbs for sink and tubs, also one near water-
closet for chamber supply; tubs to have pings and chains; cold-water pipes
only. Well tin the gutters with XX M. F. tin; four 3" tin conductors from
the main roof and one li" leader from the veranda roof, the former to all

enter the drain.

ESTIMATE OF QUANTITIES AND PBICES RULING AT BRIDGEPOBT, CONN.

Mantels: Mnntel and book-shelves in Parlor as per details. Mantel in

Dining-room to be of spruce, not to exceed in cost f>40. Neat shelves to be
fitted up in all the bedrooms.
Hardware: "The hardware to be of the best American manufacture.

Front door to have 5" mortice-lock, with bronze knob and furniture, night-

latch, etc.. and bronze bell-pull to bell in Kitchen connected with copper
wire. All other doors to have 4'' mortice-locks and porcelain furniture.

Closet doors to have closet locks and keys. Back doors to have 8'' bolts.

First-story windows to have spring sash-locks. Dresser doors to have spring
catches. Shutters to have flat bolts, and hung on cast-iron hinges. All doors
to be hung on cast-iron loose butts, except front door, which will be bronzed.
Closets to have a suitable number of japanned pins.

Plastering: Plastering to be good three-coat work, on sound lath, and
left hard, white, and perfect on the completion of the building. Outside
of building from second-floor joist, to be covered with plaster composed of

two parts clean sand and one part Portland cement, on good sound laths as

per details. The whole to be pebble-dashed.
Jloofln.fi: The roofs are to be sheathed with 1" hemlock boards and cov-

ered with cypress shingles, laid on one thickness of roofing-felt and painted
one heavy coat before laying. Valleys, gutters and flashings to be of best

quality I.'C. charcoal tin, painted on both sides and finished with an addition-

al coat on top. Conductors to be 3" diameter, with turn-outs at base. Gal-
vanized-iron finial and saddles.

Paintiny and Glazing: All exterior and interior wood-work to receive
three coats best white-lead and linseed-oil paint, and to be finished in such
tints as may be directed. The shingles to be painted with one heavy coat
before putting on, and two additional coats of such tint as may be selected.

Glazing to be of best American glass left perfect on completion of building.
Plumbing and Gas-Jittiny: Drive a \\'* pipe to the depth required to

obtain a free flow of water, connect with pump in Pantry. Pump to be fur-
nished by owner. Also furnish and set up a 2'x3' slop-sink in the same
room, with necessary connections to the drains. Furnish and lay all the 4"
cast-iron and terra-cotta drain-pipes shown on plan. Run the required gas-
pipe as shown on plans.
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moval thus often creates a great nuisance, and, a> with several of tlit

systems adopted for periodical removal, it involves very considerable

outlay. Householders have a direct interest in reducing to the minus
the consumption of water within the house, which is another source o:

unhealthful conditions. Large sewers connected with the houses by
branches cannot accomplish the end of the immediate removal of fa;ca

matters, unless we adopt the principle of discharging everything into

the sewer. In this case faecal matters are removed immediately from
houses and the transportation beyond the limits of the city by the

stream flowing in the sewer ;
liut only in case that the jiilt <;/'

I/if si / /

sujficicnt to maintain a constant uiten velocity, and in case that there it

always a suj/icient amount offlow.
This condition is much the more difficult to secure for the reason thai

these sewers, calculated to carry storm-water, must have a diameter
much greater than that required for the needs of foul-sewage removal
Therefore, in time of drought and especially with sewers of slight fall

the depth of the stream carrying the waste matters being slight, their

removal is but slow and incomplete. Hence the hesitation to adopt the

principle of discharging everything into the sewers, which, however
offers no difficulty and no danger; that is, it need give rise to no bat
odor and to no dangerous emanation, if only the removal of these mat
ters can be made rapid and complete.
Mr. Waring, in order to ensure the rapid and complete removal ol

faecal matter and of all household wastes which, like the contents ol

privy-vaults, enter into fermentation and putrefaction if retained.

diminishes to the minimum the capacity of discharge in the sewers^
and excludes absolutely all rain-water. By such exclusion he secure!
a sufficient reduction of diameter where, otherwise, sewers of great
capacity would have been necessary. It is not only nor chiefly because
of the economy of construction thereby secured that Mr. Waring ex
eludes rain-water; it is, above all, in order to avoid deposits which must
result from the variable quantities (reijime irrfyulier) caused by the ad
mission of rain-water, that lie insists on this absolute exclusion.
These deposits are especially to be feared in sewers of slight fall,
while in the pipes which Mr. Waring employs, and in which faecal

matters are always diluted in about the same quantity of water, tlu's

danger does not exist even with reduced inclinations. In order to make
perfectly certain that all deposits which might nevertheless be formed
in the pipe-sewers shall not remain there long enough to enter into de-

composition, he establishes at the head of each branch of the sewer an
automatic flush-tank, and if the branches are long and of slight fall, he
even employs more than one, or one of more than the usual size.

These flush-tanks are cisterns placed in the ground, fed from the
water-supply, and so arranged that when the level of the water that
they contain reaches a certain height, they empty themselves sponta-
neously and rapidly by means of a siphon which is brought into action
when it begins to overflow. After having examined the different forms
of automatic flush-tank available for such use,"he has adopted that of
Mr. Kogers Field.

It is hardly necessary to say that the sizes of the pipes constituting
the sewer increase with the increase of duty that it hag to perform.
The smallest of the street sewers have a diameter of 15 centimetres.
These small diameters render it necessary to prevent the introduction
of all large objects which might cause obstruction. The means em-
ployed therefor are simply a reduction of the size of all house-drains
to a diameter of 0.10m . These house-drains and vertical soil-pipes are
flushed (rmcrfs) both by the discharge of water-closets and by the dis-

charge of the ordinary waste waters of the household.
The usual size of the sewers as they increase beyond the diameter of

0.15m - is such that at the time of greatest use they will flow to about
one-half their capacity. It is found that the variation of the flow is

hardly more than twenty per cent, except as increased by the discharge
of the flush-tanks, which occurs with greater or less frequency accord-
ing to the rapidity with which water is admitted to them. It is gen-
erally so arranged that there shall be two discharges during the twenty-
four hours. TheseJ discharges carryforward all matters which may
have been deposited, and they effect a washing of all that part of the
pipe which is alternately covered and exposed by the variation of the
current of the sewer.

If the air in the sewers were always stagnant, it might, notwith-
standing the rapid removal of faecal matters, constitute a centre of in-

fection and of dangerous germination. By a constant removal of the
atmosphere of the sewers, these dangers are avoided. The air which
moves above a current of water containing fresh, faecal matter carries
with it neither odor nor dangerous germs. Mr. Waring, in order to en-
sure this constant renewal of the air in the sewers, carries all of the
soil-pipes above the tops of the houses, with open mouths, and he fur-
nishes air-inlets at each junction of two sewers. These air-inlets are
covered in such a manner as to prevent the introduction of rain and
storm-water, and they are so arranged as to allow of the inspection of
the condition of the sewers. The draught of each soil-pipe adds to the
movement of air entering at these inlets. It would generally be best to
establish a water-seal trap at each closet and other connection with the
vertical soil-pipe; but even if these did not exist, the annoyance of
open closets is avoided by the soil-pipes opening above the tops of the
houses.

In reviewing what has been said of Waring's system, it is seen that
it is a system of "

Everything to the Sewer," with the exclusion of
storm-waters, carried out in a very economical manner, replacing large
sewers by earthenware pipes of small diameter receiving all the dejec-
tions and all household wastes. The sewers thus established are pro-
vided at the heads of all the branches with automatic Hush-tanks, of
which the capacity varies according to the inclination of the pipe, from
one-half a cubic metre to one cubic metre, these delivering their con-
tents into the sewer ordinarily twice in twenty-four hours. The fall of
these sewers can, with this aid, be made as slight as 5""- and even
2mm per metre, without involving the risk of obstruction by deposits.
The average velocity of the flow of these sewers varies from 0.60"'. to

50ra - The fear of such obstructions occurring in pipes of such small
size is not justified. Experience of several years proves but such proof
was not necessary that as the house-drains have a diameter of only ten

centimetres, they serve as strainers to hold back objects which njight
cause obstructions in the larger sewer.
Of course it would be better to connect with Warinp's sewers only

such houses as arc supplied with drains and soil-pipes 0.10"1 - in diameter,
but there te no reason why we may not also connect with houses in
which the soil-pipes are much larger, provided all inlets into these soil-

pipes from water-closets and elsewhere are sufficiently reduced, and if

these soil-pipes are continued above the roofs of the houses and left

open at the top. With these sewers it is not necessary to use water-seal

traps separating the house-drain from the sewer. In this manner we
avoid obstructions to the free flow of the drainage, and the occasion fur
the deposit of azotized matters. All that is susceptible of putrefaction
is immediately removed, and the air circulates and renews itself always
in the sewers and in the house-drains.
With Waring's system it is no longer a matter of interest to secure a

reduction of the quantity of water used in the house. All that is re-

quired for any purpose can and ought to be discharged into the sewer.
The greater the amount of water used in a house the better. It is only
necessary that storm-water, which causes enormous variations in the

discharge, shduld be absolutely prevented from entering these sewers.
It may be asked, however, what is the minimum quantity of water

per person and per day which extreme cases would suffice to insure
the operation of the system. Experience has demonstrated that a con-

sumption of water, per head, of three litres in the water-closet and
twelve litres in other uses of the household that is, fifteen litres

altogether will secure the complete transportation of fsecal matter in
the sewers. Flush-tanks of one-half a cubic metre, each discharging
twice a day for each two hundred of the population would add 5
litres of water to the consumption, which raises the whole necessary
quantity per day to 20 litres per person. If we estimate that the aver-
age dejections of each person are represented by 2.9 litres, of which
one-eighth is solid matter, and seven-eighths liquid, the transportation
of these solid matters in the sewers will, in this extreme case, be
effected by the flow of eighty-four times their volume of water.
What is to be done with these azotized matters thus removed from

the centre of population ? Mr. Waring has not given us his advice on
this subject, but it is quite certain that they can either be discharged in-
to water-courses or utilized for agriculture. The fact that they remain
always diluted in about the same proportion of water, has its importance,
whatever is their ultimate destination.

It may be asked why Waring's system has not already been applied
on a large scale in many cities. Permit me, gentlemen, to call your at-
tention to the fact that this system in its entirety was not invented
(n'aM imagine*} until 1880, and that it was at once well received in the
United States of America. After Memphis, Tenn., which has about 68
kilometres of sewers of Waring's system, the cities of Omaha, Neb.,
Norfolk, Va., and Kalamazoo, Mich., have each had constructed up to
this time some 12 or 13 kilometres of sewers under the same system ;

the city of Keene, N. H., has already 20 kilometres. The cities of
Pittsfield, Mass., and Birmingham, Ala., have already begun its construc-
tion. It is true that these are places of only from 8,000 to 40,000
inhabitants, but the city of New Orleans, La., and Baltimore, Md., with
a population of 225,000 and 405,000 respectively, have also decided to
adopt Waring's system, and from the last information that I have re-

ceived, other important places seem about to follow the example.
Although Mr. Waring places at the bottom of the trenches in which

he lays his sewers, if the soil is unduly wet, the ordinary drain-tiles, the
direct rainfall is in no way admitted to the system. It is left to flow
over the streets like water used for washing. For the treatment of this
water it is necessary to establish according to circumstances, that is,

according to the inclination of the streets and the amount of water to be
provided for, either open gutters or covered conduits.

Paris, already supplied with such a fine system of sewers, finds itself,

nevertheless, still far from having satisfied the reasonable demands of
the population.

In Arrondissement I there are about 3,400 metres of streets without sewers
II 5,800 " "

III 7.000 "
IV 8,400

"

V 8,000
"

VI 9,600
' "

Making in the 6 Arrondisseinents 42,200 kilometres of streets without sewers.
Without continuing this enumeration of the length of streets still un-

provided with sewers, permit me to recall to your minds that there are
in the interior of Paris broad areas densely populated which are with-
out a single sewer.

In Arrondlssement XVI (Anteull) about '30 hectares.
XVIII (Montmartre) 180 "

" XIX (Belleville) 60 "
XX (Meuilmontant) BO "

This, however, is not all, even supposing the 20 arrondissements of
Paris to be sufficiently supplied with sewers, would that permit the
suppression of privy-vaults or movable receptacles ? the first con-
demned by the whole world, the last losing from day to day more ad-
lierents. No : because, in order to put into execution the principle of
"Everything to the Sewer," it is necessary that there should be secured,
in the sewers, a permanent and rapid flow of faecal matters, and that
even in time of drought.

If, on the one hand, the enormous length of sewers remaining to be
constructed in Paris requires us to seek means for their rapid and
economical construction

;
on the other hand, the considerable extent of

sewers of insufficient fall for the transportation of fiecal matter requires
either their transformation, or their supplementing by economical
means which will render admissible the direct discharge "into them of
these different substances. Waring's system applied in the first of these
cases would leave the care of storm-water an open question, but would
nsure the immediate suppression of vaults

;
in the second case the addi-

ion of Waring's system would constitute a sufficient supplement to ex-
sting facilities to render the districts in question absolutely salubrious.
The pipe sewers of this system should, in either case, discharge into'

he existing sewers where there is a sufficient fall to insure the per-manent and rapid removal of all faecal matters so delivered. However
rich the city of Paris may be, its Budget will not, nevertheless, permit
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it to carry on the construction of this system of large sewers with th

same activity as those of this new system, costing not more than the

fifth part of the former. The introduction of Waring's system to the

extent that I have indicated, will permit of the suppression of vaults in

all the poorer and most populous quarters of Paris, which are now de

prived of all but a few central sewers. It is only by thus suppressing
the causes of the evil that we shall be able to abolish those epidemics
which have given Paris such an unfavorable position as to death-rate

as compared with other great cities. We must not, however, confine

our improvement to the limits of the city proper. The miasm does
not respect these lines of demarcation. The agglomerations of popula
tion in the suburbs of Paris require also to have tlieir sanitary condition

improved. I will cite only the zone outside of the walls on the north
west of Paris, which extends from Neuilly to Clichy, comprising Vil

liers, Courcelles, Lavalles, Champerret and Lavallois-Perrel, and

which, with an area of about 800 hectares lying between the fortifica-

tions of the Seine and between the Avenue du Boule and the Western

Railway has, including the two great collecteurs, only about 6 kilometres
of sewers.
You observe, gentlemen, that if Waring's system is, in itself, a means

for improving the healthfulness of a city, it is also an economical means
for completing the existing system of sewerage, and it is for this reason
that I hope that you will decide to adopt it

; causing sewers to be built

according to this system inside of large sewers of insufficient inclination

in certain streets, and by filling with complete net-works of the same
construction the great gaps that I have had the honor to indicate.

The immediate consideration of the storm-water question is not, in

fact, of great importance, either in the region about Auteuil, where
the greater part of the houses are surrounded by gardens, nor in the
districts of steep inclination, such as Montmartre, Belleville and Me'nil-

montant."

After the discussion which followed the reading of the above

paper, this resolution was adopted: "Before giving its opinion on
the availability of Waring's system, the Second Sub-Commission
would like to see made an experiment of special sewerage for water-
closet matters and household waters under conditions analagous to

those that Mr. Waring has indicated as applied at Memphis, and to

charge him with the execution of this experiment, as the undertaker
of the work, in a quarter of Paris. 1"

In pursuance of this resolution the authorities have given to The
Drainage Construction Company of Boston, owning the Waring
patents, an order to lay special sewers inside of the large storm-water

sewers, and to rearrange the interior drainage of about one hundred
houses connected therewith. The sewers are to be constructed at
the cost of the city, and the house-drainage and connections at the
cost of the owners, the latter in consideration of a remission of sewer
taxes for five years, which will be sufficient to cover all necessary
outlay. The district selected will probably be the Rue des Saints
Peres and adjoining streets. The population served will be from
7,000 to 10,000.

BRICKWORK IN COMPRESSION.

TITHE subsidence or failure of lofty chimneys,
' I erected for chemical works and factories,

might profitably suggest the importance
of collecting data relative to the

highest direct pressure which shafts
of masonry and brickwork actually
sustain with safety. The effect of
wind on a lofty chimney is to inten-

sify the pressure on one side, a condi-
tion which ought not to be overlooked
in the construction of such shafts.

Undue pressure may also be caused

by settlements, expansion by heat,
etc. We have little trustworthy in-

formation bearing upon the question
of pressure actually sustained at the
bases of lofty buildings, such as

chimney-stalks. The great chimney
at Edinburgh is 341 feet in height, it

rests on a hard clay shale, and its

base 40 feet square, makes, accord-
ing to one authority, a pressure amounting to 2| tons per square foot.
The brick shaft above the stone pedestal exercises a pressure at the
base of 8 tons per square foot, while the strength of ordinary brick
has been estimated at 20 to 30 tons per square foot. Mr. C. Cowper,
quoted in Dr. Downing " Elements of Construction," furnishes a
few other examples. The chimney at Adkins's Soap Works, near
Birmingham, is 312 feet high, and the pressure on the base is 6 tons
per square foot, and on the foundation below the footings, 1 tons
per square foot. This chimney was reduced in height from the cor-
rosion of the brick at the top caused by the muriatic acid which es-

capes. The chimney at the Lap-welded Tube Works is 145 feet
high, and the pressure at the base is calculated at 8 tons per square
foot of the hexagonal base. A glass-house cone 75 feet hi<rh had 4
tons per foot on the piers between the arches, which is thought as
much as should be allowed where the brickwork is exposed to'nreat
heat. The great chimney of St. Rollox, near Glasgow, is 455 feet

' Avant de dnmier SOB nvis sur la convenance ilu Systeme Waring, la 2me Sous-Commtssion desirerait voir faire uu essai de canalisation social pour les vidantreset IBS eaux menagares dans des conditions analogues A celles qua lui a Indian**M. Vt anng cmnme Rppllquee a .Memphis, et dc le charger Ue realtor cet essai
d litre d entrepreneur, duns uu quartier de Paris.

high, and is 41 feet diameter at the base, diminishing to 13 feet at

the summit. So long as the pressure is not greater^than one-twelfth

of the ultimate resistance of the material, there need belittle anxiety
felt

;
but accidental causes, such as wind, leaning from a yielding

foundation, and settlement may bring the pressure on some portion
of the beds to within a limit at which the structure would not be

safe. Inferior bricks are often used in construction of this kind,

and when these are used in the foundations or base, the margin of

safety becomes considerably diminished. In the oversetting tend-

ency of wind on a high pile of brickwork, the pressure is suddenly
shifted to one side, the leeward, and if the resultant approaches the

outer face of the work, the pressure may be so increased as to cause

a bulging or crushing at the joints, such as the Bradford chimney
disclosed. In calculating the pressure of the wind upon a circular

shaft, only one-third of the effect produced on a plane surface of the

same vertical section must be taken, and this force is found to act at

a centre of pressure taken at half the height of the shaft. Of course,

against this moment or overturning force there is the weight of the

brickwork, multiplied into the radius of the base. The smaller the

diameter of the shaft, the greater is the pressure sustained on a cer-

tain unit or square foot of the base, and the greater is the rocking
tendency ;

also the less active power is there to counterbalance the

pressure of external forces like wind. To load, therefore, a small

base, the builder ought to use the utmost care in selecting the truest

and hardest bricks, in equally distributing the pressure, and in pro-

viding against lateral forces like the thrust of an arch, which can

only produce an uneven compression and tend to produce failure.

These observations extend to all brick and masonry structures which
rest on small areas, such as towers, columns, piers, chimney-shafts,
and lofty walls. Of course, by widely spreading the footings, the

pressure can be diminished generally to within very safe limits: but
as a rule it will be found the highest direct pressure occurs just
above the base a point where the closest supervision is needed in

seeing that sound, hard, bricks and good mortar are employed in the

construction. The Building News.

CUBING TO OBTAIN APPROXIMATE ESTIMATES.
No. 717 Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

To THE EDITORS OP THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT :

The attention of students in the profession is called to a matter
which may properly be said to belong to office superintendence, and
which, viewed in several lights, is of great importance. The prac-
;ice of making calculations upon the cubical contents of projected
juildings, by taking

a fixed rate and making certain allowances, is

well understood. The practice as it stands is forcedly empirical,
and must remain so essentially, only it is thought that it might be
nade more satisfactory by the adoption of some system of compari-
sons that will give a fairer average rate. A sufficiency of material

exists, stored in the drawings and notes of work done, say, in the
ast two years, which, if collected and placed in tabular form, and
added to with notes of future work, will be found useful in various

ways, being especially valuable as a journal of office work, besides
.11 assistance in making out appropriate estimates.

Set down :

1. Title of the building; for whom erected; where located.

2. Name of the builder, working by contract or day's labor.
8. Material and nature of the work.
4. Dates of commencement and finishing.
5. Total cost, exclusive of architect's fees.

6. Contents in cubic feet.

7. Cost per cubic foot.

This regular formula to be filled up for all buildings of whatever
lescription, and to it may be added, ad libitum, according to re-

[uirements, special extra, notes describing synoptically the heat-

ng, plumbing, any particular utilitarian or decorative features, and
;iving the cost of each item. It is suggested that, in connection
with its very valuable price-lists of supplies and labor, and building
ntelligence, the American Architect might publish certain data
>f this kind relating to the various extensive buildings erected annu-
illy throughout the country, which would give material aid to stu-
ents in prosecuting the study of the all-important subject of in-

ended costs
;
and such information could not fail to be of use to

practising architects. This suggestion is offered with deference
; and

should these remarks provoke discussion, the object of the writer is

attained. Very respectfully,
ADRIAN WORTHINGTON SMITH.

[IF any examples of the estimates obtained by cubing should be sent ns
they would unquestionably find a place in our "columns. Contributors of
drawings for publication might increase the too meagre interest of their
descriptive text by giving the actual cost per cubic foot. EDS. AMERICAN
ARCHITECT.]

HYDRAULIC BRICK-MACHINES.
To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
Dear Sirs, Can you tell me at what points in this country brick-

machines operated by hydraulic power are located ? B.

[TitK only makers that we feel sure employ these machines are the Hy-
draulic-Press Brick Co., 411 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo. EDS. AMERICAN Ak-
CHITECT.l
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AN EXPLANATION.
BCSTON, April 9, 1883.

TO THE EDITORS OK TDK AMKKICAN ARCHITECT:

In repairing and restoring, and, to a limited extent, enlarging my
house at Wallhiim, the architects, Messrs. Hartwell & Richardson,
had so much work to do that "

rebuilding
"
may be expressive, in a

certain way, of what was done, but what you say in your past nuin-

ber( April 7), when referring to the illustrations of the house, is fun-

damentally incorrect, and will be thoroughly misleading to those

who are not familiar with the work that has been done.

To rebuild on the original spot
"
implies a taking down which

did not take place, and retaining certain rooms" is not an appro-

priate expression, because all the main rooms of the old house, on both

parlor and chamber stories, are the same as they were, in their di-

visions and in much of their finish, except as modified by the bay-
windows, which were added to break the front, which, by raising
the whole house from its foundation two or three feet, and changing
the low attic into a square story, had become considerably higher.

Several of the chief rooms are precisely as they were, and all

through the house the best of the old interior finish is preserved.
The ground plan is of the same size as before, in fact, in all its es-

sential features, the house is but little changed. The circular porch
in front in place of a comparatively modern square one is a restora-

tion, and so are a few other minor changes within and without.

As go much pains was taken, by ourselves and by the architects,

to preserve and restore the old house, I feel desirous of doing away
with the impression that the house was razed to the ground, and

that only a few relics have been preserved.
I wish to add that most admirable work was done by Messrs.

Hartwell & Richardson, not only in improving the accommodations of

the old house, but in extending through it delightful details of inte-

rior finish, and in adding several features of great value and beauty.
Yours respectfully, ARTHUK T. LYMAN.

THE PROPORTION OF CHANCEL TO NAVE.
GALT, OXT., April 11, 1883.

TO THE EDITORS OF THE AMKIUCAN ARCHITECT:

Dear Sirs, Would you please inform me through the next issue

of your valuable paper, whether there is any particular proportion
of the chancel to the nave in an Episcopal church, as a gentleman
said that he thought that a third of the length of the nave should be

the length of the chancel, and I did not think that there was any
particular proportion. Yours truly,

"F. W. MELLISH.

I A VERV common way in modern Episcopal churches is to make the chan-
cel a square, that is, with the depth equal to the width of the clerestory. If

the chancel is to have an apskinl end, the semicircle or semi-octagon should
be in addition to the square. EDS. AMERICAN ARCHITECT.]

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.

AIR-PROOF CEMENT. C. Pascher finds that the only substance
which is really efficacious for rendering cements unalterable by the air,

is a cold solution of one part of sulphate of iron in three parts of

water. The cement articles are left in the solution for twenty-four
hours ; at the end of this time they take a greenish-black tint, due to

the hydrated protoxide of iron. The absorbed solution is decomposed
in the interior of the cement; the weight of the cement is increased
ten per cent ;

all the pores of the mass are thus stopped by the hy-
drate, and as this combination is not attacked by the air, the cement it-

self becomes unalterable. Cement facings may be whitewashed with
several coats of the solution. After drying the cement may be cov-
ered with a wash of ochre, or by a solution of ten per cent of sul-

phate of alumina in three parts of water. For a greenish-white coat-

ing, the surface may be first washed with a solution of chrome alum
and then with soapsuds. Either of these coats may be painted in dis-

temper. When oil colors are used upon naked cement they easily scale

off. This inconvenience may be avoided by washing the cement with

soapsuds, letting it dry, and rubbing with a brush or linen cloth until

the surface shines. Chromque Industrielle.

Mr. J. P. SEDDING ON YOUNG DESIGNERS. In concluding a lecture
Mr. Sedding deprecated the practice of calling upon young men to

design. He never encouraged a young man to design at all, because he
believed it to be against his own best interest and the interest and
honour of art that he should trade on insufficient knowledge, or make
a call upon a personality which is only in embryo. Why, he could not
render the great qualities of a great thing, even if he tried to copy it,

any more than a strumming school-girl could play Beethoven ! What
was the good of a young architect spinning thoughts out of brains
whose fibres were not equal to the strain of weaving ? Let him rather,
like the novice in a monastery, learn to keep silence yea, even
from good words. Let him, during a long novitiate, learn the real no-

bility of his high calling. Let him read his Kuskin; plod patiently on
in the modelling class ;let him learn the true principles of design; study
the best principles; train his hand, his soul, his imagination ; let him go
to concerts, read poetry, prose, and romance, and combine with this all

that he can possibly cram up of the history and composition of glue,
of the newest electric light, the choicest method of laying drains and
ventilating them with imperial self-acting exhaust ventilators, and know
all about warming and acoustics and girders; let him draw and study
flowers, foliage, animals, men, birds, trees, rocks, glaciers : let him seek
to gather all that is "fair and fit" in all creation, but let him not

design.

DISCOVERY OF A COPTIC CHUKCH AT THEBES. At the last sitting
of the Aeademie des Inscriptions et lielles l.ettres, a communication
was read from M. Maspero, director of the lioulak Museum at Cairo,
relating to the discovery on the site of old Thebes of a Copt church,
dating from the fifth century. It appears that in the course of some ex-
cavations made by him last year, M. Maspero unearthed xt the bottom
of a tomb a limestone sarcophagus covered with inscriptions. Circum-
stances prevented its removal at the time, but in January last the spot
was revisited and, while the necessary preparations for moving it were

being carried out, the explorer caught sight of a fragment bearing a
half-effaced inscription in Coptic. Further researches were commenced
and speedily resulted in turning up several pieces of tile-work (ostraca),
likewise covered with characters. Three days' further work Mitiiced to

lay bare the church in question. Access to it is gained by a descending
flight of five steps in brick; the floor is paved, and the walls, which are
constructed of brick and white plaster, bear numerous inscriptions in

several languages. To the left of the steps on entering is a large framed
slab of stone, plastered over and containing in red ink, the brilliancy of
which seems unimpaired, what is evidently the conclusion of a sermon
in Theban Greek denouncing the Monophysite heresy. On the oppoiite
side are the remains of another slab of similar kind, and other fragments
bearing the teaching of Cyril of Alexandria on the nature and attri-

butes of Christ, portions of sermons on the virginity of Mary the
mother of our Lord, upon the doctrine of the Trinity, etc. ; while the
walls of the grotto are almost covered with proscyneiuet (devout excla-

mations) in Copt, Greek, and Syriac, addressed to Saint Epiphany, Saint

George, and Saint I'hoebammon. M. Maspero evidently attaches con-
siderable importance to these discoveries, for he has undertaken to keep
the Academy posted up in the results of the further excavations hepur-
poses undertaking in the neighborhood of the spot. '//'. Architect.

A LARGE elm tree at Norwich Town, Conn., has moved a house one
fuot from its original position. The tree is more than seventy years
old and the trunk reaches a height of thirty feet before a limb branches
out. _____

SOLID AND HOLLOW IRON COLUMNS. A confusion of ideas is some-
times found among practical men respecting the comparative strength
of solid and hollow pillars. One hears it often said, for instance, that
a hollow pillar is stronger than a solid one. Now this is, as one able

authority has pointed out, not absolutely the case
;

it is perfectly true,
that comparing the strengths of two pillars of the same height and di-

ameter, one solid and the other hollow, that the latter has the advan-
tage of being economically stronger. The fact is, the solid column is

stronger than the hollow of the same external diameter; but the lesser
area is more effective than the greater, because the central portions of
the solid pillar are less useful in resisting the bending force than the
metal in the circumference of the hollow pillar. But if the quantity
of material in both the solid and hollow pillar of equal height is the
same, the hollow pillar is by far the stronger. A simple geometrical
construction will enable any one to understand this fact, by enabling
us to proportion a hollow column of the same area as that of a solid

one, by one of the diameters being given. It is shown, in fact, that
hollow columns of the same area of metal as a solid one, may be made
to any larger diameter, their strengths increasing proportionately till a
limit is reached by the shell of the metal becoming too thin to insure a
sound casting. Taking an example from Downing's work, a hollow
pillar 9 inches in external diameter, having an internal diameter of 8.062

inches, and a thickness of metal of .47 inches, or about one-half-inch
is five and one-half times stronger than a solid pillar with the same
quantity of metal. A thickness of one-half-inch may be regarded as a
practical limit in manufacture. The Building News.

THE PITCH LAKE OF TRINIDAD. I visited the so-called Pitch Lake,
Trinidad, September 30, 1882, landing per steamer at La Brea, on the
west coast of Trinidad, about forty miles south of the port of Port-of-

Spain. The lake in question is situated about one and one-half miles
from the shore. There is a gentle ascent of 140 feet from the shore to
the lake. The name "lake" is a misnomer, if we understand by the
term a cavity containing a liquid. The contents of this cavity, or sup-
posed cavity, is a concrete, slightly flexible mass of pitch ;

it is a level

plain, on which bushes, and patches of vegetable formations, and pools
of water are seen here and there over the surface. There is no diffi-

culty in walking or wading over it from end to end, or from side to
side. The shape of this plain is a sort of ellipse or ovoid. The water
in the pools is rain-water, having a slight iron taste. Arriving on the
plateau I found, first, a number of chestnut-colored females washing
and bleaching linen, and in other parts a number of two-wheeled carts,
drawn each by a single horse, in the act of being loaded with pitch.
Scattered here and there over the surface were to be seen dark, yellow-
brown colored men with pickaxes digging out large clods of pitch,
which boys gathered out from the pit and piled up for the carters.
The pitch at almost every blow of the pickaxe broke off with a resin-
ous fracture quite easily. Each lump of pitch exhibited air cavities
of the size of a pigeon's egg, larger or smaller. I was informed by the
diggers that they never dig deep enough to find the pitch soft and
plastic; but they asserted that in the course of a couple of days the
cavity which they had dug would be again level with the surrounding
plain. This assertion, I think, must be taken with considerable reser-
vation. This pitch deposit, I imagine, like any other mineral deposit,
will become entirely exhausted in the course of time, resembling in this

respect our oil wells in Pennsylvania. But it will take a long time to
do this, for the area of this visible deposit is about 100 acres, which is

equivalent to 4,360,000 fet, and 4,360,000 feet surface and one foot deep
will give the same number of cubic feet. Now, allowing the weight of
one cubic foot of pitch to be 60 pounds (it is really more), we shall get by
computation 261,360,000 pounds, which number divided by 2,240 gives
116,678 tons for the weight of a single layer

of pitch on Pitch Lake one
foot deep. How deep this pitch deposit is absolutely is not yet known
with accuracy, or even approximately. U. S. Coniul TowUr's Report.
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BUILDING INTELLIGENCE,
{Reported for The American Architect and Building Newi.)

[Although a large portion of the building intelligence
is provided by their regular correspondents, the editors

greatly desire to receive voluntary information, espe-

tiallyfrom the smaller and outlying towns.]

BUILDING PATENTS.

[Printed specifications of any patents herementioned.

together vitn full detail illustrations, may be obtained

of the Commissioner of Patents, at Washington, for
twenty-Jive cents.~\

275,346. HOLDER FOB MOHTISING-CHISELS. Geo.
W. Amesbury, Philadelphia, Pa.

275,369. HYDRAULIC-CEMENT COMPOUND. Ed-
ward J. De Smedt, Washington, D. C.

275,381. SOLVENT FOB PAINTS, OILS AND VAR-
NISHRS. Jas. A.Henry, Platteville, Wis.

275,403. COMPASSES. Jacob Neimeyer, Atlantic,
Iowa.

275,409. HEATING-DEVICE. Jas. D. Potter, Port-

land, Me.
275,414. SAW-HANDLE. William W. Richardson,

Indianapolis, Ind.

275,421. DEBBICK. John T. Scully, Cambridge,
Mass.

275,456. SASH-HOLDER. John M. Baldwin, Sid-

ney, N. J.

275,467. BRICK-MAKING MACHINERY. Cyrus
Chambers, Jr., Philadelphia, Pa.

275,477. BRICK AND TILE KILN. Jesse L. Friend,
Perrysburg, Ind.

275,492. BLIND-STOP. Joshua Hunt, Providence,
R. I.

275,507. COMPOSITION FOB HOOFING, ETC. Na-
than McCoy, Manchester, N. H.

275,514. FIRE-ESCAPE. James Pappa, Oswego,

275,533. DOOR-LATCH. William E. Sparks, New
Britain, Conn.

275,538-539. BENCH-PLANE. Levi C. Strong, Al-

bany, N. Y.
275,540. DERRICK. Geo. W. Tarr, New York, N. Y.
275,559. HAND-SAW ATTACHMENT. Henry Win-

ter, Hanover, 111.

275.573. AWNING-FRAME. Geo. Borst, Rochester,
N. Y.

275.574. DEVICE FOB FEEDING AIR TO FURNACES.
William J. Bradshaw and William W. Cowley, Cleve-
land, O.

275,585. APPARATUS FOB HEATING AND VENTI-
LATING ROOMS. Angus K. Campbell, Newton, lo.

275,597. PLANING-MACIIINK. Henry J. Cordes-
man. Jr., and John R. Thomas, Cincinnati, O.

275,608. FlllE-EscAPE. Warren W. Drake, Girard,
Ohio.

275,647. PORTABLE ELEVATOR. JosephfT. Haines,
Balbec, Ind.

275,656. PNEUMATIC ALARM-LOCK FOR JAILS.
Isaac Hodgson, Indianapolis, Ind.

275,658. FIRE-ESCAPE. Edwin J. Howe, Newark,
N. J.

275,706. FASTENER FOR THE MEETING-RAILS OF
SASHES. Andrew M. Rantz, Cambridgeport, and
Chas. L. Engelhardt, Boston, Mass.

275.716. WATER-CLOSET CISTERN. William Scott,
Faulkner, Mass.

275,726. ATTACHMENT FOB INSIDE DOORS. John
Smith and John P. Rhodes, Rockville Centre, N. Y.

275,731. FIKE-EXTINGUISHER. George W. Taylor
and Abner R. Cox, Belton, S. C.

275,762. FlRK EXTINGUISHER AND ALARM. ChaS.
E. Buell, New Haven, Conn.

275,755. SINK. Wm. W. Elliott, Reading, and
Wm. J. Towne, Newton, Mass.

275,757. STEAM-RADIATOK ATTACHMENT. Geo.
Engel, Buffalo, N. Y.

275,772. FIRE-ESCAPE. Jos. B. Kennedy, Prince-
ton, Ind.

275,778-779. FASTENER FOR MEETING-RAILS OF
SASHES. Michael W. Mahar, National Militarv
Home, Ohio.

275,785. VAULT-COVER. Elhanan Omensetter
Philadelphia, Pa.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

Baltimore.
STORE AND DWELLING. W. F. Weber, architect is

preparing drawings for Jas. A. Wilson, Esq., for a
four-st'y brick store and dwell., with stone finish
18' x 43', to be built at 72 North Eutaw St., and to
cost $3,800.

to be built cor. Mount and Lombard Sts. and to
cost $7,000.

ADDITIONS AND ALTERATIONS. A. S. Ab'ell Esq
is about to have built a four-st'y brick and marble
addition, 20' x 5S', to his residence, cor. Charles and
Madison Sts., and to erect an additional story to the
present structure, besides alterations, from designs
by Geo. A. Frederick, architect; cost, $30 000 The
same architect is preparing plans for the alteration
of the dwelling of Mrs. Kerr, South Sharp Street
to stores.

BUILDING PERMITS. Since our- last report Hfty-
iiiue permits have been granted, the more important
of which are the following:
J. Herget, two-st'y brick building, s e cor.

O'Donnell and Curley Sts.

Merchants' and Mechanics' Permanent Buildin
and Loan Co., 5 three-st'y brick buildings, es Grave
Alley, between Franklin and Centre Sts.

Elizabeth Lainbla, 5 two-st'y brick buildings, w
Towson St., between Beason and Clement Sts.

Johns Hopkins Hospital, five-st'y brick and iro

warehouse, s e cor. Light and Water Sts.

John Q. Coding, 14 tnree-st'y brick buildings, e
Fulton St., between Baltimore St. and Frederic
Road, and a three-st'y brick building, s s Baltimor
St., eof Fulton St.
Win. H. Olen, two-st'y brick stable, 176 Wes

Falls Ave.
Win. Schaffell, three-st'y brick building, s e cor

Chase and Hillman Sts.

Frederick Burger, 2 two-st'y brick buildings, s

Baker St., between Division St. and Pennsylvani,
Ave.; also, 3 three-st'y brick buildings, s s Fail
mount Ave., s e cor. Castle St.; also, two-st'y brie!

stable and 3 two-st'y brick buildings, e s Castle St.

s of Fairmount Ave.
Samuel T. Edol, 2 three-st'y brick buildings, e

Harford Ava., between Preston and Biddle Sts.
T. W. M. Crook, three-st'y brick stable and dwell,

in rear of e s Paca St., between Lexington an(

Fayette Sts.

Henry Wicks, two-st'y brick building, w 6 Por
Alley, between Aliceanna St. and Canton Ave.
L. H. Robinson, 3 three-st'y brick buildings, w s

Mount St., s of Lauvale St.; also, two-st'y brick

carpenter-shop and two-st'y brick building, e s

Bruce Alley, s of Lanvale St.
Miss Betty Meyer, 2 three-st'y brick buildings, e s

Gay St., between East and Chestnut Sts.
Dr. H. P. C. Wilson, three st'y and mansard brick

building, w s Park Ave., between Madison and Rich-
mond Sts.

Boston*

ANNUAL REPORT OF INSPECTOR OF BUILDINGS.
The following items are taken from the annual re-

port of the Inspector of Buildings of the City of
Boston:

During the year 1882 there were 235 permits
granted for brick, stone and iron buildings; 838 per-
mits for. wooden buildings; 23 special permits for
wooden buildings within the building limits; and
2,205 permits for additions, alterations and repairs.
There were 238 brick buildings completed during

the year, at an estimated cost of $4,932,640, on which
final reports were rendered; of wooden buildings
there were 788 completed, and a cost of $a.379,278;
and 2,263 additions, alterations and repairs were
made, at a cost of $1,607,051.
395 buildings were damaged by fire, at a total loss

to buildings of $186,372.
BUILDING PERMITS. Brick. Orchard St., No. 41,
Ward 20, for Nathan A.| Wilbur, dwell., 30' x 30'
and 34', three-st'y flat; Nathan A. Wilbur, builder.
Endicott St., No. 180, and Endicott Ct.. No. 12,

Ward 7, for John O'Connor, dwell, and store, 16' and
18' 6" x 36' 6" and 44', four-st'y flat.

West Chester Park, No. 187, Ward 18, for David
H. McKay, family hotel, 60' x 80',six-st'y flat; D. H.
McKay, builder.

Oliver St., Ne. 91, Ward 12, for A. W. Stetson,
store, 23' 7'' and 24' x 48' C'', four-st'y flat; G. W.
Pope, builder.
Eustis St., No. 214, Ward 2", for the E. Howard

Watch & Clock Co., dry-house, 32' x 63', one-st'y
flat; 1). H. Jacobs & Son, builders.
Clark St., Nos. 28 anil 30, Ward 6, for Patrick

Canny, dwell., 26' 5" x 30', four-st'y flat; Dennis
Sullivan & Son.

Wood. Lexington St., Nos. 236 and 238, Ward 1,
for James Frame, 2 dwells.. 21' 6" x 32', two-st'y
mansard; Frame & Patten, builders.
Walnut Ace.. No. 171, rear, Ward 21, for Harrison

G. Hunt, stable, 20' x 27', oue-st'y pitch; Isaac
Sprague, builder.

Boylston Ave., near Boylston St., Ward 23, for
Abraham Bell, coal storage, 20' x 40', one-st'y flat;
A. A. Ayers", builder.

Chestnut Ave., near Spring Park Ave., Ward 23,
for Frederick Koop, 22' x 38' and 13' x 17', two-st'y
pitch; Jacob Luippold, builder.

Clifford St., No. 18, Ward 21, for Geo. Davis,
dwell., 22' x 32', two-st'y pitch.

Jtossiter St., near Kldon St., Ward 24, for Hazard
Stevens, dwell., 26' 6'' x 32', one-st'y mansard; Sam-
uel T. Waters, builder.
Unnamed St., cor. Ellery St., Ward 15, for Wm, T.

Abbott, 7 dwells., 17' x 36', two-st'y mansard; Jas.
F. Smith, builder.

Wyman St., cor. Gilbert St., Ward 23, for John L.
Dakin, dwell., 30' and 35' x 38', two-st'y hip; John
L. Dakin, builder.
K St., cor. East Eighth St., Ward 14, for Ellen P.

Rich, 3 dwells., 13' x 19' and 20' x 30', two-st'y man-
sard; p. A. Berry, builder.
Paris St.. Nos. 108 and 110, for Thomas McKenley

skating-rink, 100' x 137', one-st'y flat; A. & J. Mc-
Laren, builders.
East Sixth St., near O St., Ward 14, for Phelix

Smith, hotel,
" Grant House," 40' x 50' and 46' x 65'

two-st'y flat; John Harrison, builder.
Wayne St., near Blue Hill Ave., Ward 31, for H.

A. Wood & J. F. Wetherbee, 2 dwells., 28' x 39' and
13' 6" x 18', two-st'y pitch; Wood & Wetherbee
builders.
Dale St., near Walnut Ave., Ward 21 for Wm

Donaldson, dwell., 21' x 31' and 15' x 15 , two-st'v
pitch; Wm. Donaldson builder.
Ihmstoble St., near Main St., Ward 5 for Roed

Bros. & Sawin, stable, 30' and 35' x 68', two-st'y flat-
A. H. Perham, builder.
Kim Hill Aci-., near Crawford St., Ward 21 for

John F. Blinn, dwell., 36' x 38' 8'' and 17' 8'' x 24' 6''

two-st'y hip; B. D. Whitcomb, builder.
JBenning/on St.. Nos. 190 and 192. Ward 1, for Jo-

seph Perry, dwell., 20' x 40', three-st'y flat; Charles
E. Day, builder.

Saratoya St., near Moore St., Ward 1, for Edwin
J. luruer, dwell., 20' xSO', one-st'y pitch; Edwin J
Turner, builder.
Geneva Ave., near Blue Hill Ave., Ward 24 for

S. W. Wales, carriage-house, 30' x 40', one-st'y flat-
Alexander Murray, builder.

Webster Ave., rear, near Brighton Ave., Ward 25,
for Jacob W. Berry, dwell., 22' and 34' x 34', one-st'y
pitch; Jacob W. Berry, builder.
Davis St., rear, near Porter St., Ward 1, for Neil

E. Campbell, stable, 3s' x 50', two-st'y. flat; Leonard
Pickering, builder.
Shamrock S!., near Dorchester Ave., Ward 24, for

Patrick Finnegan, dwell., 22' x 32', three-st'y flat;
Michael Ryan, builder.
Commercial St., near Dorchester Ave., Ward 24,

for LeanderE. H. Jones, 2 dwells., 20' x 40', two-st'y
flat.

Unnamed St., rear, opposite Dorchester Ave.,
Ward 24, for John llaggerty, storage, 18' x 30', one-
st'y flat; Joseph Orr. builder.

belli: Ave., near Parker St., Ward 22, for Michael
Cunningham, dwell., 24' x 30' 10', and 18' x 21', two-
st'y mansard; E. W. Bishop, builder.

West Cottage St., near Brook Ave., Ward 20, for
Wm. W. Dromey, 2 dwells., 20' x 38', two-st'y flat;
Wm. W. Dromey, builder.
Laurel St., No. 30, Ward 21, for A. Anderson,

dwell., 20' and 22' 6" x 33', two-st'y hip; A. Alexan-
der, builder.
Hearse Ave., near Butler St., Ward 24, for Walter

Brown, dwell., 22' x 30', two-st'y hip; F. M. Sever-
ance, builder.
Dorchester Are., Nn. 5fl

, rear, Ward 15, for Michael
Campbell, carriage-house, 28' x 50', two-st'y flat;
John M. Burke, builder.
School St., Ward 5, for Aaron Hook, dwell. 21' x

42' and 28' x 36', three-st'y flat; Moses P. Bickford,
builder.
Mather St., near Dorchester Ave., Ward 24, for

Thomas Watson, dwell., 26' x 33' and 15' 6" x 18'

two-st'y hip; John H. Burt & Co. builders.
East Sixth St., cor. Q St.. Ward 14, for Robert F.

McGlynn, retaurant, "24' x 35', two-st'y flat; John
Harrison & Co., builders.

Jloslon St., rear, near Clapp PI., Ward 24, for Hen-
ry A. Griswold, stable, 3't' x 30', two-st'y pitch.
Saratoga St., cor. Wadsworth St., Ward 1 for

Thomas H. Newby, dwell, and store. 21' x 32',
three-st'y flat; Thomas H. Newby, builder.
Warren St., near Devon St., Ward 21, for John E.

Kinney, dwell. 34' x 39', two-st'y pitch; John H
Burt & Co., builders.

Whitney St., near Tremont St.. Ward 22 for Ar-
thur Morgan, dwell., 25' x 38', two-st'y mansard.

Wales St., near Blue Hill Ave., Ward 24 for Stan-
ley D. Poole, dwell., 26' x 38' 6", two-st'y pitch;John Harrison & Co., builders.
Warren Ave., near Harvard St.. Ward 24, for Jas.

Xesbitt, dwell., 27' 9'' x 28' and H'x21', two-st'y
pitch; John Harrison & Co., builders.

Whitney St.., No. 46, Ward 22, for James Harri-
gan, dwell., 24' x 37'; three-st'y flat.

Brooklyn.

TABLE. A brick stable, two stories high 25' x 40'
is to be built on Clifton Place, for Mr. E. P. Loomis
from designs of Mr. Jas. M. Farnsworth, of New
York.
UILUING PERMITS. Madison St., a s, 200' e Torap-kins Ave., 5 two-st'y brownstone front dwells, tin
roofs; cost, each, $4,500; owner, architect and build-
er, Jas. A. Thomson, 300 Lexirgton Are.
Marcy Ave., w s, 24'sHeyward St., 4 three-st'v

brick dwells., tin roofs: cost, each, $4,500; owner and
builder, H. Grasman, 807 Willoughby Ave.
President St., 8 s, 80' w Sixth Ave., 4 three-st'y

brick flats, gravel roofs; cost, each, $7,000; owner
and builder, I. M. Brown, 525 Quiucy St.; architect,
C. B. Sheldon.
On North Pier, Atlantic Dock Company one-st'yframe storage-shed; cost, about $20,01.0; owners anil

builders, Atlantic Dock Co., 1 Hamilton Ave
Hancock St., n s, 50' e Bedford Ave., 3 three-st'v

brownstone front dwells., tin roofs; cost each
$8,000; owner and builder, S. E. C. Russell, 58 Han-
cock St.; architect, I. D.Reynolds.

Ellery St., No. 204, B s, 150' w Throop Ave. three-
st y frame double tenement, tin roof; cost, $4,200-
owner, Ernst Limmeroth; architect, T. Enzelhardt
14 Fayette St.; builders, Fuchs and H. Eieh & Bro'
Floyd St., Nos. 318 and 320, s s, 400' w Lewis Ave

2 two-st'y and frame tenements, tin roofs; cost'
each $3,000; owners, Straub & Kramer, Floyd St.;
architect, T. Engelhardt.
Berkeley PI., s s, 250' e Seventh Ave., 3 three-st'ybrownstone front dwells., tin roofs; cost each

an'66'B"
ner

' architect anj builder
. John Magilli-

~~v, ~v,, v,vu^, uwuer anu ouutler, 1'red l

ner, 170 Jloyd St.; architect, T. Engelhardt.
Floyd St., No. 263, n s, 15')' w Sumner Ave., three-

st y frame double tenement, tin roof; cost S4 000-owner Ernst Paul, on premises; architect, T 'En-
gelhardt; builders, John Fuchs and C. Hoffmann.
Broadway, w s, 75' n Gerry St., 2 three-st'y frame

tenements, tin roofs; cost, each, $4,000; owner and

T En'
I

elua-dt
Kueger ' 498 Br lway; architect,

Gwinntltsi., Nos. 138 and 140, s s, 175' e Harrison
Ave., three-st'y double and three-st'y single frame
tenements, tin roofs; cost, total, *7,000; owner, Hen-

'

Sauer, 140 Gwinnett St.; architect, Jacob Mes-
nier; builder J. Sheet.
Eleventh St., s s, 288' 5" w Eighth Ave.. two-st'ybrick engine-house, tin roof; cost, J10.000; owner

WoLu ooklyn ; bui'ders, Thos. Donlon and F. D
Dupont St., No. 145, n s, 275' e Manhattan Ave
T?^81 y frame double tenement, gravel roof; cost

$3,650; owner, Mason, 147 Dupont St.; archil

Post
Low

; builders, T. JlcHugh and J. A.

Fulton St., w s, 40' s Clark St., six-st'y brick store
gravel roof; cost, $50,000; owners, Ovington BrosWillow St.; architect, R. B. Eastman; mason T B'
Rutan; carpenter, Dot selected
Lincoln PL s s, 250' w Eighth Ave., 2 tlrree-st'y

.>nnnA
St ne l

'0nt divells -, tin roofs; cost totaLSvn flflA- ,111-1. ..i- .,,,.1 ],.:] m -wr -r. *._"_'
- -.,>,., v., i\j\Jio, ^UBl., MmU|,, v^u^t o,na builder, E. H. Day 151 State Sr

architect, M. J.Morrell; mason, J. J. Bentzen
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SINGULAR investigation has been begun in Washington,
to inquire into certain accusations preferred against the

present Supervising Architect of the Treasury Depart-
ment. The burden of the charges appears to be the familiar

one, that contracts for Government work have been awarded
to persons not the lowest bidders, and in general the resent-

ment of the complainants seems to be directed at contractors
more lucky than themselves, rather than at the architect, but

he, being a more shining mark, is naturally chosen for the first

attack. Besides the allegations of unfairness in dealing with

contractors, there are, however, certain specifications of prac-
tices still more objectionable ; one story among others relating
that under the direction of the Government, architect certain

machinery and materials belonging to the Government, and val-

ued at more than one hundred thousand dollars, were sold for
fourteen hundred dollars, and subsequently bought back for

seventy thousand. This has in times past been a common
method of defrauding the public treasury for the benefit of dis-

honest officials, but a trifling mistake has apparently been made
in this instance, one of the principal accusers of the architect

having testified of his own knowledge that this occurrence took

place under the administration of a former Government archi

tect, who is particularly prominent in the present investigation.

Owing, perhaps, to the embarrassment which such little mis
chances naturally occasion to modest men, none of the individ-
uals who urged the investigation, and made the accusations,
have appeared to substantiate them, so that the investigating
committee sits idle, waiting for them. Apparently, it will wait
in vain, for the most active among the witnesses already excuse
themselves for their failure to comply with the summons of the
committee by saying that the investigation will be a mere farce,
and as they know more about the subject than any one else,
we ruiiy assume that their prediction is correct.

1IFUE provisions of the new building act now pending before
JL the Legislature of New York are receiving much salutary

discussion, and if the bill passes, as it probably will in

some form, we may hope for a considerable improvement in

what is already the most thorough statute of the kind in this

country. Among the modifications of the present draft of the
bill which are now urged, the most important is, perhaps, one
which would allow the ends of girders to be built into brick
walls with a simple plate under them to distribute the load, in-
stead of the series of bond-stones which architects are now
obliged to insert in the walls, at intervals of about thirty inches
in height, all the way from the foundation to the underside of the

girder. The objecting builders claim, and we are inclined to
think with reason, that while such bond-stones may be useful in
isolated piers, they are, in continuous walls, not only of 110 ser-
vice in preventing the splitting of the masonry under the pres-
sure, but are actually injurious to the strength of the wall, by
reason, as we suppose, of the interruption which they cause in the

bond, and of the inequality of settlement occasioned by them
between the pier and the masonry on either side of it. There
luis always been something singular in the persistence with
which the New York builders have clung to the practice of

bonding brick piers with flat stones. In Boston, although they

were required for a short time in tin- carlv days of the build-

ing law, their u>e has long been abandoned, and one who has
occasion to observe the cracked and broken bond-stones which
occur so frequently in New York building may be excused for

doubting whether they a're always of mudi value.

O'OME of the New York papers have taken pains within a

kj few weeks to disparage the system which is now so popu-
'

lar, of building large apartment-houses with capital con-
tributed by those who are to live in them, under the form of a

joint-stock company, as being much less advantageous to the

owners of such buildings, in point of economy, than is gener-
ally supposed. Although there is undoubtedly some reason for

this criticism, it is only fair to say that the cost of owning
and living in such houses is in many cases artificially enhanced
at present by circumstances not essential to the system. The
mode in which the newest of the great apartment-houses in New
York are built and carried on is a peculiar one. While in

other places such structures are erected at the cost either of

some individual who rents his rooms to tenants, or of a small

association of mutual acquaintances, who own the property in

common, in the metropolis the whole business of securing
land, raising subscriptions, and organizing the company for

building is usually transacted by a single person, the promoter,
as he is called, who, if he is successful in his efforts, finds com-

pensation for his trouble either in transferring the land secured

by him for the building to the association at a price somewhat
higher than that which he has contracted to pay for it, or in

some other way. As the promoter needs a well-digested set of

plans for the future structure, in order to interest the persons
whom he wishes to have as subscribers, some architect is not

unfrequently joined with him in the enterprise. Subscriptions
are made for definite apartments, as shown on the plans, each
subscriber agreeing to pay in cash about one-quarter as much
as the same accommodation would cost in a separate house, the

price of the apartments being decided beforehand by a careful

allotment among them of the total cost of land and building,
for which estimates have been already obtained. As soon as
about two-thirds of the necessary amount is subscribed, an as-

sessment is called, and operations are begun, and at the same
time certificates of stock in the association are issued to the

subscribers, each one receiving an amount equal to the price of
the apartment which he has agreed to take. The stockholders
then elect trustees to take entire charge of the property, and
each one receives from the trustees a perpetual lease of his

apartment, containing the conditions as to the use of the rooms,
or the behavior of their occupants, which the subscribers see
fit to impose on themselves for their own protection. The sub-

scriptions rarely represent the total value of the property, a
certain portion being raised by mortgage ; but one or two
floors of the building are generally reserved, to be rented by
the trustees for the benefit of the association, and the income
from this source pays the whole or a part of the mortgage in-

terest. Other expenses, such as the cost of heating and ser-

vice, are paid by the occupants, unless it should happen, as it

sometimes may, that the rentals are sufficient to cover these
also.

IT
need hardly be said that it is more economical to combine

fifty or sixty houses under one roof than to build them in a
row along an avenue, and the great apartment-houses cer-

tainly offer many advantages to their owners in this respect.
As it happens, however, such a mode of living is now fashion-

able, and the subscribers have generally been rich people, who
wish to decorate their new houses to suit their own fancy. To
meet this taste it is usual to contract for the building rather

cheaply finished, and without maotels, arranging with the sub-
scribers that changes shall be made to suit them, at a fair price,
and it is easy to understand that many persons, who have

money to spare, spend enough on such fittings to make the
cost of their apartment considerably larger than the .subscrip-
tion. Ou the whole, however, this works to the profit of the
more careful stockholders, whose dwellings gain a reflected

distinction from their brilliant neighbors, and if nothing more
serious is to be said against the new system, its popularity will

be very little affected. On the other hand, the advantages
which the best apartment-houses offer are very important.
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Situated as they are upon Fifth and Madison Avenues, and on

the Park, they furnish to the householder of modest fortune,

but good social connection, a beautiful and comfortable home

in the midst of all that is brightest and most attractive in

New York, at a cost no greater than that of a shabby dwelling

of the same capacity, but inferior in light, air and sunshine, in

the dirty streets beyond the fashionable quarter, and in that

city where the line between lavish opulence and prudent economy

is somewhat unpleasantly drawn, the value of good location

is not likely to be underestimated.

UfHE competition for the monument to be erected in Boston
Jlt>

to the memory of Paul Revere closed on the first of April.

Eight models were presented, of varying degrees of merit,

and three of these have been selected by the committee in

charge to receive the meed of three hundred dollars each which

was promised. Although we are sorry to find that any respecta-

ble sculptor should be reduced to such straits as to be obliged

to do work on speculation, for the chance of receiving one-fifth

of its value, the character of the designs indicates that their

authors felt the disproportion of the reward to the work, and

contented themselves with mere sketches, appropriated in one

or two cases bodily from some well-known statue, and left in

the others with the smallest possible amount of that essential,

though costly study which can alone bring forth anything

worthy the name of art. Among the models, the size of which

varies to an extraordinary degree, in view of the fact that

the conditions required a uniform scale for all of them, the

largest is one by Mr. D. C. French, the well-known sculptor

of the statue of the Minute-man at Concord ; and represents,

like most equestrian statues, a man seated on a horse. The

horse stands still, in a becoming attitude, and the man, who

is distinguished from other men by a three-cornered hat,

poses also decorously and monumentally. The whole is de-

cent, creditable and commonplace. One wonders a little that

the sculptor of the striking Minute-man should have subdued

his ideas to so tame an expression, and the thought might per-

haps enter into an undisciplined mind that Mr. French had

made up, as it were, an equestrian model out of the stock prop-

erties of his studio, the triangular hat serving merely to give

the proper flavor to what might, with the substitution of a fa-

tigue-cap and a pair of huge moustaches, do equally well as a

representation of the late King Victor Emmanuel at the battle

of Magenta, and so on. _._

second "premiated" model, by Mr. Dallin, although
much smaller, is of the same family as Mr. French's, the

horse being apparently a near relative of that which has

borne the bronze figure of Washington so many years on the

Boston Public Garden, while his rider presents all the dignified

ease of attitude which is so desirable and fashionable among
equestrian statues. The third model, Mr. Kelly's, is as dif-

ferent as possible from the other two, and represents, not a

mounted figure, but a horse and his master standing side by
side. If the other models are tame and commonplace, this is

all spirit. Decorum is a quality of which Mr. Kelly's horse

and man have apparently never heard. Out of the six legs
with which nature has gifted the pair, but three are on the

ground, the rest are brandished in space. The horse's tail is

bent at a right angle about the middle, and his mane shoots

out on both sides of his neck at once, while the energy with

which he paws the air is only rivalled by the recklessness with

which his rider plunges at the stirrup. This model, lively and

interesting as it is, has, as we think, the same serious fault as

the other two which shared with it the equal premiums. While
either of them might, with perfect propriety be labelled with the

name of any Revolutionary hero, or might even, with a slight
modification of face and raiment, stand for any cavalier known to

history, Mr. Kelly's group suggests rather the story of Alexan-
der and Bucephalus, than any exploit characteristic of the young
silver-smith whose name it is desired to commemorate ; and with-

out some definite and intelligible purpose, it is needless to say
that a statue, no matter how clever its design and execution may
be, is of no more value as a work of art than a Chinese vase. The
only model out of the whole number which seems to us to have
been evolved from a real endeavor to enter into the story in-

tended to be told is one now relegated to the lumber-room with
the rest of the rejected. In this figure Revere is shown sharply
pulling up his horse, who sinks back, not too gracefully, upon
his haunches, while his rider, turning as he draws the rein,

rests his left hand on the crupper, and reaches forward over

the side of his horse, just as a man would to call a person at

some distance on his right. There is no suggestion of Bucepha-

lus, of the Spirit of Seventy-Six on Horseback, or of statuesque

propriety in the model ; it is simply a conception of a man

riding on some errand which necessitates shouting at intervals

to persons at some distance on the side of the road. Although

expressed in a model which, while extremely clever in many
points, is so hasty and unstudied as to have perhaps justly for-

feited the regard of the committee, the story told is unmistaka-

bly that of Paul Revere, and of no other person whose history
is likely to be represented in bronze in Boston ; and while we
should be quite disposed to uphold a jury in rebuking careless-

ness and haste, we cannot forget the insufficiency of the pre-

miums, or avoid a certain regret that the opportunity to enrich

the city with a statue possessing meaning as well as refinement

should have been lost.

WITHOUT
adverting to the remainder of the models, over

which charity would draw a veil, we may mention that

our prediction of last year, that none of the sculptors
who should discredit themselves by competing for such petty

premiums would be employed to execute the work, is likely to

be verified. According to tRe newspapers, the committee

values the models which it has obtained so cheaply at about the

same rate as the sculptors who accepted the unworthy offer,

and is now casting about for means of opening communication
with those distinguished men who were not so reduced in purse
or reputation as to contend for its prizes. Thus we are told

that " a model is expected from Ball Hughes," Ball Hughes
being a sculptor of local reputation, who knows enough not to

throw it away in cheap scrambles. The committee, who have
been "

expecting" to be thus honored for a good while, will, it

is said, respectfully await the leisure of the great man, who is

probably astute enough to allow their anticipations to grow
awhile before satisfying them ; and unless he. should be sup-

planted by some sculptor still greater, that is, less inclined

to work for nothing than himself, we imagine that he may count

somewhat confidently upon receiving the commission, if the

work should be carried into execution.

HE famous project of Captain Rondaire, for flooding the

great African desert with water from the Mediterranean,

although pronounced impracticable and useless by the

Commission appointed by the French Government, has been re-

vived again by the indefatigable Count de Lesseps. The careful

surveys made by the French Commissioners showed, in their opin-

ion, that Captain Rondaire had made mistakes in his levels, and
that the Mediterranean water, instead of covering the Sahara
with an inland sea, would merely fill a few marshy places near

the coast. M. de Lesseps, however, after visiting the ground
for himself, is satisfied that a canal cut from the Gulf of Gabes
to the string of salt swamps on the southern border of Tunis,
would not only overflow them, but would pour its waters over

a great part of the waste of sand beyond. The cost of the en-

terprise, in his opinion, would be only about fifteen million dol-

lars, and he has already telegraphed from Tunis an appeal to

his countrymen to take immediate measures for raising the

money. If subsequent investigations should confirm his views,
there is no doubt that the sum he wishes will be easily secured.

The interests of France in Africa are already so great that any
practicable mode of extending them would be eagerly wel-

comed ; and the opening of the whole interior of the continent

to trade would be well worth the estimated cost.

FORMAL announcement has been made that the East
River suspension bridge will be opened to the public on
the twenty-fourth of next May. Preparations have been

begun for imposing ceremonies on the occasion ; speeches will

be delivered, and the custody of the structure will be formally
handed over to the Mayors of the two cities of New York and

Brooklyn. The people of the latter comrrunity seem to antici-

pate a great increase in the importance and population of their

town as the result of the opening of the new highway, and it

may well be hoped that their expectations will be realized.

There is something singular in the difference of characier

which exists at present between New York and Brooklyn, the

East River forming a barrier more effectual than many miles

of distance by land, but if the bridging of the stream should

serve to unite them in one great city the people of both por-
tions of it will gain in many ways.
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the spring. If the spring should become weak, it could be tightened

by a wrench to any desired tension, a ratchet-wheel and catch being

placed there for that purpose. This was intended for use either oil

commodes or water-closets, but any one can see at a glance that there

is too much mechanism in the receiver for practical purposes.

SPRING EXHIBITIONS IN NEW YORK. I.

THE Sixth Annual Exhi-

bition of the Society of

American Artists shows

one hundred and fifty works
out of several hundreds sub-

mitted for selection. Never
before has the Society's need

of a larger gallery been so ap-

parent. There is none to be

had in New York, however,
save the South Room in the

Academy building, and that,

of course, is not available in

the spring, when that institu-

tion is holding its own annual

show. It seems as though the

Society would have to cast

about for means to obtain a

gallery of its own if its future

usefulness is not to be seriously

crippled. It is poor, of course,
and still "unfashionable," un-

able to claim assistance from
outside wealth except upon the

intrinsic grounds of its own

American art. Let us hope, however, that these claims will ere long
work upon the sympathies of some generous amateurs of art, and that
the association may find house and home. Some of us almost feel

more nearly than ever in view of the nature of this year's Acad-
emy exhibition, that it would not be a serious loss if the Acad-
emy could be extinguished, and its premises handed over to the So-

ciety's keeping. This latter has grown so catholic in its temper
with advancing age, is so much less wedded to the one particular
style of art which at first absorbed its affections almost exclusively,
that no good workman would greatly suffer by such a change. But
such a change is, of course, impossible, and there seems an equal im-

possibility in the hope that the Academy will adjust itself to the
newer temper of our art, or even of our public. We are probably
doomed forever to see our best gallery which is itself none too large
and none too well planned, by the way, filled with work that varies
between bald commonplace and utter rubbish, here and there enli-
vened at a good distance above the line by a few excellent can-
vases.

The detrimental effect of close quarters upon the Society's useful-
ness is shown not only by the many good works which must every
year be refused, but by the nature of those which are this year
shown : most of them are small in size, the artists knowing well that
when wall-space is so limited, the smaller a canvas the greater its

chance of being hung. It is not, of course, desirable to rival the
state of things existent at the Paris Salon, where a man must paint
a colossal picture if he would attract much attention, and where one
consequently sees nice little genre, themes spread out over canvases
big enough to decorate the Doge's palace; but to feel themselves
limited to small work only is for our artists to be fatally cramped in
their best powers.
Of course some observers find this exhibition better than any of

its predecessors, while others call it inferior especially to the verv
good one of 1881. As my own opinion I may say that while the
general aspect of the room is not as harmonious or as striking as it

was on that occasion, and while there seem to me more pictures on
the wall that do not deserve to be there, yet the very best canvases
are quite as good, if not better and certainly more varied in their
excellence than they have ever been in the past. All pictures were
voted upon by a committee of twelve, the decisions being twice sub-
jected to reconsideration. Then the accepted pictures were hung
according to the number of votes they had received the most cs-
teemed finding themselves upon the line and the few first favorites
in the places of honor. Of course the effect of the wall is not as
harmonious as it might have been, and of course certain pictures are
hung on the line which would have been just as well seen at a dis-
tance, while others on the top row are lost to view; but no method
satisfies everyone, and if the hanging seems occasionally capriciouswe are somewhat consoled by the fact that it was done according to
the averaged caprice of twelve men, and not of one or two. And
we might think that even an offended artist would be somewhat si-
lenced by this fact.

As I have said, a very catholic temper has been displayed by the
committee. When we see one of Mr. Ryder's oddest harmonics on
the one hand and one of Mr. Henry Smith's hard, detailed, mechan-
ical yet not untruthful sea-views on the other, we need not complain
of narrowness. The change in the character of the exhibition from
its early predecessors is also very marked by the absence of mere

studies of any kind. Good or indifferent, almost every picture is

worked out to its logical limits. This fact deprive! the exhibition of

a certain sort of interest and charm to those who care about first

ideas, methods, and aims
;
but it pleases the public, and there is no

doubt that for an exhibition, as such, the change is in the right direc-

tion.

In portraits the collection is especially strong. There is, for ex-

ample, Mr. Alden Weir's likeness of Mr. Richard Grant White so

good in character, so refined in feeling, so complete in workman-

ship, so gentlemanly as well as so accomplished, that it makes one think

with exasperation of the way in which the fashionable public of pa-

trons has during the past winter run after a foreigner, truly of some

reputation in his own land and truly capable of getting a "
striking

likeness," but whose work is as far below Mr. Weir's in technical

accomplishment as it is in delicacy of feeling. A portrait of a child

by the same hand is good, of course, though by no means so excel-

lent as the other. Mr. Brandegee sends a very clever portrait of a

middle-aged woman, especially good in character, together with a

group of a nude boy and black dog which is a most extraordinary
descent. The boy is painful, the dog one of the most amusing cari-

catures I have seen in recent art. Mr. Eakins sends a portrait of his

father, the well-known Philadelphia writing-master, bending over his

work, in which the drawing of the foreshortened face, and the render-

ing of the marvellously characteristic hands show all his accustomed

strength. Mr. Montague Flagg sends the portrait of a young man,

curiously colored, but yet truthful and ably handled. Mr. Irwin

sends a good study head, Mr. Sartain a fine head of a Mexican or

half-breed child, Mr. C. Y. Turner another clever study of a man's

head, and Mr. Alexander the portrait of a young man, hung too

high for criticism. Then, after noting a very clever water-color

portrait of an old lady by Mr. Wallace Sawyer, extremely free and
fresh in handling, there still remain three women's portraits to be

noticed, each of which is remarkable in its way, and a comparison
between which well shows the versatility of our work. One is by
Mr. Wyatt Eaton, a finely decorative three-quarter-length figure of

a lady in white with pink roses at her belt, sitting in an arm-chair

against a background of low-toned tapestry. The attitude of com-

plete repose, with both hands resting on the arms of the chair, is

pleasingly graceful, natural, and unconventional. The color is very
attractive, and the handsome face rendered with such careful skill

as to approach more nearly to the reprobated quality called " sweet-

ness
" than is usually the case with Mr. Eaton's work. Yet this

quality is well escaped, I think, and the canvas is certainly a beauti-

ful whole, good as a portrait and most attractive as a picture. I

saw no woman's portrait in the Salon last summer which could rival

it in refinement of feeling and quiet skill of handling, though I

saw many that attempted more brilliant results and achieved them

sometimes, though with the loss of the high-bred repose and delicacy
which make Mr. Eaton's work so satisfactory. When such a thor-

ough Frenchman as Mr. Carroll Beckwith paints one of his actual

fellow-citizens he makes her as Parisian, as dashing, as non-Ameri-
can as himself; but Mr. Eaton has a more truthful perception of

character and of the essence of nationality in his sitters. Wher-
ever we might meet this charming model of his we should know her
for an American and to thus paint in the national character, so to

say, is one of the things for which we should be most deeply grate-
ful to an artist.

From what I have just said about the Salon portraits of last sea-

son I should except one which is not, however, really an excep-
tion, having been painted by an American and from an American
sitter. This was Mr. John Sargent's portrait of a young girl, which

figures again in the present exhibition. It was acknowledged on

every hand in Paris as the one great success of the year in its own
line. To say that with all its beauty it does not strike me as so sur-

prisingly good as when I saw it there is merely to say that its sur-

roundings are better and that one does not approach it after looking
at miles of vulgar, meretricious, if brilliant and "

stunning
"
portraits.

The picture shows the full-length figure of a piquante, dark-haired

girl, dressed in a black gown of stiff, antique fashion, relieved

against a dull yellow background which scarcely indicates a curtain.
One arm is bent, with the back of the hand resting on her hip. The
other is extended with a boldly-devised, yet graceful gesture, and
holds a white rose. Any lack of refinement in treating the face
would have made such an attitude seem coquettish, or over-bold; but
so daintily are the delicate features treated that the effect is only of

youthful charm and frankness. In handling the work is superb, as
free as may be, yet refined, never rough, careless, or exaggerated.
There is much more restraint manifested, as was necessary with the

subject, than Mr. Sargent showed in the "
Spanish Dance"" that has

been so widely described. Yet there is almost as much brilliancy of
touch and as much sureness of execution in every way. He is im-

mensely clever, this young man; whether he will rank among the

great painters of our time seems to depend only upon the question
whether he will show himself possessed of more soul, of more indi-

viduality of feeling than he has as yet revealed. As a painter lie

has few equals at this moment. His master, Carolus Duran, never
painted better, and to-day does not paint half so well

;
but that he

has the gifts which go to make a great artist Mr. Sargent has not
as yet revealed. We shall not quarrel with him or with fate if he
never gives us anything more than splendid pieces, examples of
brush-work and pictorial instinct; but yet we feel that he might per-
haps give us all this and something more besides. If one wants, by
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the way, a lesson in the peculiar quality called style which no
critic or commentator seems able to verbally define let him com-

pare this portrait with that of Mr. Katon. The hitler is more deco-

rative, more reposeful would perhaps be to some people a more

agreeable daily companion, on this last account, after the first charm
of novelty had worn away but with all its skill and all its charm
it is a trille commonplace and cold next Mr. Sargent's. We can

hardly formulate the difference ; perhaps Mr. Eaton does not as-

sert himself enough, perhaps he does not sufficiently show the mood
in which lie worked, or the chief artistic aim be had in view. I can-

not at all define it, but I think it is true nevertheless that Mr. Sar-

gent's picture has style in a high degree for modern work and
Mr. Eaton's has not.

Tin- last remaining portrait is the most curious work of art I re-

member to have seen from an American hand, and I think also one
of the very most remarkable

;
and it is a little odd to note that in

spite of its curioiisness, almost every observer, professional or lay,
artistic or Philistine, learned or ignorant, holds the same opinion.
Only the outermost fringe of the Philistines resent its strange-
ness and fail to see its beauty. It is by Mr. Thayer, whom my read-
ers may remember as having painted many charming feminine por-
traits in past years, and last season the great picture of the year
the lovely portrait of a lady standing in a green velvet habit beside
her horse. This present picture again, (perhaps with Mr. Sar-

gent's as a rival,) the great picture of the year is very different

in every way. In beauty of color, in perfection of execution, in all

strictly pictorial ways it is very inferior to last year's canvas. It

shows the half-length figure of a young girl, seated with her body in

profile and her bead turned so that she looks at us obliqnelv over
her shoulder. The dress is white, the background vague and dark.
There is little roundness of modelling. The handling is most peculiar;
seen near at hand it looks as though it could not possibly produce a

gi>i>d result from any point of view. It is tormented, hesitating, crude
in certain places, and in its treatment of the pupilless eyes, espe-
cially looks childishly inefficient, though not, of course, ignorant; but

get away from it, and it resolves itself into vivid life and into one of the
most marvellously expressive faces that have ever been put on can-
vas. I say ewer, by the way, with full consciousness of the import of

the word. The face is not exactly beautiful, except with the beauty
of expression but possesses that in a pre-eminent degree. It is

mysterious, unfathomable, haunting, most impressive. The more one

gazes, the more one is fascinated, and days after the impression re-

tained in one's memory is as strong and peculiar as it was in pres-
ence of the canvas. To get so strong a result in any way with any
possible technical method would seem a marvel ; but to get it as Mr.

I'liayer has done seems incredible. It is said he worked at the pict-
ure off-and-on for two years in despair of fixing the peculiarly vivid

expression of the model, and that even now be has not given it to
his own satisfaction

;
but the observer feels that nothing could have

been added, and wonders greatly to see such a marvellous result
the very final result and rarest Mower of portrait painting achieved
by technical means, which look as though the painter had not the

slightest idea of what result he wanted to get or how he should go to
work to get it. A more curious, more interesting, more fascinating
problem I have never seen on canvas and also very, very seldom a

portrait of any time or school which, as a portrait, was so remarkable.
M. G. VAX RKXSSELAEK.

r

THE FIRE QUESTION.*

FT seems not a little re-

markable that, while so

many efforts are made
by Governments and sta-

tists to ascertain the

amount of the national

wealth and its progressive
accumulations, so little
note should be taken of an
element which is always
working in conflict wiih
such accumulation. Of
all the elements warring
against the accumulation
of tangible wealth, fire is

the most persistent. Earth-

quakes, floods, hurricanes,
hail-storms, frosts, all occa-
sion spasmodic destruc-
tion

; but the destruction

by fire is continuous, and
almost seems to justify the
belief that this is indeed

to be the end of all things terrestrial. It is not every nation thai is

thus callous regarding the statistics of fire destructions. Speaking
first of Europe, there is Russia a country which it has become the
foolish fashion to speak of as but half-civilized which has a most
complete system of fire statistics, all fires in each province being of

ficially reported to the governor of such province, while their aggre-
1 Kxlracts from a paper read by Cornelius AValford, F. I. A., F. H. S.. F. It.

Hist. Soc., Harrister-at-Law, before the Society of Arts, London, and published
>n the Journal of tht Society nf Arti.

gate and certain special details are periodically transmitted to the

central government. Of the returns so obtained an enlightened use

is made; thev are held to indicate the measure of political content
or discontent which prevails, and, in some degree, the state of social

prosperity. The last three years in Kussia ha\c marked a deep po-
litical convulsion : the destruction by fire has been greater than in

any former period of the history of that country. Thu fires are abat-

ing; eryo, the discontent is dying out, or being crushed out if dis-

content ever can be crushed out. For the purposes of this illustra-

tion, it does not materially matter what the process is the fact

alone is material.

Jn Germany, I believe, there arc no statistical records of fires n

such; but they appear in the Judicial Statistics in this manner : in

every case where there is the least suspicion of fraud, or wilful lire-

r;ii-iii'_". an ollicial inquiry is instituted, under the direction of the

chief of the police, and the matter is sifted to the bottom, for the
safctv and protection of the general community.

In France, again, there are no direct statistics of fires; but under
the wise provisions of the Code Napoleon designation now
changed to suit democratic notions every man is held pecuniarily

responsible for all damage occasioned to adjoining properties: and
hence there is the risk of a double inquiry first, at the instance of

the insurance offices which cover the adjoining risks, and if suspicion
arises, at the hands of the police. This wise law has led to many
precautionary measures solid, and almost lire-proof building
being one.

I have next to speak of the United States. Here is a population
built of all nationalities

;
and the proportion of suspicious fires has

been, and is, prodigious. It is said that the nationalities of which
the populations are mainly composed, is, in some degree, at least in-

dicated by the relative proportions of fires.2 The buildings, too, are

constructed, in the newer towns more particularly, in a manner to

facilitate sinister designs. This is unavoidable in new and rapidly
settled districts. Yet the fire-underwriter there really selects his

risks as much with a view to the moral hazard as to the physical or
structural nature of the building. Further than this, the municipali-
ties have organized and maintained fire-brigades, the tihcicncy
of which is nowhere at all approached in Europe, and in comparison
with which we are, indeed, far behind in this city. I make this as-

sertion in the face of many and persistent denials
;
I make it with a

full personal knowledge of what I am stating. A man there speak-
ing of the towns, of course, must be skilled in fire-raising, or his de-

signs will, perchance, be frustrated by the alacrity of the fire-bri-

gade.
But notwithstanding these wise provisions, the want of detailed

statistics regarding the destruction of property by fire, has been long
felt. The deficiency has been in some considerable degree met by
the enterprise of an insurance journal the Chronicle, of New York

;

but private enterprise ought not, on principle, to be expected toper-
form national work. Accordingly, in the preparations for the cen-
sus of 1880, measures were taken to obtain records of the property
destroyed by fire during a period preceding the census, and in afl

the States of the Union. This department was put under the super-
intendence of a gentleman who bad received training as an insur-
ance expert, and I am looking forward with much interest to the

publication of the returns. . . .

While surveying the practices of other nations regarding fireg,
we must not pass over Cliina. Here the entire district is made re-

sponsible for the crimes of the district, of which wilful fire-raising
is one of the chief. It may be remarked, in passing, that precisely
the same principle applies in England regarding fires wilfully occa-
sioned in connection with tumults, riots, or other incendiary burn-

ings; the whole "hundred "
is liable for the damage. Here the lia-

bility is limited to the extent of the damage occasioned. In China,
the locality is subjected to the infliction of increased taxation in the

way of fines; these induce vigilance.
It seems', then, that on an entire survey of the nations of the globe,

Russia is the only country which systematically records the destruc-
tion of property by fire. Hence, in this regard, it is in advance of
other nations.

The country where the largest proportion of the property is in-

sured is France three-fourths Germany nearly the same, very
much on account of schemes of compulsory State and municipal fire-

insurance. The United Kingdom comes next, Belgium follows closely
(43 per cent.), then Canada (30 per cent.), down to Russia with 9

per cent., of its property insured. The average of the whole world,
as represented in this table, shows 43 per cent., or less than one-half
of the insurable property is insured ; while the average rate of pre-
mium is just over 5s. (0.27) per cent. . . .

Another manner of staling the case is, that the direct annual loss

by fire, in the countries enumerated, is equal to the entire revenue of
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the United Kingdom from all sources approximating to seventy

millions per annum. For tins destruction of property arises i

withstanding the existence of fire-brigades, and the other appliance!
> > -i
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Insurance
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but I ctill assert lliat not one-tenth of llie fraudulent burnings are,

or can be, brought to light in tlie absence of certain and indcju ndi nt

inquiry. Is it not nolorious that hotels which do IKII pay ;
(hat thea-

tres which do not fill ;
that coltcn and oilier mills, when manufactur-

ing interests are depressed, always hum '! In the I'niled Slates, the

inelaneholy fact has 1" <' me eonereted into the CMT apt ex]n-ession
of "

Selling out to the insurance <:flices." Hut in such rases the in-

surance i.Dices are not the voluntary pui-chasers, and further, the

losses are all borne by the general public.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.

ULM CATHEDRAL AND ITS RESTORATION.

[From the Builder.}

a time when in artistic circles in

England no small interest has been

roused by the report of the condition

of one of our noblest monu-
ments of ecclesiastical archi-

tecture, and when an appeal is

being made to the public to de-

fray the necessary expenses
that will lw incurred by- the

demolition and restoration of

the tower of Peterborough
Cathedral, there reaches us

from Germany the news of the

growing interest that is there

being expressed ill the scheme
at length fairly on foot for the

completion of I'lm Minster, the

largest Protestant church in

the world. Now that the last

stone has capped the western

tower of Cologne Cathedral and a great national work lias been accom-

plished, the long sadly-embarrassed works of the termination of the

great cathedral at Ulin have been promised the interest and co-opera-
tion of the Government

;
the German Emperor has authorized the

formation of an important lottery, the proceeds of which are to defray
the necessary expenses of a work which, as a national undertaking, is

of only secondary importance to that of Cologne. It can well be
understood how favorably such a scheme has been received in Protes-

tant Germany. . . .

Ulm Cathedral, one of the famous Gothic minsters of Germany,
has for centuries remained like so many other Continental churches,

incomplete, while the religious zeal and intolerance of the past have

only further assisted the destructive action of time. Ulm, the home
of a wealthy bourgeoisie, in the enjoyment of a singular degree of

freedom, was, in the Middle Ages, one of the richest cities of Europe.
" Ulmer geld regiert die Well," said the proverb which coupled the
name of the city with those of Venice, Nuremberg, Augsburg, and

Strasbnrg. That civic pride which has ever been one of the most

powerful aids to the development of art led to the determination on
the part of the burghers to possess a great cathedral, though it would

seem, as so often happens, that the existing result of this praiseworthy

conception far exceeded the original plan. A century after the first

stone of the west front of Cologne Cathedral had been laid, Burgo-
master Krapt, in 1 3 7 7, laid the foundations of the Ulm Minster, and for

many years the works steadily progressed, an army of stone-cutters,

masons, and other hands being employed, the expenses defrayed out

of town dues and other municipal taxes. In 1392, mention is made
in the records of a master, Ulrich von Ensingen, engaged to be
Kirchenmei.iler. It has been suggested that the Ulrich von Fissingen
who, in 1394, was called to Milan to give his valuable advice in re-

spect to the cathedral works, was no other than the above-mentioned
architect. Five years later we find him engaged on the Strasburg
Cathedral, where he died in 1419. To Ulrich von Ensingen has been
attributed the ehange of the original plan of Ulm Cathedral, and the

enlargement of the conception to such as it stands in the present day.

Throughout the whole of the fifteenth century the works progressed
rapidly, the beautiful choir-stalls of Jorg Syrlin, casts of which may
be seen at the South Kensington Museum, as also several of the

painted windows by Hans Wild, the wonderful ciborium, and a num-
ber of wall-paintings, all belong to the active period when Ulm was a
brilliant artistic centre. . . .

With the fifteenth century ceased the active progress of the cathe-

dral works. Wars and commercial ruin had sadly robbed Ulm of its

former wealth
;
the

religious
ardor which had raised in mediaeval

days such temples as still excite the admiration of the world was, if

not dead, greatly changed in its character ; a new spirit had arisen, the

Renaissance with its distaste to " barbaric Gothic," its new aims, and its

powerftd allies, the printing-press and the Reformation. The Reforma-
tion particularly affected Ulm, which early in the movement deserted
the faith of its fathers, and with that fanatic zeal and intolerance

which characterized, as, indeed it still does to somecxtent, a section

of the Protestants, a large number of beautiful works of art were de-

stroyed throughout the city, rich in Roman Catholic relics. The
cathedral, itself sadly mutilated, remains almost alone now to tell of the

days of Dim's mediaeval prosperity. Later centuries did little to

complete the great Minster. Germany was too sadly torn by the

horrors of war to devote its time and hard-earned pence to details so

eminently the work of peaceful and prosperous years, and so with

slight additions the cathedral came down to our times its great tower

rising like that at Mechlin, square and squat, awaiting the final touch

which will now, at length. In- put to it. With the early years of this

century what interior pictorial beauty still remained was further ob-
literated under a generous coat of eh-an, wholesome whitewash,"

specially intended to cover from public ga/e the series of wall-paint-

ings which wen' accused of superstitious and barbaric ugliness. When
onlv three or so years back the 1 whitewash was removed, several inter-

esting wall-paintings of the fifteenth century were brought to light,
and now form no small feature in the interior decorative effect.

The restoration of Ulm Cathedral cannot be said to date from

yesterday. Primarily it may be traced to the first projects set on
foot for completing Cologne Cathedral. As far back as 1841 a society
was formed in Ulm. with the King of Wurtemberg at its head, and
the chief aim of which has now been for hard on forty years to patch
up the sadly mutilated old monument. Professor Griineisen's little

work on " The Art-Life of Ulm in the Middle Ages," to which we have

referred, was one of the first publications of the Society, which, by
1814, had gathered sufficient funds to undertake the work of restora-

tion. In 1814, under the direction of Professor Mauch, of the Stutt-

gart Polyteehnicum, and Itaumcister Thriin, operations were com-

menced, and the more urgent repairs taken in hand. Thran died in

1870, and was succeeded in his post by his
pupil Seebold, who, how-

ever, died only a year later, his place being filled by Ludwig Sehen,
a pupil of the Gothic master, Egle. Considerably over half a million

of florins had been expended, largely contributed to by the inhabitants

of Ulm, hut funds were still sadly wanting. A lottery was organized,
and the restoration of the interior was commenced. In 1877 the five

hundredth anniversary of the foundation of the cathedral was com-

memorated, and three years later, at the Congress of Architects, held
at Wiesbaden, it was unanimously resolved that the completion of the
Ulm Cathedral should succeed that of Cologne Cathedral. Early last

year the German Emperor gave his assent to the formation of a
national lottery for the purpose. The architect Schen had, however,
died in 1880, a martyr to his devotion to the work, and Professor

Beyer, another of Egle's Gothic school, succeeded him in his post a*
Baumeister. A committee of eminent architects, among them Ober-
baurath Adler, of Berlin, Professor Bausehinger, of Munich, Oberbau-
rath von Egle, and Professor Laisgle, of Stuttgart, Oberbaurath Funk,
of Cologne, Oberbaurath von Ferstl and Oberbaurath von Schmidt, of

Vienna, consulted on the feasibility of completing the huge tower,

gave their entire assent to the project, and now the work may be said
to be fairly on its road towards completion. Poets are prophets.
Goethe a hundred years ago pictured the day when the birds would
shelter themselves in the great tower of the cathedral,

" God's tree
"

rising high into the air for eternity fur die Ewigkeit. Even in its

maimed and incomplete condition, the huge cathedral stands proudly
like a giant above the houses of the picturesque old town, for Ulm, if

not as quaint as Nuremburg or Schaffhausen, is still singularly an
honest burgher town of the Middle Ages.

Architecturally, Ulm Cathedral in its ground-plan may be classed
as belonging more especially to the purely German Gothic system of
a nave and side aisle, each terminated by a separate polygonal choir,

a plan differing, it will be remembered, from the older and simpler
type of Cologne or Freiburg, which are regarded as being built more
peculiarly according to the French rules. In the different types of
the basilica and the Hallenkirche, the one with its obligatory clerestory,
the other without, it is to the former that Ulm belongs, yet differing
again from the Strasburg type with its saddle-back roof in having a

highly-pitched roof (known to the Germans as a Pullduch), obliging
a series of flying buttresses connecting the central nave with its aisles,
a feature which adds no small element of picturesqueness to the

general effect. The original plan was further altered in the sixteenth

century by the duplication of each side aisle by a series of slender

columns, the cathedral thus possessing in reality five aisles, producing,
as may be imagined in so large a structure, an effect of great impres-
siveness. The dimensions of the Ulm Cathedral are indeed only ex-
ceeded by those of Cologne.

1
Exteriorly the ogive portal, cruelly as

it has been mutilated, is still an object of great beauty, combining in
its details some earlier work of the thirteenth ccnturv, introduced from
the original parish church which the cathedral superseded. Interiorly,
though criticism may light upon the late Gothic character of the

many details, it is impossible to deny the imposing character of the

general effect. Scattered in various directions arc many of the origi-
nal interior decorations which have happily escaped the mutilations of
the past. Foremost among these stand the superb series of forty-ci*ht
choir-stalls, the work of Jorg Syrlin, executed, as the inscription
notes, between 1469 and 1474. Jn the history of Renaissance art
this work holds a high place, stamped as it is with the classic spirit
which so pervaded the great revival. Classic philosophy and
mythology and Biblical history find united their expression in the

subtly carved heads of Cicero, Pythagoras, Seneca, and Quintilian, in
the allegory of the

coming
of Christ, mingled with the figures of the

Sybils and the great Prophets of the Old Testament. Little wonder
is it that tradition should have attached to the name of the artist a
legend resembling that told of many other famous artists that the

1 The area of Cologne Cathedral In 6,200 rquare metre*; or Ulm, 6,10(1; of Si rus-
burg, 4,100; of St. Stephen's, at Vienna, 3,-'00; ol Freiburg *,9CO; of Kalkbon,
'2.4> 0. The height of the nave at Cologne 1 44 metre*; at Llm, 4-.'; at Hat Kbon
33; :it Strasbmg, 30. 'I he breadth of thu nav al Ulm, 15 metres; at Cologne,
little over 13: ax also at Stranburg. The west tower ci[ the completed Ulm Cathe-
dral (according to lioblinger's plxiO will rise to a height of 151 metres (46 feet);
while UUM at Cologne are only 148 metre* high. 1 he Ulm tower at ureteut is
only 334 feet high.
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Benedictine monks of Blauljcurcn, in whose convent Syrlin has left

some of his best work, should have put out his eyes, so that he should

not produce for any other convent such admirable creations. The
South Kensington Museum, as we have already remarked, possesses
an interesting cast of Syrlin's choir-stalls in Uhn Cathedral. The
stone pulpit by the second pillar in the nave is a scarcely less decora-

tive work, the cover carved by the younger Syrlin. To the left of the

choir stands the cibarium, rising ninety feet into the air, a masterpiece
of sculpture, tradition has stated it to be of "molten stone," long
believed to be by Adam Kraft, of Nuremberg ;

but the work of the

so-called " master of Weingarten," who in 1469 executed the work for

the pious Eugel Zaringerin. Mention of the fifteenth-century painted
windows of Hans Wild should not be forgotten ;

nor the font errone-

ously attributed to Syrlin, and only contemporary with him it bears
the date 1470. Tt shows, however, the skilful and suggestive use

made by the late Gothic artists of heraldry for decorative purposes.
The restorers interiorly have been actively at work, the vestibule

of the nave with its modern stained-glass windows, is an eminently
convincing proof, while the great organ, built in 1856, is always
shown to visitors with pride as the largest in Germany it contains

one hundred stops. Exteriorly, the work of restoration has been car-

ried even farther, in spite of the deficient funds at the disposal of the
architects. Now, however, the work will be taken up with renewed

spirit, and if there are some who may regret the changes, the honest

burghers of Ulm, and with them Germany at large, will be proud to

show their great cathedral completed. Rumors have reached us from

Strasburg, where the cathedral also remains spireless, that more than
one good citizen is opposed to the change of the old pile and the forms
which have been so familiar for many a generation. Doubtless there
will be many in Ulm to express the same feelings, as there were in

Cologne, but when national pride steps in, private predilections, how-
ever cherished and worthy of respect, must give way. Ulm Cathedral
must be completed, and with the funds which will soon be placed in

the hands of the authorities the work will progress merrily. Once
more a picturesque pile of airy scaffolding will break the horizon of
the Swabian landscape as it did in the busy mediaeval days when
Ulm was very different to the quiet provincial town it now has become,
when its armies of workmen tramped through the streets to and from
their work, and the noise of many-hammered trades was hushed to

silence as the angelus pealed over the roofs of one of the great and
wealthy cities of mediiEval Europe.

1

RAMBLING SKETCHES BY Mil. T. BAFFLES DAVISON. A VISIT TO
A WEST COUNTRY ART-WORKER'S.

[From the British Architect.}

IN some ways Mr. Hems, of Exeter, may claim special distinction.
Seventeen years ago he was a journeyman carver : now he holds
a position in the very front rank as a master-carver, and employer
of a large number of hands. His work is now known as amongst
the very best of its kind in the country, and he supplies church fur-

niture, with all kinds of carving in wood, stone, and marble, to all

parts of the world perhaps excepting Kamsehatka and Northern
Siberia generally. Seventeen years ago, I believe, Mr. Hems would
own to nothing but his brains and skill

;
now he possesses one of the

best workshops anywhere to be seen, whether for its internal useful-
ness or well-proportioned exterior effect, and troops of skilful work-
men engaged in carrying on for him a large and successful business.
Tlien all this may be fairly credited to his own energy and talent,
without the aid of capital, which now seems a necessity to all success-
ful enterprises. In this light it may afford an example and encour-
agement to many. By his indomitable pluck and amazing industry
Mr. Hums has made his special skill and knowledge of carving and
ornament to give a good account of themselves, and procure for him
house, lands, workshops, and business, such as are an enviable reward
to toil. Several illustrations of the skill of our " West Country Art-
Worker "

have appeared in the British Architect, and to all who have
seen them, some notice of his home, studio, and workshops at Exeter
will be welcome.
The buildings which Mr. Hems has erected and christened "Ye

Luckie Horse-shoe," were designed by Mr. R. Medlev Fulford,
F. R. I. B. A., of Exeter, and to my mind that side of them which faces"

!< air Park," the home of the proprietor, is an excellent embodiment
of the simplicity and dignity best attendant on such a building. The
front is more elaborate, and is considerably broken up by various
lines of piers, beams, strings, and decorative accessories, but it is

very picturesque, and is a compliment, I suppose, to the good peopleof Exeter, for it is certainly one of their best modern street buildings.
It is worth noticing, too, that this same street frontage is the fulfil-
ment of a promise made by Mr. Hems to one of his candid and sar-
castic friends, who bantered him pretty roundly about an old horse-
shoe he picked up on his arrival at Exeter in 1866, and nailed over
Ins door for luck. It was particularly promised to this friend that
the said horse-shoe should be fixed in front of one of the best build-
ings in Exeter; and here it is, mounted on a Corsehill-stone shield
in the centre, with the sign of Hems's ancestry below, I. X. L That

V ,T ,'

'* that Cvei7 little b yr girl in tl.e ancient and "ever
taitlitul city can tell the stranger without hesitation in a moment
which is the direct way to Harry Hems's "Luckie Horse-shoe."

January 6, is year.

lose interested in the subject of Ulm Cathedral, Herr
i *S5, ,,?'*? 1

a'" 1 als" his interesting account of the
U, fully illustrated, in tha Leipzig Iltustrirte Zeitmig of

I have taken no liberty whatever with the surroundings, for every

tree exists as 1 have shown it, and on the lawn at " Fair Park "
are

manv more.

As to construction, the walls are of local red bricks, with warm
Dumfries stone (Corsehill) dressings. The roof is covered with

Wilkinson's strawberry-colored Broseley tiles. The wood-work of

the main front is of teak, sturdily built. Each lloor rests upon
stout iron flitch-girders, which are nutted on the exterior with orna-

mental wrought-iron ties, after the fashion so general in Bruges and

its neighborhood a happy and characteristic feature. Much of

the ground floor, being used by statuaries for the working of stone

and marble, is open-arcaded on the side facing the yard. The front

portion is used as a show-room for finished work prior to being sent

off and that simply, as no goods are made on "
spec," everything

being "ordered "
first. The lloor of this part and of the vestibule

are of Maw & Co.'s encaustic tiles. On the first floor is a large shop,
some one hundred feet long, devoted to skilful workers and carvirs

in wood, to the offices, and to Mr. Hems's private studio. Here no

cost has been spared; the walls are panelled in wainscot oak
;
the

windows are of teak, the glass therein being cleverly painted by
Messrs. Fouracre and Watson of Plymouth. The fireplace has a

"country parson "stove, hearth, etc., of old blue Dutch tiles. The over-

mantel, in the main, consists of a finely carved and ancient wooden

representation of the Royal arms (A. D. 1630). It is local work.

Beneath is the motto,
" Work whilst it is called to-day, the night

Cometh when no man shall work." Here I may remark that the

very folk who do not need mottoes stick them prominently up for their

every-day perusal.
On the third floor the modelling and the figure-work is done.

This portion, like everywhere else, teems with models of saints and
of animals, of figures and of foliage, together with innumerable old

examples of mediaeval work a veritable architectural museum of

the most interesting character.

And now a few facts about "
Harry Hems," as he is familiarly

known. Born anil bred in London serving a seven years' appren-
ticeship in Yorkshire leading a Bohemian life in many parts of

Great Britain, and the Continent afterwards- he went to Exeter to

carve the new Albert Museum there, just seventeen years ago. Be-

ginning a business on his own account, with very small things, as the

work increased so the shops grew bigger proportionately ;
until in

1881, close by the central part of the city the present extensive prem-
ises have been built. Whilst the workshop is one large architectural

museum, in which, on wall and beam, at every hand are old samples
of ancient work, or plaster casts of such, the residence at " Fair
Park "

is altogether a curiosity shop ;
the walls have been, under

Mr. R. Medley Fulford's supervision, painted in distemper; and

thereon, and in every cabinet, and at every corner, are hung, or ar-

ranged
Old records writ on tomb or brass;
Old spoils of arrow-head and bow;
Old wrecks of old world's overflow

;

Old relics of earth's primal slime, etc.

Amongst all these, many a pleasant hour might be profitably spent.
Mr. Hems has carried out carved work or sculpture, or made stalls,

pulpits, fonts, reredos, or other fittings for nearly a thousand churches
and important public buildings. At the Centennial Exhibition at

Philadelphia, 1876, he was the only British exhibitor awarded a
medal for sculpture or carved fittings he had one for both. At
Paris, 1878, he was awarded honorable mention, and at numbers of

local and minor exhibitions he has won medals and prizes. Both
his grandfathers (paternal and maternal sides) were awarded medals
at the Great Exhibition of 1851. As his work has increased a large
staff of art workmen has gradually collected, and now, amongst
"
Harry Hems's mcrrie men," are to be found some of the pick of the

west country, north country, Londoners, Germans, and Frenchmen,
who represent the trades of sculpture, carving, modelling, joinery,
and masonry, whilst they have been working

" overtime "
for the last

twelve years I In the wood-working, mitring the joiner's delight
is unknown

;
all work is butt-jointed, and in place of nails or screws

oaken pins are used
;
all the work is left from the tool, and sand-paper

prohibited.
The skill of the wood and stone carver is well enough appreciated

now-a-days, and the best kind which we can avail ourselves of has
to be drawn upon for the finishing and adornment of our buildings ;

there is, therefore, every opportunity for the success of such a busi-
ness as this when it is in energetic and able hands. What chance
it will have when our ladies have passed through several sessions of
"
wood-carving classes," and

" know all about it," one may well shud-
der to contemplate.

DESIGN FOR A PORTION OF A PROPOSED DECORATION IN ST.

PAUL'S CATHEDRAL.

[From the Architect.]

WE are enabled to reproduce the design by Sir Frederick Leigh-
ton, P. R. A., forming part of the proposed decoration of St.

Paul's, whi.:h appeared in the last exhibition of the Royal
Academy. It will be remembered that Mr. Poynter, R. A., contri-
buted to the same exhibition a large drawing representing a segment
which comprised one-sixth of the dome, and from which the proposed
arrangement of the decoration could be understood. The dome will
be divided into eight parts by upright architectural ribs. In each
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space between (lie ribs will be two large round pant-Is, twenty feet

einlit inches anil twelve feet eit;lil inches in diameter respectively.
Round the base (if tin- dome and supporting the circular panels will

be eight thrones or arcliilectural .-eats containing (inures of St. John
the Evangelist and tlie Kishops of die Seven Churches. In a circle

above all will be the Foiir-and-twcnty Elders. The groups of (igurtss

ou ihe ribs will illustrate the chorus of praise to the Lamb.
The circular panels and medallions will contain the Visions of the

Apoealvpse. Ill the segment which was exhibited the upper panel

represented the Vision of Christ in Judgment, and the lower panel

(shown in the illustration) the Rising of the Dead from the Sea.

The subjects of the two are taken from the eleventh, twelfth, and
thirteenth verses of the twentieth chapter of the Revelation :

And I saw a (,'i-i-at
w liite throne, and Hint that sat on it, from whose face

the earth rvnd the heaven lied away; and there was found tio place for them.
And I saw the dead, small and n>

p

e.it, stand before God; and the books were

opened: and another book was opened, which is the hook of life: and the

dead were judged out of those things which were written in the books, ac-

coidini; to their works. And the sea gave lip the dead which were iu it

MOUNT MOK1US BANK-BUILDING, NEW YORK, X. Y. MESSRS. LAMB
&, RICH, ARCHITECTS, NEW YORK, N. Y.

THIS design was the one selected in a competition for the above

building in New York. The plan contemplates a fire-proof building

containing the bank, deposit-vaults, storage-vaults, and four floors of

apartment-flats. The bank is entered both front One Hundred and

Twenty-fifth Street, and also Fourth Avenue, under an arched ves-

tibule with stone ceilings. It contains beside the banking-room, the

prcsident'g room, which connects with the deposit-vaults below by

private staircase, large directors* room, double toilet-rooms, and two-

storied safe. The finish is mahogany throughout. In the centre of

the One Hundred and Twenty-fifth Street faade is the entrance to

the deposit-vaults, which is four steps below the sidewalk, and en-

tered under a massive archway with vestibule in red sandstone. The
vault is 14' x 21' inside, with heavy walls of brick and chilled steel,

and has a clear passage around it lined with white glazed brick. The
Hoor in this passage is iron-grated, so as to allow free view to the

storage vaults below. The examination-rooms are numerous and
one contains a platform-lift to allow bulky matters to be examined and
then lowered to the storage-vaults. There are also an office, wait-

ing-room, toilet-room, and all finished in ash. To the left of the de-

posit entrance is the entrance to the apartments, also through an
arched vestibule. The elevator is near at hand and goes from the

cellar to the roof. The apartments are entirely cut off from the

banking part of the building, and occupy four floors, giving six full

suites. The materials used are Philadelphia brick, red sandstone

and terra-cotta.

HOUSE FOR JOHN I AIM:, ESQ., SHORT HILLS, N. J. MR. JAMES
1JKOWN LORD, ARCHITECT, NKW YORK, N. Y.

THIS house will be built of gray stone with Philadelphia pressed-
brick quoins to all window and door openings and angles of building,

up to second story. Superstructure, frame and shingle.

THE BROAD-STREET PASSENGER STATION OF THE PENNSYLVANIA
RAILROAD COMPANY AT PHILADELPHIA.

[From the Ruilding Newt.]

WE present to our readers this week a perspective view of the

new Broad-Street Station at Philadelphia, which has recently been

opened for use by the Pennsylvania Railroad Company. The clock-

tower at the northeast corner of the building gives emphasis and
breaks the sky-line agreeably, besides being in itself a fine piece of

design. The clock-dial will be seven feet in diameter, and the height
from the pavement 120 feet the total height of the tower, exclu-

sive of iron-work and finial at the top, being 170 feet, The designs,

details, and specifications were furnished by Messrs. Wilson Broth-

ers and Co., civil engineers and architects, their Mr. Joseph M.
Wilson being the well-known engineer of bridges and buildings to

the Company. The execution of the work has been superintended

ny chief-engineer W. II. Brown and his corps of assistants.

M. VAN YSENDYCK, ARCHI-HOTEL COMMUNAL D'ANDEUI.ECHT.

TKCT.

[From Lt Manilew del Archittctes.]

HOTEL, RUE DUMONT D'URVILLE, PARIS, FRANCE. M. TRONQUOIS,
ARCHITECT.

[From La Semaine des+Constmcteurs.]

HISTORICAL "MONUMENTS" IN FRANCE. The Commission of His-
torical Monuments at its last sitting classified the following edifices as

worthy of national preservation: The Chateau de Ke'zouzerc (Kinig-

tere), built at the commencement of the fifteenth century, and that of
Mortier-Crolle (Mayenne), constructed towards the end of same century ;

a house in the Queen Anne style of architecture at Morlaix (Finistere),

containing a very curious staircase ; the Tower of Ilautefage (Lot-et-

Garonne; the great Cross in the Couchey burial ground (Cote-d'Or),
which dates from the sixteenth century ;

the Oratory of Bellecroix at

Villeiieuve-les-Avignon (Card), which, although in a state of ruin, is

especially interesting for its plan and disposition ;
the facade of the

central pavilion nnd of the tower of the Chateau de la Tour d'Avigues
(Vaticlusc) ; the Church of St.-Vaast de Longmont (Oise), the steeple
of which, erected in the twelfth century, is very remarkable; and the
Church of St-Aignmi (Loir-et-Cher), which, in spite of the mutilations
it has undergone, still presents much interest, and possesses a very fine

crypt. The Architect.

ROYAL PALACES.

HE demolition of the Tuil-

erie~, says the London
ti'lolii', which will soon be

an accomplished fact, and
the narrow escape of Hamil-
ton Court from destruction,
warn the builders of sump-
tuous palaces of the fate

which so often awaits their

architectural triumphs long
before the ravages of time or
the assaults of a military en-

emy have done the work of

destruction. This age is not
one for private palaces,
whether the occupant thereof

be a king or emperor, an
owner of broad acres or a
successful speculator. The

survivals of Kensington House and Hampton Court are no doubt

exceptional ; but there are in many places throughout the country-

other palatial residences which have been degraded from the use

destined for them by their founder, and employed as hospitals, asy-

lums, or public insl'itutions of some sort or other. 'The royal pal-

aces of France and several other countries have shared a similar

fate, and their humbled fortunes compare rather strikingly with the

growth on all sides of such buildings as Palaces of Justice, Crystal

Palaces, and other gigantic structures designed for practical use or

public entertainment.

None, however, of these edifices, at least in Christian countries,

can be compared for a moment, in point of extent, to the dwelling-

places of the great monarch* of the Old World. We must go back
to a period before the beginning of modern history for an account of

a royal palace on what may be called really a large scale. The pal-

ace of Babylon, for instance, measured three hundred stadia, or

about four miles in circumference, and its architecture was worthy
of the town whose walls at the top were of the width of a good
turnpike road. The nearest approach to this spacious magnificence
in modern times is, perhaps, the famous Summer Palace near Pi-kin,

the pillage of which in I860 provided so many houses in England
and France with an assortment of valuable curiosities. But the

flimsy masonry and wood-work of the Celestial authorities could no

more be compared in splendor with the massive walls and pillars of

the Assyrian builders than a doll's house with a Norman castle.

The first great palace in Europe was that which has given its name
to all subsequent buildings of the sort the grand pile of buildings

appropriated by Augustus Cesar to his own use on the formation of

the empire. Before his death the whole extent of the Palatine Hill

was included in the circuit of the imperial residence, and that archi-

tectural talent which "found Rome built of brick and left it built of

marble" did not expend its least energetic care upon the halls and

porticoes of the Palatium. Yet this ample space of the most val-

uable building ground ever known did not suffice for the succeeding

emperors, who encroached far into the city, and had usurped hun-

dreds of private houses by the time that Nero's "golden palace
"

rose to scandalize the few remaining believers in the great
"
repub-

lic
"

of Rome. A reaction set in which may be in some sort com-

pared to that which has been going on in modern Europe for the last

twft or three centuries, and from that time forward the extravagance
of the emperors exhibited itself rather in providing luxurious build-

ings for the populace, such as baths, theatres, and hippodromes,
than in the further extension of the overgrown edifices of the Pal-

atine.

A more selfish and silly impulse prevailed with the degenerate

emperors of the East, who did much more for the embellishment of

their palace on the Bosphorus than for the public edifices. Between
the Cathedral of St. Sophia, now the greatest mosque in existence,
and the hippodrome, arose under the direction of Constantine an
imitation of the Augustan palace at Rome. But the gradual addi-

tions of succeeding sovereigns, while it enriched the interior, gave
to the outward building an irregular and clumsy appearance, which
almost every emperor aggravated by destroying a part of the exist-

ing structure, to replace it with some whim of his own. Theophilus
had the good or bad taste and the boldness to imitate a design of the

palace at Bagdad, and he introduced thence the use of domes now
so common in the whole of the East. It was he who added to the

ornaments of the palace the two celebrated gold lions and the golden
tree with artificial singing birds in it, and who raised terraces of

marble on the top of which his throne of jewelled gold was set. His
ministers were ranged on steps a little lower down, and next to them
the populace, while at the lowest part were exhibited pantomimes
and comic plays. The Bagdad palace itself was chiefly famous for

its splendid tapestry, of which thirty-eight thousand pieces were

hung on its walls. There were also twenty-two thousand carpets of

the most costly workmanship, and on these the one hundred tame
lions were laid in obedient silence by their black attendants. At
Cordova the splendor of the Saracen Caliphs was not less amply dis-

played, and the palace of Zebra absorbed in its first construction

3,000,000 sterling, and took twenty-five years to build. It is prob-
able that some, at least, of all the decorations in which the Caliphs
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delighted were only borrowed from the patterns found by the Arabs

in Persia, when the venerable dynasty of the Sassanides was over-

whelmed by the Mohammedan arms.

FIRE-PROOF PAINT.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

Dear Sirs, Will some one (besides the patentees) give some

rational statements about so-called
"
fire-proof paint." What its fire-

resistino- qualities (if any) depend upon, and what experiments have

been made? PHOSXIX.

A QUESTION OF FEE.

DETROIT, Mien., April 23, 1883.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

SirSt I have made a set of general plans and specifications for a

home, which were accepted by the owner, who finally decided not to

build from these plans, but to build a smaller and cheaper house. Is

it customary to make a reduction from the usual prices for the first

set of plans", etc. ? Yours truly, JUSTICE.

[WE see no reason why the usn.il charge for general drawings and speci-

fications should not be made. EDS. AMKUICAN ARCHITECT.]

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.

CHILIAN EXPLORATIONS The Chilians have at present several thou-

sand men advancing from different directions into the Araucanian terri-

tory. Up to now they have met with slight opposition, although past

events have led the Government to anticipate that stubborn opposition

would be encountered. Among a number of letters from correspon-

dents accompanying the different expeditions is one descriptive of the

newly-discovered site of the city of Villarica, a populous and opulent

city, which, after a siege of two years and eleven months, fell into the

hands of the Araucanians in 1692. The writer states that he has

walked among the ruins, now thickly studded with well-grown oaks,

and among them has traced streets which were fully one mile in length,

and which had been divided into blocks of 100 yards square, as was

customary in most of the cities founded by the Spaniards. The city

had been surrounded by a wall, which is yet in a fair state of preserva-

tion from three to six feet from the ground a sufficient defense in

former1

days against any ordinary Indian attack. Tiles were found

which have hardened to the consistency of stone, and which are in

better condition than when they were the mute witnesses of the de-

struction of this inland city so many years ago. In the vicinity there

is a very extensive lake, in which an island is situated which is re-

ported to be swarming with the descendants of the domestic animals

belonging to the Spaniards who were here sacrificed by the victorious

Araucanians. The description given is brief in the extreme, but it will

soon be supplemented by fuller and yet more interesting reports of this

and other cities which were destroyed at the same time. All the dis-

tricts now being explored and notably that surrounding Villarica

abound in mines, which returned large sums during the Spanish occu-

pancy. These mines will again be worked under different auspices,

and will lend their assistance in promoting the rapid settlement and de-

velopment of Araucnnia, so long occupied by the scattered bands claim-

ing dominion over it, but which now promises to become one of the

richest provinces of Chili. Panama Star and Herald.

WHITEWOOD. In a recent note, writing of American or canary-col-

ored whitewood,we expressed the opinion that many of the good quali-

ties this wood possesses are not appreciated in this country as they de-

serve. For wide panels, in cabinet and coach work, it has been used

here for some time past, and for the purpose it has been found in every

way suitable, being a soft yellow wood, easily worked, and not given to

warping. In the United States this wood is extensively used for a

variety of purposes lor which we are accustomed to use pine or other

harder woods From a recent issue of the Lumber World, we learn

that a large sash and door factory in Ohio has more than doubled its

capacity during the past year, the specialty of this firm being white-

wood, which the/ are rapidly introducing in the Eastern States as a

substitute for pine in such things as doors, mouldings, and every form

of dimension stuff, such as used by organ builders, furniture manufac-

turers, etc. Timber Trades Journal.

ENLARGEMENT OF BIRMINGHAM STATION. Operations have com-

menced by which at a cost of $1,250,000 New Street Station, Birming-
ham, England, will be converted into the largest railway depot in the

world. It will cover a total area of 45,000 square yards, or over eleven

acres, and will have three platforms each 1,000 feet long.

A MODEL'S SCIT. A stalwart 'longshoreman named Burns claimed

$80 damages from J. Q. A. Ward, the New York sculptor, recently,
for non-fulfilment of contract. Ward wanted a giant as a model for a

statue of Washington, and the 'longshoreman was selected at .$15 a

week, and he was to have four or five months' work. He complained
that it hurt his legs to stand in one position so long. He was of no use,

and at the end of the week Mr. Ward let him go. The decision was in

Mr. Ward's favor.

THE OLD PALAIS DE JUSTICE, BRUSSELS It has been decided to

pull down the old Palais de Justice at Brussels, and on its ruins erect

a building in which the archives of the kingdom will be kept. It will

be called the " Palais des Archives," and is to be six stories in height,
and will contain 420 fire-proof chambers. It is to be completely iso-

lated from all other buildings. Advantage will be taken of the de-

molition of the old buildings to construct two new streets. The cost

is estimated at 2,000,000 francs.

DISCOVERY OF A ROMAN MOSAIC AT CARTHAGE. Captain 1 rud-

homme, of the Eighty-third Regiment of the French army, stationed

near Tunis, has discovered, buried in the sand on the beach ot the dult

of Carthage, a splendid piece of mosaic-work, measuring about 140 feet,

and so well preserved that the designs are easily traceable. It bears

three inscriptions in Roman capitals, and on each side a seven-branched

candlestick. The designs include figures of birds, lions, and fishes, or-

namental scrolls, etc. The general sense of the inscriptions appears to

chronicle the construction of a synagogue erected by the Jews resident

in the country under the domination of the Roman*. Pere Delattre,

the well-known archaeologist of Tunis, the modern Carthage, is now ex-

amining this remarkable mosaic, and will doubtless arrive at the exact

meaning of the three inscriptions. The outer walls of the building, of

which it must have formed part, are entirely destroyed, nothing remain-

ing but the foundations and the pavement, which are buried some three

or four feet in the earth. It was erected near the shore, and the sea,

which has been gaining ground on this part of the coast, now comes up
to within a few feet of the remains. The Architect.

APPARATUS FOR DISINFECTION. In several hospitals in Berlin, Stet-

tin, and other parts of Germany, the disinfecting apparatus of Schim-

mel & Co, of Chemnitz, patented about a year ago, is now used. '1 he

agent is heat (both moist and dry). The general arrangement is as fol-

lows: There is a large case with double walls of sheet-metal and a

bad heat conductor between. This communicates with a chimney at

the top behind, and in front has two doors; the upper doorway admits

a frame-bearing wagon on rails, and the lower another wagon, also on

rails, with the heating system. The former wagon has a permeable
bottom and cross-bars in the frame, from which are hung in linen bags
the clothes to be disinfected. The lower wagon carries a thick tube

which returns (horizontally) on itself, and bears a series of projecting
ribs. Above and parallel with it is another tube of copper, with nu-

merous small holes to let steam out. When the laden ch.thes-wagon has

been pushed into the upper part and the door shut behind it, the steam
valve of the connection with the rib tube system is opened, as also an
air-valve below and the chimney-valve, and the heating proceeds till

a thermometer, readable outside, marks 110 C. Then the steam and

chimney valves are two-thirds closed, and I he other steam-valve, that

of the perforated tube, opened. The steam is thus allowed to act di-

rectly about twenty to thirty minutes. After this tube is closed fur-

ther heating by the other system is continued about a quarter of an

hour, the ventilating valves being fully open. The process of disinfec-

tion lasts one and one-quarter to one and one-half hours. The upper
wagon may theu be taken out and laden afresh. London Times.

QUARTER-SAWED YELLOW-PINE. There is no lumber that will shrink
so little and wear so long as quarter-sawed. This process of sawing is

particularly applicable to yellow-pine flooring, as such flooring is gener-
ally laid where it is subjected to heavy wear. A bastard sawed board,
no matter from what kind of timber it is cut, will wear rough, and
sliver, if in constant use for flooring or driveways. It would be impossi-
ble to conceive of a harder, more durable floor than yellow-pine would
make if it were quartered. The pitch it contains would give it an ad-

vantage over oak, ash or maple in point of durability. A few of the
Southern mill-men are beginning to understand the merits of such floor-

ing, and are selecting the few quartered boards that every log sawed
the old-fashioned way invariably has, and putting them in a grade by
themselves. It is a bad way of doing, for the balance of the flooring
is depreciated in value, and in fact sometimes almost worthless, for no
man who is acquainted with its defects would think of making a floor
of it. It might answer for a floor that is to be kept carpeted, but
usually such a floor is made of softer and cheaper wood. The expense
of quarter-sawing would be considerably in excess of the usual way of

manufacture, but the flooring would be richly worth the difference.

Quartered oak in the large markets is worth on an average, 10 per
thousand more than clear oak sawed bastard, and there ought to be
nearly that difference between the two kinds of yellow-pine flooring.A log, if quarter-sawed, does not yield as much lumber as if sawed the
other way, and sawing it that way is a slower job. Quartered flooring
ought to be one of the productions of the Southern mills. Builders
should not object paying a third more for it, when they know its beauty
and durability are more than doubled as compared with bastard, and
every intelligent builder ought to know that such is the fact. North-
western Lumberman.

CRIPPLEGATE. Cripplegate was a postern gate leading to the Bar-
bican, while this watch-tower in advance of the city walls was forti-
fied. The road between the postern and the burgkenning ran necessa-
rily between two low walls, most likely of earth, which formed what
in fortification would be described a covered way : the name in Anglo-
Saxon would be crepel, or crypele, a passage under ground, and gent, a
gate, street, or way. So say's Mr. Denton, and it seems rightly, and
cites another Crypelgeat in Wiltshire. Of course, against this view
must be taken the fact that the parish church, built about 1100, was
dedicated to St. Giles, the patron saint of all cripples, which is a singu-
lar coincidence if it be one only. Nothing of the old church remains
unless it be the base of its tower, the present church having been built
about the end of the fourteenth century, though gutted by fire in 1545.
Within its walls lie Frobisher, Foxe, Glover, the herald, Speed, and,
greatest of all, Milton; while Bunyan and De Foe are buried within
the parish, in what was once known as Tyndale's Burial-ground and now
as Bunhill Fields. Here Oliver Cromwell was married in 1620, and here
four years later, was baptized under the false name of Robert Wright,'
an illegitimate grandchild of Coke, whose wife's scheming was thus re-
warded. The belfrey boasts twelve bells, the largest number in any
city church, a peal which perhaps owes its completeness to a noble
parishioner the first Earl of Bridgewater, who " was an indefatigable
ringer." The Athenceum.
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BUILDING INTELLIGENCE,
(Reported for The American Architect nd Building Newi.)

[Although a large portion of the building intelligenct
it provided by their regular correspondents, the editors

greatly derirt to receive voluntary information, ape
ttally from the smaller and outlying toums.]

BUILDING PATENTS.

[Printed specilicalious of any patent! here mentioned

t,,
: i,

lli.-r ifilli full detail illustrations, may be obtatnei

,,i' tin- Commissioner of i'atentt, at Washington, for

twenty-Jive cents.}

275,799. WINDOW-REKRIGKRATOR. Eugene U
KenoUt. St. Louis, Mo.
275.802. SKWKR-IXI.KT. Edward Z. Colliugs, Cam

den, N. J., and Charles F. Pike, Philadelphia, Pa.

275.803. SKWKK-Fi.rsinxi; \n.\ n K. Kdward 7.

Colllngs, Cainden, N. J., aud Charles F. Pike, Phila

delphia. Pa.
275,815. SCREW-TAP. Cioero U. C. French, Prpvl

deuce, K. I.

275,81. FIRE-ESCAPE. David Friedhelm, New
York, N. Y.

275,>-'. Do,. u BRACE on STAY. Philo J. Lock-
wood, Auburn, Ind.

275.837. BATH-ROOST. JJ. C. McLaughlln, Cln
cinnatl, O.

275.838. WATKR-CLOSET. Jas. C. MoLaughlln
Cincinnati, O.

275,811. APPARATUS ri> MAKING ROOKING FAB-
RIC.- Henry M. Miner. Pittsburgh, Pa.
275,882. BUDnra (,'AR-D()OK llAXUEH. Kdwin

Prescott, Arlington, .Mass.

275,857. liYDRUII.IC OB OT1IEH Kl.EVA.TOB. Gufl-

tavus X. Heitf, Philadelphia, Pa.
275,8(50. BIT-BRACK FASI-KNHH. Elmore E. Rose,

SprlHgtield, Mass.
275,895. FIRE- Esi ATE. Haskett D. Kastmann,

Mimio.ipolis, Minn.
275,901). BOWL FOB WATER-CLOSETS. Joseph J.

B. Frey, New York, N. Y.
275,!K13. SASH-HOMIKK. Frederick H. Gross, Deer

Isle, Me.
275,905. FIRE-ESCAPE LADDER. Lucius Uamliii,

Sebago Lake, Me.
275,911. FILE-HANDLE. Geo. W. Hill, Stark's

Point, Wash.
275,1)33. FIREPLACE. Gardner L. Morrison, Brook-

lyn, N. Y.
275.950. ELEVATOR. Bradshaw Sewall, Farming-

ton, Me.
275,%2. FIRE-ESCAJ-K. William Ulrlch, Rock

Falls, 111.

275,978. STRAINKR FDR WATER-FAUCETS. Geo.
F. Harrington, San Francisco, Cal.

276,000. SruiNG-Hi.NOE. John K. Clark, Buffalo,
N. Y.

276,030. FASTENER FOR THE MEETING-RAILS OF
SASHES. Hiram T. Klug, Rochester, N. Y.

276,057. FiitE-EscAPE. Daniel Luscher, Cincin
11:111. O.

276,076. ELEVATOR. Win. II. Ridgway, Coates-

Tille, Pa.
276.081. PI;I:MIT \ noN-LocK. Rutus Sarlls and

Virgil C. Holland, Gainesville, Tex.
276.082. WINDOW-GUARD. Bertha Schmitt, Brook-

lyn, N. Y.
276,086. METALLIC ROOFING. Emil Severin, Au-

rora, Ind.

276,090. FIRE-ESCAPE. Alfred W. Sperry, Hart-
ford, Conu.

276,102. CHIMNEY-CAP. James H. Watt, Barnes-
vllle, O.

276.106. DISINFECTING WATER-CLOSETS. Horace
E. Wells, Cleveland, O.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

Baltimore.
BUILDING PERMITS. Since our .last report thirty-
four permits have been granted, the more important
of which are the following:
Holland & McDonnell, 29 two-st'y brick build-

ings, n w cor. Chester and Chew Sta.
C. C. Josenuar, three-si'y brick building, s s

Pratt St., between Goldsmith Alley and Pasou St.
W. T. Markland & Bro., 2 three-sfy brick build-

ings, n w cor. Lexington and Pine Sts.; and S three-

st'y brick buildings, ws Pine St., n of Lexington St.

S. T. Richardson, 7 three-st'y brick buildings, e s
Fulton Ave., u e cor. Patterson Ave.; 5 three st'y
brick buildings, n s Patterson Ave., e of Fulton
Ave.; 2 t\vo-st y brick building*, u s Bruce Alley, in
rear of above; 15 three-st'y brick buildings, s s

Lafayette Ave., s e cor. Calhoun St.; 2 tbree-st'y
brick buildings, e s Calhoun St., s of Lafayette
Ave.; and 4 two-st'y brick buildings on 20 feet court.
Arabella Russell, three-st'y brick building, w s

Park Ave., n of Wilson St.

.Mm G. Dressol, two st'y brick building, n w cor.

Canton and Collington Ave-.
li>. M. Cone, is three-st'y brick buildings, n s

Harlem Avo., e of Ar.ington Ave.
A. Lulz, thre-st'y brick building, e s Stockton

St.. between Presstman St. and Patterson Ave.
Richard Hartinaier, two-st'y brick building, n s

Holfmau St., between Petmr-ylvania Ave. and Divi-
sion St.
E. K. Shipley, three-st'y brick building, n e cor.

lie, lion and Division Sts.

OO, Kus.-oll. three st'y brick building, and two-

st'y brick staule iu its rear; E. S. Patterson, Park

Ave., s of Orleans St.

Geo. A. Hartman. 2 three-st'y brick buildings, e i

Caroline St., n of (.ha.-

Henry shnmhurg, 2 tbree-st'y brick building!
w s 1'aca St., between Sterrett and Hamburg Su.

Boston.
HOM-II u.. An a.l.liti.m Is to be made to the Massa
elm-, i hie hospital building, Messrs A]
len & Kenway, architects.

Bill.HIM; I'l- it MI is. lilick. .W/A .V., ffo.

Ward 12. for Patrick llolli-y. dwell, and store, 20' x
::!', Ji.ur st'y Hal; Aliens Mclnnes, builder.

// St., ffo. 2!i;. Ward 11, for Horati.
Wliinvell. dwell., 25' x 55', three-st'y mansard
Joseph McKeenlng, builder.

H'ixi-1. /.v,.-,^/' > .s/., near Union Ave.. Ward 24
for Hazard Stevens, dwell., 25' x 3U' 6", twojt';
pitch; Samuel T. Waters, builder.

S'trin //*// .In'., near llntmplan Way, War. I 2!

for Geo. C. Scott, dwell., 3." x 32', and 12' 6" x 16'

two-st'y pitch; D. A. Berry, builder.

H'acerly St., near Blue Hill Ave.. Ward 21, fo
Albert J. Foster, dwell., 20' and 29' x 44' and 14' x
16/. two-st'y pitch.
Sarin fit., Nn. I'D, Ward 21, for W. A. Duncanson

dwell., 22' and 27' x 31', and 1(1' x 2L", two-st'y pitch
W. A. Duncanson, builder.
Uockland fit., near Dale St., Ward 21, for Frank

Maynes, 2 dwells., 20' x 30', two-st'y hip; Andrew
Anderson, builder.

Lexiu;iti,,i St.. .Vo. 240-242, Ward 1, for Henry
i:\vell. 2 dwells., 20' 6" x 45', two-st'y mansard; Geo
W. Hargrave, builder.
North H'tktin St., nearly opposite Lyman Ave

Ward 25, for Henry B. Goodeuough & Co.. storage
27' x 38', two-st'y flat; Jacob W. Berry, builder.

Chiimpneii St., cor. Unnamed St., Ward 14, for
William Ralferty, stable and cooper-shop, 2L" x 'M'

two-sfv flat; Win. Hafferty, builder.
Reach St., near Washington St., Ward 23, for Con

rad Etter, dwell., 22' x 30 and 7' x 16', two-st'y
pitch.
Trenton St., No. 165, Ward 1, for S. D. Wallace

dwell., 1(1' and 23' x 54', two-st'y mansard; Frame &
Patten, builders.

Ashley Are., near Elm St., Ward 1. for John S
Gurshinsky, dwell.. 20' x no', oue-st'y pitch; Angus
D. McDonald, builder.
East Itroadmii/, Not. 727-731, Ward 4, for Otis D

Dana, 2 dwells and stores, 23 x 56' and 3' x 33' each
three-st'y flat; Horace Manson, builder.
Marion fit.. Nog. 60 and 62, Ward 1, for Coleman

Cook, 2 dwells., 12' 6" x 34', two-st'y mansard; Cole
man Cook, builder.
Summer St., near Cottage St., Ward 24, for Frank

O. Nash, 2 dwells., 31' 6" x 34' 9"; 2 dwells., 2'-" x 32
and 14' x 18'; 2 dwells., 31' 9" x 40'; Wm . A. Blazo
builder; two-st'y hip.

Brooklyn.
BUILDING PERMITS. Elm St., n s, 174' 3" w Bush-
wick Ave., 3 two-st'y frame tenements, tin roofs

cost, each, 82.600: owner and builder, John Mitchell
184 Devoe St.; architect, Wm. Clemett.

tweorge St., n s, 100' e Central Ave., three-st'y
frame factory, gravel roof; cost, $3,500: owuer, Jobr
G. Jenkins, 771 Broadway: architect, E. F. Gaylor
builders, Jenkins & Gillies.

Troutmnn St., s 8, 125' e Evergreen Ave., three-

st'y frame double tenement, tin roof; cost, $4,000;
owner, Martin Scbell, 20 Graham Ave.; architect,
John Platte; builders. Win. Kauth aud P. Scher.

tI'i>H:oi'k St., s 8. 470' e Bedford Ave., 5 three-st'y
brownstone front dwells., tin roofs; cost, each,
about 89,000; owner, architect and builder, T. B.
Jackson. 424 Clinton Ave.

ItiMhteiel: Ave., e s, about 80' n Hull St., two-st'y
frame stable, tin roof; cost, 81,250; owner, Joseph
Payzer, Bushwick Ave.; builder, N. McConnack,
fourth tit., s s, 147' in" w Sixth Ave., 9 two-st'y

brownstone front dwells., gravel roofs; cost, each,
$5,000; owner, Patrick Mullady, B76 Quincy St.;

architects, Partttt Bros.: carpenter, P. Ward.
/). Kulb . lre.,nwcor. Washington Ave., three-st'y

brownstone front dwell., tin roof; cost, $10,000;
owner and builder, D. H. Fowler, 14 Verona PI.;

architect, A. Hill.

Bergen St., No. 835, n 8, 150' w Classon Ave.,
three-st'y frame tenement, tin roof; cost, 84,000;
owner, Edward J. Murphy, Pacific St.; architect,
W. A. Mundell; built by days' work.
Manhattan Ave., w s, 25' s Java St., three-st'y

frame store and tenement, gravel roof; cost, $4,000;
owner, Costfmer, Manhattan Ave.; architects
and builders, Randall & Miller.
North Second St., 8 B, 100' 3" w Fifth St., one-st'y

brick shop; cost, $9,000; owner, F. Haberman, 294
Pearl St., New York: architects, Thorn & Wilson;
builder, Jno. McQuald.
Grand St.. s w cor. Fifth St., four-st'y brick ware-

house and store, tin roof; cost, 820,000: owner,
Constable, Greene Ave.; architect, A. Herbert.

Mi/rtle Are., n s, 40' e Portland Ave., 2 four-st'y
brick stores and flats, tin roofs; cost, each, 813,000;
owner and builder, Jno. Gordon, on premises; archi-
tect, Robt. Dixon.

Third Ave., s w cor. Fifty-fourth St., three-st'y
frame store and dwell., tin roof; cost, $3,700; own*
er, Lawrence McKulght, Third Ave., cor. Nine-
teenth St.

Park Ave., n s, 325* e Marey Ave., three-st'y frame
store and tenement, tin roof; cost, $3.fiOO; owner,
architect and builder, Henry Locffler, 180a Stock-
ton St.

ALTERATIONS. Van Dyke St., No. 102, one-st'y
frame extension, tin roof; cost, $200; owner, Henry
Nuntz; builder, E. M. Detleffson.

Chicago.
HURCH. Grace Reformed Episcopal Church, 30' x
50', English style, pressed-brick and terra-cotta.

gables of concrete work, slate roof; cost, $3,600;
H. J. Starbuck, architect.

BANK-BOILDING. Messrs. Jaffray & Scott are archi-
tects for the slx-st'y bank-building to be built by
the Commercial Safety Deposit Company, cor. Mon-
roe and Dearborn SU. The dimensions are 90* on
Monroe, by 130'. -3 The material is St. Louis pressed-

brick and terra-ootta finish. In the basement will
be located the vaults and offices of the i ominerclal
Saleiy Drimrit < 'o. The flrst floor will be occupied
by the Commercial National Bank of Chicago, and
the other floors will lie devoled to onices, over
one hundred In number. The structure will cost
$250.00".

WAUIIMOI HE. Jaffray & Scott are architects of the
Champion l;..;ij"ki' c,,. v w;ire!iMii-e, cor. Adams and
J*ffnoo SU., in Hie WeM liivi-i'.ii. The dimen-
sions are NI' x -'m". live stories high; the cost will
be from $uo,000 to $10o,ix>.

lit n I>IM. pKltjin>. K. 11. Moiilloii. two-sfy brick
dwell., 28' x 70', Monroe St., near Leavitt St.; cost,

N .
' ;. Johnson, three-st'y basement brick flats, 22'

x I.V, 120 Sedgwi.-k St.; cost, 4.000.
H. H. Gage, thrce-st'y brick flats, 44' x 44': cost

D a).
Jno. Itelck, two-st'y basement brick flats, 20' x 60'

680 Dixon St.; cost, $4,000.
Pullman Palace Car Co., nlne-st'y basement brick

offlcee aud flat*, IW x 170', w cor. of Michigan and
Adams SU.; cost, $900,000.

J. M. Grlest, two-st'y brick dwell., 3V x 50' 3863-
3867 Lake St.; cost. $111,1100.

. fried, 2 two-st'y basement brick flats 43' x
62' 516-618 Fourteenth St.; cost, $6,000.
Frank Slnskl, two-st'y basement brick flats, 24' x

60', 690 Van Horn St.; cost, $4.000.
Peter Thompson, two-st'y basement brick flats

31' x 56' 38 Evergreen Are.; cost, $4,000.
John Rider, two-st'y brick store and dwell., 24' x

60', 3429 Auburn St.; cost, $3,000.
II., i -KB. House for Wm. Troost, Esq., Dearborn
Ave., cor. Division St., 35' x 70'; cost, $12,OtK>; J. N.
Tilt. .n. architect.
Two houses for E. U. Hosmer, Esq., Groveland

Ave., near Thirty-second St.. each 20' x 60'; cost
each, $5,000; J. N. Tllton, architect.
Two houses for R. Urelup. Esq., Groreland Ave.,

near Thirty-second St.. each, 20' x 60': cost, each
$5,000; J. N. Tllton, architect.

Cincinnati.
BUILDING PERMITS.- Miss Belle Mclntyre, two-st'yframe dwell.. Park Ave., near Vine St.; cost, J5 000

August Miller, three-st'y brick dwell., State Ave
near Gest St.; cost, $9 000.
A. McKald, three-st'y brick dwell., Third Ave

between James and Rachael Sts.; cost, $4 000
John Hater, three-sfy brick building. Belts St

between Central Ave. and John St.; cost $6 000
Wm. Buck, four-sfy stone front building, s w cor.

Me'.rain and Harrison Aves.; cost. $12,600.
Mark Levi, alteration to four-st'y brick store B e

cor. Pearl and Walnut Sts.; cost, $7,000; Chas. Crap-
sey, architect.

J. 11. Empson, 10 two-st'y brick dwells.. Linn St
near Wade St.; cost, $15,000; Wm. Wicker, builder!

1W osier & Co., four-st'y brick factory, n e cor. Bank
and Denniau Sis.; cost, $11,000.
D. Fix, three-st'y brick building, Harrison Ave

COBt, $3,WK>.
A. C. Richards, three-st'y brick dwell., Kemper

Lane, near Windsor St.; cost, 811,0"0.
Geo. Strlbley, four-st'y brick building, Fourth St.

between Main and Sycamore Sts.; cost, 83,000.
Strobridge & Co., flve-st'y brick printing-houseon Canal St., near Race St.; cost, $40,000; Samuel

Hauuaford, architect.
J. J. Ahbihl, two-sfy brick building, sw cor.

Vine and St.Clair Sts.; cost. $3,000.
Henry Jenny, two-st'y brick building, Vine St.

between St. Clair and Wayne Sts.; cost, 83,000.A. Lowhouse, three st'y brick buildine I'oular
St.. nearDalton Ave.; cost 84,000.
Clement Oskamp, four-st y stone front store. Cen-

tral Ave., between Eighth and Ninth Sts.; Henry
Bevis. architect; cost, $15,000.
A. Brnst, three-st'y brick building, Oak St., near

Buckeye St.; cost, $3.500.
Mrs. Bice, three st'y brick dwell., David St., near

Central Ave,; cost, $4,000.
Mrs. B. Hart, two st'y frame dwell., Hawthorne

Ave., near Warsaw Pike; cost, $4,500.
H. Hernlng, two-st'y brick building, Calhoun St.-

cost, $4.000.
A. Smith, two-st'y brick building, Wheeler St.;

cost, *3,000.
Miss Kate Riley, three-st'y dwell.. No. 129 Lone-

worth St.; cost, $5,000.
Twenty-six permits for repairs; cost, $26,COO.
Total permits to date, 270.
Total cost to date, $1,056,1CO.

Detroit.
BUILDING PERMITS. Jas. Anderson, brick dwell
No. 23 Spruce St.; cost, $4,900.
A. Beaton, 3 frame dwells., Fourth Ave.; cost,

59,000.

Nuppenan & Clark, brick school-house, cor. Cass
Ave. and Stimson St.; cost, $30,000; G. W. Lloyd
architect.
A. Beaton, frame dwell., No. 685 Third St.; cost,*
3,500.
H. George & Son, frame dwell., No. 17 Prentls

Ave.; cost. 83,000.
G. W. Buffum tt Co., 2 brick dwells. Charlotte

Ave., Nos. 181 and 183: cost, $6,000.
M. W. Scoville, 2 frame dwells., Fourth Ave.;

cost, 94,000.
Julius Hess, brick dwell., No. 46 Caufleld Ave

cost, $8,000.
Richard Nelson, brick shop, Plum St.; cost,

A- C. Varney. brick dwell., Second St.; cost,

Julius Hess, additions to brick brewery, Grand
River Ave.; cost, $1",000.
Robert Bird, 3 frame dwells.. Seventh St.; cost
nii"i..i.

$12000'
Weber' frame dweU'--

New York.

.FARTHEST-HOUSES. Four apartment-houses 2V x
54' each, five stories high, are to be built for Mr
Frank Seltz, on the cor. of Second Ave. and Seven-
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ty-fifth St. The fronts on Second Ave. are to b
brownstone; on Seventy-fifth St., Philadelphia fac

brick, with brownstone finish; cost, about $25,00
Mr. Jos. M. Dunn is the architect.

BANK. The competition for the Dime Savings Ban
of Brooklyn, has resulted in the appointment
Mr. J. R. Thomas, of this city, as architect.

CHUKCH. Abraham A. Andruss, President of tt

Board of Trustees of the Church f the Disciples <

Christ, has tiled plans for a new church-building 1

be erected on the north side of Fifty-sixth St., 27

w of Kighth Ave. ; estimated cost, $55,000.
TENEMK-NTS. A five-st'y brick tenement-house, th

first st'y to be used for stores, is to be built at No
3, 5 and 7 Roosevelt St., for Mr. W. D. Fulke, HIM

designs of Messrs. D & J. Jardine.

OFFICE-BUILDING. The building for Mr. Orlando J

Potter, on Park Row, is now to be proceeded will

from designs of Messrs. Starkweather & (iibbs.

BDILDIXG PERMITS. One Hundred ami Forty-tlnr
St., s 8, lOu'w Third Ave., flve-st'y brik tenemen
tin roof; cost, $12,0> 0; owner, Geo. B. Whith'eld.ll
East Seventeenth St.; architect, Jobii Rogers.
Elm St., Nos. 143 and 145, seven-st'y brick fa<

tory, tin roof; cost, $35,000; owner, Van Zand
Estate, Win. T. Van Zandt, exr., 52 University Pi.

architect, John Mclutyre.
Tenth Ace., w s, 30' n One Hundred and Sixty-fift]

St., three-st'y frame dwell, and store, tin roof; cost

$4,000; owner, Mary Clancy, Tenth Ave., near On
Hundred and Sixty-fifth St.

One Hundred and Twenty-sixth St., n s, 88' l

Fifth Ave., two-st'y brick stable, slate and tin roof

cost, $7,OiKl; owner, Lucien C. Warner, 2025 Fifth

Ave.; architect, A. B. Jennings.
Fifty-sixth St., n s, 275' w Eighth Ave., two-st'j

brick and stone church, slate and tin roof; cost

$55,000; owners, Trustees of the Church of the Dis

ciplos of Christ, A. A. Andrews, pastor, 410 Wes
Forty-third St.; architect, Chas. Mettam; builders
A. A. Andrews & Son and Christie & Dykes.

Eir/hti/-ninth St., s e, 210' e Third Ave., 4 flvo-st'y
brick tenements, tin roots; cost, each, $17,000; own
er, Philip Braender, Ave. B, cor. Eighty-fifth St.

architect, John Brandt.
East Eighty-first St., Nos. 226 and 228, five-st'y

brick tenement, tin roof; cost, $40,000; owner am
architect, same as last. -

Water St., n s, 146' w Pike Slip, one-st'y brick

boiler-house, tin roof; cost, $10,000; owner, Geo. V
Hecker, cor. Rutgers and Cherry Sts.; architects
Wm. Field & Son.
One Hundred and Twenty-eighth St., s s, 225' w

Seventh Ave., 3 four-st'y brick and stone flats, tin

roofs; cost, each, $25,001); owner, H. Muhlker, 129

West One Hundred and Fourteenth St.; architect
Wm. H. Hume; builder, not selected.

Elton Ave., w s, 75' n One Hundred and Fifty-fifth
St., three-st'y frame tenement; cost, $4,000; owner
Wm. Birss, 720 Elton Ave.; builder, not selected.

West One Hundred and T/urly-first St., No. 33

2 three-st'y and basement brownstone front dwells.!

tin roofs; cost, each, $9,000; owner, Walter S. Price,

1743 Lexington Ave.; architects, Cleverdon & Put-
zel.

One Hundred and Twenty-sixth St., s s,95'w Sixth

Ave., 4 three and four st'y brownstonefrontdwells.
tin roofs; cost, each, $17,OuO; owner, Chas. Batchelor,
177 West One H undred and Twenty-sixth St.

;
archi-

tect, M. V. B. Ferdon.
First Ave., w s, from Forty-eighth to Forty-ninth

St., 8 five-st'y brick tenements and stores, tin roofs;

cost, each, $12,000; owners, Gibliu & Taylor, 1662

Madison Ave.; architects, Babcock & McAvoy;
builder, Michael Giblin.
Eleventh Ave., s e cor. Fiftieth St., two-st'y brick

stable and office, tin roof; cost, $2,500; owners, John
H. G. Hildebrand, 410 West Fifty-first St., and
.others; architect, J. M. Forster.

Ridge St., No. 55, rear, four-st'y brick workshop,
tin roof; cost, $4,000; owner, Hugh O'Reilly, 45

West Sixteenth St.; architect, Wm. Graul.

Seventy-first St., s 8, 250' e Third Ave., two-st'y
brick stable, tin roof; cost, $4,00n; owner, Home for

the Aged of the little Sisters of the Poor, 207 East
Seventieth SI.; architect, L. J. O'Connor.

Forty-eighth St., n s, 100' e Tenth Ave., 6 five-st'y
brownstone front tenements, tin roofs; cost, each,
$13,000; owner, John Livingston, 981 Lexington
Ave.; architect, F. T. Camp.
East EigMy-fonrth St., Nos. 163 and 165, four-st'y

brick store, tin roof; cost, $10,000: owner, Robt.

Murray, 221 West One Hundred and Thirtieth St.;

architect, Geo. M. Walgrove.
Avenue A, n e cor. One Hundred and Nineteenth

St., fqur-st'y public school, tin roof; cost, $125,000;
owner, City of New York; architect, D. J. Stagg.
Seventieth St., n s, 150' w First Av., three-st'y

brick store and dwell., tin roof; cost, $7,500; owner,
Wm. M. Hagerty, 224 East Twenty-sixth St.; archi-

tect, A. Spence.
West Fiftieth St., Nos. 409 and 411, 2 five-st'y

brownstone front tenements, tin roofs; cost, each,
$12,000; owner, John Fresch, 407 West Fiftieth St.;

architect, Wm. Graul.

Eighty second St., n s, 225' e Ninth Ave., 6 four-

st'y brick dwells., tin and slate roofs; cost, each,
$11,250; owner, Mary M. Williams, 20 West Twenty-
first St.; architect, D. Lieuau; builders, B. Black-
ledge and L. N. Williams.

Eighty-third St., s s, 225' e Ninth Ave., 6 four-st'y
brick dwells., slate and tin roofs; cost, each, $11,250;
owner, architect and builders, same as last.

Sixty-first St., s s, 100' w Tenth Ave., five-st'y
brick tenement and store, tin roof; cost, $12,000;
owner, Claus Ahreus, Tenth Ave., eor. Sixty-second
St.; architect, C. F. Ridder, Jr.

Forty-first St., n s, 75' e First Ave., two-st'y brick

stable, gravel roof; cost, $3,000; lessees, G. L.
Schuyler & Co., foot East Thirty-flfth St.; architect,
Jan. E. Ware.

Kiijluh Ave., w s, One Hundred and Forty-fifth to
One Hundred and Forty-sixtli Sts., and n s One
Hundred and Forty-filth St., from Eighth to New
Aves., 15 three-st'y frame dwells., gravel roofs;
cost, each, $2,5i<0; owner, Nathan Hobart, 39 West
Twenty-sixth St.; architect, T. M. Clark.

Twenty-first St., n s, 16S' w Ninth Ave., three-st'y
brick lecture-hall, slate roof; cost, $50,000; owners,

General Theological Seminary, L. E. Hoffma
chairman of real estate committee, 426 West Twe
ty-third St.; architect, Chas. C. Haight; buildei

James Bogert and David Hepburn.
One Hundred and Fiftieth St., s s, 350' w Cour

land Ave., 2 four-st'y frame tenements, tin roof

cost, each, $5,001); owner, Franz A. Knab, 139
Third St.; architect, M. J. Garvin.
East One Httndredand Twenty-seventh St., No. 7

oue-st'y brick stable, tin roof; cost, $700; owne
George W. Martin, on premises; architect, G. Ko!

iiison; builders, Burker & Smith and C. B. Brown
West Fourteenth St.. A'os. 449, 451 alrf453, run

ning through to Fifteenth St., 2 brick factories, ti

roots; cost, total, $45,000; owners, Johnson & Lay.;

rus, Fourteenth St.. cor. Tenth Ave.; architects

Berger & Bailies; builders, M. Keid and Steele

Costigan.
South St., No. 380, one and part three st'y brie

building, tin roof; cost, $25,000; owners, K. G
Mitchell & Co., 8 West Nineteenth St.

East Fifty-sixth St., Na. 311, four-st'y brick ten
ment ami wagon-house and brick stable, tin roofs

cost, total, $18,000; owner, F. Handrich, 955 Thir
Ave.; architect, Wm. Rubles.
One Hundred and Twenty-fifth St., 8 s, 150' e Eight

Ave., two-st'y brick store and hall, tin roof; cosl

$10,000; owner, Andrew Johnston, 114 West Thirty
ninth St.; architect, G. Robinson, Jr.

West T/iirty-.ierenth St.. No. 254, five-st'y brown
stone front flat, tin roof; cost, $20,000; owner, Johi
J. Tobin 351 West Thirty-second St.; builders
Thorn & Wilson.

fifty-eighth .b
1

/., s s, 200' w First Ave. and 320'

first Ave., 6 five-st'y brownstone front flats, til

roofs; cost, each, $16,000; owners, Thos. Moore am
Bernard Wilson, 323 East Seventy-ninth St.; archi

tects, Thorn & Wikon.
Sixteenth St., n e, 100' e Seventh Ave., 6 flve-st'j

brick and stone flats, tin roofs; cost, each, $18,00'i

owner, Michael Schachtel, Jr., 101 Seventh Ave.
architect, Wm. Jose.

Tenth Are., e s, One Hundred and Sixty-third tc

One Hundred and Sixty-fourth Sts., 5 three-st';
frame dwells., slate roofs; cost, each, $5,000; owner
Martin B. Brown, 770 Lexington Ave.; architects, D
& J..Jardine.

Eightieth St., n 8, 120' e Madison Ave., 4 four-st'j
brownstone front dwells., tin roofs; cost, each
918,000; owner, Ed. Kilpatrick, 342 East Seventy
ninth St.; architects, D. & J. Jardine.

ALTERATIONS. Jiroad St., No. 61, internal altera
tions; cost, $10,000; owner, Catharine T. Kirahardt
New Brighton, S. I.

; architects, Lederly & Co.
East One Hundred and Ninth St., No. 169, three

st'y brick extension with new store front; also, roof

cost, $3,000; owner, Hugh Coogan, OD premises
builder, Arthur Arctander.
East Seventy-fifth St., Nos. 12 and 14, one-st'y

brick extension'to each house; cost, $5,000; owner
Wm. S. Maddock, 313 East One Hundred and Twen
ty-third St.; Superintendents, Maclay & Davies.

llroadway, No. 68, make sub-basement and alter
basement front; cost, $7,0011; owner, Harvey Ken
nedy, Windsor Hotel; builder, S. H. Mapes.
Third Ave., Nos. 1227 tjirf 1229, fronts altered;

also, internal alterations; cost, $5,000; owners.
Catherine M. Jones, 707 Fifth Ave., and others;
architect, Henry J. Hardenbergh.
Broadway, Nos. 1237 and 123it, three buildings to

be raised one st'y, front walls taken down and re-

built; also altered internally; cost, $4'),000; owner,
Edward F. flames, 832 Seventh Ave.; architects, J.
B. McElpatrick & Son.
Second St., N". 80, raise one-st'y [and a three-st'v

brick extension; cost, $4,000; owner, Emilia Sauer,
78 Second St.; architect, F. Bernhardt; builders,
M. Schwartz & Sons and M. Schmackenbacher &
Sons.

West Eleventh St., No. 145, raise two stories and a
five-st'y extension; rebuild front wall and internal
alterations; cost, $20,000; owner, Jas. J. Lyon, 123
West E'eventh St.

Mulberry St., No. 200. raise one st'y; cost $5,50";
owner, Methodist Book Concern, Sandford Hunt,
agent; builder, Wm. B. Whitlock.
Harrison St., No. 11, raise two and a half stories,

new flat roof; cost, $3,5i>0; owner, Delia Connelly,
30 Beach St; architect, Wm. Graul.
Eighth Ave., Nos. 645 and 647, 2 one-st'y brick ex-

tensions and internal alterations; cost, $3,500; own-
er, Samuel T. Townsend, Brooklyn; builders, John
Ruppert and John H. Many.

West Thirty-sixth St., No. 216, raise roof two feet
and a four-st'y brick extension; cost. $4,000; owner,
Thomas McGowan, on premises; builder. Smith T.
Brush.
One Hundred and Tenth St., Nos. 153 to 171, new

store fronts; cost, $4,0'>0; owner, Abraham Steers,
One Hundred and Twenty-fifth St. and Harlem
Kiver; architect, G. Robinson, Jr.
Warren St., No. 17, internal alterations; cost,

$7,500; owner, St. Peter's Church, Westehester,
Philip H. Ade, Clerk to the Vestry 31 Nassau St.:

architect, John W. Ritch.]
West Fifteenth St., No. 27, three-st'y brick exten-

sion; cost, $5,000; owners, Ellen F. Baxter and
Abbie Baker, on premises; architect, H. E. Ficken.
Sixth Ave., No. 357, internal alterations; cost

$4/00; owner, Mrs. Pell; lessee, Patrick McCann,
242 East Thirty-second St.; builder, P. J. Walsh.

Warren St., No. 19, three-st'y brick extension;
owner, St. Stephen's P. E. Church, Edwin K. Linen
Clerk to Vestry, 41 Broad St.; architect, M. C. Mer-
ritt.

Prince St., Nos. 103, 105 and 107, r^ise attic to full
st'y, new flat, roof, and a two-st'y brick extension;
also, internal alterations and new store front; cost
$2<>,000: owners, John P. Townsend, 55 East Fifty-
fourth St., and Edward Tuck, 7 East Sixty-first St:

architects, Lamb & Rich.

Philadelphia.

UILDIXG PERMITS. Kenderton St., e s, above Tioga
St., 4 two st'y dwells., 14' x 38'; Jos. S. Tomlinson
contractor.
Market St., Nos. 1020, 1022 and 1024, three flve-st'y

stores, 21' x 177'; Jas. B. Doyle, contractor.

Holly St., e s, n of Hutton St., 2 three-st'y dwells.,
16' x 45'; Louis C. Smith, contractor,

Margaret St., s s, e of Frankford Ave. T 2 three-

st'y dwells., 16' x 30'; Margaret Irwin, owner.
Baltimore Are., s s, e of Fifty-second St., one-st'y

school-building, 32' x 32'; A. G. Moseley, contractor.
Sumach St., w s, between Manayunk Ave., and

Rinhter St., three-st'y dwell., 28' x 50'; Jno. W. Gil-

ton, owner.
Reynolds St., no cor. Gardner St., three-st'y dwell.,

16' x'44'; Amos K. Crosta, contractor.

A'ater St., No. 1823, two-st'y dwell., 17' x 50'; And.
White, contractor.

Leverington Ave., w s, s of Manayunk Ave., two-

st'y dwell., 18' x 34'; J. T. Ram bo, contractor.

Leverington Ave.,8B,e of Ridge Ave., three-st'y
dwell. 22' x 48'; J. T. Rambo, contractor.

Thirh/.fimrth St.. No. 210, three-st'y dwell., 22'

x80'; W. S. Kimball, contractor.
Tenth St., s e cor. Reed St., one-st'y bake oven, 32'

x 11*'; D. M. Blyler.
Newkirk St., Nos. 1223 and 1225, 2 two-st'y dwells.,

15' x 26'; Chas. Roth, contractor.

Mayer St., s s, w of Vienna St., three-st'y dwell.,
16' x 30'; J. Graham & Son, contractors.

Spring Garden St. s s, e of Twenty-fifth St.,

fourth-s't'y add. to factory, 50' x 100'; Fiss, Barnes &
Erwin, owners.
Hancock St., e s, n of Oxford St., third ami fourth

st'y add. to factory, 27' x 95': Jas. Hood, contractor.
Martin St., n s, w of Pechin St., three-st !

y dwell.,
18' x 33'; Lewis Yourth, owner.

fifth St., e s, n of York St., three-st'y dwell., and
two-st'y stable and carriage-house, 20' x 50' and 20'

x30'.
Sharswood St., n s, between Twenty-fourth and

Twenty-fifth Sts., 43 two-st'y dwells., 15' x 38'; J. M.
Sharp, owner.
Seventeenth St., s e cor. Indiana St., third and

fourth st'y add. to factory, 20' x 44'; Jno. Adams,
owner.
Hering St., n s, between Cresson and Sharp Sts.,

2 two-st'y dwells., 17' x 34'; Wm. Dunlap, contrac-
tor.

Reese St., w s, between York and Cumberland Sts.,
11 two-st'y dwells., 14'x47'; A. T. Richards con-
tractor.

Eighth St., No. 428, three-st'y store and dwell., 15'

x 60''; Wm. E. Beetem, contractor.
Sixth St., w s, s of Moyamensing Ave., 2 two-st'y

dwells., 16' x 31'; W. J. Smith, contractor.
Rittenhouse St., n s, w of Main St., three-st'y store

and dwell., 18' x 46'; Wm. Garvin, contractor.
River Road, n of Shawmut St., three-st'y dwell.,

18' x 28'; T. M. Davis, contractor.
Filbert St., No. 915, four-st'y store, 16' x SO'; J. B.

Boyle, contractor.
Warnock St., No. 1227, tbree-st'y dwell., 17' x 49';

Thos. E. Day, contractor.
East Dauphin St., No. 613, thtee-st'y dwell., 16'

x 60'; Jno. S. Baldt & Son, contractors.
Seventeenth St.. 8 w cor. Locust St., three-st'y

dwell., 18' x 61'; Chas. D. Supplee, contractor.

Poplar St.,ss. e of Thirtieth St., 4 two-st'y dwells.,
14' x 40'; Wm. H. Bilyeu, contractor.

Or/den St., n s e of Thirtieth St., 4 two-st'y
dwells., 13' x 33'; Wm. H. Bilyeu, contractor.
Franklin St., e s, n of Columbia Ave., 4 three-st'y

dwells., 17' x 58'; Wm. H. Bilyeu, contractor.
Green Lane, u e cor. Wabah Ave., three-st'y car-

riage house, 43' x 83'; J. W. Gilton, contractor.
Auburn St., 8 s, e of Amber St., two-st'y store and

dwell., 14' x 40'; J. Hallin, owner.
South Tenth St., No. 1321, three-st'y dwell., 16'

x 40'; D. Minage, owner.
Heading ll.'K.Office, rear of, Fourth St., and Wil-

lings Alley, three-st'y brick building, 20'x50'; Read-
ing R. R. Co., owners.

Coulter St., n w s, n of Pulaski St., 8 two-st'y
dwells., 1C' x 36'; Chas. B. Williams, owner.
East Montgomery Ave., No. 1521, three-st'y dwell.,

18' x 45'; J. H. W. Chesnut, owner.

San Francisco, Cal.

UILDING PERMITS. Jackson St., cor. Webster and
Fillmore Sta., 2 two-st'y frame buildings; cost,
$7,000; F. Wittram, owner; W. P. Moore, architect;
A. Jackson, contractor.
Jackson St., cor. Buchanan St., two-st'y frame

building; cost, $6,000; A. Wolters, owner; Kenitzer
& Raun, architects; E. Farrell, contractor.

Geary St., cor. Gough St., two-st'y frame building;
cost, $7,000; Dr. Stoddard, "owner; Schmidt &
Havens, architects; Terrill & Slaven, contractors.
Sacramento St., near Fillmore St.. two-st'y frame

building; cost, $5,000; Wm. Patton, owner; Cook &
Johnston, contractors.
Brush St., cor. Webster St., two-st'y frame buiid-

ing; cost, 812,000; J. O. Van Bergen, owner; S. &
J. C. Newsom, architects; days' work.
Morton St., cor. Dupont St., three-st'y and base-

ment brick building; cost, 820,000: F. Hellwig, own-
er; Lueders, architect: Mahoney Bros., contractors.

Ellis St., cor. Polk St. and Van Ness Ave., 3 twc-
st'y frame buildings; cost, $18,000; Cpt. F. Gee,
owner; Schmidt & Havens, architects; W. M.
Fletcher, contractor.

Ridley St., cor. Guerrero and Market Sts., three-

st'y frame building; cost, $4,6m>; owner and builder,
S. n. Matthews.

Valencia St., cor. Twenty-second St., two-st'y and
basement frame building; cost, 9,000; J. SchlefE,
owner; day's work.

California St., cor. Devisadero St., one-st'y and
basement frame building; cost. S10.000; Jas. Keane,
owner; Kenitzer ami Raun, architects; Moore Bros.,
contractors.

Eddy St., near Jones St.. four-st'y frame build-

ing; cost, $12,0i;0; J. Conolly, owner; J. Oak, con-
tractor.

Fifth St., cor. King St., OIIB st'y brick buildinfr;
cost. $10,000; Standard Oil Co., owners; W. E. Ste-

vens, contractor.
Second St., cor. Folsom and Howard Sts., additions

to building; cost, $25,000; J. Wieland, owner;
J. Haff, contractor.
fourth St., cor. Berry St.. two-st'y frame build-

ing: cost, $7,000; Union Ice Co., owner; day's work.
Ridley St., near Valencia St., three-st'y frame
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TIFIIK investigation into the charges against the Supervising
J. Architect of the Treasury Department has some amusing

features, although no witnesses have as yet heen brought
to support the accusations. On the contrary, the two principal

complainants keep carefully aloof from the committee-room,
but pour their griefs into the ears of sympathizing reporters,
who promptly publish them to the world. This mode of col-

lecting evidence from two persons separately on the same sub-

ject has been the means of throwing an unexpected light upon
some of the specifications of the charges which were not quite
clear. The last item in the deposition of the former Supervis-

ing Architect, for instance, recites that the present incum-
bent had been guilty of cancelling the system of percentage on
contracts for granite-cutting, and substituting therefor specific
contracts at fraudulent rates. Most of our readers probably
recollect the evidence given some years ago in relation to

certain percentages on freestone contracts of the same kind,
from which it appeared that the lucky contractor, in order to

make his income last the longer, was in the habit of allowing
his men to play ball and amuse themselves in various ways,
charging the time thus spent to the public account, and collect-

ing fifteen per cent of the amount for his own benefit; and may
be surprised that the abrupt termination of such contracts by
the present Government Architect, on his accession, should be
attributed to him as a crime ; but the Cincinnati contracts re-

lated to freestone only, and it might have been possible that
those for granite were carried out with a scrupulous economy
which rendered any change really detrimental to the public in-

terest. Unfortunately, on this point, the testimony of the other

principal accuser shows that under the percentage system, at
least one granite contractor, not content, like his Ohio brother,
to charge the Government a round commission on the time

spent by his men in field sports, was ingenious enough to hire
a hundred or more apprentice stone-cutters at a dollar a day,
charging them to the Government at three dollars and twelve
cents each per day, and pocketing the difference, with forty-
seven cents each per day additional, as his percentage on the
cost of the labor. If the cancelling of such contracts as this

is an error in a public officer, it is to be wished that we might
have some more criminals of the same kind in stations of re-

sponsibility.

TITHE matter of the bequest of the late Levi Hale Willard,
JX for the purpose of founding an Architectural Museum in

New York, has been taken up with zeal by the architects
of that city, and a commission has already been chosen by the
New York Chapter of the American Institute of Architects to

aid in carrying out the intention of the generous donor. Of course,
some time must elapse before the gift is entirely available, and
an understanding between the commission of architects and the
Trustees of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, which is the con-
ditional legatee, is essential to the taking even of the first step,
but (here is no doubt of the goodwill of both bodies, and nothing
will need to be arranged but the details of the scheme. Un-
fortunately, one of the first details to be arranged is the very

important one of finding room to place the collection, or any
p;irt of it, when it is got together. The available space in the

present building of the Metropolitan Museum is more than

filled by other works of art. while many objects already pur-
chased remain in their cases in the cellar, for want of room to

display them. Under these circuinstanee.-. the question of ac-

commodation for a new collection of such bulky articles as an

architectural exhibit would naturally comprise is a serious one,
and it is very likely that an appeal to the public for funds to

erect an additional building will be necessary before Mr. AVil-

lard's bequest can be accepted.

WE owe an apology to two of our contemporaries for hav-

ing allowed some weeks to elapse before saying what we

might to welcome them to the field of technical litera-

ture. The Builder, published monthly by Clark W. Bryan
& Company, at Holyoke, Mass, and edited by Mr. E. C. Gard-
ner of Springfield, shows all the taste and knowledge of archi-

tectural matters which Mr. Gardner's books have displayed, set

forth in the pleasant and suggestive style which most of our
readers know so well. We should hardly wish, understanding,
as we do, the difficulties of the undertaking, to criticise min-

utely the early numbers of a technical journal, even if we
found anything to object to, but in the present instance our

malice, if we had any, would be disarmed by the intelligent,
well-bred and, at the same time, business-like character which

pervades all portions of the paper, and will, we may be sure,
continue to distinguish it as long as Mr. Gardner conducts it.

The other new-comer is the Inland Architect and Builder, pub-
lished monthly in Chicago by the Inland Publishing Company,
and containing primarily such information in regard to local

building matters as may be most acceptable to the profession in

that busy place. It is surprising to see how much matter of

this kind there is, and it is pleasant also to observe the skill

and care with which it is sifted and arranged. The editorial

paragraphs in the two numbers which have so far appeared
seem to us of unusual value and interest, and we take pleasure
in congratulating the profession in the West upon the high
character of the journal which promises to represent it.

IE City Council of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, has a'ppropri-
ated a sum of money for procuring model school-house

plans for buildings of four, eight, and fourteen rooms,
which are, after careful selection, to be adopted as standards,

according to which all future school-houses in the city are to be
built. We have not learned the particulars of the scheme, but
it certainly shows a praiseworthy desire on the part of the gov-
ernment to secure the benefit of modern architectural science
for all the children under its care, instead of a small number of

high school scholars, who generally, in our towns, enjoy a

monopoly of such professional skill as the municipality calls to

its assistance. There is, undoubtedly, a good deal of danger
that plans suited for a given site, with a certain orientation, may
not be so well adapted for a different location and distribution of
sunshine ; and the most satisfactory way would be to have the
best possible plan drawn independently for such building ; but
this might be impracticable, and we can at least be sure that a

good plan for such a structure will give, however turned around
or misplaced, a result infinitely superior to the ordinary cre-

ations of unskilful school-committees and cheap architects or
builders. We hardly comprehend, in this country, how far we
are behind all other civilized nations in the matter of school-
house architecture. While our school-house furniture is uni-

versally acknowledged to be the best, the lightest, and the most

scientifically and ingeniously adapted to promote the comfort
and health of children of any in the world, the buildings in

which we usually place it would not be tolerated for a day in

any school district in England, France, or Germany. This is

partly owing, no doubt, to the feeble hold which architecttue,
as a science, has yet secured upon our every-day life, and

partly, perhaps, to the peculiar methods of carrying out publ'c
works which the necessities of our politics are apt to impote
upon those who administer such affairs ; but there are signs,

particularly in the innovating and energetic West, of a new and
keen interest in the welfare of the younger portion of the com-

munity, and we may hope that this will ultimately lead, in

other places than Milwaukee, to the radical amelioration of the

places where children spend most of their waking hours, during
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the most susceptible period of their physical and moral lives,

and in which they receive their strongest and most lasting im-

pressions.

MR,
ADAM F. BANDELIER, the brave and learned

agent of the Archaeological Institute of America, after a

short rest, which was found necessary in order to enable

him to recover from a serious affection of the skin of the face,

brought on by freezing during one of his journeys in the In-

dian 'country, set out a short time ago, under the direction of

the Institute, to visit the wild and little-known tribes of north-

ern Mexico, among whom he hoped to find traditions and modes

of life less modified by foreign influence, and approaching more

nearly to those of primitive times, than exist at present any-

where else on the continent. After a short stay with Mr.

Gushing, at Zuni, which happened to lie in his way, he departed

a few weeks ago, apparently not without misgivings, for the

wilderness of Sonora, where, after experiences which we can

only imagine, he was taken prisoner by Indians of a tribe which

has recently risen against the Mexican government, and carried

away into the mountains. The first accounts of his capture

which were received left hardly any doubt that he, with one

white companion and one friendly Indian, were subsequently

murdered by the savages, with the tortures which Indians de-

light so much to witness, but a more recent dispatch brings the

gratifying intelligence of his escape and safe arrival at a mili-

tary post of the United States. What may have been the

details of his journey we cannot even surmise, but every one

must rejoice at his escape from the hands of the barbarians.

'7J QUESTION was propounded not long ago to the editor

f\ of La Semaine des Constructeurs, of a kind which is not
' uncommon in France, where the custom of decorating

rooms with mirrors is much more general than with us. It

seems that a certain individual bought a house containing eight

fireplaces, with mantels, each of which was surmounted by a

large mirror attached to the wall. Four of the mirrors were

secured, as is customary there, to frames of wood-work forming
a part of the furring, so as to bring the surface of the glass in

the same plane with the plastering, a moulded frame only being

placed around them, and projecting from the wall. The other

four were attached to the plastering. On taking possession of

his house he discovered that the mirrors had all been removed,
and laid claim to them, but was answered that they were merely

furniture, and as such had not been sold with the building. Noth-

ing had been said about the mirrors in the contract for the

sale of the house, and the purchaser, therefore, sought the advice

of the editor concerning his rights. The response to his inquiry
informs him that according to the Code Civil, the mirrors of an

apartment constitute a part of the building, when the frame-

work on which they are fixed forms an integral part of the

wood-work of the room ; pictures
" built in," as we say, being

regarded in the same light. With regard to mirrors placed

against the wall the law is not so clear, but the decisions of the

higher courts indicate that any objects of the kind which form

a part of the scheme of decoration of the room are to be held

as belonging to the building, even though they may be simply

placed against the plaster. In the case in question, the fact

that the paper on the walls was interrupted at the frame of

the mirrors, instead of passing behind them, showed that they
were not intended as movable ornaments, but as a part of the

permanent decoration, and as such the new owner could justly
reclaim them.

VITHE bill to incorporate the Meigs Elevated Eailroad Com-
JL pany, after passing the lower house of the Massachusetts

Legislature by a majority of nearly two to one, was re-

jected in the State Senate, which a year ago passed the same,
or a very similar bill, by a considerable majority. Several rea-

sons are mentioned for this refusal of the fifth request for in-

corporation made in that State by elevated railway companies,
but there can be little doubt that the influence of the existing

railway corporations had much to do with the defeat of the

bill, after the two houses separately had at different times pro-
nounced themselves in favor of it. It is obvious enough that,

granting the practical success of Captain Meigs's invention, the
creation of a company authorized to build railroads costing for

construction and land damages less than one-third as much as

(
those now existing would be a serious matter for the present"

corporations, and it is not strange that personal arguments of

tJie strongest kind should have been brought to bear upon such

members of the Legislature as might be amenable to the resent-

ment of those powerful bodies. Independent of the effect of

the rejection of the bill in preventing any attempt to establish

railroads on the Meigs system for public use, it appears that

under the general railroad law of Massachusetts the inventor

is, until some sort of act is passed for his relief, prohibited even

from constructing an experimental line on his own, or any
other person's land within the State. The statute expressly

says that all railroads built in Massachusetts shall be of the

standard gauge, and as a single-rail track is certainly not of

the standard gauge, it would, as it seems, be a misdemeanor to

build anything of the kind. Whether Captain Meigs and his

friends will persevere in their attempts to gain a foothold in

their own State, or carry their models and money to some more

hospitable community, is apparently not yet decided.

)IFIIE various telegraph, telephone and electric-light com-

L panics in New York have done a sensible thing in holding
a conference, at which representatives of all the companies

interested were present, by invitation, to consider the best

method of placing and maintaining underground wires for the

common benefit of all. It is evident that if electric wires are

to be placed below the surface, it will be much more economi-

cal to adopt a mode by which a conduit large enough for the

lines of all the companies can be laid at the common expense,
than to employ independent conduits, while the wires will be

more easily cared for under a comprehensive system, so that

the best efforts of the associated companies are likely to be

put forth to attain this object. No plan at present in use seems
to have met with the approval of the delegates to the meeting,
but a committee was appointed, with power to consider the sub-

ject, and adopt such measures as it might deem advisable in

furtherance of the common object. In Chicago, where, it will

be remembered, an ordinance was passed some time ago requir-

ing all corporations using electric wires to remove them from
the streets on or before May 1, the telegraph companies have

prepared for resistance, and threaten, in case their wires are

forcibly removed, as has been proposed, to close all their offices

in the city, and leave the city without telegraphic communica-
tion. There is a good deal in this threat, and the result will

probably be that the wires will remain where they are, at least

for the present.

C
JJ NEW material for brick-making has been employed re-

rj cently, in the shape of cork-dust, which is collected at the

manufactories where that material is worked into shape,
mixed with mortar of lime and clay, and moulded in the usual

manner. On drying, these cork bricks are found to possess a

resistance of nearly fifty pounds to the square inch, and are

readily put together with lime or cement into the ordinary
forms of masonry. As might be supposed, they are very light,

weighing about one-third as much as an equal bulk of water,
and are very slow conductors of heat and moisture. These

properties give them a special value in the construction of par-
titions which need to be very light, as well as sound-proof and

strong ; while their imperviousness to heat and moisture makes
them an excellent material for furring damp walls, and for lin-

ing ice-chests and beer-cellars. It seems probable that a simi-

lar concrete might be made here with saw-dust, and if it could
be furnished cheaply, it would probably soon find an extensive

application for deafening floors and partitions, casing water-

pipes, and furring brick walls. For the latter purpose it

might, we should imagine, be nearly as fire-resisting as the cem-
ent or plaster blocks now employed for the purpose in fire-

proof buildings, and would, of course, be much less costly.

CCORDING to the Builder, the recent dynamite explosion
at Westminster had some singular results ; in many cases
the most fragile objects in the rooms of the adjoining

buildings being unharmed, while massive pieces of furniture
close by were torn to pieces. In a bed-room in the Local Gov-
ernment Board Office, close to the spot where the dynamite was
placed, a heavy clothes-press was blown into small splinters,
while a toilet bottle and glass on .the mantel were uninjured.
The glass face of a clock, also on the mantel, was torn off, and
a picture hanging near vanished completely away, but a com-

panion picture hung beside it was found quite undisturbed.
Whether this difference in the effect of the explosion upon va-
rious articles is due to the character of the currents of air which
reach them seems to be quite uncertain, but the subject is wor-

thy of farther investigation.
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BUILDERS' SCAFFOLDING. XI.

FKKNCII. HOTEL 1)E V1I.I.K, KTC.

IK icaffolding for the reconstruction
of the Hotel de Ville, 1'avis, which was

destroyed by the I'aris Commune, in

Mav, 1*71. Ordered to ! rebuilt in 1873,

and is expected to be completed in July
next, is the largest (with the exception of

that for the Exhibition Ituilding of 1878)
and the most complete that has been

erected ill Paris lor some time. It formed
a quadrangle around the e\te-

rior of the building of l',*7 feet

by 427 feet, atTurdin^ a con-

tinuous working-plat form all

around the exterior of the en-

tire building, at any one level

of over 600 yards lineal. This
is independent of the scaffold-

iiiLi all around the interior quad-

rangle inclosed by the building
itself and erected at the same
time. The height of the scaf-

fold at the angle towers is 120

feet, and at the other portions
of the building the height is 90

feet. It was designed with

great care by the architects,

as is required by the building

regulations in France. The French architect is also required to design
all staging, centres, and false-works required for turning or building

vaultings, arches, etc. We have reproduced a photograph [see Itlua-

tratioits~\ giving a panoramic view of this forest of scaffold poles, as it

gives a good idea of the magnitude of this skeleton structure.

To sustain a structure of necessarily temporary character under
the imposed conditions, a considerable portion of it being 120 feet

high, which during the earlier stages of the building is fully ex-

posed unshielded to the fury of the winds, involves considerable

experience in the erection, so as to economize labor and expense
in handling heavy spars at this height without extraordinary ap-

pliances and auxiliary false-works, and also avoid danger to life

or limb during the progress of the operations. The photograph
here reproduced was taken from the roof of an adjacent building
when the walls had reached a considerable height. In some parts the

second floor is shown as in the left-hand lower corner. It is laid in

perforated-brick arches on iron joists. The plan of the main walls of

the building is well depicted in the midst of the surrounding maze of

scaffolding.
A peculiarity of scaffolding in France and in England is its erection

complete in advance of the prospective building, and the great impor-
tance with which the French State authorities properly regard scaf-

folding, and indeed all regulations which appertain to building con-

struction. The standards consist of long spars, nine inches to twelve

and even up to fourteen inches in diameter at their butts
;
the heavier

spars being put lowermost, the upper lengths gradually decreasing in

diameter. The successive lengths are spliced together with an oblique

linli'ing joint, with a tongue and groove at the upper and lower butt-

ing surfaces of each joint, and bolted together as shown in Figure 24.

INTERSECTION
or

Fig. 26. Fig. 25.

Fig. 54.

The}' are set up at regular intervals, upon sleepers into which they
arc gained. The inner tier is set some distance from the main wall,
to admit of running a continuous gangway or platform between, all

around the building, at any required interval up the height of the
wall as it progresses. The putlogs project inside the standards
towards the wall, so as to support this gangway. The outside tier

is set apart from the inner tier, say, twelve to sixteen feet, each
standard of the one tier being set perpendicularly opposite to the cor-

responding standard of the other tier. The horizontal timbers or

ledgers consist of a pair of scantlings abreast on both sides (front and
and back) of the standards, and gained-in and bolted to them, as

shown in Figure 25, above are the
putlogs.

The scantlings are, say, four

to six inches by eight to ten inches. The outside tier of standards is

braced longitudinally in that portion lying between the pavilions and

the central facade, in alternate diagonal-, and reaching to the third

ledger above; i. i:, they extend upward* over three successive hori-

/ontal intervals Ix-tween ledgers. The portions op|>ositc the centre

and the pavilions have double diagonal or eross-braciii'j;, some of the

tiers of this bracing intersecting at a ledi'er, all licing gained-in be-

tween the ledgers, where they intersect them, and all lirmly bolted to-

gether, as -liMWii iii Figure -JO. The feet and heads of the braces are

gained into the standards at a ledger, and all boiled together, as

shown in the figure, in which the ends of the pullo-.'-
an- shown in

petition.
Figure 25 is a cross-section of Figure '21. All the outside longi-

tinlinal bracing-panels correspond in height in Initli the single and
double bracing. The brace spars are lighter than the standards.

Itaking tran-verse shores, rcachin<: to about one-third of the height of

the standards, are gained and Ixilled to the oiit-ide tier, the feet of the

shores Ix-ing properly secured against sole-pieces. The Inwer tier- of

putlogs, which consist of pairs of scantlings abreast, of alioiit three

inches by six or eight inches, are gained and lioltcd to both the in-ide

and outside tiers of standards, and also to the raking shores. They
project beyond the inside tier of standards towards the wall, for the

pnr|Mise of supporting the platform or gangway. Where, necessary

they are ^ussef-braced, as shown in Figure 27.

Figf 27.

The longitudinal bracing of the inside tier of standards is shown
in Figure 28 ; it is after the manner of the gusset system of bracing

the pieces butt together obliquely at the top between, and bolted

to the ledger pair of scantlings. At the pavilions the bracing is

similar to t he single bracing of the outside tier, with counterbraces in

some of the upper tiers of panels.
Transverse bracing between the outside and inside tiers of stand-

ards is similar to that of the inside tier of standards of the gusset sys-

Fig. 28.

tern, the pieces gained and butting obliquely together between the pair
of scantlings composing the putlogs. Figure 29 shows these two
kinds of bracing in perspective. It is a portion of the scaffolding be-

longing to a public building erected in Paris some years ago. The
pavilions have flying or

jack
standards introduced at the top between

the main standards. They are footed upon the intersection of the

upper tier of main diagonal braces.

At the pavilion where the line of the facade recedes, the returns of
the scaffolding around the re-entering angles are doubled in width.
The return ledgers continue through both widths of scaffolding, as
well as along the intervening return side, i. e., through the end of the

part of the scaffolding in advance, as well as that portion which re-

treats behind it in the same main facade. This arrangement reinforces
the stability by the double breadth of bracing at these points, i. e., the
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longitudinal bracing of the return portions, all combining to make a

in order tnat tne standards may be at regular intervals along .

centre of the east and west facades, and yet
not obstruct the ap-

proaches to the quadrangle through the large arched carna.

the standard which would come opposite to the centre

is made a Hying standard resting on the

interaction of the diagonal braces, which

occurs at a lower ledger, in a similar

manner to the jack standards at the top

of the scaffold above described.

The scaffold on a portion of the north

facade, where there is a lower or cur-

tain wall, is formed of a single tier of

standards corresponding to the inner

standards of the double tier. Figure

29 is a specimen of this method of con-

struction, and shows the combination

Fig. 29.

of the parts distinctly. It will be observed that the bracketed putr

logs, each composed of a pair of scantlings, embrace the stand-

ards, and also the transverse raking shores there shown, and the
heads of the diagonal bracket-pieces are gained and bolted be-

tween the ends of the putlogs which support the platform or

gangway. These act as struts, whereas the long braces at the
other end of the putlogs act as ties. It usually extends from the
next lower ledger, the lowest tie extending from foot of standard.
Sometimes this latter brace does not quite extend to the putlog,
but is bolted to the raking shore just below it, and acts as a stay to

the shore. The alternate standards are shored longitudinally both

ways by long braces extending to the foot of the intermediate stand-

ards, and to a higher point on the alternate standard than the trans-

verse shore reaches
; they are bolted to all intersecting ledgers. Aux-

iliary bracing is introduced from the intersection of the main longitu-
dinal shore with a lower ledger, and extends as high on the interme-
diate standard as does the main brace on the alternate standard.
The standards and transverse shores are footed upon the same

transverse sole-pieces. Ledgers or longitudinal ties connect the stand-
ards together at certain intervals in the height, where gangways are
laid on the bracketed putlogs. Tliis description of scaffolding is only
intended for light work, as the design is not suited to carry heavy
stones.

A temporary inside pole-scaffolding is also shown, on which the
ends of transverse planks may rest. Ladders are fixed to the scaf-

folding between the permanent gangways.
Stationary hoists or sapines are distributed at several points around

the facades at the Hotel de Ville, and reach considerably higher than
the scaffolding, to allow room for tackle-hooks, counterweights, slings
for blocks of stone, crate or basket suspension-chains, etc. They con-
sist of four corner spars of rather heavier scantlings than the scaffold

standards, and also four interior standards, so placed that the work-
men's stairs occupy the larger central space the two smaller spaces,
one on each side, being occupied by the successive landings between
the flights. The whole assemblage of standards is tied together all

around at successive heights by double ledgers and putlogs abreast,
all gained and bolted to the standards as in the scaffolding. The
stairs are formed of cut plank strings and plank steps ; along the sides

of the stairs are the hoisting arrangements for raising the materials.

The same arrangements of flying-standards
above described are m-

troduced at top to support a bean, or girder, which carries the hoist-

in-Mackl... There is a winch or crab attachment for hand-power. H
the hoisth," is worked by steam-power there is a belt-and-pulley attach-

ment which is driven from line shafting, worked by a donkey-engine.

For the larger class of tenement buildings the sapine

shown in Figure 29 is usually employed. It is con-

structed of six standards, in two tiers, longitudinally, of

three in each. It is cross-braced diagonally in each bay,

all around the structure. The ledgers and putlogs are

bracketed outside of the outline, on which is formed a

plank <ran<nvay with hand-rail, to afford facilities for

moving plank across the hoist, under blocks of stone or

crate* of brick, mortar, etc., as they are hoisted up to

the required height for distribution to the masons. I wo

or more hoist tackles are intended to be in operation side

by side at the same time by means of steam-power.

For smaller tenement-houses the sapine consists of four

standards similarly cross-braced all round in successive

panels or stages. The surrounding plank gangways are

omitted in the smaller class.

As Paris fa9ades are principally built of solid ashlar,

of the full thickness of the wall without any rubble or

brick backing, a large quantity of heavy blocks of cut

stone have to be hoisted to the required heights. The

blocks of stone are usually caught in slings made of an

assemblage of soft cords. The stone blocks or baskets

are hoisted a few feet above the point of landing, heavy

planks are then laid across the sapine, underneath, and

the stone, etc., lowered upon them, and it is then moved

on rollers along .the gangway or upon planks laid upon
the wall to the point where it is to be set in the wall.

Temporary ledgers are lashed across the sapine at

heights corresponding to the advancing of the wall, and

there support the cross-planks above alluded to.

This is a tedious and clumsy process and seems un-

worthy" of a large metropolitan city like Paris, and why
the French mechanics are content to continue it is

_^ unaccountable. It is much behind the American or
"'"

English derrick, and the Scotch " Gabbert
"
crane is in

advance of both, and has much to recommend it, and
'

it seems a wonder that it is not adopted in its entirety
-

by the enterprising contractors of this country. It is

A,being gradually introduced into the north of England.
:- Theprincipal derrick-crane works in Scotland are at

-Glasgow; there are also two firms in Leeds, England,

who make these cranes both for' steam and hand power.

Figures 30 and 31 show a form of adjustable chain-

stays^alluded to in the October number on p. 170) which

is used in Paris, in a few instances, to fasten the ledger to

the standard, instead of the usual rope lashings, also

described in the same page. The screw-stud is held

against the standard on the outside, so that the chain

attached to it 'shall be in level range with the upper edge of the ledger.

The chain is fastened to the collar by means of a ring or eye in a lug

in one side of the collar, and on the other side of it to a hook, whereby
the hook can enter a link of a suitable length of chain, and then be

tightened by the screw raising the collar farther from the standard.

For the purpose of raising into position in the scaffold the large

spars of which it is composed, and
afterwards^ removing them, a mast-

and-gaff arrangement (chevre a chereret/e, systeme Gerbald), sometimes

called the Devonport derrick in England, to which a winch is at-

tached, is usually adopted. The mast

is held in position by guys or back-stays
in different directions. The gaff has a

half-circle jaw which embraces the mast,

a rope passing from the throat to the

top of the mast. The top of the gaff,

which is sometimes slightly inclined

Fig. 30, Fig. 31.

upwards, is held by a stay to the top of the mast. Swing-guys are

also attached to the end of the gaff for the purpose of swinging it

round the mast to lift or lower the spar in convenient positions.

The hoisting-rope is suspended from the projecting end of the gaff,

the fall passing through a block hooked to the throat.

Sometimes a shear-pole derrick is employed, with a winch attachment.

The poles or legs are pinned together with a number of shouldered

rails let into mortises in the legs, the ends being fastened with wcol

pins ;
the feet of the legs are tenoned into horizontal sole-pieces. A
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block-and-tackle, the fall of whieh is fastened to the barrel of the

winch, is made- last to the head of the derrick or cherm'tlr, the lower
block being hooked to a grommrl 1

,
which encircles the spar above the

middle point, so that it will swing nearly vertical when raised by the

winch, (iuv.s or baek-stays run through blocks at the top of the der-

rick fur tile purpose of changing its inclination.

BUILDING SUPERINTENDENCE. XX I X.

TE can now draw our definitive

plans of the several stories, the

horizontal section of the exterior

walls being determined. Figure 190
shows the plan of the first story, and

Figure 191 of the second story. The
walls in the first story are substantially
the same as those of the basement, so

that a plan of the latter is not neces-

sary, and we may lay out the founda-

tion at once, as shown in Figure 192.

In this it will be observed that each of

the interior walls, and the plainer por-
tions of the exterior walls, are provided
with continuous foundations, but that

the masonry is interrupted between the

piers which support the buttresses

above, although in elevation this space
is occupied by a wall, which fills the

area around and under the windows.
One may naturally ask why this curtain

wall, light as it is, should be deprived
of a foundation, and it would be more usual, in fact, to lay footings
for this portion of the masonry, as well as the rest. Nevertheless,
an attentive study of the conditions will, we think, show that it is,

under the circumstances, wiser to support this portion of the build-

ing upon isolated piers, than to build for it a continuous footing,
which must be very unequally loaded. A rapid computation of the

weight of the piers, as compared with that of the wall between them,
will show that the former, which are approximately 1 X 3^ feet in

(flHi
I

Fig. 190.

section, and about 68 feet in height from the level of the basement
floor, 8 feet below the curb, to the eaves, contain each about 378
cubic feet of masonry, weighing, at 112 pounds to the cubic foot,
42336 pounds, to this being added the weight of the curtain walls

around the second-story windows, which, as we remember, are sup-
ported entirely from the main piers, by segmental arches sprung be-

tween them, and weigh, for the portion resting on each pier, about
23000 pounds. Besides this, the roof-trusses, which bear wholly upon
the piers, bring on each an additional load, as we have seen, of 22320

pounds ; while the weight of the second-story floor, although framed
with beams at short distances apart, is also brought by the segmental
arches just beneath it entirely on the piers, adding to the load on

each the weight of
12 * 3 =180 square feet of flooring, equivalent,

with its ordinary extraneous burden, to about 18000 pounds. The

Fig. 191.

weight of the first story and basement floors would be divided be-
tween the piers and the curtain wall in a proportion which can hardly
be estimated exactly, but about one-half of it would probably come
on the piers, making, for two floors, an additional load of 18000

1 In this case a grommet is a single loop or ring of rope of suitable length to
double flat around the epar, one double end of the flat loop serving as an eye for
t he other double eud to run through, and hook to the hoist-rope.

|>oiinds.
Adding these together, we find the total pressure at the

level of the basement floor upon the substructure of the piers to be
123656 pounds. Dividing this by the sectional area of the piers at

that point, which is ,">t square feet, gives 2'2483 pounds as the pres-
sure per square foot.

On the foundation wall between the piers we shall have the weight
of 18000 pounds of flooring in first story and basement, with that of

the wall as high as the second-story floor; everything above resting

wholly on the piers. The openings for- windows occupy most of the

area, but we have left about 300 cubic feet of masonry, weighing

I I I

Fig. 192.

33COO pounds; the whole pressing upon the substructure of that por-
tion of the building, whose sectional area below the basement win-

dows is 10$ X li 13 square feet, with a force amounting to 3820

pounds per square foot.

This calculation discloses a very great difference in the intensity
of the pressure on the foundation under the piers, and that of the

wall between them, and as the masonry of rough stone extends below
the basement floor seven feet to the tops of the piles, we have just
reason to fear that the compression of the joints in this masonry be-

neath the piers would be so much greater than in the intermediate

portion, subjected to a load hardly one-sixth as great, as to cause
some dislocation between the two parts of the stone-work, which
would probably show itself above ground by fractures in the sills of

the basement and first story windows, as well as by the opening of

seams in the angles between the buttresses and the curtain wall.

If the ground were very soft, so as to make it unsafe to increase

the load upon any part of it beyond a limited amount per square
foot, it might be best to equalize the pressure by spreading the

footings of the piers until the weight upon them was distributed

over so large a surface as to make the pressure upon each foot of

this surface equal to that on the footings of the curtain-wall, but it

would take a great deal of stone to spread the base of the foundation
to the requisite extent, and we, who can count in the present case

upon a pile foundation of tolerable resistance, shall do best to aban-
don the idea of a separate foundation for the curtain walls, and ar-

range to support the whole, by means of arches turned just beneath
the basement Hoor, solely upon the footings of the piers.

Although the pressure upon these will be increased by so doing,
we can easily provide piles enough to sustain it all, and the cur-

tain-walls, being now entirely dependent upon the piers, will settle

with them as the joints are compressed under the weight of the

superstructure, instead of being torn away from them by the reaction
of the less strongly weighted stone-work upon which they themselves
rest.

Further consideration convincing us that this is the best, as well

as most economical method of construction, we have only to indicate

the underground arches which we propose, as shown in Figure 193,

__ xthv.it. xJMautf- _
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the resistance of the hard-pan to which the pile? are to be driven by

actual trial, and will therefore lay out the piling-plan for the plain

walls, and begin work.

Although the ground is softer than we could wish, the piles bring

up generally in a stratum which allows them to sink only 2 to 3

inches at the last blow of a hammer weighing IfiOO pounds, and fall-

ing 15 feet. This, by Sanders's formula, indicates a safe resistance

for each pile, in the worst cases, of is

3
* ' = 12000 pounds, or six

tons. We will therefore assume this as the load to be assigned to

the piles under the piers, and will draw the plan accordingly, re-

membering that it will be necessary to watch the driving closely, so

that if a soft spot should be met with, in which the piles should sink

more than three inches under such a blow, additional piles can be

at once staked out and driven, sufficient in number to divide the

total pressure into portions small enough to come within the limit of

their safe resistance, as found by a new calculation.

Down to the basement floor, the sum of all the weights borne by
each pier is 175256 pounds, which would just be sustained by fifteen

piles, driven to a bottom as hard as that which we have already
found. We must not, however, forget that a considerable cube of

masonry will intervene between the top of the piles and the base-

ment floor, whose weight must be taken into account. The distance

between these two points is seven feet, and six feet, at least, of this

must be of heavy stone masonry. The remaining foot may be of

brick, like the superstructure. Supposing, simply for calculation,

that one extra pile would be sufficient to carry the additional weight
of the foundation, we should have under each pier a group of sixteen

piles. These are always most advantageously arranged in pairs,
so that the stones which rest upon them, the "

cappers,
"
as they are

called, may each cover two piles, and no more. Jt is also desirable,
for the sake of saving stone, to place the piles as near together as

they can be driven without forcing each other aside, or unduly dis-

turbing the bed, and the minimum distance for this purpose being
two feet from centre to centre, in such ground as that with which
we have to deal, the natural disposition of our sixteen piles will be

in the form of a square, measuring 6 feet on each side, from the cen-

tres of the piles. In order to cover these entirely with the capping
stones, it will be necessary, as the head of the piles is from 10 to 12

inches in diameter, to make the first course 7 feet square. The sec-

ond course, in order that the weight may not be thrown too much
on the inner part of the capping stones, should be 5 feet square.
The third course may be 3 feet by 4, and the fourth course the

eame. Each course will be about 18 inches high, and the whole
amount of stone-work will be 147 cubic feet, weighing, at 125 pounds
per cubic foot, 18375 pounds. The extra foot of brickwork between
the top of the stone foundation and the basement floor will weigh
622 pounds. Adding all the weights together, we shall arrive at a
total of 175256-|-18375-(-622=194253 pounds, or 97 tons, to be

supported by 16 piles, giving a load of 6^ tons each.
If the bottom under the piers should be found as firm as where we

are now driving, the piles sinking not more than three inches, and

generally less, at the last blow, with a 1600-pound hammer and 15-

foot fall, we should be quite safe in adopting this arrangement, and
we will stake out the piles under the piers accordingly, leaving,
however, some person to watch the driving, with strict injunctions
to mark on the piling-plan, of which he has a tracing, the actual

sinking at the last blow of every pile, with the height of the fall;
while we inspect the timber delivered on the ground, and observe
the operations of cutting off the heads of the piles and laying the
first course of stone, both of which are already in progress at one
corner of the building.
The piles on the ground are straight spruce sticks, with the bark

on, varying from 30 to 40 feet long. Here and there is visible a
crooked specimen, or one the heart of which is evidently rotten, and
we mark all such for rejection. The driving of the first piles has
shown that the comparatively firm stratum upon which they must
rest is about 31 feet below the surface, and men are engaged in cut-

ting off the small ends of the longer piles to bring them to this di-
mension. It is important not to penetrate through the bearing stra-

tum, as the ground is shown, by driving a long experimental pile, to

grow soft again immediately below
;
all that is necessary or safe is

to continue the blows of the hammer until the firmer ground is

reached, which will be shown by the diminished penetration of the

pile at each impact, giving then only one or two additional blows
to settle it into its bed.

There is some danger that the workmen may surreptitiously en-
deavor to save trouble for themselves, and money for their employ-
ers, either by driving the pile only a portion of the required distance,
and then cutting it off, or by putting in shorter, and therefore
cheaper timbers. Either of these frauds will probably be followed,
sooner or later, by serious consequences, and the only way to guard
against them effectually is to witness in person, or by an "intelligent

deputy, the driving of every pile. We are somewhat in doubt
whether it may not be necessary to send away all the 30-foot piles,
of which there are several on the ground, for the reason that al-

though they would be long enough to reach from the hard stratum
to the water-line, they lack about two feet of the length necessary to
extend from the hard bearing to the present bottom of the excavation
where the machine stands. This, for convenience in working is not
dug down to the water-level, and there is danger that the short piles
may be simply driven to the head in the ground and left there, with

their feet still some distance from the stratum on which they ought

to rest; but in consideration of the promise of the contractor to

brino no more of the same kind, we consent to have them driven in

our presence, each one, after driving to the head, being sunk farther

by means of a follower,
" or short p.ece placed on top of it, until

bearin" stratum is reached. When the trenches are excavated to the

water-line, which will be done as soon as the machine is out of the

way, the followers will be dug out, and the piles under them will then

be as useful as any. .

The operation of digging out the piles is already in progress in

another place. The level of the water-line, or rather, of the point

at a certain distance below the average water-hue where we have

directed the piles to be cut off, is fixed with reference to a mark on

the side of the excavation, and a steam-pump is at work to keep the

trenches clear of water until the earth has been removed to a proper

depth, the heads of the piles cut off at a uniform level, and the cap-

pin-stones laid. Two men, with a cross-cut saw held between them,

arebendin<* over in the mud, sawing off the lop of a pile, which an-

other man holds to prevent it from falling upon them. Observing

them from a distance, we notice that in order to relieve their backs

as far as possible from the fatigue of stooping,' as well as to keep

their knuckles out of the earth and water, they hold the saw very

much bent, so that it makes a concave, instead of a level cut across

the head. As we approach, the head of the pile, just severed, is

purposelv tumbled over their work, and the men begin another cut,

this time with the saw held straight between them. Looking about

the trench, we notice that one-third or more of the piles already cut

off exhibit the concavity due to the bending of the saw, while others

have an oblique head, and a few are cut an inch or two higher than

their neighbors. Any of these defects may compromise the safety

of the buTlding, cither through the crushing of the edge of a concave

cuttino- under the weight of the superstructure, or the tilting of a

capping-stone supported at one end on a pile cut obliquely or out of

level
;
and calling the attention of the men, we point out the defect-

ive work, and direct them to recut the piles properly on the spot,

waiting to see our orders obeyed.
While thus engaged we have leisure to watch the stone-laying just

beyond. The adjustment of a roughly-split stone upon the heads of

two piles, so that it may have no tendency to rock or move in any

way under the great and varying pressure which will be placed

upon it, is a difficult matter, and the work should be sharply looked

after. The usual way is to place the stone in position, and then

wedge up with stone or even wooden chips between it and the head

of the pile, until it ceases to move when shaken; but this mode is

open to many objections. Wooden chips are of course inadmis-

sible, since they crush immediately under a strain, and stone "
pin-

ners "are liable to be broken or dislodged, leaving the block which

they were intended to sustain in a condition of dangerous instabil-

ity. The best, although the most troublesome method of capping, is

to select only the stones with comparatively flat beds, and lay them

on the heads of the piles, shifting them about, before they are de-

tached from the derrick, until they rest immovable. They will then

need no pinning or wedging, and can be depended upon to sustain

without moving the load which is to be placed upon them. If wedg-

ing should be found absolutely necessary, as may sometimes happen,
the stones used to pin up with should be well-shaped, strong, and

securely placed upon the head of the pile, so as to be in no danger
of shaking out or crumbling. With the same object of avoiding all

tendency on the part of the capping-stones to rock under the load,

no stone should rest upon more than three piles, unless both it and

the heads of the piles have been dressed to a perfectly plane surface,

and with rough stones it is not easy to get a good bearing even on

three piles at once.

After explaining our ideas on these points to the foreman of the

stone-layers, whose opinion coincides with our own, we return to the

front wall, where the pile-driving machine has arrived before us, and

are troubled to find that the ground appears softer there than under

the other portions of the structure. As we approach the row of iso-

lated piers forming the middle of the front, the piles sink under the

last blow of the hammer from three to four inches, instead of two
and one-half or three inches, showing that a variation has taken

place in the texture of the clay stratum upon which they rest. A
trial pile driven by means of a follower to a depth of 40 feet sinks

at that distance more rapidly than ever, and we are forced to the

conclusion that the bottom at 31 feet, although poor enough, is the

best to be had. A simple calculation is, however, sufficient to show
that it is unsafe to trust the weight of the piers upon it without add-

ing to the number of piles under them, and thus diminishing the

oooo oooo
Fig. 194.

load upon each point of support. Supposing the sinking of each

pile at the last blow, under the actual conditions, to be four inches,
the weight which it could be relied upon to sustain safely would be
4 tons, and the number needed to support the load of 194253 pounds,
which was previously calculated as the weight on each piir, would
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be 22, allowing for the slight additional weight of stone required to

cover the more extended base.

The ground is, however, hardly so soft as this, the average being
about 3^ inches sinking at the last lilow, and we shall lie safe in

changing our plan, and staking out 20 instead of 10 piles under each

pier, as shown in Figure 191, remembering that if the ground should

grow still worse it will be necessary to add to the number by driving
extra rows on each side. Happily, this does not prove to be the

case, and we are able, when the driving is over, to rest assured that

whatever el.-e may befall our building, the failure of the piles is not

to be feared.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.

COMPETITIVE DE8IGN FOB A $3,000-HOU6K SUBMITTED BY " Vlf."

SHOULD any of our non-professional readers desire to build accord-

ing t<> tbis ill-sign, we trust he will do the author the simple jus-
tice of putting the work into his hands. We shall always be pleased
to put client and author into communication with each other.

For a criticism of this design, see the following article.

EMMANUEL CHURCH, Mill r.fKXK FALLS, MASS. MESSRS. VAN
BRUNT & HOWE, ARCHITECTS, BOSTON, MASS.

HOUSE FOR J. HARRIS, ESQ., NEW ORLEANS, LA. MR. H. WOLTKRS,
ARCHITECT, LOUISVILLE, KY.

VIEW OF PARIS SHOWING THE SCAFFOLDING OF THE NEW HOTEL
DE VILLE.

SEE article on " Builders' Scaffolding
"
elsewhere in this issue.

FIllKI'LACE IN THE LIBRARY OF LUTHER DOCK, ESQ., PHILADEL-

PHIA, PA. MESSRS. 1IAZLEHURST A HUCKEL, ARCHITECTS,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Q
bricks

THE LATE AMERICAN ARCHITECT COMPETITION.
REPORT OF THE JURY. IV.

UID iVf/JVC" may live in

some happy land where
and mortar, stone and

concrete, are to be had for the

asking, otherwise at the first

appearance his four chimneys,
and his continuous foundation-
walls under all partitions, where

piers would have sufficed, would
make a sum total which would
not allow him to build upon his

generous plan. Besides his din-

ing-room and parlor he has a li-

brary, anil has permitted him-
self the luxury of many breaks
in the outline of his house. The
general plan, however, is well-

disposed, the chief defect lying
in a door from the kitchen oixm-

ing directly into the main hall.

This could have been avoided, as well as an unnecessary projecting
angle in the hall, by starting the stairs differently, and

letting
this

door to the kitchen open under the upper portion of them. Thus a

lobby would have been formed to check the cooking odors. The
charnlxjrs, four in numltcr, arc well arranged, but the absence of an
attic sacrifices one of them to the servant. Greater experience would
have shown " Quid nunc "

that for the cost of his numerous dormers
he might, with a simpler roof, have gained a fair attic chamber. While
the plans show careful study and thought, the exterior and the draw-

ings show inexperience and lack of simplicity. A multiplicity of in-

significant features leaves no rest for the eye. In like manner the

drawings lack firmness and breadth of handling."
Quoin

"
suffers the penalty of not presenting an excellent desi<ni

as brilliantly as several of his competitors who have substantially the
same scheme. His plan is one of the most popular types convenient
and economical. The exterior, by clever drawing', might have been
made more interesting, but as it is, it represents a plain, comfortable

cottage, such as would commend itself readily to the average house-

seeker, but with no claim to any distinction above its neighbors. In
this latter requirement lay the chief difficulty of the programme." Quoin

"
can, however, certainly claim to have presented a cottage

which would find ready sale, for its expense would cover all the ac-
commodations demanded. It may be added that the detail-sheet is

unusually good.
" Vie

"
[See Illustrations] has much the same plan as the preceding,

but with the advantage of having a vestibule, and a fireplace in the din-

ing-room. The exterior, too, is drawn with more grace and spirit, and
in design is a trifle less commonplace.

" Vie
"
has kept his estimate with-

in the $3,000, but to make the house such as it should be he should add
to his items plumbing for one bath-room, which he has omitted.
Whereas " Quoin

" had the courage to insist on six per cent for the
architect's commission, none too much if the house is to be any bet-

ter than its average neighbors,
" Vie claims only three and one-half

per cent. lint all considered this house could IK' made complete and

keep within a fair limit. It may be said here that in consideration of the

wcirdim: of the proi'ramme the jury have considered that the outside

limit of co-l should be $3,500, (hie allowance, being made to thn-e

keeping' nearest to the 83,000.
" Vie

" draws well, and has uiadi -a

pretty \iew of the interior of the -illin^-room.
' /turns

"
has a lung, narrow plan longer than is neeessan , since

he has a bedroom down-stairs, In-siiles tour oij the floor alxive. and
room for another in the attic. In the place of this groiind-lloor bed-

room, o|KMiing with folding-diHirs into tin- parlor, most of his eoni]x-ti-
tors with a similar plan have wisely put the dining-ronm, thus getting
3 more eotnpaet plan. The second Hour is well-arranged, except the

bath-room, which, coining over the large rooms Ix-low, is provided
with no op|Mirtnnity to have pipes properly carried down. The de-i^ii
of the exterior is thoughtfully treated, and leaves little opening for

criticism, though a less formal and labored perspective would have
shown it to better advantage. If the detail-sheet shows nothing
novel, it gives no cause for otlCnse.

" Domus "
(No. 2) is evidently one of the most practised designers

in the competition, his elevation being one of the must architectural in

treatment. Note the clever way in which his gable, with its half-tim-

bering, is combined with the large window. The rough-cast, also, is

well managed. There is one serious defect, however, in the roof,
which has a dangerous valley. This fault is the more to be regretted
in that the plan entitles " Datum "

to one of the first places in the

com]K-titioii. Both above and below economy and coin i-nienn- liud

every requirement fulfilled. Wittingly or unwittingly, the author has

adopted a device very like a fraud. On his plan a bath-rooin is

shown, with water-closet and bath-tub drawn out; to be sure,
" unfin-

ished
"

is printed across it, but that is not enough to warn one that the

plumbing is practically left out of the estimate, which should include
the pantry-sink and a ho]>]M-r water-closet shown. A perusal of the
items of cost shows that $18.50 is all that has been counted upon
for the generous amount of plumbing shown on the plans. The fur-
nace might have been left for the owner to furnish, but it is more
than misleading to leave out the plumbing in an architect's formal
estimate of the cost of a building. The item for painting is quite in-

adequate, in spite of the well-known name of the painter offered as

guaranty.
" Suburban "

shows the worst of vernacular designs. An embryo
carpenter could not do worse

;
but the vulgar details and

clumsy touch
have an honest sincerity about them which promises well. Let
" Suburban "

study good examples by trained designers, and let him
examine patiently good drawings, and he will surely improve, for his

plan shows intelligence, and all practical difficulties are well met and
mastered.
No contrast to the preceding design could be greater than that

which " Qu'en" offers us. Self-conscious and affected, full of clever
conceits which are pushed into mannerisms, this competitor's remark-
able facility is his stumbling-block. While nothing could be more
charming than his design, if considered as the plaything of a wealthy
owner, on the other hand it is utterly unsuitcd for our purpose, while
the one or two servants of the modest establishment proposed could
never give the constant care necessary to keep clean the numberless
little panes indicated, and these themselves and their curving sashes
and cornices are costly luxuries. Again, the charming hall, occupying
two stories, is far beyond our straightened means

; so is the pretty
carving which is nonchalantly scattered through the design. In spite
of any relief such joyous extravagance may have been to the jury-
after the plain, economical schemes presented, this design is evidently
not a solution of the programme. The plan is clever and full of deco-
rative points, without sacrificing comfort, but it is also ingeniouslv ex-

pensive. The fireplace of the hall crowds upon the door incon-

veniently. The drawings are brilliantly rendered^
" As You Like It

"
has a very economical plan as far as its area is

concerned, but in putting his kitchen in the cellar, and making his
first story of brick, his expenses in reality will push hard upon our widest
limits of cost. Drawing-room and dining-room can be thrown into one
spacious suite, giving an appearance of generous size, in spite of the
careful economy shown elsewhere. The bedroom story is simply ar-

ranged, with two large and one small chamber. In the attic there is

space for several rooms. The perspective shows a straightforward el-
evation with a gambrel, which, if not quite satisfactory, is better than
most attempts to use this kind of roof. The judicious simplicity which
the author shows throughout his design makes the jury especially regret
that it arrived after the prescribed time, and was therefore put horn
de concours.

Shakespeare does not bring luck, it would seem, for another com-
petitor,

"
Twelfth Night," also conies to us marked " H. C.," as being

received too late. This design is, however, by no means as good as
the preceding one. The hall is too large, and its fireplace a luxury
beyond our means. The parlor and dining-room, with the chambers
above, are of unwarranted size

; otherwise the plan is good. The
same faults do not apply to the elevation, which is as economical as

possible, and with some good points. The chief merit in this design,
however, lies in the details, the view of the hall and stairs having very
attractive features. Note the panels of the fireplaces.

Ambition has carried "
T-square

"
away, but is also the chief

merit of his design. In the first place, he has laid out too ambi-
tious a scheme. Without entering into a discussion of his own or
his builder's estimate, it is not probable that such a house could be
built with its plumbing in the neighborhood of any city. He has a
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hall much larger than is needed, and five rooms not including bath-
room besides several attic rooms. The question of the cost of the
house aside, the plan is good, and worked out with commendable
care. His china-closet, however, would be such an ill-lighted 'affair

as few housekeepers would tolerate. The exterior is as ambitious as
the plan, but, though considerably broken up, is kept well massed.
Morn pains than skill is revealed by the drawings, but we are willing
to rank for future results the former quality as the most valuable.

( To be continued.)

THE $3,000-HOUSE COMPETITION. X.

SPECIFICATIONS IS BRIEF SUBMITTED BY " Vie."

'It

HE house is to be located in

a country village, a few
miles distant from the city
where the proprietor ha's

his business. It stands upon
high ground, and upon a sandy
subsoil. The style of build-

ing adopted is that of the old
Connecticut farm-house, both
on account of surroundings,
and because the extreme plain-
ness of the exterior finish will
admit of a little more gener-
ous expenditure on inside com-
forts. Enough money has
been estimated for labor to

permit a strong and thorough
construction throughout, and
this is demanded.

MASON WORK.
Excavation: Mason to save top soil and to do all necessary grading

about the building with same. Excavations to extend 8" beyond the line of
outside of stone wall. The stone walls for foundation to be well built in
mortar of two parts cement to one of lime; to be thoroughly bonded; stones
to belaid on their broadest beds; outside of wall to be as well built as in-
side, and to be carefully pointed.

Wall to be 18" thick.
Bricks to be good merchantable, and for piers and chimney-tops, to be laid

in cement-mortar. Chimney flues to be smoothly pargetted.
Plastering: 'the plastering in first story to be the best three-coat work;

in second-story, two-coat work, left for papering. ,

CARPENTER'S WORK.

Carpenter's work to be well and thoroughly done throughout. All timber
in frame and floors to be of size sufficient to give ample strength, and brac-
ing and trussing to.be used wherever necessary.
Frame: The house to have a balloon-frame, with plate at second-story

level all round. Sill, 0" x 0"; posts, 4" x 6"; studs, 2" x 4", etc.
Floors: Floors to be of good qnalitv li" spruce, in widths not to exceed

4'', thoroughly blind-nailed. Kitchen floor, If yellow-pine.
Doors to be 1J" thick, moulded. Sash to be ii" thick, glazed with small

panes in upper sash.
Inside Finish: Finish in Hall, Parlor and Sitting-room, to be 4i"

moulded, as shown; elsewhere to be 5", with small bead. Base in best
rooms, 9" wide, in two sections; elsewhere, 8" wide, bevelled. Finish to be
put up after plastering is dry.

Stairs: The stair-rail, balusters and newels to be of good cherry thor-
oughly filled.

Hardware: All hardware and trimmings to be plain and simple but of
good quality and strong. All lumber in veranda to be of good pine; under-
side of roof-boards and rafters to be planed.
Earth-Closet: Moule's dry-earth closet 1

fitted and cased with good pine.
Gutters and Conductors: Gutters and valleys to be of M F charcoal

tin, well soldered and painted. Conductors, I. C. tin.
Well and Pump: House to be supplied with water by a driven well, and

to have pump at Kitchen sink.
Sink: Kitchen sink to have lead waste with S-trap, and to be drained

by 4'' tile, to a tight cesspool 6' x 8', removed twenty feet from house.
Paintinr/: House to be painted outside, and inside three coats of paint.

Kitcheu doors grained. Inside wood-work painted light pearl gray or drab
in two shades. First story outside, a light shade of olive green all shiule
work above to roof, to be painted light red.
Mantel: Mantel in Sittiug-room of brown ash.

ESTIMATE OF QUANTITIES AND PRICES RULING AT HARTFORD, CONN.

to be used, and to be carefully

MASON'S WORK.
225 sq. yds. excavation and grading,
127 perch stone foundation walls,

6635 brick, laid,
653 sq. yds., plastering,
34 ft. bluestone,
100 sq. yds., cementing, cellar-bottom,
20 fi. drain tile,
21 " 6 in. ornamental tile,
8 sq. ft. Brockadella marble hearth,
l)riven-well,

Total'of Mason work,

@8 .25
"

3.25
" 12.00
"

.30
"

.50
"

.25
"

.26
"

.26
"

.26

yd.,

n.,

CARPENTER WORK.

7840 ft. spruce timber,
2675

"
siding,

1457 " roof-boards.
17444 shingles,
1098 ft. clapboards,
2500 "

spruce flooring,
30')

"
yellow-pine flooring,

869 " outside finishing-lumber,
419 "

moulding,
100 "

fnrrings,
1575 " inside finishing-lumber.
298 "

moulding,
318 "

81 " "

75 " "

Mantel,
29 window sashes,

@f19.00 peril.,

II
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We find no author dealing with the i|iii'stion
of the value of the

wood of tins pitch-pine tree lifter it has been tapped for turpentine ;

but it must, of nece~-.it v, be lighter, softer, ami less durable in quality
than in a natural state. London gives us a parallel case in the larch

tree, where it is most prolific, viz., in the Bnancoimais ami Vallais.

After describing the process of tapping the larch, which is very simi-

lar to tlmtuf the pitch-pine tree, he -a\ s :

" A full-grown, healthy larch,

if tapped when of the proper age will yield 7 or 8 pounds of tur-

pentine every year, for forty or fifty years. The wood of a tree

from which the resin has been cxtraeted is never used for building pur-

poses; it is indeed only good to burn
;
and the charcoal made from it

is very much lighter than, ami very inferior in every respect to, that

made from trees which have not been deprived of their resin."

In dealing with the Scotch lir, and the forests of Scotland and the

north of Kurope, we find numerous allusions to the tapping of trees

for turpentine, but none to the quality of the wood for commercial

purposes being damaged thereby. With regard to the pitch-pine
anil the Scotch fir, it becomes a matter of doubt whether the heart-

wool] is affected in its quality by this operation.
On this subject also more information is to be desired, and we

should be glad to bear from some of our correspondents on the sub-

ject. We have the evidence of Loudon, in connection with the

tapped wood of the larch, that wood of this class is inferior, and
even unfit for building purposes; but it is questionable whether in-

feriority of this description would travel to the pitch-pine, for it is a
fact that wo hear nothing of an inferior or "tapped" quality of

wood in the trade. We have, it is true, a kind and soft class of wood

shipped from Savannah, and a strong, hard quality from Pensacola
and Darien : these we take to be the result of different soil and lo-

cality and not of tapping for turpentine. We have again the fact

that this tapping operation is carried on in connection with the

Scotch fir (P. sylvestris) in the forests of Northern Europe, and of

absolute silence in regard to deterioration in the quality of the wood.
We never hear of an inferior or tapped class of redwood in the trade,

which, to say the least, is somewhat remarkable; for, next to the

pitch-pine tree, it is the one most drawn upon for resinous products.
There is considerable evidence that the tapping of pitch-pine

trees interferes but little with the nature or quality of the heart-

wood. It aims at the fluid sap, or the essential oils, which are solu-

ble in water, and volatile in character, and confined to the outer
zones of the tree. It has but little bearing on the heart-wood, where
the secretionary matter has become resinous, crystalline, and insolu-

ble, and can only be extracted by heat or fire. The one is the vital

or active fluid of the tree, the other the dead and passive secretion,
unamenable to the tapping or bleeding influence. We take it that
a mature tree, upon being tapped, would undergo little or no change
in its heart-wood, the influence at work being a weakening of the

vegetable action, not an extermination, the result being a diminished
amount of foliage and a contracted annular ring of wood. It would
incline the tree to carry a less amount of sap-wood, and to a more
rapid formation of duramen, or heart-wood, although the latter might
not be so strongly impregnated with resinous matter.
We hope to receive further correspondence on this interesting

point ; but we are strongly of opinion that the tapping influence is

so slight upon the wood as a marketable commodity, that the differ-

ence between one and the other is imperceptible. Timber Trades
Journal.

AN EXTRAORDINARY BUILDING.

TJ7HE narrowest house in New York may
'

I " be seen at the northwest corner of Lex-

ington Avenue and Eighty-second Street.

When Lexington Avenue was cut through
some years ago, a strip of land five feet wide
and one hundred feet deep was all that was
left of a certain lot belonging to a per-
son who did not own the next lot on
the street. The strip, while of little value

by itself, would be valuable to the person
owning the adjoining lot on Eighty-sec-
ond Street, because it would not only enable
him to build a house five feet wider, but
would give him windows all along the side
of his house on Lexington Avenue. The

two owners, however, could not agree as to terms, and a house was
erected on the lot adjoining the narrow strip. The owner of the
latter had nothing to do but to abandon his lot or build a house five
feet wide upon it. The latter course was perhaps adopted because
sueh a house would shut up all the side windows of the neighboring
building, and considerably reduce its value.

The new building, which has been finished for some months, is

therefore 5 feet wide, 100 feet deep, and 4 stories high. It is divided
into two houses, each fifty feet long, and the entrance doors are, of

course, on the Avenue, as there is no room for a door at either end
of the building. The law allows a building at the corner of a street
to have projecting bay-windows along the side, and taking advan-
tage of this circumstance, the architect has managed to plan a house
which, while peculiar in inside appearance, and probably very un-
comfortable to live in, may find tenants. Without these bav-windows
or square projections running from the foundations to the roof it

would not have been possible to build a house at all, for no room

would have been wider than three feet. Each house has, therefore,
two bay-windows, in one of which aiv the stairs and in the other one
room about eight feet wide b\ lilieeii feet loii'_', upon each floor.

The long pa-sa'je between tin- stair-well and the room is about three
feet wide. Each house contains a Kitchen ' x 15', and four rooms,
each of the same si/c, but on different floors. There are also in-

geniously-placed closets at each end of the building and under the
stairs. Both houses are unoccupied. One is offered for rent at

$500 a year.
If the object of the builder of these extraordinary houses was

simply to shut out the light from his neighbor's building, he would

probably have accomplished the same end at much less expense by
adopting Mr. (Jcorge Kemp's device of sheet-iron shields. Mr.
Kemp did not wish the occupants of the building in the rear of bis

house, at No. 720 Fifth Avenue, to overlook hi- premises, and so bo
built an iron scaffolding in his back yard and placed iron shields

against the obnoxious openings, shutting out air and light as com-

pletely as a brick wall would have done. This arrangement has
been for years the source of no little comment from the neighbors
and passers-by. New York Evening Post.

MONTHLY CHRONICLE.
MAUCH Ifi. Burning of the theatre at Lima, Peru.

April 1. The old Opera-Houso at Augusta, Ga.. is burned, early in tho
morning.
Burning of the National Theatre, Berlin, Germany, in the afternoon.
April G. The front walls of two old houses on Mary Street, Philadelphia,

fall out. No one hurt.

April 8. The Kade Hotel at Greenville, Tex., falls. Fourteen persons
killed or burned, and others injured.
Burning of the Logau House, Murphysborough, 111. One man burned to

death.
A hurricane passes over the country south of Hot Springs, Ark. Several

lives lost.

April 10. Fall of J. F. Carter's building on State Street, Rochester, N. V.,
in course of construction, caused by laying bricks in freezing weather. Two
men killed and several injured.
Burning of the Ansonia Hotel, Ansonia, Conn.
April 11. One thousand buildings at Mandalay, Burmah, are burned.
April 12. Tornado passes over Milan, O. Several persons Killed and In-

jured.
Gas-explosion in the Theatre at Revel, France, causes a panic during which

many are killed and injured.

April 14. A tornado passes over White Oak Station, Ark., doing damage
to life and propertv.
April 15. Burning of the Opera-House at Union City, Pa.
Collapse of a grain-elevator at Winnipeg, Manitoba.
Burning of the Atlantic House, Albia, 16. Three persons burned to death.
April 16. A portion of the walls of the Galliger Building near Main Street,

Rochester, N. Y., fall at midnight. Also a dwelling iu course of construc-
tion in auother part of the city. No one hurt.

April 19. Fall of two floorsof the Lithgow M'fg. Co.'s foundry, Louisville,
Ky., caused by overloading. No one hurt.

Part of a building in course of construction on Twenty-fifth and Nicholas
Streets, Philadelphia, falls. Three men injured.
Burning of the old Parliament Building at Quebec, Canada.
April 20. Two thousand houses are burned at Delhi, India.
April 21. Tornado passes through Dunlap, lo. Some lives lost.

April 22. A terrible cyclone passes through Louisiana, Mississippi, Ala-
bama, Georgia, North and South Carolina, doing immense damage to life

Bluffs, (Mitt., seventeen killed; at Aberdeen, Miss., three killed, twenty-
five injured; at Albany, Ga., eight killed, twenty-five injured, and loss of
life at other places in the track of the storm.
April 25. Destructive water-spout near Lenoir, N. C.
Apri. 26. Arch-Street Opera-House, Philadelphia, is burned hi tho

morning.

HYDRAULIC BRICK-MACHINES.
411 Olive ST., St. Louis, Mo.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
Dear Sirs, In answer to query on page 190, I would say that

our machines are in operation at Cleveland, O., Memphis, Tenn., and
Louisville, Ky. The "Ethan Rogers Press" is the only hydraulic
brick-machine in the country and is owned and controlled by this

company. Yours, HYDRAULIC PRESS BRICK Co.

BKICK HOUSES.
HESDEBSOX. Kv., April 24, 1883.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
Dear Sirs, Can you give me the name and price of a good work

on domestic architecture, one, for example, giving plans and specifica-
tions for houses in brick of about $6,000 first cost.

Yours truly, O. F. N.
[PERHAPS

" Wooden and Brick Buildings
"
published in two volumes by

W. T. Comstock, (i Astor Place, New York, will serve your purpose. Price
812.00. EDS. A.MKinciN ARCHITECT.]

A VALUABLE BUILDING STONE. The discovery of building stone
at Albany, Oregon, upon which the action of neither heat, cold nor
moisture has any bad effect, is one of the most important events that
has ever occured in the State. The stone is called granite sandstone,
very rich in silica, of a close, fine grain, highly crystallized, unlaminated,
and of a fine brown color. It bus been used in this locality for many
years, for fireplaces, door and window sills and for monumental work.
It has lately been put to some very severe tests with a view to using it
for the building of the great union depot at Portland. It was brought
to a white heat, and suddenly plunged into cold water, and came out as
solid and firm as before it went into the furnace. Wood and Iron.
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NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.

CRFMATION IN JAPAN. The cause of cremation is making progress

in Japan that may well startle as well as encourage the advocates of

cremation in Western lands. It is said that the number of bodies dig-

posed of in that way is about 9,000 a year. The furnace is a stone and

cement structure, with a tall chimney that makes it look like a factory.

In the vestibule are a number of red earthenware urns and small shovels

which the relatives of the deceased purchase to collect the ashes after

burning Besides the vestibule there are four chambers, the largest of

which is decorated with granite columns. After the cremation the

ashes are collected, placed in an urn, and then buried often with much

pomp in a cemetery. The building is hedged in by fences of bamboo-

canes and red camellias. New York Times.

A SUCKENS RUINED FARMER. Less than a mile above the city

(Sacramento) the American Hiver empties into the Sacramento, and

immediately beyond that point tjie scene'becomes interesting. One pict-

ture we had on the point made by the junction of the rivers was char-

acteristic of the country. On the bank near the extreme end of the

point in leather-colored clothing, a ragged slouch hat, gray-haired and

gny-bearded, supporting himself on a heavy stick, distinctly outlined

ariinst a gray sky, stood a slickens-ruined farmer. He stood on a bank

)f slickens part of many acres of slickens-topped land now growing

only dense forests of young cottonwood, fall gray-green, where once

ripening grain and fruit repaid his toil. Unlike most of his kind, he

had not deserted his acres when they became worthless. Too old to

attempt a fresh start in life, too bankrupt to afford to even desert the

bare subsistence he could force from one or two feebly-living acres on

the old place, too discouraged to hope, too crushed to even complain, he

remained growing withered and useless and gray with the land beneath

him As we rowed past be stood there motionless, perfectly in accord

with every other element of the picture all sombre, all sad. Son

Francisco Call.

MEASURES AGAINST SCAFFOLD ACCIDENTS. New and special in-

structions have just been issued by the Paris Prefect of Police, so as to

reduce the too frequent occurrence of accidents in the building of

houses etc. The local chiefs of the police are ordered to visit every

scaffold in their district before work is begun. Suspended scaffolding

is to be maintained by three, instead of only one rope, and cloths must

be so arranged as to prevent dust or fragments from falling into the

street. In the event of any workman or pedestrian being wounded, the

buildin" contractors are to be at once prosecuted before the police or

correctional tribunals. Since Zola depicted the fall of Coupeau from

the house-top, and since the reproduction of this scene of L'assommoir

on the stage, the public have manifested special concern respecting ac-

cidents of this nature. It has even been suggested that masons should

be protected in the same manner as acrobats, who perform on the tra-

peze. A net, it is urged, must be placed round buildings in course of

construction to catch the stray workmen who chance to fall off the scaf-

fold! Such extreme solicitude may seem somewhat eccentric and ex-

aggerated ; but, among our neighbors, there is a serious question of ren-

dering this precaution compulsory. The Builder.

THE KINO op BAVARIA'S NEW PALACE. King Louis II of Bavaria

has recently returned to Munich, after having passed the last four

months at his new country seat, Neuschwanenstein (New Swan's

Stone). This is the newest and most magnificent of his numerous cas-

tles, and in point of size may be ranked with the most celebrated pal-

aces on the Continent. Neuschwanenstein stands on the isolated Tegel-

rock, opposite to the wellknown Hohensehwangau, and two draw-

bridges connect it with the carriage roads on either side. The castle

has a height of six stories, with rich decorative architecture in pure

Italian style, and numerous balconies and corner turrets, all in solid

granite. In the middle a great watch-tower rises to 360 feet in height,

with two verandas near the top, from which a grand view of the Bava-

rian Highlands may be enjoyed. The roof of the palace is covered

with copper, crossed diagonally by gilded plates. An enormous court

leads to the majestic portal, which is a marvel of the stone-cutter's art.

The front of the right wing of the castle is decorated with two fresco-

paintings, forty feet high, one of which represents St. George fighting

the dragon, and the other the Virgin Mary with ths Child, as the pro-

tectress of Bavaria. The pediment of this wing bears a bronze herald

in ancient armor, holding the Bavarian standard, while the left side is

protected by a bronze Bavarian lion. The interior of this royal resi-

dence is highly decorated by innumerable statues and double columns

in the style of a Genoese palace, and the splendor of the state rooms

can hardly be described. The ceilings are overloaded with decorative

stucco-work, while the walls are embellished with fresco-paintings by
the first Munich artists. The subjects of these paintings are taken

from the history of the Bavarian Kings from 1806 to 1867, from epi-

sodes of the Franco-German war of 1870-71, in which Bavarian troops

took part, and also from the last music-dramas of Richard Wagner, the

"Ring of the Nibelung
" and "Parsifal." The floors of the halls are

either" of mosaic work or of various woods in harmonious patterns. The

King's apartments are on the sixth story, which, besides his study, pri-

vate library, and bedchamber, only include an audience-chamber for re-

ceiving the Ministerial reports. The royal study is decorated with the

marble bust of the King's parent, of Richard Wagner, Gen. von der

Tann, Herr von Lutz, and Augustus Heigl, the royal private secretary,

besides a painting representing a scene from Wagner's
"
Rhinegold."

It was in this chamber that King Louis received the news of the sud-

den death of his friend Wagner three weeks ago. The fourth and fifth

stories contain the large halls, destined for the extensive library, and

the collections of arms and coins. The ground floor includes a grand
staircase with gold decorations. The entire castle is illuminated by
electrical lamps Jablodikoff candles in the courts, and Swan and Edi-

son lamps in the interior. Even the royal stables are decorated with,

fresco-paintings, which represent prehistoric scenes. Berlin Letter to

the London Daily Neivs.

DRAUGHTSWOMEN IN ENGLAND. The system of employing draughts-

women in the drawing-office, which has been successfully introduced in

several large establishments on the Clyde and in one or two other places,

has now been adopted in the extensive engineering works of Messrs.

Clarke, Chapman & Gurney at Gateshead. Some twelve months ago

this firm determined to make the experiment and went to the expense

of erecting a special building, so as to give the ladies accommodation

quite separate and apart from that of the ordinary draughtsmen. Ihe

new office is roomy, well ventilated and decorated with flowers during

the summer months, and is approached by a door so placed that the

draughtswomen need never meet or even see the other employees of

the firm. Up to the present time five ladies have had occupation,

1.15 to 4.45 in the afternoon. So satisfied have the firm been with the

result of the experiment that they are now making arrangements for

the introduction of lady clerks in the execution of the ordinary com-

mercial work of the office, and as soon as the necessary structural altera-

tions to the buildings have been made some fifteen extra hands will be

taken on. All the clerks will be required to have a knowledge of short-

hand, for, in addition to their usual book-keeping, their duties will consist

in writing business letters from dictation and in taking down messages
from the telephone. No difficulty was found in obtaining a good num-
ber of candidates for the situations, and though the pay was at first

small, so apt have the ladies been in acquiring a knowledge of their busi-

ness that most of them are now earning fairly good salaries. Messrs.

Swan & Hunter, ship-builders on the Tyne, are also making arrange-
ments for the employment of female clerks. London Engineer.

HOUSES FOR ARTISANS IN PARIS. High rents have long been the

grievance of Parisian artisans and the Prefect of the Seine, recogniz-

ing the justice of the complaint, has turned his attention to the matter
with a view of finding a remedy for the evil. A committee has been

appointed to study the question and pronounce upon the respective
merits of the different solutions proposed for it. A project drawn up
by M. Lalanne appears likely to be taken into serious consideration.

He suggests that the city of Paris should borrow a sum of 16,000,000/.
from the Cre'dit Foncier at four per cent interest. This sum would
be laid out in the purchase of eight plots of ground situated within the

fortifications, but outside the exterior boulevards, and in the building of

eight large houses or CiVs for working men, each plot of ground and^
each house to cost ],000,000/ respectively. The rent of lodgings in

these blocks or buildings would be fixed at 120y. per year at the min-
imum and 350y. at the maximum. In order to facilitate communica-
tion with the place of employment a line of tramways will be opened,
by means of which for 5 sous, artisans could be conveyed to the centre
of Paris in the morning and taken home in the evening. The working-
men's buildings would as a matter of course, be provided with all the

appliances conducive to health and cleanliness, and instead of their

living, as at present, huddled up with their families in a wretched attic,

lacking both light and air, they would be relatively roomily lodged at a
lower rent than they pay in the city streets. The advantages to the

working classes would certainly be great were this or any similar pro-
ject carried out, and the sooner it is done the better for those on whose
behalf the Prefect of the Seine is bestirring himself. London Stan-
dard.

STRAW LUMBER. The other day we had occasion to investigate
pretty thoroughly the character, properties and uses for straw lumber.
As some of our readers know, this is an article manufactured at the

West, and turned out in boards or sheets 33 inches in width by 12 feet
in length, and of various thicknesses. It is heavier than black-walnut,
has no grain, is of the color of straw-board, though considerably darker,
and is much stronger and stiffer than ordinary timber. Though made
in considerable quantities at the present time, the supply seems hardly
equal to the demand. There are advantages in this material which in
the near future will probably make it of the highest value, not only for

carpenters and architects, but for the car-builder, and, in fact, for me-
chanics generally. Its toughness, the firmness with which it holds nails
and screws, the ease with which it can be cut, and the fact that it can
be bent by the aid of heat, shaped in dies, and is not liable to shrink or

warp, and is little affected by water, even when unprotected, makes the
range of its probable uses extraordinarily great. It seems to be a non-
conductor of heat and electricity. It can be rolled up into pipes of

great strength and light weight, and is available for a range of uses for

panelling purposes for which we have no equivalent. The Iron Age.

ROOFING-LINEN. According to the Deutsche Bauzeitung, a new cov-
ering material called

"
roofing-linen" has been introduced, which ia

about half the thickness of good carton-pierre, and consists of a layer of
coarse linen which lies between two layers of thin roll-paper. The co-
hesion of the three layers is effected by an asphalte composition of
special make, called "

roofing-paint." It is stated that this paint should
be freely applied to roofs immediately after their completion, and again
about six weeks afterwards. This operation should, it would seem, be
repeated every few years. The linen costs about lOrf. to lid. per
square yard, and the paint 10s. to 11s. per cwt. Although this new
method appears to have points which deserve commendation, a real es-
timate of its value cannot be formed until the material has been ex-
posed to the test of several years' use.

THE CAPITOL AT ALBANY, N. Y. Messrs. Eidlitz & Richardson, ar-
chitects of the new capitol, report the amount required for the comple-
tion of the building according to their plans, $4,730,944. Among the
items are $570,000 for the grand staircases, 820,000 for stained glass
120,000 for bas-reliefs, 800,000 for porches. 875,000 for carving 8720 -

000 for the main tower and $1 ,200,000 for the terrace. The amount ex-
pended iin to January 1, 1883, according to Gov. Cleveland's message
was 814,222,993.09. The total cost of the structure, if estimates are ac-
curate, will be $18,953,937.09.
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BUILDING INTELLIGENCE,
{Reporter for Tli American Architect md Bulldini: N*w.)

[Although n larijr pa-turn of the building intelligence
it iirnriii'ii i:i/ tkeirrtgularoorn*poiidmu,tnfdltari
limit/u derirt I" ncefve volvtiart hi/nrmatim, espe-

tuillyfriim the smaller and outlyimj loiras.]

BUILDING PATENTS.

[
I'rintftt n/H'i-i'ii-ii'iini* i>f 'mil lintfiitnln-ri'jni i/!i,i rf

together ii'i'ft f/iff i/< lull i^ii,*ri-<tri"nx. itt'tif !>< t,htamcit

of tli< '"'' nf I'atents, at ff'os/iwyitw, ft<r

twenty-Jive cents.]

276,217. SEWKR-GAS THAI-. Ambrose Blatchly,
San Francisco, Cal.

276,219. WI.NUIIW-FHA.MB. William Boisen, Lu-
/IM IM-, Iowa.
276,228. BRICK-MACHINE. Israel Culleii, Pitts-

burgh, Pa.
27R.241. POBTABLK HANGING SCAFFOLD. John

II. Hanavan, San Prancisoo, Gal.

276,2)7. MALLET. Solon G. Howe, Detroit. Mich.
DOOR-LATCH. Philip Mathes, Idlewood,276,255.

Pa.
276,261.

276,293.

URINAL. James McQinley, Chicago, 111.

,
LIME-WASH FOR COATING BUII.I>IM;>.

ETI . Joel II. Sharpless, Kenuett Square, Pa.
276,325. SI.TIMM; DooR-Pt'i.L. William H. An-

drews, New Haven, Conn.
276.332. ELEVATOR. Cyrus W. Baldwin, Chicago,

276.333. DOOR-LATCH. Judson A. Baldwin, Shel-
burne, Vt.

276,342. DOOR-LATCH. Samuel W. Billtngsley,
Woodberry, Md.

276,357. (DEODORIZING AND DISINFECTING WATER-
CLOSETS, ETr. Kdward Z. Collings, Camden. N. J.

276.363. FIKE-ESCAPE. David Crowley, Washing-
ton, D. C.

276,386. Fi ME-ARRKSTER FOR CIIIMNKY-FLUES.
Max Freudenberg, Km% Germany.

276.396. ELKVATOR. William F. Hall and Philip
G. Hubert, New York, N. Y.

276,4o<. SASH-HOLDER. Nunion N. Horton, Kan-
sas City, Mo.

276,412. SHINUI.E-MACHINE. Pleasant K. Houpe,
Oak Forest, N. C.

2.76,416. WINDOW-SASH. Benj. Hurtubes, Rail-

way, N. J.

276,4:23. CHIMNEY-PROTECTOR. John G. Keller,
Monticello, 111.

276,438. FLOAT FOR WATKR-CLOSET VALVES.
Henry S. Lord and Kobert E. Day, Hartford, Conn.

276,468. FIRE-ESCAPE. Wesley Rees, Memphis,
Mo.
276,470. DISINFECTING APPARATUS FOR WATEK-

CLOSETS. Charles S. Rice, Jr., Chicago, 111.

276,476. BORING AND TENONING MACHINE. Wil-
liam H. Ryan, Belton, Tex.

276.481. W.VTEB-ELEVATOH. William M. Scott,
Lockport, N. Y.

276,491. ELEVATOR. Chas. Llevens Soyei. Brus-
sels, Belgium.

276,499. METHOD OF TREATING LUMBER. Eph-
raim J. Story, Washington, D. C.

276,507. LOCKING-LATCH. George H. Van Winkle,
HornellsTille, N. Y.
276.509. SASH-WEIGHT. Reuben Vosburgh, Ore-

gon, 111.

276,511. SPIKE. Abram Wakeman, Jr., New York,
N. Y!

276.540. HINGE. Thos. L. Rivers, Mount Vernon.
111.

276.541. WIRE NAIL. William D. Sloan, Brook-
lyn, N. Y.

276,544. BRICK AND TILE MACHINE. Garrett Van
Winkle, Avon, 111.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

Baltimore.

DWELLINGS. A. L. Gorter, Esq., Is about to have
built 9 four-st'y houses, cor. Maryland Are. and
Preston St., brick, stone and terra-cotta, 16 8'' x
58' 2", from designs by Chas. E. Cassell, architect;
Win. McMullen, builder.

APARTMENT-HOUSE. The same architect has pre-
pared plans for the erection of a four-st'y store and
apartment-house, cor. Charles St. and Boundary
Ave., brick and stone, 25' x 85', and to cost 819,000:
Geo. A. Blake, builder.
Mr. Chas. L. Carson, architect, has prepared draw-

ings for the erection of the following buildings:
BANK-BUILDING. Commercial & Farmers' Bank,

cor. Howard and German Sts., two-st'y brick, with
?tone trimmings, 38' x 75'; cost, $25,000; Wm. Fer-
guson & Hro., builders.

STORE. Three-st'y store, for Jos. H. Rieman, F.sq.,
Kntaw St., near Lexington St., brick, with stone fin-

ish. 19' x 74'; cost, $10,000; Wra. Ferguson & Bro.,
builders.

WAREHOUSE. Five-st'y warehouse, for Win. F.
Primrose, Ksq., Clay St., near Howard St., brick,
with stone trimmings, 38' x 65'; cost, 910,000; Wm.
Ferguson & Bro., builders.

BUILDING PERMITS. Since our last report twenty-
four permits have been granted, the more Important
of which are the following:
Geo. Kahl, two-st'y brick building, w s Sharp St.,

between Stockholm and Ostend Sis.

Christian W. Keidel, 6 two-st'y brick buildings,w s Charles St., between Fort Ave. and Randall St.
John M. Getz, 5 three-st'y brick buildings, n e cor.

Chase St. and Getz Ave.

John Codori, 2 three-sfy
brick buildings, e s

(irei'innount Ave.. between Madison anil Kager Sts.

l>. II. Hice, three-it'y brick building, with stable,
and stable in rear, adjoining, s s Mechanics' Court,
between Ilillenand liay Su.

I mil Wagner, three-si'y brick building, e Harri-
son St., between Kayette ami Gay Su.
W. \\ . Lindsey, three-st'y brick building and t\m-

st'y brick stable In rear, s w cor. Uilmor and 1 : .ink

lin Sts.
.1. II. Carter, 3 three-sfy brick buildings, n La-

fayetui Ave., w of Carey St.

People's Bank, four-st'y brick building, with base-

ment, t w cor. Sharp and Ixmilmrd SU.

Boston.

BUILDING PERMITS. Brick. Circuit St., A'o. 'B4,

tor .1. .1. Williams, parochial residence, 27' and !-' x
6'J'. two-st'y mansard.
Miirllomugh St., A'o. 253, Ward 11, for James F.

Curtis, dwell., 28' 10" x 65', four-st'y flat; James
Smith, builder.
Tremont fit., ..Vo. +41, cor. Appleton St., Ward 16,

for (). T. Bailey, stable, offices, etc., 17' and 42' x 30',

three-st'y flat; Weston ft Shepard, builders.

Iticlim'oiiil fit.. \n. 95,wear of Langdon PI., Ward
6, for Daniel Goodnow, stable. 54' and 92' x 97' 3"
and l.'^'i', two-st'y flat; John Kelley, builder.

Wood. H St., A'o. 100, Ward 14, for Jacob P.

Powers, dwell., 24' x 34', two-st'y mansard; Jacob P.

Powers, builder.
Sheldon St., cor. Ashland St., Ward 23, for Geo, B.

Litchfleld, dwell., 20' and 27' x 30< and 17' x 19', two-

st'y pitch; Alexander Kogers, builder.

SUrUf St., A'o. 38, Ward 26, for Win. Donaldson,
dwell., 20' and 22' x 28', and 14' x 16', two-st'y pitch;
Win. Donaldson, builder.

Trrmont St., cor. Whitney PL, Ward 22, for Den-
nis Daley, dwell., 23' x 39', turee-st'y pitch; McDon-
ald & Tobin, builders.
Jioslm Ave., near Washington St., Ward 23, for

J. C. Becker, poultry-house, 8' x 124' and 8' x 100',

one-st'y pitch; W. G. Becker, builder.
J'urii HI., A'o. 107, Ward 2, for John W. Kimball,

storehouse, 23' x 86', one-st'y flat.

Atlamt St.. near Mills St., Ward 24, for Joseph W.
Hlldreth, dwell., 22' and 28' x 30', two-st'y pitch;
Jos. W. Hildreth. builder.

Walnut Ave., cor. Cobden St., Ward 21, for Leonard
Ware, Jr., dwell., 42' x 42' and 10' x 30', two-st'y
pitch.

Rutherford Ave., near Dunstable St., Ward 5, for

Beals & Bartlett, stable, 26' V and 39' 9" x 62',

three-st'y flat; Geo. W. Brown, builder.
Parker St., Xoi. 717 and 719, Ward 22, for Wm.

Goldsmith, 2 dwells. 20' and 26' x 45', three-st'y
flat; Samuel Rantln, builder.

Farrington Ave., Ward 25, for Jesse Tirrell, 4

dwells., 20' x 32' and 14' x 28', two-st'y pitch; H. M.
Perry, builder.
Aldm Ct., off Green St., Ward 23, for Mary Mc-

Morrow, dwell., 20' x 30' and IS'x 20', two-st'y pitch;
Melviu D. Avers, builder.
Centre St., rear, near May St., Ward 23, for E. R.

Butler, stable, 30' and M' x 45' 6", one-st'y pitch;
Wm. Smith, builder.
Pearl St., No. 23, Ward 3. for John H. Tomfahrde,

dwell., 23' x 52', three-st y flat; J. B. Maynard,
builder.

Brooklyn.

BANK. The Trustees of the Dime Savings Bank
have selected Merceln Thomas architect of their
new building; not 1'. T. Thomas, of New York, as
slated.

BUILDING PERMITS. Sixth St., A'o. 242, e s, 22' n
North Fifth St., four-st'y frame double tenement,
tin roof; cost, 86,000; owners, W. L. & A. M. C.

Meyer, on premises; architect, T. Engelbardt;
builder, Jacob Schoch.
JUaujerSt., Aro. 180 and 182, s s, 80' w Humboldt

St., three-st'y frame double tenement, tin roof;

cost, total, 87,500; owner Daniel Hutzelmann, 172

Maujer St.; architect, T. Engelhardt.
Nassau Ave., s e eor. Lorimer St., 2 three-st'y

frame stores and tenements, gravel roofs; cost,
82.500 and 83,600; owners, corner building. Hen-
drickson, Lorimer St., Inside building, Randall &
Miller, 126 Manhattan Ave.; builders, Randall &
Miller.
VanderbM Ave., e s, 219' s De Kalb Ave., two-st'y

brick stable; cost, 83 850; owner. E. H. Barnes, 222
Cumberland St.; builders, J. M. Brown and J. S.
McRea.
Union St., n s, 92' w Sixth Ave., 3 four-st'y brick

double flats, tin roofs; cost, each, 812,000; owner,
architect and builder, Thos. Green 195 Sixth Ave.

Hertford Ave., n w cor. Hayward St., also, Rutledge
St., s w cor. Bedford Ave., 2 three-st'y brownstone
front stores and tenements, tin roofs; cost, total,
$16,000; owner and builder, Richard Healey, Hewes
St., near Wythe Ave.; architect, I. D. Reynolds.
Bedford Ave., w s, between Hayward and Rutledge

Sts., 8 two-st'y brownstone front dwells., tin roots;
cost, total, 840,000; owner, etc., same as last.

JMvedcre .St., e *, 100' n Broadway, two-st'y frame
dwell , tin roof; cost, $4,000; owner, A. Deitrich,
536 Grand Ave.; architect and builder, C. L. John-
son; masons, G. Lehrian & Sons.

Clifton PI., A'o. 201, about 150' n w Bedford Ave.,
two-st'y frame stable and dwell., gravel roof; cost,
82,8tiO; owner, W. B. Matson, 389 Greene Ave.;
builders, Morris & Selover.
Adams St., e s, 125' s Myrtle Ave., four-st'y brick

factory, tin roof; cost, 89 000; owner, .las. Howell,
Adams St.; architect, W. A. Mundell; builders,
M. J. Reynolds and Morris & Selover.

Jintjord Ave., e s, 51' n Jefferson St., three-st'v
brick stable, tin roof; cost, 87,000; owner, F. J.
V. ashburn, 708 Bedford Ave.; architect and buCder,
W. II. Uurhaus; mason, C. King.
Putnam Are., A'oa. 296 to 301, 100'e Nostrand Ave.,

2 four-st'y brick double flats, gravel roofs; cost,
each, S15.000; owner and builder, T. W. Swimin,
Bates Ave.; architect, Anizi Hill.

Eighteenth St. Ar
o. 206, 300' w Fifth Ave., two-st'y

and basement brick dwell, tin roof; cost, $4,000;
owner, Jas. Woodhead; architect, A. V. B. Bush.

Clinton Ave., t, 143' s Myrtle Ave., three-st'y and

attic brick dwell.; cost, $18,000: owner, < 'has. Din-

gee. l';ki Washington Ave.; architect, C. Werner;
builders, .1. I*. Anderson and Martin & Lee.

I'lirtliiml .Ire., w s, 225* Lafayette Ave., i three-

st'y brownstone front dwells., tin roofs; "-'. :> -h,

$12,000; owners, Lilchfleld & Dickinson, 214 Slate
St.; architect, C. Werner; masons, .1. !>< Mi>tt \ Sou.

Wnt, r +1., * >, -li' w Main St., one st'y bri.-k toiin-

dry; also, four-st'y brick shop, gravel roofs; c.-t,

touil, $10000; owner, .las. MiielnMl, Water si., near
Fulton I'Yrry, arrlntect and builder, 1 . l>. .Noliis;

nntson, Thos. Donlon.
Flushing Ave., n s, 40' w Bogert St.; three-sl'y

frame double tenement, tin roof; cost, $4,000; own-
er, Roswell C'. Williams; architect, C. Werner;
builder, Jacob Schoch.

Midillrt'iH SI., s s, 150' e Harrison Ave., 4three-st'y
frame double tenements, tin roofs; cost, each, $4,500;

owner, B. Bosert, Harrison Ave.; architect, J.
1'latle: builders, J. Alice and K. Hertz.

'nl /'/., n s, 236' 6" w Seventh Ave., three-st'y
brick stable, tin roof; cost, $21,500; owner, Norman
L. Munro, 67 Seventh Ave.; architect, A. String-
ham; builders, H. D. & W. A. Southard.

ih Are., w s, 30' 6" s Carroll St., 3 four-st'y
brownstoue front tenements, gravel roofs; cost,
each, $6,000; owner, W. G. Brown, 728 Fulton St.

Chicago.

DWELLINGS. L. G. Hallberg has completed plans
for Mr. J. Foster Rhodes for a house on Rhodes
Ave., cor. Thirty-second St., SO'.x 65', of limestone
and brick.
Mr. J.Van Osdel has plans ready for a dwelling for

Mr. Samuel Baker, to be built at Kills Ave.. cor.
Fortieth St., Queen Anne style; to cost $13,000.

Burling & Whituhouse are architects for three
dwells, on La Salle Ave. for Mr. Kirkwood, brick
and terra-cotta; cost, $30,000.
Dixou & Towusend are building for Mr. L. W.

Pitcher a house on Prairie Ave., of pressed-brlck
and stone; to cost $12,000.

FACTORY. Kdbrooke& Bumham have planned the
addition to Kirk's factory in the North Division.
The expense will be $40,000. The building will
then be GO' x 126', five stories and basement.

FLATS. B. W. S. Clark has plans ready for flats to
be built for J. J. Sbutterly, on Park Ave., to cost
$10,000.
The same architect has prepared plans for flats on

Western Ave., to cost $10,000.
Architect \\ . L. Carroll has planned a two-st'y

building for liats, pressed-brlck, with stone finish,
for Mr. Thomas Pond*, on May Street.
Plans are completed by P. W. Ruehl, architect,

for a three-st'y building for Hats on West Tay lor St.
;

cost, $7,500.
The same architect has plans ready for flats to be

built on Ewing St., for J. A. Craig, to cost $8.000.
Also a three-st'y building for flats, 50' x 76', for

C. Kosulek, to cost $15.000.
OFFICES. Ground has been broken at corner of

Michigan Ave. and Adams St. for a large office-build-

ing for the Pullman Palace Car Company. The
front on Michigan Ave. will be 1-V, and 170' oil
Adams St., to cost $500,000.
W. L. B. Jenney has had charge of remodelling

the Tobey Building, cor. of State and Jackson SU.,
into an omce-buildlng, at a cost of $80,000.

WAREHOUSES. Mr. 11. Slercks has drawn plans for
the warehouse to be built, corner of Michigan and
Lasalle Sts., for Mr. W. C. Ixibeustein. It is to be
four stories and basement.
Mr. David Wiley will soon build a large fire-proof

warehouse on the cor. of Clark and Twelfth Sts.
BUILDING PERMITS. H. H. Garsteus, three-st'y base-
ment brick tenement, 38' x 80', 61 Hubbard si.,

cost, $10,000.
F. Kaersten, two-st'y brick dwell., 22' x 62', 242

Vine St.; cost, $3,200.
A. Kirkwood, 2 three-st'y basement brick dwells.,

38' x 62', 336 and 338 Lasalle Ave.; cost, $6,500.
Chas. Schwarze, two-st'y and basement store and

dwell., 21' x 60', 345 North Ave.; cost, $3,500.
John Kollassa, two-st'y basement and attic brick

dwell.. 21' x 56', 30 Bradley St. ; cost, $3,600.
Morley & Ramsdell, 2 two-st'y brick dwells., 40' x

58' 1000 and $1002 Adams St.; cost, $8,000.
A. Crane, 4 brick cottages, each 20' x 38', Emerald

St.; cost, $4,000.
Board of Education, three-st y basement brick

school-house, 86' x 117', Wentworth St., cor. Thirty-
third St.; cost, $70,000.
James Buehan, two-st'y brick dwell., 44' x 46', 703

West Chicago Ave.; cost, $4,500.
M. Buckley, brick livery stable, 34' x 100', 215

Robey St.; cost, $6,000.
Joseph Krai, three-st'y brick store and dwell., 24'

x 60', 423 Eighteenth St.; cost, $4,700.
J. Anderson, two-st'y brick store and dwell., 24' x

60', 160 Ceuire St.; cost, $5,000.
Chas. Breytspraak, two-st'y brick flats, 22'x4G',

92 Wendell St.; cost, $4,400.
W. Trooi>t, two-st'y brick dwell., 32' x 70', 419

Dearborn Ave.; cost, *20.('00.
B. Stowell, two-st'y brick dwell., 20' x 50', 459 Day-

ton St.; cost, $4,300.
K. Sweeule, two-st'y basement brick flats, 22'x50',

453 Taylor St.; cost, $3,000.
J. N. Gage, 8 two-st'y brick dwells., 06' x 132',

Adams St., w of Oakley St.; cost, S24,uoo.
Mrs. F. A. Huber, two-st'y brick dwell., 24' x 60>,

721 Larrabee St.; cost, $7.000.
L. A. Watsou, brick basement, 34' x 1(0', Depuv-

ster St.; cost, $3,50 .

H. R. Wilson, two-st'y brick dwell., 21' x 37', 629
Monroe St.; cost, $3,000.
Chas. H. Clingman, two-st'y brick dwell., 24' x 30';

cost, $6,000.

\Vm.Gregory, two sv'y basement brick flats, 22' x
38', 21 Wilson St.; cost, S3,6oo.
H. Giselbracht,5lwo-st y basement and attic brick

dwells., 174-182 Lasalle Ave.; cost, $15,000.
Jno. Edwards, two-st'y brick dwell., u-T x n", \\ ..

bash Ave., near Thiity-fourtli St.; cost, *7,WHi.
M. Burback, three-st'y brick flats, 22' x 45'; cost,

$4.000.
F. Gabarek, two-st'y brick flats, 21' x 56', 739

Loomit St.; cost, $4,000.
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Thos. Fauland, two-st'y brick dwell., 22' x 59', 274

Loomis St.; cost, $4,000.
Mrs. F. Griffin, three-st'y basement brick store

anddwells., 26' x 50', 879 North Clark St.; cost, $8,000.
Conrad Gehrke, three-st'y basement and attic

brick flats, 22' x 69', 179 East Huron St.; cost, $6,000.
Jno. Polka, two-st'y basement brick flats, 21' x 56',

600 Throop St.; cost, $3,000.
H. Pilgrim, two-st'y basement brick dwell., 21' x

50', 637 Harrison St.; cost, $3,500.
C. Kaun, two-st'y basement aud attic brick store

and flats, 24' x 64', 2604 Wentworth tit.; cost, $3,500.

Mrs. M. Griffith, 2 two-st'y basement brick dwells.,

33' x 70', 973 and 975 Adams St.; cost, $5,000.

Chas. Cohagen, three-st'y basement brick store and

flats, 25' x 82', n e cor. North Ave. and Dayton St.;

cost, $10,000.
O. H. Roche, two-st'y brick barn, 40' x 46', 2442

Michigan Boulevard; cost, $3,500.

Mrs. Anne Davis, two-st'y basement brick dwell.,
20' x 38', Vernon Ave.; cost, $4,000.

I'.. \Volf, two-st'y basement brick dwell., 24' x 76',

3448 Wabash Ave.; cost, $8,000.

Alison Stager, brick additional story, 26' x 92',

1737 Michigan Ave.; cost, $15,000.
.1 S. Kirk, flve-st'y basement brick factory, 60' x

90' North Water St.; cost, $25,000.
C. W. Marks, brick additional story, 27' x 91',

6 East Washington St.; cost, 4,000.
Wm. Scott, 2 two-st'y brick dwells., 33' x 48', 851-

859 Adams St.; cost, $5,600.

Cincinnati.

BUILDING PKKMITS. Jas. L. Haven, three-st'y brick

building, n s Commerce St., between Elm and Plum
Sts.; cost, $3,400.
Jas. Blackard, two-st'y brick building, es Gilbert

Ave., between Locust and Kemper Sts.; cost, $3,000.

Ed. Bice, two-st'y brick building, n e cor. June
and Reading Sts.; cost, $2,000.
Miss Ella I'iatt, two-st'y brick building, York St.;

John' C. Thorns, repair two-st'y brick building,

w s Central Ave., between Fourth and Fifth, known
as Thoms's Hall; cost, $15,000.

E. Gurney, three-st'y frame building, Browne St.;

cost, $4,500.
John J. Pfeffer, three-st'y brick building, cor.

Harriet and Gest Sts.; cost, $7,000.

Repairs; cost, $3,375.

Jersey City, N. J.

BUILDING PERMITS. T. Garvin, frame building, 20'

x 36'.

W. P. Vreeland & Co., frame building, V x 20'.

J E Hewett, frame extension, 20' x 30'.

Win. Winberry, 59 Newark Ave., to raise building

10 feet when completed not to exceed 22 feet high.

Domestic Spring Bed Co., Railroad Ave., frame

building, 50' x 50'.

P. Obergfell, No. 157 Ninth St., frame building, 25'

x 50'

Stewart Carpet Cleaning Works, Nos. 88 and 90

Erie St., frame building, 27' 6" x 68'.

E. C. Dickinson, 88 Montgomery St., extension, 25'

x 4
P

J', 22' high.

New York.

APARTMENT-HOUSES. For Mr. Thos. Osborne a ten-

st'y flre-proof apartment-house, 100' x 150', is to be

built on the n w cor. of Fifty-seventh St. and Sev-

enth Ave., from designs of Mr. Jas. E. Ware. The
front is to be of stone, and the cost about $550,000.

For Mr. R. T. Anchmutz a four-st'y apartment-

house, 60' 3" x 100', is to be built on the s w cor. of

Second Ave. aud Sixty-eighth St., from designs of

Mr. Geo. B. Post.

BANK-BUILDING. The Building Committee of the

Mercantile Bank & Manhattan Co., have accepted
the plans of Mr. W. Wheeler Smith for the building

they are to jointly erect at Nos. 40 and 42 Wall St.

CABLE OFFICE. The plans of Mr. Henry J. Harden-

berirh have been accepted by the Western Union

Telegraph Co.. for their cable-office on Broad St.

The Company have also called for competitive plans
for the new building which they have decided to

build on the s w cor. of Fifth Ave. and Twenty-third
St

CONTRACT. John I. Tucker has the contract for build-

ing the Mercantile aud Mechanic Bank Building.
COTTON EXCHANGE. Mr. George B. Post's designs

for the Cotton Exchange Building have been ac-

FLATS. A block of flats with stores below is to be

built on Broadway, corner of One Hundred and
Thirtieth St., from designs of Mr. I. F. Burrows.

They are to be 25' x 81' each, four stories high,
brick and terra-cotta, and will cost about $50,000.

HOUSES. On the east side of Madison Ave., between
Fiftieth aud Fifty-first Sts., two houses, 30' x 7(1'

each, four stories high, are to be built from designs
of Mr A. B. Jones, one for Mr. T. F. Oakes, the

other for Mr. A. H. Holmes. They will have
brownstone fronts.

REMOVALS. The Mechanics' and Traders' Exchange
have moved their rooms to No. 14 Vesey St.

May 1 caused quite an exodus of architects from
" down-town " to "

up-town
"
quarters.

STOKE. Messrs. Arnold, Constable & Co. propose to

enlarge their present store by building in the rear

of their premises running through from Eighteenth
to Nineteenth St.

CHORCH. Grace Church is to have a new stone

steeple and improvements made at a cost of $50,"00.
BUILDING PERMITS. West Forty-eighth St., Nos,

418, 420, 422, 424, and 426, 5five-st'y brick tenements,
tin roofs; cost, each, $15,000; owner, John Foutham,
258 West Forty-seventh St

; architect, Win. E.

Bishop.
Courtland Ave., e 8, 28' 3" n One Hundred and

Forty-eighth St., three-st'y frame dwell, and store,

tin roof; cost, $5,100; owner, Chas. Spillner, 534

Courtland Ave.; architect, Henry Piering.
East Twenty-second St., Nos. 312 and 314, flve-st'y

brick workshop, tin roof; cost, $12,000; owners, Sam-
uel Bailey & Son, 211 East Twenty-second St.; archi-

tects, Youngs & Campbell.
Bedford St., Nos. 41 and 43, five-st'y brick and

stone flat, tin roof; cost, $25,000; owner, Mary Mc-
Manus, 231 East Seventy-ninth St.; architect, Louis

Ungrich.
Third Ave., n w 'cor. Ninety-fifth St., 4 five-st'y

brownstone front tenements and stores, tin roofs;

cost, each, $12,000; owner and builder, John D.

Karst, 2006 Second Ave.; architect, F. S. Barus.
Art tine A, s e cor. Fifty-seventh St., four-st'y

brick tenement, tin roof; cost, $15,000; owners,
Schmitt & Schwanenfleugel, 165 East Fifty-ninth
St.; architects, A. Pfuud & Son.
One Hundred and Fourteenth St., u s, 325' e First

W. Walgrove; builder, Frank Schmitt.
One Hundred and Twenty-sixth S/., s s, 330'

Seventh Ave., three-st'y brownstono front dwell.;
cost, $20,000; owner, Samuel O. Wright, 255 West
One Hundred and Twenty-seventh St.; architects,
Cleverdou & Putzel.

West Thirteenth St., A'o. 1, flve-st'y brick tene-

ment and store, tin roof; cost, $14,000; owner, F. W.
Hurtt, 603 Fifth Ave.; architect, Wm. H. Hume.

ALTERATIONS. Rose St., A'o. 18. repair damage by
flre; cost, $4,750; owner Chos. H. Crosley, 23 Rose
St.; builders, Thos. Donlan and T. E. Smith.
East Eighty-seventh St., A'o. 118, three-st'y brick

extension; cost, $3,000; owner, Wm. L. Becker, on
premises; architect, John Brandt.
East Sei'enty-Jifth St., No. 236, alterations and re-

pairs; cost, $3,500; owner, Annie B. Taylor, Brook-

lyn; builder, Chas. M. Guilliaume.
Fourth Ave., & w cor. Sixty-third St., raise three

stories; cost, $9,000; owner, estate of Wm. R. Stew-

art, Mary M. Stewart, extrx., 843 Fifth Ave.; archi-

tect, M. C. Merritt.
Hudson St., s e cor. Beach St., raise two stories

and a six-st'y brick extension, tin roof; cost, $10,000;

owner, Patrick Leuaue, 323 West Fiftieth St.; archi-

tect, M. C. Merritt.

Chrystie St., No. 160, internal alterations; cost,

$5,000; owner, City of New York; architect, D. J.

Stagg.
West Twenty-eighth St., No. 116, two-st'y brick ex-

tension, front wall taken down and rebuilt; cost,

$5,000; owner, D. Lydig Suydam, 40 East Thirty-
first St.; architect, H. Edwards Ficken; builder,
Frank Lyons, Jr.

Philadelphia.

DEPOT. The Pennsylvania Railroad Co. are building
a freight and immigrant depot, 92' x 464', on the old

navy-yard property, and will be used by the Red
Star Line Steamship Co.

BANKING-BUILDING. Properties Nos. 311 and 313
Chestnut St. will undergo alterations for banking
purposes, the National Bank of the Republic being
the purchaser.

BUILDING PERMITS. Tenth St., s w cor. Button-
wood St., three-st'y store and dwell., 23'x 40'; Hen-
ry Kolp, contractor.

Wilder St., n s, e of Twentieth St., two-st'y
dwell., 15' x 3'; Jas. Smith, owner.

Fifteenth St., n e cor. Christian St., two-st'y
church-building, 60' x 91'; M. McConuell, contrac-
tor.

Tulip St., B e cor. Vienna St., 2 three and 2 two
st'y dwells., 17' x 51' and 15' x 32'; Jno. M. Bu-
chanan.
Jiimball St., s s, w of Twenty-first St., 6 two-st'y

dwells., 14' x26'; Robert Kaighn, contractor.
ll'alter St., u s, w of Fifteenth St., three-st'y

dwell., 15' x 24'; Wm. R. Brady, owner.
Chatham St., n w 8, s of Allegheny Ave., 3 two-st'y

dwells., 14' x 44'; Jas. Young, owner.
llnriug St., n s, w of Thirty-third St., three-st'y

dwell., 19' x 52'; Geo. McNichol, contractor.

Fifth St., e 8, n of Butler St., 2 two-st'y dwells.,
16' x 44'; Christian Joos, contractor.
Parker Ave., s s, w of Ridge Ave., 2 three-st'y

dwells., 15' x 32'; Amos Mattis, owner.
Moravian St., s s, rear No. 1429 Walnut St., three-

st'y brick building, 18' x 40'; Benj. Ketcham, con-
tractor.

Spring Garden St., A
T
o. 3902, 4 three-st'y dwells.,

15' x 46'; J. R. Garber, contractor.
Columbia Ave., No. 2616, three-st'y dwell., 17' x

60'; Jno. Klebe, contractor.

Wildey St., cor. Richmond St., four-st'y addition
to factory, 36' x 60'; Jas. Hood.
School St., n B, near Township Line, three-st'y

dwell., 36' x 69'; Geo. A. Sorber, contractor.

Pepper St., e of Sepviva St., 4 two-st'y dwells.,
14' x 33'; Thos. L. Kelly, owner.

Forty-eighth St., cor. Darby Road, third-st'y addi-
tion to "

Home," 36' x 87'; W. C. McPherson, con-
tractor.

Longshore St., n w cor. Dithinan St., two-st'y
school-house, 60' x 100'; F. W. Tweed, contractor.

Pecliin St., w s, w s cor. Freedlaud St., w of Shurs"
Lane, 5 dwells., 16' x 40'; Wm. H. Raiuer, owner.

Jefferson St., n w s, u e of Fowler St., 3 three-st'y
dwells., 16' x 42'; Harry Rowland.
Onyon St., Aos. 4104, 4106 and 4108, 3 two-st'y

dwells., 16' x 43'; E. J. Lynch, contractor.
Filbert St., A'o. 1429, new front and three-st'y

brick building, 18' x
36'j

W. T. Mead.
Wallace St., n s, w of Twenty-third St., 2 three-

st'y dwells., IS' x 52'; Cook &Furman.
Otis St., w s, s of Moyer St., three-Bt'y dwell., 20'

x 5K'; Brown & Engles, contractors.
Orthodox St., n s, e of Asylum Road, three-st'y

dwell., 20' x 5l/; E. S. Lewis, contractor.
Clinton St., w s, between Baker and Barr Sts.. 2

three-st'y dwells., 16' x 32'; McLaughlin & MeNa-
rnara, contractors.

Alervine St., e s, s of Columbia Ave., three-st'y
dwell., 16' x SO'; C. C. Carman.

J'cnn St., A'o. 4727, third-st'y addition to dwell.,
16' x 32'; M. C. Chamberlin, contractor.
Emerald St., n w cor. Huntingdon St., 5 two-st'y

dwells., with one store, 16' x 44'; Uickson Bros.,
contractors.

Twenty-serentk St., s w cor. Fletcher St., 4 two-
st'y dwells., 16' x 27'; Samuel Stewart, contractor.

Thirty-seventh St., A'o. 15, three-st'y dwell., 16' x
46'; Wm. Bunch, Jr.

North Colle.fie Ave., No. 2507. thrce-st'y dwell., 15'

x38'; J.Sims' Wilson.
Clairliorn St., w s, s of Norris St., two-st'y dwell.,

14' x 2X'; Samuel Sabins, owner.
North Sixteenth St., A'o. 1523, three-st'y dwell., 21'

x 74'; H. M. Martin, contractor.

Nineteenth St., w s, s of Wharton St., 16 two-st'y
dwells., 14' x 40'; Patrick Fleming, owner.

Itiilt/f Ave,, w s, s of Leverington Ave., two-st'y
dwell., 23' x 46'; Jacob Shingle, owner.
Somerset St., s s, e of Almond St., two-st'y dwell,

and two-st'y front building, 16' x 40'; Chas. Judge,
contractor.
Main St., n e cor. Mt. Pleasant St., one-st'y chapel,

60' x 66'; Wm. Garvin, contractor.

Jtipli-a St., n w s, n of Washington St., three-st'y

dwell., 17' x 32'; W. R. Davis, contractor.

Thirty-fourth St., e s, n of Powelton Ave., 3 three-

st'y dwells., 20' x 72'; W. H. Kimball, owner.
Adam St., n e cor. Cedar St., two-st'y store and

dwell, and two-st'y dwell., 17' x 45'; Jno. S. Baldt &
Son.
Sixth St., w s, s of Moyamensing Ave., 6 two-st y

dwells. 18' x 30'; W. J. Smith, contractor.

Virginia St., Nos. 2336 and 2338, 2 two-st'y dwells.,
16' x 28'; Francis Black, contractor.

Master St., s s. e of Mascher St.. 2 three-st'y

dwells., 16' x 28'; E. Schmidt, contractor.

Wellington St., w s, n w of Kensington Ave., two-

st'y dwell., 17' x 28'; Daniel Kegester, contractor.

Cumberland St., n s, between Eighth and Frank-
lin Sts., 9 three-st'y dwells., 2 with stores, 15' x 62';

C. H. Wisler, owner.

Leiper St.. w s, u of Arratt St., two-st'y stable, 30'

x 42'; Wm. Keas, contractor.
Centre St., s s. e of Thirty-seventh St., 4 two-st'y

dwells., 12' x 30'; L. W. Goodman, contractor.

Allegheny Ave., B s, e of Whittle St., three-st'y
boiler and engine house, 22' x 30'; Samuel R. Stew-
art, contractor.

Capewell St., No. 1416, two-st'y dwell., 14' x 28';

A. T. Richards, contractor.
Powelton Ave., cor. Thirty-ninth St., one-st'y hos-

pital, 33' x 144'; A. T. Richards, contractor.
Fi fill-eighth St., cor. Darby Road, addition to hos-

pital 35' x 72'; A. T. Richards, contractor.
Bowers St., A'o. 654, three-st'y dwell., 18' x 30';

Shegog & Quigley, contractors.

Twenty-seventh St., s e cor. Oxford St., 3 two-st'y
dwells., 15' x 42'; Cotterell & Johnson, contractors.

Spring Garden St., n s, between Thirty-eighth and
Thirty-ninth Sts., 3 three-st'y dwells., 16' x 50'; Jno.

Kelly, owner.
Pear St., n s, between Fifty-second and Fifty-

third Sts., 2 two-st'y dwells., 16' x 32'; Chas. Chris-

tine, contractor.

Thompson St., n e cor. Netf St., two-st'y school-

building, 60' x 97'; Chas. O'Neill, contractor.

Portland, Oregon.

HOUSES. M. Owens is building a two-st'y house;
cost, $3,000.

Capt. Bolles, a two-st'y house; cost, $5,000; Irving
& Kept, contractors.
Dr. Jones, a residence; cost, $9,600; Mr. Angelo,

contractor.
G. H. Williams, 3 dwells.; cost, $10,000.
J. Slavich, two-st'y residence; cost, $4,000.
Three double residences are being built for J. M.

Kenworthy; cost, $12,000; E. M. Burton, architect.

S. Bluman is putting up a fine residence; cost,

$10.000; R. Porter, contractor; W. H. Williams,
architect.

STORES. J. Morgan is putting up a two-st'y store,
50' x 50'; cost, $6,000; J. Krumbein, architect.

C. A. Landenberger is putting up twostores; cost,

$9,000; Irving & Kept, contractors; Krumbein,
architect.
Mr. Opitz, three-st'y brick block; cost, 833,919;

John Robertson, contractor; Joseph Sherwin,
architect.
A. P. Hunting, 3 stores; cost, $4,009.
A. H. Johnson will build a business block, four,

st'y, 100' x 100'; cost, $100,000.
John Wilson, three-st'y brick store 76' x 100';

cost, $40,000; R. Porter, contractor; W. H. Wil-
liams, architect.

CHURCH. Scandinavian church; cost, $3,000; Peter-
son & Johnston, contractors.

MACHINE-SHOP. Heiutz & Mason are building a ma-
chine-shop; cost, $7,000.

Toledo, O.

CONTRACT. Contract for the new " Hall Block "
St.

Clair St., cor. Jefferson St., has been awarded to A.
Beutley; cost, about $70,000. Plans were made by
Mr. Palmer, architect, of Chicago. The work will
be under the supervision of E. O. Fallis, architect,
of this city.

HOTEL. Addition to and remodelling American
Hotel, St. Clair St.; J. E. Morehouse, architect;
John Groenwold. owner; John Armrnan, contrac-
tor; cost, about $8,000.

MKMORIAL BUILDING. Plans of Soldiers' Memorial
Building are being prepared by Messrs. Gibbs &
Stein. The site is on Ontario St., between Madison
and Adams Sts.

STORES. Excavation has been commenced for a
three-st'y brick building, 50' x 10' ', on Perry St., for
Mr. E. D. Potter, Jr.; will cost when completed
about $15,000; N. B. Bacon, architect; C. V. Cook is

superintendent and builder.
Excavation is commenced for two-st'y brick and

stone building, cor. of Adams and Summit M*., for
Mr. C. Bronson, 40' x 114'; cost, about $15,000; L. B.
Stevens, builder.

Store-building. Summit St., between Madison and
Adams Sts., three-st'y, brick and stone, for Mr.
Tracy, Sr., 40' x 110'; N. B. Baton, architect; A.
Lombard, builder.

Store-building, 40' x 108', Summit St., between
Adams;and Oak Sts., brick and stone, three-st'y and
basement; J. Hallet, owner; N. B. bacon, archi-
tect; plans being prepared. .

HOUSE. Two-st'y frame dwell, for Mr. George Brig-
ham, Jefferson St.; cost, about $2,500; M. A. Ste-

genga, builder.
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NOTES AND CLIPPINGS

1IFIIKRK is room for considerable doubt whether telegraph
J. and telephone companies are entitled to the privilege which

they assume of carrying their lines over the roofs of houses
without the owner's permission, even though the wires may be

strung at such a height above the roof as to prevent them from

coming iu contact with it. The common belief in regard to the

possession of real-estate is that the purchaser of any given piece
of land is understood to acquire with it a pyramid of the earth's

substance having his lot as a base, and terminating at the cen-
tre of the globe, as well as a further volume of air or ether,

extending upward from his lot an indefinite distance into space ;

and as the law seems to have been well settled in the case of
the London underground railway, that no one can be compelled
to submit without compensation to having a tunnel carried be-
neath his estate, it seems only reasonable to suppose that the

stringing of wires at any height above a building is equally an

infringement of the rights of its owner. As it happens, a
case has recently occurred, in which the question of the re-

spective privileges of the parties under such circumstances is

involved, and as the courts have been called upon to define

them, the result will be interesting. In this instance, the tenant
of a building in Philadelphia, over which the wires of the Bell

Telephone Company were carried, against his remonstrance, at

a distance of five and one-half feet above the roof, considering
that his privileges as a tenant were infringed, although the
wires were not attached to, or supported from, the roof, tied
them up, so as to keep them out of the way. This interfered
with the working of the lines, and men were sent to put them
in order. These men necessarily went through the house to

get to the roof, and the tenant notified the company that he
would not allow the wires to be used without compensation.
No response was made to this, and he finally tied up the wires

again ; whereupon the company brought an action against him
for malicious mischief. It is quite probable that the suit will
be compromised, as the telephone companies would hardl}' dare
to run the risk of a decision adverse to them, and such a deci-

sion, iu view of the circumstances, might not be unreasonable.

MID the noise of the universal outcry against overhead

telegraph wires, which bids fair to compel the use of buried
cables in most of our cities, it might be worth while to in-

quire whether we are quite sure that the public in general will

be as much benefited by the change as a few patentees and
other holders of valuable monopolies relating to underground
electric lines. A few days ago it was our fortune to pass
through a certain street in which an underground cable was laid

two or three months ago. The laying of the cable seemed to

have been a difficult matter, as the street was barricaded for

some days while operations were going on ; and the repairs,
or whatever else might have been in progress at the time of our
late visit, were, as it seemed, also serious enough to call for the

blockading of a large part of a very wide thoroughfare. It

must have been impossible for one interested in the subject to

see the barriers erected again without some gloomy forebodings
as to the future of our principal .streets wh-n i-m-li .shall have,

not one, but a dozen electric cables buried in it. As certain

telegraph officials have already explained, it is impossible to

guarantee the continued insulation of wires covered with gutta-

percha or paraffine, if they happen to be brought near a hot

steam-pipe; and this circumstance alone, in a city like Nrw
York, where steam-heating companies and gubtornint-an-wire

corporations have equal rights in the same streets, must, inde-

pendent of the shifting of cables, if all wires are put below the

surface, soon lead to an interminable and exasperating succes-

sion of those interruptions to traffic which have already, through
the operations of the steam-heating companies alone, driven the

citizens nearly to desperation.

IF
electric cables must be buried in the streets, we must make

up our minds either to permit the pavements to be continu-

ally torn up to change or repair them, or to go without using
them. There is now no middle ground between these two al-

ternatives. At the best, those who use the telephone must be

prepared, if their wires are removed from the house-tops, to

find the efficiency of their instruments much diminished ; and
it may be doubted whether, after their communication with

the more distant places has been cut off, and that with nearer

points reduced to the faint whisper now characteristic of tele-

phone signals through cables below ground, this important por-
tion of the community will not be found disposed to return, if

not to the present system, at least to one different from any
yet proposed in this country.

E English journals announce the death of a man, who,

although hardly acknowledged as an architect by the pro-

fession, not only distinguished himself greatly in his day
by the buildings which he designed and carried out, but for a

time exercised a great influence upon the practice of the art.

This man, it need hardly be said, was Major-General Scott,

who died at Sydenham, on the sixteenth of April, at the age
of sixty-one. Educated as a military engineer, General Scott

was for many years instructor in surveying and astronomy
at the military school at Chatham, and acted also as adviser

to the Military Education Department of the War Office. On
his retirement from the army in 1871 he was made Director of

the public buildings in South Kensington, acting, after the

death of his predecessor, Captain Fowke, as architect of the

Science Schools and the Royal Albert Hall. The assiduity
with which he devoted himself to these buildings, and the nov-

elties in design and construction which he introduced in them,
are well known. In the Science and Art Schools terra-cotta

was used for the first time on a very extensive scale ; and it is

due to General Scott to say that notwithstanding what we

might call a few grammatical slips in other portions, the mate-

rial which he introduced was employed with a freedom and suc-

cess which has hardly since been surpassed. The Albert Hall is

less successful as a design than the other building, but contains

a great deal that is novel and suggestive. In details of con-

struction General Scott was as studious and inventive as in his

designs. His experiments upon the various matrices used for

practical purposes led him to the important discovery of sele-

nitic mortar, in which ordinary unslaked lime, by the addition

of small, regulated quantities of dissolved plaster-of-Paris, or

even of sulphuric acid, is made to take a new character, acting
as a strong hydraulic cement. Until very lately General Scott

was actively engaged in construction, his last work being the

building for the International Fisheries Exhibition.

IfrVVO engineering works which were, when first projected, a

JL few years ago, denounced as impracticable and useless,

will probably be duplicated before long in order to enable
a second set of stockholders to share in the rich profits which
have rewarded or will reward those who had the courage to

persist in carrying out the original scheme. The Hudson
River Tunnel is not yet completed, but its importance to the car-

rying trade of the future has become so obvious that a second
tunnel under the river hiis already been surveyed, and will

probably be in process of execution before the first is fairly

spen. The second tunnel will cross the Hudson a mile or so

below the first, extending from a point near the foot of Court-

landt Street to the terminus of the Pennsylvania Railroad in
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Jersey City, so as to enable trains from this and the New Jer-

sey Central Railroad to run directly through it. On the New

York side of the river it is intended to continue the tunnel un-

der the City Hall Park to Elm Street, and thence by Lafayette

Place and Fourth Avenue to Thirty-third Street, where it will

mer.ro into the tunnel which already occupies the upper part o

Fourth Avenue. By means of this succession of underground

roadways freight trains can pass from the tracks of the Peni

sylvania Railroad directly upon those of the Hudson River and

New Haven roads. Instead of passing through light silt, li

the present tunnel, the new one will be bored through the rock

from shore to shore, in order to secure the firmest possible road-

bed for the heavy freight trains which will use it.

important second-hand scheme is one for duplicating the Suez

Canal which is now crowded with business beyond its-capacity,

and earns immense profits.
This project seems to have been

formed in England, and it is said that the necessary money for

carrying it into execution can easily be obtained.

IT
seems that the story told in some of the daily newspapers

several months ago, that the foundation for the pedestal of

the great Bartholdi statue had already been laid by the

United States Government, was premature; and excavations

have only just been begun on Bedloe's Island. The basis of

the structure will be a mass of concrete, laid on the gravel

which forms the subsoil of the island. The concrete monolith

will be sixty-four feet square, and about fifteen feet thick,

formin" a very substantial foundation for the granite pyramid

which fs to rest upon it; and by a happy thought the spot cho-

sen for it is in the centre of a small star fort, built about sev-

enty years ago, whose ramparts and glacis will form a graceful

transition between the formal outline of the pedestal and the

grassy turf outside. Drawings of the statue aud its supports

have "been received from France, and Mr. Richard M. Hunt

has been entrusted with the task of designing the pedestal in

conformity with the requirements of the case. Although less

than half the money needed has been raised, there is little doubt

that the remainder will be secured, but various considerations

have determined the committee, with the engineer in charge of

the work on the foundations, to defer the placing of the statue for

another year. It seems that the great figure cannot be got ready

for shipment for five or six months yet, so that the ceremony

of inauguration could not take place before cold weather; and

it is thought that under these circumstances it will be best to

make sure of the solidity of the pedestal by allowing for its

construction the whole period from the present time to the re-

turn of suitable weather for out-door festivities next year.

MR.
CHARLES BUDDENSICK of New York, whose

name was made famous some years ago by the investiga-

tion of the Sanitary Engineer into the character of the

houses which he built and sold, seems to have been very little

affected by the unpleasant publicity then given to his practices,

and is still occasionally reported as coming into collision with

the officers of the City Board of Health. According to the of-

ficial report of the Board for the third week in April, one of

the innumerable houses recently built and owned by him was

found, although occupied, to have no drain ; the soil-pipe dis-

charging all the matter which passed through it into the cellar.

This extraordinary sort of drainage would, in any other city

than New York, seem to have been the result of some acci-

dent, but it is not too much to say that with a certain class of

builders in that town such things only prove to have been ac

cidental after they are found out by the inspector. We re-

member a case where a store aud tenement on Broadway, on

being measured for remodelling, were found never to have had

any communication with the drain. The soil-pipe ended under

the lowest floor, and the workmen employed in making the re-

quired changes were obliged to construct a kind of raft, on

which to make their way through the sea of filth. In this case

the senses of the inmates of the building, might, it would seem,
have indicated the existence of some sanitary defect, but with

new houses detection is more difficult. A story is told about a

certuin house recently completed by one of the Buddensick

tribe, in which the Inspector f< r the Board of Health found

that the regulation for fool-ventilation to the soil-pipe had not

been complied with. He ordered the deficiency supplied, and
received a promise of obedience. On his next visit he found

the inlet-pipe apparently in position, opening in the usual manner
at the edge of the sidewalk ; but something aroused his suspi-

cions, and pulling gently on the rim, it came away altogether,

and proved to a short fragment of pipe, stuck in the sidewalk

at the proper place, but having, of course, no connection with

the plumbing. ^^
WRITER in La Semaine des Constructeurs describes a

mode of protecting cellars against water from outside

which may be found of considerable value. The process

seems to have been first used by an engineer at Maastricht, in

Holland, who, wishing to avail himself of the impermeability and

adaptability of clay for such purposes, met with complete success

in employing it as a thin film between two bodies of masonry.

Beginning with a bed of bricks, laid flat, in two courses, slightly

hollow in the middle, so as to form an inverted arch, he put
over this a coating of clay about three inches thick. The clay

was put in place dry, in fine powder, carefully sifted and pressed
down. Over this a single course of bricks was laid dry, and

the joints then filled with powdered clay, and finally a brick pave-
ment in the form of an inverted arch, eighteen inches thick,

was built over the whole. The side walls of the cellar were built

double, with a space of three inches between, which was filled

with dry powdered clay, put in in courses about eight inches deep,
rammed down, and covered with a strip of wood to prevent
mortar from falling into it. With care in execution, this de-

vice for water-proofing the cellar proved perfectly successful.

This seems to be an improvement on a process much used in

Boston for "
boxing

"
cellars below the level of tide-water, by

driving sheet-piling all around them, and filling the interval be-

tween this and the outside of the stone walls with a tenacious

and uniform quality of clay, obtained in abundance in the

neighborhood, aud known as "
boxing clay." The protecting

mass of clay is usually a foot or more in thickness, and is put
in in its natural condition, but well mixed and rammed. Of

course, the bottom of the cellar cannot be protected by this

means, but as the hydrostatic pressure of the exterior water is

not very great, a thick bed of concrete well joined to the walls

serves to resist it.

ITTHE Builder gives a brief statement of the present capital of

JL the principal English railways, which is instructive as

showing the comparative poverty and immaturity of our
own lines. At the end of 1882 the capital of the London and
Northwestern Company amounted to four hundred and thirty-
four million dollars ; that of the Midland Company was three

hundred and fifty millions ; that of the Great Western was
three hundred and forty millions, and that of the North-eastern

two hundred and eighty millions. The value of the property,
as represented by the capital, of twelve railway corporations
was twenty-five hundred million dollars ; while the number of

miles of road owned by the same corporations was something
over eleven thousand. This gives a capitalization of more
than two hundred thousand dollars per mile of road, but it must
be remembered that railway companies in England hold great
numbers of hotels and other buildings as a part of their property,
and it is said, even carry on a regular livery-stable business in

many towns. As in this country, each of the great corpora-
tions has been made up by gradual accretion of several smaller

ones, which, after a precarious existence of rivalry and compe-
tition, have consolidated into a vast monopoly.

TTTHE mistake through which the wonderful little city of

J. Zuni narrowly missed being deprived of its water-supply
by an error in a survey, which excluded from the bounda-

ries of the Zuni reservation the Nutria Springs originally

granted to the tribe, has been rectified by an executive order
from President Arthur, adding the tract containing the springs
to the present reservation. It seems that the Indian chiefs, af-

ter the original grant, mislaid the document describing the
boundaries of their property, and a miscalculation in a survey,
about which they knew nothing, laid open the most valuable

part of their laud to be claimed by any one who happened to

fancy it. Until lately, no one has cared to interfere with their

possession, but a few months ago a party of gentlemen, in

search of lands for cattle-breeding, discovering that a piece
of property so valuable for their purpose in that arid country
as one including abundant springs was open to preemption,
very naturally filed an application for it. The Zunis being un-
able to produce evidence of their prior right, and the claimants,
who were acting strictly within the law, being unwilling to

withdraw, a serious dispute arose which the action of the Presi-
dent has settled in the best possible way.
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generally
The: .In

SEWAGE DISPOSAL FOR ISOLATED HOUSKS.

IT
is now clearly and generally

understood that the all-prevailing

cesspool u.-ed for the disposal of

household wastes is in every roped
pernicious and objectionable. It

would hardly be too strong a state-

ment to say that the best MMpOol is

worse than the best sewer; even

where water-closet matter is ex-

cluded, the condition is not much

improved. Thus far the cesspool
has been the only means of disposal

available where there were no sewers.

The slowly-growing and carefully-matured experience of the past

fifteen years' has, however, demonstrated the success of the system

of sub-surface irrigation, or the disposal of foul liquids by open-

jointed drain-tiles laid near to the surface of the ground, within

reach of the roots of vegetation, as not only a very great improve-
ment on the cesspool, but as being, in fact, as nearly perfect as the

conditions of the case will probably allow.

This system originated, so far as we know, with the Rev. Henry
Moule, of England, the inventor of the earth-closet, who published

a description of its application in 1868. He had found that the use

of the earth-closet was objected to for the reason that it fails to pro-

vide for the disposal of the liquid wastes of the house, leaving it

necessary that a cesspool or sewer should be resorted to for this

purpose, which might as well be also used in connection with water-

closets. He tried the experiment of laying an open-jointed tile-

drain a few inches below the surface of the ground along the foot of

a trellis covered with grape-vines. The result was a vigorous

growth and an improved fruitage of the vines, and an inoffensive

anil innoxious disposal of the waste liquids.

A few years later, Mr. Rogers Field made use of the same system
in connection with the drainage of houses at Leatherhead, supple-

menting the drains with a (lush-tank arranged to hold back the now

until It became full, and then to discharge it with one rush into the

tiles, effecting thereby a long period of intermission, during which

the soil was exposed to aeration and consequent purification, avoid-

ing the constant saturation that a steady trickle from the house-

ilrTiin would produce at the beginning of the drain, and bringing its

whole length into equal requisition at each periodic outflow.

In this form the apparatus was somewhat extensively used in

England and elsewhere. At my own house in Newport, where

about two hundred feet of absorption tiles performed their office

satisfactorily for eleven years, I interposed a settling-basin of about

one hundred gallons capacity, in the course of the drain leading
from the (lush-tank to the absorption area. This held back coarser

matters and a large proportion of the grease. There was, however,
always some difficulty resulting from the adhesion of grease to the

outlet of the flush-tank, requiring frequent cleaning of the siphon,

and, later, such a disturbance of the accumulated matters in the

settling-basin as caused flocculent and greasy particles to flow for-

ward, and in time to choke the drains. It became necessary, from

time to time (three times in the eleven years) to lift the whole series

of tiles, wash them and replace them.

The next improvement was to place the settling-basin between the

flush-tank and the house, serving as a grease-trap, protecting the

siphon of the flush-tank against the gradual accretion of grease, and

leaving only a relatively clear liquid to be discharged into the pipes.
This was a great improvement, and practically effected all that was

necessary where only the small flow of the kitchen-sink was to be

taken care of. It was found, however, when it became a question of

disposing of the entire waste of a house, including water-closets,

baths, etc., that the (low into the settling-basin had at times suffi-

cient force so to disturb its deposits as to cause a considerable

amount of semi-solid matter to pass over into the flush-tank, leading,
in time, to the obstruction of the drains. This has been remedied
bv constructing in the settling-basin a division-wall at right angles to

die line of flow, and built to about the height of the ordinary water-

level. This wall, dividing the basin into two chambers, confines the

disturbance caused by the inflow to the first chamber. The flow

from this into the other chamber, being in a thin stream over the

top of the wall, does not disturb the deposits, and only the liquid

passes into the flush-tank.

It has also been found that, whatever precautions might be taken,
it might become necessary from time to time to take up parts of the

absorption drains, to cleanse them from occasional obstructions.

WT

hen such removal of the tiles becomes necessary, it is of the

greatest importance that they should be relaid on their exact origi-

nal grade. To the end that this removal and cleansing may be per-
formed by any laborer, and in an inexpensive manner, it is desirable

that the tiles be laid on a foundation that need never be disturbed.

Strips of board serve this purpose well while they last ; but their

decay is somewhat rapid under such conditions, so that it is best in

constructing the drain to lay first a line of earthenware gutters,

carefully placed and never to be disturbed, and to lay the tiles in

these.

Furthermore, whatever precautions we may take to prevent flecks

of greasy matter from entering the drains, small amounts of such

material will inevitably be carried forward with the discharge ;
so

that if the tiles are laid with close joints, the ends actually touching

each other, the narrow spaces, which serve a good purpose at the

will in time become choked with depOMU, causing t Iram
outset will in lime oecome cnwi^tn o -

to act as a ti-'ht pipe, except at those few points where, from breaks

or other imxfualitWi at the ends of the tiles, there is an unduly largo

oponing. When the drainsarein this condition, the escaping sewagu
. ... i._ *!.., - i , ,-., s\f Mia M i t<>l in rt't* f roill

confined to thc.-e points, under the pressure of the disehar-e

tin- tank, mav here and there reach the surface, which is of OOBTM

objectionable. To avoid this difficulty it is now my custom to re-

qnlrc the tile-layer to carry a piece of thick sole-leather as a gauge,

bring the drains with a distance apart equal to the thickness of tno

leather. Here a.'ain might come another dilliculty : were such ..pen

joint, allowed to remain unprotected, the covering earth would work

throii"h them into the tiles and cause obstructions. 1 lie joints are

therefore covered with a short earthen ware cap over the top.

In order to leave the space between the tiles as effective as possi

ble for the escape of the sewage-, the gutter and the cap are b -lh

made wilh a radius greater than that of the outside of the tile, so as to

form a true bed and an efficient cover without hugging the Joint,

except at. the very top and bottom.
.

..
.

Tliese developments of the system, simple though they are, hi

been slowlv worked out to meet the succession of difficulties which

have arisen in practice. They have now had sufficiently long appli-

cation, and sufficiently extensive trial to make it prudent to assert

the practical efficiency of this method.

It is, in fact, a perfect system for the disposal of liquid household

wastes, practically and theoretically, with a single limitation, viz.:

it still involves the retention of a cesspool of very limited size,

is impracticable to allow the discharge of kitchen and water-closet

matter, including paper, to flow directly into the (lush-tank ;
it would

soon obstruct the siphon, and so much of it as passed on into the

drains would soon obstruct these. It is imperative that such matters

should be withheld until by maceration, or by decomposition they

will pass on in solution, or in suspension in the liquid (low. In so

far as decomposition is necessary, the settling-basin is in a less de-

gree subject to the theoretical objections that are made to the cess-

pool. It id, however, to be considered that this settling-basin, which

is perfectly tight as to its walls, is so small that the volume of water

passing through it takes up the products of decomposition, and car-

ries them on to the drains before they assume a condition at all com-

parable to that of the permanent cesspool. It is found, practically,

that the arrangement is inoffensive and safe.

The line of pipe (usually four-inch vitrified pipe) leading from the

flush-tank to the absorption field, be it far or near, should have its

joints tightly cemented. Its fall may be, during the early part of its

course, as great as the lay of the land requires, but as it approaches

the absorption tiles it should be reduced to 4 inches per 100 feet.

Its joints should be tightly cemented until its depth becomes less

than eighteen inches from the surface. It should have branch pieces

for the connection of the absorptisn drains delivering from the

bottom of the main. The absorption drains, of which the total length

should be about equal to the number of gallons discharged at each

operation of the flush-tank, more in heavy soils and less in light

soils, should be laid in gutter tiles, of which the channel should be

about ten inches below the finished surface of the ground. The sys-

tem, carried out as here described, will, I am confident, be found

much the most satisfactory that, can now be adopted for the disposal

of the liquid wastes of country houses, and even of village houses,

having a small amount of available land
;
for example, the absorption

ground may, without annoyance, be within 20 feet of the house (as

my own was). For a family of six or seven persons, with an ordi-

narily light soil, 800 feet of absorption drain will be sufficient. As

the tiles' may be laid in parallel lines not more than 4 feet apart,

there will be required only 1,200 square feet of ground. Small

houses, using little water, may be served with a much smaller area.

This system of disposal by absorption drains has been success-

fully used by a number of architects and engineers, and its applica-

tion at Lenox, Mass., for the disposal of the entire sewage of the

village since 1876, at Sherborn, Mass., for the disposal of the wastes

of the Women's Prison since 1879, and at the Bryn Mawr Hotel, of

the Pennsylvania Railroad Company, for the sewage of that exten-

sive establishment since 1881, are practical demonstrations of the

success of the method above described.

It is now so perfected in its details that it mav safely be adopted

for common use. GEORGE E. WAKING, JR.

SPRING EXHIBITIONS IN NEW YORK. II.

TURXING from the por-
traits to the other figure

paintings at the American
Artists' Exhiljjtion we find

them, I think, more impor-
tant than usual. Especially
in the number of small genre

subjects is there an increase

over past years doubtless

owing to the reasons which I have already pointed out as discouraging

contributors from sending ambitious canvases. Mr. Fuller's figure

called "
Nydia" is, I find, a disappointment to many of his admirers,

reeraing but a weaker repetition
of the a'.m and sentiment of his ia-

mous " Winifred Dysart, and his last year's contributions. Those
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who think a title an important and integral part of a picture must cer-

tainly be disappointed, for there is no realization, no suggestion even,

of Buhver's blind girl in this dainty little maiden, and the faint Pom-

peiian indications in the background have small connection with the

principal figure. Yet this picture seems to most observers, I am sure,

a very lovely work. It is a proof that Mr. Fuller's is the sort of talent

which can only be hindered and never helped by the choice of a lite-

rary subject, or the attempt to do illustrative work of any kind. He
is a dreamer, with delicate visions of his own, not a thinker who can

materialize the creations of another. Looked at apart from the prom-
ise of its name as we can well afford to look at any picture, which is

pictorially good this so-called "Nydia" is very charming less

strong in character, less individual, less definite than some of her pred-

ecessors, and therefore, I think, less valuable and a less complete ex-

hibition of Mr. Fuller's power, but charming in color, refined and

graceful in idea, and full of a sort of dainty, juvenile, intangible charm
which art can very rarely fix on canvas. It is curious to see how

thoroughly American in type she is, in spite of Mr. Fuller's intended

choice of so different a theme. The etherealized, yet unmistakable

American accent of all his work is a quality, I think, that has not

been generally enough acknowledged. To me it is one of the most

delightful and most valuable factors in his art.

The highest vote of the committee on receptions, and therefore

the chief place of honor, were given to Mr. Dewing's
" Pre-

lude
"

another work, it seems to me, which would have been
better with another title, or without one altogether. It is a

lovely picture in its way which is rather the way of decorative than
of strictly representative work and seems to have gained Mr. Dew-

ing the wide popularity which was not secured by his poetic and orig-
inal picture called "

Morning
"
which was shown at the Academy three

or four years ago, and excited so much discussion at the moment. Yet
to me that had certain good qualities which the new work is without,

superior though this is in very many ways. There was a sort of se-

vere dignity of feeling, of originality of mood, about the "
Morning,"

which one does not find in the " Prelude." The gain is in the way of

sensuous beauty beauty of type, of handling, and especially of color

and here it is very great. The composition shows two girls in clas-

sic draperies, sitting on low stools with their harps beside them, and
relieved against a background of trellised roses. In idea and senti-

ment it is closely akin, perhaps, to certain English pictures for ex-

ample, to those of Mr. Albert Moore, but I have seen very few Eng-
lish pictures of any kind that were so well painted. It is a delicate
sort of French technique applied to the most delicate phase of Eng-
lish fancy. The faces are more lovely and less morbid than in Eng-
lish work, and the color more refined and subtile. The color, indeed,
in its own way, could hardly be surpassed as a soft yet glowing
decorative harmony of soft pinks and yellows. One dress is dull pink"
the other dull yellow of a peculiar shade, and the background an al-

most unbroken mass of wall of pale-hued roses arranged, as I have
hinted, in a decorative and not a natural growth, and' veiled in one
place by the faint smoke rising from a censer. The manipulation,
both of the faces and the accessories, is extremely good, well worked
out, but very fresh and free, and the harmony between execution and
idea is unusually perfect. Mr. Dewing is to be congratulated on the
success he has made, and the public upon the fact that it has at last
awakened to his talents. Here is a brush which some one, ambitious of
fine and delicate mural decoration in his home, might employ to great
advantage. When we see such work as this, and remember how much
of our household decoration is still imported often in shapes which,
while pictorially good, are not decorative in the least we feel more
strongly than ever that the future of American art depends to-daymore upon the temper and the insight of its patrons than upon the en-
dowments of

its_votaries.
Mr. Lathrop's design fop a frieze for a

Boston theatre is, however, not very encouraging. It shows a lonf
line of very conventional little elves, too lusty in form for grace, too
coppery in color for beauty. There is good work in it, but not a par-
ticle of the two factors which are so essential in decoration fresh-
ness of fancy and charm of color.

Mr. Ulrich, a young student recently home from Munich, shows
work which is quite antipodal to that which is usually thought charac-
teristic of the Bavarian school. Most of us forget that there is, to-day,
in Munich, a band of genre painters whose work is as carefully realis-
tic as that of some of their brethren is bold and synthetic. Mr. Ul-
rich has studied with Leibl, though he shows no trace of this great
painter's influence save in his devotion to matters of fact. His contri-
bution is a small canvas called the "

Carpenter," showing the artisan
at work by his bench near an open window. It is a most remarkable
ittle picture, not so much in its attention to detail, its accurate draw-
ing, its clever rendering of textures and of character, as in the breadth
and artistic harmony and feeling which have been preserved in spite
of all the detail and the care. It is very conscientious work, yet we
feel as though we degraded it by calling it so. A better word would
be loving for the most fervid painter of his own imaginings could
not show more delight in his work than does Mr. Ulrich m his". And
thus is enforced the useful lesson that not even the realistic delinea-
tion of a prosaic theme need be prosaic in its result, if only the painter
lias had feeling to start with, and the power of givin<r pictorial as well
as photographic value to his result.
Mr Brush who promised such great things with his large picture
Higgles some years ago, but has not been often seen since that

day, sends now two pictures which are generally unpopular but
are yet, it seems to me, of the greatest interest. One is of medium

size, and shows the figure of an Indian on horseback. This is simply

photographic work. The subject is deliberately and stiflly posed, and

the landscape surroundings are not treated with any feeling or any
skill of hand; but the drawing of man and horse is so good, the char-

acter of the head is so accurately given, and the effect of strong light

is so truthfully rendered, that we are compelled to the decision that if

it is not a fine picture it has yet many elements of strength, and many
which may result in great artistic force at a future day. Mr. Brush's

other canvas is much more interesting, however, and is a most curious

little work. It shows a steep, snowy mountain-side, with a well-ren-

dered sunset sky off to the spectator's left. Far up the mountain are

the figures of several Indians and horses, and in the foreground a

brave, mounted on the roughest of mustangs, who is leaping a chasm
in the snow, while he brandishes a scalp above his head. Add the

facts that the man is in war-paint of a bright mustard-yellow, and that

the horse is rather sharply foreshortened, and it will be seen that the

picture is eccentric, if nothing more. But it is a good deal more. It

is nice in color, in spite of its oddity, good in the delicate way the dis-

tance of the snow-clad slope has been rendered, with scarcely a grada-
tion of tone, and in drawing perhaps the most wonderful bit of work
in the room. This is a picture which, in defiance of Rembrandt's dic-

tum, one must " smell
"

if one would rightly see. It needs closer ex-

amination than most visitors, repelled by its oddity, seem to have be-

stowed,to reveal the really marvellous drawing of the thrown-back head,
so perfect in form, so vivid in expression, in spite of its small size

and difficult position. The rest of the figure, in its violent atti-

tude, and the clumsy horse stretched for his wild leap, are equally
well drawn. A third contribution, from the same hand is a small
sketch of a broad field of snow, very well rendered, which is only bro-
ken by a couple of Indian wigwams.
Mr. Dannat's " After the Mass," from the last Paris Salon, is a

strongly, rapidly painted work, with a well arranged group of Span-
ish peasants in a cafe, the heads and attitudes being alike good in
character. The picture suffers a little in one's estimation because
Mr. Dannat shows very plainly that he is a pupil of Munkacsy's, and
that he is not his equal. This last were too much to expect even
from so clever a young painter ;

and it were also a little too much, per-
haps, to expect that any young painter immediately under Munkacsv's
influence could avoid showing signs of it in his work. But so clever
is this one that we may believe the present is only a passing phase,
and that, his lessons over, he will stand on his own feet and see with
Ms own eyes. I may add in justice that there were few genre pictures
of any kind at the Salon last summer which, with all criticisms made,
were better than this.

Mr. Birge Harrison sends a figure of a girl after her " First Com-
munion," picking flowers in a sunny field in her white dress and
veil. It is not a beautiful work, but very truthful in its effects of light,
with the difficult contrast of white and bright green well managed,
and the character of the head well studied. Is it Hippant to suggest
that in view of the subject and of the density of the average human
mind, it would have been well if Mr. Harrison, when turning an old
frame to new uses, had obliterated the still legible title " Un Rendez-
vous

"
from the tablet at the bottom ? The same artist also sends a good

little interior, and Mr. Tracy, a young painter who has lately made him-
self a reputation by his portraits of dogs, a very nice interior where the
action of the figures a man and a dog is well conceived. Mr. Carr
sends a good study of a girl reading in an orchard ; and Mr. Faxon a
charming little picture of a nude yellow-haired child on the sea-shore,
called "A Young Mariner." The type is northern, but the landscape and
the coloring seem suggestive of Capri. Mr. Walter Gay sends a pict-
ture not new called the "

Fencing Lesson," which has many bits
of very good painting in it, but is rather spotty and wanting in har-

mony as a whole. Mr. Blashfield's " Minute-Men " was a good idea,
and is well composed, but carried out in lifeless fashion, and with
small success in the way of textures. Mr. Benoni Irwin's portrait
group of chess-players is by no means up to his usual level. Mr. C.
S. Reinhart, so long known as a clever illustrator ( perhaps the best
we have, with Mr. Abbey), is turning his attention to painting, and
sends a clever bit of realism in the shape of two old women, very ugly
and very dirty, but very characteristic, playing cards in the chimney-
corner. Mr. Trego, a young Philadelphian, and scholar of Mr. Ea-
kins's, sends a picture called "

Battery of Light Artillery," which was
purchased last autumn by the Philadelphia Academy of Fine Arts. It
is a very good thing, especially when one remembers the youth of the
artist, still a pupil when it was completed. It is original in manner,
in spite of the strong teacher he has had

; well-composed and harmo-
nious, though very neutral in color. The men and horses of the train,
pulling through the mud under a heavy rain, are capably drawn, and
full of action ; and the atmosphere is air, and not gray paint, in spite
of an unluminous quality ;

but in color and light the picture would
probably have shown to greater advantage had it been framed in gold
instead of in dull-gray metal. Mr. Chase's " Studio Interior

"
is not so

perfect as some he has produced not so fine in color, I think, nor so dex-
terously truthful in its rendering of textures. Mr. Freer's charmino- lit-

tle nude study called "Le Repos
"
should not be omitted, but is ifnot

painters to give English titles to their worksalmost time for our
now when it is fashionable for even caterers to print their bills of fare
in English ?

In still-life pictures the collection is not rich, but there are one or
two of exquisite quality such as Mr. Bunce's " Red Mullet," Mr. La

Fiah," and Mr. Alden Weir's pale-hued, delicately yet
rongly painted, and most refined and sparkling little oroup of flowers
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and rare bric-a-brac. Work of this sort from Mr. Weir's han
shows all the aristocratic elegance of temper of tin- cinhtecnth-ccnliin

painters, with mure than their strength nt' hand ; ami il proves him ;

true ccdorlft, though loving chicllv pale ami evanescent tone-.

In landscape there is much good work, and two cam a-e- that an

really ivmarkahle. These are Mr. Donoho's " Mareellerie
"
wliieh stooi

amoiiL' the best of its kin at the last Sulon, and Mr. Cha-i-V view o

the Ilaekensaek River. The former is one of the rare instances whei
a painter has not put nineli sentiment into a lamlsca|>c, has made i

simply realistic, and yet charming and valnahle as art. It is a largi
view of a beech wood, with no sk\ vi-iblc alKi\e tin- tall, white

Sparsely-planted tree-trunks, the u'lvat mossy rocks, and the pale greci
of the lounge. 'I'll.' Imnnonv of torn- prodnred by these notes and tin

dead leaves with whieli the ground i.s covered is very charming; hn
the great virtue of the picture is its truthful, fresh, out-door llavor

It is not landscape art after the fashion of the elder French school
with its preponderance of sentiment and personal feelings. It is like

a
gjiinpsc

out of a window as near the actual thing as art can man
a '.ce, yet thoroughly artistic in effect. Mr. Chase's picture has also
thisotii-dcxir quality to perfection, but with more of sentiment, I think
It is a broad view of river and meadow, with stunted trees on the bank
and a town in the far distance a view that, unlike Mr. Poni.li.>'-

was prosaic in nature, and gains all its artistic interest from the wa\
it has I H'en rendered with such happy choice in composition ani
such fine translation of the life and depth of the atmosphere. A- :

study of tone it is wonderfully perfect, yet this has not been an end
but a means. The flow of the water is beautifully given, and the
whole landscape one of the freshest and most sincere, one of the most

subtilely truthtul, and one of the most dignified and serene things of tin

sort we have yet seen produced on this side of the water. It is inter-

esting to note that it was entirely painted out of doors, and that its

harmony in tone was learned from nature, and not elaborated accord-

ing to some studio recipe. Mr. Ryder's two little works do not seem
to me either so poetic or so original as his liest, hut they have a certain

luminosity which is very charming, and, like all his works, they prove
him an artist who paints for himself, and not for public applause. Mr.
Hopkinson Smith sends a clever and charming, if shallow water-color,
called "A Rainy Day;" Mr. Picknell a marine and a landscape
which are below his former level hard and metallic in color, and

dry and painty in handling. Mr. Pierce's "Forest at Fontaineblcau" is

much better good in every way, indeed
;
one of the three or four

moat satisfactory landscapes in the room. I have quite forgotten,
however, Mr. Twachtman, whose work, less conspicuous because of its

small size, must rank with the very best. He sends three pictures
tills year, one of them among the finest he has ever done a small

landscape, numbered 129, with water and thick foliage, and red roofs
in the distance. As usual, it is very broad in treatment and low in
tone. Some observers, I find, cannot understand what there is in it

to make it seem to others one of the very best things of the year.
But this is, I think, its individuality, its poetry of sentiment, its har-

mony of color and tone, and the way in which, unlike such work as
Mr. Donoho's, it suggests far more than it describes. Mr. Allen, Mr.
Bunco, Mr. Foxcroft Cole, Mr. Dewey, Mr. Gifford, Mr. Senat, Mr.
Smillie, Mr. H. P. Smith, Mr. Shurtleff and Mr. Whittredge, send
work of their average quality and the names of some of these may
show that the Society is certainly to-day wide enough in its sympa-
thies to satisfy all sorts and conditions of men. Mr. Blum's little

study of a Venetian street has all his old brilliancy, with more of def-
inition

; Mr. Kenyon Cox sends a clever little scene, which, again, it

is like looking out of a window to gaze upon; Mr. Cranford, a new
name, a nice study of a field with scrub-pines ;

Mr. Walter Palmer a
good picture called " Noon," with the yellow grain and strongly ac-
cented sky he has sometimes given us before

; and Mr. Murphy a sim-

ple out-door study of an old farm-house, more truthful, less fantastic
than his former essays, but quite as original. And then I must come
to an end with a picture by Mr. Inness, which is as worthy of all honor
as the two with which I began my list of landscapes, but which at-
tracts less immediate notice because we have so long known his power
and expected its revelations. This is not one of his finest works, but
like everything he does, is full of the very breath of nature and of

per-
sonal sentiment as well. It is a simple view of a New Jersey field
with a footbridge over a ditch in front, and an old man crossing it,

and in the distance a railway train. Verily, art is a magician in stich
hands as this not altering nature in any perceptible fashion, yet
giving her a beauty and an interest that are not her own.

In sculpture there are but two things to be noted Mr. EzekiePs
large bust of Liszt, good but rather commonplace ; and Mr. Warner's
bronze head of a youn^ girl, very fine in character, and very subtile
and perfect in its modelling.
On the whole, as I began by saying, the collection is a very good one
with some quite remarkable pictures, and a pleasing efficiency of

accomplishment amon the rank and file. Fortunately it is to go to
Boston as a whole at the end of the New York Exhibition.

M. G. VAN RENSSELAEK.

A REMINDER OP AN TI:-|I:I.I.I;M CUSTOMS. The first colored car-

penter ever seen working in Germantown is at present engaged on the

alterations being made to the Opera-House hy Tourison Bros., contrac-
tors. Philadelphia Prest.

A GRAVE ARCIIITKnTRAL GRIEVANCE.

TTHCHITKCTS, like the rest of the

f~\ world, have to live; and, generally
/ speaking, they have to live by hard
work. \Ve may add that they belong to

a class of professions in which it is mc^t

important that money remuneration
should come in a friendly. not an un-

friendly way. The lawyer,
for instance, is accustomed
to he paitl with groans and
even execrations

;
the doc-

tor knows that his fee is

many a time put into its

little envelope with a heavy
sigh ; but the architect ought
always to feel that his shil-

ling in the pound is consid-

ered to have liecn profitably
bestowed, and that it truly

structure, the pride of its

owner, and a mere pile of

materials without form and
void. In this view of the case those of our readers who have studied the
anomalies of human nature may not be so much surprised as could
be wished when we state the fact, that, if it pleases a client to be

very shabby, the best of architects may find almost more difficulty
in getting paid his due than the payment is worth. Nay, we have
heard it declared that no client who is in himself sufficiently inac-

cessible to feelings of honor need ever pay his architect a penny-
piece, provided he knows " how not to do it."

In plain language, the agency of an architect is, to the mind of an
uninitiated person, so subtle in its nature, and, in the eye of an ini-

tiated person on mischief bent, so involved in intricate responsibilities,
that there is no end to the repudiations, accusations, counter-claims,
and miscellaneous artifices of attack and defence, which a fraudulent
customer may be advised to rely upon, as means whereby to resist a

just demand for architectural services : indeed, we may almost say
there is hardly any restraint imposed upon the amount of exaggera-
tion which it may be deemed expedient to indulge in

; and, this being
so, we need scarcely to go on to say that, when an unfortunate archi-

tect finds himself left to the tender mercies of litigation by a client

who is avowedly merciless, his troubles are just as many and as great
as his adversaries choose to make them, including not merely the loss

of money and credit fairly earned, but the sacrifice of other cash and
other character to any extent that accident may determine.

But this is not what we refer to under the title of "A grave arch-
itectural grievance ;

"
it is vexatious enough in itself, but there is

something still more vexatious which arises out of it. Our dishonest
customer cannot play his game without allies, and it is indispensably
necessary that he should be able to procure the aid of some other
architect probably of three or four other architects who will

show him or his solicitor (for a consideration)
" the way not to do

it
"

above referred to. Now, dog does not eat dog. Lawyers them-
selves are very chary of assailing each other. Medical men, with
all their disagreements of doctrine, hang together honorably in per-
sonal matters. Even rival shopkeepers in back streets know the
limits of decent rivalry. How, then, shall any one proceed who has
to induce an architect to betray his brother ?

The process adopted is always the same, and it is based upon a

very peculiar characteristic of the architectural profession which we
must explain. It is well known that architects have to do their work
sometimes in the form of what is called reports. These reports are
somewhat of the nature of counsel's opinions. A statement of facts,
either in writing or not, is laid before an architect of presumed
experience for his advice. A survey or inspection of the subject of

lispute may be involved, as matter of course. Documents also are

perhaps formally submitted. The architect thereupon considers the

:ase, as he generally says, "carefully," and delivers an opinion upon
t in the form of a "

report," which is engrossed on foolscap, sorne-

:imes on "
brief," in the elegant but severe handwriting of Chancery

Lane, and with wide margins, all very stately and impressive, and
wearing the aspect of a thing that is worth a handsome fee. The
ubject may be a builder's extras, the value of an acre of house prop-

erty, the compensation claim of a greengrocer, a hundred and
fifty

competitive designs for a church or a town-hall, the inconography
of a cathedral, the smell of a drain, the quality of a brick wall, the
ause of a crack in it, and so on, not excluding a brother architect's

charges or a brother architect's mode of transacting his business.

Accordingly, when our shabby customer, or his solicitor, requires the
aid of an architect, or of three or four architects, to bolster up his

case, the trick is to request the favor of a report upon a certain

tatement, or misstatement, of facts. That is to say, he does not
ush into the first architect's office he comes to and claim the protec-
ion of the just; neither does he send a brief to some well-known
professional authority and retain him to be his advocate in the wit-
less-box

;
the solicitor blandly intimates that lie has a slight arch-

tectural misunderstanding on hand, respecting which he would be

;lad to have an opinion, and he therefore begs to be favored with a
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call at earliest convenience. The whole tone of the application is as

innocent as the purchase of sixpenny worth of sweets, and it is

received in the same business-like way in which an order is taken

for a new coat.

Thus it is that when an architect a full member, let us suppose,

of the Institute finds a mischievous case against him taken up by
a colleague with whom he has been accustomed to consider himself

on the best of terms, the explanation is always very much the same :

"I have no ill-will towards you, my dear fellow, far from it. I am

very sorry to be against you, I would much rather be on your side
;

but a certain statement of facts is laid before me for my report, and

there you are ! I know nothing of the rights and wrongs of the

quarrel, and don't want to know. I have given my opinion upon
what is a supposititious case, so far as I am concerned, and I leave

it entirely to the parties to prove or disprove the facts
;
that is their

business, not mine." Perhaps the victim of this insidious formalism

may ask whether the witness will kindly consent to hear the other

side ;
if so, the answer is equally glib :

" My dear fellow, I am not

the judge. I could not dare to interfere between you except as a

regularly-appointed arbitrator; if I can do anything for you in that

line I shall be most happy. In the meantime, as I have told you

before, I have been asked for a report; whether that report is

worth anything or nothing I really do not know ;
all I know is that

I am subpoenaed, and here I am!" If "my dear fellow" should

then so far forget himself as to ask whether he might be permitted
to see the report which is now so interesting to him, he may possi-

bly be told that he certainly may if Mr. Solicitor has no objection ;

but whether Mr. Solicitor has ever been known to have no objection
we are not able to say. At all events, the unfortunate litigant in

due course of time sees his amiable friend in the witness-box
;
and

inasmuch as every person who finds himself in the witness-box by
virtue of a consideration of so many guineas to be paid the dispo-
sition to pay being in some degree dependent upon the value of the

evidence given is laudably loyal to his retainer, and so far loyal
also to amour propre that no man likes to be on the losing side if he

can help it, we need scarcely say that the "report" is soon discov-

ered to be more or less damaging, and generally more rather than

less than might have been expected. What makes the matter worse

is that the witness will offer to shake hands, after the battle is over,

and, while pocketing his guineas at the expense of his defeated

"dear fellow," will perhaps jovially rally that dejected combatant

upon some want of generalship whereby the weak points of his evi-

dence were not brought out as they ought to have -been in cross-ex-

amination.

Now, all this is very painful to narrate as unexaggerated fact.

Whether it may be the case that the solicitor in the first instance

entraps the witness into the delivery of a report almost to dictation

(as is sometimes alleged afterwards in shame) ;
or that the architect

of a certain class is in the habit of regarding a lawyer with so much
awe that he is helpless in his hands; or that the temptation of a few

guineas cannot be resisted ; or that the titillation of the sense of

self-importance is chiefly the motive impulse; or that all these in-

fluences alike, together with a soupfon of that enjoyment which hu-
man nature is said to derive from the misfortune of one's friends,

generally combine to make a weak man do an unbrotherly act
; cer-

tain it is that in perhaps no other profession in England would such

unbrotherly behavior be possible, and almost still more certain that
in no great guild like the Royal Institute of British Architects
would it be tolerated. We may remark that even amongst architects
themselves it is known by the ugly name of Cannibalism.

If we be asked to make a definite proposal upon the subject, we
are prepared to submit that in no case of a personal nature ought
any member of the Institute to report adversely upon any matter of
a colleague's business until after hearing his explanations. If law-

yers of the less scrupulous sort should object to this on some techni-
cal ground of their own, so much the worse for their law

; upon the

practical ground of honest fair play between brethren it seems to us
that no one could possibly object to it. We have purposely avoided

setting forth the particular artifices of assault which a litigating ar-
chitect has so much to fear

;
we have contented ourselves with stat-

ing that they cannot be put in force with any effect without treach-
erous aid from within the pale; our further proposition simply is

that the authorities of the pale are responsible for the permission of
the treachery, or where is their authority ? The Architect.

THE LONGEST AND HIGHEST BRIDGES OP THE WORLD. The long-
est viaduct in the world built of stone is that which connects Venice
with the mainland. Its length is 3,598 metres, or about two miles and
a quarter. The longest iron bridges in the world are the following-
Parkersburg Bridge, 2,147 metres, or one mile and a third

; St. Louis
Bridge over the Missouri, 1,993 metres, or about a mile and a quarter ;

the bridge over the Ohio at Louisville, 1,615 metres, or about a mile
East River Bridge, New York

; Delaware Bridge, Philadelphia, and the
Victoria Bridge at Montreal, all these about fifteen hundred metres

; the
Volga Bridge at Sysran, 1,485 metres

; and the Moerdyk Bridge in Hol-
land, 1,479 metres

; the five latter all being rather under a mile. The
loftiest bridge is in France. It is the Garabit iron bridge in the department of Cantal, but will not be ready for opening till next year. It
stands at such a height that the Vendome Column on the top of the Ca-
thedral of Notre Dame could stand under it, its height above the valley
being 124 metres, or 406 feet. This is 72 feet higher than the Kinzua
Viaduct in America. The Builder.
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Fig. 106. Findon's Pan-Closet.

WATER-CLOSETS. XL

INDON'S PAN-CLOSET. In 1836, James Findon, an Eng-

lihman, invented a combination of levers and arms for opening a

loset. The pan is held in position by a long, weighted lever. A
rod, which was
connected with
the lever near

the weight was
also joined to a
short lever that

was attached to

the pan. These
arms and levers

were so con-

nected as to revolve freely for a
certain distance on their joints,
while the short arm or lever

was connected rigidly with the

pan. The spindle formed a ful-

crum on which the pan would
be balanced by the lever.

Havard's Closet. In France

the use of this class of closet seems to have been general. Among
other French closets I note one invented in 1840 by Havard. This

closet received a medal at the Universal Exposition held in Paris in

1855. In this closet

motion is imparted to

the pan by means of a

rack and mutilated pin-

ion or toothed quad-
rant. The axis of one

of the quadrants is the

spindle on which the

pan turns. Any pres-
sure on the seat would

cause the rack to par-

tially revolve the quad-
rant that was connected

with the pan. In this

manner the pan would be opened whenever there was pressure on the

seat. This closet was intended for use in public places, and Liger
tells us that in 1875 it was still used in public places in Paris.

'^ Guinier's Pan-Closet. Gui-

nier, a manufacturer of plumb-
ers' supplies in Paris, in 1840

invented a closet which I illus-

trate as an example of a large

receiver, and a complicated ar-

rangement for accomplishing a

simple movement. I must re-

fer to the illustration to ex-

plain the manner of opening
the pan. The pull-rod, levers,

arms, connecting-rods, and a

large, slotted shoe-shaped ar-

rangement are all concealed in

the receiver. The pull-rod

passes through a stuffing-box.
It will be readily seen that this

machinery could not be re-

paired without taking the

closet to pieces, and also that it would be liable to fail in a short time.

Any arrangement of this kind would afford excellent opportunity for

the accumulation of filth on the different pieces of machinery. There
seems to be no effort made in any of the French closets to ventilate

the receiver.

Fig. 107. Perspective. p|g . | 8.

Havard's Closet. Section showing
working parts.

a, Bowl. 6, Pan. c, Levers con-
nected with rack, d, Toothed quadrant.

/, Connecting-rods. e, Foot-rest.

109. Guinier's Pan-Clost.

o, Bowl. 6,Heceiver. c, Pan. d, Pull-rod,

e, Connecting-rods. /, Stuffing-box.
y, Supply-pipe. h, Slotted-shoe.

Fig. I 10. Perspective. Section.

Common English Pan-Closet.

?'?wl>
, Receiver. c, Pan. d, D-Trap. e, Hand-pull.

J, Wires and bell-crank connecting with cistern, g, Supply-pipe.

Common English Pan-Closet. Baldwin Latham 1 describes and
illustrates as types of pan-closets which had been in common use, and

'Sanitary Engineering. Sewerage, London : 1873.
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were still used in England in 1873, the closet of which the following
is a description :

In this closet are shown some of the worst feature* of the pan-
closet. The howl is conical in shape, lilting into a hole in the top ,,\

the receiver. The l.wl is held in |>sition by a projecting rim,

n hied around it al.out half-way between the top and bottom; be-

tween this rim and the top of the rcccher a layer of putu is usually

placed. 1 have never seen a joint formed in this manner between

the bowl and the receiver in which the joint was perfeel unless it had

just been made. The least pressure against I he bowl or receiver,

a jarring of the floor or snpplv-pipe, may ra use the joint to open. The

putty is generally full of cracks, the cracks containing putrid urine

and other foul matter. It can be easily seen that all foul gases gen-
erated in the receiver can come directly into the room when this joint

is imperfect. The pan is moved in the usual manner by a spindle
that has a slotted crank on one end connected with the hand-pull by a

weighted lever. In the per.-pectivc sketch the mode- of connei-tiii'j

the' hand-pull with the cistern or tank by means of bell-cranks and
wires is clearly shown. The usual receiver is shown in connection

with a D-trap, both of which act as
receptacles

for the excrement i-

tious matter passing through them. In these receptacles the waste
matter lodges, remains, decays, and generates gases, and most prob-

ably liberates germs far more deleterious than would usually come
from a well-ventilated sewer or drain.

The closets described in the following pages are manufactured at

the present day by prominent manufacturers of plumbers' supplies.

Patents, when claimed on them,
are usually for some novelty in

the position or form of the sup-

ply-valve, or the weighted lever.

As these parts might be with

equal facility, with some exeeji-
tion, attached to a valvc-cloM-t,

they cannot be put down as dis-

tinct features in the class wliich

is under discussion.

Hellyer's Pan-Closet. Al-

though Hellyer
1 condemns the

pan-closet
in very strong terms in

both his works on plumbing, he
finds it a commercial necessity to

manufacture them to supply the

demand. This closet is similar

to the one described above, ex-

Fig. 112. Hellyer's Pan-Closet.

d, Vent.a. Bowl. 6. Receiver.

<', Weighted Lever.
c. Pan.
/, Fan.

cept the vent-pipe, which is inserted into the top of the receiver. In
this illustration is shown the usual manner of setting the bowl on the

receiver, and the way. in which it dips into the pan and forms a

water-seal. This closet has a combination of the old-fashioned fan

with a small flushing-rim for spreading the water around the bowl.

The vent-pipe is screwed into the top of the receiver back of the pan,
where most of the filth accumulates.

Doulton Pan-Closet. The Doulton Company manufacture a

pan-closet that has an ample vent-pipe which enters the receiver

on the side near the bottom. This closet has a stoneware con-

tainer, of which the manufacturer says :
" and thereby is obviated

the hitherto great objection to this closet, from the container, when
of iron, becoming encrusted with soil and emitting impure gases."
This container has a white glaze inside.

Cazaubon's Closet. F. Liger illustrates a closet invented by
Cazaubon. In this closet the pan is moved by a short arm or lever,

which moves up and down on a fixed axis. The end of the lever,

where it comes in contact with the pan, has a semi-spherical button.

The pan is hinged, and when it opens, the end of the lever slides

Fig. 113. Perspective. Fig. 114. Section.

Cazaubon's Pan-Closet.

o, Bowl. b. Container. c. Pan. e. Cogs on lever. /, Weight on lever.

g. Overflow, i, Journals. /.', Short lever or linger. m, Connecting-rod.

along the bottom of the pan. The principle is very much like the

one adopted by Mott in the Demarest valve-closets. The perspec-
tive shows an arrangement for opening the pan by pressure on the

seat, or, more properly speaking, the stand, as the seat is arranged
after the Oriental manner. The stand in this instance rests on two

1 Tlu Plumber and Sanitary Houses. S. S. Hellyer London: 18*0.

The Art and Science of Sanitary PlumUny. S. S. Hellyer, London: 1882.

journals, and is connected with a lever, on the short arm of which is

a rack. The rack imparts

d j-.
motion to a mutilated pinion,

v\ / / which, partially revolving on
its centre, moves the short

lever or linger that opens and
shuts the pan.

Jones's Closet. In the

year IMiO a patent was issued

in Englud to one Jones, for

a tilting-pan very similar to

the Bowllog-tukl now in use,
which tilt when the water
lias attained a certain height.
Tin' pan was held in a level

position hy a small rod, which
had a hearing on the rim at

the back part of the pan. Hy
rail-in;; this rod or hand-pull,
the weight in the portion of

the pan in front of the jour-
nals, on which it was balanced, would cause it to tilt and empty its

contents into the receiver.

Fig. IIS. Jones's Pan-Cio,t.

a, Bowl. 6, Pan. <, lieceiver.

d, Rod for holding pan In position.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.

THE JACOB SLEEPER HALL, BOSTON UNIVERSITY, BOSTON, MASS.

MR. W. G. PRESTON, ARCHITECT, BOSTON, MASS.

COTTON EXCHANGE, NEW ORLEANS, LA. MR. H. WOLTERS, AR-

CHITECT, LOUISVILLE, KY.

THE BRADFORD CHIMNEY DISASTER.

T IEUT.-COL. SEDDON, R. E., has sent in

If his report to the Home Secretary on the
causes of the fall of the Newlauds Mill Chim-

ney, Bradford. The report, which is printed in

extenso in the Bradford Observer of the 14th inst.,

entirely confirms the conclusions at which we ar-

rived, and to which we gave expression, at the
termination of the inquest on the bodies of
the fifty-four unfortunate operatives who
were killed by the disaster.3 After de-

scribing in detail the foundation and con-
struction of the chimney, and the attempts
to straighten it, Col. Seddon recounts the
circumstances attending the subsequent
history and fall of the chimney, and in con-

clusion makes the following remarks on the

causes of its failure :

"The failure of this chimney was undoubt-
edly due to the damage done to the structure
in the operation of

straightening. The only
wonder is that it survived t hat operation for

twenty years. One cut would have been seri-

ous enough, but the second was fatal to the
slice of masonry between the two cuts. The
weight of the shall above, at least 2,200 tons,
giving a uniform pressure of 7 tons per foot

super., rocking in every wind on this weak
spot, slowly but surely disintegrating the ma-
sonry ;

the loose rubble backing, in yielding,
threw the weight on the damaged outer casing
and the inner brick liuing, which latter stood
on two independent single-brick cylinders, 30
feet high, the inner one of fire-brick exposed
to all the heat of the ascending gases, and the
other of red brick laid without any stretchen*,
at anv rate for the greater part of its height.
The leaning of a cliimney and cracks in the
shaft would not be sufficient of themselves to
cause any apprehensions of immediate danger
in a district where the majority of the chim-
neys are more or less cracked and many are

considerably out of plumb, but.ias it happened,
those who examined this chimney were misled

by a knowledge of its previous history into

thinking that the rapid development of the
cracks and bulges were merely due to the vi-

bration of the chimney in the wind loosening
the old portions of the outer casing which had
been built up after the straightening without
being tied into the backing, and which had

again become loose and undergone similar repaint about sixteen years before.

The chimney was in reality daily resting more and more on its outer skiu,
to remove which, as decided, was no doubt a fatal error. Before, however,
this could be done, piece after piece of the outer shell was pinched out, and
the rocking of the shaft in the wind on the Wednesday night and Thursday
morning completed the destruction of the chimney. A heavy gust came,
and the damaged backing, having lost the little tie previously afforded by
the outer casing, burst out, and all was over. It is easy to be wise after

gaining experience, but the history of this chimney is so exceptional that I

doubt if any one wonld have anticipated any immediate danger. The cut-

ting straight of brick chinmevs is an operation of common occurrence, but I

am not aware of any stone chimney, except this one and another close by,
belonging to Messrs. Sugden & Briggs's works, having been so treated. I

unhesitatingly say that it was an operation which ought never to have been

> See Builder, p. 163, ante.
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performed. The design of the chimney was radically bad in almost every

particular, and although the actual oauM of its falling when it did was the

damage done to it in straightening, I feel certain that even without that op-

eration it could only liavo had a limited life, and unless taken down in time,

it would certainly have fallen some day or other. The system of constrnct-

iim chimneys or any other walls to carry heavy weights, of three or four dif-

ferent parts, each too weak in itself, and yet so put together that they can-

not possibly work in unison, cannot be too strongly comic ed : whilst the

necessity in large chimneys for the lire-hrick lining being perfectly indepen-
dent of the structural part of the shaft is now universally recognized. The
fall of this chimney ought to be a warning in future to any one who, dis-

pensing with proper professional advice, takes upon himself the responsibil-

ity of carrving out works upon the safety of which the lives of so many may
depend. Here we have a self-constituted architect and engineer, with a

thoroughly bad design to begin with, for an 85-yard chimney, in which the

uniformly'distributee! pressure at the base of the shaft would amount to

over nine tons per foot super., first deciding, after getting about 10

yards above the ground-line, to carry the shaft up to 100 yards instead of 85

yards, with the idea of making it look lighter (this was abandoned after the

failure at 70 yards); and next weakening the structure considerably by in-

serting recessed panels all the way up to ornament the face, and that in spite

of the advio of his builder to the contrary. It may not be out of place here

to point out that there is a limit to the useful height of a chimney as regards

draught ; whilst the increase of draught due to increase of height is fre-

quently more than counterbalanced by the losses due to sudden changes of

direction in the underground flues, and their want of gradual easing into

the chimney, as well as by the unnecessary admission of cold air into the in-

terior of the chimney. Looking to the possibility of there being other fac-

tory chimneys in a dangerous condition, as well" as to the evidence ol the

Bradford Borough Surveyor as to the difficulty of getting to know of such

cases, whilst he has no power to inspect such structures without some

grounds to go upon, it is worthy of consideration whether the factory in-

spectors might not be empowered to make inquiries on this subject, and to

report any cases which may come to their knowledge."
\Ve have received from Mr. John Waugh, C. E., of Bradford, an

interesting and concisely-written report on the subject, illustrated with

plans and sections. Mr. Waugh, it will be remembered, assisted Col.

Sfddon in his investigations. Mr. Waugh's report is addressed to the

Directors of the Yorkshire Boiler-Insurance and Steam Users' Com-

panv, to whom he is engineer, and although primarily written for the

benefit of steam-users ( all steam-boiler owners being more or less

interested in chimney construction), it is likely to prove useful

and instructive to a wider circle of readers. Mr. Waugh, whose

report is in agreement with that presented by Col. Seddon, con-

cludes by making the suggestion that all
"
suspici ms-looking

"
chim-

neys should be inspected internally once in every two years. Had the

Bradford chimney been so inspected, say a twelvemonth before its

fall, its internal condition, as revealed after its fall,
" would have put

another construction upon the mistaken opinion as to the cause of the

cracks in the outside casing, an opinion only based upon outside in-

spection, and prevailing, unfortunately, even up to the day of the fall-

ing of the chimney." The Builder.

THE DECORATIVE TREATMENT OF METALS IN
ARCHITECTURE. I.

THE
first of a course of

three Cantor lectures on
this subject was given at

the Society of Arts' room on

Monday evening, by Mr. Geo.
H. Birch, A. R. I. B. A.

Having explained that he
should treat his subject from
an art, and not from a con-

structional point of view, the
lecturer alluded to the im-
mense importance of the
metals to man, asking the

audience to transport them-
selves in imagination to the

primitive ages, when metallic currency was not, and consider to
what straits they would be reduced when chipping the primeval flint

or scraping the pre-historic bone. Co-existent with the first germs
of civilization, the use of the metals had expanded with its growth,
and, from the cradle to the grave, man was absolutely dependent
upon the metals for existence. Numberless generations had passed
away, but the metals which they fashioned for use or adornment
might still exist, albeit melted, remelted and reformed, divided and
dispersed infinitesimally, and might continue in existence for count-
less ages to come.

Architecture had been well defined by Reichensperger as an
"
aggregate of various beautiful arts, work'ing principally by means

of proportion." Of these arts sculpture and painting took the first

rank, but other accessories were employed to enhance the beauties
of the building. The more successful would a building be, and the
more satisfying and pleasant to the eye, when the subsidiary arts
were kept in due subordination to the leading architectural features,
and introduced to accentuate rather than destroy their harmony of

proportion. In all styles these subsidiary arts must be admitted as

necessary, for architecture without them would be cold and lifeless.
The employment of the metals to enhance architecture was of equal
antiquity with sculpture and painting ; indeed, there was scarcely a
style of architecture now known to us, from the description of
ancient authors or modern research, in which we did not find this
use of the metals more or less apparent.
Taking up, in the first place, the employment of the precious

metals, gold and silver, in this connection we found in Egyptian

hieroglyphics many references to their use. The stele of Hatharsa

of the twelfth dynasty stated that he compelled chiefs "to wash

<rold," and on the tablet of Nebuain, in the reign of Ihothmes 111,

we read that, as high priest of Osiris, "1 dedicated numerous works

in the house of my Father, Osiris, of silver and gold. . . . I was

called to the house of gold. ... I made to thee a secret chape of

stone, the bolts on it of brass covered with gold." And in other

passages of the same record we were informed that the folding-doors

and the tablets of the temple of Khonsa, in Thebes, were plated with

gold, and that the hinges of the gates were of silver, with coverings

of <'old, while the columns, the cornices and lintels of other temples

were referred to as of sandstone, plated with pure gold. Egyptian

architecture at the present day showed little trace of any metallic

adornment, nor was its use at any time so prevalent there as with

the Assyrian, Chaldasan, Babylonian, Medo-Persian, and other

Semitic races. Gilding was applied by the Egyptians, not as by us,

in sheets beaten to an infinitesimal density, but in strips of consid-

erable thickness, as might be seen by an inspection of some of the

mummy-cases in the British Museum and the Louvre. In Egypt,

sculpture and painting were profusely employed, to the exclusion of

other forms of decoration ;
but many of the obelisks were decorated

with gold, both the pyramidon and base being gilded, and they were

often surmounted by a disc of gold. The gold-mines of Midian

were extensively worked by the Egyptians. Captain Burton dis-

covered the cartouche of Rameses III in some of the disused work-

ings, and the cartouche of a much earlier King Kheperteara in the

Sinaitic peninsula.
The great Assyrian empire was remarkable for its use of the

precious metals as architectural adornments. Herodotus told us

that the temple built by Nebuchadnezzar at Borsuppa consisted of

several stories, diminishing in size, the outer walls of two of these

stages being covered with gold and silver respectively ;
and that at

Agt>atana, the capital of the Medo-Persian empire, the king's palace
had wooden beams, ceilings and pillars covered with plates of gold
and silver, and was roofed with silver tiles, and the latter statement

was confirmed by Polybius. The temple at Babylon, called by
Herodotus that of Jupiter Belus, was also said to be richly decorated

with gold.
In the case of the contemporary kingdom of Israel, we knew

from the Bible the extensive use made by that purely Semitic race of

the precious metals; it being recorded that in the days of Solomon

gold was nothing accounted of, and silver in Jerusalem was as the

stones of the streets. Even from the time when the children of

Israel were journeying in the wilderness they employed the precious
metals "borrowed" from the Egyptians in making the sockets,

rings, and capitals of the Tabernacle, the columns being overlaid

with pure gold possibly a hyperbolical way of describing plain

gilding and the candle-stick, lamps, and altar of incense being of

pure gold. Four hundred and eighty years -afterwards a wonderful

temple was built by Solomon, of which the chief adornments were
metallic. Indeed, one modern manufacturer had gravely attempted
to prove that the temple was entirely made of metal, and that no
stone was used except for the foundations, basing his belief on the

well-known verse (1 Kings, vi. 1) which stated that there was nei-

ther hammer nor axe, nor any tool of iron heard in the house while it

was building, so that all the parts must have been put together with
screwsl One might with equal reason start the theory that it was

entirely of cedar or other wood, and quote the same chapter as an

authority,
" as there was no stone seen." Josephus's description of

the Temple, although mainly derived from the First Book of Kings,
was interesting, as it was interwoven with other traditions ;

and af-

ter allowing for the unintentional love of hyperbole natural to Ori-
ental nations, it was seen that this Temple must have been resplen-
dent with the precious metals, and an object of admiration, wonder,
and cupidity to other nations. The description of Solomon's palace
having roof and walls adorned with gold, gave an accurate idea of

those palaces unearthed by Layard at Nineveh and Khorsabad, even
to the sculptured lining slabs and ivory thrones. In the Biblical ac-
count mention was made of Hiram, King of Tyre, who assisted Sol-

omon, especially in making the metal ornaments for which the Jews
seemed to have had little aptitude, and from Menander we learned
that Hiram also dedicated a golden pillar in the temple of Jupiter
at Tyre, and rebuilt the temples of Hercules and Astarte.
The lecturer next referred to the poems of Homer, written appar-

ently about eleven centuries before the Christian era. Homer de-

scribed, in language almost sublime, various palaces and halls, such
as those he must have seen or heard of, and while affording no idea
of their architectural style, he dwelt much upon the golden doors
and the silver ornaments, graphically portraying such a wealth of
metallic splendor that, to borrow a phrase of his own, his descrip-
tions "

poured along like a fire that swept the whole earth before it."
In illustration of this vivid imagery, Mr. Birch quoted from Pope's
version the well-known descriptions of the Palace of Alcinoiis, and
the Hall of Menelaus in Sparta. Doubts had been thrown on the
existence of the Homeric heroes, but Dr. Schliemann's discoveries
at Mycenaa, Orchomenos, and Hissarlik, of tombs containing im-
mense stores of gold buried with ancient warriors, was striking tes-

timony in confirmation of the poet's story. In a lesser degree we
found the same in the tombs of the primitive inhabitants of Italy,
the Etruscans, pointing to a common ori<rin, perhaps Pelasgic.
Turning back to Greece, we were tempted to" ask, as we gazed upon
the ruins of the Parthenon or the Athenian Acropolis, could there
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possibly liiive been room for un\ decoration in tliis temple beyond
the. perfect symmetry of its uwn faultless proportion? The answer
must be i:i tiie ullinnative. Not only was color applied, as we saw,

bevond power of dispute, in the sculptures by Phidias, now in llie

Briti.-h Museum, but metallic decoration also lent its aid in adding
to a beaut v almost perfect in itself. On tbe Parthenon were still

visible tlie' boles for clamps in the architrave, and circular stains

upon tbe marble, showing that under each of tbe metopes was sus-

pended a gilded shield, and smaller holes under tlie triglyphs indi-

cated that inscriptions in gilded letters formerly existed between
eaeli. These bail been supposed to indicate the votive offerings of

shields taken bv Alexander from the Persians, and given by him to

the Parthenon ;
but tbe lecturer believed they formed part of the

original design. The acroteria which decorated the mounts and cor-

ners of the pediments were also of gilded metal, and .the railings or

grilles between the columns and the anta- were likewise gilded.

Passing within, the most prominent object was tbe chryselephantine
statue by Phidias, in which the glittering golden raiment and crested

helm contrasted with the soft creamy beauty of ivory Mesh. \Ve

knew that the Temples of Jupiter at Olympia, and of Apollo at Del-

phi were also full to overflowing with the votive offerings of genera-
tions. The inner sanctuary of Herod's Temple at Jerusalem was
decorated with a golden vine; indeed, so immense was the quantity
of gold in this Temple that after the destruction of Jerusalem gold
was sold in Syria, by the soldiers of Titus, for half its value.

Passing on to Imperial Home, one was almost bewildered by the

many examples of tbe employment of the precious metals in the

adornment of its edifices, such as the Golden House of Nero, the

gilded Capitol, the Temple of Ceres, and the gilded statues and tro-

phies of the Ulphian Basilica. In the New Home, on the banks of

the Bosphorus, the same traditions as to tlie use of the precious
metals were maintained. The church of St. Sophia must, in the

days of its lirst magnificence, have been refulgent with the precious
metals

; apart from the universal use of gold and silver mosaics in

its dome and vaults, tbe columns of the ciborium and the baldac-

chino over the altar were formed of silver-gilt; the sculptured lilies

and fruits which adorned it, and the cross which surmounted it,

were of solid gold ; and of gold were also the solea and ambones.
At the Church of the Resurrection, in the same city, the under side

of its wooden vault was covered with plates of gold by Basil, the

Macedonian. In the Church of St. Demetrius, at Thessalonica, A.D.

453, there was a ciborium of silver, and the shrine of the saint

was hexagonal ;
both the six columns and the walls being of silver,

covered with incised ornament, and the circular cover and the sphere
and cross above were also of silver. This seemed to have been the

prototype of many of the gorgeous shrines of Mediaeval churches.

The three immense basilicas at Home : St. Peter, St. John Late-

ran, and St. Paul-without-the-Walls, were rich in the precious metals.

In some of the Italian churches, and also in Spain and Germany,
were still preserved magnificent altar-pieces of silver-gilt, called

pala d'oro.

In St. Mark's, Venice, was a superb specimen which was uncov-

ered on great festivals
;

it was of l!y /.ant ine workmanship, and

richly jewelled ;
it was made in 976 by order of the Doge Pietro Or-

seolo, but was much altered by successive Doges. St. Ambrose's

Church, Milan, possessed one of the richest in Christendom, and

slightly earlier (A.D. 835) than the Venetian one. The front was
of gold, and the sides and back of silver

;
it was richly enamelled

and set with jewels. The name of the artist had been preserved,
Wolvernius. In the Duomo at Monza, was an altar-frontal silver-gilt,
of the tenth century, and at Citta di Castello, a silver altar-piece
of the twelfth century. A magnificent pala d'oro, formerly in the

Cathedral of Bale, now formed one of the chief treasures of the mu-
seum at the Hotel Cluny, Paris. It was given to the cathedral by
tbe Emperor, Henry III, about the commencement of the eleventh cen-

tury, and, although betraying Greek influence, was probably of Lora-

bardic, and not Byzantine, workmanship. It was of solid gold, on a
foundation of cedar, and was remarkable for the lifelike energy of

the figures in high relief, and exquisite workmanship of the foliage,

animals, and filigree enrichments. Tbe tomb of St. Margaret, in the

church of the same name at Cortona, was of the thirteenth century,
and had a silver front. At Florence, in the Opera del Duomo, was

preserved a silver retable beautifully enamelled; it was five feet high,
fifteen feet long, and was divided into twelve compartments, and in

tbe centre was a figure of St. John. Begun in 1366, it was not fin-

ished till 1477, and Ghiberti, Orcagna, Verrochio, and other artists

worked upon it. In the present day gold and silver were far too

precious to be used except in ordinary currency ;
in Europe alone it

was estimated that these metals were employed for this purpose to

the extent of over two thousand billion sterling, or in small ob-

jects of use or ornament.

THE DECAY OF BRICKS. Recent observations of M. Parize tend to

show that the weathering of brick walls into a friable state, which is

usually attributed to the action of heat, moisture and frost, is in reality
due to a microscopic creature, tlie action played by tbe weather being
only secondary. M. Parize examined tbe red dust of crumbling bricks
under the microscope, and found it to consist largely of minute living
organisms, and a sample of 'brick-dust taken from tbe heart of a solid

brick also showed tbe same animalcule, but in smaller numbers. The
magnifying power of tbe instrument was about 300 diameters, and ev-

ery brick showed the same distinctive features, but, in general, the
harder the brick the fewer were the organisms. Engineering.

r.KK.MTDA HOUSES.

IIKKK men are at

work on this side of

a little hill within

sight of the hotel, dicing
cut a house. A UN body
who would travel ail over

AM liermuda l-lands

would no doubt lind as

many as a hundred men
i n-ja^ed in di __ i n '_' out

Then- i- noth-

ing remarkable in this

diuirill'J lliill<e> out of tbe

: round, although at first

there seems to U-. I

h.i\e -een houses dug out
in New Jersey some
very nice houses. There
t!ie\-diilthi-ininlhe shape
oi' clay, moulded it into

bricks, and put the houses

together atu-rward. In
I'M -i-muda they are saved
this trouble, for the clay,
or coral sand, or what-

ever it is, is already made into rock, and the- workmen ha\e nothing
to do but saw it out in big blocks and stand it aside to season. It

seems natural enough to an American to see wood standing by to sea-

son, but Bermuda is the only country in the world where tln-\

rocks before using them. These three men at work on the hillside

are very deliberate in their movements. They could give a New-
York laborer points in killing time. In this respect they are like
most of the Bermuda workmen; but they get so little pav I think

they are justified in doing as little work as possible. A dollar a day
is as much as they earn, but they do not live on bread and water.
The roof of one of die largest buildings in town, the Mechanic's Hall,
is just at the foot of die lull on which the hotel stands. Two men
have been whitewashing this roof for the last two weeks. Any man
of ordinary whitewashing ability ought to do it in a day. But over
on the hill direc men have been at work for a month.' Their tools

are a great chisel with a long wooden handle and two or three big
hand-saws. They began work by smoothing off a small space on the

top of the hill, and a part of one of its sides. Every hill on the
islands is comix>sed of this same kind of rock, covered with a thin

coating of earth, in which grass, flowers, and small cedar trees grow.
The part of this rock that is exposed to the air is of a rusty black

color, and looks hard and old ; but when it is cut into the surface ex-

posed is of a rich cream color, just about like the yellow bricks some-
times used in New York. The smooth place on die side of die hill is

about six feet high, and it looks like a slice out of an immense lump
of light brown sugar. The men go to work with the chisel and cut
out a slice of the hill as large as they can conveniently handle gen-
erally about six feet long and

perhaps four feet broad, and the same
in thickness. When this block is detached and rolled over on its

side the men go at it widi their saws and cut it into stones of tlie re-

quired size. These are nearly always cut to a standard size for build-

ing purposes, about two feet long by ten inches square. The blocks
are as sharp-cut as so many bricks, and as regular in size as in shape,
and as fast as they are cut out they are piled in heaps, like cord-wood,
to dry. These heaps are generally put on die side of the road, and
all over die islands may be seen cords of stone ready to be put to-

gether into houses.

They call this material stone, and I am not prepared to give it any
other name, but it does not seem like what we are accustomed to call
rock. If you were to take the coarsest sea-side sand you could find,
and press a bushel or so of it into a square cake, it would be very
much like this stone. In consistency, in color, and to the touch it is

like the crumbly, yellow kind of molasses candy confectioners sell,

only, of course, it is not sticky. When newly cut out die blocks
look rich and clean enough to eat. Tlie stone is then so soft that you
can take an ordinary penknife and whittle it easier than a piece of
soft pine. It is only a minute's work to drill a hole through the cen-
tre of one of die blocks. The solidity of the rock varies in different

places. In some hills it is pretty hard when first taken out, and in
others it is so soft that it cannot be worked at all, but crumbles into
sand as soon as touched. The hard hills are regularly worked for quar-
ries, and the soft hills afford browsing room for goats. When diis stone
is cut into thin slabs it has to be handled very carefully. They cut die
blocks into slices about an inch thick for roofing pur{H>ses, and one of
these pieces, if held by the two ends when fresh, would break by its

own weight. The rock is exceedingly porous. Indeed, it is almost
like a

sponge,
for it is capable of absorbing its own weight of water.

A block of it weighing one hundred pounds, if dipped in die sea,
comes out weighing two hundred. Fortunately they don't sell it by
weight, or you may depend upon it die Bcrinudians would sell it damp.

A man who is going to build a house has as many of die blocks
sawed out as will be necessary for the walls; and thin slabs for the
roof, and lets them stand and season for a year or more. If he is in a

hurry to build, (but he never is if he lives in liermuda.) he buys
stones dial are already hardened. By die end of a year his blocks
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will be hard enough to use, but not hard like the stones we are aecus-

toined to in America. After they have been exposed to the air for

fifty years, you can cut notches in them with a penknife. It does not

take the Bermudian long to choose a site for his house. In the towns
of Hamilton and St. Georges, as in other towns, a man must take

what vacant spot he can find, but out in the country when a man own-

ing any considerable quantity of land wants to build a house he makes
for the top of the highest hill. Hill-tops arc the favorite places, and

valleys arc at a discount. This seems strange, for the valleys have
the richest of soils, and are filled with tropical vegetation that would
not flourish on the hills, where the sea-breezes blow. There is no
doubt some good reason for it, but I do not know what it is. Perhaps
the Berimulians are fond of a view of what they consider " the whole
boundless continent

;

"
perhaps the high lands are healthier. I think

the latter is the more probable, though I have never heard of any
sickness in the valleys. If the hill-top selected for the house is com-

posed of hard rock, the blocks are cut out on the spot, and the exca-

vation thus made does duty for a cellar. It is commonly said that a
Bermudian cuts his house out of his cellar, but this happens only oc-

casionally. No foundation needs to be built, for the basis is the rock
itself of which the whole island is made. It is an easy matter, of

course, to lay the blocks on top of one another with a little cement be-

tween ;
but the roof is not so easily made. The framework of the

roof is made of cedar, and curiously enough, it is made and put to-

gether on the ground, the pieces mortised and dovetailed together,
and, when all complete, is taken apart and put up where it belongs.
It has rafters, like our roofs, with light longitudinal slats, about six

inches apart, on which the stone slabs are laid. The roof is usually
the most expensive part of the building, for cedar is dear. A tree of

any size is worth a guinea just as it stands. They use as little fire-

wood as possible, for it is costly. Such small pieces of cedar as are
not fit for anything el,se, and logs too thin for better uses are sold for

fuel ;
but not sold by the cord, nor even by the bundle, as we buy kind-

ling in New York. It is sold by the pound, at the rate of twenty
pounds for sixpence, which would bring it to $12 a ton. And any
morning visitors may see little ebony shavers about the wood market,
telling the salesman that " mam" sent them after twenty pounds of
wood. The floors of the houses are made of pine, which is all imported ;

but all the other material is native. In making the roofs the slabs of
stone are laid on like slates, and the roof-maker has to be careful to

step only over the rafters, or his foot will go through. The interior

partitions are made of the same stone
; and when the house is finished

its owner has a structure that, if it should rain, would absorb about
two hogsheads of water to the square yard ; but he does not give the
rain a chance. As soon as the walls and roof are up he covers them
with a coating of thin cement that makes them absolutely water-proof.
This cement is put on the walls within and without, and there is no

lathing.
The same stone that makes part of the exterior wall forms a

part of the wall of the room. As soon as the cement is dry the whole

thing is covered with a coat of whitewash roof, walls, and all; but
it is whitewash that will not rub off. They have a way of preparing the
wash so that it is as firm as paint. Sometimes they do it by putting a
little turpentine in it, and sometimes they put in a decoction of prickly-
pear leaves ; but whatever they use, the visitor may lean against the
whitest wall with a broadcloth coat without fear of soiling it.

When all this is done the Bermudian has a house that"will last a
thousand years. Every year it stands it becomes harder and stronger.
In such a climate as they have here the building will outlast e'ven
such an extended family as that of the Duke of Argyll, or the Rex
family of England. If there should ever be a frost half of the houses
in Bermuda would crumble, but a frost has never been known here.
There still remains, however, a very important part of the building to
construct. This is the water-tank. It is said by everybody wholias
written anything about Bermuda that there are no wells in the island,
but I know this to be a mistake, for I have drank water out of several
Bermuda wells. There are not, though, more than half a dozen wells
in the whole islands, and the people depend entirely upon catchino- rain-
water. For this purpose they build large tanks, generally m the

shape of a little addition or " lean-to
"

at the back of the house, just
as in America we build a wood-shed. An ordinary tank usually holds
three or four hundred barrels of water, which is carried from the
roof by a stone gutter. The tank is built of the same kind of stone,
lined with cement, and has a little window in one side, through which
the cook reaches with a pail and dips out the water as sheneeds it.

The water contained in these tanks stands till it is used but never be-
comes foul, and no one would notice the difference between Bermuda
rain-water and the best Croton. Every house has its tank, and there
is a constant supply of hundreds of millions of gallons scattered over
the island. In the town of Hamilton every householder is required
by law to build a tank, and in other parts of the island they do it
from necessity without legal compulsion. There is plenty of rain and
no danger of a lack of water, but the Government has built a steam-
condenser at St. Georges to supply the troops with fresh water in
case there should be a continuous drought. But save in exceptional

The native style of Bermuda house is square, the larger ones with

four-sided roofs, the smaller with two sides. Most of the large
houses are two stories high, but there are many one-story ones. There
is no earthly excuse, in my opinion, for building a house more than
one story high in such a place as Bermuda, where there is plenty of

building material and land is cheap. There are not more than four

or five three-story buildings on the islands, and it is only in later years
that any effort has been made to get out of the ohl style of square
houses, with nearly flat roofs. Probably the largest dwelling-house in

Bermuda is the residence of J. II. Trimingham, where the Princess

Louise is staying. This is two stories high, and looks somewhat like

an American country house.

What does it cost ? That's what a New Yorker generally wants
to know. Outside of Mr. Trimingham's, I do not see how any pri-
vate house on the islands can have cost more than $2,000. Labor
is cheap, material is plenty, and land can be bought low. This is,

of course, merely for the house the walls and roof and floors

and does not include any ornamentation or furnishing that fancy may
suggest. There are plenty of places in Bermuda that could not be

duplicated for ten times the sum named, but the expense is in the con-

tents, not in the building. A New Yorker could come down here
and with $10,000 make himself a residence that could not be dupli-
cated in the metropolis for a million. Servant girls get $5 and $6 a
month, and

everything
is cheap but meat, which is dear. Any New

Yorker who contemplates building in Bermuda, need not be kept
away by the fear of taxation. Americans, of course, cannot buy land
there at all without taking the oath of allegiance to the British Gov-
ernment, but they get a friend to buy property and then take a mort-

gage on it, which answers the same purpose. The Hamilton Hotel is

one of the finest buildings in Hamilton, perhaps without any excep-
tion the best ; and the taxes on building and grounds are " two and
six" a year, or about sixty cents. On an ordinary dwelling-house and
lot the tax is about twenty-five cents a year. This is because the im-

perial Government pays nearly everything and leaves very little for
the Bermudians to settle for. The Government " runs" the schools,
the Church, the roads everything. Correspondence of the N. Y.
Times.

HARDENED COPPER AND THE ART OF DRESSING
AND CARVING STONE AMONG THE ANCIENT PE-
RUVIANS, i

T the time of the conquest, Peru extended
from the Second degree North to the Thir-

ty-seventh degree South latitude, from
Quito to Cusco. A road, whose present re-
mains attest its importance, traversed it for

nearly eighteen hundred miles, over moun-
tains often covered with snow and furrowed
by forests, which last were crossed by singu-
lar suspension bridges, which oscillated' ifke

This long highway, paved with flagstone, rarelv ex-hammocks.

weeks there has been hardly a drop of rain and everything is'very
dry. In these three weeks the thermometer has not varied ten de-
grees, ranging between 69 and 78, till I have almost come to believe
it is a sort of stationary thermometer without the power of
either up or down.

ceeded in width twenty to twenty-three feet, and was built'from
material dug out of the Cordilleras.

The arms of the natives were bows and arrows, a kind of short
sword, battle-axes and lances. The arrows and lances were often
tipped with metal. Their utensils were sometimes stone, but more
frequently copper, combined with tin in certain proportions, to ren-
der them more lasting, but without acquiring by this mixture a dura-
bility comparable to brass or even approaching that of iron. By an
analysis made under the direction of Humboldt, one ancient bronze
instrument showed a combination of copper 94 parts, tin 6 parts;
another specimen yielded copper 95.5, tin 4.5.

While remains in worked stone are rare in Peru, nevertheless the
mines of Fiahuanaco, Ollantaytambo, and the locality called La
Fortalezza, with some others, yielded stone thus worked, and with
an admirable perfection of line and surface; but these constructions
belong to a very ancient period, far anterior to the time of the Incas.
The quarries from whence all these stones seem to have been

taken are found about forty-five miles in a straight line from the
actual town of Fiahuanaco, on the isthmus which "joins Copacabana
with the main land.

M. Raimondi says that the ancient Peruvians split up the stone in
the quarry by first heating it by the burning of straw, and then
throwing cold water upon the heated mas?. In building with this
material they used inclined planes, up which the stone'was drawn
by cables made by the Indians. The tools of "hardened copper,"as the author calls them, were similar in shape to our chisels, with a
cutting edge at one end only.
To carve the stone and obtain a bas-relief, M. Raimondi contends

that the workmen covered with ashes the lines of the design which
they intended to have in relief, and then heated the whole' surface,
llie parts of the stone which were submitted immediately to the
action of fire became decomposed to a greater or less depth, while
the designs protected by the ashes, which is a bad conductor of heat
remained intact. To finish his work the sculptor had only to pass
lightly over the design with his copper chisel.
Of mortar they used several kinds: with a species of bitumen

very abundant in certain parts of Peru they made a cement which
hardened quickly and held firmly; a mixture of lime and bitumen
was used m the construction of their irrigation canals. Clay was

' Translated by Engineering News from the Moniteur Induslriel.
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nscil to make unburnt bricks and cements, and in some localities use

was made of a calcareous stone, to which was added a variable quan-

tity of clav, making a kind of hydraulic lime. The
largest

unburnt

bricks were from three to five feet long, and two and a half to three

feet thick.

In ordinary constructions the walls of either burnt or unburnt

brick rarelv exceeded in thickness sixteen inches, but sometimes

thev were twenty-two to twenty-live feet thick, and in certain aiuie-

dne'ts a< much as forty feet thick, to guard against the shock of

earthquakes. When the Peruvians wished to make a wall of great

resisting power, having only small material at their command, they
obtained the required volume by raising two or three of these walls,

sometimes more, one behind the other.

LIME KILNS.
P.VHK Kiisiii'Bii, W. YA., May 3, 1883.

To TIIK KliITORS OF THE AMKR1CAN ARCHITECT:

Dear Sirs, Can you refer me to any person who can give me in-

formal ion how to build a lime kiln capable of making 400 bushels per
dav. Or if you know of any book on lime-burning and kiln-making,

you would oblige me very much by letting me know through your
valuable paper. SUBSCRIBER.

[WK do not know of any modern American book on the subject. Perhaps
gome of our readers can give you the necessary information. EDS. AMERI-
<:A.\ ARCHITECT.]

ROUGH-CAST IN NORTHERN LATITUDES.
May 6, 1883.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

Gentlemen, Will you please answer the following questions

through the columns of the American Architect? Will the climate

of the Middle States admit of a successful treatment of rough-cast

plaster-work for the exterior of a frame building? If so, what are

the ingredients and their proportions, and what the method of their

application ? Can ordinary pine lath be applied for the reception
of the plaster? Can color, Indian red, yellow ochre, for example,

be mixed with the plaster without materially affecting strength,
etc. Very truly yours, F.

[THERE is no difficulty in using rough-cast plaster on the exterior of frame
buildings in the Middle or Northern States. The mortar should be mixed
as for the first coat of plastering, but without gauging with plaster-of-Paris,
and cement may with advantage be mixed with the lime in as large propor-
tion as it will bear without setting too quickly. We should generally use
one part cement to two of dry lime, and if the plaster is to be colored, would
mix a small quantity of linseed oil with the mortar. The first coat is often

put on pine laths, but stands very much better on wire lathing. The wire
Li tiling should be of the heaviest quality, so that it will not move under the

necemXry manipulation, and thereby split the coat of mortar in two. After

applying the mortar, and while it in yet soft, patterns may be impressed in

it with wooden moulds, or pebbles, bits of colored glass, or other ornaments
may be imbedded in it. The ancient way of applying

"
rough-cast," or

"
pebble dash," was, after the first coat had become somewhat hard, to mix

the pebbles with a thin lime mortar, and throw the mixture on the wall.

Whether this mode is ever imitated now we cannot say. The addition of

color to the plastering mortar has little or no influence on its strength, but
there are not many colors which will resist the caustic action of the lime.
Venetian red is one of the best; yellow ochre is also excellent for such uses,
and gives a good color. French blue can also be used. The two former
colors retard slightly the drying of the mortar. EDS. AMERICAN ARCHI-
TECT.]

THE BEST BOOK ON PERSPECTIVE.
CHICAGO, May 8, 1883.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT :

Gentlemen, Will you be so kind as to inform me through the
American Architect which is the best book on perspective.

Respectfully yours, H. G.

[Modern Perspective, a Treatise upon the Principles and Practice of Plane
and Cylindrical Perspective, by Professor William R. Ware. Published by
James R. Osgood & Company, Boston, Mass. Price 85.00. EDS. AMERICAN
ARCHITECT.!

BOAT-HOUSES.
197 DE KALB AVE., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT :

Sir.', Can you put us in communication with some builder that

makes a business of building boat-houses. Myself and friends are
desirous of building a small boat or club house at a place called

Centre Moriches, Long Island. We would like to find out how much
it would cost to build a house 20' x 35', one story, with a 10-foot

piazza on the four sides. Also the cost with a 12-foot piazza on the
35-foot side only. If you can do anything for us you will confer a

great favor on a reader of your paper. Yours respectfully,
R. B. PRICE.

[WK do not believe that there are enough bout-houses built in the whole
country to warrant any man in undertaking such work as a specialty. Any
reputable builder can figure out the cost of the house, you wish to build in
half an hour. EDS. AMERICAN ARCHITECT.!

ViOLLET-LE-Duc once said that the locomotive wag as great a piece of

pure architecture in its way as a cathedral.

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.

SINKING OF A LABOK BUILDINO. A curious instance of the diffi-

culties which the peculiarities of tropical soils give rise to when dealing
with the foundations of heavy buildings has recently occurred in

Georgetown, the capital city of British Guiana. Designed by the gov-
ernment engineer until lately in charge of the Public Works Depart-
ment of that colony, some erections intended for use as law courts had

proceeded to a certain point, when the successor to the office above
named discovered that the buildings were bodily sinking, and this as

far as we have been able to learn was taking place without any set-

tlements or cracks being visible in the walls of the building, and with-

out any disturbance of the surface soil close to them. In fact, it was
not easy to detect the immediate cause of the subsidence, hut it was nl

timately found that at a few yards distance the ground was bulging up-
ward. The present head of the Public Works Department in his report
in no way reflects upon the character of the design given by his prede-
cessor to the footings, or on the dimensions of the foundation!. There

is nothing, indeed, in these to find fault with, and the difficulty has arisen

apparently from the two-fold character of the soil in the immediate vi-

cinity of the buildings ;
that on which the work is erected being of good,

solid, unyielding sand, but being surrounded to all appearance by a bed
of earth less capable of withstanding cither vertical or lateral pressure.
The consequence hag been that this surrounding belt of earth has

yielded upward to the force exerted upon it by the lateral thrust of the

squeezed material immediately below the buildings. Scientific Amtri-

PBOPOSKD NEW LIGHT-HOUSE is LOWER DELAWARE BAT. The
Fourteen-foot Bank in the Lower Delaware Bay, between the Brandy-
wine and Crogg-Ledge Shoals, has had for years stationed upon it a

light-ship. Owing to the heavy flow, it has been found almost impossi-
ble to keep this light-ship in position, egpecially in the winter months,
when most needed. In order to secure the permanent location of this

beacon, as well as to guide vessels not only clear of the Fourteen-foot

Bank, but also from the lower end of the Joe Flogger Shoals, the Light-
house Board hag decided to erect a light-house on this spot. There are

peculiar engineering difficulties surrounding this project, since there is

a depth of 21 feet of water over the Fourteen foot Bank, and then a

depth of some 23 feet of quicksand to be got through before a solid

stratum of clay suitable for foundation can be reached, there being no
rock bottom at this point. The plans of the engineers under considera-

tion at the present moment comprise a caisson 60 feet in diameter at

the base, 30 feet diameter at the top, and 43 feet in height. It is pro-

posed to build the caigson of cast-iron plates made separately and bolted

together on the inside by flanges, the outside surface being smooth and

regular. There is now available an appropriation of $176,000 for the

prosecution of this work. It is proposed to float the caisson into posi-
tion by means of a "camel," and by pumping the water into this latter

to gradually sink the caisson to its foundation level. The pump to be

employed for this purpose is designed for a capacity of 600 gallons per
minute. From present indications it would seem as if the contracts for

the work would be given out before the close of the present year.
The Iron Age.

THE PALACE OF TUB POPES AT AVIONON. A correspondent of the

Daily News, writing from Avignon, says :

"
Many of your readers will,

I feel sure, be glad to hear that the French Committee for the Preser-

vation of Historical Monuments has at length succeeded in making an

arrangement by which the Palace of the Popes in this interesting old

city will shortly cease to be used as barracks for the garrison. This act
of vandalism dates from the first year of the reign of Louis X VIII., and
since that time much irreparable damage has been done to the frescoes,
while many of the rooms liave been disfigured by whitewash. Party-
walls have been knocked down in some places, and wooden partitions
run up in others, and despite all that has been done the palace has not,
as may readily be imagined, been at all comfortable as military quar-
ters. Remonstrances against the barbarous use to which this historical

building was being put have been made from time to time for the last

fifty years, and just before the fall of the empire it seemed as if the
scandal would shortly cease, for some new barracks were built for the

garrison close to the station. But just as they were ready for occupa-
tion the war with Germany broke out, and after it was over the French

pontoon corps, whose headquarters were formed at Strasburg, was .-cut

to Avignon to do their exercises upon the Rhone, now that the Rhine
was no longer available. So the ordinary garrison perforce remained
in the Papal Palace, and some fresh arrangement had to be made. M.
Viollet-le-Duc, the eminent architect who restored the ramparts of Avig-
non with so much ability, did his best to obtain the consent of the Min-
ister of War to the erection of fresh barracks, but he died before any-
thing wag settled, and the Committee for the Preservation of Historical

Monuments hag experienced great difficulty in extracting a definite

promise. This promise has, however, been given, but the Palace will

not be evacuated until the new barracks are finished."

INGENIOUS BUT IMPROBABLE. A Buffalo manufacturer of lime and
cement, Mr. Cummings, says that he has examined the Egyptian obelisk
in Central Park, New York, and finds that it is not natural stone, as hag
been generally believed, but rather a mass of concrete composed of

pieces of granite from the size of a walnut down to that of wheat.
These stones are mixed with some bituminous matter not unlike asphal-
tum, and the stones and asphaltum are mixed with hydraulic lime continu-

ing clay. The thinness of the lime shows, according to Mr. Cummings,
that the men who made the obelisk knew how to make concrete. The hier-

oglyphics must have been formed by fastening letters on the inside of

the box into which the concrete was placed, every letter being made
to " draw." The obelisk can be carried up by this process at the rale

of about a foot a day, and can be exactly reproduced now at an esti-

mated cost of $16,000. There is no doubt that it will last for ages,
which would not be the cage if Roman cement instead of hydraulic
lime had been used.
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BUILDING INTELLIGENCE,
(Reported for The American Architect and Building Now..)

[Although a large portion of the building intelligent
is provided by their regular correspojidents, the editor

greatly desire to receive voluntary information,
"

nallyfrom the smaller and outlying towns.]

BUILDING PATENTS.

[Printed specifications of any patents herementionef
together irifh full detail illustrations, may be obtaine

of the Commissioner of Patents, at Washington, fo
twenty-Jive cents.\

276,549. BIUCK AND TILE MACHINE. James C
Anderson, Highland Park, 111.

L'7(i..
r
'i^. SIIIMTKK AND FASTENING THEREFOR.

Jonas Cooper, Washington, D. C.

276,585. FiKK-KscAPE. George Hofmann, Jr., an
Austin 0. Hoffuiaun, Chicago. 111.

276,?87. STOKK. Jas.A. Houston Boston, Mass.

276,6111. FIUK-KSCAPE. George W. Liiidsey an
Harry \V. Raleigh, Haltiiuore, Md.

276.622. VISE. Jacob A. Painter, Arthur, 111.

276.623. LOCKING-LATCH. Frederick Palmer
Hampton, Va-

276,626. DOOR-OPENER. Martin L. Powell, New
Castle, led.

276,654. EAVES-TROUGH HANGEK. Jonathan P
Abbott, Cleveland, O.

276.669. FIRE-ESCAPE. William F. Clerk, Bos
ton, Mass.

276,715. FIRE-ESCAPE LADDER. James Riley
New York.N. Y.

276,730. FIRE-ESCAPE. Albert P. Sturtevaut
Norwich, Conn.

276,736. FIHE-ESCAPE. Henry B. Walbridge
Brooklyn, N. Y.

276,761. INCIDENCE-WINDOW. Friedrich Brede-
horst, Bremen, Germany.

276,767. AUTOMATIC ELEVATOR-HATCHWAY
GUARD. Joseph Byers, Newtonville, and George
Taylor, Everett, Mass.

276,784-785. ELEVATOR. Levi Daso, Pioneer, O.
'
276,815. FIRE-ESCAPE. Gustavos Heidel, St

Louis, Mo.
276,831. WINDMILL AND DERRICK. Isaac W.

Lamb, Parshallville, Mich.

276,849. SAFETY-APPARATUS FOR ELEVATOR-PLAT-
FORMS. Volney W. Mason, Providence, B. I.

276,866. MACHINE FOR MAKING HOOFING FABRIC.
Henry M. Miner, Pittsburgh. Pa.

276,868. DOOR-LOCK. Alphonse Moutaut, New
York, N.Y.

276.8el. DRY-PRESSING BRICK-MACHINE. Henry
B. Morrison and George Willett, Motley, Minn.
276,886-887. WINDOW-SASH. Alexander Rudolph,

San Francisco, Cal.

276 913. SASH-WEIGHT. Gary B. Smith, Denver,
Col.

276,942. KNOB-ATTACHMENT. Robert S. Watson,
Bay City, Mich.

276,958. SPRING-HINGE. Charles B. Clark, De-
troit, Mich.

276,969. FIRE-ESCAPE. Arthur C. Hitchcock, De-
corah, Iowa.

276,973. FIRE-ESCAPE. George Kelly, Chicago,
111.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

Baltimore.

POLICK STATION. Messrs. F. E. & H. R. Davis,
architects, are preparing drawings for a three-st'y
building to be erected cor. Calhoun and Pratt Sts.,
to be designated the Southwestern Police Station.
It will be of brick and stone, 43' x 93', and cost

,

STORE AND HALL. Mr. W. F. Weber, architect, Is

preparing drawings for Jas. Billingsley, Esq., for a
two-st'y building to be erected cor. Gay and High
Sts. It will be of brick, with stone and terra-cotu
finish, 27' x 96', and cost $8.600.

DWELLINGS. G. A. Blake, Esq., is about to erect two
Amherst stone front houses, on Biddle St., between
Charles and St. Paul Sts., each Ifc'x 65', and to cost

$12,000, from designs by Messrs. J. A. & W. T. Wil-
son, architects.

BUILDING PERMITS. Since our last report twenty
permits have been granted, the more important
of which are the following:
A. L. Gorier, 9 three-st'y and mansard brick build-

ings, n s Preston St., between Maryland Ave. and
Murtuu Alley.

E. S. Purkuy, 12 three-st'y brick buildings, es Gil-
mor St., n e cor. Ginnor and Mulberry Sts., anil
4 three-st'y brick buildings, n s Mulberry St., e of
Gilinor St.

Chas. M. Kraeraer, two-st'y brick building, s s

Portland St., between Greene and Emory Sts.
Dubriel & Co., four-st'y warehouse, u s Baltimore

St., between Howard and Eutaw Sts.
Ann Morgan, tliree-st'y brick building and two-

st'y brick stable in rear, e s Mount St., between
Lanvale and Townsend Sts.
A. L. Townsend, two-st'y brick building, 40' x 90'

w s Kace St., between Wells and McComas Sts.

Boston.
THE MONTH'S WORK. During the month of April,

21 brick and 119 wooden permits were granted at the
office of Inspector of Buildings.

BUILDING PERMITS. Brick. Chelsea St., cor. Foss
St., Ward 5, for Patrick O'Riordan, family hotel

32' 6" x 43' 6'', four-st'y flat; family hotel, 26' x 42' 4'',

four-st'y flat; dwell, and store, 13' and 40' x 42' 4"
and 49', four-st'y flat.

A'ririurv At., -Vos. 138 and 140, Ward 11, for Alden
Avery, 2 dwells., 24' x 53', three-st'y mansard; Alden
Avery, builder.
Garrison St., near St. Botolph St., Ward 11, for

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, mechanical,
131' 8" x 100' two-st'y flat; and boiler-house, 24' x 24',

one-st'y flat.

Washington St., Nos. 81-89, and Elm St., Nos. 18-

24, Ward 7, for Howard Sargent, trustee, mercan-
tile, 54' x 45' and 74' flve-st'y flat.

Wood. Maverick St., rear, near Jeffries St.,
Ward 2, for Columbia Boat Club, boat-house, 30' x
6(1' two-st'y pitch; A. & J. McLaren, builders.

Western Avt., rear, nearly opposite Everett St.,
Ward 25, for P. O. Callahan, storage of wagons, 18' x
50' oue-st'y pitch; Geo. Hndgate, builder.
Dorchester Ave., Ward 13, for Continental Sugar

Refining Company, storage-building, 120' x 187' 6",
and 96' x 146', one-st'y flat; John K. Poke, builder.

Virginia St., cor. Davenport Ave., Ward 20, for
Lucien J. Fosdick, dwell., 30' x37', two-st'y pitch.
East fifth St.. No. 687, Ward 14, for Lorenzo D.

Cardell, carriage-house, 18' x 40', oue-st'y flat.

West First at., cor. B St., Ward 13, for Boston
Cooperage Co., cooper-shop, 100' x 400', two-st'y flat.

Corbe.tt St., near Norfolk St., Ward 24, for Sam-
uel B. Pierce, dwell., 21' 2" x 32' 7", two-st'y pitch;
W. J. Jobling, builder.
Commercial Point Wharf, near Union St., Ward

24, for Boston Gas Light Co., storage of coal 179'
and 192' x 248' 6" and 278', and 14' x 276', two-st'y
flat; Geo. Barker, builder.

West Fourth St., A'os. 45 and 47, Ward 13, for
James Devine, 2 dwells, and stores, 19' x 32' each,
three-st'y flat; James Devine, builder.
forest Ave.. Ward 21, for Lucinda F. Tripp, 2

dwells., 24' x 37', two-st'y pitch; John G. Allbright
builder.

Centre St., near Lamartine St., Ward 23, 2 dwells.
24' x36', three-st'y flat, for Wm. Magee; Jas. Cook,
builder.
Melville At;e., near Wardeck St., Ward 24. for

Julius Pratt, dwell., E4' and 29' x 38', and 12' 8'' x 22'
6", two-st'y hip; Chas. Haywood, builder.
Tremont St., No. 86, Ward 3, for P J. Navy

2 dwells., 19' 6'' x 30', three-st'y flat; John Hayes
builder.

Jtegent St., near Dale St., Ward 21, for John P.
aiitry, dwell., 31' x 40', three-st'y flat; dwell. 32' x

iO', three-st'y flat; Andrew P. Anderson, builder.
Washington St., rear, near Keyes St., Waru 23, for

Boston Thread and Twine Co., storehouse, 15> x 69'
one-st'y flat; Chas. H. Lewis, builder.
Hearse Ave., near Butler St.. Ward 24, for Henry

G. Healey, dwell., 22' x 2S', twc-st'y pitch; Joseph
A. Healey, builder.

West Seventh St., Nos. 105 and 157, Ward 15, for
Sarah O. Malley, dwell, and store, 28' x 30' three-
st'y flat; Isaac H. Y. Dunn, builder.
Dorchester Ave., near Greenwich St., Ward 24, for

Patrick & Michael Finnegan, dwell., 27' x 32' three-
st'y flat; Michael Ryan, builder,
Mayfair St., near Bainbridge St., Ward 21, for

Thomas J. Thomas, dwell., 21~2''x 50' 7" two-st'y
pitch; Charles H. lilodgett, builder.
Eagle St., No. 260, Ward 1, for James M. Simp-

son, dwell., 28' x 45', two-st'y pitch; James Emroe
builder.
Dorchester Ai-e.,'cor. Alger St., Ward 15, for Al-

fred L. Armstrong, dwell, and store, 32' x 40', two-
st'y flat.

Hutherfnrd Ave., No. 82, for John Donovan
dwell., 13' and 20' x 28' and 33', three-st'y flat- Ed-
ward J. Tulley, builder.
Waterloo St., rear, near Harvard St., Ward 24 for

Geo. L. Studley, stable, 15' x 18', one-st'y pitch; Geo.
L. Studley, builder.

Brooklyn.
UILDING PERMITS. Van Buren St., s s, 24' w Sum-
ner

Aye.,
6 two-st'y brbwnstone front dwells.; cost

each, *5,000; owner and builder, Patrick Concannon
187 Wythe Ave.; architect, I. D. Reynolds.Van liuren St., a w cor. Sumner Ave., three-st'vbrownstone front store and flats, tin roof; cost
$10.000; owner, etc., same as last.

Halsey St., s s, 240' e Lewis Ave., 3 two-st'y brick
dwells gravel roofs; cost, each, $6,500; owner, L. M.
.Nichols, 496 Macon St.
Mesero/e Ave., s e cor. Newel St., four-st'y frame

tenement, gravel roof; cost, $5,000; owner, James
Burke, ou premises; architect, F. Weber; builder
J. ration.

Twenty-seventh St., n s, 26(1' e Third Ave., three-
st'y brick tenement, tin roof; cosi
Patrick Gray, 94 third Ave.; archit

t, S4.000; owner,
ct, C. B. Shel-

North EllMtt PL, e s, 125' n Myrtle Ave., three-st'yrick store and tenement, tin roof; cost S3 500
wnen Smith W. Trvon, North Oxford St archi

tect, H. Van Nostez; builders, C. A. & S B Bartow

.rrun*n Jive., w a, 100' n Greene Ave two-st'i
brownstone and brick front dwell., tin roof; cost

i&Yti- *A
ner and builder, Myron C. Rush,

-

rraiiklin Av or/>Kin. /^ T* i-,. . ..

C. King.

,,
. . us,

; arolutect
. G - P- Chappell; mason,

ciety, 380 and 382 McI/onoughSt.- architect T K
gelhardt; builders, U. Maufer and Ci.t! Johnsom

hrfI *?".>M/VA St., Aos. 20 and 22, one-sfv
S23? ^!1

1'S10D; 008t
' $5 '

00n
; owner

. Wm
dock, 313 East one Hundred and Twenty-
superintendents, Maclay & Davies

S Mad
ty-third1 St

'

I***!"1.*! in
.
te al alterations;

University PI., cor. Twelfth St.; architect, H. S.

Hardenburgh; builder, J. L. Hamilton.

Chicago.
APARTMENT-HOUSES. C. P. Thomas, architect, has
plans completed for a four-st'y apartment-house,
31' x 82', for Theodore G. Springer, to be built cor.
of Division St. and Lasalle Ave., to cost $18,000.
John Otter, architect, has the following apart-

ment-houses:
An apartment-building on Whitney St., for J. F.

Wash, to cost $16,000.
An apartment-building on Sedgwick St., for C. A.

Helander, to cost $9,000.
An apartment-house at No. 15 Oak St., for F. Dan-

ielson, to cost $7,500.
An apartment-house on West Ohio St., for A.

Mangson; cost, $7,000.
A pressed-brick tenement building, four stories

and basement, ou n e cor. of Sedgwick and Oak Sts.,
for H. Rumsfeld; cost, $20,000.

HOUSES. John Otter, architect, has plans for Mr.
O. Vider's dwelling, to be built cor. Garfleld Ave.
and Sedgwick St., to cost $9,000.
Mr. L. G. Hallberg, architect, is building an octa-

gon addition to Prof. Swing's house, at No. 401 Su-
perior St.

FLATS. John Otter has on hand 3 four-st'y flats for
Blomgren Bros. & C. P. Holmberg, pressed-brick
and stone finish; to cost $40,000.
The same architect has plans for three-st'y and

basement flats on Lasalle Ave., of Columbia and
Berlin stone, for D. Donegan, to cost $30,000.

STORKS. John Otter has 2 three-st'y stores and
dwells, on s e cor. of Ontario and Franklin Sis., for
J. A. Lind, to cost $20,000.

C. P. Thomas, architect, has plans for stores on
North Clark St., for Mr. F. . Spencer, of pressed-
brick and stone finish

; cost, $20,000.
Five stores and flats at the s w cor. of State and

Thirty-third Sts., for Herbert Cossard, of stone and
pressed-brick; cost, $30,000.

BUILDING PERMITS. J. Busain, two-st'y brick
dwell, and barn, 20'x 50', No. 613 Sedgwick St.; cost.
$4,800.

R. Hitt, three-st'y brick store and flats, 25* x 80'
254 Ogdeu Ave.; cost, 812,000.
John Rick, two-st'y brick dwell., 22' x 60', 14

Evans St.; cost, $3,000.
The Johnston Estate, two-st'y brick store 24'

x 60', 53 North State St.; cost, $2,500.
Carl Frenz, two-st'y basement brick flats, 22' x 56',

738 GirardSt.; cost, $2,500.

Blomgren Bros. & Holenberg, 4 three st'y brick
flats, 69T x 100', 456-462 Hurlbert St.; cost, $35,000.
Edward Burk, two-st'y brick store and dwell., 22'

x 40', 600 Twenty-sixth St.; cost, $3,000.
S. Prybyl, 2 two-st'y brick dwells., 48' x 55', West-

ern St., cor. Armatage St.; cost, 4,500.
E. Schlick, four-st'y basement brick store and

flats, 25' x 94', 437 North Clark St.; cost, $12,000.
John Roula, .two-st'y brick dwell., 20' x 32', 482

Uniou St.; cost, $2,500.
T. C. McKay, two-st'y basement attic brick dwell.

22' x 36', 526 Ashland Ave.; cost, 83,000.
Mary E. Sands, two-st'y brick dwell., 50' x 64', 292

Hermitage Ave.
; cost, $9,000.

Mathews & Cornwall, 2 three-st'y brick dwells
50' x 67', 648-650 Monroe St.; cost, $15,000.John Rode, two-st'y basement and attic brick
dwell., 20'x67', 286 Hastings St.; cost, $5,200.
E. B. Wheelock, three-st'y brick fiats, 25' x 76', 514

Jackson St.; cost, $7,000.

. Cincinnati.
BUILDING PERMITS. D. H. Baldwin & Co., four-nt'y
brick store, Fifth St. bet. Wood and Stone Sts.

; cost,
$7,000.
C. H. Weiss, two-st'y brick building, 660 Sycamore

St.; cost, $3,500.
Wm. Ouitges, four-st'y brick building, 512 Race

St.; cost, $7,000.
Peter Soberer, three-st'y brick building, s w cor

Liberty St. and Central Ave.; cost, 10,000.
Mrs. F. Darusmont, four-st'y brick building, 917

Vine St.; cost, $10,000.
A. J. Mullane, two-st'y brick building, cor. Cen-

tral Ave. and Third St.; cost, $4,000.
Eight permits for repairs.
Total permits to date, 319.
Total cost to date, $1,163,000.

Milwaukee, Wig.
BUILDING PERMITS. The following building per-mits have .been granted by the Board of Public
Works:
H. Goese&Bro., brick veneered dwell, on Van

Buren, between Wisconsin and Michigan Sts. to
cost $2,800.
Fred Kropf, Brick dwell., on Third St., in the Sec-

ond W ard, for Mr. Blown, to cost $2,800.
Ferye & Kuppen, double brick house on Grand

Ave., near Eighth St., in the Fourth Ward, for E.W. Meachan, to cost .$12,000.

New York.
APARTMENT-HOUSE. At Nos. 30 and ?2 West Thir-

ty-filth St., a bachelors' aprtment-house, 40' x 100',
eight-st'y, brick and browustone, is to be built from
designs of Mr. Jas. Brown Lord, at a probable cost
of about $200,000.

HOUSES. Messrs. Hubert Pirrsson & Co. have drawn
plans for Mr. Morrill for six houses, to be built at
Mott Ave., cor. One Hundred and Fiftieth St. They
will be of brick, two stories and French roof, and
will cost about $7,' 00 each.

i'or tue.Hon. Chas. H. Truax, a brick sud terra-
cotta house is to be built, from designs of Mr. Jas.
S. *arnswortb, to cost $.5,000. It is to be built on
One Hundred and Twenty-fourth St., facing Mt.
Morris Park.

MAKKET-HOUSK. Plans for Washington Market are
being perfected by Mr. Douglas Smyth.

TELKGRAPH-BUILDIM;. The competition for the
Western Union Telegraph Company s building,rifth Ave., cor. Twenty-third St.. is, we hear, to be
limited to three architects, who we understand are
Messrs. H. J. Hardeubergh, E. E. Raht, and Bruce
Price & Freeman.nwnr iriiflT, 0*1 ^.O-VIUIIB, ri ice K j? reeman.

ner, Ellen b. Auchmuty and others, TEXEME.NT-HOUSE. - An improved tenement-house,
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TITHE proposed revision of the Building Law of New York

jj lias, we regret to say, failed to pass in the Legislature, and

the reforms which would have been brought about by
means of it must wait another year if, indeed, they will ever be

accomplished. The present bill was substantially the same as

that drawn up by Mr. Esterbrook some time ago, and possessed
all the merits which would naturally be looked for in a scheme

prepared by an intelligent and experienced man for correcting
the weak points of a law which he had for years administered.

It will be long, we imagine, before so favorable an opportunity
will occur again, and those who wish well to the cause of good

building should endeavor to keep iu mind all the good points

of Mr. Esterbrook's proposed regulations, as a guide for future

legislation.

THE
Electric Lines Company of New York, which has se-

cured the privilege of constructing underground conduc-

tors, to be rented to telegraph or telephone companies,

proposes to begin work immediately, and will lay its cables

very rapidly through the principal streets of the city. The
conduit to be used, instead of an iron pipe, is said to be a

wooden box, nineteen inches wide and seven inches high, di-

vided into three compartments, each compartment containing a

cable of sixty-eight wires. In order to prevent induction the

wires are kept apart by templets of gutta-percha, and after the

templets are full they are revolved, so as to bring the wires

into spiral lines. When this is done, the cable is placed in a

mould and melted paraffine poured over it, which hardens into

a sort of candle with sixty-eight wire wicks. This is a com-

paratively inexpensive process, and the company expects to re-

duce the cost of its lines below that of the overhead wires.

The boxes are, it is said, to be laid two feet below the surface

of. the streets ; but it is difficult to see how objects so fragile
can be safely maintained in that position.

*TT CASE involving the right of telephone companies to the

r\ use of other persons' buildings as supports for their wires
'

was decided in Hartford not long ago. It seems that the

local telephone company, in running its lines, carried them
over the roof of a block of stores on one of the principal streets.

The owner was informed that it would only be necessary to use

the building in this way temporarily, and that in about four

days the wires would be removed to poles in the streets, and
not wishing to incommode the company, he consented to this

arrangement, saying that he would allow a week, instead of

the four days aske'l for. At the end of the week, the repre-
sentatives of the company came to him and asked for an ex-

tension of the time, which was granted, as were successive

requests of the same kind, until the wires had been in place a

month. By this time the owner, who had seen the period for

which his courtesy was invoked increased to seven times its

original limit, had lost patience, and he declined to extend it

further. This apparently made no difference to the company,
which simplv left its wires where they were, and the owner

then requested their removal. No reply was made to the re-

quest, and after some time a formal notice was served upon
the company, that the wires must be taken from the building

within a reasonable time, or they would be summarily removed

by the owner himself. Even this brought no response, and

after waiting several days the owner proceeded to the roof of

his building armed with an axe, and knocked the company's

property into the street. The company then brought an action

against the owner for malicious mischief, and was promptly

defeated, the jury bringing in a verdict for the defendant, with

costs, in twenty minutes.

EVERAL cases of undoubted typhus fever have occurred

recently, both in Boston and New York, where the disease

seems to have been traced directly to its source in the va-

pors generated by decomposing filth. Six cases of the fever

occurred in one building, a crowded tenement-house in "West

Seventeenth Street, and it is remarkable that none of the pa-

tients were over eighteen years old, most of them being under

five. This may, perhaps, show that the infection originated in

the building, biuce -children too young to go about would be

less exposed to contagion from without, as well as more sensi-

tive to the unfavorable influences immediately around them,

and the investigation of the structure which was made by the

attending physicians showed that the air of the cellar was in a

most poisonous condition, the floor being covered with heaps of

filth standing in pools of water. A thorough cleansing and dis-

infection of the cellar was immediately followed by a change
in the condition of the patients in the rooms above, and while

two, attacked early, died before the improvements were made,

all who lived until they were completed began to show signs of

recovery.

TPHE people of Boston have been entertained with another

J. artistic competition, the subject this time being the great

Unitarian minister, Theodore Parker, whom it is intended

to commemorate by a bronze statue. We do not know the de-

tails of the competition, but imagine that it must have been

somewhat similar to that for the Revere statue. However that

may be, ten models have been submitted, by artists of about

the same class as those who. struggled for the little prizes on

the other occasion. According to the Boston Herald,
" there

is considerable variety in the models," which is satisfactory, al-

though there may be some question whether this might not

have been better gained in some other way than by represent-

ing the divine in some cases as a terminal figure and in others

as a fully clad human being, or by furnishing him with features

ranging from those of Horace Greeley to the wrinkled counte-

nance of a melancholy old man. As usual, now that the com-

mittee has secured the designs of those who were willing to

make them on speculation, it turns from them with something
like contempt,

" to continue its correspondence with certain

sculptors who have not as yet submitted models;" and we will

asain venture the prediction that if the statue is executed at all,

irwill be by one of those " certain sculptors
" who has self-

respect enough to refuse to " submit models
"
or do any other

professional work without the assurance that he is to be paid

for it.

IN
the matter of the Revere statue, the committee which dis-

poses of the questions of fine art is in a pitiable plight.

After calling airily upon the little men, and respectfully up-
on the great ones, to lend their aid in furnishing a cheap design
for an equestrian statue, it has suddenly been discovered that

the idea of representing Paul Revere on horseback, if not

reprehensible, is at least the product of an "
unthinking senti-

ment," and that since Revere was " neither a professional sol-

dier nor a courier,"
" historical exactness

"
requires that his

statue should not exhibit him as mounted, or even, like one of

the models submitted, as leaping about on the ground around a

horse, but that " without any sacrifice of the poetic element to

which the sculptor's art is so intimately wedded," he should be

shown simply "in the character of a patriotic tradesman."

Fortunately, the error of the committee, though grave, was not

irreparable", and we are told that "
it is gratifying to learn that
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the idea of making the statue an equestrian one has been prac

tically abandoned." What will be the result of this singula

change in the scheme it is impossible to say. In one respec
the new theory ought to lighten materially the Committee'

labors, for statues of patriotic tradesmen, only requiring th

features to be trimmed to suit customers, are kept in stock b}

most foundries, but, so far as we have observed, the "
poetic ele

ment "
is not so "

intimately wedded "
to these productions a

might be desirable, and the task of extracting any sentiment o

interest from a programme so utterly bald would appa
Michael Angelo himself.

IffHE Hygienic Inhibition at Berlin, after a year's postpone
J. ment, has just been opened to the public. The catastroph

which destroyed the buildings of last year has been guardec

against this season by making all the structures on the grounc
of iron, and, according to the Builder, a plan was adoptee
which would seem worthy of imitation in other cases. In brief

the building consists of a cluster of cells, all alike, each being

sixty-two feet square. Twenty-five of these are ranged sidt,

by side in five rows of five cells each, while extra cells of the

same size, added at the ends of the main group, serve as

promenades and refreshment rooms. We suppose from the

description that each cell has its own roof, and constitutes a

separate structure, supported on light columns, the merit oi

the system consisting in the ease and economy with which a

series of light and simple buildings of this kind can be so

grouped as to form an exhibition hall of any size, and, after

their service is over, transported to some other place, and set

up in a new form. The exhibits seem to be about the same as

those intended to be shown last year, among them being a cre-

mation furnace, a miniature theatre, a school of cooking, and a

model dwelling-house.

T E GENIE CIVIL gives an interesting account of the con-

struction of the new observatory on the summit of the Pic
du Midi, a high, nearly isolated mountain, connected with the

Pyrenees range, at an elevation of about ninety-five hundred
feet above the sea. The position of the mountain, although
exposing it to very violent tempests, is peculiarly favorable for

meteorological studies, and the General de Nansouty, a devoted
man of science, built at his own expense the structures which
have now been offered to the government, and accepted in be-

half of the public. As the wind-pressure on the summit, by
actual measurement, sometimes reaches fifty pounds to the

square foot, it was necessary that the buildings should be solid,

and the variations of temperature' extending from an observed
maximum of one hundred and fifty-nine degrees above zero to

sixty-three degrees below, it was desirable that they should also

be made of a non-conducting character, while, as all materials

except stone had to be brought by a painful journey from the

pass below, it was important to make the best possible use of

those on the ground. The crest of the mountain is so steep
that its summit did not present any space large enough even
for the small observatory building, and it was necessary to

blast the peak with dynamite until a little valley had been ex-
cavated to contain the structure. In order to protect the habi-
table part of the observatory from the terrible cold, its walls
were built double, the inner wall, of stone, eighteen inches

thick, being surrounded by an envelope, consisting of a stone

wall, two stories high, four feet thick in the first story, and
three feet in the second. A space four feet wide was left be-
tween the inner and outer walls all around, covered with a
stone vault. This space had windows on the south side, and
served as a promenade, and corresponding windows in the
inner wall admitted the light to the interior. On the north
side, where the snow in winter often drifted higher than the

top of the roof, small loop-holes only were left in the walls.
The inner portion of the building was also covered with a stone
vault, the extrados of which was brought to the profile of an
ordinary roof, and covered on one side with slate, and on the
other side with vitrified tiles. A season's experience, however,
showed that the tiles were incapable of resisting the extreme
variations of temperature, and that it would soon be necessary
to replace them with slate. No timber was used in the roof,
the slate and tiles being simply bedded in cement. The rain-
water from the roof was collected in two cisterns, built of stone
and vaulted. As the season during which building operations
on the summit were practicable lasted only about six weeks,
the construction, begun in 1874, was not completed until the
summer of 1881.

fj\ GREAT scientific prize is to be awarded in the year 1887,

l\_ under the name of the Volta Prize, to the person who
shall before June 30 in that year make the most impor-

tant discovery in electricity, as .-ipplied to the production of

heat, light, chemical action or mechanical power, or as an agent
for the transmission of messages or the cure of diseases. Those
who think themselves deserving of this prize must present their

claims before the French Academy of Sciences, but no limita-

tion of nationality will be regarded in the award. The final

judgment, in order to give time for full discussion of the merits
of the various applicants, will not be pronounced until Decem-
ber of the same year. The prize is to be in money, and
amounts to fifty thousand francs, so that it will be well worth

competing for.

the many prizes open to students and practitioners
of architecture in France is one which, according to the
terms of the deed by which it was founded, is to be given

for the encouragement of young architects who may have given
proof of filial or fraternal piety. The prize is of the very sub-
stantial value of fifteen hundred francs, and has this year been
awarded to M. Dolle. What may have been the particular act
of devotion which won for him this recompense we do not

know, but we take pleasure, as well in recording his merit and
its reward, as in calling attention to the appreciation which per-
sonal as well as professional excellence meets with in France.

SHIP-of-war has recently been built in Denmark which

presents some novel features. The general form of the
vessel resembles that of the well-known "

Monitor,"
consisting of a hull nearly submerged, sustaining a turret pro-
tected by heavy armor. In order to give the hull as much
displacement, and consequent sustaining power, as possible,
and to diminish at the same time the weight of iron necessary
to protect it, the bulwarks are not merely made low, but are

actually submerged, the section deck forming an arch, of which

only the crown appears above water. This deck is covered
with iron and steel plates varying from one and two-thirds to

three inches in thickness. The angle made by the deck-plates
with the horizon is so small that projectiles aimed at them are

xpected to glance off, the turret being the only portion ex-

posed to a direct blow, and their thickness is therefore corre-

spondingly reduced. As a ship with an arched deck, most of
which is under water, would present a rather awkward field

'or the manoeuvres of the crew, a sort of false deck of wood is

jmilt above the iron, and boarded over, so as to form a surface

learly level. In action, these false works would soon be shot

away, but to preserve them as long as possible they are made
n separate sections, well secured to the iron, and the space
between them and the real deck is filled with cork, which helps
o arrest the shot aimed at the deck.

IN
order to test the efficiency of the system, a temporary

frame was constructed recently on an island near Copen-
hagen, and covered with plates corresponding in position

and thickness with those of the new ship. The frame was then
attacked with shot from two cannon, one of which was a Krupp
>reech-loader of six inches bore, while the other was a nine-
nch Armstrong muzzle-loader. From the Krupp gun were
fired first hollow, conical projectiles, of tempered steel, and
afterwards shot of a new pattern, introduced by Herr Krupp
expressly for penetrating armored decks, and consisting of a

traight, cylindrical mass, having the front slightly hollowed,
o as to present a

sharp
circular edge. The Armstrong gun

was furnished with cast-iron projectiles of the Palliser pattern,
ind also with ordinary shells, with percussion fuse. With a
ange of five hundred yards all the projectiles made some im-
jression on the plates, but the most decided effect was pro-
duced, very naturally, by the nine-inch Palliser shot, weighingwo hundred and fifty pounds each, which broke their way,
merely by the shock of their tremendous impact, through some
f the plates, although they glanced off from the others. The
dged projectile of Krupp, although weighing less than half as
much as the other, proved nearly as effective, catching in the
lates and ploughing its way deep into the iron. The bulwarks
f cork, which were tested at the same time, appear to have
one little or nothing to resist the shot, but in return, the can-
on balls, and even the shells, passed* through or burst in the
oft substance without dispersing it, or even setting it on fire.
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MODKKX PERSPECTIVE.1

FlIIS work essen-
-

tiallv coiisi-l~ of

a scries of illus-

trated "
Papers on

l'ers|K-ctive," com-
menccil in Xo. 106
of the American Ar-

chitect, Vol. 1 1 1, con-
tinued in Vols. Ill

and IV, and com-

pleicil, after an in-

terval of several

years, in Vols. XII
and XIII. These pa-

pers have been care-

fully revised, con-

siderable additions
made to them, es]>ecially a Summary and a chapter entitled -Ge-
ometrical Problems," containing a concise statement of the notation
an 1 method* employed, with brief solutions of the more difficult prob-
lems which would occur to draughtsmen, arranged for easy reference.
The liook is published in two volumes, one containing the text, the

other comprising the twenty-seven illustrative plates contained in a
neat portfolio.
The science or art of Perspective is usually treated in one of two

general ways.
1. As an applied form of Descriptive Gcometrv, when the practi-

cal side of the sflbjeet is subordinated to its scientific treatment, and
the author pays most attention to " beautiful methods and applica-
tions;

"
i. e., as a branch of mathematics, without much regard to the

real value of the methods developed, or the ease with which they may
be applied by the average draughtsman, usually with very little time
to spend on the solution of intricate problems when preparing a com-

petition perspective, or a sketch for publication. The objects selected
for examples of the application of the methods are, too commonly, not
those which most frequently occur in practice, so that the student ob-
tains very little knowledge of the apparent forms of objects in per-
spective. Unfortunately, this kind of perspective is that generally
taught at technical schools, where the study is usually considered

merely as a branch of Descriptive Geometry, and the subject is as-

signed to an instructor of inferior rank, already fully occupied with
other work, and who has had little practical experience in actually
working out the perspectives of architectural structures. Conse-

quently, when the student has completed the study, and is afterwards
called on to draw a perspective of a given building, he finds many ques-
tions arising as to the best point-of-view, direction of light rays, proper
scale, and, above all, what methods should be employed to obtain the

required drawing in the quickest and simplest way. These difficul-

ties were not noticed in his course of study. He either makes several

attempts, wasting both time and patience, gradually learning from ex-

perience, or he goes to an expert perspective draughtsman and obtains
"
points

" and instructions. In either case the student is
pretty

certain
to come to the conclusion that his school training in the study is of

very little practical benefit to him, and it is often discarded as useless,
and forgotten.

2. As a purely practical study, paying no attention to its relation
to Descriptive Geometry. This system is that commonly used by per-
spective draughtsmen when employed to give private lessons to other

draughtsmen, who merely desire to acquire the simplest methods for

doing the work, having but little time to spend in its study. They are

taught special methods, which have been found suitable for the ordi-

nary forms of buildings, usually without any explanation of the laws
on which these methods are based, or of the relation of one method to
another. This mode of teaching the subject makes the student

merely an animated machine for obtaining certain results, limited to
the methods taught him, and very apt to make serious errors in at-

tempting to apply them to problems of different character, with which
he is unfamiliar.

It therefore becomes evident that the best method of teachin" Per-

tlieir relations may be clearly understood by the student, who can then
employ any special method best suited to the case in hand, passing
from one to another without difficulty : at the same time, the actual
methods used must be those in practical use among draughtsmen,
unless simpler ones can be devised, and such as will most quickly and
easily accomplish the desired purpose. Such a course of instruction

prepares the student for even devising original methods, whenever
required for particular cases, if he possesses die requisite ability
and inventive faculty.

Every draughtsman who has ever dabbled in Perspective, especially
when it was used for purely artistic purposes, as for the correction of
free-hand sketches of landscapes, buildings, etc., has observed that in
certain cases, especially when the view embraced a large visual angle,
many discrepancies and distortions of form occurred, particularly near
the outer limits of the picture. If carefully drawn by perspective

1 Moilern Fertpertire. a Treatise upon the Principles nml Practice of Plane and
Cylindrical Perspective, by Professor William K. Ware. Boeum. Mass : Jaiuus K.
Ogood & Co., 1883.

methods some objects appear so much distorted as to Income too of-

fensive to IK- tolerated : consequently, a general impression ap|H-ars to

IK' prevalent ammi'.' arlisls, that a knowledge of |KTspcctive may IK-
^val-

uable, Inn that it is oiiK applicable to buildings, and is of very little

assistance to artists. It 'is therefore usually taught in most Art Schools

in a sort of ]icrfiinctorv and general wav, with little real accuracy, and

few such teMhan OTTO take the trouble to explain the real cause of

these distortions to their more ol.servant pupils, and to show them how
to make the proper con-eel ions in the bcsl and simplest way. This

difficult portion of the subject require* careful treatment in any ex-

haustive work on 1'erspcclive.
Profes-or Ware Ira- exactly appreciated these requisites for a mode

of treatment best adapted to'lhe practical needs of the draughtsman,
without neglecting the scientific basis of the subject. Having the ad-

vantages of great experience and an exten-ive study of earlier works

on the subject, the author has produced a work U'ttcr suited to the

wants of both the technical student and the draughtsman than any
other previously existing, one which may be termed a Cyclopedia of

IYrs|H'c(ive, as "it contains all he will ever need to know of the science.

Although the applications ant principally made to architectural siuV

jects. the best methods of drawing the )>crs]H'ctivcs of circles are fully

explained, so that the work will lie found as valuable to the Civil or

Mechanical Engineer as to the Architect.

Much original material has been added to our knowledge of the sci-

ence by the author, especially in the use of perspective plans, the

study of distortions and corrections, the perspectives of divergent lines

and shadows, particularly with the source of light behind the observer,

and also in Cylindrical Pcrs|>cctive, besides the fact that much cither

material is now presented in a convenient form, and made accessible to

the student for the first time.

The work commences with a general consideration of the appear-
ance of objects in perspective, when viewed from different points and

under various conditions, with an explanation of the more common
technical terms, and a statement of elementary principles.

In Chapter If, the picture is itself considered, with special insist-

ence on the fact that the vanishing-point of any system of parallel

lines will always be the point in the perspective plane pierced by a

parallel line through the eye, and will also be found in the
penpecttre

trace of any plane containing either of the given lines. This principle
is not often clearly stated in text-books on Perspective, but appears to be

left to be discovered by the student. A special and original notation

is introduced, much more simple and convenient than that employed
in works on Descriptive Geometry, and which is used throughout the

book.

Chapter III is devoted to the consideration of the perspective plan,
its uses and practical applications being fully and clearly stated. The

special advantage of its use is that several plans, taken at different

horizontal levels, can be drawn beneath each other, and points are

then projected up to the perspective or picture, thus avoiding all dan-

ger of the errors arising from using incorrect points, which are very

apt to occur in the common method, in which the
orthographic plan is

employed, with lines radiating from the station-point and intersecting

the ground-line of the perspective plane. The method of perspective

plans is especially valuable and convenient in obtaining the perspec-

tives of tall buildings, particularly when each story is of a different de-

sign, as a separate plan can easily be made for each story.

The methods of dividing perspective lines by the use of triangles

and diagonals are then introduced, and afterwards more fully devel-

oped in Chapter IV, where the general applicability of the methods

is exhibited, with satisfactory evidence that a large amount of work

and time may be saved by their use, especially in obtaining the per-

spectives of large and elaborate structures. A demonstration of

Gwilt's method for dividing perspective lines is given, and the method

is much improved, by showing that the line drawn through one end of

the given line, parallel to the second line, need not be of the same

length as the first (as stated by Gwilt), so that dimensions could at

once be laid off on it by scale", and then transferred directly to the

perspective line to be divided, provided that both ends of this line are

previously located. A knowledge of the applications of this method of

dividing perspective lines, and of the uses of perspective plans, would

alone be worth more to any perspective draughtsman than the entire

cost of th book.

So far, the principal lines and points of the picture have been

merely located by the eye, but in Chapter V, graphical methods are

given for finding their exact locations and directions, the dimensions

and forms of the objects as well as the point-of-view being assumed to

be fully known. These methods are found to be of exceptionally easy

application in case the principal lines of the object make angles of

forty-live degrees with the
perspective plane.

Chapter VII treats of Parallel Perspective, the uses of distance-

points, and the proper mode for commencing a ]>erspective of this

kind, with a description of the uses to which it is properly applicable.

Chapter VIII is devoted to the Three-|K>int Perspective, in which

all the principal lines of the object are inclined to the perspective

plane. Cases of this kind sometimes occur, as in the furniture of in-

teriors, etc. Photographs of buildings are really in three-point per-

spective, when taken with a camera whose optical axis is inclined up-

wards or downwards, the sensitive plate being also per]>endicular to

this axis, and not vertical. This causes tall towers to appear to

lean inward toward each other, since the vertical lines of the facade

appear to radiate in this case from a vanishing-point. Such photo-

graphs really represent the appearance of the building to the eye, but
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are apparently incorrect, since they are viewed under different con-

ditions.

The perspectives of the shadows of sunlight are considered m
Chapter IX, and the very valuable practical suggestion is made that,

if the sun lie assumed to be located in the perspective plane at an in-

finite distance, its rays are parallel to the plane of the picture ;
their

perspectives will therefore be parallel to each other, and will be easily

found
;
also that this position of the sun will be almost invariably cer-

tain to produce a picture in which the light and shade is properly ar-

ranged for obtaining a picturesque effect. This remark solves a diffi-

culty which perplexes even experienced draughtsmen not a little.

Simple methods are also given for determining whether the plane sur-

faces of objects represented in the picture are in light or shadow.

Chapter X treats of the perspectives of reflections, which is re-

duced to the general problem of finding the reflection of a line and the

vanishing-point of this reflection, as well as that of the
projecting

lines

drawn from the given line normal to the reflecting surface. If the

given lines be normal or parallel to the reflecting surface, the vanish-

ing-points of their reflections coincide with their own.

In Chapter XI it is shown that the perspective of a circle may be

either a circle, an ellipse, a parabola or even an hyperbola, according
to the conditions under which it is seen. Its perspective also fre-

quently appears quite different from the actual object, when directly

observed, thus causing singular distortions in the picture, which be-

come apparent when the picture is looked at from any point other

than its true point-of-sight. Methods are also given for obtaining the

perspectives of circles in any position.
The next chapter is devoted to a consideration of those curious dis-

tortions which frequently appear, to bother the draughtsman, espe-

cially in Parallel Perspective. Directions are given for suitably

correcting them, so that they may not appear offensive to the eye.
These would not be apparent if the picture were only viewed from the

station-point employed in its construction. Since the exact location

of the proper point-of-view is seldom indicated on a perspective, and
is sometimes to be found only with considerable trouble, a perspective

drawing must not appear incorrect when viewed from any other

point-of-sight, not too far removed from the true station-point. As
these distortions increase from the centre of the picture towards its

edges, the maximum visual angle subtended by the picture is thereby
limited to sixty degrees or two-thirds of a right angle.

These distortions become especially offensive to an educated eye in

the case of statues, animals, or human figures, so that these are usu-

ally represented in the picture as if each figure were directly observed
and really occupied the centre of the view, or as if the perspective

plane were shifted so as to be perpendicular to the middle visual ray
directed towards that object alone. When such objects are combined
with architectural forms or lines, as in the case of a statue and its

pedestal, or a group of figures in front of a building, the two kinds of

forms are very apt to produce an unpleasant effect in conjunction,
so that an artist usually makes the architectural background of his

picture as simple as possible, masking and interrupting its lines by
groups of figures and similar devices. The real cause of this want
of harmony is that the architectural portions are drawn in Plane,
and the figures in Cylindrical Perspective. This is doubtless one of
the reasons that artists attach far less importance to the study and
use of perspective, than do architects. Examples of these difficulties

in harmonizing figures and architectural forms in perspective may
be seen in almost any good collection of engravings or paintings.

Chapter XIII treats of the phenomena and methods of Cylindrical
Perspective, in which the objects are represented on a cylindrical
perspective surface, instead of a plane, just as if each object were di-

rectly observed and placed at the centre of the picture. This causes
the perspectives of long straight lines to appear curved, though this is

obviated by making them broken, whenever possible. A much wider
visual angle may be employed, as the amount of distortion does not
increase from the centre to the edges of the picture. This kind of

perspective is naturally employed by an artist, or any person ignorant
of perspective, in sketching from nature, since each object is drawn
just as it appears when observed directly. If the attempt be then
made to correct this sketch according to the laws of Plane Per-
spective, difficulties are soon encountered, and the conclusion is fre-

quently reached that the laws of perspective do not apply to sketches
made from nature.

The subject of the perspectives of divergent or convergent lines,

embracing shadows cast by artificial light, is next examined, the phe-nomena being found to be somewhat similar to those already observed
in connection with parallel lines, though the methods to be used arc
more complex. The theory and practice of obtaining shadows cast
by artificial lights are very fully explained, both when the light is in
front of the spectator, and also when placed behind him, a much more
novel and difficult position. This kind of perspective finds its applica-tion in some forms of scene-painting, and in the representation of in-
teriors lighted artificially. It will probably become of considerable
importance, on account of the great attention now paid to the desi'm-
ing of interiors, and the ease with which photographs of interiors are
now obtained by the aid of the electric-light and dry-plate photography.In Chapter XV some special practical methods are examined and
explamed, of which the following are the most important :

1. The common method, familiar to every draughtsman who has
ever paid any attention to perspective, but rendered much more con-
venient by the use of the perspective plan.

2. The method of Ordinates. Points are located by their space co

ordinates, which is rather tiresome in its application, though conven-

ient for bodies of irregular form.

The writer has found a modification of this method (suggested in

the eighth edition of the Encyclopedia liritannica, article "Perspec-

tive,") to be occasionally quite convenient in practice, being also a

method which could be readily taught to students having little or no

previous knowledge of Descriptive Geometry. The positions of the

vanishing-points and of the ends of some principal perspective lines

of the picture can easily be found by calculations, quickly made by the

use of the slide-rule, or of four-place logarithms, and the lines can

then be divided by Gwilt's method. Adding to these the use of the

perspective plan, draughtsmen would be enabled to draw correct per-

spectives of ordinary architectural structures, with the least possible

amount of preliminary study of perspective.
3. The method of Squaring. This is only required for objects of

very irregular plan or form, and consists in dividing the plan into

similar squares, which are first drawn on the perspective plan, the

outlines of the actual plan being afterwards sketched in by their aid.

4. Adhemar's Method. This comprises certain special features, of

which the more important are the following :

a. Drawing portions of the object in orthographical projection at

a reduced scale, then laying off their dimensions at a proper distance

behind the perspective plane, where the scale is suitable, instead of

laying them off in the picture plane at the same scale as the perspec-

tive, then projecting them back to the places where they are required.
b. The use of a perspective plan made on inclined planes. To

make this equally distinct in all its parts, it is supposed to be.divided

into strips of proper width by lines parallel to the ground-line, and

these strips are tilted up at increasing angles, thus increasing their

apparent width, and the distinctness of the plan thert'on.

Professor Ware suggests a valuable improvement, which consists in

sinking the successive strips to lower horizontal planes, at the same
time elevating the station-point from which each strip is seen so that

the edges of the strips appear to coincide, producing a continuous

plan. The results obtained are identical with those found by Ad-
hemar's method, and the process is less troublesome.

This method is particularly valuable for obtaining the perspective
of an object of complex form and circular plan.
The reverse process, of finding geometrical drawings of an object

and its actual dimensions, from a given perspective or photograph, is

next explained. It is sometimes possible to do this, but is generally

impossible unless some of the actual dimensions of the object or its

distance from the spectator are known.
In Chapter XVII is to be found a very convenient resume of the

principles and method* previous IT'tleveloped, arranged in convenient

form for reference- ^y
Chapter XVIII contaiafcanplications of Perspective to problems of

Descriptive Geometry, such
^.s

are usually encountered in practice,
with their solutions, forming a very interesting collection, especially
valuable for reference in cases_of doubt.

The concluding chapte"f is devoted to very practical advice as to

the proper mode of Commencing a perspective, of determining the

best proportions of the picture, positions of station-point and object,
etc. Some instrumental aids are also described. This portion of the

work might have been extended with considerable advantage, the

author being so well qualified by long experience to pronounce on the

practical value, and describe the uses of the numerous forms of " cen-

trolineads,"
"
perspective lineads," etc., which have been devised by

various persons for abbreviating the labor and time required for draw-

ing a perspective, or for obviating difficulties arising from inaccessible

vanishing-points, etc. Such information is of value, and possesses

great interest to young draughtsmen. It would also serve to answer
the periodically recurring question,

" How shall I set my centrolinead."

Professor Ware is richly entitled to the gratitude of the profession,
for he has produced a very able and scholarly work, as the result of ex
tensive studies and great labor, and which merits the highest commenda
tions, because it is so well adapted to the use of the technical school,
as well as to serve as a practical manual for the private study of the

draughtsman. It is written in a clear and pleasant style, and the

subject is invested with an unusual degree of interest. The plates
are well executed, are entirely original, with the exception of a very
few figures, and are devoted to architectural subjects. They are also

arranged in a separate portfolio, so as to be most convenient for study.

Considering the cost of publication, and the great amount of labor re-

quired in the preparation of the text and plates, the price of the work
is very reasonable. No architect or draughtsman can afford to be
without it.

HEATING BY ACETATE op SODA. The heating of small pits and
greenhouses is, in spite of the numberless apparatus in use, a source of
trouble. To such folk and their number is legion the new plan of

heating by acetate of soda seems as if it might be developed into some-
thing serviceable. According to an article in Nature,the plan is largely
adopted on the London North Western Railway for foot-warmers.
The duration of heat in a warming-pan with acetate of soda is claimed
to be four times that of hot water alone. This is due to the amount of
heat required in the first instance to change the acetate of soda from a
solid to a liquid state, which heat is liberated as the acetate gradually
resumes a solid form. It is stated that only about half the heat is re-

quired to produce the same effect as in the case of hot water. The
acetate does not require to be renewed except at long intervals. To
restore the heat in the pans after cooling, they have simply to be
plunged in boiling water for half an hour.
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THE LATE AMERICAN ARCHITECT COMI'KTITION.

REPORT OK TI1K JURY. V.

"
1\JORT11

STAll" [No. 1] 1ms an excellent
I *

plan. Note what a pretty effect the stairs

would liavu from the hall. The latter wr should
have preferred to provide with a vestibule. The
china-closet has 1111 li'.'ht and would have found a
better place where the kitchen entry is. This com-

petitor has frankly made a large living-room to

serve as dining-room as well, and the parlor is

smaller. Four chambers, bath-room and attic-room

COmpactlr fill the upper lloor. The exterior is

judiciously broken up by simple means and lias a

homelike appearance. The details are carefully

designed and well drawn, but the perspective
shows a surprising want of skill in the use of the

pen In Tree-hand work. The estimates given are

fair, and the house would be worth building at

those prices.
' Domiu "

[No. 1] has evidently more practical than artistic expe-
rience. His perspective is one of the most unpleasant experiments
imaginable its extreme neatness is not a fault, but is quite unable
to redeem its harsh crudeness. The preceding designer failed from
his ignorance of free-hand drawing, but that failure was more tolera-

ble than this attempt to line-in everything with the drawing-pen.
The detail-sheet is more successful, and the plan is good except for

the ugly corner entrance into the sitting-room and the lack of any
door into the dining-room from the hall. Upstairs all is well.

The author of the design marked with a monogram of "Alpha
and Omeija

" has a good plan ;
the rooms on each story communi-

cate well ; the stairs are economically managed, and though in

general it is disagreeable to have them between closed walls, here

they are so liberally lighted by a large window that they would escape
a dismal effect. We should transpose the position of pantry and
china-closet, as the window is most used in the latter, to avoid leav-

ing the door open into the dining-room. The character of the ex-
terior is appropriate, and except a slight complication in the roofs
is economical. We commend the neatness and intelligence shown in

the sheet of details. This design was received after the prescribed
time, and was not counted in the competition.

"North Star" [No. 2] has a long, narrow plan with library, par-
lor and dining-room en suite, a liberal disposition which is not, how-
ever, satisfactory, inasmuch as the dining-room is only reached

through the library. It is a fatal error to make this latter room the

only means of communication between the kitchen and front of the
house. This might easily be remedied by a door through the china
and coat closets to the hall. Upstairs the bath-room and various
closets are much larger than is needed. The two chimney-stacks in

library and parlor serve no purpose which a single one would not

perform. In general this design needs condensing; the length is in-

ordinate.
" Home "

[No. 2] shows his inexperience in various ways. The out-
line of the plan is wastefully irregular; the upper hall is without

light, except through a skylight which is not indicated. The back
stairs are not well combined with attic flight. The bath-room is placed
over a landing of the staircase where there is no proper opportunity
for carrying down pipes and where a leak would be disastrous.
Credit is due for grouping the fireplaces of the three principal rooms
of first floor around one chimney, and for convenient communication
between the different rooms. The drawing of the perspective and
details shows the uncertain touch of inexperience, but there is equally
great evidence of painstaking and intelligent labor, -which promises
well for the future.

"Promotion's" design is quiet and rustic, and its plainness is

agreeably varied by the porch on two sides, without, however, keep-
ing the sun from the principal rooms. Details and elevations are
well drawn. The balustrade of the stairs could only be made with
much care and expense, owing to the curves employed, which ignore
the natural character of wood. The defect of the plan lies fn too

large a hall. The common device of letting the upper part of the
front stairs, after they pass out of sight of the hall, be joined by the
back stairs is here misapplied, for the half-llight from the kitchen

joins the main stairway in full sight of the hall and front door. A
reduction of the size of the hall would make this design more economi-
cal than several of the preceding ones; in fact, it ranks among the
best in this respect.

" Pencillaria's
"
design is ingenious and attractive. By careful study

he has turned an unpromising scheme into an excellent plan. Room
is economized with great skill. An inherent fault lies in having to

pass
from kitchen to front hall through the dining and living room.

The exterior could have been made attractive without the many
break* which now form a serious item of cost, and the outside chim-

ney for the fireplace in the parlor alone is an expensive luxury.
This want of self-denial prevents the design from taking rank be-
side those which have been made attractive by simpler means. The
drawing is neat and crisp throughout, but in the detail of the fire-

place there is evidently a slip which throws it out of true perspec-
tive.

" Colonna" presents a novel and ingenious plan kept within a rec-

tangular outline. He has made several marked economies of varying

value. Thus, while providing Hues, except in the " den "
he has no

tin-places. This recourse to stoves would have been less intolerable

a generation ago than now. Another economy, which would effect-

ually prevent the house from finding an occupant of the kind in-

trinied, is the omission of a bath-room. More successful is the

arrangement by which the front stairs meet the back sta'irs on a
common landing projected out as a handsome bay. Nothing indi-

cates the use the space under this lauding is put to, ami no door nor
window opens into what might be valuable .-pace. II, e elevation,
with its gamhrel roof, cannot be counted a success ; it in clumsy,
and the lines do not mass well. The plumbing item of $35 is of

course too low, and to this should be added the cost of a well-ap-

pointed bath-room. The drawings are treated with a spotty exag-
geration of light and shade which defeats its own purpose."

.!/. JV." (see illustrations) challenges attention with his quaint old

farm-house, which has many good features. A critical eve is at once
struck with the discrepancy between the stud of the main house ami
that of the L. The second-story chamber in the I. must be very low-
studded indeed, it does not seem possible to approach the narrow
frieze of windows except on hands and knees. The plan lias been
well thought out; the dining-room and parlor open widely together,
and the chambers are well placed. The drawings reveal a skilful

hand, and the details designed are suitable to our modest programme.
"Try" was unfortunately received too late, or he would have

taken one of the first places in the competition. His plan is com-

plete, and yet covers averv small area. Not an inch is wasted, and
there is no sense of pinching in the cheerful circulation offered, ex-

cept in the dining-room; for this room nine feet is too narrow, and
a bay should have been thrown out from it instead of from the par-
lor, which, having light on two sides, could well dispense with the

bay. The only fireplace is in the parlor. The elevation is unusually
attractive, from its mullioned windows and overhanging double

gables, but these latter are far from economical ; for the eost of their

framing and the (lashing needed in the valley, the roof could have
been carried up high enough to give rooms for servants in the attic,
who now must occupy one of the four bed-rooms on the second floor.

While the detail-sheet shows simple and refined work, within our
limits of eost, the perspective shows carving or moulding in numer-
ous panels, of which no mention is made in specifications or in the
estimates. The drawing is of the utmost brilliancy." Orioles

"
has evidently spared no pains to make his design at-

tractive. He must count it his misfortune that his accessories,
human and animal, do not impress the jury in the way that his in-

genuous spirit expected. The programme bad nothing which sug-
gested a Noah's ark, nor were the children of Ham required in evi-
dence thereof. However, as the fervent Imagination of this competi-
tor has not overlooked practical questions, it is but his due to say his

plan is conveniently arranged in detail. It is a severe drain on our

appropriation to place the kitchen and laundry in the basement,
where a generous wine-cellar is quite out of place ; but, as the
area covered by the plan is small, this basement story might in some
situations be a very proper expedient. The natural gable end of the
house ia hipped back to form a small gable in the attic, uncovering
a chimney against the outer wall in a most awkward way. Let
" Orioles" make his experiments in genre subjects elsewhere than on
the sheets of his architectural drawings, and he will later in life be
better pleased with himself.

The design with the device of a " Crescent Moon "
is so excellent

in detail that it requires little criticism. It ranks among the best,
but did not have the distinction of treatment which characterized
the first three or four designs. It could be built about as it stands
with credit to its architect and satisfaction to the owner.

" Mead's "
plan is better than his elevation, which is one of the

worst in the competition, showing either utter inexperience or else

ignorance of good models of architecture. Note the monstrosities
which do cumbrous duty as supports to the light piazza roofs.
There is no evidence of the designer having read the programme.
Besides having a plan with four principal rooms below and a very
large hall, he has a brick first story carried out even in the L. Five
times the sum allowed would not suffice to erect such a building
even without an architect and we trust " Mead "

will make much
progress on paper before he is intrusted with the simplest bit of

design.
In closing this report the jury gladly bears witness to the earnest

spirit in which the great majority of the competitors have met the

requirements of the programme. If there have been errors of

judgment in details of probable cost, if inexperience has suggested
ambitious features sometimes, still the effort has rarely been to avoid
an honest solution of the problem, and such efforts should go before
the public as suggestive and useful data for a class of buildings
which need careful attention.

H. W. HARTWELL, )
EUGENE LETANO, V Jury.
ARTHUR ROTCH. )

AMERICAN WOODEN CHURCHES. In his new volume on American
topics Mr. Freeman, the historian, makes the following observation on
indent wooden churches that came in his way while he was here :

"
I

have seen old-fashioned wooden churches in America for whose details
of course there was nothing to say, but whose general effect was a
good deal more venerable than that of an ancient English church on
which a modern architect has been let loose to play lag tricks."
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THE $3,000-IIOUSE COMPETITION. XL
PECIFICATIONS of material to be
used and labor to be performed on
dwelling-house for young man of nu

exceptionable position, by
" M. If.''

Jixcavute where necessary.
Cellar walls and Fowtidation o:

field stones, laid dry, pointed will

strong lime-mortar; underpinning o

handsome stone, solid in mortar; rub-
ble drain under walls.

Cesspool of stone
;
stone cap witl

man-hole. Vitrified drain-pipe with

traps, put together with cement.

Chimneys and Piers liard-biirnec

bricks, bottom courses in cement; top of chimneys selected bricks, laid in red

mortar.

Fireplaces and Hearths of face-brick in red mortar. Plaster chimneys
inside and outside to roof.

Frame, good spruce of sufficient sizes.

Flooring* bridged. Truss openings nnd where necessary.
Walls and Roofs covered with god spruce. Under floors good spruce,

Cover walls, roof, and under floors with thick sheathing-paper.
Plaster, two-coat work.
Outside Finish, good pine stock.
Flash thoroughly for tight job.
Shinyles, sawed cedar (clears), on walls and roofs.
Piazza floor, narrow hard-pine.
Floors: Upper floors of Hall, Parlor, Dining-Room and Kitchen, narrow

rift hard-pine; principal chambers, matched white-pine; other floors spruce.
luside finish, best quality white-pine.

(Jlosets: China-closet fitted with shelves, drawers, cupboards and glass
case. Pantry with drawers, bins and shelves. Other closets with shelves,
strips and hooks.

Ilardware, 82.30 per door on average.
Stairs, main Hight, hard-pine treads and risers; rest white-pine; cellar

stairs, spruce treads and risers.

, , .

windows hung with butts, glazed with double-thick American glass. Blinds
on nil windows practicable.
Plumbing: Kitchen sink, bath-tub and water-closet properly ventilated

and drained.

Painting: Trimmings, two coats lead paint; shingles, two coats stain.

Hard-pine floors, one coat of preservative. Inside finish, one coat stain,
two coats shellac.

Cellar only under " L."

ESTIMATE OF QUANTITIES AKD PRICES ECLIKO AT BOSTON.

10,000 ft. frame and partitions. . $170.00
7,500 ft, covering aud under

floors 123.75
600 ft. outside finish 30.00

1 ,050 ft. hard-pine floor 57.75
1,200ft. white-pi ue floor 66.00
4 >u ft. base "

running foot ". . . 40.00
1,300 feet inside finish "running

fool" 80.00
28 M. shingles 126.00
1 dormer 30.00

27 windows and blinds 216.00
5 closets 25.00

China-closet and pantry 40.00
3 cellar windows 6.00
24 doors 192.00
Piazza 75.00

Stairs $100.00.

Nails, 800 Ibs................... 43.00

Sheathing-paper, 500 Ibs........ 25.00
Lead and zinc ................... 15.00

Painting ........................ 175.00
Plastering ....................... 250.00
Mantel allowance .............. 50.00
Kxcavation ..................... 20.00
Stone-work ..................... 80.00
Brickwork ..................... 150.00
Plastering grounds and beads. . . 20.00
Labor ........................... 750.00
Plumbing ...................... 200.00

(Estimated by competent build-
era) ........................... 33,155.50

Architect a commission would be 150.DO

WATER-CLOSETS. XII.

fYLOR'S Pan-Closet. Tylor & Son, of London, invented in 1878
* a pan-closet receiver in which the trap and receiver were com-

bined in one piece, both being above the floor. In this closet there is
an inspection-hole in the crown of the trap, but no vent-pipe. The
same firm manufacture an earth-
enware container, which is yel-
low on the outside, and glazed
with white on the inside. The
top or cover to this container,
and to which the mechanism is

attached, is composed of galvan-
ized iron; having the working
parts connected with top of the

receiver, the opportunity for

breaking the earthenware por-
tion is lessened.

These manufacturers also have
a patent for a sprinkler to be
connected with the container of
a pan-closet. The sprinkler is

divided into two branches, and is

carried partially around just be-
low the top of the container. In
it are a row of small perforations.
The sprinkler is connected with

Fig '

"'Trap
1 '

ll6 - Ty |o '' Pan-Closet.

/Fan
6""'

' Pan-

the supply-pipe, and when the
water is turned on to flush the bowl, small jets of water are thrown
agamst all sides of the receiver, from the different perforations.No doubt such a device would be of some service, although I havehtte confidence m an arrangement placed as this is, out of 8i'htand out of mind. I he p.pe would corrode and collect the spatter-
ings from the container. A pan-closet with an earthenware con

tainer, that has a flushing arrangement and is properly ventilated,

the pan being opened or shut by a simple crank and held in position

Fig. 117. Container and Sprinkler.

Tylor's Pan-Closet.

a, Receiver or container. b, Supply-pipe. c, Sprinkler.
/, Jets of water.

Fig. 118. Sprinkler.

e, Coupling.

by a weighted lever, would probably form one of the best arrange-
ments for a closet of this class. Underhay, of London, also supplies
a white earthenware container with the pan-closets which he manu-
factures, when there is a call for them. It seems remarkable, when
their faulty construction is consid-

ered, that such a large number and

variety of these closets should have
been used in this country.
Bartholomew Pan-Closet. The

Bartholomew closet takes its name
from the supply-valve, which was

patented in 1 854-1858. This closet,
if the number used were a correct

criterion, might be considered one
of the best of the class. I give the

illustration of this closet as it is

manufactured by Henry Htiber &
Co., of New York

;
it has a simple

weighted lever, pan, container and
bowl. The supply-valve, on which
the novelty is claimed, is screwed
to the top of the container, and has

119. Bartholomew's Closet.

a, Pan.
(/, Saucer.

/, Supply.

6, Receiver, c. Weight.
e, Place for drip.
ij. Top of receiver.

a dish or basin formed by a rim raised on the top of the container,
to catch any leakage from the supply-valve.

The "Monitor" Closet. The same manufacturers supply a closet

patented by W. S. Carr in 1872, under the name of the "Monitor"
ulosef, which has a piece bolted to the side of the container, that can

be easily removed. This is in-

tended to be used in case the

pan should need repair, or the
container need cleaning out,

contingencies which may be
looked upon as certainties.
" All the trouble of shutting off

the water, taking down the seat
and detaching the bowl from
the top of the receiver is

avoided." In the last-men-
tioned closets the bowl is

simply set on the receiver, the
bottom projecting through the
hole made for the purpose.
There is no arrangement for

screwing or clamping to the
receiver. The " O. I. C."

Fig. 120.

Monitor "
Closet with side-piece removed.

.
Bowl. b. Pan. c,

d, Removable piece. t

weighted lever, f Sup
valve, g, Spindle. d-,Stu<
ting supply-valve.

In the illustration of

closet is the "Monitor" closet
without the removable plate.

the Monitor "
closet, one of Carr's sup-

ply-valves is shown in position. Huber & Co. supply these closets
: receiver! tarred, zinc-coated (galvanized), or enam-

elled, and they may be attached to a tank or cistern, instead of
directly to a water-main, for the suppiv to Hush them. Vent-
couplings are also furnished,
when desired, that can be con-
nected with the top of the re-
ceiver by means of threads cut
into the top of the receiver, into
which the brass coupling mat-
he screwed, and a lead pipe
soldered on it. The lever in
the " Monitor "

Closet is made so
it can be adjusted to different
lengths.

Harrison's Pan-Closets.
Chas. Harrison, of Philadelphia,
manufactures a number of pan-

Fig. 121. Circular Bowl.

closes that d.ffer from each other in the position or mechanism of the

wi ,
' f^'"1 lever ' HarHsOn furnishes w '

, when desired, a pan made of rubber, of which he says :

they "are non-corros,ve, and are impervious to acids."

ind it"lpp
are manufacture<J f pan-closets in a variety of shapes,

fn connecUon^^tTH
11

-

6
*?

S ' Ve
t

a descH
l
)tion of ** Afferent forms

>nnect,on with this class of closet, although the same style of
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bowls are sometimes used in connection with iron hoppers, and prop-

erly conn; umlrr the head of hopper-closets.
J 'mi-Closet Howls. The most objectionable, as well as the mo*!

common form of closet-bowl is circular. The water to (lush the howl
comes through an opening a

hull- less than half an inch in

diameter, when the lead pipe
has been inserted into the

Fig. 122. Oval bowl.

a, Flushing-rim, fc, Orifice for supply-
pipe. '. Vent. '

,
Rim to rest on

top of container, d, Portion of dip-
iuto-pau. Fig. 123.

Oval bowl with Vent nd Flushing-rim.

earthenware orifice made for the purpose. The water when turned
on forms a puny, spiral stream, that does little if any good in flowing
around the sides of the howl. These bowls are sometimes furnished

with flushing-rims. There are conieal howls in which the supply of

water is brought in at right anslen with the circumference, the water

being spread over the

surface by means of a
fan of metal screwed
on the bowl. The
orifice in which the

lead pipe is inserted is

generally an inch and
a quarter in diameter
in this form of bowl.

These bowls are manu-
Fig. 124. Old. Fig. 125. New.

Ship Closet-bowls.
factored with an open-

ing near the top, in which a pipe to ventilate the bowl of the closet

may be inserted.

There are two kinds of bowl manufactured for ship-closets, both
of which are sometimes used in connection with valve-closets. One
is conical, the other is hemispherical. The Enterprise Pottery
Company make what they call a square French closet-bowl. This
bowl has a flushing-rim, and answers for a drip-tray safe and a slop-
sink as well as for a urinal.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.

TOWN-HAL!,, NORTH EA8TON, MASS. MR. H. H. RICHARDSON,
ARCHITECT, BROOKLINE, MASS.

[Gelatine 1'rint.]

IITHE walls of the tower and first story are of a local granite, of a
J I > warm reddish tinge, and the cut-stone throughout is Longmcadow.

Red Akron tiles cover the roof
; the upper walls and chimneys

are of red brick. A large hall 75 feet long (including stage) by 46
feet wide, occupies, with dressing and cloak rooms, the second floor

;

above is a Masonic Hall, below a smaller hall and rooms devoted to
various uses. The building is approached by a broad flight of brown-
stone steps winding about, to take advantage of the rocky nature of
the site.

COMPETITIVE DESIGN FOR A $3,000-HOUSE SUBMITTED BY " M. N."

FOR criticism of this design, see the Jury's Report, elsewhere
in this issue.

SHOULD any of our non-professional readers desire to build accord-

ing to this design, we trust he will do the author the simple jus-
tice of putting the work into his hands. We shall always be pleased
to put client and author into communication with each other.

HOUSE OF G. A. HULL, ESQ., NEWTON, MASS. MESSRS. PRICE A
FREEMAN, ARCHITECTS, NEW YORK, N. Y.

UNITED STATES COURT-HOUSE, JACKSON, MISS. MR. J. G. HILL,
SUPERVISING ARCHITECT OF THE TREASURY DEPARTMENT.

RESIDENCE OF THE MISSES DAYTON, WASHINGTON, D. C.
CARL PFEIFFER, ARCHITECT, NEW YORK, N. Y.

MR.

A DUELLISTS' RENDEZVOUS. The demolition of an ancient house
in the Rue du Jour to make room for the new Paris Post-Offlce recalls
the strange use to which it was put two hundred years ago, when it

was owned by Francois de Montmorcncy, Comte de Boutteville, and
known as the Hotel de Royauraont. This eccentric nobleman' was
pleased to make it the rendezvous of all the duellists in Paris, and every
morning gentlemen who had contrived to pick quarrels over night met
there to settle them. The Count received them hospitably, furnished
them with the weapons of their choice, with a surgeon, and with a room
to fight in, and afterwards entertained the survivors at a late breakfast.
This genial mode of life was finally interrupted by a couple of incon-
siderate ladies who succeeded in killing each other in the salon. The
police thought that this was a little too much and obliged the Count to
close his hospitable mansion.

ORGAN-CASES AND <>K<;.\NS.

fvc/TL nj Aw/iftcrej llfllAT so little study
*l should have been

given to the. subject
of organ-cases by the archi-

tects and arcboologitti of

the " Revival "
is indeed

strange. ll is true that
the elder I'ngin designed

very elegant organ easel
for Jesus Cliaj>el, Cam-
bridge, and I'shaw College,
near Durham (the latter

was never executed), and
that several good cases

have recently been erected
from designs of the late Sir
G. Scolt, .Mr. <;. F. ISod-

lev, A. K. A., .Mr. Sonicrs

Clarke, and the Rev. F. II.

Snt ton
; also that we have

had publications upon ihe

subject by Mr. Suttun and
Others; that papers ha\e
been read before the Archi-
tectural Association by .Mr.

Somers Clarke and M'r. U.
H. Brewer, and a drawing of the splendid old organ-case in the Cathe-
dral of Hertogenbosch (Bois-lc-Duc), by the last-named gentleman,
accompanied by remarks upon ancient cases existing in Holland and

Germany, was published a few years back in the Builder ; yet it may
certainly be said that no single article of church furniture has re-

ceived so little attention, and for this reason alone, if for no oilier,
we gladly welcome such a work as that by Mr. Hill, just now pub-
lished. But when we add that the book in

question is carefully
written, and illustrated by nearly forty photo-lithographs, folio size,

reproduced from drawings made specially for the work by Mr. Hill

himself, and that many of the organ-cases sketched have never
before been illustrated, the great value of the book both to the pro-
fessional architect and the archaeologist can scarcely be over-rated.
It is, in fact, the only

" text-book
"
upon the subject yet published,

and thus supplies a want which has long been felt by all who have
had their attention called to this very important and necessary
article of church furnituie.

What at once strikes us in turning over the leaves of Mr. Hill's

handsomely got-up volume is the extraordinary variety displayed in

the ancient designs, the perfectly marvellous originality, and almost
endless. power of invention displayed by the Mediieval and Renais-
sance architects in their treatment of the organ-case. In fact, their
remarkable versatility and power are nowhere more conspicuous,
and what makes the matter somewhat remarkable is the fact that

nearly all the existing examples date from a period which we are in
the habit of regarding as marking the decline of art.

The earliest organ-case supposed to exist in any European church
is to be seen at Sion, in Switzerland. Mr. Hill considers that it

dates from the close of the fourteenth century. The instrument is

small, only about twelve feet high and six feet wide; the
pipe.- are

arranged in two square "towers," and a gable situated between
them. The "shades "

are formed by compositions of rather elegant
curvilinear tracery. The front of the organ is provided with shut-
ters richly painted, the subjects depicted being Our Lord and St.

Mary Magdalen on one side, and St. Catherine kneeling before the

Virgin Mary and the Divine Infant on the other. The lower por-
tion of the case is plain in construction, but painted with a kind of
scroll pattern. It will be noticed that here, as in nearly all the

organ-cases illustrated and described by Mr. Hill, the upper portion
of the case is bracketed-out at the sides, over the lower portion or
" trunk "

of the or"gan. The next example in point of date is the
Church of Alomla de Henares, in Spain. This is a rather larger
and more elaborate case than that at Sion. The front is composed
of a central tower and two "flats" filled with pipes, and crowned
by three open-work spires. Like the Sion example, we have here
also the shutters or doors, but no decoration is shown upon them.
Unlike the Sion case, however, this is not bracketed over at the
sides, so that the "trunk "and upper portion of the case are of the
same width, and a comparison of the two designs will, we think,
convince every one how much the Sion case gains by this treatment.
The only other mediaeval case illustrated by Mr. Hill which does not
possess this bracketing-out is the grand case of the organ in Per-
pignan Cathedral. Now as Perpignan was formerly in Spain, and
as these are the only two cases illustrated from that country, it

seems probable to us that the absence of this
very general feature is

a peculiarity of Spanish organ-cases. Mr. Hill speaks highly of

Spanish organ-cases, but we must confess that we like the two
Spanish examples less than most others given in the book. The ab-
sence of the corbelling, or bracketing-over at the sides, gives the
instrument a square, heavy, clumsy look.

The cases at Sion and Alcala both enclose very small instruments,
but as the size and requirements of the organ demanded greater

1 The Organ-i'axei anil Oraaxs nf the Middle AIJM anil J.'fiiaisrance Bv A O
Hill, B. A.. F. S. A. A book-review published iii the Built/cr.
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space, the medieval architects were quite prepared to meet the de
mand upon their powers of invention, and we find towards the close

of the fifteenth century the truly magnificent organ-cases of Dort
niund and Strasbourg. The former is one of the most valuable

examples given by Mr. Hill; it consists of three large semi-circular

towers, separated by Hats; the upper portion of the case very boldl)
corbelled-oiit at the sides; the pipe-shades are finely carved Witt

pierced foliage, and the whole is crowned by lofty open crestings
The trunk is richly panelled and carved, and the whole is supportet

upon a surprisingly rich wooden gallery. The organ-case is thor-

oughly Gothic, but the gallery has a touch of Renaissance about it.

Mr. Hill considers the two to be of about the same date, but we can-

not help thinking that, although the projecting semi-hexagonal por-
tion of the loft may be coeval with the organ-case, the two fial

portions at the sides are some half-century later.

What makes the Dortmund case so interesting is the fact that it

would exactly adapt itself to our present wants; it could, in fact,

contain a moderately-sized organ, just such a one as would be re-

quired in an ordinary parochial church.

A few years later in date than the Dortmund case is the magnifi-
cent example in the Marienkirche at Liibeck, an immense instru-

ment, eighty feet high and forty feet wide, enclosed in a case adorned
with a profusion of splendid tracery, carving, and decoration, filling

up the whole west end of the church. We often, now-a-days, hear
architects complain that they have to accommodate large organs in

their churches ; yet in the year 1504 the old German architects or

builders were not daunted at having to find room and to design a case

for an instrument at least four times the size of those over which
our present architects raise such difficulties. Mr. Hill very properly
does not confine his descriptions and illustrations to Gothic organ-
cases, but carries his subject down through the Renaissance period
to the year 1 740, the latest example in point of date being that from
the Cathedral of Wurzburg, in Bavaria. The numerous superb
Renaissance examples given must justify the course pursued, even to

the most exclusive admirers of Gothic architecture. Grander

examples of church furniture than the great Renaissance organ-
cases of the Cathedrals of Le Mans, St. Brieuc, and Hertogenbosch,
or those from the churches of Argentan, Caudebec, St. Bertrand de

Comminges, Augsburg, and Stralsund, could not be conceived, and
it is certainly deeply to be regretted that either the opportunity or
the ability to design such works appears to be now wanting. As
Mr. Hill observes, nothing can be imagined more dismal and
wretched, both in point of design and construction, than the general
run of organ-cases erected in our churches and music-rooms. The
author makes some remarks upon this subject which we will quote
in his own words :

" The present Gothic revival has practically done nothing towards

promoting a more intimate knowledge of the true characteristics of
these ancient works of art (organ-cases), for the modern Gothic
case is nearly always the most miserable caricature of medieval
work

;
and as for Renaissance examples, they are almost invariably

considered out of place in a Gothic church, and are thus never
studied with a view to their being adopted as models for architects
of the present day. . . . Many good organs were built in England
during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and good 'cases
were made to enclose them, and yet it can scarcely be denied that
at the present time the organ-case is one of the most miserable and
inconsistent pieces of work that has resulted from the late revival of
ecclesiastical art. It is very rarely that any attempt whatever is

made' to surround the instrument with wood-work of architectural

importance, but when this is the case, complete failure is almost in-

variably the result, through want of knowledge, on the part of the
architect, of the true principles which govern the beautiful designs
exhibited by these ancient examples of wood-work."
Of course, as Mr. Hill points out, there are others who are still

more to blame than architects, and these are those bodies called
"
organ committees," who, anxious to get all they possibly can for

their money, simply accept the tender of that organ-builder
" who

can give them the greatest number of slops." There are, however,
numerous other reasons for the present very unsatisfactory state of

things, to which we will allude, and the principal one is certainly
the present practice of bundling away an organ into a dark hole at
the side of the chancel, called an "

organ-chamber !

" As long as the
organ was placed in the western gallery, the authorities knew that
an organ-case was necessary and must be paid for ; but directly the
organ is hidden away in one of those abominations called the"
organ-chamber," it is obvious that any ornamentation or carvin

is simply thrown away, and this has led by degrees to the absurd
notion that " a church-organ ought not to have a case at all," and
the present four-post-bedstead arrangement has come to be looked
upon as something very "chaste" and "elegant," instead of beiijf

regarded, as it ought to be, as a mean, paltry makeshift; but so
attached have some people become to this "

four-poster
"

arran^e-
ment, that even when money is given for an organ-case, it is too
often expended in sticking up angels on the top of the posts, a few
wriggles of brass or iron work in between them, and paintin<- the
pipes in

lollypop patterns. A most ridiculous superstition has seized
people that it is wrong to put a cornice or canopy over the lop of the
pipes of an organ ! And thus in nearly all new organs we see the
tops of the pipes exposed, forming a most hideous outline, and <rivin"
the spectators the impression of an instrument in course of destruc^
tion. Now if there is one thing which the ancient designers insisted

upon more than anything else, it is that the instrument should be

crowned by a canopy or a cornice, and there is no single example of

an ancient stationary organ where this feature is wanting. The ex-

quisite Gothic organ-case at Jutfaas, in Holland (of which Mr. Hill

gives a remarkably careful drawing), is crowned by a mass of mag-
nificent canopy-work nearly double the height of the organ itself.

Although in some examples the tops of the pipes are visible, yet

they always have a shade and cornice above them, so that the pipes

never by any chance whatever form the outline of the top of the

organ-case. The reason is evident. An organ-case is supposed to

enclose an organ, and not to be a rack or stand for the pipes alone.

It should be distinctly understood that the cornice or canopy above

the pipes of an organ does not in any way injure the tone of the in-

strument, but on the contrary rather improves it, if properly

arranged.
The fact must also not be overlooked when considering the diffi-

culties of obtaining well-designed organ-cases, that organists and

organ-builders both begrudge every farthing of money spent upon
the outside of the instrument. VVe have often ourselves, when

speaking about organ-cases, heard organists make some such excla-

mation as the following :
"
Oh, bother your crockets and cornices ;

give me a good open diapason on the great, or a fine reed on the

pedal !

" Of course this is all very narrow-minded, but we have all

beard the expression "There's nothing like leather."

If we are ever again to have fine organ-cases, one of two things
must take place either we must return to the western organ-gal-

lery and have the choir and organ in the old-fashioned position, or

some other important situation must be found for the instrument.

Mr. Statham has proposed a shallow transept, and Mr. Brewer
would place the organ upon an open arch between the nave and
chancel. Mr. Somers Clarke has placed the organ in St. Martin's,

Brighton, in a gallery corbelled-out at the side of the chancel, and
the arrangement well suits the church in question, but this could

only be done in a very wide and spacious building. All those gen-
tlemen who have gi>en special attention to this question agree in

denouncing and condemning the organ-chamber, yet we fear it will

be years before we get rid of this most unfortunate feature of modern
ecclesiastical architecture. Not only has the organ-chamber led to

the abandonment of the organ-case, but it has become a most costly
substitute for it. People are apt to say,

"
Yes, an organ-case is cer-

tainly a handsome piece of furniture, but then, you see, it costs a

good deal of money." Now, it never seems to suggest itself to

people who speak in this way, that an organ-chamber also costs a

sjood deal of money. They seem to forget entirely that the walls,

windows, arches and roof of an organ-chamber cannot be con-
structed for nothing; there can, in short, be no doubt whatever that

;he money now expended upon an organ-chamber would amply suf-

fice for a very magnificent case.

Not only are we now neglecting the construction of organ-cases,
3ut we are absolutely, according to Mr. Hill, destroying ancient
ones. A remarkably fine fifteenth-century Gothic case, at Rhenan,
near Utrecht, has only just been pulled down, and the noble Renais-
sance organ-case at St. Mary's, Dijon, is being taken away, and
;ven in England numerous examples of excellent Renaissance work
lave been destroyed or removed within the last few years. This is

the more to be regretted because this country is very poor in ex-

amples of old organ-cases. The solitary mediaeval example which
we possess is at New Radnor, in Wales, and there are only two or
hree Early Renaissance cases to be found. They exist at Tewkes-
)ury Abbey and Framlingham Church, Suffolk. Mr. Hill illustrates
the organ-case at Gloucester Cathedral, the choir-front of which
dates from the year 1579, and is therefore one of the earliest ex-

amples remaining in England ;
also King's College, Cambridge,

which dates from the year 1605, and Exeter Cathedral, 1665. The
)ld organ at Hatficld House, which is contemporary with that of

iing's College, Cambridge, is mentioned by Mr. Hill, and one or two
>thers which were in existence a few years back

;
but whether they

lave been improved or " restored
"
away is doubtful.

We may mention that Mr. Hill has given a list of the stops of
several of the most celebrated organs, especially that of Harlem,
and also an historical chapter, which is of considerable interest,
.hough this portion of the work is kept down, as the subject has
jeen treated at considerable length by Hopkins and Ranbault and
other writers. The fact must not be overlooked that Mr. Hill
comes before the public as a thoroughly practical writer, who is

able to speak from personal experience, as he is one of the repre-
sentatives of the oldest firm of organ-builders in this country.
Hitherto when artists or archaeologists have advocated the external
adornment of the organ, and placing the noble instrument in a con-
spicuous position, they have been looked upon as dreamers as men
without practical experience, who would sacrifice the inside of the
nstrument to mere external embellishment; but here is an organ-
imlder of vast experience, a member of a firm which has suppliedour churches and chapels with organs for nearly two centuries,
strongly advocating the most minute attention being given to the de-
gning of the organ-case. Surely this ought to convince "

practical
>eople" that, even from their own practical point of view, the mat-
er deserves attention. Artists will scarcely need such an argument
o convince them that the exterior of a musical instrument ought to

made beautiful
; and when we mention the fact that there are

)rgan-cases in existence which are adorned with decorative paint-
ngs from the hands of Paolo Veronese, Carlo Urbino, the Holbeins,
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Burgkmeyer, and Zeitbloom, we have said enough to show that no

artist ought to consider it beneath his dignity to paint the outside of

an organ. The Builder.

THE HIGH BUILDING PERIL.

I
[N a recent issue we made some com-
ments on the fact that the number of

immensely tall building! was rapidly

increasing in the large cities.

Afli'r savin',; that 1 1m commer-
cial necessities of the country
'u-""iml lar-" aml lii" h builj-

in-s," the article continued as

follows :

Science must be called upon to

provide the required tire protec-
tion, and tliis will come mainly
through a better class of buildings

ma-lo more nearly fire-proof than existing buildings are. It will not be long
before lMi,iiirss block! ton, twelve and even fifteen stories high will be the

rule in large cities rather than the exception, and throe who now think it

would be wise to restrict their height will Hud it more protitable to turn

their attention to devising methods for making such structures safe. The
introduction of elevators has made the upper floors moVe desirable for office

purposes than the lower ones, and tenants will occupy them with little re-

gard to the hazard they run in so doing. Our tire authorities are doing all

in their power to increase the capacity of fire-extinguishing apparatus, but
there is n limit beyond which even steam-engines cannot pans. To make
these tall buildings comparatively safe, the law should compel them to carry
their own fire protection as permanent fixtures.

The Investigator takes us to task for thus recognizing the inevita-

ble and says :
" If the construction of blocks of buildings

'

ten,

twelve and even fifteen stories high is to be the rule in large cities'

and to receive encouragement from firemen's and insurance jour-

nals, then insurance companies may as well prepare at once either

to withdraw from these cities or double the rates of premium." If

our critic will read again what we wrote, he will see that we took

the same view of the question, for we distinctly said that what re-

mained for the insurance companies to do was to "
charge for the

risk as they find it." If the height of a building warrants the doub-

ling of the rate, then the rate should be doubled. Our contemporary

approves the position taken recently by the Chicago underwriters,
who petitioned the City Council to restrict the height of all build-

ings to eighty-five feet. This is simply
"
kicking against the pricks,"

for such a restriction would be opposed to public sentiment and to

public interests. Some of our underwriters can remember when

they protested against four and five story buildings in this city, and
endeavored to prevent their erection by charging an extra rate for

height, but their efforts to arrest the demands of commerce were as

ineffectual as was the Pope's Bull against the comet. Instead of

four and five story structures, seven, eight and nine stories are the

rule, while there are many buildings in this city that are from ten to

twelve stories high. With increased height of buildings there has

come an extension of their areas, so that a space that would have

formerly sufficed for half a dozen buildings is all under one roof.

Herein lies a greater danger than from extraordinary height, for if

a fire gets well started in such a building, it makes a mass of flame

and heat that is unapproachable and can only be fought at long

range. A noted dry-goods store on Broadway is a fair illustration

of this. A few weeks since Chief Bates and some underwriters and

merchants were looking over the risks in the dry-goods district, and
the Chief was asked what would he the result of a fire in this build-

ing. His laconic answer was :
" A conflagration." The building cov-

ers nearly a block of ground, and there is not a fire-wall in it it is

one immense store, filled with combustible materials. Should a fire

take in one part it would spread rapidly through the entire space,
and the heat would be so intense that the firemen could not ap-

proach it. They would have a terrible fight on their hands and
where the "

conflagration
" would be stopped no one could predict. If

three or four fire-walls divided this immense area, the firemen would

be able to utilize one part to combat a fire raging in another. As

ocean-going ships are now divided into compartments so that one of

them may be filled with water and the vessel still float, so should our

lar<re buildings be divided into compartments by fire-walls, so that a

fire may rage in one without destroying the others. But where im-

mense undivided areas are combined with extraordinary height the

hazard is greatly increased, and such a building becomes a standing
menace to the safety of that portion of the city surrounding it.

Recognizing the fact, however, that commercial necessities de-

mand large and tall buildings, we have urged underwriters to re-

quire them to be built with some regard to safety. Such buildings
must be insured, and if the underwriters act in concert, they can

compel owners to adopt such measures to secure safety as will reduce

the hazard to the minimum. It is claimed for the famous Welles

Building, in Exchange Place, which is ten stories high, that it is fire-

proof, and such confidence has the owner in its fire-resisting qualities

that it is insured to a very small amount. This building cost $2,500,-

000, and there must be great confidence where such an amount is left

at risk almost without insurance. While the interior has some wood-

finish about it, there is not enough, it is claimed, to injure the walls,

if it should all burn. It certainly has the appearance, inside and

outside, of being remarkably well built, and possessing but a slight

fire hazard. If all our tall buildings were as well built, their extra

height would not add much to the city's peril. Our contemporary
ridicules the idea that permanent attachments to such buildings for

fire protection afford any security, for the reason that there is not
sufficient water pressure in any city to force water to their roofs.

Let us ask what large city relies upon its water pressure for fire ex-

tinguishment V According to our information, they all have steam

fin-i'iigini'S that throw the streams, and the firemen have a habit of

uniting I lie power of several engine's to throw one stream when heavv

pi-conn's arc required. If the Welles Building, whose
brick-pared

root is line hundred and forty-five feet above the curb, is equipped
with the latest improved stand-pipes, to which the engines can be

connected, there will be little difficulty in getting a stream of water

up there through the medium of steam firr-cngines. From this point
the tin-men could obtain command of fires burning the adjacent
buildings below them, in addition to protecting the building itself.

Automatic sprinklers have been found of exceeding value in the

large mills of New England, and they might well be introduced into
the high buildings of our cities. By placing a reservoir on the roof to

supply them with water, making all floors water-tight so as to avoid
excessive water damage, and connecting the sprinklers with an auto-
matic fire-alarm, they would certainly prove valuable appliances for

extinguishing fires. But if tall buildings are to b erected and we
conceive that they will be it is essential to their safety and the

safety of their surroundings, that they be amply provided" with fire-

extinguishing appliances as permanent fixtures, only such being rec-

ognized by the underwriters as have the approval of the officers of the
fire department. Recently the Board of underwriters voted to allow
a rebate of five per cent on all buildings equipped with the Benner
stand-pipe and ladder combined. This is an appliance that meets the

approval of the fire-department officials, while the stand-pipes ordina-

rily erected are scorned and derided as useless encumbrances, that
the firemen never attempt to use. It is common for owners of build-

ings to be content with anything in the nature of fire-extinguishing
appliances that will satisfy the underwriters and keep their rate
'"""

They should instead be required to satisfy the practical of-down.
ficers of the fire-department, and when these have certified to the
value of an appliance for fire extinguishment it will be time for the
underwriters to make reductions of rates in consequence of their

adoption. As the firemen are the ones to use all extinguishing ap-
paratus, they are the ones to pass judgment upon them.
We are well aware that it is impossible to erect an absolutely fire-

proof building, but buildings can be so constructed as to offer a great
amount of resistance to the progress of a fire, andean be so equipped
with fire-extinguishing appliances that the fire hazard in a high
building will be less than it now is in the average business buildings
of our Targe cities. We are not in favor of high buildings, but we
may as well accept the inevitable and prepare for it. The limit of
aerial construction has not yet been reached, and it is well to con-
sider how these tall buildings of the future are to be made as little

perilous as possible. As they rise above the capacity of the ma-
chinery of the fire departments to reach, it follows that they must
carry their own fire-extinguishing appliances. As we remarked be-

fore,
" science must be called upon to provide the required fire pro-

tection, and this will come mainly through a better class of buildings,
made more nearly fire-proof than existing buildings are." Under-
writers can exercise a potent influence in securing better construc-
tion if they will in every instance enforce their own motto, and
"charge for the risk as they find it." Property-owners would soon
find that there is a profit in slow-burning construction, and in so

equipping their buildings with fire-extinguishing appliances as to
reduce the fire hazard to the minimum. The Fireman's Journal.

AN OPENING FOR SKILLED LABOR.

MABTIXSVILLE, HENBY Co., VA.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT :

Sirs, This is a growing, pushing village of a thousand people. It
is the county seat of one of the wealthiest counties in Virginia. There
are building enterprises of various sorts in progress, and altogether it

is one of the finest openings for skilled labor within my knowledge.
This county has a population of 17,000, and is small in area. Oi<t
of this number of people there is but one really first-class brick-mason

;

but one plasterer, who is master of his trade
; not one blacksmith who

could earn a living at his trade, in coni]>etitiou with what would be
known as a skilled blacksmith in the North.

This absence of labor of this kind may bo accounted for by the fact
that until two years ago the county seat was/orty miles from a railroad
station, but within that time a narrow-gauge road has been built

through the county, and the people are awakening to their needs and
opportunities. At this place, within six months, quite a number of
brick and wooden buildings have been erected, and $75,000 will have
been invested that way this year ; all this for a village, which, according
to the census, had 290 people in June, 1880.

Whilst enterprises of various sorts are on foot, and many to be
pushed forward during the season, there is not a draughtsman in this

county, or its only village. It is not my purpose to worry the patience
of the readers of the American Architect, but to do what I can toward
attracting to the South, and particularly to this Virginia county, sumc
of the surplus skilled labor of the populous North. L. S. T.
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VENTILATING FIREPLACES.
RICHMOND, VA., May 7, 1823.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT :

Dear Sirs, Please inform me whether there are any parties in

this country who are manufacturing Captain D. Gallon's Patent Ven-

tilating Fireplaces, or similar ones answering the same purpose.
Yours respectfully, ALBERT LYBROCK.

[WK do not know that the Gnlton fireplace is manufactured in this ooun-

trv. Firephurs IIMSCI! on similnr principles are made by K. A. Jackson &
Brother, 77 Becknian .Street, New York; the Open Stove Ventilating Co., 78

licckman Street, New York; and the Dimmock Heater Co , Cim'innati, O.

For full information on the subject, we refer our correspondent to Mr. Put-

nam's book, Tin' Ojii'ii Fii'i'iilni'/' in All Af/fs, published by James K. Osgood
& Co., Boston, Mass. Ens. AMERICAN ARCHITECT.]

LIME-KILNS.
NEW YORK, May 14, 1883.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

Dear Sirs, Wo would refer your lime-kiln correspondent^jdraerfcofi

Architect, p. 227,) to the article "
Lime," in Appleton's Dictionary of

Machines, Mechanics, Engine-Work and Engineering, where dimen-

sions and product are given. Would suggest an examination of the

Index to Scientific American Supplements, and special examination

as to the rock to be used, as to dimensions of local kilns, etc.

X. G. X.

SYRACUSE, May 14, 1883.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
Dear Sirs, To " Subscriber

" who asks for a book on lime-kilns,
I would recommend " Malum's Civil Engineering," published by
Wiley & Sons, New York. This book contains many suggestions of

value in regard to lime and its manufacture, and gives cuts and de-

scriptions of different varieties of kilns.

Yours truly, E. M. BUELL.

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.

LARGE ANVIL-BLOCKS FOR STEEL WORKS. Owing to the rapid and
very extensive growth of the manufacture of Siemens steel in Scotland,
there has been a somewhat extraordinary demand for large anvil-blocks
north of the Tweed within the past few years, and during the past
week two, of immense size, have been cast. Up till now there has not
been any anvil-block in Scotland weighing more than 140 tons, but on
Saturday of last week one was cast at the IJalziel Steel Works, Mother-
well (Messrs. Colvill's), which is said to contain 170 tons of metal, and
there is in progress at the steel works of the Govan Forge and Steel

Company, Glasgow, an anvil-block which is estimated eventually to
contain about 105 tons of metal. In botli cases these anvil-blocks are
intended for use with 12 ton steam-hammers, of which there are already
several in regular work in Scotland. The Govan anvil-block will be
in two pieces, tlie larger of which, weighing about 140 tons, was cast
last Saturday, in the presence of a large number of representatives of
the engineering and allied branches of industry. It was cast in a mould
occupying the position which the block will eventually occupy after it

has been slowly cooled, and has been canted over upon its proper base.
The other portion, which will form the top piece or swage block, and
will weigh about 25 tons, will be cast within the next few days. The
mixture used in the anvil-blocks under consideration was about one-
fourth

No.^3
Gartsherrie pig-iron and three-fourths scrap cast-iron, two

of Ireland's patent cupola furnaces, each capable of melting six tons
of metal per hour, being used, in the operation and the blast being ob-
tained from a No. 7 Root's blower. The manufacture of this anvil-
block is entrusted to Mr. William Ireland, of Manchester, who, during
the last fifteen or twenty years, has had a most extensive and peculiar
experience in connection with the casting of such blocks, both in this
country and in Germany ; indeed, in the last-named country he has su-
perintended the construction of somewhere about thirty, of which no
fewer than thirteen, of a total of 2000 tons, were made for the Union
Company, of Dortmund, five of them being blocks of 175 tons each.
for the Osnabruck Steel and Iron Company Mr. Ireland made three
blocks, one of which weighed 250 tons, which, like the Govan and
Motherwell blocks, was intended for use with a 12-ton hammer. En-
gineering. *

CONDITION or THE "MONUMENTS" or CAIRO. Mr. Stanley Lane
Poole writes from Cairo to the Athenaeum about the commission ap-
pointed to preserve the monuments of the city. He found the commit-
tee scrupulously alive to the smallest indication of artistic or historical
value in the most inconsiderable monuments. Of seven monuments ex-
amined on the 24th of February only one was condemned, a small
mosque, whose walls had nearly fallen, and whose interior was a heap

It was decided to search the ruins for any pieces of orna-
ment or mosaic, and place them in the museum, recording in the ar-
chives the site and name of the mosque. One monument had beautiful

. u pr-vate houses and mosques have fallen victims to this Europeanization of
Cairo. It appears that room is wanted for carriages, and thus the most
picturesque quarters of the city are losing their beauty. A museum ofArab art is to be founded in the Mosque El-Hakim, and already con-
tains eighty-four glass mosque lamps, fifty of which have inscriptionsblazons and enamel, and belong to the Mameluke period, besides many>ther things, such ns bronze doors, panel-work, inlaid silver tables and
nuhrabs, or niches, covered with arabesques and inscriptions

ta

THE MILL CHIMNEY ACCIDENT AT BRADFORD, ENGLAND. The in-

quiry at Bradford concerning the fall of the chimney of the Newlands

Mills was concluded on Wednesday. After a consultation of two hours

the following verdict was returned by the coroner's jury:
" We find

that the owners of the property at Newland Mills did all that unprac-
tical men could reasonably be expected to do under the circumstances ;

therefore we do not attach any blame to them, or find them guilty of

negligence; and we give our verdict 'Accidental death.' We are of

opinion that the foundation was good and the fall of the chimney was

partly due to cutting, aided by the strong wind on the morning of

the accident, and regret the works were not stopped during the repairs."

No other verdict, we suppose, was possible. In manufacturing towns

there is much faith in the genius of chimney straighteners, and the jury
were likely to possess that faith. It was plain from the evidence that

the late owner of the mill did not consider himself to be an unpractical
man

;
on the contrary, he was esteemed by the people in his service as

an authority on construction He overruled the opinions of builders and

architects, and the consequences of his despotic interference are now
apparent. It was with difficulty that his representatives could be per-
suaded that tiiere was any risk attending a work which he directed.

The catastrophe is a terrible example of the danger which may arise

when a man is his own architect. The Architect.

THE COST OP PUBLIC BUILDINGS. A statement prepared at the

Treasury Department shows the amounts appropriated and expended
by the national Government for public buildings in the States and Ter-

ritories from March 4, 178!), to June 30, 1882. The total amount appro-
priated has been $88,402,262, and the amount expended has been

$83,404,221, distributed as follows:

New York
Massachusetts.
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BUILDING INTELLIGENCE,
(Reported for The American Architect and Building New*.)

[Although a large portion of the building intelligence
is provided by thtir regular correspoiidents, the editors

greatly desire to receive voluntary information^ e$pe-
9tally/rom the smaller and outlying tovm*.}

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

Baltimore.
o. Chas. L. Carson, architect, ha

prepared drawings for a flve-st'y bank-building to
be erected cur. Sharp and Lombard sts., to be
designated tho People's Hank. It will be of brick
with stone and tena-cotta nnili. 27' 0" x 130'; com
>4n,olii>; }. Holland, superintendent.

WAIIKIHII si:s. George Archer, architect, has pre
pared drawings tor the Trustees of tlin Saniuc
Heady Asylum for Female Orphans, for 4 four-st'i
warehouses on Camdeu St., near Howard St., brick
wiili stone finish, 31' 6" x MX; cost, $30,000; Messrs
Hopkins & Marshall, builders.

i:i ru>a 1'i'iiMiTs. Since our last report thirty-
one permits have been granted, the more important
of which are Ihe following:
Trustnes of Samuel Heady Asylum for Female

Orphans, 4 fonr-tt'y brick warehouses, n s Camdon
St., between Howard and Sharp Sts.
W. 11. Kynlon, 2 three-st'y brick buildings, ws

Chester St., s of Hampstead St.
K. K. Dlffenderfcr. 10 three-st'y brick buildings,

e s Park Ave., n of Wilson St.

Mary C. Irvine, 7 three-st'y brick buildings, e s
Mount St., between I^exington and Fayotte Sts.,
and 6 two-st'y brick buildings, w s Vincent Alloy,
between Baltimore and Fayette Sts.
Deo. H. Klark, 2 three-sl'y brick buildings, w s

High St., between Fayette and Low SU.
Anne G. Hellwing, three-st'y brick building, s s

Eastern Ave., w of Ann St.
M.i:iroe-stret M. E. Church, three-st'y brick par-

sonage, s w cor. Monroe and Ramsay Sts.
Mic-luml Hyan. '_' three-st'y bric.k buildings, s s

McMechin St., between Pennsylvania Ave. and
Division St.

Fiv.lrrt.'k Blank, 2 three-st'y brick buildings, w s

Uorsey Alley, between West and Clements Sis.
C. H. OmuHi C two-st'y brick buildings, s s Hoff-

man St., between Ensor St. and Holbrook Alloy.
sin-op Butcher's and Wool-fulling Association

No. 2, 7 two-st'y brick buildings, s s Robert St., be-
tween Division and Boulder Sts.; and three-st'y
brick building, s w cor. Division and Hobert Sis.

First United Brethren Church, 4 two-st'y brick
buildings, ss Perry St., between Hanover and Sharp
Sts.

St. Elizabeth Home, three-sfy brick building in
rear of No. 57}, e s St. Paul St., between Saratoga
and Pleasant MS.
Jacob Saum, 12 three-st'y brick buildings, us Hol-

lius St., between Strieker and (jiluior Sts.

Boston.
BUILDING PERMITS. Brick. Deperty St., .Voj. 93-

99, Ward 7, for J. C. & E. S. Converse, stores, 40' 10''
x 4' 6", flve-st'y flat.

Mi-iltbnt St.,-Xos. 66-76, Ward 7, for Boston Rub-
ber Shoe Co., warehouse, 84' x 15.V. flve-st'y flat.
CommcinwnUth Ave., A'o. 180, Ward 11, for Win. S.

Rand, dwell., 26 x 67', three-st'y mansard: Wm
S. Hand, builder.
K A'/., A

r
o. 202, Ward 14, for Edward S. Winches-

ter and Isaac Hayden, cover to boiler and engine
10' x 20', one-st'y pilch.
South St., Ifos. 128-136, Ward 12. for Frank M.

and Albert G. Frost, mercantile. 60' and 68' x 77',
flve-st'y flat; M. S. & G. N. Miller, builders.
Norfolk PL, No. 6, Ward 12, for Samuel S. Camp-

bell, mercantile, 31' x 35' 7'', six-sl'y flat; E. Whit-
more, builder.

Warren St., cor. Rock land St.. Ward 21, for Geo.
Hinman, dwell., 24' x 60'; A. D. Gould, builder.

H'urnn St., cor. Rock laud St., Ward 21. for Chas.
F. Worthington, dwell. 24' x 50'; A. b. Gould
builder.

Wood. Tremont St., near Whitney PI., Ward 22.
for Patrick Daley, dwell., 22' 6'' x 49' 6", three-st'y
flat: James Donnelly, builder.
Dove St., Sns. 24-28, Ward 14, for Thomas P

Frost, stable, 30' x 60', two st'y flat; Laming & Dris-
ko, builders.
Max am Ave., Xos. 40-44, Ward 20, for Ltander

B. Abbott, 3 dwells., 23' x 51', three-st'y flat; Lean-
der 11. Abbott, builder.
Sumner S/., .\Y>.. 387 and 389, Ward 2, for Eliza

Moore. 2 dwells., 17' x 25' and 17'x30', two-st'y pitch-Herman Drake, builder.
Gilbert St., near Hoffman St., Ward 23, for Miss

Anna M. Hall, dwell., 22' 6" x30'6" and 16' x IV
two-sfy pitch; Robert D. Ward, builder.
Story PL, off Greeuough Ave., Ward 23, for Ed-

ward sherwin, dwell., 32' V x 51', two-st'y pitch;Wm. H. Stewart.
Itnsiin Ai<f., nearly opposite Albano St.. Ward 23

for Emil Fryksland, dwell.. 22' and 28' x 36', two-st'y i

pitch; Alexander Rogers, builder.
Ilii'le Park Are., e of Richards Ave., Ward 23

for A. K. Cortland, dwell. ,21' x 26', two-st'y pitch-
Jielvin I). Ayers. builder.
Wri First St , S'o. 147 Ward 13, for Joseph W.

Clark, et als., mechanical, 28' x 30', oue-st'y flat;James Hopkins, builder.
K'unllett PI., near Rand St., Ward 2", for Albert

Ward, dwell.. 22' and 25' x 30', and 15' x In', two-st'y I

pitch: Decker Bros., builders.
Ku*t Seceutlt St., A'o. 5.18, Ward 14, for Phillips

Church Society, church, Congregational, 30' x 86'
two-sfy flat; Holbrook & Harlow, builders.

I'ratt St., near Linden St., Ward 25, for John Kee-

gen, Jr., dwell., 20' x 30', two-st'y pitch; Samuel Beal,
buitder.

. Are., Ward 23, for B. F. Sturtevant, stor-

age, 2i)' x lit' and li>' x 75', two-st'y flat; Samuel Case,

,1. , ., near Dudley Avi-., Ward 23. for Ed-
ward Callahan, owner and builder, dwell., 20' x 2s',

tuo-st'y piu-h.
.!/ St., c..r. East Fourth St.. Waid 14, for Mrs.

Fannie K. Stetson, dwell., 21' X 3u', two-st'y pitch;
D. A. llerry, buildi<r.

JJorcliettrr At-*., .\. f>7ii. Ward 15, for Christopher
Burr, mercantile, 26' x 35', two-st'y pitch; Isaac 1

Dunn, builder.
:. Ti.iin St., Ward 24. for Laba

I'ratt, stable. :>7':i" x -IS' b", one-st'y pilch; saimi'

Davenport, builder.
Greennlif .>/., A'o. 27. Ward 21, for Wm. Hanoi

owner and builder, dwell., 3'j'x 40', two-st'y pitch.
A, '.,.. fit., rear Norfolk St., Ward 24,' for Jol:

F. Brown, dwell., 16' x :;' ami I;/ a" x 24', two
st'y pitch; John r. Brown, builder.

il odd Si., .\ns. 12 null II, Wards, for Francis B
Austin; 2 dwells., 23' 0" x 31' and 13' X 32', thrce-st'

flat; Edward W. Arc-hfr, builder.

Geonje St., -Vo. 81, cor. '
. \. 31, War

20, for M. Kaiser, dwell, and store, 34' and 39' x 43
turee-sl'y flat; Geo. F. Penney, builder.

Brooklyn.
in it.inxo PKRMITH. Vernon Are., n t, 125' w Sum
ner Ave., 6 two-st'y brick dwells., tin roofs; cost
each, about $4,000; owner, Jim. Longhi, 697 WII
loughby Ave.; builder, S. C. Phillips.
Union St., n e, 253' w Seventh Ave., 2 four-st'.

brownstone frout tenements, gravel roofs; cost

each, *6,HOO; owner, G. W. Brown, 728 Fulton St.

builder, L. E. Brown.
Elm St., e s, Su' n Myrtle Ave., three-st'y fram

store and double tenement, tin roof; cost, $4,00(1
owner, Michael Hoag, Forrest St.; builders, W
Bayer and P. Scheu.
President St., 8 a, 282' 2" e Smith St., 4 three.st'y

browustoue front dwells., gravel roofs; cost, total

$24,OUu; owner, Chester Bedell. 3.17 Smith St.; archi
ted and carpenter, Theodore Pearson; mason, Wai
ter Smith.

Thirteenth St., n s, 100' e Fifth Ave., 5 two-st'y
brick dwells., tin roofs; cost, each, $2,500; owner
Daniel Doody,6o5 Fifth Ave.; architect, C. B. Shel
don.

Eighth Ave., n e cor, President St., 4 four-st'j
browustone front dwells., tin roofs; cost, each
$20.000; owner and builder. Wm. Gubbius, 20 Sev
eiith Ave.; architect, C. Werner.

Jefferson St., s 8, 150' e Marcy Ave., 3 three-st'j
brick dwells., tin roofs; cost, each, $7,60"; owne
and builder, Geo. H. Stone, 301 Jefferson St.; archi
tect, G. A. Schelliuger.
A'orth Eleventh St., two-st'y brick storage-build

ing, gravel roof; cost, $13.000; owner, Pratt M'f'j,
Co., loot of North, Twelfth St.; architect, F. Le R
Sweet; builders, J. Rooney and Jenkins & Gillies.

Jiroodicay, a w oor. Park Ave.. three st'y brick
store and tenement, tin roof; cost, $12,000; owner
Otto Wagner, 178 Floyd St.; architect, T. Engel
hardt; builders, G. Leurian & Son.
Magnolia St., s e s, 33> 11" s w Myrtle Ave., three-

st'y frame store and tenement, tin roof; cost
$5,000; owner, Mrs. Gillespie, 47 South Fourth St.
architects, Duckworth & Co.; builder, J. Fallon.
Furnam St., s e cor Middagh St., 3 four-st'y briok

factory buildings,' tin or gravel roofs; cost, about
$8,000 each; owner, Cornelius Donnellon, Pacific
St., near Henry St.; architect, G. P. Chappell.
Leonard St., A'o. 581, w s, -jsy n Nassau Ave.

three-st'y frame tenement, gravel roof; cost, $3,5110
owner, Juo. Affleck; architect, William Shapler
builder, not selected.
Dean St., s s, 200* e Washington Ave., 2 three-st'y

brick double tenements, tin roofs; cost, each,
$5,000; owner. Tuos. Monahau; architect, 1. D. Rey-
nolds; builder, T. Donnelly.
Reid Ave., w s, 24' n tjuincy St., 8 two-st'y and

basement brownstone front dwells., gravel roofs;
coat, each, $4,800; owner, H. Battermann, 111 Held
Ave.; archiiect. A. W. Dickie; builders, Bur-
roughs and C. L. Johnson.
Keid Are., n w cor. Quincy St., three-st'y and

basement brownstone front dwell. .gravel roof; cost,
$7,000; owner, etc., same as last.

Fifth St., n s, 212' e Fifth Ave., 4 two-st'y brown-
stone front dwells., composition roofing; cost, each,
$5,000; owner and builder, p. Mullady, 576 Qolno)
St.: architects, Parfltt Bros.
Jefferson St., s 8, 125' e Central Ave., three-st'y

frame double tenement, tin roof; cost, $4,'HM1; own-
er, H. Asmus, Jefferson St., cor. Central Ave.
architect, T. Eiigelhardt; builders, E. Loerch and J.
Rueger.

Central Ave., w f, 75' n Jefferson St., three-st'y
frame double tenement, tin roof; cost, $4,40(1; owner,
Ferdinand Gessner, 175 Hopkins St.; builders, W.'
Reeatu and H. Eich & Co.

Juilye St., e s, 133' n of Powers St., four-st'y frame
double tenement, tin roof; cost, 5,hOO; owner, Ga
briel Gengler, 276 Powers St.; archiiect. G. Hillen-
brand; builders, W. Bayer and C. Weiber.
Lim/en St.. n s, 100' w St. Nicholas Ave., one-st'y

frame church; cost, $8,000; owner, Rev. Jno. McClos-
key, St. Nicholas Ave. and Magnolia St.; architect
T. F. Hough ton.

Jtutlrrlye fit., n s, 222' 6" e of Marcy Ave., 2 twc-st'y
brownstone frout dwells., tin roofs; cost, total 14.-
Oui); owner, John N. Sunderlaud, 3U Ross St.; archi-
tect, J. Rose.
Mat/notia St., s e s, 50' w of Myrtle Ave., three-st'yframe double tenement, tin root; cost, *4,500; own-

er, Jacob Leich, Johnson Ave.; architect G Hillen-
brand; builders, E. Loerch and J. Triesse.
Scholft St., a w cor. Ewen St., four-st'y frame

tenement, tin roof; cost, 7,500; owner, Jacob
Stadnnuller, Kwen sr.. near Mpft-nde St.- architect
J. Platte; builders, J. Rauth and D. Kreuder.
Evergreen Ave., s w cor. Trouuuau St., three-st'yframe tenement, tin root; cost, *4 600; owner and

builder. Clemence Denier, 139 Evergreen Ave.; ar-
chitect, J. Platte.

.Worry Art., e s, 20' s Monroe St., 8 three-st'y
browlislone front dwells., tlat tin roof, with man-
MOBpODi: i-oBt, about $6.000 each; owner archi

t.-.'t and builder, F. C. Vrooman, 444 Gales Ave
i" '-"ii, J. Softy.

St., w s, 55' n of Powers St., three-sfv framedouble I,-,,,.,,,,-,,,, Un n .f; cot, $4,400; 'owner

i;;-;;^' ir-^;r 1>Mi *Kt"twi - - H " I- :

,.,,, 4w
er. Mrs. M. (irnniin.vh. 14.1 Skilluian Ave 'archi
tect, . I. I'l.'iti,.; builder, F. J. Bwlanbtoh

.. 8 w cor. L<'.., ,;,,,! St.. 1,,m-'.sty brick
tenement, tin roof; cost, ld,OMi; owner Josrnh si
nioii. Willon^hbv Ave., cor. Lewis Av,-'- arc! itVrt
.1. Platt.,; l.uild,-rs, J. Rautl, ,,,,d ,, Kn'-'ud'r

l:,,lt,. -ft.. s,27,Ve Smith si., ,; four-st'y' brickdouble flats, gravel roofs; cost, each $10,000; ownerand builder, Jas. W. bearing, 434 Henry St archi
MOM, I'aiiltt Hi other*.

Flushing Are., s s, 2.V w of Hamburg Ave 2 two-
st y.lramu double lem-ments, tin roofs; cost each
$3,000; owner and bull.l.-r, do. Loffli'.S^^kins Ave.: architect, T. I-JI K , lh ; ,,,lt

AI.TKKATMNO. - M,i,,l,.,it,i,, Av, A'o. 437 twont'v

F- Webber;

a, s w oor. First St., three st'y brick ex-
tension, tin roof, etc.; cost. $12,0(K); owners First

- buiuier9 - w - &

,

premises; architeflt, E. T. Gaylor; bullderV T Gibins and Jenkins & Gillies.

Chicago.

FACTORY. Three-sl'y factory, 7S/ x 75' is to h hi.iu
for Gunglich & Bracnvogel.on KlnzleSt., ne^r Ash-lan.l Ave.: Mr. George .spohr. architect
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. 2 two-st'y basement brick dwells' x '

137-139 Seventeenth St.; cost, $4 Wo '

M. J. Relph, two-st'y brick dwell., 22' x 4s' 33 Ton
ess St. cost 2RH ' n"

gress St.
; cost, S2.RHO

C.
JJ

Singer, two-st'y brick barn, 64' US'
Lincoln Ave.; cost, $6,000

.F'.?x?'P
e

' tnree-Bt'y basement brick flats 44' x
65', 46-48 Carpenter St.; cost, $15,01,0.

Cincinnati.
BUILDING PKBMITS. - George Schutter three-tv

$5 MO
building '

cor ' F "th and Race S'ts.fcoU

.

J. H. Weston, ttve-sfy brick store No 27Wt
Sixth St.: cost, *I4,0(H,; A

J

.C.Nash,rc'hUct

brick

,.
. Jane Coates, two-st'y frame dwell., Denman

ttWMI( brick build-
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Aug. Groeser, two-st'y brick dwell., cor. of Mol<
ton and Vaughn Sts.; cost, $8,000.
F. Kirsch, two-st'y brick dwell., Kimball Ave

cost, $2,500.
M. Arnold, two-st'y brick dwell., Crown St., nea

May St.; cost, $7,000.
Twelve permits for repairs; cost, $7,000.
Total permits to date, 346.

Total cost to date, $1,267,000.

Cleveland.
BUSINESS in the building line never looked brighte

than at present, and the average for this year wil

greatly exceed that of last, innumerable smal
houses are being built, as well as a great many fin

dwellings.
HOUSES. Double dwell, for H. C. Wick; cost
$15,500; W. Harris, contractor; C. O. Arey, architect
Dwell, for H. J. Haywood; cost, $5,000; I. N. Har

rison, contractor; C. O. Arey, architect.
Frame dwell. onSibley St., for Mr. G. L. Schryrer

cost. $7,000; J. W. Flora, builder; F. O. Bate, archi
tect.

STORES. Business block on Ontario St., for E. M
McUillin; cost, $20,000; Walter Blythe, architect.
Business Block on Seneca St.: cost, $75,000; Co-

operative Building Co., contractors; Coburu & Bar
num. architects.
Business block on Bank St., for Morgan, Root &

Co.; cost, $xo,001; Cudell & Richardson, architects
Business block on Bank St., for Bradford & Carter,

cost, $35,000; S. Liiias, contractor; C. 0. Arey, archi-
tct.

CHURCH. Congregational Church on Franklin St.,
cost, $40.00J; Co-operative Building Co., contrac-
tors; Coburn & Barnum, architects.

WAREHOUSE. Warehouse on Huron St., brick
cost, $23,000; for Mr. Foster ; Scott & Simmons,
contractors; C. O. Arey, architect.

Detroit.

BUILDING PERMITS. H. L. Beaubine, frame house,
409 Fourteenth St.; cost, $4,00!'.
Mason & Rice, brick house, 20 Peterboro St.; cost,

$12,001".
H. George & Son, frame house, 159 Willis Ave.;

cost, $4.000.
J. & H. Wagner, 2 brick houses, 32 and 34 Joy St.;

cost, 88,000.
W. H. HoUand, 5 brick houses, Sproat St.; cost

$19,000.
Alex. Chapoton, 4 brick stores, 384 to 390 Gratiot

Ave.; cost, $5,700.
Mason & Rice, brick factory, First St.; cost,

$7.000.
Macon & Rice, brick dwell., 1008 Woodward Ave.;

cost, $12,000.
W. H. & C. F. Gibson, 2 frame houses, 838 and 860

Cass Ave. ; cost, $6,000.
Robert Robertson, brick house, 8 Howard St.; cost,

$5.000.
Albert Albrecht, brick store-house, 56 Croghan St. ;

cost, 812,000.
Nuppenan & Clark, brick warehouse, Atwater St.;

cost, $5,"00.

Donaldson & Meier, brick store and dwell. 421
Clinton St.; cost, $8,000.
Joseph Schrager, brick store and dwell., 501

Gratiot St.; cost, $3,000.
N. J. Rogers, frame dwell., 363 St. Aubine Ave.;

cost, $4,000.
W. G. Vinton & Co., brick house, 34 Peterboro St.;

cost, $9,000.
A. Chapoton, brick house, Peterboro St.; cost

$10,000.
A. C. Varney, brick warehouse, 96-100, West Con-

gress St.; cost, $23,1100.
A. C. Varney, four-st'y brick wire-works, 214 West

Congress St.; cost. 814,000.
A. C. Varney, brick .house and barn, East Mont-

calm St.; cost, $8,11110.
A. C. Varney, brick house, 17 Peterboro St.; cost

86,000.
A. C. Varney, double brick house, Cass Ave.: cost

$10,000.
A. C. Varney, 2 brick houses, 21 and 23 Baee St

cost, $17,000.
A. C. Varney, frame house, Cass Ave.; cost.

$5,UOO.
A. C. Varney, brick house, 505 Cass Ave.; cost

$7,000.
J. A. De Gaw, 2 brick stores, Michigan Ave.; cost.

86.000.
Julius Hess, brick house, 555 Second St.: cost

86.SOO.
Julius Hess, brick house, 557 Second St.: cost

$12,000.
Julius Hess, add. to brewery, Grand River Ave.-

cost, $6,000.
Julius Hess, add. to church, Campan Ave.; cost

$4,900.
H. W. Holcomb, frame dwell., Fourth Ave.- cost

$4,000.
G. W. Vinton & Co., brick house, 96 Joy St.; cost,
5,000.

New York.
BUILDING PERMITS. Beach St.. Nos. 74 and 76, five-
st'y brick flat, tin roof; cost, ,824,000; owner, Wm.
Rhinelamier, 79 Cedar St.

; builders, Freeman Blood-
good and .1. C. Doremus.

Thirty-fourth St., n s, and East River, one-st'y
brick shed, gravel roof; cost, 84,000; owner, East
River Ferry Co., on premises.
Sixtn-second St., s s, 150' e Second Ave., 2 five-st'y

brownstone front tenements, tin roofs; cost each
$14.iHH>; owner, Morris Steinhardt, 648 Madison Ave
architect, A. B. Ogden.
Arcane A, s w cor. Eighty-second St., five-st'v

brick flat, tin roof; cost, $28,000; owner Susan A
Wright, 201 West one Hundred and Thirty-first St.

:

architects, Cleverdon & Putzel.
Forty-seamd St., n s, 218' e First Ave., two-st'y

brick dwell, and office, tin roof; cost, ?3,000; own-
ers, Wilson & Adams, Thirty-ninth St.. n e cor. First
Ave.; architects and builders, Chas. Graham &Son

Sixtieth St., n s, 325' e Eleventh Ave., 2 four-st'v
brick tenements and stores, tin roofs; cost, each
59,000; owner, Mary J. Largan,410 West Forty-ninth

St.; architect, G. W. Prodgers; masons, J. Mallo:
& Sons.
Fulton St., A'os. 82, 84, 86 and 88, 3 flve-st'y bricl

stores; cost, $20,000, 525,000, and $55,000; owners
trustees of C. L. Wolfe, No. 3 Mercer St.; architect
Jno. B. Snook.
Pleasant Ave., n w cor. One Hundred and Nine

tecnth St., flve-st'y brownstone front flat, tin roof

cost, $18,000; owners, John Dawson, 202 West Twen
ty-sixth St., and Wm. Archer, 246 East Twenty-firs
St.: architects, Thorn & Wilson.
One Hundred and Nineteenth St., n s, 75' w Pleas

ant Ave., flve-st'y brick flat, tin roof; cost, $25,000
owners and architects, same as last.

Roosevelt St., A'o. 13, flve-st'y brick tenement am
store, tin roof; cost, $18,000; owner, Col. Conkling
27 East Tenth St.; architect, Bernard McGurk
builders, John Fitzpatrick and Wm. Cooper.
Sixth Aoe.. A'o. 807, four-st'y brick factory, til

roof; cost, $11,000; owner, Angelo Ghiglione, 195
Lewis St.; architect, Wm. J. Fryer.

Sixth Ave., s w cor. One Hundred and Twenty-sec
ond St., 5 four-st'y brownstone front dwells., til

roofs; cost, each, $18,000; owner, A. B. Vandusen
26 Mt. Morris Ave.
One Hundred and Twenty-second St., B 8, 80' w

Sixth Ave., three-st'y brownstone front dwell., tin

roof; cost, $18,000; owner, same as last.

East Fifteenth St., A'os. 402 and 404, 2 flve-st'y
brick tenements and stores, tin roofs; cost, each,
$7,600; owner, Peter Butterly, 252 First Ave.; archi-

tect, M. W. Salmon.
Ninth Ave., e s, Manhattan to One Hundred and

Twenty-fifth Sts., seven-st'y brick flat, tin roof; cost,
$75,000; owner, .lared W. Bell, 57 Broadway; archi-

tects, Thayer & Robinson.
St. Nicholas Ave., w s, 75' n One Hundred and

Forty-seventh St., three-st'y frame dwell, and store,

gravel roof; cost, $3,000; owner, Nathan Hobart, 39
West Twenty-sixth St.; architect, T. W. Clark.
Fourth Are., s w cor. One Hundred and Twelfth

St., 4 five-st'y brick flats, tin roofs; cost, each,
820,000; owners, J. & J. O'Sullivan, 649 East Sixty-
ninth St.; architect, R, Rosenstock.
A'assau St., A'o. Ill, six-st'y brick store, tin roof;

cost, $75,000; owner, Geo. G. Sickels, New Rochelle;
architect, E. Sniffen; builders, Van Dolsou & Ar-
nott.

Jlroadway, A'os. 71 and 73, eight-st'y brick office-

building, tin and slate roof; cost, $175,000; owner,
WilliamsburghCity Fire Insurance Co., 208 Broad-
way; architect, F.Carlos Merry; builders, Lewis H.
Williams and Cheney & Hewlett.
East Fifth St., A'o. 742, three-st'y brick engine-

house, tin roof; cost, $17,000; owner, City of .New
York; architects, N. Le Brun & Son.

Henry St., A'o. 269, ihree-st'y brick engine-house,
tin root; cost, 818,200; owner and architects, same as
last.

Gold St., A'os. 92 and 94, and Jacob St., A'os. 11,
13, 15 and 17, six-st'y brick store, tin roof; cost,
$75,000; owner, Ambrose K. Ely, 132 East Twenty-
third St.; architect, John Mclntyre; carpenter,
Wm. J. O'Conner.
Greene St., A'os. 108, 110 and 112, 2 six-st'y brick

and iron front stores, tin roofs; cost, each, $52,5uO;
owners, Louisa B. Stillwell, extrx., 462 West Twen-
ty-third St., and Levi Goldenburg, 29 East Sixty-sev-
enth St.; builders, Van Dolson & Arnott.

Thvrty-jifth St., u s, on bulkhead. North River,
one-st'y freight-shed, tin roof; cost, 84,500; lessee,
Pennsylvania Railroad Co.
Railroad Ave., e s, 300' s One Hundred and Seven-

ty-fifth St., 2 two-st'y frame dwells., shingle roofs;
cost, each, $2,500; owner, Sarah J. Wyckoff, 1773
Washington Ave.; architect, Theodore E. Thomson.

West Thirty-sixth St., No. 140, flve-st'y brownstone
front flat, tin roof; cost, $22,000; owner, Samuel Mc-
Millan, 260 West Forty-sixth St.; architect, Jas
Ware.
Seventy-third St., n s, 135' e Third Ave., 14 five-

st'y brownstoue front tenements, tin roofs; cost,
each, $15,900; owner, Abraham H. Jonas, 13 Sheri-
dan St.; architect, John C. Burne.
Eiyhty-second St., 8 s, 156' 6" e First Ave., flve-st'y

brick tenement, tin roof; cost, $17,000; owner An-
nie E. Kelly, 4u4East Eighty-second St.; architect,
G. A. Schillinger.
One Hundred and Fifty-first St., s 8, 200' w Morris

Ave., three-st'y frame dwell., tin roof; cost, $3,000;
owner Michael Sullivan, 472 East One Hundred and
Fifty-first St.; architect, John Rogers.
One Hundred and Fifty-second St., n s, 255' 8" w

Third Ava., three-st'y frame dwell., tin roof- cost
$6,000; owner, Jas. H. Riley, One Hundred and Fif-
ty-first St. and St. Ann's Ave.; architect, M. J. Gar-
vin; builders, P. Garvin & Son.
Second Ave., s w cor. One Hundred and Third St.

2 four-st'y brick flats and store, tin roof; cost, each,
$20,000: owner, architect and builder, John Baird
303 East One Hundred and Ninth St.

Seventieth St., n s, 100' w Second Ave., 5 flve-st'y
brownstone front tenements, tin roofs; cost each
$16,000; owner, John C. Umberfield, 216 East Sixty-
first St.; architect, A. B. Ogden.
West Forty-fourth St., A'o. 28, one and part three

st y brick stable, tin roof; cost, $15,000; owner, A.
V. H. Stuyvesant, Fifth Ave., cor. Forty-fourth St
architect, Henry R. Marshall.
One Hundred and Forty-sixth St., s s, 200' e Tenth i

Ave., 5 three-st'y frame dwells., gravel roofs; cost I

each, 82,350; owner, Alex. Frazer, 22 West Thirty-
sixth St.; architect W. H. Berrian.
Greenwich St., Aos. 228 and 230, four-st'y brick

store, tin roof; cost, $15,717: owner. Mary C.King-Great Neck; architect, Geo. M. Huss; builders
G. M.PlnttandH. M. Smith & Son.
llroadway, n w cor. Thirty-fifth St., one-st'v brick

theatre, pak fire-proof roof; cost owner I

Clias. Johnson, 50 West Twenty-first St.; lessees' '

Richard Hyde, 431 Gold St., Brooklyn, and Louise C
i

Behrnian, 17 St. Felix St., Brooklyn; architect.John Sexton.
West One Hundred antl Thirtieth St., A'os. 34 to 56

1 In i... u+> !.,-:.] , 11_ -!___ . ^T*

three-st'y brick stable and workshop, tin roof; cost] !

$1,800; owner, Ella J. Carey, on premises; architect
A. Spence.
OneHundred and Forty-second St., R 8, 1' e Kyder

Ave., four-st'y frame tenement, gravel roof; cost,
$6,000; owner, Mary Wilson, lt<3 West Eleventh St.;
architect and builder, Geo. T. Campbell.
Decatur Ace., n e, s e and n w cor. Suburban Ave.,

4 two-st'y frame dwells., shingle roofs; cost, each,
$3,000; owner, Chas. Heddeu, 15 Courtland St.;

builder, Jos. Richardson.
Manhattan St., n s, 98' e Tenth Ave., 2 four-st'y

brick tenements and stores, tin roofs; cost, each,
$15,000; owner, Peter McCormick, 164 East One
Hundred and Twenty-eighth St.; architect, J. H.
Valentine.

ALTERATIONS. The building on the s w cor. of
Canal and Kldridge Sts., is to be raised one st'y and
first floor altered into retail stores, at a costof about
$15,000, for Mr. S. T. Babcock, from designs of Mr.
Richard Berger; and from designs of the same
architect, the building No. 112 Leonard St., is to
be altered for oflice purposes, for Mr. George P.

Slade, at a cost of about $4,000.
East Sixty-Sixth St., A'o. 59, three-st'y and base-

ment brick extension; cost, $5,000; owner, Win.
Hoyt, on premises: architect, Win. B. Tribby;
builders, W. & T. Lamb, Jr.

West Third St., Aos. 3, 5, 7 and 9, four buildings
to be connected, raise attic to full st'y, new flat

roofs, and three-st'y and basement brick extension;
also, new store fronts; cost, $20,<iOO; owner, Kd. P.
Dickie, 26 East Fifty-eighth St.; architect and car-

penter, Chas. E. Haddou; masons, Kelly & Alur-
dock.
Elm St., A'os. 66, 68, 76 and 72, three-st'y brick

extension, portions of walls taken down and rebuilt,
and internal alterations; cost, $10,000; owner, City
of New York; architect, D. J. Stagg.
Eighth Ace., A'o. 466, two-st'y brick extension and

internal alterations; also, front altered; owner,
Lucy A. Ledwith, 315 West Thirty-third St.; archi-
tect, Jos. M. Duun; builders, John W. Ross and
John F. Moore.

We*t Thirty-sixth St., A'o. 49, raise one-st'y; cost,
83,500; owner, Dr. Robert Watts, on premises; archi-

tect, H. M. Congdon.
West Fifty-seventh St., A'o. 413, four-st'y brick ex-

tension; cost, 86,500; owner and builder, David
Christie, on premises.
East Eighty -fourth St., A'o. 411, three-st'y and

basement extension; cost, $3,000; owner, H. Zu-
biller, 190 Stanton St.; architect, Win. Graul.

Philadelphia.
CHURCHES. The following are churches in some
stage of preparation or erection, from designs of
Isaac Pursell, 1420 Chestnut St.:

Heidelberg Reformed Church; two-st'y stone build-
ing, now being plastered; cost, when finished, $45,-
000.

Gaston Presbyterian Church, two-st'y stone build-
ing; cost, when completed, $30,000; first story just
finished.
A stone church and chapel to cost about $25,000,

is now being erected for the Fiftieth Baptist Church.
Plans are in preparation for a two-st'y stone edi-

fice for the First German Reformed Church; cost
$40,000.
Cohocksink M. E. Church will be erected this

spring; stone, two-st'y, and cost, $30,000.
Plans of church and parish building in prepara-

tion for Episcopal Church of the Crucifixion.
Reformed Presbyterian Church, Nineteenth and

Federal Sts., are having sketches made for a chapel
to cost $1>,000.

CONTRACT. The contract for furnishing marble man-
tels for the Philadelphia Post-Office building has
been awarded to Davidson & Son, of Chicago, 111.

STKIKK. The house painters have terminated their
strike by compromising the matter, and agreeing to
accept $2.75 per day until November 1st., when they
will receive per hour, at above rale.

BUILDING PERMITS. Sixth St., e s, bet. Master and
Thompson Sts., 6 ihree-st'y dwells., 14' x 57'; Geo.
Suyder, contractor.
North Sixth St., A'o. 3038, three-st'y dwell., 18' x

56'; Wm. Schoenleber, contractor.
Bucknelt St., e and w sides, bet. Montgomery Ave.

and Berks St., 65 two-st'y and 4 three-st'y dwells.,
with stores, 14' x 35' and 16' x 36'; H. K. Shoch,
owner.
Cherry Sl.,as,eof Tenth St., Ihree-st'y dwell.,

16' x 25'; P. J. Essex, contractor.
Barr St., n s, bet. Germantown Ave. and Nice St.,

6 two-st'y dwells., 14' x 28'; McLaughliu & McNa-
niata. contractors.
Ellsworth St., n s, bet. Twenty-fourth and Twen-

ty-fifth Sts., one-st'y storehouse, 37' x 70'; W. Whar-
ton. Jr. & Co., owners.
Haverford St., n s, w of Fifty-fourth St., 2 three-

st'y dwells., 18' x 50'; Daniel Deal, owner.
Martel St., cor. Terrace St., 5 two-st'y and 1 three-

st'y dwells., 15' x 28'; Thos. Cavanah, owner.
Twentieth St., es, bet. Diamond St. and Susque-

hanna Ave., 17 three-st'y dwells., 17' x 5b'; E. H.
Flood, owner.

Uber St. w s, bet. Diamond St. and Susquehanna
Ave., 17 three-st'y dwells.. 17' x 56'; E. H. Flood,
owner.
Susquehanna Ave., bet. L'ber and Twentieth Sts., 8

three-st'y dwells., 19' x 56'; E. H. Flood, owner.
Uiamond St., u s, bet. Uber ai,d Twentieth Sts. 8

three-st'y dwells., 19'x68'; E. H. Flood, owner.
Wellington St., e s, s of Kensington Ave., two-st'y

dwell., 17' x 30'; Alex. Pollouk, owner.
North Nineteenth St., .AY*. 173*, two stores and

dwells., 12' x 30'; C. A. Snyder, owner.
High St., s e s, e of Martin M., three-st'y dwell.,

18' x 50'; J. G. Suuler, comrucior.
East JJavjt/un St., A'o. 434, thret-st'y dwell., 16' x

43'; Geo. Kessler, contractor.
Church St., No. 2729, three-st'y dwell., 18' x 28',

Geo. Kessler, contractor.
A'orth Fourth St.. Jfo. 846, three-st'y factory, 45' x

60'; E. Schmidt, contractor.
Ticenty-Jirst St., w C'>r. Sanpom St., four-st'y

dwell., Sft 50'; Stacy, Keevts &Co. contractors.
Germantown Av.e., e s, s of Lthigh Ave., two-6t'y

store and dwell., 18' x 42'; Jos. Parkr.
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WE happened a few days ago to read iu a local newspaper
aii account of the doings of an official committee, ap-
pointed to consider the best mode of securing additional

school accommodation for the city to which they belonged. A
proposition had been made to build a large school-house in a
certain part of the town, and the committee, in reporting back
to the authority which appointed them, mentioned, among their

other arduous labors, that they
" had obtained plans from all

the architects out of a job," and had examined them, appar-
ently with an unfavorable result, since they had come to the
conclusion that it would be best to look farther for a model. It

is not often that we find the common notion of the relation be-
tween such official bodies and the architects who pester them
with applications

" to be allowed the privilege of submitting
sketches, etc.," so succinctly expressed, and it is worth while to

draw the attention of the younger and less occupied portion of
the professional community to the phrase. To the ordinary
mind, the idea that a man whose skill is in any demand should
need to run about seeking a chance to exercise it for nothing
is preposterous ; and those persons who are seen engaged in

such solicitations are sure to be set down as being, and proba-
bly with reason, "out of a job." The natural inference from
the circumstance of a man's being apparently without employ-
ment is that he is unskilful or incompetent, and the minds of
those to whom the gratuitous plau is submitted are thus already
prepared to throw it aside at the first unfavorable criticism, and
turn with respectful admiration to the contemplation of the de-

signs of architects who may possibly be inferior to the rejected
ones in everything except in the knowledge of the way to
make themselves and their work respected.

BY
the time this paper reaches the press the actual investi-

gation of the charges preferred by Mr. T. H. Murch
against the present Supervising Architect of the Treasury

Department will probably have begun, unless the whole matter
is to follow the example of the Cesnola-Feuardent controversy,
which we note has "

gone over for a term." Mr. Murch has
stated his willingness to begin on Wednesday his attempt to

prove his charges, though he expresses a becoming doubt as to
the possibility of his substantiating them because the person to be

investigated has charge of the documents by which the accuser

hopes to convict him. Although, considering Mr. Murch's
extreme backwardness in coming forward, this looks a little

like hedging on Mr. Murch's part, still, looking at the matter
as unprejudiced observers, we cannot but feel that the Secre-

tary of the Treasury was unwise in not temporarily accepting
Mr. Hill's resignation. General Grant's theory of not desert-

ing a friend under fire has its weak points, and one is that
when a man's character can stand iuvestigation it is injudicious,
as far as public opinion is concerned, for his friends to behave
as if he were not clothed in armor of proof.

DURING
the current week there has been on exhibition at

the gallery of the St. Botolph Club, Boston, a small col-

lection of wood-carvings of more than ordinary interest
and instructiveness to architects, and one possessing, too, all the
attractiveness for an appreciative public that lies in thoroughly
artistic work carried out with the highest degree of manual skill.

The exhibit consisted of a score or more of unrelated panels,
sideboard fronts, cupboard doors, picture-frames and ceilings,
shown in miniature and in full-sized sections, sent from the

studio of Mr. John C. Bancroft, a gentleman of independent
means, of whom it is narrated that, years ago, when some
friend expressed surprise that he should lay aside palette and
brush, he said that there were enough artists of medium capac-
ity in the world and that he had rather " whittle better than

any one else
"
than occupy amongst artists any other than a

foremost place. Whether this remark suggested to him the

practicability of developing a career along the line he has lately
followed or whether it was made because he had already ap-
preciated his own skill with the jack-knife which may in this

case be held a synonyme for a full kit of cabinet-maker's tools

we cannot guess, but we do know that from that time on he
has devoted himself to a line of work which we believe has no
other exponent in this country, though it is only within a few

years that he has exercised his skill for other than the adorn-
ment of his own home. Recently, however, he has undertaken
commissions for other people and several New York house-
holders are in doubt whether to pride themselves most on La
Farge's stained-glass windows or Bancroft's wood-work.

P
PERHAPS it is misleading to speak of Mr. Bancroft's work
as "

wood-carving :" it is rather joinery, as it almost always
consists of an infinite number of pieces built up and joined

together by mortise, tenon, tongue and cunning dovetail, with
all the patient ingenuity that one expects only from the Chinese
workman. Almost all the work is geometric in design, and the
earlier specimens deal mainly with right lines and are based as
a rule on Moorish precedent, recalling the patterns made famil-
iar by the tiles and stucco-work of the Saracenic buildings of

Spain ; but a careful inspection shows that these are not the
work of a mere copyist, but of a thorough master of the rigid
laws of geometry, who has as well the delicate perception and
graceful fancy of the true artist. Forms have been selected
and woods of different hues chosen and combined with, as a
rule, unerring instinct, resulting, in some of the latest panels,
in a glory of harmonious coloring as restful, as satisfying and as
certain to endure the test of time as the best work of the mod-
ern glass-staiuer. The cunning and knowledge of the work-
man are shown by the care taken to prevent the warping of the

panels by sometimes making the backs of slats whose grain
runs in opposite directions, or in other cases of a solid piece
scored at distances of an inch or so apart by saw-kerfs sunk
nearly to the full thickness of the backing ; by the care with
which all the pieces of inlaid and parti-colored woods are but-
ted together, with the grain, so that there shall be the least

possible shrinkage ; and again by the patient care with which
in some of the pieces of irregular design the piecing of some of
the plnne surfaces has been effected by an irregular and hand-
made instead of a straight machine-made joint. A curious op-
tical illusion is afforded by three panels of absolutely identical

design in woods of three colors, each panel differing from the
others in apparent design and color through the transposition of
the woods; and they also show the truth of the well-known
adage that two adjacent colors in decorative design require the

interposition of a third color, the woods in the best of these

panels being separated from one another by delicate lines of
brass inlay a line of work in which Mr. Bancroft is peculiarly
happy. The least'successful specimen exhibited is the full-sized
section of a ceiling in butternut wood, and the defect lies in the
introduction of certain jig-sawed ornaments applied to the spaces
left by the geometric pattern in broad raised mouldings. This

jig-saw applique, however good the effect may be and we ad
mit that in this case it is not absolutely bad seems out of

place in the very midst of such remarkably honest work. It

may not ba amiss to add that a room entirely finished in wood-
work of this kind is in itself a work of art, and all that is to
be placed in it should be selected with a view to preserving the

harmony of the room as a whole.

TTTIIE law just passed by the New York Legislature to pro-
J. vide for the reclamation of the Falls of Niagara seems to

have been drawn up with great caution, and bids fair to
lead to the happiest results. The basis of the bill seems to have
been the report prepared for a former Legislature by Profes-
sor James T. Gardiner and Mr. Frederick Law Olmsted, in

which it was pointed out that the appropriation to public uses
of a very narrow strip of ground bordering the river would be
sufficient to keep the Falls themselves from the intrusion of
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shabby mill-buildings, and afford the visitor a reasonably quiet

and natural introduction to the most impressive piece of scenery

on the continent, if not in the world, and the Act, as passed,

provides for the appointment of commissioners and appraisers

to prepare a map of the territory which it may seem best for

the State to take possession of, and an estimate of its value ;
the

whole to be submitted to the Legislature for approval before

any farther steps are taken, or any money appropriated for

carrying the recommendations of the Commission into effect.

Under these circumstances, the collection of contributions in

other States for the purchase of the land to be made public,

instead of a rather unmeaning freak, proves to be a particularly

graceful and timely service to the people of New York, who,

in assuming the burden of the Niagara park, make a gift to the

whole world which deserves to be appreciated and reciprocated.

T E GENIE CIVIL gives an interesting account of the con-

f" struction and present condition of the St. Gothard railway

tunnel, which, after many mishaps, and an enormous expenditure

of money, is now successfully opened to a traffic far greater

than had ever been expected for it. The first idea of the tun-

nel seeins to have occurred to the Swiss engineers more than

twenty years ago, before the completion of the Mont Cdnis

line, and in 1864 an association was formed, consisting of dele-

gates from several cantons of Switzerland, with representatives

of certain railways, which, under the name of the Reunion du

Gothard, made surveys and endeavored to secure the coopera-
tion of the Swiss and Italian governments. After five years'

labor they succeeded, and in 1869 a treaty was made with

Italy and Switzerland, to which the government of Germany,
as being interested in the establishment of a new communica-

tion with Italy, free from French control, was made a party
in 1871. Every one knows the situation of the mountain of

St. Gothard, which divides the watershed of the Keuss on one

side from that of the Ticino on the other, separating thus the

railway system of Switzerland and the connected lines of east-

ern France and western Germany, from those of Italy, which

extended already to the head-waters of the Ticino, as those of

Switzerland did to Lucerne, in the valley of the Reuss, almost

at the foot of the mountain to be pierced. As originally

planned, and practically as carried out, the tunnel line extends

from Lucerne, where connections are made with all northern

Europe, along the shore of the lake of the same name to Kiiss-

nacht, the scene 'of some of William Tell's exploits ; thence

across, behind the Rigi, to the lake of Zug, to join a line car-

ried to meet it from Zurich. From the lake of Zug the route,

returning to the lake of Lucerne at Brunnen, continues along
the shore to Fluelen at the upper extremity, and thence as-

cends to Go'schenen, where the tunnel proper begins. Nine
miles south of Goscheuen the road emerges again to daylight
on the southern side of the Alps, at Airolo, and descends to

Lugano and Pino, where connections are made with the Italian

railways.

TITHE committee of the Reunion had entrusted two engineers,

\j Messrs. Gerwig and Beckh, with the task of making the

preliminary surveys and estimates of cost, and their report,
that one hundred and eighty-seven million francs would proba-

bly be sufficient to complete the undertaking, was made the

basis of an agreement, by which the Italian government contri-

buted forty-five millions, the German government twenty mil-

lions, and the Swiss railways, together with the governments
of the cantons most interested, twenty millions more. In ad-

dition to these subventions, stock was issued to the amount of

thirty-four million francs, and bonds to sixty-eight millions, the

total reaching thus the sum needed. In April, 1872, M. Ger-

wig was appointed chief engineer, and bids were invited for the

work of construction, that of the unfortunate M. Favre of

Geneva being accepted in August of the same year. Before

beginning work a new level was taken between Lucerne and

Lugano, the two extremities of the line, one hundred and

twenty-three miles apart, by an independent engineer, with new
instruments, in order to test the accuracy of the earlier sur-

veys. The result showed a variation of only about one inch
from M. Gerwig's level, proving the care with which the work
had been done.

JI7IIE skill of the engineers employed was farther shown at

X the completion of the tunnel by the accuracy with which
the two galleries, driven independently from both ends at

once, met in the centre ; the differences in height being but a

small fraction of an inch, while the lateral variation was less

than thirteen inches. Their foresight in calculating the cost of

the work, was, however, not equal to their technical skill, and

in April, 1875, M. Gerwig felt himself obliged to present a

new estimate, larger than the previous one by thirty-four mil-

lions of francs. As no money beyond the actual amount of the

first estimate had been raised, the association found itself thus

suddenly obliged to assume a large additional burden for which

no provision whatever had been made, and out of resentment

at his unwelcome information M. Gerwig was summarily dis-

missed, and replaced by another German engineer, whose esti-

mates proved even less favorable than those of his predecessor.

It was then decided to appeal again to the governments which

had originally contributed, to furnish money for the completion
of the half-finished work. Some economy was secured by modi-

fications in the plan, and after much discussion thirty-two and

one half million francs more were furnished by Switzerland,

Italy and Germany, and twelve million raised in addition by
the issue of new bonds. This supplied the company with funds

for the completion of the work, which is not yet terminated,

although trains run regularly through the tunnel.

TTTHE great tunnel through the mountain, although the most

_!_ interesting portion, comprises but a small part of the engi-

neering science spent upon the line. In the short space
of seven and one-half miles where the road passes along the

shore of the Lake of Lucerne, between Brunnen and Fluelen,
there are three miles of tunnels; and the whole number of tun-

nels on the lines belonging to the company is fifty-four, having
a total length of twenty-seven miles. lu many cases the tun-

nels deviate from a straight line, and on the north side of the

mountain, between Fluelen and Goschenen, the railway as-

cends through three tunnels in the form of a spiral, which wind
one above another, just under the surface of the precipice. Be-

sides the difficulties of design involved in such constructions,
natural obstacles of the most formidable character presented
themselves where they were least expected. In the very heart

of the mountain, thirteen hundred feet vertically beneath the

village of Andermatt, was found a mass of disintegrated rock,
which pressed upon the lining of the tunnel with terrible force.

Twice the stone vaulting was crushed by the weight, and a suf-

ficient resistance was only obtained at last by means of a vault

five feet thick at the crown, resting on walls nearly ten feet

thick. As completed the tunnel is already traversed daily by
five passenger trains in each direction, and about as many
freight trains, and the number is gradually increasing.

WRITER in La Semaine des Constructeurs, wishing to

learn what the workmen of Paris thought in regard to the
unfavorable condition of the building industries in Paris,

wrote to the Secretary of the Masons' Union, or "Chambre
Syndicate," and seems to have been rather surprised at having
provoked a reply which would do credit to an American dema-

gogue. According to the French "
knight of labor," or what-

ever he may call himself, the present depression in the trade is
" the pure creation of the financiers and politicians, who al-

ways conspire when they can to take away the working-man's
bread.

" The occasion of this particular conspiracy he and his
friends believe to have been the speeches made in the meetings
held by the working-men in the hours of leisure which their in-

creased income during a few years past has enabled them to en-

joy. These speeches, it seems, treated of the rights of work-
ing-men ; of the emancipation of labor ; of socialism, and the
faults of the existing government ; and consequently alarmed
the financiers and politicians,

" who require, in order to pre-
serve their privileges intact, that the working-man should not
be allowed to reveal his sufferings, and unmask his despoilers."
In order to prevent the impending revelation, the only resource
was to " make a crisis, or, in other words, to snatch the bread
from the workmen," which was accordingly done ; the wily
financiers further endeavoring

" in order to get the better of
the laborers, to provoke them by all sorts of vexations into

holding mass-meetings m the streets, so that they might recom-
mence upon them their fusillades of 1848." This luminous
explanation of the cessation of building operations, which has
the advantage of being applicable, with equal plausibility, to
all the afflictions of the working-man, from a toothache to a
tariff, may be particularly commended to the school of Pitts-

burgh and Fall River philosophers.
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A FEW DAYS IN RAVENNA.

N E of the dreams of my life was
realized when I found myself in

the ancient city of Ravenna, a

unique in its interest for artists

arclia'ologists scarcely second
even to Venice. But what an

out-of-the-way place it is 1

Although only fifty-two
miles from Bologna, it takes

nearly four hours to get
there, owing to much pot-

tering by the way ;
for after

leaving the main line at

Castcl Bolognese, you seem
to emerge from the nine-

teenth century and retire

into the sleepy ages. Very
few travellers are to be met,
and those few seem to have

nothing to do. Our only
companion was a young
cavalry officer, who, fearful

of the night air and prob-
able malaria, huddled him-
self up in a great blue cloak
as we went through the

swampy country. 'I he im-
mediate neighborhood has

an unpleasant reputation for malarial fevers, but although we were
amply warned against it, we astonished every one at Bologna by
going, and still more by returning, safe and sound. But who would
not run the risk of being laid up, when he has the chance of visiting
the Tomb of Theodoric, King of the Ostrogoths, and of worshipping
in the same church as the sister of Honorius? Imagine a city whose
churches date from the fifth century, and contain mosaics which were
nine hundred years old when Dante was buried in S. Francesco !

We are apt to look upon Giotto us an old, a very old master, and yet
here are Christian works of art, very superior to his, which were
seven hundred years old when he was born a greater distance in

point of time between them and his work than between his and ours I

Between Bologna and Ravenna the country is not very interesting,
although to artists no country is wanting in interest of some kind.
Arrived at the station, we got into a tumble-down old omnibus, leav-

ing our luggage to be looked after by an old, lame man, who seemed
almost of the time of the Ostrogoths themselves. From the station
to the hotel seemed an endless ride over rough stones, and in and
out of tortuous, narrow streets. The Hotel San Marco resembles
most Italian inns a large entrance to a court-yard, a sort of com-
mon hall below, where priests, soldiers and workmen congregate,
and a great staircase leading up to a long gallery, from which you
enter the bedrooms. Mine host met us at the foot of the stairs and
conducted us up to our rooms in right regal style. We had heard
much of "

roughing it," but we had hoped it was only the fastidious
who spoke thus. Alas! our hearts sank within us when our host
drew aside a very dismal-looking curtain of faded striped stuff, at
the end of the passage, and displayed an equally dismal-looking
chamber. Similar faded, not to say dirty, striped stuff fell over
every doorway probably the remains of fallen grandeur, a relic
of the times when doors of palaces were hung with portieres of
the rarest velvet and silken stuffs

;
for every Italian house beyond a

hovel is apalazzo, just as every French country house is a chateau.
The curtain drawn aside, we beheld a chamber which in London we
would have designated as squalid : the floor covered with matting
that cannot have been taken up since Dante's time; an iron waslf-

stand, with the smallest of basins and milk-jugs; and a bed well,
not too inviting from its outer appearance. Visions of a disturbed
night rose up before us, and we hoped some more attractive room
might be found for us.

The next day found us refreshed after a good night, and repentant
at having libelled our resting-places. Breakfast over, we arranged
with the host for a carriage to take us to S. Apollinaris in Classe,
and meanwhile, while the horse was being searched for, and put in,
we took a stroll down into the town. The Piazza Vittorio Emanuele
is surrounded by a colonnade of eight granite columns, supposed to
have belonged to a basilica built by Theodoric, and in the centre are
two columns erected in 1483, to support statues of SS. Apollinaris
and Vitalis. It being market-day the place was full of people, and
yet there were no beggars probably because there were few rich

people or visitors to demoralize the poor indeed, the whole time
we were in the place we never saw one ; all the people seemed poor,
but of the long-suffering, unbegging order of poverty.
The cathedral was almost entirely rebuilt in the eighteenth cen-

tury, but contains in the sacristy a beautiful and unique work of art
the ivory throne of S. Maximin. It is exquisitely carved, and

in style very superior to much later work, seeming to express, as
does much of the art-work of Ravenna, the not entirely lost influence
of Greece. The boy acolyte who showed it to us turned it round on
its pivot with as little reverence as if it had been the most trumpery
thing in the world. It is composed entirely of square plaques, two
or three of which are missing, and I believe are to be found in the

Bargello at Florence. Opposite the cathedral is the baptistery, con-

taining the most ancient mosaics in Ravenna, and in ii -r.i om- of the

oldest examples of Christian circular buildings. Whether tlu id. A

of a round building for a baptistery was suggested by the Unman
circular temples, or by the buildings which commonly funned part of

the Human baths, is not certain ;
but they speedily spread to other

towns, notably Florence and I'isa. The ground has so risen .-nine;

allirin that the building has sunk that you go down several steps
on entering, and the whole building is in want of repair, tin- niosaie

continually falling from the roof. Here I must note the praise-

worthy orders of the authorities, in forbidding visitors to take away
bits of the mosaic as relics. The roof is domed, entirely tilled with
mo-air of the fifth century (about A. D., 451). In the centre is the

Baptism of Christ. The figure is entirely uudraped, and the M \ !< is

eminently classical ; it is accompanied by the river-god Jordan,
sedge-crowned, and bearing a linen napkin, as though he were an
attendant at a bath. Around, below are the twelve Apostles, car-

rying oblations in their hands, and clad alternately in yellow gar-
ments and white mantles and white garments and yellow mantles.
Between each pair is a palm-tree growing, and over each head is the

name without the title "
Sanctus," which, although admitted into

the calendar in 449, does not seem to have been adopted until 472.
This seems to have been one of the earliest instances of the Apostles
entering into the scheme of ecclesiastical decoration, as teachers of

revealed religion. The colors are very harmonious, being mostly
blue and green. Below the dome is a kind of clerestory, which has
been spoiled by sixteenth-century paintings where the mosaic is de-

stroyed. Still lower down are arched arcades, this and the
story

above being octagonal. Here, again, is a mosaic decoration, a scroll

pattern in blue and green, supported upon columns. In the centre
of the building is an enormous octagonal font, having on one side a
sort of basin built on, with a cover, on which is a lamb holding a
cross.

From the baptistery we made our way to San Vitale, which is

perhaps the most interesting church in Ravenna, although it also is

spoiled by modern restorations entirely out of harmony with the
rest of the building. It was erected in the reign of the Emperor
Justinian, over the spot where, according to the Ambrosiau legend,
S. Vitale suffered martyrdom by being buried alive

; and was dedi-
cated by S. Eclesias, about the year 547. Its form is octagonal,
with a large vestibule and a small apsidal choir. Over the central

part is a dome, supported by eight arches which spring from the same
number of lofty and solid piers. These eight divisions are sub-

divided into two stories, the ground floor forming a sort of circular

aisle, and the upper floor a gallery, the pillars of which bear a kind
of apsidal recess. The pillars are all antique marble; the capitals
Byzantine, a species of abacus smaller at the bottom than at the top,

resting upon the elaborately carved volute, thus forming a double

capital. The whole of the choir is a mass of mosaic, the rest of the
church having been renovated by paintings in the worst taste of the
seventeenth century. What the church must have been when it was
all mosaic decorations, the remaining part gives us an idea. The
subjects are as follows : in the tribune our Saviour is seated upon
the globe of the universe; on his right hand, S. Vitale offers his
crown of martyrdom, and on the left S. Eclesias presents his church.
Round the arch of the choir are medallions representing the heads
of the twelve Apostles, S. Vitale and his two sons, SS. Gervasius
and Frotasius

;
in the apse, the history of Theodoric. The leading

colors are blue, green and gold. Upon the pier at the right-hand
side is a fine Greek bas-relief of Neptune sitting upon his shell-

covered throne, with his trident, and surrounded by genii. There
is a little old glass, but most of the windows have common, square
panes of white glass. It was for this church that Baroccio painted
the "

Martyrdom of S. Vitale," which is now in the Brera at Milan.
The exterior is of brick, the roof flat, except over the dome, where
it is slightly pointed. It has very much the character of St. Mark's,
Venice, and St. Sophia, Constantinople, and is, like both these

examples, Byzantine in style. The bricks of Ravenna are peculiar,

being rather flat tiles than bricks, separated by bands of mortar as

thick as the bricks, in some cases even thicker.

From S. Vitale we went to the mausoleum of Galla Placidia

(about A. D. 440), called S. Nazanio. It is built in the form of a
Latin cross, rising into a dome where the arms bisect, which, with
the rest of the roof, is a mass of mosaic. Over the door is a repre-
sentation of Christ as a young shepherd surrounded by his sheep.
Here it may be remarked that in none of these early mosaic pictures
is there any reference to the sad or terrible side of Christianity ;

the empty cross with a linen cloth over it is the type of the Cruci-

fixion, as if these early artists, following their Pagan forerunners,
had in horror any representation of the sufferings of their Re-
deemer. To them the Resurrection was their principal creed ; their

God was to be represented as beautiful as was in their power, sur-

rounded by saints in glory, heavenly hosts, thrones, principalities,

angels; all was to be joyful. The persecutions of the Christians
were so engraven upon their minds they had taken place within
the memory of their fathers that it was not necessary to record
their sufferings in the decoration of their churches, in order to keep
alive their faith in immortality. It remained for a later age to re-

sort to menaces of future tortures, and awaken the slumbering faith

in the future life. The altar is of transparent alabaster, like the
windows of the Cathedral of Pisa. On one side is a large marble

sarcophagus, in which the empress was interred in a sitting posture,
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formerly covered with silver plaques ;
on the other side is one which

contained the body of Constantius III; and a third was the tomb of

the tutors of Valcntinian and Ilonorius. Over the principal entrance

are bas-reliefs in white marble, of Lombard workmanship; they

refer to the legend of the miracle of St. John's sandal, which runs

thus : When the Empress Galla Placidia returned to llavenna from

Constantinople, with her two children, in the year A. D. 425, she en-

countered a terrible storm. Making a vow that she would erect a

church to the honor of St. John if she were safely delivered from

the dangers of the tempest, she desired at its dedication to place

some relics of the saint in a shrine; it, however, not being the cus-

tom in those days to exhume, to buy or to sell the bones of saints,

the desire remained unsatisfied. But St. John himself came to the

rescue
;
he appeared to the empress in a vision, and when she threw

herself at his feet, to embrace them, he disappeared, leaving his san-

dal in her hands.

In the lower lunette is represented a tabernacle and altar.

St. John offers incense, while the empress, prostrate at his feet, seems

to take off his sandal
;
on each side are his angels. In the upper

compartment Galla Placidia kneels at the feet of Christ, offering

Him the sacred sandal. On one side is St. John ;
on the other, Bar-

bation, the empress's confessor. Although not older than the twelfth

century, these bas-reliefs are probably copied from earlier mosaics in

the interior of the church.

S. Apollinaris Nuovo was erected by Theodoric ahout A. D. 534,

for the Arian Christians. It is in the form of a basilica, and con-

tains exquisite marble columns brought from Constantinople. The
mosaics which fill the space above the arches of the nave are most

interesting, being representations of the ancient town of Classis,

with the sea and ships; the city of Ravenna, with the Church of

S. Vitale ;
and the palace of Theodoric. On the right-hand side is

a procession of twenty-one martyrs, carrying crowns in their hands,

advancing towards their Master, who is enthroned between angels.
On the left is a similar procession of virgin martyrs, who advance
towards the Blessed Virgin, enthroned, and surrounded by angels

ready to receive them into Glory. Many of the names inscribed

over the figures are of saints now almost forgotten ;
others who are

now celebrated are not mentioned. Thus we have no SS. Cath-

erine, Barbara, Margaret, George or Christopher. Between the fig-

ures stand palm-trees, as in the baptistery. It was from these

mosaics that Flandrin drew his inspiration for the exquisite fres-

coes in the Church of S. Vincent de Paul, Paris.

We now drove along a road raised up between rice-fields, to

S. Apollinaris, in Classe, which it is hard to believe was once a sea-

port, being now quite two miles distant from the sea. It is the finest

of the Ravenna churches, and one of the grandest existing basilicas.

The nave is divided from the aisles by a row of beautiful antique
marble columns, supporting arches, the inside of which are covered
with mosaics. Above is a row of painted medallion portraits of the

Popes, of late and indifferent work; above these, plaster walls,

formerly, no doubt, covered with mosaic. At the end of the nave is

a flight of some twelve or thirteen steps leading to the apse, in which
is the altar, surmounted by a magnificent baldacchino, supported by
four black Oriental marble columns. The whole of the apse is a
mass of mosaic of the sixth century. In the centre of the semi-
dome is a huge cross, below which is a full-length figure of the

patron saint, in the habit of a Greek bishop, white, with the pallium
embroidered with black crosses

; no mitre, but with gray hair and
beard. On each side are his sheep, hurrying from the towns of
Bethlehem and Jerusalem. There are several fine sarcophagi, one

containing the bones of S. Apollinaris. The roof is flat, and of tim-
ber. The crypt was quite full of water when we were there

;
in-

deed, I believe it always is so, and, in consequence of the late heavy
rains, the floor of the church was also flooded. The campanile is

round, a peculiarity of the bell-towers of Ravenna, built of rough
red bricks.

Thence to the Church of S. Maria Fuori is a wondrous drive

along a high embankment. It seemed endless and, had the horse
been skittish, would have been very unpleasantly dangerous. The
church does not repay the time spent in getting to it. There are
some frescoes said to be by Giotto, but after those of Florence they
are very poor and dilapidated. Returning by the outskirts of the
town and the river, we arrived at the tomb of Theodoric, the domed
roof of which is of one entire piece of granite. Originally it had a
small colonnade round the upper part of it, formed of coupled shafts
like those afterwards used in the cloister at Aries

; but this has been
destroyed. S. Maria, in Cosmedin, is interesting as being a circular

baptistery used by the Arians.
In conclusion, I would advise all persons having the opportunity,

to brave the discomforts and visit Ravenna. Even if the fare were
worse, I should say, go all the same

; but by taking a provision of
biscuits and mineral water, any one might stay a week or two in the
old city very happily, and an artist could find no place so full of in-
terest of all kinds, artistic and natural. Having been there, one's
only desire is to return and stay longer, spite of bad bread, bad
water, bad rooms, dirty matting and portieres, and possible malaria.

S. BEALE.

AN ancient Celtic cross that once stood near Camelford, Wales, was
split to pieces and portions used for copings and other purposes. It
was a monolith fifteen feet high, and stood in the church-yard of St.
Teath. The Rev. T. Worthington, in charge of the parish, has suc-
ceeded in getting the pieces together, and will have the cross re-erected

SPRING EXHIBITIONS IN NEW YORK. III.

HE chief characteristic of

this year's exhibition at

the National Academy
was, I think, its comrnon-

placeness.
It was extremely

level, and its level was one

of discouraging mediocrity.

Very few pictures were prom-
inent for excellence, but then

fewer than usual were remarkable so

far as one can remember for atro-

cious badness. The chief feeling pro-

duced in the beholder was ennui. A
sensation of real pleasure was seldom

afforded, and sensations of amused as-

tonishment were also comparatively
rare. It is not necessary to say, as has

so often been said before, that the hang-

ing was bad. Some painstaking critic has calculated that while the

proportion of works contributed by members of the institution was,

compared with those of outsiders, but as one to six, the proportion of

places held by them on the line was as one to two, most of their remain-

ing pictures, moreover, filling excellent places in the second row.

This would not be unfortunate were the Academical works the best,

but another thing which it is hardly necessary again to state is that

they were poor, as a rule, and included, indeed, most of the actual

atrocities upon the list. The question has once more been mooted :

is the Academy for the Academicians, or for the public and the gen-
eral advancement of American art? Ostensibly the latter is the case,

but there seems no way to work a reform which shall convert profes-

sions into actualities.

The portraits were numerous, but more uninteresting than usual.

Mr. Huntington sent no lady's portrait this year, but four masculine

likenesses of such well-known citizens as to prove that his hold on the

highest circles of society that is, on the class who have the most

patronage to give, and might therefore do the most good to our

rising artists of higher calibre is unfortunately still unbroken. It

is hard to say which was the poorest, the most mechanical, the most

insipid and textureless, his portrait of the late Dr. Bellows, of the late

Dr. Adams, of Mr. Morris K. Jessop, or of the late Robert L. Stuart.

And it is almost inconceivable that an artist who is given such oppor-
tunities should use them in such an apathetic way, a way which is in-

dicated as is the direction of the wind by the traditional straw

by the constant recurrence of the same hideous crimson chair, which
seems to be the painter's only studio property. It is unfortunate in-

deed that three men long so conspicuous in our city and so highly hon-

ored by our citizens should be passed down to posterity in such life-

less guise as this
;
but though our younger portrait-painters were neg-

lected, it is some comfort to know that Mr. Stuart was also painted
by Madrazo, in a work which is not one of the artist's very best, but
is still in the most marked contrast with that of our P. N. A. The
other older portrait-painters were about ,at their usual level, though
Mr. Hicks did rather better than usual with his half-length of an old

gentleman with a white moustache, where the artist's pallid tints

were more than usually appropriate. Mrs. Anna Lea Merritt, whom
we have so long tried to believe in as a promising if not a successful

painter, sent a portrait group which did much to quench our hopes
forever. It showed two little children feeding a bird, and was a weak
and unspontaneous imitation of the English portrait-style of the last

century, that is, so far as composition was concerned, and even in

execution it seemed as though Gainsborough, perhaps, had been her

model, though he was followed far off, indeed, and with a most falter-

ing step. The drawing was defective, the painting thin and hesitating,
without modelling, relief, or texture, and expression of life and char-
acter was non-existent, Nor could the coloring be called good, though
it was not wanting in a certain decorative prettiness. Mr. Eastman
Johnson's portrait of a little girl sitting on a staircase was unfortunate
in conception and in color, and wooden in effect altogether below
his best achievements. But enough of the failures. It was a relief to
turn to Mr. Benoni Irwin's clever, simple, and masculine half-length
of Dr. Muybridge, picturesquely yet naturally conceived, with its

broad^
felt hat, and bent gaze directed to a book before him

;
to Mr.

Freer's little study of a girl's head in profile ; and to Helena De Kay's
profile head with its rich color. It should also be said that Mr. John-
son's portrait of Sir Edward Archibald, though somewhat tormented
in treatment, was infinitely better than the child's portrait just noted.
Prof. John F. Weir sent a three-quarter-length of Prof. Wells Wil-
liams which, like others of his works, came very near being very
good. It was manly, straightforward, and apparently very truthful
in character

; but the one last touch was wanting to make it what
even the poorest, much more the best, of his brother's works may
claim to be thoroughly artistic. Mr. Crone, a clever student stillm Munich, who if I may judge by what I saw in his studio last
summer promises to do excellent work when his apprenticeship is

over, sent a study of a girl's head, very nice, though low in tone, and
showing a feeling for beauty that did not degenerate into " sweetness."

-I he hanging committee certainly failed to make the most of its op-
portunities when it consigned to a corner of the corridor Mr. Carroll
ieckwiths

full-length portrait of a lady. Whatever might be its
rank when judged by the very highest artistic standards, it was cer-
tainly a striking and effective canvas deserving the epithet of
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"stunning
"
in ordinary as well as in studio acceptation. It would have

made a brilliant centre in the large room, had it been placed there, in-

stead of the dull commonplaces which won most of the posts of honor.

It showed one of Mr. Bcckwith's usual Frenchified Americans, dressed

in the most gorgeous gown of greenish-blue velvet, standing with a

smiling face against an equally gorge, ms red curtain. The color was

too loud to lie qnile sneces.-t'nl. lint cert ainly showed an aptitude which

might produce excellent results if guided by a little more delicacy of

feeling. The brush-work was splendid, the way the heavy velvet folds

were rendered a triumph of boldness and skill; but herein lay the

whole interest nf the picture the face was (mite subordinate to the

dress in execution, and we felt as though it must have been subordi-

nated in conception to the artist's preconceived ideal, so analagous
was it with the heads of various sorts he gives us year by year. Some
fatal chain seems to bind his hand, so strong and so very clever, and
force it to portray forever the same type of feature, and, what is

worse, the same type of character or want of character. Mr. Beck-
wit h has a feeling for beauty of the large, healthy, solid, sensuous

kind, which is not without its value in these days of morbid, ugly or

emasculated ideals ; but he seems able to give it only one incarnation

and that of a sort which suggests the coulisses of Paris rather than

the slopes of Olympus, the fields of France, or still less the drawing-
rooms of New York. Their beauty gives all his women a sort of

physical distinction which removes them from the common, but not

from the unrefined. They are something more than simply sensuous,

they are not far from being distinctly sensual. The finest thing he

ever did, so far as I can say, was the head of a woman thrown back

against a ground of lilac blossoms. It was superbly handsome but

just failed of being beautiful by reason of its unretinement not in

treatment but in the character suggested, and there is the same su-

perbly self-conscious, mundane, Parisian, almost footlighl expression
whether he paints a lady, a peasant-girl, or a would-be goddess. It

were too much to say that he has given us no exceptions to this rule,

but they have been few, and not among his strongest works. And
this portrait is not such an exception this triumphant, worldly, shal-

low, coquettish person looks as out of place among the decorously

ugly and insipid figures about her as would Madame Croizette at a

Sunday-school picnic. If I emphasize the fact it is because in other

ways Mr. Beckwith's pictures are so fine in their handling and

especially, as I have said, in the feeling for healthy, vigorous beauty

they reveal. And it is therefore a matter of regret that he is lost by
his want of sympathy to American art. There are many such pict-

ures at the Salon every spring as clever, as handsome (this is not an
" artistic

" word but is here the right one) and as " loud." They do
not interest us greatly there, but this did interest us in New York, be-

cause it was so strangely exotic. I know that few of our painters are

really American, though more, perhaps, than is commonly believed :

but the rest are merely cosmopolitan, as are so many artists of every
land to-day. Mr. Beckwith, however, is an actual and very typical

Frenchman, and ought to be so classed unless we count a man's cor-

]>oreal birthplace of more importance in his art than his spiritual af-

finities. It is not foreign education which makes the difference, but

the fact that long residence at home can leave a man in such complete
alienation from local facts and feelings that he cannot even see the

national type of expression when essaying definite portraiture. As
an example of "

stunning
"

brush-work the portrait was, I repeat,
admirable

;
but as a portrait it had much less of value. How wide the

distance in aim between such a work as this and the one by Mr.

Thayer in the other exhibition one painting the very soul of woman,
and the other merely her clothes and her cuticle, though executed, so

far, at least, as the clothes were concerned, with the greatest skill and

brilliancy !

. Mr. Alexander's portrait of Parke Godwin was rapid and bold to

such a degree that it was absolutely fierce, if I may so say, in techni-

cal effect
;
but it was extremely strong, and in spite of the chalky flesh-

tones which he does not escape from, appeared a vital piece of char-

acterization. William Page, who seems almost like a ghost on the

walls of a contemporary exhibition, was represented by two portraits

painted long ago, one of the late Mr. Le Clear and the other of Col.

Shaw ; the former much the more interesting of the two. The
other was rather hard and mechanical in effect, but Mr. Le dear's

portrait, in spite of the thin painting and the small care for textures,
was full of life and character and sentiment. Mr. Page's work looks

archaic to-day, and we feel that he never realized, perhaps, all that

he was aiming at
; yet we feel also that it is what most painting, even

some accomplished painting, is not artistic and interesting that

ho had a true and peculiarly individual temperament d'artiste. He
was one of the few true painters of his generation, as distinguished
from the mere men who painted one of the few born with a natural

gift, an artist's soul. His work has been less studied than it deserves,
but a day will come, I am sure, when he will be given his rightful

place in our little Pantheon and it will not be a low one.

In landscapes the exhibition was unusually weak. Even Mr.
Inness was below his very best with a rather sketchily handled

large canvas showing cattle, and trees, and grass bright with the

vivid green of early summer. It was less poetical, less complete
than his finest works, but had one point in common with them its

beauty of composition, a point in which Mr. Inness stands absolutely
alone

among^
our painters, and with few living rivals in other lands.

Mr. Picknefl was again as disappointing as in the other exhibition,
and Mr. Walter Palmer had less than his usual success with a yellow-
toned field and a sky with heavy clouds. Mr. Thomas Moran sent

a large view of the " Pass of Glencoe," with mountain tops, and

heather, and misty clouds English in manner, as well as in subject,
and excellent throughout, luring far less pyrotechnic, than many of the

artist's recent efforts. Mr. Twachtman was again well represented ;

his large "Summer" being fine in composition and in color also,

spite of its low-toned, heavy greens. This sort of landscape-painting
is as far as possible from Mr. Moron's, being all feeling instead of all

a careful reproduction of natural details. It depends, of course, upon
the spectator's standpoint which art he will prefer. As ye't Mr.
Twachtman's seems a little above the comprehension of the Academy,
to judge from the position in which they placed this, one of tin- most

interesting pictures of the collection. Mr. Donoho sent a large can-

vas which, with the one at the other exhibition, had figured last year
in Paris. They well showed his versatility, this being sunny and

green, a view in a thickly-planted park, apparently. Not so original
in subject as the other it was yet a strong and charming picture. Mr.

Poore, of Philadelphia, sent a promising picture of a man ploughing
in early spring, and Miss Amanda Brewster a small Adirondack
sketch remarkably nice in color. Mr. George Inness, Jr., bids fair

to supply us with what we greatly need a good painter of animals.

It is curious that we have thus far had so few to attempt this branch
of art, save as a mere adjunct in landscape painting. The late Mr.

Bispham was about the only American who devoted himself to animal

portraiture, properly so called for Mr. Beard can hardly l>e taken

seriously. Mr. Inness's capable, large picture of cattle was therefore

doubly welcome.
It was impossible not to institute a comparison between three harbor

views, which all hung in the same room, and between each of them and
the well-known pictures of Baron Clays. These were Dutch scenes by
Mr. Gifford and Mr. Tryon respectively, and Mr. Quartley's
"
Queen's Birthday in New York Harlior." The last was apparently

inspired by Clay's Antwerp Fete in the Metropolitan Museum, and

although there was good in the way in which the bright bits of color

had been managed so as not to look actually spotty and disagreeable,
it was an exemplification of Mr. Quartley's worst sin the painty,

kaleidoscopic and unnatural look he gives to water. It is an exaggera-
tion of a way of working into which Clays himself not seldom falls.

Mr. Gifford's work was well able to sustain a comparison with that of

the Netherland painter, and was much less visibly under his influence.

Both here and with Mr. Tryon the case was not one of imitation, but

merely of similar results attained of necessity in painting identical

scenes. But Mr. Tryon was the man who came out best of all in the

enforced comparison. His broad river with its rapid though heavy
craft was an admirable bit of work. Not Clays himself, so far as I

know his work, ever painted water quite so well, though he has done
better than Mr. Tryon can yet accomplish in the way of color and

composition. Mr. Gifford's " Grove
"

should not be forgotten, a

specimen of his very best mood and manner, nor Mr. Alexander Har-
rison's

charming
little picture of children under a blossoming cherry

tree, nor Mr. Percy Moran's " Woods in Winter," painted in a

style more suited for decorative than representative work, but very
delicate in feeling, and very cleverly free in touch. But it was when
we turned to the genre pictures that we found the most interest to

reward our rather dreary labors. First among them first in the ex-

hibition, and one of the most valuable and hopeful pictures of the

year was Mr. Ulrich's "Glass-blowers." I have already said that

Mr. Ulrich is recently home from Munich, and that he belongs to the
" Realistic

"
School, but his realism does not carry him outside of ar-

tistic work, and his foreign residence has not prevented him from

turning his attention immediately to home themes. These Glass-

blowers, who are doing nothing more important than making eyes for

the taxidermist, were studied in New York, and painted with fine

sympathy and psychologic truth as well as nice attention to details

of texture, form and color. They were seven or eight in number,
and were grouped around a long table which ran away from the spec-

tator, each having his tiny gas-jet just before him. The painting was

exquisitely careful, yet exquisitely free minute work after the man-
ner of Brouwer, where every stroke tells and shows its value, hot

after the manner of Gerard Dow, where all is polished and blended
into a porcelain-like surface. The characters of the heads were ex-

tremely well studied ; the color, with its most prominent note in the

blue shirt of the nearest workman, was sober and good, and the man^

agement of the difficult lighting was admirable. Altogether it was, I

think, a faultless little work in its way, not only in execution but in

aim and feeling. Those of my readers who did not see the exhibition

may get an idea of the picture from a full-page wood-cut which ap-

peared in Harper's Weekly some weeks ago, though it must IK- said

that this gives no notion of the delicate handling of the work. An-
other picture by Mr. Ulrich called the " Amateur Etcher " was much
less successful, especially in color. Mr. C. Y. Turner sent a number
of figure compositions none of which deserved much praise, except
the canvas with two figures called "

Preparing for yearly Meeting."
Mr. Harrison's " Two Pipes," a man smoking and a boy blowing bub-

bles, was well studied, but wilfully awkward in composition. Mr.
Irwin's " Stitch in Time " reminded one of the figures of the English-
man Nicholl. Mr. Flagg's

" In the Studio
" was remarkable for the

way the flood of strong light falling on objects that were white or very
light-colored had been rendered. M. Koehler's woman with a broken

sewing-machine called " Her Only Support
" was a good if not remark-

able composition, as was John Hammer's "
Gathering Field Flowers."

Mr. Hovenden's "
Village Blacksmith

" was well done, but an awk-
ward compromise between a portrait and a genre painting. Mr. Burr
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Nit-bolls had a number of sunny little views, very nice in their light
scale of color

;
Mr. Volk, a small snowy landscape which, both techni-

cally and in sentiment, was miles below the one that won him such

fame two years ago ;
Mr. Millet, a group of uninteresting and un-Hellenic

maidens ranirrd in a row, and supposed to be listening to the Story of

CEnoue
; and Mr. Hlashfield, a study for a portion of a decorative frieze

for a music-room, typifying by means of many figures the "
Allegro

and Andante "
measures. This last but just escaped being a very

successful essay, and had at all events a definite aim and significance
too often lacking in decorative work. This, it seems to me, is the

true bent of Mr. Blasbfield's talent, and not the painting of genre
subjects. Mr. Weldon sent the most popular canvas of the year,
called "

Dreamland," showing a child fallen asleep with a Paris doll

in her arms and a procession of Japanese dolls approaching her over
the sofa on which she sits. The painting was very clever and the

color nice, and we half forgave the use of so trivial a subject better

fitted for an illustration in St. Nicholas than for a work of serious art

in view of the really and legitimately amusing way in which Mr.
Weldon had put character and expression into the quaint Japan-
ese faces and disjointed little figures. It is a long jump from this to

Mr. Homer's finely serious, dignified and impressive
"
Coining Away

of the Storm," a picture belonging to the same English series as the
water-colors I lately noticed. This gray wind-swept sea, and heavy yet
luminous gray sky were wonderfully well done. In the foreground
was a splendidly vigorous young woman with a baby strapped on her
back striding through the storm along the pier to where a group of

sailors were launching their life-boat. The picture had not so much
of beauty as the smaller aquarelles, but all their individuality and

strength. Finally, Mr. J. L. Stewart, son of the well-known Ameri-
can collector in Paris, and a young man much esteemed among his
French associates, exhibited for the first time, so far as I remember,
in New York. He sent a medium-sized canvas with two girls
dressed in the latest Parisian fashion, reading a letter, which was
called " A Proposal." There was little meaning or originality in the

work, but it was a fine specimen of brush-work.
The visitors to the exhibition are reported to have been just about

as numerous as last season, but they may be presumed to have taken
more interest in what they saw, since a much larger number of cata-

logues were sold. The aggregate price for the pictures sold is given
as $40,000 again a figure which corresponds with that of 1882.

M. G. VAN RENSSELAER.

ILLUSTRATIONS.

CHIPPENDALE FURNITURE.

[From the Building Jfeuts.]

FEW
workers have influenced

their craft more than Thomas
Chippendale, and few design-

ers of furniture have secured so

lasting a fame. This fame was
honestly worked for and won, for
not only did this master bring
thoroughly good material and

workmanship together, but he in-

vested his productions with an

originality and charm which,
though said to have been bor-
rowed from the French, gave to
his designs a spirit of freshness
all their own. Some of the furni-
ture bearing his name is evidently
due, from a. careful study of his

works, either to his sons or as-
istants, and with considerable reason it is thought that the simi-

larly fantastic, and over-elaborated looking-glass frames, ceilings
and curious contemporary furniture, designed in a sort of Chinese
manner, must have been due to his associates. It is undoubtedlytrue that Chippendale himself degenerated in his designs, as he be-
came more known, and consequently more extensively engaged, and
also when he endeavored, later in life, to produce works of still fur-
ther originality. The faults we refer to are rather those of concep-
jon

than of failure in mechanical execution, for in these particularsthe most difficult tasks were undertaken, and thoroughly well car-
ried

put. Frequently, indeed, these same difficulties, trying as thevdid the cabinet-maker's technical skill to the utmost, werl the re-
sult of that struggling after novelty already alluded to. The draw

;s which we publish to-day scarcely illustrate the diffuse charac-
sxtent of excess in this particular to which Chippendale'swork was sometimes carried. The industry of Chippendale musthave been most qonstant, and his designs, published in 1753 and

again some ten years later, comprise almost every variety ofwork peculiar to his trade, while from unpublished drawings weknow that, like furniture designers of most periods, he was exten-
sively engaged on carriages, and sometimes on organ-cases. Everyform of movable furniture and cabinet-work he seems to have
designed as well as chimney-fronts and interior decorations, butin these latter attempts he was by no means so happy, and evi-dences of help from French artists show that the limits of the ma -
ter mind were occasionally overreached. The earliest turnings of

taste towards the movement afterwards known as the Gothic revival

were at this time attracting attention, notably Horace Walpole's
villa at Strawberry Hill, and Thomas Chippendale, influenced by the

coming fashion, made some very strange attempts to master the spirit

of the style, of which, indeed, lie really, of course, knew nothing. In

the centre of our plate to-day, we reproduce an example, to scale.

taken from one of the author's own drawings, with some of the

mouldings enlarged. The central part of the upper body, with

"Gothick pillars fixed on," is a door, and "hath a glass," intended

to be silvered or left transparent, with ornamental sham tracery and

carved swags, all executed in wood, extending over the surface, as

indicated. The drawer below this door reaches the whole width,

regardless of the scroll-like feet, which form fancy bases to the clus-

tered columns before mentioned. These feet are carved out of the

solid drawer-front. Two rather deep drawers occur on either hand
of the central cupboard, and above are two double niches with open
fret arches and plain turned dividing uprights. The foliated and

curve-shaped gable evidently was intended to secure a " Gothick "

character; but the fussy excrescences at the ends of the cornice

taking the forms of vases filled with flowers,
"

all a-blowin' and all

a-growin',
"
carry the work away into that class of meretricious de-

sign which has previously been noted. The legs are gracefully

pierced with open ways, taking the form of a cross on plan ;
but the

feet called " Term feet
"
are only in keeping with the cornice enrich-

ments. The exact profiles of the table-top, shaft-bases, and main
cornice are drawn out large. Turning now towards the more char-

acteristic and really more representative designs of Chippendale's
work which occupy our double-page plate herewith, the " desk with
bookcase over" may be quoted as the most admirable example.
Like the " Gothick

"
cabinet, it has a glazed central door, inclosing

divisions for books, but a loss of space, available for ready use, is

occasioned by the beautifully carved fronted bays on either hand.

These, it will be observed in our drawing, furnish alternative pat-
terns for the carver. The main cornice, surmounted by a carved
and broken pediment, carries three sculptured busts, the larger of
the series being in the centre, and all playing an important part in
the general composition. A detail of the cornice moulding is affixed,
with sections of the base and plinth mouldings. The fall-down flap-
desk occupies the usual place, and belov are two cupboards with
shallow drawers over, and a chest of drawers in the centre. All are
elaborated with surface-carving, executed in fine and sharp foliage
out of solid dark mahogany, offering a surface as wear-resisting al-

most as iron. The several figured dimensions are given with the

perspective diagram. On the other side of the plate we show an
escritoire, bearing the date of 1 760, and this is an unusual shape, and
one seldom met with. A bookcase with silvered-glass door commands
the whole upper part, and measures two feet nine inches wide, three
feet two inches high, and one foot one and one-half inches deep. It
is divided into two panels by a moulded shaft with cap and bases.
The deep plinth-like moulding to this upper part is arranged in two
halves as drawers, the joints being carefully ignored. The fall-down
flap, as before, splays off and incloses the customary drawers and
niches adaptable for writing purposes. Three drawers of useful size
take their place in front, and the whole piece stands on shaped legs,
rich with surface-carving, while a continuation of this work runs
round the ornamental verge. Three chairs figure on our sheet, and
to all alternatives of treatment are given at once, showing how soon
Chippendale secured a variety of design by his facile power of orna-
mental design, though, indeed, so thoroughly did the author depend
upon general elegance of outline and proportion for his effects, that
he himself has left on record an old saying of his, that " should the
small ornaments be thought superfluous, thev may be left out with-
out prejudice to the pattern." The heights'of the backs generallymeasure twenty-two inches above the seats, which were mostly cov-
ered with curtain damask or woollen stuff, fixed down with brass-
headed nai s. The maker, of course, preferred morocco fastened
with brass borders neatly chased, or as usually now done, ribbed at
the angles with a piping of leather on cord. The strength of these
chairs, even with a hundred years' wear, is the best test possible of
the extreme skill and care with which they were made, and the remark
gams emphasis when the very light scantlings of the members are
taken into account. The Ribband "

chair is a good typical speci-men of its class. The sofa figuring in the middle of the bottom-half
of our ithograph is smaller in scale than the chairs, but the sketch is
amply large

enough
for the purposes of illustration. The ordinarysize of Chippenda e sofas, like all other lounges, is about six feet to
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inches high. The depth of the seat is two to three feet, and the
elevation of the seat is one foot two inches besides the caster. In
larger sofas a cushion and pillow at each end were provided, and in
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admirably elaborated with the stop-chamber so dear in the days of
( inline Revivalism.

roRTE DE L'EVECHE, SENS, FRANCE.

[From L'Art].

DESIGN FOR THE DECORATION OK THE DOME OF ST. PAUL'S
CATHEDRAL.

[From the Architect. ]

WK publish tliis week a rough sketch or diagram t'> indicate tlic

nature of the proposed scheme of decoration for the dome of St.

Paul's Cathoili :il, cm which Mr. I'oynter, li. A., is engaged. 'J'he

following description accompanied the original model of the segment
IV. mi which the sketch has been taken:

The dome will be divided into eight parts by upright architectural ribs. In
each spare l>ct ween the ribs will be two large round panels, 20 feetH inches
and 12 feet 8 inches in diameter respectively. Round the base of the dome,
:unl supporting the circular panels, will be eight thrones or architectural

seats, one of which is shown in the model, and contains the figure of St. John
the Evangelist receiving inspiration to write to the seven churches (Rev. i,

11). On the corresponding seven seats will be the bishops of the seven
churches. In a circle above all will be the four-and-tweuty elders, four of
whom art; shown on the model.
The circular panels anil medallions will contain the visions of the Apoc-

alypse. Of the large panels, the upper oue represents the Vision of Christ
in Judgment, with the Book of Life open before Him (Rev. xx, 11); the

lower, the dead rising from the sea (Kev. xx, 13). In the small panels on the
ribs will be visions of woes which fell on the earth. In the panel to the left

the sun is darkened (Rev. vi, 12). To the right a burning mountain falls into

the sea, which is changed into blood (Rev. viii, Hand xvi, 3). In the medal-
lion between the large panels is the angel with the censer (Rev. viii, 3).
The corresponding seven medallions will contain the seven nngels with the

trumpets (Kev. viii, 2).
The groups of figures on the ribs illustrate the chorus of praise to the

Lamb, which accompanies the fulfilment of the visions in the Apocalypse :

"
Every creature which is in heaven, and on the earth, and under the earth,

and such as are in the sea, and all that are in them, heard I saying, Blessing,
and honor, and glory, and power, be unto Him that sitteth upon the throne,
and unto the Lamb forever and ever. And the four beasts said, Amen.
And the four-and-tweuty elders fell down and worshipped Him that liveth
forever and ever" (Rev. v, 13, 14,). The lower groups represent the holy on
earth, and illustrate appropriate texts from the Psalms of Praise. Kadi

group is accompanied by an angel or heavenly muse, who inspires them
with the spirit of praise. Above are the angels who stood round the throne;
alternately with whom will be the martyrs (Rev. vii, 9-12), symbolized by
groups of three on each rib, with two youthful angels on each rib. The
whole is crowned by the circle of angels.

The central panel was designed by Sir Frederick Leighton, P. R.

A., and a reproduction of the original cartoon was published in The
American Architect on April 28.

SIR FREDERICK LEIGHTON'S WALL PAINTING AT THE SOUTH
KENSINGTON MUSEUM. .

[From the London Graphic.}

A MURAL painting, filling a lunette space, some twenty-six feet

long by thirteen feet high, in one of the principal courts of the South

Kensington Museum, has been completed in a process called "
spirit

fresco," by Sir Frederick Leighton, the President of the Royal
Academy. The picture shows the interior of an Italian armorer's

yard in the fifteenth century; and a flight of broad shallow steps
leads up to the Italian Gothic gateway which forms the central mass
of the composition. On either side of the gateway project two para-

peted platforms. Upon that which is on the left-hand side are men

repairing or cleaning circular and pear-shaped shields. On a more
remote terrace at the back a woman is seen nursing her baby, while a
little child is clambering up to the steps leading to the upper part of

the gateway. On the right-hand platform are customers, to whom
banners are being displayed by attendants. Beyond them rise houses
and buildings, under a sky overcast with white clouds. Turning now
to the lower portion of the picture, on the extreme left, inside a store-

room for stuffs, is seen a foreman giving instructions to a journeyman.
Seated in a yard, close at hand, a group of embroideresses are at

work upon jerkins and mantles. On the extreme right of the lunette

some smiths are at work with uplifted sledge-hammers. Next, dis-

persed about the steps of the yard are the armorer's customers,

young men clad in rich and picturesque dresses. One is trying on a
suit of fluted and gilded armor; another twists his head to catch
a back view of the fastening of his greaves, which a stooping artificer

has strapped onto his leg ; another, supporting himself against a

pillar, is bending backwards to ascertain if his spur is securely fixed

to his heel. Through the central gateway is seen a knight on his

charger. Then there are groups of nobles examining arms, such as

swords and arbalets; a crouching smith, who has strewed at the feet

of his customers an armful of weapons ; and a party of connoisseurs

inspecting cross-bows.
"

Spirit fresco," the process employed by Sir F. Leighton in this

painting, is declared to be free from the risks of decay arising from
defective pigments, loosening of the intonaco, and efflorescence. It

was invented by Mr. Gambler Parry, and it has been highly com-
mended by experts for its transparency of effect, and its quality of

drying with a dead surface. The plaster employed is a good common
stucco, and oil of spike is used as a vehicle for the colors. When the

whole process has been carried out, the surface is as hard as marble,
and quite smooth. Further information on this subject will be found
in an interesting article in the Builder of February 28, from which
we have condensed the foregoing details.

COMPETITIVE DESIGN FOB A $3,000-HOU8E SUBMITTED BY " As
You Like It."

SHOULD any of our non-professional readers desire to build accord-

ing to this design, we trust lie will do the author the simple jus-
tice of putting the work into his hands. We shall always be pleased
to put client and author into communication with each other.

"
. I .< You Like It

'

has a very economical plan as far as its area is

concerned, but in putting his kitchen in the cellar, and making his

first story of brick, his expenses in reality will push hard upon our
widest limits of cost. Drawing-room and dining-room can be thrown
into one spacious tulle, giving an appearance of generous size in

spite of the careful economy shown elsewhere. The bedroom story
is simply arranged, with two large and one small chamber. In the
attic there is space for several rooms. The perspective shows a

straightforward elevation with a gambrel, which, if not quite satis-

factory, is better than most attempts to use this kind of roof. The
judicious simplicity which the author shows throughout his design
makes the jury especially regret that it arrived after the prescribed
time, and was therefore put hors tie concours." Extract from Jury's
Report.

DOUBLE HOUSE FOR W. B. DELAY CASAS, MALDEN, MASS. MESSRS
HARTWELL & RICHARDSON, ARCHITECTS, BOSTON, MASS.

THE 83,000-HOUSE COMPETITION. XII.

PECIFICATION governing
material to bo furnished, and
work to be done in building a
cottage for "^ You Li/.' '//"

at a cost approximating 83,000.
Kjccavation: Excavate for cel-

lars, foundation-walls, areas, etc..
as shown and figured in drawings]
Make such disposition of earth as
mav be directed.
Brio kwork: Foundations

lay two courses of stepped brick-
work for footings. Bottom course
8" wider than wall above. All
brickwork to be of good mer-
chantable hard-burned brick.
Build basement and first story
walls of brickwork as shown.
Quoins at angles, and reveals
to be of selected brick laid
with neat joints; these to project
1" from face of wall. Turn round
and flat arches as shown, in same
brick.

Build chimneys as shown. Build proper fireplaces, four throats and flues
Stone titeps .-Furnish and set bluestone steps at front and in area steps

Bluestone coping on area walls, 2j x <J". Make cut-brick sills to all base-
ment and first floor windows.
Renderinu on Brickwork : Render outside on brickwork, flush with

quoins, with cement-mortar compounded with Portland cement, common
mortar and fine washed gravel, with slight admixture of yellow ochre
I raming : Frame house above first story. Sills, 4"x'o"' studs 3" x 4''

corner posts, 4" x 4". Floor beams, 2" x W 1

, 1C" on centres Rafters >" x
8" 24" on centres. Plates, 4" x 4". Floor beams cross-bridged once in each
8' of span, with 1J" x ""

bridging.
Sheathe outside of frame with j" close sheathing, sides and roof
Sashes and Doors : Window-frames, except as shown, to be box-frame

for double-hung li"sash. Sunk sills, steel axle pulleys, best hemp cord
and proper weights. Other frames, for Ij" casement windows opening out

Furnish with good cast-iron, loose-pin butts and brass fasts
Door frames 13", rebated for 13" outside and IJ" inside doors
Sash 1J", glazed as shown, with single-thick French sheet-glass.Allow 950.00 for

glazing in stairway window.
Outside doors, 13" thick, seven panels; inside doors, Ij", six panels,moulded and raised both sides.

Doors to have brass-faced mortise-locks, and plain brass butts, knobs and
escutcheons.

Outside Work .' All the outside, above brickwork, to be shingled with
best sawed white-pine shingles, r>J" to weather. Prepare and fix mouldin-
under frame, moulded sills, cornice and all other outside work as shown"
All executed in clear white-pine.
Inside Work : Floors 1" thick, 4" wide, grooved, and tougucd and

blind-nailed.

Hall, Parlor and Dining-room of yellow-pine, others of white-pine
Inside trim, J" thick, 4" wide, moulded; !/' moulded bases in first floor

8" in second.
Parlor wainscoted 2' 8" high. Square moulded panels, with can
Allow $50.00 for Parlor mantels.

Dining-room to have picture-strip.
Allow $40.00 for mantel.
Hall to be wainscoted 7' high, with beaded j" narrow stuff, with base and

cap. Main stairs to have cut string and returned nosing. Turned newels
and balusters, three to each step. Back stairs to be boxed as shown

Fit Butler's Pantry with iron sink; closet with cupboard below and
shelves above. Fit up dumb-waiter. Closets in second floor to have one
shelf in each, and hanging hooks.
Plmnbin;/: Furnish and set 4' range in Kitchen; furnish and connect

one 50-gallon copper boiler.
4' 6" copper bath-tub, and Jennings water-closet. Bath and closet to

have ventilated traps; 4" cast-iron soil-pipe carried full bore above roof and
connected with sewer. Make proper couuectiens with hot and cold sm.nlv
and furnish plated compression-cocks.
Lath and Plaster : Lath all stud partitions with best 4' cleft lath well

nailed and joints broken
; ceilings with same. Plaster three coats on walls

and ceilings. Run plaster cornices in Hall, Parlor and Diuing-room.
Painting : Paint all exterior wood-work 'three coats, best white-lead

and oil, colored as may be directed. First floor of interior, four coats same-
second floor, three coats.
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All wood-work to bo of clear white-pmo, kiln-dried.

IJ.-T1MATK FOK liriLDIKIl IN THE NKIOUDOKHOOD OF KEW YOBK.

'A3 You LIKE IT":

Sir, To build your house as per plans will cost about thirty- four hundred

($3,400) dollars. Yours, etc., J. 0. MILLER,
239 West Fiftieth St., New York.

THE DECORATIVE TREATMENT OF METALS IN
ARCHITECTURE. II.

TfTAKING UP the second por-

j| tion of his subject, bronze,
Mr. Birch remarked that

this mixed metal had been

known and made from the most
remote antiquity the Biblical

chronology speaking of Tubal

Cain, in the seventh genera-
tion from Adam, as the " in-

structor of every artificer" in
" brass

" and " iron.
" This led

him to notice that in old Eng-
lish, whenever "brass" occurswe
should read " bronze." Brass,
the alloy of copper and zinc,
was a comparatively modern
metal, and had no permanency

as a material, being easily corroded, whereas the compound of nine

parts of copper to one of tin, which we now know as bronze, was of

the greatest antiquity, and was in itself almost imperishable. While
we frequently found instruments of bronze side by side with worked
flints of the neolithic period, it was singular that we did not find either

copper or tin in their unmixed state almost suggesting that these

bronze implements must have been imported or procured from some
race which were in advance of all others in civilization. These bronze

celts, or lance and arrow heads, were not confined to any one coun-

try; from the boundless steppes of Asiatic Russia, through the

whole of Europe, the northern shores of the sandy deserts of Africa,
and the once densely populated plains of Asia, were these imple-
ments found differing but slightly in shape or make. In considering
the architectural use of bronze, it should be noted that the Egyptians
only sparingly introduced any metal-work, in consequence of the

beauty of the materials in which they wrought. Bronze only seemed
to have been used for doors, for small figures of the gods, altars,
and other portable objects. Herodotus gave us a circumstantial ac-

count of Babylon, and spoke of the hundred gates of the city, of

brass or bronze, which he described as being very massive and hav-

ing hinges and frames of the same material. All the streets leading
up from the Euphrates were also defended by smaller gates, a fact

referred to by Isaiah in his prophecy concerning Darius. These gates
were all of wood, strongly bound and clasped with bronze straps,

richly ornamented with figures in relief. There were now in the

vestibule to the Assyrian Gallery of the British Museum a pair of

gates almost as fresh and perfect as when left by the workmen 2,750

years ago. The history of these was curious. About eight years
since a grave-digger was at work in one of the mounds marking the
site of Ballawat, and struck upon some fragments of bronze. He
made off to Mossul, knowing the value that the Giaours set upon
everything of the kind. A friend of Mr. Rassam's bought the frag-
ments, and sent them to him in England. On being examined, they
were found to be inscribed with the legends of the tribute of the
Zurai and Zidundi, the Tyrians and Sidonians. This important dis-

covery drew attention to the place where they were found, and after
much labor, Mr. Rassam succeeded in unearthing the remains of the

Temple of Imgur Bel, the Jupiter Belus of Herodotus, called by the

Assyrians Nergal, the giant god of war. The inscribed foundation-
stones gave the dedication of the temple, by Assur-nazirpal, the son
of Tiglath-Adar, the son of Rimmon Nirari. Interesting as this

discovery was, it was far surpassed by one on the opposite side of
the mound. Here the laborers came upon an extraordinary mass of

metal, seemingly involved in one huge Gordian knot of inextricable

complication, crushed out of all shape, and corroded with oxidation.
This discovery was followed almost immediately by another, and
that again by remains of a third. They found their way to the
British Museum, and by the almost superhuman toil and unweary-
ing energy of Mr. Ready, they had resumed their ancient shape, and
told us the story of Shalmanezar, the son of Assur-nazirpal, the
builder of the temple, who carried his victories from the Euphrates
to the shores of the great sea of the setting sun, and who received
tribute from the Phnenicians, of silver and gold, tin and copper plates,
and the teeth of the dolphin. By the courtesy of the Society of
Biblical Archaeology, the lecturer exhibited photographs of some of
the most interesting scenes depicted on these hinges, including long
processions of tributary nations bringing gifts. These gates were en-
tirely of beaten bronze, the groups and figures being of repousse work,
arranged in parallel bands between borders decorated with small,
rosette-like rivets at stated intervals. These bands not only passed
completely round the cedar or piece-planking, but also round the
immense posts which worked in sockets and caps of beaten metal.
Each hinge was composed of two bands of repousse figure-work
about nine inches deep, each, and separated by a plain strip of metal.

Each foldincr leaf of the door was about twenty-two feet high by

seven feet wfde, and there were seven bands on each door.

The Homeric period, which Mr. Birch regarded as contemporary

with this palmy day of the Assyrian Empire, might be more properly

termed the Bronze Age of Architecture, so universal was the use of

this metal. The well-known Treasury or Tomb of Atreus at Mycensc,

was originally covered with plates of bronze, and many of the nails

and a few plates were discovered among the debris, although most of

the larger fragments have long disappeared in the repeated spoliations

o the buildings. Dr. Schliemann considered that the faces of the

lions on the gate were never carved, but were of gilt bronze-work

added to the stone-work. The treasury at Orchomenos was decorated

in a similar manner. The old story of Danae "
being imprisoned by

her father in a brazen tower," pointed to a plated construction of a

similar character, while Homer, in his "
Odyssey," Pausanias, and

Sophocles, alluded to brazen chambers, and we found the same uni-

versal use of bronze in Italy, carried to great perfection of work-

manship and finish by the Etruscans. Unfortunately, beyond their

tombs, we had no remains of this people ;
but from this source we

had obtained many exquisite examples of vases, statues, and other

works, copies of some of which the lecturer exhibited. Tertullian

said that Rome was inundated by the immense quantity of bronze

statues, over 2,000 in number, taken from the Volsinii, an Etruscan

nation; and Camillus was accused of having sequestered for his

own use some brass gates adorned with reliefs, part of the spoils of

the conquered Ucii. Rome soon adopted a form of decoration of

which it had until these conquests been entirely destitute
;
and later

on, the Greek influence was apparent. With the Romans, as with

us, art was fashionable, and what they did not plunder from other

nations they imported and acquired like ordinary produce. With

them, as with us, art was a good investment, and ministered to their

pomp and vanity. The allusions to the use of bronze-gilt were very
numerous, and the buildings themselves afforded ample confirma-

tion of the descriptions. The Temple of Vesta, which is circular,

had a dome covered with gilt bronze. The Pantheon retained its

bronze gates ;
but the gilt-bronze plates which decorated the square

coffers of its dome had all disappeared, some of it having been used

by Urban VIII, (Barberini), to make the baldacchino over the high
altar of St. Peter's, the lining of the Tomb of St. Peter, and bronze
cannon for the castle of San Angelo. In the chapel of the Holy
Sacrament in the Basilica of St. John Lateran were four bronze

columns, said to have been brought from the temple of Jupiter
Capitolinus, and to have originally been made from the bronze prows
of the vessels captured at Actium. Close to the Forum were three

remaining superb Corinthian columns of a temple which used to be
called Jupiter Stator, but which had since been renamed.
The lecturer referred to the frequent introduction of bronze and

marble into the Roman scenes depicted by Alma Tadema, with
scholar-like "knowledge and minuteness. Among the beautiful re-

mains of wall-paintings discovered at Pompeii, there were some re-
markable for the peculiar perspectives of architectural design, with
columns and architraves of a singularly attenuated form. Mr. Fer-

gusson, in his "
History of Architecture," Vol. IV., chap. V., was

inclined to believe that these paintings (copies of which the lecturer

showed) represented a peculiar style of architecture,
" which could

only have come into fashion from the continual use of bronze," and
said further that Vitruvius reprobated and Cassiodorus mentioned
it. With regard to the first authority, the lecturer could find no
passage which could warrant such an interpretation, and with regard
to the latter, he had not, at present, found any mention at all. If
such were the case, it was odd that not a single trace of such a style
should be found amongst so many thousands of antiquities in metal
which were constantly being discovered, and still more strange was
it that at Pompeii and Herculaneum, where these paintings were
common, not a single atom remained to bear out such a theory,
while bedsteads, curule chairs, tripods, candelabra, and lamps
abounded. The lecturer announced that in his next lecture he should
deal with bronze in the Middle Ages, and the progress of the black-
smith's art, and in his closing address he should refer to the use and
abuse of metal-work, and our failures and successes in the decorative
treatment of the metals.

In his second Cantor lecture on this subject, delivered at the So-
ciety of Arts on Monday evening, Mr. Geo. H. Birch sketched the
history of the use of bronze, from its decline after the fall of the
Roman Empire and its gradual recovery of its old artistic position
during the Middle Ages, to its culminating point at the time of the
Renaissance, and then took up the early treatment and applica-
tions of iron. The platform was occupied by specimens of cast-
ings in bronze and iron lent by the Coalbrookdale Company, and on
the walls of the room were hung a large number of pencil and ink
drawings, photographs and lithographs of ornamental metal-work.
When the seat of government was transferred from Rome to Con-

stantinople, the arts declined, the growth of the Christian religion
not being favorable to their progress. There was an independent
art at Constantinople for secular purpose, but it was only a faint re-
flex of what had been. Among its works were the column erected
by Justinian in A.D. 543, which was covered with bronze plates, and
surmounted by an equestrian statue of the emperor, thirty feet in
height ; there were also colossal statues of the Emperors Thedosius
the Great (now at Barletta) and Zeno, and the famous horses now
at t>t. Mark s, Venice, which have been taken from Africa to Europe,then to the far East, to Italy, to Paris, and finally back to Italy. Had
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these horses been of any other material than bronze, they could not

have survived such vicissitudes. Some of the most remarkable

works which emanated from Constantinople were the doors of bronze

enriched with inlays of silver, which decorated to this day some of

the Italian churches. Thus St. Mark's, Venice, possesses one,

brought from St. Sophia, at the same time as the bronze horses in

1204; and there are four others at the Duomo, Amalfi, San Salva-

dore di Bireto, Atrani, the Benedictine church at Monte Cassino,

and the church at Monte Santangelo, all presented in the second

half of the eleventh century by members of the Pantaleoni family.
The five doors are similar in character, pointing to a common origin.

All have the same still', I'.y/antine treatment of the figures and

heads, represented by incising lines into the bronze and filling them

with silver. They are ascribed to a Greek workman named Stairra-

chios, Latinized into Staurontius, who flourished at Constantinople
about 1050-72. In the Duomo of Salerno are five bronze doors,

one containing silver inlays, given to the cathedral in 1099. The
bronze doors of the basilica of St. Paul's-without-the-Walls, at Rome,

unfortunately destroyed by fire in 1824, were of similar character ;

and in the former basilica of St. Peter were also bronze and silver

doors, in which the precious metal must have been used more liber-

ally than in the other examples, since the doors afforded seven thou-

sand pounds of silver for plunder. At the cathedral at llavello are

some very fine doors of bronze, dated 1 1 79, somewhat different in

character from those previously referred to. These and the doors

at Trani and Monreale are attributed to Barisianus, of Trani.

Another twelfth-century worker in bronze was known as Oderisius, of

Beneventura, who made the bronze doors and Troya, and probably
those of the cathedral of his native place, which latter are adorned

with Scriptural subjects and figures in relief of saints and bishops.
These doors are traditionally said to have been made at Constanti-

nople ;
but although betraying a marked Greek character, as early

bronze work does universally both in Italy and Germany, they are

more likely to be Italian work. Adjoining the church of S,an Sabino,
at Canosa, is the tomb of Bohemondas, who died in 1102. It is of

white bronze gates, covered with reliefs, arabesques, and inscrip-

tions, the whole, like the adjacent church, partaking of a Saracenic

character. The next series of these superb bronze gates, in which
the work is freer as to the style and character, the relief much

higher, and the tendency to Byzantine tradition much less marked,
are the well-known gates of San Zeno, Verona, the Duomo at Pisa,

San Clemente, Piscara, San Ambrogis, Milan, and the south doors

of the baptistery of St. John's at Florence. The Verona example
is by the brothers di Figarola, and is the earliest in date (1171) ;

it

is in two divisions, each sixteen feet high, and six feet three inches

wide, and is divided into twenty-four panels by bands of pierced and
chased work

;
the panels seem to represent a root of Jesse, but ap-

pear to have been misarranged. The south doors of the Duomo at

Pisa, the work of Bounano, in 1180, are well known from the repro-
ductions in the Architectural Court, South Kensington Museum.
The doors at Monreale are attributed to the same artist, while those

at the Baptistery of San Giovanni, Rome, are by Piero and Uberto
di Piacenza.
The thirteenth century produced at Pisa several generations of

artists in bronze, known as the Pisani. At Perugia there is a superb
fountain of marble and bronze, from the hand of Giovanni di Pisa,

and the south doors of the baptistery at Florence are by Giovanni's

pupil, Andrea Pisano da Pontidera, the friend of Giotto. These
doors marked an epoch in bronze casting, and prepared the way for

his successor, Lorenzo Ghiberti ; they represent scenes in the life of

John the Baptist, and are dated 1330. The Renaissance of Art was
now beginning to make itself felt, and in the first and last pairs of

gates by Ghiberti we saw that influence progressing and approaching
its zenith. These gates occupied the artist for twenty-eight years,
from 1424 to 1452 ; the casts at the South Kensington have unfortu-

nately been gilded. Very different in feeling are the central doors

at St. Peter's, Rome, the combined work of Filareta and Simeone

Donatello, 1431
;
in these, Scriptural history is mixed up with his-

torical events in the life of the Pope, both cheek by jowl with Leda
and the Swan, Ganymede and satyrs, nymphs and nudities. The
bronze door of the Sacristy at St. Mark's, Venice, by Sansovini, is

better ; the subjects are the Entombment and Resurrection beauti-

fully executed, but with an unpleasantly theatrical energy thrown
into the smaller figures and heads. One of the richest churches in

Italy in objects of art is the Holy House at Loretta, a building
where bronze decoration can be studied to the greatest advantage, as

it possesses some of the masterpieces from the hands of Girolamo

Lombardo, Tiburzio Uerzelli, and others. Many of the public foun-

tains of this period, in Italy, owe their chief merit to the way in

which bronze has been introduced, as in Fontana del Giganti at Bo-

logna, the combined work of Antonio Lupi and Giovanni di Bologna,
those of Perugia, Pisa, Florence, and Rome, and the well-known

bronze well in the cortile of the Ducal Palace at Venice.

Having referred to the bronze decorations on the tombs of the

Medicis in Florence, Mr. Birch remarked that in no other country
can bronze in connection with architecture be studied to such advan-

tage as in Italy. The Italians during the Middle Ages and the Re-

naissance had a preference for this material, and combined it with

marbles in so many ways, and with such unvarying success, that it

almost seemed as if the arts and traditions of the ancient Etruscans

had never completely died out. It was difficult to say why bronze

was not extensively used among the other branches of the Latin

family. In Spain there was very little, and that little late in char-

acter. Toledo and Seville each possessed, however, two bron/.e pul-

pits, and lofty screens of the, same, material .shutting (ill me choir

proper from the rest of the ehiireh. Franco was poor in l>ruii/.e

works, they being cliielly confined to a few isolated elligies in Amiens
Cathedral, the Louvre, and some works executed for ! ram-ois I, by
Cellini, Ponzio, and other Italian artists, The siK-ee.-soi -s to tln-e

men, Goujon, Trcmjin, Konssel, Cousin, and Pilon, only left a tew

portrait-busts in bron/e, and during the reigns of Louis XIV, XV,
and XVI, there was little done in France in this material beyond a
few equestrian statues, and the decoration of the state apartments
at Versailles. In the time of the First Napoleon the Vendome Col-

umn, a travesty of Trajan's Pillar, and a few doors were executed ;

but of late years French sculptors had been turning attention to this

beautiful material, and were producing very beautiful works of art,

although the tendency was more towards small objects, than archi-

tectural decoration.

In the strict sequence of the history of bronze in Christian art,

Germany ought to be placed next to Italy, as bronze decoration
there actually preceded the employment of that metal in Italy.

There could be little doubt that the prevalence of these bronze doors
in the churches of Hildesheim, Maycnce, Aix-la-Chapelle, Augsburg,
and elsewhere, was due to the influence of Charlemagne and his suc-
cessors. Constantinople was the fountain-head from which German
sculptors derived their inspiration, although they invested their work
with their own purely Teutonic spirit. Between the eighth and sev-

enteenth centuries, Germany produced many works of art in bronze,
and there seemed to have been several independent centres whence
this art emanated. Several specimens of these works, including
the well-known gates at Augsburg c. 1070, and the lion at Bruns-
wick, which the lecturer regarded as purely Byzantine, might be
studied from electrotypes in South Kensington ; and besides gates
and doors, there were some tabernacles and many fonts in this ma-
terial. The later works in bronze, and some of the grandest ever
executed in this material, were to be found chiefly at Nurcmburg,
the home of the Uischer family, who for three generations carried
on this industry, and made some of the finest bronze tombs and
shrines extant. One of the most curious uses to which the Germans
applied bronze was that of letting into gravestones the device or coat
of arms of the deceased. The cemetery of St. John, at Nuremburg,
formerly possessed over three thousand of these, including that of
Albert Diirer.

England, notwithstanding its isolated position, was not behindhand,
although it could not show such a wonderful succession of bronze
works of art as were to be found in Italy. The first applications of
bronze in connection with architecture were to be seen at Salisbury
Cathedral and Westminster Abbey ; at the former building some of
the abaci of the columns were in bronze, and at the latter the fillets

connecting the Purbeck shafts to the central pier were of this ma-
terial a very curious and instructive example of its use. Waltham
Abbey, Essex, was perhaps the earliest instance of the use of cop-
per or bronze in this country. Harold's original church was said to

have been adorned with plates of gilt metal, and in the deeply-incised
spiral lines which decorated some of the pillars of the existin" nave
were still to be seen traces of their being filled in with metal, the riv-

ets remaining. Our chief works in this material were the monumen-
tal effigies of our kings, principally at Westminster. These included

Henry III, 1272; Eleanor of Castile, 1291, the work of William
Torell ; William of Valence, 1295, an effigy of copper plated over
wood and enriched with enamels. Then in order came Edward III,
a very fine work of art ; Edward, the Black prince, at Canterbury ;

Richard II, and Anne of Bohemia, his Queen ; and lastly the superb
tombs of Henry VIII, and Elizabeth of York, 1509, and Henry's
mother, Margaret, Countess of Richmond and Derby. These three
last were the work of Torregiano, but the grille and the gates at the
end of Henry VII's chapel were believed to be the work of two

Englishmen Humphray Walker, founder, and Nicholas Ewen, cop-
persmith and gilder. The large group of bronze in the courtyard
of Somerset House, by Bacon, of George III and Old Father
Thames, was perhaps one of the best, although one of the latest, be-

fore the art became utterly devoid of merit, and passed into heavy
and lumpish representations of individuals of isolated interest.

Brass was a useful and highly ornamental adjunct to internal archi-

tecture, but would not bear exposure to the weather.

THE PARIS WORKMAN. The Paris ottvrier is no idler. He makes
upon an average two hundred and fifty days in the year, the hours be-

ing ten in the summer and eight in the winter ; forty-six per cent of the
workmen in Paris make three hundred days in the year, besides over-
time. They work by the hour in most trades, and earn from six to eight
francs a day. About ten per cent do not work on Sunday, but even
these make no objection when required to do so. The remainder do not

regard Sunday, but take a holiday when convenient. The first Sunday
in the month, however, being pay-day, is generally a holiday. Acci-
dents in workshops are often met by a common assurance fund, to which
masters and oui-riers equally subscribe. Many employers refuse a man
unless he consents to this small tax on his work, which amounts to
about one centime the hour, or two sous a day. It is reckoned to coat
the employer about fifteen francs a year for each man. In case of acci-

dents which are curable the injured man receives two francs.flfty cen-
times a day ;

if he has lost a member, a pension of three hundred francs
a year ; and if killed, his widow or family receives a sum of seven thou-
sand francs. Good Words.
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NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.

THE RESPONSIBILITY OF COMMON-CARRIERS. A somewhat inter-

esting lawsuit was recently tried at Antwerp, a glass manufacturer

ing ined the Belgian Hallway for having delivered a case with the con-

tents broken. The company, it appears, declined to pay the damage,

claiming that according to their regulations the package must bear ex-

ternal evidences of injury in order to establish their responsibility.

The tribunal, however, decided that the State, being under such cir-

cumstances a carrier that receives goods in proper condition, and

paid for conveying the same, must deliver them in an equally proper

condition, and the fact that the party to whom the goods were sent

having made no remark when the goods were delivered does not by any

means diminish the railway company's responsibility.
Ihe Iron Age.

THE FARNESINA PALACE. The Farnesina Palace at Rome, famous

for the " Galatea" and the frescoes of the story of Cupid and Psyche,

by Raphael, was lately opened again to the public after having beei

closed for some years, the occasion being the tercentenary ol the

birtli of Raphael, on the 2Sth of March. The committee charged with

this celebration applied to the Duca di Ripaida, who occupies the pal-

ace as life-tenant for the King of Naples, to open it on the anni-

versary ;
and the Duke not only consented to this, but has further

announced that, as the cracks in the walls have not widened, he

will open it to the public as before. Every one in Rome knows

the story about its being closed, and to a great extent sympathizes
with its owner. The municipality sequestered all his garden for

the Tiber-Embankment scheme ;
and where was once a garden filled

with oranges and bay-trees, the most picturesque bit on the river,

is now a waste of works, filled with pools of stagnant water after rain.

The excavations were pushed so near the palace that the foundations

were loosened, and the walls covered with priceless frescoes cracked,

and showed signs of giving way. Tlie Duke protested and sued for

damages, but got no satisfaction ; and then in a fit of anger and spite

shut up the palace; and as people resented this as hiding what had

come to be looked on as a national show, he affixed a notice to the doors

claiming it to be "
foreign property." It must be remembered that it

belongs to the ex-King of Naples. St. James's Gazette.

THE USE OP SAND AS A FILLINO-IN SUBSTANCE. Attention lias

recently been given in Germany to the hygienic dangers arising from

certain substances being used for the filling-in underneath flooring.

Herr Lieblein, of Fraiikfiirt, has called attention to the fact that dry
sand forms a most suitable filling substance from all points of view. He
remarks that the greater weight of this substance than that of others

in common use does not form any real obstacle to its introduction, inas-

much as beams of solid construction are quite capable of supporting
the weight, and none others should, under any circumstances, be used.

In Frankfurt, it would seem that the use of sand as a filling material

has been general for many years. In writing on the subject to the

Deutsche Bauzeitung, Herr Lieblein also refers to the question of flooring-

boards being placed sufficiently closely together for the penetration of

moisture to be effectually prevented. He specially advocates the use

of pitch-pine for this purpose, on account of its hardness and resinous

properties, and records the fact that his application of that wood to the

purpose indicated has proved successful in many instances, while its cost

is, he maintains, but little in excess of that of other kinds of flooring.
Another German technical paper has called attention to the advantages
of using deal flooring-sleepers impregnated with creosote in place of

oak ones. Durability and freedom from rot are ascribed to this kind of

sleepers. It is said they do not spread any smell of creosote in the
rooms in connection with which they are used. They are spoken of as

being specially applicable to the lower parts of houses built in damp
situations, or in which damp has manifested itself. The Builder.

AN ENGINEERING ACCIDENT. Dr. William Wallace, the Glasgow
City analyst, has recounted the story of a very serious but instructive

accident, which took place near Alloa. In the construction of a rail-

way bridge over the Forth, a number of cylinders were sunk into the
bed of the river. They were built of iron rings six feet in diameter
and several feet high, and made a total height of sixty feet. The space
round the sections was filled up from the inside by a rusting composi-
tion, of iron turnings mixed with sulphur and sal ammoniac. When
wetted, this mixture oxidizes and swells up, so as to fill the spaces into
which it is thrust. It was applied to the joints by one man. One day
last May, however, when there was a perfectly still, somewhat hazy at-

mosphere, and considerable heat without direct sunshine, this man was
observed to become overpowered by some "mysterious influence," and
a companion descended by a windlass to bring him up to the top of the
cylinder. He managed to get the man into the bucket of the windlass,
and so to get him hauled up into purer air

;
but the deliverer himself

succumbed to the same influence, and falling into a pool of water at the
bottom of the cylinder was unfortunately drowned. One of the con-
tractors now descended, taking care, however, to fasten a rope to his

body, and it was fortunate he did so, as he also succumbed and had to
be pulled out by the rope. Dr. Wallace was called in to account for
this fatal accident and traced it to the absorption of oxygen by the
rusting compound, thus depriving the air in the cylinder of its sustain-
ing power. The oxygen combined with the iron and sulphur of the
mixture, and the state of the atmosphere prevented free circulation of
fresh air into the cylinder. The result was that the gas breathed by
the man was nitrogen, or air robbed of its oxygen. The normal propor-
tion of that gas in the air is 20.9 or 21 per cent, and Dr.-Angus Smith
has shown that this proportion cannot be altered, even by one-fourth
per cent without producing appreciable effects, while a loss of one-
half per cent gives rise to serious inconvenience, and air containing
only twenty per cent of oxygen may produce grave consequences if
breathed for a considerable time. When the deficiency of oxygen ex-
ceeds this to a sensible extent a candle refuses to burn, and a man ex-
posed to it soon becomes insensible. Dr. Wallace's interesting conclu-
sion is worthy the attention of engineers in general. Engineering.

MPH JDVAL SCULPTURE. During the Middle Ages sculpture had had

its^easo* Us vHal possibility, its something to influence it -nay to

LeenHa"ive-in architecture; but with the disappearance of Gothic

buldig disappears also the possibility of the sculpture winch covers

the portals of Chartres and the belfry of Florence. The pseudo-classic

colonnades, entablatures, all the thin bastard Ionic and Corinthian of

Alberti and Bramante did not require sculpture or had is own little

supply of unfleshed ox-skulls, green-grocer's garlands seal opmgs and

wave-linings, which, with a stray siren and one or two bloated em-

perors' heads, amplv sufficed. On the other hand, mediaeval civilization

and Christian dogma did not encourage the production of naked or

draped ideal statues like those which antiquity stuck on count ess

temple-fronts, and erected at every corner of square street or garden.

The people of the Middle Ages were too grievously ill-grown, distorted

hideous to be otherwise than indecent in nudity; they may have had

an instinct of the kind, and, ugly as they knew themse ves to be, they

must yet have found in forms like those of Verrocchio s David insuffi-

cient beauty to give much pleasure. Besides, if the Middle Ages had

left no moral room for ideal sculpture once freed from the service of

architecture, they had still less provided it with a physical place.

Such things could not be set up in churches, and only a very moderate

number of statues could be wanted as open-air monuments in the narrow

space of a still Gothic city, and, in fact, ideal heroic statues of the early

Renaissance are fortunately not only ugly, but comparatively few in

number There remained, therefore, for sculpture, unless contented to

dwindle down into brass and gold miniature-work, no regular employ-

ment save that connected with sepulchral monuments. During the real

Middle Ages and in the still Gothic north, the ornamentation of a tomb

belonged to architecture, from the superb miniature minsters, pillared,

and pinnacled and sculptured, cathedrals within the cathedral, to the

humbler foliated arched canopy, protecting a simple sarcophagus at the

corner of many a Lombard Street. The sculptor's work was but the

low relief on tlie church flags, the timidly-carved, outlined, cross-legged

knight or praying priest, flattened down on his pillow as if ashamed of

even that amount of prominence, and in a hurry to be trodden down
and obliterated into a few ghostly outlines. But to this humiliated,

prostrate image, to this flat thing doomed to obliteration, came the

sculptor of the Renaissance, and bade the wafer-like simulacrum fill up,

expand, raise itself, lift itself on its elbow, arise and take possession of

the bed of state, the catafalque raised high above the crowd, draped
with brocade, carved with rich devices of leaves and beasts and her-

aldry, roofed over with a da'is, which is almost a triumphal arch, gar-

landed with fruits and flowers, upon which the illustrious dead were

shown to the people, but made eternal and of eternal magnificence by
the stone-cutter, and guarded, not for an hour by the liveried pages or

chanting monks, but by winged genii for all eternity. Cornhill Mag-
azine.

THE BERLIN ELEVATED ROAD. A correspondent of the San Fran-

cisco Chronicle writes that the city of Berlin, Germany, has just opened
an elevated railroad around the city that does away with all the ob-

jections of the New York roads. The correspondent, after referring

to the objectionable features of the New York roads says: The Berlin

elevated " Staatbahn" they call it is an entirely different sort of affair.

In the first place, it does not spoil any more streets than is absolutely

necessary. It cuts across lots, so to speak, going wherever it sees fit

and taking the shortest way of getting there
; and, as it belongs to the

Government, it does not hesitate to buy and remove buildings which
stand in its way. The result is that it does not thrust itself almost in-

to the front windows of the people along the streets, but goes stealing

along through their back yards, and crossing streets on great iron

bridges, thus allowing foot-passengers a chance to live' without being in

constant terror of their lives every time they happen to pass near it;

nor is it noisy and dirty, like its New York relative. Its roar is much
more subdued and musical, and, what is much better, is not broken by
any sharp rattling, but is continuous, like the hum of a huge bee, and it

"holds over" the New York contrivance in the matter of stations as

much as is possible. Instead of the common open sheds and cheerless

waiting-rooms in which the New Yorker waits for his train, the Berliner

has immense iron and glass stations, into which the trains run to take

up their waiting passengers. Nor does the dissimilarity between the

systems stop here. The shaky, homely, disfiguring, inconvenient and

seemingly dangerous scaffolding upon which the happy New Yorkers
are whirled from one end of their city to the other would not be allowed
in Berlin. In its stead we find a solid, substantial structure of brick,
stone and concrete, some twenty feet in height and as many broad, sup-
porting upon its great arches, not a single narrow-gauge track, but two
tracks of the standard European gauge, together with all the varied
and complicated signal apparatus, which, puzzling though it may be to

a novice, is an indispensable attachment to all European roads. The
people do not seem to be restive because they are deprived of the New
York pleasures of having their clothes spoiled by drops of grease or

dirty water, or of having cinders some of them hot slip down the
backs of their necks from the passing train.

AN ELECTRIC UNDERGROUND RAILWAY IN LONDON. The under-

ground electric railway, whose construction has been authorized by act
of Parliament, will commence near the north end of Northumberland
Avenue, opposite the Grand Hotel, and pass under that avenue and the
Victoria Embankment to a tunnel under the Thames, thence by College
Street and Vine Street to Waterloo Station, where it will form a con-
nection with the platforms of the London and Southwestern Railway.A separate approach to the Waterloo terminus of the line will, how-
ever, be built at York Road. The line will be double, and worked by a
stationary engine at Waterloo. The cars will run singly, and start as
soon as filled, like omnibus cars. The journey will occcupy about
three and one-half minutes. A contract for the supply of the electrical
plant has been entered into with Messrs. Siemens Brothers, and a ten-
der for the construction of the permanent way in eighteen months' time
has also been accepted. Part of the work about sixty feet of arching
under the Embankment has already been built. Scientific American.
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BUILDING INTELLIGENCE,
(Reported fur The American Architect and UuilditiK N:w.)

[Although a large portion of the building intelligent*
it provided by their regular correspotidentt, the editors

yreatly desire to receive voluntary information,
~

nally/rom the smaller anil outlying towns.}

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

llultimorc.

RKSTAUHANT AND STORK. *'. E. Cassell, architect,
has prepared plans for a two-st'y hrick restaurant
and store, 38' x 90', to be built at 91 West Fayotte
St.

BUILDING PERMITS. Since our last report thirty-
SBVCII permit* have been grunted, the more impor-
tant of which are the following:
John W. Garrett, two-st'y brick building, in rear

of No. 77 Monument St., between Cathedral and
Park Sts.
Firemen's Insurance Co., seven-st'y brick and

stone building, n e cor. Second anil South Sts.
David Wilfson, four-st'y brick warehouse, 28' x

112', s w cor. Cross St. and t 'lenient Alley.
II. llartman, three-st'y brick building, 8 s Balti-

more St., between Carrollton Ave. and Stockton
Alley.
Posner Bros., 2'two-st'y brick buildings, e s State

St., between Saratoga and Mulberry Sts.
V. J. Shemick, three-st'y brick building, n w cor.

Broadwayand Barnes Sts.
Church of Holy Martyrs, three-st'y brick parson-

age, es Mount St., s of Lombard St.
Win. J. Kirk, two st'y brick building, s s Walnut

Alley, between Ross and Pear Alleys.
Win. II. Russell, 2 two-st'y brick buildings, e s

Ringold St., between McHenry and Ramsay Sts.
Geo. W. Green, three-st'y brick building, n w cor.

Bond St. and Callender Alley.
L. M. Carrick, 2 two-st'y brick buildings, on Twen-

ty-foot Alley, between Edmondsou and Franklin
Sts. and Mount and Fulton Sts.
F. W. Garrettson, two-st'y hrick stable in alley

rear of Arlington Ave. f between Harlem Ave. and
Lanvale St.
M. Widekeud & Co., 2 brick-kilns, on lot w s

Mire Bank Lane, between Eager and Chew Sts.
Lewis Dohme, flve-st'y brick warehouse, s s Pratt

St., between Howard and Eutaw Sts.
J. M.Getz, 5 three-st'y brick buildings, ss Biddle

St., between Getz Ave. and Ensor St.
P. D. Kurgan, three-st'y brick building, w cor.

Harford Ave. and Preston St.
S. D. Price, 7 two-st'y brick buildings, e s Wash-

ington St., n of liiddle St.

Mary F. Bayne, three-st'y brick building, ws Col-
lingtoii Ave., between Pratt and Gough Sts.

Boston.
BUILDING PKRMITS. Hrick. Unnamed St., from
H St., No. 47, Ward 14, for Henry Souther.Sdwells.,
18' x 28', two-st'y flat; Win. T. Katou, builder.

Newbury St., No. 3i4, Ward 11, for Stephen E.
Westcott, dwell., 30' x 80', two-st'y flat; G. W. Pope,
builder.

Centre St., cor. Thomas St., Ward 23, for Geo. P.
Trott, stable, 28' x 33', one-st'y mansard.
DeiwtSi/., cor. Green St., Ward 23, for Thomas P.

Proctor, tenement and store, 51' x 86' 9", four-st'y
flat; Wm. A. Stearns, builder.
Wood.P St., cor. East Sixth St.. Ward 14, for

Lydia W. Lincoln, store, 8' x 29', one-st'y flat; Wm.
N. Henderson, builder.
Gold St., \os. 175-179, Ward 13, for Henrv G.

Dennie, storage, 36' x 60', one-st'y pitch: N. S.
Smith, builder.
/ St., Xn. 108, Ward 14, for Lyman Locke, dwell.

30' x 68', three-st'y flat; Lyman I^ocke, builder.
Gilbert St., rear of, near Hoffman St., Ward 23,

for Miss Anna M. Hall, stable, 10' x 16, one-st'y
pitch; Robert I). Ward, builder.
RoiliH Are., near Albano St., Ward 33, for Wm. G.

Becker, stable, 25' x 36', two-st'y flat; Wm. G.
Becker, builder.

Washington Ave., cor. Hyde St., Ward 15, for
Estate Patrick O'Brien, currying-shop, 50' x 90',
four-st'y flat; James G. lirennan, Builder.
Border St., opposite Falcon St., Ward 1, storage of

lumber, 28' x 9u', oue-st'y flat; Chas. E. Ricker,
builder.

Rutherford Ave., nearly opposite Miller St., for .J.

H. Pote & Co., wagon-house, 22' x 150 , oue-st'y
pitch; Chas. Erskine, builder.
Market St., near Washington St., Ward 25, for

Cattle Fair Hotel Corporation, stable, 32' x 70' and
34' T 34', one-st'y pitch; J. W. Berry, builder.

Jliver Vtfto St., near Adams St., Ward 24, for Wm
H. Fuller 2 dwells., 19' x 27', two-st'y pitch; James
Pope, builder.
Lnuriat Ave., near Norfolk St., Ward 24 for Geo

W. Goodale, dwell., 22' x 31' and 14' x 18'. two-st'v
pitch.
Hamprlen St., rear No. 72, Ward 20, for Aaron I)

Williams, storage; Frank Barthel, builder.
Elm St., near Ashley Ave., Ward 1, for John

Young, dwell., 24' x 30', two-st'y hip; John Young,
builder.

West Ninth St., No. 137, Ward 15, for James Lilly,
dwell., 21' 6'' x 32', three-sfy flat; Patrick F. Han-
Ion, builder.
Greenwich PI., near Commercial St., Ward 24, for

Timothy Hallahan, dwell., 20' x 28', two-st'y pitch;
Edward Porter, builder.
Altston fit., rear of, near Sharp St., Ward 24, for

Noyes Bros., carpenur-shop, 20' x 24', oue-st'y pitch-
Noyes Bros., builders.

Krooklyn.
HOUSES. Six three-st'y and basement houses, 16' 6"
x 52', to be built of brick, with stone and terra-cotta
finish, are to be built on St. James Place, for Mr.
Thos. S. Thorp, from designs of Mr. Alfred H.
Thorp, of New York.

Bi'ii.iiiNc PKKMITB. Dean St., No. 911, near Clas-
gon Ave., three-st'y frame double tenement, tin

roof; cost, 83.WO; owner and builder, Thoma- lion-

nelly, 108U Pacific St.; architect, I. ll. U. ynolds.
I :i,i liijl;, fit., n s, Km' Van lirunt St., four-st'y

frame double tenement, tin roof; cont, 86.000; own-
er. II. Nieinct/. Van DykiiSt.. cor. Van Hrunl M ;

architect, T. Liebbrand: builders, P. Kelly Jt Sun
and Gihrson & Lietihraud.
Senmil St., .Vo. 299, w s, 60' from North Second

St., three-st'y brick building, tin roof; cost, S4..MIO;

owner, Christian Muraetthmldt. L::>T Sccon.l M.;
architect, A. Herbert; builders, G. Lebrlau & Song,
carpenter not selected.

l>, Kulli Are., s s, 66' w Elliott PI., 4 four-et'y
browmHone front tenements, gravel roofs; cost,
each. (i,000; owner, G. W. Brown, 728 Kulton St.;
builder, L. E. Brown.

t-'.<nt!< .s'/.. An. I'.MI, ss, between Manhattan Ave.
and Oakland Ave., three-st'y frame double tene-

ment, gravel roof; cost, 84,000: owner, Thomas Hci

ley, on premises; architect, J. Mulhaul; builders,
J. Hufford anil Randall & Miller.

Fliuhiny Ai-e., s w cor. Hamburgh Ave., three-

st'y frame store and double tenement, tin roof; cost,

84,500; owner and builder, George Loeffler, 82

Toiiipkins Ave.: architect, T. Engelhardt.
Mnujer St., No. 166. s s, 100' e Graham Ave.,

three-st'y frame double tenement, tin roof; cost,

84,000; owner, George Binder, on premises; archi-
tect. T. Engelhardt; builder, P. Kuntzweller.

'' t- M., s 8, 125' w Evergreen Ave., two-st'y
frame dwell., tin roof ; cost, 83,000; owner, Charles

Singer, Greene Ave., near Bushwick Ave.; architect
and builder, J. Phillips.
Kllery St., No. 181, n 8. 96' e Delinonlco PI., three-

st'y frame store and double tenement; tin roof; cost,

84,000; owner, Wm. Kolb. 189 Hopkins St.; archi-

tect, T. Engelhardt; builders, M. Kuhu and J.

Rueger.
i,inini-y St., s s, 100' w Tompklns Ave., 5 two-st'y

brownstone front dwells., gravel roofs; cost, each,
85,500; owner and builder, James W. Stuart, 952

Lafayette Ave.; architect, F. Weber.
Berkeley PI., s s, 109' e Seventh Ave., 3 three-st'y

brownstone front dwells., tin roofs; cost, each,
$111,000; owner and builder, E. B. Sturges, 135 De
Kalb Ave.; architect, A. Hill.

I', irk- Ave., n e cor. Marcy Ave., three-st'y frame
store and double tenement, tin roof; cost, 85,000;
owner. Fred Miller, Hart St., cor. Lewis Ave.; archi-
tect T. Engelhardt; mason, W. Rauth.

H'it/iHighbu Ave., 8 s, 277' 4" e Nostrand Ave.,
three-st'y brick dwell., tin roof; cost, 88,500; owner,
John F. Saddington, 189 I'enn St.; architect and
builder, T. B. Saddington.

Willoughby Ave., s s, 200' e Nostrand Ave., 4 two-

st'y brick dwells., tin roofs; cost, each, 86,000; own-
er, etc., same as last.

Greene Ave., 8 e cor. Nostrand Ave., 6 four-st'y
brownstone front tenements, gravel roofs; cost, each,
810.000; owner, Michael Rawl, 115 Harrison St.;

architects, Parfltt Bros.; builder G. B. Deariug.
Sterling PI., s s, 100' w Sixth Ave., 6 three-st'y

browustoue front dwells., gravel roofs; cost, each,
88,000; owner, Henry Lansdell, Ninth St., cor. Fifth

Ave.; architect, C. B. Sheldon.
Ijconard St., Nos. 579 and 581, w s, 200' 11 Nassau

Ave., 2 tbree-st'y frame tenements, gravel roofs;
cost, total, 89,500; owners, John Affleck, 92 India
St., and Annie M. Stalkers, 634 Leonard St.; build-

ers, J. A. T. Varmper and T. Kepple.
Seventeenth St., n s, 300' e Fifth Ave., 5 three-st'y

frame tenements, tin roofs; cost, each, 82,600; own-
er, E. F. Hermans, 256 Prospect Ave.; architect and
builder, G. Herman.
Montrose Ave., No. 208, 8 >, 126' e Humboldt St.,

two-st'y brick tenement, tin roof; cost, 84,000; own-
er, John Freese, 204 Montrose Ave.; architect,
T. Engelhardt; builders, W. Dafeldecker and Tho-
ma & Wade.
Lawrence St., No. 117', e s, 100' n Willoughby St.,

three-st'y brick store and dwell., tin roof; cost,
88,000; owner, Frederick Aldridge, 24 Myrtle Ave.;
architect, J. Mumford; builders. J. H. Stevenson,
and Morris & Selover.
Moore St., n s, 100' w Graham Ave., 4 fonr-st'y

frame tenements, tin or gravel roofs; cost, each,
87,000; owners, architects and builders, Bush &
Wandell, 16 Court St., Room 93.

Wall St., No. 22, s s, 200' e Broadway, two-st'y
frame tenement, tin roof; cost, 83,000; owner, Cath-
erine Herrschaft, 776 Broadway; architect, T. En-
gelhardt; builder, J. Sedelmeyer.
Hooper St., n s, 150' w Lee Ave., 4 two-st'y brown-

stone front dwells., tin roofs, iron cornice; cost,

each, 85,000; owner, Geo. F. Simpson, Rodney St.,
cor. Kent Ave.; architect, E. F. Gaylor.
Jefferson St., a i, 340' e Nostrand Ave., 4 three-st'y

brownstone front dwells., tin roofs; cost, each,
88,500; owner Hermon Phillips, 289 Jefferson St.;

architect, J. G. Prague.
Jefferson St., n s, 420' e Nostrand Ave., 4 three-st'y

brownstone front dwells., tin roofs; cost, each,
88,500; owner, etc., same as last.

Chicago.
HOUSES. Burnham & Root, architects, are prepar-
ing plans for a house in Champaign, 111., for Mi. A.
C. Burnham, of pressed-brick and stone, to cost
825.000.
The same architects are drawing plans for five

houses for Mr. Holbrook, of Evanstou, brick and
slate.

George Spohr, architect, has plans ready for

dwelling-house on Frederick St., Lake View, two-
st'y basement and attic, 30' x 60', for Mr. G. C. Koch,
to cost 810,000.

George Spohr also reports plans for 2 three-st'y
dwells., to be built on West Adams St., for Capt.
Ix>ug, 48' x 66', to cost 88,000; also, bouse, two-st'y,
22' x elf, for Dr. Anderson, to cost 85.500.

J. W. Ackermann, architect, has the following on
hand:
House for P. O'Callaghan, at Lake View, two-st'y,

stone finish, slate roof, 27' x 60'; cost, 86,000.
Two houses, two-st'y, 31' x 47', octagon fronts, cut-

stone finish, pressed-brick, terra-cotta ornamenta-
tion, for G. W. Manning, to be built cor. of Drexel
Boulevard and Forty-second St.

STOKKS. George Spohr reports a three-st'y and base-
iii'-nt store, '.'5' x <<i', lor Henry Kartells, on Wells
St., near I IIVIMOII M .. to cost K.OOO.

Bi n. HIM. ri I:MII*. S. s. lireely, three-st'y brick
dwell., .10' x 42'. 56 Bellevue Place; cost, 87,oo.
Chas. F. Fuerster, two-st'y brick dwell., 40' x 60',

.',UI llnhluKl St.; e.,-.t, >s,;^iu.

F. Buigwuuvth. tuoKt'y basement shop and
dwell., 24' x M>, 12.W Milwaukee Ave.; cost, 84,000.

'
. I .iwimin, four-st'y brick store and dwell., 25' x

80', 41t; HaUtcd St.; cost, ?,.')<KI.

I.. < '. K uhncrt, '1 four-st'y brick store and dwells.,
60' x HO', ii* and luii IliilstedSt.; cost, 813,000.

II. B. s,,! in. an, 4 two-st'y brick dwells., 38' x 80',
.c_':i :!'.] i Loomis St.; cont, $8.000.

Chicago I;. 'anl of Education, three-st'y basement
brick school-house, 86' x 117', Leavitt St., cor. Lex-
ington St.; cost, 880,000.
Edwin Day, 2 two-st'y brick dwells., 40' x 68',

Grovelaud Park; cost, 810,000.
.Mr. Palmer, two-st'y basement and attic brick

dwell., 30' x 60', 2829 Prairie Ave.; cost, 812,000.
Jan. Houska, two-et'y brick dwell., 20' x 20', 113

Brown St. ; cost, 83,000.
.Mm Mountain, three-st'y brick flats, 25' x 70',

2i; Superior St.; cost, 88,000.
Wm. Griffiths, three-st'y brick flats, 22' x 64' 598

North Clark St.; cost, 87,000.
J. H. Swan, two-st'y basement and attic brick

dwell., 43' x 71)', 2623 Michigan Ave.; cost, 830,000.
Win. Schatt, two-st'y brick dwell., 21' x W, 772

North Robey St.; cost, 83,000.
A. Neumann, two-st'y brick dwell., 21' x 93', 201

Burling St.; cost, 86,000.
G. Hafemeister, two-et'y cellar brick dwell., 21' x

68', 43 Bissell St.; cost, 83.500.
Chas. Badel, two-it'y cellar brick dwell., 21' x 68',

45 Bissell St.; cost, 83,500.
Wm. Farrar, three-st'y basement brick dwell., 2fl'

x 70', 2343 Michigan Ave.; cost, 87,000.
G. Franks, three-st'y brick building, 48' x 6V, 682-

684 Indiana St.; cost, 812,000.
H. C. Brown, two-st'y basement brick dwell., 22' x

54', Belden St.; cost, 84,000.
J. C. Anderson, two-st'y brick dwell., 30' x 32'

Polk St., near Ogden Ave.; cost, 83,000.
Tobias Samuelson, three-8t'y brick flatt, 49' x 50',

Centre Ave.; cost, 810,000.
H. Holt, two-st'y brick dwell., 20' x 70', 406 Noble

St.; cost, 83,500.
H. Schroeder, two-st'y brick dwell., 20' x IV, ?36

North Ashland Ave.; cost, 83,000.
G. K. Lathrop, two-st'y brick flats, 22' x 45', Web-

ster St.; cost 82,600.
Mrs. C. K. Beckett, two-st'y brick dwell., 22' x62'

3640 Indiana Ave.; cost, $3,000.
M. O. Connell, two-st'y brick flats, 21' x 60* 300

West Fourteenth St.; cost, 83,000.
Abel Jones, two-st'y brick dwell., 22' x 62', 41

Warren Ave.; cost, 83,000.
Frank O. Kerr, two-st'y basement brick dwell., 22'

x 80', 700 Noble St.; cost, 85,000.
Win. Hoyt & Co., flve-st'y basement brick store

28' x 56', 11 Michigan Ave.; cost, 85,000.

Cincinnati.
BUILDING PERMITS. F. D. Jones, three-st'y brick
store, n s of Fifth Ave., near Vine St.; cost, 810,000.
Mrs. E. Lankwork, three-st'y brick dwell. 296

West Ninth St.; cost, 84,000.
J. Armbruster, three-st'y brick dwell., Queen City

Ave.; cost, 85,000.
Belmont & Overbeck, two-st'y brick building,

cor. Hatch St. and Observatory Road; cost, 85,000.
J. B. Deiters, three-st'y brick building, 666 Syca-

more St.; cost, 84,600.
Turner Hall Co., new club-house, Everett St

near Wade St.; cost, 830,000; Samuel Hannaford,
architect; cost, 830,000.
Stephen Gibson, two-st'y frame dwell., Park Ave.

near Warsaw Pike; cost, 82,600.
Dr. E. Freeman, two-st'y frame building. Lane

St., near Locust St.; cost, 84,000.
Chas. Cahn, two-st'y brick dwell., Oliver St., near

Linn St.: cost, 85,000.
L. B. Gibson. tnree-*t'y brick building, t w cor.

Seventh and Main Sts.; cost, 84,000.
Mrs. A. Behrls, two-st'y frame building, Butler

St.. near Third St.; cost, 83,000.
John McKona, repair two-st'y brick building 111

Gest St.; cost, 83,000.
Ten permits for repairs; cost, 85,000.
Total permits to date, 370.
Total cost to date, 81,356,600.

New York.
ASYLUM. The laying of the corner-stone of the new
Hebrew Asylum on Tenth Ave., between One Hun-
dred and Thirty-sixth and One Hundred and Thir-
ty-eight!! St., took place on Wednesday, May 16.
Tim new asylum, with its grounds, will cost 8600,000.

BACHELOR APAKTMENT-HOI-SEK are quite in vogue,
and two residences are to be changed for such pur-
poses. No. 5 East Seventeenth St. is to be altered
from designs of Mr. James Stroud, at an expense of
about 820,000, for the heirs of Dr. Sands. No. 43
West Thirty-sixth St. is to be altered from designs
of Mr. B. Silliman, at an expense of about 815,000.

CHURCHES. The Rev. W. P. Flannelly, pastor of St.
Cecilia's Roman Catholic Church, in East One Hun-
dred and Fifth St., has filed plans for a brick and
terra-cotta church, to be erected on the south side
of One Hundred and Sixth St.; cost, 880.000.
A church for colored Catholics will be built

shortly.
NEW BUILDIHGS. The principal buildings now
being torn down, preparatory to new work, on
Broadway, are at the comer of Liberty St.. for the
Williamsburg City Fire Insurance Co., F. Carlos
Merry, architect; the corner of Ninth St.. as men-
tioned above; the corner of Seventeenth St., for the
Parrish Estate, D. Llenau & Son, architects; the
corner of Nineteenth St., for the Goelets. Kd. H.., . . .

Kendall, architect, and the corner of Thirty-third
St., for Hyde & Behman's Theatre, J. Sexton, archi-
tect.

FFICE-BUILDING. Alfred Pell, the manager for
the Commercial Union Assurance Company^ of Lon-
don, has filed plans for a six-st'y office-building at
No. 46 Pine St., at a cost of 874,000.
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STORE. For Sailors' Snug Harbor, a store, 23' on
Broadway, and 122' on Ninth St., is to be built from
designs of Messrs. Wm. Field & Son.

TIIKATRE. The "Star" Theatre is to be improved
internally for Mr. Lester Wallack, from designs of
Messrs. Holman Smith & Kelley.

BUILDING PKKMITH. Broadiwru, No. 771, H w cor.
Ninth St., six-st'y brick and irou front store, tin

roof; cost, $100,000; owners, Trustees of Sailors'

Snug Harbor, Room 33, Nos. 74 and 76 Wall St

architects, Win. Field & Son.
Washington .sv., cor. Fulton, West and Vesey Sts

one-st'y iron market-building, gravel, tin, slate ai

glass roof; cost, $225,000; owner, City of New Yor
architect, Douglas Smyth.

II,.-7 '/'nth St., Noa. 170 and 172, flve-st'y brie
and stone flat, tin roof; cost, $50,000; owner, Mat
E. Cole, 463 West Seventy-third St.; architect, Al
H. Thorp; builders, Samuel Ixnvdeu and Grissler
Fausel.
East Fifty-ninth St., Nos. 110 and 112, three-st

brick club-house, tin roof; cost. $90,000; owner
Progress Club, 127 East Fifty-ninth St.; architec
Emile Gruwe; builders, Chr. Eberspacher and 1

Westbrook, Myers & Co.

Eighth Are., 11 w cor. Eighty-sixth St., a fran
grand stand, felt roof; cost, $3,000; lessees, Manha
tan Athletic Club; architects and builders, K. I
Tomassek & i to.

Eightieth St., B s, 100' w Fourth Ave., flve-st
1

brick and stone dwell., slate and tin roof; cos
$35,000; owner, Sigmund Oppeuheimer, 241 Eas
Eighteenth St.; architect, Leopold Kidlitz; builder
Van Dolsen & Arnott aud Thos. Wilson.
Eightieth St., s s, 125' w Fourth Ave., flve-sf

brick and stone dwell., slate and tirf roof; cos
$28,000; owner, Isidor Kaufman, 105 East Eightiet
St.; architect and builders, same as last.
Fourth Ave., n w cor. One Hundred and Twenty

fourth St., 4 four-st'y brick and stone tenements an
stores, tin roofs, cost, each, $12,000; owner, Chas
Welde, 327 East One Hundred and Twenty-third St
architects, Babcock & McAvoy.
Frankfort St., Nos. 55 and 57, six-and-a-half-st'

brick store, tin roof; cost, $35,000; owners, Barne
& Merritt, 97 Gold St.; architect, Jno. Mclntyre
builders, Robinson & Wallace and Wm. J. O'Connor
Seaman Ave., n s, 233' e Bolton Road, Twelfth

Ward two-st'y frame dwell., slate and tin roof
cost, $6,000; owner. Isaac M. Dyckmau, Kingsbridge
architect and builder, S. L. Herrian.
Fifty-seventh St., n w cor. Seventh Ave., ten-st'.,and attic (rear part of building flfteen-st'y) bricl

and stone front flat; slate and brick roof; cost
$650,000; owner, Thos. Osborne, 1753 Ave. A- archi
tect, J. E. Ware.
Lexington Ace., s w cor. One Hundred and Twelfth

St.. four-st'y brick flat, tin roof; cost, $16,000; own
er, Warren P. Tompkins, 598 East One Hundred anc
Thirty-fourth St.; architect, Arthur Arctander

West St., Nos. 164 and 165, flve-st'y brick store
tin roof; cost, $17.972; owner, Wm. R. Renwick, 111
East Eighteenth St.; architect, Geo. M. Huss- build
ers, G. M. Platt and H. M. Smith.
Fortij-second St., n s, to Forty-third St., 185' e Firsi

Ave., two-st'y brick stable and a lumber storage
shed; cost, $8,500; lessee, Chas. H. Wilson, Mount
Vernon, New York; architects and builders Chas
Graham & Sons.
East One Hundred and Fourteenth St., No. 317

flve-st'y brick tenement, tin roof; cost, $18 000
owner and builder, Wm. Fernschild, 324 East Elev-
enth St.; architect, Geo. Fernschild.

One Hundred and Sixth St., n e, 176' w First Ave.
7 four-st'y brick tenements, tin roofs; cost, each
$13,000; owner, W'ilhelinine Juch, 351 East One
Hundred and Fourth St.; architect, Arthur Arc-
tander.
One Hundred and Fourteenth St., No. 345 four-st'y

brick tenement, tin roof; cost, $10,000; owners and
builders; Barker & Smith, New Rochelle N Y
architect, Alt Chamberlain.
Broadway, n e cor. One Hundred and Thirty-sec-ond St., 4 four-st'y brick tenements and stores tin

roofs; cost, each, $10,000; owner, Geo. M. Groves 64West Fifty-fourth St.; architect, J. F. Burrows-
builders, A. D. Edwards and Pritchard Knox

West Twenty-eiijhth St., No. 225. flve-st'y front
brick factory, plastic slate roof; owners and build-
ers Gary & Moen, 224 West Twenty-ninth St.; archi-
tect. E. O. Lindsey.
West Forty.sixth St., No. 418, flve-st'y brick tene-

ment, tin roof; cost, $17,000; owner, Henry Doesch-
er, 424 West Forty-sixth St.; architect, J. M. For-
Bier.

Ludhw St. No. 23, flve-st'y brick tenement, tin
roof; cost, $11,000; owner, Harris Baum, 1449 Third
Ave.; architect, Wm. Graul
Fifty-sixth St., n s, 335' w Eighth Ave., eeven-st'ybrick flat, tin roof; cost, $75,000; owner, James A

I-rame, 105 East Seventieth St.; architects, Thorn &
Wilson; done by days' work.
Minnetta St., No. 9, flve-st'y brick tenement, tin

roof; cost, $9,000; owner, Emeline Johnston 445
feast Eighty-fourth St.; architect, A. B Ogden'
Macdougal St., No. 101, flve-st'y brick tenement

last
' 8t

' *11>000i owner and architect, same as

Second Ave., n e cor. One Hundred and Eighteenth
St., flve-st'y brick tenement and store, tin roof-
cost, $18,000; owner and builder, Jos E McCor
mack, No. 1 Lincoln PI.; architect, M. V. B. Ferdon..

,
. . . n

Seeond An., e s, 27' n One Hundred and Eighleuth St., flve-st'y brick tenement and store tin
8 *16 '000 ' W"er

' bUilder aud archiiect
.

teeu

same

f ,1 L ' e
*,'

53 n One Hundred and Eigh.teenth St., flve-st'y brick tenement and store tin

roofe
cost, S16,000; owner, builder and architect,

One Hundred and Eighteenth St., n s, 80' e Second
Ave., four-st'y brick tenement, tin roof; cost, $14-

K); owner, builder and architect, same as last.
Ave. A, w s, 78' 1" s Ninetieth St., one-st'y br

boiler-house, nrmk nrolioil rnr.ftnr.nt ^.- ,,,.,,

M

. Blaukenstein; builder, not selected.

First Ave., w s, 78' s Eighty-first St., 2 flve-st'y
brownstone front tenements and stores, tin roofs;

cost, each, $22,500; owners, Emeliue and Elizabeth

Johnston, 443 and 445 East Eighty-fourth St.; archi-

tect. A. B. Ogden.
Eighty-ninth St., n s, 81' w Lexington Ave., 5

four-st'y brownstone front flats, tin roofs; cost,

each, $20,000; owner, Dennis Looney, 224 East One
Hundred and Sixteenth St.; architect, Eugene
Parker.
Ninetieth St., s s, 81' w Lexington Ave., 8 four-st'y

brownstone front flats, tin roofs; cost, each, $20,000;
owner and architect same as last.

ALTERATIONS. The German Leise Verein Club-

House, No. 641 Lexington Ave., is to be altered and
extended from designs of Messrs. D. & J. Jardiue.
The alterations to Booth's Theatre have com-

menced. They will cost not less than $200,000; Mr.
Ed. H. Kendall is the architect.
Park PL, a w cor. Church St., internal alterations;

cost, $10,000; owner, Metropolitan Life Insurance
Co., on premises; architects. N. Le Brun & Son;
builders J. C. Lyons and Smith & Bell.
East Ticenty-nfth St., Nos. 413 and 415, repair

damage by flre; cost, $3,000; owner, Chas. Wagner,
327 East Sixty-fifth St.; builders, C. W. Klappert's
Sons.

Broadway, s e cor. Twenty-third St., raise three
stories; cost, $50,000; owner Jeannette P. Goin,
4 East Twenty-third St.; architects, Price & Free-
man; builder, H. Wilson.
West Thirty-eighth St., No. 234, front part of build-

ing raised one st'y and internal alterations; cost.

$5,000; owner, Barbara Seitz, 332 East Forty-second
St.; architect, Joseph M. Dunn.
East Thirty-seventh St., No. 26, internal altera-

tions; cost, $18,000; owner, Chas. Lanier, 30 East
Thirty-seventh St.; architect, Carl Pfeiffer; build-
er, Geo. Mulligan.
Third St., No. 1, four-st'y brick extension and

internal alterations; cost, $20,000; owner, the No. 7
East Thirty-second St. Co., 35 West Thirtieth St.;
architects, D. & J. Jardiue.
East Twenty-fifth St., No. 243, raise one st'y; cost,

$5,000; owner, Sophia Sterns, 120 West Eleventh
St.; architect, Thos. F. Houghtou.

West Thirty-sixth St., No. 61, four-st'y brick ex-
tension, internal alterations, and front remodelled;
cost, $8,000; owner, Francis Hitchcock, 61 West
Thirty-sixth St.; architects, McKim, Mead & White;
builder, J. C. Miller.
Jacob St., Nos. 5, 7 and 9, four-st'y brick exten-

sion; cost, $5,000; owner, David Moffatt, 71 Willow
St., Brooklyn; architect, J. C. Cady& Co.; builders
W. & T. Lamb, Jr.
West Forty-seventh St., No. 4, one-st'y brick ex-

tension; cost, $3,000; owners, Meeker & Hedden, 15
Cortlandt St.; builder, Jos. Richardson.
Broadway, Nos. 279, 281 and 283, repair damages

by flre; cost, $4,000; owner, estate of Mary A. S.
Carter; architect, John W. A. Hitch; builders, John
A. O'Connor & Co.
Jieade St., No. 57, repair damage by flre; cost,

$5,500; owner, Estate of Mary A. S. Carter; archi-
tect, John W. Hitch; builders, Holmes Bros.
East Eighty-sixth St., No. 218, raise one st'y, re-

build part of front wall, and a four-st'y brick ex-
tension; cost, $6,500; owner, Alexander Buderus
307 East Seventy-third St.; architect, John Brandt
First Ave., n w cor. Fifty-fifth St., two-st'y brick

extension; cost, $7,500; owner. Rev. J. J. Flood
Fifty-fifth St., near First Ave.; architect, Arthur
Crooks; builders, List & Lennon and Jas. Thomp-
son.
East Twenty-first St., No. 217, raise 3 feet, new

flat roof, and a three-st'y brick extension, rebuild
front wall; cost, $3,000; owner, Peter Schneider
185 Canal St.; architect, Wm. Rubles.
Fourth Am., No. 114, raise attic to full story andnew flat roof, and a one-st'y brick extension; cost

$3,580; owner, Henry Bernard, 34 East Fifty-sev-enth St.; architect, J. W. Marshall; builder, John

Canal St., Nos. 86 to 92, raise one-st'y and front
altered; cost, $15,000; owner, S. D. Babcoek, 636
Fifth Ave.; architect, Richard Berger; builders,Wm. G. Slade and Henry Powers.
Fifth Ave., No. 434, No. 1 West Thirty-eighth Stand Ao. 2 West Thirty-ninth St., flve-st

?
y brick ex-

tension, also internal alterations; cost $15000-owner and exr., Josiah H. Burton, Newburg; archi-
tects, D. & J. Jardine.

Wall St., No. 49, interior alterations; cost, $8 000-
owner, United States Trust Company on premises!
architect, Henry Dudley; builders, Frank Lyonsand Chas. E. I hidden.
Union So., No. 4, front altered and interior alter-

ations: cost, $8,000; lessees, Schmitt & Fuhrman

selected"
868

' arcbitect' chas - Wagner; builder not

Second Ave., Nos. 884 and 886, two-st'y brick ex-
tension; cost, $6,500; owners, H. Clausen & Son 309Kast Forty-seventh St.; builders, J. & L. Weber.Jhird Ave., No. 2029, move building back 40 feetto rear, raise attic to full story, new flat roof and ane-st y brick extension; cost, $4,000; owners, Leo-
pold and Felix Metzgar, Second! Ave., cor. Fifty-fifth St.; architect, Julius lioekell.

"'., s e cor. Pearl St., raise mansard st'y

Wilder St., n s, bet. Nineteenth and Twentieth
Sts., 5 two-st'y dwells., 15' x 49'; M. B. Stackhouae,
owner.
Preston St., JVb. 815, three-st'y dwell., 17' x 56';

Jno. Wilson, contractor.
Preston St., e s. n of Oregon St., three-st'y dwell.,

18' x 56'; Jno. Wilson, contractor.

Wynkoon St., n s, w of Thirteenth St., three-st'y
i, 19' x 70'; and two-st'y stable, 17' x 70'; Rob-

J. A. Ruhl, owner.
Queen St., bet. Philadelphia and Reading R. R.

and Ridge Ave., 3 three-st'y dwells., 16' x 43"; Chas.
Bartle, contractor.
Germantown Ave., s w cor. Oxford St., three-st'y

dwell., 20' x 36'; Jno. Kramer, contractor.
Wildey St., No. 324, ttve-sfy store and dwell., 20'

x 81'; L. Schwab.
Mascher St., Nos. 1416and 1418, 2 three-st'y dwells.,

16' x 32'; Jno. Eichel.
North Fifth St., No. 2604, three-st'y dwell., 20' x

45'; Andrew Hernberger.
Cltelten St., cor. Magnolia Sts., four-st'y picker-

house, 39' x 46'; T. W. Wright & Son, contractors.
Federal St., No. 1225 (rear of), two-st'y stable, 17'

x 60'; Thompson Bros.
Wan:

ertsou & Bryan, contractors.
Cannarroe St.. s e s, bet. Ridge Ave. and Mitchell

St., three-st'y dwell., 17' x 32'
;
Chas. M. Horuer,

contractor.
Garden St.,n e cor. Jenks St., two-st'y dwell., 17'

x 40'; A. W. Linn, contractor.
Twenty-seventh St., s w cor. Cambridge St., 12

two-st'y dwells., 14' x 35'; R. M. McClellan. owner.
Clarion St., above Federal St., two-st'y dwell. IB*

x 32'; W. E. May, owner.
Oermantown Ave., No. 2706, three-st'y dwell. 17'

6'' x 44'; Oliver Ottinger, owner.
Elm St., No. 3515, three-st'y dwell., 14' x 38'; J. B.

Elliott, contractor.
Locust SI., sot and e of Juniper St., three-st'y

dwell., 20' x 90'; S. H. Tont, contractor.
Hancock St., bet. Coulter and Mill Sts., 6 three-st'y

dwells., 15' x 53'; Jas. Kurwear & Sons, contractors.
Scotts Lane, cor. Crawford St. (Falls of Schuylkill),

4 two-st'y dwells., 16' x 40'; Ben). Walker.
Township Line and Clapier St.. two-st'v stable

30' x 36'; Martin Hetzel.
Memphis St., bet. York and Emlen Sts., 4 two-st'v

dwells., 14' x 42'; Chas. Bosser, contractor.
Second St., cor. Huntington St., four-st'y factory

121' x 180'; Robertson & Bryan, contractors.
Sixteenth St., w s, s of Allegheny Ave., two-st'y

stable, 25f
x 30'; R. J. Whiteside & Son, contractors.

Sixth St.,w s, bet. Wharton and Reed Sts., 5 three-
st'y dwells., 16' x 48'; A. M. Greene, owner.
Jlarlow St., w s, bet. Wharton and Heed Sts 4

two-st'y dwells., 15' x 30'; A. M. Greene, owner
'

Brown St., No. 336, three-st'y store-house 14'x30'-
Chas. O. Kronglowicz, contractor.
Emline St., e of Frederick St., 2 three-st'v dwells

15' x 32'; C. C. Lennehau, contractor.
Martha St., w s, n of Huntington St. two-st'v

dwell., 15' x 30'; Bernard McSloy, owner.
Otis St., e s, n of Richmond St., two-st'y store and

dwell., 18' x 28'; J. Graham & Son, contractors.
Orthodox St., s s, w of I.eiper St., 2 three-st'y

dwells., 18' x 59'; Wm. Milner, contractor.

x 30'; Jno. Maylin, contractor.

l?Pa St
''r-Si

V na"8 st -' 4 two-st'y dwell*.,13 x 28'; Geo. Gillback, owner.
w "' s of Eeed st'' * dwells., 16/

Christian St. n s, bet. Broad and Fifteenth Sts
three-st'y dwell., 18' x 65'; Thompson & Brother.

''

tadu-allailer St.,es bet. Montgomery and Colum-
bia Aves., flve-st'y addition to hat factory, 34' x 42'-
Jno. B. Stetson, owner.

S
R ' 0%-^ e of Pratt St

'' 2 ^0-sfy dwells.,R. C. Taylor, owner.

- -"," Q, i/^t,. j. H ciiLiem aim i wt'iiiv-nrst Sis
one-st'y foundry, 68' x 84'; T. H. Doan, contractor"

Weise St., n of Mill St., two-st'y dwell., 15' x 32'-Abraham Mather, owner.
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HE city of New York is in danger of losing the services of

another public officer, who, like the Inspector of Buildings,
has shown himself too sincere and energetic in the execu-

tion of what he regarded as his duty to suit the taste of that

singular body of persons which administers the affairs of the

largest community on the continent. After some fifteen years
of untiring and intelligent devotion to the public good, in vari-

ous ways, Professor Charles F. Chandler, the President of the
Board of Health, has been rejected by the Aldermen of the

city as a candidate for reappointment. No reason is assigned
for this action. Professor Chandler was renominated by the

Mayor as a matter of course, and his selection was applauded,
so far as can be discovered, by every respectable citizen ; but
his administration of his office has no doubt already made a
sufficient inroad upon the profits of the business which flourishes

most amid filth and misery to alarm the ruling class, and com-

pel the removal of a person of such unpleasant activity. For-

tunately for the people of the city, their other vigilant and
skilful guardian, the Inspector of Buildings, is somewhat pro-
tected against the attacks of those who make money out of

suffering, by the law under which his office is constituted,
which makes him an appointee of the Fire Commissioners, in-

stead of the Aldermen. Those who wish, for their private
purposes, to get him out of the way are obliged to adopt a
roundabout way of doing it, and see'ra to have hit upon the
idea of driving him to distraction by ceaseless quarrels, anxieties,

ingratitude and misrepresentation, as the quickest method of

getting rid of him. It is to be regretted that the daily papers,
in their eagerness after new scandals, unintentionally allow
themselves in this way to be made the tools of designing per-
sons, to torment and distress by the publication of the most
absurd articles, an official whose unflinching zeal for the good
of his fellow-citizens would naturally make him the more sensi-
ble of that appreciation which they owe to him in return.

MONG the more recent of the foolish stories regarding the

Inspector is one which was published in the Commercial
Advertiser not long ago. In this he was charged with be-

ing a victim to the "fire-escape mania ;" and the assertion was
made that he had ordered escape-ladders to be placed on fire-

proof buildings ; and that his object in insisting upon fire-es-

capes on street fronts was "
seemingly the attainment of a uni-

formity of ugliness," with much other matter equally unfounded
and ridiculous. It appears to us that the editor of an influential

newspaper might exercise some discretion about giving currency
to such silly attacks upon a faithful public servant ; or might
at least nullify their effect by a few words of common-sense;
but that seems to be too much to expect of New York journal-
sm, and the Inspector, in default of other defenders, is obliged

to say a few words in his own behalf, which he does in a

well-written letter. To the accusation that he has caused

escape-ladders to be placed on fire-proof buildings he replies by
a request, which is of course unanswerable, that some example
of such indiscretion should be mentioned ; and the assertion

that the beauty of fine facades is spoiled by iron ladders is met

by the concise and incontrovertible statement that such things
are not ordered by the Department for any building so long as

other methods are available for securing the safety of its occu-

pants in case of fire : but that if the choice has to be made be-

tween risking human life and putting on outside fire-escapes,

the Department conceives the latter to be the lesser evil. There

, is a certain meaning in the way in which the letter adds that "
it

is a mistake to suppose that fire-escapes must be ugly in appear-
ance to be approved by the Inspector," and some of our younger
architects might do worse than take the hint, and try to make

something out of a motive which they will have ample occa-

sion to deal with. After all, as the Inspector says, it is faulty

planning which makes fire-escapes necessary ; and if his strict

enforcement of the law should lead to a demand for some im-

provement in the dull and brainless design common to a cer-

tain class of structures in our cities, the architects will have no

reason to regret it ; while generations of the future theatre-

goers, hotel guests and working men and women of New York
will have reason to bless the memory of the Inspector of Build-

ings who had the "
fire-escape mania."

IfTHE last annual meeting of the Archaeological Institute of

\J America, held in Boston a week or two ago, seems to have

been unusually interesting and well attended, several

members having made the journey from New York to be pres-

ent. Much as the Institute has done in the way of archaeologi-
cal research, it would seem that the greatest difficulty which

its officers experience is found in the necessity for choosing,

among the manv tempting opportunities offered for increasing
the stock of the world's knowledge, the one which promises
the best results in return for the very limited sums which the

Institute can devote to it. For the present season, the modest

amount of four thousand dollars is needed to complete the ex-

plorations at Assos, which have proved so successful, and a

small farther sum is asked for, to pay for printing the report
of Mr. Bandolier's expedition among the almost unknown
Indian tribes of Mexico. There can be little doubt that the

money for these purposes will be easily raised, and it is impossi-
ble not to wish that ten or twelve times as much might be added

to it, for the sake of beginning farther investigations at once.

The remarkable results which have been obtained at Assos

with the smallest possible outlay, by the judicious and self-sac-

rificing labor of Messrs. Clarke and Bacon and their assistants,

might, it would seem, be perhaps surpassed if the same ener-

getic and skilful explorers could be retained in the service of

the Institute, and transferred to a new field.

TT RATHER singular case in relation to a party-wall has

t\ just been decided in Cincinnati, the decision covering very
' much the same ground as one or two recently made in

Massachusetts. It seems that about fifty years ago a block of

three brick stores was built in that city, divided by party-walls.

The original builder sold the whole block to a syndicate of

three persons, who afterwards divided the property among
themselves, each taking one store. The division between the

estates was described in the deeds as being the centre line of

the partition wall, but no other agreement in regard to the

wall seems to have been made. The estates have passed

through several hands, and the present owner of one of them

recently undertook to improve it by reconstructing all the

walls, but was stopped by an injunction of court, forbidding

any interference whatever with the party-walls, on the ground
that they could not be removed without mutual consent. The

hearing was on a motion to dissolve the injunction, which was

granted, the judge holding that the universal practice in mat-

ters of party-walls permitted either owner to rebuild them, with

or without the consent of the other, who, as the judge said,

had certainly no right to prevent his neighbor from using his

property as he might think best.
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'/J MOVEMENT has been recently begun in France for

f\ the instruction of the poorer class of children in the the-

ory us well as the practice of the industrial arts. For some

years the associations of the various trades have maintained

apprentices' schools, which have been, and still continue to be

of great use, but the subject has now assunied sufficient impor-
tance to attract the attention of the Government, and a work

has been undertaken which will be followed with interest by
the friends and promoters of the similar movement now well un-

der way in our own country. The first step taken under the

direction of the French Government was the appointment of two

commissions, one charged with the duty of inquiring into the

conditions under which manual exercises could best be intro-

duced into the primary schools of Paris, and the other with that ol

examining and reporting upon the existing apprentices' schools,

as well as of investigating the practicability of establishing
similar ones under the supervision of the public officers. The
former of these seems to have completed its labors some time

ago, and instruction in manual work already forms a part of the

primary school course. The second commission, although its

investigations were completed, and its report presented, in 1881,
has only just had the satisfaction of seeing its recommenda-
tions carried into effect.

'7TS in every civilized country, the skill of workmen in the

1^ various industrial arts of France has within the last hun-

dred years steadily declined. The cause of the decline

is unquestionably to be found in the multiplication of labor

saving machines, and the division of labor, which have together
reduced men to the condition of automata, each doing his un-

varying task without thought ; but the remedy for it is not so

easily discovered. That some remedy is needed can hardly be

denied, for, however profitable it may be to manufacturers of

a certain class to have their work done by semi-animate ma-
chines instead of human beings, it is certainly an injury to

the latter to pass their lives almost without mental effort; while

industry in general suffers in the end by the discouragement
of that quick-witted comprehension of the relation of means to

ends which has hitherto done so much for the development of the
arts in France. Tlie most certain cure, in the opinion of the

Commission, for the mental sluggishness to which the present
system leads, is to be sought in the elevation of the standard
of technical acquirement among the great body of workmen,
not only by means of a systematic training of the eye and hand
which should lead to the highest manual expertness, but by in-

struction in principles, which may serve to open the minds of

pupils to a better comprehension of their future work, and will

have the farther advantage of rendering them less helpless in

case of those struggles between employers and employed which
are now so disastrous to both. For the purpose of putting in

practice on a suitable scale the ideas upon which the members
unanimously agree, the Commission makes a recommendation
that a school should first be established for the purpose of teach-

ing the building trades, in which the arts of stone-cutting, fram-

ing, carving iu stone and wood, joinery, roofing, casting, forg-
ing and fine metal-work, painting and glazing, might all be

taught together, to the same pupils, who would thus gain the

advantage which the Commission desires to secure in their
future practice of any particular one ol the correlated arts ;

while they would be fortified for the contingencies which their

subsequent life might have in store by their more extended
experience, as well as their increased mental capacity. Besides
this special school for boys the Commission advises the estab-
lishment of a school for girls, in which some of the industries
best fitted to their sex should be taught, at the same time with
the great feminine art of housekeeping, which, as is wisely
observed, the daughters of poor families, hurried into manufac-
tories as soon as they are capable of earning anything, seldom
h;ive the opportunity of acquiring. There is something particu-
larly pleasant in the thoughtfulness with which this important
point is dwelt upon, and the means which the Commission sug-
gests for securing the advantages of tuition to the very poorest
children shows the same sympathy with their feelings and needs.
Experience shows that young persons in such schools, after a
year's training has given them a certain degree of manual dex-
terity, and fitted them to earn something by their labor, are
then very often taken away, and placed in factories, where they
can gain a few francs a week for their family. It would be
hard to forbid this practice, detrimental as it is to the interests
of the children, and the Commission proposes to prevent it by

paying the pupils, after they have become proficient enough to

be worth a salary elsewhere, something like what they would

receive in the factories which compete with the school for them ;

furnishing, for example, a daily dinner to all pupils of a year's

standing, and to those who have spent two years in the school

a weekly salary in addition. Whether this last recommenda-

tion is to be carried out or not we do not know, but the sugges-

tions of the Commission in regard to the establishment of the

building school for boys, and the industrial and housekeeping
school for girls, have been adopted, and the ut.cessary steps

have been taken for putting them in execution on an immense

scale.

EXPERTS
in hydraulic works are now agreed that the

plan of cutting away the banks in the hope of straighten-

ing the course of a river is an unnatural and costly ex-

pedient, which should be resorted to only in case of pressing

necessity, and at the best offers only a small hope of success ;

while, besides the inevitable lowering of the water-level in the

upper reservoir, it is sure to entail the risk of injury to navi-

gation in the sharper curves, as well as of disastrous accidents

through floods, or by the action of ice, not only to the new

dikes, but to the natural banks, denuded of their protection.
The inexperienced engineer is apt to be misled by the appar-
ent advantages of a rectilinear course, which seems at first sight
the simplest, and best adapted to the needs both of navigators
and riparian proprietors ; yet all experience shows that such a

course is practically objectionable. To restrain the cunent iu

a straight channel is almost impossible. The banks and bot-

tom of the stream are never firm enough to be wholly un-
affected by the action of the water, and are usually subject to
alteration from the slightest cause. The deposition of silt soon

gives some curvature to the bed, and the power of the current,

increasing as the curvature adds a centrifugal force to its

movement, tends more and more to cut away the concave side.

This is, in some respects, advantageous to navigation, while
the defence of the banks is rendered more effective by fortify-
ing the concave sides. Moreover, the effect of floods in a
crooked channel is less felt, and is less dangerous to the coun-

try lying near, than in a straight stream. The knowledge of
all this has led, in Germany, to the promulgation of an order

recommending that the "
canalization," to which streams are

continually subjected in that country, should be done with a
view to preserving the natural curves as far as possible. To
prevent still farther the obstruction of the natural course of
the water by the undermining and collapse of artificial embank-
ments, it is common there, even for small streams, to use the
mattress revetting first employed, if we are not mistaken, on
our Mississippi. The mattresses, made of twigs or fascines,
strongly bound together, sink gradually, if the current should
wash the earth out from beneath them, accommodating them-
selves to the new slope of the bank, instead of

precipitating
themselves in a heap into the water, and it is possible even to
load and defend them with masses of stone, without lessening
their valuable properties.

N electrical railway is nearly ready for operation in New
Jersey, where trials have been made with a view to em-
ploying motors as a substitute for horses in propelling the

cars of the Newark and Bloomfield
street-railway. So far, the

cars have been run only on a small experimental track,' but
within a few weeks it is intended to place them" on the main
line. The motors used are constructed by the Daft Electric
Company and present the

peculiarity of employing a current
of very low tension, so that there is no

difficulty in insulating
it, and the rails may be used as conductors without much fear
of loss of power. The other chief objection to the use of the
rails as conductors, that animals crossing the track would be
exposed to great danger, is also removed by the low tension of
the current, as a man can form a connection with his hands be-
tween the electrified rails without inconvenience, and almost
without sensation, although the current is so strong that a cop-

r or platinum wire placed in the same position is instantly
burned up. The cost of operating the line by electricity is es-
timated at about one-third that of using horse-power, and al-
though for a time some annoyance may be experienced from
m.schievous boys, who, by short-circuiting the current with a
crow-bar laid across the tracks can stop all the cars, the officers
of the company believe that this amusement will soou lose its
novelty, aud interference will cease.
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FLITCH-PLATE, RIVETED AND TRUSSED GIRDERS-
X forming floors where the common
lloor-joists rest on girders, two condi-

tions are especially to be considered :

First, that the supports of the girders
shall l>e as few and far apart as possi-

ble, and second, that the girders shall

have as little depth as possible.
Where wooden girders are used, the

depth is practically limited to 14

inches; a 12" x 14" hard-pine timber

being the largest size ordinarily used
for a single beam. The breadth of

the beam can be increased to any ex-

tent by placing two or more timbers

side by side, but it is not generally
economical or practicable to use a
wooden girder larger than 14"
x 1 8". Taking the weight of the floor

and its greatest load at 125 pounds per
square foot (the lowest limit for public

buildings and factories, and too small for large warehouses), a 12"
x 14" hard-pine girder of 25-foot span should not be placed more
than 7' 4" on centres, nor should the span be increased beyond 25

feet, even though the beams be placed nearer together, as the deflec-

tion would be too great. Hence, if we wish to employ wooden
girders, and desire a greater span or a greater distance between

girders, we must employ some method of strengthening the tim-

ber. There are two ways in which it is found practicable to strengthen
wooden girders one is to bolt a plate of iron the full depth of the
beam between two wooden beams, thus making what is called a flitch-

plate girder ;
and the other is to truss the beam either with belly-rods

or struts and rods, thus making what is called a trussed beam. Beams
trussed in these ways differ from a truss proper, in that the wooden
beam is in one piece, while a truss is supposed to be made up of

different pieces united at points called joints.

FLITCH-PLATE GIRDERS.

In framing large buildings it often occurs that the floors must be

supported upon girders which themselves rest upon columns, and it is

required that the columns shall be spaced farther apart than would
be allowable if simple wooden girders were used. In such cases the

flitch-plate girder may be used, oftentimes with advantage. A section
and elevation of a Hitch-plate girder is shown in Figure 1.

Hg. I.

The different pieces are bolted together every two feet by f
"

bolts,
as shown in elevation.

It has been found in practice that the thickness of the iron plate
should be about one-twelfth of the whole thickness of the beam, or
the thickness of the wood should be eleven times the thickness of the
iron. As the elasticity of iron is so much greater than that of wood,
we must proportion the load on the wood so that it shall bend the
same amount as the iron plate, otherwise the whole strain might be
thrown on the iron plate. The modulus of elasticity of wrought-iron
is about thirteen times that of hard-pine, or a beam of hard-pine one
inch wide would bend thirteen times as much as a plate of iron of

the same size under the same load. Hence, if we want the hard-pine
beam to bend the same as the iron plate, we must put only one-thir-

teenth as much load on it. If the wooden beam is eleven times as
thick as the iron one, we should put eleven-thirteenths of its safe load
on it, or what amounts to the same thing, use a constant only eleven-
thirteenths of the strength of the wood. On this basis the following
formulae have been made up for the strength of flitch-plate girders, in

which the thickness of iron is one-twelfth of the breadth of the beam,
approximately :

Let D= depth of beam.
B= total thickness of wood.
L= clear span in feet.

t =: thickness of iron plate.
, (100 Ibs. for hard-pine.*

(
73 Ibs. for hard spruce.W^ total load on girder.

Then safe load at centre in Ibs.=
-^ (fB -|- 720 t). (1.)

Safe distributed load in Ibs. =
For distributed load, D ==

For load at centre, D= y

(fB + 750
I).

1500 t.

(2.)

(3.)

As an example of the use of this kind of girder we will take the
case of a railway station in which the second story is devoted to

offices, and where we must use girders to support the second floor of

25-foot span, and not less than 12 feet on centres if we can avoid it.

This would give us to be supported by the girder a floor area of 12' x
25'= 300 square feet, and allowing 105 pounds per square foot as the

weight of the superimposed load and of the lloor itself, we have 31500

pounds as the load to IK- sup|xirted by the girder. Now we find by
computation that if we were to use a solid girder of hard-pine it would

require a 14" x 17" beam. If we were to use an iron beam we lind

that a 15" heavy iron lx>am would not have the requisite strength for

tliis s|i;ui, ami that we would be obliged to use two 12" beams.

We will now see what size of Hitch-plate girder we would require,
should we decide In n>e sudi a girder. We will assume the breadth of

both beams to be 12", so that we can use two 6" timliers, which we

will have hard-pine. The thickness of the iron will be 1". Then

substituting in Formula 3, we have
D = t/Z 318QQ x 28 . ./192 = 14". Hence we shall

' 2 X 1011 X 12 X 1800 X U
require a 12" x 14" girder.
Now for a comparison of the cost of the three girders we have con-

sidered in this example : the 14" x 17" hard-pine girder would contain

5!5 feet, hoard measure, which at five cents a foot would amount to

$25.75. Two 12-inch iron beams 25 feet 8 inches long will wei-h

2,083 pounds, and at four cents a pound they would cost $83.32.

The flitch-plate girder would contain 364 feet, board measure, which

would cost $18.20. The iron plate would weigh 1,31 2J pounds, which

would cost $52.50, making the total cost of the girder $70.70, or 813
less than the iron beams, and $45 more than the solid hard-pine
beams.

Flitch-plate beams also possess the advantage that the wood almost

entirely protects the iron, so that in case of a fire the heat would not

probably affect the iron until the wooden beams were badly burned.

TRUSSED BEAMS.

Whenever we wish to support a floor upon girders, having a span
of more than 30 feet, we must use either a trussed girder, a riveted

iron-plate girder, or two or more iron beams. The cheapest and
most convenient way is probably to use a large wooden girder and
truss it, either as in Figures 2 and 4, or Figures 3 and 5.

Fig. 5.

In the belly-rod truss, we either have two beams, and one rod,
which runs up between them, at the ends, or three beams, and two
rods running up between the beams in the same way. The beams
if should be in one continuous length for the whole span of the girder
they can be obtained of that length. The requisite dimensions of the

tie-rod, struts, and beam in any given case must be determined by
first finding the stresses which come upon these pieces, and then the

area of cross-section required to resist these stresses. For a single-
strut belly-rod truss such as is represented by Figure 2, the strain

upon the pieces may be obtained by the following formula; :

For distributed load W over whole girder :

Tension in T=& W X

Compression in C =
-f
W.

r> IST -^ , length of S
Compression in B = ^ W X t^S^rS-

For concentrated load W over C :

Tension in T=
-j- X

Compression in C= W.

Compression in B = -^ X

l.-ii K lli i if T
U'

length of It

lengili of C '

(6.)

(7-)

(8.)

For girder trussed as represented in Figure 3, under a distributed

load W over whole girder :

o a TTT- v , length of S
Compression in S = ^ W X ^aroTir- (9-)

Tension in R 4 W,

Tension in B - J W V le"8<h of B
IS A

leugtu of C '

For concentrated load W at centre:
c, W . , length of S

Compression in S =
-j- X Tength of a

Tension in R = W.
m n W ., length of B
Tension in B r X T^uftToTc

(10.)

(11.)

(12.)

For double-strut belly-rod truss (Fig. 4) with distributed load W
over whole girder:

Tension in T= .367 W XS. (13.)
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Compression in C = .367 W.

Compression in B or D .367 IK X lengthen?'

For concentrated load W over each nfthe struts C:

m T Tir sx length of T
Pension in f= W X Tenguhof c"

Compression in C = W.
r> TIT- ^ length of B /-i\

Compression in B or tension in D = IF X 'leiiguToYTr' v I0v

-For girder trussed as in Figure 5, tinrfer a distributed load W over

whole girder :

(14.)

(15-)

Compression in S 167 W V le"K""lf *
.db I ir X

length of 7( (17.)

(1 )

Tension R = .367 IK.

Tension in B or compress'n inZ>= .367 W X
leTigth of It'

8-)

Under concentrated loads IK applied at 2 and 3 :

Compression in S = W X TsUaSfaTF
Tension in R = TK.
rr . . r> T^ TTT- . length of B
1 ension in B or compression in D= W X

Teiigth of it
'

Trusses such as shown in Figures 4 and 5 should be divided so

that the rods R, or the struts C, shall divide the length of the girder
into three equal, or nearly equal, parts.
The lengths of the pieces, T, C, B, R, S, etc., should be measured

on the centres of the pieces. Thus the length of R should be taken
from the centre of the strut Z> to the centre of the tie-beam B ; and
the length of C should be measured from the centre of the rod, to

the centre of the strut-beam B.
After determining the strains in the pieces by these formulas, we

may compute the area of the cross-sections, by the following rules :

Area of cross-section of strut = Compression in strut
_ (2

,
}

Diameter of iron tie-rod = (22.)

For the beam B, we must compute its necessary area of cross-

section as a tie, or strut (according to which truss we use), and also

the area of cross-section required to support its load acting as a

beam, and give a section to the beam equal to the sum of the two
sections thus obtained.

(23.)

Area of cross-section of B to > Tension Compression
. 1= or .

Wx

resist tension or compression

In trusses 2X3:
Breadth of B (as a beam,) = 2 x j^

~
^

In trusses 4X5:
Breadth of B (as a beam,) = f, n* x A '

In these formulae :

C=
- 1000 Ibs. per square inch for hard-pine and oak.

800 " " " " "
spruce.

700 " " " " "
white-pine.

13000 " " '
cast-iron.

(24.)

(25.)

A =

2000 Ibs. per square inch for hard-pine." " "
spruce."
white-pine.

10000 " " " "
vcrought-iron.

120 Ibs. for hard-pine.
100 " ((

spruce and oak.
80 " "

white-pine.

EXAMPLES.

To illustrate the method of computing the dimensions of the parts
of girders of this kind, we will take two examples :

I- Computation for a girder such as is shown in Figure 2 for a
span of 30 feet, the trusses to be 12 feet on centres, and carrvino- a
floor for which we should allow 100 pounds per square foot." The
girder will consist of two beams, and one rod. We can allow the
belly-rod Tto come two feet below the beams B, and we will assume
that the depth of the beams B will be 12 inches; then the length ofC (which is measured from the centres of the beams) would be 30
inches. The length of B would of course be 15 feet, and bv com-
putation, or by scaling, we find the length of T to be 15 feet 2A
inches.

The total load on the girder equals the span multiplied by the dis-
tance of girders on centres, X 100 pounds = 30 X 12 X 100 =
36000 pounds.
Then we find from formula (5)

Tension in rod = ^ of 36000 X ^" =65664 Ibs.,

and from formula (22) :

Diameter of rod -.
\/^jjj

= ^" near!y.
The strut beams we will make of spruce. The compression in

the two strut beams=^;
of 36000 X Vo = 64800 pounds or 32400

pounds for each strut. To resist this compression would require
Allowing 12000 Ibs. to be tension per square inch in the rod.

3-J4<>n_40 square inches of cross-section, which corresponds to a

beam 3|" x' 12". The load on B= one-half of 36000 = 18000

pounds, and as there are two beams, this gives but 9000 pounds load

on each beam.
Then from formula (24)

R 9000_X_1S _ < nil~
TTx 144 X 100

and adding to this the 3" already obtained for compression, we

have for strut-beams, two 8" x 12" spruce beams. The load on C=
| IK =22500 pounds. If we are to have a number of trusses all

alike, it would be well to have a strut of cast-iron, but if we are to

build but one, we might make the strut of oak. If of cast-iron, the

strut should have JM|^==U square inches of cross-section at its

smallest section, or about 1" x 2". If of oak it would require a sec-

tion= Y/ifo
= 22 square inches = 4" x 5" at its smallest section.

Thus we have found that for our truss, we shall require two strut-

beams 8" x 12" of spruce about 31 feet long, a belly-rod 2|" diame-

ter, and a cast-iron strut 1" x 2" at its smallest end, or else an oak

strut 4" x 5".

Example II. It is desired to support a floor over a lecture-room

40 feet wide, by means of a trussed girder, and as the room above is

to be used for electrical purposes it is desired to have a truss with

very little iron in it, and so we use a truss such as is shown in Fig-

ure"5. Where the girders rest on the wall, there will be brick pilas-

ters, having a projection of 6 inches, which will make the span of the

truss 39 feet, and we will space the rods R, so as to divide the tie-

beam into three equal spans of 13 feet each. The tie-beam will

consist of two hard-pine beams, with the struts coming between them.

We will have two rods, instead of one, at R, coming down each side

of the strut, and passing through an iron casting below the beams,

forming supports for them. The height of truss from centre to cen-

tre of timbers we must limit to 18 inches, and we will space the trusses

8 feet on centres. Then the total floor area supported by one girder

equals 8'x39'=312 square feet. The heaviest load to which the

floor will be subjected will be the weight of students, for which 75

pounds per square foot will be ample allowance, and the weight of

the floor itself will be about 25 pounds, so that the total weight of the

floor and load will be 100 pounds per square foot. This makes the

total weight liable to come on one girder 31,200 pounds.
Then we find from formulas (17 and 18) :

Compression in struts = .367 TK X-^ =106800 Ibs.

Tension in both tie-beams = .367 TK X -^-= 106000 Ibs.

Tension in both rods R = .367 JK= 11450 Ibs.

The timber in the truss will be hard-pine, and hence we must have,
1
||-|2<

l =107 square inches area of cross-section in the strut,
which is equivalent to a 9" x 1 2" timber, or, as that is not a merchant-
able size, we will use a 10" x 12" strut. The tie-beams will each
have to carry one-half of 106000= 53000 pounds, and the area of

cross-section to resist this= \VW 27" or 2^-"x 12".

The distributed load on one section of each tie-beam, coming from
the floor-joist

= 13 X 8 X 100= 10400 pounds, and from Formula

25 we have B WxL 1Mon X " _ <u- VtlPxA 5-2 144 X 120
dt

Then the breadth of each tie-beam must be 3"
-j- 2^"= 5|" or

say, 6," hence the tie-beams will be 6" x 12." Each rod will have
to carry 5725 pounds and their diameter will be

y/lZ^fL
=

f
''

nearly.

Thus we have found for the dimensions of the various pieces of
the girder :

Two tie-beams 6" x 12." Two rods at each joint f" in diameter,
and strut-pieces 10" x 12."

BUILDING SUPERINTENDENCE. XXX.

WE
need dwell no more upon the details of construction of

our building, which would now differ little from those of
any other, but will proceed at once to consider the necessarymeans for heating and ventilating the various rooms.

Success in this point will be a matter of some diffi-
Heat'nean<i

culty, and we should have our scheme well prepared
"' n '

in advance, in order that the necessary distribution of flues and
pipes may be effected to the best advantage.
The only practicable method of conveying heat from a single

source to all points of so large a building is to employ steam, a'ml

although steam-heating is in many respects inferior to that by means
of hot water or ordinary furnaces, we have no alter-

native, and must try to mitigate the bad features of
team.

the system as much as possible. For the smaller rooms, the evil to
be avoided is the closeness, from want of a fresh-air supply, which
generally characterizes steam-heated offices, and to remedy" this we
shall do best to adopt what is known as the direct-indirect mode of
heating, in which the radiators stand in the rooms, but are made to
enclose a space into which air is admitted directly
from the outside of the buildincr, to pass, after beino-

Dlrect-lndl-

warmed by contact with the pipes of the radiator,
rect Methodl

into the room. The large hall in the second story must be heated
in a somewhat different way, since it would not be possible to placeradiators in the interior of the room, but it will be advantageous to
keep them as near the part to be warmed as possible. The source
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of heat for the entire building will be a boiler placed in the base-

iiifin, and we should get some notion of the necessary si/e of the

boiler, and of the line to carry off the smoke from it, in time to pro-

portion the rooms suitably.
'

We can form a rough estimate of the radiating surface required,
and thence of the sizes of pipes, boilers and Hues, by allowing one-

tenth of a square foot radiating surface to each square foot of

plain wall and exposed roof surface, and seven-tenths

-"^ !l Sl l" are f ot f radiating surface additional for

face required, each square foot of ;;lass in the windows. The build-

ing has about 33,000 square feet of outside wall and

15,000 square feet of interior wall, ami to this must be added 12,000

square feet of roof surface, exposed to the interior of the rooms,

making 60,000 square feet of roof and wall, requiring 6,000 square
feet of radiating surface. Of glass in the various openings there is

about 5,l>00 square feet, sijven-tentlis of which will give 3,920 feet

additional of radiating surface, making 9,920 square feet in all.

The rule sometimes used, of allowing for direct-indirect radiation

one and a half square feet of radiating surface for every 100 cubic
feet of space contained in the building, would give, as we have about

900,000 cubic feet, 13,500 square feet of radiating surface; but this

would be an excessive allowance for the large hall in the second

story, and our first estimate is quite safe.

By the ,isual rule for estimating, the heating surface of the boiler

must be one-tenth that of tlie radiating surfaces, which would give
here 992 square feet. This could be obtained by using a horizontal

boiler 5 feet in diameter and 20 feet long, with about
Necessary QQ tubes, but a single boiler of this kind would not

fucTo'r'aoller! vvor' ; to sucu advantage as two, presenting together
the same amount of heating surface; and there is here

the further advantage in using two boilers, that one can be employed
solely for heating the hall in the upper story, which is only occasion-

ally in use, while the other can be devoted independently to warming
the offices in the first story and basement of the building, which are oc-

cupied almost continuously. \Ve must therefore make a new calcu-

lation, which shows us that the hall in the second story will require al-

most exactly one-half of the total radiating surface, so that two boilers

just alike, each containing 500 square feet of heating surface will

answer admirably. As an engineer will be constantly employed, it

will be most convenient and economical to use two horizontal boilers,

each 4 feet in diameter, 20 feet long, and containing 30 tubes. Each
of these boilers will need, in order to be able to getce '

up steam quickly, about 20 square feet of grate sur-

face, and we shall require, to carry away the gases of combustion

quickly from these grates, when both are in operation, a chimney of

the best form with a sectional area of about 13 square inches to each

square foot of grate surface. We have 40 square feet

of
C
Ch*mney. grate surface, and must have, therefore, 520 square

inches of sectional area of chimney. The height of

the chimney would enter into the calculation to a certain extent,
since the velocity of the current increases with the height of the

heated column, but this advantage is soon lost in prolonging the shaft

to an excessive height, and we shall obtain the best results by assum-

ing only the average dimensions. The sectional area thus calculated

should be obtained in a square or circular flue, as an oblong one, with
the same area, has much less capacity for carryingape o ue. awav gm^e. Considering the circumstances of our

building, it will be found most advantageous to employ a circular

cast-iron smoke-pipe, and to place it in the ventilating shaft which
forms a portion of the tower, so that the heat radiated from it may
assist the upward current in the ventilating Hue. A pipe 28 inches

in diameter will give the requisite sectional area, or a little more ;

and as it will be 128 feet in height we can be sure of a good velocity
in it. The only objection to such a position for the chimney is the

danger of disfiguring the upper portion of the tower with smoke
;

but by carrying the pipe through the roof of the smaller turret it

will discharge the smoke at a sufficient distance from the main bel-

fry to make sure that it will be carried away by the wind.
The position of the boilers will be determined in general by that

of the chimney, since it is desirable that the communication between
the smoke connection of the boilers and the chimney
s 'lou ' (l De as direct as possible, avoiding long pipes,
which chill the gases, and underground Hues, in which

it is difficult to start a current. Fortunately, we have kept this

point in view, and have arranged a room in the corner of the base-

ment, close to the tower, large enough, not only for placing and

managing the boilers, but for passing all around and over them, with
sufficient space in front of them for handling the long Hue-brushes
and scrapers which will be required.
We may now estimate roughly the size of the largest pipes which

will be required, and we shall then know what special provision must
be made in the construction of the building for placing
them. Taking the safe rule that the main distrib-

uting pipes should have a sectional area equivalent to

eight-tenths of a square inch for each 100 square feet of radiating
surface supplied by them, we shall find, since each boiler furnishes

steam to 4960 square feet of radiating surface, that each main steam-

pipe must be a little more than 7 inches in diameter inside. As no

pipe is made between 7 and 8 inch, and as 8 inch is much larger
than would be necessary, we will determine upon 7-inch pipe. The
risers, or pipes which run up to supply the radiators above will be

small, none being more than 3 inches in diameter, and we shall have

Size of Main
Pipes.

Ventilation.

no difficulty in carrying them up in 4" x 4" recesses left in the wall

at the proper places, which it will be well to mark on the plans at

once.

Before this can be done, however, we must determine all the main
features of our system of ventilation as well as heating, and the

sooner we make up our minds about this the better.

For the basement and first story rooms the plan of ventilation

should be as simple as possible. Fresh air will be admitted behind
the radiators in each room, which should stand under
the windows, in order that the warmth from them

,. i i

may counteract tlie descending stream of cold air

which, in winter, always (lows over the surface of the glass, and
foul air will best be taken out at two points, one near the top
ami the other near the bottom of the room. For the offices which
have fireplaces, the opening of this will form the lower outlet, but

another should be provided near the ceiling, communicating with a

flue which may be carried up beside the fireplace Hue. Where there

is no fireplace, two flues, one opening near the floor, and the other

near the ceiling, will be necessary. If the combined area of these

outlets is made somewhat greater than that of the inlet, a gentle
current will be maintained at all levels in the room, and the air kept
in better condition than would be possible with a single outlet. As
the small rooms are occupied only by a few officers and clerks, the

supply of fresh air need not be very large, and a 4-inch round pipe
to each radiator would make an ample inlet. For outlets, brick
(lues 8" x 12" will be best, and each Hue may open with small regis-
ters both in basement and first story, remembering, however, that

two openings must not be made in any Hue in the same story, and
that a Hue which exhausts from the floor of the basement rooms must

also, if it opens in the second story, exhaust from the Hoor there

also, and that in the same way the ceiling registers in the first-

story rooms should open into the Hue which draws from the ceiling
of the basement rooms. It need hardly be said that two fireplaces
should not under any circumstances open into the same Hue, and
that the outlet registers in the basement rooms must not have a clear

opening greater than half the sectional area of the flues into which

they open, if any air is to be drawn into the same flues from the

rooms above.

As the entrance-way and corridor in the first story and basement
will naturally be more or less foul, a good current of air should at

all times be maintained through them. The frequent opening of the

doors will furnish a sufficient fresh-air supply, without bringing

special pipes to the radiators, and it will be of advantage to restrict

the inlets, but increase the outlet, encouraging the exhaust in other

ways as much as possible, so that the draft from the corridor will be

stronger than that in the rooms, and the current will, on opening the

doors, tend consequently from the room into the corridor, and not

vice versa. We will therefore provide only direct radiation for warm-

ing the corridors, and will conduct the air from them by a pipe pass-

ing through the closets at the end opposite the staircase to the gable
wall, where a large flue is ready to receive it and carry it away. If

there should be any difficulty in maintaining a current through this

flue in cold weather, we can afterwards place a radiator in it, a little

above the level of the second-story floor
;
but this wall is of great

thickness, and we can easily build in it a flue 20" x 20", or 20" x
24", perfectly straight, and 100 feet high, which will be very little

liable to a reversal of tlie current in it, even without artificial heating.

Having now provided for the separate removal of the air in the

basement and first story, which we wish to prevent from ascending
the stairs to annoy the occupants of the hall above, we must arrange
for a special supply to the latter. The hall, with the

gallery, will seat about 1000 persons, and to make Ventilating

them quite comfortable during an evening they should
Main Hal1 -

be furnished with at least 1500 cubic feet each" of fresh air per hour
;

and this air must, moreover, be warmed in winter before delivery,
and conducted throughout the room gently and uniformly, leaving no
corner unvisited, and dispersing itself everywhere rapidly but without
sensible currents. The system must include every part of the room,
since any portion unswept by the flow of air will become a reservoir

of decaying organic particles, which will diffuse themselves through
the neighboring atmosphere for some distance in all directions. We
will at first consider the winter ventilation only, that for summer be-

ing simpler, but completely different.

As in the rooms below, we have decided to use the direct-indirect

method of steam heating in the hall, placing large radiators under
the windows on all sides, and supplying each radiator witli a given

quantity of fresh air from the outside, to be warmed by contact with

it, and then delivered into the room. The persons seated next the

walls, who would otherwise be exposed to the chilling currents which
descend along the surface of tlie windows, and to a much smaller ex-

tent along the plastering, will then be doubly protected, bv the de-

flection of the cold currents on meeting the warm streams
rising

from
the radiators, and by the direct influence of the warm rays falling

upon their bodies from the hot pipes. As those occupying the seats

at the edges of the room will thus be warmed by direct radiation, the
air supplied to them need not be so warm as if it were the onlv
source of heat; and the current delivered from the radiators, if suf-

ficiently abundant, need not be raised above 60 Fahrenheit. This
will answer also for the persons in the interior of the room, who, al-

though cut off in part from the heat radiated by the steam coils, are

less-exposed to cold currents from the windows, and receive, more-

over, a very considerable amount of warmth radiated from the bodies
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of those around them. With this human warmth, however, is given
off a certain amount of organic exhalation, so that the air in the

centre of the room will be less pure than that nearer the fresh-air

openings at the sides, and it will lie necessary to furnish the middle

portions with an additional supply. In many buildings this could be

done by placing registers in the aisles between the seats, introducing
at small intervals air taken fresh from the outside, warmed in the

basement and sent up through pipes, but we have to bear in mind
that our hall will often be used for dancing, so that registers in any
part of the floor will be quite inadmissible, and some other place
must be found for delivering the air.

There are but two other positions where inlets can be placed
near the Moor, one of these being the vertical front of the stage
and the other the front of the gallery. Both of these will do, and
we will arrange to use them, although in different ways. The
front of the stage being separated, sometimes by an orchestra, some-
times merely by an open space, from the front rows of seats, may be
used as a great register, throwing in air along its whole extent, and
the air so introduced will, in its passage across the orchestra space,
diffuse and mix itself with other currents, thereby losing its original

impetus, and reaching the occupants of the front benches as a breeze
so gentle as to be hardly felt. This stage front will, in fact, offer the

best position in the room for the advantageous introduction of air,
and we must arrange for taking it by ample openings from the out-

side into the space under the stage, and for warming it by radiators

before delivering it into the auditorium. Some of the radiators may
be placed close to the open gratings of the front, where their di-

rect warmth will be felt by the persons nearest them, who are most

exposed to the current.

By taking advantage of the shape of the space under the stage, we
shall be able to secure a gentle but strong horizontal delivery of the
warmed air, which will send it well toward the centre of the room
before it begins to ascend, and the portion of the auditorium nearest
the stage will thus be supplied with fresh air throughout its whole
extent. For the remaining half we will take fresh air from the rear

wall, under the front of the gallery, but in a manner slightly different
from that employed for the first portion. In order to throw the supply
from this direction well into the centre of the auditorium, we shall

need to bring it in with considerable velocity, and as the seats for
the audience extend to a point within a few feet of the gallery front,
the current, if allowed to strike the persons sitting in them, would be
felt as a disagreeable and even dangerous draught, so that we shall

do best to introduce the greater part of it at a height of ten or
twelve feet above the ground. In this way the main current will

pass above the heads of those sitting near the inlet registers, the air

diffusing itself so as to come within reach of the lungs of the audi-
ence only in proportion as it loses velocity. Under this arrange-
ment, the greater the force with which it enters the room the more
effective will the stream be in reaching and stirring up the atmos-

phere of the middle portions, and we may with advantage place the
radiators for heating it in the basement, and bring the air up by
pipes through the offices in the basement and first story. By making
the pipes straight, with a curved elbow at the top to direct the current
into the room, we shall obtain a heated column long enough to possess
a very considerable buoyant tendency, and the air will be thrown into
the hall with force enough to carry it to the centre before it will

begin to rise. To complete the supply of fresh air for the room, we
must furnish the occupants of the rear rows, who will receive little

benefit from the currents passing over their heads, with some sepa-
rate inlets near the floor, bringing the air in through exposed steam
coils in the direct-indirect manner, so that, as at the sides of the
room, the chill caused to the persons near by the movement of the

incoming air, which, slight as it is, increases the evaporation from
the skin, and causes a sensation of cold

; together with the loss of
heat due to radiation from the body to the cold walls, and the un-
pleasant draughts due to accidental currents, may be compensated by
the wa'rm rays from the pipes.
We shall now have, for the main portion of the auditorium, cur-

rents of fresh air proceeding from all sides, and meeting in the
centre. The currents from front and rear are purposely directed
with considerable force in a horizontal direction, and those from the
sides, which are, so to speak, pressed upon by the descending cold
air from the window surfaces, will be deflected in the same direction,
and this impulse, aided by the natural adhesion of moving air to the
surfaces with which it comes in contact, will serve to keep at least
the heads of the occupants of the room in a pure and constantly re-
newed atmosphere. On the meeting of the currents in the middle,
their horizontal movement will be destroyed, and the buoyant force
due to the heat of the mass of air, which has grown warmer in pass-
ing among the bodies of the people, will assert itself, carrying the
whole upward. Then, if not otherwise disposed of, it will become
chilled by contact with the underside of the cold roof, and will
descend along the surfaces of the roof, walls and windows, to mingle
again with the incoming air from the radiators, and repeat the same
round. Ihis would not only contaminate the freshness of the new
supply but would very much reduce its amount, since air cannot be
forced by ordinary means into a room which is full already, so that
we must, to secure a continuance of the flow of pure air, remove the
vitiated atmosphere before it can descend to the level of the incom-
ing currents.

If the movement of the air were positive enough to carry it, after
rising above the heads of the people, directly to the roof, it miht

be best to take it from the ridge, but in cold weather this would

hardly be the case, much of the air becoming chilled and returning

downward before reaching that point, so that we shall do better to

exhaust it from the level of the cornice, a little above the line of

separation between the lower, fresh, warm and horizontally moving

stratum, and the upper stratum of vitiated, gradually-cooling and

descending air. If the hall were of a perfectly simple shape, this

upper stratum would move uniformly all around, but there are two

causes which will give it a tendency toward the stage end of the

room. One of these is the attraction of the stage ventilation, which

draws the upper air sensibly toward the proscenium-arch ;
and the

other is the pressure of the air from the gallery, which, introduced

through radiators at the sides and rear, will move forward into the

main body of the auditorium, pushing the stratum in front of it in

the same direction. The mass of air which we wish to remove will

then be impelled gently against the proscenium wall, and can be re-

moved most effectively by openings in that wall, through which it

can continue its course into the ventilation-shaft and away from the

building. These openings can have any decorative shape, and

should communicate with a conduit behind the proscenium wall, car-

ried into the main ventilating flue.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.

Cres-COMPETITIVE DESIGNS FOR $3,000-HOUSES SUBMITTED BY

cent Moon " AND BY "
Comfort

"
[NO. 2].

SHOULD any of our non-professional readers desire to build accord-

ing to either of these designs, we trust he will do the author the simple

justice of putting the work into his hands. We shall always be

pleased to put client and author into communication with each other.

HOUSE FOB H. C. G. BALS, ESQ., INDIANAPOLIS, IND. MESSRS.

J. H. & A. II. STEM, ARCHITECTS, INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

THE first story is of stone, and the second story is covered with
red tile. The ho'use cost $15,000.

DESIGN FOR A RECEIVING TOMB. MR. C. B. ATWOOD, ARCHI-

TECT, NKW YOHK, N. Y.

THE $3,000-HOUSE COMPETITION. XIII.

SPECIFICATION FOR DESIGN SUBMITTED BY "
Comfort" (NO. 2).

("ABPENTRY: Frame of spruce.
* Sill and plate, 4" x 6''; studs,

2" x 4'' and 2" x 3". Floor joists,
2" x 8"; rafters, 2" x 7". Floral
bridged every 7'. Covering-
boards, square-edged, hemlock.
Outside finish of pine. Flush-

ings of zinc. Under floors of
hemlock. Upper floors, hard-
pine in Kitchen; elsewhere,
spruce, planed smooth. Inside
finish, piue to paint. Doors and
sashes, first quality factory.
Doors of first story to have plain
glass knobs and japanned butts;
elsewhere to have mineral knobs.
Blinds to all windows. Shelves
in closets, pantry and china-
closet. Front stairs, first flight,
ash, others of pine.

ilatonry: Cellar wall, rub-
ble-stone laid dry and pointed.
Fireplaces, face-brick laid in red
mortar, with tile hearths.

Uumneys, piers and underpinning of common bricks laid in lime-mortar.
Painting: Outside, two coats of white-lead and oil. Inside, one coat of

shellac and two coats of paint.
Plastering: Spruce laths, and two-coat work.
Plumbing: Long hopper water-closet; soapstone sink in Kitchen and

force-pump.
ESTIMATE OF QUANTITIES AMD PRICES KBLING NEAK BOSTON. MASS.

CARPENTRY.
10,000 feet spruce timber, 13 517 ............ 81"0 00
5,000feet

"
partition "and furring stock" (BSlV"" ao'o

8,000 feet hemlock under floor and covering boards,' sis".'.'" '.'.'. '. 12o"oO37 M. pine shingles, ( $3.50 .......
1,000 feet stock for outside finish . . .

100 feet pine gutters ...........

+ sash> *"""" :::::

Fp.
Inside finish .............. ..."'.'.'.I'.".

..................................

2,500 tent upper floors, <S 2Jc....
................

Sta
2

*s
feet hard-pine kitchen floor, @ fc....".!"'.""'.'.'.'.'.'.""""".'"."

Hardware'an'd'nai'ls .'.'.' ,'.'.'.'

..............................................'''

Mantels and buffet.'.'.'.'.'
.'.'.'.'.'.' ^'SJoo.oo

MASOXKY.
17 squares excavating, $2.50
50 perch cellar stone, laid, $2 50

"

10,000 bricks, laid, to $18
8 thimbles... ......?.. ..?.".

"

900 yards plastering, @ 25c. . .

2 fireplaces

Painting, not including glazing.. .'.

1"-0

J'?
225.0

-""
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Conductors, 100 feet, 2J-inch zino 11.1.00

1'lumbing f -00

Total |2,S.<PO
Architect

'

communion, 3J % 103.66

SPKCIFICATION FOB DESIGN SUBMITTED BY " CreSCSHt ifoOH."

All the work and materials to be warranted good quality.
Excavation: Tlio entire cellnr lobe excavati d

M.m<>- tt'ork: Basement walls to be of stouo 18" thick, Isid in mortar and

neatly pointed.
Brickwork: The chimneys to be hard-burned brick.

Liith and Plaster : Tlie entire first and second stories, and one room
and hail in attic to be lathed and phi-acred.

Fireplace*: The Pallor fireplaces to have tile hearth and facing, with

cast-iron back; tlie Dining-room and second story will have brick hearth,
bark and fannu's.

Cistern: Build brick cistern 8' diameter and 8'
deep, properly cemented

and made water-tight; same to have brick dome and tile drain connected
with tin leaders.

CARPENTER'S WORK.

Size of Timber*: Floor beams, 2" x 8"; posts, 4"x 6"; intertiea, 4"x 6";

plate?, 3" x B"; sills, 4" x 8"; rafters, 2" x G"; valley rafters, 2" x 9"; ridge

pieces, 2" x 8".

Bridging; AH floors to have one row of cross-bridging.
Roof*: All cornices to be moulded, and have gutters and valleys properly

tinned; roofs to be of shingles laid on slats; the gutters will have tin leaders

to connect with rain-water drains; the one-story portion, Dining-room, bay-
window and alcove will have roofs of tin.

Siding: The frame to be covered with hemlock boards', and lined with

heavy b'uilding paper; the first story will then be covered with clapboards;
the second story and gables with shingles: verandas will have matched

ceilings of pine.
floors: All inside floors to be of spruce, 5" wide; porch floors, pine.
Window*: All windows will have double-hung sliding sash, glazed with

single-thick French sheet^glass; bay-windows will have inside Venetian

blinds; other windows, outside rolling blinds.

Doors: All inside doors lobe H" thick, and have moulded panels; outside

door, as shown on detail drawing, 1}" thick; all to be hung with butts, and
have mortise-locks with porcelain furniture.

Trimming: The whole of the trimming will be of pine, with reeded

mouldings; the door and window to finish with corner and base blocks.

Stairs: Stairs to be of pine, with ash newels, rails and balusters, as

shown on detail drawings.
Pantries and Closets: All to be fitted up with hanging hooks, and three

shelves, as directed.

Wainscoting: The Dining-room will be wainscoted as shown on interior

sketch.
Mantels. Fit up mantels as shown on detail drawings; the one In second

Btory will be of pine; those in first story will be of ash.

rani: Fit up tank in attic, 3' x 4' and 3' deep.
Aliscellaneout: Case up sinks and bath-tub with narrow beaded boards;

the bath to have hard-wood top.

PAINTING.

The whole of the work usually painted, both outside and in, to have three

cents of good quality white-lead and oil paint, of such color as directed; the

chimneys above roofs to be painted red, with black pointing.

PLUMBING.

Tank in attic to be lined with lead; fit up planished bath-tub where

shown; to be a oast-iron sink in Kitchen, with cast-iron legs and back; fit

up range and water-back, connected with galvanized-iron 20-gallon boiler;
tlie wash-tubs, sink mid bath will be supplied with hot and cold water; fit

up force-pump in Kitchen connected with cistern; same to supply the

Kitchen sink and tank.

ESTIMATE FOR VICINITY OF NEW YORK.

TIIK SALE OF Till: IlfKLHEKT COLLECTIONS.

Carpenter work $1,8(10.00
Mason's " 900.00

Tinning ami plumbing 350.00
Total

Painting I1T5.CO
Architect's fee 260.00

, $3,475.00

The above is an estimate from reliable builders near New York; they decline,
however, to give tlie bill of quantities, ou Ihe ground that it is impossible to esti-

mate tbe number of days' work.
You will observe I have put the architect's fee at 8250, or 5 % on $5,000, believ-

ing tliis to be consistent with the schedule of the A. I. A., which states: For
work under $5,000 a special rate in excess," and as the architect's work on a
$3,ixiO-hou8e is fully equal to that of a house costing $5,000, 1 consider the above

charge to be correct.

THE ENGLISH CHANNEL TUNNEL. Sir John Hawkshaw, civil engi-

neer, recently stated that there were no engineering difficulties in the

way of the formation of the tunnel between France and England, and

that its maintenance would be cheap. He estimated the cost of the

tunnel at 8,000,000, and said tlie work would occupy in construction

eight years. Pie had no doubt as to the financial success of the under-

taking. It was reasonable to reckon upon 2,000,000 passengers being

carried through the tunnel annually at 6s. per head, and 1,200,000 tons of

goods at 6s. per ton. That would produce a revenue of 900,000. Al-

lowing forty percent for working expenses, 6.75 per cent could then be

paid upon the capital of 8,000,000. As one means of defence, it had

been suggested that steps should be taken by which the tunnel could

be flooded. He, however, was of opinion that arrangements could be

made to throw up a mass of shingle inside the tunnel and thus prevent
its use. If necessary, the tunnel could be blown up. Should more than

one tunnel be constructed, the question whether or not they should all

be defended by forts was a question for a military man. If there were

several tunnels they could be easily defended by the game fortifications

on the English side. The tunnel would be 180 feet below the bed of

the channel. Exchange.

1IF11KKK is lieing sold at auction in New
Jl" York while this issue of the .{im-rii-nn

Architect is passing through the prc.-s, a

collection of peculiar interest. It consists of

pictures, furniture, tapestries and miscellane-

ous bric-a-brac gathered together during many
years by Mr. William Henry Hurlbert, who
is well known as an intelligent judge of the

works of art of past times as well as of our

own. It is only of the pictures, however, that

I wish to make brief mention here. In the

strict and not the advertising sense of the

word they form a "
unique" collection one

which is not likely to be duplicated, that is, on

this side of the water. It is not often one can

say of an auction sale thai there is not a bad picture in the lot. Hut

one can say it here, even of the very few modern French examples by
such men as Merle and Lefebvre which have rather an alien look

amid their finer surroundings, for even these few are very good

specimens in their own way. Much more interesting, however, are

many small canvases by the great Frenchmen of an earlier day
by Diaz, Lambinct, Michel, Faustin-Besson, Daubigny and others

almost all painted in the early days of the artists' activity and showing
their powers in their most characteristic phases, before popularity and

monev-making had wrought their inevitable modifications. A beauti-

ful Marilhat, one of his well-known works, is an example of a master

very seldom seen on this side of the water. English pictures, loo,

are not wanting, as for example a Nasmyth and a little Leslie which

last will be a revelation to those who know Leslie only by the crude ,

chalky colors of his later work as shown in the Lenox Library col-

lection. A fine Sir Joshua, one of several versions lie painted of

the child with the mouse's cage, is in excellent preservation with the

flesh tones still intact. Of yet greater interest, however, are the old

pictures in the collection one or two excellent and important ex-

amples of the Italian schools and a number of fine Dutch landscapes

among others a sea piece by Van Der Velde with exquisitely trans-

parent water, two Hobbemas (one of which with dark trees and a glow-

ing sky could not easily be surpassed), a tiny Backhuysen, a battle-

piece by Teniers, and two Kuysdaels. One of these last is, I think,

the gem of the collection a small picture showing a flat Dutch land-

scape with a broad road that runs straight away from the spectator
in the middle of the composition. In spite of this formality in theme,
and in spite of the non-picturesqueness of the subject and the loving

accuracy with which details have been treated, 1 know of no land-

scape of any school which is more full of grandeur and of sentiment,
and it is in admirable condition, the soft blues* of the exquisite sky
not having faded out as is too often the case with similar works, and
the golden tone of the whole being perfectly preserved. It will be a

pity if all these pictures are allowed to pass into private keeping
without at least an effort to secure some of them for our museums.
And it will be a still greater pity, perhaps, if Mr. Hurlbert's Turner

well-known to fame but so secluded Tor many years that but few
have seen it is allowed to share a similar fate. Indeed there is

a worse danger yet to be apprehended here; for this is a picture of

which the dealers know the value, and which, if it falls into their

hands, will undoubtedly be taken back to England for sale. I do not

hesitate to say that it is a canvas which will show Turner to untrav-

elled American eyes as he has never been shown before, and will

prove to them for the first time that the praise which has been lav-

ished on him by English critics has not been the mistaken eulogy of

an eccentric, unbalanced, if splendid, genius. The pictures in the

Lenox Library give no idea of the Turner we see on this Venetian

canvas, and a dozen "Slave Ships" would be all too little to exchange
for such a work. It was painted in Turner's best period when his

talent had reached its highest and most personal development but
had not yet fallen into the apparently wilful extravagances which
mark the time when the " Slave Ship

" was executed. It is a large

picture, in excellent condition, pitched in a high key with a prepon-
derance of whites and blues and with the brilliant sails of Venetian

fishing-boats as its strongest notes. The catalogue will give, I be-

lieve, the "
pedigree

"
of the picture, but it is not of the sort that

needs extrinsic recommendations. Never before has there been such

a chance to get possession for our public institutions of a character-

istic example of Turner's most admirable mood. And it is doubtful

whether, should this chance be lost, the future will supply a wiser

generation with another. As will be remembered, Mr. Thomas Mo-
ran had for years a fine landscape which he attributed with much ap-

parent justice to Turner's earlier years. Some judges said "not a
Turner but an Old Chrome," but most, I think, agreed with the

owner in his attribution. At all events the "Conway Castle
"
was

a beautiful example of the kind of work done by Turner in his ear-

lier years and by the other great men of that moment. It minht
well have found an honored place in one of our museum.*, and had
we then secured this Venetian canvas of Mr. Hurlbert's to put be-

side it we should have had data by which the artist and his progres-
sive art might have been studied and understood. No greaier con-

trast could have been conceived and none more instructive to the

student, whether of art principles in general, or of the life and work
of the greatest of English landscape painters. The "Conway Cas-
tle

"
is unfortunately Tost to us forever ;

but the " Venice
" we may
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still secure. Its price will doubtless be high, but it is to be hopei
there is some lover of art among us wise enough to see its value am
generous enough to give it to our public, either in this city or ii

another; or if this is too much to ask, let us hope there is som.
one who will save it for America even if in the semi-seclusion of a
private gallery. Ai. G. VAN KENSSELAER.

THE BLISTERING OF PAINT.

subject of the blistering
of paint has from time t<

time engrossed the attentioi

of practical men
; but, so far a

we can follow it in the literature

pertaining to the building trade
its cause has never been clearb
laid down, and hence it is a de
tail enshrouded in mystery.
We propose, in the present no-

tice, to lay down some genera
rules that govern this phenome
non, if we may so call it, and fron
the same to draw some practica
conclusions, the object of which
will be to set the question at rest.

The blistering of paint is in a

large measure traceable to the

position of the painted surface,
it is usually found on work pre-
senting a south aspect or exposed
to the full rays of the sun. As a
defect it is associated with the sum-
mer season, the English humid,
sunless winters being opposed to
its action. The deduction to be

drawn from this is that it is the effect of heat. Paint, we know, is a
body both mineral and metallic, made into a plastic state by oil, the
object of which is to keep out the moisture from exposed surfaces in
our buildings and other works, and to offer, on internal works, a
uniform and pleasing surface to the eye. The oil used is linseed,
which by boiling attains setting or drying qualities : its thick or heavy
nature, when loaded with mineral and" metallic matters, being let down
for temporary or working purposes by spirits of turpentinera volatile
spirit that is a mere aid to the spreading of the paint. Paint so
largely composed of oil will never fairly set or assume a dry state,
one uninfluenced by heat. However dry and brittle it may ap'pear, it
is capable of being rendered soft and plastic by the application of
heat, and hence the hand-stove of the painters is the most ordinary
instrument for the removal of old paint. We mention this, for it is
clear that, approach the subject as we will, we find heat the prime
cause of the blistering of paint.

Closing in with our subject and bringing it into narrower lines, we
find blistering, properly speaking, wholly confined to wood as a base
or groundwork. It is true it is not unknown to iron or plaster ; but in
these cases it is variant in form, and not blistering in the true sense of
the term. The blistering of paint on iron is not traceable to the
softening of the paint and the shelling up of the same, but to water
making its way to the naked iron, through some crack or defect in
the paint, and becoming an active agent in oxidation. The blister
thus formed is clearly the separation of the film of paint from the
iron, by the formation of rust upon the face, which, as a foreign
material, forms an effectual separation of the two bodies. The exten-
noo of these blisters is dependent upon the supply of water, and, un-
like the true blister, is not dependent upon heat or a south or sunny
aspect. The blistering of paint on iron occurs in any aspect or
position in the full light, or in the dark, in the summer or the winter
the destructive agent being water

;
it is dependent upon no other con-

ditions. The blistering of paint upon plaster is in a lar<'e decree
analagous to that of iron, inasmuch as it is formed by the dlsinte^ra-
tion of the base by the action of water. Painted plaster-work, so Ion"
as water can be kept from percolating through the cracks or faults or
gaming entrance from above by filtration, or from below bv capillary
action, is a highly durable material

; but the moment water <rains a
footing, the lime in some degree is dissolved, and, upon bein<r removed
and re-deposited, undergoes the process of recrystallization; a pow-
dery substance is thus formed, that comes as a stranger between the
paint and the plaster, in which respect it bears a strong resemblance
to rust, the result of the oxidation of iron. Large faces of placer

B subject to fractures from expansion under the heat of the sun, or
from the lifting of the upper members of a building, consequent uponthe admission of water from gutters or copings, the liftina bein<r the
result of secondary crystallization set up in the joints of moftar We
thus get an explanation of the fact that the blistering of paint, so to
speak, always occurs in the neighborhood of cracks or fractures in the
plaster and is more pronounced in the cornice or upper part than in
any other part of a building. In proof of its being the result of
crystallization the face of the plaster is always found to be coveredover with powdered hme. The painter, finding this, takes care to
saturate the disintegrated face of the framework in effecting repairs;

tins, as he finds to his chagrin, is no protection against the recur-
rence of theev, I for so long as water or moisture is admitted at any
point, so long w,ll this abnormal

blistering ensue. Th
blistering o

and its removal it may De in out an inunuesmiai uegree aim na

recrystallization. Upon the water evaporating, the result is a dry

powder that works an effectual separation between the film of paint
and the groundwork of plaster, and it does not attach itself to either

of the bodies, but remains a powder until the film of paint or blister

is removed, when it may be dusted off with a brush.

The blistering of paint upon wood is distinct in its order, and is

the general blister known in the trade. It occurs on the face of

wood-work exposed to the sun, and is traceable to the influence of

heat, It is not pronounced in the case of new work, where the body
of paint is not great ;

but it is a great evil and an eyesore on old

work, where the coats of paint are layered one on the other. Wood
as a groundwork is a porous body, highly charged with moisture in a
natural state, and never free from it in a so-called dry state, when
used in exposed situations. It may be taken that wood, during the

winter season, or one-half of the year, is absorbing moisture. We
may see this in our outer doors, our gates, our sliding sashes, and our

shutters, for the joiner is constantly being called into requisition to

ease the same. This moisture, so largely present in the atmosphere,
cannot be kept out of the wood by the most careful painting. In our

shop-fronts it has ready access to the back of the wood-work, the face
sides being the only ones which are painted ;

in our doors and gates
it is absorbed from the sills or the ground, from the fact that the lower

edges are unpainted. There is always some portion of the wood-work
hid from the eye, which is unpainted, and there the system of absorp-
tion is active during the winter or rainy season. Wood in this state,

during the hottest days in the summer, will make efforts to throw off
this moisture. We then find the heat of the sun applied with great
force to the painted face, and the unpainted face to be in the cold shade.
The effect of this powerful heat is to draw the moisture to the face of
the wood, where its course is arrested by sundry impervious coats of

paint ; it is here generated into steam, the expansive power of which
forces away the paint, and the familiar blister is formed. Paint, as a
mineral or metallic body, does not incorporate with the wood; it

simply adheres thereto, forcing its fronds, so to speak, into the pores of
the wood, and filling up the interstices formed by the bundles of fibres.
Hence we find that paint fails to adhere to highly-resinous or greasy
woods, and the knots themselves, from being hard and compact" must
be faced with knotting composition as a ground for the paint. Paint,
in parting company with wood, or, in other words, forming a blister,
will adopt one of two courses :

First, to tear itself clear from its association with the wood. Ex-
amined by a glass it will be found to have a rough underface, the
exact counterpart of the porous face of the wood. It will resemble
the inner face of beech-bark, which presents innumerable vertical
plates, the casts, as it were, of little interstices in the woody face of
the tree.

Second, to tear itself clear from the first coating or priming on the
:ace of the wood, the outer coats only forming the blister. This lat-
ter is the most ordinary course followed by heat or steam blisters, but
n cold-water blisters, a form of blister not generally known, but one
upon which we shall offer a few remarks, the first of the above courses
s followed, and the paint as a body is forced from the wood.

It must be understood that there are certain well-defined laws rel-
ating the blistering of paint. The groundwork must be a soft, porous,absorbent wood in which a sufficient amount of moisture is present to
create steam beneath the impervious coating of paint. The paintmust be of sufficient body or texture to be impervious. If it is thin
he natural accompaniment of new work, it will not blister, for it is
not impervious, and the steam will escape into the rarefied atmos-
Miere; and hence we find blistering wholly associated with old work
ippn

which a great body of paint is present.
The remedy for this ordinary steam-blistering of paint is, on the

one hand, to paint the back side of the wood as well as the ends and
:dges, and so prevent the absorption of moisture durin^ the wet or
winter season. This we admit is a most difficult operation. On the
Either hand, hard, close, unabsorbcnt woods, like mahogany should be
ised as a groundwork where practical; failing these, the body of the
lamt should be thin, light, or semi-porous, and not dense or imper-vious. Proof of this is found in paint which has accumulated in
hickness being removed by the hand-stove to prevent blistering
Ibis is done upon soft wood as a basis, but not upon hard wood, iron,or

plaster
A deal might be said upon the removal of paint by heatind chemicals, such as potash, Egyptian clav, and other impositions;it we retrain from touching upon it from the fact that it is outsidehe heading of this chapter.A blister upon iron will be found to embrace the whole body of the

amt, and to be ferruginous on the inner face, showing that the separa-lon is in he iron itself. A blister upon plaster will, in like decree,mbrace the whole body of paint, and be coated with lime or powder
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necessarily embrace the whole bodye paint, as the separation will often take place between the
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priming, or first coat, and the subsequent <-ci;its, and it never brings
away a hacking of the ground-work, unless till' wood lie rotten, in

which ease il cannot, he called a blister, hut a falling-ill or i:i\ing way
of tliu ground-work. The rotting of wood with a painted face i- a

pronounced illustration of i he alisorlient nature of wood, when asso-

ciated at the hack or unprotected face witli damp or moisture; such

wood, if e.\|K)sed to the sun on the painted face, will ! the first to

blister, and that which is the dryest and least absorbent in its texture,
will he the last.

The blistering of paint upon wood is not, as is generally believed,
the direct effects of heat upon the oil in the paint ; if it were, we
should find it taking the same action upon iron or plaster, which, we
need scarcely say, is not the case. Heat in the case as above noted is

a secondary agency, the primary one being steam generated from the

moisture in the porous wcxxl below or behind the impervious face or

coating of paint; it is truly speaking a blister; but it is also a blow,

expansion or cavity, caused by the generation of steam. Blisters

formed on wood, if cut or pricked at an early stage, so as to let out
the steam, may be erased by carefully rubbing them down to their

original bed, esj>ecially so if the separation has taken place on the

face of the wood, in preference to the face of the priming or first coat

of paint.
In our researches on the subject under notice we have been ma-

terially assisted by investigating the rare phenomenon of cold-water
blisters on painted wood-work. In December last, the contraction of

the lead in the gutters of a house erected in the first quarter of the

present century, or the expansion of the water allowed to lodge
therein, by the action of frost, caused the lead to split, and ujx>n
a thaw ensuing water made its way into the interior of the house. In
its downward course it took a cupfjoard, built in the recess of a chim-

ney on the first floor, every part of which was saturated. The door
has a moulded architrave wrought in Quebec pine; one of the jambs
of this architrave imbibed an abundance of water at the mitre, which,

coursing down the wood by natural gravitation, displaced the paint,
and blisters appeared upon the surface identical with those formed by
heat on wood-work exposed to the sun. Here was a case of blisters

forming in the depth of winter on old internal wood-work, in a

position where the sun at no time could shine or act upon it. These
blisters, unlike those formed by steam under the influence of the sun,
had a baggy appearance, as if weighted or loaded with water. Upon
marking their position we found them to be travelling downwards, at

the rate of about one-quarter of an inch per day. These blisters up-
on being pricked or cut, gave out their water, and the skin of paint
allowed itself to be rubbed down into its old position, where it adhered
after the supply of water had been cut off. We found that the paint,
as a body, had detached itself from the naked wood, and that its

inner face was an imprint of that porous body.
Water, as we know, is foreign to paint, for paint will not adhere to

wet or unseasoned wood. In like manner, old paint will detach it-

self from wood, if the wood is highly porous and charged or saturated
with moisture. In the case in point, the head of the architrave,
where the grain or pores of the wood was fixed in a horizontal posi-
tion, did not blister on the face. The blisters only occurred in the

upper part of the architrave forming the jamb, in w'hich the grain or

pores of the wood were in an upright or perpendicular position. The
vessels were here weighted or charged with water, which, as it worked
to the face, forced off the paint and lodged in blisters so formed by
its agency.

Blisters so formed by cold water, gravitating or coursing down the
fibres of the wood, suggest the fact that they are formed with the ex-
ercise of but little force, and they prepare us for the admission that
the generation of steam by the action of the sun is sufficient to ac-
count for their presence on ordinary wood-work. It must be borne
in mind that the formation of these cold-water blisters could not occur

except on very soft or porous wood. We were not prepared to admit
that the arcliitrave in question was so hard or dense in its texture as
even Baltic red or yellow fir

; or if it was fir, that it was then a wholly
porous sap-wood. On investigation, we found it to be the ordinary
Quebec pine, a very light, soft, porous, sponge-like wood a class of
wood highly suitable for the development of such a phenomenon ;

but !

one whose porous nature throws great light upon the subject of blis- ;

tering of paint. W. S., in The Building News.

THE HYDRAULIC RAM.
HE first invention of this motive power is

ascribed to Mr. Whitehurst, a watch-
maker, of Derby, England, in 1772. The

operation of the hydraulic ram is as
follows : A spring or other constant I

supply of water is used, from which a

pipe of the necessary diameter is laid

to a point below; the greater the fall

the better. The lower end is furnished
with a valve, so arranged that when
the water in the pipe has acquired a

given velocity it will be closed. This,
of course, suddenly stops the current.
If near the lower end a perpendicular

tube is connected with the main tube, this sudden arrest of the fluid
will force a quantity of water from the main tube to a given height.

The pressure on the lower valve being thus relieved, it again opens,
and the current again moves, is a'.'ain arrested, and again the water
rises in the tube. If an air-chamlier, like the one in a pump, is af-

fixed in connection with the bottom in the upright pipe, it will secure
a more regular and constant How of the water in the perpendicular
pipe. It will also furnish security against the bursting of the pipes
in the sudden closing of the valve. Estimating the general average,
a- sixty per cent, the following rules are given for ascertaining the
several possible results:

To determine the height to which water can be raised, multiply
the quantity of water to pass through the ram by the whole fall oil

the site, and this product by .60. Then divide this product bv the

quantity to be raised in the same time. Thus, if the supply be

thirty gallons per minute, and the fall but one foot, how high will
this raise one gallon per minute? 30 X 1 = 30 X -60= 18 -^- 1 =
18, the height to which this quantity can be raised. To determine
how much water can be raised a given height, multiply the quan-
tity on the site by its fall, and this product by .60, and then divide

by the given height. If one hundred gallons (low per minute, the
fall be six feet, and the height required seventy feet: 100 X 6 =
600 X .60= 360 -4- 70= 5 gallons per minute. The sources of mis-
take that frequently occur in the rules are perhaps these : First, the
want of accuracy in the .60 which is assumed as the average. This
ratio will vary more or less with the length of the tubes through
which the water is forced, the number or extent of angles or curves,
the nature and condition of the tubes through which it passes, and
this on the supposition that the machine itself is perfect in its con-
struction.

When the ram was first invented it was supposed that it could be
used for raising large quantities of -water, but as yet all attempts to
elevate large volumes have failed, on account of the violent shock of
the valves and the heavy pulsations of the machine, which are so se-
vere as to render it impossible to make them sufficiently strong to
stand any length of time. It is to be hoped that some o"f thesedif-
ficulties will be removed, as the ram is a most valuable machine in

supplying
water to mansions and factories or mills in the country,

and thereby lessening the risk of fire, at little or no expense beyond
the first cost of the machine. The size of a discharge-pipe for a
hydraulic ram depends upon the distance the water has to be forced,
the amount of pressure in the supply-pipe, etc.

To increase the capacity of a hydraulic ram, drill or file a hole
about A inch in diameter in the supply-pipe, about a foot above the

place where it enters the ram. At every stroke of the ram a small
stream will be discharged from this orifice. This at first sight would
seem to decrease the power instead of augmenting it, but when the
reaction takes place in the pipe there seems to be a small quantity
of air sucked in, and this air is probably liberated from the water
when it reaches the air-chamber, thus increasing the pressure. The
writer tried this on a farm belonging to Judge Calvin E. Pratt, of
the New York Supreme Court, and found it to increase materially
the power of the ram. The ram was a No. 4, under four-foot fall,
and after this plan was adopted it sent a one-half inch stream of water
to a height of twenty-five feet, twelve hundred feet distant from the
ram, and is well worth a trial by those using rams. Another method
of calculation is to multiply the quantity supplied by the spring in

gallons per minute by sixty-five, and multiply the product by"the
number of feet fall, and divide this product by one hundred times
the height to which the water is to be elevated. The result, will be
the quantity of water raised per minute. The Metal Worker.

BITUMINIZED BRICKS.

IN
a recent issue, the Deutsche Bauzeilung called

attention to an experiment in street-paving at
Berlin. Bricks of the dimensions of 8" x 4" x

4" (in the quality of the usual so-called white

spandrel-bricks) have been employed, which
have been impregnated with asphalt
by a patent vacuum process. By this

mode of treatment, after the expul-
sion of air and water has taken place,
the bricks absorb from fifteen to twentv

per cent of bitumen, and the porous",

easily destructible substance is changed
into a tough, elastic mass, said to be

capable of resisting pressure and con-
cussion in an exceptional degree, and
resisting the ingress of moisture. The
bricks are then laid upon a concrete
foundation, six inches in thickness, by
means of hot tar.

The traffic at the point in question
has always been heavy, as no less than one thousand light vehicles

per hour are said to cross the spot chosen for the trial, in addition
to thirteen hundred tram-car journeys over this portion of the road-

way. No previous system of paving has been found to last beyond
three months without showing signs of injury, and the opinion is

expressed that this new paving material has the needful resisting
properties, as it is rougher than compressed asphalt, and harder
than wood. Besides these advantages, the points of'junction are
said to afford a firmer foothold for 'the horses, and there is no ab-
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sorption of moisture. The importance of the new discovery is also

dwelt upon with special reference to the construction of water-proof

walls, stable-pavements, counter walls, etc.
* "ore recent issue of the Thtmindustrie Zeitung discusses the

in a critical spirit, and records the fact that at the point named

, jf the bricks display, after about three months' wear, sucli

crumbling that they have had to be replaced, which has, however,

been done with comparative ease and rapidity. It is remarked that

the rather sudden failure of these bricks is the more surprising as

they had not previously exhibited signs of wearing away, and doubts

are expressed whether the material chosen to be impregnated is

really the most suitable for the purpose. An examination by Herr

Riihue of specimens of the defective bricks seems to have raised in

his mind some doubts as to the ellicacy of the process as really in-

creasing their resisting properties. Machine-made bricks had been

used, which are, as a rule, wanting in homogencousness, and although

the surface was decidedly strengthened by the process, the middle

of some of the bricks had apparently not been impregnated. He
does not, however, attach any conclusive importance to these ap-

pearances, as some of the crumbled bricks were impregnated through-

out. The reason of the sudden wearing away when once the outer

surface has been affected is not easy to explain, as frost could not

have penetrated the surface, and it is not supposed that it could

have rendered the asphalt brittle. Hence it is argued that the

want of complete success may be fairly attributed to the kind of

brick chosen, and possibly in some degree to some peculiarity in the

manner in which the process of impregnation has been carried out.

The hope is expressed that further experience will remedy the par-

tial imperfections which have been found to exist in the application
of the principle indicated.

A correspondent of the same journal remarks that wall-bricks can,

by an old method, be impregnated up to twenty-three per cent of

their original weight, with a mixture of asphalt and tar, and that

he fails to see the advantages of the new process. He gives various

interesting details in proof of his assertion that the strength of the

impregnated brick is dependent upon its qualities before impregna-
tion, and that the process in question cannot remedy such defects as

have originally existed in the bricks.

According to the quoted reports of the municipal authorities of

Stuttgart, the system of laying down the bricks impregnated accord-

ing to the older process, between the tramway lines, has proved de-

cidedly successful. An extension of its application is recommended
on the grounds of the durability thus arrived at, as well as the more
comfortable track which is obtained, and the contingent economy in

the supply of horses for the requirements of the traffic.

"RAMBLING SKETCHES."
NEW YORK, May 15, 1883.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT :

Gentleman, Can you inform me where I can procure a copy of
"
Rambling Sketches

"
by T. Raffles Davison ? Would also like to

know the price of the book. Yours truly, J. W. C.

[Yon can obtain Mr. Davison's "
Rambling Sketches

"
of Mr. H. P. Ken-

way, 220 Devonshire St., Boston. Price, $5.25. Eos. AMERICAN ARCHI-
TECT.]

"ORIGINAL PORTRAITS OF WASHINGTON."
204 So. Fifth St., PHILADELPHIA, May 24, 1*83.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT :

Dear Sirs, My attention has been called to a card presumably
from Miss Elizabeth Bryant Johnston, compiler of the work entitled

Original Portraits of Washington, reviewed by me in your paper of

June 10, 1882, in which Miss Johnston accepts my offer of material

to improve and correct her work in a subsequent edition. I am glad
to know that a new edition is to be published, but wish that it might
he an entirely new book

;
however that may be, if Miss Johnston

will send me a working copy of her book that is, interleaved sheets

I will gladly make such corrections and additions as my data will

afford. Very respectfully yours, CHAS. HENRY HART.

SUB-SURFACE DRAINAGE.

WINNEPEO, May 22, 1883.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT :

Gentlemen, I have read with much pleasure and profit the vari-

ous articles which have appeared from time to time in your valuable

paper on the
subject

of sewerage for isolated houses or small towns,
and more especially those having reference to sub-surface irrigation.
As this system cannot be satisfactorily used in a cold country where
the frost enters the ground from three to four feet, I should be glad if

some of your correspondents would deal with the question under the
circumstances referred to, that is, the disposal of sewage in a coun-

try where the winters are long and cold.

Yours respectfully, J. GREENFIELD.

[WE believe that Colonel Waring is of the opinion that a properly ar-

ranged sub-surface drainage system is not prevented from working properly
by any degree of cold, the heat latent in the waste liquids being sufficient
to thaw a passage for each discharge from the flush-tank with sufficient ra-

pidity to prevent congelation taking place within the pipes. EDS. AMERI-
CAN ARCHITECT.]

BOOKS FOR BEGINNERS.
RICHMOND, May 23, 1883.

To THE EDITORS OK THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

Dear Sirs, Will you be so kind as to inform me through the

American Architect, what books you would advise a person who de-

sires to learn architecture to^tudy ?

Yours respectfully,

hitect-

vre, inree vuiiimen, *ui me viu\*io, ....j . -^ - --

Chambers- for a review of architecture in all its branches, study

"Encyclopedia of Architecture." These
boptacan

be
orrtered^throug^

any

irice

'red-
i>l<> UU, inUUWme S IlLlllU-IJVun, J'tl j>/t;/KH>ui a w.i "*
gold's "Carpentry;" and for American practice, study the papers on

"Building Superintendence" published in the American Architect during

the past two years. EDS. AMERICAN ARCHITECT.

FFoR the history of architecture, read Fergusson s "History ofArchitec

are," three volumes; for the "orders," study Vignola or Sir Willm

Cirtmbcrs- for a review of architecture in all its branches, study trwilt

"Encuclopedia of Architecture." These books can be ordered through ar._

first-class book dealer. For construction, get "Notes on BuiMlng Construc-

tion
"

published in three volumes by J. 1!. Lippincott, Philadelphia, price

$13.00, Trautwiue's
" Hand-book for JSnr/ineers and Architects, Ired-

OUR ILLUSTRATIONS.
SPKIXO VALLEY, MINS., May 24, 1883.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

Gentlemen, Some of your Western subscribers fail to see any

point of interest in your competition for a $3,000-house, and do not

know how it is going" to benefit anybody unless, indeed, it should be

to convince the authors of the plans of their real capacity in that

line
;
but as we have no interest whatever in that, we should prefer

to see something else illustrated in your valuable paper.

Respectfully submitted for your consideration by
H. J. ANDERSEN.

[WE are fully conscious that there may be other than " Western "
archi-

tects who would prefer to have us publish illustrations of a more exalted

architectural character than the designs for $3,000-houses. But we trust

that the discontented will possess themselves in patience, and bear in mind
that the editors have to consider the rights and interests of three important

parties: (1) members of the profession, of greater or less training and ca-

pacity; (2) a very large number of non-professional subscribers, who pay
their'money for the sole purpose of obtaining designs which will assist them
in reaching a decision as to what sort of a dwelling-house to build, or what
architect to employ, and (3) the pecuniary interest of the publishers, who do
not maintain this journal on purely philanthropic principles. We have not

the least misgiving that each subscriber would not receive full value for his

money, even should he choose to destroy the prints of these cheap houses.

EDS. AMERICAN ARCHITECT.]

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.

THE EOYAL FIR. One of the finest conifers in Germany, known ai

the Royal Fir, stands near the village of Albernhau in the Erzgebirge
Mountains. Its diameter, forty inches above ground, is six feet ten

inches, sufficient to conceal a horse and rider placed lengthwise behind
the trunk. It begins ramifying at a height of thirty-four feet, and the

full elevation to top of crown measures one hundred and fifty-four feet.

It is thought to be the tallest and strongest representative of the spe-
cies, not only in Germany, but in the whole of Europe. This noble

tree, which is supposed to be five hundred years old, now shows signs
of decay, having died out on the apex of the crown since the year
1874. The enormous dimensions of the tree may be better realized by
cordwood measure. The shaft is estimated at 51j cords; limbs and
brushwood, 12j cords, making in all 648 cords.

TESTING A LIGHTNING-CONDUCTOR. The spire of the General Assem-
bly Hall, Edinburgh, has just been fitted up with a new lightning-con-
ductor. Some doubt having been expressed, says the Electrical Review,
as to the efficiency of the old conductor, it was resolved to subject it

to a strict test, and for this purpose a copper wire was carried up one
side of the spire and attached to the conductor on the other side.
When the connection was effected, the electrical resistance is said to
have reached the "very alarming amount of eight hundred ohms."
The conductor was jointed together by screw-couplings, and this extraor-

dinary resistance is explained to have been due to the "defective
character of many of these couplings."

EXCAVATING AT LUXOR. The great temple at Luxor is being exca-
vated, and the inhabitants of the mud huts that filled every part are
being evicted by wholesale. Professor Maspe'ro has found in Upper
Egypt the sepulchre of one Shes-Horhotep, which is a marvel of paint-
ing and design. It has been taken to pieces, slab by slab, and sent by
water to the Boolak Museum. A new royal sepulchre and seventeen
fine mummies of the Greek period are only part of Professor Maspe'ro's
spring campaign. Greek, Syriac and Coptic inscriptions of the fifth

century, A.D., both formal and graffiti, have been obtained, as well as
Coptic sermons written on stone in red ink. Exchange.

THE WOOD PAVEMENT IN THE CHAMPS ELYSEES. The new wood
pavement in the Champs Elyse"es, which extended only half the length
of the avenue, has stood the test of an entire winter, and so it is to be
laid to the Arc de Triomphe. This pavement has been put down by an
English company. The process of putting it down is as follows : The
ground is first excavated about afoot in depth. A layer of stones about
the size of walnuts, and mixed with cement, is then laid down. On this
a second coat of cement, about an inch in thickness, is carefully spread.
I he blocks, which are previously prepared by being saturated with
some resinous compound into which tar enters largely, are set upon this
cement

; they are six inches thick by a foot in length and three and a
half inches in breadth. A space is left between each block, and after
they are laid a thick preparation of tar is poured over them followed
by an application of fine gravel. Finally, the interstices are filled with
cement Exchange.
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BUILDING INTELLIGENCE,
(Reported fur The American Architect and Building Newt.)

[Although a large portion of the buitdifff intelligtnc
is proritleil by their regular correspondents, tht editor

grtntly tfeftire to receive voluntary im'i>innftnm
t espe

tiallyfrom the smaller and outlying totens,}

BUILDING PATENTS.

[Printed tpecitfcalifum

7ffh,I/it

twenty-five centi.\

lied tpeciftcatioim of any patents heremtntiimt
r wit/i full detail illustrations, mtiy be obtain
Cnmmiwumer of J'atentt, at Washington, J

27i;,!i'il. UKUK-MACHINK. James C. Anderson
Highland P*rk, 111.

277,"2I. SAW. -Emile H. Gabui.Stryker, O.
277,02ii. SAW-HAMILK. Joseph Hall and Loui

St. Andre, Clear Lake, Wis.
277, inn. FIRE KSCAPK. - Samuel T. Mickey, Salem

J.C.
277,068. DEVICE FOR LATHING. Stuart Perry

Newport, N. Y.
277, 7.J. SAFETY-ATTACHMENT FOB ELEVATORS
Peter S. Singer, Chicago, 111.

277,1190. S.vNDPApKRi.Mi-MAt IIIXK. Henry T
Weirbach and MalilonC. lii.ting, Allentown Pa
277,15. BIT-STOCK. Wllllun J. Bay rer, South

ington.Conn.
277.110. PNEUMATIC INDICATOR A.M> SPEAKING

TUBE. Jacob Capron, New York, N. Y.
277.111. WiKDow-ScBJtKM. John W. Carman

Fort Atkinson, Win.
277,113. AIK-G AS MA< -III.XK. James P. Clifford

Brooklyn, N. Y.
27;, U4. F-IRK-EHCAPK LADIIER. Andrew C. Fer-

ris. HacKensack, X. .1.

277,lr;. FntE-K.si -AI-K TOWER. Simeon J. Par
OWflU, Brooklyn, N. V.

277.158. HK.M H-VI.K. Granville W. Pittmaii
Keokuk, loxvfi.

277,17-'. W vn:i:-"i.'>si';r TANK oil CISTERX.
Henry Sutelilt'o an.l Wright Sutcliife, Halifax, Coun-
ty of Vork, Kiiglauil.

277,17-. Fiiti-.-KsrAPK. Alfreds. Trafton, Ports-
mouth, N. H.

277,202. SCBEW-DUIVER. Angust Benson, Wor
cester, Mass.

277,222. FLKXIHLE FIRE-ESCAPE LADDER. Wes-
ley C. liusb, Brooklyn, N. Y.

277.220. SAFKT\-"ATI AtiiMENT FOB ELEVATORS.
Charles A. Carseadin and Frank P. Fish, New York,

N. V.
277.254. METALLIC ROOFING. Thomas F. Fitz

berger and John Fiizberger, Baltimore, Md.
27.,293. WATKB-OUISKT APPARATUS. Karl E.

Kritch, Cleveland, u.
277,21*5. ExrfcNsioN-LoCK KOR HOOKS. John

Kuster, Jr., stamlord, Conn.
277,296. UIMIIXO BUUULAB-ALABM. Allison W.

Uurion, Midway, Ala.
277,311. MODE OF CONSTRUCTING ANVILS. Wil-

liiim C. McCarthy, Pittsburgh, Pa.
277,332. M.ICHIXK KOU FLATTENING THE SEAMS

OF SHEET-METAL HOOFING. William Painter. Jas.
i,. Tilurrill, and Louis 11. Keizer, Baltimore, Md.

277,340 KIBE-ESCAPE. Albert L,. Pitney, Wash
lugton, D. C.

277,313. SAFETY-ATTACHMENT FOB ELEVATORS.
Alva C. Rice, Worcester, Mass.
277,370. SPBING-HINOE. Jas. Spruce, Waterbury,

Conn.
277,376. FIRE-ESCAPE. William H. Stuekey, Cov-

Ington, Ky.
277,381. BLIND-STOP. Leonard Tllton, Brooklyn,N. Y.

c 277,386. FIRE-ESCAPE. AlbrechtVogt, Rochester,N. Y.

277,389. FIBE-ESCAPE. John D. Weed, .Buffalo,
N. Y.

-77,415. FIBE-ESCAPE. Harlan Fairbanks, Bos-
ton, Mass.

277,421. BBICK-KILN. Willis N. Graves, St. Louis
Mo.

277,430. TAP-WRENCH. Albert J. Smart, Green-
field, Mass.

277,433. FIBE-ESCAPE. Abraham Todd and Lean-
der H. MoKee, Constantia, N. Y.

277,441. SASH-FASTENER. Henry Bausch, Roches-
ter, N. i .

277,4*1. AUTOMATIC FIRE-EXTINGUISHER. Rich-
ard W. Grinuell and Frederick Urinnell, Providence,K. I.

277,488. METALLIC SKYLIGHT. George HayesNew York, N. Y.
277.186. CLEANING CISTERNS. William S. Hen-

son, Newark, N. J.

'277,502. SAW-HANDLE. John Kelmeyer, Tren-
ton, o.

277,5u8. SPEAKixG-fUBE APPARATUS. George J
Quinsler, Boston, Mass.

277,511. PUNCHING AND RIVETING ANVIL. John
C. Roibbarth, Buffalo, N. Y.

277,526. Fmt-GRATE. Benj. S. Wash, St. Louis
Mo.

277,53.'. LEWIS. Charles W. Ash, Boston, Mass.
277.M2. DooB-HAJiuER. Ckas. W. Bullard May-

wood. 111.

277,55. BENCH-PLANE. Daniel M. Fielding De-
camr, 111.

-77.5U1. SCBKW-DRIVER. Isaiah M. Furbish, Au-
gub.a, Me.

277,570. VISE. William Johnson, Lambertville.
N. J.

277.590. WRENCH. Joseph McAlptn, Sau Fran-
cisco, Cal.

277.591. SASH-FASTENER. W illiam L. McKelvey,
Youugstown, U.

277,582. VISE. Norman M. MoLeod, Cambridge,
Maes.

277,61)9. StRKW-DitivKR. Daniel Nel, St. Louis,
Mich.
277,6 0. FiitK-Km AI-K. Frederick Newhouse and

Homy Mooers, Toledo, O.
277, ''.I. >oi.i.i:uiMi-iuox. Albert P. Olmstead,

Wt-M 'l'ri>\, N. V.

I77,6(N. I 1.1 Mi:i.i-:-Joivrt:ii Sin i 1 1 it. - John I'.

Keeker, In.liaimpoliK, hid.

277,610. lioi>n-Loi-K. William Rowe, Haverhill,
MUM.

. THAI-. Hubert Williams Armstrong, Bel-
leek, County of Kcrinan|>h. Ireland.

277,Gtt<. Co.MIIIM-.li Sill I rnt-WoUKI-.lt A.M)l:i.IXI
SLAT OPERATOR. Haviil Heal, l>oyleion, U.

'. l.o, K-HI\(, i-. Johu K. Clark, Buffal
N. Y.
J77.IW. FOBMATION OF DEEP WELL8 IN QUICK

SAND. ETC. .larvis M. K.lson. Adams. Mass.
277.7i.7. HKM ii-1'LANE. Frank A. Murnhmi, Phi

adelphia, l';t.

277, KIII. WooD.pRKKEitvixo COMPOSITION. Luk
\. Ifa.-hman, Linculn, Neb.
277,814. FIRE-PKOOF CEILING. James K. Ware

N.-w V.,rk, X. Y.
277.S2U. Dix>n-CllKCK. Rufus Wright, Akron, <_

277.868. WEATHER-STRIP. 'Ihomas Urie, Bon
der, Col.

277,859. COUNTERSINK FOR BITS. Richard i

Welles, Chicago, 111.

277,879. DOUR-LATCH. Conrad Q. Burkhardt, Ch
Cag.i, III.

277,8<1. SPRINO-HIXOE. Theodore Butler, Cleve
land, O.
277.8<2-883. TOOL- HOLDER FOR GRINDSTONES.

John 1. Carr, Chicago, III.

277.887. Don BLF..ACTIXO OuTWARtvPuLLiN
WKATIIKR-STRIP. Edward Conklin, Channahon
111.

277.888. PLUMBER'S TBAP. Patrick Connolly
Brooklyn, N. Y.
277,*9o. WEATHER-BOARDING OAUOE, CLAMP AND

SAW-GI-IDK. Thomas M. Dedmau, Des Moines
Iowa.

277, ;n. FIBE-ESCAPE. Albert C. Ellithorpe, Chi
jto, 111.

277,914. MACHINE FOB DRESSING STOXE. Alex
aiuler McDonald, Cambridge, Mass.

277.M25. HlxuE. Charles Pfauutz, St. Loui., Mo.
2i7.li,>.}. MKriiAMrs' SCAFFOLD. Lacy T. Steele

Raymond City, W. Va.
277,%.!. WASH-STAND. George E. Waring, Jr.

Newport, R. I.

277.966. AUGEB. James L. Whlteside, Chatta-
IM.^a, 'I .Mill.

277,971. WiNDOW-SHUTTEB. Joseph Wrightsraan
Harper, Kan.
277,973. CALIPERS. George Amborn, Jr., and Ed

win D. Chaplin, Pawtucket, U. 1.

277,980. FASTENER FOR THE MEETING-RAILS 01
SASHES. Henry L. Blodgett, Chicago, III.

277,992. FIRE-ESCAPE. Rolla M. Chase, Bethel
Vt.

277,995. FiKE-EscAPE. William A. Cornyn, Pon
lac, Mich.
278.028. LIGHTNING-HOD. Augustus C. Lobdell

Chicago. III.

278.034. FIRE-ESCAPE. Friedrich MelcUior, New
York. N. Y.

278,042. SASH-BALANCE. Daniel L. Phipps, Mill-

ngton, Mich.
278,ii45. SEWER-TRAP. Geo. A. Reich, Sau Fran-

cisco, Cal.
278,050. PLATFORM-ELEVATOR. George Ruddell

New York, N. Y.
278,1163. RATCHET-WRENCH AND DRILL. Wil-

iam C. Shipherd, Cleveland, O.

27,066. DOOR. John M. J. Wernert, Paw Paw,
ill.-h.

278,128. SHINGLE-SAWING MACHINE. William
H. Gray, West Falls, Md.
278,135. WBEXCH. Jerome M. Hamrlck, Buffalo

Gap, Tex.
278,171. FIBE-ESCAPE. William Oldroyd, Colum-
ns, o.

278,177. MOBTISIXO-TOOL. Charles H. Pettit,
Jersey City, N.J.
278,189. BALL-COCK. William Smith, San Fran-
isco, Cal.

27,191. GRATE. Sidney D. Spence, Ludlow
Jrove, O.

278,200. BALUSTER. William J. Tait, Jersey City,

278,204. SELF-CLOSING HATCHWAY. George W.
"an Allen, New York, N. V.

278,228. CALIPEBS. Halph Crittenden, Hartford,
nd Robert G. Henry, Waterbury, Conn.
278,238. EMUOSSIXG UPON PLASTERED WALLS AND

iTiit.it SURFACES. John H. Harding, Milwaukee,
VI*.

278,249. FIBE-ESCAPE. Henry H. Little, Cham-
ersburg, Pa.
278,2til. SCREW-DRIVER. Christopher H. Olson,

iecaiur, 111.

278,204. PIPE-TONGS. Thos. Patton, Cleveland, O.
278, -'U5. WRENCH. Daniel R. Porter, Randolph,

lass.

27S.268. BRICK-MOULD AND BRICK. Louis Prince,
Vasbiugton, D. C.

278,278. ROOFING OR SHEATHING PAPEE. Au-
u?tine Sackett, New York, N. Y.
278.301. FIRK-ESCAPE. David Welsh, Washing-

on, D. C.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

Baltimore.
BUILDING PERMITS. Since our last report twenty-
seven permits have been granted, the more Impor-
tant of which are the following:

'

Gustav Krug, three-st'y brick building, w s Jasper
St., rear of. s w cor. Saratoga and Jasper Sts.

Thompson & Stone, 4 two-st'y brick buildings, w s

Chester St., between Fayette St. and Fainnouut
Ave.
Henry Lancaster, two-st'y brick building, w s

Pennsylvania Ave., between George and Biddle St*.

J. L. Stleir, three-st'y brick building, u B Balti-
more St , between I'inc and I'l-arl M.

Vnlvnliiii' N-ilia, j m.iafy brick buildlnes. u s
HnilM'ii M., e of Ihiir M.
Aiminda l.uiiipkin, two-sfy brick building e

Ch< s.ipcake SI., brlui.-n lluilson an.l Dillon .MP
Am.* \. C ( ..l,-y, s iwo-xfy bri.-k boUdlan.fi

Wiu<-lii-Mi-r St., u of l-rt-mont M.; and Stwoofy
bri.-k Iniildincs w K ( 'arllon M., n ol U in. -hi-su-r St-
and 2 tuo-My brick boUdlnn, on 'l.n i.,,,i Alley'
rear of ('nrlt.ni M..sof Wlnch*Mr St.

.1. Frank Huzby. 2 twu-st'y brick buildings, j n
rear of e e Warner St., s at Henrietta SI. auillwo-
sfy brick stable, w s Chin* Alley.

Boston.
Brn.mxo PERMITS. llrlrk: Oxford TtrraceWard 11, for Nathan Matthews, auitrtment-li
48' x 113', four-st'y flat.

Orj'ivil 'ft-mur. Ward 11, fur Nathan Matthews
apai tinent-house, 4*-' x (,4', lour-sfy Hat.

11,1, ,,;l T, mice. Ward 11, lor Nathan Matthews
Hpartinrnt-house, 2n' and (i ' x 80' and 88' four nfv
flat; Thomas R. While, builder.

.1 .S7.. .Vo. 42 anil 44, Ward 13, for Thomas Smith
2 dwells., 22' x 40' each, four st'y Hat.
Tnnuml ,sv., .\<... nil ,,mi 14)3, Ward 22 for

Kmanuel Nathan, 2 dwells, and store* 16' i yj>
three-i-fy flat; ell, 13' x 21-'; (iottlrib Mrrz.

a lit
, Ao. 184, rear, Ward 11, lor Lucius M

Sargent, stable, 25' x 40', oue-sfy flat; Ulchardsou
It \ oung, builders.

Sea/bury HI., near Wen Chester Park, Ward 11
for Arthur Hunnewell, dwell, and stable 25' x 80''
two-st'y flat.

( ommi-rcial SI., AV>. 464, Ward 6, for Wm Carr
dwell., 24' x 20', four-sfy flat; G. T. Buruham'
builder.
Sherman St., near Dale St., Ward 21, for Charles

Carter, bakery, 19' x3u', one-st'y flat; U. A. Urack-
ett. builder.
Clark St.. A'o. 30, Ward 6, for Patrick Canney

dwell, and store, 14' x 23', four-cl'r flat; D. Sullivan"& Son, builders.
H'iml. Hunker Hill St., A'at. 136 and 1''7 and

MiiiiHinrtit fit., A'ni. 35 anil 37, Ward;!, lor Michael
Kelley, dwell, and store, 19' and 2 i' x 37' ell IV x
22', three st'y Hat; 1*1win W. Archer, buil.ier

'

Bmbar HUl St. Ao. 1.9, Ward 3, lor Michael
Krlley, dwell., 20' 9'' x 36' and 11' x :2', three-st'v
flat; I'.dwln W. Archer, builder.

H'oni/ltmil Ave., rear, near Grampian V ay Ward
24, for Darius Wellington, min-hank-al udttoran.

builder^''
tw "8t

'

y b 'pi Au8 u tu M- KteteiMJ
Lexiuffto,. St Xo. 237, Ward 1, for Paul Knowles.

buiKle'r
two-t'y hip; Joseph M. Towles)

Walnut Ave., Xo. 107, cor. Dale St., Ward 21 for
Win. Donaldson, dwell.. 29' and 31' x 40' two-'fv
pitch; Win. Donaldson, builder.
Jamaica St., Ao. J. 0, Ward 23, for Catherine

Downey, dwell., 22' x 2U' and 13 x 16', two sfy piuh;
Johniiately, builder.

(ie,:ryia Ace..rear, near Hartwell St., Wrd 21
for Richard Addison. stable, 20' x 32' oue-sfv i.ii.-h'

Philip B. Ritner, builder.

Lexington St.. A'. 233, Ward 1, for Mary K Haves

bSSw '**'' three'8t5r hit<; Jos<-P'' M.' Towle)

Holbrook St..near Eliot St., Ward 23. for Mvriclt
G. Esterbrook, 2 dwells., Hi' (i x 29' and l(i' x zv
two-sfy pitch; John Benedict, buiWer

Jlrook Are., near Dudley si., Ward 20, for Patrick
Meegan dwell.. 22' x 32' and I./ x 16', iwo-sfy pitchEdward H Sawyer, builder.
IHullty St., So. 193, rear, for John D. Wester

storage lumber, 3u' x
4t)', one-sfy flat; Edward H'

Sawjer. builder.
Unnamed St., near Centre St., Ward 23. for Mrs

Caroline L. Lewis. 2 dwells.. SO' X31', two-sfy pitch-'Holbrook & Harlow, builders.

Brooklyn.
BUILDING PERMITS. Elm St., s s, 114' 11" w Bush
wick Ave., 3 two-st'y frams dwells., tin roofs; cost"
each, 82,800; owner and builder, Frederick Heir'
778 Broadway; architect. Win. Clement

H'Uloufihbij Ave. s s, It*.' e 'I ompkins Ave. two-
st y brownstone front dwells., iin roofs; cost
*3 61X1; owner architect and builder, Kichard C.'
Addy, 894 V\ illoughbj Ave.
Lexington Ace., Ao. 71, thrce-sl'y brick Icnement

tin root; cost, *4,niiO; owner and builder, Marti,;
Byrne. 301 Greeno Ave ; architect, A. Hill
Greene Ave., u s, 75' w Stuyvesaut Ave., 3 two-sfybrownstone front dwells., tin roofs; cost c-ach

*4'T ;

,?-
w
,"
er

' K6T - A - s " Wal8b
. K - V. Cityi build-

tj

r, A. Millur.
Sixth Are., n e cor. Union St.. three-sfy brown,

stone front dwell., tin roof; cost, 1500n- owner

^'"ry^k^ly,
203 Sixth Ave.; architect and builder!

Thirteenth St., n s, 347' 10'' e Fourth Ave., thrce-
sty brick tenement, tin roof; cost, S35"0- owner
architect and builder, ,1. W. Mount, 246 Eleventh St.'

Buffalo, N. Y.
ARMORY. Brick armory, Fremont PI.; cost S12 000JHUK< H. - lielaware Ave. Baptist Church b'rick'and
brownstone; cost, S25.00 ; aichite.-t, C. K l'.,ru"rPARK BUILDI.NG. Frame building on the Park
grounds at the front, owned by ciiy, aiiing.roon,s
audrelectory; cost,*l(i,iino; architect, E. L Holm

RousD-Hi-u-E.-Koai.U-UouseforMciel Plate St.south Buffalo; cost. C25,oiNi.
TORES AXD Oi-FicKS.-l:icl,mond Building, storesand offices, Hve-sfy, brick, brownstone and terra-
cotta: owner, Jewelt M. Rlclmiond; architect \l

cost SSolJiiii

00* 1 ' "' C r Ja"''" ttud Se "ec S'-i

Ueuio.lelling and additions to the Chxpiu Block
cor. of Swan ami Krie Sis.; cst t^utn- owi,cr'
i-rank Hamlin; architects, Cauikins 4 Co

'

Brick n.l Ohio none oltice building, Washington
St., flve-st y; cost. $li,.io. owners. Adams & JIoul-
tou; aivhitecU', Porter & Percival
Drug-store aud dwell., cor. Niagara and Jersey

St*., brick and browustone; cost, *8^KX); owner, K, K.
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Chicago.
HOUSES. Burling & Whitehouse, architects, have

plans ready for H house for Mr. C. T. Yerkes, cor. of

Michigan Ave. and Thirty-second St., brownstone
front, hard-wood interior; cost, $10,000.
The same architects have on hand four houses,

cor. of St. Clair and Ontario Sts., for Estate of Win.
B. Ogden. They will be of Chicago pressed-brick
and lerra-cottH, in Queen Anneslyle; cost, SliO.'UlO.

Mr. H. 1. Cobb, of the firm of Cobb & Frost,

architects, lias planned a house for himself on the
west side of Kush St., south of Superior St. The
dimensions will be 23' x Oli', four stories high, rock-

faced brownstone, red slate roof.

WAitEiioiiSK. Burling & Whitehouse, architects,
have prepared plans for a four st'y brick warehouse,
148' x 150', for the Kinpire Warehouse Company, at

the cor. of Fulluii and Clinton Sts.; cost, $55.000.

BUILDINCI 1'EHMirs. C. Barton, two-st'y brick store

and dwell., 22' x 68', 402 West Huron St.; cost,

$3,00*.
Julius Zittel, three-st'y brick flats, 50' x 70', 641-

643 Harrison St.; cost, $l-',noo.

A. L. Chetlain, three-st'y brick dwell., 23' x 66',

407 Dearborn Ave.; cost, .$7,0 ill.

.M. Uarts, two-st'y brick dwell., 20' x 60', 878 Twen-

ty-first St.; cost, $3,0 >0.

John A. Lend, three-st'y basement brick store and
dwell., 42' x 100', Franklin St., cor. Ontario St.;

cost. $211,000.
Ann Bright, two-st'y basement brick dwell., 21' x

50' 247 Loomis St. ; cost $4,001).

G. Si'tlacek, two-st'y basement brick dwell., 21' x

57' 59FiskSt.; co.H, $3 400.

P. Prindlville, two-st'y brick dwell., 20' x 60', 110

Cornell St.; cost, $7,00il.

E. Lane, three-st'y brick store and dwell., 24' x 60',

3614 State St.; cost, 44,500.
Haniinill & Congdon, 3 three-st'y brick dwells., 50'

x 71", 273-275 Lasalle Ave.; cost, $15,000.
Christian Reformed Church, two-st'y basement

brick dwell., 22' x 44', 523 West Fourteenth St.;

cost, $3,'K)0.
Win. Hunkel, two-st'y basement brick dwell., 22'

x 4V, 451 West Twelfth St.; cost, $4,500.

W. P. Smith, 6 two-st'y brick dwells., 45' x 117',

Khodes Ave., cor. Thirty-second St.; cost, $18,000.

Aug. Kuun, two-st'y basement and attic brick

dwell., 22' x 60', 151 Fowler St.; cost, $3,500.

Hyan Bros., three-st'y basement brick store and

dwell., 25' x 57', 1199 Milwaukee Ave.; cost, $3,500.

Fred Krelnn, 2 two-st'y basement brick store and
dwells., 48' x 8:1', 4H4-486 Larrabee St.; cost, 811,000.
A. Kaiser, twc-st'y brick dwell., 21' x 60', 148 Max-

well St.; cost, $3,500.
1). Lane, two-st'y basement brick dwell., 22' x70',

402 Jackson St.; cost, $5,000.
James Dunn, brick market-building, 80' x 150',

Clinton St., cor. Jackson St.; cost, 4-9,"uO.

Board of Education, three-st'y basement brick

school-house, Ashland Ave., cor. Cornelia St.; cost,

$42,0 0.

Jacob Rosenberg, three-st'y brick tenement-house,
77' x T, Grovelaud Park, cor. Twenty-eiehth St.;

cost, $27,000.
Chas. Langman, one-st'y basement blacksmith-

shop, 25' x 5'; cost, $3,000.

E H Kilers three-st'y brick store and dwell., 25'

x 40', 274 Twelfth St.; cost, $4,000.
Win. Buesman, two-st'y basemeut brick dwell., 21'

x40'; cost, 3,400.
John M. Smyth, four-nt'y basement brick store

and theatre, 80' x 100', 150-156 Madison St.; cost,

$50,ono.
Lambert Tree and George M. High, flve-st'y base-

meut brick store, 80' x 111', cor. Lake and Lasalle

Sts.; cost, $611.000.

C J. Hull, four-st'y brick dwell., 63' x 73', Park
St., cor. Ashland Ave.; cost, $18,000.
C. J. Hull, three-ct'y brick dwell., 50' x 100',

31 South Ashland Ave.; cost, $18,000.

Campbell Bros., 6 tw-vst'y brick dwells., 36'xl25',
412-422 Leavitte St.; cost $18,000.
John KeJdy, two-st'y brick dwell., 22' x 50', 3457

Dearborn St.; cost, $4.00 '.

Matt Karley, one-and-a-half-st'y brick cottage, 20'

x 43', 302 Henry St.; cost, $3,600.

Cincinnati.

BUILDING PERMITS. Herman Urban, three-st'y
brick dwell., ingleside PI., Walnut Hills; cost,

$15.000.
Fred. Trautman, three-st'y brick dwell., cor.

Hack berry and Forrest Aves.; cost, $6,00 '.

Hubert Heuck, four-st'y brick stores and flats,

Vine St., between Twelfth and Thirteenth Sts.;

cost, $15,000.

George Krone, three-st'y brick dwell., Dandridge
St., near Pendleton St.; cost, $5,300.

George K. Bartholomew, two-st'y brick building,
Lawrence St., near Pearl St.; cost, $6,500.

Wiri. Glenn, three-st'y stone front dwell., 367

"West Seventh St., and 3 three-st'y brick dwells. OH
Barr St., in rear of above; cost, $15,OJO; Samuel
Hannaford. architect.

G. J. Winall, 2 two-st'y brick dwells., Betts St.,

near Cutter St.; cost, $6,'>00.

George Hollers, three-st'y brick building, Eastern

Ave.; cost, $7,000.
Union Distilling Co., addition; cost, $4,000.

\V. H. Firlmniin. four-st'y brick store, 535 Central

Ave.; cost, $15,000; Henry Bevis, architect.

W. F. Mitchel, two-st'y brick dwell., Richmond
St., near John St.; cost, $4,oon.
Owen Bros., three-st'y brick building, Court St.,

near Mound St.; cost, $8.500.

Fred. Schmidt, two-st'y frame dwell., Locust St.,

near .McMillan St.: cost, So.ooo.
M. Rosenthal, three-st'y stone front store, Fifth

S..near Vine St.; cost, $8,000.
Three permits for repairs; cost, $3,000.
Total cost to date. $1.4X4,900,
Total permits to date, 389.

Denver, Col.

BPILDIITG PEBMITS. W. E. Wilson, brick dwell..

Nineteenth St.; cost, $7,500; J. H. Littlefleld, archi-

tect.

F. N. Davis, brick dwell., Grant Ave.; cost, $9,000;

Nichols & Canmann, architects.

Kev. Geo. P. Hays, brick dwell., Washington Ave.;

cost. $5,000; E. 1'. Brink, architect.

Public school addition, North Denver; cost,

$12,OHO; Win. Quayle, architect.

J. G. Thatcher, brick dwell., Sherman Ave.; cost,

$ln SOO; F. F. Kilbrooke & Co., architects.

Crescent Flouring Mill, 230' x 15/, six-st'y, Stan-

ton St.; cost, $3,000.
Hastings Elevator, Twelfth St.; cost, $30,000.

W. C. Lothrop, brick block, 9u' x loo', three-st'y,

Lawrence St.; cost, *50,ooo.
M. Benedict, brick dwell., Lincoln Ave.; cost,

$10,000.

New York.

AI>ARTMENT-HOUSE. On the south side of One
Hundred and Twenty-fifth St., 10.)' w of Sixth Ave.,

a iUe-st'y apartment-house. Hi' x I'lO', brick and

stone is to be built for Mr. E. H. Just, from designs
of Mr. M. C. Merritt.
Three double apartment-houses, five stories high,

covering ground 80' x 125', are to be built on West

Seventy-eighth St., near Tenth Ave., from designs
of Mr. O. P. Hattteld, at a cost of about $1(10,000.

BREWER v. A nve-st'y brick brewery. 36' x 5li', is to

be built on the norlh side of Eighteenth St., be-

tween Seventh and Eighth Aves., from designs of

Messrs. A. Pfund & Son, to cost about $.'(0.000.

CLlil)-HouK. The New York Athletic Club have

purchased the property on the 8 w cor. of Fifty-fifth

St. and Sixth Ave., 75' 5" x 100', and will at once

commence building a club-house, six stories high, of

brick and stone, in the Gothic style, to cost about

$200,000; Mr. H. F.dwards-Ficken is '.he architect.

CHURCH. The St. Nicholas German Roman Catholic

Church propose erecting a church at Nos. 104 and
106 First St.

STOKES. Mr. Chas. C. Haight has been selected as

architect for the store previously reported to bo

built for Messrs. Brooks Bros.' occupancy, on the

s e cor of Broadway and Twenty-second St. The

building is to be 100' x loo', live stories high, brick

and stone fronls, and will cost about $200,0 iO.

A four-st'y and basement store, brick with Wyo-
ming bluestone finish, 43' x- 60', is to be built for

Messrs. Morris B. Baer & Co., on the cor. of West

Broadway and York St., at a cost of about $30,000,

from designs of Mr. Jos. M. Dunn.
WABKHOI'SE. A two-st'y warehouse, brick and

stone, 75' x 113', is to be built on Sixteenth St., w of

Ninth Ave., for Messrs. Tbos. McMullen & Co., at a

cost of about $45,000, from designs of Mr. A. Hat-

Fresh bids are being received for the large ware-

house designed some timesince by Mr. C C. Haight,
and to be built for the Trinity Church Corporation,
on the east side of Greenwich St., running through
from Vestry St. to Desbrosses St.; probable cost,

about $200,000.
HOUSES. For Mr. George Wood a fonr-st'y brick

and stone house is to be built on Fifty-fourth St.,

adjoining St. Luke's Hospital, to cost $.iO,000.

For Mr. C. T. Barney a four-st'y brick and stone

house 27' 11'' x 100', to cost $80,0on, is to be built on

the s eror. of Fifth Ave. and Sixty-third St.

For Mr. John S. Kennedy a fire-proof house, 30' x

90' with extension, is to be built; all three from

designs of Mr. B. H.Robertson.
Six more bouses are to be built for Mr. Ed. Kll-

patrick, on the north side of Eightieth St., 209' w of

Madison Ave. They are to be brick and stone, four

stories hieh, 15' 8'' to 21' x 67'; Messrs. D. & J. Jar-

dine, architects.

OFFJCE-IHJILUING. The four stores adjoining the old

Stewart wholesale store, on Chambers St., are being
torn down, and a new building is to be erected in

conjunction with the old building, which is being

improved and raised a story. The total cost of the

improvements will be about $400,000.

ADDITION. An addition is to be made to the house

of Mr. .J. Heron Grossman, No. 33 West Fiftieth St.,

from designs of Mr. A. H. Thorp.
BUILDING PERMITS. Secmd Ai<e., Nos. 135 and 137.

three-st'y brick dispensary and library building;

also, one-st'y brick laboratory, tin roofs; cost, total,

$75,000; owner, Oswald Ottendorfer, 7 East Seven-

teenth St.; architect, Wm. Schickel.

One Hundred anrl Fifty-second St., n
s,

232' w
Third Ave. three-st'y frame tenement, tin roof:

cnst. $4,500; owner. Peter Killian, One Hundred and

Fifty-second St. and Third Ave.; architect, A. Jan-

son; builders, Janson & Jaeger and F. Wagner.

Philadelphia.

FACTORY. L. M. W. Lippen. Esq., proposes to erect

a Bix-st'y factory building, 60' x 1"0', on Garden St.,

above Weod St.; J. K. Yarnall, architect.

ACTIVITY IN BUILDING MATTERS. The very large
increase of permits in the last two weeks, for the

er'ction of dwellings, indicates the manner capital is

seeking investment as spring opens; between three

and four hundred permits having been taken for

dwellings alone, and most of them for attractive and
commodious buildings; and all available^ground is

rapidly being appropriated for such purposes.
BUILDING PERMITS. Second St., No. Ill, four-st'y

store, 12' x 42'; Thos. Holt, owner.
Walls St.. e s, n Federal St., two-st'y dwell., 16' x

28'; W. E. May, owner.
Clarion St., w s, s Federal St., two-st'y dwell., 16'

x 32'; W. E. May, owner.
Tanker SI., s s, bet. Dean nd Griffith Sts., 2 two-

st'y dwells., 15' x 42'; Thos. P. Twibill, owner.

i'hilip St., No. 2053, two-st'y dwell., 12' x 36';

Henry Dental, owner.
Cambria St., n s, e C St., 2 two-st'y dwells., 14' x

28': Wm. Rowson. owner.
Otis St., n s, e Front St., two-st'y stable, 16' x 90';

Wm. Steel, contractor.

Leiper St., w s, n Arrat St., three-st'y dwell., 29'

X 93'; Wm. Keas, contractor.

Ttrtnty-fourth St., w s, s Reed St., 3 two-st'y
dwells. ,

16' x 28'; Wm. Forbes, owner.

Bailey St., s s, wof Twentieth St., two-st'y dwell,

and two-st'y stable, 17' x 40' and 16' x 25'; Wm.
Davison, owner.

Madison St., n and s s, bet. Emerald and Jasper
Sts.. 12 two-st'y dwells., 15' x 44'; D. Trainor, con-

tractor.

Mifflia. St., n e cor. Otsego St., one-st'y store-house,

45' x 58'; Edward H. Kowley, owner.

Twenty-second St., e s, s Sansom St., four-st y
dwell 22' x 7;V; Chas. D. supplee, contractor,

Christian St., n s, w Broad St., 3 three-st'y dwells.,

18' x 60'; Jno. Loughran, owner.

Sepcira St.. s s, e Norris St., two-st'y dwell., 17' x
52': Chas. Martin, contractor.

Hope St., n w cor. Montgomery St., one-st'y build-

ing 30' x 60'; Jas. McCartney, contractor.

Ttirch St., n e cor. Kdgemont St., two-st'y dwell.,

20'x32': Jno. Mitchell.

Chester Ave., e s, bet. Forty-seventh and Forty-

eighth Sts., 4 three-st'y dwells., 18' x 49'; Jas. D.
Arthur, contractor.

Twenty-fourth St., w s, bet. Wright'and Sharswood

Sts., 6 two-st'y dwells., 15' x 52'; J. M. Sharp,

Fitz'ioater St., n B, w Eighteenth St., three-st'y

dwell., 15' x 42'; W. Sweeney, owner.

Tacony St., n w s, s Bridge St., three-st'y dwell.,
16' x 28'; J. S. Taylor.
Mascher St.,es, n of Dauphin St., two-st'y dwell.,

18' x 46'; S. R. Stewart, contractor.
Jfnrth Front SI., No. 2419, two-st'y wheelwright

shop, 16' x 54'; Amelia Kersuaw.
Orkney St., w s, s of Cumberland St., two-st'y

dwell., 18' x 28'; Robert McNeill, owner.

Forty-S'cond St., Nos. 831 and 833, 2 two-st'y
dwells., 15' x 42'; E. J. Lynch, contractor.
Shawmut Station, R. J!. Hand, two-st'y dwell., 18'

x38'; Josiah Bickings, contractor.

Twenty-second St.. w s, 281' u of Montgomery Ave.,
one-st'y chapel, 30' x 53': O. A. Bartholomew.

Fifth St , cor. Cumberland St., store and dwell.,
20' x 60'; Wm. Smith, contractor.
Elmwood Av., e s, bet. Seventy-first and Seventy-

second Sts., three-st'y hotel, 40' x 40'; Albert Fox,
owner.

Vine St., Xos. 5526 and 5528, 2 two-st'y dwells., 12'

x 57'; Wm. D. Kunkle, contractor.
Reed St., No. 1808, two-st'y dwell., 16' x 41'; Jog.

McKeever, owner.
Thirty-second St., e s, s Spring Garden St., 13

three-st'y dwells., 16' x 52'; Elkins & Peters, owners.
Church Lane, s s, bet. Greenway and Kensington

Aves., two-st'y dwell., 14' x 30'; Harry Paschall,
owner.
Nicholas St., n and ft s, 66 three-st'y dwells., 15' x

44'; Jas. E. Dingee, owner.
East York St., No. 618. three-st'y dwell., 16' x 62';

Wm. Bartholomew, contractor.

Leiper St., s w cor. Orthodox St., 2 three-st'y
dwells., 24' x 34'; Wendell & Smith, contractors.

Leiper St., cor. Allen St., three-st'y dwell., 34' x
36'; Wendell & Smith, contractors.

Suydenham St., No. 1709, three-st'y dwell., 17' x
53'; Jacob E. Ridgeway, owner.
Cumberland St., s s, w Fifteenth St., 8 two-st'y

dwells., 15' x 41'; W. H. Lower, contractor.

Garjield St.. n f, bet. Germantown Ave. and Wake-
field St., 4 three-st'y dwells., 13' x 88'; C. Ancopp,
contractor.
East Chelten Ave.. n s, w Magnolia St., .four-st'y

factory, 57' x 172'; F. W. Wright & Son.
Nevada St., No. 1037, two-st'y dwell., 16' x 41'; G.

N. Hart, contractor.
Christian St., n s, e Fifteenth St., 4 three-st'y

dwells., 18' x 65'; Robert Russell, owner.
Caerveson St., w s, bet. Dickinson and Tasker Sts.,

11 two-st'y dwells., 14' x 28'; Thos. Grinnan, owner.
Chestnut St., Nos. 122 and 124, flve-st'y addition to

front building, and tive-st'v back building, 30' x 59'
and 39' x 74'; J. Bradin, contractor.

Twenty-fourth St., n ecor. Christian St., three-st'y
store and dwell., 17' x 50'; Chas. Lafferty, owner.
Jumper St., n e cor. Wynkoop St., two-st'y stable,

S67 x US': Nathan Meyers, owner.
Thompson St., s 8, e Twenty-fourth St., 2 two-st'y

dwells., 15' x 51'; J. H. Lyons, owner.
Berks St., s ecor. Croskey Sts., 5 two-st'y dwells.,

15' x 47'; James Caven, owner.
Seventeenth St., s w cor. Vine St., two-t'y stable,

20' x 31'; Theo. E. Sheldrake, contractor.
McCullum St., bet. Carpenter St. and Mt. Pleas-

ant Ave., two-st'y dwell., 16' x 37'; M. Hetzel, con-
tractor.

Filbert St., Nos. 1227 anrf 1229, flve-st'y hotel build-
ing, 44' x 106'; Jas. M. Wells, contractor.

Twenty-seventh St., B e cor. Columbia Ave., store
and dwell., 17' x 57'; John Maylin.

Wilder St., s w cor. Eighteenth St., 2 two-st'y
dwells., 17' x 43'; Peter Sheets, owner.
Mascher S/., Arov 2403, two-st'y dwell., 18' x 54';Wm. Schoenleber, contractor.

Venango S'., s s. 20' w Janney St., two-st'y dwell.,
14' x 30'; Daniel Trainor, contractor.
Sharp St., w s. n Adams St., two-st'y dwell., 18' x

34'; Mcllvain & Cunningham, contractors,
Cresson St., e 8, s Adams St., two-st'y dwell., IS' x

32': Mcllvain & Cunningham, contractors.
Seventh St., es, Ix'n Pierce St., two-st'y dwell., 15'

x 44'; Thos. B. Twibill. attorney.
Bainbridfie St., No. 1931, three-st'y dwell., 18' x 43';

Jessie Wills, owner.
Sixth St., w s, n Somerset St., 2 two-st'y dwells.,

18' x 26'; J. S. Baldt & Son, contractors.
Otto St., No. 161 (Germ.), two-sfy dwell., 18' x -14';

E. Welsh, owner.
Eleventh St.. w s, n McKcan St., 11 two-st'y

dwells., 16' x 40'; B. Harvey, owner.
Ijocu*t St., No. Bio, three-st'y factory, 20' x 50';

Geo. W. Payne, contractor.
Reese St., w s, n York St., 12 two-st'y dwells., 14'

x 47'; A. F. Kichards, contractor.
Eifflitrrnth St., n ecor. Tasker St.. two-st'y dwell.,

18' x 47'; Geo. Estlack, owner.
flell St., e s, s Baring St., 2 three-st'y dwells., 12'

x 30'; Thos. C. Sloan, contractor.
Van /'ell St., w s. n Berks St., 5 two-st'y dwells.,

14' x 44'; J. R. Pyle. contractor.
Twrja St., s s, e Edgemont St., two-st'y dwell., 16'

x 32'; M. Donahue, owner.
fifteenth St., n e cor. Mt. Vernon St., 13 three-st'y

dwells., 20' x 74'; J, M. sharp, owner.
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TITHE investigation into the mode in which the present Super-

*J[" vising Architect of the Treasury Department has adminis-

tered his office seems to have assumed the character of

a costly farce. Notwithstanding the dark predictions and

sweeping denunciations thrown out months ago by the princi-

pal accusers, nothing definite has been submitted to the investi-

gating committee ; and one of the most active promoters of the

inquiry has been obliged to demand access to all the records of

the Architect's office, in order, as it seems, to search for some
evidence to substantiate his own assertions. The other reform-

ing enthusiast appears to have found his ardor a little damped
on learning that the archives of the office over which he once
himself ruled were to be overhauled in the pursuit of scandals,
and has discreetly withdrawn himself from obvious participa-
tion in the proceedings. Meanwhile, the public business suffers,

while the officials designated for service on the investigating
committee wait for the presentation of the first item of that

overwhelming mass of evidence which was said months ago to

be ready for them.

SINGULAR dispute is going on in Philadelphia in re-

gard to the propriety of taxing pictures and statuary con-

tained in the residences of their owners. It would seem
that in that city household furniture is subjected to a separate
valuation by the assessors, and is taxed by itself, and the asses-

sors very naturally think that the pictures hung on the walls of

the houses they visit, or the statues set up in the bay-windows
constitute a part of that furniture which, as their instructions say,
" contributes to the use or convenience of the householder, or

the ornament of the house.
" The proprietors of these objects,

many of whom, probably, have more money invested in them
than in all the remainder of their house and furniture together,
find the tax a serious one, and would be glad to avoid it. A
meeting of such persons was held a few days ago to consider

the question, and the problem which seemed likely to lead to a
serious conflict between the taxpayers and the assessors was
solved, as it would appear, by a most ingenious invention. The
directions which the assessors are obliged to follow contain, as

we have seen, a definition of furniture as something which con-

tributes to the use or convenience of the householder or the or-

nament of his house ; but it is evident that if pictures or stat-

ues are not used to ornan-ent the house, but are simply stored

in a detached room, called an art-gallery, or some such name,
they do not fall within the assessors' definition, and are there-

fore not taxable. In the interest of the peace of Philadelphia,
we trust that this logic will be held good, and advise architects

who may intend to practise in that city to remember that if it

should prevail an "art gallery" for the reception of objects to

be exempted from taxation, will be required in every respect-
able household.

1IFIIE American painters and sculptors resident in Italy have

A joined their fellows in France in protesting against
the discriminating duty upon works of art by foreign

artists imported into tlii- rmmtry. It is a little singular,

though not unnatural, that our artists living abroad seem, with-

out exception, to forget about the pecuniary benefit which tin-

increase in the tariff was intended to confer upon them at the

i'\l>i'iise of their patrons, in their indignation at the want of ap-

preciation shown by the legislature of their native land, which

thrusts out, as it were, its long arm to hoist them out of the

poverty and degradation in which it assumes that they must be

living. It is certainly creditable to the whole profession of art

that so decided a stand should have been taken upon the sub-

ject, and we are sure that those who have been instrumental in

drawing up and signing the various memorials will in the end
find that they have raised themselves and their country in the

estimation of their foreign rivals by their generous indepen-
dence. Meanwhile, the prospects of the great Boston Foreign
Exhibition, which is to open next September, are said to have
been seriously affected by this, as well as the other provisions
of the new customs tariff. It is obvious that no maker of fine

goods will trouble himself to send samples of them to a coun-

try which openly proclaims its determination to prohibit him
from selling any of them ; and the exhibit of foreign manufact-
ures in any of the so-called protected classes may well be in-

significant.

THE
recent annual address of the president of the National

Board of Fire Underwriters presents, as usual, many inter-

esting facts. It appears that the past year has been an un-

profitable one for the insurance companies, which will surprise
no one who remembers the low rates of premium which have

prevailed in many places ; but it seems also that, contrary to

the belief of most persons, the character of buildings with re-

spect to security from fire has deteriorated, the percentage of

loss to insurance having been about thirteen per cent greater
last year than in 1874. A few feeble attempts seem to have
been made by the companies to reach some of the causes of the

increasing destruction of the property which they have to pay
for, and fourteen thousand dollars has been expended in con-

victing and punishing incendiaries, but there are no signs of

any general awakening of underwriters to the fact that they
themselves are principally answerable for the losses over which

they lament so loudly ; and that the flimsy modes of construc-

tion now in use, for which they blame architects so unjustly
and industriously, would be modified more quickly and effect-

ually at a word from them than by the combined influence of the

whole architectural profession.

YTTHE claim made by two army officers upon the tract of land

J_ including the Nutria Springs, upon which the Indians of

the pueblo of Zuni are said to depend for their principal
water supply, is to be pressed, notwithstanding the recent proc-
lamation of President Arthur by which the springs were de-

clared to be included in the Zuni reservation. According to

the claimants, the Zunis can get all the water they need with-
out going to Las Nutrias, and they visit the large springs for

their own enjoyment, but not from necessity ; and under these

circumstances they think that they are entitled to the property.

They have on their side the advantage of being supported by a

politician of great influence in Washington, while the Indians
are not represented at all ; but it is to be hoped that justice,

and, if possible, more than the usual Indian-Department justice,

may be shown to this peaceful and virtuous little community of

men, women and children, whose kindred have for so many
centuries cultivated by their labor, and defended with their

lives, the territory of which civilized rapacity can now spare
them at the best but a small portion.

TITHE subscriptions to the fund for constructing a pedestal for

JL the great statue of Liberty come in slowly, and it is an-

nounced that about one hundred and fifty thousand dollars

remain to be raised. There is some complaint of the inaction

of the committee in charge of the work, and the opinion is

jenerally expressed that an appeal ought to be made at once
to the richer men of New York. There is, however, something
a be said in favor of the plan which the committee apparently
las iu view, to secure as many small subscriptions as

possible,
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before resorting to the richer men to make up the balance re-

quired after their equally patriotic, but less wealthy iellow-citi

zens, have done all they can. Several modes have been sug-

gested for obtaining contributions from the poorest classes, by

placin" boxes in the post-offices throughout the country, in the

ferry-houses, at the entrances of the great Brooklyn bridge

and elsewhere, and entertainments will undoubtedly be held in

various places for the benefit of the fund. ^11 these will help

to swell the total, and as the committee, under the new ar-

rangement, have still a year before them for collecting money,

there can be little doubt" of their success.

ine than their first plan, and at a cost nearly, if not quite, a

nillion dollars less.

TJM ingenious, and, as it would seem, intelligible mode for

/I laying underground electric wires has been patented, and

'
is soon to be put in practice. Every one knows that the

great obstacle to the use of underground wires is found in the

resistance and interference of the induced currents which each

electrified wire sets up in every conducting substance near it ;

and many attempts have been made to overcome the effect of

this induction, but without much success. By using a double

wire, so that the current runs entirely around a metallic circuit,

instead of returning through the ground to the starting point,

the primary and induced 'currents neutralize each other, and

the line is secure from interference ; but this remedy is too ex-

pensive for common use. By treating the whole system of

electric wires in a single street under a comprehensive scheme

the inventors of the new method are, however, able to se-

cure the advantage of a metallic circuit to a considerable

number of single wires at once. In their project the electric-

light wires, which carry the most intense current, are made the

chief factor in the group, each street being furn'shcd with two

such wires, one running through it on one side, while the other

returns on the opposite side, the whole forming a complete me-

tallic circuit, such as is usually employed for electric light-

ing. Between the electric-light wires are laid the telephone

wires, not twisted into a cable, but placed one-quarter or one-

half an inch apart in a water-proof trough. This trough,

instead of continuing in a direct line along the street, has

the peculiarity of crossing it at short intervals from one

side to the other, bringing the wires which it contains within

reach of the induction from the electric-light wires on each

side. As the current in the latter passes in one direction ou

one side, and in the reverse direction on the other, the cur-

rent induced by it in the telephone wire 5
* changes in direction

at each transfer of these from one side of the street to the

other, and the opposite induced currents in each single wire,

being of equal force, neutralize each other, leaving the line as

free from interference as if it presented a full metallic circuit.

The telegraph wires, for which perfect freedom from induction

is not so necessary as in the case of the telephone, are to be

laid straight through the streets, each group, however, being
furnished with a common return wire of sufficient capacity to

balance the united currents of the direct wires.

T E GENIE CIVIL gives in its last issue an account of the

great viaduct of Garabit, which is now on the point of com-

pletion in the southeastern part of France. The viaduct is

owned by a company which is engaged in building a railway
between Marvejols and Neussargues, two towns of some impor-
tance about a hundred miles from Avignon. A river separates
the two places, which are built on high plateaus on each side

of the valley, and as first laid out, the railway was intended to

descend from the plateau on one side by a long grade, following
the course of a small tributary of the river, until it reached

the bottom of the valley, then, crossing the river, to return by
another gradual ascent up the course of a second tributary

flowing in from the other side. This appeared, under the

circumstances, to be the only practicable mode of joining the

two banks of the valley, and it was not until after a thor-

ough study of the problem that M. Boyer, the young engi-
neer in charge of this portion of the line, resolved to advise
his principals to change their scheme for the much bolder one
of building a line directly across the ravine. Nothing quite BO

daring had ever been attempted in railway construction, but the
famous bridge built by M. Eiffel across ti:e Douro in Portug i

1

,

although of smaller dimensions than would be necessary fur

the present one, had proved perfectly successful, and the offi-

cers of the company were easily persuaded to hazard an ex-

periment which woyld, if carried out, give them a much better

TITHE construction used for the Douro bridge was adopted m

X its main features for the other. The deepest part of the

valley, including the river-bed, is crossed by an enormous

,ron arch, five hundred and thirty-six feet in span, and four

hundred and sixteen feet high, which carries the lattice-girders

of the railway, supported partly on the crown of the arch, and

partly on open iron towers carried up from the haunches,

yond the arch on each side the construction is continued by

towers of iron lattice, standing on piers of masonry, and form-

ing at the top a level bearing for the girders, which extend to a

length of about a third of a mile. The roadway is carried by

a double line of lattice-girders, from one hundred and sixty to

one hundred and eighty feet in span, and consisting of iron

Howe trusses seventeen feet deep, well braced against wind,

and stiffened also by a solid iron floor, inserted about five feet

below the top of the upper chords to carry the track, which is

thus walled in by the girders in such a way as to render it im-

possible for a train to fall from the viaduct. Under the floor

carrying the main rails is another track, supported from the

lower chords of the girders, on which will run hand-cars carry-

ing the men and materials needed for keeping the structure in

proper condition. As will be seen by comparing the figures,

the Garabit viaduct is more than a hundred feet higher than

the wooden Kinzua viaduct, now in process of construction in

Pennsylvania, which has been called the highest in the world ;

but Le Genie Civil, in calling attention to this fact, suggests at

the same time a wholesome lesson in modesty, by reminding us

that no modern work of the kind has yet approached in dimen-

sions the viaduct of Spoleto in Italy, built in the sixth century

by Theodoric, the king of what we are pleased to call a nation

of barbarians, which still, after the lapse of thirteen hundred

years, carries the' traffic of the town as well as ever, at an ele-

vation, according to one authority, of six hundred and fifteen

feet above the bottom of the ravine which it crosses.

TJLMOST every one has heard something about the admira-

rj[ ble effect of the balsamic emanations of the eucalyptus
' tree in neutralizing or destroying the poison of malaria, and

many persons know something of the experiment undertaken at

Tre Fontane, in the Roman Campagna, by a body of Trap-

pist monks, who planted a grove of eucalyptus in a region re-

nowned for. its unhealthfulness, and in its shelter established a

convent where experiments in draining and cultivating the

territory were carried on with great success. The exemption
of the monks from the ordinary malarial affections of the

district attracted much attention, and in 1880 a penal colony
was established by the Italian Government at Tre Fontaue,
close to the Trappist convent, with the express purpose of ex-

tending the eucalyptus plantations, and seconding the work of

the ecclesiastical pioneers. During the first two years sporadic
cases of malarial fever occurred among the Government colo-

nists, but these were attributed to infection extending from the

neighboring country ; the land protected by the new drains and

the eucalyptus groves being looked upon as quite safe. In

1882, however, a rude shock was given to the confidence which

had grown up in the success of the Trappist experiment. That

year was a very dry one, and the cold weather of autumn came
on early, so that the Campagna in general was remarkably
free from malarial disease, and such cases as occurred were also

unusually mild. One locality only formed an exception to the

rule, and this locality was Tre Fontane, where every person
was attacked by fever, not one escaping either in the monastery
or the Government colony. Among the Trappists, wno lead

very wholesome and well-regulated lives, the cases were mild,

but many of the convict colonists and their guards were seized

with the "
perniziosa," and only escaped death by immediate

transfer to a purer atmosphere. This exceptional outbreak in

the very place which was regarded as permanently secured

against such dangers excited much attention throughout the

country, and a commission of physicians and engineers has

been appointed to inquire into the cause of it. Meanwhile evi-

dence is accumulating from other sources to the effect that the

aroma of the eucalyptus tree is much less efficacious against
malaria than has been supposed. From Australia, where the

tree grows wild, it is reported that ague is particularly common
in the midst of some of the eucalyptus districts, and in Algeria
it has proved of little service.
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SEWAGE DISPOSAL FOR ISOLATED HOI'SES. II.

^1 IK article on this subject published
mi page '-Mil may properly be supple-
mented with specific information as

to certain details of the work.
This system may lie made to operate al-

most equally well in soils of very different

character, very heavy clay and pure peat
being the least favorable and light sandy
or gravelly loam being the best. The
quality of the soil, aside from its purify-
ing efficiency, has much to do with the

length of absorption drain required. In
a light soil the sewage runs freely out of
the pipes, making way quickly for the
flow that is to follow. In very porous
sand or gravel, even in the case of a small

system where tlic time occupied in the delivery of the contents of a
flush-tank to the extreme ends of the drains is very short, probably
a length of drain of fifty feet would take care of one hundred gal-
lons of sewage before a sufficient head would be brought to bear

upon it to force it to the surface of the ground which, of course,
is to be avoided. In a very stiff clay, on the other hand, where the

sc-wage would escape through the joints very slowly, it might be pru-
dent in small systems to use a length of three hundred feet or more
for the same amount. In what may be called average soils, in the
construction of small works for single families, an allowance of two
hundred feet for one hundred gallons seems to answer very well. It

is; always well to bring a little
" head "

to bear on the contents of the

pipes to ensure their being filled at every point. In very stiff clays
it is well to fill the trench from the bottom of the gutters to above
the tops of the caps with sand or gravel to hasten the discharge.

Perfect drainage of the soil is most indispensable, and if the land is

nut naturally dry it must be thoroughly underdrained. Where under-

draining is necessary, the perfect settling of the filling over the un-
derdrains must be secured by the equivalent of at least two or three

drenching rains before it is safe to lay the absorption tiles across the
lines of the trenches.

It has been a matter of surprise to all who have had experience
with this system that the most severe frost seems to have no effect

upon its working. In my own grounds, where the absorption drains
were five feet apart, the ground between them has been frozen to a

depth of three and one-half feet, yet the warmth of the sewage was

always sufficient to secure its entrance into the soil.

One of the most frequent questions asked in connection with this

system is
" What becomes

C;f the sewage V
"

All porous substances
seem to possess the power of extracting impurities from water which

passes through them. The upper layers of the soil possess this

power in a peculiar degree. When a flood of sewage escapes from
the joints of absorption drains it is soon deprived of its burden of

organic matter, and settles away into the ground in a purified condi-
tion. The organic matter thus retained by the soil and which, if

delivered into its lower strata beyond the reach of air and of vegeta-
tion, would accumulate and render the earth foul is, when de-

posited near the surface, rapidly oxidized, and in the growing
season taken up by the roots of plants. Therefore, when sewage is

delivered into a network of absorption drains by the intermittent

discharge of a flush-tank it escapes through the joints into the

ground; its water settles away leaving its impurities attached to the
surfaces of the particles of the soil. These impurities are probably
all destroyed during the interval between two discharges. Certain
it is that the soil, even that close to the joints, fails to become foul,
or to become in any way distinguishable from the soil of other por-
tions of the field at the same depth after years of use.

It may be worth while to say a further word concerning the atmos-

phere of the settling-chamber which is, in a certain sense, a perma-
nent cesspool. This air cannot fail to be made foul by the

decomposition of the sewage there retained, but the frequent re-
newal of the small volume of sewage reduces this difficulty to the
minimum. It seems important, however, to avoid the exposure of

porous brick walls to such an atmosphere. A porous surface so ex-

posed is especially favorable to bacterial growth. To avoid possible
objection from this source the extension of the settling-chamber
from the permanent level of the water to the surface of the ground is

constructed of large vitrified pipes having a glazed and non-absorb-
ent surface. It is desirable to remove the deposits of the settling-
chamber from time to time as observation may show to be necessary.
No rule can be fixed as to this. In some cases the decomposition is

so complete that the chamber never accumulates much deposit. In
others it should be cleaned out monthly. The proper relation be-
tween size of chamber, amount of water discharged, and proportion
of foreign matter in the water cannot be fixed in the present state of

experience or with the apparatus.
Another question of much interest is the cost of the work. It is

possible
to construct a disposal system on the principle here set forth

tor little more than the cost of a good cesspool ; but it is a case
where parsimony is to be deprecated. There is nothing more im-

portant to the sanitary condition of an isolated residence than the

perfect disposal of its organic wastes. It is conceded on all hands
that the common cesspool has irreraedial sanitary defects. The sys-
tem that has been here described offers a perfect solution of this

question but perfect only when executed with the greatest care

and the closest attention to details.

It should be repeated that however completely the system may he

carried out, obstructions will from time to time occur in the drains.

These will lie indicated \>\ a cessation (if tlie growth (if the <_;ia-- at

and beyond the point of obstruction. It is the work of a moment to

uncover the drain, lift a few pipe?, remove the obstruction and relay

them on the permanent gradf established by the gutter tiles, which

themselves need never be disturbed.

It is proper to say that the flush-tank used for this purpose and

many details connected with its construction and arrangement art-

protected by patents. GKOKOE E. WAKINU, .he.

FROM BAYREUTH TO RATISBON. NOTES OF A
HASTY TRIP. VI.

any of my readers

who have been art-

students in Munich,
Rothenburg will be a thrice-

familiar name, and archi-

tectural students will per-

haps remember to have seen

its buildings cited in their

books, though they are not

among the most famous or

most remarkable of German
structures; but to all others

the name of Rothenburg
will be unknown and this

to a degree which seems in-

explicable when we realize

the interest of the place.

Though it lies so near one of

the great highways of travel

only an hour or so off the

main track we are now pursuing between Wurzburg and Nuremberg,
and within three or four hours' easy journey of this latter place it

is not many years since even the enterprising Munich art-student did

not know of its existence. Its long obscurity is one of the most in-

teresting and anomalous facts of which I know. Founded in the

very earliest days of which even German legends tell, rising soon to

the rank of an important border fortress and later to be one of the

greatest cities of Franconia and finally to the rank of a free imperial
town

;
the residence of some of the most famous among German

families; the centre of many a thrilling historical tale; one of the

chief battlefields in the terrible Peasant War of the sixteenth cen-

tury and one of the most constantly recurring names in the Thirty
Years' War as well

;
a town for very many years second only to

Nuremberg herself in all South-Western Germany, both politically

and commercially considered this Rothenburg, which had played
its part in the very front rank of history for centuries together, fell

in the last century into complete stagnation first, then into complete
isolation, and finally into an oblivion so entire that very few of the

architects, explorers, and art-lovers of Germany even, knew any-

more of its existence than that it was still a name upon the map.
For myself I may say that I had never heard of any one going there

from Dresden, where I had lived a number of years, until this, my
last visit to the Fatherland. I then heard it spoken of for the first

time and what seemed to me very wild tales told of its attractions.

I asked why they had never been sung before and was told the town

had been so completely forgotten by the world at large that when an

officer who had passed through it during the Franco-German war

reported what he had seen to the art-students of Munich, they heard

his story with incredulity. So close at their doors, so unique in its

condition, and yet so utterly ignored the thing seemed an impossi-

bility. But one of the most enterprising of course an American
ran up to have a look at it, and since that time a constant stream

of Munich students has swarmed thither every summer, and every

tag and scrap of antiquity it shows has been drawn and painted over

and over again and introduced into compositions of the most varied

sorts.

This was nearly fifteen years ago and there was then no railroad

to Rothenburg. Eight years ago, however, a little branch road was

built. It still ends at Rothenimrg, and its rolling-stock consists of

but a few freight cars, a third-class coach, and a luggage van with a

single second-class compartment, holding six persons, attached

thereto. These run alternately from one point to the other on the

single track. From these details it may be seen that the town is not

yet a resort of German tourists, still less of foreign cockneys and
" Cookies." To us to-day it seems an almost absolute oasis of antiq-

uity in our modern world, almost absolutely untouched by the hand
of the renovator, and, I had nearly said, by the hand of Father Time

himself; but the lamenting Municher the American painter Rosen-

thai who glories in the proud title of " Discoverer of Rothenburg
"

tells a different tale. He says it is now "
quite modern "

as com-

pared with its condition fifteen years ago, when all the walls were

standing, when no stranger trod its streets, and when not a single

house was nearly as young as the century. Yet even after listening
to such plaints one is quite satisfied with what one finds, the com-

pletest picture in all Germany of an unaltered ancient town, undis-
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turbed by the busy current of modern life or the prosaic touch of

recent builders. Something has been destroyed but the stranger

hardly misses it, and the little that has been put up chiefly a small

factory or two, outside the walls is most inconspicuous ;
the inhabi-

tants have to some extent abandoned their primitive costume but it

still blossoms out on Sundays and holidays ;
and even the railway

stops at its little station half a mile away from the gates. Visitors

even now are rare, outside of the bands of artists who throng the
little inns in summer and plant their camp-stools on every street cor-

ner and every external point of view. No one else appears save a
rare German art-lover of noii-tourist-like appearance. From the
interest with which we were regarded on every hand when our nation-

ality was discovered we drew the conclusion that we were the first

American ladies who had ever burst upon the horizon of the town.
Did my readers imagine that such a city existed this side of the Tar-
tar steppes ? The artists, however, Rothenburg is one place
where such are duly honored in public opinion, who were at first

asked with much curiosity what they could find to rave about in this

dead old place, have at last infused a sense of his own importance
into the mind of the Rothenburger. He is now very proud of his
town and almost comically conscious of its pictorial resources

;
but

whether this consciousness will be sufficient to lead him to keep it in-

tact and to resist the current of modern innovation which is just en-

croaching upon his long-isolated domain, is a question. How many
years will it be, one wonders, before Rothenburg will again take her

place among the busy modern cities of Bavaria, or at least before
her ancient relics will, instead of standing as they do now, uncon-
cealed by later additions, be swamped and overlaid by nineteenth-

century improvements and desecrations ? The native may possibly
not unnaturally, indeed grow to feel that he may have some rights
and privileges as a citizen of modern industrial Germany, and should
not be expected to exist in his provincial poverty and "isolation as a
mere conservator of the treasures of past days for the benefit of
Munich art-students and trans-atlantic tourists. At all events it will
be wise for those who want to see a town that is not only most beau-
tiful in itself but doubly interesting as being the most perfect exist-
ent picture of a German city of past centuries, to make his pilgrim-
age to Rothenburg without delay. If he waits many years he will
find perhaps an altered city or, if not, at least a crowd of Philistine

tourists, the absence of whom to-day is not the least of Rothenburo-'s
unique attractions.

One leaves the main route at the little station of Steinach and ap-
proaches the town from the east over a flat table-land which givesno hint of the actual situation of the town. This is the least inter-

esting view of the place and he is fortunate who makes the journey
at night, to wake in the morning in the very midst of its attractions,
i or the plain is cut by a deep, narrow, winding valley, with a little
river at the bottom. On the east the bank rises high and steep some
two hundred feet above the vale, and right on the edi*e of the de-
clivity stands Rothenburg on the Tauber "

as we should say,
" an

der Tauber "
as the average German would say, but, as the Rothen-

burger says in his quaint parlance,
" ob

"
or " above the Tauber."

The cliff runs out so sharply and in such broken lines, with such a
diversity of projections and retreats that the town built alon" its

edge stands as it were on a promontory with many little capes look-
ing down on the exquisite valley and on the low rollinn- hills which
rise again farther to the west. All along the edge runs' the ancient
wall, broken by many turrets and larger towers, and the houses are
immediately behind it; above it, even, for the wall itself often
lorms a part of their foundations. As seen from the valley below
or from the opposite hills the view is unequalled, I think, in all

^ermany looking more like the background in one of Albert
.Uurer s prints than like any other actual panorama we can find.
J. he gray wall with its queer turrets, surmounted now by masses of
foliage, now by red-roofed houses, is backed by the farther houses of

town which climb the somewhat hilly streets, and by the hu<re
round or square masses of the many medieval gateways; while
above all on the highest point rises the large late Gothic church of
bt. Jacob finished with two fine though not very lofty spires and
formmg an admirable crowning to the whole. Nowhere, neither inthe town above nor in the valley below, is there the slightest trace of
the modern builder to be seen-such works of his as do exist standin-
as I have

said^on
the other, eastern, side of the town. Toward th

=
e

steeply up the hill and at its foot is a beautifuli:ti r> iu- i_ i . T' ,
r '" * lls *** is ueautitul

little Gothic church just by the bank of the stream, and near this amost picturesque stone bridge, built in the fourteenth century, withtwo superimposed rows of round arches.
*

Toward the other end of the town the cliff runs out into the
longest and narrowest of all the tongues with which its line is brokenHere was the first beginning of the city, and here the ancient Burnwhich was built according to trustworthy evidence, in 419, though

nearlfa TuTdred
fortification of the spot had taken place

Thurm" or Phar'amund's Thurm "'actuallyroorunUl'the''^!
ning of our own century when it was pulled down by the Bavarianswhen they took possession of the province. One has, by the waya poor opmion of these Bavarian rulers, who almost aT tieSwhen they were striving so hard (and so

unsuccessfully) to beautifyMunich and make it "the modern Athens," allowed their dem, esto Pillage and what is still more inexcusable, to wantonly inSe thewonderful old. monuments which they had just stolen from eir ccal rulers. It might not strike a visitor to Rothenbur day that

there could ever have been any wholesale work of destruction organ-
ized in Rothenburg so full are its streets of countless relics of

the past ; yet the records show that such was indeed the case. Not

only were all the movable works of art appropriated and the

treasures of church and town-hall in this flourishing independent
city were very rich and very varied but a large number of its

finest buildings were pulled down without the shadow of an excuse.

The oldest buildings within the Burg were removed, including the

open stone pavilion where the imperial justices had sat in the old

days before the city became a free imperial town in 1397
;
and most

of the moat between the Burg and the town was filled in. Besides

this, four of the most beautiful churches were ruthlessly destroyed.
One, a small pointed structure which stood free in the square near
the Jakobskirche seems to have been the finest work of architecture
of which the place could boast. Its stones were used in building the

highways or were sold for the most trilling sums
;
and only the lib-

erality of one of Rothenburg's citizens preserved the exquisite
little church in the valley not only beautiful in itself but the most

striking object in the western view of the town from sharing the
same fate. It is no wonder that even to-day especially, perhaps,
to-day when he has just been awakened to the value of his treasures
and a keener sense of his losses the Rothenburger resents being
called a Bavarian. He is a German, and, if he must have a prov-
ince, a Franconian'; but above all he is a Rothenburger a (once)
free and independent burgher of a (once) free and independent impe-
rial city.

This is not the place to tell in detail the tale of Rothenburg's his-

tory though a knowledge of it is most important to a full enjoy-
ment of one's visit. It will be found briefly recited in an excellent
hand-book to the town, which gives also much definite and reliable in-

formation about its architectural antiquities, written by a local anti-

quary, Herr Merz, to whom I am most glad to acknowledge my
indebtedness, not only for a great part of the pleasure of my visit to
his city, but for a great part of the data I shall be able, though only
in most hasty fashion, to give my readers. Interesting as is the place
in itself alone considered, it is of course doubly interesting when we
know the scenes that its stones have witnessed when we read how
the peasants were beheaded by hundreds in the market-place after
their terrible revolt, till their blood ran in streams down the steep
Scmiedegasse where our little hotel stands; when we find the place
where some of their leaders were lowered over the wall by the

friendly monks of the Franciscan convent^ when we peer into the

dungeon where one of the greatest of the city fathers, Heinrich Top-
pier ancestor of the famous Nuremberg family of that name
met a dreadful death at the unjust hands of his jealous fellow citi-
zens

;
when we see the great hall where Tilly sat in wrath after his

long siege in the Thirty Years' War, vowing that the chief burghers
should die

; when we look at the great glass goblet holding thirteen
quarts which was emptied at a draught by one of their number, who
thus at the conqueror's challenge saved all their lives

; when we see
house after house where this emperor or another lodged on some fa-
mous journey north or south

; when we examine the curious towers
and gateways, each marked by some ghastly historical tale or ghostlyand grotesque bit of legendary lore. Every stone of the city is
alive with memories truthful or imaginary ;

but even if this were not
so every street corner, every vista, whether from within or from with-
out the gates, would still offer views of such beauty, such quaintness,
such pictorial charm that the artist grows as excited, as bewildered,
as wildly enthusiastic when on Rothenburg soil as is the historical
student or the lover of fantastic mediaeval lore. In the one case as
in the other the degradation and isolation of the town has worked to
preserve for us its charm. Neither modern history nor modern
building has a word to say when Rothenburg tells its tale of mediae-
val and Renaissance days.
One line, however, of explanation. It must not be supposed that

we have here an analogy with one of those dead and decaying Italian
towns which offer an equally perfect picture of past times." Theirs
is a picture torn, shattered and in distressful state. Rothenburg's is
still more interesting because not painful in any way. It is not a
decaying nest of beggars who wrap themselves in the tattered and
mouldy garments of the past. It is a bright, jolly, contented little
town, with its ancient buildings in good preservation and its street.",
though not filled with the busy rush of modern life, yet peopled with
well dressed, cheerful,

"
poor but honest "

provincials and peasants.
It is off the modern track, it is behind the times, but it is not dead

r dying. It has a pleasantly busy little life within its own narrow
borders, and every house is still the decent, cheerful abode of thriftyGerman burghers though these are indeed but alien descendants
ot the rich, truculent, roystering, independent, art-lovino- burghers
.centuries gone by. And in this fact lies, I repeat, the peculiarinterest of the place. We do not see the same inhabitants it had of

yore, and it requires a certain effort to reconstruct the brilliant pan-orama of its streets three hundred years ago. But the effort is not
half so great since the town is still alive though in a different fash-
ion, since we have more active basis to work upon than the filthy
deserted streets, the plague-stricken houses, the wretched, degraded
population of such a little Italian hill town as, for example, San Ge-
nngniano.
But enough of generalities and of suggestions as to the interest
othenburg possesses for the painter and the historian. I must now

try to tell the architectural student very briefly of what it offers forhis especial eye. M . G .

'

VAN RENSSELAER.
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Fout/t

In Boston 11
In Cincinnati 9
In New Orleans 8
In Baltimore 6

THE PREVENTION OF FIRES IN THEATRES.

RKTORT OK THE SPECIAL COMMITTKE OK THK FKANKLIN INSTI-

TUTK. 1

llE majority of the "Committee on

tin- Prevention of Fires in Theatres"
makes the following report :

Theatres for two hundred years have
not materially changed in form or ar-

rangement, yet they have enor-

mously increased in size.

The building materials em-

ployed for the stage have, how-

ever, remained the same (except
that in many cases the joists of the

stage floor are I-beams of iron) ;

they are at present, as they for-

merly were, filled with masses of

wood-work, boards, laths, canvas,

gauze, etc., piled up as if it was
the sole purjwse of the builders

to crowd together as many inflam-

mable substances as possible.
The only important changes

in theatres have been, first, the

introduction of gas-lighting ;
and

second, appliances for heating,
both of which have tended to

greatly increase the hazard.

Without going into any de-

tailed statistics, your committee
will give a few tables, compiled
0' Uic

*pjf
of Foe 's

.

ch
.

a d

Hexamer, which are particularly
instructive and interesting. For

example, of 616 theatre fires there have occurred:

In London ..................... 30
In Paris........................ 29
In New York .................. 27
In San Francisco .............. 21

In Philadelphia................ 17

It is an alarming fact that the number of theatre fires is continually

increasing. Sixty-nine occurred between 1851 and 1860, ninety-nine

occurred between 1861 and 1870, one hundred and eighty-one oc-

curred between 1871 and 1880.

During the last decade we have had theatre fires as follows :

1871... ....... 20 1878 ............................ 20

1872 ............................ 13 1879 ............................ 26

1873 ............................ 15 1880 ........................... 23

1874 ............................ 15 1881 ............................ 28

1875 ........................... 14

1876 ............................ 19 Total...................209
1877 ............................ 17 Average, 19.

Nineteen theatres have therefore, on the average, been destroyed

yearly, during the last eleven years.
In a recent compilation your committee found that in 1882 twenty-

three theatres were destroyed by fire.

Out of a great number of theatres, of which the age had been care-

fully ascertained, it is found that five out of two hundred and fifty-two

theatres were burned before they were entirely finished or
ojpened

to

the public ; seventy were burned during the first five years after they
had been built ; thirty-eight

were burned from the sixth to the tenth

year of their existence; forty-five from the eleventh to the twentieth;

twenty-seven from the twenty-first to the thirtieth
;
twelve from the

thirty-first to the fortieth
; twenty from the forty-first to the fiftieth

;

seventeen from the fifty-first to the sixtieth
;
seven from the sixty-first

to the eightieth ; eight from the eighty-first to the one hundredth, and
three after the hundredth year of existence. From this table, which

gives the longevity (if this expression may be allowed) of two hun-

dred and fifty-two theatres, of which there are authentic accounts,

may be seen that in the first five years nearly one-fourth were de-

stroyed, while only three reached the age of one hundred years.
There is, perhaps, no fact which illustrates to us the frequency with

which these fires occur so clearly as the re]>etition of these catastro-

phes at the same theatre. The following is a list of theatres which
were three times totally destroyed by fire : Her Majesty's, London

;

Urury Lane, London ;
Covent Garden, London ;

the Imperial Opera-
House, Moscow ;

Barnum's Theatre and Museum, New York ; the

lloyal Theatre, Glasgow ; the City Theatre, Namur
;
the Teatro Sao

Pedro, Rio.

The following is a list of theatres destroyed four times : Astley's

Amphitheatre, London
;
The Grand Opera, Paris ; the City Theatre,

Hrunn ; the National Theatre, Washington ; the Bowery Theatre, of

New York, leading the list, it having been five times totally destroyed

by fire in less than forty years.
There is no more vicious argument than that which is frequently

made, that it is unnecessary to improve theatres in our country, as

they are much superior to those of Europe ; lengthy arguments of

this sort generally ending with the statement that fewer theatres are

destroyed by fire in the United States than in any other country.
To dispel such ideas from the public mind, your committee quotes the

1 Presented and accepted at the stated meeting of the Institute held Wednes-
day, April 18, 1883, and published in the Journal of the Franklin Institute.

statistical comparison from the records of Foclsch anil Hexanier, with
the following astonishing results.

In grouping the six hundred and sixteen theatre fires, which ha\e
been recorded according to the countries in which they occurred, we
have the following :

I n the United States 188 In Italy 50
In (ireat Britain s; in Austria 33
In France 73 In ItiiMia 28
In Germany 53 In Spain 21

All other smaller European States, fifty-six ;
all the other smaller

non-European States, twenty-seven.
Your committee did not wish to make a rejx>rt until it had thoroughly

considered how the great number of fires at theatres, which is yearly
increa-ing, could be lessened by the introduction of proper precau-
tions; .and by what means places where thousands congregate, not by
necessity, but for pleasure, could lie made entirely safe.

The consideration of the subject was taken up in the following

order: The hazards of (1) artificial light; (2) heating apparatus;
(3) fire-works

; (4) the use of pa]>er wads in guns, and (5) the situa-

tion of the necessary work-shops, paint-lofts, spontaneous combustion
of waste, etc.

After proper consideration of these subjects, your committee next
studied methods for the improvement of theatres in regard to public

safety, studying closely (1) the improvement of exits; (2) the division

of the stage and rooms belonging thereto from the auditorium
; (3)

the opening of doors; (4) safety systems of lighting, heating, ventila-

tion, etc.

The greatest number of fires are caused by the
paraphernalia

of

illumination. The danger of coal-oil, which is much used in our coun-

try and Western theatres as an illuminating agent, is self-evident, but

the hazards of gas, which but within a few years was the safest ma-

ll-rial at our command, are not so well understood. Besides the dan-

gers of leakage and explosions, we have, in the case of gas illumination,
hundreds oifames spread throughout a building, each forming a dan-

gerous sphere around itself. Although the last-named dangers can
and should be lessened by proper precautions, such as wire baskets

and shields over the flames, still, when we consider the close proximity
of the border-lights to combustible gauzes and canvas, and ponder on
the hazards of temporary illuminating effects, where jets are fed

through rubber hose which must be removed during change of scene,
we must ask is there no other method of illuminating by which equally

good artistic effects may be produced, and which at the same time will

lessen or entirely do away with the hazards of the present system V

Fortunately means are now at hand. By the labors of eminent elec-

tricians, we have at our disposal an agent by which the same, if not

more brilliant, effects as those of gas can be produced, while doing
away with the dangers of gas, the lamps themselves being absolutely
safe. The finest piece of gauze might lie on one of these lamps with-

out being harmed. At the same time the oppressive heat and dele-

terious products of combustion of gas are done away with.

Your committee does not deem it necessary to describe the systems
of " Incandescent Electric-Lighting," the introduction of which woidd

undoubtedly be one of the most necessary reforms of our present
theatre system.
Your committee does not think that the arc-light could be intro-

duced to advantage in theatres, except in conjunction with reflectors

so as to increase the brilliancy of the incandescent lamps. The disadvan-

tage of all arc systems would be (1) their unsteadiness ; (2) the color

of the rays, which would, as actors say,
"
bring out the paint," and by

the want of warmth be disagreeable to the audiences. The immense

advantages of electric incandescent lighting, assisted by reflected

arc-lights over that of gas are, that it would do away with (1) the dan-

gers from leakage and explosions of gas ; (2) the oppressive heat of

the numerous gas-flames, which dries out the wood-work, canvas, and

roj)cs of the rigging-loft like tinder ; (3) the fading of metallic colors

caused by the products of gas combustion ; (4) the very expensive

processes of ventilation, which frequently do not give a sufficient sup-

ply of fresh air, may be greatly simplified, as it is the great number
of gas-flames consuming more oxygen than the audiences do, which

produces the "closeness" of theatres, and (5 and lastly) the fire-

hazard from contact with the light, as the glowing parts with the

incandescent lights arc hermetically sealed inside of a glass globe.
Your committee is fully aware of the fire-hazards of the electric-light,

but the incandescent lights (and especially our American systems)
are, through the efforts of different committees, and foremost that

of the " New York Board of Fire Underwriters," so well supplied with

safety "cut-outs
" and "catches," and the erection of electric systems

in the principal American cities is so well looked after by the special

inspectors of the "
Boards," that these dangers are reduced to a mini-

mum. The practicability of electric-light for the illumination of

theatres has been illustrated in the Savoy Theatre, of London, which
has for over a year been illuminated with electric-light, proving it to

be "a perfect artistic success."

Your committee has received the following letter from the manage-
ment of the Savoy Theatre :

" In reply to your inquiries ( 1 ) The electric-light is a perfect artistic suc-

cess. (2) It costs at present, about twice as much as gas in England, but
the proportion here would, no doubt, be much less, as gag is much dearer
than in England. Ultimately, no doubt, the cost in England will be the
same. Yours faithfully, R. DOYLY CABTK."

Theatres should be heated by steam or hot-water systems. Stoves

and heaters are
objectionable.

Where heaters are used, one-fifth of

the registers should be so arranged that they cannot be clowd, as
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many fires have been caused by overheated hot air pipes, in case

where all registers have been closed and the hot air could not escape
All register openings should be closed by fine wire netting to proven
combustible particles dropping into hot-air flues.

The only manner in which the dangers of fireworks may be les

scncd is by "impregnating" all scenery and gan/e by approved proc
esses. Your committee has for the past six months experimented will

all ascertainable processes of impregnation. A process which you
committee lias found to be deserving of entire public confidence i

that of Dr. J. Pafen, of Frankfort, (Jermany, which has been intro-

duced to great extent
;
of its many commendable properties the fol

lowing have been certified on inquiry. The material may be used or

scenery which has been painted upon, without destroying or injuring
the colors; scenery which is impregnated ill this manner does not, or

being used, fill the air with a fine dust, deleterious to actors anc

singers, which was found to be a most disagreeable feature in other

processes.
Your committee, at its request through the kindness of Messrs

Alert/ and Schaede, received the following testimonial:

FBANKyOKT-OU-TIIK-MAIN, August 2, 1882.

We herewith certify, on request of Messrs. Gustav Scliaede and C. Ru
dolpli Mertz, who have purchased the sole right to impregnate combustible
substances for North and South America from Dr. Piifen, of this city, thai
after one year's use the following results have been obtained:

1st. The objects impregnated have proved, even after considerable length
of use. to be perfectly incombustible.

2d. This quality has not been diminished by use iu the least, us we have
ascertained Dy repeated tests.

3d. The fabrics and colors have not suffered by the impregnation.
4th. No injurious effect of any kind has been observed to occur by Dr

Pafen's method on the voices of the singers and actors.

C. RUDOLPH,
Engineer of the Opera-House.

MAGNUS PKOESLKB,
Inspector of the Opera-House.

Satisfactory results have also been obtained by the processes of

Gautsch, Judlin, by sulphate of ammonia, and by silica deposited into
the fibres by precipitation.

Besides impregnating the scenery, the wood-work should be covered
with some fire-proof paint. Your committee experimented with all

the solutions they could ascertain, and had most satisfactory results
from "asbestos paint," and especially from the so-called asbestos
concrete.

Paper wads in guns and pistols, by settling on gauze or canvas
while still glowing, have repeatedly caused theatre fires. Your com-
mittee believes that the practice of using wads of hairjjwould overcome
this hazard. Quick-burning powder is recommended for theatre fire-

arms
;
since the sole purpose is to make a noise, and slow-burning

powders, especially soda powders, being deliquescent, such grains of

powder will, when ignited, be carried in a burning condition consid-
erable distances from the muzzle of the gun, thus readily igniting
combustible objects.
The work-shops and paint-loft should be located outside of the

theatre proper, and should communicate with the stage only by double
iron-lined doors with stone sills.

Your committee has thought best to bring all minor matters into a
series of recommendations, but before proceeding to give them must
mention that there are important automatic devices for opening a
smoke-flue above the stage, lowering the fire-proof curtain, and sendfng
an alarm, none of which have, however, been introduced into the
United States.

Your committee have sought much to find a good fire-proof drop-
curtain.

The results obtained of woven asbestos cloth were most satisfactory,
and smaller experiments, as well as one performed on a large scale at
the Brooklyn Navy Yard, convinced your committee that it makes
an excellent fire-curtain.

Transparent wire drop-curtains are objectionable, as in case of fire

they allow smoke to pass through them, and by not cutting off the
view of the fire from the auditorium, increase the panic.
Your committee, does not think that the curtain used at the new

Opera-House at Geneva is much better.
This consists of a wire screen of very fine meshes, like the material

employed for a Davy's safety lamp, they being covered on both sides
with a coarser wire netting. Curtains of this kind have not yet stood
the "

fire test." Your committee believes that in case of fire it will
not be of better service than the ordinary wire curtain.
The curtain recently constructed for the new theatre " des Celestins

"

at Lyons, is constructed on a similar principle to the. above, and is
hemmed in by a border of sheet-iron two metres broad. Although
this will somewhat reduce some objections, yet it is not a commendable
curtain.

At Lyons, Lille, Toulon, and for the new " Theatre des Arts "
at

Kouen, curtains of iron have been introduced. These consist of a
number of horizontal slats put together like Venetian window blinds
and are raised and lowered by hydraulic apparatus. Whether such
curtains will in the course of time prove themselves successful, is
still problematical. The two great objections which your committee
sees in these curtains is their tendency to rust, and the ease with
which they would warp at large differences of temperature, as in case

Sliding curtains of corrugated sheet-iron have stood best in case of
fire. They have been employed with great success at the Hof Theatre
Dresden; Central Halle, Hamburg ; Hof and National Theatre Mu-

nich
;
New Opera-House, Frankforton-the-Main ;

Wallmer and Fried-

richwilhclmstadter, Belle-Alliance Walhalla, and Central Theatres at

Berlin
;
Concordia Theatre, Hamburg, and others.

Your committee cannot too strongly bring out the fact that the

regulating apparatus of the curtain should be on the stage ;
and not,

as was the case at Vienna, in the rigging-loft, a place which in case of

fire immediately becomes inaccessible. If the apparatus is one which
is set in motion by a crank, the handle should be so fixed that it

cannot be removed, or it will in most cases be taken off in order to

gain room, l>c stowed away somewhere, and will at the moment of

danger be missing.
Your committee heartily endorses the action of the authorities of

Vienna, who now require a man posted at the safety-curtain lowering

apparatus during all performances.
Your committee has had no chance of testing the patent curtain of

Carl Pfaff, but from the report of the special committee of the
" Oesterreichischen Ingenieur und Architekten-Verein," has been con-

vinced that it is one, if not the most meritorious fire-curtain known up
to this time

;
the above committee after careful tests gave the follow-

ing report of its properties: (1) That a curtain constructed on this

principle could be used daily with surety and with a small amount of

trouble. (2) That they were satisfied of the durability of the proposed
invention. (3) That in case of fire the invention would work with

rapidity. (4) That it would give the auditorium the necessary pro-
tection. (5) That it would restrict the fire to the stage.
Your committee begs leave to submit the following recommenda-

tions, many of which are already law in several European States :

First. All corridors should increase in width from the theatre to

the open air.

Second. All extra exits (fire-corridors) should be marked as such
in large, bold letters

;
should be lighted by oil lamps (not petroleum

products; sperm or lard oil is recommended), and should be unbarred
from the opening of the theatre until it is closed. Before the close of

every performance they should be opened, that the extra exits may be-

come known to the public.
Third. All doors should open outwards.
Fourth. Banisters or railings should be fastened to the walls of

all stairways; they should be fitted into grooves in the wall; enough
room being left between the rail and the groove to allow hands to slide

freely on the rail.

Fifth. Long rows of seats should not be permitted. Rows should
be cut by an aisle at least at every twenty feet.

Sixth. Movable seats should not be allowed. Seats should be

tightly screwed to the floor. Fixed chairs with a spring attachment,
which throws back the seats when not occupied, are strongly recom-
mended.

Seventh. No scenery, properties, materials, or impediments of any
description should be allowed to remain in corridors.

Eighth. The stage should be divided from the auditorium by a

fire-proof drop-curtain. Transparent wire curtains should not be used
for this purpose.
Ninth. The fire-proof drop-curtain should be kept down at al.

iimes except during rehearsals and performances ; after which it should
3e immediately let down, and not raised until fifteen minutes before
the beginning of the next performance.

Tenth. Doors and openings in the proscenium wall should be with
stone sills, iron lined (on both sides), and should be self-closing.

Eleventh. The system of lighting the stage should be separated
from that of lighting the auditorium

; each should have a distinct feed-

lipe or circuit.

Twelfth. Gas-flames should (without exception) be covered by wire
jaskets. These baskets are to be made sufficiently large, so that the
wire may never be heated to a greater temperature than 250.

Thirteenth. Border and foot lights should be lighted with electricity,
wt with an open light.

Fourteenth. Every theatre should be supplied with a sufficient
number of fire-hydrants, with hose and nozzle attached ready for in-
stant use, and not removable.

Fifteenth. A large reservoir, holding at least eight thousand gal-
ons, should be placed over the auditorium ceiling ; kept at all times
full of water, connecting with stand-pipes, and not allowed to freeze.

Sixteenth. A sufficient number of fire-buckets (used in case of fire

inly) kept always filled shoidd be distributed conspicuously over the
)remises.

Seventeenth. Every theatre should have a number (varyin" with
he size of the theatre) of firemen.

Eighteenth. In order to keep control of the various theatres, a
heatre inspector should be appointed in each town, who should have
nil power to enter every theatre at any moment, and whose duty it
hould be to see that these or other suggestions made law by an act of

egislature, are faithfully carried out.

Nineteenth. The testing of all gas-pipes, hydrants, and fire appli-
inces should be performed at least four times' a year, and oftener if
he theatre inspector requires.

^
Twentieth. Every theatre should be connected with the nearest

Ire-station by numerous electric alarms, most of which should be
automatic.

Twenty-first. The theatre should be patrolled at day and ni^ht,
>y watchmen, who should be controlled by watch-clocks, distributed
ver various parts of the building.
Twenty-second. No smoking should be allowed in the theatre, ex-

cept where required on the stage in the representation of plays.
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Tu~enti/-third. No swinging gas-brackets should be allowed in any
part of Wt theatre.

'/'tri't////-fniiii/i. Wood-work which is within eighteen inches of a

gas-llaine should lie covered with sheet-iron or till, but in such a inan-

ner that air niav eirenlate between the iron and the wood.

Twcnli/-Jiflli. I!order-li'_dits should be H enclosed tliat mi part of

the enclosing body may be heated to a higher temperature than 250
Fahrenheit.

Tweiitii-si.rtli. When- heater> an- employed the registers should IK;

covered by fine wire netting, and at least one-fifth of the registers
should be MI arranged that they eannot lie closed.

Tirrnty-serenth. Scenery and other stage supplies should not be
stored on the Mage, but in a separate fire-proof dock.

Twenty-eighth. No more scenery should be put upon the stage than
is necessary for, at most, two

performances.
Ttcentif-nltiili. The use of fireworks, Roman candles, red fires, etc.,

should only be permitted when it has been shown to the Theatre

Inspector's satisfaction that the scenery and gan/.es have been im-

pregnated by proper substances, and that the wood-work has been
covered by some satisfactory r-olulion.

Thirtieth. Wads of pistols and guns should be of hair only (not

paper or cotton).

Thirty-first. If straw, hay or any other easily inflammable substance
should be required in a scene, it should be removed to a fire-proof

place immediately after the scene in which it is used.

Thirty-second. A large smoke-tlue should be provided above the

stage. Automatic devices are recommended.

Thirty-third. That the public itself may have control in this matter,
a complaint book should, in every theatre, be laid open to the public,
where any individual may enter any faults of construction or arrange-
ment which he has noticed. This book should not be the property of

the proprietor of the theatre, but should belong to the Theatre In-

spector, the Fire Marshal, and Building Inspector of the city.

Thirty-fourth. Numerous permanent iron ladders should be fixed

on the outside of the building, so that the firemen may readily enter

the theatre while the corridors arc still filled by the departing
audience.

Thirty-fifth. Oil lamps should be cleaned and trimmed in a separate

lamp and oil room, where, also, the oil should be stored. Oily rags
and waste should be kept in small quantities only, and in iron boxes
closed by an iron lid, and standing on brick, or other fire-proof sub-

stance, and as soon as they accumulate should be burnt.

Thirty-sixth. The work-shops and paint-loft should be outside of

the stage building.

Thirty-seventh. Automatic sprinklers and steam jets should be placed
over and on the stage. (The theatres of Boston are required by law
to protect the stage by a system of automatic sprinklers. In Novem-
ber, 1882, a fire was extinguished at the Providence Theatre Comique,
during a play, by automatic sprinklers, with so little injury, even to

the scenery, that the performance was not stopped).

Thirty-eighth. Ground-plans of the auditorium, giving a clear idea

of the building, corridors, stairways, etc., should be prominently lo-

cated in the halls, and should be printed on the back of programmes.
Your committee is well aware of, and have followed with sympathy

and hearty approval the labors of the Asphaleia, a society of promi-
nent German and Austrian technologists, who have made it their pur-

pose to construct a theatre up to the requirements of onr time, which
should not only fulfil all technical qualities, but bring the theatre to

an artistic perfection which it now lacks. This work your committee
thinks they have almost accomplished, and all new theatres should be
built according to their suggestions.
Your committee has tried to correct objectionable and suggest better

features in theatres as they now exist, and has especially tried to make
suggestions in reference to American theatres.

Your committee at first intended to inspect and report on all thea-

tres of Philadelphia, as was done by a similar committee of the Citi-

zens' Association of Chicago, but on due consideration doubted whether
it was vested with sufficient power by the Institute to carry this plan
into effect.

Your committee in closing its report cannot help referring to two
most necessary factors in reforming onr theatres. (1) The education
of the public on this subject by jmpular lectures, articles and papers :

and (2) the co-operation of prominent mechanics and scientists. While
the -mechanical engineer of to-day, through the arm of a child, moves
enormous loads by his hydraulic cranes, the numerous hoisting appara-
tuses of the stage are of a truly pitiable simplicity.
The problem of building theatres properly is eminently one for the

mechanical engineer, and will never be solved if the technical re-

sources of our age are not taken into account, and brought to bear on
the question.

C. JOHN Hi \ AMI K, C. E.

THOMAS SHAW, M. E.
HENRY R. HEYL.

MINORITY REPOKT.

PuiLADELriiiA, April 18, 1883.

The undersigned heartily approves of all the foregoing except the thirty-
second recommendation, for a smoke-flue above the stage, and that portion
which refers to the work of the Asphaleia, concerning which he has no per-
sonal knowledge. He considers a smoke-flue above the stage as in the high-
est degree dangerous, and calculated to increase the draught and strengthen
the flames, producing a general conflagration instead of a local blaze.

BOBEBT GKIMSHAW.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.
HOUSE FOK N. F. 11AKEK, I.Sij., \V\I.MT IIII.I.S, CINCINNATI, O.

MK. CHARLES CKAI'SEY, ARCHITECT.

1IIS house was lately contracted for, the contract price being
$10,2ti5, the owner to furnish grate.-, mantels, gas-fixtures and
furnace. The inside finish i.- of clear white-pine varnished, tin-

stairs only being of hard-wood. The outside walls are of local

brick laid in red mortar for the first story, and frame and shingles
above. Roof of slate. Four good finished rooms in the attic. II.

E. Holtzinger, builder.

HOUSE OF II. 8. CHASE, ESQ., BROOKI.l.VK, MASS. MK. K. A. I'.

NKWCOMB, ARCHITECT, BOSTON, MASS.

N1MROD-ELKIN, ROCK RIVER, WIS. MR. MAX SCHROFF, A1CC1II

TECT.

SKETCH FOR PROPOSED STORES. MR. JOSEPH A. JACKSON, AU-
CIHTKCT, WATF.RBUKY, CONN.

HOUSE FOR E. K. RO88ITKR, ESQ., WASHINGTON, CONN. MKS-K-.
ROSSITER & WRIGHT, ARCHITECTS, NEW YORK, N. Y.

THE house has been designed to take advantage of a rocky knoll
and a parapet wall is to be built around as shown for a rough bal-

cony enclosure. In the sketch has been given an accurate outline
of the situation, with the trees which form an important adjunct of

the site, which, taken all in all, is very picturesque. The house is to

be built of wood, upper story shingled, and slate roof. Cost of house
about $8,000.

SUGGESTIONS FOR THE CONDUCT OF ARCHITECT-
URAL COMPETITIONS.

SANCTIONED BY THE ROYAI, INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHI-
TECTS.

9 CONDUIT STBRET, HANOYKK SQUARE, LONDON, W.
IHE promoters of an intended competi-
tion should, as their first step, appoint
one or more professional assessors, arch-

itects of established reputation, whose
name or names should be published in

the original advertisements and instruc-

tions, and whose decision should govern
the selection of the designs in all stages of

the competition.
2. The duty of these assessors should

be:
a. To draw up the particulars and con-

ditions as instructions to competitors, or to

advise upon and, should it be necessary,
revise or supplement them if already drawn
up;

b. To determine which of the designs conform to the instructions ;

'. To exclude all others ; and
'/. To advise the promoters on the relative merits of the designs

admitted to the competition.
3. Every member of the body promoting the competition, and

every assessor engaged upon it, should abstain absolutely from taking
part in the said competition, or from acting as architect in the execu-
tion of the proposed work.

4. The number and scale of the required drawings should be

distinctly stated, and they should not be more in number or to a

larger scale than necessary to clearly explain the design. If per-
spective views be required, they should be uniform in size, number,
mode of coloring, etc.

5. Competitions should be initiated either (A) by inviting prelimi-

nary sketches, involving only moderate cost to each competitor, pre-
paratory to a final competition ; or (B) by invitation without

sketches; or (c) by personal invitation. That is to say :

If (A) By advertisement, inviting architects willing to compete
.. (here describe the intended work) to send in their names hv

jp
1

for

a given day, on receipt of which each applicant should be supplied
with the instructions prepared under the advice of the professional
assessor or assessors. Each applicant, from such instructions, should
send in by a given date a sketch design (here describe the limit and
character of such sketches). The promoters, with the advice of the

professional assessor or assessors, should select from such sketch

designs not less than .... (here specify the number), the authors of

which should be invited to join in a final competition, in which each
should receive .... (here state the amount) for the preparation
of his design. From these designs a choice should be made of the
architect to carry out the work.

If (B) without sketches By advertisement, inviting architects

willing to compete for .... (here describe the intended work) to
send in their names by a given day, with such other information as
the candidate may think likely to advance his claim to be admitted
to the competition. From these names the promoters, with the ad-
vice of the professional assessor or assessors, should select ....
(here specify the number) to compete, and each competitor thus se-

lected should receive .... (here stale the amount) for the prep-
aration of his design. From these designs a choice should be
made of the architect to carry out the work.
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If (c) By personal invitation to a limited number of selectee

architects, to join in a competition for .... (here describe the in

tended work), each competitor to receive .... (here slate the

amount) for the preparation of his design.
The author of tlie design which may be awarded the first place in

point of merit should be employed to carry out the work.
In each case, (A), (ji) and (c), the amount of remuneration for

designs should be fixed by t)ie promoters, acting under the advice oi

the professional assessor or assessors.

6. Each design should be distinguished only by a motto or de-

vice, and any attempt to influence the decision of the promoters, or

of the assessor or assessors, should disqualify a competitor.
7. A design should be excluded from a competition:
a. If sent in after the period named (accidents in transit ex-

cepted);
b. If in violation of the instructions

;

c. If it do not substantially give the accommodation asked for;
d. If it exceed the limits of site, and
e. If the assessor or assessors (with or without the assistance of a

surveyor) should determine that its probable cost will exceed the in-

tended outlay (if specified in the instructions), or the estimate of the

competitor should no outlay be specified.
8. It is desirable, in a final competition under section (A) of

clause 5, that all the submitted designs except any excluded under
clause 7, should, with the consent of their authors, be publicly ex-

hibited after the final award. The decision of the assessor or

assessors and of the promoters should be published at the time of

exhibition.

9. The work, if carried out in any shape, should be placed in the

hands of the architect whose design has been adjudged to be the best,
and he should be placed in exactly the same position, in relation to

the employer and the intended work, as he would have been had he
alone been professionally consulted. In case a competition has re-

sulted in the selection of an architect, and the instructions to him to

proceed farther in the matter are not given within twelve months
from the time of the architect being selected, he should be paid at

the usual professional rate, under the advice of the assessor or as-

sessors, exclusive of the sum paid to him in common with the other

competitors : such payment to be taken on account of commission,
should the work be carried out at a future time under his superin-
tendence from the design submitted by him in competition.

J. MACVICAU ANDERSON, Hon. Sec.

Re-issue: 9th April, 1883. WILLIAM H. WHITE, Secretary.

THE POWER OF EXPLOSIVES.

VITlIE following by Mr. George M.
J
JL Roberts, technical manager for

Nobel's Explosives Co.,

Limited, of England, conveys in-

formation of general interest :

Nitro-glycerine and dynamite do
not, when exploded, exert such a
force as is popularly believed. To
speak precisely, the power devel-

oped by the explosion of a ton of

dynamite is equal to 45,675 tons
raised one foot, or 45,675 foot-tons.

One ton of nitro-glycerine similarly
exploded will exert a power of 64,452 foot-tons, and one ton of blastinf

gelatine, similarly exploded, 71,050 foot-tons. These figures, although
large, are not enormous, and need not excite terror. Seventy-one
thousand tons of ordinary building-stone, if arranged in the form of a
cube, would measure only ninety-six feet on the side, and if it were
possible to concentrate the whole force of a ton of blasting gelatine at
the moment of explosion on such mass, the only effect would be to
lift it to the height of a foot. The foregoing figures are derived fr.om

experiments made at Ardeer with an instrument which gives accurate
results in measuring the force of explosives. The power exerted on
surrounding objects by an explosion is in the inverse ratio of the cube
of the distance from the point of explosion. Thus, at one hundred
feet from the exact point of an explosion the power is only the cube
of one one-hundredth, or one one-millionth part of what it is at a dis-
tance of only one foot from that point ; or, in other words, if the power
at one foot from the spot be represented by 1,000,000, at the distance
of one hundred feet it will be but 1. It is thus seen that the effects
are intense locally, but comparatively trifling at even short distances.
If a ton of dynamite or nitro-glycerine were exploded in a London
street the effects would be felt severely in the immediate neighbor-
hood only of the explosion, and beyond that they would be confined
to the mere breakage of windows. Indeed, it would be impossible by
a single explosion, however large, to do damage to any considerable
extent beyond the immediate neighborhood in which the explosion
took place. On one occasion I happened to witness the explosion of
over a ton of nitro-glycerine from a distance of only sixty yards. The
nitro-glycerine was about ten feet beneath the level of the ground,
which was of sand and covered with water. Beyond the breakage of
windows and the bursting of a few doors in the surrounding buildiners
there was no damage done. A little sand was thrown over me, butTl
received no personal injury.

Vague statements have been made from time to time, promulgated
to induce the belief that there are stronger explosives than nitro-

glycerine and nitro-glycerine preparations, and that the wretched

men who have been guilty of the late attempts on public buildings,

etc., are in possession of more powerful explosives than any known to

chemists. The public may rest assured that such is not the case.

Nitro-glycerine and its preparations form the strongest explosives yet
known. The strongest of these is the material known as blasting

gelatine. It consists of nitro-glycerine combined with a certain por-

tion of nitrated cotton. It is much more difficult to prepare than

either nitro-glycerine or dynamite, and cannot be made by unskilled

persons. If the power of dynamite be represented by 1,000, that of

nitro-glycerine will be 1,411, and of blasting gelatine 1,555. The one

and one-half hundred-weight of nitro-glycerine seized by the police
the other day would, if exploded, exert a force of only 4,833 foot-tons,

and if converted into dynamite it would represent a force of only

4,567 foot-tons. The conversion of nitro-glycerine into dynamite re-

duces the power of the former, but renders it more easy and safe to

handle and use. The power given above is comparatively insignificant,
and as it is the maximum effect that could be produced under the

most favorable circumstances on the very spot of explosion, it never
could be obtained in practice. It is therefore absurd to say, as was
said the other day in a London paper, that the explosion of such a

quantity of uitro-glycerine would blow up the whole of London. In fact

the explosion could scarcely be heard over London, and the duiniigu
done by it would be strictly local. I have often, by way of experiment,

exploded one pound of dynamite suspended from the end of a fishing-
rod by a string about six feet long, holding the rod in my hand the

while. As there is no solid matter to project I received no injury,
and the end of the fishing-rod was not even scratched. About three

feet of the string at the end of the rod was always left uninjured.

A BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH AND ITS LESSONS.
IIE scene of this narrative is

laid in the Isle of Ely, that

solitary eminence which, en-

circled by the sluggish Ouse,
breaks the monotonous level of

the lone fen country, whereon

1,200 years ago Saint Ethel-

dreda in her flight from Egfrith,
laid the foundations of her mon-

astery, rousing with hymns of

unaccustomed praise the wolf
and the otter from their lair,

and the stork and the bittern

from their immemorial home.
The lapse of centuries has

wrought but little change in

this desolate region. No forests

have been cleared by the en-

croaching industry of the hus-

bandman, nor has the earth
been cumbered and the heavens
darkened by the hideous but
inevitable accompaniments of

our spreading civilization. Far
as the eye can reach the land lies wrapped in its mantle of gray
nist, its long level lines broken here and there by a row of poplars,
standing as sentinels over the quiet little homesteads which dot the
.andscape, their red tiled roofs and chimney-tops telling sharply out
in " the purer ether and diviner air

" above the level of perpetual
mist. The description of the locality by an old chronicler will
n the main apply. Still "

it is a watery waste, affording only deepmud with sedge and reeds, and possest by birds, yea rather [he adds]
much more by devils."

And such was its aspect in the first quarter of the fourteenth cen-
ury, in which our story opens. It is one of the saddest periods in
our annals. The hand of a recent historian, whose early death we
all deplore, has painted it for us with unexampled power and fidelity,
ind it is scarcely possible to deepen the shades of the picture he has
ff .,

despotic king, a dissolute court, a turbulent baronageeft us.
'

grinding the faces of the poor," a despairing peasantry, a countrylamed by bandits
; wars in France, wars in Scotland, wars on every

hand, ]ust and unjust, waged On any or no pretext, and pursued with
unrelenting and

undiscriminating ferocity ;
and behind all this the

twin spectres of plague and famine ! The conflict of man with man,and of nation with nation, was as fierce and persistent as though the
message of peace on earth had never been delivered, and man's only
business here was to kill and be killed. And yet one catches here
ana there, as through a rift in the encompassing gloom, "limpses as
ot a brighter world, visions of peaceful and holy lives, homes of art,
culture and religion.

In the year of grace, 1314, the fatal year of Bannockburn, with
ts savagery and shame, there is, so the chronicler of St. Alban's
ills us, in Ins cloister at Ely, a young monk, renowned for skill in

the goldsmith's art. The word was then accurately descriptive. Ifme reflects for a moment upon the part which that art played in
both ecclesiastical and civil life, the priceless relics which have comeOown to our day, the countless treasures which were " borrowed "

by monarchs perplexed between a hungry army and empty coffers,on those other treasures which were cast into the melting-pot by a
-apadous king and his greedy court; if one thinks of the sacred
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vessels used iu the services of the church, the shrines, the lamps, tho

jewelled crosses, the costly trappings of kings and courtiers, one will

begin to realize the scope of that beautiful art in which this young
monk excelled, and to appreciate that skill which could distinguish
him amongst so main- cunning fellow artists; but, in addition to this

special gift, he was, we are told, no less remarkable for his acquain-
tance with the mechanical arts, and their application to the business

of life. Clearly, then, this is no ordinary man. A proficient in both

art and science
; endowed, moreover, with other graces, of which we

shall hear more anon. Thus equipped, he turned his mind, the

records say, to the study of architecture. We need no assurance

that tho art never had a more promising student, and we can well

believe that distinction in his new sphere was sure and speedy. His

bishop, John de Hotham, a munificent patron of art, a courtly prel-

ate, and a Lord Chancellor to boot, employed on Royal embassies,

speeding hither and thither at his king's behest, charged with deli-

cate and weighty duties, having a wide knowledge, therefore, of

men and cities, and versed in all the lore of statecraft, saw the

stuff of which this monk was made, and quickly got him elected sub-

prior, charging
him with, as there is some reason to think, the design

certainly, with the joint execution with John of Wisbech, of the

beautiful St. Mary's Chapel (now Trinity Church), attached to the

cathedral church of Ely. The foundation-stone was laid by our hero,

Alan, in 1321, and we have clear evidence that he was at the same
time engaged in the design of Prior Crauden's Chapel, the new sac-

risty, and many minor monastic buildings. So evident is his su-

premacy in his new calling that he is forthwith elected sacristan, and,
in virtue of this otlice, he has the sole charge of the fabric of the

cathedral and its accessory buildings.
There were pressing reasons why this charge should be put into

capable hands. The central tower of the cathedral the weak point
in cathedral construction from that day to this had been giving
the monks some anxiety, causing them sad distractions during the

singing of the Divine offices, ominous cracks and fissures in the four

supporting piers making themselves unpleasantly obvious. Alan at

once closed the choir against the monks, screened off the western

arch of the tower, and allotted the nave for the services of the

church, doing, in fact, exactly what is now being done in the neighbor-

ing cathedral of Peterborough. Nor were the precautions in Alan's

case taken a whit too soon, for on the night of February the 12th,

1322, the massive Norman tower, without farther warning, fell "with
a sound as of an earthquake," shaking the town to its foundations,

frightening the poor monks out of their five wfts, startling the scream-

ing wild-fowl from a thousand marshes, and breaking the heavy
slumbers of the husbandman in many a neighboring grange. With
the morning's light the extent of the calamity was all too evident.

The tower in falling had carried with it the westernmost bays of the

choir and the attached portions of both transepts, burying all in

hopeless ruin. The terror and perplexity caused by the catastrophe
is well expressed in the records of the time. But Alan was equal
to the emergency, and we know how he set about his work of repair.
After clearing the site he removed the bases of the four old piers
which had given way down to the floor level, and there he left them

;

advancing the boundary of his new tower one bay into each arm of

the cross, he secured eight points of support for his central structure

in place of the original four. These eight piers he proceeded to

underpin with concrete, and he satisfied himself by careful excava-
tion of the sufficiency of his new foundations.

His next step was, with prudent forethought, to repair the marsh

causeways by which his heavy loads of stone and his other materials

were to travel, and he strengthened the bridges they would have to

cross. One road, characteristically named Seggewick, was repaired at

a total cost of 7rf., a fact which throws a little light on the altered

value of our modern currency. He next despatched trusty messen-

gers to bargain for building materials. " Simon the glazier's boy
"

was sent to Barnack to bespeak stone, and after the manner of boys
contrived to loiter out of his way, and lose himself. Oak, and lead,
and other necessaries were duly bargained for, sheds were erected for

the workmen, and Peter, the mason, and his brother, were put in

charge of the stone-work. The story of the building of the octagonal
dome and lantern is too trite for repetition. One of the happiest
thoughts that ever entered the mind of man, it was carried out with

surpassing skill. The result was not only supremely beautiful as a
work of art, but it was, in every sense of the word, original. There
is no evidence to show, all the evidence is against the presumption
that its architect ever travelled beyond his convent bounds, or was

acquainted, except, perhaps, by hearsay, with the domed churches
of the East. Moreover, the system of construction used in them
differs in principle from that employed at Ely, and Alan of Walsing-
ham's masterly work remains to this day unique amongst the cathe-

drals of Europe.
His next work was to rebuild the western bays of the choir, and

these, as re-designed and constructed by him, rank amongst the

most beautiful of all the examples of our Middle-Pointed English
Gothic.

In the year 1341, upon Prior Crauden's death, Alan was elected

prior, and in 1344 his convent showed farther their sense of his

worth by electing him with one voice to the then vacant bishopric. He
ceased, as a matter of course, to hold the office of sacristan. The works
so ably designed by him had been carried to a successful completion,

only the internal decoration and fittings remaining to be done, and
these could be carried out by subordinates with such general direc-

tion as Alan might still be able to exercise, lint the election of '. !:e

convent was set aside by the Pope in favor of one Thomas de l'l.-li',

a Dominican friar, who Micawber-like, was "on the spot" (Avig-
non) when the vacancy "turned up." The lienelices were at this

date filled by foreigners, and many and angry were the remon-
strances on the subject. It was alleged that " the unlearned and un-

worthy were promoted rather than ihe poor and learned," and tho

high places in the Church were occupied by suspicious persons who
do not know the faces of their (locks, nor understand their language,

neglecting the cure of souls, and shearing the sheep instead of i'-'M

ing them." Alan was, on the next opportunity, a second time unani-

mously elected by the monks as their bishop; but again the choice
of the convent was overruled, and Simon Langham, afterwards

archbishop of Canterbury and cardinal, was consecrated in his

stead.

In 1363, after fifty years of residence amongst them, his convent
continued to hold him in undiminished esteem, but he was then ap-

proaching man's allotted limit of three score years and ten, and

although the date of his death is not certainly known, it is believed
to have taken place in the following year.

It is recorded of him that he was not only, as his works indeed

testify, a consummate artist, a daring and successful engineer, but
that he was a wise and capable administrator, and that notwithstand-

ing the vast outlay which the works undertaken by him occasioned,
the convent and its possessions grew and prospered under his rule.

He was buried in the church he loved so well, and which his genius
has done so much to adorn; and his epitaph, no longer extant,
breathed a hope, in which we must all surely join, that he would be
rewarded by a seat amongst the just in Heaven.

These few notes concerning him have been set down partly because
his career embraces that half of the fourteenth century which ex-

actly marks the culmination of our native architecture, an arc cut
from the very zenith of that great artistic movement which, rising in

this Western Europe in the twelfth century, declined and disap-
peared in the sixteenth

; partly also, because this Alan of Walsing-
ham combines in the range and catholicity of his attainments all the

qualities of a typical architect.

His life has many lessons for us. His education was such as it

befits each one of us to adopt. The training of the eye and hand in

works of art proceeding with equal steps with the study of the

physics and the natural laws which govern the universe. Then a

practical acquaintance with building work, probably working as an
artificer, certainly in the capacity of a " clerk of works "

before
his final assumption of the chief control. We see that a great ar-

chitect is necessarily a man of many gifts, and that his work offers

a field for the exercise of the highest qualities. We see also that
then as now the highest honor does not always wait upon merit

;
that

as in our day so in his,
" Princes foot it in the dust, while lacqueys

to the saddle vaulted ;

" and finally, for our encouragement and
consolation, that time sets all things right. The prelate who snatched
the bishopric from Alan, what is he now to us? His name would
be forgotten but for his accidental connection with that of him whom
he supplanted, while his defeated rival has taken his place forever
with the great of all time.

Of the personality of this " Flos operatorwn
" we know but little ;

of his birth and parentage, nothing. We may reasonably conclude
from his name that the county of Norfolk may claim him as one of
her many illustrious sons, and of him she may well be proud.

His could have been no common nature to secure so early and
retain so long the love and regard of all around him

;
and we cannot

but chafe at the veil which hides from us all farther knowledge of
the man. He has left us amongst the carvings of his cathedral por-
traits of his prior and of his bishop. Of Limself, his work is his

only monument. Apart from this, his history is almost a blank.
The simple piety of his calling forbade the loud, vain-glorious self-

assertion with which a later age has made us but too familiar.

But Fame (uncoarted) guards his memory, and his name shall

outlast the noblest of his works, the crown and glorv of the Isle of

Ely. The Builder.

MONTHLY CHRONICLE.
MAY 5. Explosion of a powder magazine on Priddy's Head, Portsmouth,

England.
May 7. Disastrous fire nt East St. Louis, 111.

May 9. Hurricane in the Lehigh and Wyoming valleys, Pennsylvania.
May 10. Oil tanks at Communipaw, V J., struck by lightning and

burned. Six lives lost.

May 13. Cyclone in Missouri, Illinois, and Michigan.
May 1. Disastrous storm in Illinois and Wisconsin. Fifty-four killed,

over two hundred wounded.

May 23. Fall of rear wall of G. M. Eddy & Co's., new building, New
Bedlord, Mass.

May 30. Panic on the Brooklyn Bridge. Twelve persons crushed to

death, twenty-six injured.

MEASURING PAINTER'S WORK.
May 18, 1883.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT :

Gentlemen, I find it difficult to obtain the information elsewhere,
and would ask the favor of a few hints from you on the following :

In estimating the amount of paint (yds.) on the exterior of a

building, where the painter contracted to do the work at a cer-

tain sum per square yard, what is the usual method of measurement,
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and what allowances are usually made for work in cornices, about

windows, etc., above the actual surface covered t

A reply will greatly oblige, and any
on the subject will be appreciated by

I WK ("in Inrcllv "pare the space to quote details of allowances m measur-

EDS. AMERICAN ABCHITECT.]

WOODEN TRUSSES.
LOUISVILLE, KY., May 17, 1883.

To THE EDITOKS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

Dear Sir*. Will you be kind enough to inform me if you are

acquainted with a good work on wooden trusses, etc., together

with calculations of their strains? I am desirous of procuring a

good book of this kind, and would be obliged, if you would let me

know where it can be procured and its cost.

Very truly yours, O. U W .

[TRAUTWINK'S Engineer's Pocket-Book gives ;1 TerLus '"l ^^ con-

densed chapter on wooden trusses and joints Price $5; to be had of any

bookseller or ordered through W. T. Comstock, New York. Greene s

Graphical Analysis of Roof Trusses, Wiley & Sons, New York, price
|

25,

will ive the principles of calculating strains by that method; and F. Schu

m mVttfnnula, and Tables, Van Nostrand, New York, $2.50 gives add
-

on"l particulars. We should say that all three of these would be useful.

Eus. AMERICAN ARCHITECT.]

ARCHITECTURAL IRON-WORK.
INDIANAPOLIS, May 4, 1883.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT :

Dear Sirs, Will you be so kind as to inform me which is the

best book on architectural iron constructions, and oblige,

Yours respectfully,
A SUBSCRIBER.

rArchitectural Iron- Work, by W. J. Fryer, and Fairbairn, On the Ap-

plication of Cast and Wrought Iron for Building Purposes, published by

John Wiley & Sons, New York, Campin on Iron Roofs, published by IX Van

Nostrand, New York. EDS. AMERICAN ARCHITECT.]

GEOMETRY.
NEWARK, N. J., March 15, 1883.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT :

Sirs, I would be very thankful to you for mentioning some

books, with prices, about descriptive geometry, practical geometry,

projeetives. Very respectfully,
CARL F. KEHMANN.

[CHURCH'S Descriptive Geometry, A. 8. Barnes & Co., New York and

Chicago. Hill's Geometry for Beginners, Gmn, Heath & Co., New York and

Boston, perhaps comes the nearest to deserving the name of a work on prac-

tical geometry of any we know. Eos. AMERICAN ARCHITECT.]

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.

BRANDED LABORERS. The plan of numbering the Italian laborers

on the West Shore road is said to have been found highly successful.

Finding it impossible to keep track of the men by their names, the con-

tractors concluded to number them. The number of each Italian is

painted in plain figures on the seat of his pantaloons. Before begin-

ning work in the morning and at noon and again at night, the men are

formed in line, and the foreman passes in the rear of them and takes

down each number, in order to ascertain who is present, as well as who

is absent. The plan is beneficial in two ways the men are easily rec-

ognized, and they are also kept from sitting down too much for fear of

rubbing'out the figures on the seats of their pantaloons. Exchange.

EXCAVATIONS AT ATHENS. The excavations of the Germans cover

an irregular area of about ten acres. Just to the north of the excava-

tions rises a steep, conical hill, once sacred to the god Kronos, from

which a good, comprehensive view of the ruins can'be obtained. Near

the middle of the excavated area is the Temple of Zeus, with the rem-

nants of its Doric columns, thirteen on each long side and six across

the ends. North of that, not far from the foot of the hill of Kronos, is

the Heraion, or Temple of Hera, one of the most ancient of the Olym-

pic temples, and just east of the Heraion is the Metroon or temple of

the mother of the gods. Along the northern edge of the excavated

area, just at the foot of the hill of Kronos, are twelve treasure-houses,

which were built by twelve Greek cities to hold their dedicatory offer-

ings. From the northeast portion of the main excavated area an

arched passage leads out into the Stadion, or race-course where the

foot-races were run. Of the Hippodrome or horse-race course no re-

mains have been found. South of the Temple of Zeus was the Bouleu-

terion or council-house, and in the northwest corner of the excavations

are the foundations of the great gymnasium. All the excavated area is

filled with the ruins of buildings, some of which have been identified

with those mentioned by ancient writers, while in regard to others

nothing is known. Though little more than the foundation of the

various buildings is now in position, the fragments lying on the ground
are sufficient to make an almost complete restoration of nearly all the

buildings possible. The ground is literally covered with the drums and

capitals of mighty columns, the great stones of massive walls and other

architectural remains. The mass of brown ruins in the green, fertile

valley is truly an imposing sight. What must it have been when those

brown stones were brilliant with bright colors and gilding, when
bronze and marble statues stood on every wall and pedestal, and the

paths were crowded witli the noblest of the Hellenic race ! Corre-

spondence of the Sprinyfield Republican.

wav of the grain of the wood quickly and boldly. A small brush is

usehil for corners and crevices, and a pair of heavy gloves should be

worn whUe a work, as the permanganate stains very considerably.

Salts of lemon or the lemon juice will, however, quickly remove the

stains from the hands. When dry the staining can be repeated if the

color is not dark enough, and then when perfectly dry the floor should

be rubbed dry with in old duster, and linseed oil should be rubbed

n freely with a piece of flannel, always applying it with the grain of

the wood Two or three layers of the oil are an improvement, and

firmh set the stain. The floor is then ready to be polished with

beeVwax and turpentine. To prepare this, spread or cat up the wax

intormaU pieces,- put it in a gallipot, and pour sufficient spirits of tur-

pentinTover it just to cover it ;
set the pot in the oven or on the stove

unm the wax is thoroughly melted, then set it aside to get cold, when

H shou d be of the consistency of pomatum. Put on the wax-not too

much of it- with a piece of flannel, and polish with a polishing brush

OT a big silk duster. This mode of treating floors is quite the best and

most wholesome for bedrooms, which should be stained all over under

the beds and everywhere. They can be kept very c ean and bright by a

daily rubbing with the duster and a weekly application of beeswax

and turpentine. Turpentine is cleansing, and floors so treated do not

require the weekly scrubbing which is so objectionable in cold and wet

weather. Some people object that these floors require so much labor ;

but after they are once well polished, the labor is not more than scrub-

bing floors and washing oil-cloths, and they take away two-thirds of the

terrors of house-cleaning. Those who like the more common varnished

floors should stain the floors as above, but instead of the linseed oil a

coat of size should be laid on. This can be obtained at the paint shops,

and should be dissolved in boiling water to the consistency of thin gum,

and then laid on with the brush evenly and with the gram. When the

size is perfectly dry and hard it can be varnished with one or two coats

of copal or egg-shell flat varnish. These floors require to be dusted

daily and to have a little linseed oil rubbed in occasionally. These re-

quire'less care than a waxed floor, but when they get shabby they are

not so easily renovated. A flannel bag in which the broom can be in-

cased is the best floor duster and one most easily managed.

WRETCHEDNESS AT CHIOS. Having just returned from a visit to the

island of Chios, of which I stopped at many of the remoter villages dur-

ing my stay, I feel that something ought to be known about the present

condition of places which excited so much commiseration at the time of

the earthquake two years ago. The inhabitants of some of these villages

at that time lost everything houses, furniture, and friends and, as

will be remembered, subscriptions enough to keep them alive, say for a

month or six weeks, came from all parts of Europe, and blocnol
wooden huts were built to shelter them. In these they are still living

unable through poverty to rebuild their houses or even to extricate

the dead bodies of their friends from the ruins. Many of them are

now dying themselves of famine, and the cause of all this present mis-

ery is the government of the country. Turkey promised them a year's

relief from taxation after the catastrophe, only to put it on double this

year ; the peasants in abject misery, some of them refused to pay
and many of these defaulters are now in prison. Turkish troops met

the husbandmen in the fields on their way to work and threatened to

take away their mules and implements if the taxes were not paid in

full
;
and now the Government is about to erect forts near the principal

villages to compel payment. In consequence the villagers have had to

sell their goats, their mules and their only means of livelihood ; they
have had to borrow money at exorbitant rates of interest, and are now
in many cases dying of poverty around the ruins of their old prosperity.
Not only are the villages which were destroyed by the earthquake sub-

ject to this misery, but owing to the destruction of the capital, the de-

crease in population, and the general poverty, the other agricultural

villages have not a sufficient market for their goods and no means of

exporting them. The Turkish Government of course say that their own
resources will not enable them to treat the Chiotes with the leniency

they would desire
; that however much they would wish to exempt a

population which has suffered .from such a terrible disaster from taxa-

tion for a brief period, yet they cannot afford it. But why should a

helpless, peaceable population of 40,000 Christians, as against 5,000

Turks, be ground down and suffer a prolonged misery far worse than

the earthquake because the Turks at Constantinople are in an impov-
erished condition ? The neighboring islands and mainland complain,
and perhaps with reason, that they have had no earthquake, no whole-
sale destruction of everything that belongs to them. If Chios were
left to herself for some years she would recover, for her population is

one of the most industrious and the most successful in merchandise in

the whole of Greece. If she is oppressed for many years longer her

population will cease to exist. Six months ago the only printing
press in Chios which was not under Government inspection was closed

by order of the Sultan. No books, not even for the schools, can now
be printed. No one passes through the destroyed villages now the ex-

citement of the earthquake has passed away. Consequently no one
knows the abject misery of the place. Correspondence of the London
Times.

WE hope to be able to announce in our issue for next Saturday the

result of the competition for a "
Mechanic's Cottage."
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BUILDING INTELLIGENCE,
(Eeported tor The American Architect nd Buildlnr. Newt.)

[Although a large portion of the building intelligent*

if provided by their regular correspondents, the editori

arentty delire to receive voluntary information, Clpt-

nallyfrom the smaller and outlying townt.}

BUILDING PATENTS.

[Printed tpecifications of anypatenttherementioned.
together with full detail illustrationi, may be obtained

of the Cnmmiuioner of J'atettti, at H'<uhtngton, for
twenty-Jive centi.l

277.yr.2. C.INSIHII n.iN.u Hi n. I.IMJS, SUIPS, ETC.
C Leo Slallli. Piltsbiirgh. Pa.

27,:i"7. Fun K\ I-IM;I:IMII.N<I APPARATUS. Dan-
iel Beck, Chicago, 111.

278,310. KiKK.-Ksi APK. Charles F. Bicrbach, Mll-
wauken. Win.

,..!ll. si-KtM SUPERHEATER. William H. Bur-
nei, Newark, N. J.

278,315. FIRE-EXTINGUISHING COMPOUND. GllS-

tave J.Crlkelair, New York, N. V.

278,3.'3. AUTOMATIC SASH LIFTER AND LOCK.
Charles W. Elliott. Boston, Mass.

278,338. I'LANJNG-MACIIINK. Richard B. Jones,
Chicago, 111.

278,318. SASH-BALANCE. James W. Lyons, Des
Moines, Iowa.
278,40 f. CARPENTKR'S BEVEL. James B. Curn-

ming.and Benjamin F. Van Amringe, Oakland, Cnl.

278,439. SASH-HOLDER. Samuel Lear, Potlsville,
Pa.

278,445. HOIST OR ELEVATOR. Thomas McDon-
.nijii. Montclair, N. J.

278,481. MATERIAL FOR ROOFING PURPOSES.
Stephen M. Allen. Duxbury, Mass.

27x,4:n. FIRK-PKOOF BUILDING. Wm. L. Black,
St. Louis, Mo.

278,5.28. MEANS FOR CLOSING AND CONTROLLING
HoiiTWAV-CovERS. Daniel Fraser, New York, N. Y.

278.539. AUOKR. Harvey Halligaii and Harvey
Rugg, Seymour, Conn.

278,5 3. WKKMC n. James Houlehan, Toledo, O.

278,558. PRIVV-SINK. Thomas Kelly, Memphis,
Tenn.
278,585. SHUTTER-WORKER. William A. C. Mur-

phy and JollnT. Johnston, Springfield, Mo.
W8.686. SAFK i v-Doo FOR ELEVATORS. Geo. Pil-

son, Yonkers, N. Y.
278.597. SF.LF-CLOSING FAUCET. Anton Prler,

Charles Doherty, and Pierce E. Everett, Kansas City,
Mo.

278,603. PILE-DRIVER. John Roy, New Orleans
La.

278,636. STEAM AND HOT-WATER HEATING-APPA-
RATUS. Frederic Tudor, Boston, Mass.

278.K51. FIRE-ESCAPE. Abbott L. Aldrich, Bos-
ton, Mass.

278.654. AUTOMATIC FIRE-EXTINGUISHER. Chas
E. Buell, New Haven, Conn.

278,635. FIRE-ESCAPE. Whitman Chase, North
Dighton, Mass.

278,656. COPING FOR WALLS. Elijah C. Clark
Cannelton, Ind.

278.664. PAINT FOR ROOFING AND OTHER PUR-
POSES. Frank Jones, Middlebury, Ind.

278,671. ARTIFICIAL STONE. James H. Thorp
Baltimore, Md.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

Baltimore.

HOSPITAL. Mr. Chas. L. Carson, architect. Is pre-
paring drawings for a three-st'y building. 55' x 80
for the Nursery and Child's Hospital tobe erectet
cor. Schroeder and Franklin Sis., of brick an
stone, and to cost *25,OiK>.

BUILDING PERMITS. Since our last report thirty
nine permits have been granted, the more trnpor
tant of which are the following:

K. J. Muiler, 8 three-st'y brick buildings, ss Dol
phin St., betwean Myrtle Ave. and Shields Alley.
A. A. Sauner, tbree-st'y brick building, n s Jack

son Sq. Ave., between Durham and Wolfe Sts.
W. K. Sauinenlg. three-st'y brick stable and car

penter-shop in rear, s s Franklin St., between Pin
and Chatsworlh Sis.
E. Lank-hammer, Ihree-st'y brick building,

Patterson Park Ave., between Pratt and Gough Sts
J. A. Chelton, three-st'y brick building, w s Pa

terson Park Ave., between Pratt and Gough Sts.
S. E. Kichelberger, 3 three-st'y brick buildings, s

Fayetle St , between Pino and Fremont Sts.
A. I). Michael, 6 three st'y brick buildings, e

Culvert St.. between K.agerand Read Sts.

Keyser Bros. & Co., three-st'y brick building an
basement, s s German St., between South and Ca
vert sis.

B. & O. R. R. Co., one-st'y brick building, 57'

175*, at Ml. Clare Station.
Alonzo Lilly, Jr., B three-st'y brick buildings, w

McCollough St., n w cor. Presstman St.; and 2 three-
sl'y brick buildings, n s Presstman St., between Mc-
Collough St. and st:>ddard Alley.
Chas. Milske, three-st'y brick building, e sPatter-

son Park Ave.. s of Orleans St.

Henry hoesser, three-st'y brick building, B B

Haw St.. between Fremont and Penn St*.

.. . I'KIIMITS. Brick. - rrtl-ind Ht,

1A8-1M Wuril 7. for Sylvester Bowman, me.clmni.al,
i.' and 51' x 60', ttve-sfy flat; Webster & Dixon.
builders.
Otw /'., .Vo. 12, Ward 9, for Glendower F.vans.

ilueil., _'ir x 4h', three-sfy mansard; J. J. Whlddeu
& Co., builders.

t'liiu-t si,, .Ym. 27 and 29, cor. Franklin Av-..

. lor Estaleof J.S. Fay. mercantile, ; an.l

31' x 85' 6'', six-nt'y flat; Nenl & 1'reble, builders.

ll'.ani.- Um/audSt., near Centre M., Waid-3,
for MID. Caroline Lewis, dwell, 3D' x 31', two-st'y

pilch; Holbrook & Harlow, builders'.

I'nnHin'il si., near iVnin- St., Ward 23. for Mr*.

Caroline Lewis, dwell., 30' x 3'J', two-sfy pitch; llol-

brook & Harlow, builders.

;/i,n M , .V.,. JL'1-225, for Lewis Burnham,
2 dwells.. 21'G'' x 34', and 17' x '2y, two-sfy mansard.

I'ierce Ace., opposite I'lain St.. Ward -'I. lor Thos.

Brady, dwell., 20' x 36', two-sfy pitch; H. P. Oak-

man, builder.
J'rrrui HI., cor. Waverly St., Ward 21, for Francis

N. While, dwell., 24' 10" and 53' x 63' 2", two-sfy
pitch; Amos 1). Gould, builder.

t trim Hi- SI., nearly opposite Mt. Washington Ave.,
Ward 13, for J. O. Whitney & Co., storage, 6^' x 'JO*,

one st'y nat; M. W. Tate, builder.

Dorvt it., rear, near Dorchester Ave., Ward T5,

for Henry H. Hawley, stable, 20' x 24', one st'y pitch;
Jerome Keene, builder.

Union Act., rear, near Washington St., Ward 23,

for Michael Maloney, stable, 16' x 22', ou-st'y pitch.
Greenwood Ave., Ward 23, for Joseph Johnson,

wagon-shed, 17' x 35*, oue-sf y flat; John D. Wester,
builder.

Lexington St., No. 235. Ward l.for Howard Wood-
Bide, dwell., 21' x ?!' and 16' x 24', one-st'y mansard;
Wilbur Goodwin, builder.

Brooklyn
BUILDING PERMITS. North Seventh St., B s, ISO* e

Fifth St., three-st'y brick factory, gravel roof; eost,

$5,300; owner and builder, J. B. Chamberlain; archi-

tect, F. Weber.
Meaner St., No. 8, n f, 8(1' e Flushing Ave., one-st'y

frame store ami dwell., tin roof; cost, $4,'K)i>; own-

er, Benj. Tuckers, on premises; architect, T. Engel-
hardt.
Hcrkimer St., n e cor. Saratoga Ave., 6 two-st'y

frame dwells., gravel roofs; cost, each, $2,300; own-

er, G. H. Bishop, New York; architecl, G. H. Cham-
berlain.

Lafayette Ace., B B, 150' e Grand Ave., * three-st'y
brick dwells., tin roofs; cost, each, $7,500; owner,
H. G. Cootey. 108 Park PL; architect, P. I. Cootey;
builders, J. Carlin and B. Brown.
Ten Eyck St., No. 210. s s, 150' e Humboldt St.,

three-sf y frame store and tenement, tin roof; cost,

$4,000; owner and builder, Peter Kaiser, on prem-
ises; architect, T. Engelhardt.

Water HI., s s, about 100' e Main St., 2 flve-st'y
brick factories, tile and slate roofs; cost, total

$35,000; owners, Campbell & Thayer, 89 Maidei
Lane, New York; architects, Post & McCord; build

er, J. Guilfoyle.
Stagg St., B f, 125' e Bnshwick Ave., three-st'y

frame double tenement, gravel roof; cost, $5,000
owner, William Dresh, Scholes St.; architect, J
Platte; builders, Buckheid and Ochs & Son.

J'rospect PI., n B, 37' e Vanderbilt Ave.,4 three

st'y brick dwells., gravel roofs; cost, each, $6,010
owner, W. H. Hinman, New York; architect, T. G
Thomas; builder, Tremble.
Kosciusko fit., No. 448. two-st'y frame double teue

ment, tin roof; cost, $3,000; owner, Reynolds, 01

premises; builder, J. Rueger.
Hancock fit., n s, 1W e Jsostrand Ave., 2 three-st'y

brownstone front dwells.; also, Hancock fit., n s, 34

e Nostrand Ave., 2 three-st'y brownstoue fron
dwells., tin roofs; cost, each. $9,000; owner, Geo
Phillips, 177 Hancock St.; architect, J. G. Prague.
Dikeman St., B s, 62' w Van Brunt St., three-sfy

brick double tenement, tin roof; cost, $7.0iK); owner
Christian Hoehl, Van Brunt St., cor. Dikeman St.

architect, T. Llebbrand: builders, P. Kelly & Son
and Glhrson & Llebbrand.
Leonard St., w s, 78' n Nassau Ave., three-st'

frame tenement, tin roof; cost, $4.000; owner JIM

Jones, 108 Eckford St.: architect, F. Weber; build
era. G. J. Roberts and A. 11. Hulse.

Ralph Am., n e cor. Marion M., three-st'y fram
store and tenement, tin roof; cost, $4,000; owner
Philip Stebler, Marion St., near Ralph Ave.; bulk
er, .1. Pirring.
North Eighth St., n B, 150' e Third St., four-sf

brick double tenement, tin roof; cost, $8,000; owner
Thus. Vnnarhan, 141 North eighth St.; archltec
T. F. Kmgbton; builders, M. Smith and J. Doig
Jr.

Clinton S/., n w cor. President St., 8 three-sf
brownstone Irout dwells., six on Clinton St. and tw
on President St., tin roofs; cost, each, $6, ''(in; o\vi

er, Julius Wadsworth; architect and builder, Geo
Lowden.
Kane PI., e B, 75' B Herkimer St., three-sfy fram

tenement, tin roof; cost, $3.000; owner, Margare
Karrer, 1908 Fulton St.; builder, J. Dhuy.

V'ernon Ave., s B, IW e Marcy Ave., 6 two-and-a
half-st'y brownsloue front dwells., tin roofs; cos
each, $5,000; owner, arclii.ect and builder, Patric
Sheridan, 775 Myrlle Ave.; carpenter, Wm. Colsted
Van tluren St.. s s, l.W w Sumner Ave., 7 two-sf;

brownstone front dwells., tin roofs; cost, each
S4.0IK); owner, Patrick Concannou; architect, I. D
Reynolds.

Chicago.

APARTMENT-HOUSE. Bauer & Hill, architects, hav
l>lans ready for an apartment-house, cor. of Ciiov
land Park Ave. and Twenty-eighth St., three storir
an<i cellar, presced-brick, with stone finish; E
Alderman Jacob Eosenberger, owner.

Henry Hartman, three-try brick building, s s Bal- '.

Cnrurii. - 'I he Bapiist church to be built on Fnlle
timore St., between Republican and Carey Sts. I. J

n
,

AT
f!'.

u*' near
Lincoli^l'ark, will

be^o_f _pre>se

Boston.
MONTHLY RKPOHT. During the month of May, 31

permits for brick and 87 permits for wooden build-
ings were issued from the office of Inspector of

Buildings, Boston.

brick, with cut-stone finish; it will cost $-5,000. J. C

Cochran, architect.
CLUB-HHUSE. Work on the Union Club-House Is

be pushed as rapidly as possible, and the club e

pects to occupy it by October 1; ooet will be abou
$100,000.

.. Silshre .V Kent. arehlUscU, have prepared
|.l.n for Mr. II. !'. N. 'i i is lor '.' iliree-ft'y tlxU. one
to be built on Oak M.. and the oilier 1111 (Jgden Ave.
'I hey me to I I prMMll liriek . it li l.ruwuslone

and terra-eiitta lii.i.-h. in Momihli stylo of archi-

tecture, and will x'li.

e Ic Kent have furnished plans to

Mr. .1. \. V. <a\ir tor A llOUM OD UliDOto VU. tO lM
three stoi i.-^ an. I lia-'im-iil, of pretsed- brick, and
Mill cost $7,000.
Mr. J. C. t'ooliran, nrehitect. has plans ready for

li an I.- house for T. W. Wllniarlb, itt lta\.-i.v .M.I.

ne arehilect, 2 brick houses, cor. of .Monroe

St. and W iiichesler Ave., for Mr. 1. W. Liuhlield,

cost, $211,1100.

VM K ^M i i n !]! i Hi ILDIJtO. Work has been be-

gun on Jackson St., w of l-asalle St., demolishing
the old building, for the pnipoi-e ..I er.-. tinx "n the

lot a new building lor the Hojal h.Mliam.- I .>iu

|iany, ..I l.iveip.iol ami ' on. loll. 'I lie building will

be ten stories liigh on both streets. Four stories of

the Jackson-street front nil! lie of red granite, and
red dressed sandstone for the remainder. Quinry-
slreet front will be granite three stories, and red

prewed-brick, terra-cotta finish for the other seven
stories. Steel floor-beams and hollow-tile arches

throughout the building. To be absolutely fire-

proof, and completed In one year; cot, 5oO,000;
W. W. Boylngton. arehltecl.
TOHKS. Mr. W. W. lioyington will build for David

Coey, cor. of Eighteenth St. and Wahash Ave.,

three-st'y brick structure, nine stores, and tbe upper
stories will contain eighteen flats; cost, $70,00n.

icii.DiMi PEKMns.-W. Bucklamel, tliree-sfy brick

dwell., 22' x W, 178 Kumsey St.; cost, $3,00".
W in. Dressier, three-st'y brick dwell., 22' x 50',

3516 Wentworth Ave.; cost, $3.500.

Busse & Brown, 2 two-st'y brick dwells., 44' x 50',

353-:r>5 Marshfleld Ave.; cost, $S,000.
J. C. McCullom, six-sl'y basement brick ware-

house. 60' x 80', 238-240 Market St.; cost, $30,000.

M. Harrlgan, 2 two-st'y brick dwells., each 22' *

46', 149-151 Paulina St.; cost, $5,400.

Peter Decker, three-st'y basement and attic brick

dwell, and store, 26' x W, 475 south Halsled St.;

cost $7 000.

J. McLaren, two-st'y basement brick dwell., 40' x

60', 338-341 Ashland Ave.; cost, $lo,OnO.
K. Klshengreen, 2 two sl'y brick dwells., 48' x 64',

736-740 Congress St.; cost, $10,00'.

Campbell Bros., 6 two-sfy brick dwells., 36* x 125',

382-392 Leavitt St.; cost, $15.000.

David Coey, three-si'y basement brick stores ana
flats 7n' x 166', Wabash St., cor. Eighteenth St.;

cost, $40,000.
John Htzgibbon, two-st'y brick store and dwell.,

25* x 70', 721 Elstou Ave.; cost, $4,000.

J. Webb, 3 two-st'y brick flats, 40' x 61', 310 to 314

South Leavitt St.; c<*t, $10,0' 0.

I. Cohen. 3 three-st'y brick dwells., 60' x 74', 46-50

Wisconsin St.; cost. $25,000.
Jacob Uoeder, two-sty brick dwell., 22' x 56', 394

Webster St.; cost, $5,000.
Geo. Hewitt, two-st'y brick flats, 20' x 51', 59 War-

ren Ave.; cost, $4,700.
H. J. Berry, three-st'y brick factory, 44' x 80', In-

diana St., cor. Market St.; cost, $ln,000.
F. Kuratkewsky, two-sfy brick dwell., 21' x 4',

173 Dayton St.; cost, $3,oo.
Aug. Kershoff, two-st'y brick dwell., 21' iW, 709

HalstedSt.; cost, $4,(ino.

M. Dunn, two-st'y brick dwell., 22' x 49', 398

Loomis St.; cost, $3,300.
Chas. Waxon, two-st'y brick dwell., 21' x 63', 156

Centre Ave.: cost, $3.500.

L. S. Anderson, two-st'y basement brick dwell.,
21' x 49', 94 Lincoln Ave.; cost, $3,400.

Allen B. Wrisley, flve-st'y brick factory, W x

100', 479-4M Filth Ave.; cost. $15,000.
R. Truman, 5 two-st'y brick dwells., 46* x 100',

2900-'.90x Vernon Ave.; cost, $12.500.
R. Rabn, two-st'y basement brick dwell., 21' x 48',

3830 Dearborn St.; cost, $3,nOO.

John Rawle, two-st'y brick dwell., 21' x 52', 3630

Dearborn St.; cost. $4.noo.

M, Pelton. three-st'y brick building, 24' x 100', 490

Milwaukee St.; cost. S9.000.

H Mueker, two-st'y brick dwell, and stores, 22' x

45' 475 West Twelfth St.; cost, $4,000.

J. C. Waltz, three-st'y basement and attic brick

flals, 45' x 57', 379 Chestnut St.; cost, $12,000.

Mrs. E. Fabion, 4 fwo-st'y basement and attic

brick dwells., 50' x W, Chestnut St., cor. Wells St.;

cost, $15,000.
A.C. Lanston, three st'y basement brick stores

and flals, 50, x 80', Milwaukee Ave.; cost. $12.000.

John Livingston, three-st'y basement brick store

and dwell., 25' x 60', Milwaukee St., near Wood St.;

cost, $6,01x1.
Peter Mehler, two-st'y basement brick flats, 46' x

54', 897 -899 South Ashland Ave.; cost, $8,cHiO.

Dr S. Sawyer, three-et'y basement brick store and

flats, 66' X 68', 103-197 North Ae.: cost. $16,000.

Commercial Safety Company, five st'y basement
and aitic hriek offlce-buil.iing. 9<i' x 131', cor. Dear-
born and Monroe Sis.; cost, $200,000.

J. L. H alhway, brick shelter-shed, 160' x 280',

Klngsberry St., cor. Indiana St.; cost. $10,000.
K W. Morrison, three st'y brick flats, 56' x 75',

12-14 Elizabeth SI.; cost, $18.000.

Cincinnati.
HOUSE. C. K. Loudon, Esq., Is to bnlld a stone
house on Walnut Hills, from plans prepared by
James W. McLaugblin; cost, $2",000.

BUILDING PERMIT*. F. A. Heleman, three-st'y
brick building, cor. Eighth and Carr Sts.r cost,

$8.i 0.

Fred. Otte, three-st'y brick dwell., Western Are.,
near Dayion St.; cost, S4,iv.

.1. X. Flakes, two-st'y briek building, State Ave.,
near Eighth St.; cost. $3,500.
Echert Bros., four-st'y brick store, Pear! St., near

Broadway; xt. $,.VK\
Anton Lambar. three-st'y brick building, Dan-

dridge St.; cost, $5,5UO.

Henry Hockemeyer, three st'y brick building, cor.

of Harriet and Espanola Sts.; cost. $3,5"0.

Amelia Welubardt, two-st'y brick building, Loth
St., near Mulberry St.; eost, $3,000.
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C. Weibel, two-st'y brick building, McMillan St.,
near Vine .St.; oust. $4,"OU.
M. M. White, two-st'y brick building, Sixth St.,

between Knee and Klin fets.; cost, $4,0"0.
S. Schuiimker, three-st'y brick building, 5C5 Wal-

nut St ; cost, $;),ii>.

A. Segal, 2 two-st'y brick buildings. Court St., be-
tween liaycciiller ami 1.inn Sts.; cost, $S,On<>.
A. Sega], two-st'y brick dwell., Kichniond St.;

cost, $4,UOO.
Friteh Blettner, three-st'y brick building, n w

cor. McMicken Ave. and Henry St.; cost, $12,000.
Win. Miller, two-st'y brick dwell., Clifton Ave.;

cost, $3,5iiic.

St. 1'aul P. E. Church, cor. Seventh and Plum
Sts.;cost, $5,000.

New York.

CHAPKL. FortbeSouth Reformed Church, a chapel,
with class-rooms below, is to be built on Twenty-
eighth St., between Eighth and Ninth Aves. It is 10

be of brick, and open-timbered roof; Mr. If. Ed-
wards-Kicked is the architect.

FA<T<IUV.-- Fur the Sc-tville Manufacturing Com-
pany a seven-st'y building, about 25' x 10n', w to be
built on Broome St., near Crosby St., from designs
of Messrs. 1). & J. Jardine. It will be built of brick,
with terra-colta and stone finish, will be partly lire-

proof, and cost about $50,000.
INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL. For the Children's" Aid So-

cieiy a building, 44' x 85', is 10 be buiiton the cor. of
Seventh Ave. and Thirty-second St., at a cost of
about $40,000. It is to be flve stories high, and is

the gift of Mr. Astor.

STABLE. For Messrs. BIrdsall & Johnson a si x-st'y
stable, with basement, to accommodate one hun-
dred and fifty horses, is to be built at Nos. 159 and
Itil Crosby St., from designs of Messrs. Berger &
Baylies, at a cost of about $30,000.

BUILDING PEHMITH. One Hundred and Eleventh
St.. s 6. 275' w Second Ave., four-st'y brick tenement
and store, tin roof; cost, $U,OtiO; owner, Josephine
H. Jenny, 68 East One Hundred and Tenth St.;
architect, A. Spence.
Seventy-seventh St., ss, 100' w Second Ave

, three-

st'y brick stable, tin roof; cost, $7,000; owner, A. H.
Jonas, 71 Attorney M.: architect, J. C. Burne.
One Hundred and Twenty-second St., s s, 100' e

Seventh Ave., 8 four-st'y browustone front dwells.,
tin roofs; cost, each. 8.l8,00i>; owner, A. Alonzo
Teets, 2i'8 West One Hundred and Twenty-fifth St.;
architects, Cleverdon & Putzef.

One Hundred and Twrnty-v.tghth St., n s, JOO' e
Fifth Ave., 4 three-st'y browustone front dwells.,
tin roofs: cost, each, *18,HOO; owner, Isaac E.

Wright, 1983 Madison Ave.; architects, Cleverdon &
Putzel.
One Hundred and Thirty-seventh St., s a, 430' w

Sixth Ave., three-st'y brick dwell., tin roof; cost,

$:,500; owner. Win. J. Cbaloner, 227 West One Hun-
dred and Thirty-second St.; architect, F. A. Peter-
son; builder*, Jas. B. Smith & Prodgers.

Mori-is Are., s e cor. West Prospect Ave., 4 two-
and-a-liHlf-st'y frame dwells., tin and slate roofs;
cost. S3.000; owner, John Litter, 351 Fourth Ave.;
architect and carpenter, J. M. Dubois; masons,
Lennon & son.
One Hundred and Fifteenth St., n s, 150' w First

Ave., 4 five sl'y brick tenements and stores, tin roofs:

cost, each, $14,1100; owner, Margaret Schmitt, 428
West One Hundred and Twenty-second St.; archi-

tect, Geo. M. Walgrove; builder, Frank Schmitt.

Eldrulge St., Xot. 11 and la, 2 five-st'y brick tene-
ments and stores, tin roofs; cost, each, $17.000;
owner, Ernst Von Au, 149 Adam St., Brooklyn;
architect, Jobst Hoffman.

Fifth. Are., e s, 5J' 2j'' n Seventy-fifth St., four-

st'y brick dwell.. ?tone front, slate roof; cost

$50,000; owner, Alfred M. Hoyt, 40 West Thirty-
seventh St.; architects, McKim, Mead & White;
builder, John J. Tucker.
Jacob St., Nos. 19, 21 anrf23, and No. 59 Frankfort

St., six-st'y brick store, tin roof; cost, $35,000; own-
er, G. B. Horton, 93 Gold St.; architect, Wm. B.

Tubby.
Itiuington St.. No. 17, six-et'y brick flat and store,

tin root; cost, *25.oop; owner, E. Heiber Breintuall.
Newark, N. J.; architect, Thos. Cressey.

Six/It Ave., 8 w cor. One Hundred and Twenty-
eighth St., 6 four-st y brick dwells., tin roofs; cost,

each, $10,0"0; owner. Estate of Sylvester Brush,
Lewis S. Brush, exr., 40 West Seventeenth St.;

architect, H. S. Hardeubergh; builder, Samuel Low
den.
One Hundred and Twenty-eighth St., s s, 75' w

Sixth Ave., 3 four-st'y brick double houses, tin

roofs; cost, each, 810,000; owner, architect and
builder, same as last.

Went Parly-third At., Nos. 313 to 319, six-st'y brick
carriage-factory, tin roof; cost, $50.000; owners,
Healey, Williams & Co., 1-178 Broadway; architect,
.lu .n Sexton.

Fifty-eiykth St.. s s, 100' e Fifth Ave., 2 six-st'y
brick flats, tin roofs; cost, each, $1 0.0 '0; owner,
Wary Mason Jones, 1 Kast Fifty-seventh St.; archi-
tect, Kobert Monk; builders, John J. Tucker and
John C. Hamilton.
Hester St., n e cor. Clinton St., five-st'y brick ten-

ement and store, tin roof; cost, $20.000; owners,
Moore cfc Wilson, 3 '3 East Seventy-ninth St.; archi-
tects, Thorn & Wilson,
West Sixteenth St., Nos. 136 to 142, 2 flve-st'y brick

flats, tin roofs;cost, each, 430,000; owners and archi-
tects, same as last.

Twelfth St., No. 21, n s, four-st'y brick stable,
gravel roof: cost, $14,<K)<i; oxvner, Edward Smith
151 Greenwich St ; carpenter, J. G. McMurray.

Twenty-first .s/.. s s, 350' w Tenth Ave., 2 four-st'y
brick tenements, tin roofs; cost, each, 812,000; les-

see, Clinton Sutphen, Mount Veruon, N. Y.; archi.
tect. Geo. B. Pelham.

Washington St., n e cor. Clarkson St., five-st'y
brick store, tin roof: cost, $15.000; Jessee David
Milleman, 361 West Fifty-fifth ,St.; architect, J. M.
Forster.

Centre St,, a e cor. Walker St., seven-st'y brick
store, metal roof; cost, $45.000; owner, P. K. Weiler
69a Madison Ave,; architect, J. B. Suook; builder,
not selected.

West Thirty-sixth St., No. 521, four-st'y brick

dwell., tin rout; cost,, Sfi.nSl; owner, Henry T.

Nichols, 3 Beaver St.; architect. M.Thomas; build-

ers, Morris & Seiover.
Second Ace., n w 'cor. Seventy-first St., 4 five-st'y

brownstone fruiit tenements and stores, tin roofs;

cost, three, each 5fl^,nuo, and one 15,000; owner,
Fred. J. Hefner, Jersey City, N. J.; architect. Jos.

M. Dunn; mason, Frank A. Seilz.

Seventy-second A'/., u e, 113' w First Ave., 5 fou

st'y brownstoue front tenements, tin roofs; cot-

each, $!(>, 000; owners, Frame & McGirr, 114 and 1

Last Seventieth St. ; architeci, G. A. Schellinger.
One hundrtd and TtD&itj/-9CVf*tk St., s s, 105'

Third Ave., 3 five-st'y brick tenements and store
tin rools; cost, each, $18,000; owner, John Keyes, <

Ka>t One Hundred and Twenty-seventh St.; arcl:

tect, Thos. E. S. lawyer; builders, McManus & Bu
uey and '1 bos. K. S. Dwyer.

Sixty-first St., n s, H'jf G'' e Second Ave. ,2 five-st

brick te'nements, tin roofs, cost, each, $lu,i'0(i; owi

er, Margaret C. Smith, 1704 First Ave.; architec
A. B. Ogdeu.
Forhj-xtvtnfh St., n s, 300' w Tenth Ave., two-st

brick dwell, and store, tin roof; cost, $3,50); owne
Henry Iteinmuller, 659 Tenth Ave.; architect, C. J

Kidder, Jr.; builder, not iselecied.

Sixty -second St., n s, 81' 5" e First Ave., five-st

brick factory, tin roof; cost, $24,0 0; owner, Sara
E. Hinman, 237 West * 'lie Hundred and Thirty fir?

St.; architect, J. H. Valentine; builder, S. Hininai

Ttcettfy-Jirst St., s s, 75Mv Kleventh Ave., one an

part two-st y brick factory, tin and corrugated-iro
roof; cost, $V 00; lessee, Wm. Collins, Bogert St
architect, Wm. Kuhles.
One Hundred and Sixth St., n s, 100' w First Ave

3 four-st'y brick tenements and stores, tin roofr

cost, each, $13,000; owner, \Vilhelmine Juch, 35
East One Hundred and Fourth St.; architect, Ar
thur Arctander.

First Ave., e s, 55' s One Hundred and Twent;
fourth St., 3 rlve-st'y brick tenements and stores, ti

roofs; cost, each,$ltt,00n; owner and builder, Josep
K. McCoriuack, No, 1 Lincoln PI.; architect, M. V
B. Ferdon.
One Hundred and Twenty-fourth St., B s, 100'

First Ave., 6 five st'y brick 'tenements, tin roofs

cost, each, $16,000; owner, builder and architect
same as last.

ALTKRATIONS. Fulton St., Nos. 206 and 208, rais
two stories; cost, $10,700; owner, Martin li. Browi
770 Lexington Ave.; builder, Henry Wallace.

Twenty-third St., 8 e cor. Sixth Ave., Booth'
Theatre, alter building externally and internally lo
business purposes; cost, $2bO,0 0; owner, .lames D
Fish, 78 Wall St.; architect, Ld. H. Kendall; build
ers, Warren A. (Jonover and A. G. Bogert & Bros.
East Houston St., Aos. 96 and 9$, front altered an.

internal alterations; cost, $15,000; owner, F. Kru
Una, 854 Lexington Ave.; architect, Julius Kastner
Eleventh Ave., n w cor. Twentieth St., four-et'j

brick extension and one-st'y extension; cost, $4,000
owner, Herman Meyer, on premises; architect
Julius Boekell.

King St., Aos. 37 and 39, rear, build brick parti
tion wall, rebuild front wall; cost, $4,000; owner
Win. Cleary, Fifty-third St., cor. Sixth Ave.; archi
tect. Henry J. Dudley.

West Fifty-third St., Xn. 57, two-st'y and base
ment extension; cost, $3,500; owner, John M. Tou
cey, on premises; architect, J. C. Siiookj builder not
selected

West Thirty-ninth St., 7W>. 622, two-st'y brick ex-
tenMou; cost, $3,i'00; owner, James P. Robertson,
4-<l West Forty-seventh St.; architects and carpeu-
teis, Ax ford & Cramer; mason, E. O. Perriue.
Broadway, e s, between Tenth and Twelfth Sts.,

Grace Church, brick, marble and iron spire; cost,
60,004; owners, rector, church warden and vestry-men of (irace Church: architects, Kenwick, Aspin-

wall & Russell; builders, Juo. J. Tucker and Ver-
mont Marble Co.

West Fifty-third St., No. 63, one-st'y brick exten-
sion; cost, $5.000; owner, Sarah L. Heuvelmau, on
premises; architect, Thos. Stent.
Fourth Ave.. n w cor. Sixty-third St., four-st'y

brick extension; cost, $5,000; owner, Enianuel Arn-
stein, on premises; architect, F. S. Barus; builder
not selected.

tect, W. Wheeler Smith; builder, Kicliard Deeves
Brnatl St., Nos. 11 to V, and Exchange /'I., A'os. 53

andte. ten-st'y brick extension; cost, $100,000; own-
er, Darius 0. Mills, 634 Filth Ave.; architect G B
Post; builder, p. H. King, Jr.
Front St., No. 152, Iront and rear walls taken

down and rebuilt, new flat roof, internal altera-
tions, etc.; cost, $5,000; owner, John A. Casey, 142
Maiden Lane; architect, James H. Giles.
Ninth Aoe., a w cor. One Hundred and Eighth St.

new chimney-stack; cost, $12,00"; lessee, Bernheiln-
er& Schiuid, on premises; architects, Lederle & Co.

Philadelphia.
FACTORY. Messrs. Campbell & Kickards propose to

erect, at n w cor. Huntingdon and Pope Sts a
six-st'y manufacturing building, 38' x 87' lo"

WAGES. Plasterers are agitating the question of
fifty cents per day advance.

BUILDIXG PERMITS. Green St., cor. Queen St
three-st'y dwell., H' x 44'; Wm. Keyser, owner.
Edgemonl St., e s, n A nthracite St., two-st'y dwell

15* x 40'; Geo. McCouch, contractor.
Wolf St., n s, w Sixth St., 7 two-st'y dwells., 16' x

30'; v\ . J. Smith, contractor.
Little Wayne *t. A'os. 4923 and 4025, 2 three-sfv

dwells., 15' x 30'; Valentine Stokes, owner.
Mutter St., e s, s Somerset St. . three-st'y dry-house

19' x 50'; Joseph Hanson, owner.
Terrace St., bet. Cedar St. and Shur's Lane, 2 two.

st y dwells., 15' x 30'; Jno. Harper, owner.
Flemnig St., a s, bet. Cotton and Grape Sts. 3

two-st y dwells., 13' x 44'; Henry Gray, contractor
Hauies St., s e s bet. Hancock St., and German-town Ave., two-st'y store and dwell., W x 34'; Geo

Hearst, contractor.

Poplar St., n wcor. Carlisle St.,2 three-st
:

y dwells.,
20' x 61'; Jos. Stuckey, contractor.

Iteese St.,Q, n Cumberland St., two-st'y dwell.,
13' x 40'; Wm. Tecklenberg, contractor.
Scott St., No. liiSB, two st'y dwell., 16' x 26'; Jno.

Spoerl, contractor.
Otis S/., s s, e Memphis St., and n s Moore St., 10

three-st'y dwells., 16' x 40'; Cbas. Martin, owner.
South K'ujMli St.. Ao. 1704, two-sty dwell., 16' x

42': H. C. IVlinlzer, owner.
Caernavon St., w s, bet. Dickinson and Tasker

Sts., two-et y dwell.. 14' x ;.&'; Jas, Dempsey, owner.
HrownSt.,es, bet. Twenty-seventh and TaneySts.,

12 three-st'y dwells.. 16' x .'3'; Jacob Ridgeway.
Stella Aft., 11 s, u Emerald St., two-st'y dwell., 16'

x 45'; C. G. Harris.

-it/'JSiH St., s s, e Kidge Ave., three-st'y dwell., 15'
x 43'; Chas. Bartle, contractor.
Mnsclier St., s w cor. Vcnango St., two-st'y dwell.,

14' x 30'; Job Rutty, contractor.
Greene St., No. 1814, two-st'y stable., 32' x 36';

Nutz & Worthiiijjton, contractors.
H'ariiock St., w s, 8 Columbia Ave., 2 two-st'y

dwell?., 17' x 3s'; C. Bachle, contractor.
Nineteenth St., e s, n Reed St., one-st'y chapel, 25'

T 48'; Kramer & Huston, contractors.
Paul. St., s w cor. Ratin St., police station, 40' x

i03'; Thos. A. Lynch, contractors.
Fair/nit St., w 8, 8 Huntington St., two-st'y

dwell., 17' x 42'; F. Hefling, contractor.
Ashmi'ad St, n s, e Mercer St., two-st'y dwell., 15'

x 38'; V in. Garvin, contractor.

Thirty-fourth St., s e cor. Race St., three-st'y
dwell., 28' x 44'; Wm. Lamb, contractor.
Davis St., ue cor. Gertuaiitown Ave., third-ft'y

addition to front and second-st'y addition to back
building, 18' x 70'; J. G. Hen vis, owner.
Second St., e s, n Is'orris St., 2 three-st'y stores and

dwells., 18' x 48'; Wm. Bartholomew, contractor.
1'alcthorp St.. w s, n Norris St., 2 two-st'y dwells.,

18' x 36'; Win. Bartholomew, contractor.
Spring Garden St., n s, e Seventeenth St., school-

house, 45' x 100'; P. H. Somerset, contractor.
Hodine St., w s, s Dauphin St., second and third-

st'y add. to lactory, 3^' x 64'; Jas. Cooney.
J'ine St., No. 212, two-st'y back building, 2C' x 40';

H. Nichols, owner.
Tulip St., w s, n Palmer St., four-st'y factory, 30'

x 77'; Jos. Young, contractor.
Frank/in St. Aos. 1428, 1430, 1432 and 1434, 4 three-

st'y dwells., 17' x 70'; Daniel Buck, owner.
Kite/ten's Lane, e Ridge Ave., 2 two-st'y dwells.,

Jacob Ketteuring, owner.
Fifth St., e s, s Susquehanna Ave., three-st'y

dwell.. 17' x 46'; C. H. W. Keyser, contractor.
Mctinton St., No. 21'i, oue-st'y carriage-house, 32'

x63'; Benj. Hunt.
Twenty-iirst St., s w cor. Bainbrldge St., two-st'y

stable, lb' x 22'; J. & S. Gardner, owners.
Fraid-ford Jloart, No. 3412, three-st'y dwell., 16' x

30'; G. W. Jackson, owner.
Venanyo St., s s, w Twenty-second St., 4 thrce-st'y

dwells., 17' x 50'; Jno. Duncan, contractor.

1'atethorp St.. es, n Dauphin St., 3 two-st'y dwells.,
12' x 28'; Wm. F. Shaw, owner.
Crown St., s e cor. Vine St., two-st'y factory, 48' x

66'; C. Bachle, contractor.
Sixth St., e s, bet. Wharton and Reed Sis., 12 three-

st'y dwells., 16' x 48'; A. M. Green, owner.
Hanleii St., e s, bet. Wharton and Reed Sts., 4 two-

st'y dwells., 16' x 30'; A. M. Green, owner.
Haiiley St., w s, bet. Wharton and Reed Sts.. 8

two-st'y dwells., 15' x 30'; A. M. Green, owner.
Marriott St. Nos. 42U and 422, 2 two-st'y dwells..

15' x 28'; Samuel Elliott.

Mulberry St., e s, bet. Ward and Baker Sts., two-
st'y dwell., 17' x 44'; Jno. W. Eilton, contractor.

Terrace St., w s, n Saville St., three-st'y dwell.,
17' x 32'; Mcllwain & Cunningham, contractors.

Uobson's Mills, cor. Ridge Ave and Scott's Lane,
three-st'y store-house, 40' x 140'; J. Dobson, owner.
Queen Lane, a s, bet. Ridge Ave. and Railroad, 2

three-st'y dwells., 13' x 24'; Jno. Dobsou, owner.
Woodvale Ave., cor. Ridge Ave., 9 two-st'y dwells.,

16' x 44'; A. A. Harmer, owner.
i'rofpect Are.ne&r Ridge Ave., three-st'y dwell.,

16' x 42'; J. P. Schtrf, owner.
Broad St., s e cor. Hamilton St., one-st'y foundry,and four-st'y machine-shop, 55' x 109' and 40' x 66';

Kister & Oram, contractors.
Permits issued during May, 653.

Bids and Contracts.

ALTIMORE, MD. The following bids for iron-work

del Bellman, $5,862.51*;' Snead & Co.,
'

$7!o6-.96-
Phoenix Iron Co.. Trenton, $7,913.79; H. A. Ramsay& Co., $6,495; no awards.
LKVKLAND, O. The contracts for building the
Fourteenth Ward Fowler School Building have
been awarded, and the foundations are already laid.
Contractors are as follows: mason-work, F. H. hg-
gers, $20,850; carpenter-work, C. A. Merrilt $14 843'
galvanized iron and tin, Parkin & Ryan, $1.443;
slating, Auld & Conger, $1,470; painting, A. & W.
Kyle, $1,107; heating and ventilating, binith & Con-
nors, $9,510.75. Total, $58,223.75.
ADUtAH, Ky. The following is a synopsis of bids
lor furnishing glass for post-office: De Paw, $899;E. A. Boyd, Sl.oci8.l8, to be completed in two weeks;
Crystal Plate Glass Company, $1,' 67.37, to be com-
pleted in three weeks; John Gibson, $1,275- V\ il-
liam Glenny, $1 390, to be completed in oix weeks.No awards.
HII.ADELPHIA, PA. The following is a synopsis of
bids opened for encaustic floor-tiling for court-house
and post-office: E.tw. Boole, $135.:'0; United Stales
Encaustic Tile Company, $lc 8.90; William L Wil-
son, $102.92; American Encaustic 'lile Co.. S105;
Sbarpless & Watts, S113; John Gibson, $125 No
awards.
OPEKA, KA>-. The following is ft synopsis of Mils
for heating-apparatus for the court-house, etc.:
SamueKJ. Pope & Co., $13.4711; Bartlctt, liajwaidsco.. 015,48-s Brooks & Kemper. Sl.-r 700- Fieder-
ick Tudor, $16,667. The bid of Samuel J. Pope &
Co., $J3,4i, the lowest, has been accepted.
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'7JN informal notice Las been given that the Seventeenth An-

j\ nual Convention of the American Institute of Architects

will be held in Providence and Newport, R. I., on the

29th, 30th and 3 1st of August next. The time has been set

much earlier in the year than usual, in order that visitors may
see the two beautiful cities where the Convention is to be held

at their most brilliant season. The committee of arrangements
have succeeded in devising a most attractive programme of min-

gled business and pleasure. The first day's session will be held

in Providence, the Convention meeting for the usual business

in the forenoon, and for adjourned matters and papers in the

evening, the time between being occupied by a drive about the

city. During the forenoon of the second day the regular busi-

ness will probably be nearly or quite completed, and the Conven-
tion will adjourn to Rocky Point for dinner ; proceeding later

by steamer to Newport, where an evening session will be held

in the picturesque Casino. The third day will be devoted to en-

joyment, the members spending the forenoon in driving over

the town, to separate finally in the afternoon, after a lunch at

the Casino. The committee call upon all members of the In-

stitute to assist in making the meeting of the Convention as inter-

esting and successful as possible, and ask particularly for papers
on topics of professional interest. There are so many archi-

tects who have within the past year or two experienced or ob-

served something which their fellows would like to know about
that it ought to be an easy matter to secure material of great
value ; but to make sure of this result every member of the

Institute should ask himself whether he is not bound to contrib-

ute some of the information which he has acquired in return

for that which he expects to gain from others.

TITHE dispute between the master masons of Chicago and

^ the Bricklayers' Union, after even more than the usual

amount of ridiculous boasting, recrimination, bad faith and

mendacity, has virtually terminated, in an order which "
per-

mits
"

the members of the Union to go to work again at the

wages offered them, "
provided they refuse to work under the

non-Uuion foremen," the last clause being, of course, nothing
more than one of the characteristic pretences by which the

self-constituted leaders of such bodies endeavor to deceive peo-

ple who do not know them into the idea that they possess some

authority. The last hours of the strike were enlivened by the

confession of a penitent Union man, who came to the house of

the Secretary of the Master Masons' Association at midnight,
and woke him up to tell him that he had circulated false reports
about him to injure his character, and having lost his peace of

mind in consequence had come to him in the hope of regaining
it by the acknowledgment of his fault. The unsympathizing
Secretary told the culprit in reply that it was quite unnecessary
for him to waste his time in going about confessing himself to

be a liar, since everybody knew that already ; and dismissed

him without much ceremony. It is much to !>< hoped that :in

understanding having been readied, the building trades in ( hi-

cago will enter upon a new season of prulitulile urthity.

"TTNOTIIKU strike, in Massachusetts, has practically ended

j\ in a different, and much less satisfactory way. For some
'

time the operatives in certain shoe manufactories in tin-

town of Marblehead have boon engaged in a dispute with their

employers, and have used against them the customary practices
of intimidating those who were willing to work for the wa^es
which they refused, and threatening and endeavoring to injure
those of their fellow workmen who remained faithful to their du-

ty toward their employers and their own families. The operatives
control a large number of votes, and the town government, in

abject terror of their influence, refused to do anything to pro-
tect the employes or property of the manufacturers, who, finding
themselves on the verge of ruin, at last resolved to take the only
course open to them, and remove their business and their ma-

chinery to another State. The transfer is already completed in

some cases, and in a few days all the aggrieved manufacturers

will be gone, leaving their operatives to seek some other means
of living, since they would have it so, as best they can ; and

the foi'lish town government to mourn the loss of a goodly por-
tion of its heaviest tax-payers, and to provide betimes for the

support of the army of paupers which it has so efficiently

helped to create within its jurisdiction.

TTTHE question of the responsibility of architects is likely to

J. be raised in an interesting form in relation to the repairs
of the stone ceiling of the Assembly Chamber in the new

State Capitol of New York. It will be remembered that a

commission appointed to examine and report upon the security
of this ceiling, although it found no defect involving imminent

danger to the structure, advised its removal : and most of our

readers will also remember that the architects of the new part
of the building, Messrs. Eidlitz and Richardson, united in the

production of a very able reply to the report of the Commis-
sion, protesting against the demolition of their work ;

and in

connection with this made an offer, which was accepted, to do

at their own expense any work of consolidation or repair which

might be necessary to make the ceiling absolutely secure. The
cost of the work done in carrying out this proposition was
about three thousand dollars, which Messrs. Eidlitz and Rich-

ardson paid ; but at the subsequent session of the State Legis-
lature a bill was introduced, praying that they might be reim-

bursed for their outlay. So far as it is now possible to judge,
the friends of the architects seem quite justified in asking for

them the repayment of money spent rather in deference to an

unreasonable panic than in remedying any fault or mistake of

their own ; but, although both houses of the Legislature passed
the bill, it was vetoed by the Governor. It is, of course, prob-
able that the matter will come up again next year, and its dis-

cussion may perhaps reopen the whole question of the proper
or improper construction of the vault, which has hardly yet
been satisfactorily settled.

WE have been favored with a copy of what would be called

by some persons an " invitation to architects," announc-

ing, in rather ungrammatical language, that the Commis-
sioners of the Territory of Dakota thereto authorized will on

the fifth day of July, 1883, "receive plans and estimates for a

capitol building," to cost when completed not more than three

hundred thousand dollars,
" which said building shall be de-

signed as the main or central part of a larger edifice, and the

architect must enclose his bill for the plans independent of

superintendence, and also specify the price of superintendence, if

employed for that purpose." The Commissioners, as we are

subsequently informed, "reserve the right to reject any or all

bids, and will only pay for such plans and specifications as are

accepted." We. should like to know how many architects pro-

pose to dance attendance at the session of the high Commis-
sioners of Dakota, with their portfolios under their arms, on

these liberal terms. Every one knows that no proposition,
however mean and insulting, is regarded by the average public
officer as too degrading to be offered to persons who are willing
to work for nothing, but it is hardly conceivable that nny arch-

itect with honest intentions should think of advertising his lack
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of employment and low opinion of his own ability by uoticiu

such an announcement.

FOLLOWING
the example of the Florentine and Parisian

colonies, the group of artists resident in Rome have pre

pared an earnest protest against the new protective tariff

laid upon paintings and sculptures imported into this country

joining witli it an appeal for its speedy removal. This actioi

of the Roman residents is perhaps the more significant,
inas

much as Rome was the Mecca of American artists long before

the Salon or the French school were heard of in this country

and the opinion of those who still cling to the Eternal City may
be taken as that of the most conservative portion of our artis-

tic society ; but, as it seems, the devotees of high art are as

sincere in their abhorrence of this kind of political patronizing

as their impressionist brethren north of the Alps. We regret,

however, to find them somewhat misinformed as to the direct

support which the government of the United States has given to

esthetic culture. In their protest they say that "
we, as a na-

tion, have done nothing to foster art, have created no national

museum," and so on. Evidently, the authors of this sentence

have never visited Washington, where ample sums of public

money have been spent in the acquisition, for the adornment

of the Capitol, of what those who voted for the appropriations

probably supposed to be works of art. One is rather at a loss,

in contemplating these creations, to understand the theory on

which the estimate of their merit was based, but it is not im-

possible, considering the sort of assertion which passes current

among a certain class of statesmen, that the testimony of their

authors on this point was received as convincing.

HE bill incorporating a company for the construction of a

canal across Cape Cod in Massachusetts, was passed last

week, after a bitter opposition, proceeding, it is said, from

the railway companies. Several attempts have already been

made toward the excavation of this canal ; and, as the inhabi-

tants of that region dryly remark, the route is strewn with

empty champagne bottles left by the various parties of engi-

neers ; but the last company incorporated for the purpose made
itself so ridiculous by the magniloquence of its promises, and

the feebleness of its performance, that there has naturally been

some hesitation in granting a new charter. As something like

fifty thousand vessels pass now in a year around the extremity
of Cape Cod, and the number is constantly increasing, the at-

tention of those persons who take a satisfaction in the promo-
tion of great engineering enterprises has been directed more

earnestly than ever, since the failure of the last company, to an

undertaking which seemed so certain of pecuniary success, and

the associates who have advanced so far toward securing their

charter are willing, as surety for their good faith, to deposit
two hundred thousand dollars in the State Treasury, to be for-

feited unless the scheme is carried through within a limited time.

In explanation of the hostility of the railroads to the canal, it

seems that while the others may be acting from a mere desire

to obstruct any rival route for transportation, one, the Old Col-

ony road, extends to the very end of the Cape, and would find

its traffic seriously interrupted by a ship canal. Even with the

best of drawbridges, the passage of a vessel across the line

every six or seven minutes would lead to vexatious delays of

trains, if nothing worse.

TTfHE Sanitary Engineer appears this month in a somewhat

"Jj different and improved form, giving, among other things,
more importance to the excellent editorials which have al-

ways distinguished it. One of these articles in the first number
for the month treats of the curious investigation now in prog-
ress in relation to the conduct of the Government Architect,
and expresses the decided opinion that the public work should
not " be interfered with, and the Departments demoralized, for

the gratification of cranks and soreheads." In its opinion the

investigation is, in part at least, carried on for the benefit, and
at the expense, of disappointed contractors, who hope to gratify
their resentment, if nothing else, by using a politician desir-

ous of notoriety as a cat's-paw. This theory is certainly in

some degree justified by the character of the evidence hitherto

brought forward ; and the animus of a few of the interested

persons is illustrated by a letter from a manufacturer of eleva-

tors in Chicago, evidently written for publicati m, in which the

Supervising Architect is accused of improper favoritism in re-

fusing to invite this particular manufacturer to compete with

others for furnishing elevators for the public buildings which

have been erected under his care. We know nothing agiiinst

the elevators made by the writer of the letter, but itis at least

conceivable that the Supervising Architect may have refrained

from asking him to compete because he did not approve of

something in the design or construction of the machine ;
and it

would be hard indeed if the officer responsible for our public

buildings should be obliged to use anything in the shape of an

elevator that might be offered him, it' it only proved to be the

cheapest in price.

NOVEL case in real-estate law is reported from Indiana,
where a vigorous widow, in running the boundaries of her

property, found her calculations in disagreement with

those of her next-door neighbors, who happened, technically, to

be the trustees of a certain church. The discrepancy between
the opposing estimates of lines or angles was so serious that by
the Jady's plan her boundary not only overran the church

land, but came into collision with the church edifice itself.

Being quite certain of the correctness of her own survey, and

rightly judging that she was entitled to the occupancy of the

whole of her estate, without regard to the encroachments
which others might have unadvisedly made upon it, she pro-
ceeded to erect a fence upon the division line as she understood

it, breaking all the church windows in order to obtain an accurate

alignment. It happened, however, that the church trustees

were equally convinced of the correctness of their plan,
which represented their boundary as running on quite a differ-

ent line, at some distance within the territory which the widow
claimed as her own, and they too resolved to erect a fence on
the boundary as they understood it. Unfortunately, the lady's
convictions were stronger than theirs, or, at least, took a more
active form, for no sooner had one of them appeared on the

ground with his fence-building materials than he was assailed

with a horse-whip wielded by the fair hands of the adverse

claimant, and ignominiously beaten to the ground, together
wkh his fence. At this point the aid of the law was invoked,
to Vrocure a cessation of hostilities while impartial justice
should weigh in her balance the opposing claims ; but no sooner
was the sword of the blind goddess extended, in the shape of a

p6liceman with a pistol, toward the scene of conflict, than
the conquering heroine made a new charge, and after knocking
the pistol from the policeman's hands, set two fierce dogs on
him, who bit him in a most pitiable manner. After this, the

hope of an amicable settlement seems, not without reason, to
have been abandoned, and the machinery of the State courts
has been set in motion to arbitrate between the belligerents.

IT
seems that the project entertained in England for exca-

vating a second canal across the Isthmus of Suez is likely to
he forestalled by the managers of the present canal, who an-

nounce that they are on the point of constructing a duplicate
of their own work. The territory already in their possession
is large enough to admit of another canal parallel with the first,
but they think it advisable, if possible, to obtain farther con-
cessions of land from the Egyptian Government, and have
already entered into negotiations for that purpose. It seems
hardly likely that representations of this kind should have been
made with no other purpose than that of breaking up the inde-
pendent English scheme, and if M. de Lesseps and his asso-
ciates should really intend to dig a second canal, they can
probably do so to better advantage, and at less expense, than
any one else.

0N
the occasion of the Montgolfier celebration in France

this summer an aeronautic exhibition is to be held in
Paris, in the palace of the Trocadero, to open on the

fifth of June, and continue ten days. The exhibition is to
comprise all kinds of materials used in the construction of bal-
oons, such as cotton and silk fabrics, cords for nettings, bamboo
or baskets, and so on; with balloons and paracliutes, shown
jy models and drawings, as well as in the full size; scientific
nstruments for use in aerial voyages, including barometers, hy-
grometers and photographic apparatus ; and* apparatus for gen-
erating hydrogen and other light gases. In the last item of
aeronautic practice, particularly, great improvements have re-
cently been made, and persons interested in the subject will
probably be able to learn much from the exhibition.
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FROM BAYKKl'TII To IJA'l ISliOX. NOTES OF A
HASTY TUII'. VII.

S may l>e imagined from

cription Already
given, the chief intcre.-i

of Kothenbiirg for the arehi-

trci, as for all other.-, lies in

its general aspect. That
to say, while there are many
tine or curious structures in

the place they are equalled
or surpassed by others of

similar sorts in many oilier

places ; but in its general
appearance Rothcnhurg is

quite unique in the Ion;; list

of German cities. Yet il is

not to be supposed that we
see here quite what we
would have seen had Nurem-

berg, for example, come
down to us in as unaltered
a condition. Important
though Kothenburg was in

early days, standing though
it did at one time next to

Nuremberg in influence

among the Franuonian
towns, it never was so large or so magnificent a city by many de-

grees. It acquired by force of arms or of money the dominion over
numerous neighboring towns and villages and a wide stretch of fer-

tile country. It ruled over some 20,000 souls, but even at the time
of its greatest prosperity, toward the end of the fourteenth century,
there were never more than 6,000 within its walls. Its burghers
built on a sufficiently lavish and imposing scale, yet they did not real-

very
been, however, architecturally considered, one of the finest towns of
the second class in Southern Germany, and this is enough to make
us very grateful for its preservation in such peculiarly untouched
condition down to our own time. As I have said, nowhere else save
in the background of some old German print will the student of to-

day gain so good an idea of how a fortified town looked in olden

days as^lie
can gain by looking at the west or valley side of Kothen-

burg. The back windows of our little hotel, Zum Goldenen Hlrsch,
looked right out over the western wall, and the view was one of the
most exquisite as well as one of the most interesting I have ever seen,
nature no less than man bringing elements of peculiar beauty to its

composition. To right and left the wall with its toppling houses and
turrets swept out in a wide curve ; immediately below stretched the

steep slope of the cliff planted with vines and gardens; at its foot,
with the rolling hills beyond, was the rushing little stream spanned,
toward the left, by the quaint old bridge, while the lovely church of
Cobozell beside it formed a centre that could not have been more
happily designed. No one should see Rothenburg in winter, for half
its charm lies in its peculiar situation which to the mediteval
imagination always suggested that of Jerusalem and in the beauty
of the landscape by which it is encircled.

But when the wonderful general effect has been sufficiently studied
and one's attention is turned to details there is still very"much of
the greatest interest to be found. Well within the present bounda-
ries of the town many of the streets are spanned by gateways sur-
mounted by massive towers. These mark the line of an early wall
and were allowed to remain when the city had grown to such an ex-
tent that a new wall, the one still so largely preserved, was a neces-

sity. This, which was also furnished with many gateways, has been
partly removed toward the east and a portion of it was blown down
by a storm some years ago ; but perhaps three-fourths of its entire
extent still stands, and the old moat still runs along a great part of
its base. The towers are of the most manifold shape's, often sur-
mounted with the quaintest curving roofs. It is usually impossible
to say when the oldest portions of them may have been built, so oddly
have they been patched and altered and restored at a dozen differ-
ent times

; but distinct relics of Romanesque work are often visible.
This is the only place I have ever seen, by the way, where not onlydo the old city gateways stand, but some of the gates themselves still

hang upon their hinges, though no longer closed at night. Roman-
esque relics of other sorts may be found by the diligent student, but
most of the

existing buildings date from late Gothic and from
Renaissance days. It is due to the Bavarian vandals of whom I
have already spoken that earlier remains are not more numerous.
The chapel in the Burg is now in ruins but its interior is said to pre-
sent interesting early Romanesque features. We were, however, un-
able to gain admittance.

In the streets which border and lead out from the beautiful mar-
ket-place are man fine large dwelling-houses similar to the splendid
Renaissance patrician homes of Nuremberg ; but the rest of the
town is chiefly made up of comparatively small and low dwellings,
a story and a half or two stories in height. Many of them are un-
doubtedly very old though their simple construction does not lend
itself to the (ixing of dates. Some of them front the street, others

stand with their gable en. I thereto. Most of them have l>een painted
or color-washed at various times so lhat their heavy half-timbered

construction is only now anil then discernible beneath the coating ;

but fortunately aet.ua! while-washing has not been common. Usually
a wash of a delicate tint very pale pink or yellow or green or lav-

ender was chosen instead of white and is now wealher-worn to a

delightfully soft and mellow tone. It is not easy to imagine how for-

tunate an effect, pictorially considered, this sort of coloring, when
subdued by time, can give to one of these old-time streets. Those
of my readers who have been to Augsburg, where a similar fashion

has been followed, will understand lhat this paintiiiL', though proba-

bly not given with any more definite artistic intention than (hut

which inspires our own farmers when they use white and grass

green, ha- yet been a very happy accident.

The market-place which occupies almost the centre of the town,
is large and most imposing. Many beautiful houses front upon it

and from it runs toward the west the wide. Ilerrenstrasse containing
others of equal importance; but the chief feature of the square in

the Uath-IIaus, which is admirably placed on rather steeply rising

ground on the western side. A picturesque old Gothic building was

partially removed to give place for alterations in the sixteenth cen-

tury ; but much of it still stands with a fine facade on the Herren-
strasse and a most picturesque tall tower. The newer portion facing
the square is one of the finest civic structures which the Renaissance

gave to Germany, many stories with an octagonal staircase-turret

rising through the whole elevation in the centre, and smaller turrets

at either end. Along the front runs a splendid open portico built in

the Italian ftustica style surmounted by a Hat roof (forming a bal-

cony to the second story) which is edged by a beautiful balustrade.

The newer combines singularly well with the older Gothic portions,
and together they make a group which for architectural as well

as pictorial effect can not easily be over-praised.
1

Entering the

newer portion by the central door we find a beautiful circular stair-

way, built round an open well. This, which occupies the turret al-

ready noted, takes us in the second story into a large vestibule,
divided by columns only from a still larger hall. This is decorated by
wall arcades with Tuscan pilasters and has a fine timber ceiling.
Then through smaller apartments we reach the immense hall which
forms a part of the older Gothic structure. Here was the scene of

Tilly's famous wager with the burghers and of many another thrill-

in" or picturesque incident in Rothenburg's history.
The Renaissance came late to Rothenburg, which had been greatly

prostrated by the revenge taken by its conquerors for its sympathy
with the peasants in their revolt. The impulse seems to have come
from Nuremberg, since builders from this city are credited with most
of the finer structures. A certain Wolff of Nuremberg built this

Uath-IIaus in 1572 and also the Gymnasium, smaller but quite sim-

ilar in style, also with a beautiful octagonal staircase-turret and
the group of hospital buildings at the southern end of the town.

One or two of the houses of this period are worthy to l>e compared
with the best in Nuremberg, especially the one called Geiselbrecht'-

sches or the " House of the Mason "
perhaps of this same Wolff.

It is entirely of stone with a high, stepped gable toward the street

and with curious figures serving as consoles between the windows of

the two principal stories. But the chief charm of these Rothenburg
houses is in their interiors and court-yards still quite unaltered

though sometimes more or less decayed. The court-yards with their

profusion of wood-carvings are most picturesque as well as most ar-

tistic. We only had time to glance into one or two, but the portfolio
of every painter who has been to Rothenburg will reveal their at-

tractions. And owing to the shortness of our visit we did not have
time to give any more attention to the many interiors which are

easily accessible to strangers. The houses are said to be peculiarly
well arranged and their staircases are always a prominent feature.

But we did take a moment to visit the beautiful room in the llaffner'-

sches Haus on the Herrenstrasse which is one of the chief sights of

the town, though the building is occupied by a private citizen. It

is entirely finished in wood and is in almost perfect preservation, only
one panel being missing. Small Ionic pilasters, finely carved, sup-

port jt false arcade around the walls and the intervals are filled with

delicate inlaid ornamentation in different colored woods. The ceil-

ing is later in date and is coarse and unattractive in comparison. It

is a wonder the room has not long ago been stripped of its wood-
work for the adofnment of some connoisseur's dwelling. Perhaps
the fact that Rothenburg, although known to artists, has never yet

as I have said been visited by the wealthy tourist, may explain
liow this room has remained so long intact while so many less splendid

examples of decoration have been carried from their homes. It would
be vandalism to suggest the removal of any objects which form an

integral part of a city's outward dress or of the decoration of any
public building ; but I may be pardoned, perhaps, for saying that

me would hardly regret it if these lovely panellings should some day
ic secured for a transatlantic home or what would be still better,
and what they well deserve for a transatlantic museum.

It is a suggestive fact that ecclesiastical buildings of the Renais-

sance period, while they are common in Catholic towns, are much
more uncommon in places where the Reformation obtained an early
iold. With the advent of the new doctrines the old churches were

often, alas! purged of their popish ornaments and reduced to a dull

1 In Volume IV of this journal will be found a large view of the luth-lluu* at

Kothenburg from the pencil of Mr. Ispen: and he has t other times. 1 think,
contributed other sketches of the town, to which my reader* are referred.
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level of whitewash and nudity ;
but they were not altered and filled

with work of an alien character, as they were when they remained
in Catholic hands through the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,
and they seem to have answered all the needs of their owners for

many a day. We can hardly say that the Protestant towns felt less

interest in religion than their Catholic neighbors, hut that interest
did not seem to show itself in building. Here in Rothenburg we
have an example. The great civic buildings date from Renaissance

days but all the churches are anterior in time.

The oldest churches seem to have been the little Burg Capelle al-

ready referred to, and the "Chapel of the Holy Blood," containing
a precious relic which made Hotheiiburg a favorite resort of pilgrims
all through the Middle Ages. In the fourteenth century it was
proposed to build a larger church on the site of this latter, and the
result was the present St. Jacob's the most prominent feature of
the city. A curious story is told of how funds were collected for its

erection. In 1336 it was ordained by the council that every citizen
should contribute one heller the smallest of possible coins toward
the building fund and that at every funeral a donation should be
made. Small as these contributions individually were, bv the year
1373 enough money had been collected to begin the work, "which was
not entirely completed, however, until the following century the
main portion in 1436 and the western choir in the latter part of the

century. The church stands on a small square not far from the

market-place, opposite
it being the gymnasium. For a German church

it is very high in proportion to its breadth
;

its towers are equal in
size but not alike in design, and it has other peculiarities which
make it even more individual. As is well known, German builders
were always noted for adapting their

design to the nature of their
site and thinking no problem offered by the latter impossible of artis-
tic solution. So we find that the builders of this church, when a street
interfered with their work, did not close it up but calmly bridged it

over, letting it run through in a sort of a tunnel underneath the
western end of the building. From the outside the church with both
its choirs appears as a whole, merely cut through by this tunnel

;
but

inside we see that it makes a real division in the structure : the nave
and the eastern choir compose the church, and one does not perceive
that the organ in its loft at the west end is really standing on the top
of the tunnel. There is no communication inside between the nave
and the western apse, in the lower story of which last is situated the
famous old Chapel of the Holy Blood now used as a little mu-
seum wherein many curious and ancient pieces of sculpture are pre-
served.

The interior of the church in very interesting to the architect,
though it has not a particle of pictorial charm to-day, since it has
been carefully whitewashed and furnished with some very hideous
modern glass windows; but it contains some beautiful carved wooden
altars of early date. The Franciscan Church on the Herrenstrasse
is older the nave having been built toward the end of the thir-
teenth century and the choir about I860. It is an interesting three-
aisled structure without transepts. The nave has a flat ceiling, the
choir a vault supported by brackets, the pillars being without capi-*' Curious points about the building are that the choir is so en-
tals.

closed by chapels as to be almost shut off from the nave a device
to secure privacy for the brothers when at service and that the
small clerestory windows of the main portion are square-headed.The hospital buildings at the southern end of the town offer many
interesting features none more charming than a quaint little one-
storied square structure in the centre of the great court-yard, with
a high tent-like roof, which has probably been painted many dozens
of times by the wandering fraternity of "artists. Here indeed, is the
quarter of the town where the artists most do conore<*ate for near
the hospital is the old Spital T/ior or "

Hospital Gate," one of the
most

picturesque in the town, though one of the latest, havin<' been
built iu the sixteenth century. Near it we see a long stretchof the
inside of the city wall, with a curious covered gallery for promenad-
ers, and a most picturesque group of battered old dwellings. Through
it from the outside one gets a wonderful glimpse of the town, while
as we pass beneath it and look outward we see two roads, one run-
ning out along the edge of the flat table-land, the other windin<r
steeply down into the valley, with the bridge and the little Gothic
church of Cobozell as its termination. So it is not wonderful that
the easels upon which one comes at almost every corner in Rothen-
burg should in this vicinity be especially numerous."
But it is impossible to name all the buildings in Rothenburo- that

have points of interest, or to suggest the riches of the country round
about for those who care to look for good things in quiet corners.We had no time to do more than survey the immediate environs of
the town. The Cobozell church is extremely lovelv, though very
simple, wuhout any spire save the delicate little appendage which
the Germans call a Dachreiter on its western gable ; with very o-ood
tracery in the windows ; and, we were told, with a particularly beau-
tiful circular staircase inside. But this last we were unable to see
since after many efforts and much scouring of the neighborhood, wewere foiled in our attempt to find acertain old woman who keep* the
Key and 1S supposed to sit in the weed-grown church-yard and wait for
visitors*

A mile or so northwest of Rothenburg down a beautiful slopin-road takes one to the tiny village of Detwang- if that can be calleda village winch is no more than two or three houses and a mite of an
old church. Yet this was once the mother church of Rothenburo

an older foundation than any within the town itself. TLc Amen

can artist to whom I have already referred told me that a few years

ago the little structure was still intact and was one of the most pict-

uresque bits that could be imagined. Since then it lias been fur-

bished up and whitewashed, but its architectural interest is still great,

for it is Romanesque of a very early time and, though simple, of a

verv charming sort. Indeed, nothing is more charming in any age
than one of these early German Romanesque double windows with

its mid-wall shaft, never seen, I think, in Norman work, though pres-

ent in the Saxon relics of England. One such tiny double window
is enough to give grace and beauty to a facade of such small dimen-

sions as this at Detwang. Inside the church is an elaborate wooden

altar of late Gothic date if not carved by Riemenschneider then

by some one who was his equal.
I must not forget to give a word to the many fountains of

Rothenburg, especially the large one near the Rath-Haus, with its

delicate strap-work Renaissance decoration; nor to the iron-work

which is as profuse as it is beautiful. Among the most splendid

specimens of the blacksmith's art I ever remember to have seen

.were two window-screens in the ground-floor of a house on the Herren-

strasse, nearly opposite the Franciscan Church. They were the great
bowed things giving place for a window-seat within them outside the

sill, which are common in the eighteenth century, and were a marvel-

lous example of the most florid yet most graceful and artistic Rococo

style.

Fifteen years ago Rothenburg must have been very rich in bric-a-

brac and it may seem strange to hear that it is not easy to find any
there to-day. Probably the artists captured at infinitesimal prices
all that was visible on their first advent, and they were followed by
dealers from other places who had heard the tales they told. The
place is still too unsophisticated for the establishment of bric-a-brac

shops and the manufacture or importation of their contents. I do
not doubt that many good things especially in the way of old pew-
ter, in which the town was once peculiarly rich may still be ob-

tained if one has the time to rummage among the closets of private
citizens; but the only place we could hit upon that seemed likely to

yield us anything was a very small, very crowded, and very dirty

pawn-broker's shop ;
its contents were chiefly the cast-off clothes of

the Rothenburg population, but we did succeed in getting some odd
bits of silver and pottery.

I have passed the limits of editorial toleration, I fear, in my ram-

bling account of Rothenburg, yet I feel as though I had but just be-

gun to speak about it. I may only add that looking back upon a

peculiarly well-spent life well-spent, that is, as regards my own
pleasure I find many a red-letter day to rejoice over in retrospect ;

but among them all there is not one, perhaps, which rivals the August
day I spent in Rothenburg going thither half reluctantly, lest

after all I had heard I should be grievously disappointed, but coming
away with the feeling that for once reality was as good as imagina-
tion feeling, indeed, that the half had not been told me.

M. G. VAN RENSSELAEK.

FIRES. 1 I.

IE following report of the
Committee of the Society
of Arts was lately dis-

cussed :

The information already
available to the public on the

subject of fires in theatres is

so extensive that the Com-
mittee find themselves able to

add very little to it. The sub-

ject was inquired into by a
Select Committee in 1866,
and again in 1876 and 1877.
On both occasions a large
amount of evidence was
taken, and the information

regarding the condition of the
London theatres at that
date is as full as need be
desired. Much available

information is also contained
in the Annual Reports of

Captain Shaw, the chief of-

ficer of the Metropolitan
Fire Brigade, to the Metro-

politan Board of Works, and
also in a pamphlet published
by the same gentleman on
" The Prevention of Fires in

Theatres." Captain Shaw
has also recently made special
reports to the Metropolitan
Board of Works, on the con-
dition of alL the London thea-
tres. These reports, except
that on the Gaiety Theatre,

,,
,

which has been printed by
)llmgshead, have not been published ;

but the Committee are

1 iruiu Uiu Journal ol the HouMy <y Arts.
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riven In understand that they arc of :\ very full and exhaustive nature.

'I lie eiillllllittee rilltllot lull tllitlk llial tile |llllllie eirelllalillll of the in-

formation they contain would lx- attended by beneficial results, even

though some of it should place partic -ular theatres in an unfavorahle

liirjit. If it he a fart that any theatre is in a dangerous state, the

]>ui)lir ought to lie informed. Supposing any serious accident to oc-

cur in such a house, there can lie no doubt that, a very grave respon,-i-

bility would fall on the shoulders of those who have kept back the

knowledge which might ha\c .-a\ed valuable lives.

'1'he Society has itself dealt with the question, so far as water-sup-

p!\ is coiicerued. In 1875, a coiniuiltee rc|H>rted on the means of

protecting the metropolis from conflagrations, and in 1877, a scemid

re|irt was issiieil by the same committee, on fires in theatres. At the

]>nent time, the Committee acting upon the information at their dis-

posal, have thought it well to prepare a series of suggestions, which

may be taken us representing the opinions of those best qualified to

judge, as to the points which should be attended to in the construction

and management of a theatre, with reference to the protection of the

public, from loss of life by (ire, or from the even more serious loss of life"

which would certainly occur from panic caused by the breaking out

of a fire, however small its extent.

Mow these suggestions should be put into actual practice is a point
with which the Committee have not dealt. The question of the

licensing, inspection, and general regulation of the theatres, not only
in London, but in the provinces, is so large a one that they have con-

sidered it wiser for them to keep to one special portion of the subject.
It may be sufficient to note that the theatres within the metropolitan
boroughs, and defined in the Act of 1832, are, with the exception of

the two old patent theatres, Drury Lane and Covent Garden, under
the jurisdiction of the Lord Chamberlain. These theatres are an-

nually licensed by him, and the license can be revoked in extreme
cases, but there is no power to suspend a license for a time, or to in-

llict any penalties less than the suspension of the license. The I^ord

Chamberlain issues regulations for the management of the theatres,
and once a year an inspection is made. It is believed that these regu-
lations are fairly well attended to, at all events when the period for

inspection approaches, but whether they are attended to or not seems
to depend principally upon the good feeling of the managers of the

theatres. Theatres, in common with all places of public entertainment,
come under special provisions in the Metropolitan Buildings Act.
These provisions require that the floors and passages, stairs, etc.,

should be of fire-proof material, and carried by fire-proof supjwrts ;

also that the whole of the building should be constructed in such a
manner as may be approved by the district Surveyor, or, in case of

disagreement, by the Board. It is under this act that the Board
directed the recent inspection of theatres by Captain Shaw.
The Committee are much indebted to the Secretary of State for

Foreign Affairs, who has been good enough to procure for their use

copies of the regulations in force in Belgium, in Berlin, and in Vi-
enna. Summaries of these regulations will be published hereafter as

appendices to the report. Another appendix contains an account of

the researches which have been made, with a view of discovering
some material which might be applied to fabrics and to combustible

materials, generally with a view of preventing them from taking fire.

For the account of these researches they are indebted to one of their

number, Sir Frederick Abel. The points which, in the opinion of

the Committee, should be attended to in the construction, etc., of

theatres, may be classified as follows :

a. Structural (including arrangements for heating, and with special
reference to exits).

b. Arrangement and treatment of scenery and accessories.

c. Arrangement of illuminating appliances and stage effects involv-

ing the use of gas, pyrotechnic compositions, etc.

d. Regulation, organization of fire-brigades, etc.

(a). Structural. These are certainly the most important- of all.

First, the building itself should be constructed in a manner calculated
to check the spread of a fire. To this end it should be divided as
much as possible by fire-proof partitions, and above all there should
be a division between the stage and the auditorium, extending from
the base to the roof. The opening from the stage in this partition
should be defended by a metal screen, or a fire-proof curtain of some
sort, though it appears from the experience of the fire at the Berlin
National Theatre that the iron curtain actually tore down part of the

wall, so that this means of protection has its objectionable features.

Perhaps the curtain devised by Captain Shaw, which can, in a very-
few minutes, be saturated with water, would be effective to this end.
There should be an ample water-supply, either by reservoirs at suffi-

cient height, or by connection with the street-supply the latter for

preference. Hydrants and other proper fittings should be provided
in abundance. The Committee have had a favorable account of the

action, in some warehouses in America, of an arrangement for delug-
ing any part of a building by a shower of water from fixed perforated
pipes. They, however, have no information as to whether this ar-

rangement has been used for theatres, and can offer no opinion from
their own knowledge upon its merits. Means should be provided for

carrying off smoke and heated air, in case of a fire breaking out on
the stage or amongst the scenery, so that they may pass away, in-

stead of being, as would now nearly alwavs be the case, drawn into

the body of the theatre by draughts usually existing. It is desirable
that a theatre should be, as far as possible, separated from adjoining
buildings, especially from buildings in which any trade or business is

carried on likely to lead to fires. The- same provision is also of im-

|xrtance with regard to exits, it belli 1

.: of the greatest con-equenec
that a theatre should discharge its audience into more than one street,

even, if |issible, into more than two. The different parts of the

theatre should have different exits leading right out to the street, ex-

its briniring streams of JXTSOIIS together being specially dangerous.
Such exits should increase in width outwards, and should lie free from

interruption or impediment of any character. Steps in passa/es,
cither ascending or descending, should be avoided, and other obstruc-

tions likely to cause people to fall. All doors should "|.vii outwards.
Staircases should !* properly fitted on l>oth sides with hand-rails. At
regards heating, it does not appear that special arrangements are

L'cnerally adopted for heating theatres, except by means of ordinary
fire-crates in refreshmentrrooms, lobbies, etc. Should the electric-

light come into general use for lighting theatres, it is possible that

they will require to be specially warmed, in which case the usual pre-
cautions will have to be employed.

(i.) Arrangement and Treatment of Scenery and Arceisorie*. As
regards the scenery and the lighter sort of costumes, then' seems to

be no doubt that measures ought to be taken to render these uninflam-

mable, or at all events, not easily inflammable. For fabrics the best
material seems to be tuugstate of soda, and this has been successfully

employed in some theatres. Mr. Henderson, at that time the pro-
prietor of the Criterion Theatre, giving evidence before the House of

Commons Committee of 1877, said that he used it, and that there was
no difficulty in its use as regards new scenery ;

to old scenery, he said,
it could not be applied. There appears to be no reason why the wood-
work of scenery should not be treated with silicate of soda, either with
or without a lime-wash, after the method descrilxMl in the appendix.
The Committee are not aware whether this actual process has been

applied ; they would be glad to know that experiments in tliis direc-

tion had been made, but they are informed that the scenery of some
London theatres is now treated with some of the more recently in-

vented preparations, most of which, it is understood, have a silicate

or a borate for their basis. The effect of all such preparations is that
it coats the articles, or, in case of fabrics, the fibres of the articles,
with a non-inflammable substance. This does not prevent the evolu-
tion of gas from the material when sufficient heat is applied, and the

gas thus evolved takes fire and burns. When the source of external
heat is removed no more gas is evolved, and combustion ceases. Thus
it may be said that the article will burn when exposed to sufficient

heat, but has not, in itself, the power of supporting combustion. One
effect of this is that it is very much more difficult to set such materials
on fire, and this alone is sufficient either to prevent the breaking out
of fire at all, or to render it much easier to deal with after it has
broken out.

(c.) Arrangement of Illuminating Appliances, and of Stage Effect*
involving the use of Gas, Pyrotechnic Compositions, etc. There is not
much to be said about the ordinary lighting arrangements. In all

theatres they are generally under the control of a special gas-man. It

is desirable that precautions should be taken for the ventilation of

places in which the meters are fixed, generally underground cellars,
to avoid the risks of explosions.
When electrical illumination is employed, the necessary precautions

should of course be taken ;
in fact, the rules laid down by the Society

of Telegraph Engineers apply equally well to theatres as to other

buildings. Whatever system of illumination may be employed, whether

gas or electricity, it is absolutely necessary that oil or candle lamps
should be fixed up in the passages, and near the doors, so that, in the
case of the failure of the ordinary lighting arrangements, the audience

may not be left in the dark. This is now done in many theatres, and
ought to be done in all. Curiously enough, it has happened that these

lamps have proved a source of danger, as a theatre in Hungary is re-

ported to have been burnt by one of these " alternative
"
lamps.

The lighting arrangements for the stage are often very dangerous.
The rules which now exist as to the use of naked

lights ujxm the stage
ought to be strictly adhered to. All lights should be, and in many
theatres are, carefully protected ;

the footlights should have a grate
before them

;
the wooden battens over the stage, carrying rows of

gas-lights, should never be allowed.

Small accidents have, it is understood, not unfrequently occurred
from the careless use of the oxy-hydrogen light. This light, when
carefully employed, is perfectly safe, but in the hands of careless or

inexperienced persons it is liable to give rise to explosions of a dan-

gerous character. The causes of many of the explosions which have
occurred, not only in theatres, but during other exhibitions where the

light has been used, have not always been traced, but probably in

many cases they are due to the gases having become mixed in one of
the bags. A bag in which a little hydrogen remained may have been,

by mistake, filled with oxygen, and thus a mixed gas of a very explo-
sive character produced. Another source of these explosions is sud-
den alteration of pressure upon the bags, by which the mixed gases
are drawn back into one of the bags, when a similar result occurs. It

would be well if the very simple device were employed of storing the

gases, when the ordinary coal-gas mains are not employed, or the oxv-

gen gas when they are, in proper gas-holders outside the walls of the

theatre, and
laying

the gas or gases on in the same way as ordinary
illuminating gas is laid on.

The use of pyrotechnic compositions is a common source of danger,
and it is believed that many of the most serious fires are due to them.
Portions of the material are left about after the conclusion of the per-
formance, become ignited, and the result is a fire. Some of these
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compositions have, moreover, been proved to be capable of sponta-

neous ignition. Wherever these materials are used and it would

probably be useless to attempt to stop their use the greatest precau-

tions ought to be taken. In some places burning houses have been in-

troduced on the stage. This is certainly a most dangerous practice,

and miifht. well be forbidden.

(d.) 'Regulations, Organization, etc. There appears to be a good
deal of doubt whether it is best to leave the arrangement for the de-

tection and extinction of fire in the hands of the regular employes of

the theatre, or to have special firemen for the purpose. The report

of the 1877 Committee was in favor of the former system, but the

latter seems to be coming generally into use. At most of the chief

theatres of London, one or more trained firemen, generally old mem-

bers of the fire-brigade, are employed. Mr. Ponsonby Fane quoted a

remark to the effect that the best prevention of a fire in a theatre was

the carpenter's cap, because, directly the carpenter saw a fire begin-

ning he took his cap off and knocked it out.

All the employe's ought to be trained how to act in case of fire,

inasmuch as on their presence of mind must obviously depend the

safety of the audience. They are familiar with the locality, and they

are of course accustomed to dealing with crowds of people. Strict

regulations ought to be enforced, with the view of preventing the

common practice of filling up gangways with chairs, which in the case

of panic, would form really serious obstacles to the escaping crowd.

How the regulations for the safety of theatres should be enforced

is a question with which, as stated at the commencement of the report,

the Committee do not propose to deal
;
nor are they prepared to offer

any opinion as to the amount of inspection which would be desirable,

or as to how far managers should be made responsible, and the carry-

ing out of the regulations left to them. It appears to be the general

opinion amongst those best qualified to judge that the strict regula-

tions for instance, in the French theatres are by no means produc-
tive of good. Mr. Hollingshead, in his evidence before the 1877

Committee spoke rather strongly on this point, and gave evidence to

show the bad working of the rules. According to him, the responsi-

bility was so much divided between the director of the theatre and

the xappeurs-pompiers, that there was even more liability to fire than

in English theatres. He gave an instance of interference in the

arrangements of a piece he had sold to the Porte St. Martin, in which

the police would not allow the scenery to be set up or lighted properly,
and the result was that the whole tumbled down, and caused a panic

amongst the audience, by scattering an enormous number of splinters of

glass about. At all events, it is a remarkable fact, somewhat bearing

upon this portion of the report, that according to a statement in the

1877 Report, not a single life had been lost by fire amongst theatrical

audiences for fifty years preceding, and the same statement might, it

is believed, be made at the present time. Many, however, have been

lost by panics in theatres during the same period, and this certainly

goes to show that precautions against panics should be even more care-

fully taken than precautions against actual fire.

In concluding the report, the Committee wish to draw attention to

a proposal recently brought before the Society by Mr. Cornelius

Walford in his paper read on the 28th of February, last, upon
" Loss

of Life and Property by Fire
"

the proposal that an inquest should

be held in cases of house burning when there had been no loss of life.

The suggestion appears to have been first made in the year 1845, by
Mr. Sergeant Payne, then coroner for London and Southwark. It

has since been brought forward by his son, Mr. W. J. Payne, the

present coroner for Southwark ; and the letter which Mr. Payne, in

1873, addressed to the Times on this subject was reprinted in the

Journal which contained Mr. Walford's paper. For a short time the

plan was actually put in execution by Sergeant Payne, who, on re-

ceiving information that a house had been burnt, granted a warrant
for a jury and witnesses in the same way as in the case of an inquest
when death occurs

;
but the system was put an end to by a decision

<ff the Court of Queen's Bench. Such inquiries might be made either

by the coroner, or by a special officer appointed for the purpose, and,
if necessary, they might be only made in cases when the Chief Officer

of the Fire Brigade reported that the case was one that required in-

vestigation. The Committee, however, content themselves with draw-

ing attention to the question, without suggesting a scheme by which
it might be carried into effect, and they would only remark that a

precedent for such inquiries is found in the case of collisions at sea, and
in railway accidents, since in both cases inquiries are carried on by
the Board of Trade, even though there may nave been no actual loss

of life.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.
BEABRIGHT STORES, SKABRIGHT, N. J. MR. H. EDWARDS-FICKEN,

ARCHITECT, NEW YORK.

THIS block comprises eight stores on the ground-floor, with a
small sleeping room in the rear of each store, and seventeen
rooms over, which are used in connection with the Seabright

Inn across the way. The stores average sixteen feet bv fourteen
feet, and are rented as branch establishments of New York business
houses catering to the summer residents of the place. The local

post-office is in one of the corner stores. The rooms in the rear of
the stores have each a sink and provision for a stove. The rooms
over are rented in suites, with a private hall to each suite. House-
maid's sinks are provided outside on the gallery at each end of
the building, enclosed with lattice-work screens. Second story out-

side is shingled. Electric bell communication to the Inn opposite

renders service between the buildings very easy.

PARTS OK A COUNTRY HOUSE. MR. OLIVER C. SMITH, ARCHI-

TECT, ALLEGHENY, PA.

STABLK FOR A. T. ATHERTON, ESQ., LOWELL, MASS. MESSRS.

MERRILL & CUTLER, ARCHITECTS, LOWELL, MASS.

BENEDIKTINER ABTEIKIRCHE ZU LAACH. MEASURED AND DRAWN

BY MR. FRANK ZIMMEKMANN, NEW YORK, N. Y.

OF this Henry II is considered the founder; he, with the permis-

sion and sanction of the archbishop Engelbert of Trier, in the year

1093, laid the corner-stone. After many interruptions caused >y

wars and the death of several protectors of the church, it was finally

dedicated in the year 1156, by the archbishop Hillm of Irier. 1 lie

church has a double choir, one to the west, the other to the east. 1 he

rich architectural work of these steeples is said to date back to the

middle of the twelfth century. Since the early part of the nineteenth

century the church has been in a state of decay.

SKILES & LINDLKY BLOCK, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. MESSRS. WILSON

& KIMBALL, ARCHITECTS, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

THIS buildincr fronts on Nicollet Avenue, 100' x 165', on the

corner of Seventh Street. There are eight stores and seventy-five

offices. Access is had to the several floors by elevator and two stair-

ways. Material used is brick with terra-cotta courses, and a large

cove terra-cotta cornice.

THE MECHANIC'S HOUSE COMPETITION.
THE jury has awarded the three equal prizes of fifty dollars each

to the authors of the following designs :

" Minimum" (Mr. J. S. Trowbridge.)
" Sweete Simplicite" (Mr. A. C. Schweinfurth, Boston, Mass.)

"Broome Street" (Mr. W. B. Mowbray, New York, N. Y.)

UXMAL.
HE name of Yucatan calls

up mental pictures of

ruined cities once the

home of a lost race, but

now the habitation of

beasts of prey, birds of

gorgeous plumage, and

strange reptiles. Perhaps
no part of the continent

is more interesting to the

archaeologist, for if these

temples and palaces
which are buried under
the jungle, can be forced

to disclose the secrets of their history,
tney w'" undoubtedly te" us much
about the early civilizations of America
and the invasions which destroyed
them.

It is now forty years since attention

was called to these ruins by Mr. Stevens ;
but although the impor-

tance of his discoveries was recognized by the scientific world, the

peculiar difficulties in the way have so hindered the work of explo-
ration that comparatively little has been done. The country is re-

mote, the climate very unhealthy, the natives lazy and suspicious,
and the jungle filled with dangers. Hence few have had the oppor-
tunity, courage, and patience to continue the work so well begun by
Mr. Stevens.

Within the past three years, however, much has been done by Mr.
Louis H. Ay me, the United States Consul at Merida, to increase our

knowledge of this curious subject. Mr. Ayme is a trained observer,
and has thrown himself into the work with great zeal. He has visited

most, if not all, of the sixty-three buried cities which have been dis-

covered, and has studied the principal ruins with great care. What
is covered by this simple statement, few persons, sitting comfortably
at breakfast, can imagine. The ruins are reached only by a ride of

eighty miles through the jungle, and when the visitor arrives at the
end of his pilgrimage he must know how and where to look or he will

not find a trace of a habitation. The site once determined, the rank
vegetation which hides it must be cut away, stones scraped and over-

turned, secret passages explored, images and inscriptions scrutinized,

photographs and drawings made, and all under the rays of a tropical
sun in jungles which exhale fevers and hide dangers of many kinds.
Mr. Ayine has returned to the United States for the purpose of

reporting his discoveries to the scientific societies with which he is

in correspondence, and to obtain their help in further prosecution of
the work. He ascribes to the ruins of Uxmal and elsewhere an an-

tiquity of not less than a thousand years, though he does not subscribe
to the very great antiquity claimed for them by Dr. Le Plongeon.
On the contrary, he discredits this theory, while giving his fellow ex-

plorer praise for his great learning and enthusiasm. The notion that
these ruins date back to some remote epoch has a touch of romance
which appeals to the popular fancy, and their appearance does much
to make such a theory plausible; but in Yucatan carved stone crum-
bles rapidly, and within the memory of old people among the natives
the ruins have perceptibly changed in appearance. Moreover, it is
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evident that these eilies were several times built over. In fact, the

name of "Uxiual" means " ihri'e times built." Mr. A vine believes

that the houses wen; useil when the Spaniards came, and in support
of this theory, he has found a curious drawing on the wall of a build-

ing in Uxmal, which seems to be an effort at the representation of a

Spaniard on liorseback, as if some native artist had seen the strange
visitant on the seaboard and hurried into the inlerior, where lie de-

picted the foreigner for the information of his conntrMiien. The

meaning of the picture, however, has not been fully settled, nor has

their system of hieroglyphics been resolved, and until this is done our

knowledge of the people must rest on circumstantial evidence.

It is a curious fact that hitherto no utensils of the aborigines of

Yucatan, with very few exceptions, have come to light. A liule pot-

tery has been found and some obsidian arrow-heads, worked shells,

clay images, and so on, but nothing of importance. Mr. Ayme thinks,

however, that he has discovered the location of their cemeteries, or

of one at least, and his explorations in future will be directed to as-

certaining if his theory in this respect is correct. New York Sun.

WATER-CLOSETS.1 XIII.

HIS form of bowl is used by A. G. Myers, of New York, on his

pan-closets. In 1876, Harrison, of Philadelphia, received pat-
ents on the combination of a closet-bowl and a drip or slop tray

in one piece of earthenware. The
bowls last mentioned have forms
convenient and useful for the pur-

poses they are intended to fulfil.

Harrison's Ixjwl, having the smallest

surface exposed to fsecal matter

dropping upon it, should be pre-
ferred.

Among other closets of this class,

I will mention Jones's "
Empire

"

Fig. 126. bquare French Bowl. closet, Harrison's " Eureka " and

o, Flushing-rim.
,
Kim to net on receiver.t. Him to xet on receiver.

d, Portion that dips iuto pan.

b, Supply. "Ne Plus Ultra" closets, Craigic's
"
Century

"
closet, which differ

from the ones already described

only in the form and position of the weighted lever or supply-valve.
The "Cistern

"
pan-closet, as its name implies, is arranged without a

supply-valve, being Hushed by water from a tank or cistern.

In addition to the nuisance created by the accumulation of filth in

the container, the supply-valves, as they are usually made and
attached to pan-closets, will generally
be found out of order and in a leak-

ing condition, and the joint between
the bowl and container is rarely in a

perfect state.

A container with a vent-pipe and

flushing arrangements, and made of

earthenware or enamelled iron; a
bowl with a flushing-rim and at least

an inch-and-a-quarter inlet for the

supply-pipe, and the water-supply
taken from a small tank or cistern

Fig. 127. Harrison's Bowl.

a, Drip-tray. 6, Bowl, c, Supply.
-

, Kim to rent on top of container.

</, Fart to form water-seal in pan.

placed directly over the closet, should be obtained, if at any time it

be absolutely necessary to select a closet of this class. When the im-

provements above enumerated have been applied to a pan-closet, it

loses its only hold on the people cheapness.

PLUNGER-CLOSETS.

There is evidence that closets which properly belong to this class

were in use both in France and England more than one hundred years
ago (See American Architect. December 23, 1882, Figures 14-20);

in fact, this appears
to be the only form
or class of modern
closet which it can
be positively assert-

ed was in use at this

early date.

It is a strange fact

that, while such a

large number of pat-
ents were issued for

improvements or va-

riations on valve and

pan closets, not a

single attempt was
made to improve on
the plunger-closets,
as no patent was

granted until the

year 1857, when
a patent was issued

by the United States

for a tank connected
with a solid plunger-
closet, invented by

Under this class properly come all closets

Fig. 128. Section.

Jennings & Lovegroove's Plunger-Closet.

a, Bowl, b, Plunger or plug. c
t Trap, rf, Overflow

through plunger. <>, Supply-orifice. /, Float for

governing the supply-valve. tf, Lever connecting
flfloat with supply-valve. It, Hand-pull.

i, India-rubber band around plunger.
k, Saucer-trap to the overflow. I, Support for supply-

valve, m. Cross-bar in plunger, p. Fan. *, Dotted
lines show where vent-pipe is formed on Jeniiiiigg'a
closets at the present time. , Supply-valve.

Henry & Camplwlls.

1 Continued from page 234, No. 386.

Fig. 129. Section.

Showing Plunger-compartment
and Supply.

that have a ping instead of a valve or pan, to break the ciinneetimi

Ix-twcen the soil-pipe or trap and the bowl. The
plii'_' may ! solid

or hollow, and ha\c its scat over the trap or the soil-pipe, or OMT an
ofl'si-t from the soil-pi|'. The plus; is rai-ed ami lowered into ]sitioii

by a short rod. which is attached directly
to the pln'_

r
. and at the top of which is the

knob or handle for the hand. The Uiwl is

usually kept alnmt half full of water by the

plunger. An overflow is provided through
the plunger, when it is hollow, and
thmiiL'h a separate pipe usually having a

water-seal, when it is solid.

Jennings Locegroove'i Plunger-Closet.
The first letters-patent for a closet of

this class issued- by Great I'.ritain were
is-ned to (leorge Jennings & Lovegroove,
in the year 1858. This might, with pro-

priety, lie named as the first invention in

the class, containing as it does a novelty in

the hollow plunger; the solid plunger lieing

old. Since the date mentioned, ,1. nuings has received a number of pat-
ents for alterations in the form and ]>osition of the different portions of

his closet, which he considers improvements on his first invention.

Jennings appears at first to have received the unqualified support of,

and recommendations from sanitary engineers and architects; but those

who praised his closet most highly have seen reason to withdraw or at

least qualify their recommendations. The chamber which contains th,

float for closing the supply-valvo, and also the chamtwr in which the

plunger moves, were connected with

the bowl of the closet, and it has

been found in practice that this

chamber, plunger and float become
foul by sediment composed of excre-

mentitious matter collecting on them,
as well as larger particles lodging in

the concealed parts of the closet, in

their passage to the trap. The
overflow and plunger have a num-
ber of different forms. As first in-

vented (Fig. 128), the closet was
made in one piece of

earthenware. The
supply-valve is oper-
ated by a float which
encircles the top of

the plunger. The
mouth of the siphon

trap is in the shape
of an inverted frus-

tum of a hollow cone,

m

Fig. 130. Fig. 131. Two forms of Plunger.

b. Plunger. if.Overflov

k, Ball-valve of rubber.
, India-rubber ring.

/, Rubber-seat with
knife edge.

and into this opening the plunger, encircled by a rubber band, fits

tightly. The central part of the plunger, which is hollow, and forms

the overflow, dips below the water in a small saucer, in this manner

forming a water-seal trap. The saucer is suspended from the plunger

by means of small hooks and eyes. Jennings on some occasions uses

a plunger in which the

overflow has a mechanical
valve similar to the ball-

.valve described in connec-
tion with the overflow of

his valve-closet. This is

used in connection with his

trapless closet. The ball in

this valve is composed of

india-rubber, anil has its

seat on a rubber band or

ring, which has a knife

edge. On this seat the ball

will adjust itself, a slight

inequality in the ball, or a
small piece of foreign mat-
ter making little difference

in the efficiency of the

|oint.
A mechanical trap

in the overflow is a super-
fluous precaution, unless tire

closet is placed in a jx>si-

tion where it will be so rarely used that the water-trap might lose its

seal by evaporation and thus become ino]>crative. In a closet like

Jennings's, the siipplv-valve being governed by a float, the bowl

would be kept full of water, provided the valve did not get out of

order ;
but the siphon trap under the closet, if the water should evap-

orate, would allow the gases to get into the room through the plungcr-
chamher. The Blunt, a water-seal overflow, and the Uowers, a
mechanical ball-valve overflow, patent plungers were descrilx'd hv

Prof. T. M. Clark (see American Architect, No. 142, 1878). He also

described the Jennings closet with separate overflow. These closets are

so arranged that they may be
supplied

either from a tank or cistern, or

directly from the supply-pipe through one. of Jennings's hydrostatic

diaphragm supply-valves. This valve is so delicate, and requires such

nice adjustment, that it is rarely in proper working order. A. E.

Jennings, of New York, furnishes these closets with or without a

Fig. 132.

Urinal and Plunger-Closet Combined.

a, Bowl of closet or urinal, b. Plunger com-
partment.

nger com-
c, Trap. rf. Supply-valve.
t. Projecting Up.
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trap in one piece of earthenware, or with an earthenware bowl, a

plunger compartment, and trap or offset of iron. The trap is prop-
erly provided with a vent-pipe at the crown,
on the side connecting witii the soil-pipe.
The Jennings "Night Urinal and Water-

Closet
"

is a fixture, with a high earthenware
back and projecting lip, intended to stand
without wood-work, made in one piece of earth-

enware, for bowl, plug, chamber and trap.
For the purpose which Jennings claims

utility in his closet, and under such circum-
stances if they should arise, a closet of this
class would undoubtedly be useful. He says :

" the object being to save water from sinks,

waste-pipes, or other sources where the water-

supply will be limited." Jenuings's closets J| SSL^waamftrT
1 ''

have been used extensively in all civilized 6, Veut. /.Overflow,

parts of Europe and America.
Quite a number of English and American inventors have followed

in Henry & Campbell's, and Jennings & Lovegroove's steps, making
supposed improvements on their closets, the only real improvements
being in the form of the supply-valve and in contrivances for flushing
the plunger-chamber. The variations consist in the form and pos

of the plunger and trap under the cldset. The plunger is hollow, the

hand-pull being attached to it by means of a bar which extends across
the plunger on the in-

side. The bottom of the

plunger is bell-shaped,
with a ridge encircling it.

Over this part of the

Fig. 133.

Latham's Closet.

1 O ilUJViliO WUMBV 1 UIV5 IAH 11-

tiou of the supply-valves, plunger-chamber, plugs or plungers, and the
overflow. Closets of this class divide naturally into two forms or types,
those which follow the Jennings idea having hollow plungers, while
the closets which have solid plungers had their prototype in the
closets used more than a hundred years ago.

Renison's Plunger. The second patent for a hollow plunger was
issued to Thomas Renison, a plumber of Glasgow, by Great Britain,
in 1862. The plunder is so arranged that the pressure of compressed

air confined within the

plunger will retain the
water at any desired

height, in the bowl
; but

when the water rises

above the height for
which the mechanism
is arranged, it over-
comes the force of the
air and flows through
the plunger. 'J' his
plunger is formed by a
small cylinder placed
within a large one, a

space for air being left

between them, and the

top, to which the hand-

pull is attached, is cov-
ered over without an

opening. The plunger

Demarest's Plunger-Closet. Fig. 137.

Fig. 134. Renison's Plunger.
a, Plunger. 6. Compressed air. c

, Hand-pull
<?, Bowl.

plunger-chamber. This closet is not

-* . i 1

hts into a similar double

compartment, which
forms a part of the
"

"e, as the chamber in

filled with

Baldwin Latham's Closet. - Baldwin Latham, in his work on sewer-
age describes a plunger-closet which he designed as an improvement

Thebowl and

plunger, which is hollow,
retains a large amount of
water in the bowl. As is

the case in other closets
of this class, when the

plunger is raised a large

a, Bowl. 6, Plunger-chamber, c, Hunger. ,1, Offset. A siphon-trap may be
put in same place. e, Lever connecting float and supply-valve

/, Supply-valve g Supply-pipe. h, Overflow. i, Uubber band
aroui,,l the plunger. I- Slop-sale or urinal, i, Float, o, Perforations in sup-ply-valve for washing plunger-compartment.

plunger a rubber cylinder or pouch is stretched. This plunder has
its seat on a rubber band. In this manner it is proposed to make a
tightjoint.

The plunger forms the overflow and has its seat on the
opening of a U-shaped trap; the other end opens into a chamber
which is Joined to the soil-pipe. There are a number of corners and
hollows in a trap of this kind, that would be sure to collect and retain
nlth, and for that reason it should be avoided.

Demarest's Plunger-Closets. J. L. Mott & Co. manufacture several
forms of plunger-closets : the "

Demarest," the " H yo-eia
"
and " Pre-

mier.
' Each has a bowl with a side outlet, while tne earliest patternhas a compartment that contains the plunger, a float for governingthe supply-valve, and the supply-valve. The plunger is a hollow

cylinder closed at the top. The overflow is through aS openino- in the
side, from below which a partition rises to a slight distance above the
top of the opening. In this manner a water-seal trap is formed to
the overflow. The bottom of the plunger is encircled by a rubberband or ring which has a seat on the top of the

soil-pipe offset or
trap. The float is connected with the supply-valve by means of a
lever that encircles the rod of the hand-pull, the float and supply-valve being on opposite sides of the plunger, so that the flow of w.ater
would be shut off when it had reached the top of the overflow 'The
upper part of the supply-valve has a row of small holes around it, so
arranged as to throw small jets of water into the plunger-chamber.These jets are for the purpose of washing off any sediment or wastematter that may collect on the plunger, float, or the sides of the com!
partment. Tins closet has been extensively used in this country, andhas been patented both in this country and in England. John Dema-

nlunl
eSlgM the

."
H

<Vgeia
"
a J "Premier" as an improved form of

plunger Ihe plunger cons.sts of a simple cylinder open at eachend w, h a neck formed on the bottom, around which a vulcanisedrubber band, circular in section, is stretched. This band enables t

plunger to make a tight joint on its seat. The overflow i bet

about ,

1KP ""Chamber
and the plunger, and forms an opJnintabout an eighth of an inch around the plunger. The hand-pul has ashort lever bolted to it, the other end ofwhich is connected by achain to a tank or cistern, from which the water is conducted bvinch-and-auarter pipe to a flushing-rim around the

"
'

are washed more

Fig. 135. TylorSt Sons' Plunger-Closet

b, Plunger-chamber.
c, Plunger. /t Trap .

body of water is discharged through the soil-pipe in this ,

tending more
effectually to scour it than would otherZ, be the c eThe bottom or outlet from the bowl, and the -

into the ,on
Fig. 138. Section.

a, Bowl.
j, Plunger.

j, Supply from cistern.
k, Rubber ring.

Demarest's Hygeia.

Fig. 139. Perspective.

c, Trap. a. Vent to trap.
ff, Chain to cistern.
m, Plunger-chamber.

e, Flushing-rim.
i, Hand-pull,
o. Lever.
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closet by meant of scre-b,,lt.s and clamps. Thev have al-ove the
lour a

rtraighl onUet, a,, offset. , a trap. The
(ra,, ami offwt

have an opcmn- at ,l,,ir cmn, with a bell int., wl.i.-h a vcnt-|,i|,emust I.,, caulked. \\ here the trap or outlet DMM, tlm.u.d, ,]. ;,,,;.
there u a broad flange, which i.s arranged so as to be tcrewed t.. the
Boor over the Mil-pipe.
For a plunger-closet, these closets arc probably arranged as well as
C*M4 ot tins class could I,,- made, as llicv have a small plum'er-

Chamber, no Moat, a rubber rill- on the hottom of the pbmmr a

flUBbing-rim
to the bowl, a sip vented trap above the Moor ; while

the different parts are thoroughly put together, well mad,- an,l of
good materials. 1 he only arrangement devised for washin" the
plunger-dumber consists in the water passing between the phin-erand its chamber to the overflow.

BELL-TOWERS. 1

II HUE are some few things as to which the
remark* of that amusing gentleman, Sir Ed-
mund Beckett, can be listened to with re-

spect by members of the profession ; among these
are bells and bell-towers, to the study ofwhieh
he has given more than the superficial considera-
tion he is wont to give to other architectural
matters, and we believe the following remarks

will be found of value :

I proceed to notice a few things re-

lating to bells which are more the busi-
ness of architects than bell-founders,
except that architects now-;.-Jays rather
think it their business to ignore

everything that has to be done in a
building after they have left it. I
have known plenty of cases where
they knew perfectly well that it was
intended to have peals of bells and
clocks, and yet have built costly tow-
ers without condescending to learn,

either by reading or inquiry, what provisions should be made, or
even what dimensions were required. That they may have the
less excuse, and that those who want church bells may have some
idea of what their architects ought to do, I will give the following

Thr must be two floors between the ringers and the bells or
'".v ..m.t. hear for thenoi,, I,, most towers of good MX" t'l ,

I'"' ""/be dun,.,!,,,, i,, l,,w ,,,,,,! towers it i s ,om,Himes dime,!

t e I e i'n T
'"'"I"''' 1

/
1 '""

!>
'"

'"-
v :' slr""" """ r "'""I a f''l ''flowe bell-nW by straps from the -real beams, ;! cover it a few inchesHack w,l , large gravel, or broken stones (not sand), or eke

up the whole spa,,. !-, ween the floors with shavings, inclmlin,, aUxfull of tl,em for .he trap-door whirl, ,>, be left under the ,,,-eat bell

I ,e'u unT V"? II?
" Sreal

I

1 "'"" lH ' :U" S ""'" '" ":'"" '""'":

is of the bell-frame as much as possible, and should reM on
ar*.! corbels, and or heavy peals should be strutted aUo f, ..... ,,,bels lower , own. This is too often neglected, and a Moor

'

"WWW* V/QU U\J \A\Jj A TTU1 "1VC lilt" lUllUWIIl*'
information as the result of my own experience ; and I am probably

person living who has the experience of designing both bells
the only person living who has the experience of designing
and clocks, and the towers in which they are to be pfaced".

It follows from what I said before about bell-frames, that the small-
est tower fit for even a small peal of six bells, should be 1 1 feet
sipwre inside; and the smallest for a very moderate peal of ei-dit
should be 16 feet. Even these sizes make the ropes hang closer"to
the walls than they ought to do, and therefore they are much better
somewhat larger. Very few old towers with eight bells are so small
as 16 feet; they are much more frequently 20 feet, and those with
six bells at least 14 feet. In what is called "A Book on Buildin","
I have showji how much narrower modern towers generally are
than old ones ; but I am only now dealing with them as campaniles,which in fact they always are, without reference to architectural
reasons in the same direction. Of course when ten or twelve bells
are intended, the towers should be larger still, certainly not less than
22 and 24 feet square inside.
There is also another reason for it. Bells sound much better in a

large chamber than a small one. Any one who has heard the Don-
caster bells will hardly believe that the three bells in All Saints'
Uiurch, Margaret Street, are repetitions by the same founders of
the hrst, fourth, and tenor of Doncaster. But the Doncaster bell-
chamber is 23 feet square, and Margaret Street not more than 14
feet or just two-fifths of the area. And the same at All Saints'
Halifax, with a spire 240 feet high. The bells, a smaller peal than
liurton, could not be got into it on one level.

Another important consideration is the windows. I have known
two cases, both in Leeds as it happened, where clock bells had to be
re-hung some feet higher up than the architects had provided be-
cause they did not know that the bells ought to be above the sills of
the windows. Louvres again are a frequent source of trouble, by
being put too close or too much overlapping, even if they are on
that ugly and now fashionable foreign plan of havin<* a few enor-
mously wide or deep boards sticking out beyond the face of the mul-
hons, which never were in genuine English architecture. It is no
use trying to keep out snow, or even small driving rain, and it does no
harm if bell-hangings are kept painted and the floor is made water-
proof and drained. Louvres just overlapping will keep out ordi-
nary ram, and I am afraid cannot be dispensed with in church tow-
ers though they are at Westminster, where the floor under the bells
is nagged. It is the custom in the eastern counties to put small
clock bells quite open on the tops of the church towers, instead of
making the clock strike on the tenor of the peal, and they are en-
erally heard farther

;
in fact, a cluck bell (if only a clock bell) cannot

be too open, as it has no hangings that will spoil with rain if thehammer gudgeons are occasionally oiled or even if they are not
for a long time.

her) door lor the s.ke of making a lantern "of the t, er ishas been done at Hereford Cathedral, Ludluw and lioMon LrcheMer.on College Chapel, St. Alban's Abbey, and divers othe p ,'At St. Alban s where the space is abundant, they have late
hung the bells higher un, and so regained a riaftfa ehamber butnot so at the others. At howden bringing is SnconvenienUyand dangerously from a narrow gallery

5

round the tower, ,^sat Merton Chape -unless they ring from the ground now
'

the tower is
practically in the ante-c-hapel. At IV, shore, Si7' GScott did a better thmg than a gallery, by the converse of L.ortof insulated floor, leaving an open space round it except wherethere ,s a bridge to reach it. Mr. CaUley and I did much' he^ameat Worcester Cathedral, which was probably the best belf v n Fn

"

land on account of the great width of the tower, 32 feet i,I he much larger central towers of York and Lincoln do not conthe peals of bells; they are in the smaller western towers In Zcentral tower which I designed for Mr. Bass, at BurtTn ihere a esmal spandre windows to light the space under it, as in't Laranold church of Hedon, so that the belfry floor can st II be a The nnral place, about the level of the roofs of the four Hmbs o^ the
church; and ,t is 22 feet high. At Doncaster there was hei ht
enough above the lower windows of the tower.
But this lanterning mania has destroyed some belfries irrenarablvand rmgers will not ring long in dark holes about ei"ht 7eK?,'which were only intended for the intermediate chanTber or clock'

?/" W *
,

d
-"T /

C 'mrch de8tru^in. nder the name of resto-ra ion, Wya t, in the last century and early in this, pulled down tlwold campanile of Salisbury, and the bells had to be sold beca,Ts
body dared ring them in the great overloaded stelple of the

!^--^ -S

better than ringing The tolling of three large befisTa" a vervgrand sound, and the ringing of two bells only frame hU 77
winging up to homontal.so that they strike quickly, has a plea an'J

I vtitoLT
11 - ' alWa)

'

8 admire U at N w College Chap'el Xn

which otherwise fill the place with sticks and dirt! which Causecond fire at York Minster, and the destruction o7 he Mis T
'

netting should be of about 18-gau<re, woven in gouaro. of l' If
inch not in long openings tied with thin wire whl! h n pe

"
es'"I he well-known story of St. Paul's clock bein. heard at Win

triking thirteen by a sentinel who was chafed will be^asis often regarded as fabulous; and so it would-be in he prLntble con, ition of the striking. But Reid says, in his boTon dthat he heard ,t there himself, and I have heard an officer M.rhere say the same. The Donca.ter clock strikin* on a bell of
thirty hundredweight, has been heard eleven miles in a verv n
country. Nobody has yet solved the problem why a wind wcan hardly feel will m^ke the difference of yw?&ring Si's^aa mile or ten miles, according as the wind is with you or against

IRON FURRING-RODS FOR WIRE-LATHING.
NEWYoEK,June4,l83.

3 THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT :

Dear Sirs, It may interest some of the profession to kmthere ,s a patent held by parties in New Y^k, issued
'

since, covering the use of small iron rods as furring or
rdmary wire-lathing for ceilings in place Sf

'.fine f

From " docks and Watches and Hclli." Crosby Lockwoo<1 uud^

As a royalty .is exacted for the use of this device, it is inter,to know whether any case can be cited where wire^. < h h"s bc^n
"

supported prior to January of 1880. Probably arc
terers , Chicago, where large quantities of w?cUh | ,tT

great fire> ma^ be abie and wiiii-s sfirMRS
AUCIIITECT.
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THE GOLDEN BOUGH.
HARTFORD, June 6, 1883.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

Dear Sirs, Could you favor me with the legend of " The Gulden

Bough." as illustrated by Turner in his famous painting of that

name? Very truly, AVEUNUS.

A QUESTION OF CHARGES.
June 6, 1883.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT :

Dear Sirs, Some months ago I made measurements and scale-

drawings of a block of houses which were to be torn down and re-

erected in substantially the same form elsewhere. These measurements

and drawings were to be used for obtaining bids for the taking down
and re-erecting. No specification was made.
At this stage of proceedings the owner decided to employ another

architect, who offered to do his work for about half the usual com-

mission.

In making out my bill for services I wish to know the customary

charge for such work. The rules for the American Institute of

Architects provide for " an additional charge to be made for surveys
and measurements," but do not state the amount of such charge. I

have thought that the making of the measurements, and the prepara-
tion and figuring of the drawings, as was necessary in this case, might
be considered equivalent to a preliminary study, for which the

regular charge is one per cent on cost of buildings. I would be glad
of the opinion of the editors of the American Architect, and of others

on this question. Very respectfully, ARCHITECT.

[!T is hardly possible to judge of the value of the work of which our corre-

spondeut speaks. We have known a regular charge of twenty-five dollars
to be made for ordinary measurements for alterations of a single building,
independent of any work on the drawings', and this is certainly not excessive.
For office work, which is not exactly in the line of ordinary commission.*, a

good aud common practice is to keep a record of the time of the persons
employed on it, which may, on occasion, serve to fix the cost, and the proper
charge to be made. EDS. AMERICAN ABCHITECT.]

NOTES AND CUPPINGS.
'

THE MAINMAST OF THE "IRONSIDES." A correspondent of a New
York paper says ;

" An incident of early days on the Delaware is al-

ways recounted with pleasure by the old inhabitants, and as they vouch
for its authenticity it must be true. In 1786 Simeon and Franklin
Westfall, of New Jersey, took the contract to furnish the Government
with a white-pine tree, which was to be of an extraordinary size, as it

was wanted for the mainmast of a war frigate about to be built. They
were to receive $100 for the stick. They hunted the Delaware valley
from the Neversink to its head-waters, but were unable to find the tree
which would answer the specifications of the contract. At last, when
they were about to give up the search, they came upon a pine which they
believed would suit. It was on an eminence in Pike County, near the

present village of Mast Hope, and three miles from the river at Big
Eddy. Upon measuring the tree they found that it was too short by
ten feet. Upon digging at its root, however, they discovered that the
tree ran straight down in the earth, and they succeeded in excavating
the lacking ten feet. The tree was felled, hauled to the river, and
floated to Philadelphia, and became the mainmast of the frigate Con-
stitution,

" Old Ironsides,
" and carried the American colors in all the

glorious victories won by that vessel in the war of 1812.
"

THE STATISTICS ABOUT THE BROOKLYN BRIDGE. The following
condensed statement of leading facts about the new structure, compiled
by the Boston Herald, will be of interest:

Construction commenced January 3, 1870.
Size of New York caisson, 102' x 172'.
Size of Brooklyn caisson, 102' x 168'.

Timber and iron in caisson, 5,253 cubic yards.
Concrete in well-holes, chambers, etc., 5,669 cubic feet.
Weight of New York caisson, about 7,ODU tons.
Weight of concrete tilling, 8,000 tons.
New York tower contains 46,945 cubic yards masonry.
Brooklyn tower contains 3s, 214 cubic yards masonry.
Length of river span, 1,595" 6'.

Length of each laud span, 930' 1,800".
Length of Brooklyn approach, 971*.

Length of New York approach, 1,562' 6''.

Total length of bridge, 5,989'.
Width of bridge, 86
Number of cables, 4.

Diameter of each cable, 15f ''.

First wire was run out May 29, 1877.
Cable making really commenced June 11, 1877.
Length of each single wire in cables, 3.579'.
Length of wire in four cables exclusive of wrapping wire, 14 371 miles
Weight of four cables, inclusive of wrapping wire, 3,53)<i tons
Ultimate strength of each cable, 12,200 tons.
Weight of wire, nearly 11 feet per pound.
Each cable contains 5,296 parallel, not twisted, galvanized steel oil-coated wires
closely wrapped to a solid cylinder 15}" in diameter.

Depth of tower foundation below high water, Brooklyn 45'
Depth of tower foundation below high water, New York 78'
Size of towers at high water line, 59' x 140'.
Size of towers at roof course, 53' x 13H'., .

Total height of towers above high water. 278'.
Clear height of bridge iu centre of river span

IH.'IL,
pan above high water at 90 Fahren-.,

Height of floor at towers above high water 119' 3"
Grade of roadway 3J' in 100'.

Height of towers above roadway, 159.
Size of anchorages at base, 119' x 129'.
Size of anchorages at top. 104' x 117'.

Height of anchorages, 8!r front, 85' rear.
Weight of each anchor plate, 23 toils.

UTILIZATION OP CINDERS AND COAL REFUSE. Noack Dollfus has

prepared a valuable paper upon the preparation of beton from slag and

other refuse, by the addition of about twenty per cent of lime. By
using the methods and precautions which lie points out, foundation

walls and superstructures of great strength and durability can be

made. Socie'le Induslrielle de Mullhouse.

MINIATURE ARTIFICIAL CYCLONES. For several years Professor

Douglas, of Ann Arbor University, has been manufacturing them, lie

miniature cyclone as perfect as any started in the clouds. It is funnel

shaped and whirls around rapidly. Passing this plate over a table, the

five-cent cyclone snatches up copper cents, pens, pith-balls and other

objects and scatters them on all sides. The experiment is often made
in Ann Arbor, and all the students are familiar with it. Kansas City
Journal.

THE RUE DU JOUR, PARIS. One of the oldest streets in Paris is

about to disappear, as the Hue du Jour, near the Church of St. Eus-

tache, which dates from the thirteenth century, will shortly be demol-

ished, in connection with the improvements which are being made in

this part of Paris. The Rue du Jour, so named on the Incus a nan lucen-

do principle, was very narrow and gloomy, and the only building of any
historic interest is an old house now used as a china warehouse, which
was known two hundred years ago as the Hotel Royaumont, and was
at that time the residence of Philippe Hurault, Abbot of Royaumont.
At his death it became the property of Francois de Montmorency, who
turned it to a very singular use, making it the trysting-plaee of all per-
sons who were about to fight a duel, as lately detailed in these pages.

OLD CASTINGS. The art of easting in metal is so dependent on the

clay model from which the mould is obtained that it might almost be as-

sumed a priori that improvement in plastic art would necessarily lead to

a great development of metallurgical skill, and accordingly we find two
celebrated Samian artists, Theodorus and Rhcecus, credited with the
invention of casting in bronze at a date probably not many years dis-

tant from that of Butades. When ancient writers speak of casting in

metal as the invention of the two Samian artists, we must understand

by this statement that improved kind of casting in which the metal is

poured between the mould and a central core, and which is called hol-

low casting, in contradistinction to the more primitive process in
which the molten metal entirely fills the mould, and which is therefore
called solid casting. We know that this clumsier solid casting was famil-
iar to the Egyptians, the Phoenicians, and the Assyrians, centuries be-
fore the time of Theodorus, and we find it used for the handles of large
bronze craters in Mycenaean tombs, and in small figures such as are found
in the lowest stratum of the soil of Olympia. It was, however, unsuitable
for statues on a large scale on account of its great weight and cost

;

therefore it was that most Greek statues in bronze were originally
made of separate pieces of metal hammered out on a mould, and then
nailed together over a wooden core. Such figures, called

sphyrelata,
or

hammered work, were still extant in Greek temples in the time' of Pau-
sanias. The invention attributed to Theodorus and his brother substi-
tuted for this primitive kind of metallurgy an easier and surer process,
which after having been brought to an extreme perfection by the
Greeks, has been handed down to modern times witii little (if any) im-
provement in its technical processes. C. T. Newton, in the National Re-
view.

INSPECTING THE CHANNEL TUNNEL. The channel tunnel was offi-

cially inspected May 23, by the Parliamentary Committee. The visi-

tors, who arrived at Dover by the Brussels express from London, inclu-
ded the Marquis of Lansdowne, the Earl of Devon, Lord Aberdare,
Lord Barrington, Lord Camperdown, Sir Hussey Vivian, Sir Massey
Lopes, Mr. A. Peel and Mr. Baxter. At Dover the party was joined by
Major-General Newdigate, C. B., commanding the Southeastern Dis-
trict, and his staff, including Colonel Buchanan, Assistant Adjutant-Gen-
eral

; Colonel Knight, Assistant Quarter-Master-Gen. ;
Mr. Bartley Frere,

Aide-de-camp ; Colonel Gordon, commanding Royal Engineers, and other
oflBcials of the Royal Artillery and Royal Engineers, who were special-
ly detailed, at the request of the Secretary of State, to accompany the
committee on their visit of inspection. A special train conveyed the
party from Dover to the works at Shakespeare's Cliff, where prepara-
tions for the visit had been going on for some days. After the machin-
ery had been inspected on the piece of table-land above the works the
visitors preceded down the shaft to the heading, conducted by Mr. Shaw
Secretary of the Southeastern Railway Company. The heading was'
lighted by means of the electric light, and a careful inspection was
made along the entire length of the tunnel, a distance of about a mile
and a quarter. The heading was quite dry and had very much the
same appearance in this respect as it had when the works were in full
operation. On the party reaching the end of the tunnel the boringmachine was set in motion for a few revolutions for the informa-
tion of the committee. Of course, any observations with regard to the
strategical bearing of the undertaking were carefully avoided but
there appeared to be but one opinion as to its practicability, and gen-
eral interest was manifested in the works. After spending upwards ofan hour and a half at the tunnel the party partook of luncheon at theLord Warden Hotel, and then drove to the site where it is proposed to

! the entrance to the tunnel, some two or three miles inland The
party afterwards visited the fortifications at the Castle which
would practically command the tunnel entrance. Particulars and ob-
servations were specially taken with regard to the existing defenses

the proposed route and exit from the tunnel, and upon the
question of defense generally. London Standard.
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BUILDING INTELLIGENCE,
(Reported for The American Architect nd Buildinr Newi.)

[Although a large portion of the building inttUiqenct
it provided by their regular correspoiittents, the eaitort

greatly desire, to receive voluntary information, cspc-
tially from the smaller and outlying toicni.]

BUILDING PATENTS.

[Printed ipecifications of any patentthere mentioned
together irittt full detail illustrations, may be

"
of the Commissioner of J'atentt, at Wat/tin
tieenty-Jice cents.]

obtained

ngton, for

278,692. DOOR-HAXCIER. Lloyd Eberhart and Ir-
ving 1>. Stevens, .Juliet, III.

i!. 8,7111. Dim It-K.NOU ATTACHMENT. William F
Hall, Boston, .Mass.

-'.'K.,719. DOOK-LOCK. John Mathieen, Christiana
Norway.

278.722. ROOFING-FABRIC. Henry M. Miner, Pitts-
burgh, l*a.

278.723. SEWER CAP AND JOINT. Alexander Mon-
teath, Chicago, 111.

278.736. GKATE-BLOWER. Chas. A. Preston Nor-
walk, O.

278,739. HYDRAULIC AND OTHER ELEVATORS
Gustarus N. Reitf, Philadelphia, Pa.
278,751. DRIVEN WELL. Gehyleman Skaw, Bridge-

port, Conn.
27,763. FIRE-ESCAPE. Henry L. Barnard Green-

field, Mass.
278,768. FIRE-ESCAPE. John S. Bowman, Detroit-

Mich.
278.783. DOOR-SPRINO. Geo. W. Downes Xew

York, N. Y.

278,791. FlRKPLACE AND CHIMNEY. William C
Hamner, Morganfield, Ky.

278,802. SASH-FASTENER. John Kubler Hot
Springs, Ark.
27,so7. FIRE-ESCAPE. Chas. F. Marskey, East

Sagiiiaw, Mich.
278,820. FIRE-ESCAPE. Jacob Reese, Pittsburgh,

278,839. SEWERING AND DRAINING TOWNS. Geo
E. Waring, Jr., Newport, K. I.

278,84?. FIRE-ESCAPE. Christian E. Baker Chi-
cago, 111.

278,863. DOOR-SECURER. Amos Boucher Mon-
clota, O.

278,865. FIRE-ESCAPE. Marvin N. Braiuard Hart-
ford, Conn.

278,932. SOLDERING-IRON. John Gibbons West
Troy, N. Y.
278,974. ELEVATOR-GUARD. J. Jerome Knaoo

South Gardner, Mass.
279,006. STRIKING-PLATE FOR LOCKS. Emery

Parker, New Britain, Conn.
279,011. FlRE-PKOOFISO AND FURRING DEVICE

George B. Phelps, Washington, D. C.
279,0.24. AUTOMATIC SAFETY-SHAKE FDR ELEVA-

TORS. Wright J. Seaton, Wyandotte, Kan
279.018. WATER-CLOSET. William Iweeddale

Brooklyn, N. Y.
279,004. KIRE-EXTINGUISHER. George F. Wagner

Omaha, Neb.
279,064. BURGLAR-ALARM AND DOOR-BELL

Louis K. Williams, Peekskill, N. Y.
279.111. BLIND-STOP. Charles F. Vandervoort

Corpus Christi, Tex.
279.112. LOCK. Oscar H. Woodward, and Orrln L

Woodward, Clinton Junction, Wis.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

Baltimore.
CHURCH. Canton M. E. Church, brick and stone, 46>
I 70'; style, Gothic; seating capacity, four hundred;
cost, $15,000; Clias. L. Caraon, architect.

BUILDING PERMITS. Since our last report twenty
permits have been granted, the more important of
which are the following:
W. H. Sharp, two-sfy brick building, n s Fayette

St., between Crooked Lane and Litile sharp st
Alex M. Briscoe, 6 two-st'y brick buildings, ws

Gllmor St., between .\lcHenry and Pratt Sts
John S. Smuck, 5 two-sfy brick buildings w s Cal-

houn St., s of Pratt St.
Chas. Q. Kanft, three-st'y brick building, n s Ger-

man Si., between Pine and Fremont Sts.
Wm. A. Hammonil, 5 three-st'y brick buildings,n s Hoffman St., between Division St. and Brewer

Alley; and 4 three-st'y brick buildings, n s Hoffman
St., between Pennsylvania Ave. and Brewer Alleyand 4 three-Bt'y brick buildings, e s Brewer Allev n
of Hoffman st.
W. H. Veatman, 13 three-n'y brick buildings, s s

Saratoga St., commencing s e cor. Arlington Ave
and 15 ihree-st'y brick buildings, e s Arlington Ave
sot Saratoga SC.

Boston.
BUILDING PERMITS. Brick. Tremont St., Vot 463
am/ 485, Ward 16, for Gibson & Allen, tenement and
store, 24> x 44' four-et'y flat; J. E. Potter, builder.
Commonwealth Ave., fio. 223, near Kxeter StWard 11, for Geo. Higginson, dwell., 26' x Tu> flve-

st'y mansard; Westou Shepard. builders
Tremont St., Xns. 459 and 461, Ward lii, for Mary

S. Kuowlton, dwell, and store, 24' x 46' four-sfv
flat; J. E. Potter, builder.
Marlboroiuih St., between Exeter and FairflYld

Sts, for Geo. R Miuot, dwell., 30' x 76', tour-sty
mansard; Woodbury & Leightou, builders.

Wood. Waumotck St., near Warren St. Ward
21, lor Neil McNeil, dwell., 26' x 40* two-sfy pitch-
McNeil Bros., builders.

f '//,/; /'/.. near Boston I'l., Ward 24, for Frederick
WU, dwall., xS'xaV and li' x Is', two-st'y pitch;
Win. Kailii-. ItuiMer.

ill Ml., near Dudley St., Ward 20, for Saniii.'l

11. Pierce, dwell., 2V Z W, two-sfy pilch; \\iii. .1.

.JoMiny. builder.
llviih St., near Lawn St., Ward 23, for Patrick

' >weu, dwell., 22' 6" x :', three-st'y pitch; Samuel
lianiin. builder.

Ifri'irn .((., rear, near Ashland St., Ward 22, for
Frank B. Ski-linn, poultry-house, 15' x 40', one-st'y
I'ii'-h; Frank B. skelinn. builder.

01,1 //,,,/., */., .v*. LT, iiinl 27, Ward 15, for Den-
nis lieardon, 2 dwells., 20' x 34' and 13' x 17', two-sl'y
mansaitl; Win. .M. Henderson, builder.
Knt Thinl St., S'n. 7'.'4. Ward 14, for John H.

Walker, dwi-11., 21' x 30' and 13' x 17', two-sfy man-
sard; David A. Berry, builder.
Park/nan St., near Adams St., Ward 24, for Darius

10l.lv, dwell., 21' and 26' X 29' and 14' X 16', two-Bfy
pilch; Sludley Bros., builders.
Jiroum Art., near Asliiiu.il St., Ward 23, for J. E.

Blakemore, dwell., 19' and 26' x 24' and 34', two-st'y
pilch; Alevander Kogers, builder.

tfttnpoHIOH Are., near II ill. urn St., Ward 23, for
Thomas 11. Cummings, dwell., Iti'and 29' x 34', Iwo-
st'y pitch; John B. McAleed, builder.

Storey I'l., near Greenough Ave., Ward 23, for Ed-
win Sherwin, dwell., 30' and 3i' x 34' and 17' x 22',

two-st'y pilch.
Lamarline St., near Roys St., Ward 23, for Edmund

H. Cpok, dwell., 27' x 32', three-st'y flat; John L.
Dakin, builder.

Itutherford Ave., e s. near Mills St., Ward 4, for
David Stearns, wagon-house, 20' x 35' and 30' x 3i',
one st'y flat; Robert Wiley, builder.

Washirtyton St., opposite Lake St., Ward 25, for
Jacob T. "Taylor, dwell., 23' x 32', two-st'y pitch; J.
C. Wadleigh, builder.
Jamaica at., near Woodman St., Ward 23, for

John L. Chenery dwell., 20' x 26', two-sl'y pitch;
E. A. Carter, builder.

Wayne St., near Maple St., Ward 21, for Edward
A. Pierce, dwell., 29' and 35' x 40' and 16< x 17', two-
st'y pitch; S. E. Potter, builder.

Walnut Park, rear. Ward 23, for Charles M. Clapp,
stable, 40' x 44', oue-sfy hip; Wm. H. Stewart,
builder.

Washington St., No>. 3107 and 3109, for Francis W.
Kittredge, dwell, and store, 20' and 26* x 84', two-st'y
mansard.
Washington St., \os. 3111 anrf 3113, for Francis W.

Kittreilge, dwell, and store, 11' and 26' x 64', two-st'y
mansard; Charles H. Wetmore, builder.

Washington St., rear, near Newton Line, for

Joseph Davis, dwell., 14' and 20' x 21' and 33', two-
sj'y pitch; McNeil Bros., builders.

Washington HI., near Albauo St., Ward 23, for
Joh Brown, dwell., 16' and 20' x 21' and 30', two-
sfy pitch; John B. McKay, builder.
Erie Ace., opposite Merrill St., Ward 24, for Cath-

erine E. Gigie, 2 dwells., 20' x ?5', two-st'y flat; John
11. Gigie, builder.
Maine St., A'os. 149 anrf 161, cor. Warren St. and

Thompson Sq., Ward 5, for Maurice Hart, dwell,
and store, 26' and 31' x 45' and 56', four-st'y flat;
J. W. Burckes, builder.

PUopt St., A'o. 19, Ward 5, for E. D. Brooks, stor-

age, 18 x 5u', one-st'y flat; Harmon, builder.
Union Ave. JVo. 46, rear, near Green St., Ward 23,

for Michael Maloney, stable, 22' x 30', one-st'y pitch,
John B. McKay, builder.
Market St., near Faueuil St., Ward 25, for Edward

Keenan, dwell., 22' ami 32' x 34', two-st'y pitch; Dan-
iel M. O'Connell, builder.
Saem Hill Ave.. near Grampian Way, for Geo. E.

Scott, stable, 22' x 26', oue-sfy pitch; David A.
Berry, builder.
Erie Aoe., nearly opposite New Seaver St., Ward

24, for Wm. H. Wallace, 2 dwells., 20' x 42', three-
flat; John H. Gigie, builder.
Dorchester St., So, 360 Ward 15, for Daniel Sands,

dwell, and store, 33' x 38* and 16' x 38', two-st'y man-
sard; A. Crawford, builder.

Brooklyn.
BUILDING PERMITS. Park Ave., S'ot. 7o to 708, n s,

125' w Tompkins Ave., 5 three-st'y frame double
tenements, tin roofs; cost, each, $4,"00; owner, An-
drew Froelich. 202 Stockton St.; architect, T. En-
gelhardt; builders, A. Sachs and II. l.oeffler.

Marcy Ace., s e cor. Monroe St.; also, Afarcy Av*.,
n e cor. Madison St., 2 three st'y browustone front
stores and tenements, tin roofs; cost, about $7,000
each; owner, architect and builder, F. C. Vrooman,
444 Gates Ave.

St. Jmies I'l., Not. 84 to 94, w s, 50' n Greene Ave.,
6 three-st'y brick dwells., tin roofs; cost, each,
$7,50''; owner, Thomas T. Thorp, 3T Washington
Avenue; architect, A. H. Thorp; builders, W. J.
Reynolds & Son and Mills & Bush.
Ecergreen Are., w s, 50' n Woodbine St., 3 two-sfy

frame dwells., tin roofs; cost, each, $2,000; owner
and architect, Jno. F. Kblers, 94 Sumpter St.;
builders, W. Welch and W.M. Whitenack.
Bedford Are., e s, 42' s Jefferson St., 3 four-sfy

brownstone front flats, tin roofs; cost, total, (21 ,000;
owner and builder, S. E. C. liussell; architect, I.

D. Reynolds.
Do<hcorth St., t s, 156' 4'' Broadway, two-st'y frame

tenement, tin roof; cost, 83,0011; owner and builder,
Albert F. Fitch, 216 East Tenth St., New York City;
architect, J. Herr.
Monroe St., n s, 100' e Reid Ave., 2 two-st'y brown-

stone front dwells., tin roofs; cost, each, $3,5ufl;
owner, architect and builder, Geo. F. Chapman, 15
KosciuskoPl.
Uniau St., n s, 293 w Seventh Ave.. 2 four-st'y

brownstone front tenements, gravel roofs; cost,
each, *6,'KK); owner, Geo. M. Brown. 728 Fulton St.;
builder, I, E. Brown.
Xorlh Seventh St., n s, about 150' w First St

,
t\\<>

sfyj brick storehouse, gravel roof; cost, 910.000;
owners, Dick & Meyer, on premises; architect, K. F.
Gaylor; mason, Jas. Uodwell-. carpenter not selected.

Broailicaij, n e cor. Suydam St., three-n'y brick
store and tenement, tin roof; cost, 88,otiO; owner,

Aube, New York City; architect, T. Engelhardt;
builder, F. Herr.

Court St., a w cor. Kenisfii St.. tuo.st'y !n-i-st"iio
front bank, roof ol asphalt and M,n.. <-,,-'t. JI.;",IKIIJ;

owner. Dime .savings Hank, ,;i,7 Kult.ni M., aii'hl-
li-fl. .Mi-irein 'lliolnun; builders, J. D. Anderson and
Haiti & l!..jd.

r.njiiirtiitli M., A'o. 491, n s, 100' w Ninth Ave.,
tin.-.- sl'y luifk Irnenieiit, tin rip.il; cost, $3.7"0;
owner, KIli'ii Kirwan. 193 Eighteenth St.: arch I

W. Wirth; builders, .). Sharock and J. Van S>ckle.
Hurt fit., t , 10U' W Lewis A\c.. lu<.si y brick

dwell., till roof; cost, 13,500; owner, .Mary Hi -illy,
li<7t> Lafayette Avt., architect and builder, M
Carty.

li:ii/:li .in:, * w cor. Chauncey St., one-sf y frame
chapel; cost, *10,OOU; owner, Oniral Congregational
Sori.ly, K. H. < 'lampion, I'rrj-itienl Board ol Trus-
tee", Hancock Si., near Franklin Ave.; architect,
d'. L. Moore.

h'n::,nil, M.. \,,. 227, ns, 140' e Fifth Are., tliree-
sfy frame tenement, tin roof; cost, $4,oou; owner,
Christian stohr, 295 Thirteenth St.; architect and
builder, .Ins. sealy.

St. John's fl., t s, KO' w Eighth Ave.. 7 three-st'y
brownstone from dwells., tin roofs ; cost, each $9.-
000; owner, Henry Laimdell, Ninth St., cor. Filth
Ave.; architect, C. H. Mi.

fjtnte St., t s, 100' n Smith St., four-sfy brick
double tenement, tin roof; cost, $5,000; owner, Thos.
Colson, 281 Atlantic Ave.

.\drth Srreuih M.. n s, 150' e Second St., four-fy
brick double tenement, tin roof; cost, $8,000; owner,
Patrick Murray. 99 North Seventh St.; architect
E. F. Gaylor; builders, Matt Smith and lillinore Ik
'1 revor.

I'tnn St., n s, about 150' w Lee Ave., three st'y
brownstone front dwell., tin roof; cost, $|O,IHIO; own-
er, Andrew Brown, on premises; architect. E. F.
Gaylor; builders, T. Gibbons and Gllmoreft Trevor.

lioertim I'l., e s, 150' n Dean St., lour sfy brick
flat, gravel roof; cost, $8,000; owner and builder,
Juo. Denithorne, Dean St., near Grand Ave.: archi-
tect, R. Dixou.
Freeman St., 88, 215' e Oakland St., three-st'y

frame dwell., tin roof; cost, $4,000; owner, Jos.
Krekey, 362 Oakland St.; architect, J. Plalte; build-
ers, H. Grasmaii and J. Rueger.

Chicago.
HOUSES. Messrs. Bumliam & Root, architects, have
plans for Mr. J. H. Dow for two-st'y brick house.
Same architects have plans for two homes for

Mr. Robert stratum.
Also, on Prairie Ave., near Twenty-sixth St.,

brick dwell., sioue finish, for Mr. T. 1C. Burch.
CHUHCH. W. L. B. Jeuney, architect, has plans
ready for St. Paul F:piscopal Church, at Riverside:
cost, $10.1100. Ground was broken 6lh of June.

STOKE. Mr. Henry Sierks, architect, Is building, for
Samuel .Johnson and Samuel Springer three-sfy
store and flat building, Nos. 475 and 417 Blue Island
Ave., St. Louis presed-brick, with stone finish;
cost, $20,000.

FACTORY. Mr. Henry Sierks, architect, is building
a four-sfy factory, 5o' x 156', brick, for the North-
western Parlor Furniture Manufacturing Co.; cost.
$18,000.

WAREHOUSE. Mr. H. Sierks, archilect, has plans
for four-st'y brick warehouse, engine-room, and
boiler-house, for Mr. H. Bartt; cost, *12,<iO.

BUILDING PKRMITS. 'Ihos. Sutton, two-sfy dwell.
25'x 60' 234 LeaviltSt.; cost, *6,50ll.
Mrs. Huber, 2 two-st'y slore and dwell., 22' x 65',

CoitHge Grove Ave.; cost, 5,20i'.
Geo. A. Weiss, six-st'y brick malt-house and ele-

vator, ! 0' x 110', bloomingdale Ave.; cosi, $100,0011.
Schwarz & Keies, two-st'y flats, 61' x 88', 2942-2918

Grove St, and Park Ave.; cost, *.0,!>0".
Win. Noll, two-st'y basement dwell., 22' x 45' 2821

s 8 K Ave.; cost, $3,VOn.
F. Charat, Iwo-si'y basement dwell., 20' x 50', 826

Allport St.; cosi, $3.1:00.

J. V. Hawkins, three-st'y flats, 21' x 71', 184 Cass
St.; cost, $14,000.

L. H. Sass, two-st'y and attic dwell, and barn, 22'
x 71', 847 We.-t Monroe St. ; cost, $9,on.
Wm. Fleming, 4 two st'y dwells., each 25' x 70' 178

South Morgan .->t.; coft, S.'O 000.
Rummer & CorlifB, 2 two-st'y dwells., each 2yx

60', 34.3 and 345 Ashland Ave.; cost. $11,000.
E. Sarrneld, three-st'y brick flats, 24' x 60', 398

Garfleld Ave.; cost, $6,000.
John Krueger, thrre-sfy basement dwell., 22' x

72', 7 Will St.; cost. $5,000.
E. Deptifano, three-st'y basement store and

dwell., 24' x luo
1

,
416 South Clark St.; cost, $6,000.

A. C. Junet, 2 two-st'y basement dwells., 3b'x 41',
643 South Wood St.; cost, 6,500.
Richard Knisely, three-st'y basement stores and

flats; 35' x 75', >xl Lake St.; cost, $10,iKMi.
H. Zimmerman, two sfy dwell., 21' x 60', 736

North Paulina St.; cost, $3,500.
Fred. Putzel, two sl'y basement dwell., 20' x 60',

660 Nineteenth St.; cost. $3,oot>.
G. M. E. Church, church, 32' x 42' Thlrtv-flrst

St; cost, *3,50".

Aug. schnltz, two-st'y dwell, and store, 27' x 60*.
384H Cottage Grove Ave.; cost, SC.lil/o.

S. V. A. Weaver, three-sfy flats. 20' x 75', 213 Illi-
nois St.; cost, J8.0U".
.Meacham & Wright, two-st'y dwell., 25' x 70' 6C7

West .Jackson St.; cost, $7,011".
Britten & Guth, 2 two sl'y basement dwells., each

23' x 58',3412 Souih Park Ave.; cost, $1.',OOU.
Peter Adler, three-sfy brick flatt, 24' x 66', 267

East Huron St.; cost, ix.noo.

Cincinnati.
BUTLDING PERMITS. Adams Fxpress Co. three-sfy
brick building, u e cor. seventh St. and Broadway-
cost, $4M,ll(lli.

Frank Walton, tliree-si'y frame building, u w cor.
Harrison and Culvert Ms.; cost, 85,0 0.

Miss Mary Meyer, thrce-bt'y brick building, 157
Dayton St.; cost, S8,OtO.
Adam Smith, two-and-a-half-st'y brick building,

Freeman Ave.; cosi, $5.000.
Est. Jas. W. Gatf, four-sfy stone front building

cor. Plum and Perry Sts.: cost, $14,0 0.

A. S. Ludlow, 2 two-st'y frame buildings, Fair-
mount St.; cost, $5,000.
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Miss Mary Weyholl, three-st'y brick building,
Sycamore >t.; cost, $3,"fH>.
A. C. Barney, lour-st'y brick building, Backer St.;

cost, SS,IH>I>.

Permits for repairs; cost, f 13,025.

Grand Kajuds, Midi.

PROSPECTS. The work of building neat, cosy cot-

tages and homes is booming in the Fifth Ward, and
that section of the city id growing very rapidly, at*

well as all other parts of ihe oily. Never before in

the history of Grand Rapids has there been any '.hint,'

like the boom in the building of residences that" ! "
ii"\v. Jt is fair to predict that fully twelve
I new dwellings will be built here this sea-

there is nuw
hundred
sou.

FACTORY. The Gleason Wood Ornament Company
has begun the erection of its new factory. 50' x 81)',

two stories high, of brick, besides its engine and
boiler-h"use.
A brick addition to the Phoenix Furniture Fac-

tory.
HALL. Mrs. Ball is building a ball for public pur-
poses, which will seat one thousand persons, on
Canal St.

HOTELS. A hotel is being built near the D. G. H.
& M. Junction, Dottingabout $5,000.
Work has commenced on the new Eagle Hotel,

costing, when completed, about #:m.l>l>o.

HOUSES. -Mr. F.P.Gilbert is preparing to build a
frame house on College Ave.; cost, about $6.ono.
Conductor Moral), of the G. P. & I. K. K., is about

to build a new house ou Lagrave St., to cost about
(3,0 .

Conductor Flaherty, of the G. R. & I. B. R., is

preparing to build a frame house on South Division
St.; cost, #2.000.

Henry Carr is building a house on cor. of Lafay-
ette and Washington Sis.; cost, about $4,000.
Geo. N. Munson is to build a cottage on Jefferson

Ave., near Fulton St.; cost, $3,nOO.
Mr. Chas. P. Kathbun is building a cottage at the

cor. of Washington St. and Madison Ave., costing
$3,500.
Mr. Ransom Luce is building a cottage on the west

cor. of Jefferson Ave.; cost, about $3,00i>.
Dr. Chas. Ilazeltine is building a house on Cherry

St.; cost, $3,500.
OPEKA-Horsi-:. Very important changes are to be
made this summer in Powers's Grand Opera-House.

STORKS. Messrs. Kromer & Sons are building a two-
st'y block on Plaintield Ave., costing $5,000.
Messrs. Kathbun & Boorhem are building a new

brick block on Waterloo St.; cost, $15,00,*.

Among the most expensive houses now in process
of construction iu this city, or soon to be, are the

following:
Win. McMullen. cor. of Fouutain St. and College

Ave.; cost. $10,000.
C. Bertsch, cor. of Brouson and Lafayette Sts.;

cost. $10,0110.
Robert B. Woodcock, cor. Cherry and Sheldon

Sts.; cost. $10,000.
Mrs. Alice Twamley, cor. Lafayette aad Washing-

ton Sts.; cost, $7,000.
Geo. H. White. Fountain St.; cost, $10,000.

TENEMENTS. Mr. Julius Berkey is building a new
tenement-house on Fountain St., costing $10,000.

New York.
BUILDING PERMITS. East One Hundred and Ninth

Sf., No- 317, five-st'y brick tenement, tin roof; cost,
7,001); owner, Hugo Siller, Ono Hundred and Thir-

ty-ninth St., near Third Ave.; architect, John
Kogers.
R 'Osevelt St., Nos. 3, 5 and 7, flve-st'y brick tene-

ment and stores, tin roof
; cost, $18,000; owners,

William D. Foulkeandano , Richmond, Ind.; archi-

tects, D. & J. .1, inline; builders, Peter Tostevin's
Sons.
East One Hundred and Ninth St., Nos. 162, 104

and 166, 3 flve-st'y brownstone front tenements, tin

roofs; cost, each, $16,000; owner, Peter Cain. 20il

East Twenty-ninth St.; architect, Joseph M. Dunn;
done by days' work.
One Hundred and Forty-third St., n 8, 558' 4'' e

Willis Ave., 5 two-st'y frame dwell*., tin roofs; cost,
each. $2,200; owner. Charles Van Riper, 683 East One
Hundred and Forty-third St.; architect, H. S. Baker
Le.vinylon Aae., n w cor. One Hundred and Seven-

teenth St., four-st'y brick tenement and store, tin

roof; cost, $10."00; owner and builder, John W.
Warner, One Hundred and Sixth St., cor. Fifth
Ave.; architect, Wm. Oraul.

Lexington Ao*., w s, 20' n One Hundred and Seven-
teenth St., four-st'y brick tenement, tin roof; cost,
$9,000; owner, builder and architect, same as last.

Ltsnmgton Aoe., w s,3y'n One Hundred and Seven-
teenth St., four-st'y brick tenement, tin roof; coat,
$11,000; owner, builder and architect, same as, last.

Lexington Aoe., w 8, 61' n One Hundred and Seven-
teenth St., four-st'y brick factory, tin roof; cost,
J4,8 ; owner, builder and architect, same as last.

Fifteenth St., s B, 75' w Seventh Ave., four-st'y
brick tenrment and store, tin roof; co*t, $7,500:
owner, John Rushmeyer, s w cor. Fifteenth St. and
Seventh Ave.; architect, Win. -lose.

Wet Fiftii-Afth A''., Xos. 140, 142, HI and 116,
three-st'y brick building for studios, apartments,
and stable, tin and slate roi>f; cost, 3'">0,000; owner,
A. H. Barney, 82 Broadway; architect, Bassett
Jones; builder, L. N. Crow.

Mnt't Ave., No. 395, 2 two-st'y frame buildings, fac-

tory and boiler-house, shingle and tin roofs; cost,
total, $3,500; owner, C. J. Brordbach, on premises.
Eighth. Ane., n e cor. One Hundred ami Twenty-

fourth St., 5 flve-st'y brick flats and stores; cost,
total, $85,000; owner, Alva S. Walker, 43 West One
Hundred and Thirtieth St.; architect, Thos. E.
Thomson.

West Twentieth St., No. 227, flve-st'y brick tene-
ment, tin root; cost, (10,000; owner and builder,Wm. S. Wright, 30 West Twenty-seventh St.

Sixty-eighth and. Sixty-ninth Sts., Lexm</ton and
Third Ares., interior court of Foundlin'Asylum,
one-st'y and basement brick chapel, >lato and gal-
vanized-iron roof; owners, Sisters of Charity, on
premises; architect, Wm. Schickel; builders, Ter-
ence Kiarnan and John Downey.

Broadway, Nos. "76 anil 87% six-st'y brick store,
slate and tin roof; cost, $55,00 >; owner, David S.

Hess. 35 West Twenty-third St.; architect, Henry
Fern bach; builders, Alex. Brown, Jr., and J. J.

Brown.
Eighty-ninth St., n s, 133' 4" e Fourth Ave., 2 flve-

st'y brick tenements, tin roofs; cost, each. $20,000;

owner, Kllen Broas, Haverstraw, New York; archi-

tects, Cleverdon & Putzel.
Worth St., No. 143, seven-st'y brick store, ti

roof; cost, $34,000; owner, Andrew Dougherty, 8

Centre St.; architect, Geo. T. Powell; builders, Ja
T. Stevenson am! .Marl in Barry.
Second Ace., w s. 100' 11'' s One Hundred an

Twenty-second St., three-st'y brick tenements an
stores, tin roof; cost, $20,000; owner, Philip Dorai
365 Pleasant Ave.; architect, J. C. Babcock; builde;

I. Lyon.
West fiftieth St., Nos. 409 and 411, 2 five-st'

brownsvono front tenements, tin roofs; cost, eacl

$12.000; owner, John Frosch, 407 West Fiftieth St
architect, Wm.Graul.
East Fortieth St., No. 332, flve-st'y brick tene

ment, tin roof; cost, $13,000; owner, Joel B. Smilli
054 Kast One Hundred and Thirty-eighth St.; arch
tect and builder, Frank E. Smith.

West Sixteenth St.. No. 313. flve-st'y brick tene
ment. tin roof; cost, $8,000; owner and builder, sani
as last.

Canal St., No. 274, four-st'y brick store, tin roof
cost, $12.000; owners, Emma D. Van VIeck anc
Helen D. Adams, extrxs., 110 East Seventy-eight]
St.; architect, A. B. Ogdeu.

ALTERATIONS. State St., Xo. 6, raise attic to ful

story, new flat roof, and two-st'y brick extension
also, interior alterations; cos*., $15,00o; owner, Jos
F. Cliatelier, 116 East Sixteenth St.; architect, A. 13

Ogden; builders, D. & E. Herbert.
Fifth Ave., No. 431, alter basement front; cost

J3.000; owner, J. N. Burton, Newburg, N. Y.j archi
tects, D. & J. Jardine.
Madison Ave.. No. 93, five-st'y brick extension

cost, $10,001; owner, Thos. A. Emmett, M. D., or
premises; architect, Chas. R. Jackson.

Philadelphia.

BUILDING PERMITS. Poplar St., n s, 65' e Sixteenth
St., 2 three-st'y dwells., 16' x 65'; Juo. K. McCurdy

TtuentH-Jirst St., n w cor. Berks St., 10 three-st' 1

dwells., 16' x 48'; J. L. Carre, owner.
Hancock St., No. 2528, two-st'y dwell., 18' x 48

Daniel Nevling, contractor.

Smetlleij St., above Thirty-sixth St., two-st'y stable
24' x 18'; Firman Bros., contractors.

Washington St., n w Fountain St., three-st'y
dwell., 18' x 34'; Mrs. C. L. Soberheiner, owner.

'

James St., n e Bridge St., three-st'y dwell., 16' x 46'
J. S. Taylor, contractor.
Ashlon St., near Penn St., 2 two-st'y dwells., 18'

x 34' and 17' x 47' C. C. Linahan, contractor.
Uarnet St., near Leliigh Ave., two-st'y dwell., 30'

x 30'; C. S. Quigley & Co.
North Twentieth St., No. 1416, three-st'y dwell.,

16' x 41'; Henry Moore, owner.
Gowan Aoe., n s, and Chestnut Hill Railroad, three-

st'y dwell., 32' x 47'; Tonrison Bros, contractors.
Goican Ave., s s, and Chestnut Hill Railroad. '2

three-st'y dwells., 3s' x 40'; Tourison Bros., con-
tractors.

Pine. St., n e cor. Franklin St.. 4 two-st'y dwells.,
one with store, 16' x 3t>'; Adam Mann, owner.
Hull St.. n e cor. Amber St., 6 two-st'y dwells.,

15' x 40'; McCutcheon Bros.
Somerset St.. s e cor, Reese St.. three-st'y store and

5 two-st'y dwells., 18' x 57', and 14' x 44'; Daniel Nev-
ling, contractor.

Islington Lane, w s, bet. Berks St. and Montgom-
ery Ave., 18 two-st'y dwells., 15' x 47'; Jas. Caveu,
owner.
Main St., s w s, and School Lane, Saving Fund

building, 35' x 64'; J. C. Caldwell, contractor.
Co'tage Lane, bet. Clarkson Ave. and Thorp's Lane

three-st'y dwell., 38' x 57'; J. C. Caldwell, contrac-
tor.
Mount Vernon St., e 8, n Division St., 4 three-st'v

dwells., 17' x 33<; James Hinchliff.

Jeff-rson St., secor. Hamilton St., two-st'y dwell.
17' x 60'; A. A. Harmer, contractor.

Walls, owner.
South St., No. 1210, three-st'y store and dwell. 21'

x 62'; Grubb Bros., contractors.
Seventeenth St., s w cor. Tasker St., two-st'y store

and dwell., 15' x 44'; Win. (Jalbraith, contractor.
Ripka Ave., n s, w Washington St., three-st'y

dwell., 17' x 32'; W. R. Davis, contractor.
Willlnnton St., s w cor. Montgomery Ave., 5 three-

st'y dwells., 15' x 50': Thos. McCouch, contractor.
Matt St., w a, bet. Wharton and Reed Sts., lo two-

st'y dwells., 15' x 36'; D. Garrison, owner.
Washlniiton St.. n e cor. Kipka Ave., three-st'y

dwell., 2n' x 47'; W. Goodfellow, contractor.
Jefferson St.. cor. Division St., two-st'y dwell. 20'

x 44'; W. Goodfellow, contractor.
Spring (larden St., s Green Lane, two-st'y dwell

14' x 36'; \V. Goodfellow, contractor.
llrnd St.. s. e Pechin St., two-st'y dwell. 20' x

55'; W. GooJfellow, contractor.
Fifilt St., e s, n Cumberland St., three-st'y dwell.

16'x46'; Samuel Mills owner.
Clmrch St., n e s, w Trenton Railroad, 2 tliree-st'y

dwells.. 20' x 60'; Jas. McCartney, conti actor.
Coral St., w s, s Dauphin St., two-st'y dwell. 14' x

42'; Harry Brocklehurst, contractor.
Twenty-third St., s e cor. cherry St., one-st'y shop

25'xfiO'; Samuel Hart, contractor.
Fifth St., e s, s Huntingdon St., two-st'y dwell

14' x 42'; Frederick Lambrecht.

Lancaster Are., s s, w Thirty-second St., 3 three-

et'y dwells., 15' x 42'; Pennock Bros, contractors.
lli'li/iirde St., w s, n Capewell St., two-st'y dwell.,

17' x 40'; J. H. Balclt, owner.
C St., No. 2807, two-st'y dwell., 15' x 40'; D. C.

Schuler, contractor.

Eighth St., e s, n Columbia Ave., four-st'y dwell.,
17' x'72'; J. Culbertsom, contractor.
Maxcher St.,, s e s, n Somerset St., two-st'y dwell.,

18' x 41)'; P. A. Gerhardt. contractor.
Somerset St., s B, e Mascher St., two-st'y dwell.

,

16' x '22'; P. A. Gerhardt, contractor.
Sixtieth St., cor. Hazel St., two st'y dwell., 16' x

44'; Harry Petit.

Twenty-seventh St., B e cor. Dauphin St., two-st'y
factory, 4V x 77'; G. H. Fretz, contractor.

Norri.1 St., s w cor. Belrgade St., 4 two-st'y dwells.,
one with store, I,/ x 47'; Duryea & Childs.
Frankti" St., e s, n Church St., one-st'y office 26' x

30', and cylinder-room, 26' x 50'; Win. Keas, contrac-
tor.

Main St., n e cor. Pleasant St., 2 two-st'y dwells.,
16' x 40'; Tourison Bros, contractors.

Sixty-fourth St., e s, s Haverford St., two-st'y
dwell, and stable, 18' x 42' and 24' x 24'; Jas. Barlow,
owner.
North Ninth St., No. 19, four-st'y store, 20' x 70'; F.

Brill, owner.
Gray's Ferrii Road, w Forty-eighth St., three-st'y

dwell., 17' x 34'; Isaac Wood & Murray, conlractors.
Chestnut St.. n 8, w Thirty-second" St., three-st'y

dwell., 18' x 60'; Reuben Yarnall, owner.
Ca-rnarcon St.. e s, bet. Dickinson and Tasker

Sts., 11 two-st'y dwells., 14' x 28'; Jno. White, con-
tractor.

I'alethorp St., No. 1331, three-st'y dwell., 14' x 30';
D. C. Schuler, contractor.
Marxian St., No. 2102, two-st'y dwell., 18' x 30';

Rudolph Sindel, contractor.

Portland, Oregon.
HOTELS. Mr. Schade is putting up a hotel-building;
cost. $7,000.
Dr. Wilson Is having plans prepared for a three-

st'y brick building, loo' x 100', with one hundred and
thirty rooms, for hotel purposes; probable cost,
$35,i'00.

HOI-SES. John Gates is having a two-st'y house
built; cost. $6,r>nO; R. G. Combs, contractor.
Dr. G. Kellogg is building a two-st'y house; day

work; W. A. Cordell. Superintendent.
Wm. Sweeney is having built 5 five-roomed cot-

tages, for rent, which will cost $8,000; R. Robertson,
contractor. He also intends putting up a two-st'y
house, costing $5,000.

E. W. Burden is building a two-st'y house for
Charles Hartness; cost, $2,300.
Messrs. Merchant & Bridges are putting up a

house for George Honghton; cost, $6,000.
Thos. Stephens has let the contract for a cottage

to Sedge & Jenkins, for $2.200.
B. F. Campbell has just been awarded the con-

tract for a house for Mrs. Hawthorne, at $4,680.'
STOKE. Plans are being prepared by W. H. Wil-
liams for a threo-st'y brick store for P. B. Sinnott
50' x 95'; cost, about $30.000.
John Maher is building a store, with residence

above; cost $2,500.
STABLE. W. S. Ladcl is putting up a fine stable;
day's work; M. Merrill, Superintendent; cost, about
$12,000.

St. Louis.
BUILDING PERMITS. Fifty-eight permits have been
issued since our last report, of which nineteen are
for unimportant frame houses. Of the rest those
worth $2,500 and over are as follows:
Christ. Heinz, 2 adjacent two-st'y brick dwells

cost, $7,000; Beinke, architect; J. Fischer, contrac-
tor.

Jno. McDermott, two-st'y brick tenement; cost
$3,000; Brady, architect; G. Neumeister. contractor.
Carondelet Ave. Furniture Manufacturing Co

two-st'y hrick Furniture Manufactory; cost, *6,000;
Klute & Hillebrandt, contractors.
W. L. Fitzgerald, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost 84 -

000; Brady, architect; J H. Frye, contractor.
Harrys. Voellinecke, two-st'y brick dwell.: cost,

$2 50"; Pipe, architect; J. B. Asper, contractor.
H. J. Powers, two-st'y brick store-house; cost $3 -

000; sub-let.
Mrs. Mary L. Knower, 3 adjacent two-st'y brick

dwells.; cost, $8,000: C. K. Ramsey, architect; E. T.
Hoffmann, contractor.

McPheeters Warehouse Co., one-st'y iron-clad
warehouse; cost, $3,600; Reuick, architect; R P
McClure. contractor.
A. L. Paul, 2 adjacent two-st'y brick dwells.; cost

$10,000; J. A. Conlon, contractor.
P. Neun, 4 adjacent two-st'y brick dwells.; cost

$14,000; Janssen, architect; Beckmeier & Rieth-
mann, contractors.

B. Israel. 4 adjacent two-st'y hrick dwells.; cost,
$10,000; May, architect; Win. Herkenhoff, & Bro
contractors.

F. Grafmann, one-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $3 100-
May, architect; Wui. Herkenhoff & Bro., contrac-

P. Stemmler, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $2900-
C. F. May, architect; Jaeger, contractor.
C. Kahn. two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $5,300; W.

C. Popp, contractor.

Washington.
I-RING the month of May permits were issued for
120 new buildings, 166 repairs, 100} feet of vault and
15 awnings. The receipts from permits were S6:'8.

2' x 75': Jno. McClellan, con
Woodland St., n s, w Thirty-second St., 3 three-st'v

dwells., 16' x 58'; Peuuock Bros., contractors.

Jhree-st y brick dwell., on Fifteenth St., bet I andK Sts., n w, for Jas. Wormley; cost, $15 000' J G
Myers, architect; S. P. Philips, builder.
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TITHE reply of the Supervising Architect of the Treasury De-

\j partment to the most definite of the accusations made

against him has been filed, and contains a simple statement

of facts which every one but his assailants knew all about be-

fore. From the mass of assertions, more or less wild, which
have been made since the investigation began, his counsel suc-

ceeded in separating one which showed a semblance of definite-

ness and common-sense, and requested leave to reply to it by
itself, instead of being compelled to beat the air in vain efforts

to reach all the phantoms of the accusers' imaginations. The

specification selected was that charging the government archi-

tect with paying more than the market price for the stone-work
of the Philadelphia Post-Office, and was supported by the tes-

timony of a former attache of the architect's office, who was

employed to make measurements and estimates for the purpose,
and of a stone-cutter, who compared the wages which he re-

ceived for doing certain portions of the work with the prices
which he asserted to have been paid to the contractors who
employed him, and which certainly indicated that they received

a handsome profit. To these representations the reply is made
that the Government undoubtedly paid a large, even an exor-

bitant price for the stone-work of the public buildings gen-
erally, which were in process of erection at the beginning of

the present administration of the architect's office, but it is also

asserted, and can be readily shown, that the work for which
the exorbitant prices were paid was executed under contracts

entered into under a previous administration, which allowed
the contractors a still larger profit, and were modified in the
interest of economy by the strenuous efforts of the present ar-

chitect, who, although hampered by the acts of the very one
who has until recently been most active against him, succeeded
in obtaining a reduction of cost which was probably as large as

could have been secured without changing the color of the

stone, and the style of cutting, in buildings whose exterior was

already about three-fourths done.

TITHE nature of the saving made by the modification of the

JL Government stone contracts may be surmised by referring
to the printed report of the evidence taken in regard to

these same contracts some years ago. Under the original
agreements, made at the instance of the first Supervising Ar-
chitect of the Treasury Department, certain dealers were em-

ployed to furnish stone, at a given price per cubic foot; and in

addition to this, to provide tools and plant, and hire workmen,
all of which were to be paid for by the Government, while

they were to receive for themselves fifteen per cent on the
whole expenditure, as compensation for their trouble. Such
contracts as this might not be objectionable in the case of a

private proprietor, "but as carried out on behalf of the Govern-
ment they became a mere cover for scandalous robbery of the

public treasury. We have heard the story of the contractor
in Maine who employed apprentices for a small sum, and
charged them to the Government as skilled stone-cutters at the

highest rate of wages, appropriating to himself the difference,

together with fifteen per cent commission on the amount of his

tlidt; and there were many similar cases. In one instance,
the stone supplied by the contractor was of bad quality,

being full of spots and stains; but his men were iniiiiriliatrlv

set at work in repairing its deficiencies by neatly chiselling out
the spots, and fitting in small patches of the ame stone ; the

Government paying the entire cost of this novel mode of im-

proving the quality of material, while the contractor received

fifteen per cent on the cost of renovation for his ingenuity. If

we remember rightly, a single stone in the Chicago Custom-
I louse, one of many, is still to be seen adorned with twenty-
two patches, as a costly memorial of the advantages (to the

contractor) of the percentage system; and so widely distributed,
and so rich, were the profits arising from it, that a long strug-

gle was necessary before it could be overthrown. Even now,
it is thought that the attack upon the Government architect

may have as one of its objects the restoration of this system,
and the suggestion derives some color from the fact that it was
at first most energetically pressed by the person originally in-

strumental in its adoption. If there is anything more than

plausibility in the idea, it is fortunate that the attack is not

likely to succeed.

S many of our readers know, the laws of New York regu-
late very strictly the arrangement of tenement-houses,
and prescribe the exact proportion of the lots on which

such buildings stand which may be covered by the structure,
without diminishing too much the space to be reserved for light
and air. It has become so common of late, however, to build

tenement-houses of great height, that a modification of the old

rules seems desirable, and with the usual wise caution of the

New York Board of Health, a circular, presenting the rules in

relation to the matter which the Board has now under favora-

ble consideration, was recently sent to the architects and build-

ers of the city for their consideration and criticism. The pro-

posed rules are Very simple, and provide merely that tenement
or apartment-houses not more than five stories in height may
cover seventy-eight per cent of the lot; while those six stories

in height must not cover more than seventy-five per cent;

seven-story buildings not more than seventy per cent ; and
those of eight or more stories not over sixty-five per cent. In
the case of corner lots, which are of course excepted from the

operation of these rules, the only restriction is that where the

buildings erected upon them are more than eight stories high,
a clear, open space ten feet in width must be left at the rear of

the lot. The object of this is of course to provide for a circu-

lation of air through the interior of the blocks, the importance
of which seems to be more fully appreciated in New York than

elsewhere. One can hardly help wishing that the Board might
have the courage to carry the same principle one step farther,
and prohibit the introduction, in buildings of this class, of any
enclosed shaft whatever ; compelling owners to light all bath-

rooms and inferior offices, if not directly from the outside, at least

from shafts open to the exterior at the top and bottom, so as to

be continually swept by a current of fresh air. Some of the best

of the recent apartment-houses have been already so arranged,
but in others, perhaps the loftiest and most costly ones, bath>

rooms, pantries, and even chambers are planned to open upon
wells, closed at the foot, and containing an almost stagnant col-

umn of air, which, as soon as the building is fully occupied, is

poisoned by the fumes from six or eight, or even in the new
ten or twelve-story structures, from twenty or thirty superposed
kitchens, slop-sinks and water-closets. The ventilators usually

put in the skylights at the top of such shafts do little to im-

prove the condition of the air in them, and nothing short of

openings at each end, large enough to secure the rapid move-
ment of the whole of the included atmosphere, can make them
even tolerably safe outlets, to say nothing of inlets,' for the air

of sleeping rooms. In Paris, where interior courts, although
much used, are generally larger and more open than with us,

the unwholesomeness of the air contained in them is just now
attract ing serious attention, and their construction will probably
be regulated before long by stringent laws, and if Paris, which

has no very high reputation for healthfulness to maintain, finds

it necessary to modify the present system by force in favor of

the poorer classes, the officials of New York, in which vast

apartment-houses are as yet intended mainly for those who can
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well afford to pay for the preservation of their health, should

certainly not fail to seize the opportunity for compelling now
the adoption in such buildings of a high standard, ihe value of
which will be felt for generations hence by all portions of the

community.

TT7IIE prospects of the Boston Foreign Exhibition seem to

J. brighten as the time for it approaches. So many applica-
tions for space have been received that it has been found

necessary to add about one-fourth to the available area of the

great building of the Massachusetts Charitable Mechanic Asso-
ciation by constructing a temporary extension, two hundred
feet or more in length. This extension, although intended

only for a few months' use, is to be built entirely of fire-proof
materials, and devoted to the exhibits of fine arts, leaving the
main building, which, although very substantial, is not fire-

proof, for the displays of miscellaneous articles. The French
Government seems to have courteously interested itself in the

exhibition, and specimens of the Gobelins tapestry and porce-
lain from Sevres will be shown, as well as some pictures from
the galleries of the Luxembourg. Italy, as was originally an-

nounced, will send a large and interesting collection, secured
in a great degree through the efforts of Mr. James Jackson
Jarves. Among the minor features of the exhibition will be a
number of characteristic restaurants of various countries. In
the Persian department, which is to be one of the largest
and most interesting of all, will be an Arab tent, where Mocha
coffee will be served by Arab waiters. The Japanese exhibit
will comprise a tea-house, with Japanese women as waiters ;

and German and French restaurants, as well as an English
chop-house, will be attached to their respective departments.

PRESSING, and as we hope, convincing appeal has been
made by certain New York members of the Archceological
Institute of America to the enlightened citizens of that

place for aid in raising funds for the prosecution of the explora-
tions in classical countries so auspiciously begun at Assos. The
total cost of such work as that which was carried out with so
much intelligence and success by the Assos expedition has been
and will probably be for the future, only about sixty-five hun-
dred dollars a year, and important as the results of the first ex-

pedition have been to the learned, it is probable that in many
places discoveries are awaiting the energetic explorer which
would appeal more strongly to the imagination than any yet
announced. It is by no means decided where operations will be
commenced, in case the money is raised, but the ruins of Cyrene
in Africa, Sybaris in Italy, and several towns in Crete, are
suggested. Of these Cyrene would be on some accounts the
most available, the site being elevated and salubrious, while
many remains of temples and other buildings, and countless
tombs, are still visible above ground. It would, however, hav-
ing been continuously occupied and plundered by Persians,
Egyptians, Greeks, Romans, Saracens and Arabs to our own
day, lack something of the romantic interest which attaches to
the name of Sybaris, the city whose wealth and luxury has
been a proverb for nearly thirty centuries, and which, at the
height of its prosperity, was taken by its enemies and buried
by turning the course of the river Crathis through it, in the
mud which has lain undisturbed upon it for twenty-four hun-
dred years. Unfortunately, the marsh under which Sybaris lies
entombed is of the most malarious character, and the fevers 'of
southern Italy are not to be rashly braved, even for the sake
of dismterring a city, so that if the task is undertaken, it
must necessarily be pursued with great caution.

tiseptic agent. The cheapest of the three processes is the bur-

nettizing, which adds about live dollars per thousand feet, board
measure, to the cost of the lumber, and may be depended upon
at least to double its durability, in dry situations. The results
of kyanizing are very similar to those of the other process,
but the cost is about one-fifth greater. Creosoting, which the

committee regards as the most effective process of the three,
costs in this country from twelve to twenty dollars per thou-
sand feet of lumber. It is thus almost too expensive for ordi-

nary work, but serves well for piles and bridge timbers exposed
to the attacks of the teredo, which will not touch the creosoted
wood, although it attacks timbers treated by either of the other
processes.

TTHIE Chronique Industrielh mentions what it calls the "new
1 invention" of M. H. J. Piron, for preventing the rotting of

fabrics of linen and cotton by tanning them. According
to the account, M. Piron was struck by the circumstance that
the linen bandages wrapped around the heads of Egyptian
mummies, which show no signs of mildew or decay, are found to
be impregnated with some vegetable resin ; and following this

indication, investigated the properties of a considerable number
of tarry and resinous matters, and found the substance which
is extracted from birch bark for tanning Russia leather to be
the best suited for the preservation of vegetable fibres, although
others may be used. Whether M. Piron has patented his pro-
cess we are not told, but it was certainly quite unnecessary for
him to go back to the ancient Egyptians for examples of a
mode of

treating linen and cotton which is in common use
among the

sea-faring population of all civilized countries.
One can hardly cross the English Channel, or glance at the
shipping in any Mediterranean port, without seeing, amid the
white canvas of larger vessels, the picturesque reddish sails of
fishing boats and lighters, whose owners, in pursuit of dura-
bility rather than appearance, have put them to soak, when op-
portunity offered, in their neighbor's tan-pits. Even in this

country tanned sails, though exceptional, are by no means un-
known, and more of them would probably be used if their
merits were better understood.

TT CIRCLLAR sent out by the American Society of Civil
ri Engineers calls attention to the fact that the National Ex-

position of Railway Appliances at Chicago contains a
large number of specimens of wood, treated with various pre-
servative applications, and collected by the committee of the
Society appointed about four years ago to report upon the pres-ervation ot timber. The committee has not yet finished its
labors, but it is expected that the final report will be made this
year, and in view of the great and

increasing importance of the
subject this will be awaited with much interest. Of the t>
cesses in commercial use for timber preservation the three prin-
cipal ones are those called

kyanizing, which consists in imprez-
naung ,t with bichloride of mercury; burnettizing, in which
chloride of zinc is used instead of the mercurial salt* and creo-
sotmg, in whjoh the oil of creosote obtained from tar is thi an-

iE Building News calls attention to the number of fires
which occur from "defective flues," and urges the necessityfor better construction of chimneys. It thinks that terra-

cotta
flue-linings form, on the whole, the best safeguard against

fire that we have, and suggests that where these cannot be used
the flues should be well pargeted inside to prevent the escape of
sparks, and that in all cases chimneys should be built with
eight-inch walls to a height of at least six feet above the high-
est fireplace opening into them. This is a subject which needs
quite as much attention in this country as in England, and
nothing would please us more than t6 see the managers of the
insurance companies, who practically control all such matters,
undertaka an active crusade against a particular item of bad
building which must cost them, in this country, sometime like
a hundred thousand dollars a day. The art of building safe
chimneys is a very simple one. Make them thick enough not
to heat through, and steady enough to stand alone, and keep
every sort of wood-work at least one clear inch away from
them, and all danger from " defective flues

"
will be averted.

Ihe substitution of terra-cotta pipe-linings for an extra four
inches of brickwork is permissible in some cases, but is not to
be depended upon for protection, and the terra-cotta in the
torm usually employed adds nothing to the stability of the
chimney, which is as important as the thickness of its walls.
Lne pargeting of the flues, which the Building News thinks
sirable, is a very doubtful expedient. After some years of

se the coating of mortar on the inside of the chimney, unless
made with a large proportion of cement, often cracks and scales
Off, bringing with it in its fall a considerable part of the mor-
r m the joints, which are thus left more exposed to the pas-

sage of sparks through them than if they had been simplyack flush in the first place. As a general rule, a cheap
mney may be taken as a dangerous one ; the brick and mortar
ded to enclose the fire beyond the possibility of escape, and

<o prevent the
necessity for steadying the stack by bringing it

in contact with the beams, cost a good di-al of money, and until
iose who build to sell are compelled in some way to use the

precautions which they probably know about, but do not see
employ, those who buy and live in new houses must not

surprised to have them occasionally burnt down over their
heads by means of "defective flues."

'
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THE COMPETITION FOR A MECHANIC'S HOUSE.

REPORT OF TUB JUKY.

nu'clianic the most impor-
|)int would be the plan,
in this tin' following would

indoaoui points toooondffl :

One chimney tin- economy.
Convenient access to the same

eral

tiinall

room,
a hall anil as large
rooms as possible.

4. Possibility of
air currents through
the. rooms in summer.

5. Simple exte-

rior, ami square plan
with few breaks.

U. As much at-

tractiveness inside

and outside as is

consistent with the

above.
" Minimum" (first

prize) covers on the

whole more of these

points than the other designs. Plan is thoroughly studied. Parlor and

one bedroom have no access to the chimney, but on the other hand

earli room is entered from the hall, and there is no waste space in

cither story. The outside might be more interesting, but the whole

sheet is thoroughly well drawn. The author of the scheme should

give his tenant a chance to warm his parlor.
" Stceele Simplicite

"
(second prize). Plan compact but not as closely

studied in detail as " Minimum's," since there is more waste space in

halls. The stairs require more expensive finish, while in "Mini-

mum's "
design these, though simple, would be attractive. One chim-

ney reaches all but one room, which is a very good point. The stairs

cut badly into the kitchen, although this fact is not emphasized in the

drawing. The outside is attractive and simple, and the drawing is

excellent.

"Broome Street" (third prize). This plan is larger than the two

just named, and is less well arranged, as the first story extends

beyond the second in the rear, the second beyond the first in

front, ami the partitions are somewhat scattered. The rooms are,

however, well arranged around the chimney, and the house is attractr

ive inside and outside, and has a better exterior grouping than

either " Minimum "
or " Stoeete Simplicite." The specifications are

full, and the recommendations for future expenditure, as the owner

grows more wealthy, seem as if they might be needed. The drawing
is good, but lacks the dash of the two preceding sketches.

"Cassius" and "Peregrine While." These two sketches are so

much in the same spirit that the same remarks apply to both. They
have a much better feeling in the design of the exterior than any of

the other drawings, but it is fair to say that this is gained by a plan
that gives small rooms and a long hall, and which makes two chim-

neys necessary. Although a long and low exterior is thus gained, the

plans are not such as would be most useful to a mechanic. The
front door in " Cassius's

"
design seems oddly placed, possibly by

reason of th effect added to the outside by the porch root at the end

of the group.
"
Peregrine White's

"
drawing is simple and choice,

and the finish of the eaves is knowing and good. Both drawings
seem to have been mainly made with a view to an attractive exterior,

and in this both are successful.

"Country." Very go >d plan indeed; good enough for a better

class of house. Good mantel. Fair exterior, but not especially at-

tractive
;
not nearly up to the level of the plan.

" UtUe iJulce." The plan in the first story seems complicated ;

alcoves four feet wide are not useful. While a lodge on a country
estate might well have rooms in the roof, so that the building might
be low and picturesque, a mechanic building his own house would

wish as good and clear second-story rooms as possible. This plan
also requires two chimneys. The cottage is, however, picturesque
and the drawing remarkably good.

" Caboul." Plan about as good as any offered. The hall and back

doors well arranged ; chimney not available for two of the rooms.

The outside has some good ideas of detail, but the drawing hardly
does it justice. With so good a start as " Caboul

"
is makin;.', he

oiinht to sketch more, so as to draw more freely and with more accu-

racy and dash. Such surrounding foliage and lettering prevent a

good design from appearing at its real value.
" Vulcan." Too late for competition. Plan rather crowded at the

entrance, and staircase cuts into the lower room over the fireplace,

although the view up the stairs from the hall might be pretty. Chim-

ney not well placed for the chambers. The exterior very carefully

drawn, but not with the touch of a person who is used to sketching.
The grouping is pleasing. There ought to have been an allowance in

the full specification for Hashing a large cricket behind the chimney
that blocks the valley.

" XXX." Good plan. Fair exterior, but poorly drawn in per-

spective. The gable out of drawing, and the surroundings do not im-

prove the sketch. The details indicate greater familiarity with prac-
tical than with artistic work.

" Ewhre." Stairway poorly arranged: central chimney good.
Details nicely drawn and perspective prettily rendered.
u

nfMMr.
M Plan too small. Although il may suit the sum to be

expended, a family would ! very uncomfortable in such small rooms.

The outside too complicated. Drawings carefully made, but lacking
in arti.-tic touch or feeling.

"Box." Plan compact, but not interesting, although the start is a

good one. The arrangement of the outside is .satisfactory, but all the

drawing is hard and mechanical, and the author should practise draw-

in'.: foliage in private until he can succeed better than in this drawing.
Practice in drawing from nature or good copies will alone give him

a good, firm and free touch.
" B. D." Simple but commonplace plan ; excellent exterior. A

very neat sheet of drawings.
" Cheek." Good plan, fair exterior, hard and mechanical draw-

ings. Better give up using the drawing-pen so much iu perspective,

and cultivate free-hand drawing; cross-hatching with the drawing-

pen i~ particularly expressionless.
" St. Joseph." Too much hall, and chimneys ill arranged. Out-

side has too many breaks and porches for looks, or for a mechanic to

invest, in. Details ordinary.
" Ventilation." Too late for competition. Plan quite good. This

dc.-inn is the only one offered for a brick house. It is uninteresting
in itself, and the perspective does not make it more interesting ; on

the contrary, it looks thin, and the window reveals are not shown

in it.

"
Clipper." Fair plan ; no fire in front rooms ; very neat draw-

ings ; attractive stair-newel, etc. The elevation chosen is high and

awkward ; the building looks better in the perspective.
"Red-Head." Compact plan, but perspective rendered in a hard

and mechanical manner, and not well designed. The details also

look mechanical.
" Commodite." Too late for competition. Stairs poorly placed.

Plan unusual, without any corresponding gain. Detail and outside

commonplace. Perspective muddy, and while the surroundings are

elaborate, they are poorly drawn ;
a workmanlike set of drawings re-

quires better lettering.

"A Flat." Good plan. The rendering of the perspective gives

promise of future delicacy and success. The slope of porch-roof

takes the lines out of the picture, and injures the group, and the win-

dows could be better studied.

"Tuscan." Plan awkward as to start of stairs. Outside
_of

an

ordinary type, and the drawing shows too little feeling for detail, and

too much readiness to use ordinary mill-work. The lettering, etc.,

are not worthy of good drawings.
" Welcome.'' Stairs out of the sitting-room not good, as draughts

come down them. Better have stairs go out of hall ;
also better omit

surroundings unless well drawn. The detail looks like ordinary mill-

work instead of carefully designed detail. Better to have very little

of the latter than much of the former.

II. W. HARTWKLL, Chairman.

KOBKRT S. PKABODY,
F. W. CHANDLER.

[Tire design prepared by
" Tlntmb-Tack" was received so late that it

as not even submitted to the jury. It will, however, be published. EDS.was
AMERICAS ARCHITECT.]

FROM BAYREUTH TO RATISBON. NOTES OF A

HASTY TRIP. VIII.

-TTROM Rothenburg to Nurem-

pL berg is from the almost un-

known to the thrice-familiar,

from a town as yet untouched

by foreign travel to one which
the hastiest tourist

in Germany cannot

leave unvisited one
which has been so of-

ten described and in

these columns as well

as others that I

should have small ex-

cuse did I stop to de-

tail its attractions for

the hundredth time.

Every student of ar-

chitecture knows what
he will find there, and
it is safe to say that

he will be more than

satisfied when his turn comes for actual inspection. Revisiting it

after a lapse of ten years I found that in spite of the immense

strides the city had made in the interval, its old beauty remained

unaltered. New quarters had grown up, the streets were much

fuller and more busy than before, the shops more numerous and

far finer. Instead of lodging in a crumbling, odoriferous, musty inn

overhanging the river, the traveller may now be accommodated in

hotels as spacious and luxurious as any to be found in Europe, situ-

ated in wide and airy streets ; but all these changes have made Nu-

remberg more, rather than less, interesting. They are, indeed, es-
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peeially instructive and delightful as showing that new things may
be combined with old in a way that injures the effect of neither.

There was a great outcry some years ago over the commercial growth
of the city and the supposed intention of the municipality to remove
the old walls in order to give room for its expansion ;

but the most

rabid of antiquarians must allow that a living commonwealth hits

other needs and other duties besides those of acting as the conservator
of the relies of bygone days, and if ever)' commonwealth attacked
the problem of how to reconcile its different obligations with as much

intelligence and skill as these Nurembergers have shown, the art-

lover would have little cause for lamentation. In no place of which
I know certainly in no place where a sudden revival of commerce
and industry has called for extensive changes has there been shown
so much loving and at the same time sensible appreciation of the value

of ancient relics as in Nuremberg. Parts of the walls were taken
down of absolute necessity, in order to give access to the growing
suburbs ; but not one stone more than was requisite was disturbed,
and the damage would hardly be noted by a visitor. All through
the town the old buildings have been carefully preserved, the new

growing up beyond and around them
;
and the effect is more har-

monious than could be imagined from a knowledge of how such amal-

gamation has resulted in most other places. While not adhering
slavishly to old models the recent builder has succeeded in mak-

ing his structures seem as though they were the natural modern suc-

cessors of their older neighbors, and not upstart aliens which might
have grown on any soil. Where restorations were necessary they
have been made with such skill that no one who sees the famous
Schoene Brunnen, for example, would imagine how great a part of

it is due to the hands of recent workmen, copying with pious care
the crumbling stones set by their far-off ancestors. To-day Nurem-
berg holds a place second to no German city, scarcely, in its commer-
cial energy, and is especially noted as the home of many of the art-

industries which have enriched Bavaria during the last dozen years;
but it should be noted also as the city of all Europe where the most

loving and intelligent care is taken of the rich treasures of the past.
If Rothenburg is unique as an almost untouched picture of days
long gone by, Nuremberg is equally unique, I must repeat, in show-

ing how to-day and yesterday may dwell together in harmony and
beauty.
One of the most striking facts about Nuremberg one which

must impress itself at least unconsciously upon the mind of every
visitor is the degree to which the town i's pervaded by the memory
and the influence of one man. Varied as is the history of the

place, vivid as are its annals both in politics and in art, crowded
though they are with striking and impressive names, there is one
story, one name beside which all else takes the secondary rank in our
interest and imagination. There are many places filled with the
aroma of a single name as Parma with Correggio's, asOrvieto with

Signorelli's but they present far less of interest in other directions
than does Nuremberg ;

the single figure" stands out against a back-
ground less vivid, less well-known, less crowded with mighty
shapes. But Nuremberg with all its other memories, all its thousand
attractions of every sort, all its names of high rank in many
branches, is first of all to-day the shrine of Albert Du'rer. It is as
his home that it appeals most strongly to our hearts it is his life,
his steps, his traces that we seek first and with the most of eagerness.
The whole city seems to belong to him, to be part and parcel of his
work and fame. Kaisers and truculent burghers, architects, sculp-
tors, other painters, are all forgotten for the moment when we first
see Albert Durer's home, and the longer we stay the more his mem-
ory seems to pervade the place. We follow up a hundred other
threads of interest and -throw ourselves into the history of manyother periods ; but we come back to him and his as to the main cen-
tre round which all else but clusters. We can imagine Nuremberg
without Adam Krafft or Peter Vischer

; without it's Lorenzkirche,
even without its citadel. But without Albert Diirer it would not be
Nuremberg at all. He is one of the few artists of whose life and
labor we know almost as much as of their artistic outcome

;
but this

fact would not make him so vitally present to our minds were his not
a personality of such singular charm. It is something more than
admiration

;
it is affection we feel for the man and for the artist.

No man was ever more identified with the life of his native placeno artist ever a more patriotic citizen; and it is his just reward that
he is perpetuated to-day

in Nuremberg as perhaps no other artist is
in any other place, for it is only the work of a Correg^io or Si^nor-
elh we seek in the places where they labored but it is the memory
of the man himself we seek and find in Nuremberg Everything
speaks of him his pictures, the church where he worshipped the

lines are almost too trite to quote :

" Fairer seems the ancient city and the sunshine seems more fairThat lie once has trod its pavement, that he once has breathed its air."

He worked and planned for his city in life, and his city is his monu-ment to-day. 1 he walls of the town are perhaps the most beautiful
in existence, but it was not this fact which raised such a lament when
it was rumored they were to be destroyed it was, to every lover
of art, to every lover of Nuremberg, the fact that Albert Diirer
had had a hand in their erection. Is it not a proof that art brings
the truest immortality, this fact that Durer's memory rei<nis in Nu-

remberg to-day not only above every other there, but more domi-

nantly, I think, than the memory of any man of his time lives in any

place ?

There is one other personality which is very living and very fasci-

nating to some of us in Nuremberg to-day, though for different rea-

son^ for those of an extrinsic rather than of an intrinsic sort.

We do not care greatly for Hans Sachs as history, still less as litera-

ture, reveals him to us; but Wagner's Meislersinr/er has thrown a

halo of interest about his figure which makes him very vivid to us in

the streets of Nuremberg. I am sorry for him who goes to Nurem-

berg without knowing this drama, lie might as well go without ever

having heard the name of Diirer. Nay, better, for he would soon

learn of Diirer when once upon his native soil, but would always
miss the delight of those to whom Wagner's Sachs is such a living
and lovable figure. And it is not only Sachs himself but all the tem-

per, all the life, all the picturesqueness of his time and his city we
are shown, with such truth and clearness that we can reconstruct

their image for ourselves from the rich fragments which remain and
from Wagner's poetry. And here we have another witness to the

potency of art for art has done for us what all the prose and all

the history in the world could not has absolutely revivified the

past, clothed its dead bones with life, and made it as clear and as

present to our minds as the present all about us. Not a few of us,
I am sure, owe our first interest in the name of Nuremberg more to

Longfellow's little poem than to all the histories and biographies we
ever read ;

and those of us to whom Wagner has sung of Sachs's

city, and to whom he has shown its former shape, care more for and
learn more from the creatures half or wholly of his Imagination, than
for the dim and bloodless shapes we read of in the historian's chron-

icle. I heard some one say once that in the last generation people
went to the Wartburg for the sake of Luther but that now they go
for the sake of Tannhauser. If so, and I do not doubt the truth of

the epigram, the change is probably not owing so much to the less

devout temper of our day as to the fact that in the interval Wagner's
art has irradiated this place too.

A few years ago Durer's former home was bought by the city and
restored as nearly as possible to its condition in his time. It is a tall

half-timbered structure with an immense overhanging roof standing
on a street corner just under the shadow of the city wall which,
however, was not built when he was painting, so that the gloomy
studio on the ground floor was then much better lighted. Upstairs
we see the rooms in which he lived and worked, low-ceiled quaint lit-

tle apartments with square windows filled with tiny panes of glass.
A good collection of reproductions of his engravings and drawings
is displayed in them, and altogether, whether or no we believe every
tale as to this and that article having been used by him, his home is

the most satisfactory of any similar abode I yet have seen. It is

probably almost exactly as it was in his time and it is certainly
just exactly as we feel it should have been. Another place which
no visitor should omit to see is the tiny little Wirthnchaft where the
artists of Nuremberg used to congregate at night. It stands almost
free near the corner of one of the most picturesque squares of the

town, and bears the name of the Bratwilrst gtocklein which, being
literally translated means "little fried-sausage bell." Such was the
title of an aesthetic cafe in Durer's time when affectation could cer-

tainly not have been a badge of art 1 At the corner of the low little

building projects an elaborate wrought-iron arm holding a bell

whether the original signboard or a later imitation it is of course not

possible to discover. Within it is the tiniest of places, just room
for a narrow long table and its rows of stools, everything in it being
of the most picturesque antique appearance. Relics of former great
men hang all about, and on a shelf above the door are great beer
mugs labelled with famous names, which are sworn to as having been
the actual private drinking vessels of a Diirer, a Krafft. a Vischer
and a Baumgartner. Fortunately the room is not a mere show-place
but is still in use daily crowded with fat burghers taking their

evening meal "or their hourly beer
; so it is all the easier to imagine

its appearance in the glorious sixteenth century.
As I premised, I have no idea of telling once again the story of

Nuremberg^ architectural attractions. I will only say that' no
church in Europe is from a pictorial point of view more entirely de-

lightful and satisfactory than the Lorenzkirche. If its interior has
ever been renovated it does not show the traces of modern hands;
and time has touched it with the most caressing finger, obliterating
no slightest detail, removing nothing, altering nothing, only addinga richer color and a mellower tone. The light in the church, especially
toward sunset, is marvellously beautiful. Such an atmosphere of
golden mist falling on such an accumulation of softly colored, dusky
treasures I remember in no other church. One does not want to crit-
icise or to examine, but day after day, no matter what else of in-
terest is on hand, one is tempted to end one's task by turning in

again to the Lorenzkirche and sitting idly for an hour to drink in its

beauty. Architecturally, the church is of course, most interesting
especially so as showing how good an effect was sometimes produced
by the juxtaposition of two quite different styles of building. Themam portion of the structure has a nave and aisles, but the choir
very large in proportion was built in the fifteenth century after
the Hallenkirche plan, the roof of equal height throughout aiid the
divisions only marked by tall slender shafts rising to the intricacies

ie vaulting. The vaulting itself is as curious and as beautiful
as any I have seen. A narrow winding staircase in the wall bi iii"s
one to a gallery with a fine open balustrade which runs around the
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choir al a great height. From tliis a marvellous perspective of tlie

tune is obtained anil the entire beauty of tlif, church tirst recognimL
llrri! too we conic close to llic upper portion of Ailani Kralil's fa-

mous pyx which curves its head under the ceiling like a slender fern.

And it is well worth examining thus near at hand, even though we find

that the stone lias been covered with a coat of paint. This must

have been done sonic time ago, however, for the color has toned

down again so that one docs not realize the fact save upon close in-

spection.
It is hard to say which is morn interesting; the building itself or

the countless odd and curious relics with which it is crowded the

irreat. carved chairs labelled with the names of the guilds wherein,
until just a few years hack, the guildinasters sat on certain occasions

to receive alms for the poor of their corporations; the quaint wood

carvings of Veil Stoss and his pupils which rest against the wall or

are suspended in mid-air from the ceiling; the coats-of-arms which in

one place cover a large extent of wall, hung there in memory of

families which have become extinct. Ueautiful as are the other

churches of the city, their attractions are less to every one, I think,

than those of this wonderfully impressive and pictorial Lorenzkirche.

Fortunately one can obtain what is rarely to be had of any church
a good large photograph of the interior, taken from a high point

of view which, while it does not, of course, reveal the church to

those who have never seen it, yet recalls its chief charm to those

who have, the glory of misty light which fills its rich interior.

M. G. VAN RENS8KI.AK.lt.

PREVENTION OF FIRES.1 II. [APPENDIX.]
NOTES ON SOME OF THE VARIOUS AGBNTg EMPLOYED TO BENDER MATE-

RIALS 1 MM I.AMM M'.l.l:.

IN
March, 1865, M. Salomon, of Paris, sub-

mitted to the Board of Ordnance a method of

rendering wood and canvas incombustible by
treatment with soluble glass or silicate of pot-

ash. The same materials, employed in a differ-

ent manner, had been suggested by Mr. (now
Sir Frederick) Abel to render huts in the Crimea
fire-proof. M. Salomon's plan of mixing and

applying the silicate was open to question, but
the subject was of such importance that Mr.
Abel recommended to the Board of Ordnance
the undertaking of experiments without delay,

'

in which he proffered his assistance.

In August, 1855, Mr. Abel reported farther
on M. Salomon's process. Experimental were
made with fire-proof liquids of the following
composition:

FIRST n.vrn. Kilos.

AciJ sulphate of alumina 30
({elKtine (glue) 10
Water 60

SECOND BATH. Kilos.

Dried chloride of calcium 20
(jelatlue (glue) 10
Water 70

Glue having been dissolved by warmth, the salts were added. On the

liquids being mixed, a mutual decomposition of the sulphate of alumina and
chloride took place, forming sulphate of lime and chloride of aluminum, a
soluble deliquescent body possessing the property, like other saline com-
pounds, of precipitating gelatine from its aqueous solution, and converting
it iuto an insoluble substance like leather. It was M. Salomon's intention to
fill up the pores of the material treated with an insoluble substance unalter-
able by heat, and to produce a hard binding material on the surface with the

precipitated gelatine. Some difficulty was found in preparing the first

bath, owing to the tendency of the gelatine to separate, but the second bath
gave no difficulty. Some dry timber was selected, and a portion treated as

suggested by M. Salomon, vix.. by immersion first in the sulphate of alumina
bath, aud secondly, after drying, in the calcium bath, while another portion
of the timber was treated in reverse order. Twentv-four hours was the
time of immersion. Placed upon a charcoal fire beside unprepared wood,
those treated by the Salomon process were slower to ignite, and, when with-
drawn from the fire, did not smoulder so long. But when thoroughly
ignited, the preparation was of no avail.
Canvas treated by the Salomon process was very difficult of ignition, but

it was rendered rigid and harsh by the treatment.
In September, 1855, Mr. Abel reports on other methods for rendering wood,

el.'., fire-proof. He enumerates Maugham's process, which consists m satu-

rating dried wood with phosphate of soda and muriate or sulphate of

ammonia, in certain proportions ;
that of Lieutenant Jackson, by which

wood is impregnated with a solution of salts of zinc and of ammonia.
These processes, although they do, to a certain extent, diminish inflamma-
bility, are not cheap or effective. Silicate of soda, on the other hand, offers

many advantages, among these being that wood is easily coated, and that
the coating is not deliquescent. Wood was soaked in a weak solution and
dried, and then placed on a fire with unprepared wood, when the protective
character of the silicate was fully established. A hut, built in the Marshes
at Woolwich, was coated with silicate inside and out in one part, and another
part with a mixture of lime and alum, when the protective character of
the former was again demonstrated. After the hut had been burned, an ex-
amination of the charred planks proved that where the silicate had been
applied, the fire had not completely penetrated.

Also, in September, 1855, Mr. Abel states that by combining lime with
silicate of soda, he produced a fire-protective for application to wood,
which resists the action of water as well. The fire-proof nature of the
mixture is superior to silicate alone.

In March, 185t>, detailing the results of practical trials with silicate and
lime, Mr. Abel establishes the effective character of the mixture. A circular
of printed instructions was afterward issued, and a paper was prepared on
the subject, aud printed in the "Aide ifemoire "

of the Royal Eugineers,
for 1856. The process was afterwards applied, to some extent, to camp-huts
at Aldershot, and silicate of soda alone<was tried on the wood-work in the
interior of the huts.

In August, 1857, Mr. Abel explains that the fifteen tons of material, for-

warded to China, is not for experiment, but for use in coating wooden

1 From the Jourual of the Society of Artt.

structures on that station : recommending also it- employment in India,
and explaining how it coidd be applied to that.-licd buildings, (The recom-
mendation to send tin- silicate and lime mixture to China is explained to Sir
1!. llawes, March 18, 1N.17).

In July, 185!), Mr. Abel reports upon sail-cloth, supposed to be rendered
uninllaminalilc by a process applied by .Messrs. Vcrsmann and Oppt-nheim
(see printed memorandum).

In .Inly. bV,!i, Mr. Abel states that canvas and other fabrics may be ren-
der, il lire-proof, or lather piotci ted fioin lire, if the alkaline silicates arc
cmp'.oved in a peculiar way. with other agents, and suggesting that applica-
tion he made of this discovery.

In .lanuary, ISixi, Mr. Abel submitted to the Ordnance Select Committee
samples of fabrics rendered tire-proof. Several saline bodies had been sug-
gested tor the purpose, but these were none of them tnistwonhv in the
canvas submitted, a material of a protective' character had been fixed within
the fibre of the fabric, a double lead and sodium silicate.

In March, 18til, Mr. Abel gave directions for trial of protected canvas
made Into tents, but reminded the committee that. ohviou*!\ , nothing will

prevent the fabric from charring, if great iieat is at hand. The trial recom-
mended was to ignite shavings in contact with the canvas.

In July, ls<;i, Mr. Abel reported that expeiimi-nt.- had been made by him
with clothing of men at tl e Koyal Gunpowder Works, Waltliam Abbey, and
recommended in lieu of ordinary clothing treated with protective material

which glows, on burning the wearing of woolen fabric. The material
called "lasting

" was recommended, and was adopted throughout the |H>wdcr
works at \\althain Abbey in 1881, and afterwards in other powder oiks.
Its use, was made compulsory in all manufactories of explosives by the \.\-

piosivc Act, 1875.

In December, 1870, Mr. Abel recommended, as protective coating for the
interior of buildings in which manufacture of powder is going on, a material
combining the qualities of the silicate of soda and lime coating, as already
proposed by him for camp-huts, with certain other qualities, such as its non-
liability to retain dust-particles, and non-injury from washing. Mr. Abel
suggests (a) equal parts of whiting and zinc (by weight), mixed and ground
together; (fr) equal parts (by measure) of water and syrupy silicate of soda-
le) the mixed liquid to be stirred up with the whiting and zinc, and then aiv
plied like ordinary paint.

In July, 1871, Mr. Abel recommended the foregoing and alsoTorbav paint
mixed with silicate. Also recommended, as before, the silicate and lime
for out-door work.

In February, 1872, Mr. Abel again called attention to the qualities of these
protective coatiugs for indoor and out-door coatings.

In May, 1872, Mr. Abel recommended chloride of calcium for rope man-
telets, so as to keep them damp, and prevent ignition by the firing of the
guns. This recommendation was adopted, with very successful results.

In .March, 1881, Mr. Abel stated that tuugstate of soda (first proposed bv
Vcrsmanii and Oppenheim as a protective for fabrics, see printed report to
British Association, 1854) may be applied to wood aud fabrics as a protection
from fire; but believes it has no advantage for the first-named purpose over
the soluble silicate material proposed twenty-five years previously.

In July, 1881, Mr. Abel reported on a fire-extinguishing liquid, submitted
as consisting of a strong solution of common saltaud soluble glass and suited
that it presents little novelty.

Chemist, W. D. To Under Secretary of State for War, July 20, 1850.
The specimen of prepared sail-cloth, submitted by Messrs. Versmann and

Oppenheim, has been most effectively deprived of inflammability by the
treatment to which it has been subjected. When exposed to the action of
a powerful heat or flame, inflammable vapor is evolved, which ceases to
burn directly the canvas is removed from the source of heat, and the charred
portions of the material cease even to burn in a short space of time.
The protecting agent is so firmly fixed In the canvas that it is not removed

at all by friction or repeated washing. The protection afforded to the fabric
may, therefore, be considered very permanent.
The only objections of importance which can be raised against the very

efficient method of Messrs. Versinanu and Oppenheira, of protecting canvas
from tire, are:

1. The great increase in weight which the fabric suffers, and which
amounts to nearly fifty per cent of the original weight of the canvas.

2. The comparative costliness of the protective agents employed.
The first of these objections is, to a great extent, inseparable from the

efficient permanent protection of canvas and other fabrics from fire; as, in
order to attain that result, it is necessary to impregnate the fabric completely
with some material which will remain in it as an insoluble solid. I have
reason to believe, however, that canvas may be thoroughly and permanently
protected from fire, without suffering so great an increase in weight as that
resulting from Messrs. Versmaun aud Oppenheim's method of treatment.
The agents employed by these gentlemen for the preparation of the can-

vas are compounds of tin, one of the most expensive metals of commerce.
The cost of an important process like that referred to can only be looked
upon as a serious objection to its employment, when its object may be at-
tained as effectively and permanently by a much cheaper method.
The process of protecting canvas 'from fire, to which I have called atten-

tion in a letter of this day's date, possesses the very important advantage of
comparative cheapness over the process of Messrs. Veremann and Otmen-
heim.

I therefore beg to suggest that the protection of canvas from fire by the
agency of silicates, as proposed by me, be made the subject of experiment
in the first instance, aud that the comparatively expensive process of Messrs.
Versmann and Oppenheim he practically tested, should the silicates not full
fil my statement of their efficiency as protectives of permanent, charac-
ter (Signed) F. A. ABEL.

The Comparative Value of certain Salts for Renderina Fibrous Stib~
ftannen Non-inflammable.

At the meeting of the British Association at Aberdeen, in 1859, a com-
munication on the above subject was read by Mr. Versmann aud Dr. Oppen-
heim. The paper commenced with a consideration of the difference between
animal aud vegetable fibre; the first containing about eighteen per cent of
nitrogen, and the latter consisting exclusively of carbon, hydrogen and
oxygen. Animal fibre chars, but is not inflammable, whereas vegetable
fibre is. The first idea would be to introduce nitrogen into vegetable fibre
by way of a protection, in some such form as glue or albumen. This could
not practically be done, though the addition, by means of urea, of thirteen
parts of nitrogen to one hundred parts of muslin, did render it non-inflam-
mable. As early as 1735, a patent had been granted to Obadiah Wild, who
applied a mixture of alum, borax, and vitriol to paper pulp. It is believed
that paper made of this pulp was used for making cartridges. In the early
part of the century the attention of many chemists was directed to the sub-
ject. Ciay-Lussac, in 1830, proposed the carbonates of potash aud uoda.
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Fuchs suggested water-glass. The writers of the paper then proceeded to

give an account of their own experiments. They commenced trying as

many as forty different salts, and those salts which seemed preferable on
account of the small amount required, were afterwards tested on a large
scale in muslin manufactories or in laundries. Accounts are given of the
behavior of the following re-agents: Chloride of potassium aud sodium,
carbonates of potash and soda, hydrate of soda, bicarbonate o soda, borax,

phosphate of soda, sulphate of soda, bisulphate of soda, sulphite of soda,
filicate of soda (water-glass), stannate of soda, tungstate of soda, cyanide of

potassium, carbonate of ammonia, oxalate of ammonia, biborate of ammonia,
phosphate of ammonia, the double salt of the phosphate of ammonia and
soda, sulphite of ammonia, chloride of ammonium, iodide and bromide of

ammonium, mixture of phosphate of ammonia and chloride of ammonium,
chloride of barium, chloride of calcium, biphosphate of lime, sulphate of

magnesia, tersulphate of alumina, potash-alum, ammonia-alum, sulphates
of iron, copper, and zinc, chlorides of zinc, chlorides of zinc and tin, double
salts of proto-chloride of tin, and chloride of ammonium, pink salt(?). The
writers state that all inorganic salts applied in solution to fabrics diminish

inflammability by absorbing heat and excluding access of air. Of all the
salts experimented upon, only four appeared to be applicable for light
fabrics These were:

1. Phosphate of ammonia.

2. The mixture of phosphate of ammonia and chloride of ammonium.
3. Sulphate of ammonia.

4. Tnngstate of soda.

The sulphate of ammonia was found to answer well for treating muslin in

the processof finishing, but the muslin would not stand the heat of ironing.
Only the tungstate of soda could be recommended for laundry purposes.
In practice, in order to avoid the formation in solution of an insoluble bi-

tungstate, it was found desirable to add a small proportion of phosphoric acid
or phosphate of soda. The salts tested being all soluble washed out when
the fabric was wetted. Experiments were therefore carried on with the ob-

ject of fixing the protective material of the fabric. For this purpose, at-

tempts were made to fix sulphite of baryta, phosphate in alumina, and some
silicates, by precipitating them by double decomposition in the fibre

;
these

attempts were all unsuccessful. The oxide of zinc and alumina was found
to protect the fibre, but it did not adhere when washed. The oxychloride
of antimony proved a good anti-inflammable, and withstood the action of

water, but not that of soap and soda. The borate and phosphate of protoxide
of tin acted effectually when precipitated in the fibre by ammonia from acid
solutions. They withstood washing, but tinged the fabrics yellow. So alf o
did arseniate of tin. Stanuates of lime and zinc protected the fabric, but
would not withstand soap and soda. Oxides of tin could be permanently
fixed, but gave a yellow tinge, and so were only suitable for coarse sub-
stances, such as canvas, sail-cloth, etc. It was found, however, that sail-

cloth treated with this salt lost in strength, aud increased greatly in weight.
The conclusion arrived at was that there was little hope that anti-inflamma-
ble agents could ever be fixed in fabrics without injury thereto. The final
conclusion arrived at advocated tbe adoption of sulphate of ammonia, and
of tuugstate of soda in manufactories of light fabrics, and in laundries.

Application of the Soluble Alkaline Silicates.

In 1850, Professor Abel reported to the War-Office on the above subject. A
portion of his report dealt with the application of silicates to the protection
of wood and fabrics front fire. When a piece of wood, thinly coated with
the silicate, is exposed to high temperature, or to contact with flame, the
wood emits inflammable vapor which catches fire, but the glazing prevents
the solid portion of the wood burning. As soon as the coated wood is re-
moved from the heat, the gases will no longer be evolved, aud the flame
ceases. In 1854, Mr. Abel instituted experiments with soluble glass, with a
view of discovering a method of protecting wooden camp-huts from fire. It
was found that a thin coating of silicate afforded considerable protection,
but this was diminished by the effect of air aud weather on the boards.
Successful results were, however, obtained by applying lime-wash over a
coating of silicate, arid a second coating of silicate over the lime. The hard
coating thus obtained resisted rain, and did not exhibit any tendency to crack,
shrink, or detach itself from the wood. In 1856, satisfactory experiments
were carried out upon a hut thus prepared. The cost of covering wood with
the protective material was about 2d. for a surface of ten square feet; at
the date of the report (1859), it was reduced to half that sum. The follow-
ing; were the difficulties to be met in treating canvas or other similar
fabrics :

1. The protective materials render the fabric very rigid and harsh.

stances.
is very i many in-

3. The
application is, or soon becomes, detrimental to the strength and

durability of the fabric.

4. The materials are of such a nature as to be readily detached from the
surface, or to be rubbed or shaken out of the cloth.

5. They are soluble in water, and, therefore, their application must be re-
newed whenever the fabric has been exposed to wet.

In the case of finer fabrics which require washing, No. 5 would not be of
very great importance, inasmuch as the treatment by one of the numerous
saline compounds proposed could be repeated. The problem of protecting
canvas, such as is used for sails and tents, had been for the first time satii
factorily solved by Messrs. Versmann and Oppenheim, who introduced into
the canvas a compound of tin so permanently fixed that washing did not
remove it. The strength of the fabric was not affected [but see statement
at the end of Versmann and Oppenheim's paper]. The canvas when ex
posed to heat, or flame, behaved just like a piece of wood prepared with
soluble glass. The only important objections were the great increase in
weight, and the costliness of the agent employed. In consequence of this
costliness, Professor Abel had undertaken some experiments with soluble
glass. Simple saturation with an alkaline silicate afforded efficient but

... , . . . -
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silicate within the fibre, the canvas being thoroughly saturated with the
soluble glass and a second agent [the name of which is not given] before the
separation of the new silicate in the insoluble form occurred. The protection
afforded was stated by Professor Abel to be thoroughly and permanently
effective, while the cost of the material would be very considerably below
that of the tin compounds used as the before-mentioned! method. An aooen-* th

>u
ep

N-
t 8 ives

,
an account of the experiments, at Chatham, onTuts

coated with silicate of soda and lime-washed; also directions for covering
timber with protecting solutions of silicate and lime.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.
HOUSE FOR R. C. JOHNSON, ESQ., WASHINGTON, D. C. MR.

CIIARLKS H. READ, JR., ARCHITECT, WASHINGTON, D. C.

S the site was small and prevented the extension of the house
toward the rear, the architect was obliged to dispense with the
back stairs and introduced in their place a passenger and trunk

lift running from the basement to top of the house.

THE FITCH INSTITUTE BUILDING, BUFFALO, N. Y. MR. JAMES G.

CUTLER, ARCHITECT, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

PRIZE COMPETITIVE DESIGNS FOR A MECHANIC'S HOUSE SUB-
MITTED BY " Minimum "

(MR. j. s. TROWBIUDGE, GLENDALE, o.)
AND "Swede Simplicile" (MR. A. c. SCHWEINFURTH, BOSTON,
MASS.).
FOR description and comment see elsewhere in this issue.

DESIGNS FOR A MECHANIC'S HOUSE. I.

D
ESCRLTTION of design for a
mechanic's house to cost about
fifteen hundred dollars
($1,500), submitted by "Mini-
mum."

This design contem-

plates a small, compact,
and complete house, suita-

ble in all respects to the

purpose for which it is

intended. The plan, in

arrangement, is at once

compact, having little or
no waste room, and is also
as convenient as practica-
ble.

It is the intention to make the Dining-Room the Living-Room, and
hence the chimney-stack has been placed so as to give a flue from the
Kitchen and a good-sized fireplace for the Dining-Room. The stair-

way has been made a " box staircase
"

in order to lessen the ex-
pense, thus saving the cost of a finished stairway with newel-post,
balusters, string, etc.

A slight saving in expense has been made by the manner of fram-
ing. The studs in the main portion are in 12-foot lengths from sill
to wall-plate, the joist resting on a girt 1" x 5", sunk into the studs
one inch, after the manner of balloon-framing, there beino- a raised
girt at the ends of gables.
A slight saving has also been made in the construction of box-

frames, requiring no casing on outside
; the hanging-stile is made to

project to receive shingles, clapboards, etc.
The cornice and gutter have been formed simply and economi-

cally.
A bath-room was considered a luxury and has been omitted entirely,and the only plumbing connected with the house is the cold-water

supply to Kitchen sink and drains from conductors.
All the doors and windows are of factory make.
The house is plastered throughout the first and second stories, and

is finished complete so as to make the house warm and comfortable
in winter.

The finish is all of white-pine prepared for painting
There will be a cellar under the whole house, well" lighted and

ventilated.

The shingles on second story and roof are to be merely dipped in
01 with Venetian red, to give them tone, and are not to be painted.1 he first story and all trimmings, finish, etc., to be painted in colors
to harmonize with the body of house.
The architect's fee has not been included in the cost of the house,and will be $50 for drawings and specifications, and including two

visits during the construction, the first one being at the be<nnnin<r to
see the work started in the proper manner, and a final visit when
the building is to be accepted. "Minimum "

"Minimum: "

Dear Hir,

dred !!,d ($1,500)

BOSTON, April 19, 1883.

propose to furnish material and perform the labor for^"ns tor the sum of fifteen hun-
Yours truly, D. PERKLVS.

DESIGN SUBMITTED BY " Sweete Simplicite."
ATTENTION would be called to the following facts :

nf TV* fi

ri

f
eS

,

a"d^ntit[
f
s have been prepared by a Boston builder

that cit

"' C Ver nearly any point in the suburbs of

for two
and
cerr-

no back-plaster, but double
weather. Factory doors and
petroleum. Outside and inside

paint. Inside

gutte

sheathing-p
windows. Roof-shingles stained witn petroleum. Outi
finish, and wall-shingles, one coat oil and two coats lead
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finish, pine, with eherr\ stair-rail :itnl cap to posts. Simplicity ami

compactness of plan.

No. 32 I.ANCAMTKK SriiKKT, BOSTON, MASS., April 21, 1883.

Dear Sir, I will agree to build tin- cottage arcordiiif; to tlie plans
marked " Kwevtv Hiini>licitr, all complcto, for 91,484.15.

Yours truly, ISAAC McLKAN.

I find the quantities of material for your proposed cottage are at followf:

20 sq. yds. excavation, @ $1.60 per sq. yd 9 30.00

3!)} perch stone,
" 2.NI "

jiercli 77.7.1

TIIO sq. yds. plaster,
" 25 "

sq. yd I7:..im

Ilino hric'ks. I;. i,l -li..lJ

71 It. framing, I I.IHI per M
f-'.u"

<f$ SB.CO per door
" 6.UO " window
" 08 "ft
"

031"
"

IlKKl
'

rough boards,
11,1X1

"
lien. rillg,

"
HH.IMI

500 " outslde-flnish
26000 "

shingles, Cg S-'l.OO |n-r M . . .

5 kegs nulls,
" 4.IH) keg..

15 doors, frames, and finish,
16 windows, frames, and dnish,

400 ft. liase and moulding,
200 "

sheatbinp;,

Sheathing-paper
Sinkuud pump .................................................... 20.00

Bell ................................................................. 3.W
Stairs ............................................................... 50.00

Head grounds ........................................................ 10.00

Training ............................................................ lli.OO

Painting ........................................................... llo.uo

Labor and Incidentals ............................................ 450.00

l-.nii

BMC
17.59
78.00
20.00
WJ.OO
80.00
32.IK)

7.00
5.00

Total H!H.45

STRAWBERRY HILL.

7J CENTURY and a quar-

j~\
tcr since Strawberry Hill

/ became famous, it is doomed
to distribution, if not to demoli-

tion. At any rate it is to be

sold house, pleasaunce, land,

tenements, messuages, and here-

ditament?, stock, lock and bar-

rel. With the exception of a
few precious heir-

looms, the pict-
ures and furni-

ture will be scat-

tered to the four

winds. There is

to be an end, so

far as human
name and fame
are destructible,
of " C h o p p e d-

Straw Hill," built

by Lord Brad-
ford's coachman,
out of his pick-

ings and stealings,
made into a

pseudo -Gothic
castle by Horace

Walpole, and
adorned by the

last owner, a lady
o f exceptional
talent, tact and

beauty, with a

gallery of con-

temporary celeb-

rities, very unlike

the fearful works
of art which defaced the residence of Lord Beaconsfield. The por-
traits of her friends, painted at the instance of Frances, Countess

Waldegrave, are at least pictures, and the majority are by that well-

known Royal Academician, Mr. Sant, These, however, go with the

rest, and the Strawberry Hill gallery will soon be a mere recollection

of the guests who assembled there, as their fathers did at Holland
House. The names of the successive owners and tenants of Straw-

berry Hill have an odd ring when placed in collocation. To the

fraudulent coachman who gave his master's horses chopped straw in-

stead of oats, succeeded, at one time and another, Colley Gibber, at

the time the improver of Shakespeare wrote " The Refusal ;

"
Talbot,

Bishop of Durham ; the Marquis of Carnarvon, Lord John Sackville,
and Mrs. Chenevix, the celebrated toy-woman, from whom it was

bought by Horace Walpole, who was delighted to see that

," A small Euphrates through the piece is roll'd

And little finches wave their wings in gold,"

and thanked God that the Thames was between him and the Duchess
of Quecnsberry. In his time Twickenham was a Baia>, as he clas-

sically termed it, with "dowagers as plenty as flounders." Twicken-

ham, no longer pronounced
"
Twit'nam," except by very ancient

dowagers, is now a suburb of London, with still a little land to

be let on building lease, but with only an occasional flounder in

the water to startle the angler, whose fine tackle is rather calculated

for roach and dace than flat-fish. Walpole tells us of Lord John

Sackville ha\ini; ''instituted certain panics called crikctalia," cele-

brated in honor of him in a neighboring meadow a fact which

may prove interesting to modem wicldcrs of the willow, and it is (Hid,
on the lawn at Strawlicrry Hill, to relleel that Walpole was slopped
by highwaymen on bis way thither from town, and that he and the

resilient dowaircrs of the neighborhood kept a sharp lookout for bur-

glars, but not sharper than
.try in this present day, so much

more penitaneiit has housebreakiie_' proved than the sister profession
of "high-toby." Dnval and Turpin have passed into the region of

myths, but .lack Sbeppard is still to the fore. The robbed seem to

have once been as knowing a* the robbers, for when Walpole was

stopped in company with Lady Browne she expressed great an.\iet\,
after the highwayman had left them, lest be should return, as he had

given him a purse with only bail money, which she carried on pur-

pose, as the snniL'L'lers of Komney Marsh manufactured ba-e ^itiiira^

m order to be even wilh their French confederates, who ^ne them
short measure of the "right Nantz." The physical features of Wal-
pole 'H retreat have also changed since his day. The river runs with

sharper scour in a narrower bed. and (be trees planted by Walpole,
as well as those of Pope's villa, have had time to grow and remove
from the latter the reproach of bareness urged by VValpole with llie

fanciful indelicacy characteristic of the man and the time.

To English people, and foreigners of mark who lived in the fore-

front of politics or art, society or letters during part
of the last three

decades, few houses were or are better known than Strawberry Hill.

By her virtues, her social tact and position, her keen intelligence and
good nature, Frances, Countess Waldegrave became the centre of a
circle unequalled for intellect, rank and reputation, a legitimate but
far more agreeable successor of the brilliant society of Holland House.
There was no necessity to spread nets to catch lions for StrawU-rry
Hill, for those noble animals naturally gravitated thither. When it is

remembered that Lady Waldegrave was married four times, and re-

mained on affectionate terms with the relations of all her husbands
till the day of her lamented death, it is easy to understand that the
influence exercised by her was of no ordinary kind. So delicate was
her sense of appreciation, and, it may be added, reverence, that when
she made imjxjrtant additions to Strawberry Hill she faithfully pre-
served the character of Walpole's sham "

Gothic," as he called it, and
refrained from sweeping away the little low-browed rooms of Chopjied-
Straw Hall, which, by the way, was not known by its present name
until Walpole discovered it in an old deed. Had she been able to

prevent the sale, in 1842, of Walpole's relics, pictures and china,
there is little doubt that she would have done so. Pecuniary embar-
rassment real, or perhaps, as has been hinted, imaginary brought
about the distribution of nearly all Walpole's treasures, except some

family pictures and a very little china and furniture. All the rest

was knocked down by that prince of rhetorical auctioneers, George
Robins, the same who apologized for the nuisance caused to a coun-

try house by cuckoos and nightingales. All the rest of the "
rubbish,"

as it was profanely called by a contemporary Philistine, was scattered
to the four winds, including Queen Elizabeth's glove, the tortoise-shell

jewelled comb of Mary, Queen of Scots, the spur with which William
of Orange pricked his charger through the Boyne, the clock which
was Henry VIII's wedding present to Anne Boleyn, the watch of

Fairfax, the hat of Wolsey, and the bowl or tub of blue and white

china, the cause of the accident immortalized by Gray in the ode
" On the death of a favorite cat, drowned in a tub of gold-fishes."
The bowl and pedestal were knocked down to the Earl of Derby for

forty guineas. The sale took place in the pre-artistic period, and the

prices realized were hardly more than a third of present market
values. It lasted twenty-four days.
The modern history of Strawberry Hill is that of its occupation by

Frances, Countess Waldegrave. When Walpole died he bequeathed
it for life to the Hon. Mrs. Darner, who resigned it in 1811 to the

Dowager Countess Waldegrave, who held the reversion. The house
was subsequently allowed to get out of repair, and was then sold up,
as already described. Several years elapsed before Lady Waldegrave
was enabled to rescue it from its ruinous condition, to restore it, and
add a new wing. The celebrated Waldegrave Gallery of Beauties,
or, more correctly, of Lady Waldegrave's friends, male and female, is

not, however, in the new part of the house. It is Walpole's old gal-

lery restored, extending from the Round Tower to the original build-

ing, and is fifty-six feet long, seventeen feet high, and thirteen feet

wide, lighted by stained-glass windows which originally contained all

the quarterings of the Walpole family. This handsome room remains
as it was at the time of Lady Waldegrave's death, and contains many
remarkable portraits of distinguished men and women, the majority
painted by Mr. Sant, R. A. As a gallery of contemporary celebrities

it is still unrivalled, although here and there it is necessary to prefix
the gloomy

" late
"

to the name of a person known all over the civil-

ized world. At the upper end of the gallery is Mr. Sant 's fine pict-
ure of the Prince and Princess of Wales, the Prince wearing the
ribbon of the Garter, and the Princess that of St. Catharine of Rus-
sia. Near the picture of the Prince and Princess are the portraits of

Lord Palmerston and Lord Halifax, the latter wearing the broad rib-

bon of the Bath ; Mr. Gladstone, and the late Earl Russell an
admirable likeness. On the main wall are portraits of the late M.
Van de Weyer, of the late Catharine, Countess of Clarendon, and of

the Duchess of Sutherland. One of Mr. Sant's happiest efforts in

his favorite arrangement ip white is the lovelv face of the Baroness

Alphonse de Rothschild in the bloom of youth and beauty. Again,
one must write the gloomy

" Lite
"

to the name of the Marchioness of
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Northampton, and with more recent sorrow to that of Mrs. Stoner,
painted in a light-blue ball dress. Between the Duke and Duchess
d'Aumalc, painted many years ago, appears Lady Waldegravc her-

self, by a French artist, a by no means successful portrait. Lady
Speneer, with the beautiful Seymour upper lip, appears in black,

Lady Alingtou in white, and Lady Selina Horvey in a superbly
becoming costume of black and red all favorable examples of Mr.
Sant's skill, the latter magnificently painted. The late Duchess of

Westminster, while yet Lady Constance Grosvenor, and the late

Duchess of Sutherland, her mother, are also by the same pencil. Lady
Churchill, painted by Sir Francis Grant, ami the late Frances, Coun-
tess of Morley came next, and then the late Lord Clarendon and Mr.
llarcourt, Sir Thomas Krskinc May, the Duchess of Manchester, by
Miss Tekusch, and by another lady artist, Miss Mortlock, an admi-
rable likeness of the celebrated raconteur and Quarterly Reviewer,
Mr. Abraham Hayward, one of the most frequent guests at Straw-

berry Hill.

In the round drawing-room is a portrait of the Marquise de Pric,
mistress of the Regent Orleans, presented to Walpole by Mine, dn
Deffand, who had been her most intimate friend, and in the ante-room
is a delightful sketch of Lady Bennet, by Cosway. In the new draw-

ing-room are pictures of world-wide fame, such as Maria, Countess

Waldegrave, by Reynolds ; Walpole's
" My Cousin Walgrave," the

beautiful woman who was second illegitimate daughter of Sir Edward
Walpole, married the second Earl Waldegrave, became mother o
" the Three Graces," and after the Earl's death married Willian

Henry, Duke of Gloucester, by whom she was mother of the latt

Duke of Gloucester (Silly Billy) and the Princess Sophia of Glouces
ter. " The Three Graees "

themselves, Elizabeth, Charlotte, anc
Horatia, who became respectively Lady Waldegrave, Lady Euston
and Lady Hugh Seymour, appear in the masterpiece of Sir Joshua
at the end of the room, a picture for which he received eight hundref
guineas, or only about thirty-five per cent more than has since been
paid for a proof engraving of it. Two of the " Graces "

are em
ployed in winding silk, and the third at tambour work or embroidery
of some kind, and all three are seated round an oval-topped table, the

original of which is still at Strawberry Hill. It will be recollected
that a few years ago Mr. John Everett Millais, R. A., painted his
celebrated picture of the three Miss Armstrongs, avowedly from the

suggestion of Sir Joshua's "Three Graces." The new drawing-
room also contains the " Countess of Essex," by Reynolds ;

Ram-
say's

" Countess of Dysart," and " Mrs. Keppel ;

"
the marble statue

of " The Reading Girl," from the International Exhibition of 1862;
a marvellously inlaid pianoforte ; and a grand portrait of Sir Robert
Walpole, whose '

ale-tankards were religiously preserved by his son
Horace. In the billiard-room is the portrait o"f the late Lady Walde-
grave, in a red velvet gown, painted by Dubufe in 1861

;
a delicious

little picture of a young girl in red, attributed to Romney ; Lowes
Diekenson's well-known picture of the Liberal Ministry of "l 869-74;
and a Duchess of Marlborough, by Kneller. In the new dining-room
are also several pictures of historic interest, such as portraits of Cath-
erine Shorter, the first, and reputed faithless, wife of Sir Robert Wal-
pole (mother of Horace), and the notorious Dorothy, Lady Towns-
hend, whose letters and conversation were indecent and blasphemous
enough to justify all that the satirists of the day could ur^e against
the language of ladies of quality.

In the little low rooms of the old Chopped-Straw Hall, bought
from Mrs. Chenevix, are several curious portraits and engravings.Mrs. Kitty Clive's red face is among the quality up-stairs,the face
concerning which Lady Townshend said, after a few oaths, that
Strawberry Hill would be "a very pleasant place if Mrs. Clive's face
did not rise upon it and make it so hot." Her ladyship, who was the
original of the Lady of Quality in "

Peregrine Pickle," and Lady
BeUaston in "Tom Jones," wa's in the right as to the rubicund look
of Mrs. dive, but unjust to that excellent comedian, whom Walpole
described when in the receipt of a present of venison, as bein<r " up
to the elbows in currant jelly and gratitude." Mrs. Clive dwelt at
Little Strawberry Hill, not far from the castle, in a house emboweredm trees, tenanted after her by the Miss Berrys, and included in the
coming sale. Walpole, regardless of plagiarism, called it Clivden in
finance of "Cliveden's proud alcove," Anne Brudenell's bower

higher up the river. If he erred in admiring Mrs. Clive, he never-
theless erred in good company, for Dr. Johnson declared his likin*
tor her. She always understands what you say," quoth the doctor"
ot whom the appreciative Catherine said,

" I love to sit by Dr John-
son

;
he always entertains me."

Among the odds and ends of Strawberry Hill is an encravino- ofMr. and AI. Garnck enjoying the air at their riverain villa near
Hampton Walpoe had, as he puts it, "contracted a sort of inti-
macy with Garnck and wrote to Bentley that the actor had affected
to studv Ins taste Another curious relic is the receipt, preserved inLord Carlmgford's study, given by Alexander Pope for two guineas
duly paid to him for his "Iliad," by Bernard Whallev, Esq.

?
T ere

is enough and to spare to be seen positively for" the last time "

together at Strawberry Hill._ London Daily News

cent while in the number of houses inhabited, unl

'

abiteTaid bu M
ng, there was an increase of seventeen per Jent. It is an o'ver produc-

NATIONAL EXPOSITION OF RAILWAY APPLIANCES.
EXHIBIT OF PRESERVED TIMBER.

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENOINEEKB,
T>7 Fat TVnuiv-fhlrd Street, New York, May '24, 1863.

7JPPRECIATING that the
r f~t rapid destruction of the
- / forests in this country, and

the consequent advance in the

price of timber, give increas-

ing importance to its artificial

preparation against decay,
the American S o c i e ty of

Civil Engineers, some four

years ago, appointed a com-
mittee to report upon the
" Preservation of Timber."

This committee has been

pursuing its labors ever since.

It has sent out some 2,000 cir-

culars
; corresponded with

some 350 persons ; examined
104 patent-* ; gathered such re-

ports, pamphlets and publica-
tions as it could obtain

;
and

generally collected all the in-

formation it could concerningtWIUMHtM/U llJ UUIilU WUW
experience in preserving timber in this country and in Europe.
The specimens now exhibited at the Chicago Exposition of Rail-

way Appliances have been gathered by the Committee in the course
of this investigation. They are shown in order to call attention to an
important economy, which must soon be taken up by our railroads,
and have been entered and arranged through the courtesy of the
Western Society of Engineers of Chicago, which has kindly appointed
a committee for this purpose.
The facts illustrated by these specimens may be briefly referred

to :

Although almost innumerable methods of preserving timber have
been tried, there are but few which have been successful. Of these
there are at least three, which, when well done, can be relied upon to

prolong the life of wood exposed to the elements. These are : kyan-
izing, burnettizing and creosoting.

In Europe, these methods have passed beyond the domain of ex-
periment. They there produce large economical results. In this

country, the principal obstacle to wood preservation has been the
cheapness of timber. It did not pay to inject it, because to be effect-

ive, the work must be well done, and the cost of effecting this has
hitherto added an undue proportion to the price of our cheap woods.
It was cheaper to let them rot and to renew them.

This condition of affairs is fast being removed by the rapid enhance-
ment in the price of timber, and the proximate exhaustion of our more
available forests

; so that the time has probably arrived when it is not
only economical but necessary, in many parts of the country, to pre-
pare wood to resist decay in exposed situations.

It is believed that the selection of the proper method to be used, in
any particular case, depends upon the proposed subsequent exposureOf the timber (dry, wet, marine worms, etc.), and on the amount
which its value (unprepared) admits of being expended upon it.

KYANIZING.
This consists in steeping the timber in a solution of corrosive subli-

mate. Details concerning it will be found in the circular letter issued
by Mr. J. B. Francis.
For bridge and trestle timber, for fences in dry soil, and generallyfor wood exposed to the weather, but not to constant moisture, kyan-

zin; may be relied upon.
The specimens of timber here exhibited, some of hemlock, exposed

:or forty years at Fort Ontario, Oswego, New York, and others of
various kinds of timber exposed for twenty years at Lowell, in a sandy
soil, by Mr. t rancis, illustrate this point; while the samples of spruce,from the gate-boxes of the Lowell Water-Works, exposed in various
soils tor ten years, exhibit the effect of various degrees of moisture,and show that kyanized timber should be kept dry.
Kyanizing costs about six dollars per thousand feet, board measure.
der favorable circumstances it may be relied on to double or quad-

ruple the life of the more perishable woods. Where and when it will
pay to use this method, will depend upon the price of the timber and
ts subsequent exposure.

BURNETTIZING.
This consists in injecting the timber with a solution of chloride of

.nc. it cannot be done
successfully unless the wood is first seasoned,.her

naturally or
Artificially, to deprive it of moisture, and makeoom for the solution. This is forced in under pressure inclosed

ylinuers, and is liable to wash out subsequently from the outer layers
timber, unless retained in some way.I or cross-ties, and for timber exposed to weather and moisture, butm very wet

^situations, burnettizing is probably, in view of then c sent price of timber, the most economical method to use. It costs,
done, about five dollars per thousand feet, board measure, or

Tib, V twen
fr

fi

,

Ve C6ntS a tie " Xt cal1 be done f r even less,ut the result is not likely to be satisfactory.
i hemlock and maple ties here exhibited, which have been in
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usr fifteen years on the I.ehigh and Siisquchanna Kailroad. :uul till'

oak lie, seventeen years in use on tin- Erie Railway, show thr results

which may In' accomplished. In (icniiany, bnrnctti/cd lir anil beech
tics average fifteen to eighteen years in the- track, anil this mi-tlnxl

lias there become llir fatoritc for ties aflcr extensive trial of all

the others. This process should liy preference lie applied to the

cheaper and more open-drained woods ll does not answer so well

for bridge ties and timber. as lninicttiy.nl timlicr is apt to check and

split when dry and exposed to the snn.

It will probably not pay to Imrnetti/c ties where white oak, or

other ei|iially durable- woods can lie obtained at forty or forty-live
cents a tic. but a recent investigation upon one of the Kastern trunk

lines, about 1,000 mile* long, baa indicated the expectation that with

white-oak tics at sixty-two cents each, and hemlock tics at t wcnty-eiiiht
cents each, an annual economy of $'250,000 mav be expected by bur-

netti/ing the hemlock, instead of laying down the oak unprepared.

CBBO8OTIHO.
This consists in injecting the timber with hot creosote oil under

pressure. The mode of application, and necessity for seasoning, are

much the same as for barnettizing.
For timber in very wet situations, or exposed to marine worms, the

best method to use is that of crcosoling. It is the most effective, but
also the most costly of the various processes.

\Vhen well done, it costs from 812 to $20 per 1,000 feet, board
mcaMiiv. or about fifty to sixty cents a tic. It is the favorite method
used in England, and is there materially cheaper than here, in conse-

quence of the lesser price of the oil.

The English ties here exhibited have been twenty to twenty-two
yeai-s in use, and show perfect preservation. Ties and timber creo-

s i!r 1 in this country are also shown, but have not had so long an

exp >sniv. It is probable they would be thrown out of service, by
being cut into by the rail, long before they would decay.

Creosote oil is the only effective preservative known against the

Teredo Navalis. All other substances have failed. How much of

the oil must be injected to prove sufficient, probably depends upon the

exposure. The English engineers specify ten or twelve pounds of oil

per cubic foot. Some French engineers, and the American engineers
who have had experience in the South specify from fourteen to

eighteen pounds to the cubic foot, to be (mite safe against the teredo.

Ka di additional pound adds about $1.20 per 1, 000 feet, board measure,
to the cost. Where it will pay to use this process depends upon a
number of local circumstances and prices, which cannot well be enu-
merated here. It is very good but costly.
There are other substances, such as pyrolignite of iron, and sul-

phate of copper, which have proved fairly effective in preserving tim-

ber, but European experience seems to favor most burnettizing and

creosoling. The sections of ties here exhibited, as from the Wabash

Line, and from that of the New York, Pennsylvania and Ohio, were

prepared by a modification of the sulphate of copper process.
1 he original patents on all the effective processes have long since

expired. There are several patented modifications and modes of ap-
lication, some valuable and some otherwise, which are still in force.

hether it will pay to use them each railroad will decide for itself.
1* a rule other methods than those which have been mentioned are

either less effective, or are untried experiments.
It cannot be too strongly insisted upon that to be effective the work

must be well done. The sap or moisture must be gotten out of the

timljer, and a sufficient amount of antiseptic be put in. If the solution

exceeds a certain strength, the wood is rendered brittle and inelastic,
so that both skill and honesty are required to accomplish success.
As an inspection subsequent to the doing of the work does not estab-

lish the fact whether it has been well done, the safe course for those
who may decide to have some timber preserved, is either :

1. To do the work themselves.
2. To contract it at a sufficient price to reliable parties, keeping an

inspector at the works to note the daily working, when the magnitude
of the order will warrant it, or

3. To contract the work on such terms that the profits shall depend
upon the results accomplished in preserving the wood against decay.
As the Committee of Engineers is still pursuing its investigations, and

is endeavoring to account for some anomalies which have come to its

notice, it particularly desires to obtain the record of past experiments
in this country (especially of failures), in order to ascertain whether
the failure (or the success) was due to the preserving agent selected,
to the quantity or strength of the solution injected, or to the mode of

applying it. Correspondence is therefore solicited, together with such

copies of reports or pampldets as may l>e accessible.

The Committee of the American Society of Civil Engineers, on the
" Preservation of Timber," is as follows :

It expects to make its final report this year.
0. CHANUTE, Chairman, New York, C. SIIAI.EH SMITH, St. Louis,
K. R. ANUKKWS, New York, J. W. PUTNAM, New Orleans,
K. W. BOWDJTCH, Boston, B. M. HAUKOD, New Orleans,
G. BOUSCAUEN, Ciui'innati, Col. G. H. MKNDELL, San Francisco.

The following is the Committee of the Western Society of Engi-
neers, which is in charge of the present exhibit at Chicago :

L. M. JOHNSON, Chairman, Chicago,
L. P. MoKKHorsK. Chivngo,
G. A. M. LILJENCRAKTZ, Chicago.

Pliiiipe address all information, pamphlets, etc., to

Box aj9, Nctv York City. U. CIIAXCTE, Chairman.
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SAMTAKY PRKCACTIONS AFTER FLOODS.

fllK following instructions emanate from the
< 'innili' < 'onsnllnlij 'ii'Jlif</i! nr i'nli'iijii'-.

d atcd
June 12, lj(), and from the ( '-//i.<. it </'//'/-

giene Pul>tif/ue, etc.. '/< Sahtbritd <lu l)'/xn'
tie la Sein?, dated .January ;"i, is.s.'i, both of

France. They are of interest to us on account
of last spring's U'cstcrn Hood*.

SiuiiiitiiiiH i if' ilnti.itx. Habitations
which have been invaded by the waters

should receive special care, so that those

whom the flood has expelled should not

occupy them before they have been made
Hitlieieiitly healthy for habitation.

They should first be cleaned out as

quickly and thoroughly as possible, and
treed from all dirt and debris deposited in

their dilTere.nt. parts by the water.

Continuous aeration and the most active

ventilation are the best and most energetic

agents of sanitation for houses.

To increase these as much as possible,
where it can be done, a large fire should
be maintained on the hearth, and the doors

and winclosw opened so that the light and heat of the sun may con-

tribute their part to purifying the air.

At the same time care must be taken to dig a ditch ten to fifteen

inches deep around each house, whose interior is in many cases be-

low the level of the ground, which proceeding realizes one of the

simplest and most active sewage systems.
It will also be well, after having torn down all plastering, which

will be in a bad condition, to scfape to their bottom all joints in the

walls, and to replaster them in the parts of the house most injured,
and where bad deposits have principally accumulated. The floors,

where such exist, should be carefully attended to, and the soil under

them covered with a disinfecting substance, such as pounded char-

coal or sand, or else with an impermeable material, such as flagging,

paving-blocks, cement, etc. Where the house is several stories

high, the top stories should be the first occupied.
Great precautions should also be followed in the treatment of cer-

tain articles of furniture, such as beds and mattresses, which must

be renovated or replaced, and which should never on any account be

used until thoroughly dried.

Sanitary treatment, such as adopted for houses, should be applied
with no less vigilance to stables and barns, to prevent epizootics,
whose deplorable consequences there is no need to allude 1 to here.

One peculiar feature it is important to note, though it can only be

accidentally produced ;
it is the possible alteration of the water of

wells and springs of potable water, in whose neighborhood matter in

a state of decomposition may have been deposited, or piles of excre-

mentitious and organic ddbris, or which may have been contaminated

by the contents of privy-vaults. Attention should be directed to

this danger.
To disinfect cellars into which, by agency of the inundations, the

contents of privy-vaults may have penetrated, commercial sulphate
of zinc may be used, either by sprinkling it in powder in the cellar,

or by watering the ground when the water has gone down with a

concentrated solution of this salt.

For the same purpose the solution of chloride of zinc, a disin-

fectant known as " St. Luke's Water," may be employed. It is in

daily use in the civil hospitals.
The concentrated solution of sulphate of iron does well, but the

disinfection is not so complete as with salts of zinc ; it is, however,

cheaper.
The last consideration is of little importance, because two kilo-

grammes (nearly five pounds) of ziuc salt, costing less than one

franc, are enough.

DOUBLE-THICK SOIL-PIPE.
June 13, 1683.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITKCT:

Dear Sirs, I see that the Health Department in New York re-

quire extra heavy soil and waste pipe for buildings over sixty-five
feet in height. This is excellent ;

now cannot they go farther, and

adopt and enforce some regulation by which X pipe shall be properly
made, with uniform thickness of metal all around, instead of being
often enormously thick on one side and dangerously thin on the other I

I have been told that some of the manufacturers of soil-pipe, the

Mutt Iron Works for example, regard X pipe as a fancy article,

about which no particular care is requisite, provided the consumer
does not detect the faults ;

and certainly some specimens of their

pipe which 1 have seen look as if they had been cast Hat, or the core

allowed to look out for itself in some other way. We expect better

things from the Molt Company, and as many of us architects are

doing what we can to make the use of double-thick pipe general,
it is peculiarly exasjwrating to find that as we get it, it is less

to be depended upon than the single-thick, and that by reason

of faults which it is almost impossible for us to detect without break-

ing the pipes. If no maker is disposed to guarantee the quality of
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his pipes, it would not be very unreasonable, it seems to me, to have

an inspector from the Department stationed at the large manufacto-

ries, whose stamp should be a certificate that they were properly
made. If that were done, we could require the stamped pipe in our

specifications, and would know whether we got it.

A7ery truly yours, DOUBLE HUB.

[WE leave this for some one else to answer. EDS. AMERICAN ARCHI-

TECT.]

GLASS ROOF-TILES.
WASHINGTON, June 14, 1883.

To THE EDITORS OP THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT :

Gentlemen, We believe we have had lately a circular from a

firm who manufacture an article of glass, exactly of the thickness

and size of a plate of roofing-slate, to be used with and to be hung
like the slates, only that they are transparent and serve the purpose
of skylights in pitched slate-roofs without attracting attention. If

you can communicate or elicit through your columns the information

sought for you will oblige CLUSS & SCHULZE, Architects.

[Wi! believe the glass roofing-tiles are manufactured at Pittsburgh, Pa.,

and trust that some of our readers in that city will be able to furnish tlie

specific information required. EDS. AMERICAN ARCHITECT.!

STUDIES FOR BEGINNERS.
CHICAGO, June 12, 1883.

To THE EDITORS OP THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT :

Dear Sirs, [ beg your pardon for occupying your valuable time

by asking an answer on the following by you. I am a young draughts-
man (nineteen years of age) in a situation with an architect (where I

earn sixty dollars a month) ,
have acquired some knowledge of general

business work, viz.: practical drawing in plans, elevations and details,

but, as yet, know only a little of perspective, and to some extent

superintendence. I studied Fergusson's "History of Architecture,"
and the works of M. Viollet-le-Duc

;
read the " American Architect,"

the " Decorator and Art Furnisher," etc., but have not any knowledge
of the more difficult calculations necessary for construction, neither

much ability in designing, i. e., from my own inspiration. And now

you would greatly oblige a subscriber to your paper by pointing out

which is the best way to become a prominent member of the profes-
sion (but I have not much money to spend in this direction). And is

there a chance anywhere in this country to earn something and at the

same time attend a college, as this is sometimes the case in the old

world ? Very respectfully, P. MUELLER.

[THE quickest and most economical way of obtaining a proper start in

professional life is to enter some good architectural school, and pursue the
course with all possible diligence, untrammelled and unimpeded by any
work pursued outside the school at the same time. If circumstances require
that our correspondent should adopt instead the slow and blundering process
of teaching himself, he will find the three volumes of the South Kensington
text-book on Building Construction the best work to begin upon. Traut-
wine's Engineer's Hand-Book will later givehim the beginningof a great deal
of useful knowledge, which he should fit himself to understand by a course
of study in plane geometry and plane trigonometry. After this Greene's
Graphical Analysis, in three small volumes, will, if he is prepared to com-
prehend it, carry him still farther in the science of construction. To learn
design, the only way after a thorough drill in the classic orders and forms,
is to practise it continually, trying all sorts of problems, with, if possible,
the help of a good architect to criticise his efforts. The problems should be
of the simplest kind, and should at first be treated with strict reference to
classical precedent, leaving all attempts at original or mediaeval treatment
until the taste has been well disciplined to the elegance of tlie antique forms
and proportions. As the habit of thinking in architectural forms becomes
stronger, more difficult programmes may be undertaken, but always with
caution. In the intervals of his studies in design, our correspondent, with
others who have the same ambition, should perfect himself in drawing and
sketching from plaster casts of sculpture and architectural detail, and as
soon as he can handle charcoal and crayon well enough, should find or
make for himself opportunities for drawing regularly from the life. From
Phidias and the Italian cinque-centoists down to William Burges, this prac-
tice has been the fountain of originality and artistic excellence in the archi-
tecture of those nations and individuals who have followed it, and no one
who has suffered himself to be once penetrated with the infinite charm of
modelling and line, and breadth of light and shade, of the human form will
ever afterwards entirely lose, in the pursuit of vulgar architectural fashions,
the sense of beauty which can alone give his work a permanent artistic
value. EDS. AMERICAN ARCHITECT.]

"THE GOLDEN BOUGH."
NEWTONVILLE, MASS., June 19, 1883.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT :

Dear Sirs, In answer to the query of " Avernus" in your last
issue, I would say that " The Golden Sough

"
was a branch of the

tree of Proserpine, which, when plucked by mortals through the favor
of the Fates, enabled them to visit and to return from "the infernal
regions with impunity. ^y jj

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.
COLOGNE CATHEDRAL. Since work on the Cologne Cathedral was

begun m 1864, nearly 11,000,000 marks have been expended Tlie lastsheds about the structure are now being taken down and the terrace in
front will speedily be put in order. When this has been done the noble
pile will be considered finished within and without, the new flaeeins
only excepted For the tearing down of the incumbrances on the west-ern side it is believed that a sum of more than 500,000 marks will he
needed, a part of which will have to he raised by another lotterv -
Exchange.

'

ARCHITECTURAL EXHIBITION, BRUSSELS. The Central Society of

Architecture, Belgium, is organizing an Architectural Exhibition, with

the support of the Government and the Municipal College of the capi-

tal. It is arranged to be open from September 2 to 30 next, in the

new Palais lie Justice, Brussels. The society appeals to archaeologists

to lend for the retrospective section drawings of buildings erected pre-

viously to 1833, and designed either by Belgian or by foreign architects.

Further particulars may be obtained from the secretary, M. Charles

Neute, architect, 128, Rue Royale, Sainte-Marie, Brussels.

THE AILANTUS TREE. Of trees introduced into the United States,

says the American Lumberman, the ailantus is said to be a much more
valuable one than is generally admitted. For posts no timber is better

suited. The testimony of many farmers shows that it is nearly as good
as locust, and for fuel is equal to oak. It is hardy, grows rapidly, and
is said to be well adapted to growth on the prairies in the Western Uni-

ted States. In its native country (China) it often attains a height of

175 feet. The cork tree could also doubtless be cultivated in many parts
of the United States with success. In 1859 a farmer in Wayne County,
Mississippi, "planted some Spanish cork acorns received from the De-

partment of Agriculture. Twelve years later he had trees from these

acorns, the largest of which were 13 feet in height, 11 inches in diame-

ter, and the cork around the body was more than one inch in thickness."

CHURCH OF THE SAVIOUR, Moscow. The consecration of the Church
of the Saviour, at Moscow, one of the most brilliant features connected
with the coronation, took place yesterday. The Czar and Czarina, with
the rest of the imperial family, the foreign ambassadors, and an im-
mense crowd of people, were present. This enormous and magnificent

temple
" Krahm Spaseetelya

"
in the vernacular was begun so far

back as 1833. Nearly four thousand laborers for a month were em-

ployed in digging out tlie ground for the foundations, and considerable

energy was displayed in building the base, but after a while operations
languished and the work went on by fits and starts. The height of the
structure is 288 feet, and the style of architecture is the Russo Byzan-
tine, the building being in the form of a Greek cross surmounted by
five cupolas, one on each corner, and a large one, or dome in the centre.
The roof and the framework of the cupola weigh 1,800 tons, and the

gilding on the latter consumed more than half a ton of gold leaf.

Above the central cupola is a massive bronze cross, which can be seen
from every part of Moscow. The height of its dome is 369 feet. If

the celebrated tower of Ivan Veliki were placed under this dome its

cross would come fourteen feet short of reaching its inner surface. The
Usspensky Cathedral might stand within this church. The bronze
frames of the windows, each nine yards high, weigh nearly three tons,
and the hinges of the bronze doors have to support five and one-quarter
tons of metal. Inside the walls are gorgeously decorated .jn the usual

style of Russian churches, and contain a number of jasper pillars, each
of which cost upwards of $13,000. The total cost of this wonderful
building is estimated to exceed 20,000,000 rubles, or nearly $15,000,000.
But this is not all. Recently the architect reported that a block of
houses in proximity to the temple was detrimental to one of the aspects,
and the synod voted $1,000,000 to demolish the buildings and to con-
struct in their place a terrace. It must not be forgotten that this is the
second great cathedral which Russia has raised during the last sixty
years, the famous one of St. Isaac's, in St. Petersburg, having been be-

gun in 1819, and consecrated in 1858, after an expenditure of 36,000,000
rubles, or $26,000,000. A third cathedral, not quite so large, is also ris-

ing at Nijni Novgorod, and will involve an outlay of $10,000,000 before
completion. Philadelphia Telegraph.

RAGUSA. There is no little city in Europe, actually none, so curious,
so interesting, as Ragusa. Persons better acquainted with that coast
have told me that in quaintness other Slav-Venetian towns may chal-

lenge it. My own experience of Cattaro and Antivari confirms this
statement in some measure. But Ragusa is unique in memorials of an-
cient state and wealth, and above all in its story. Of that story, in

truth, I have learned but just enough to see that most students
read it in a different version. It is one, however, of special fascination.
This is the antique capital of that single branch in the Southern Sclav
family which has yet proved itself European in any sense other than
geographical. It was a republic, the rival of Venice in arms and arts,
commerce and enterprise, for ages. The winged lion finally overcame
and enslaved it, but Ragusan patriots will not admit that their fore-
fathers were conquered by Venice. It was the shadow of the Turk
that vanquished them, the iron barrier crushing their small territory,
the incessant threats of a malicious savage. I have no opinion on that
matter. The legend of Ragusa thrills one like that of a mysterious and
silent ruin. Be it remembered that this small, sleepy town gave us the
fine word "

argosy," for a great ship stored with costliest goods. From
one stately gateway in the massive walls to the other is but a hundred
and fifty yards at most, but at every yard one may pause to admire.
Just within, on the right hand, is a fountain, somewhat of the Turkish
style. On market days and holidays it is a pretty sight when the girls
assemble at this place. Every village has its peculiarity of dress,
mostly bright in color, but the Herzegovinian is so supremely charming
that it kills all others. The robe, of coarse black cloth, should be prop-
erly called a chemise

; it has little ornament. But from the round
turban cap descends a veil, framing a face often pretty always

pleasing to the eye, thus set off. This drapery is of thick white ma-
enal, tailing to the bottom of the skirt, and so large that a girl can
wrap her whole body therein if she please. World-wide travel has not
shown me a dress so becoming in severe simplicity. Opposite to the
fountain is a church, and then the broad, fine street, smoothly paved,
stretches to the other gate. Its blocks of stone houses date, they tell
me, Irom the fourteenth century; saving the tones which age alone
can give, they might have been raised yesterday. Tall, solid exactlyHike and precisely aligned, they present that ideal of street architecture
winch we are laboriously trying to introduce

; but we shall not easilymatch these handsome structures. Between each block endless flightsot steps climb the mountain side, with a narrow landing at intervals.
Udyraoia,
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BUILDING INTELLIGENCE,
(Reported for Tile American Architect and ButklluJ NeWi.)

[Although a large portion of the building intelligence
it proi'itlett by their regular correspondents, the editors

greatly ilesire to receive voluntary information, ttpt-

nallyfrom the smaller and outlying towns.}

BUILDING PATENTS.

[Printed specifications of any patents here mentioned
together willt full detail illuxlrutimis, may be obtained

of the Commissioner of 1'utents, at Washington, for
twenty-five cents.\

2T9,1.".0. FIUK-ESCAPE. Charles C. Grlswold, Chi-
cilu'o, 111.

Lv.i.ljS-'M. WINDOW-SLAT A.DJD*nm. Scorn
llav.-. NVw York, N. Y.

2J9.I67. C'lMBIXKO WlXDOW-PLATFOBM AND FlEE-
I'.si \rr,. -Thomas Jnrvis, Chicago, 111.

JTiP.irs. FiuK-Esi'Ai'E. Christian Meyer, St. Paul,
Minn.

27!l,ls:t. APPARATUS FOB OPERATING SKI.K-Fl.CHII-
ixti OlXMBTtf Thomas Prosser, Montreal, Quebec,
Can.

J,:',1R6. F1UE-E3CAPK. Thomas W. Bicker, Bos-
Ion, Mass.
279.19J. SCRVEYOB'S STEEL CHAIN-TAPE AND

UKKI.. Fred J. Sager. Marysvllle, O.
279,204. AriiER. James Swan, Seymour, Conn.
279,.!07. PiPE-CUTTHlt. Caleb C. Walworth, Bos-

ton, Mass.
279,21s. PRVICB FOR COVERING WATEB-CLOSKT

SK\I>. Midial Bonnefond, Paris, France.
279,249. CiiiuiKR A.\D BKAM. Peter H.Jackson,

Sau Francisco, Cal.

27'.VJi;.>. l!i;.\CH-VISE. Mortimer G. Lewis, Low-
Tille, N. Y.

279.271. WRKNI it. Fre'ierick E. Okie, Linwood,
and J. Fourestier Simpson, Philadelphia, Pa.

279,247. CLAPU'.AKU-SAWiso MACHINE. Horace
Taber, Manistee, Mich.

2;'.i..'!'.". lloisii.su-APPARATDS. Wm. W. Wythe,
Bed Bank, N. J.

279,3ltf. PLUMB-BOD. George C. Avery, Louis-

ville, Ky.
279,331. DooB-BoLT. Charles Clark, Smyrna,

Tenn.
279.347-34*. FIRE-ESCAPE. Charles E. Creecy and

Alexander B. Burns, Washington, D. C.

279,357. Am 1 OF MANUKACI UHI.NG PORTLANDCEM
ENT. Edward J. De Srnedt, Washington, D. C.

2:9,364. WINDOW. Milton L. Edmunds, Danbury,
Iowa.

27!i,374. CATCH-BASIN. Thlebeaud Gallat, Cincin-
nati. U.

2711,39. METALLIC PIVOT FOB WINDOW-BLIND
SLATS. Benjamin F. Hall, Lansing, Mich.

27i>,4 |>2. MoiiLi) Foil KiioFiKU-iiLKS. Lorenzo
Lane and Laurin D. Woodwonh, Youngstown, O.

279,40!). ALAKM-LUCK. Edo uard J. Maseerou,
Paris, France.

279,422. CONSTRUCTING TOWEB8. 2 d W 8 r d J.

O'Beirue, Evansville, Ind.
279.4.J3. IMITATION STAINED-GLASS. Eugene E.

Oudin, New York, N. Y.

/I9,4J5. WKATHEK-STBIP. Lucius Parmele, Mack-
inaw, 111.

279,133. FIBEPLACE. Henry Rembert, Willis,
Tex.
279.442. BALANCE DOOB-HANOEB. Roger S. Hen-

derson and Amos Sanders, Philadelphia, Pa.

279.443. COMBINATION-LEVEL. James H. Sands,
Houston, Tex.
279.41)0. PABALLEL DIVIDERS. James B. Tetley,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

27,46o. GLASS KOOF. William Ward, Cleveland,
Ohio.

279,487. ROOFINO-SHINOLE. Henry Anwyl Jones,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

279,4*8. TOOL FOB DRESSING STONE. Hiram A.
Kimball, Philadelphia, Pa.

279,5"'. WKATUEK-STBIP. Thomas S. Pruner,
Sioux Falls, Dak.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK,

Baltimore.
PAKSOXAGE. Messrs. J. A. & W. T. Wilson, archi-

tects, have prepared drawings for a two-st'y brick
and stone parsonage lor Christ Church, on St. Paul
St., between K<tger and Chase Sts.; cost, *14,UO".

DWELLING. Mrs. tireen Is about to build a three-

sty brick and Belleville brownstone house, cor.
Park PI. and .Milton St., and a two-Bt'y brick stable
in its rear, from designs by Messrs. Wyatt & Sperry,
architects; John J. Brown, builder.

BuiLLHNi* I'I.K.HUS. sinro our last report twenty-
tared permits li.ivo been granted, the more Impor-
tant ot which are the loilowing:
Louis Krocger, 3 three-st'y orick buildings, w s

Scbroeder St.. between i'l'att and i.ooibaru &ie.
KUas Weal, 2 two-st'y brick buildings, e s china

Alloy, between Hamburg and Fremont atfl.

liUza bunpson, three-si y brick building, 74 Gran-
by St., between xetcr St. and Central Ave.
O. Green, three-el y brick building, n e cor. Park

Ave. and Wilson St.
Geo. K. Presstmau, 5 two-st'y brick buildings, s s

Lancister St., between Chesapeake and Ltewson
Sts., aad 3 two-st'y brick buildings, e s Liawson St.,
between Lancaster and Hutching ots.

Hejry Uacii, 3 two-st y brick buildings, e s Fulton
St., s ot Pratt St.

Nioaolas -Me<.th, thre: st'y brick building, ws Han-
over St., betwteu Fort Av. sjid Olementst.

Mi. 'hurl Kane. Ihree-st'y brick building, w s Han
over St., between Fort Ave. and Clement St.

Boston.
l!oi-M-i. A thrcc-st'y bouse, 28' x KO' Is being bu'lt
on lleaeon St., for .Mr. K. It. Kvans, l.i-aii'!

ley and 'I

1

. J. Wliiddenare the contractors for the

carpenter anil mason work r-;-|i' .-tu . 1\

Allen & KenWHV, ol HO*I,,M, are tin' architects.
A bouse for Mr. I'. T. Hul't'Uril i^ now bem^ hull!

on Marlis'io si., inmi plans of Messrs. Aden &
Km u av, "1 l; ( Mon; mat'' rials, bri<-k, ^toln a] lit t<T-

,i. L'l.' x ir/: Vinal & Dodg*, mMOM| .Mi'Nfil

Bros., rariic-iit. i>.

Hi n.iPiMi I'KKMIIS. Brick. MnitlnjKl >7.. Ward
22, for Sarah !:. l.au rem-i' family holi-l, .TJ' and 37'

x lil' and ol', thrL'e-sl'y fiat; 1. and II. M. Jlai nmn,
builders.

'imrratth .-Ire., cor. Fairtlclil St.. Ward 11,

tor W. 11. Salstonstall. (Iwrll.. Ml' x 7*' G", four-Bt'y
flat; Woodbnry St Luighlon. buililrrs.

Wood. Lamartdtu &t., near Wyman St., Ward
'23, tor .lanifK A. Krami.ton. dwell., 33' X 33', thrce-

st'y flat; Jacob Luippold, buildi-r.

/;// A'/., .V. .1:', ri'af. Ward 1'.', for Michael
Conrov. .'Iwell., i".'6''x 3', threo-st'y flat; Thomas
O'Grady, builder.

Brooklyn.
Bi'H.Dixo PEBMITR. Mean St., n r, YIV w Grand
Ave., !' two-st'y frame dwells., gravel roofs; cost,

each, (10,000: owner, M. E. Fowler, 8 Verona PI.;
architect and builder. L. Fowler.

t'ant af Seventeenth unit Eighteenth Kit., 400' w
Thinl Ave., onc-st'y frame shed; cost, 3,000; own-
ers, Nelson HIM,.. 514 Hamilton Ave.; architect, C.
B. Fish; iMiild.-r, C. E.King.

Clinton Ave., e s, 13V 4" Gates Ave.. three-nt'y
brownstone front dwell., tin roof; cost. 814.000;
owner, U. C. Porter, 261 Waverly Ave.; architect.
J. Mumford; builders, C. Cameron and Wright &
Brook.
Pacific St., t, 250' e Smith St., four-sfy and

basement brick stable and factory, tin roof; cost,
$20 "00; owners, Figge & Bro., Atlantic Ave., cor.
Smith St.; architect, J. Mumford; builders, J. H.
O'Kourke and W. Lang.

l>r Knlb Are., n
,
200' w Tompkins Ave.. 3 four-

st'y brick stores and dwells., gravel roofs; cost,

each, *12,0<X>; owner, H. O. Pearce, Willoughby
Ave., cor. Throop Ave.; architect. M. J. alorrill;

mason, J. Campbell.
Halte.y St.. s s, 300' w Held Ave., 3 two-st'y brown-

stone front dwells., gravel roofs; cost, each, S4,6IHi;
owner and builder, Peter Doulon, 724 Sackett St.;

architect, J. E. Styles.
Hrooktyn Ave., s w cor. Dean St., 4 Ihree-st'y

brownstone front dwells., gravel roofs; cost, each,
9,900; owner, Jordan L. Snediker, Halsey St.;

architect, A. Hill; builders, J. Uickard and A.
Miller.
Hvmboldt St., e s, 20' n Withers St., three-st'y

frame tenement, tin roof; cost, 93,800; owner, I tan

lei Keefe, ft91 Grand St.; architect, A. Herbert;
builder, J. Schoch.

Lffferti PI., s w cor. Franklin Ave.. 2 three-M'y
and basement brownstone front dwells., tin roofs:

cost, Sl'.ooi and *7,BO; owner, A. Tredwell, 640
Franklin Ave.; architect and builder, J. S. Frost.
franklin Ave., w s, 0' s I^fferts PI., three-st'y

brownstone front dwell.
; cost, in, 1)00

; owner, etc.,
same as last.

Lafayette Ave., t , 23V e Broadway, two-st'y brick

dwell., tin roof; cost, $4,780; owner, F. Y. Bohan-
non. 99 Broadway; architect and builder, O. H. Bo-
hannon; mason, W. Potivar.

l>elevan St., s s, about 13K' e Bichards St., flve-st'y
brick factory, iron roof and cornice; cost, 20,00ii;

owner, Cheesbrough Manufacturing Company, State
St., cor. Bridge St., New York; architect, A. Hat-
field.

Clermont Ave., e s, 20' n Greene Ave., flve-st'y

granite front dwell., slate and metal roof; cost,
*.iu,ooo; owner, K. C. Cathedral Corporation; archi-
tect, P. C. Keely.

Wnlcott St., Xo. 60, n s, 80' w Richards St., three-

st'y frame tenement, tin roof; cost, 8-',300; owner,
Patrick Banks. 49 Wolcott St.; architect, G. Damen;
mason, P. McQulnn.
Qmoi-rr HI.. A'o. 233, e

,
100' n Elizabeth St.. four-

st'y double tenement, tin roof ; cost, c,2oO: owner,
Julius Fehlbaber, on premises; architect, P. Bader-
mann; mason*, P. Kelly & Son.
Fourth PL, A'o. 62, three-st'y and basement brick

tenement, tin roof; cost, $8,000; owner, Jas. Cross,
138 Luqueer St.; architect, G. I 'amen; mason, P.

McQuinu.
ITetu/ent St., s s. 192' w Hoyt St., 4 three-st'y and

1 two-st'y and basement brownstone front dwells.,

gravel roofs; cost, each, 4,500; owner. Chester
Bedell, 237 Smith St.: architect and builder, Theo.
Pearson; mason, Walton Smith.
A'orman Ave., A'o. 112. near Leonard St., four-st'y

frame store and double tenement, gravel roof; cost,
86,01 0; owner, Wm. Lehing, 11K Norman Ave.; archi-

tect, J. P. Leo; builders, Randall & Miller.

K-ap St., s s, 160' e Marry Ave., 3 three-st'y
brownstone front dwells., tin roofs: cost, each.
S.1,800; owner, architect and builder, Thos. B. Sad-
dlugtou. 2M Hewes St.
MiiidletoH St., s s, 260' e Harrison Ave., 4 three-

st'y frame double tenements, tin roofs; cost, each,
$4,500; owner. B. Uossert, Harrison Ave., near
Lynch St.; architect, J. Platte; builders, J. Auer
and V. Herts.

Union S'., s s, 190' w Fifth Ave., also, Prettfent
St., n s. I'M' w Fifth Ave., 12 two sfy brick dwells.,
tin roofs: cost, each. 2,GOo, owner, architect and
builder, E. C. Squance, 23 Eleventh St.

Chicago.
STOBES. C. Chapman, architect, has on hand flve-

sfy building, 30 x '00', on Michigan Ave., B of Kan.
dolph St., for Thomas Hoyne, pressed-biick, stone
finish.

By same architect, 2 stores for P. Ryan, 682 and
681 West Indiana St.

Also, same architect, stores, cor. Thirty-fourth
and Halsted Sts., and cor. of Robey and West In-

diana Sts.

rii.MiMi I'I-KMII-.- r. .lalor, i o-sl'y brick flats,
21' X -IB'. Mi Wesson SI.; cost. (3,0 ".

l.iiMahl Si .liilinvin, t o-st'y brick flats, 22' x 70',
148 Oak .St.; coal, *5,<>UU.

Ai\t;. .Sk-kcl, iwc~t'y store and dwell., 25 x 68',
879 North Malsl.-il si., roi-t, ,:,' Oil,

H. Wi 1, 'J iwo st y basement dwells., 44' X IV 4)jl
-If3 Adams St.; '-ost. 97,- U'.

A. K. W. Si-hmi.lt. two-si.')- More and dwell., 28' x
W. 710 Ogden Ave.; cost, J4.0IHI.

.lohn Kidillf, two sty dwell., '22' X BO', 34M Dear-
born St.; cost, *4,0uo.

<1. M. (iuiiKrli'li, lo sfy l.ri.-k moiil.iinn-factory
'V x 75', l.'-l.i Armour St.; cost, $(i,' 0.

(i. S|.rr.T. tlu.-.-.si'y dwell., 2V x 6,-,', 507 Norih
Clark St.: BO*t, ^7,80ll.
Jno. Sla.lik, tu-st'y basement dwell., 21' x 34'

827 Allpori .\v.-.; cost, S3, ii(i.

'ila^lian, thrL'f-*t'y stores and flats 49'
X B:;'. llal.-t.-d si., cor. 'Ihirty-lourth St.; cost.
7,000.
.lio. Ciulaliy, two-st'y brick barn, 27' x 5k' 3213

Wabash A\'e.; cost, 3,000.
J. Parker, two-st'y basement dwell., 22' x W

44O'Iiri.-i, St.; cost, *:t,iKO.
A. Cheinelck, tu-st'y basement dwell., 21' x 68'

737 Li iis st : cost. *3.>0ii.
F. Fraulimann, three-st'y dwell., 25' x IV, 61S

North (Jlurk St.. cost, 10,noO.W w. Cole, two-t y basement dwell., tV x W
284 Bush St.; cost, tli'.OlHi.
John Scully, three st'y basement store and dwell.,

24' x 74', Ml South Halsicd St.; cost. <7,n<) .

.1. Kelgher,two-st'y store and dwell., '26> x 60', 42(t
Indiana St.: cost, IM.OOO.
Catholic Bishop of Chicago, three-st'y basement

academy, 90' x 113', I w cor. Park Ave. and (Jakly
Sis.; cost, $30.0110.

Isaac Toiiilinsou, four-st'y brick factory, 50' x 123',
ArnoldSt.. near Twenty-third St.; cost, *20,iKK>.

C. O. Gleesou, 2 two-st'y dwells., 33' x 41-', 3624-
3626 Slanton Ave.; cost, 4,0' n.

Agatha B. Ward, ihrec-st'y brick factory, 60' x IV
110-11.'* South Jefferson St.; cost,15,0ou.
Jos. Koerper, two-st'y dwell., 22' x 00', 5S2 Wells

St.; cost, tts.iido.

M. Uauselow, three-st'y dwell. ,32' x 67', 603 Dear-
born St.: cost, lo,noo.
Herbert eassnrd, three st'y brick stores and

dwell., W x 106', 3300-3308 South Water St.; cost.
$35,000.
Paul C. Casslus, two-st'y store and dwell 25* x

llo, 21.0 Lincoln Ave.; cost. 6,00".
Carl Hochstadt, three-st'y dwell., 22' x 57' 569

Wills St.; cost, *A.KI.
Dr. Kuox, two-st'y dwell., 22' x 50', 610 Fulton St.'

cost, S4.IKKI.
W. E. Hall, three-st'y stores and flats, 71' x 90'

207 and 209 Thiny-nrst St.; cost, 21,ou<i.
H. Stautz, twi'ist'y stores and dwell., 2,y x 45'

2726 Wentworlh St.; cost. ?3,2no.
Chas. Folliusbee, 2 two-st'y dwells., 33' x 40' 409

Warren Ave.; cost, $3.500.
John Kedzie, 2 four-st'y stores and dwells., 44' x

72'. 471-473 Madison St.; cost, 822,0"0.
H. Hemmelgorn, 2 iwo-st'y dwells., ae* x 50', Ful-

lerlon Ave., cor. Larrabee St.; cost, ill,'KM).
J. A. Sweet, two-st'y dwell., 27' x CC', Warren

Ave.; cost. 8,0' '0.

J. G. Owsley, two-st'y dwell., 20< x 63', Adams St
near Kobey St. ; cost, $8, 00.

J. Jacobsou, 4 cottages, 21)' x 32' each, 781-788 Sey-
mour St ; cost, .-). 00.
C. Busby, 3 two-st'y dwells., 64' x 69', 11-15 Car-

penter St.; cost, 10,000.
C. Busby, three-st'y basement store and dwell 24'

x 1)7', 752 West Madlsou St.; cost. 8,o n.

Marshall & Pauleit, B two sfy flats, 63> x 123' 1029
-1039 Adams St.: cost,, *32.00.
Mrs. L. Morrison, two-st'y dwell., 32' x 64', 1518

Washington St.; cost, SlS.omi.
S. K Gross, 8 cottages, Washington Ave.; cost,

" '

S. E. Gross, 7 cottages, Washington Ave.; cost,

S. E. Gross, 5 cottages, 20' x 30' each, Iowa St.
near Chicago Ave.: cost, 5,ROti.
J. H. Cuinmings, ihree-si'y dwell., 25' x 70', 619

Dearborn Ave.; cost, fclB.oim.
S. F. Bequa, three-st'y brick flats, 44' x 66', Jack-

sou St., w of Aberdeen St.; cost, 12,000.
J. W. Thomas, 4 two sfy dwells., 36' x 72', 218

South Hoyne Ave.; cost, $6,000.
J. L. Waller, two-st'y store and flats, 40' x 50' In-

diana St., cost, ?>,oO>i.
Wm. Waller, 6 two-ft'y stores and flats, 80' x 120'

Indiana St.; cost, *16,oOO.
John Dasso, two-M y flats, 2V x 50', 203 North

Union St.; cost, $4,000.
D. Harry Hammer. three-t'y store and flats 50' x

61'. 3734-3738 State St.; cost, 5l5,ixjn.
H. .Menke, two-st'y dwell., 22' x 52', 669 Lincoln

St.; cost, *3.'u.
H. Pepsian, three-st'y flats, 22' x 60', 111 Wade St

cost, $3,000.

Cincinnati.

BUILDING PEBMITS. Thomas Mead, repair three-
st'y brick building. 3 2 West Fourth St.; cost 2 50(1
John Van, two-st'y brick dwell., cor. brown St'

and Marshall Ave.: cost, 15.0<H>.

Wm. Lawler, two-st'y brick dwell., cor. Pine and
Tremont Sts.; cost, S2,n<i.
F. Beynolds, two-st'y brick dwell., 110 York St

cost. $3.0 0.

Mrs. M. Hoffmeister, three-st'y brick buildlne 1"8
Pearl St.; cost, SB.100.

Miller, Dubrul & Peters Manufacturing Com.
pany, flve-st'y brick factory, Pearl bt.. nearLudlow
St ; cost. 815,000.
Jos. Becker, two-st'y brick dwell., 107 Loth St.;

Xe'n permits for repairs; cost, $7,000.

Cleveland.
BAyi-BcrjLDiNO. Corner Superior and Bank Sts.
brick and stone, flre-pronf; cost, $171000- ciirit^n
Lloyd, of Detroit, architect; Robinson & McAll ster
contracton.
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Cleverdou Si I'utzel, architects; cost, about $li>0 Don
Ten-st'y brick aud stone, to be built on One Hun-

dred and Twenty-third St., cor. St. Nicholas and
Kighth Aves., with a frontage .of 152' on One Hun-
dred and Twenty-third St.; Mr. R. Wilson, owner-
Mr. IJ. T. Alwoo I, architect; cost, about luO,"Oo.

'

Four flve-st'y brick; 25' x 65' each, to be built on
the n w c->r. of Second Ave. and Ninety-eighth St
for Mr. Wm. Hall; to cost $t>0,>)OJ; Mr. J. H. Valen-
tine, architect.
Two brick, to be built at Nos 288 and 287 West

Sixtieth St.. for Mary J. Largan, from designs ot
Mr. S. W. ProJgers.

CHTJUCH. The Broadway Methodist Episcopal So-
ciety proposes to erect a church on the n e cor. of
.the Boulevard and Sixty-ninth St.

HOUSES. Three double houses, with frontages of 44'

BOILER-HOUSE. For the Cleveland Water-Works.
45' x 85', smoke-stack, 132'; cost, about $20,000; John
Whitelaw, engineer and superintendent; F. C. Bate,
architect.

DWELLING!*. On Prospect St., for Dr. Beckwith.
frame and brick dwell.; cost, $13,OOJ; Coburn Si

Baruum, architects.
On Clinton St., for Jno. Bousfleld, a stone double

house; cost, $18,'iOO; Coburn & Barnum. architect-1
.

Four dwells, on Sibley St., cor. cedar Ave., for

Price Bros.; cost, $5,000 each; J. M. Blackburn,
architect.
Brick dwell., on Summit St.; cost, $0,000; Thos.

Lina*, contractor; Samuel Lane, architect.
DWKLLINO AND SroilKH. On Superior St.; cost,

$6,00(1; for J. M. Stewart, Esq.; N. P. Charlotte,
architect.

RESKHVOIK. For the Cleveland Water-Works, low-
service reservoir, on Fail-mount, Baldwin and
Quiucy Streets and Woodland Hills Ave. The
capacity will be 70,000, 0.io gallons: cost, about *;mi(,-

OiW; work to be let by the cubic yard; John White-
law, engineer and superintendent.

SCHOOL-HOUSKS. Corner ot Marion and Sked Sts.,
brick and stone school-house; cost, $16,000; Jno.
Eisenman, architect.
Case School of Applied Science, on Euclid Ave.;

cost, *175.(iOO; Thos. Linas, contractor; Jno. Eisen-
man. architect.

ALTKRATION-* to dwell, on Clinton St., for James
Sprankle; cost, $4.OHO; Jno. S. Watterson, contrac-
tor; F. C. Bate, architect.

Denver, Col.

BUILDING PERMITS. During May, the Building In-

spector of thii city granted permits for the erection
of 69 buildings, aggregating in cost $202,485.
W. C. Lotbrop was granted a "special permit by

the Council," to erect a three-st'y brick block, 90' x

100'; cost, .#50,000; E. P. Brink, architect; A. J.

Kelley, builder, situated cor. Lawrence and Eigh-
teenth Sts.
Kersteus & Peters, two-st'y brick building, stone

basement, 35' x 55'; cost. $8,0,H); Broadway, between
Pine and Deer Sts.; Wm. Quayle, architect; J. C.

Dowliug, builder.
W. G. Sprague, two-st'y and basement brick resi-

dence, 25' x &.'; cost. $7,5"0; Champa St., between
Thirteenth and fourteenth Sts.; J. H. Littletteld.
architect.

J. G. Thatcher, two-st'y brick dwell., with stone
basement, 46' x 60': cost, $10,5 H; Sherman Ave.,
between East Sixteenth St. and Colfax Ave.; F. E.
Edbrooke &.Co., architects; Buell & Buell, builders.

Detroit.

BUILDING PERMITS. E. H. Candler, brick house,
Fourth St.; cost, $2,500.
Win. Scott & Co., addition to stove-works, Jeffer-

son Ave.; cost, *8,00 >.

G. W. Vinton & Co., brick house, Cass Ave., No.
405: cost, $11,00'.
E. S. Moore, frame house, 40 Brainard St.; cost,

$2.80 '.

Peter Dederichs, 5 brick stores, Nos. 122 to 130
Gratiot Ave.; cost, #28,00.'.

S. E. Smith, frame house, Pine St.; cost. $3,500.
W. G. Viuton & Co., addition to brick house,

Charlotte St.; cost, $3,500.
A. J. Smith, frame house, No. 852 Cass Ave.; cost

$3,"00.
Alex. Hamilton, frame house, 305 Fifth St.'

cost. 83,500.
John La More, frame house, Fourteenth St.; cost

14.100.

Lloyd, Llewellyn & Co., repairs to store, Jefferson
Ave.; cost, $7,0 '0.

E. A. Walsbe, brick house, Watson St.; cost
$6,000.
R. Helson, brick house, Woodward Ave.; cost,

$11,500.
Julius Hess, additions to factory, McDougall

Ave.; cost, $15,OJO.

Jersey City.
BUILDINO PERMITS. J. MeWilliams, owner, frame
building, 50' x (On', at foot of Morris St.
Adams Express Co., owner, frame building, 100' x

200', 158 to 164 Bright St. and 355 to 361 i'ork St.
M. Roberts, builder, frame building, 20'x75'. 91

Bright St.
J. Gormam, owner, frame building, 25' x 38', 68

Hudson St.

Fox & Drummond, owners, frame building, 20' x
40'.

D. Mulqueeney, owner, frame building. 20' x 30'
27 Twelfth St.

New York.
APARTMENT-HOUSES seem to continue to be the favo-

rite speculation in building, aud among those now
being planned are:

Eight, brick and stone, 25' x 80' each, five stories
high, to be built on the cor. of Ninety-eighth St.
and Second Ave., for Mr. Chas. White, from designs
of Mr. Chas. Baxter; to cost ^16 i.ooo.
Two flve-st'y, 33' x 96' aud 34' x 88', to be erected

on the s e cor. of Kighth Ave. and Fifty-fifth St. , for
Messrs. Loew Bros., from designs of Messrs. Thorn
& Wilson.
Seven brownstone, three stories and basement to

be built on the south side of Seventy-second Stw of Second Ave., for Mr. Jas. Fettretch; Messrs'

are to be built on One Hundred and Thirtieth St.,
between Cliff and Ninth Aves., from designs of Mr.
Wm. Schickel, for the Sisters of the Convent of the
Sacred Heart.

Eight houses, 25' x 65' each, are to be built for/Mr.

George Kuhn, on the north side of Sixty seventh

St., 200' w of Eleventh Ave.
BUILDING PKRMITS. Tenth Ave., Nnx. 543aw</545,
flve-sfv brick tenements and stores, tin roofs; cost,
$:i ',1100"; owner. Henry A. Guilds, 219 West Forty
Second St., and others; architect, Daniel Bnr^t'ss.
Greenwich St., e s, from Vestry St. to Debrosse

St., seven st'y brick store, tin roof: cost. *2ll(i,il '(i

owners. Trinity Church Corporation, S. V. Cruger
comptroller, 5 Church St.; architect, Charles C
Haiglit: builders, Miisterton & Stevenson and Lewis,
H. Williams.

Sixty-first St., s s, 125' w Tenth Ave., 5 flve-st'y
brownstone front tenements, tin roofs; cost, each

$23.0(10; owner, John Richards, IJ Rector St.; archi
tect, C. F. Ridder, Jr.

West Fifty fimr/h St., No. 132, three-st'y brick
stable, gravel roof; cost, $9,00(1; owner, Win. li.

Ross. 60 East Twenty -first St. ; architect, L. N. Crow.
West One Hundred and Twenty-fifth St.. Nos. 108

.and 110, four st'y brick flat and! store, tin roof;

owner, E. H. M. Just, 35 Great Jones St.; architect,
M. E. Merritt.

Third Ave., e s. cor. One Hundred and Sixty-
eighth St., two-st'y brick ottice, tin roof; cost,

$3,000; owner, David Mayer. 1304 Fifth Ave.; archi-

tects, H. J. Sehwarzman & Co.; builders, List &
Lennon and 'I'. J. Duffy.

Serenty-fiflh St.. n s, 150' w Fourth Ave., 3 four-

st'y brownstone front dwells., tin roofs; cost, each,
$'4,000; owners and architects, Samuel D. Bussell,
106 East '1 hirty-first St., and Joseph B. Wray, 218
East Thirty-second St.

Sixty-first St., s s, 330' w Tenth Ave., 2 flve-st'y
brownstone front tenements, tin roofs; cost, each.
$18,00(1; owner, James Philp. 1667 Broadway; archi-
tect, J. O'Kourke; builders, Stone & Healey.

Eighty-fifth St., n s, 2nO' w First Ave., flve-st'y
brownstoue front tenement, tin roof; cost, $16,0(io.
owner, Jacob L. Maschke, 21 Delaucey St.; archi-
tect, John C. Burne.
East One Hundred and Twenty-fourth St., No. 77,

three-st'y aud basement brownstone front dwell.,
tin roof; cost, $12,000; owner, CUHS. Welde, 413 East
One Hundred and Twenty-fourth St.: architects,
Babcock & McAvoy; mason, Benj. Weeks.
Elizabeth St.. No. 30. rear, two and part three st'y

brick stable, gravel or tin roof; cost, $6,0 '0; owner,
John Maesel, on premises; architect, Win. Jose.

West Sixteenth St. Nos. 410, 412 and 411, one-st'y
brick warehouse and ale vault, gravel composition
roof; cost, *22.000; owner, Thos. McMulleu. 26 West
Thirty-third St.; architect, Augustus Hatneld.
East Eighty-first St., Nos. 210 anil 21.', 2 flve-st'y

brick tenements, tin roofs; cost, each, 416,000; own-
er, Peter Seebald, 1314 Lexington Ave.; architect,John Brandt
Courttand Ave., w s, 25' s One Hundred and Forty-

ninth St.. four-st'y brick tenement and store, tin
roof; cost,' *12,ooo; owner, Bernard Joost, 6n3 East
One Hundred and Thirty-fifth St.; architect, Frank
E. Verder.

First Ace., No. 171, flve-st'y brick with iron front
store, tin roof; cost. $18,000; owners, K. & O. Goelet
261 Broadway; architect, Jos. M. Dunn; mason
Michael Reid.

Sixty ninth St.. n s, 125' w Tenth Ave., two-st'yand basement brick dwell., tin roof: cost. $6 000
owner, Harriet I. Potter. 507 West Sixty-ninth St
architect, Andrew Spence.

cost, each, $15,00'i: owner, Michael Duffy, 156 East
One Hundred and Second St.; architect, Andrew
Speuce.

Sixty-first St., s w cor. Madison Ave., 5 four-st'y
brownstone front dwells., tin roofs; cost, total, $171 -

000; owners, architects and builders, Chas. Buek &
Co.. 63 East Forty-first St.
Third Aoe., Nos. 1578 and 1580, 2 flve-st'y brick

flats and stores, tin roofs; cost, each, $19 OoO- own-
ers, Emily C. Watsonud Laura B. Rhinelander bv
Chas. E. Hhinelander, attorney, 105 East Eighteenth
St. ; architect, Geo. B. Post; builders, Peter Toste-
vin's Sons and Peter Loonau.
Broome St.. n e cor. Wooster St., six-st'y brick

store, tin roof; cost, $49,000; owner, Henry C
Thatcher. Yarmouth, Mass.; architect John F Ale'
Intyre; builders, Alex. Brown, Jr., and John If
Moore.
Eii/hty-sixth St., s s, 330' w Third Ave., 2 flve-st'y

brick flats, tin roofs; cost, each, $25.000; owner, Wm
J. Gessner, 17_'2 Madison Ave.; architects, Thorn &
Wilson; done by days' work.
Eighty-sixth St., s s, 35b' 10'' w Third Ave five

st'y brick flat, tin roof; cost, $19,000; owner archi-
tects, etc., same as last.

II est Fifteenth St., No. 30, four-st'y brick dwell
tin roof; cost, $lt,000; owner, Cornelia Burrows bvEdward Mitchell, agent, 45 West Fifty-fifth St
architect, Chas. E. Hadden.
Ease Eighty-second St., Nos. 233 and 235, 2 flve-st'v

brownstoue front tenements, tin roofs; cost, each
felb.OOO; owner Eva Muller, 446 East Seventy-sixthSt.; architect, John Brandt.

Biality-elghth St.. n s, 21o' e Third Ave.. 4 flve-st'vorownstono front tenements, tin roofs; cost, each,

.

One Hundred and Forty-fifth St., s s, 175' w St.

? \, -" three -s'y fme tenement, tin roof;'

Smulway's e cor. Twenty-second St., flve-st'ybrick store, slate and tin roof; cost, 30fl,000; ownerWm. Jay, etal trustees, 48 Wall St.; architect;
-?? J

Ha'Snt; builders. Robinson & Wallace
hJ^i ^'' s - 25' 2 Six'ty-Ierand St"'iour'st'ybrick and brownstone flat, tin roof; cost, $18,000;

owner, Mrs. Elizabeth A. Albert, Hillsdale, N. Y.;
architects, C. W. Romeyu & Co.; builders, J. & G.
Ruddell.

Eighty-sixth St., n 8, 257' w Ave. A, 4 five-st'y
brownstone front tenements, tin roofs; cost, $25,"00;
owner, Wm. Henderson, 511 East Eighty-second St.;
architect, John C. Burne.

West Fifty-eighth St., No. 156, four-st'y brown-
stone froot dwell., tin roof; cost, $30,1100; owner,
John Coar, l.'K West Fifty-eighth St.; architects,
Thorn & Wilson; days' work.
One JItindrcd and Thirty-second St., n s. 150' e

Eighth Ave., 5 three-st'y brownstone front dwells.,
tin roofs; cost, each, $15,000; owner. Robert Lind-
sey, 2325 First Ave.; architect, J. H. Valentine;
builder, John Hutchison.

ALI'KKATIONS. Mtiideu Lane, No. 88. raise one-st'y,
front wall rebuilt, and internal alterations: cost

$H,0(io; owner, Kdward H. Kellog, 17 Cedar St.;
architect, G. A. Schillinger.

Thirty-sixth St., n s, 15(1' e Second Ave., raise one-
st'y; cost, $r.',0i>0; owner, St. Gabriel's Church,
Rev. Wm. H. dowry, pastor; architect, Jos. M.
Dunn; builders, Sanderson & Son and Jno. Murphy.
East Fifty-eighth St., No. 46, three-st'y and base-

ment brick extension; cost, $10,000; owner. James
D. Fish, 78 Broadway; architect, Ed. H. Kendall;
builders, Warren A. Conover and A. G. Bogert &
Bro.

Philadelphia.

ADDITION. Jlelmont Ave., cor Girard Ave., addition
to "Home for Aged and Infirm Colored Persons,"
south wing 22' x 57', to be four stories, and fire-

proof; Addison Hulton, architect.
CHURCHKS. The congregation of the Hebron Bap-

tist Church propose to erect a church-building at
Fifty-sixth St., cor. Vine St., to cost $611,000.
The First Reformed Church Congregation, having

purchased a lot at Tenth St., cor. Wallace St., pro-
pose to erect thereon a church building, 54' x 107',
to be built of Chester gray stone.

BUILDING PERMITS. Forty-first St.. No. 505, three-
st'y dwell.. 21' x 00'; Wm. M. Schenke.

Thirty-third St., s w cor. Haverford St., 6 two-st'y
dwells., lii' x 45'; Samuel Hang, contractor.
Twenty second St., n w cor. Master St., two-st'y

factory, 14' x 58'; D. Nunneviller, contractor.
Sixty-fit'st St.. s e cor. Lombard St., 2 two-st'y

dwells., one with store, 20' x 32'; Harry Pettit, con-
tractor.

Vine St., n s, e of Fifty-fifth St., three-st'y store
and dwell., 18' x 44'; Harry Pettit, contractor.

Edyemont St., w s, n of Somerset St., two-st'y
dweil., 30' x 31': Juo. Mitchell.

Orkney St., e s, n of Indiana Ave., two-st'y weave-
shop, 32' x 3-'; Jas. W. Hampsou, owner.
Kast Orthodox St., No. 250, two-sfy store, 16' x 40';

Brings & Bro., owners.
'J wenty-nmth St., w s, s of Dauphin St., three-st'y

dwell., 14' x 35'; L. Paul, owner.
Sileerton Ave., n s, 13 two-st'y dwells., 16' x 42',

and Atlanta St., s s, w from Thirty-eighth M., 15

two-st'y dwells., 14' x 37'; F. L. Michaelson, owner.
Allegheny Ace., 8 8, e of Fisher St., three-st'y

dwell., 16' x 60'; Sebastian Helm, contractor.
Frankfnrd lioa'1

. No. 1542, three-st'y store and
dwell., 16' x 73'; Thos. E. Day, contractor.

Esht-r St., w a, n of Thompson St., 6 two-st'y
dwells. 14' x 36'; Jos. Sutton, contractor.
Ninth St., cor. York St., three sty dwell., 17' x

52', and three-st'y store, 16' x 42'; Juo. Klebe, con-
tractor.

Jti/ika Ave., n w s. above Washington St., three-
st'y dwell., 17' x 48': Sturges & Heath, contractors.

Jtipka Ave., s e s, between Hamilton and Mansion
Aves., two-sfy dwell., 18' x 40'; Slurges & Heath,
contractors.
Green Lane, s e s, between Spring and Magnet

Sts., three-st'y dwell., 17' x 48'; Sturges & Heath,
contractors.

Jefferson St., s e s, above Linden St.. 2 two-st'y
dwells., 17' x 48'; Sturges & Heath, contractors.

West Huntingdon St., No. 162, two-st'y dwell., 14'
x 30'; Jacob Ebner, contractor.
Linden St., n e s, s e of Jefferson St., 2 two-st'y

dwells., 18' x 45'; Wm. Eddleman. contractor.
Fairhill St., w s, s of Huniingdon St.. two-st'y

shoe-shop, 16' x 40'; Wm. Tecklenberg. contractor.

TireMi/-fiflh St. w s. s of Oxford St., 3 three-st'y
dwells., 15' x 52'; Jno. L. Carre, owner.
Van Pelt St., n e cor. Berks St., 6 three-st'y

dwells.. 16' x 48'; J. L. Carre, owner.
Boudinot St.. w s. between Somerset St. and Ken-

sington Ave., three-st'y dwell., 16' x 42'; Jno. Cun-
ningham, contractor.

Itelgrade St., w s, n of Capewell St., two-st'y
dwell, and two-st'y shop; 17' x 38'; J. S. Baldt,
owner.
Ktmball St., n s, w of Twenty-first St., 6 two-st'y

dwells., 14' x 27'; Robert Kaighn, contractor.
Salmon St., No. 1617, two-st'y dwell., 16' x 32';

W. Chard, owner.
Tmth St., cor. Lemon St., 5 three-st'y dwells.,

two 17' x 55', three 14' x 24'; Samuel Hart, contrac-
tor.

Tuslum St., s e cor. Kipp St., two-st'y dwell., 14' x
28 ; Thos. Badrnau, owner.
Locust S/., below Sixteenth St., four-ot'y dwell.,

60 x 6(1'; Benj. Ketcham & Son, contractors.

^Huntingdon St., e of Trenton Ave., three-st'y ad-

2 two-st'y
, - - _<c; cnas. Latterty. owner.

Warren St., Noe. 394, 3906,3908 and 3910, 4 two-
st'y dwells., 14' x 4(i'; Hartman Graw.
Philadelphia Almshouse, boiler-house. 52' x 67';

G. L. Harvey, contractor.
North Fifth St., No 2557, two-st'y warehouse, 18'

x 32'; F. Hefling. contractor.
Amber St., not Huntingdon St., 2 two-st'y dwells.,

15' x 34'; J. McSorley, owner.
Gorgas Lane, between Main and Chew Sts., 2

three-sfy dwells., 18' x 48'; Martin Hetzel, con-
tractor.

Cherry St., s e cor. Margaretta St
, three-st'y

store and dwell., 16' x 44'; A. H. Taylor, contractor.
frani-ford Road, cor. Adaline St., 4 two-st'v

dwells.,- 15' x 42'; A. H. Taylor, contractor.
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TITHE prosperity of the building trades in New York seems to

\j have been favorable to the development of the various

associations of workmen, which, although their movements
are less prominently brought to the notice of the public than in

duller times, when their activity takes the character of a strug-

gle for existence, find a sufficient field of effort in endeavoring
to promote the interests of their members in other ways. One
of the strongest of these associations, the Plasterer's Union,
has recently undertaken a work which, while it shows in a sin-

gular manner the extent of the authority delegated to the

managers of such bodies, is nevertheless of interest as indicat-

ing a disposition on their part to take a higher and more con-

scientious view of their duties than they have generally had the

credit of holding. Having become convinced in some way of

the important but neglected truth, that all bad handiwork in-

jures iu the end both the person who is guilty of it and the profes-
sion to which he belongs, the officers of the New York Plaster-

ers' Union, with a decision, not to say an indifference to other

people's]wishes, which is curiously characteristic of such societies,

now employ regular inspectors, representing the Union, who
watch all the plastering work going on in the city, and compel
its execution in accordance with the regulations of the trade,

employing the usual means of coercion in case of disobedience.

Of course, one of the regulations- which the inspectors enforce

is that common to all trade societies, that no man shall do more
than a certain amount of work in a day ; but there are others,

requiring a certain quality of work and materials, which are

carried out with equal vigor, and which certainly deserve the

approbation even of those to whom the limitation of industry
seems objectionable.

1IFIIE avowed intention of these technical regulations is to

J[ make the quality of plastering work uniformly good in all

cases, quite irrespective of the price which the contractor

who pays for it may have agreed to do it for, as some of the

latter have found to their serious inconvenience. Among
other things, the Union forbids the doing of two-coat work
within the city under any circumstances, not only prohibiting
its members from executing such work, but compelling them to

withdraw from any building in which it may, by any possibility,
be done by others. This regulation is of considerable impor-
tance to the cheap builders, who have been accustomed to plas-
ter with two coats in closets and other places out of the way,
but find themselves now obliged to put in and pay for the best

three-coat work everywhere, under pain of being reported by
the inspector, and seeing themselves deserted by all their plas-
terers in a body. It is useless to resist the decrees of the

Union ; no one else can be had to do the work, and a contu-

macious contractor is soon forced into submission. The same

sharp discipline which is dealt out to the builders is also ap-

plied to the members of the Union itself ; and any plasterer
detected in bad, careless or ignorant work is reported and fined.

Even the poor laborers who mix the mortar, although not sub-

ject to the jurisdiction of the plasterers' association, are indirectly

reached, the inspector watching the proportions and quality of

the various materials, and forbidding his men to use mortar not
made to his mind. Whether these rather high-handed proceed-

ings would be countenanced by law if any serious controversy
should arise, may be doubtful, but living as we do in the midst

of universal inferiority in manual workmanship, it is gratifying

to see so vigorous an effort made to restore the character of

even a single trade.

11^1 IK New York Tribune gives an account of Mr. Richard M.

J[ Hunt's design for the pedestal for the great statue of Liberty,
from which it appears that a very Htriking and ambitious

scheme is in contemplation. As our readers know, the stiitue is to

stand in the middle of a small star redoubt called Fort Wood.
The exterior of the redoubt is to be filled with earth, level with

the top of the ramparts, and covered with .^ra^s, the outline of

which will be defined by a granite coping. From the middle

of this formal mass of green will rise a pyramidal structure,

faced with polished ashlar, and containing four external stair-

cases, which occupy the middle of the sides. The pyramidal

portion, which is only about twenty-five feet high, terminates

in a platform, from which four doorways open into the interior

of the monument, through the middle of the sides of a plinth,
some twenty feet high, with nearly vertical sides, adorned with

the carved escutcheons of the various states of the Union.

Above this plinth, and separated from it by a decorated band,
comes a stage, about fifty feet high, of plain masonry, heavily

rusticated, and this again is surmounted by a huge Tuscan

colonnade, carrying a gallery, and richly decorated with large
and effective ornaments, which forms the base of the great
statue. The whole pedestal is about one hundred and fifty

feet high, and it certainly promises, if Mr. Hunt's design is

carried out, to possess an interest little, if at all, inferior to

that of the sculptor's creation which it supports.

T1FHE Builder recently indulged in some reflections on the

\j subject of carriage entrances, as arranged in Parisian

houses, which are quite worthy of attention. Very few of

our architects, and still fewer persons of other professions, un-

derstand the value of this feature in giving dignity and impor-
tance to an elevation as well as a plan, and as a consequence

many opportunities for the display of architectural magnificence,
which would be eagerly seized, and adroitly used, by a French

architect, nre in this country thrown away. In fact, the whole

subject of dignified domestic architecture needs serious study

among the profession here. The increase of wealth and ex-

penditure has been so great that scores of houses are now built

every year in New York, Boston, Philadelphia and other cities

which would, so far as cost is concerned, be classed in any
other country as palaces, just as their owners would rank

among princes to the extent that money and luxury can give
such distinction ; but these structures, so far from presenting

any grandeur or stateliness of aspect, generally have an air of

inflated mediocrity, like a hotel rather than the appropriate
shelter of that complex organism of service and responsibility
which even here goes to make up a large establishment. With
all our democratic ways, there is no need of planning great
houses, as we often find them, in which hundreds of visitors

and guests are entertained every week, with exactly the same

provisions for receiving them that would be furnished iu the

cottage of a mill-operative, with the difference that everything
in the mansion would be on a larger scale. On the occasion of

a reception or ball, the friends of the owners of -houses on which
millions of dollars have been spent are generally expected to

land from their carriages on the sidewalk, to be welcomed by a

gibing crowd of ruffians, restrained by one or two policemen
from pressing upon the dirty little strip of carpet which leads

up a steep flight of steps to the scene of the festivities, which

proclaim themselves to the hearing and sight of all the passers-

by, in a manner quite destructive of dignity.

COMMON
as this disposition is to large houses in London as

well as in our own cities, we imagine that there are few

persons who cannot see the advantage of the French

plan, by which the guests of the house, instead of landing on
the sidewalk, are brought directly into the court-yard, where

they are received, if not by their hosts themselves, at least by
their servants, instead of a dirty mob, and take their leave in

the same way, without fear of annoyance from the rudeness of

strangers. Such distinction as the carriage entrance and court-

yard give are easily obtained, even in a house built with strict

economy in regard to the amount of ground covered ; but where
the owner of the mansion can afford the cost, a great increase

of dignity can be obtained in buildings placed entre cour et

jardin, the street front being formed by a low structure, con-
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tainitig the rooms of the concierge and other servants, with the

carriage entrance in the centre, flanked sometimes by two pro-

jecting wings of the main house, which are brought forward to

the street. These, with the low structure on the street, enclose

the court-yard, beyond which is the higher portion of the build-

ing, containing the state entrance and the grand saloons, which

extend across the whole width of the lot; and behind this por-

tion, whose facade gains greatly in distinction by its haughty with-

drawal from the public thoroughfare, is the garden ,
which is en-

tirely concealed from the view of any one except the inhabitants

of the house, and is often brought into very close connection with

this, as a sort of open-air parlor. Every architect can see the

admirable way in which this arrangement lends itself to stately

and convenient distribution of rooms, as well as to perfect light

and ventilation, and although a house so planned would not be

cheap, there are many people now who would be both able and

willing to pay for the advantages which it would possess, if

they were once pointed out to them.

TITHE character of modern Parisian building is well frustrated

A by some statistics given in the Builder. According to

these there were built in Paris in the two years 1881-1882

three thousand two hundred and fifty-three houses, with eight
hundred and forty-six subsidiary buildings, the whole contain-

ing thirty-four thousand separate dwellings, or about ten to each

building. Even with the universal clustering of households

in these "
magasins de famille" as Viollet-le-l)uc, who had 110

liking for such a mode of living, was accustomed to call them,
rentals in Paris have risen to a very great height. Suites of

five rooms in the topmost stories of houses in a respectable

neighborhood now bring six hundred dollars a year, and the

prices of apartments generally have nearly doubled within

three years. Curiously enough, this great advance is attrib-

uted in part to the construction of the vast and splendid

buildings which have brought ruin upon so many builders' syn-
dicates of late. These houses, although they have proved but

a bad investment, are built in such a costly manner that rooms
in them must bring an extravagant rent to return anything like

interest on the capital which they represent; and the rates

which were unremunerative to their owners have set the stand-

ard for similar, but inferior accommodations in the older build-

ings. In the light of this experience, it will be interesting to

see whether the huge apartment-houses now building in the

fashionable quarters of New York will have a similar effect

upon rentals of tenements in more modest quarters.

CERTAIN
recent excavations in Paris have exposed the re-

mains of an extensive amphitheatre, dating from the Ro-
man period, occupying the ground about the corner of the

Rue Monge and the Rue de Navarre, in the most crowded part
of the city. Already the ruins of the aqueduct which brought
water to the building have been discovered, with a fragment of

the podium wall which surrounded the arena, two of the divi-

sion walls which supported the ranges of seats, and a part of
the colonnade belonging to the stage. The character of the

masonry indicates that the building belongs to the second cen-

tury of our era, which would make it the most ancient ruin in

Paris, with the exception, perhaps, of parts of the wall enclos-

ing the Seine, and about two hundred years older than the

fragments of Julian's palace adjoining the Hotel Cluny. At
a little distance from the portion of the amphitheatre first dis-

covered were found the remains of an arched passage, leading
toward the building from the side of the Rue de Navarre ; and
connected with these was another fragment of the podium wall.
The stones showed signs of burning, as if the building had been

destroyed by fire, and the masses of masonry had evidently
served as a quarry for the neighboring villages for centuries af-
terward. It is probable that the two disconnected ruins now
exposed are all that remain of the building, but an effort will
be made to preserve them intact.

TT7HE giant trees of California, which have been one of the

J[ wonders of the world ever since their discovery, some
twenty-five or thirty years ago, are now found to be far

surpassed by certain specimens of the eucalyptus found in the
mountains of southeastern Australia. The highest tree at

present standing in the groves of Mariposa County is three
hundred and twenty-five feet high, and this is only the largest
out of a small number of specimens of a tree found nowhere
else, while the Australian forests contain many thousands of

greater height than this, one of them, the tallest yet measured,

being four hundred and seventy-one feet from the ground to

the summit. The diameter at the base of this enormous plant
is eighty-one feet, so that if it should ever be cut down, a squad-
ron of cavalry might go through its evolutions on the stump, in

place of the modest quadrille which it has given so much pleas-
ure to the Califoruians to dance upon the truncated fragment
of one of their great sequoias. As in California, the largest of

the Australian trees are no longer standing, and a prostrate
trunk has been found which measured four hundred and thirty-
five feet from the roots to the place where the upper portion
had been broken off by the fall. The broken tip had disap-

peared, but as the diameter of the trunk at the point of frac-

ture was three feet, it is estimated, with great probability, that

this indicates an additional length, for the perfect tree, of at

least seventy feet, making the whole height of the plant more
than five hundred feet. Concerning the time required for de-

veloping from a very minute seed a tree which would overlook
the Great Pyramid, no inquiry has been made, and as the evi-

dence of the so-called annual rings is now known to be worth-
less for determining this point, we may never be able to form
even an approximate estimate of the age of these giants, but
the common eucalyptus has been observed to grow from seed
to a height of sixty feet in ten years, and it is quite probable
that a few centuries have sufficed to bring specimens planted
in a favorable soil to their full development.

UP
to the present time the balance of strength between the

appliances of offensive and defensive warfare has been

turning slowly in favor of the former. The Romans, it is

true, found no fortifications among their enemies which they,
with their towers and engines, could not in time break through ;

but their successors in mediaeval times, who had much more oc-

casion than they to study the art of protecting themselves from
their enemies, soon learned how to build castles which would
resist indefinitely the best military science of the age, unless

betrayed by treachery, or surprised in an unguarded moment.
Such castles as these, which the royal armies of France and

England often besieged for years without success, were of
course impregnable by any feebler force, and Europe, at least,
would probably be to this day divided between plundering bar-
ons and wretched slaves, if the beneficent invention of gun-
powder had not given the serfs the means of bringing their

masters to reason, by knocking down over their heads the towers
and battlements which had for so many ages enabled them to

defy human justice. In the hands of the great military engi-
neers of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries the art of
fortification consisted rather in the skilful combination of de-
fensive works to delay the advance of an enemy, than in the

attempt to construct isolated buildings of great strength, and
as the range and effectiveness of artillery has improved, the

opportunities for resisting it by rampart sand walls have dimin-

ished, until a great armored ship, like the one recently con-
structed for the Italian Government, which can sail, driven by
engines of eighteen thousand horse-power, at a rate of nearly
twenty miles an hour in any direction, and, itself protected
from the effect of any artillery yet made by a steel plating
nineteen inches thick, can concentrate ten thousand pounds of
iron at a single discharge upon any given spot, would find few
fortified seaports in the world which it could not ravage with

impunity.

LTHOUGH few of our readers are likely to have occasion
to build forts, it will not be amiss for them to know how
such works of defense are to be constructed. According

to a recent report of the United States Board of Engineers for
Fortifications as quoted in the Scientific American, it is proba-
ble that in future the stronger fortresses, like the great ships
of war of the present day, will be furnished with iron turrets,
protected by armor of sufficient strength to resist the impact
of any known projectile. It is unnecessary to say that the
stone and brick forts of our ancestors are hardly of more use
than shells of boards for defending persons within them against
the attack of modern artillery, and it seems that the heaviest

plates of cast steel and iron are little better, either material

breaking to pieces under the blow of a two-thousand-pound
cannon-ball. Wrought-iron, however, and hammered steel, are

tough enough to resist the shock without breaking ; and as the

report of the Engineer officers says, the latter, used in plates
twenty inches or more in thickness, may be the material so long
sought, that will resist with certainty the offensive weapons to
which modern science has given such terrible power.
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"
King out Ihe oM, ring in the new,
Km,; .Hit tli.' false, ring in the true."

JIuM I

I

t to that which is good."

seem?- l.i in,', I IK; mem; I

look :tl lliis subject, the

more it expands in every
ilii'i'i'tinii. and the difficul-

ties in the wsiy increase
/<;

rata of llic c x pa n s i o n.

There is one fuel not gen-

erally conceded by the

architect and arti.-t,

yet it is an eternal fact,

our main hope for

future success hangs
thereon it is this : that

the natural h u in a u

mind in the civilized

world, if left unencum-
bered by expert (?)
advice, without know-

ing the books, judges

any art effort correctly

eoery time. Not long
ago a little four-year-
old showed me a Christ-

mas book of kitten

pictures, and on every
new page the little fore-

linger would go down
on some particular
kitten's head, and her

face turn up at me with a most gleeful laugh. That one of the

kittens always proved to have a vigorous, spirited expression,
while the rest were regulation kittens. The baby picked out the

right one every time. I have observed the same thing in many
instances, in young and old, and am satisfied there is a natural affinity

between the unsophisticated mind and truth.

In reality our enemy is our " artist
"
(sometimes he can't draw, some-

times he can sketch), our man of taste, cultivated taste, travelled taste,

who picked up all the vices along his path the virtues he passed,
these were too tame to interest him; it is the young artist who
came by the royal road to fame the old way was too laborious for

him, hence he ignores or belittles what he does not know how to do,

or is too indolent to do it
;

it is the figure-painter, who does not need

anatomy, or the landscape-painter, linear perspective, not one of whom
will be remembered twenty years after his death, linked together
with the dealer, the manufacturer, the man of business, these are

the fountains of public taste, together with the merchant-tailor, the

milliner, the upholsterer; and how could they thrive if a suit of

clothes were in style till it be worn out ? Hence the longevity of a

fashion is not coeval with the wear of a bonnet. There being money
in this transaction, they can afford to educate the public mind up to

admiring and buying their magnificently artistic goods. Ten years

ago a sewing-machine, prime cost $13.50, could not be got into a

house for less than $60 ;
a twenty-inch wall-paper centre, prime

cost five cents, retailed at fifty cents, and everything artistic in the

same way. Considering this we can see how much the trade could

afford for educational purposes, in the shape of commissions, brass

band, posters and fancy catalogues. Thus our country has been

educated in our art taste. The country survived because of its won-

derful productive force, but art suffered by the transaction.

Darley's
"
Margaret,"

"
Sleepy Hollow '" and "

Rip Van Winkle "

became antiquated and "
Symphonies in Payne's gray," etc., fol-

lowed. I have seen Greek statues by
" famous "

artists somewhere
between ten and twelve heads high. When we find architects able

and willing to risk an absolute outlay of, say, $10,000 on a superb
set of drawings for a competition and when we see some of these

men lose as many, or more competitions, than they gain, and not

get poor by the transaction, there is, apparently, a screw loose some-

where, and were it not for the eternal fact before referred to, our case

would be hopelessly bemired indeed. But right will eventually pre-
vail and all this charlatanism with its evanescent glory will some

day pass into oblivion.

In the outset, let this fact be indelibly impressed on our minds,
that our possible success will never reach farther up, or down, than

the extent of our positive knowledge; it will ever be like water, al-

ways finding its own level
;
hence the importance of a continual

striving for an increase of exact knowledge of every kind. Our ar-

tistic architectural form in order to command respect must be aes-

thetic, intellectual, original and homogeneous ; it must be neither

bought, borrowed nor stolen, and hence some very dilHcult questions
are awaiting answer this side of the starting-point.
How can anything grow naturally in such a whirlwind, where we

move forward at the rate of sixty miles an hour? What form or

character will result from the boiling down of our heterogeneous pop-
ulation, made up as it is of the American, (Yankee and Tarheel, Buck-

eye and Cracker, the Gopher and the Sucker, the Hoosier and the

Wolverine), the Irish, English, Dutch, German, French, Russian,
Italian and what not?

\Vc have nearlv all the climatic conditions of the habitable globe

and about all thei'r religions from way up yonder down to none at all.

Here are all Imaginable antagonisms combined, physical, mental, in-

tellectual and moral, and yet we are a nation, a unit before the out-

side world, and as Mirli possess a dislinctiyc character. \\ hat is it?

Who ran crystallize this " what is it "into tangible form ? Let us

not despair," though our problem now is greater and more difficult

than it was among other people; they simply let it alone and it came

of itself;
"

it growed." That experiment with us resulted, I fear, in

"
growing to weeds;" at leat what is not weeds appears to be trans-

planted from across the sea.

Now the most expressive architectural form is decorative orna-

ment, and this is gradually vanishing from among us, for of late

years the "
picturesque

"
style reflecting, however, rather the char-

acter of the sturdy pilgrim or the Manhattan burgomaster of old,

than ours of to-day is coming into vogue. At best it is but like

the music of an a;olian harp as compared with an operatic orchcs-

tra. We shall get little or no practice in ornament unless a new

leaf is turned over in the public sentiment about that ' current

barbarism known as good taste," which now commands that CM-TV -

thing be plain. The cause of this is : first, the unfortunate everlast-

ing demand for a continual change, for worse or for better, but

change anyway ; second, it began to be felt that we had about ex-

hausted the ornament of the past of all countries, i.e., what we

could comprehend of them, and the propriety of making something

of our own didn't occur to us, so we went and threw the whole busi-

ness overboard and satisfied ourselves for a while with "
crankifying

"

the work of English people of quality. Now we don't exactly

know where we are nor what to do next. Since good ornament is

very expensive, if wrought in genuine materials, I would suggest

the"propriety of easing
off from the time-honored and correct prac-

tice of making everything genuine, for the following reasons : our

ordinary building in this country is pulled down and rebuilt about

every forty years ; besides, commonly, we are too poor in artistic skill

as well as in money to build anything now that will stand the test of

time. But let me be understood : where we have money enough at

command, I would stick to the old doctrine of having everything

genuine to the last item.
" A thing of beauty is a joy forever." That most beautiful of things

the fi'eche of the St. Chappclle, Paris, and probably the most bcauti->

ful tower, that of St. Jacques, are so by reason of their beautiful pro-

portions, and the subtile refinement and thought, together with the

harmonious distribution of their most elaborate decorations. Here all

is hewn in stone,
1 and the world will never again see their duplicate ;

for a man with the necessary art-love and art-discrimination to build

such works will never have money enough to do it : there are one hun-

dred thousand more chances of his being struck by lightning. A bar-

ren stone spire, though solid and everlasting, never made
a^ pleasing

impression on my mind, while the beautiful
paintings

of
Fortuity's

minarets, though in water-color, the frailest thing imaginable, stick to

my memory with an astonishing vividness. Under these conditions

the question arises, shall we not, pro tern, make a compromise with

tliis eternal-duration business, and be satisfied with materials which,

though not everlasting, are still good for forty years or more, and

cheap enough for us to use lavishly. We might, under these condi-

tions, produce works which, though seen but once, would always be

remembered with pleasure. A chance would be afforded to multiply

interesting forms, and children would see and remember them when

they grow up as parts of the " dear old home," house or city. I be-

lieve in highly elaborate, even gorgeous decorations in their proper

place, but they must be subtile, full of thought and meaning, beautiful

in form and vigorous expression. The outcome of the fact that ours

is not an heroic age, but one of subtile, vigorous thought and utilitari-

anism, will naturally give us a quiet sky-line (except in the monumental

buildings,
here we are heroic as ever), a severe facade, scarcely sym-

metrical, for there is such a variety of uses to be provided for, and

the ornamental must give precedence to the useful ;
hence our decora-

tive form would scatter itself rather among the details. Our cornices,

panels, mouldings, capitals, pilaster-heads, brackets, etc., should be

elaborately decorated with sharp, vigorous, subtile and refined forms

and lines, full of thought and well-expressed meaning, for there is so

much of interest passes before us every hour of the day that we are

almost nauseated with spicy things, and unless a thing is very full and

deep we hardly give it a single glance, or a moment's thought. In the

above sense, the more elaborate the decoration the higher it grades,

for the artist (I mean a man of brains and learning) stops when he

gets done. The starry firmament is a much grander spectacle than

Venus, beautiful as she is. Cast-iron and cast-zinc are capable of

much more in artistic decorative form than has been reached yet,

and-the sky-line of the St. Chappelle, together with the beautiful deli-

cacy of its finials, crockets, gargoyles, tracery, etc., would be quite

possible, with a reasonable amount of money, built in timber,

covered with strong galvanized-iron, and decorated with cast-zinc.

What if it did not last forever ? Nothing except bronze is lasting, and

shall we be doomed forever to look at barren, bizarre, clumsy and un-

interesting forms, simply because we are too poor to afford it in stone,

and it cannot be made in brick, while, if we took the above course, we

might revel in beautiful forms outside and in ; and testhctic art would

never make it so thick that you would wallow in it, as in the Zopf
time, although I say it with all reverence. There is no period more

1 The present Jteche of the Salnte Chapelle is of wood covered with lead. EDS.
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instructive to the art student than the Baroque, for no century to my
knowledge has given us so much phantasy, or such a variety of

vigorous form, or such a number of really great talents, but having
departed from true principles their work could not last.

Let us have beauty and meaning, too, in our decorations, but let us

not forget that beauty is a very delicate and tender plant ;
it requires

much nursing, weeding and trimming, /. e., labor of love, labor that

cannot be delegated ;
for the artist should go to nature for the basis of

all his forms, bend them to his will, and impress them with his own
individuality ;

that is what makes art of it, and when it is art it

will always command respect sooner or later. All natural forms re-

quire a certain amount of conventionalizing to bring them into suitable

harmony with the architectural lines and forms of which they are to

form a part, and it is in this conventionalism that the artist gives his

own personal interpretation of the natural forms
;

it is here that he

impresses his own personality, and that makes it his work.
The architect in this country has two distinctly different and an-

tagonistic duties to perform, each requiring talent the opposite of the

other, and the two have never yet to my knowledge existed in the
same person to more than a limited degree. The one is the builder's

which constructs and engineers ; the other, the poet's which makes
"
crystallized music

"
of the structure

;
the first is a necessity, the sec-

ond is a desirable accessory.

By the possessor of the first, the mathematical temperament is

required, the executive function
;

lie is like the general of an army,
who directs and supervises the movements of the whole

;
he sees that

the quartermaster has the proper supplies always within reach, he
looks after the accounts, the construction, keeps the corps in proper,
healthy motion, and brings the building to a successful completion ;

this is the supervising architect, the " man of affairs," and the corps
of clerks-of-the-works, accountants, constructive engineers, etc., is his
his staff.

In the other lies the designing function, which requires rather the

artistic, the poetical temperament ;
he needs to be a book-worm, an ob-

server of everything (except business) between the grass and the
stars. His mind should be stored not with figures and computations,
but with the architectural and decorative forms of all times, nations
and climes

;
he should be a philosophic thinker, who wants to know

the whys and wherefores, and see the bottom of everything in his

line, an original as well as practical man (there is no use in the

conception of impossible things) : the corps of draughtsmen is his

staff, but everything from the main conception down to the work-
ing details should pass through his hands, for then only is a perfectly
harmonious whole possible.

Since the combination of these two opposite talents in a high de-

gree in one man would be a miracle, there should be always two
men to do what is expected of the architect. A great and permanent
success is then possible by this process I think the grand cathedrals

grew up. Such combination is still the custom in Germany in a modi-
fied form. The failure to comprehend this point left England, with
few exceptions, behind the rest of the world until the present century,when the Gothic Renaissance sprang up, and it was a sad day for our
art when Lord Palmerston said to Sir Gilbert Scott,

"
I don't like your

Gothic." It would have been a smaller disaster had Wellington failed at
Waterloo, and had the British lion been doomed to do house-work for

Napoleon for a few years. English Gothic was moving forward with
such vigor and promise that if the "noble Lord" had left it alone it
would have conquered the world, and the late monstrosities of clumsy
crudeness, highly polished, would have become impossible. As it was,
the movement early and late, with Ruskin as the central figure, brought
English art (painting, sculpture and architecture) from nowhere" to
fully abreast with the rest of the world. A compilation of the works of
bir Christopher Wren on one sheet is an amazing spectacle ; there is
about as much of it as a whole generation of Frenchmen or Germans
accomplished in those days, yet looking over the whole, the main
characteristics that proclaim it

" Wren's "
and " Eno-lish

"
are clum-

siness and crudeness of detail, where it is not a slavish copy of
the books. How could it be otherwise? It was far too much for one
man, and the result was quite natural. The custom in England was,and is largely to this day, as also to some extent in this country, for
the architect simply to make the block-plans and sketches fo'r his
work then hand them over to his draughtsmen or clerks to work out

idea. J he outcome of this practice was and is that the bulk of
the works possess no individual character, seldom refinement, and
otten no character at all, for the clerk being a subordinate tries to

the "boss," and never can impress his own individual character
lully on his work. An architect may surround himself with a corps
of draughtsmen who understand him so well that you cannot tell theirwork from his, nor his from theirs, but this at once lowers the work in
;rade ;

it drops down from art to business. If a man feels that he is
not so well up as a specialist in something he wants to apply, lethim get a specialist to put it in and the whole work will be the better

wJ II
ln
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,

if/ U can the result, if Goethe, Carl vie, or
Wagner had only made the block-sketches of their works, and handed

towork out -

i
-

thc draughtsman or clerk, though he hasno identi y : I know several important and successful works where theclerk made the sketches as well as the elaboration,,, and 1 know severalothers where there would have been a general gain if he had
; and aiiion*

draughtsmen I have known some of the most studious, learned and in"
gemous designers, as well as original ones. The English barrister said

" If I were an architect I would not call myself an artist." That was
all right for him in all probability ;

some folks would and some should

not; but I am talking specially to that element of our fraternity, es-

pecially the young men, whose face is ever turned toward Zion, in an
art sense, though some of us may never get there, but we earnestly
look in that direction. If we hope, however, to see daylight in our
art the office must cease to be a drawing factory, for the factory part
of it is sure to kill all the better aspirations in master as well as

clerk. Of the twenty odd hundred drawings required for the Law
Courts, Street made every one with his own hands

;
he even retouched

the works of his modeller; this latter shows what importance lie

attached to the purity, refinement and individuality of original detail,
and who stands higher than Street in the profession? When Lienarel
was about to publish his work, Paris had no engraver who was capa-
ble of giving the individuality of his drawings, hence he was obliged to

do it himself. The work on the detail and working drawings is

what lives in the building after the job is finished and paid for.

Since nature abounds in beautiful forms, masses, lines and colors

everywhere, why should the work of man partake so much of the
rocks or the farmer's stone-pile, and here even we are beginiiin<* to

drop out the ferns, the lichens and the wild flowers that grow in"the
crevices. Nature leaves nothing unadorned, hence every reason for

decorating our works, but let us see to it that our own decorations do
also adorn, not simply befuzzle

;
let us ever keep the "accumulated

experience of ages
"
before us

;
let us form an intimate acquaintance,

that reaches down to the small details, with the great historic art
monuments of the world, for I feel satisfied that this present severit v
and simplicity is the result of only a "

bowing acquaintance
"
with

the great works of history. Let more time and importance be given
this point in our training-schools, and when we shall have become
reasonably well skilled in it we will find more to admire in it, as well
as more pleasure in the practice of it

;
and what we shall make will

be more worthy of contemplation, and then our works will command
a lasting respect, but not till then. The eye will then no longer be
offended with Renaissance pilasters and columns of twenty-five diame-
ters, with dreadful caps as often seen in "

prize designs
"

of "
leadiii"

architects
"

in the West and hereabouts, puffed by country papers as

"grand and magnificent," though never quoted or copied abroad.
I hope yet, however, to see a better day, the time when the culti-

vated Englishman will no longer quote our work as "
poor, but pretty

give us the same position relatively in architectural art abroad that
we now hold in machinery and watches

; let our book publications be
only the original works of the most advanced men, and let the puerile
trasli of second-class draughtsmen and botched-up copies of good cata-
logue designs become things of the past, and be eliminated from our
shelves. A leading architect once asked me " what are books for if
not to copy from V

"
Another complained that the new books with new

ideas came so slowly that he always got tired of copying one thin"- before
a new one came out. Washington Irving's neighbors owned the land
but he owned the landscape. Every nationality and time owns its own

others have done we surely can do. Let us learn vigor from the modern

1 1 I 1 ,
~
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think, think, and our work will sparkle with thought, form and ex-
pression. I think it was Ruskin who defined ornament as " intri-

cacy combined with thought," and intricacy without thought as filioree.
Thus equipped, let us work out our problem in our own way, dec-

orating with nature's forms slightly conventionalized. Let us be
much more critical with our own work than with that of others.
Let self-complacency be banished from our code. Let us not be at-
ished with anything we can make, until in proportion, of the whole
and in detail, it is as good as the Greek

;
till it looks comfortable, not

as though it had been sat down on, any more than stretched out to
make it long enough ;

till it is as harmonious and chaste as theirs, and
everything is as appropriate for the purpose as the columns of the
I arthenon. [In the decorations the first essential is the outline this
covers the subject, form and distribution in the foliations ct as
many straight lines as possible, and architectural lines and ties to
hold the thing together. The modulation accents the whole expres-sion and by it an interesting play of lights and shadows and the one-I _i . i o* J --(,-- >**\JIWTO ,11:14 lut; v,

midred-aiid-one middle tones are given.] When our proportion :

combination are settled, let us soften down the angulariUeg and
1 1 1 (' tll(> rtAt fki la a n * 1 f^ 1 ! ...!___ . _ i I ,

and
re-

_ * 4ju ^ iui eiiuiia
Indian lace and Moresque work. Great as this mule.l

taking is, yet undauntedly let us aim at perfection and we shall strike
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Lrt our lives be pure ami our art will be pure, for I have never yet
seen a bail man produce a good work of art, the Pompadour mor-
als are quite distinctly readable iu the decorations of the period,
and if the inlluence of our art is not good, our country had belter

do without.

Together with this paper I have made a sheet of sketches [See Illu--

tratiuns] showing inv idea worked out in the various buildings, and
when 1 say the sheet is the work of but six days (all I hail to spare),
further excuse, for the imperfections will not be needed, yet it gives iu

a rough way the direction in which I think we should go. 1 have given
brackets and veranda posts and trim, as now in vogue and as 1 would
like to see them. I would respectfully ask the various Chapters to

discuss the points of this paper, criticise it, as well as the sketch'-.-,

and where they think 1 have erred give us tin 1 corrections ; and if

some think the whole is bosh, all right, give us something that is not

bosh, for it will not be thu work of a day or one man, and if this

generation works out the problem successfully, we may be considered

eminently successful. I have had two criticisms already a friend

of mine, an architect of note, an Englishman, said that I had
" Diitchified the Renaissance ;

"
another, a sculptor of very considera-

ble erudition, a German, remarked,
" You always get so many English

forms in your things."
In attempting to crystallize this matter into appreciable form, the

following ideas have suggested themselves. The first thing to do is

to get the block-form or mass-form, and, dealing with the monumental

building, it must first give us the necessary accommodations on the

floors, with practically not more than two or three stories, and con-

taining one, two, or three large assembly halls and a basement. This

gives us : the greater the building the "
squattier

"
the mass-form to

deal with. The grand heroic effect aimed at and attained too in the

Middle Ages, is no longer practicable, hardly possible, a fact univer-

sally recognized (see the Grand Opera, Paris, and the late prize designs
of the Reichstagsgebaude, Berlin), yet a public building should al-

ways have something towering up above all in its neighborhood, to

proclaim the fact afar that here is where McGregor sits, here is the

head of the table. It should be in our case slender, vigorous, bold,
rakish and daring. I think 11. M. Upjohn came nearer to it in the

Hartford Capitol than any building in this country. The American
Victor Emmanuel Monument design by Henry L. Gay, Chicago, shows
the same spirit in the lines and mass, also Dostiek's design of the

model for the Washington monument, " Pluribustah."

This form of sky-scraper gives that peculiar refined, independent,
self-contained, daring, bold, heaven-reaching, erratic, piratic, Quixo-
tic, American thought (" young America with his lack of venera-

tion"). The capitoT building should always have a dome. I should
raise thereon a gigantic

"
sky-scraper," contrary to all precedent in

practice, and I should trust to American constructive and engineer-
ing skill to build it strong enough for any gale. The court-house has
similar requirements on a smaller scale, the Government building is

a compromise between the judicial and commercial ; there is the

church with plenty of ground, crammed in between store-blocks in a

city and the country church different conditions governing each.
With the school-house the tower business should end, for in the

single store, store-block or country seat, there is no sound raison

d'etre for one, except that the tower on a house used to entitle the

owner to be called captain or major, but that has become too com-
mon. In the way of cresting, finials, etc., I have given some origi-
nal suggestions, as well as gable and general decorative designs; and
the two sitting figures are intended to show that there should be a

harmony between man and his surroundings and what kind of art
forms harmonize with the man of to-day,

" the young America." In
the hope of seeing this vital point of the future architectural form of

America widely discussed, extensively drawn and sketched, and
worked up so that all imaginable sides of the subject shall come to

the surface, and all imaginable interpretations of it, I leave it with
I'll

Schiller s

"
Schlag den Zapfen raus

Gott bewahr' das Haus,
Soil das Werk den Meister loben

Doch der Segen kommt von oben."

JOHN MOSER.
Atlanta, Ga. t

WINDOWLESS HOUSES IN FRANCE. Mr. Bright's appalling state-
ment as to the number of families in Glasgow living in only one room
apiece is capped by the statistics of overcrowding in French cities

given by M. Naduad in support of his bill dealing with unhealthy tene-
ments. According to M. Naduad there are 219,270 houses in France
without any window whatever, and to which light and air are admitted,
when admitted at all, only through the door or a hole in the door,
which has to be stopped in wet or cold weather. Allowing five people
to a family, more than one million persons altogether must be housed
in this execrable fashion. In Paris, although sixty thousand tenements
have been dealt with in the last thirty years under the act of 1850, there
are still between three or four thousand families living in single rooms
without means of warming, and between two or three thousand in sin-

gle rooms with no aperture for light and air cupboards in fact. Be-
tween twenty-five or thirty thousand habitations consist of a single
room only.

" This side of the social question,
"

says the report from
which these statistics are drawn,

" has to be faced before all others
"

a conclusion which is gradually forcing itself on the minds of men in
other countries besides France. Pall Mall Gazette.

Onus

FUO.M BAYREUTH TO RATISBON. NOTES OF A
HASTY TRIP. IX.

MOXG the recently added attrac-
tions of Nuremberg is one ;;reat in

/ interest and value the Grniuut-
/xi //.< Musi mil. Established

only a few \ ears ago it has been
so liberally subsidized and so in-

telligently' filled that it has now
only two rivals in all Germany
the analogous collections at Ber-
lin ami Munich. In one way
this of Nuremberg is the most

satisfactory of them all by rea-
son of the nature of its housing.
No brand-new building with

great rectangular rooms contains
this marvellous collection of old-

world treasures, but a late
Gothic convent which, with its

adjoining cloisters, has been

cleverly put to service. The
rooms are many and well-lighted,
and their being of such different
sizes but adds to their availa-

bility. The long corridors of the
cloisters serve as a repository
for the casts and works of sculp-

ture, while the charming little green quadrangles upon which one
comes at every turn, accommodate the larger pieces and the architect-
ural relics. It is hard to say what is not contained in this charming
museum casts and sculptures, furniture of every sort, iron-work, em-
broideries, tapestries, wood-carvings, porcelain stoves, pottery, stained-

glass, goldsmith's work, and all the minor objects which mediajval
craftsmen turned from mere things of daily service into things of peren-
nial beauty. There is also a large picture collection, and an immense
and most valuable collection of old prints and original wood-blocks,
all the things of every sort being of German origin. Each description
of work is arranged by itself and catalogued bit by bit with labels so

full, so clear and so accurate that they are a standing reproach to the

always insufficient and often slovenly and misleading cataloguing of
our own museums. All the treasures which had for long been housed in

various Nuremberg buildings have now been collected in this museum.
Hundreds of things have been brought from other places, and rich

gifts have not been lacking. The famous little collection formerly
in the castle is now here, pictures and all, as well as the larger col-

lection of pictures (including the fine Diirers), which used to be in

the unused Moritz Capelle. The paintings occupy a long, admirably
lighted gallery at the top of the building and some adjoining rooms,
while in another corridor have been wisely put apart by themselves
all such paintings as are not artistically of much worth, but are still

valuable for historical reasons chiefly as records of costume. It is

a bewildering labyrinth of beauty, this old convent which has been
put to modern uses, but in no way injured as to its own character-
istics. One loses one's self, perchance, and, seeking ever new things,
revisits ground already covered

;
but to be obliged to travel it again

is scarcely a misfortune, and one is amply repaid for any little loss

of time in seeking one's bearings, by the pleasure of seeing lovely
things in such appropriate surroundings. This is no regulation mu-
seum, which by its logical regularity tempts one to fall into the

galloping tread, the impatient hurry of the typical tourist, to whom
time is indeed money, and more than money. I know of no other

place save in the Musee de Cluny at Paris where this tourist speed
seems so much out of place, these tourist habits so lose their hold.
One looks and dawdles and really sees and enjoys doing one's task

forpleasure and not for duty.
To pass from these ancient walls with their time-worn contents to

the outskirts of Nuremberg and the Industrial Exhibition which was
in progress last summer, was indeed a change. Here I must confess
one went at the call of duty only simply to inform one's self, or,
more likely, to avoid the certain shame of being afterwards taunted
with one's crime in visiting Nuremberg while the great Bavarian
exhibition was in progress and lazily neglecting to see it. Who for

pleasure merely would choose, with all the beautiful antiquity of

Nuremberg about one, and its- lovely surrounding country templing
one's eyes and feet, to spend a day in these dusty, teeming wooden
barracks, looking at mountains of spools of thread, pyramids of

sausages, puffing steam-engines, wax figures dressed in fashionable

toilettes, and all the rest of the commodities which, in ancient Nurem-
berg as well as in modern Boston, make up an Industrial Exhibition
of to-day? And to spend one day in such work was nothing. The
exhibition was immense, and seemed all comprehensive, though limited
to the products of Bavaria only, and in a whole day one could not
even gain a general idea of its extent, much less of its contents.
The immense mass of these showed the most cursory visitor, indeed,
how great is the commercial and manufacturing energy of the coun-

try to-day, how vastly it has grown within the last half decade.
But more than this it was hard to perceive, except in the few
directions where one's own taste or experience had fitted one to

judge. I can say nothing of the soap, the sausages, the carriages,
the cloths of Bavaria. I only know that one of the most picturesque
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isseldort ot a past generation than or tne luunicn 01 our own.

lere was only one contributor who was impressive, but he is one of

! giants of to-day, and his few pictures made it worth one's while

have scanned all the tediousness of his brethren. This was Len-

spots in the exhibition was a great booth where beer was dispensed

by Tyrolean peasants in costume and what every one could guess
who has been to the city at any time that the mountains of Nurem-

berg pfe[ferkuchen were simply overpowering, that nowhere else bul

in this city can one learn what this delectable food may mean, and

that one may live weeks in Nuremberg milking constant experiments
and yet not become acquainted with all its varieties, or appreciate all

their charms. Farther than this I can only report on the artistic or

semi-artistic objects that were gathered together. There was a

rather large collection of modern pictures which, seeing the rank of

Munich in the art world to-day, we thought would be interesting.

But it was chiefly remarkable for the absence of all the best names

and for its exce'eding dreariness of aspect, speaking more of ihe

Diisseldorf of a past generation than of the Munich of our own.

the

to have

bach, who is surely, if not the very greatest of living portrait-

painters, at all events no whit behind the best. I do not know any one

whom I can quite rank with him, not only for the force and truth of

his portraiture as such, and the technical brilliancy of his work, but

for the grand and sober beauty of his results among all the por-
traits of to-day the ones which could most safely be hung side by side

with the Titians and Rembrandts of other years. His chief con-

tribution was one of the many versions he lias made of the splendid

figure of the great German Chancellor. This time he was in civilian's

dress, with the high stock about his neck and the great slouch hat

upon his head that he wears when in retreat at Varzin. A half-

length, seated figure with the head turned partly away from the

spectator, it was one of the most magnificent specimens of the art

that I had ever seen as vivid as nature (nay more vivid, for it

showed the characteristic facts of nature intensified by art), and as

beautiful as fine workmanship, fine color, and above all a marvellous

tone, could make it.

Turning to the decorative and industrial arts one saw signs that

much improvement had been made in Germany within the past few

years. Not only at this exhibition but wherever I went last summer
I found the same thing that whereas some dozen years back it

had been almost impossible to furnish a house tastefully with modern-
made articles it was now the easiest thing in the world so to do.

Paper-hangings, carpets, curtain draperies, furniture, ornaments,

everything had improved in color, in design, and in outline. A sim-

ilar improvement has, of course, taken place in our country during
the same lapse of years ; but there is a difference to be noted be-

tween the two movements, and it is a difference, I think, which tells

in favor of ourselves not only just at the moment but still more as

we try to predict what future work may be. We are apt to say of

ourselves that we can discover nothing new, that it is too late to try
to be original in decorative art, that everything has been said and
done already and that what remains for us is only to say and do the
same things over again, adapting them as intelligently as possible to

our novel needs and uses. There is a certain measure of truth in all

this, yet it is, I think, a smaller measure than we quite realize. We
so clearly perceive the old borrowed elements in our work that we do
not appreciate how many now ideas or at least aspirations it contains
until we compare it with what is being done in foreign countries. Or
if we see that it is new we perhaps doubt whether it is really good
or whether it only so appears to us because we are isolated from the
best work of former days. But let us compare it with current work
abroad, and in many directions we shall see reason to congratulate
ourselves both upon our present success and upon our promise for
the future. It is several years since I was in England and I cannot

speak with as much confidence of English work as I should wish
;

but taking the Continental, the French and German both, I will say
that the more I saw of it last summer the more satisfied I was with
what we are doing here at home. Not that it is all good not much
of it comes near perfection ;

but it is far better than some of our critics
would have us believe, and especially far more original. In Ger-
many just now it is easy, as I have said, to get good furnishings of

every kind, but every individual article will be found to be an exact

duplicate of something old. The industry with which old things are
collected and studied, the patient skill with which they are imitated
are quite remarkable, and the result is work which is indeed a boon
to any householder who, like the writer, went through the agony of

trying to furnish a home decently some dozen years ago. But "the
result is less satisfactory when we come to look ahead, to imagine
what will be the result of the new movement. It can have none
very valuable that I can see, unless a radical change comes over the
spirit of maker and purchaser. The " correct thing

"
to-day is to

have everything All Deulsch not "Old German "
in the sense of

being an adaptation of motives used long ago, but " Old German "
in

the sense of being a literal copy of some one definite old production.The dealer cannot vaunt a new ware more successfully than by tell-

ing how it was copied whether a stuff, a chair, a bit of iron-work
or of pottery from an original somewhere preserved and givin"
chapter and verse of reference to this museum or to that. Many of
these copies are very cleverly executed with just the one last
touch wanting which belongs to creative instead of duplicating work ;

but they all are copies, not adaptations even, and in view of them
our adaptations, even though not quite successful, gain a certain
merit which these lack. And many of our adaptations are success-
ful, and some of our products deserve less the name of adaptations

than of new departures. Our embroideries for instance. Mr Clar-

ence Cook sees fit to have a fling at them, together with some other

very good things, in a recent number of the Princeton Review, and

tells us we may possibly do good work in this line as soon as we be-

gin to think a little less highly of what we have already done, and to

cease to say that it is better than what is done anywhere else in the

world. But suppose it is better ? Why should we not say it V And
would our blindness to the fact make us likely to improve still far-

ther in the future V This is not the place to dilate upon any special

example of our handiwork, as upon Mrs. Wheeler's embroideries, for

example ;
f will only say that leaving the Orient out of account, con-

sidering only what is done in European countries at the moment and

including England in the list, ours are the best, the most beautiful,

the most artistic, infinitely the most varied and least mechanical in

motive and infinitely the most original, copied from no prototypes
but using natural elements in quite novel and yet unforced and spon-
taneous ways. It is not enough to say that few things are done on

the Continent to-day which can be compared with them. In so say-

ing we must add also that nothing good is done there at all but that

which is copied, while these are not copied, not even adapted. I shall

have another word to say on this subject when I come to speak of

Munich. Now I must close with a brief return to the exhibition

from which I have strayed far. It was an immense success in a pe-

cuniary way, netting the city large sums over the expenses, besides

making a little fortune for the hotel-keepers, shop people, and rail-

ways. It is said to have been a most creditable display in all its

branches and to have shown in many a recent advance that was

quite phenomenal. As far as quantity went it was certainly impos-

ing. As to quality I can only judge, as has been already said, in the

few branches with which I felt some sympathy. And as these were

represented they proved tome, I must repeat, that we have a right to

be content not quite absolutely but comparatively with what our

own decorative artists and artisans have been doing; that in very
many branches we not only do better work to-day than can be done

abroad, but that we have a more hopeful future than our Continental

brethren because we have started forward on a more or less inde-

pendent track. Stumbles, mistakes, gross blunders even, we may
make at first, but our path has at least a possible rich goal ahead of

it, while 1 cannot see that there is anything very hopeful to be looked
for in Germany, where the path of improvement has turned back-

ward and clings closely and blindly to the well-trodden road of by-

gone days. It is impossible, perhaps, for anyone to be perfectly fresh,

perfectly naive in these self-conscious, over-educated days. But
there is a mid path of much possible fruition between absolute naivete

and literal copyism. The Germans are treading the last named,
but we ourselves have, I think, at least put a sturdy foot in advance

upon the middle way. M. G. VAN RENSSELAEU.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.

THE CRANE LIBRARY, QUINCY, MASS. MR. II. H. RICHARDSON,
ARCHITECT, BHOOKLINE, MASS.

((ielatine Print.]

ATTIIIS is the third village library

fj that Mr. Richardson has designed
in Massachusetts, and, upon the

whole, the most successful. The
first of these three was the town

library and museum at Woburn,
and the second, the Ames Me-
morial Library at North Easton.
Each of these is of high archi-

tectural interest, and the three
have a strong family resemblance.
But the latest is the most sim-

plified as well as the most refined
in treatment, and gains thereby in

singleness and force of impres-
sion. The library is one room,
without even a vestibule, although
the deep and sheltered porch
serves the purpose of a vestibule.

The books and the librarian are

protected from the unauthorized
incursions of readers by a light

open screen of wood-work. The projecting turret contains the stair-

ase that gives access to the attic, in which records and files not in
common use are stored, and this is lighted by the triple window in

;he gable and by the small openings under the pent-house
"
eyebrows

"

n the roof. Nothing, evidently, could be simpler than this plan,
and nothing could be more forcible than the architectural outcome
f it. The style is the Provencal Romanesque, in which the architect

commonly works, and in which he contrives to express an artistic indi-

viduality so marked and characteristic. The building owes not a
'ittle of its picturesque force to the judicious choice and rugged
reatment of the material. The field of wall is a pink granite from
North Easton, which is very light without being cold in effect, and
s laid rock-faced. The complementary stone is a dark and rich
jrownstone from the Longmeadow quarries, also rough-faced ex-

:ept
where it is modelled or carved in decoration, the darker color

being of course always employed where it is intended to ive soecial
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emphasis to the design. Tlic same combination lias been used in llie

Albany City Hall, anil in tbc Ames Memorial Library at Nurtli Eastoii.

and nothing coulil bi! more effective, lint " tbu workmanship snr-

pa*ses ilic material." In fart, the choice ami combination i)f the

materi.il are part of the design, which, even if it were executed in

monochrome, would make a striking and admirable building. Sim-

ple as the composition is, it is as far as possible from being bald or

monotonous. A parallelogram of these dimensions with unbroken
walls and a single roof could scarcely have been saved from baldness

and monotony. It is saved here by the emergence of the gable and
its attached turret, not in the centre of the front, mind, on the

side visible, by a larger connterparting gable on the side opposite,

by the unsyinnietrical gables at the ends, and by the situation and
treatment of the chimney. And all this is so well studied that there

is nothing forced, no appearance of "
making architecture," but the

composition seems as simple and spontaneous as if it came so. There
is a complete equipoise and balance, with no approach to formal

symmetry in the two wings of the front, which is brought about by
the skilful arrangement and contrast of the two sets of openings.
A striking instance of the length to which variety may be carried in

skilful hands without becoming restlessness is afforded in the cour-

age with which the entrance is placed "out of centre" in both di-

rections, neither in the centre of the wall which it pierces horizon-

tally, nor in the axis of the central opening of the triple window
above it vertically. The impression of rugged strength is everywhere
kept by the ample spaces of rocky wall, either in unbroken wall-

spaces or in powerfid wall-piers. No detail could disturb the im-

pression secured, and the effect of the decorative detail here em-

ployed is to enhance it.

The real successes of detail, however, are in the interior. Here,
too, the arrangement is as simple as possible. The posts which
divide the alcoves, and which are modelled above into pairs of col-

umns corresponding in position to the heavier mnllions of the exterior

colonnade, carry thu principal beams of the ceiling, which is flat at

the centre, and follows the slope of the roof at the sides. These

sloping sides are covered with embossed leather, while the wood-work

throughout is of white-pine a choice as felicitous in its way as

that of the materials for the walls and roof. It has been carefully

chosen, of beautiful and varying colors, and the "tone" of the in-

terior, given by this wood, the darker leather of the hangings, and
the stained-glass in the upper lights of the great mullioned window,
is rich and harmonious. Over the large chimney-piece at the end of

the reading-room, still in white-pine, and richly panelled and carved,
it is proposed to place a bas-relief portrait of Thomas Crane, by
Saint-Gaudens. Almost all of the detail of this wood-work deserves
and will repay study. The greater part of it is exquisite in design
and in execution. The cost of the building is said to have been

$50,000 ; and one's surprise is excited not by the fact that so much
was --pent upon so small a building, but that so much good art was

got for so little money.

TUB AMES MEMORIAL LIBRARY, NORTH EASTON, MASS. MR. II.

II. RICHARDSON, ARCHITECT, BROOKLINE, MASS.

(Gelatine Print.]

IT may be remembered that the proximate cause of the publica-
tion of the views of these two libraries and the view of the town-
hall at North Kaston, published May ID, 1883, was the publication
of sketches of these several buildings in the British Architect earlv
in this year, by whom the authorship was attributed to others than
Mr. Richardson. It is only proper to state that the error was one
for which our excellent-hearted contemporary was in no way responsi-
ble, and as soon as attention was drawn to the mistake the sketches
were at once republished over the rightful architect's name, and its

subscribers were requested to destroy the original prints.

CATHEDRAL OF PALERMO.

[From the Buililer.]

SICILY is full of interest, and Monreale must be considered as the
most important portion of it as regards the history of architecture.
Palermo is next so.

We give a view of the Cathedral of Palermo, including the main
entrance, which is of later date than other Sicilian buildings, being
principally of the fourteenth century. Mr. Fergusson, in a very in-

teresting chapter on Sicilian architecture, says of this building,"
Although possessing no dignity of outline or grace of form, it is

more richly ornamented with intersecting arches and mosaic decora-
tions externally than almost any other church of its class. It is

richer, perhaps, and better than the Cathedral of Florence, inasmuch
as here the decorations follow the construction, and are not a mere
unmeaning panelling that might be applied to any place. Still, the
effect of the whole is rather pretty than grand, and as an architect-
ural display falls far short of the bolder masonic expression of the
Northern Gothic churches."

HALL CHIMNEY-PIECE. BY R. E. HOLDING.

[From the Cabinet Maker and Art Furnisher.}

THE halls of our English houses are now receiving more attention
than they did a few years ago, and the skill of our designers has
been called forth to invent appropriate furniture for the new order
of things. A fireplace is now considered essential in a good hall, and

Mr. Holding favors us this month with a design for a hall chimney-
piece, which was recently built up under bis direction. Il was made
for II. K. Dresser, Esq., the well-known ornithologist. The wood is

English oak, (lightly stained, and a handsomely embroidered valance
extends over the front. The floor between the pillars

is covered with

a Turkish rug, and the hearth is in mosaic. Tlie decorated portions
are in flat colors, painted on the natural surface of the wood. There
is an old chimney-corner look about, the design which would recom-
mend it to many who have quaint fancies.

HUNTING LODGE, Wl NTHI'l ELI).

[From the /tnililing A'ew.J

Tins house is now being built a short distance from Winchlield.

The materials being employed are red brick, tiles, and oak. The

plan is arranged mostly by the client. Mr. T. I-'.. Collcutt is the ar-

chitect. The drawing was exhibited at the Royal Academy.

SALON, PADDOCKHUK8T, SUSSEX.

[From the Architect.]

WK publish this week a view of the union at Paddockhnrst. The
mansion was originally designed by Mr. A. Salvin, and the additions

have been carried out under the direction of Mr. Arthur Cawston,
architect.

CLUNY EAR-RINGS.

[From the British Architect.}

IIOUSK FOR C. 8. BELL, ESQ., HILL8I1ORO*, O. MR. HENRY BEVIS,

ARCHITECT, CINCINNATI, O.

THE house is built of deep red brick, with trimmings of Bedford,

(Ind.), limestone, and the interior is finished with chestnut wood.

HOUSE AT RICHMOND, VA. MR. M. J. D1MMOCK, ARCHITECT,

RICHMOND, VA.

SUGGESTIONS IN DESIGN TOUCHING AMERICAN ARCHITECTURAL

FORM. MR. JOHN MOSER, ARCHITECT, ATLANTA, GA.

SEE article on " American Architectural Form of the Future."

SANITARY LITIGATION.

fTTNOTHER of those cases

/"J
in which the owners of

/ houses are now being held
liable to tenants for the un-

healthiness of their property
was decided some ten da \ a

ago. The litigation Ux'k

place, it is true, on y
before a County Court ;

but it was in the Court
of the City of London,
which ranks as the chief

tribunal of the kind in

England, and which is

presided over by a gen-
tleman who 19 well

known for what is called

a "
strong

"
judge,

one
who forms his opinions
with such confidence,
and expresses them
with such vigor, as to

indicate a good grasp
of the first principles
of law, and none the
less a firm reliance up-
on the common-sense
of justice. Mr. Com-
missioner Kerr on this

occasion had before him
a claim preferred by a

small landlord against a small tenant for a small sum of money in rc-

sjHJt't of rent. The tenant set up a sort of haphazard counterclaim
of about double the amount, which was based chiefly, or perhaps alto-

gether, upon the allegation that the house was in an unwholesome
condition of drainage, and had to be vacated for that reason. The
result of the action was that the judge found for the defendant on
both issues

;
that is to say, he gave the landlord nothing for the

rent due
; but, on the contrary, awarded damages against him for the

unsanitary state of the house. Moreover, he accompanied his deci-
sion with a few very pertinent observations afler his manner. He said

he would have been ready to allow the tenant ranch larger damages
if they ha<l been claimed, because no one could tell what

injury, pres-
ent and future, might arise from living in an unwholesome house, and
it was high time that landlords were taught that property had its

duties as well as its rights. We presume the Commissioner is not an
investor in houses; but so much the better for the case, inasmuch as

we conceive the meaning of such a judicial decision to be that the
Courts of Law, representing the interests of the great majority of the

people, who are not rent-receivers but rent-payers, will be found dis-

posed to put upon the shoulders of the whole class of rent-receivers
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the bimlen of warranting the houses to be healthy, for which the;
receive rent. Of course there cannot be any objection to this, pro-
vided the principle be clearly understood, but it is becoming at any
rate highly desirable that the understanding should be much clearer

than it is.

The fact no doubt is, that the drainage of most of the dwelling-
houses in towns, which the people at large occupy as rack-rent-paying
t -

j

nants, may be said to be more or less defective; and the causes

which have brought about this condition of things, although fre-

quently explained to the public of late, will require a great deal more

exposition before they are fully appreciated. .So imperfectly, indeed,
are they appreciated at this hour, that even a judge upon the bench,
called upon to deal with the question responsibly, has very likely no
more distinct idea of a drain than that it is something nasty out of

sight, which ought to be kept clean, and which smells, if it is not

kept clean. As for the ordinary intelligence of the people, it is ques-
tionable whether it ever reaches farther than the mere superficial cir-

cumstance that a pail of dirty water poured down " the drain
"

dis-

appears forever, sinking perhaps perpendicularly into the stomach of

the planet. To them the " smell
"

of a drain, therefore, is a sort of

emanation from the nether world
; and, if it is in some way or other

an unwholesome emanation, it is so, because it naturally would be so.

At the same time, the unwholesome nature of the "
smell," be it ob-

served, is not by any means an accepted thing; many thousands live

and die in it, and never complain ; they cannot afford to be fastidi-

ous ; perhaps it is worse to those who are not used to it
; perhaps the

smell itself is getting worse.

Let us put the case once more in a familiar way, therefore, and it

is simply this : if we are to have underground pipes by which our
refuse Hows downwards and away from the house, no matter where,
it cannot but follow that any gas which may be evolved from that
refuse shall pass by the same pipes upwards, and (if it can find en-

trance) into the house again. This is the whole mystery. The
"
smell," however unpleasant it may be to noses polite, is the least of

it. We lead dirty water out of the house; by the same channels we
lead dirty air into the house, and it may happen that this air we
call it by the very convenient name of sewer-gas shall be rank poi-
son. Sanitary drainage, therefore, is, in a single word, the leading
out of our dirty water without leading in the dirty air. The worst of
it is that this dirty air is not our own, or, indeed, our neighbors' dirty
air

;
even this poor consolation is denied us

;
it is the foul air of the

nether world truly enough ;
it belongs to nobody in particular, to no-

body even in general except the owners of the sewers. People's
drains run into those sewers quite innocently ;

it is the sewers that
cause the foul gas to be generated, not the drains

; the
" smell "

is pro-
duced altogether off the premises, perhaps a mile away ;

and the real
mischief is that, as sure as the drainage flows down, so surely the

sewer-gas flows up the same channel, and so we cannot get rid of the
one without taking the other in exchange.

This being so, and the obviously necessary ventilation of the sew-
ers being somehow confessedly impossible for the present (this seems
to be. the plainest way of putting it, however pitiful the confession

may he), it follows that it is an especial duty of somebody's to pre-
vent the entrance of the sewer-gas into the house

; and, speaking in a
practical way, if the sewer-gas is becoming more poisonous, or 3 the
inhabitants of our towns are becoming more easily poisoned, or if, to

say no more, we are getting to be better informed about the matter,
and merely on that account more sensitive, the common law of Enf-
land (which has a remarkable way of adapting itself to circumstances
as they arise) will inevitably meet the case in one way and not an-
other. That is to say, if a house is found to be what the law regards
as uninhabitable by reason of its being pervaded by sewer-gas, the
courts will lean towards the protection of the tenant's health rather
than the protection of the landlord's rent. For health is life, while
rent is only profit; and between a dead tenant and a diminished
profit, it is needless to ask which side must be most identified with
the interest of the public, if only as the greatest good or least evil of
the greatest number. Upon any such line of reasoning, obviously,
the judicial mind will, indeed, as the question develops itself, onlymore and more distinctly discern, as a principle of public morals, that
an agreement to pay rent for the use of a house involves the condi-
tion, whether expressed or not, that the house shall be usable, and
above all things usable with reasonable confidence in respect of
health. The chief ground for anxiety, however, is that the applica-
tion of such a principle by our judges, and by our juries under their
direction, may very possibly take such a form as to produce a serious
effect upon the value of house property. In fact, it may at one and
the same time lower the selling price at the expense of the owners
and enhance the rental at the expense of the tenants

; but this pointwe cannot now discuss. For the present we can only advise all
house proprietors to inquire carefully into the sanitary state of their
property, and all tenants who are entering upon new occupations to
be equally anxious upon the same subject, and so see what comes of it.

Putting
the case broadly, there are two considerations to be re-

garded. 1 he first is that the communication which in all probability
exists in the most direct form between the house drainage and the
public sewer shall be cut off. This is easily done, although o-enerallv
supposed to be impossible; for example, a small receiver

5

may be in-
terposed underground, and specially ventilated, besides bein<* trappedand the thing is done. The second point is that the house"drainage

shall be so far clean, together with the ground about it, that
there shall not be any generation of foul gas within the limits of the

house itself. This also is easily managed so far as science goes. In

some cases the drain under the house is rotten and leaky ;
if so, it

must be renewed, and the polluted earth taken out. Sometimes a

ventilation-pipe is wanted, which is never a very difficult matter.

Frequently it will be found, no doubt, that the plumbing is here and
there at fault, and it must be rectified. In almost all eases, if a little

intelligence be brought to bear upon the facts, we may say that the

ordinary drainage of ordinary houses is capable of being put to rights
with much less expense than is generally supposed, whether it be un-

dertaken by landlords or by tenants ;
and again we do not at all hesi-

tate to advise our readers of both classes to inquire forthwith whether
it is necessary, and if so, how it can be done.

One of the difficulties in which the Courts of Law may presently
find themselves involved is the question, how far leasehold tenants

are to be expected to renovate the drainage of the houses they occupy
at rack-rents ? This indeed opens a much wider question which may
be said to be at this moment gradually rising into importance, namely,
the liability of a leaseholder for the renovation, at whatever cost, of

the structure itself when condemned by a public authority for reasons
which go back beyond the beginning of his lease. In a word, when
the bargain between landlord and tenant has been made under the

impression on both sides that the house was a sound house, who is to

bear the sometimes very serious loss when it is discovered to be an
unsound house ? For the present, what with "

surrendering clauses
"

which were never meant to have any interpretation at all, and refined

interpretations of " mere forms," which ingenious lawyers produce to

order as they are wanted, with judicial precedents, like the rest, all

turning upon words and not things, a poor tenant is being told plainly
that he must replace falling roofs, rebuild rotten walls, chimneys, par-

apets, and so on, almost to an unlimited extent, even if the result

should be that he gives his landlord what is virtually a new house for

an old one and literally so if the house happens to have been so

decrepit as to be blown down bodily, for instance, by the wind.

Compared with the cost of such renovations as these, that of renew-

ing the drainage may be a bagatelle ;
but if we should find, as seems

to be the case, that the public generally are becoming so seriously
alarmed about drain-poisoning in particular as to threaten frequent
litigation, we cannot do better than repeat once more bur recommen-
dation to all interested parties to look the question fairly in the face,
and the sooner the better. The Arc/tiled.

THE SIPHONAGE OF TRAPS.
21 NEWCASTLE STBKKT, STRAND, LONDON, May 31, 1883.

To THE EDITORS OF THK AMKKICAN AKCHITKCT :

Sirs, It was only the other day that I met with Col. George E.

Waring's article on " Plumber's Traps," copied from your paper
nto " The Illustrated Carpenter and Builder," of January 12. As he
las referred to my experiments with traps, will you allow me to

notice briefly some of his remarks. I will discuss this question more
at length in the new edition of " The Plumber and Sanitary Houses,"
which I am now preparing.

Col. Waring says :
" Mr. Hellyer's experiments are hardly worthy

to be mentioned in connection with Mr. Philbrick's, but it should be
stated that his somewhat inconsequent conclusions as to the venting
)f S-traps are similar." And he adds, "most of his reasoning is

.>ased on experiments with 2-inch wastes." As a matter of fact, I
nade fewer experiments with 2-inch wastes than with larger and
smaller sized pipes, and it is a little singular that the only quotation
which Col. Waring gives is a result gained by an experiment with

1^-inch wastes. I have given (pp. 133-173, "Lectures on Sanitary
Plumbing") the results of about ten tests with traps fixed on stacks
of inch wastes, ten on 1 J-inch, eight on 2-inch, twelve on 3-inch soil-

)ipe, and eleven on
3^-inch soil-pipe, besides referring to manv

others, adding
" an entire book could be filled with the results o'f

various experiments" that I had "made with traps." I believe
,hese results were the first ever published. The traps tested are
those chiefly used in England, and they were tried under nearly
every condition to which the water-seal of a trap is likely to be sub-
ected in practice. They were tested by discharges from valve-

ilosets, hopper-closets, plunger-closets, slop-sinks, quick-waste lava-

.ories, and baths, the latter discharging fifty gallons of water,

.hrough IJ-inch stack-pipes, in two minutes and a half. Testing
traps is an expensive matter. I notice that Col. Waring had an ap-
propriation from the National Board of Health, for making his ex-

>eriments, and I imagine Messrs. Philbrick and Bowditch had the
same; but the cost of my experiments then, and those I am now
making, come out of my own pocket.

Since my experiments were published, Messrs. Philhrick and
3owditch have made some very valuable experiments with the traps
used in America, and their report to the National Board of Health,
Washington, appeared in The Sanitary Engineer

1 of August 31,
1882. The general result of their experiments is similar to mine,
establishing this fact, that all traps require ventilation to maintain
.heir water-seal.

Col. Waring has himself also made experiments with plumbers'
raps (made from June to December, 1881), and the results, together
rtth his deductions, are reported in The Sanitary Engineer* of
November 2, 1882. His experiments would have been' more val-
lable had he used almost any other water-closet for his testings than

'Also in the American Architect for September 9 and 16, 18K2.
st published m the American Architect for October 14, Ist2.
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a yii)-closet a water-closet which every sanitarian now condemns,
ami which is fast going out of use. Besides in practice then- is

little if any risk (if siphonage from such a water-closet, for the tip-

ping-pan h'ohls too small a quantity of water to charge a 4-ineh, or

even a 3.t-inch soil-pipe, ami what is held iu it is so much hrokeu up

by its fall upon the lower part of the eloset " container
"

that it

passes through the trap and soil-pipe in too feeble a form to unseal

any trap fixed upon a well-ventilated stack-pipe. Perhaps this will

account for the following deduction (No. 3) which he makes : "If

each bath-tub, wash-basin, sink, etc., wastes by an independent out-

let to a branch of a 4-inch soil-pipe open at the top, the siphoning of

even ordinary S-traps having more than one-inch seal is not to be

apprehended." I will say nothing about this strange deduction ex-

cept this, that I should be very tijijirehensive about the unsealing of

every
"
S-trap

"
lixed upon a

soil-pipe
so treated, unless all (he

" fixtures" upon it were pern-closets, hut I note that Col. Waring
has grown wiser, even if he has not grown too wise, for in his article

in your paper he says,
" water-seal S-traps, even when vented, are

not safe under all, nor under nearly all circumstances. Practically

you may trust them as far as you can see them and no further, and
even then only when you do see them constantly." I have found by
experience that the water-seal of a trap is affected by the state of

the weather, that it is easier to siphon it in a heavy atmosphere
than in a light atmosphere, but I was not prepared for so great a dif-

ference as that given by Col. Waring in his two opinions. I con-

sider his latest opinion, which seems to be grounded on the experi-
ments of others rather than his own, much nearer the facts.

However "
inconsequent

"
my conclusions may be to Col. Waring,

I have satisfied myself, by my experiments, that traps having no
mechanical appliances whatever, that "

self-cleansing traps, with

proper treatment, may be fixed in every condition where traps are

likely to be required, with absolute safely, provided they are properly
ventilated, and this can be done at a point where the vent-pipe can
never get stopped up. I have examined thousands of traps, traps

solely dependent upon water for their protective seal, and I have
never found one, where it has been properly treated and properly
ventilated, unsealed, though I have seen hundreds unsealed from in-

sulliciency of dip, badness of construction, and want of efficient

ventilation.

Though the water-seal of a well-shaped round-pipe trap, with

IJ-inch seal, is rendered secure from siphonage by efficient ventila-

tion from any discharge sent through the main pipe on which it may
be branched with the exception of one or two extreme cases

where the waste and air pipes are of great length it is not proof

against the combined action of momentum and siphonage from dis-

charges sent through it, under certain conditions. In the first edi-

tion of " The Plumber and Sanitary Houses," in 1877, I explained
this, and was very careful not to show, in any of the illustrations, a

round-pipe trap (i. e., a "siphon
"
trap) under a wz/ce-closet

; and
where a siphon-trap is shown under a sloj>-sink, or referred to for

fixing under a "tip-up" lavatory, I call special attention to its lia-

bility to siphonage in such positions, and ask for its "outgo" to be
bossed up to give the trap a 2^-inch water-seal. Moreover, the air-

vent to the trap is shown in the illustrations, in every case, on the

crown of the "
outgo." But since the introduction of my"anli-D-

trap," I have not allowed the vent-pipe to be taken from the top of

the trap, where it may possibly get choked, for it is not necessary,
with this form of trap, that its vent should be fixed at such a point
to maintain its water-seal.

Unless vented in such a manner that a portion of the water shall

be sent up into the vent-pipe, to fall back again into the trap to re-

charge it, as recommended by Messrs. Philbrick and Bowditch, S or

half-S traps cannot be fixed with absolute safety under (a) valve-

closets, holding from three to four gallons of water when filled up
to the brim by the contents of a slop-pail, and used also as slop-
closets: (6) plunger-closets; (c) the "

hopper
"

class of water-closet
with large "outlets" and into which slops are thrown; (rf) deep
wash-basins, discharging with quick-waste valves of larger diameter
than the bore of the trap; and (e) "tip-up" lavatories, though the

grating in the outlet of the " receiver
"

of this kind of lavatory
breaks the discharge Troin the basin and secures the water-seal of

the trap. I have not allowed "round-pipe" traps to be fixed under
such " fixtures

"
for years, except iu the cases of quick-waste and

"tii>-up" lavatories, when the "outgo" of the trap would be

specially bossed up to ensure the trap maintaining its water-seal.
'I here is such a great and direct fall from such "fixtures" upon the

trap, and the discharges pass through them in such a volume, that
the previous contents of the trap are not only driven out, but the
momentum of the body of water passing through it, combined with
the siphonage of the plug-like discharge through the piping, leaves
the trap with insufficient water to seal it. But though a round-pipe
trap, pure and simple, will not stand such an ordeal, a round-pipe
trap flattened at the top, and with its up-pipe bossed into the shape
of my "

anti-D-trap
"

(illustrated p. 158, "Lectures on
'

Sanitary
Plumbing") and which is equally self-cleansing, will. This trap
having Ij-inch water-seal, and holding only two and one-half pints
of water for fixing under any water-closet (as well as the 1 j-inch
for general wastes, holding one-fourth pint) has been tested in

almost every conceivable condition to which the water-seal of a trap
is likely to be subjected, and it has never yet been siphoned when
properly ventilated. Nor is it necessary to ventilate this trap from
the top of its outgo. It is perfectly safe with an air-pipe taken

from its branch waste several inches away from the trap. Col.

Waring is quite right in calling attention to the probable ehokage
of an air-pipe taken direct from the crown of the outgo of a trap,
and especially when badly arranged, but 1 have specially pointed out
thccviis likely to arise Irum such a mode <jf venting traps. J have

distinctly Hated that "no ventilat ing-pipe should be taken from a

waste-pipe, soil-pipe, or drain, at a point which can be closed by
stoppage." and 1 go on to say, "the vent-pipes are fixed in such a
w iy that nothing foreign shall get into them to stop them up. and

they are so connected with the brunches from the. traps that the air-

currents through the piping shall not play upon the "standing
water" of the traps to disturb it, or to lick up any of its water in its

transit through the pipe. This is important, as a current of air con-

stantly passing over the water of a trap would, under certain cir-

cumstances, absorb enough water to seriously affect the seal." And
I have been careful in every illustration to show such air-pipes where

they can not get stopped up, and all my experiments with traps have
been made with the air-vents placed in such positions that nothing
could rise up in them, either to foul or choke them. But air-pipes
from traps are not stopped up so readily as Col. Warius; seems to

think. Jn February, 1872, I had the traps (D-traps) on two separate
stacks of f>-incli soil-pipe vented to prevent siphonage. The soil-

pi|>es and traps were fixed in a large drapery establishment in 1865.
There are four valve-closets on one stack, one on each of four lofty
doors, first, second, third and fourth; and three valve-closets on the

other, one on each of the three upper doors. The closets are all

greatly used. I had the traps on the three-closet stack vented with
l-inch pipe, and the four-closet stack with 2-inch. The vent-pipe
in the latter case was branched into the soil-pipe a few feet below
the lowest trap, and continued up above the highest, where it was
branched into the main air-pipe to the soil-pipe a distance of about

sixty-five feet from point to point, with branch air-pipes taken into it

from the top of each trap. Instead of the 2-inch air-pipe to the soil-

pipe, I had the soil-pipe carried up through the root full size, the
total length of each stack being nearly one hundred feet. I have
been somewhat particular in describing this, because these ventilated
tiers of traps have a historical value, being, as far as I know, the first

so treated. I have had them tested within the last few days, and
not one trap could be siphoned, though a very large number of

discharges were sent through each stack of soil-pipe from two valve-
closets at a time, filled right up to the brim, showing that the air-

pipes are not clogged up after eleven years' usage, though taken
direct from the tops of the traps.

I know of no trap in England which holds its water-seal so tena-

ciously as the old-fashioned D-trap; but what sanitarian would fix

this cesspool kind of trap. If a L)-trap and " Bower "
trap were

branched into one stack-pipe, on one level, and under equal condi-

tions, it would be possible by discharges sent through the pipe to

siphon the former ten times to once that of the latter, each trap
being without an air-vent.

In my warehouse I have a 70-foot stack of 3-inch soil-pipe, with
several "

anti-U-traps
"

fixed upon it on various floors, and the traps
are vented by a 2-inch pipe. In making some experiments the other

day, I found no difficulty in quite unsealing a 1^-inch or 2-inch
"Bower" trap, fixed upon it about thirty feet up from the bottom,
by sending only two discharges through the main pipe. The dis-

charges were sent simultaneously through three water-closets and
two slop-sinks fixed on the two next stories over it, and it mattered
little whether the trap stood within two feet or fifteen feet of the
main pipe. But the ventilated "anti-D-traps

"
could not be si-

phoned by forty discharges of the same kind. After sending only
two discharges through the main soil-pipe, the ball dropped away
from the dip, and it was then very easy to send smoke right through
the unsealed "Bower" trap, by driving it into the " foot ventila-
tion" of the drain (with an "

asphyxiator ") about thirty feet away
from the main soil-pipe.

Seeing in my experiments how easily the water-seal of this trap
was reduced to the breaking point, and finding what quantity of air

passed in through it from only one discharge of a bath fixed on the
same piping, I concluded Col. Waring says

"
blindly

"
that this

trap
"
requires ventilation

"
to maintain its water-se'al. If we are

not both afflicted in the same way, I will show Col. Waring, if he
will favor me with a call on his next visit to our country, how easy
it is to siphon this trap, and how readily smoke can he sent

through it from the pipe on which it is fixed. He knows well

enough, for lie refers to this when speaking of trap-ventilation, that
if a body of air is going to pass through a trap every now and then,
its water-seal will soon be lost.

The drift of Col. Waring's paper, as far ae I understand it, is to
substitute mechanical traps for round-pipe traps, and to do awav
with trap-ventilation. But is he prepared to fix su'ch traps under
water-closets ? Traps which have their " inlets

"
sealed by a float-

ing ball, or their "outlets" covered over by a gravitating-ball ob-
structionists. My experience is that no mechanical appliance can
be depended upon, and as such traps would be generally

" out of

sight," they would often be " out of mind."
The value of ventilation of branch-pipes, especially long branches,

is so great for preventing the siphonage of traps, and for freeing
such branches from bad air coming from matter left sometimes for
weeks together in the pipe by inefficient flushing, that one is sur-

prised to find so able a sanitarian as Col. Waring halting in his on-
ward march, to put his foot down upon the vent hole of a trap. He
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is quite right in asking for the branches to he shortened, but the

pipe must be made to reach the "fixture," and the fixture cannot

always be kept close to the main waste. Col. Waring himself, when

he favored me with a visit a year or two ago, said that his mechani-

cal trap was of special value for fixing upon "long branches."

We know the value of trap ventilation too well in England to

allow any pen, however powerful, to be put into the vent to stop it

tip, and no matter what trap may be used, its branch waste must be

ventilated if we want perfection in sanitary plumbing.
Col. Waring says,

" We must bear in mind, also, the great addi-

tion to the cost of the work that this modern hypothetical cure for

bad trapping entails on the householder." ] don't know the charges

in America, but the ventilation of each trap to make it perfect in our

English houses (by a lead pipe one-eighth or three-sixteenths thick

a pipe which could be guaranteed for half a century) would only

add on an average about two pounds per thousand, in bouses costing

under five thousand pounds, and about one pound or thirty shillings

per thousand above that price, and if this is the straw which is to

break the householder's back, he can only be a " man of straw."

Apologizing for the length of this letter, I remain, Sirs,

Your obedient servant,
J. STEVKNS HELLYER.

CHEKKY STAIN.

SriUNGFiKLD, MASS., June 12, 1883.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMKKICAN ARCHITECT:

Dear Sirs, I enclose you a sample of cherry stained in imitation of

old mahogany, and am anxious to learn the component parts of the

stain, the modus operandi of using the stain, etc., to produce work like

enclosed sample.
If you will please give particulars through the columns of your

valuable paper, you will confer a favor on me and other subscribers

to your paper. With much respect, I am
Yours truly, A. W. F.

[THE sample enclosed seems to be an ammonia stain, finished with sliel-

lac and rubbed down. Tlie best ammonia staiu for such work is made by
dissolving dragon's-blood and cochineal separately in ammonia, aud apply-

ing first the dragon's-blood stain, and after this is" well dried, and the work
smoothed, a second coat of the cochineal solution, which will tone down
the yellowish-red of the dragon'f-blood to any desired extent. A thorough
smoothing with sand-paper, and shellac finish will complete the work,
which requires care aud taste to secure a successful result. EDS. AMERI-
CAN ARCHITECT.]

IRON FURRING-RODS FOR WIRE-LATHING.
BOSTON, June 20, 1883.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

Gentlemen, Referring to the inquiry of your correspondent
headed " Iron Furring-Rods for Wire-Lathing," I would say that 1

used iron furrings throughout the City Hall at Providence, R. I.,

in 1876. The furrings consisted of small angle-irons, placed nine

inches on centres, to which the wire-lathing was secured by means of

screws. SAMUEL J. F. THAYER, Architect.

THE ORIGINAL PORTRAITS OF WASHINGTON.
BOSTON, June 14, lt'83.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT :

Dear Sirs, Miss Johnston has almost finished revising her book
on Portraits of Washington, and will be pleased to receive any data
that Mr. Charles Henry Hart can furnish

;
but she cannot seriously

entertain a proposition to place the important task of revision in the

hands of another.

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.

HARE IRON CASKS. A cask of iron, chiselled and damascened, be-

longing to the Collection Rusca, was sold lately at Florence for $12,000
and a similarly wrought example for 5,000. A rectangular bas-relief,

comprising two angels holding an inscribed cartel, the work of Desiderio
da Settignano, realized 3,500 ;

and a plaque of faience, depicting the

Virgin enthroned with the Child, and other figures kneeling, ascribed to
.Marstro Giorgio de Gubbio, sold for $2,000. Exchange.

ARAGO'S LITTLE JOKE. One day at the Academy of Sciences they
had a long and tiresome session. Arago thought he would go out and
take the air. At the foot of the stairway there was a leather bowl,
upon which the rays of the sun were hotly beating. Arago turned the
bowl round, and, rushing up stairs, told the distinguished assemblage
that he had just met with something that was very mysterious.

" That
leather bowl," he said,

"
at the foot of the stairway is cool upon the

side which presents itself to the sun, but warm upon the other side."
The scientists descended in a body and substantiated this assertion.

They took the inclination of the sun, the hour, the minute, the second
and a vast array of other details. They made calculations, and several
weeks afterward each of them presented a paper explaining the phe-
nomenon, Arago himself taking care to send in his explanation with the
rest. There is no knowing how far the discussion might have gone had
it not been for the doorkeeper, who, having seen Arago turn the bowl,
aud pitying the worthy gentlemen who were so much worried, cleared'

away the mysiery.

ALUMINUM-COATED IRON. Dr. Gchring, of Landshut, has invented
a process by which ordinary iron may be rendered highly ornamental.
The invention of which, however, we have heard very little lately
of obtaining aluminum very cheaply led Dr. Gehring to coat iron with

aluminum, in the same way as iron plates are now tinned, and converted
into tin-plates. The inventor states that his process is inexpensive.
He uses a liunsen burner with a blast or a muffle, and is thus able to

manufacture various objects of the durable metal for daily use, the

coating of aluminum giving them a silver white lustre. He also pro-
duces a gold lustre or any other color, and even an enamel coating, all

of which substances are said to adhere very firmly to aluminum. Alu-

minum, like tin, does not oxidize under normal conditions, and even
stands the heat of an ordinary fire, while it is much more lustrous than
tin. iScif'ittiJic American.

THE UTILIZATION OF SEWAGK. Now that they have succeeded in

converting the Thames into a sewer, the people of London are com-

mencing to think " what they are going to do about it." Sir Joseph
Bazalgatte has suggested that works should be undertaken for emptying
the sewage of London into the German Ocean, at a cost of $80,000,000.
This proposition has been very wisely rejected, aud it is now under
consideration to devise some means of converting the sewage of Lon-
don into manure. It is estimated that the annual output would realize

050,000 tons of excellent manure, which would materially reduce the

expense of inaugurating such a system. This plan is now in successful

operation in portions of France. It would be well for our cities and
towns that are not satisfied (and very few of them ought or have any
right to be) with their present method of disposing of sewage to seri-

ously consider this matter. Medical and Surgical Iteporter.

FIRE-ENGINE STREAMS AND LOFTY BUILDINGS. In commenting on
our article on the " Perils of High Buildings,

" The Investigator says :

"
It is conceded by every competent fireman that no combination of

engine power can force a stream large enough to be effective for extin-

guishment of a large fire, under the most favorable circumstances, higher
than 75 or 80 feet at most." We think this will be news of a decidedly
fresh nature to all

"
competent firemen,

" and certainly to those who
are in the habit of using Siamese connections for the purpose of con-

centrating the power of two or more engines for the projection of one
stream. But to show how absurd the statement is, here is what was
done on the Brooklyn Bridge last Thursday night after the celebra-
tion. The fire-boat Zopkar Mills was made fast to the New York tower,
and two lines of hose were carried up the tower to the roadway,
which is 119 feet above high water; then a line of hose was laid to the
centre of the bridge, 800 feet, and two streams of water were forced up,
and the bridge thoroughly washed from the centre to the New York
end. At the same time, an engine of the Brooklyn Department was
stationed at the foot of the Brooklyn tower, hose taken up in the same
manner, and by its use the Brooklyn half of the bridge was washed.
Here an engine lifted a column of water 119 feet vertically, and from
that point projected it 800 feet. We grant that the capacity of an en-

gine to throw a compact stream vertically is limited to 75 or 80 feet
from the nozzle, but it can force a stream through a stand-pipe or hose
to the height of 150 feet or more and still play an effective stream from
a nozzle attached at that point. Commissioner Gorman, speaking on
this subject, remarked that it was immaterial how high buildings are
run up, provided the builders furnish them with the means where-
by the firemen can obtain access to the different stories and to the roof.

Stand-pipes in combination with ladders, and balconies at every story
are the best and most serviceable appliances yet devised for this purpose,
as they not only provide for conducting water, but are excellent as fire-

escapes. fireman's Journal.

BENVENUTO CELLINI is perhaps the most picturesque figure in the his-

tory of art. A splendid genius, quarrelsome, envious, jealous, untrust-
worthy and swayed by every passing impulse, he seems to embody the
very wildest of the popular theories as to the true artistic temperament.
His violent passions, his mingled suppleness and audacity, his energy,
his many brilliant gifts, and the perpetual play of melodramatic ad-
venture which surrounds him with colors so shifting that they seem to

prevent us from seizing the true measure of the man, combine to make
of him a type which fascinates 1 the imagination and gives a constant
stimulus to curiosity. As we turn the leaves of his enchanting memoirs,
we are by turns lost in admiration, surprised, made pitiful, or disgusted
to loathing. The unshamed nakedness with which Cellini has set down
in this book his every act, generous, mean, or brutal, his sufferings, his

exploits, and his crimes, would be cynical if 1t were not perfectly un-
conscious. But it is clear, from first to last, that he was wholly free
from that sense of moral responsibility which more or less fetters all
civilized beings, if not in the committal, at least in the avowal of cer-
tain follies and of certain faults. A natural consequence of this temper
is the atmosphere of romance and exaggeration which invests the story
of his life, and which charms the reader even while it disturbs the
happy credulity which he would like to bring to the reading of the me-
moirs. Even the best disposed have always felt a difficulty in believ-
ing Cellini's account of his extraordinary prowess when Rome was
sacked by the Constable de Bourbon in 1527. According to the memoir?,
it was Cellini alone who checked the advance of the troops of the Con-
stable at the very gates of the castle of St. Angelo; it was bv a shot
Irom his hand that the Constable himself was slain and the Prince of
Orange wounded. Cellini's mode of conceiving of any passing event,
was, in fact, to dramatize it in his own vivid imagination, and to identifyhimself with the principal part. In more than one instance in the me-
moirs the results of this habit were so obvious that the reader began to
suspect that the whole story was apocryphal, and so even the harrowing
details of the two-years' imprisonment which Cellini suffered at the
ands ot 1 aul III failed to move his compassion, for he had been grad-

ually accustomed, as M. Plon confesses, to so large a dose of exaggera-
tion, that it was hardly possible to tell where downright lying really
Regan. 1 lie, At/ietmum.
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BUILDING INTELLIGENCE,
(lUported for The Amerlcm Architect nd Building N.wi.)

[Although a large portion of the building bgflgMM
i, provided bu thZir regular correspondents, theea>U

oreatlv detire to receive voluntary information, apt-

tiallt/from the imaller and outlying town$.]

BUILDING PATENTS.

{Printed ipecifcationi of any patentiherementioned,

together with full detail illustrations, may be obtained

vfthe CommiMioner of Patent,, at n'atlungton, far

twenty-Jive centt.\

27(i,.-,2ti. MOOK-HAMIBU. Wilbur F. Berry, Chi-

catro 111.

_',:i, ,;i. AIMTSTIMI MK. IIASISM FOR CALIPERS.
.luh n .1. Byrne, Chicago, 111.

279,566. WATER-CLOSKT. Ihos. Hyde, Albany,
N Y

';.| '.-,'! VALVF. K">: \V vi Kit-Corns. Francis W.
KHIv, Mi apolis, Minn.
SifMO. Imm.-WKi.i. POIBT. Hoberl A. Bjrie,

Camdcn, N. tj.

_'7'i.ii. IIOOK-HANUF.H. Ephraim L. Shaffner,

Joliet, 111.

27!>,6I1-12. HATCH-GATE FOR KLF.V ATOKS. V, ll-

llam Stevens, Phitadelpbi*. I 'a.

279.62M. KntK-Ksi AI-K. Samuel J. Anderson, Cazc-

irre,81. S'AMI-HALAXI .. John Barter, Newark,

tHflK. ELBVATOH.- Sidney W. Hoag, Sr., N.'

279,66.
r
>. SINK-TRAP. John 11ol>onald, Norwood,

5?i)'6K5 BALL-COCK. Joseph Zane, Boslon., Mass.

279'721 STKAM AND WATER HEAT-KAUIATIXU
APPARATUS. Ludwig Crusius, Kaiserslauteru, Ba-

^'gj'^^WimNcn.-Gco. W.Davenport, Philadel-

Vh
2T9,T\0. SI-AFFOI.I'.- William A. Gillett, Union

i

sft,7'. METAL LATIIISO. Albert R. Hancock,

271VI49/ SASH-FA8TKXKR. Stephen R. Harrah,

279,77l!

!

's\sii-FA8TENER. Jean Hllarion Lacerte,

^279,774. "FIRE-ESCAPE. John Letzkua, Allegheny
P
279 77.".. HIXOK. Homer C. Lewis, Columbus, O.

279)797. DOOR-LATCU. Edward N. Porter, Bur

'ifo/'o's. 'FLOOR-CLAMP. Squire Raymond, Eas

V
2?9J?14.

'

FIRE-ESCAPE. -Paschal P. Ripley.Wes

^^sH^AimFiciALSTOXE.- William P. Rose

Irwin, Col.

279,*36. BtiiLDixo BLOCK OR BRICK. John L
Smithmeyer, Washington I). 0.

279,837. LATCH. -William E. Sparks, New Britai

279838 FASTENER FOR THE MEETING-RAILS Oh

SA*HES. William E. Sparks, New Britain, Conn.

279,857. ADJUSTAIILK HINGE. Malcolm Camp
bell, Holyoke, Mass.

279.885; BENCH-PLANE. Solon R. Rust and Ar
thur E. Rust, Pine Meadow, Conn.

279,897. DOOR-HAXOER. John D. Wilber,Towai

"279 900. FIRE-ESCAPE. Eliza Wilson, New Yoflt

N.Y.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

Baltimore.

BtJiLDINu PERMITS. Since our last report fourtec

permits have been granted, the more important o

which are the following:
John Fox, 6 four-st'y brick buildings, w s St. Fav

St., commencing s w cor. Towusend St.; also,

three-st'y brick buildings, s s Townscnd St., be

tween St. Paul St. and Lovegrove Alley.
C. J. Bonaparte, three-st'y brick buck building

s s Fayette St., between Carrollton Ave. and Care
St

Elijah Bull, 12 three-st'y brick buildings,
Mount St., commencing n w cor. Saratoga St.

Richard Cromwell, Jr., three-st'y brick factory
33' x 43', u e cor. Pratt and Fremont Sis.

Boston.

BUILDING PERMITS. Brick. Jiieth't Alley, War
6, for Sarah A. Robinson, 2 dwells., 22' x 27', tbret

st'y flat; U. Sullivan & Son, builders.

Beacon St.. A'o. 256, rear, Ward 11, for John How
ard Lee, stable, 2Wx 40', one-st'y flat.

Tremont St., Nof. 11!>4-1198, Ward 19, for Thomi
R. White, apartment-house, 50' x 70', four-st'y fla

ThomaeR. White, builder.
.Beacon St., near Exeter St., Ward 11, for Geo. E

Niles, dwell.. 20' x 56' 6'', four-st'y (tat; Weston
Shepard, builders.
Alt

dwell
Wet

rick McKenna, tenement, 24' x 24', four-st y fla

N. E. O. Sullivan, builder.

Oxford Terrace, Ward 11, for Nathan Matthew
2 apartment -houses, 6)' 6" x 114' 6'', four-sfy fla

Thomas R. White, builder.
Wood. Heath St., near Heath PI., Ward 22, fi

P. De Flurin. 2 dwells., 22' x 28', three-st'y fla

Jacob Luippoid, builder.

spard, builders.

ttoatu/ St., ffo. 832. Ward 20, John M. Donovan
ell. ,23' x 44', two-st'y mansard.
Yett Third St., JVo. 11, rear of, Ward 13, for Pa

/)o,;-li>'Ster Are., Ward 21, for Elizabeth .1. Collins,

dura, and M 23' x ::7'. two M'y pltOb.

ll,,,l,l:n,,l Are., i,.a. lambn.ln,- St., Ward
\ 1C Gunsenhlser, idwells., 14' and 2' x w, two-

Vj ],il,-l,; li.mv.M. IV.-M bml.l.-r

II ,. ' rl SI., \. I'.", Ward 13. for J. < . S|..rv &

Co., storage, 21' x :', one-M'y flat; J. (,'. Story,

"goj'stort .SV.. near 1.1 St., Ward 14. lor Ma it In .1 .

Gleason. sbo .
- :;

' * W, '--' > I" 1 '' 1 '.

.lames K. Colby, Builder.
II St. .\. I.M. Ward II, for Sara), Hanks, dwell.,

IK' (,' x :;'i', two-.-fy pitch; Henry J. Morrice,

"jF/ancoct A'f nc-ar Florei si.. Ward ?3. for Hen-

,v \\ lto,.|i. dwell., "t\' and ;iO'x 31';'', two -I >

pitch; W. s. Mitchell, builder.

sl,,ri,liui I'-. . r. ar, near Chestnut A ve., \\ ard ..t.

f.,r John Seal.-, -table and oajrtogO-hoUSe, 20 X J..',

, pud,; John Scales, bnuder.
tilrn /..'/. near Poreft Hills s,., \\ard23for

(i.,.. c. Mann, dwell.,W"x i;f 6" and 34' 6 ,four-

It'y pltoh; Samuel Beal.bnllder.
/ V. rfcricn ,S7., near Adams St.. \\ ard 24. for Predr

crick L. Pierce, dwell., 21' x 28', two-nt'y pitch;

Frederick L. Pierce, builder.

H'aihinnt,:,, *i.. nearlj opposdte P.oslm St., Ward

24, for Ja A. King, wagon -li-d. IT' x 6V ;i' and W,
onc.M'v i.itch; .1. F. McDonald, builder.

AmnVA cor MorclandSt.. Ward 2". for Robert

M i; 1... dwell., 24' X 32', three-M'y Hal; Ilcnry J.

r.artlctt, builder.

Dartktltar Avt.. near Codman St.. \\aid24.for

James R.-id, dwell., --" and '-'7' x 3-", two-st y pitch;

< on-iaminc rti-t.-r, builder.

//.,,-(. ./ si cor. Koslin St., Ward 24, for Thomas
J llartlord, dwell., l:i' and W X 40' 3", two-sfy

pitch; Nathaniel F. Herr\, builder.

Kihon si., near liowdoin Ave., W ard 24, for lor-

F.. Wardner. dwell., 21' and 30' X 32' 6", two.st yrc> . , .,

pitch; Samu.d T. Waters, builder.

T.ii<i>l'-ton s'/., 1,,-ar Adams St., V ard 24, for EtJ-

in O. Bentham. 2 dwells., i;i' x 3'>' and \:V x 1..
,wi . . .,

two-Kt'y pitch; George Drlscoll. builder.

st,i,,',i;ml A,-f., near Columbia St.. \\ard 24, for

Alcxand.-r II. ( 'la pp. dwell., -JO' and 2.1
' X 3r>',two-Bt y

pitch; Charles K. Currier, builder.

Brooklyn.

Bi'iLDiNO PKIIMITN. (.'murf St., -\<>, 441, n s, "y w
Lorimer St., four-st'y brick store and tenement, tn

roof; cost, *9.50J; owner. David Engel, 443 Grant

St.; architect, T. Engelhardt; builders, G. Lehrian

Si Sons and M. Metzeu.
Ewen St., tiot. 13 aurf 1.1,

w s. 25' s Varet St., 2

three-st'y brick stores and tenements, tin roofs

cost each, S10.000; owners, Chas. Gomer's Sons
F.weii St., cor. Varet St.; architect, T. Eugelhardt.
builders, J. Rauth and R. B. Ferguson.

JcffiTson St., Xo. 78, s s, 2TiO' e Evergreen Ave.

three-st'y frame tenement, tin roof; cost, 84,000

owner and builder. Geo. Loeffler, 82 TompkmsAve.
architect.'!'. Engeihardt.

Central Are., w s, 60' n Jefferson St., three-st >

frame double tenement, tin roof; cost, *4,ooo; own

er,
- Ullliiiann. Central Ave.; architect and build

er, Henry Loeftier.
Hamilton Are., cor. Clinton and Huntington Sts,

three-st'y brick stores and tenements, tin roof

cost, *6,0"0; owner, T. J. Tiluey, 73 Hicks St.; archi

tect, W. Wright.
Washington St., .Vo. 286, w s, ir>0' n De Kalb Ave.

two-st'y brick hospital-building, tin roof; cost

$2,200; owner, Deaconess Society of L. I., on prem
ises; architects and builders, Martin & Lee, 44

Clcnnont Ave.; mason, E. T. Rntan.

Quinry St., n s, 177' e Bedford Ave., 3 three-st'y
brownstone front dwells., tin roofs; cost, each

*7,000; owners, B. F. Rhodes and W. S. Ray; build

er, J. M. Brown.
Ewen St., s e cor. Frost St., three-st'y fram

stores and double tenements, tin roofs; cost, S5,5Wt

owner, Jno. Weis, 267 Devoe St.; architect, J. J
Smith; builders, J. Schlerith and J. Hlteger.
foneord St., -Vos. 135 arf 137, u s, 250' e Jay St.

in rear, 3 three-st'y brick tenements, gravel roofs

cost, total, $7,000; owner and builder, W. W.
135 Concord St.; mason. J. Lock.

Tliroop Ave., e s, 20' s Vernon Ave., three-st'

brick tenement, tin roof; cost, 8,000; owner an

builder, Louis Matin, 160i Throop Ave.; architect

M. J. Morrill; mason, J. M. Brown.
Park PI., n s, 91' 6" w Beaver St., 7 two-st'y fram

tenements, tin roofs; cost, each, $3,000; owner an

builder, Geo. Loeffler, X2 Tompkins Ave.; architec

T. Engelhardt.
Lafayette I'l., n s, 150' e Broadway, 3 two-sf

frame dwells., tin roofs; cost, each, 82,000; owne
architect and builder, S. W. Post, Hidgewood
mason,- Fardouu.

Wall St., n s, 100' e Broadway, two-st'y frame te

cinent, tin roof; cost, 8,300; owner, F. Hyde, 1

Wall St.; architect, F. Haimberg.

Chlcaeo.

Horsus. J. M. Van Osdell, architect, is now bnil

ing a house on the n w cor. of Loomis and Moi
roe Sts., for Mr. John Spry, two stories; cos

?40,ooo.
Silsbee & Kent have on hand for Mr. Potte

Palmer two houses, three stories each, brownstoi
with Canada limestone trimmings; cost, 825.000.

FLATS. Hy Silsbee & Kent, for Mr. J. V. Weave
213 Illinois St., three-st'y brick flat in the colonia

style, to cost S8.000.
BUILDING PERMITS. Mary E. Sands, 6 two-st

brick dwells., 55' x 133', 715-725 Harrison St.; cos

815,000.
Magill, Morris & Co., two-st'y basement and att

brick factory. 50' x 10u'; cost, 810,000.
Mrs. C. Giles, 3 two-st'y basement dwells., 52'

60', 41G-418 Warren Ave.; cost, $15,000.

Mrs. C. Smith, two-st'y dwell., 23' x 49', 453 Sout

Wood St.; cost, 83,000.
B. B. Mason, three-st'y dwell., 25' X 63', 27 Del

ware St.; cost, 810,000.
Half Orphan Asylum, two-st'y addition, 40' x 50

175 Burling St.; cost, 88,000.

J. Alcock, three st'y basement flats, 24' x 70',

111 Third Ave.; cost, 87,000.
l.li. Maak. tlin-.'-cfy dwell., 22' x 60', 179 Ontario

St.;cont, 87,OUO.
.1 l;,rk.-r, 2 tl,n-<--pfy drlls., 41' x 60', 531-541

Sedgwlck St.; cost, 814.000.

A. T. Kwing. two-M'y flats, 41V x 44', 63.V637 Thir-

teenth IM.; cost, JM.OOO.
Dr. H. Johnson, twn-sfy dwell., 20' x ."(I', ;!I3 F.ast

Sil]..-i '.or M.; co-t. <5,WH>.

I. U. Kox, two-st'y flats, 40 x 55-, 1144-1146 Harrt-

on St.; cost, 86,(iO.
liak, thr.'cst'y stores and flats, 22' x 54', 158

pckoven t.;ciit,87,W' 1
.

West Chicago Gas Company, barn, 54' x 68', est

Ijikc St.; cost, 87.0 n.

Win. Md'..\. >c\i-n sfy basement and attic hotel,
95< x I"*', Clark St., cor. Van llurru St.; coft,

A.' MinncciHiil, three-st'T basement dwell., 29' x

K." CTil Van Burcn St.: cost, 812,000.

J. C. Pollock, three-st'y dwell., 2V x 62', 535 Gar-
tlcld Ave.; cost, 88,500.
A. < ran.-, .' cottages, each 20' x 28'; cost, 84,000.

\ i 'ran.-, 5 cottages, each 20' x 38', near Thiity-
Ilrst St.; cost, 85,000.

F. Leon. 2 two-st'y dwells., 38' x 50', Fulton St.;

win. 'foster, three-st'y store and flats, 25 x ^V,
3'.n Van Bureu St.; cost, 810.0W).

H. P. Henneberry, two-st'y dwell., 22' x 66', 543

Jackson St.; cost. 88,000.

Schumacher * Tower, three-st'y basement stores

and flats, 75< x 80', Xwelfth St., cor. Loomis St.;

cost, 8*>,000.
F. lli>pi>, two st'y basement flats, 22' x 52', 400

South Morgan St.; cost, 83,500.

Potter Palmer, 2 three-st'y dwells., 22* T 58* 8",

State St.; cost, 814,000.
Potter Palmer, three-st'y.dwcll.,21' iK'W, State

St.; cost, 814,000.
Potter Palmer, 6 two-st'y dwells., each 18' x W,

Bellerue PI.; cost, SK.OOO.
J. McFarlan, two-st'y flats, 22' x 50', 154 Menoml-

nee St.; cost. 85,700.
L. McCann, two-st'y dwell., 50' x 60', 629-531 Tay-

lor St.; cost, *6,500.
Mrs. W. Wells, three-st'y store and flats, 30' x "V,

Indiana St.. cor. Noble St.; cost, 88,000.
.Mrs. E. Wright, three-st'y flats, 28' x 7(K, Park

PI.; cost, 89,000.
Matt Fraugen, threc-st'y flats, 21' x 61', 41 Lincoln

PL; cost, 85,000.
C. J. Vauzandt. two-st'y basement flats, Thirty-

sixth St.; cost, 86,000.
W. E. Weigle, market-building, 60 x IW, 191-193

Canal St.; cost, 8'0,000.
Decker & Hulbert, 5 two-st'y dwells., 64' x 109',

Adams St.; cost, 82,000.
D. Weaver Estate. 2 two-st'y dwells., 37' x 64,

Adams St.; cost, ?8,000.
U. P. Smith, two-st'y dwell., 30' x 50', Rhodes

Ave.; cost, 89,000.
W. S. Forrest, two-st'y dwell., 30' x W, Tldrty-

third St.: cost, 88,000.
H. G Huth, two-st'y dwell., 21' x 45<; cost, 83,000.
C. L. Way, three-st'y dwell., 25' x 72'; cost, 8 10,000.

E. O. Knulh, two-st'y dwell., 23 x 62', 157 Fre-
mont St.; cost, 83,000.
0. Lechtenberger, two-st'y dwell., 22' x 50*, 439

Congress St.; cost, ?10,000.
J. M. Allen, 13 cottages, each 20' x 40'; cost,

D. A.' Walsh, two-st'y flats, 40' x 52', 2632 Fifth St.;

cost, J10.000.

F. H. Curtis, 3 two-st'y basement dwells., 31' x 60',

153-157 Twenty-flfth St.; cost, 87,000.

Cincinnati.

BUILDING PERMITS. John Rolfs, 2 two-st'y brick

buildings, Summit Ave., Price Hill; cost, 86,000.

Freiberg & Workum, two-st'y brick building, s w
cor. Coloraln Pike and Dayton St.; cost, 84,500.

Wm. Price, 6 two-st'y brick buildings, cor. Price
St. and Grand Ave.; cost, 812,000.
Mrs. Wm. Walters, two-nt'y frame building, Gil-

bert Ave.; cost, 83,000.

Henry Hanna, two-st'y stone front building, n s

Fourth St., between Elm and Race Sts.; cost,

812,000.
Mrs. M. Meyer, 4 two-st'y brick buildings, n^s

York St., between Colemau St. and Western Ave.;
cost, 814,000.
A. T. Ross two-st'y frame building, Durrell Are.,

near Rudolph St.; cost, 85,000.
R. B. Field, three-st'y brick building, 299 West

Fifth St. ; cost, 83,000.
Ten permits for repairs; cost, 89,230.
Total permits to date, 451.

Total cost to date, 81,689,450.

Mew York.

SCMMER Dulncss is already felt in architects' of*

flees, and new building projects are but little

talked of.

APARTMENT-HorsE. A flve-st'y apartment-house,
with store on first floor, brick with stone finish, 26' x
96' is to be built on the s w cor. of Third Ave. and
Eighty-ninth St., for the Wm. R. Renwlck Estate,
from designs of Mr. Geo. Martin HUBS.

OFFicE-BriLDINo. The Western Union Company's
new building, at Nos. 16 and 18 Broad St., has been
placed in the hands of the contractors, Messrs.
Smith & Prodgers. The building will be 48' x 88',

eight stories high, first floor Belleville stone, above
brick and terra-cot ta; Mr. Henry J. Hardenbergh Is

the architect.
RESTAURANT. A three-st'y brick restaurant, 27' x

loi", is to be built on the n w cor. of Third Ave. and
Seventy-second St., at a cost of about 825,000, from
designs of Messrs. Henry J. Schwarzmann & Co.

STOKES. Messrs. Arnold, Constable & Co. have com-
menced the removal of the buildings In the rear of
their present store, prior to the extension of their
store.
No. 480 Pearl St. Is to be rebuilt at a cost of about

820,000, from designs of Mr. Thos. R. Jackson.
BUJLDIKO P^EMiis. Seventy-third St., n w cor.

Second Ave., flre-sfy brtrwnstone front tenement
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and store, tin roof; cost, $28,000; owner, Abraham H.

Jonas, 1U3 Henry St.; architect, John C. Burne.

Seventy-third St., n 8, IV w Second Ave., flve-st'y

h^cwnstone front tenement and store, tin roof;

cost, $12,000; owner, architect, etc., same as last.

Seventy-seventh .St., s 8, 175' w Second Ave., 2 five-

st'y bro'wnstone front tenements, tin roofs; cost,

each, J20.000; owner, architect, etc., same as last.

Out Hundred and Sixth St., s s, 100' e Ninth Ave.,

2 four-st'y brick tenements, with extensions, til

roofs; cost, each, $15,000; owner, Mary C. Jackman
js West One Hundred and Tenth St.; architect

Ralph S. Townsend.
East Seventy-third St., No. 186, three and part two

st'y brick stable, tin roof ; cost, $">,UOO; owner, H. G
Marquand, 21 West Twentieth St.; architect, K. M

One Hundred and Seventy-third St., n s, 15 Eas
Madison Ave., three-st'y frame dwell., tin roof

cost, #4,000; owner, Wm. B. Carman, One Hundret
and Thirty-sixth St., cor. Alexander Ave.; architect

John A. Hamilton.
One Hundred and Eighteenth St., s s, 150' w Fiftl

Ave., one-st'y and basement brick stable, tin roof

cost, $5,'K)0; owner, Michael Finn, 2 Button PI.

architect, R. Wirth, Jr.

West Fifty-eighth St., Xos. 204 to 208, four-st'y
brownstone front stable, tin roof; cost, $25,000; own-

er, Chas. Weeks, 225 West Fifty-eighth St.; archi-

tect, 0. A. French.
Broad St., Nas. 1C and IS, cight-st'y and basement

brick and stone office-building, tin and slate roof;

cost, $125,000; owner, Western Union Telegraph Co.,

1S7 Broadway; architect, H. J. Hardenbergh; build-

ers. Smith & Prodgers.
Secenlii-ninth St., s s, 325' w Ninth Ave., four-st'y

brick dwell., slate and tin roof; cost, $18,000; own-
ers Wm. and O. Van Rensselaer, Audubon Park;
architects, J. C. Cady & Oo.

Seventy-third St., n s, 250' e Third Ave., 3 flve-st'y

brownstone front flats, tin roofs; cost, each, $20 000;

owner, Anne Mulholiand, 31'J East Seventy-third
St.; architect, J. C. Burne.

First Ave., Xos. 2190 and 2192, 2 four-st'y brick

tenements and stores, tin roofs; cost, each, $10,000;

owner, Gotlieb L. Koenig, 2192 First Ave.; architect,
Julius Boekell.
Second Ave., n w cor. Ninety-eighth St., flve-st'y

brick tenement and store, tin roof; cost, $16,000;

owner, Thos. Hall, 219 East Seventy-fifth St.; archi-

tect, J. H. Valentine; builder, J. O'Hare.
Second Ave., w 8, 251' n Ninety-eighth St., 3 five

st'y brick tenements and stores, tin roofs; cost,

each, $15,000; owner, architect and builder, same as

last.

tfhite St., No. 12, six-st'y brick and iron front

store, tin roof; cost, $30,000; owners, Clarence A.

Tucker, et al., trustees, 15 and 17 Cortland St.;

architect, L. H. Broome; builders, David T. Bum-
stead and Chas. R. Hedden.

ALTERATIONS. West Thirty-seventh St., No. 142,

new rear wall and internal alterations; cost, $3,400;

owner, John S. Boyd, 28 West Thirty-eighth St.;

architect, Elward Smith; builders, Elward Smith
& Co.

Crosby St., No. 93, raise attic to full st'y, new flat

roof, and a three-st'y brick extension; cost, $5,nOO;

owner, Juo. C. Wilson, 104 East Seventy-eighth St.;

architect, A. B. Ogden.
East Forty-first St., Ifo. 15, oue-st'y and basement

brick extension; cost, $3,000; owner, Jas. S. Warren,
12!) East Forty-second St.

; architects, D. & J. Jar-

dine.
East Forty-fourth St., No. 17, three-st'y brick ex-

tension; cost, $3,5'*0; owner, Mrs. Sarah E. Hartley,
on premises; architect, James Brown Lord; build-

ers, McKeuzie & McPherson.

Philadelphia.
CHURCH. On Tioga St., near Sixteenth St.. M. E.

Chapel, 41' x 66', to be of stone, tile, and half-timber

construction; will be erected from plans by Messrs,
liazleburst & Huekel, architects.

On Germantown Ave., above Columbia Ave., the

Congregation of Cohocksiuk M. E. Church propose
to erect a two-st'y church-building, to be built of

brownstone, 76' x 96'; cost, about $40,000.
HOUSE. On Frankford Ave., above Church St., Dr.
R. Bruce Burns proposes to erect a three-st'y house.
45' x 60', of stone and tile; also, carriage-house ana
stable; cost about $13,0 H); plans by Messrs. Hazle-
hurst & Huekel, architects.

WAREHOUSE. On Letitia St., below Market St., on
the site of Wm. Penu's old house, O. S. Jauney &
Co. are about to erect a tive-st'y warehouse, 40' x
100'J A. B. Korke, contractor.

BUILPING PERMITS. Hancock St., between Diamond
St. and Susquehauna Ave., three-st'y dwell., 20' x
72|Cjuo. Mitchell, contractor.

Tfrenty-Jirst St.,ue cor. Walnut St., flve-st'y brick

building, 20' x 65'; Yarnall & Cooper, contractors.

Copshall Ave., bet. Wayne and Green Sts., three-

st'y dwell., 14'x28'; D. S. McNabb, contractor.
Fairh'M St., n of Somerset St., 2 two-sfy dwells.,

15' x 28'; Juo. A. Sailer, owner.
Bodine St., w s. n of Cumberland St., boiler and

engine house, 19' x 60'; Jas. A. Davis, contractor.
Canal St., cor. Bank St., near Green Lane, two-

st'y dwell., 18' x S&'j Jas. A. Davis, contractor.

Kensington Ave., Xos. 2739 and 2741, 2 three-st'y
dwells., one with store, 18' x 60'; Jno. Cavins, con-
tractor.
Arch St., Nos. 529 and 531, seven-st'y warehouse,

38' x 288'; Lewis Havens, contractor.
Germantown Ave., s e cor. Somerset St., three-st'y

dwell., 18' x 57; two-st'y store, 20' x 32',and two-st'y
stable, 16' x 20'; B. L. Collon, contractor.
Nevada St., Xo. 1129, two-st'y dwell., 16' x 42'; C.

E. Duffee, owner.
Thirteenth St., s w cor. Locust St., one-st'y addi-

tion, 43' x 60'; Lewis Havens, contractor.

Musgrove St., bet. Washington and Tulpehocken
Sts., two-st'y dwell., 31' x 54'; P. E. Jefferis, con-
tractor.
Walnut Lane, eor. Wayne St., 2 three-st'y dwells.,

17' x 80'; Jno. A. Decker, contractor.
Union St., bet. Murkleand Hutton Sts., 3 two-st'y

dwells., 14' x 40';..W. H. Thompson.

Hamilton SI., No. 3403, three st'y dwell., 20' x 26';

J. S. Wilson, contractor.

Wakajield St., n e cor. Bringhurst St., 1 three-st'y
and 6 two-st'y dwells., 15' x 40'; !. S. Culberton.

Green St., B of Queen St., three-st'y dwell., 36' x

49'; Wm. Garvin, contractor.

Mary St., Xo. 140, two-st'y dwell., 1C' x 42'; Goo.

C. Jackson, contractor.
Sansom St., No. 721, four-st'y store, 18' x 84'; Geo.

McNichols, contractor.
Ontario fit., e of Kensington Ave., two-st y dwell

15' x 38'; D. C. Schuler, contractor.
Filbert St., n s, w of Ninth St., fourth-st'y addi

tlon to factory, 22' x 100'; Sam'i J. Kea, contractor

Levant St., e s, s of Pear St.. fourth and fifth st'y

addition to warehouse, 5^ x 100'; C. D. bupplee, oon

tractor.
Tenth St., cor. Poplar St., three-sfy brick build

lug, 20' x 27'; E. F. Durang, architect.

lloudinnt St., No. 2708, three-st'y store and dwell.

20' x 52'; Robert Bole, owner.

College Ave., s s, bet. Nineteenth and Twentietl

Sts., one-st'y church-building, 60' x UO'; Jno. McGill

Mt. 'Airy Ave., 160' e of Sullivan St., three-st'y
dwell. 22' x 49'; Geo. A. Leman, owner.
Warnock St., No. 1446, three-st'y dwell, and stable

17' x 30'; Charles Eisle, owner.
Centre St., s s e of Hancock St., 2 two-st'y dwells.

16' x 32'; J. K. Pierson, contractor.

Carlisle St., n w cor. Poplar St., 5 three-st'y

dwells.; 18' x 49'; Jno. Doyle, contractor.

Fifth St., w s, n of Lehigh Ave., three-st'y dwell.

17' x 48'; Wm. Tecklenberg.
Tackawamut St., A'o. 44->2, two-st'y dwell., 13' x

32'; Robert Shau, contractor.

Poplar St., n s, between Twenty-seventh and

Twenty-eighth Sts., 2 three-st'y dwells., 18' x 30';

Jacob Raiuer, owner.
West Dauphin St., No. 1021, three-st'y dwell., 16

x 60'; C. E. Harris.
Chestnut St., w of Thirty-sixth St., three-st'y

dwell., 20' x 69'; Chas. C. Muller, contractor.

W. Steel, contractor.

Clearjiela St., w of Richmond St., 6 two-st'y
dwells.. 13' x 40'; Frank Sherbick, contractor.
North Sixteenth St., No. 141, three-st'y dwell., 19'

x 56'; J. E. & A. L. Pennock, contractors.
Sixth St., s of Cambria St., three-st'y dwell., 18' x

67'; also, on Fifth St., n of Lehigh Ave., two-st'y
dwell., 16' x 55'; also, at n e cor. of Fifth St. and

Lehigh Ave., three-st'y' hotel, 20' x 80'; also, on
Howard St., ri of Diamond St., three-st'y dwell., 18'

x 60'; Henry Gill, contractor.

Olney Road, e of Second St., two-st'y addition to

school-house, 30' x 47'; Job Rutty, contractor.
Elm St., Nos. 3710 and 3712, 2 three-st'y dwells.,

IS' x 45'; W. J. Shedwick, owner.

Kensington Ave., n of Adam St., two-st'y store and
dwell., 16' x 56'; Jno. McCann, owner.
North Juniper St., No. 225, three-st'y dwell., 16'

x 48'; J. S. Steel, contractor.

Fifty-fourth St.. e of Lansdowne Ave., three-st'y
dwell., 16' x 30'; Chas. Christine, contractor.

Frankford Ace., cor. Adam St., two-st'y boiler-

house, 20' x 40'; Marshall Bros., owners.

Sepvii'a St., s e cor. York St., three-st'y store and
dwell., 18' x 57'; R. Beatty, contractor.
Powelton Ave., w of Forty-second St., 3 two-st'y

dwells., 16' x 40'; also, on Forty-Jirst St., w of Pow-
elton Ave., three-st'y dwell., 17' x 53'; W. Nelson
"West, owner.
Park St., between Twenty-first and Twenty-second

Sts., 11 two-st'y dwells., 14' x 30', one with store, 18'

x 40'; Joseph Thorp, owner.
Fairmount Ave., No. 341, three-st'y dwell., 22' x

36'; Geo. Kessler, contractor.

Kensington Ave., No. 2801, two-st'y store and
dwell., 16' x 35'; Jno. Patton owner.

Spring Garden St., e of Thirty-ninth St., 2 three-
st'y dwells., 18' x 32'; Jno. H. Goldbeck.
Mole St., between Fifteenth and Sixteenth Sts.,

9 two-st'y dwells., 15' x 36'; IX Garrison, owner.
Forty-second St., n of Viola St., 6 two-Bt'y dwells.,

16' x 38'; R. J. Dobbins, owner.
Hancock St., e s, s of Norris St. ,4 two-st'y dwells.,

12' x 28'; Chas. Horn, owner.
Ingersoll St., ss, w of Twenty-third St., 8 two-st'y

dwells., 13' x 41'; M. McManus, owner.
Woodstock St., w s, n of Diamond St., 14 two-st'y

and 4 three-st'y dwells., 16' x 46'; Jos. N. Pattison,
owner.
Cedar St., w s, between Emleu and Adam Sts,, 2

two-st'y dwells., 15' x 42'; Geo. Spare, owner.
Hancock St., w s, n of Dauphin St., 3 two-st'y

dwells., 15' x 42'; W. F. Shaw, owner.
Main St., s s, w of Seymour St., 4 two-st'y dwells.;

W. Mackey, contractor.
Clover M., n s, between Twelfth and Thirteenth

Sts., six-st'y factory, 62' x 66'; Yarnall & Cooper,
contractors.

High St., e of Morton St., two-st'y dwell., 16' x
28'; Walter Boditsch, owner.
Phillips St., n of Dauphin St., 3 two-st'y dwells.,

12' x 28'; Jas. McArdle, contractor.
Second St., w s, n of Dauphin St., three-st'y store

and dwell., 16' x 48'; Jas. McArdle, contractor.
Leiper \St., w s, above Allen St., three-st'y dwell.

28' x 6V; Wendell* Smith, contractors.
Orthodox St., w of Leiper St., 2 three-st'y dwells.,

28' x 56'; Wendell & Smith, contractors.
Bickland St., w of Sixty-seventh St., 2 two-st'y

dwells., 16' x 30'; Michael De Haven, owner.
Garjield St., n s, w of Wakefleld St., two-st'y

dwell., 16' x 40'; Wm. Garvin, contractor.
Peach St., s w cor. Media St., three-st'y dwell., 36'

x 46'; J. R. Garber, contractor.
Fifteenth St.. cor. Columbia Ave., n of Fifteenth

St., 14 three-st'y dwells., 18' x 64'; Jos. S. Albright,
owner.
Frankford Road, e s, n of Erie Ave., 2 two-st'y

dwells., 16' x 38'; Barnes & Haman, contractors.
Twenty-second St., n e cor. Brown St., three-st'y

addition to school-house, 34' x 50'; P. H. Somerset
contractor.

Belgrade St., w s, s of Lehigh Ave., two-st'y
dwell., 14' x 26'; Duryea & Childs, contractors.
Lawrence St., e s, 40' s of Master St., three-st'y

dwell., 14' x 130'; L. H. Eckard, contractor.
Nineteenth St., cor. Reed St., three-st'y school-

house, 95' x 125'; W. Thompson & Bros., contractors.
Rieer Itoad, between Washington and Fountain

Sts., three-st'y storehouse; S. S. Kelly, contractor.
Frances St., No. 1731, three-st'y dwell., 20' x 62';

Stacey Reeves & Co., contractors.
Graver's Lane. Philadelphia & Reading R. R. Sta-

tion. 20' x 51'; W. Kohl & Co., contractors.
Franklin St.. above Columbia Ave., 4 three-st'y

dwells. 17' x 58'; "W. H. Bilyeu, contractor.
Tenth St., n e cor. Walnut St., four-st'y store, 25'

x 60'; Marriner & Buckingham, contractors.
Eighth St., n w cor. Miflin St., four-st'y factory,

60' x'150'; J. E. & A. L. Penuock. contractors.
FnirhUl St., n of York St., 2 two-st'y dwells., 16' x

40'; Samuel L. Stewart, contractor.
Market St.. No. 919, one-st'y addition to store, 21'

x 62'; Jno. Foreman, contractor.
Mechanic St., e of Morton St., 2 three-st'y dwells.,

l.'i' x 30'; McLaughlin & McNamara, contractors.
Federal St., w of Front St., t\vo-st'y dwell., 18' I

72'; David Chambers.
Germantovn Ave., n e cor. Haines St., three-st'y

addition to dwell., 29' x 39'; A. B. Levis, contractor.
Chary St., No. 712, sixth-st'y addition to factory,

27' x 102'; John Duncan.
Frankford Ave., n of Madison Ave., two-st'y store,

16' x 35'; Dickson Bros.
Taconi/ St., n w cor. Frankford St., two-st'y

dwell., its' x 30'; Thos. Waters, contractor.

Jiidge Ave., n of Vineyard St., two-st'y store, 16' x
28'; P. H. Somerset.
Huntingdon St., n w cor. Hope St., five-st'y addi-

tion to factory, 38' x S8'; Wm. Simmons, contractor.
Kensington Ave.. No. 2737, three-st'y store and

dwell., IK' x 60'; H. McArdle, contractor.
Tenth St., n from Cumberland St.; 5 three-st'y

dwells., four 16' x 39' and one 15' x 36'; G. H. Brink-
worth.
Patisyunk Rood, Nos. 759 and 761, three-st'y fac-

tory, 36' x 55'; Michael McShain.
Jtichmond St., n w cor. Kirkbride St., police-sta-

tion. 20' x 85'; Sebastian Herm, contractor.

Fifth St., s w cor. Green St., fourth-st'y addition
to storehouse, 1H' x 56'; H. Koch, contractor.

Walnut St., w of Twenty-second St., 2 four-st'y
dwells., 21' x 90'; Robertson & Bryan, contractors.
Girard Ave., No. 1715, rear, two-st'y dwell., 20' x

40'; J. R. Pile, contractor.
Lam-ence St., two-st'y dwell., 16' x 44'; F. Lam-

brecht, contractor.
Jones St., cor. Twentieth St., addition to factory,

4*' x60'; A. Wolflngton.
Sni/der Ave., between Seventh and Eighth Sts.,

two-st'y dwell., 42' x 59'; H. W. Muloy.
North Second St., No. 128, ttfthand sixth st'y addi-

tion to store, 26' x 106'; C. B. Porter, owner.
Montgomery Ave., between Judson and Twenty-

fourth Sts., 4 three-st'y dwells., 14' x 52'; James
Cam.

St. Louis.

BUILDING PERMITS. Waters Pierce Oil Co., oil-

tank; cost, $2,900.
St. Louis Mutual House Building Co., tenements;

cost, $9,400; E. Mortimer, architect; Beckmeier &
Rieckman, contractors.

St. Louis Mutual House Building Co.. dwell.; cost,

$3,600; E. -Mortimer, architect; Fred Offermano,
contractor.
John Westhoft, tenements; cost, $4,600; Kledus,

architect; John Schafner, contractor.

Henry Frederick, tenement; cost, $2,600; Win.
Riewe, contractor.
J. P. Wilton, dwell.; cost, $8,250; Kirchner, archi-

tect; A. McAllister, contractor.
Charles H. Franke, dwell.; cost, $4,400.
Charles A. Cox & Co., pork-house; cost, 812,000;

H. E. Roach, contractor.

Henry Schmidt, store and dwell.; cost, $4,500;

Biermaun, architect; H. C. Brinkmeyer, contractor.
Standard Theatre Co., theatre; cost, $50,000; Mc-

elfatrick & Son, architects; R. P. McClure, con-
tractor.
Edward Guntly, hotel; cost, $9,400; Remmers &

Thonssen, contractors.
Mrs. F. R. Smith, tenements; cost, $3,000; David

Davis, contractor.
C. Neidringhous, tenements; cost, $4,200; Tor-

wegge & Wamhoff, contractors.
H. W. Freker, tenements; cost, $3,800; C. F. May,

architect; Torwegge & Wamhoff, contractors.
H. G. Biermann, dwell.; cost, $4,500; Berke, archi-

tect; Grunewald & Wind, contractors.
Rev. Chas. Ziegler, church; cost, $5,000; McNa-

mara, architect.
Wm. Riley, dwells.; cost, $9,500; T. J. Furlong,

architect; M. B. Scanlon, contractor.
S. Prag, two-st'y brick tenement; cost, $3,200; An-

drew Deitz, contractor.
Gen. Wm. T. Sherman, alterationsin brick dwell.;

cost, $2,500; A. Cameron, architect; A. Cameron,
superintendent.
Joe Mick, 2 adjacent two-st'y brick dwell*.; cost,

$5,000; Franz Mueller, contractor.
J. C. Ralston, 2 two-st'y brick dwells.; cost, $2,500;

J. C. Ralston, contractor.
J. C. Ralston, 2 two-st'y brick dwells.; cost, $3,000;

J. C. Ralston, contractor.
J. B. Ghio, 2 adjacent two-st'y brick dwells.; cost,

$6,000; Grable, architect; M. L. Austin, contractor.
S. H. Leathe, three-st'y brick dwell ; cost, $8,000;

Peabody & Stearns, architects; P. P. Furber, super-
intendent; sub-let.'
Wm. Rime, 2 adjacent two-st'y brick dwells.; cost,

$7.600; Beinke, architect; C. H. Poertner, con-
tractor. ,

Mullanphy Board, 2 adjacent two-st'y brick
dwells.; cost, $7,000; Taylor, architect; T. W. Hack-
ett, contractor.
Wm. Riley, 2 two-st'y brick dwells.; cost, $4,500

each; Furlong, architect; M. B. Scanlan, contractor.
Rev. 'Charles Tiegler, addition to brick church;

cost, $5,000; architect, McNamara; sub-let,
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THE AMES MEMORIAL LIBRARY, NORTH EASTON, MASS.

H. H. RICHARDSON, Architect.

THE CRANE LIBRARY, QUINCY, MASS.

H. II. RICHARDSON, Architect.
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